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FOREIGN RELATIONS.

XXXI

•

LIST OF PAPERS WITH AN ANALYSIS OF THEIR CONTENTS.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
No.

•

From and to whom.

Date.

1890.
Hr. Pitkin to Mr. Blaine .••. Jan . 10

48

Same to same ............... Apr. 19

62

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Pitkin .... May 26

Page.

Subject.

Commerce between the United States and the
Argentine Republic: Interview of 9th instant
with Minister Zeballos, w bo expressed the readiness of the Arp,entine Government to coop-erate with that o the United States in strengthening the commercial ties between the two
Republics.
Passports: Asks for certain instructions with re·
gard to the is!luing of.
Passports: Gives the instructions requested in
Mr. Pitkin's No.48, of April19.

1

1

s

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
18PO.
Mr. Grant to Mr. Blaine .. .. Jan. 18

Imprisonment of Frank Xavier Fischer, a nah.~r
alized citizen of the United States, at Wolfurt,
Austria, August 21, 1889, as liable to military
duty: Incloses a no~ of the 15th insta.nt from
the ministry of foreign affairs, in reply to his
note of October 5,1889, stating that Fischer had
been questioned by the police as to his liabilit.y
to military duty, and, as be did not prove his
American citizenship, be bad to be placed in confinement in order to prevent his escape, bttt that
be was released 011. the following morning on
the production of his passport. ~be officials
concerned in the arrest bad been reprimanded.
45 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Grant . • . . Feb. 11 Imprisonment ofFrankXavier Fischer: Instruction!! to point out to the foreign office that the
local authorities at Wolfurt should have made
an investigation as to whether Fiseber had violated their laws before arresting him, as, by such
a course, such regrettable occurrences, involving violent anti unnecessary interference with
the liberty of an Americrn citizen, h1 contravention of treaty, might be averted. Reply to Mr.
Grant's No. 57, of JanuarY.18, 1890.
PaBsports
: Asks for detmled instructions with
63 .Mr. Grant to Mr. Blaine • • • . Feb. 2-i
regard to the issuing c;~f; incloses the application of Bela Washington Fornet for a passpGrt.
67 Same to same ............... Mar. 11 Expulsion of Hugo Klamer, a naturalized Ameri·
can citizen of Austrian birth, from AustriaHungary: Incloses a copy of a. note of the 5th
instant from the foreign office, in reply to his
note of November 12, 1881l, reviewing the circumstances connected with Klamer's expulBion, and contendiug that the treaty of September 20, 1870, does not deprive the Austro-HunJrllrlan GoTernment of the right to issue a decree of expulsion against any foreigner whose
stay in the country may be considered as inconsistent with the public peace.
Iii Mr. Blaine to Mr. Grant.... Mar. 25 Passports: Gives the instructions asken in :M:K.
Grant's No. 63 of February 24, 1890, relative to
passports; authorizes him, under certain conditions, to issue a pa.qsport to Bela W asbi.ngton
Forn6t; inclose.q copies of the new form of application for passports.
67

FR90-3
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6
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LIST OF PAPERS.

XXXIV

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY-Continued.
No.

81

69

From and to whom.

Subject.

Date.

1890.
Mr.Grant to Mr.Blaine ..•. May 12

Imprisonment of Frank Xavier Fischer: Incloses
a copy of his note ofMareh 19, 1890, to the minister of foreign affairs, and a trl\nslation of thereply, dated the 4th instant, stating that the dis.
tnct captaincy at Bregenz had been repri·
manded, and ei:{lressing regrets for the unjusti.
fiable arrest o Fischer.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Grant ..•. May 16 Expulsion of Hugo Klamer from Austria-Hun.
gary: Baron Passetti's note of March 5 affords no
reason fo change in the Department's opinion
that the expulsion of Klamer was un~ostiflable;
reply to Mr. Grant's No. 6i of MaN 11, 1890.

Page.

14

15

BRAZIL.

28

1889.
Mr. Adams to Mr. Blaine .... Dec. 17

30

Same to same .•••••.•••••••. Dec. 28

36

1890.
Same to same .•••••.••••••.. Jan. 10

1

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lee .•••••. Feb. 26

G6

Mr. Lee to Mr. Blaine .•....

Apr. 2

9

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Conger . ..

Dec. 3

.

Political situation : Incloses a translation of a
decree of the 3d instant, nominating a commis·
sion to draft a constitution.
Political situation : Incloses a translation of a
sp"ech of the minister of agriculture, of a dbcree
banishing certain citizens, of a decree ordering
military trials, and of a decree revoking the
grant made to the Emperor.

16

Political situation: Incloses a translation of a
decree creatin~ two vice presidents, and of a
decree se})aratmg the church from the state.
Le~ation: Incloses Mr. Lee's credentials as
c
d'affaires ad interim and an authenti·
ca
~y of the joint resolution of Congress,
approv on the 19thinsta&t, congratulating the
peoEle of Brazil on the peaceful establi11hment
oft e Republic, for presentation to the Presi·
dent of Brazil.
Congratulations of Con~ess to the Brazilian people presented to the resident on the 1st in·
stant. Incloses copies of speeches, and a trans·
lation of a press artiele describing the audi·
ence.
Courtesies shown to the officers of the Brazilian
squadron which arrived at New York November
25 and left December 12.

20

:!fe

16

21

22

23

CENTRAL AMERICA.

114

1890.
Mr. MiznE-r to Mr. Blaine June 23
(telegram).
Same tQ same ...••••.....••. June 25

117

Same to same...............

July 2

Same to same (telegram) _..

July 8

119

Same to same .•••••..•. _....

J oly 9

128

Mr. Adee to Mr. Miznt-r.... July 14

SalvadQr: Reporte6 revolution on the 22d instant.
The President and others assassinated.
Salvador: General Ezeta proclaimed provisional
president. Guatemala will not recognize the
new government, and is movingtrooptS towards
the frontier.
Salvador and Guatemala: Martial law declared

~~~~. de~b'!~~~~~~?~::e~a;a~:t~~~g ~:~:

fronting each other on the frontier and a battle imminent. InclNes a copv and translation
of proclamation issued by the President of Gua.
temala June 27, denouncing the revolution in
Salvador.
SalvadQr and Guatemala: War imminent. The
presence of a United States naval vessel on the
Pacific coast of Central America necessary.
Salvador and Guatemala: Confirms telegram of
8th instant. Urges the importance of sending a
war vessel. Envoy from Salvador in Guatemala. The Guatemalan Government refuses to
receive him. Describes the military situation.
Protection to American interests: The Secretary
of tho Navy has ordered two ships of war to
the coast of Salvador and Guaiemala.

28
28

29

31
31

32

LIST OF PAPERS.

XXXV

CENTRAL AMERICA-Continued.

N~~I-----F_r_o_m_a_n_d__to__w_h_o_m_.____
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine
(telegram).

Date.
1890.
.July16

Subject.

Arms for Salvador on the Pacific Mail steamer
Oolima expected to arrive at San .J os6 de Guatemala on the 7th instant. The Guatemalan
Government wishes that of the United States
to cause the steamer to carry the arms beyond
Salvador and land them in a neutral statt'.
The ·Oolima is detained until the 20th instant.
Requests immediate instructions.
120 Sametosame ............... July 16 Salvador and Guatemala: Armies of 14,000 men
each confronting each other. Confirms his telgram of this date. The Guatemalan Government threatens to declare war in time to seize
the arms on the Oolima as contraband of war.
Tho Oolima will be detained until the 20th instant.
Mr. Adee to Mr. Mizner (tel- .July 19 Interception "of tele~ams: Efforts made to
communicate with mmister.
egram).
Same to same (telegraw) ..... .July 19 Oolima: The Department has been informed of
the detention of the Oolima by the Guatemalan
Government and of the seizure of the arms. As
war had not been declared, Guatemala <letains
the arms at her own risk, and steamer must
be released without delay. United States can
not be a party to any conference in which
Salvador does not participate.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Mizner .July 20 Oolima: Instructions to demand the instant sur(telegraro).
reuder of the Oolima, with all her cargo.
Mr.AdeetoMr.Mizner(tel- .July 21 Seizure of the steam launch of the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company at San .Jos6 by the Guaegram).
temalan Government reported.
Same to same (telegram).... .July 21 Oolima: The Guatemalan Government has con·
fiscated the arms on board. Instructions to
protest and to demand restoration.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine .Jnly 22 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Rumored
defeat of the Guatemalan army. Has not heard
(telegram).
from the Department for 2 weeks. Guatemala,
Nicaragua, and Costa Rica-Honduras consenting by teleiZl'aph-have si~ned a treaty securing cOI:stitutional government in Salvador and
rflquest the good offices and moral support of
the United States. Asks for a man-of-war.
l2!i Same to same............... .July 23 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Defeat
and retreat of the Guatemalan army. Martial
law declared throughout Guatemala on the 21st
instant. All men between 18 and 50 required
to present themselves for military duty. Export duty on coffee raised to $2 per 100 pounds.
Duties on imports raised. War formally declared by Guatemala against Salvador. Confirms his telegram of the 22d instant. Asks
for a man-of-war. Incloses the Spanish text
of the treaty between Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Honduras, of the 19th
instant.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Miz. .July 25 Interception of telegrams: The Department bas
ner (telegram).
sent Mr. Mizner five telegrams.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Mizner July 26 Interception of telegrams: Instructions to ilemand an immediate investigation, and invio(telegram).
lability of his official correspondence.
Same to same (telegram).... .July 26 Good offices : Instructions to tender the good
offices of the United States for the friendly adjustment of all the difterences among the states
of C.,ntral America.
125 Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine ... July 26 War between Salvador and Guatemala : Incloses
a copy and translation of a decree issued by
the President of Guatemala on the 21st instant,
declaring war against Salvador.
126 Same to same ••••••••••••••. .July 28 Seizure of arms on the Oo~ima: Violation of a
positive aiZl'eement made by him on the 18th
instant with the Guatemalan Government that
they should be stored with the United States
consular agent at San .Jos6 or sent to a neutral
port. They were seized while being transferred from the Oolima, going south, to the 0011
of Sidney, going north.
Same to same (telegram).... .July 29 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Both
armies resting after many engageroents.
1~ Same to same ............... .July 31 Interception of telegrams: Reports how he
received four telegrams from the Depart·
ment.

Page.

32

33

3'
3!i

35
35
35
35

36

39
39
39

40

40

41
U

LIST OF P A.PERS.
CENTRAL AMERICA-Continued.
No.

From and to whom.

-

Date.

Subject.

Pap.

IL
1890.

130

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine ••. July 31

4L

181

Same to same .•••••••••••••. July

43

.Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner
(telegram).

July

Same to .same (telegram) •••. July

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine
142

M~~~rar:>~ to Mr. Mizner.

Aug.
Aug.

Same to same (telegram) ..•• Aug.

132

Mr. Mizner to Hr. Blaine ... Aug.

133

Same to same .••••• ,. •••••••• Aug.

134

Same to same ............... Aug.

135 Same to same ............... Aug.
Same to same (telegram) •••. Aug.

143

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner. Aug.

1«

Same to same ............... Aug.

145 Same to same ............... Aug.

1'6

War between Salvador and Guatemala: Describes the situation. Has tendered the good
offices of the United States to the President of
Guatemala. They were declined.
31 Protection to American intertosts : Arrival of
the U. S. S. Ranger and the U. S. S. Thetis at San
J os6 on the 28th instant.
31 Good offices : Instructions to proceed immediaety
to San J os6 de Guatemala and there to await
further instructions.
31 Good offices : Instructions to use his good offices
with the Governments of Guatemala. and Salva•
dor for the restoration of peace, securing com·
munication with Salvador by means of the
Ranger or Thetis.
1 Goo!~ olfiees: Gives reasons why it is inexpedient
for him to go to San J os6.
2 War between Salvador and Guatemala: President Barillas's proclamation received.
4 Good offices: Department considers it necessary
for him to go to San Jos6 and place himself in
communication with the Government of Salvador through the Ranger and the Thetis.
4 Good offices : Incloses copies and translations of
speeches made at the reception of the Costa
Rican minister accredited on a syecial mission
of peace to Guatemala and Sa vador by the
President of Guaoomala on the 16th of July.
4 Seizure of arms on the OoUma: Gives details and
incloses copies of correspondence with the
Guatemalan Government on the subject.
4 Good offices : Incloses copie~~ ann translations of
corrf.'lspondence between Nicaraguan minister
to Guatemala and the Guatemalan Government,
and a commn11ioation of J nly 30 from the Costa
Rican and Nicar:fuan ministers to Guatemala
to the Provision President of Salvador, in the
interests ofJieace.
5 Good offices: i ves reasons for assumin'ithat the
Department wishes him ·to go to La ibertad,
instead ofSan Jos6. Will go to LaLibertadon
the Tltetis.
5 War between Salvador and Guatemala: General
Ezeta declines the good offices of the United
States and declares his intention to hoist his
flag in the city of Guatemala.
5 Seizure of arms on the Oolima b~ the GuatemaIan Government: Incloees cop es of communications received by the Department of State
from the Pacific Mail Steamship Compa~.
6 Interception of telegrams: States that natemala could communicate with its minister in
Mexico.
Good
offices: Incloses copies of the Department's
6
tele5rams to him in relation to the tender of the
goo offices of the United States between Salvador and Guatemala; also copies of telegrams
exchanged between the Department and the
United States legation in Mexico regarding the
proposal of the .Mexican Government to act
either jointly or concurrently wit-h the United

Same to Mme ............... Aug. 6
Same to same (telegram) .••. Aug. 7

Same to same (telegram) .••. Aug. 8

~!~~JG~hati!~1:sih! t¥::'d\e~~G~:!::
mentrespects the indetendentsovereign rights
of each commonwealt , and can not countenance forcible interference from any quarter.
Interception of telegrams: Instructions to investigate the causes of the delay in receiving telegrami, and to re~ort on the subject.
Interception of te egrams : General Gnirola has
telegraphed that messages from DeSartment to
Mr. .Mizner are not detained iB Sa vador ; de·
tention must consequently be in Guatemala.
Attack upon the United States consulate in San
Salvador: Telegram of this date received; asks
for a full report. Instructions to notif.y the
Government of Salvador that unless the r1ghts
of the Government and citizens of the United
States are respected the President will be coml)elled to devise measures for their enforcement.
irects him, if necessary, to proceed to San
Salvador and demand that the consul be reiD·
atated and protected.

43

43

44
44
44

45

47
50

53

5i

5i

61
61

62

63

64
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LIST OF P A.PERS.
CENTRAL AMERICA-Continued.
No.

From and to whom.

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine
(telegram).

1'9

150

139

141
155
144
145

47

'8

Date.

Subject.

Page.

1800.
Aug. 8

Attack upon the United States consulate in San
Salvador: During a battle in the city of San
SalYador, General Ez&ta's forces seized the
United States consulate, hauled down the flag,
and damaged and destroyed property ; has de·
manded immediate reparation. A firmer atti·
tude is needed towards Guatemala and Salvador.
Asks for an increase of tbe naval force in
Central American waters.
Same to same (t.Jlegram). . . . Aug. 9 Attack upon the United States consulate in San
Salvador: Has received Mr. Blaine's telegram
()f the 9th instant. The reparation demanded on
the 8th instant is promised for tbe lOth. Will
go to San Salvador on the 10th instant.
Same to same (telegram). . • . Aug. 11 Attack upon the Unitod States consulate in San
Salvador: In accordance with bis demand, the
Government of Salvador, on the lOth in~:~tant,
hoisted the United States flag over the consu·
late, fired a aalute of 21 guns, reinstated the
consul in his office, and guArantied his rights.
The minister of foreign affairs has written
him an adequate letter of apology.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner. .Aug. 11 Seizure of arms on the Ooli1na: Incloses a copy
of a Jetter of the 7th instant, and inclosures,
from the president of the Pacific Mail Steamo>hip Company.
Same to same .•••.••••.•.... Aujl. 11 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Incloses
dispatch No. 350 from the United States minis·
ter in Mexico.
Same to same (telegram). . . . .Aug. 12 Attack on the United States consulate at San Salvador: Instructions to express the gratification
of the United States Government at the reparation made.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine Aug. 12 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Peace
suggested by Salvador on the hasis of non(telegram).
intervention. Armies quiet and in camp.
Same to same ..•••••.••..... Aug. 15 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Reports
his return to Guatemala from San Salvador on
the 14th instant.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner Aug. 15 Good offices between Salvador and Guatemala:
Glad to welcome Mexico's diRposition toward
(telegram).
establishment of peace.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine Aug. 16 Good offices of the United States have been accepted by both belli~~:erents.
(telegram).
Same to same (telegram) • . . Aug. 18 Peace negotiations : Bases of peace accepted by
theministeraof both belli~el'\mts, subject to approval by the respective rre11idents.
Same to same............... Aug. 18 Attack upon the United States consulate at San
Salvador: Gives details and incloses documents.
Mr. Wharton toMr.Mizner. Aug. 19 Seizure of arms on the Oolima: Department
awaits further particulars.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine . . . Aug. 20 Interception of telegrams: Is investigating the
causes of delay in their delivery.
Same to same ..•••••••.••... Aug. 20 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Gives an
account of the battle of July 30 and 31, in the
city of San Salvador, between the forces of Gen·
eral Rivas and Gen. Antonio Ezeta.
Same to same (tele~tram) . . . Aug. 21 · Seizure of arms on the Oolima: The C:uatemalan
Government requires the official who seized the
arms to return them with a written apology.
He has reserved all claims for damages.
Same to same (telegram) •.. Aug. 25 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Salvador
does not agree to the bases of peace. The armi&·
tice extended 4 days.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan Aug. 25 War between Salvador and Guatemala: Instructs
him to telegraph Mr. Mizner to suggest arbitra(telegram).
tion.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine Aug. 27 War between Salvador and Guatemala: The
bases of peace have been modified and accepted
(telegram).
by both parties.
Same to same............... Aug. 27 Good offices: Acknowledges telegram of 15th instant. .A.s peace has been agreed upon, supposes that further action may be suspended.
Same to same............... Aug. 28 War between Salvador and Guatemala: .Acknowledges telegram of 25th instant. As the
bases of peace have been signed, action witll regard to arbitration is unnecessary.
Killing
of Gen. J. M. Barrnndia on board the
Same to same (telegram). . . Aug. 28
American steamer Acapulco at San J os6 de
Guatemala by the Guatemalan officials: Re-
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65

73
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71
74

75
79
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81
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LIST OF PAPERS.
CENTRAL AMERICA-Continued.

No.

From and to whom.

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine
(telegram)-Continued.

Date.
1890.
.Aug. 28

150

Same to same .••••••••••.•• - Aug. 29

2U

Mr. Hosmer to Mr. Wharton

Aug. 29

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner
(telegram).

Aug. 30

Same to same (telegram) .••• Sept. 2
Mr. :Mizner to Mr. Blaine
(t.elegram).
151

Sept. 3

&me to same ............... Sept. 3
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner

Sept. 3

Mr. M.rzner to Mr. Blaine
(telegram).

Sept. 4

(tele~am).

158

Same to same ............... Sept. 9

159

Same to same ............... Sept. 10

160

Same to same _.............. Sept. 10

161

Same to same ............... Sept. 10

170

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner- Sept. 10

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine
(telegram).

Sept. 11

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner
(telegram).

Sept. 12

Mr. Tracy to Mr. Blaine .... Sept. 13

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine
(te~am).

Sept.14

17'

Mr.

arton to Mr. Mizner. Sept. 15

165

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine-. - Sept. 17

177

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner. Sept. 18

170

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine Sept. 21
(telegram).
Same to same ............... Sept. 23

172

Same to same ............... Sept. 24

Subject.

...

ports the killing of General Barrnndia this day
while resistin\arrest. He bad guaranties for
the safe~ of . arrundia, and united with the
United tate8 consul-general in advising the
captain of the .Acapulco to/iermit the arrest.
Killin~of Gen. J. M. Earrun ia: Makes a report
and closes copies of documents on the subject.
Killing of Gen. J. M. Barruudia: Makes a report
and meioses copies of document on the subject.
Killing of General Barrundia: !Wgrets that Mr.
Mizner advised or consente.l to the surrender of
Barrnndia. Barrundia placed himself within
the jurisdiction of Guatemala at his own peril,
and it was tor the authorities of Guatemala to
assume jurisdiction at their own risk.
Killing of General Barrundia: Mr. Mizner's tele·
gram of the 1st instant received. Repeats his
own telegram of August 30.
War between Salvador and Guatemala.: Both
armies have been withdrawn from the frontier
and are being rapidly disbanded.
War between Salvador· and Guatemala: Gives an
account of the pear.e negotiations and incloses
copies and translations of documents.
Killmg of General Barrundia: Instructs him to
make a full report on the subject.
Killing of General Barrundia: Gives his reasons'
for consenting to Barrundia's arrest. Has sent
a full report•
.Killing of General Barrundia: Acknowled\es
telegram of 3d instant. Sent a full report in is
No.l50.
.
Seizure of arms on the Oolima: Gives further details. The arms were returned on the 31st
ultimo. Incloses copies of documents.
Interception of telegrams: Copies of all telel}rams to and from the various legations in
uatemala are inspected by the Government.
Has not received Department's telegram of
July 20.
War between Salvador and Guatemala: The
armies have been reduced to a peace footing.
Peace will be declared in a few days.
Attack on the United States consulate at San
Salvador: Consul Myers will be instructed to
furnish a statement 'of the damage done to his
own property and to that of the consulate.
War between Salvador and Guatemala: The
bases of peace have been complied with, the
armies have been disbanded, and the l.resence
of the men-of-war is no longer require .
1 Wnr between Salvador and Guatemala: Instructions to express the earnest wishes of the United
States Government tor continued friendliness
between Guatemala and Salvador.
War between Salvador and Guatemala: Incloses
a copy of a letter of August 28, 1800, from the
commander of the U. S. S. Ranger, announcing
the aooestance of the terms of peace by Guatemala an Salvador. Seizure of arms on the
Oo"ma. The same letter re~rts the return of
the arms by the Guatemalan Government. Killing of General Barrnndia. The same letter
ives details regarding the kilHng of General
arrnndia.
Sa!vador: General Carlos Ezeta has been unanimously elected constitutional President.
Good office~!: Has received his No. 147, of the
27th ultimo.
Killing of General Barrundia: Has&ent Mr. Hosmer to San J os6 to take the affidavit of the
captain of the Acapulco.
Attack on the United States consulate at San Salvador: Instructs him to investitte the truth
of certain allegations of Consul yers.
War between salvador and Guatemala: Peace
and order reign in Guatemala.
Killing of General Barrundia: Gives further de·
tails and incloses documents on the subject.
Martial law was abolished in Guatemala on the
22d instant.
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83

86
110

110

90
90
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96

96
9

100

100
101

101
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101

104
104
105
105
106
106
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LIST OF PAPERS.

XXXIX

CENTRAL AMERICA-Continued.
:No.

From and to whom.

Date.

Subject.

1890,
17, Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine ... Sept. 24

186 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Mizner ... Sept. 29
188 Same to same ............... Oct.
189

179

2

Same to same ............... Oct.

6

Mr. lfizner to Mr. lllaine
(telegram).

Oct.

6

Harne to same ............... Oct.

8

187 Same to same ............... Oct. 18

188

Same to same ............... Oct. 18

197 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Mizner ... Oct. 21

193

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine ... Oct. 24

197

Same to same ............... Oct. 29

203

Same to same ............... Nov. 10

203

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Mizner •.. Nov. 14

206

Same to same ............... Nov. 18

225

Mr.Blaine to Mr.Kim berly .. Dec. 22

227

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine ... Dec. 31

.

Good offices between Salvador and Guatemala:
Both states consider the U.nited States as having been chiefly instrumental in the peace settle·
ment.
Interception of telegrams: Incloses the text of
Department's telegram of July 20. Instructs
him to ascertain whv it did not reach him.
Interception of telegrams: The director of tole·
graphs of Salvador states that Department's
telegram of July 20 was forwarded to Mr. Miz·
ner via Honduras.
Attack on the United States consulate at San
Salvador: Incloses a. letter of September 27,
1890, from Consul Myers, with accompanying
documents giving details.
Salvador: Has forwarded by mail General Ezeta's
letter to the President of the United States
announcing his election as constitutional Presi·
dent of Salvador.
Good offices: Gives details with regard to the
negotiation of a treaty of peace between Salva·
dor and Guatemala.
Interception of telefams: Has requested the
cable operator at a Libertad to send him a
written statement of the control exercised over
his office by the authorities of Salvador in July,
Augu11t, andSeptember,1890. Asksforacopyof
the di claimer of the Government of Salvador.
Attack upon the United States consulate at San
Salvadot·: 'Vill communicate with the Salva.·
dorian Government with regard to its refusal to
give Consul Myers a pass to leave the country.
Interception of telegrams: Instructs him to protest
against the continued interruption of mercantile
correspondence by means of the cable via La
Libettad. Incloses copies of two disJ?atches
from the United States vice-<:onsul at regucigalpa on the subject.
Interception of telegrams: He has the certificate
of the receiving clerk at the central office of thQ
telegraph company, in Guatemala, that Department's telegram of July 20 was never recei vod at
his office, t.he only one having telegraphic connection with Honduras.
War between Salvador and Gu~~otemala: The
special minister of Salvador to negotiate tho
treaty of peace with Guatemala was received
by the President of Guatemala on tbe 20th
instant.
Interception of telegrams: The officer who was in
charge of the cable at La. Libertad in July, August, and September, 1890, states that it is a
part of the contract between the cable company
and tho Government of Salvador that the latter
should have supervision of the correspondence,
and that, during the late war, in July and August, the authorities of Salvador placed a guard
of soldiers over the cable office at La. Libertad,
controlling its business.
Interception of telegrams: Incloses a. copy of General Guirola's tele!}dam of August6,1890, stating
thattelegramsfor r. Miznerwerenotdetaineu
in Salvador.
Killing of General Barrundia: Recapitulates the
facts in the case; cites analogous cases; reviews the course pursued by Mr. Mizner in the
matter, and condemns it. Instructs him to
turn over the legation to Mr. Kimberly, as
charge d'affaires ad interim.
Seizure of arms on tho Colima: Reviews tho
fasts in the case. The United States Govem·
ment considers itself clearly entitled to some
satisfactory apology or reparation from Guatemala, but prefers that the sugGestion to that
effect should come from the Guatemalan Government.
Killing of General Barrundia: Has this day
turned over the legation to Mr. Kimberly. De·
fends his action in the Barrundia case, and
states that, with the exception of the Mexican
legation, the entire diplomatic corps in Central
America has indorsed it in writing.
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988 Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine .••. Oct. 31

147

006

14

476
1018

1032

Claim of Louis McCaslin for injuries suffered bfi the
closin\of a bridge of boats at Ningpod Apr I 29,
1888 : eports the trial of the case, an the retusal of the foreign office (yam6n) to grant any
,.
relief.
Same to same.
Nov. 19 Complaint of the American Presbyterian mls·
sion at Cbi-nan-fu: The local authorities refnl!e
to give them a lot iu the eity in exchanfe for
the one which they bad purchased, an from
which they bad been driven at the time of the
Chi-nan-fn riots. Incloses copies of his correspondence with the missionaries on the subject.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby .•
Dec. 12 Claim of LoniR McCaslin : Asks for copies of his
correspondence with the yam6n in thu case.
Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine .... Dec. 30 Travel certificates .Permitting Americans to
travel in the interior of China: Recommends
that! hereafter they be issued for the proposed
trip, and not for a whole year as heretofore; in·
closes a copy of hill letter of December 29, 1889,
to the United States consul at A.moy with rouard to a travel certificate for Chun Arfat, a
rihinaman claiming to be a naturalized citizen
of the United States.
1890.
Same to same ............... Jan. 14 Claim of Rev. Gilbert Reid against the Chinese
Government for an assault made upon him by
(,;binese rioters at Chi-nan-fu November 28,
1887: Incloses a copy of his note of November
25, 1889, to the yam6n, presenting the said claim
and of the yam6n's reply, dated December 1,
1889, statio~ that the ::_vernor of Shan-Tung
has been directed to m e a report on the case.
Complaint. of t.he American Presbyterian mis·
sion at Chi-nan-fu: Incloses a copy of a note of
000000 • • • • • • • •

o.

152
153

1

~~~:![~f~n!ft«>~fbe~nt!,~l:o~t~ !~!~:a~l!'!

1037 Same to same .•

4,95 Mr. Blaine

o ............

to Mr. Denby ... Jan.

..
1045 Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine ... Feb.

1M9 Same to same .•

00

o .... o .....

in place of the city lot in Chi-nan-fu.
Claim of Rev. Gilbert Reid: Incloses copies of
his note of the 14th instant, to the Yam6n, the
Yam6Q's reply of the 18th instant, and his re1oinder ef the 24th instant.
31 Com8laint of the American Presbyterian mission
at hi-nan-fu: Citesarticle17 ofthetreatyofl844
and article 12 of the treaty of 1858 between the
United States and China concernin!l,firoperty.
It is desirable that in seeking esta ishments
in ~he interior a srrit of patience and moderation should preva1
4 Same subject: Incloses a copy of a letter of Jannary 10, 1890, from the missionaries, adducing
arguments and facts showing that thejurchase
of the tract of land in the country ha nothing
to do with the town lot, and expressing their
willingness to accep~ another lot in the city in
placf> of that which bad been taken from them.
9 Claim of Louis McCaslin against China: Incloses
co~ies of all his correspondence with the yam n on the subject.
20 Travel certificates: Is inclined to take Mr. Frelinghuysen's position that a travel certificate
should only be issued for the particul"r tnp
undertaken by the applicant.
26 Passports and travel certificates : Suggests that
the Department issue a circular directed to the
United States conRuls in China setting forth

Jan. 26

Feb.

498 Mr. Blaine to .Mr. Denby ... Feb.

1058 Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine .•. Feb.

::~Foan~:!v~f :~riJl:a~!~r ~r;::':ti~r:=o:!
for m:iing the suggestion. Incloses a form for
the proposed circular.
1061 Same to same ............... Mar. 6 Passports: Renews the rtlcommendation with regard to a circular embodying full information
as to the mode of applying for paesports in
China.
.Access
to the United States for Dr. Alvin F.
1068 Same to Rame
Mar. 18
Howe, a Chinesf" subject: Requests inform&·
tion as to the means of procuring the same.
510 Mr. Blaine to :Mr. Denby ... Mar. 24 Claim of Louis McCaslin: The Chinese Go\"erD·
me11t should not permit a tair and just consideration of the C8be to be prevented by the mis·
understanding between the United States
00 •

._..

o ..... o ...

1

1
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17
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517
1113
523

1114

530

542
544

1123

1125

1125
bil.

1140

1146

Subject.

Page.

1890.
Mar. 24

co:osul at Ninf!~O and the taotai, described in a.
dispatch from t e former dated the 12th ultimo,
nor allow an adverse judgment of so doubtful
a character to stand.
Same to same ............... Apr. 12 Complaint of the American Presbyterian Mission
at Chi-nan-fu: Instructs him to assist the mis·
sionaries in obtaining another town lot in place
of the original one.
Same to same ............... Apr. 18 Claim of Louis McCaslin: Instructs him to present the claim to the Chinese Government de
novo, and to request a reopening of it.
Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine ... May 5 Same subject: Incloses a cop1 of his note to the
yamen, asking for a joint mvestigation of the
case.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby ... May 6 Passports and travel certiilcates for Americans
in China: Gives instructions with regard to
the same and incloses a copy of Department
circular to the United States consular officers
in China, dated May 1, 1890, on the subject.
Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine .••. May 10 Transit passes for goods exported from China:
Inclo~:~es a co.py of a note of this date from the
yam~n, and of a note of the 9th instantfrom the
German minister to his colleagues, with regard
to fixing limits for the duration of transit
nasses.
Mr. Blaine to Mt•, Denby .••. May 17 Access to the United States for Dr. Alvin F.
Howe: Incloses a copy of a letter of the 14th
instant from the Secretary of the Treasur.v,
stating that the taotai's certificate, properlt
viseed by the United States minister or consu ,
would enable Dr. Howe to land in the United
States.
Same to same ............... Jnne 25 Claim of Louis McCat.lin: A~proves Mr. Denby's
note of the 5th ultimo to t e yam en on the sub·
ject.
Same to same ............... June 27 Transit passes for good !I exported from China:
The period of their validity should be determined by agreement between the authorities
and the consular representatives of the treaty
powf>rs.
Mr. Denby to Mr.Blaine . ... July 25 Chinese exclusion bill: Incloses a translation of
a note of the 16th ultimo from the yamen, diHcussing the same and protesting against it as a
violation of existing treaties, and a copy of his
reply of the 26th instant acknowled~iniT its rece1pt. Chinese enumeration bill: Inc ose~; a
translation ol a note of the 17th ultimo from the
yam~n. protesting af!ainst the same, and a copy
of his repl.v of the 26th instant acknowledging
its receipt.
Same to same ............... July 26 Complaint of the American Presbyterian Mission
at Chi-nan-fu: Incloses a copy of his letter of
the 25th instant to Rev. Gilbert Reid, embodying the substance of Department's !'Co. 612 of
Aprill2, 1890.
Same to same ............... July 26 Claim of Louis McCaslin: In closeR a copy of his
note to the yamen, transmitting a translation
of Department'.~ No. 517 of April 18, 1890.
Will seek an oral interview with the yamen.
Same to same . .............. Aug. 4 Hydrof!raphic surveyA of the ports of China: Incloses a copy of his note of this date to the
yam en, maintaining the right of foreign men-ofwar to make such surveys.
Same to same ............... Aug.ll Complaint of the American Presbyterian mission
t't Cbi-nan-fu: Incloses a cofy of his note to
the yamen, notifying them o · the willingness
of the missionaries to accept another city lot

510 Mr. Blaine to Mr. DenbyContinued.
512

Date.

179

180
181
182

184

186

187
187

187

192

193

193

195

~nE~~R:i~ ~~ Ch~~~~all;~~e ~=:'n~~eRM~:

553 Mr. Wharton to Mr. Denby. Sept. 24
556 Same to same ............... Sept. 25

Denby requests the yamen to have a public
example made of the ringleaders of the riot in
which Mr. Reid was injured, and to indemnify
him for his injuries.
Segregation of the Chinese in San Frnncisco:
Approves his note of July 26 to the yamen on
the subject.
Hydrographic survels of the ports of China: Approves his note o August 4 to the yamen on
the subject.
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Date.
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1890.

Page.

1150 Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine ... · Aug. 16

197

1151 Same to same .••••••••••.••. Aug.

197

1153 Same to same .••••••••••••.. Aug.

1155 Same to eame .•..••••••.•... Aug.
1161 Same to same ............... Sept.

1184. Same to same ............... Sept.
562 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby ... Oct.

1181 Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine ... Oct.

1190 Same to same ••••••••••••••. Nov.

571 Mr. Blaine to :Mr. Denby ... Dec.

Marriage& between A merioans in China: Reports
his recent action on a question as to the mode of
solemnizinl' snob marriages. The minister is
not authonzed to perform the cerE:'mony, nor to
witness it officially, and can not ~[ive a marriage
certificate, bot a consul can do all three.
20 Claim of Rev. Gilbert Reid: IncloseR a transla.tion of a note of the 17th instant from the yam en,
reiterating its refu8lll to pay any indemnity to
Mr: Reid. Complaint of the Am~rican Presbyterian mtSBion atChi-nan.fn. In the same note
the yamen states that the miBSionaries must
accept the coontcy tract in place of the city lot.
If they press the matter, t-he populace may cause
trouble.
21 Navigation of the Yang-tao River: Incloses a
copy of the recent Chun-Khing convention, allowing Engli11h sailing ve886ls to ascend the
Yang.tiJe River as far as Chun-Khing and making Chun-Khing an open port.
28 Sze-chuen: Gives a sketch of the his to~, geography, agriculture, and commerce ot t e province of Sze-chuen.
11 Silnr: Gives statistics with re~ard to sitver
currency in China, and the rise 1n the value of
silver caused by the passage of the "stlver
bill" by Congress. Describes the new Chinese
silver coinage.
26 Silver coinage: A proclamation has been issued
makinp: the new Cbinese silver coins a legal
tender in every part of China.
11 Complaint of the Amelican Presbvterian mission
at Chi-nan-fu: Instructs Mr. :benby to keep
the matter in sight and to endeavor, in all proper
ways, to further the reasonable desires of the
missionaries.
22 Chinese exclusion bill: Incloses a translation of
a note of the 19th instant from the yam en, complaiuing that Mr. Blaine had mAde no reply to
the communications of the Chinese minister at
Washington on the subject. and a copy of his
repl~ of the 22d instant, explaining the silence
of t e Secretary of State.
7 Complaint of the American Presbyterian mission
at Chi-nan-fu: Inrloses a copy of his note of
the 1st instant to the vamen, stating that the
mi88ionaries are willing to surrender the conntry tract if th?J can obtain a suitable lot in the
city. Claim o Rev. Gilbert Reid. In the same
note of November 1 to the r,amen, Mr. Denby
state~t that he does not wa vo or compromise
:Mr. Reid's claim for indemnity for inj or1es done
bim by the rioters, but considers it still pend&g and unsettled.
.
16 :Marrl~es of Americans in China: Approves
:Mr. enby's views as to the proper mode of
r,erforming the marriage ceremony. Cites the
aw on the subject.

199

201
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209

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF CHINA AT WASHINGTON.
1800.
:Mr. Blaine to llr. Tsui...... Jan. 31

Mr. Tsui to Mr. Blaine...... Feb. 27

Transit of Chinese laborers through tbe United
States: It appears by a le·~rof the 28th instant
from the Treasury Department that the Southern Pacific Company, which is said to control a
large share of the Chinese t.ransit business, is
abOut to execute the bond provided for bv the
amendment to the Treasury Department's circular of September 28, 1889, so that the Chinese
laborers carried by that company will not be
required to give a special bond.
Same subject: Tho opening of one line aeross the
oontinent to Chinese laborers is not a compliance with the existing treaty stipulations that
entitle Chinese subjects to the same"privileges
of free transit through the territory of the
United States as the subjects of the most favored nation. The facts and reasons set forth
in his notes of November 5 and Dect~mber 16,
1889, remain uncontroverted.
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-ISJ~!rDl!CNC:E WITH THE LEGATION OF CHINA AT W ASHINGTON-Contlnuecl.
l'rom and to whom.

Date.
1890.
Mar. 13
Mar. 26

Mr. Pong to Mr. Blaine..... May 23

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Pong..... May 27

Mr.Pung to Mr. Blaine..... June 7

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Pung ..... June 14

Subject.

Same subj~ct: Has referred Mr. Tsui's note of
February 27 to the Secretary of the Treasury.
Chinese exclusion bill: Describes the injustice
done by the said bill to Chinese subjects who
had left the United States with return oertifl·
cates in their pos!le88ion, and who, on their re·
turn, were denied J?ermission to land, although
they displayed their certificates, many of them
havinJP; their families a.nd their property in the
United States; complains of the difficulties
placed in the way of the transit of Chinese laborers, and the interference of tne customs offi..
clals with the business of Chinese merchants
in the United States; contrasts this treatment
with the fidelity with which the Chinese Gov.
ernment has recognized and enforced its treaty
stipulations towards American merchants and
missionaries; cites decisions of the United
States Supreme Court, showing that the bill is
a violation of existing treaties; asks for information as to the President's views on the sub·
ject.
86JP;rega.tion of Chinese subjects in San Franciaco:
Incioses a copy of an order of the board of sn·
pervisors of San Francisco, dated February 17,
1890, prohibitin~ Chinese, under penalty of imprisonment, from residing or carryin11: on business in the city and county of San Francisco,
except within a certain specified district; complains that a large number of Chinese have
been arrested for failure to comply with the
provisions of the sajd order; asks that imme(liate steps be taken to remedy the injury done
tc Chinese subjects by the order in violation of
the third article of the treaty of 1880.
Same subject: HM referred his note of the 23d
instant to the Attorney-General; meanwhile
the Chinese who h :ve been arrested can obtain
relief in the courts.
·
Same subject: Untler the treaty of 1880, China
consented to surrender certain treaty rightS""as
to immigration upon the ex.,ress condition and
assurance that Chinese subjects in the United
States should receive special protection. and
that assurance was embodied in article 3.
They already po88essed the right of appeal to
the courts; when Americans in China are
threatened with ill trea.tment at the bands of
the local authorities the American minister is
prompt to demand the active interposition of
the Imperial Government, and the latter has
never replied that the American residents must,
alone and unsupported hy the Imperial power
and influence, carry on their contest with the
local authorities, but has always prom~tly interfered to secure to them their treaty rights.
Segregation of Chinese subjects in San Francisco:
Construes article 3 of the treaty of 1880 to mean
that, where existing measures or remedies were
found to be insufficient, the United States Government would try to devise others to supply
the defect. The American minister in China,
when invoking the direct interver..tion of the
Imperial Government for the protection of
American citizens in China, has met ely followed
the course marked out in the treaties in accordance with the system of go~ernment prevailing
in China. This is no evidence that the said
article 3 contemplated that the same course
would be pursued in the United States, where
the organization of the Government is different.
The Attornev-Genel'l&l, iCt a letter of the 9th in·
stant, expresses the opinion that the ordinance
complained of is within the prohibition of the
fourteenth llJDendment to the Constitution, and
is also a violation of the treaty stipulations of
the United States with China, and it is therefore void. He advises that thtl proper mode of
determining authoritatively that the ordinance
has no validity is by application to the United
States courts.
,
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1890.

Mr. Pong to Mr. Blaine .• --. June 23

226

Mr. Tsui to Mr. Blaine ••••••

226

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Tsui ...

Sametosame ••••••••.••.••.

Mr. Tsui to Mr. Blaine •••...

Segregation of Chinese subjects in Sau Francisco:
Acknowledges the receipt of Mr. Blaine's note
of the 14th instant; regrets the variance of
their views with regard to the duty imposed
upon the United States Government by the
third article of the treaty of 1880.
Sept. U Expulsion of Chinese subject11 from Aberdeen,
Washington: Has received a telE'gram from the
Chinese consul-general at San Francisco, stating that the Chinese residents of Aberdeen had
been notified by the citizens that they must
leave the town at o:ace; asks that such measures may be taken by telegraph as will secure
the Chinese subjects at Aberdeen the protection to which they are entitled under existing
treaties.
Sept. 16 Same subject: Acknowledges note of 14th instant
and telegram of 15th instant; bas wired the
governor of Washington, stating facts and ask·
ing him to prevent any dittturbance of order or
violation of the rights of the Chinese residing
at Aberdeen.
Sept.19 Expulsion of Chint'se subjects from Aberdeen,
Washington: Has received a telegram from the
governorot'Washington, saying that he will use
every means in his power to prevent any violation of Jaw at Aberdeen.
Oct. 1 Chinese exclusion bill : Is surprised not to have
received any reply to hill note of March 26, 1890.
Has been instructed to ask aflain that early attention be given to that and to previous notes
ot' the legation on the subject. The losses and
injuries now being suffered by thousands of his
countrymen, owin!l to the rigorous enforcement
of the bill, impel him to redouble his efforts to

227

227

228

:rc~~~~~::;':~l ~tp!:s t~et~:ttt:;;~~C:~fc~g:

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Tsul •••••. Oct.

6

Mr. Tsui to Mr. Blaine .•••.. Dec.

4

difficulties between China and the United
States. His Government requests that he be
~rf~h~~ni:eKs:fe~~!~fr~~~~tof the views
Chinese exclusion bill: The questions presented
in the legation's notes have been, and are now,
the subject of careful consideration on the part
of the United States Government. Hopes to
convey to \lim at an early day, in an ample and
formal manner, the President's views in the
matter.
Same subject: Is instructed by his Government
to convey to Mr. Blaine its disar.pointment at
the adjournment of Congress Without having
taken any action looking to the repeal or modification of the bill, and to express the hope that
during the present session it will take such
steps as will assure the Chinese Government
of the desire of that of the United States to
maintain in full force and Yigor the treaties entered into between the two nations.

229

229

COLOMBIA.

48

1889.
Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine . • • Dec. 12

Estata of Mrs. S. H. Smith, an American citizen,
who died at Colon: The United States consul
bas reque11ted his good offices in the settlement
of the said estate. Recites the facts in the case,
theleJ~;al questions involved, and the opinion of
counsel. Incloses a copy of a letter, dated November 7, 1889, detailing the circumstances,
from the United States consul at Colon, and
accompaniments, and translations of two lat.
ters, dated respectively December 11 and December 12, 1889, from Gutierrez & ERcobar, lawyers, of Bogota., giving their legal opinion of
the case.
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Date.
1890.

Subject.

g

42

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Abbott ... Jan.

54

Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine •.. Jan. 11

57

Same to same •••••••••••••.. Jan. 20

65

Same to same ••••••••••••••. Feb.

1

66

Same to same ............... Feb.

6

48

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Abbott ... Mar.

3

71

Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine .... Mar. 7

.

Seizure of American vessels on the San Bias
coast for alleged violation of the customs laws
of Colombia: Uabled him on the 8th instant to
make a full re~ort on the subject.
Same subject: The Colombian Government disclaims any knowledge of any seizures except
that of the British schooner Pearl and that of a
schooner 11ying the Dominican flag. There are
three classes of ports, viz, free ports, Jorts
"habilitados," and ports not "habilit os."
Importations are only permitted into the free
~orts and the ports "habilitados." Commerce
etween free ports and ports not '' ha.bilitados"
is expressly prohibited. Coast trade between
ports "habilitados" and ports not "habili·
tados " is permitted to all vessels carrying
merchandise of the country, or foreign mer·
chandise on which the duties have been paid in
some port "ha'bilitado." The San Bias coast
lies between the free port of Colon and the
" habilitado " port of Carthagena. None of its
ports are either free or "babilitado," and all
direct im~ortations are prohibited and clearly
illegal.
he vessel making them is subject to
confiscation, wit-h its cargo. Consuls certifying
to invoices to those ports are liable t6 fine.
Notwithstanding thi11, the Colombian consul at
New York has f:ranted the usual papers to
vessels clearing rom New York for San Bias
~orts and other ports not " habilitados," probaly with the cognizance of the Colombian
Government. Consul has been recently ordered to issue no more such papers.
Same subject; The New Yor~apers state that
th£> American schooners
iUu and Julian,
whose owners had, by the advice of tile Colombian consul at New York, obtained a special
permit te trade on the San Bias coast from the
authorities at Colon, have been seized by the
Colombian cruiser La Popa for infringement of
the customs laws, and taken to Carthagena..
Can fl.ncl no trovision of law authorizing such
a permit. T e minister of foreign aft'aira says
that there is no such law or custom. There
seems to be no disposition to confiscate these
schooners. They will be allowed to trade on
the San Bias coast on payment of the regular
customs dues at Carthagena.
Same subject: No change in the situation. N othing known about the reported seizure of the
Julian and the WiUie. G1ves a statement of the
laws of Colombia relative to importations. Inc~o~es translations of the most important proVISIOnS,
Same subject: Calls attention to the distinction
between the free coast and the San Bias coast.
NothiW) hail been heard oftbe Julian11nd Willie.
The
hifjord has arri"ed at Colon, and was
told by the authorities there that 11he must go
to Carthagena and pay her duties in order to
obtain permission to tr!We on the San Blaa coast.
Incloses translations of decrees relating to the
free ports and to frauds on the revenue.
Same subject: A report of the wnsul at Colon
agrees with the results of Mr. Abbott's investigations as to trade on the San Bias coast. Instructs him to see that no American veasel, appearing to have acted in good faith, is subjected
to any unnecessary inconvenience or restraint,
and to impress upon the Colombian Government the necessil;; of making its requirements
clearly known. ncloses a copy of a letwr of
the 3d instant from the Department to Foster
& Co., the complainants in the case of the
Julian, and a translation of the Colombian laws
regulating commerce in Colombian waten.

si~t~:rufsi:~t! ~h:a;:a~~il~ !~~frU:1~n:~l!~
can flag, are believed to have been released.
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1890.
Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine ... Apr. 15

77

Same to same .••••••••••••.• Apr. 24

67

Mr.Blaineto Mr. Abbott .... May

95

Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine ..•• July 18

113

Same to same ............... Aug.l4

117

Same to same ............... Aug.18

94

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Abbott. Aug. 21

120

Mr. Abbott to .Mr. Blaine .••. Aug. 22

29

-

121

Same to same ............... Aug. 22

114

Mr. Blame to Mr. Abbott .. Oct. 10

115

Same to

120

Mr. .A.dee to Mr. Abbutt .... Oct. 24

same~ ..............

Oct. 10

Page.

.

Same subject: The Colombian Government has
issued full and explicitinstrnctionswith regard
to trade on the San Bias coast. No new regulationa have been made. The Julian bas paid
the duties on her cargo and sailed for the San
Blas coast.
Estate of Mrs. S. H. Smith: Matters are to remain
in Btatu I[UO until the case can be investigated.
Same subJect: Discusses the question as to
whether the United States consul at Colon had
the right to sell the two houses belonging to
the estate. Thinks that he barl, under the tenth
paragraph of the third article of the consular
conventiOn of 1850. Gives reasons for re~arding the houses as movable property whir. the
consul had the right to take possession of and
sell. Instructs him to maintain the validity of
the sale by the consul.
Same subject: The minister of foreign affairs has
promised to discutls the matter with him as
soon as l:ssible.
Claim oft e Boston Ice Com pan against Colom·
bia: Incloses a copy and trauRiation of that
part of the report of the minister of foreign
affairs relating to the said claim, and arguing
to show that it is unfounded.
Claim of the Panama Star and Herald against
Colombia: Incloses a copy and translation of
that part of the report of the minster of foreign
affairs relating to the said claim, and arguing
to show that it was unfounded.
Estate of Mrs. S. H. Smith: Considers ihe views
expressed in Department's No. 67 of May 29,
1890, obviously sound.
Same subject: The minister of foreign affairs, in
violation of the agreement entered into by him
with Mr. Abbott, has made extended and adverse comments on the Smith case in his biennial
report. Bad an interview with the minister
on the 18th instant, and notified him of Department's instructions. He requested time to
consult the President. The following day he
received an official note from the ministe11, dated
U instant, asking him to forward to the United
States for service a process of a local court
assumine: to settle the estate of Alexander
Henry, an American citizen, who died in Colom·
bia several years ago. Feeling that a coms:iance
with this request would be a direct ac nowledgment of the right of the court to assume
jurisdiction in the case, he returned the process with a note declining to admit the said
jurisdiction. Incloses a c?y of that part of
the report of the minister o foreign affairs relating to the estate of Mrs. S. H. Smith, and
of correspondence relating to the estate of
Alexander Henry.
Estate of Alexander Henry, a citizen of the
United States, who died in Colombia somA
years ago: Gives a history of the circumstances
attending the settlement of aaid estate; in~loaea an unsigned copr of a letter dated Febrnary 7, 11!87, a17oarent y from the legation to
the minister of orei~n affairs on the eubjeot.
Estate of Mrs. S. H. mith: Department finds
nothing in the report of the miriister of foreip
aftairs to affect the position taken by it with
regard to the interpretation of the tenth paragraph of article 3 of the consular convention
of 1850; hie arguments are more than anticipatecl"inDepartment's instructions.
Estate of Alexander Henry: Approves hie action
in declining to transmit any papers relating to
the said estate.
Claims of United States citizens against Colombia: Regrets that Colombia has not yet become
a party to the general arbitration treaty between the American states. The United States
is now forced to recall to the attention of the
Colombian Government the necessity of an early
settlement of these claims; instrnota bim t.o
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260

26
262

-

266

268
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CO LOMB IA -Continued.
Subject.

No.

From and to whom.

Date.

120

Mr. Adee to Mr. AbbottContinued.

145

Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine .. Oct. 24

1890.
Oct. 24

Page.

learn whether the Colombian Government is
prepareol to give its minister at Washington full
authority to take up the discussion of them
with the Department.
Estate of Mrs. S. H. Smith: Relates further steps
taken in the case by the judge at Colon; tn·
closes a copy and translation of a note of August 25,1890, from the minister of foreign affairs,
acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Abbott'snote
of August 22, 1890.
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1890.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hurtado . Jan. 31

Same to same .••••••••..•••. May

7

Mr. Hurtado to Mr. Blaine . May

9

Claim of the Panama Star and Herald against
Colombia: States the facts in the case; no redress has been made to the claimants, although
it is now nearly 4 years since the wrong was
committed; thinks that such redress should
now be tendered.
Same subject: Requests a reply to his note of
January 31, 1890; hopes to receive a proposition for the settlement of the claim.
Same subject: As the wrong complained of was
the personal act of General Santo Dominj!o Vila,
and had been disavowed by the Co lorn bian Govert:ment, redress should be souj!ht by bringing
snit against him in the Colombian courts.

272

273

273

FRANCE.

29

1889.
Mr. Reid to Mr. Blaine ..••. July 16

99

Sametosame .••••••.••.•••. Nov. 26

Citizenship in France: Gives a synopsis of the
new French law of June 26, 1889, relating to nationality.

276

H~tE~h~u~~ctG~~~;:~:~ r:ret:ee~fKci~afn~

280

114

1890.
Mr.Blaineto:Mr.Reid .•.•.. Mar, 4

281

198

Mr. Reid to Mr. Blaine ..•.. July

283

201

Same to same .•••••••••••••. July

209

Same to same .•••••••••..••. July

.210

Same to same ••••••••••••••. July

215

Same to same .•••••••••••••. Aug.

Cattle and meat: Incloses a copy of a letter of
February 18, 1890, from the Secretary of Agriculture, showing the injustice and the injurious
effects of the ret~trictions placed by certain European governments on the importation of
American cattle and meats. Instructs him to
try to wocure the removal of such restrictions
in France.
4 Hog products : Incloses a copy of his letter of
the 3d instant to the minister of foreign affairs,
adducing arguments to show the justice and ex·
pediency of repealing the prohibition of the importation of .American hog products.
11 Same subject: Describes a recent interview with
the minister of foreign affairs on the subject;
the minister gave him no definite reply.
25 Discrimination against .American lubricating
oils: Incloses a copy of his note of July 9,1891,
to the minister of foreign affairs, transmitting
a memorandum of aletterreceivlld by Mr. Reid
from a large American petroleum importing
house, complaining of a proposed discrimination
by the Frenr,h Government in favor of Russian
lubricating oils as against those of .American
origin.
28 Hog products : Incloses a copy of a note of the
11th instant from the minister of foreign af.
fairs on the subject, and of his reply of this
date, showing the fallacy of the mini11ter's complaints of the McKinlAy bill.
5 Same subject: Gives the substance of his conversation with the minister of foreign affairs on the
preceding Saturday.

~Y\:i~~:. of the A-merican pork at the Paris Ex-

286
287

288

200
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From and to whom.

N o.

Subject.

Date.

224

1890.
Mr. Reid to Mr. Blaine .••••. Aug. 15

225

Same to same .....•••.•..••. Aug. 21

176

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Reid ... Sept. 22

278

Mr. Vignaud to Mr. Blaine .. Deo. 18

Same subject: Relates a conversation with the
minister of foreign affairs on the preceding
Wednesday ; incloses a copy of a memorandum
which he had then handed to the minister,
showing that, with the exception of Italy, France
was the first European nation to exclude .American pork.
Discrimination against American lubricating
oils : Incloses a copy and translation of a note
of the 14th instant from the minister of foreign
affairs, explaining the alleged discrimination referred to in Mr. Reid's note of JnB; 9,1891.
Same subject: Regrets that the nited States
alone of all the pretrolenm-producing countries
must suffer by this discrimination m favor of
all countries havin~ the most-favored-nation
clause in their commercial treaties with France,
and especially of Russia.

D~~~~ i~~~~~~toGi:e:~~~~t:: or~r:r~~!t:n~~~:r~

Page.

291

291

:m2

294

acter ; incloses a table of the descendants of
General Lafayette.

I

GERMANY.

21

1889.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Phelps ... Nov. Z1

23

Same to same .•••••••••••••. Dec.

46

Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine.... Dee. 17

50

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Phelps... Jan. 10

300

57

Same to same ............... Feb.

301

3

Passports : Ca.l111 attention to certain inaccuracies in the passport returns of the legation for
the quarter ending September 30, 1889.
Cattle: Incloses a copy of a letter of November
22, 1889, from the :;ecretary of Agriculture
asking for information as to an alleged German
law prohibiting the importation of cattle from
the United States, and a copy of the Hamburg
quarantine law of 1879. Asks for copies of any
other German law bearin~ on the subject.
Passportt. : Makes explanations with regard to
the issue of passports by the legation and asks
for certain instructions on the subject.

298

299

1890.

73

79
72

88

Passports: Gives the instructions requested fn
Mr. Phdps's No. 46 of the 17th ultimo.
Passports : Discusses certain questions con·
nected with the issue of a passport by the lega·
tion to Mrs. Emilie Heisinger and her minor
son Carl.
Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine... Feb. 15 Labor conference: Incloses copies and transla·
tiona of two recent decrees relating to the improvement of the condition of the working
classes, and directing that all other governments interested in the matter, be invited to a
conference on the subject. Incloses, also, a
copy and translation of the Emperor's address
to the council of state on the same subject.
Same to same .•••..••.•••••• Mar.
Samoan treaty: IncloRes clippings from Ger·
man newspapers criticising the treaty.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Phelps ... Mar. 4. Cattle and meat: Incloses a covy of a letter of
the 18th ultimo from the Secretary of Agricul·
ture, showing the injustice and the injurious
effects of the restrictions placed by certain
European governments on the importation of
American cattle and meat. Instructs him to
lay the subject before the German Govern·
ment, and to remonstrate especially against
the quarantine against Amencan cattle, particularly those intended for immediate slaughter.
Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine ... Mar. 25 Cattle and meat: Has been unable to discover
any lel!islation on the subject of the importation of American cattle, hogs, and hog products, except the law of March 6, 1883, prohibiting the importation of American ho~s and hog
products. Incloses copies of the saHl law and
a copy of his note of the 21at instant to the
formgn office, asking for information with regard to the quarantine a~ainst Ameri.can cattle and requesting that the same be abolished.
1

306

307

308

LIST OF PAPERS.
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No.

From and to whom.

Date.

126

1890.
Mr. PheljJs to Mr. Blaine ... .June 10

134

Same to same ..•.••••••.•... .June 30

122

Mr. Adeeto Mr. Phelps ..... .July 10

123

Same to same .............. .July 17

.

Subject.

Page.

Passports of Americans entering Germany from
France : Recommends a certain change in the
wording of the notice by the Department on the
subject.
Cattle, bogs, and hog jrodncts: Incloses a copy
of a note of the 23 instant from the foreign
office, transmittin~ copies of the laws in force
in Germany aft'ectmg the importation of American r.attle, bogs, and bog products, and declining to abolish or modify the decrees restrict·
ing the importation of American cattle, on the
ground that there are diseases existing among
the cattle in the United States.
Passports of Americans entering Alsace.Lorraino
from lfrance: Incloses copies of tho notice by
the Der.artment altered in compliance with Mr.
Phelps s suggestion in his No.126 of the lOth
ultimo.
_
Cattle and meat: Regrets that Germany, in assigning reasons for her policy of exclusion, bas
again taken the untenable ground that Amer·
ican meats are unhealthful .

310

311

316

317

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF GERMANY A.T WASHINGTON.
1890.
Mar. 2

Samoan treaty: Incloses a copy of a memorandum relative to the execution of certain provis·
ions of the general act of the Samoan conference
at Berlin.
Mr. Blaine to Count von Mar. 7 Same subject: Incloses a copy of a telegram of the
Arco·Valley.
6th instant, sent by Departm~nt to the United
States vice-consul at Apia, instructing him to
unite with the German and British consuls in
the execution of certain articles of the Samoan
treaty.
Tonnage dues: On the 26th of January, 1888, the
President issued a proclamation suspending the
collection of the whole of the duty of 6 cents
per ton, not to exceed 30 cents per ton per an·
num, upon vessels entered in the ports of the
United States from any of the ports of the German Empire. The Commissioner of Navigation
decided that only such German vessels as sail
"direct" from German ports to the United
States ports are exempted from the payment of
tonnage dues. The legation, in a note of February 25, 1~88, :protested against this decision as
a direct violatiOn of the President's proclama·
tion, and the Secretary of State, in his note of
February 28, 1888, promised a speedy remed.r,
and a detailed reply to theprotest. No reply
has been received; asks that it may be now
made.
Mr. Blaine to Count von May 26 Tonnage dues: The question to which Count ArArco-Valley.
co's note of the 1st instant relate~:~ bas been
made the subject of a suit in the courts which
bas not yet been decided. The Commissioner
of Navigation did not decide that only such,.O-erman vessels as sail directly from German ports
to ports in the Unit.ed States should be exempt
from tonnage dues. The cas11s of vessels not
coming direct to the United States were reserved
by him for conl'!ideration. It was not the in·
tent, either of t:be law or the proclamation, to
allow vessols tradilli with England, France, or
other foreign countries to be exempted from
tonnage dues merely because they sail origi·
nally from ports in Germany.
Same to same ............... Dec.
Tonnage dues : Incloses a copy of a circular of
N ovemoer 26,1890,issued by the Commissioner of
Navigation, stating that the fact that a V0811el
touches at an intermediate port at which it
neither enters nor clears will nut de'{lrive such
vessel of the ri-ts derived from ea.iling from a
free port, such being its port of departure.
Count von Arco-Valley to
Mr. Blaine.

PB-90--4

317

318

318

319

320

LIST OF PAPERS.
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GREAT BRITAIN.
No.

From and to whom.

Date.

1889.
141 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln .. Dec. 6

Mr. Blaine to Mr. White
(telegram).

151

184

215

197

219

203

204

212

Dec. 30

Subject.

Page.

Taxation of American missionaries in Burmah :
Incloses a copy of a letter of October 15, 1889,
from Rev. A. Bunker, au American missionary
in Burmah, complaining that the Government
of India not only taxes the allowances which
the missionaries receive from the United States
missionary boards, but has now issued a new
order requiring them to pay an income tax on
all money!l paid for the support of their families
in the United States. Instructs Mr. Lincoln to
lay the matter before the British Government.
Boundary dispute between Great BJitain and
Venezuela: Aut.horizes him to confer with Lord
Salisbury concerning the reestablishment of
diplomatic relations between Great Britain and
Venezuela upon the basis suggested by the
Venezuelan minister, of temporary restoration
of the statui quo.
·

1890.
Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine .. Jan. 6 j Discrimination against American vessels at Halifax in the matter of compulsod pilotage: Incloses a copy of a note of the 3 mstant, from
the foreign office, transmitting an extract from
a report of a committee of the privy council of
• Canada stating that ail British and foreign vessels coming from fore~ ports and over 80 tons
register pay pilotage ues at Halifax.
Same to same ••••••••••••... Feb. 19 Passport for Samuel .B. Oliver: Incloses a copy of
his letter of the Uth instant to the United
States consul at Liverpool, giving his reasons
for declining to issue such passport.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln .. Mar. 19 Same sub.iect: .Approves Mr. Lincoln's views on
the subJect, but will consider any statement
that Mr Oliver may make, either directly or
through the legation.
Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine •. Mar. 20 Taxation of American missionaries in Rurmah:
Incloies a copy of the legation's note of December 18, 1889, to Lord Salisbury on the subject,
and of the latter's reg,l.v of the 18th instant,
transmitting copies of ocuments received fl'Om
the Go,·ernment of India, and expressing regret
that the Government of India, aft-er a full consiueration of the case, is unable to make an exception in favor of the missionaries.
Mr. Blaine to .Mr. Lincoln .. Mar. 24 Passport for !<'.C. Van Duzer: Incloses a copy of
a letter of the 5th instant, from F. C. VanDuzer,
complaining that the legation had declined to
issue him a passp01t becaus<:~ he could not state
at what time he expected to return to the United
States with the pmpose of residing there;
gives· certain instructions for Mr. Lincoln's
guidance and leaves the disposition of the case
to his judgment.
Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine .. Mar. 28 Traveling certificate issued by the State of Minnesota to Louis Wagner: Incloses a cogy of the
said document, which was presente at the
legation this day by Mr. Wagner, he supposing
it to be a regular passport.
Same to same ............... Mar. 31 Passport for Samuel B. Oliver: Has St'Dt Mr.
Oliver a copy of Department's No. 215 of the
19th instant, through the United States consul
at Liverpool.
Same to ~~&me ............... April·9 Pas~port for Samuel B. Oliver: Incloses a copy of
a letter of the 8th instant from the United States

321

322

322

329

324

325

328
t

330

331

331

~Y~:~~l<la\~!v~~~~~~t~t~t;nfi:h::t~ee~~~s(N~.~fs

213

Same to same •••••••••.••... April 9

to Mr. Oliver's father, Mr. ofiver himself being
now in Portugal.
Passport for Mr. H. C. Quinby : Mr. Quinby has
written to the legation asking for a copy of the
instructions relating to passports, for the expressed purpose of writing "a statement of the
case to one of the Boston ~apers," "the case,"
being the legation's refusa to issue him a pass·
port on account of his declining to state in his
application at what time he intends to return
to the United States to reside. Has written to
Mr. Quinby, oeclining to Rend him an official
blank for such a purpose. Incloses a cop& of a
memorandum of March 1, 1890, written y the

331
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LIST OF PAPERS.
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No.

From and to whom.

213

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. BlaineVon tinned.

233

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln .. AprillO

237

Same to same ............... April14

242

Same to same ........... __ .. Aprill8

251

Same to same ............... April30

Date.
le9o.
April 9

Same to same (telegram) .... May

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine
(telegram).

Subject.

l

1

May

5

229

Same to same.-- ............ May

5

255

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln .. May

6

264

Same to samo ............... May 19

267

Same to same .............. May 21

270

Samelo"""•········-······1

May 26

second secretary of legation, showing that Mr.
Quinby had informed him that he never expecteu to return to the United States toresume the duties of citizenship.
Traveling certificate issued to Louis Wagner by
the State of Minnesota : Incloses copies of correspondence relating tua similar case at Vienna.
Taxation of American missionarie11 in Burmah:
Asks for two additional copies of the ~rinted
document accompanying his No.197 oft e 20th
ultimo.
Trav(lling certificate issued to Louis Wagner by
the State of Minnesota: Incloses a copy of a
letter of the 11th instant from the governor of
Minnesota, stating that no more such papers
will be issued.
Passf.ort for H. C. Quinby: AJlproves his refusal
to urnish Mr. Quinhy an official blank form to
be used for the sole purpose of writing to a
newspaper. Mr. Quinby can see the blank
forms of applications for passports and the
~rinted instructions to applicants at the United
tates consulate at Liverpool. Mr. Quinby's
actual status is only a matter of inference. He
bas simply declined to make apblication for a
passport. Had he filled out the lank form offered him, with a declaration of his intention
never to return to the land whose protection
he m·aves, it would have been easy to deal with
his application.
Boundary dispute between Great Britain and
Venezuela : Instructs him to use his good offlees with Lord Salisbury to bring about the
resumJBtion of diplomatic intercourse between
Great ritain and Venezuela, and to propose to
Lord Salisbury an informal conference of representatives of the three powers in Washington
or London.
Same subject: Lord Salisbury suggests that the
termination of diplomat1c relations was due to
the action of Venezuela, and, with r!fard to a
settlement of the matter, be inti mat a doubt
of the stability of the Venezuelan Government.
Same subject: Describes his interview of this
date with Lord Salisbury, in which he conveyed
to him the substance of DeY:artment's telee;am of the 1st instant. Lonl Sa isbu{ said that
e would consider the suggestion o a conference after be bad consulted the colonial office.
Incloses a cop~ of his note of this date to Lord
Salisbury, rna ing the formal proposition that
an informal conference of representatives of
Great Britain, Venezuela, and the United
States be held either in Washington or London,
with a view to the resumption of diplomatic
relations between Great Britain and Venezuela.
Boundary dis:Jtute between Great Britain and
Venezuela: nstructs him to do all in his power, consistently with an attitude of impartial
friendliness, to arrive at some a~reement between the two Governments, blc wh1ch the rights
of each may be 11ecured. Inc oses copies of recent commumcations from the United Srates
minister at Caraca!l and the Venezuelan ministeratWashington, andofSenatedocument No.
226, first session, Fiftieth Congress, on the I!Ubject.
Boundary dispute between Great Britain and
Venezuela: Incloses a copy of dispatch, No.
100 of the 'ld instant from the United States
minister at Caracas, transmitting a sketch
map of the tliRputed boundary between British
Guiana and Venezuela.
Same subject: Has communicated to the Venezuelan minister at Washington the substance
of Mr. Lincoln's No. 229 of the 5th instant aml
sent a copy of it to the United States minister

atCanw=
Same
subject: Incloses a copy of a note of the
20th instant from the Venezuelan minister at
Washington,

Page.
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Date.
1890.

249

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine .. May 28

SubjeA

I

Same subject: Incloses a cofiy of a note of the
26th instant from Lord Sa isbury, giving his

~1Ji~~:~f ;he ~~H~~ngta\~: i~ff:~: !~t:~:. good
Boundary dispute between Great Britain and
Venezuela: Describes negotiations ending in
his presenting to Lord Sali11bury t.his day Sefior Pulido, the Venezuelan minister, on special
mission to Great Britain.
276 Same to aame .•••••••.•.•.... July 9 Passport for H. C. Quinby: Mr. Quitlby called
at the legation this day and !resented his ap·
plication for a passport, sai application stat·
mg that he intended never to return to the
United States with the purpose of residing and
~rforming the duties of citizenship therein.
r. Lincoln declined to issue him a passport..
Incloses a copy of the a~lication and of a letter of April9, 1891, from r. Quinby to the Bos·
ton Post.
320 Mr. Wharton to Mr. Lincoln . June 25 Services rendered by the British consul-general
at 'l'abriz, Persia, and the British minister to
Persia in the case of the murder of Mrs J . .N.
· Wright, the wife of an American milisionaryin
Persia. InstructR him to express to the foreign office the Department's high appreciation
of the services rendered by the said officers in
securing the arrest of the criminal. Incloses
extracts from No. 456 of May 24, and 459 of
June 3, 1890, from the United States minister
at Teheran.
8150 Same to same ............... Sept. 2 Claim of William Webster against Great Britain:
In legation's No. 6a8 of December 10, 1887, Mr.
Phelps inclosed to the D~~artmentprinted ccp·
ies of a memorandum of tsir Robert Stout, govern or of New Zealand, concerning the claims of
William Webster, a United States citizen, to
certain lands in New Zealand, in reply to a report of the Committee on Foreign Relations of
the United States Senate. '!'hat committee,
after considering the reply, recommended the
claim to the President as worthy of considers.·
tion and requested that it be made the subject
of further negotiation with the British Government. Incloses a memorandum stating all the
facts in the case, and giving Department's reasons for being unable to accept the conclusions
arrived at in Sir Robert Stout's memorandum.
Instructs him to present the claim to the British
Government.
373 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln .. Oct. 22 Chinese immigration from Canada and Mexico:
Instructs him to sound the British Government
as to its willingness to enter into negotiations
to the end of securing treaty stipulat.ions for
the prevention of the entry into t.he United
States of Chinese laborers from Canada, and of
insuring a reasonable uniform a~~licatfon or
measures for the prevention or C mese labor
immigration in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico.
•
340 Mr. White to Mr. Ulaine .... Nov. 6 Same sub,ject: Gives the su&stanoo of his interview of the 5th instant with Lord Salisbury. The
latter stated that the subject was entirely DfiW
to him, and that, before expressing an opinion
on the subjeet, it would be necessary- for him
to ascertain the views of the Canadian gov·
emment.
267

Same to •me ..••........... JunA 25

-

•

Page.
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Date.

Subject.

1889.
Mr.EdwardestoMr.Blaine. Aug. 24 Seizure of British sealing vessels in Behring Sea:
Rumors have reached the British Government
that United States cruisers have stopped,
searched, anti even seized British vessels in Behring aea outside of the 3-mile limit from the
nearest land. .A.sks that stringentinstructio~
be sent to the UnitedStatesofficers,with a view
to prevent the possibility of such occurrences
taking place. Mr. .Bayard last year assured the
British Government that, pending the discussion
of the several questions at issue, no further in·
terference should take place with British. vessels in Behring Sea. Sir Julian Pauncefote, on
his return to Washington, will be prepared to
(liscuss the whole question.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwardes. Aug. 24 Same subject: The Unite<l States Government
has received no official information regarding
such seizures. It is the earnest desire of the
President to haV'e such an adjustment as shall
remove all possible ground of misunderstanding
with the British Government con~rning the
existing troubles in Behring Sea. He believes
that the responsibility for delay in the adjustment can not properly be charged to the United
States Government. The latMr will endeavor
to be prepared for the discussion of the whole
9-uestion when Sir Julian Pauncefote returns.
Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine. Aug. 25 Seizure of British sealing vessels in Behring Sea:
Will communicate to his Government Mr.
Blaine's note of the 24th instant.
Same to same ............... Sept.12 Same subject: Asks for a reply to the reque~t
contained in his note of the 24th ultimo, that
instructions be sent to Alaska to prevent the
possi~ility of the seizure of British ships in
Behrin~ Sea.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwardes. Sept. 14 Same subJect: A categorical reply to his request
that certain instructions be sent to Alaska
would be unjur.t to the United States Government and misleading to the British Government.
The President prefers to remand the whole subject to the formal discussion agreed upon. Any
instructions sent to Behring Sea at the time of
the origina.l request (August 24) would have
failed to have arrived there before the proposed
departure of the United States cruisers.
Lord Salisbury to Mr. Ed- Oct. 2 Seizure of British sealing vessels in Behring Sea:
The negotiations proposed by the United States
wa.rdes.
regarding a close time fer the eea.l fishery
were suspended in consequence of objections
raised by Canada. Sir J lilian Pauncefote will
be furnished with the requisite instructions, if
Mr. Blaine wishes to resume them.
Same to same............... Oct. 2 Same subject : Incloses a copy of a dispatch of
August 26, 1889, from the governor-general of
Canada, and accompanying documents, relative to the seizure of the Canadian vessels
Black
.Diamond. and Triumph by the
United States revenue cutter Rmh in .Bering Sea in July,1889. Mr. Bayard gave an
unofficial assurance that no more seizures of
of this character should take place pending
the discussion of the questions involved by the
two governments. Protests against them, and
considers them wholly unjustified by international law.
Mr. Edwardes to :Mr. Blaine. Oct. 14. Seizure of British sealing vessels in .Behring Sea:
The assurance to which Lord Salisbury referred in his dispatch of the 2d instant waR given
unofficially to Lord Salisbury by the United
States minister in London, and by Mr. Bayard
to Sir Lionel West in April, 1888.
1890
Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Jan. 22 Same subject: Tho Canadian vessels arrested
Pauncefote.
were engaged in a pursuit which was, in itself,
" contra bonos mores, "and involving a serious
and permanent injury to the rights of the Gov·
ernmentand peopleoftheUnited States. The
seal fisheries of Behring Sea are one of the most
valuable sources of revenue from the Alaskan
possessions. They were exclusively controlled
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1890.
.Jan. 22

Subject.

Page.

by Russia, without interference, from their original discovery until the ceijsion of Alaska to the
United States in 1867. They were enjoyed by the
United States, withoutintrusionfromanysource,
from 1867 to 1886. VesselR from other nations
passing through Behring Sea had always abstained from the capture of seals in recognition of
the right held and exercised, first by Russia and
afterwards by the United States, and in recognition of the fact, now held .beyond denial or
doubt, that the taking of seals in the open sea

~~Y!~~vt~!al!s~;~t~~rn ~rt~~~~~!·af:f!~~~~~~

with the male. The United States Government,
through competent agents, by close obedience
to the laws of nature, and by rigidly limiting
the number to be annually slaughtered, succeeded in increasing the number of the seals
and the value of the fisheries. The company to
which tho fisheries were leased sent the skins
to Lonclon to be dressed and prepared, and the
amount thereby earned by English laborers
since 1867 amounts in the aggreaate to more
than $12,000,000. In 1886 certain ~anad an ves·
sels asserted their right to enter, and by their
ruthless course to destroy the fisheries. The
United States Government at once proceeded to
check this movement, and was surprised that
the British Government should immediately in·
terfere to defend and encourage the course of
the Canadians. So great has been the injury to
the fisheries from the irregular and destructive
slaul!.hter of seals in the open waters of Behring
Sea by Canadian vessels that, whereas t.he Government had allowed 100,000 &eals to be killed
annual! vfor a series·of years, it is now compelled
to reduce the numberto60,000. The British Government defends the course of the Canadan vessels on the ground that they are committing their
acts of destruction on the high seas, that is to
say, more than 3 marine miles from the shore
line. The British Government would hardly
abide by this rule if the attempt were made to interfere 'with the pearl fisheries of Ceylon, which
extend more than 20 miles from the shore line,
aucl which have been enjoyed by England without molestation ever since their acquisition;
nor would it permit destructive modes of fishing ou the Grand Banks, on the plea that the
vicious acts were committed more than 3 miles
from Rhore. The law of the s~a. and the liberty which it confers, can not be perverted to
justify acts which are immoral in themselves,
and which inevitably t.end to results against
the interests and welfare of mankind. One step
beyond the position which the British Government has taken in this matter, and piracy finds
its juatiftcation. The President awaits any
proposition for a reasonable adjustment that
the Rriti«h Government may submit. He re.~ra.rds the forcible resistance to which the
United States is constrained in Behring Sea·as
demanded, not only by the necessity of defending the rights of the United States, but those,
also, of good morals and good government
throughout the world. The United States will

~~fc~i!:~~::a:d~d f~~1t:e~}i':b:!e11~~~e1!~

Sir .Julian Paunoefoteto .Mr. Feb. 10

Bla.i.ne..

longed to Russia, nor is it disposed to exercise
any less power or authority io. those possessions than it was willing to concede to Russia.
when they were hers.
Seal fisheries in Behring Sea : The British Government is willing to adopt Mr. Blaine's suggestion that the negotiations between Gre11.t
Britain, Russia, and the United States, regarding the establishment of a close time for the
seal fisheries in Behring Sea, be resumed at
Washington.
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1890.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
• Pauncefote.

Mar.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Mar.
Blaine.

Same to same ............... Mar.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

.\tar.

.
Same to same .••••••.••••.. . Apr.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Apr.
Blaine.

1

Same su.bject: incloses coEiesof evidence showing that the killing of seas in the open sea tentls
certainly and raptdly to the extermination of
the species.
9 Same subject: Incloses a memorandum prepared
by Mr. Tupper in replv to Mr. Blaine's note of
the 1st instant, and a note on the question ot the
protection of the fur seal in theN orth Pacific, l>y
George Dawson.
24 Samoa: Gives the substance of certain in11trnc·
tions which have bt-en sent to the British consul at Apia with regard to the execution of certain provisions of the generP1 act of the Samoan
conference at Berlin.
26 Samoa: The instructions sent to the British consul at Apia apgear to agree with the proposition submitte to Mr. Blaine bv the German
minister at Washington on the 2d instant all(l
with the telegraphic instructions sent to tho
United States vice-consul at Apia on the 6th'
instant.
8 Samoa: The President thinks that the appointment of a chief justice for Samoa by the King
of Sweden would tend to create greater barmony in Samoa than the appointment of that
officer by any one of the signatory powers.
30 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: Mr. '.ringle, the
United States agent, in 1887 reported that the
number of the seals was on the increase, and,
in 1888, that there were as many seals on the
rookt>ries as in 1887. Mr. Elliott affirms that
the natural increase of the fur-seal specif>S is
so rapid that Behring Sea itself could not contain them if they wt>re not Ereyed upon by
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Same to same ..............

May 10

.Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

:May 15

caused by pelagic sealing is insignificant in
compal'ison with that caused by t eir natural
enemies, and he gives figures showing their
marvelous inm·east'l in spite ot the depredations complained of. Proposes that a mixed
commission of exterts be arpointed to make
investigations in t e region o the seal fisheries,
as to whether any restrictions on pelagic sealing are necessar,v for the preservation of the
fur-seal species, and, if so, as to the character
and extent of such restrictions; and that, pendin§ !Inch investigatio~as, ~elagic sealing be prohi ited in Behling Sea, t e Sea of Ochotsk, and
the adjoining waters, during the months of .May,
June, October, November, and December; and
that all sealin!! vessels be prohibited from approaching the breeding islands within a radius
of 10 miles. Incloses a draft of a preliminary
convention providing for the appointment of
such mixed commission, regulation~>, arbitration, seal-fishery line and a close time for the
seal-fisheries, etc. Incloses, also, an extract
from a pamphlet entitled "Fur-seal .!fisheries
of the Pacific Coast and Alaska, " and affidavits
of certain seal hunters, showing that comparatively few of the seals wounded by spears or
firearms are lost.
Extradition: Incloses a copy of a dispatch of
April 1, 1890, from the governor-general of
India, in council, transmitting the forms of certificate proposed to be adopted iu British Ir:dia
in suptort of ap~lications for the extradition
from t e United States of fugitives from justice. Asks if such certificates will be accepted
as sufficient by the United States courts .
Extradition: The form of certificate inclosed in
SirJulian's note of the lOth instant is in accordance with that prescribed by the Department
for the use of the legation in London. Copies
of it will be sent to the United States consUlar
officers in those parts of the British dominions
in which they may be called upon t~ certifY' extradition papers. It is the best that could be
devised under the circumstances.
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Lord Salisbury to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

Date.
1890.
May .22

-

.
Sir Julian Pauncefote to
Mr . .Blaine.

May 23

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian May 26
Pauncefote.
Same to same ••••••••••••.. _ May 29

Subject.

Seizure of Canadian sealing vessels in Behring
Sea: It is an axiom or int.ernlltionalla w that the
seizure on the high seas and subsequentconfiscation ln time of peace of the private vessels of
a friendly nation is only admissible in the case of
piracy or in pursuance of special international
agreement. Cites President Tyler's message of
February 27, 1843. The pursuit of seals in the
open sea has never hitherto been considered ~ipiracy by any civilized state. In the case of t e
slave trade, the right of arresting the vessels of
another country is exercised only by speciallhtcmational a~reeruent; must question whether
t.he killing o fur seals can of itself be regarded
as contra bonos mores, unless an<l until, for
special reasons, it has been agreed by international arrangement, to forbid it; cites facts and
adduces arguments to prove that the United
States· had always denied the e-xclusive right of
Russia to the whaling and fishing in Behrinu
Sea; is una.le to admit that the case sutforward
on behalf of the United States affor s any suffi·
cient.}ustificationfor the forcible action which it
has taken against peaceable British subjects en·
gaged in lawful operations on the high 11eas. Incloses a memorandum showing that from 1867
to 1886 British vessels were en!taged at intervals
in the fur. seal fisheries with t e cognizance of
the United States Government.
Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: A statement having
appeared in the newstJapers, and having been
confirmed bv Mr. Blaine. that the United States
revenue crUisers have received orders to proceed to Behring Sea to prevent the exercise of
the seal fisherh by foreign vessels in nonterritorial waters, e IS instructed to state that a
formal protest by the British Government
against any such interference with British ves.
se!s will be forwarded to Mr. Blaine without
delay.
Same subject: Acknowledges the receipt of Sir
Julian's note of the 23d instant.
Same subject: Is instructed by the President to
protest against the course of the British Gov·
ernment. in authorizing, encouragin~, antl protecting vessels which are not onl.v mterfering
with American rights in Behring Sea, but which
are doing violence as well to the rights of the
civilized world. The President is surprised
that such protest as the one announced in Sir
Julian's note of jl;e 23d instant should lie
authorized by Lor Salisbury, because his previous declarations would seem to render it irn·
possible. On the 11th of November, 1887, Lord
Salisbury, in an official interview with the
An1erican minister, cordially agreed that "a
code of regulations should be adopted for the
preservation of the seals in Behring Sea from
destruction at improper times by improper
means uy the citizens of either country," and
suggested that Mr. Phelps "should obtain from
his Government, and submit to him, a sketch
of a system of regulationt.i which would be adeqnate for the purpose." Mr. Phelps submitted
the regulations which the United States desired, and reported to Mr. Bayard that Lord
Sali8hury asst)Dted to the proposition t~ establish a close time for fur seals between
April15 and November 1, and between 160 degrees west, longitude and 170 de3rees east Iongitude, in Behring Sea, and wou d cause an act
to be introduced into Parliament to give effect
to the arrangement, so soon as it ~~ould be prepared; and would also join the United States
Government in any preventive meii.Sures which
it might be thought best to adopt, by orders issued to the naval vessels of the respective governments iu BehrinG Sea. Recites sub11equent
assurances given y Lord Salisbury to the
American minister, the American oharg6, and
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Pauncefote-Vontinued.
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Page.

1890.
May 29

Same to same .••••••••••.••. .June

Sir .Julian Pauncefote to
Mr. Blaine.

June

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

.June

Sir Julian Panncefote to Mr. June
Blaine.
Same to same............... June

the Russian minister, relative to a close time, up
to April23, 1888. On the 28th of April, 1888, the
American charge was informed that nothing
could be done until Canada was heard from.
Describes the efforts made by the Amel'ican legation in Loudon to complete the arrangement
fora close time, terminating in September, 1888,
in Lord Salisbury's stating that the Canadian
Government objected to any such restrictions,
and that, until its consent could be obtained,
the British Government was not willing to enter into the convention. Proceeds to show bow
subsequent negotiations between the Depart·
ment and Sir Julian were broken off by the
interposition of Canada. Contrasts the propositions made by Lord Salisbury in 1888
with those made by Sir .Julian in 1890. The
circumstances are the same, but the position of
England bas changed because the wishes of
Canada have demanded the change. The close
time proposed by Sir Julian leaves open the
months of .July, August, and September, during
which the areas around the breeding i&lands
are most crowded with seals, and especially
with female seal~ going forth to ~:~ecure food
for their young, and whose destruction would
involve the destruction of their young. The
10-mile limit would give the marauders the vantap;e ground for killing the seals that are in the
water by tens of thousands, searching for food.
The President proposes that the British Government agree not to permit the sealing veesels
to enter Behring Sea this season, in order that
time may be secured for negotiation.
2 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: The President is
of the opinion that an arbitration can not be
concluded in time for this season, and desires
to know whether Lord Salisbury will make,
for a single season, the regulation which in
1888 he offered to make permanent.
3 Same suu,iect: The British Government is not
prepared to agree to the regulation excluding
British sealing vessel~ from Behring Sea during the present seal-fishery season, as, apart
from other considerations, there would be no
legal power to enforce its observance on British subjects and British vessels.
4 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: If Sir .Julian's SU/!·
gestion that British sealing vessels be allowed to
kill seals within 10 miles ofthePribylovielands
directl.v after the mothers are delivered of theit·
young be granted, Behring Sea would swarm
with sealing vessels throughout the summer
months. The seal mothers, which require an
area from 40 to 50 miles from the islands, would
be slaughtered by hundreds of thousands, and
there would soon be no seals in Behring Sea.
Seal rookeries in all parts of the world ha'\"e
been dl':stroyed in that way. Mr. Tin~le, in his
official report to the Treasury Department at
the close of the season of 1887, states that not
more than one seal out of every ten killed or
mortally wounded is landed on the boats and
skinned.
The President is greatly disappointed that, even for the sake of securing an
impartial arbitration of the matter, the British
Government is not willing to suspend f(}r a single season the practice which Lord Salisbury
ilescribed in 1888 as "the wanton destruction
of a valuable industry."
6 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea. Has transmitted
to Lord Salisbury a copy of Mr. Blame's note of
the 4th instant.
9 Same subject: It is out of tho power of the British Government to exclude British or Canadian
vessels from any part of the bi~b sea@, without
legislative sanction. Lord Salisbury does not
think that he could have used the expressions
attribut..:ad ~ hlm in the context mentioned.
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Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to .Mr.
Blaine.

Date.
1890.
June 11

June 11

Same to same......~ ........ June 1'

Same to same............... June 27

Subject.

Page.

Same subject: It would satisfy the United States
Government if Lord Salisbm·.v would, by publie proclamation, simply request that vessels
sailing under the Brit.1sh flag will abstain from
entering Behring Sea during the p1·esent season. This would give time for impartial negotiations.
Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: Has tel('~.,rraphe(l
to Lord Salisbury Mr. Blaine's communication
of this date. Trusts that instructions will be
sent to the Unitecl States revenue cr-uisers to
abstain from interference with British vessels.
It is in that hope that he has delayed delivering
the formal protest announced in his note ot May
2:5.
Same subject: Incloses his formal protest against
any interference with the vessels of British subjects on the part of the United States revenue
cruisers in Behring Sea. The Brit.ish Govern·
mentmust hold that of the United Statesrespon·
sible for the consequences which may ensue
from acts which are contrary to the established
principles of international law.
Same subject: The British Government can only
accede to the President's request contained in
Mr. Blaine's note of the 11th instant on condi-
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Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

June 30

Behring Sea in 1886, 1887, and 1889 be forthwith
referred to arbitration ; that pending the award
all interference with British sealing vessels
shall absolutely cease; and that the United
States Government, if the award should b11 aclverse to it on the que,tion of legal right, will
compensate British subjects for the losses which
they may sustain by reason of their compliance
with the British proclamation.
Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: Lord Salisbury, in
his dispatch of May 22, contends that Mr. John
Quincy Adams, when Secretary of State, in a
dispatch of July 23, Us23, to the United States
minister at St. Petersburg, protested against
the jurisdiction which Russia claimed over the
waters of Behring ~ea, and quotes Mr. Adams's
words. The quotation is most defective, erroneous, and misleading. Out of eighty-four
words, thirty-five a1 e dropped, and those dropped
are precisely the words on which the United
States Government founds its argument in this
case. Mr. Adams says that Russian rights" are
confined to certain islands north of the fity-fl.fth
degree of latitude, and have no existence on the
continent of America." If taken literally there
was no such thing as " Russian posseesions in
America." Gives a review of certain public
tr~nsactions and states certain facts, showing
that Mr. Adams was drawing the distinction
between thfl territory of " America " and the
territory of the "Russian possessions," "A. merica" and the "United States" being then, as
now, commonly used as synonymous. Quotes
Mr.Adams'sdiaryunderJnly 17,1823, and Pres·
ident Monroe's message of December 2, 1823, to
1

b~~:d ~~:!e!~~d w~~!~i~i!~d be~~~~eGr~~~
Britain and Russia related to the northwest
coast between the "50th and the 60th degrees of
north latitude." Ntither in the treaty of 1824
between the United States and Russia, nor in
that o1 1825 between Great Britain and Russia,
was there any attempt at regulating or controlling, or even asserting an interest in, the Rusian
posseseions and Bering Sea, which lie far to the
north and west of the ttlrritory which formed
the basil' of the contention. Gives the text of a
memorandum Landed by the American minister. Mr. Middleton, to Count Nesselrode, the
Russian representative, at the fourth confereucP- of the plenipotentiaries, March 8, 1824, and
of the four prinCipal articles of the treaty of 1824.
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1890.
June 30

between Russia and the United States, showing
the distinction made hetween the "Pacific
Ocean" and '• Behring Sea,'' and between the
"northwest coast" and the "Russian..Jlossessiou~ . " Gives the text of articles III,
I, and
VII of the treaty of 1825 between Russia and
Great Britain, and argues to show that by that
treaty Great Britain was excluded from all
rivers emptyinj!: into Behring Sea, includina
the Yucon and the Porcupine, which rise an
for a long distance flow in British America.
Both the said treaties left untouched and
unquestioned the ukase of 1821, in which the
Emperor of Russia set forth clearl.v the rights
claimed and exercised by Russia in Behring Sea,
and were therefore a practical renunciation, on
the part of Great Britain and the United States,
of any rights in the waters of Behring Sea
during the period of Russian sovereignty. The
ukase of 1821 did not declare BehrincG Sea
to be " mare clausum, " but it did eclare
that the
aters, to the extent of 100 miles
from the shores, were reserved for the sub·
jects of the Russian Empire. The treaties
of 1843 and 1859 between Great Britain and
Russia ga>e Great Britain no right to take fur
seals in Behring Hea. They were, in fact, a
£rohibition upon her, which she respected as
ong as Alaska was a I~ussian province. Lord
Salisbury quotes the case of the Loriotas hav·
ing some bearing on the Behring Sea question.
The Loriot was not arrested in Behring Sea, nor
was she engaged in taking furd . ·She was ar·
rested in latitude 54° 65", on the "northwest
coast," to which, and to which only, the treaty
of 1824 referred. Lord Salisbury says that the
British vessels were engaged in capturintseals
in Behring sea. The cases which he mentioned
form just a sufficient number of exceptions to
establish the fact that the destructive intrn·
sion began in 1886. He does not attempt to
cite the intrusion of a sinrz:le British sealer into
Behring Sea until after Alaska had been transferred to the United States. The questions,
therefore, in Mr. Blaine's note of January 22,
1ll90, still remain unanswered, viz: Whence did
the ships of Canada derive the ri8ht to do, in
1886, that which they had refraine from doin§
for nearly 90 years1 Upon what grounds di
the British Government defend, in 1886, a
cour&e of conduct in Behrinrz: Sea which had been
'
carefully avoided ever since the discover'- of
that sea~ By what reasoning did the Brttish
Government conclude that an act may be committed with impunity against the rights of the
United States, which had never been attempted
against the same ri~bts when held by Russia l
t;ir Julian Pauncefote to June 30 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: Incloses a copy
Mr. Blaine.
of a dispatch of the 20th instant from Lord
Salisbury, stating facts and quoting coxresponuence to show that there is some error in Mr.
Blaine's impressions with re11:ard to the nego.
tiatiOJl!! in 1888, as given in .Mr. Blaine's note
of May 29, 1890.
Same to same ............... June 30 Same subject: Mr. Blaine states, in his note of
the 4th instant, that Lord Salisbul-y abruptly
closed the negotiations in 1888 because " the
Canadian Government objected," and that he
"assigned no other reason whatever." Lord
Salisbury calls attention to a statement made
to him by Mr. Phelps on the 3d of A~ril, 1888,
that, "under the peculiar politica circumstances of America at this moment, with a j!:eneral election imtending, it would be of little
use, and indeed &.rdly practicable, to conduct
any negotiation to its is11ue before the election
bad taken place."
Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian July 2 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: Note of 27th ultimo
Paunctlfote.
received. .A.n agreement to arbitrate rAqnires
careful consideration. British claims for in·
1
·uries and losses would be included in the arbi·
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1890.
July 2

tratlon. The answer to the President's request
comes too late to proceed with the negotiation
this season.
Same to same .••••••••.••.•. July 19 Same subject: Two notes of June 30 received.
States facts and quotes correspondence showing that Mr. Blaine was warranted in statio~ in
his note ofMav 29,1890, that Lord Salisbury ad
given such "verbal assurances" to Mr. Phelps
as tustifled the latter in expecting a convention
to e concluded between Great Britain and the
United States for the protection of the seal fisheries in Behring Sea. Quotes Lord Salisbu~'s
language of February 25, 1888, as given by r.
Phelps, assenting to a close lime between April
15 and November 1 each year, and promising to
cause an act to be introclnced in Parliament to
~ve effect to that arrangement. Conference of
pril 16, 1888, between Lord Salis\mry, the
United States charga, Mr. White, and the Russian ambassa<lor, at which Lord Salisbury assnr·e<l the latter that the protected area for seal
14 lifeshould be extended southward to the fortyseventh de~ee of north latitude, and promised to have a draft convention prepared for
submission to the Russian ambassador and the
American charge. fte United States is willing to consider all the proceedings of April 16,
1888, canceled, if Great Britain will adhere only
to the agreement made between Lord Salisbury
and Mr. Phelps February 25, 1888. Lord Salisbury makes a general denial of havin~r liven
"verbal assurances," but no special enial
touching the agreement between himself and
M1·. Phelps. Lord 8alisbury gives Mr. Phelps's
remark of April 3, 1888, relative to the impending election, as one of the causes for closing the
negotiations in 1888. This mi~t be adduced
as one ot the reason~:> had not or<l Salisbury
immediately proceeded with the negotiations,
as shown by his note of April 6, 1888, to tbe
American charge, the conference of April16,
and subsequent correspondence. On the 28th
of April Mr. White was informed that "neither
act nor order could be drafted until Canada is
heard from." Lord Salisburts statement of
September 12, 1888, to Mr. P alps, that "the
Canadian Government obJeGted to any such
restrictions, and that, until Canada's consent
could be obtained, Her Majesth's Government
was not willing to enter into t e convention."
The President regards the interposition of the
wishes of a British province to prevent the
conclusion of a conv~:~ntion which had been virtually agreed upon, except as to details, as a
grave injustice to the Government of the United
States.
Lord Salisbury to Sir Julian Aug. 2 Seal fisheries in Behring Sea: States facts and
quotes correspondence to ~:~how that the words
Pauncefote.
omitted in his quotation from Mr. Adams's dispatch of July 22, 1823, do not affect the point at
Issue. Cites the charter j!iven by the Emperor
Paul in 1799 to the Russian-American Company.
It made no claim to exclusive jurisdiction over
Behring Sea, nor wore any measures taken
under it to restrict foreign commerce, navij!&·
tion, or fishing in that sea. Quotes sections
1 and 2 of the Russian ukase of September,
1821, reserving for Russian subjects ex.clusively all commerce, whaling, fishing, and
other industries on the northwest coast, from
Behring Strait to the fiftv-first degree of north
latitude, and prohibiting- foreign vessels fl'Om
approaching the coasts and islanfis belongi~ to
Russia within less than 100 Italian miles. rotest of John Quincy Adams, February 25, 1822,
against the said ukiU!e, and his correspondence
with the Russian minister at Washington on
the subject. The attempt to exclude American
vessels was at once resisted. No distinction
made by tbe Russian Government between the
Pacific Ocean and Behring Sea. It re arded
Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote-Continuecl.
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Lord Salislmryto Sir Julian Aug.
l'auncefort-Continued.

"

2

the Pacific Ocean as extending to Behring Strait.
No reference on either side to any distinctive
name for Behring Sea. Mr. Adams's dispatch
of Ju~ 22, 1823, to Mr. Middleton. Mr. Adams
clearly meant to deny that the Ru8sian eettlementll or discoveries gave Russia any claim, as
of right, to exclude the navigation or fishery of
other nations from any ~art of the seas on the
coast of America, and t at her rights, in this
respect, were limited to the territorial waters of
certain islands of which she was in permanent
and com£lete occupation. Draft of treaty between t e United States and Russia. Mr.
Adams's dispatch of July 22, 1823, to Mr. Rusk,
the American minister in London, statin~ that
the United States can not renounce the nghtof
carrying on trade with the natives threughout
the northwest coast. Mr. Blaine says that,
when Mr. Middleton declared that Russia had
no right of exclusion between the fiftieth and
sixtieth degrees of north latitude, he intended
to mal1.e a diHtinctio between Behring Sea and
the Pacific Ocean, but the sixtieth degree strikes
straight across Behring Sea, leaving by far the
lar~er and more important part of it to the
south. Mr. Blaine's construction of the treaty
of 182-i between the United States and Russia
is AD entirely novel one. Dissents from his
interpretation of article 7 of the treaty of 1825
between Great Britain and Russia. It referred to all the possessions of the two powers
on the northwest coast of America. Separate
article relating to the rights of the RussianAmerican Company. Its context precludes the
interbretation that it was meant to recolf::ize
the o ~actionable claim contained in the u ase
of 1821. Explanatory memorandum received
from the Russian ambassador on the subject in
December, 1842. The right of Russia 'to exelude foreign vessels from her coasts and islands, within a distance of 100 miles, was never
admitted nor enforced. Cites Wheaton, Kent,
Calvo, Mr. Sewartl, awl Mr. Fish to show that
the maritime jurisdiction of a country only extends to the istance of a marine league from
the coast. InstructiOns t)iven by Mr. George
Canning to Mr. Stratford 'anning, December 8,
1824, to require a sti.Pulation, in the treaty then
being negotiated w1th Russia, of the right of
British subjecta to navigate freely in the PacHic. Mr. Stratford Uanning's dispatch of
Marohl, 1825, statingtha1 the Emperor of Russia
bad no intention of maintainin~ any exclusive
claim to the navigation of Bermg titrait or of
the seas to the north of it. These extracts prove
that Great Britain refused to admit any part of
the Russian claim asserted by the ukase of 1821,
from Behring Strait to the fifty-first parallel;
that the convention of 1825 was regarded on
both sides HS a renunciation on the part of
Russia of that claim in its entirety; and that
thou~ Behrin£ Strait was known and apecific y provi ed for, Behring Sea was not
known by that name, but was re~arded
as part of the Pacific Ocean. The ritish
Government has.always claimed the freedom of
navigation and fishin~ in the watera of Behring
Sea. It is impossib e to admit that a public
right can be held to be abandoned by a nation
from the mere fact that, for a certain number of
years, it has not suited the subJects of that nation to exercise it. The British Government
is willing to concede to the United States the
· same junsdiction in Behring Sea. that she conceded to Russia, and to ag1·ee that the whole
question be referred to arbitration, as to the
legality of the recent captures in that sea. Incloses cfPies of correspondence relative to the
ukase o 1821 and the treaty of 1825 between
Great Britain and Russ~
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Sir Julian Pauncefoteto Mr.
Blaine.
Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian
Pauncefote.

..

1890.
Nov. 18
Dec. 17

Subject.

Zanzibar: Incloses a co~y of an official notice
~roclaiming the Britis protectorate over the
· ominions of the Sultanate of Zanzibar.
Seal fi!lheries in .Behring Sea: Insists upon the
correctness and validity of the position taken
by the United States Government. Lord Salisbury contends that the phrase "Pacific Ocean,"
as used in the treaties of 1824 and 1825, was intended to include Behring Sea. The United
States contends that Behring Sea was not
mentioned, nor even referred to, in either treaty,
and was in no sense included in the phrase
"Pacific Ocean." Lord Salisbury assumes that
the 11 northwest coast" has but' one meaning,
and that it includes the whole coast stretchin~
northward to Behring Strait.
The Unite
States contends that the 11 northweet coast"
means, by long prescri~tion, the coast of the
Pacific Ocean south of t e Alaskan P~ninsula,
or south of the sixtieth degree of north lati·
tude. between the fort}jsecond and the sixtieth
parallels. Refers to . H. Bancroft's map of
the northwest coast. Quotes the first article
of the treaties of 1824 and 1825. Agrees with
Lord Salisbury that throughout the whole correspondence relating to the treaties, there was
no reference by either side to any distinctive
name for Behring Sea, for the reason that the nogotiations had no reference to Behrin3 Sea, but
were confined to a 11 strip of Ian " on the
northwest coast and the waters of the Pacific
Ocean adjacent thereto. Behring Sea appeared
on many authentic maps several years before the
two treaties, sometimee called Sea of Kamschatka. (Map of 1784; Gvosdef's map of 1732; Mullor's map of 1761.) If Behrin~ Sea had been ineluded m the treaties, it is Impossible to con·
ceive that it would have been omitted in Mr.
Adams's and Mr. G. Canning's instructions, and
escaped thenoticeoftheplenipotentia.ries. Rus-

~:ar:~·tl~~}lfr:~t~g~e;a~~: :r~h~t~o~t~~~~~

coast on the Pacific Ocean, but there is conclusive proof that it was left in full force over the
waters of Behring Sea. Great profits made by
the Russian· American Company. Quores Bancroft's History of Alaska, showing that that company enjoyed a monopoly of the sealin~ and fish·
mg in Behring Sea up to 1867, when A ask a was
sold to the Unite<l States. The 100-mile limit was
steadily observed by all the nations that sent
vessels to Behring Sea. Not a·seal taken in Behring Sea by any foreign vessel prior to 1867. No
protest made by Great Britain against the Russian monopoly. Second articles of the two
treat.ies. Treaty of 1818 between the United
States and Great Britain, showing the meaning
and acceptation of the phrase 11 northweet
coast," in accordance with the American contention. Mr. Adams's instruction of July 22,
1823, to Mr. Middleton. Memorandum submitted by Mr. Middleton to Count Neeselrode, as·
sorting that Russia had not the ri&ht of dominion
11
upon the continent of America etween the fif.
tieth and sixtieth de£rees of north latitude." The
fact that the sixtiet parallel 11 strikes straight
across the Behring Sea" has nopertinenc~tothis
discussion. There is a continuous coast hne between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees on the Paciflc Ocean, but not on Behring Sea. Mr. Middleton referred only to the coast south of Behring
Sea. At the time the tre11ties were negotiated the
only trading vessels which had entered Behring
Sea were those of the Russian :Fur Company.
Third article of the British treaty of 1825. The
onl,Y coast referred to in this article was the
strip ofland south of 60 degreea. Discusses the
fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh articles of the
same treaty. Greater caution of Russia in the
treaty of 1825 than in that of 1824. Reasons
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I

therefor. Explanatory note from Russia t-X·
cepting the Russian possessions down to 59° 30'
from the provisions of the treaty of 182-i and
drawing the distinction between the Sea of
Kamschatka and the Pacific Ocean. This extlanatory note disproves and denies in detail
ord Salisbury's three assertions at the close of
his dispatch of August 2, 1890. Discusses the
inclosures to that dispatch and gives extracts
showing that they confirm the view taken by
the United States and refer to the Pacific Oc~an
and northwest coast south of the sixtieth degree. Lord Salisbury asserts that maritime
jurisdiction extends only a marine league from
the coast. In 1816 the British Parliament passed
a law prohibiting all vessels from .hovering
within 8leagues of the coast of St. Helena under
ptmalty of confiscation. Cites the pearl fisher1es of Australia, where Great Britain exerts
control over a part of the ocean 600 miles wide.
The President will ask the British Government

~i:li~e~h~;~~~i!!:~;i s~;11°h~::;na~!~!auth~

islands of St. Paul and St. George, from May 15
to October 15 of each year. States facts showing the injury already done to the seal fisheries.
British offer of arbitration not satisfactory.
States the questions which the President wishes
to refer to arbitration. The United States has
never claimed that Behring Sea was mare clausum, and disavows it. Mr. Phelps's dispatch of September 12, 1888. Incloses copies of
documents.

'

I

I

GREECE.

23

1890.
Mr. Snowden to M'r. Blaine. Jan. 24

28

Same to same ............... Feb. 14

30

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Snowden. Mar. 21

40

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Snowden.

..

41

Sept. 18

Same to same ............... Sept. 19

Joint stock companies: The prime minister says
that the agreement authorizing ,joint stock companies incorporated in the United States and
Greece to enjoy all the rights and privileges
granted to the citizens and subjects of each
country bas been duly considered and will be
executed by the Hellenic Government within
a few days.
Same subject: Incloses a protocol of conference
held on the lOth instant with the minister of
foreign affairs, at which it was agreed that joint
stock companies in Greece and the United
States may exercise in the terntorr of the
ot11er the rights and privileges of subJects and
citizens of the two countries, under article I of
the treaty of 1837.
Same subject: Has approved the protocol accom:panying his No. 28, of the 4th ultimo, and had
1t printed.
Military service of Emmanuel C. Catechi, an
American citizen: Stat.e s the circumstances
connected with Catechi's conscri11tion by the
Greek authorities; instructs Mr. Snowden to
ask his imme<liate release, and that steps be
taken to prevent his being further molested.
Incloses copies of correspondenee.
Same subject: Instructs bim to investigate the
circumstances of Catechi's residence in Greece,

re~~f~:~oi~~~~~~~~ t~:ru:u:d\~!~~s. r an iuSame subject: Incloses a copy of his note of the
18th ultimo to the minister· of foreign affairs. requesting Catechi's release. Has not yet received a reply.
·
Same subject: Gives details with regard to Catechi's residence in Greece. Catechi says that
he intends to return to the United States
within a reasonable time.

509

509

511

511

I
513

0

60

61

Mr. Snowden to Mr. Blaine . Oct. 18

I

Same to oamo •••••••••••.••. , Nov. 17

514

515
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Mr. Snowdon to Mr.iBlaine

1890.
Nov. 26

Subject.

Page.

Same subJect: Incloses a copy of a note of the
19th ultimo from the minister of foreign affairs,
declining to release Catechi on the ground that
the lattetfconld not change his nationality before

516

:f!:~}nt\~iG:~k'i~v~~~~~~~ninfn~t~s~:r:I~~

71
73

Same to same ••••••••••.•••. Dec. 17
Same to aame .•••••.•••••••. Dec. 25

a copy of his note of November 26 to the minister of foreign affairs, restating the facta and
arguments in the case.
Same subject: Catechi will ~bably be released.
Same sub~ect: Orders have
n issued for Cate·
chi's re ease.

519
520

HAITI.
81
45

88

59

48
69

70

71
72

52
77

80

60

85

1890.
Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine. Jan. 17

Election of members of the Leglalative A88embly
now in progress.
Right of asylum: Incloses a copy of a note from
the minister of foreign afta.irs, requesting a list
of the persons who have taken refuge at the lep;ation, and of his reply of the 7th :natant statmg that there were none.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Dou~lass. Mar. 27 Same subject : Mr. Douglass would not be authorized to furnish t)le Haitien Government with a
list of fugitives under his protection, had there
be.,n any. Gives roosons.
Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine. Apr. 25 Politicalsit.uation described: President Hyppolite's popularity increasing.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Douglass. May 8 SamP subject: Is glad to hear that the outlook is
favorable.
Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine. May 28 Political : Openin~r of ihe Legislature on the 26th
instant described.
Same to aame ............... May 28 Good offices exerted by Mr. Douglass in favor of
Snitzer Wart, a Swiss banker, who bas been expelled from Haiti. He failed to procure a revocation of his expnlsiont but obtained an extension
of the time for a few aays.
Sjlme to same ......•.••.•••. May 30 Expulsion of J. R. Love and Sultzer Wart from
Haiti: Incloses a copy and translation of a do·
cree of the 26th instant ordering the same.
Same to same ............... May 30 Martial law: Incloses a copy and tran"Jlation of
a decree of the 28th instant abolishing martial
law at Port-au-Prince.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Don glass . June 12 Good offices in behalf of Snitzer Wart: .Approves
Mr. Douglass's action in the case.
Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine . June 13 Closed ports: lDcloses a copy of a note of the 7th
instant from the minister of foreign affairs,
complaining of the entrance of two American
schooners, BaZtic and Rising Sun, into the
closed port of Grand-Gosier about the end of
March, llnd a.~king that steps be taken to prevent a recurrence of such VIOlation of the law,
and a copy of his reply of the loth instant
promising to take such steps.
Same to same ............... June 27 Political situation: Public confidence increasing;
the national currency appreciating; improvemE'nts In Port-au-Prmce; a large coffee crop
expected.
.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Douglass. July 2 Closed ports: Approvea the general tenor of his
reply of June 10 to the minister of foreign af.
fa1rs.
llr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine. July 9 Political: Incloses a translation of that part of
Same to same . • • • • • • . • • .. • • . Mar. 13

~~~tl~~!aYa~F~~:e;:l::O~~g:;~~uf~~~t}~r~
eign powers; comments on the message.
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Mr. Blaine to Mr. Porter ...

1890.
May 3

Subject.

...

I
93

101

72
114

Mr. Porter 'to Mr. Blaine .... Juno 11

Same to same ..•.•....•••... July

9

Mr. Wharton to ;Mr. Porter . July 29
Mr. Dougherty to Mr.
Blaine,

P R

90-5

Sept. 1

Claim of Nicolino Mileo, a naturalized citizen of
the United States, against Italy: Incloses docHments showing that Mileo was born in Italy in
1860; that he was brought to the United States
in 1870 by his father, who was an Italian subject; that he bas resided in New York eYer
since; that he has been engaged in business
there for the last 15 hears; that he was manied
in New York; that is wife, Gaetana, was an<l
is a citizen of the United :States; that he wns
duly naturalized in 1884; that his father resitlcd
in the United States from 1870 until1882, tlurii•g
which time he declared his intention to become
a citizen of the United States; that his fathPr
returned to Italy to reside in 1882 ; that some
time prior to April!, 1889, one Albino Calasa, a
cousin of Mileo's, and an Italian subject, diP•l,
leaving Mileo, by his will, certain real estate in
the town of SEinoso, Italy, valued at $800 to
$1,000; that Mi eo and his wife sailed for Italy
April 1,1889, to take possession of said J!rOp·
erty; that they arrivect at Spinoso April l7;
that on the 22d of April, in spite of his protests
and the papers proving his American citizl'n·
ship, he was presse(l into the Italian army; that
on the 23d of April he was taken to Alessandria,
where he was confine.d for 30 days in jail, undt•r
circumstances of great hardship, for having
failed to return to Italy to perform military service; that he was thereafter com;'helled to serYe
51 months in the Italian army; t at at the eud
of that time, having obtained leave of absence,
he went to Genoa and left Italy on a ves,.el
bound for Zanzibar, whence he returned to the
Unite(l States via Marseilles. He alleges that
the Italian authorities will not permit his wife
to come to him and threaten to detain her in
Italy until he returns t.here. Instructs Mr. Porter to ask for a prompt and thorough investigation of the case and to state the expectation of
the United States Government that, should
Mileo's allegations be substantiated, the action
of the Italian authorities will be disavowed.
Discusses the point involved. The action of
the Italian authorities calls now, as on previous
occasions, for earnest dissent and protest. Regrets that Italy stands aloof from the repeated
proposals of the United 8tates to adjust the
question of military service by a treaty on wellestablished bases. If it is true that Mrs. Mileo
is coerced into remaining in Italy, Mr. Porter
mnet make instant and earnest protest.
Same subject: Will present the case to foreign
office next, when he will urge the adoption of
amendments to our treaties in relation to the
subjects of naturalization and extradition of
offenders.
Same subject: Has written to the minister of
foreign affairs, stating the case and requesting
an investigation. Has also had an interview
with him. He asserted that the story of the
detention of Mileo's wife would prove to have
no foundation in truth.
ClaimofNwolinoMileo: No.10lreceived. Awaits
a further report.
•
Same sutyect: Incloses a copy of Mr. Porter's
note of nne n, 1890, to the minister of foreign
affairs, setting forth the circumstances, and a
copy and translation of the replh of the 22tl
ultimo, denying that Mrs. Mileo ad been detained in Italy, and stating that she had sailed
forNewYorkon the31stof May, with a passport
issued to her on the 6th of May; that, in 1884,
when Mileo acq.uired American citizenship, he
was already gmlty of contumacy; that he presented himself voluntarily to the enlistment
bureau May 22, 1889, and was enrolled; that he
joined his regiment May 27 and remained with
it until NoT'ember 15, whentJtaving obtained a
15 davs' leave, he went to aples, whence he
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Mr. Dou~herty · to Mr.' Sept. 1
Blaine-Continued.

7!1

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Dougherty.

Sept. 19

134

Mr. Porter to Mr. Blaine . .

Nov. 7

99

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Porter .. -

Nov. 26

fiedtot~UnitedStates,arrlvingiuNewYork

about December 12,1889; that, prior to his desertion, tbe only punishment to which he was
sentenced was 1 month's imprisonment for contumacy, whieh he woul<l not have had to undergo until the time of his discharge; that this
shows how unfound6d are his assertions as to
his ill treatment, his incarceration, and his escape from the j)risons of Alessandria; that it
was Mileo's duty to present himself for enrollment on reaching the age of conscription; and
that, by article 12 of the Italian code, be was
subject to military dutr, in spite of the acquisition of a new nationality, which, moreover, he
had acquired when be was already guilty of
contumacy; that he was inscribed on the conscription list of the Kingdom, and. in fact, enrolled.
Claim of Nicolino Mileo: No.114 received. Signor Damiani admits that Mileo was imprisoned
1 month prior to his desertion and to his 51
months' service. The United States Government can not but regard such punishment as
harsh and inequitable under the circumstances.
Signor Damiani denies the detention of MHeo's
wife; but the lateness of the date of her passport is not wholly inconsistent with the state-.
ment that her repeated endeavors-begun before the birth of her child · to obtain permission
to depart had met with refusaL
Claim of Nicolino Mileo: No. 79 received. Interview of th& 6th instant with Signor Damiani. The latter did not say, in his note of
August 22, that Mileo had been imprisoned for
a month, but that he bad been sentenced to suffer a month's imprisonment, which was, boweYer, not to be inflicted nntil the period of his
becoming entitled to "unlimited leave," anll
that, Mileo having escaped before that timf', no
punishment bad been undergone. The Italian
Government denies that any obstacles were at
any time interposed to Mrs. Mileo's departure
for the United States.
Claim of Nicolino Mileo: Cancels that part of
Depa.rtm&nt's No. 79, of September 19, relating
to the month's imprisonment.
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I

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF ITALY AT WASHINGTON.
1890.
Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine . . . Mar. 19

Mr. Blaine to Baron Fava . .

Mar. 21

Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine ... .Apr. 20

Extradition of Vincenzo Villella and GiuReppo
.Bevivino: Incloses for transrn ission two letters
rogatory relating to the trial of Vill~la. and
Bevivino in Italy.
Same sullject: Has forwarded the letters roga.
tory. Reserves the right, which the United
States Government thinks that it possesses,
to have the fugitives surrenaered for trial in
the place where their offenses were committed.
Has forwarded the letters rogatory in order
that the ends of .fustice may not, if possible, be
entirely defeated: The United States demanded
the surrender of the two fugitives more than a
year ago. Italy declined to surrender them, on
the ground that they were Italian suhjects.
The treaties require the smrender of persons
generally, and make no exception in favor of
citizens or subjects.
Same subject: Note of 21st ultimo received. It is
for the very purpose of preventing the ends of
justice being defeated that Bevivino and Villella are now imprisoned in Italy and that the
letters rogatory have been sent. Requests the
speedy transmission of the documents asked
for in the said letters rogatory. The question
of the extradition of Italian subjects by Italy
has been fully discussed and entirely settled
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Baron Fava.to Mr. BlaineContinued.

Apr. 20

Same to same..............

June 5

Page.

1890.

Mr. Blaine to Baron Fava ... June 13

Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine . . . J nne 16
Mr. Blaine to Baron Fava ... June 23

Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine .. July 3

Mr. Wharton to BaronFava. July 29
Same to same............... Aug. 1
Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine..

Subject.

Aug. 8

between the Italian mimstry of foreign affairs
and the United Smtes legation at Rome. According to Italian law no citizen can be removed from the jurisdiction of his natural
judges, those of his own country. The extradition of a citizen is not admissible under the
Italian penal code. This principle has not only
become a part of the pubhc law of Europe, but
bas been recognized by the United States in its
extradition treaties with Austria-Hungary,
Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, Hayti, Mexico, the
Netherlands, Turkey1 Prnatsia, Germany, Spain,
Sweden and Norway, and Salvador. It can not
be claimed, on the ground of the absence in the
treaty between Italy and the United States of
an express r• servation in favor of nati veat of the
two countries, that Italy has r11nounced a doctrine which is based upon her own laws and her
own public law. The Italian Government is
therefore justified in declarinll that neither the
spilit of the Italian law nor the text of the
treaty would permit it to comply with therequest for the extradition of Bevivino and Villella. There is no ground for the inference from
the foregoing that the guilty parties would
escape pnnishmeut. They have been arrested,
are now in prison, and their trial would now
have been ended if the Pennsylvania courts
bad forwarded the papers askud for early in
1889.
Extradition of Vincenzo Villella and Giuseppe
Bevivino: Requests the speedy transmission of
the papers asked for in the letters rogatory accompanying his note of March 19, 1890.
Extradition of Vincenzo Villella and Giuseppe
Bevivino: Returns the letters rogatory which
had been forwarded to the governor of New
York and sent llack by him with directions aa
to their execution. Advist:'& that they be sent
to the Italian consul at New York.
Same subject: Has instructed the Italian consul·
general at New York to take the necessary
steps.
Same subject: Reply to note of April 20. The
question at issue is not one of Italian law, but
of an international compact between the United
States and Italy. Is surprised_ that the Italian
Government regards the question as settlt d by
the ministry of foreign affairs and the United
States legation. Mr. Stallo proteRted against
the position taken by the Italian Government..
Gives a history of the case of Salvatore Paladini.
Reviews the negotiations in the case of Villella
and Bevivino. Adduces arguments and cites
authorities to show that the refusal of the
Italian Government to surrender Paladini,
Villella, and Bevivino, under the treaty of 186d,
is not justified by the principles ofinternational
law. The present situation seems to require
either the denunciation of the treaty of 1868, or
the conclusion of new stipulations with regard
to the extradition of citizens.
Same subject: Has communicated note of June
23 to his Goverpment. Sars there must have
been some mistakll respectmg the staten ent of
the Italian conan) at :Philadelphia that the
Italian Government would grant the extradition
of Villella and Bevivino.
Same subject : Has again urged the governor of
Pennsylvania to expedite the transmission of
the documents needed.
Same subject: The local authorities at Wilkes
Barre have been directed by the governor of
Pennsylvania to forward the papers.
Extradition and naturalizat.ion: Incloses a copy
of a di!lpatcb of the 27th ultimo, from the !tal·
ian foreign office, stating that in January, 1889,
the American minister at Rome, Mr. Stallo,
bad commenced nejlotiations with a view to
the adoption of an additional article to the ex·
tradition convention of 1868 between Italy and
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1890.
Aug. 8

Mr. Wharton toBaronFava. Aug.

Baron Fava to Mr. Blaiue ... Oct.
Mr. Blaine to Baron Fava ... Oct.

Mr. Adee to Baron Fava .... Oct.
Mr. Blaine to flatonFava ... Nov.
Same to same ....... _... _..

Subject.

Date.

Nov.

.

the United States, the object of said article be·
ing the prohibition of the surrender by each
state of its own subjects or citizens; and the
signing of a conv"ntion of naturalization by
the two countriet~, such a11 would be rendered necessary by the new article, and similar
to that existing between the United States and
Belgium; that the Italian Government received
this proposition favorably and on the 27th of
April, 1889, addressed a note to Mr. Stallo, acceptinfl his profiosition in general, but proJ'osing a few mo< ifications in his draft, an an
addition to the article relative to extradition.
Incloses a copy of said note of April 27, 1889,
~~d~e~~~~ti~~ reply to the cotmter propositions
12 Extradition of Vincenzo Villella and Giuseppe
.Bevivino : The district attorne:y of Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania, is now trymg to find two
witnesses whose testimony is indispensable.
7 Same subject: Again asks the good offices of the
Department to procure the necessary documents
from Pennsylvania.
20 Same subject: The governor of Pennsylvania has
again called upon the authorities of Luzerne
County to expedite the execution of the letters
rogatory.
28 Same .subject: Two of the most important witnesses not yet found.
13 Same subject: The district attorney of Luzerne
County h~es to have the testimony of witnesses rea y for transmission in a few days.
18 Extradition and naturalization: Reply to note of
August 8. Can not regard the note of April
27, 1889, as satisfactory. The ~nrport of the
:proposed article seems to be t at, while citl.Zenship is recognized as a ground for refusing
extradition, citizenship by naturalization can
not confer the right to demand it ; the only effeet conceded to naturalization is that, when
joined with a subsequent residence of 5 dtears,
it may afford a 11;round to withhold extra ition.
The United States Government can not assent
to the stipulation that it shall agree to the enforcement agaiJM~t its citizens, if they set foot
in Italy, of those Erovisions of the Italian code
which relate to t o punishment of foreigners
for acts committed outside of Italy. The Ianguage of the note is not entirely exJ!licit as to
militarL service, but. it is not nn erstood to
mean t at a person who, having been naturalized as a citizen of the United Stat~s. owes allegiance and duty to that country, is at the same
time to continue to owe thea!legiance and duty
of a subject to the King of Italy. Incloses a
copy ot' the second article Qf thf. naturalization
treatyofSeptember20, 1870, between the United
States and Austria-Hungary.
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572
572

JAPAN.
80

1890.
Mr. Swift to Mr. Blaine .. .. Jan. 3

88

Same to same.. .. .. .. .. • .. .. Feb.

5

Medals and brevets presented by the Japanese
Government to certain American citizens: Incloses a copy of a note of the 18th ultimo, from
the foreign office, transmitting medals and
brevets conferred by the Emperor on certain
members and ex-members of the legation. Has
forwarded those intended for Mr. Hubbard and
Mr. Mansfield. Asks for instructions concerning thost3 intended for Mr. Dun and Dr. Whitney.
Taxes levied upon the sale of " Scott's Emulsion:" The China and Japan Trading Company, in 1887, made arrangements for placing
upon the ,Japanese market an American pre par-
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LIST OF PAPERS.
JAPAN-Continued.
Date.

No.

Fxom and to whom.

88

:Mr. Swift to Mr. BlaineContinued.

91

Same to same.......... . . . . Feb. 16

106

Same to same............... Mar. lb

59

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Swift . . . . Mar. 18

61

Same to same .....••••.•.... Mar. 20

63

Same to same . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . Mar. 21

111

Mr. Swift to Mr. Blaine .... Apr. 8

G6

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Swift ..•.. Apr. 17

1890.
Feb. 5

Subject.

ation of cod-liver oil, known as " Scott's Emulsion," and expended several thousand dollars
in advertising it. In 1889 they arranged with
Japanese retail merchants for its sale, and bej!;an selling. The sales were very satisfactory.
Soon afterwards the Japanese authorities notified the native merchants that they must each
take out a special license for the sale of" Scott's
Emulsion." The American importers, to avoid
delay and trouble, instructed the native merchants to take out the lice•se, and applied to
Mr. Swift to obtain a revocation of the order.
He accordingly wrote to the foreign office
September 13, 1889, relating the facts and stating that. in his opinion, the requirement of the
license was a violation of the treaty of July 29.
1858. Subsequently the agent oftheChinaand
Japan Trading Company informed Mr. Swift
that the Japanese merchants engaged in
selling "Scott's Emulsion" had been required
to pay an excise tax of 10 per cent. ad valorem
upon the retail price of each bottle; that they
bad thereupon returned the stock on hand to
thA importers and ceased to sell the article.
On the 4th of October, 1889, Mr. Swift wrote to
the foreign office asking for a reply to his note
of September 13 and calling attention to the excise tax of 10 per cent. demanded on the price
of each bottle of "Scott's Emulsion." The for·
eign office replied January 17, 1890, contending
that, under the tteaty of 1858, the Japanese
Government had the righttorequirethe license
and to levy the excise tax. Incloses a memo·
ranrlum of his conversation of January 23, 1890,
with the minister of foreign affairs and copies
of correspondence.
Taxes levied on "Scott's Emulsion:" Incloses a
copy of a note of the 6th instant, from the minister of foreign affairs, transmitting a memorandum of his conversation of January 23 with
Mr. Swift; and a copy of Mr. Swift's reply of
the lOth instant, transmitting a memorandum
pointing out certain errors in Viscount Aoki's
memorandum.
nope made of human hair: Sends, for transmis·
sion to the Smithsonian Institution, a section of
a rope made of human hair, used in the construction of a Buddhist temple at Kioto, and a
photograph of the rolls of cable still remaining
at the temple. Incloses a copy of a letter on
the subject from V. Marshall Law, dated 6th in·
stant.
Taxes levied upon "Scott's Emulsion : " Discusses
the questions involved; approves his protest;
is compelled to regard the action of the Japanese Government as a clear and substantial violation of the provisions of the treaty of 1858.
Reply to No. 88.
Medals and brevets presented by the Japanese
Government to certain American citizens: Section 9, article 1, oftheConstitutionprovidcsthat
no person holding any office of profit or trust
under the Government shall, without the consent of Congress, accept any present, emolu·
ment, office, or title from any king, ;prince, or
foreign state; section 3 of the act of January
31, lRSl, provi<les that any such prel!ent, deco·
ration, or oLber thing shall be tt.ndered through
the Department of State. Repl;y to No. 80.
Taxes levied upon "Scott's Emulsion:" No. 91 receiver}. The differences between 1\lr. Swift's
and Viscount Aoki's memoranda of their interview of January 23, do not involve the merits
of the question at issue.
Military and nuval maneuvers from the 30th
ultimo to the 4th instant described.
Rope made of human hair: Received and sent to
the Smithsonian Institution. Instructs him to
convey the thanks of the Government to the
Buddhist priests and to :Mr. V • .M. Law. Reply
to No.106.
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120 4 Mr. Swift to lfr. Blaine ...
81

Date.

Suhject.

1890.
May 20

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Swift .•... June 12

Taxes levied upon ''Scott's Emulston:" Has
sent to the foreillJI office a copy of Mr. Blaine's
No. 59 of March 18.
Same subject: No.120 received. No occasion to

~::~:~;:s~~!':f!~~~ t~n~~'; t~~ear~~y:n:::
without submitting a reply to the views of the
Department.

129 Mr. Swift to Mr. Blaine .... July 7 Same subject: Incloses a copy of a note of the

U6

Same to eame ••• , ........... Aug. 15

5th instant from the minister of foreign affairs,
stating that he had instructed the J ahanese
eharg~ at WashinJton to communicate t e further views of the 11panese Government to Mr.
Blaine.
Political: Describes the elections for members
of the Diet on thl' 1st ultimo. Incloses a clip·
ping headed " Political yarties in t.he Diet,"
and a copy of the law of uly 25, 1890, relative
to meetings and political associations.

Page.

602
603

603

604

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGA'fiON OF JAPAN AT WASHINGTON.
11190.
!&. Sato to :Mr. Blai!le...... Mar. 7

Mr. Blaine to llr. Sato ...... Mar. 18

Mr. Sato to Mr. Blaine...... July 28

Taxes levied in Japan upon "Scott'11 Emulsion:"
States the facts in the case and gives a history
of the conespondence between the United
Statea minister at Tokio and the minister of
foreign affaire on the sn~jeet. Argues to show
that the said taxes are not an infringement of
the treatyof1858. The Japanese Government
will, however, abolish the taxes if it can be
conclusively shown that it is mistaken in its
opinion.
Same subject: The arguments contained in his note
of the 7th instant do not remove the Depart·
ment's impression t.hat the levying of the taxes
in question is a direct violation of the treaties.
The United States minister at Tokio bas been
instructed to make a full communication of the
views of the United States Government to thu
minister of foreign affairs.
Same subject: Incloses a copy of an instruction
of the 5th instant from the minister of foreign
affairs, statin~~: facts and adducing arguments
to show that neither the requirement of the license nor the levying of the excise tax is an in·
fringement of the treaty of 1858.
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615

615

MEXICO.

179

1889.
Mr. Ryan to Mr.Blaine..... Dec. 5

184.

Same to same.............. • Dee.

7

Arrest of Cnptain Stilphen of the American
schooner Rubert Ruff: Incloses copies of correspondenee on the subject.
Same subject: Stilphen is oat on bail. Incloses a
copy of his note of this date to the minister of
foreign affairs, stating that an American citizen named Patton, charged with assault and
battery at Coatzaeoalcos, boarded the Robert
Ruff at sea, outside of the jurisdict-ion of Mexico ; that a boat, containing certain persons in
citizens' clothes, approached the schooner, and
that one ofthe persons, speaking in Spanish and
exhibiting a paper, appareratly solicited tho
surrender of Patton; that Captain Stilphen paid
no attention to the request and k•pt the
schooner on her course ; and that on his return
to Coatzaeoalcos ho was arrested on the charge
of aiding a criminal to escape; that the United
States Government is of the oplLion that, upon
the facts stated, there is no ground for Captain
StilP.hen's detention, and that he should he set
at liberty without delay.
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Date.

Subject.

1889.
Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine ..••. Dec. 11 t .Arrest of Captain Stllphen: Incloses a copy and
translat.ion of a note of the lOth instant from the
minister of foreign affairs, 3tatin~ that he had
asked for additional information in the case.
1890.
11 Same to same ..•.•••••••.••. .Jan. 21 Imprisonment of R. C. Work at Ciudad Victoria
for the murder of Francisco Cruz. Incloses
copies of correspondence in the case.
15 Same to same ..•.•.•........ .Jan. 22 Same subject: Incloses a copy of a letter of the
14th instant from the United States consular
agent at Uiudad Victoria, stating that tile
judge bas informed him that ·work's case was
closed, and that he would be sentenced in a few
days.
38 Same to same ..•••••••.•••.. Feb. 7 Same subject: Incloses copies of correspondence
on the subject.
·11 Same to same ........••...•. Feb. 10 Arrest of Capt. .J. H. Stilpben: Incloses copies
of correspondence in the case.
2 02 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan .•.. Feb. 18 Imprisonment of R. C. \Vork: A disinterested
medical statement of Mr. Work's pilysical condition is desirable.
0()
Same to same ............... Feb. 20 Arrest of Ca~t . .J. H. Stilphen : No . 241 received.
Approves L~ note of the lOth instant to the
minister of foreif.n affairs.
:;:; Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine .•.. Mar. 5 Arrest of Capt.•. H. Stilphen : The Mexican
Government insists that Captain Stilphen's
vessel was only 2§ miles from the coast when he
aitled the escape of .Joseph Patton. Inclo:~es
copies of correspondenee.
G! Same to same ..•••••.•••••.. Mar. 15 Claim of Shadrack White: Mexican Government has agreed to the appointment of two compatent surgeons to report upon the extent and
character of the injuries sustained by \Vhite.
Mr. Ryan has designated Dr. Paul Clen·
denin, assistant su~eon, U. S. Army.
apartment awaits the de2! Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan .... .Mar. 24 Same subject: The
velopment of the disputed questions of fact.
Reply to No. 255.
35 Same to same ..•••••.••..•.. Apr. 23 Claim of Howard C. Walker against Mexico fot·
insults and injuries undergone b.v him at the
hands of Mexican authorities: Incloses a letter
of the 18th instant from M. F. Morris, urging
the settlement of the Raid claim.
!lO ~r. Ryan to Mr. Blaine .... May 2 Impri:~onment of R. C. Work: Wrote to the minister of foreign affairs on the 30th ultimo, requesting that Work may be removed from the
jail to some place where proper medical treat·
meut may be secured for him. Incloses copies
of correspondence.
297 S.tme to same ............... May 20 Olaim of Sbadrack White against Mexico for injuries inflicted upon him by Mexican soldiers at
Eagle Pass, Tex., in March, 1888: Describes negotiations ending in the payment by the Mexican
Government of $7,000 in gold in full settlement
of the said claim. Incloses draft for $7,000 and
copies of documents and correspondence in the
case.
!18 Same to same .•..••.••••••.. May 21 Claim of Howard C. \Valker: Incloses a. cop;y of
his note of the 15th instant to the foreign office,
recalling attention to the said claim.
00 Same to same ............... May 21 Imprisonment of R. C. Work: Work was sentenced on the 12til instant to labor on the publie works for 4 years 5 months and 10 days; the
sentence to commence from .Ja.nuary, 1889. Incloses copies of corre:~pondence.
255 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan ..... May 29 Claim of Shadrack White: Appreciates highly
Mr. Ryan's effective efforts in the case. Reply
to No. 297.
30 Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine ..... .June 25 Claim of Howard C. Walker: Incloses a copy and
translation of a note of the 12th instant from
the foreign office, stating that, pursuant to a
report made April 18,1887, the Mexican Gov·
ernm~nt was not responsible for damages in the
premJSPS.
33 Same to same ............... .June 27 Real estate in Mexico: The Mexican Government
has determined to issue no permits hereafter to
foreigners to buy real estate near the frontier
until there shall have been a final adjustment
of the bounda.rv between the United States and
Mexico.
•
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Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine (telegram).
350

Same to same

..............

Date.
1890.
July 24

July 24

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan
(telegram).

July 26

Mr. A dee to Mr. Ryan (telegram).

July 27

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine .July 27
(telegram).
Same to same (telegram) •.. July 27

Same to same (telegram) ... July 28
Same to same (telegram) .••. July 29

Same to same (telegram) •••• July 29

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan
(telegram).

July 29

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine July 29
,telegr·am).
Same to same (telegram) .••. July 30

353

Same to same .•••••••••..•.. July 30

355
357

Same to same ..••••••••..••. Jnly 30
Same to same ...•.....•••••. July 30

360

Same to same ....•.•.••..••. July 30

861

Same to same ............... July 31

Mr. Wharton to Mr.
(telegram).

,l~_yan

Aug. 11

Subject.

War betw•en Guatemala and Salvador: He has
been informed unofficially by the foreign office
that Mexico will maintain a rigid neutrality,
but will use her good offices to establish peace.
Telegrams between the Department and the
United States minister in Central America:

W~~t~~~e~~J~~~::~~~~~3~!~:aS:~ :tl~ft~~:~

him to report all that be can learn on the subject, and the reason why Department's instructions to the United States minister in Central
America fail to reach Mr. Mizner.
Interception of telegrams: Instructs him to cooperate with the United States minister in Central
America in investigating the causes of the
stopp~~e (lf communication between Washington an Central America..
War between Guatemala and Salvador: Reports
recent events.
Interce~tion of telegrams: Salva<:or seems to be responstble for the interruption of correspondence
between the Department and the United States
minister in Central America; bas demanded
of the special agent of Salvador in Mexico that
the rights of the United States be respected.
Seizure of arms on the American steamer Colima
by tho Guatemalan autbQ.rities: Gives an extract
from a tele~ram of the 25th instantsbown him by
the Guatemalan minister justif~in~ the seizure.
War between Guatemala and Sa va or: The spe·
cial agent of Salvador informs him that the Salvador troops have been victorious in every bat·
tle and now bold a position in Guatemala., but
that Salvador desires the friendly offices of the
United States for the restoration of xeace.
Interception of telegrams: The Presi ent of Salvador bas wired his special agent in Mexico:
"I have ordered telegrams of Mexican an<l
American Governments to be passed, but lines
in Guatemala. are broken."
War between Guatemala and Salvador: Mr. Mlzner was wired on the 20th instant to tender good
offices, but no reply bas been received from him.
Aetion upon Mexican proposition must be delayed until Mizner can be reached.
Interception of telegrams: Gives directions for
st~nding telegrams to Mr. Mizner.
Interception ot" telegrams: The Guatemalan minister assures him that the Guatemalan Government in no way interferes with either official or
other correspondence.
War between Guatemala and Salvador: Incloses
a copy of a memorandum of the 26th instant
from the foreign office, stating that Mexico
would maintain a gtrict neutrality, but is ready
to unite with the Uuitecl States in mediating
between the ueltigerents.
Same subject: Ineloses copies of telero;ams .•••••.
Seizure of arma. on the Colima: Inc oses a copy
of a telegram of the 25th instant from the Guatemalan minister of foreign affairs to the Guatemalan minister in Mexico jnsti~ingthe seizure.
War between Guatemala and Sa vador: The:spe·
cial agent of the Government of Salvador reSuested, on the 29th instant, that the United
tates would use its good offices for the restoration of peace.
Same subject: Has notlfled the foreign office that
action upon the Mexican proposition with regard to mediation must be postponed until communication can be bad with tlie United States
minister in Central .America.
Same subject: Instnfcts him to inform the Mexican Government that Mr. Mizner bas been direeted to u!JC his good offices with Guatemala
and Salvador; that the United States would be
pleased ~cooperate with the Mexican Government, but that it prefers independent action to

Joint action.
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Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan
(telegram).
387

1890.
Aug. 15

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine..... Aug. 19
Same to same (telegram) . • . . Aug. 22

Same to same (telegram l.... Aug. 22

Mr. Wharton to Mr. R"an
(telegram).
·

Subject.

Date.

Aug. 25

398

Mr. R.van to Mr. Blaine Aug. 26
(telegram).
Same to same............... Aug. 30

375

Mr. Blaine to Mr. ltyan ..... Oct. 22

•
471

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine ..... Nov. 1

399

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan..... Nov. 19

487

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine..... Nov. 26

Same subject: Instructs him to wire Mr. Mizner
to confer with the Mexican minister at Guate·
mala, in order that there may be concert in the
good offices of each for the restoration of peace.
Same subject: Incloses copies of correspondence
relative to the good offices of the United States
and Mexico.
Same subject: The special agent of Salvador is
instructed to con\""ey to Mr. Blaine. through
Mr. Ryan, the desire of Salvador to · have the
Unite('i States propose to Guatemala that the
difficulty be submitted to arbitration.
Same subject: The special agent of Salvador
state:~ that General Ezeta re,it>cts the conditions
of peace proposed by Mr. Mizner, as they require his resignation in favor of Dr. Ayala,
whom he considers a traitor to his country.
Ezeta will consent to any proposition of peace
involving a fair election by the people or Salvador.
Same subject: Instructs him to wire Mr. Mizner
to propose arbitration to the Guatemalan Government.
Same subject: Has communicated to Mr. Mizner
Department's instruction of the 25th instant.
Same subject: Incloses copies of correspondence
on the subject.
Chinese immigration from Mexico and Canada:
Instructs him to sound the Mexican Government lUI to its willingness to enter into negotiations with a view to prevent Chinese laborers
from enterinp: the United States from Mexico.
Same subiect: Has spoken on the subject to the
minister of foreign affairs, who promised to consider it, but called attention to article XI of the
Mexican constitution, which provides that
every man has a right to enter and leave Mexico freely.
Same subject: No. 471 received. Article XI of
the Mexican constitution does not appear to
dispense with matriculation, nor to affect the
sovereign attributes in dealing with questions
of public security.
Chinese immigration from Mexico into the United
States : The minister of foreign affairs can not
see any way of preventing Chinese laborers
from leaving Mexico in any direction that they
may wish which would not conflict with article
XI of the Mexican constitutio11. He will, however, consider any plan that may be submitted
to him.
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PERSIA.
456

I Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine .....

!57

Same to same...............

458

Same to same....... ... .....

459

Same to same ..•••..........

460

Same to same...............

461

Same to same ..•••....
•

······1

1890.
May 24

Wounding of Mrs. J. N. Wright, the wife of an
American missionary in Sa\mas, western Pt.r·
sia, by an Armenian. Incloses a copy of a telegram of the 23d instant from the Bri t.1sh consnlp;eneral at Tabreez, saying that Mrs. Wright bad
been dangerously wounded and that the assassin,
an Armenian, had escaped; and a copy of his
own note of the 23d instant to the prime min·
Mter asking that steps be taken for the arrest
of the assassin.
May 26 Same subject: The assassin has been arrested and
is now in prison atSalmas. Mrs. Wright is now
believed to be out of danger. Incloses copies
of correspondence.
May 27 Same subject: The British consul-general at
Tabreez will reprt-sent Mr. Pratt in the prosecution of the as~:~as11in.
June 3. Same subject: Incloses copies of correspondence
relating all the circumstances in the case.
June 4 Same sub.iect: Mrs. Wright died on the 1st Instant. Relates steps taken for trying the murderer
Jnne 12~ Same subject: Incloses copies of correspondence
with the British consul-general at Tabreez on
the subject.
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482

1890.
.Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine .•••. June 14

483

Same to same ................ June 18

4M

&metoaame ..••.•••.•••••. June 25

469

Same to same .••••••.•.....

•l72

,,.

Same to same ............... July

226

Mr. Adee to .Mr. Pratt .•.... July 15

227

.Mr. .Moore to Mr. Pratt ..... July 23

479

Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine ..... July 26

482

Same to same ............... Aug. 8

483

Same to same ............... Aug. 9

229

Mr. Wharton to .Mr. Pratt ... Aug. 25

487

.Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine .•••. Aug. 26

June 30
5

Same to same .••••••.•.... . July 15

490

Same to same ............... Sept. 18

233

.M.r. WhartoD to Mr. Pratt;. .. Sept. 19

I

Page.

Same subject: Incloses a copy of his note of this
date to the British consul-general at Tabreez,
relative to tho trial of the murderer.
Same subject: Incloses copies of further corre;.p::!::~e with the British consul-general at

668

Same subject: Incloses copies of further correspondenoe.
Same subject: Incloses copies of further correspondence.
Same subject: Incloses copies of further correspondence.
Same subject: Incloses a co~y of a note of the
5th instant from the Britis consul-general at
Tabreez, covering a copy of the proceedings in
the trial of Minas, .Mrs. Wright's murderer.
Same subject: Nos. 459 and ~0 received. The
services rendered by the British minister at
Teheran and the Hritish consul-ttenoral at
Tabreez, will form the subject of an Instruction
to the American minister at London.
Same subject: Nos.461 and 462 received. Approves his action.
Same Rnbject: The Shah has been led to beJie,·e
that the evidence against Minas is not sufficient
to warrant his execution, and has ordered that
he be imprisoned for life in!!tead. Has remonstrated to the prime minister.
Same subject: Incloses copies •f further correspondence.
Same subject: Incloses copies of further correspondence.
Same subject: No. 474 received. Department appreciat-es tho services rendered by the British
consul-general at Tabreez.
Same sn bject: Ordertl have been given for the
transfer of Minas from Tabreez to Teheran for
safe-keeping.
Same subject: .Minas has been placed in prison
at Teheran.
Same subject: Nos. 479 and 482 received. The
Department considers the evidence against
Minas of the most indubitable character, and
believes that the result of a mere sentence of
imprisonment in the ca.<~e would be additional
crimes ~ainst Americans and EurWJ.eansin that
district, ntis confident that, on a f consideration of the case, the Persian Government will
deal wisely and courageously with the criminal.
Incloses a copy of a letter of the 16th instant
from the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, asking that the ends of justice be uot defeated, as the lives of the remaining missionaries would be jeopardized thereby.
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672
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PERU.
70

1890.
.M.r. Hicks to .M.r.·Blaiue.... Jan. 14.

88

Mr. Blaine to Mr. fficks ..

Feb. 26

Protection of William Gylling, a s~edish subject
resitling in Peru, who, in 1881, declared his intention t.o become a citizen ofthEI United States,
but never took the subsequent steps necessary
to the acquisition of citizenship; incloses a
copy of a protection certificatE~ which he pro.
poses to issue to G_vlling, and requests the Department's instructions in the case.
Same subject: No. 70 received; the declaration
of intention has not the effect either of naturalization or of expatriation. Article I of the
naturalization treaty of 1869 between the
United States aud Swedeh and Norway provides that "the declaration of an intention to
become a citizen of the oue or the other country has not, for either party, the effect of citizenship legally acquired." Is therefore of the
opinion that the certifl.cateshouldnotbeiaaued
to Mr. Gylling.
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104

51

From and to whom.

Subject.

Date.

1890
Mr. Hicks to Mr. Blaine .... Mar. 24

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hicks .... May

8

Protection to William Gblling: No. 38 received.
Thinks that it would e good policy to extAnd
some sort of protection to this class of people.
They feel that the oath by which thelorenounced
all allegiance to their native land orever cuts
them oft from any relief from that 11onrue, and
tlms they are expatriated from both the old and
the new.
Same subject: No. 104 received. The declara·
tion of intention is not a renunciation of tbe declarant's original allegiance, but merely tho3 expression of a purpose to renounce it. The
actual renunciation is not effected until the applicant is admitted to citizenship. A government can not be held bound to protect persons
who are not only not its citizens, but who have
not exhibited a willingness to live long enough
within its jurisdiction to acquire its citizenship.
Gyllin~ made his declarat10n of intention m
1881, and appears to have left the United St·1tes
not long afterwards. By remaining abroad he
continuously disables himself from fulfilling
the condition3 necessary to the acquisition of
citizenship. Department is at a loss to understand why persons in a similar position "natnrally look to the American legation for a rec·
ognition of their citizenship."

Page.

694

695

RUSSIA.

12

.

1890 .
Mr. Smith to Mr. Blaine .... June 17

17

Same to same ............... July

"

Same to same ............... Sept. 25

3

Prison congress at St. Petersburg: Formally
opened on the 15th instant; gives an account of
the proceedin~s.
Same subject: 'I'he congres8 closed its regular
work on the ~4th ultimo; gives an abstract of
the questions discussed; the next congress is
to be held at Paris; incloses translations of the
dE~claration of the congre~s ou the subject of
extradition and of the statistics of the congress.
Expulsion of Jews from Russia: States facts
tending to show that there is no foundation for
the rumors on the subject.

697

698
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SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

38

1890.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Thomas . . May 15

60

Same to same............... June 2

Samoa: Article III of the general act of the
S:11noau conference at Berlin, June 14,1889, pro·
vides for tho establishment of a supreme court
for the Samoan Islands, and the appointment
of a chief justice of Samoa. Section 2 of article
III states that "he shall be named by the three
signatory powers in common accord ; or, failing
their agreement, he may be named by the King
of Sweden and Norway." Since there appears
to be no possibility of agreement, the three
Governments concerned have <lecided to avail
themseh·es of the alternative. Instructs him to
request the King's acceptance of the choice
made by the signatory powers, and to intimate
to the minister of foreign affairs that the Presi·
<lent would be pl<,ased with the appointment of
a sub,iect of the King. In doses a copy of Sen·
ate Miscellaneous Document l;o. 81, Fifty·first
Congress, first session, containing the general
act of the Samoan conference.
Ramoa: Incluses a copy of an identical note of
this date, drawn up after a conference with the
British minister and the Gel-man charge, and
sent by each of them this day to the minister
of foreign affairs, asking that the King name a.
chief justice of Samoa.

703
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LIST OF PAPERS.
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SWEI>EN AND NORWAY-Continued.
No.

From and to whom.

1890.
Mr. Thomas to Mr. Blaine •. .July 7

66

49

I

74

75

76

80

83

Samoa: The King proposes to apfcoint as chief
justice of Samoa Otto Conrad Va demar Cedercrantz, a Swedish subject, and associate justice
•of the Swedish court of appeals. Gives a sketch
of the life and character of .Judge Cedercrantz.
Recommends the acquiescence of the United
States in his appointment.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Thomas Aug. 5 Transportation of the remains of the late Capt.
.John Ericsson to Sweden: Inclose.s a co:l? of a
letter of the 2d instant from the Navy epart·
ment, stating that the remains will be embarked
on the United States steamer Baltimore, at New
York, <m the 23d instant. and a copy of a letter
of the 2d instant from the Navy Department
to Rear-Admiral Braine, giving instructions as
to the ceremonies to be observed on the oooa·
sion.
Aug.
26
Transportation
of the remains of Capt. John
Same to same ...............
Ericsson to Sweden : Incloses a copy of the
order issued by the Navy Department on the
18th instant, with regard to the ceremonies.
The Balti1nore sailed with the remains on the
23d instant.
Mr. Thomas to Mr. Blaine .. Sept. 15 Same subject: Describes the ceremonies accompanying the delivery of the remains of EriesRon to the Swedish Government on the 14th
instant.
Same to same ............... Sept. :::2 Same subject: Has forwarded to the Departmenta hox containing medals designed to commemorate the transportation of the remains of
John Ericsllon from the United States to Sweden, presented by the King to the officers and
crew of the Baltimore.
Same to same ............... Seijt. 26 Same subject: The Baltimore sailed on the 23d
instant. Recounts the attentions shown to her
officers while she was at Stockholm.
Same to same ............... Oct. 23 Samoa: Incloses a copy of a note of the 3d instant from the minister of foreign affairs, announcin~ that the King bas a~pointed Otto
Conra<l aldemar Cedercrantz c 1ef justice of
Sarno~; ~nd a translation of Judge Cedercran tz 's
COOl miSSIOn.
#Same to same ............... Oct. 27 Transportation of the remains of \{;ohn Ericsson
to Swetlen: Transmits copies of correspondence
with the Swedish Inventors' Society on the subject.
Same to same ............... Oct. 29 Same subject: Incloses copies of correspond·
ence with t\le minister of foreign affairs on the
subject.

l

50

82

Subject.

Date.

1

Page.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY AT WASHINGTON.

1890.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Grip ... Aug. 5

Mr. Grip to Mr. Wharton ... Aug. 9
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Grip ... Aug. 21

Mr. Grip to Mr. Wharton ... Aug. 26
/

Transportation of the remains of John Ericsson
to Sweden: Incloses a letter of the 2d instant
from the Navy Department, inviting the legation 8olld the consular officers of Sweden and
Norway to be present at the ceremonies attending the embarkation of the remains at New
York on the 23d instant.
Same subject: IncJoqes his acceptance of the invitation to attend the ceremonies at New York
on the 23d instant.
Same so b,ject: Incloses a copy of the order issued
by the Navy Department on the 18th instant,
in reference to the salute to the flag of Sweden
to be fired on the occasion of the embarkation
of the remains.
Same subject: Thanks for the honors paid to the
Swedish flag at the embarkation of the remains
of .John Ericsson ·at New York on the 23d
instant.
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720
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LIST OF P .A.PERS.
TURKEY.
No.

Date.

From and to whom.

Subject.

39

1889.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch .. . Dec. 7

59

Mr. King to Mr. Blaine. . . . . Doc. 10

62

Same to same ............... Dec. 19
1-o

64

Same to same ....•.. . ..... . _I D ec. 21

70

Same to same ............... Dec. 28

47

1890.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch ... Jan. 3

50

Same to same ............... Jan. 13

82

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine .. _ lfeb.

85

Same to same............... Feb. 15

6

Murderous .a.ttaok upon two American missionaries, Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev. Dr. Raynolds,
in Asiatic Turkey m 1883, by Moussa Bey: In-~
closes a copy of a letter of the 2d instant, and
inclosure from the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, asking that diplo·
matio steps be taken to insure the punishment
of Moussa Bey.
Seizures of books offered for sale in Turkey by
American missionaries: Incloses a copy of his
note of the 7th instant to the minister of public
instruction, proposing a method of preventing
such seizures.
Trial of Moussa Bey for murder and robbery of
an Armenian named Malkhas in Asiatic Tur·
key in 1886: Incloses a copy of the proceedings
in the trial just ended at Constantinople, resulting in the acquittal of Moussa Bey.
Murdet ous attack upon l{.ev. M.r. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by Moussa Bey in 1883: Incloses
copies of further correspondence with the Porte
on tho sub,ject.
American mi!-lsion schools in Turkey: Their present, condition satisfactory, all things considered;
gives details.
Murderous attack upon Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynollls by Moussa Bey in 1883: No. 39
received ; has hopes that Moussa Bey will not
go unpunished.

721

Seizures of books offered for sale in Turkey by
American missionaries: No. 59 received. Approves Mr. King's note of December 71 1889, to
the Porte.
Murderous attack on Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by Moussa Bey iu 1883: No. 62
received. Approves Mr. King's note of December 18, 1889, to Said Pasha on the subject.
Same subject: Relates the substance of his interview of the 5th instant with the Grand Vizier,
in which he urged the necessity of bringing
Moussa Bey to justice. The Grand Vizier promised to call the immediate attention of the minister of justice to the matter.
Military service of cavasses and dragomans employed by foreign legations and consulates: Incloses a copy of a " note verbale" of thel:Jth instant from the Porte, stating that only those

730

722

724

738
730

740

7i0

742

~!::~~e~ha:~o~~~T~te:n:e':~~-fe;\vj}lt~et~~il~~i

88

Same to same .............. . Feb. 22

61

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch. . . Mar. 1

66

Same to same. . . . • • .. • .. .. .. Mar. 19

99

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine .. _ Mar. 19

into military service, those now in the service
being exempted.
Murderous attack on Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by Moussa Bey in 1883: Incloses
a translation of a memorandum read by the Sultan's private secretary to the interpreter of the
legation, stating that the Sultan regretted to
hear that doubts have been expressed by some
officials of the United States legation as to the
leg;ality and the justice of the verdict issued in
the trial of the matter of Moussa Bey; has
asked for an interview with the Sultan on the
subject, hut it has not yet been granted.
Murderous attack upon Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by Moussa Bey in 1883 : No. 82
received. Approves the Temarks made by Mr.
Hirsch at his interview of the 5th ultimo with
the Grand Vizier.
Same subject: No. 88 received. The Sultan appears to have been led to the mistaken belief
that the United States Government is demanding a reconsideration of the verdict of acquittal
in the recent trial of Moussa Bey for alleged outrages against Armenians.
Maltreatment of two American citizens, Moses
Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom by Turkish soldiers at Jerusalem: Incloses copies of oon·espondenoe and documents on the subject. Has
called on the consul general forafortherreport.
The Grand Vizier has promised an immediate in·
veatigation.

742

744

745

745

LIST OF PAPERS.
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TURKEY-Con tinned.
No.

104

76

From and to whom.

Subject.

Date.

1890.
Mr. Hirsch to .Mr. Blaine ... Mar. 31

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch ... Apr.

9

Page.

Seizures of books offered for sale in Turkey by
American missionaries : Incloses a copy of a
memorandum on the subject by Rev. Henry 0.
R':~~!"nd l{,~i~:g: f:~~~~~~~~onstrancee to
Maltreatment of Moses Ange~ and Shalom Kans·
toroom by Turkish soldiers at Jerusalem: No.
99 received. Reviews the facts in the case; instructs him to await full ascertainment of the

752

757

~f~!se~i~~~~etfok::ft~et~t~i~!c~~ti~~~ fa~~!o~~

.

113

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine ... .i.pr. 18

._
80

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch .... Apr. 19

118

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine .•.. Apr: 25

123

Same to same ............... May

3

82

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch ... May

6

85

Same to same ............... May

8

87

Same to same .............

90

Same to same ............... May 20

131

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine .••. May 30

134.

Same~

May 13

same ••••••••••••••• June 4

-

will be neede<l to exempt the Turkish authorities from a just demand for reparation.
Murderous attack on Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev .
Dr. Raynolds by Moussa Bey in 1883: Incloses
a copy of a note of the 7th instant from the
Potte stating fac~ intended to show that
Moussa Bey was not guilty, but adding that
the parties interested are at liberty to ]!rosecute Moussa Bey if they obtain new ev1dence
against him; points out the misstatements in
the said note; has protested against the findings of the department of justice, and stated to
the Grand VIzier and the minister of foreign
affairs that the United States Government looks
to the Ottoman Government to make good ita
promi .. es Lhat Moussa Bey shonld be punished,
and demanded that Moussa Bey be detained at
Constantinople oatil Mr. Hirsch could communicate with the Government at Washiugtor..
SeizureR of books offered fo,. sale in Turkey by
American missionaries: No.10j received. AJ?·
proves his representations to the Porte. Will
rely upon his strenuous etfoi·ts to secure the
complete protection of this legitimate American
inten•st.
,
Robbery of two American missionaries, Rev. Mr.
McDowell and Rev. Dr. Wishard, in Asiatic
Turkey, by Nestorian mountaineers, in 1889:
Incloses a copy of his note of the 24th instant
to the Porte, asking for the arrest and punish·
ment of the robbers .
.Murderous attack u~n Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by oussa Bey in 1883: Incloses
a copy of his note of t.be 1st instant to the Porte,
pointinf out the misstatements in the Porte's
note o April 7, and claimin~ the promise of
the Turkish Government that Moua~~a Bey
should be brought to justice.
Seizures of books offered for sale in Turkey by
American miRsionaries: Incloses copies of
recent correspondence with the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions on the
subject.
Murderous attack u~n Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by ouqsa Bey in 1883 : No. 113
recei\"ed. Criticizes the course pursued by the
Turkish Government in the matter.
Robbery of Rev. Mr. McDowell and Rev. Dr.
Wishard by Nestorian mountaineers in 1889:
No. 118 received. .A speedv disposition of the
case is desirable.
•
Murderous attack u~n Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr. Raynolds by oussa Bey in 1883: No.l23
received. Approves his note of the 1st instant
to the Porte.
Seizures of books offered for sale In Turkey by
American missionaries: Incloses a coplo of his
note of this date to the Porte, asking or pay·
ment for certain books seized and burned by the
Turkish authorities in Mesopotamia.
Maltreatment of Most'ls .Angel and Shalom Kan. I·
storoom by Turkish soldiers at Jerusalem: Has
made arrangements with the Grand Vizier for
a joint investigation of the matter by the
United States consul at Jerusalem and th'e govern or of Jerusalem. Incloses copiea of correspoudeuce,
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763

76i

765

765
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LIST OF PAPERS.
TURKEY-Continued.
No.

From 3nd to whom.

Date.

Subject.

141

1890.
Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Rlaine ... June 19

143

Same to same .••••••........ June 19

981 Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch ... Juno 20
100

Same to @&me ............... June 25

146

Mr. MacNutt to Mr. Blaine. July 3

112

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mac- ,Tuly
Nutt.

25

151

Mr. MacNutt to Mr. Blaine. Aug. 14

171

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine ... Oct. 22

177

Same to same •••••••••••••.. Nov. 4

132

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch •.. Nov. 17

Riot at Jaffa, May"23, 1€90: Incloses a copa; of a
dispatch of the 26th ultimo from the nited
States consul at Jerusalem, stating that on the
23d of May the Christians at Jaffa were attacked
by a Moslem mob carrying banners and armed
with sticks.
Robert College: An irade bas 1leen granted for
an addition to the college building.
Seizures of books offered for sale in Turkey by
American missionaries: No.131 received. Re·
quests information on certain points.
Maltreatment of Moses AnJ:el and Shalom Kanstoroom: No. 134 receive . Approves his action.
Riots at Erzerum : Gives details with regard to
recent conflicts between the Christians and Mo1lems at Erzerum.
Maltreatment of Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom: Incloses a copy of No •. 173 of the 23d
nltimo from the United States consul at Jetnsalem, stating that the Government bad mltde
the most ample apolo~y, casting all the blame
upon the stupidity am ignorance of the offioial
and soldiers.
St. Paul's Institute at Tarsus: An irade bas been
promised for the foundation of the institute.
Murderous attack upon Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
1- Dr. Raynolds by Moussa Bey in 1883: Moussa
Bey bas been banished to Mtdlna.
Schools conducted by American missionaries at
.Mejdel Shems, Aio Knnyet Banias, and Hamath, closed by the Turkish authorities in 1884,
have been permitted to be reopened. Incloses
copies of corresponuence on the t~ubject.
Murderous attark upon Rev. Mr. Knapp and Rev.
Dr.Ra.)'nolds by Moussa Bey in 1883: No. 17t
recci ved. Is glad to hear of the action flnall.v
taken by the Turkish Government in the case
of Moussa Bey.

Page.

768

769
770
770
770
771

772
773

773

775

VENEZUELA.

63

1889.
Mr. Scroggs to Mr. Blaine • . Dec. 21

82

1890.
Same to sam., .............. Mar. 6

98

Same to same .............. Apr. 25

81

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Scruggs ... May 2

100

Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Blaine ... May 3

85

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Scruggs ... May 19

38

Same to same .••••••••.••••. May 21

106 Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Blaine ... June 7

IW

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Scruggs ... June 21

I

Boundary between Venezuela and British Guiana:
Incloses a copy of a note of the 20th instant
from the foreign office, covering a copy of a
protest of the Venezuelan Government against
the recent action of the governor of Demerara
in declaring the town of Barima a British colo·
nial port.

776

Political: Congress met on the 20th ultimo. Transmits copies of the President's message of the
1st instant; gives a synopsis of the same.
Boundary between Venezuela and British Guiana:
Gives a sketch of tbe successive encroachments
of Great Britain on tbe territory of Venezuela.
Same subject: Incloses a copy of Department's
telegram of the 1st instant, instructing the
United States minister in London to nee his
p;ood offices to bring about the resumption of
diplomatic relations between Great Britain and
Venezuela.
Same subject: Incloses a sketch map of the
territor.v in dispute.

777
778
7i9

7'79

Satrg: ~~~:;J: s~~~~s:in~s~~F~n°t:!~o~~:r:~
subject.
Sa::ef:'ebJ.ect: No. 100, with the inclosed map,

780

Same subject: Gives an abstract of the report of
the special commissioner of the Venezuelan Government to that of British Guiana; be reports
the occupation of the uisputed territory by the
Demerara authorities as a "fact formally and
folly accomplished."
Same subject : No. 106 received.... •........... ..

780

71!0

781
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LIST OF PAPERS.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF VENEZUELA AT WASHINGTON.
No.

From and to whom.

Date.

Subject.

1800.
Mr. Peraza to Mr. Blaine .••. Feb. 17

Same to Pam e ............... Apr. 24

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Peraza .••. May

2

Mr. ~raza to Mr. Blaine ... May

5

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Peraza ... May 19

Mr. Peraza to Mr. Blaine ... May 20
Mr. Adee to Mr. Peraza .••. July

9

Boundary between Venezuela and British Guiana:
Pointe out the dangers threatening all the A merican states through Great Bl"itain's forcible
seizure of Barima ann the control which she has
tbereb.r: gained of the navi~~:ation of the Ori·
noco. Requests the good offices of the United
States to secure a peaceful settlement of thfl
question.
Same subject: Urges the importance of sending
in11tructions to the United States minister in
London to use his ~ood offices in the matter,
that the questions mvolved may be submitted
to arbitration.
Same subJect: Cabled the United States minist-er
in Lon on on the 1st instant to use his good
officrs with the British Government to bring
about a resumption of diplomatic relations
between Venezuela and Great Britain as a pre·
liminary step towards negotiations for the arbitration of the dispute.
Same subject: Expresses his gratification at the
instructions sent to the United States minister
in London; conveys the thanks of t.be President of Venezuela.
Same subject: Lord Salisbury bae informed the
United States minio~ter in L:mdon that be
wished to consult with the colonial office before replying to his suggestions.
Same subject: Transmits two maps showing the
successive encroachments of Great Britain on
the territo.ry of Venezuela.
Same subject: The United States minister in
London presented Sefior Pulido, the special
envoy from Venezuela to Great Britain, to
Lord Salisbury on the 25th ultimo.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
JJ[r. Pitkin to Mr. Blaine.
No. 25.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA.'l'ES,

Buenos Ayres, January 10, 1890. (Received Febr.u ary 20.)
SIR: I have the honor to report that yesterday, in a personal interview with Minister Zeballos, I presented to him an abstract of the message of the President of the United States in relation to an extension of
our merchant marine, taken by me from a London print, upon reading
which the minister expressed much gratification, and said he would at
once exhibit it to the President of the Republic, and that, to whatever
length our Government was ready to proceed in order to strengthen the
commercial ties between the two Republics, the Argentine Government
would be found ready to cooperate. His manner, as well as terms,
were so affirmative that I deem it proper to communicate the interview.
He especially welcomed this expression from the President, because,
he remarked, Argentine statesmen had for some time past felt a grave
apprehension lest our disposition in reference to foreign commerce fell
short of our professions in that regard. He further took occasion to
remind me that, in my address on the occasion of my presentation to
the President of the Republic, I had anticipated President Harrison's
expressions in that behalf.
I have, etc.,
J. R. G. PITKIN.
JJ1r. Pitkin to Mr. Blaine.

No. 48.]

LEGA.TION OF 'l'HE uNITED ST A.TES,

Buenos Ayres, A.pril19, 1890. (Received May 23.)
SIR : The attention of the Department is seriously invited to the fact
that grave disquiet has not only prevailed at this capital since my arrival here last October, but has grown with its cause, financial depression, until now there are sober misgivings lest early disorder may ensue.
As a goodly number of persons, native or naturalized citizens of the
United States and resident here, forecast the possibility of an attempt
at revolution and the need of recourse to this legation for passports in
order to enjoy protection from personal injury or impressment into
Argentine military service. I have respectfully to ask the attention
of the Department to the terms of the affidavit to the blank application furnished the legation for a passport to either class of declaran ts.
Many persons of each class have long dwelt here, are engaged in business, have never or but infrequently visited the United States, have
FR90-l

1

2

FOREIGN RELATIONS.

rarely, if ever, sought a renewal of their passports, and have no resi·
dence save in this Republic, and no intent to return at any fixed
period to discharge the duties thereto of citizenship, yet have never
qualified as Argentine citizens, nor disavowed tlwir attachment for
the United States, and now want its passport. In several such instances I have felt constrained to refuse a passport because of the long
lapse of time since the applicant's d·eparture from our country, his
total cessation of relations to it, and continuous omission to supply
himself with a passport. But cases arise where the rula might, it
appears to me, be fitly relaxed. The present passport forms came to
this legation accompanied with Department circular of August 20,
1888, instructing their use- ''in the place of those heretofore transmitted," which (as to natives) required no oath, as the new rorm requires, as to domicile in the United States, place, occupation, and intentof retur·n to reside and discharge the duties of citizenship; and
which (as to naturalized citizens) required no oath, as the new form
requires, as to domicile in the United States, place, and occupation, but
did require of the declarant a sworn iutt>nt of return there and performance of a citizen's duties. The fact that the affidavit in the old
(native) fot:m, as to temporary residence, is 1::!0 fully extended in the new
(native) form, to permanence of native domicile in, statement of occu·
pation in, and intended return to, the Uuited States, and the fact that
the affidavit in the old (naturalized) form is likewise extended to per·
maneuce of original domicile and statement of occupation, exhibits
so material a difference that the recited conditions here compel me to
this communication.
It is admitted in behalf of several natives of the United States, long
t·esident here, that their intent of permanent return obviously holds
steadfast, and that, while they have e::;tablished necessary domiciles here
during a sojourn devoted largely to promoting a development of traffic
with the United States, they have confidently relied upon the old (native) blank form (as to ''temporary residence") to maintain themselves,
as they can not do under the new form, in a definite and uninterrupted
status as United States citizens, which the new passports would import.
A long, extended absence of a Uuiteu States citizen in Europe might,
perhaps, import less intent to return, as a rule, than such an ab~ence in
this country, wllOSQ immature conditions invite our citizens to enterprises tributary to home interests. Often these absentees here are, in
effect, our temporary pickets in commerce, and responsive to North
American advantage. They hold aloof from its political affairs, and
stand at their posts till their ventures may release them, and are as
pronounced in their attachment to the United States a::; if they wore
its uu1form. But the new blank estops them from asking for the passport of their native country, in which, despite their intent, they have
neither occupation nor domicile. ~rhese cases seem to be stronger than
those of naturalized citizens of the United States long absent from it,
in whose intent to return might reasonably be presumed less warmth
than in the intent of natives.
Should any local trouble occur against which this Government might
deem it expedient to recruit a force, these folk, born in, or naturalized
by, the United States, would call upon this legation for passports only
to find them8elves unable to make the prescribed affidavit to that end.
With this presentment, I respectfully submit an inquiry whether the
new blank forms may not admit of qualification under circumstances
that disclose both the good faith and the possible hazard of an applicant.
I have, etc.,

J. R. G.

PITKIN.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

8

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Pitkin.
No. 52.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

W ashinoton, May 26, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 48, of the 19th ultimo, stating that, in
view of the uncertain condition of affairs in the Argentine Republic,
numerous applications for passports will be, in all probability, made to
the legation by citizens of the United States long domiciled in that
country and who are engaged in trade or other occupations. You
further state that these persons have never a~sumed Argentine alleg·iance, regard themselves as American citizens, and declare it to be
their intention to return at some time to the United States. You add
that the blank forms of application for passports seem to exclude such
cases.
The Department is of opinion that legitimate association in business
enterprises connected with commerce between the United States and
the country of residence of the person claiming American citizenship,
while entailing protracted and indefinite sojourn abroad, is not incompatible with an intent to return; but such intent must satisfactorily
appear. The blank forms contemplate the statement of facts evidencing, of themselves, a retention of United States domicile, but where
those facts do not exist, the intention to return some time must be satisfactorily established otherwise, and not be obviously negatived by the
circumstances of residence abroad.
I am, etc.,
J.A.MES G. BLAINE.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
Mr. Grant to Mr. Blaine.

No. 57.]

LEGATION OF 'l'HE UNITED STATES,

Vienna, January 18, 1890. (Received February 8.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of the translation
of a note which I received yesterday from Baron Pasetti, chief of section of the ministry of foreign affairs. This is in reply to a note
which I addressed to Count Kalnoky, und{lr date of October 5, 1889,
upon the subject of the arrest, at Wolfurt, Austria, of Mr. Frank Xavier
Fisher, a naturalized citizen of the United States. I inclosed to you, in
my dispatch No. 37, under date of October 10, 1889, a copy of my note
to Count Kalnoky, which was written in compliance with your instruc·
tion No. 21, under date of September 19,1889.
In the copy of the complaint, which was inclosed in your instruction
No. 21, Fisher states that he was arrested on the evening of August 21,
and was thrust into jail, where he was detained until the morning of
August 22. He also states that when he was arrested he informed the
local authorities at Wolfurt that he was an American citizen, which
fact he offered to prove by showing his passport, which they refused to
examine. Baron Pasetti states in his note that the local authorities at
W olfurt or Bregenz say in their report to the minister of foreign affairs that Fisher was arrested and questioned as to his •' liability to
military duty, and was transported on the same day to the district authorities at Bregenz. Not proving his American citizenship, he had to
be confined in order to prevent his escape."
"On the following day he [Fisher] was examined as early as 7 o'clock
in the morning, and having shown by producing his passport that be was
a United States citizen, which fact was also proved by the records, which
showed that his name was struck from the list of those who were liable
to military duty, according to the provisions of the treaty of September
20, 1870, he was immediately set at liberty."
I think that the local authorities at Wolfurt should have made an
Investigation as to whether Fisher had violated their laws before arresting him, and that the arrest and confinement in a common jail of an
American citizen, with the mere explanation that it was too late in the
afternoon or evening to investigate thoroughly his case, is a very serious
matter, especially as reference to their own records would have shown
them that Fisher was not liable to military duty.
I have, etc.,
F. D. GRANT.
flnclosnre in No. 57-Translation.]

Baron Pasetti to Mr. Grant.
VIENNA, January 15, 1890.
The imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs has not failed to communicate to the
imperial royal ministry of the interior the complaint made by Franz Xavier Fischer,
a citizen of the United States, regarding his arrest by the imperial royal authorities
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at Wolfurt, and to request that steps be taken in order to have a full report on this
case.
The above-mentioned ministry now sends information that the following is the result of the investigations which were made:
Franz Xavier Fischer, after his arrival at Wolfnrt on the 21st of August last, was
questioned by the police as to his liability to military dnty, and was on the same
day transferred to the district authorities at Bregenz. As he did not prove his American citizenship, he had to be placed in confinement in order to prevent his escape.
On the following day he was examined as early as 7 o'clock in the morning, and
having shown, by producing his passport, that he was a United States citizen, which
fact was also proved by the records, which showed that his name was struck from
the list of those who were liable to military duty, according to the provisions of the
treaty of the 20th September, 1870, he was immediately set at liberty in conformity
with Article II of the above mentioned treaty.
An excuse for this deplorable occurrence may be found in the circumstance that
Mr. Fischer's transfer to the district authorities took place at such au advanced hour
of the evening that the officials were unable to make the necessary investigations
and to ascertain his American citizenship; otherwise he would not have been detained longer than it was necessary, as is shown by the course of the official proceedings.
1 he ministry of the interior has nevertheless thought proper to admonish the officials connected with Fischer's arrest, inasmuch as inattention to duty is to be imputed to them.
While the undersigned has the honor of bringing the foregoing to the knowledge
of the honorable envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United
States of America, Col. Frederick D. G.rant, he begs to avail himself, etc.,
(For the minister of foreign affairs.)
M. PASETTI.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Grant.
No. 45.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lfashington, February 11, 1890.
I have received your No. 57, of January 18, 1890, touching the
case of Frank Xavier Fischer, an American citizen. The statements of
Baron Pasetti's note confirm the Department's previous presentation of
the matter, and show that Mr. Fischer was thrown into jail at Wolfurt,
Austria, on the evening of August 21, 1889, where he was confined
until the next day, when he was liberated.
The explanation of tbe local authorities for their hasty action is not
altogether satisfactory. As you very properly remark, " the local
authorities at W olfurt should have made an investigation as to whether
Fischer had violated their laws before arresting him, and that the
arrest and confinement in a common jail of an American citizen, with
the mere explanation that it was too late in the afternoon or evening
to investigate thoroughly his case, is a very serious matter, especially
·as reference to their own records would have shown them that Fischer
was not liable to military duty."
You may address the minister for foreign affairs in the sense of your
comment upon the incident and suggest that such regrettable occurrences, involving violent and unnecessary interference with the liberty
of an American citizen in contravention of treaty, might be averted by
a simple preliminary investigation of the facts. Mr. Fischer was doubtless as able and ready to prove his citizenship and exemption from
military service when arrested as he was the day after a night's imprisonment.
I am, etc.,
JAlYIES G. BLAINE.
SIR:
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M..r. Grant to Mr. Blaine.

No. 63.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Vienna, February 24, 1890. (Received March 17.)
SIR: Having found it necessary on more than one occasion recently
to ask special instructions relative to the propriety of issuing a certain
passport, it is with considerable reluctance that I again recur to the
Rubject, being most unwilling to appear to trespass on the patience of
the Department. It is, however, of importance, I think, that this legation should receive for its guidance the Department's opinion on one
or two points relating to the issuance of passports in general, and to
the application for a passport of one Bela. Washington Fornet in particular. From the course recently taken by the authorities here in
ordering the expulsion from this empire of certain naturalized citizens
of Austro-Hungarian birth, and from a conversation which I had with
Baron Pasetti, chief of section at the foreign office, I am convinced
that the purpose of this Government is to deny, under certain circumstances, to former subjects of this empire who have been naturalized,
not only in the United States, but in other countries, the right of domicile within the dominions of Austria-Hungary. It would seem that no
restriction whatever is placed upon the emigration of such subjects of
this crown as may choose to seek their fortune in other lands, or to
their subsequent assumption of allegiance to the government within
whose territories they may have found homes. When, however, such
former subjects of this empire have emigrated at or just before the age
when they would be required, under the laws of this country, to enter
the army, this Government seriously objects to their return to the land
of their nativity to engage in business, or otherwise to establish a residence, with an acquired allegiance to some foreign state, such a course,
it is contended, is calculated to disturb public order, and to have an
injurious eftect generally upon the military system of this Government, inasmuch as the very presence among their old associates of
these naturalized citizens or subjects of other powers operates to produce irritation and dissatisfaction in a community which has continued
faithful in its allegiance to this empire. To state the situation more
intelligibly, let us suppose, as is frequently the case, that a young
Viennese emigrates to America when he is seventeen years of age.
After remaining in the United States for five or six years, during which
time be may have bad the opportunity of gaining considerable business
experience, he takes out his naturalization papers, and then at the age
of twenty-two or twenty-three years returns to Vienna and engages in
business on his own account. The companions of his youth, who have
not emigrated, are, and have been for some years, rendering, and will
for several more be required to render, military duty, the age at which
subjects of the imperial and royal Government of Austria· Hungary are
cited for service in the army being eighteen years, and the period of service continuing for nine years. It is apparent that these soldiers of the
empire are at a great disadvantage when, in after years (their terms of
military service having been completed), they attempt to enter into competition in business with the naturalized Am rican who was formerly
their associate. Not only has the latter secured the start on them by
reason of the actual time during which be has been doing business for
himself while they were in the army, but also by reason of the business
education acquired in America during his minority, which be uses to
advantage in the conduct of his afl'airs here. It moreover becomes a
matter of every-day observation, that while the naturalized American
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is enjoying all the privileges belonging to, he is subjected to none of
the burdens imposed upon, an Austrian subject.
While the naturalized Am('rican may not go so far as to parade and
boast of the enviable position to which he bas attained (though it is
said this is not infrequently the case), his t•ery presence is, as I have
remarked above, a source of discomfort to his quondam friends, and
tends to create discontent and possibly resentment towards a form of
government believed to be for the best interests of this people. It is
on these grounds that the imperial and royal ministry is decided in its
objection to the return, during the military period, of a former subject
of the empire who has acquired a foreign allegiance, and it is my impression, derived from informal conversations on the subject in Klamer's
case (Instruction No. 25, of October 8, 1889), that this Government
reserves to itself, notwithstanding treaties of naturalization, etc., the
right to expel such naturalized citizens or subjects of foreign powt·rs,
whenever it believes its interests demand such action. A decree of
expulsion is not, it is argued, intended as a pumsbment of a foreigner,
but as a means of self-protection. It would seem to be almost superfluous for me to observe that the class of citizens herein referred to, while
regarded as dangerous to this Government, are certainly useless to that
of the United States. Year after year they maintain aresidence abroad,
uuless interfered with, enjoying certain immunities by virtue of their
American citizenship, and rendering no equivalent whatever to the
United States Government. Such being the situation of the AustroHungarian authorities with respect to this subject, and the same having become, it is supposed, rather generally known through the issuance
of several decrees of expulsion, naturalized American citizens residing
in this empire have been spurred to unusual activity in providing themselves with passports in order that they may be fortified at least to that
extent in resisting any interference with their rights of domicile.
The facts set forth in many of the applications from such naturalized
American citizens g·ive rise to serious doubts as to their right to receive
passports, and whereas I should regret to accord the protection of the
Government where it is not due, it would concern me still more to decline to grant a passport, tbrough a misinterpretation of laws and facts,
where the applicaut was ju8tly entitled to it. Certain questions of fact
in regard to the issuance of passports, not appearing to be covered by
the regulations in regard thereto, I have the honor to ask the Department's views on the following points:
First. For how many years may a citizen of the United States reside
abroad without losing his American domicile'
Second. Would any limit of time in this regard apply to native as
well as naturalized citizens, or only to the latter Y
Third. Applicants for passports being required to state under oath
the time within which t.be:y intend returning to the United States, what
is the longest period of time they may fix Y
Fourth. If an applicant refuses to swear 'that he will return to the
United States within a fixed time, should a passport be refused him Y
Fifth. Does the limit of time referred to in questions three and four,
apply equally to native born and to naturalized citizens Y
Sixth. If application is made to me for the renewal of a passport., and
it appears on examination that the time has expired within which the
bearer of the old passport stated his purpose of returning to the United
States, and that nevertheleRs he has not been to America to resume his
duties of citizenship, should a renewal of his passport be declined I
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I can readily understand that answers to some, and perhaps to all,
these questions would depend largely upon the circumstances of each
individual case, and, if the Department should feel satisfied to have me
do so, I will pass upon each application to the best of my ability in the
light of general instructions sent to the legation during tlJe incumbency
of some of my predecessors and animated by a spirit of perfect fairness
to the applicant. At the same time such specific priuci pies, suggested
by the above questions, as the Department may be aule to lay down for
my guidance would of course be most acceptable.
The case of Bela Washington Fornet, referred to in the first paragraph
of this dispatch, is as follows :
Foruet was born in New York July lD, 1857, his parents being at the
time naturalized American citizens. He left the United 8tates on the
15th of October, 1864, when only a little more than seven years old,
since which time he does not appear to have returned to the land of his
nativity. When about twenty-four years of age be appeared before the
mayor of Budapesth and the United States vice-consul at Budapesth,
of which city he is a resident, and declared his purpose ot retaining
his American citizenship. He bas resided abroad about twenty-six
years and apparently has never before applied for a passport. lt is
evident that he has ne\rer rendered the duties of citizeus}jip to the
Uuited States, and it is sul)Jnitted whether he is entitled to th~ protection of the Government. I have declined to grant his application
for a passport in advance of instructions, and now respectfully request
your \iews in his case. His reason for applying for the passport is
that he wishes to go to America. Observipg that such a document
would not, it is believed, be required of him to carry out his alleged
purpose, and inclosing a copy of his application,
I have, etc.,
F. D. GRANT.
[Inclosure in No. 63, I
PASSPORT APPLICATION OF BELA WASIIINGTON FORNET.

Native.
No.--:
!Hsned - - - · 18-. Applicant: Bela Washington Fornet.
I hereby apply to the legation of the United States at Vienna for a passport for
myself, as follows: Born at New York on the lOth day of July, 1857.
In support of the above application I do solemnly swear that I was born at New
York City on or about the 10tlt (by of July, 1857; that my father is a mtturalized
citizen of the United States; that I a•n a native and loyal crtizen of the United
States temporarily residing at Barcstelep; that I ldt the United States on the 15th
d:ty ot October, 1864; that I am the hearer of passport No.--, issued b y - - , on the
--day o f - - , 18-; and that I desire the passport for the purpose of going to
America.
Oath of allegia11ce.

Further, I do solemnly swear that I will support, protect, and defend the Constitution and Government of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; and that I take this
obligation freely, without mental reservation or purpose of evasion: So help me God.
BELA \V ASHINGTON FORNET.
CONSTJLATE OF THE UNITED STATgS A.l' BUDAPESTH.

Sworn to before me this lOth day of February, 1890.

Lours

GERSTER.
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Descl'iptioll of applicant.

Age, thirty-three years; statnre, 5 fc~et 6 inches; forehead, straight; eyes, gray;
nose, medium: month, merlium (mustache); chin, ronntl (bearded); hair, brown;
complexion, fair; face, oval.
ldtntijication.
BuDAPESTII, Febrnal'y 10, 1890.
I hereby certify that [know the above-named Bela ·washington F'ornct personally
and know him to be a. na,tivc-born citizen of tbe United States, and t.lutt the facts
stated in his affidavit are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
ALEXANDim BAMSHOS.

Mr. Grant to Jlft-. Blaine.
No. 67.]

LEGA'l'ION OF TilE UNITED S'l'ATES,

V:ienna, March 11, 1890. (Received 1\.farch 31.)
SrR: I have the honor to inclose herewith for your information a copy
of a translation of a note which I have just recch,.ed from Baron Pasetti,
cllief of section at the imperial and royal ministry of foreign affair~,
which communication is in reply to a note addressed to Count Kalnoky
by me, in compliance with your letter of instructions No. 25, under date
of October 8,1889, in reference to the expulsion from this empire of Hugo
Klamer, a naturalized Americ<m citizen of Austrian birth. My note to
Count Kalnoky was in spirit and language strictly in accordance with
your instructions.
The only points brought out by this note from Baron Pasetti, which
have not already been the subject of correspondence, and of which the
State Department has not already been fully au vised, areFirst. The intimation on the part of Baron Pasetti that a native of
Austria or Hungary, who by emigration has become acitizenofthe United
States and afterwards returns to this monarchy, occupies so enviable a
position that he fears that the example might be followed by others.
Second. The intimation that, in consequence of the framing of the
''imperial military law" No. 153, of October 2,1882, the authorities here
now view or interpret the treaty of September 20, 1870, from a standpoint different from that taken by the United States Government. It
is assumed that both governments were in accord as to the interpretation of this treaty until after October 2, 1882.
Third. The statement that "a change in the situation can only take
place when the provisions of the treaty of 1870 are revised," and, further on, "the imperial royal minister of foreign affairs intends to revert
once more to the principles involved in this question," all of which, it
is presumed means that it is the intention of the imperial royal minister
of foreign affairs to submit to the United States Government propositions for the amendment of the treaty of September 20, 1870. If the
United States Government is willing to admit the present interpretation given to the treaty of September 20, 1870, by the Austrian authoritie~, then it is impossible to see why the imperial authorities should
desire any change to be made in the provisions of the treaty. It might
also seem useless to amend the provisions of a treaty when the officers
of one of the nations concerned claim the right to change the interpretation of the treaty whenever their Government finds it convenient to
make a new law. It seems not to have occurred to the baron that the
authorities at Washington may refuse to submit to the changes made
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by the Austrian authorities in the interpretation of t·his treaty, or that
the Government at Washington might refuse to negotiate for an amend·
ment, upon the ground that there were cases pending which the American Government considered violations of the treaty on the part of the
Austrian Government.
In awaiting, Mr. Secretary, your further instructions,
I have, etc.,
F. D. GRAN'r.
[Inclosure in No. 67.-Translation.l

Baron Pasetti to Mr. Grant.
VIENNA, Mat·ck 5, 1890.
The honorable envoy of the United States of America, Col. Frederick D. Grant,
was pleased to revert to the expnlsion of Hugo Klamer in his esteemed note of November 12last, No. 23, and to ask for information relative to the charges preferred
against him by the £1irector of police of this city.
The ministry of foreign affairs has accordingly reexamined the records relating
to Klamer's expulsion, and ha8 come to the conclusion that the proceeding adopted
at the time by the authorities was correct and lawful. '.rhe expulsion took place iu
conformity with article 2, section 5, of the law of June 27, 1871, No. 8t!, because his
stay in Austria was considered inconsistent with public order.
Klamer, at the time he was still an Austrian citizen, bad repeatedly neglected to
obey the summons to perform his military duty, and had acquired his American citizenship at the very age when he was liable to serve in the army, without having received the permit to emigrate, which the Austrian laws prescribe to persons under
such circumstances. Not coming under the provisions of 1, 2, and~, of Article 2, of
the treaty of September 20, 1870, h~ was not, on hifl return to Austria, held to perform
subsequent military service. The treaty bas thorefore not been violated, inasmuch
as the United States citizenship of Klamer was recognized.
The above-mentioned treaty, however, does not deprive the imperial royal Government of the right to issue a decree of expulsion against any foreigner whose stay iu
the country may be ~onsidered as being inconsistent with public peace. In the present case the United States citizenship was obtained with the evident intention, or at
least wi1 h the full knowledge, of avoid in~!. by so doing, the performance of the duties
ot' an Austrian subject, undnr the protectwn of the treaty of the year Ul70.
The naturalization took place, therefore, when regarded from an Austrian legal
point of view, doubtless in fraudem legis. The return of such a person to his former
home for the purpose of final settlement, is an open disregard of the laws of the
country, calculated not only to prompt others to do likewise, but also to excite the
envy of tlto8e subjects who perform the duties imposed upon them.
In the note of November 12 last it is admitted that Klamer, after having been summoned for military duty, had taken steps to have his name struck from the army list;
that he was aware, therefore, of his liabilit.v; and that he acquired his United States
citizenship without awaiting the result of his application.
For these reasons the imperial and royal Government must protest against thereturn of such individuals as being detrimental to public order.
'J'he provisions of the Austrian and of tho Hungarian military laws of0ctober2, 1F<82,
No. 153, were not framed until after the treaty of September 20, 1870, had beeu concluded. The result is that the United States Government does not always judge the
proceedings of the authorities here against former Austrian or Hungarian subjects
from the same point of view, however justified the measures may be, according to
our laws.
A change in this situation can only take place when the provisiona of the treaty of
1870 are revised, which gave rise to these misnnderstandi ngs, keeping intact the stipulations which have proved otherwise so beneficial aud well adapted. The Government of the United States wiH perhaps be the more ready for such a revision, as it can
hardly be desirous to reeeive an increase of a class of indi vidnals who remain in the
country only long enough to acquire naturalization and then return to their former
home to live, under the protection of the treat.y. The I. and R. ministry of foreign
affairs intends to revert once more to the principles involved in this question.
Leaving it to the option of the honorable envoy of the United States to make his
Government acquainted with the contents oftheforegoingstatement, the undersigned
begs to avail himself, etc.
(For the minister of foreign affairs.)
:M:. PASETTI.
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Mr. Bla·ine to Mr. Grant.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, March 25, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch, No. 63, of the 24th ultimo, has been received.
Yon therein present certain general considerations touching the circumstances under which naturalized citizens of the United States frequently return to, and reside in, Austria-Hungary, and yon further state
the case of one Bela Washington Fornet, an applica,nt for a passport.
You thereupbn ask general and special instructions.
Your recital of the political and business advantages which accrne
in Austria-Hungary to a native thereof, by reason of a change of his
allegiance in youth and return to his native place there to enjoy exemption from the burdens and duties which bear upon his former associates, is, of itself, sufficient to justify the caution with which the question
of alien protection should be treated in such cases, and throws light on
the observed tendency in Austria-Hungary to restrict the rights of
domicile of such persons.
In view of the frequent applications for passports made to you by
persons so situated, and generally by American citizens whose stay
abroad is indeterminate, you formulate six points upon which you ask
the views of the Department:
(1) For how many years may a citizen of the United States reside
abroad without losing his American domicile t
(2} Would any limit cf time in this regard apply to native as well as
naturalized citizens, or only to the latter f
(3) Applicants for passports being required to state under oath the
time within which they intend returning to the United States, what is
the longest period of time they may fix f
(4) If an applicant refuses to swear that he will return to the United
States within a fixed time, should a passport be refused him t
(5) Does the limit of time referred to in questions 3 and 4 aJ?ply
equally to native-born and naturalized citizens f
(6) If application is made to you, for the renewal of a passport, and it
appears on examination that tbe time bas expired within which the
bearer of the old passport stated his purpose of returning to the United
States, and that, nevertheless, be has not been to America to resume
the duties of citizenship, should a renewal of his passport be declined t
In reply to your first question, I have to say that there is no fixed
term of foreign residence by which the loss of American domicile is decided. The domicile of a person depends upon his intention, which is
to be determined upon all the facts in the case. In the determination
of this question no distinction is made between native and naturalized
citizens, but the comparative periods of residence in this and in foreign
countries are to be considered in arriving at the real intention of the
individual.
·
This observation answers your second question.
From what bas been said, it results that the Department is unable
to fix a certain and constant period within which a person must return
to the United Htates. This answers your third and fourth questions,
and the reply made to your second question applies also to your fifth.
In answer to your sixth question, I have to say that where, in his
lication for a passport, a person makes oath that he intends to reto the United States within a certain time, and afterwards, when
ies for a renewal of bis passport, it appears that he has not
• A.u.uu.l.::;u that intention, this circumstance raises a doubt as to his real
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purposes and motives, which he may be called upon to dispel.
unfavorable presumption which he has by his own act created is
conclusive against him, but he should be asked for explanation.
As has been stated no distinction is made between native and
ralized citizens. But cert~in elements of fact may exist in the case
the latter which do not arise in the case of native citizens. For
ample, we will take the case of a native-born subject of a foreign power,
who, having grown up under its protection and owing it allegian<re,
comes to the Unit~d States and immediately after acquiring naturalization returns to his country of origin to reside, claiming exemption from
the burdens of its citizenship, but performing none of the duties of citizenship in the United States. To permit such a thing to be done for
the purpose of evading the obligations of allegiance, would be to promote a fraud under the guise of expatriation. To meet such a case we
find that it has generally been provided in our treaties of naturalization
that, where a citizen of one of the contracting parties, naturalized under
the laws of the other, returns to his original country and resides there
for two years, he may be held to have renounced his naturalization.
The adverse presumption thus created may be rebutted. In deciding
whether it has been, all the facts in the case must not be considered
together, but these facts must be inconsistent with his resolve and his
practical ability to return hither and fulfill the obligations of citizenship.
I gather from the tenor of your dispatch that the circumstance of the
applicant being engaged in business in the country of his residence
may have its influence in leading you to a conclusion. The fact may
have importance, in opposite directions indeed, in connection with all the
other facts. An American, whether by birth or naturalization, residing
abroad, in representation of an American business, and keeping up an
interested association with this country, is in a different case from an
alien who returns, immediately after naturalization, to his native place,
there to engage in a local calling and, it may be, marrying there and
exhibiting everJ· evidence of an intention to make his home among his
kindred. In the latter instance it would require strong proof to countervail the prima facie presumption that his naturalization was obtained
solely to enable him to dwell thereafter in his native land without subjection to the duties and burdens of native citizenship.
I now proceed to consider the special case of the application of Mr.
Bela Washington Fornet, as presented by you. Born in New York
July 19, 1857, of parents then naturalized citizens of the United States,
. he went abroad when only a little more than seven years old, and has
remained out of this country for over twenty-five years. He would appear to have resided at Budapesth continuously for about nine years
at least, or since the declaration he is stated to have made there before
the mayor and the United States vice-consul, when about twenty-four
years of age, .of his purpose of retaining his American citizenship. He
bas, you add, apparently mwer before applied for a passport. His sworn
application is consistent with these statements, adding nothing thereto
except that he desires the passport " for the purpose of goin,g to America," but to what part of America iR not stated. The old form is employed, and does not include the declaration, now required, of intention
to return to the United States and fulfill the duties of citizenship.
Knowledge upon certain points might aid the Department in giving
you more precise instructions in this case than are now practicable. It
might be stated, for instance, whether his parents were originally subjects of Austria-Hu11gary, and whether they abandoned their domicile
in the United States, although ~his is not essential in view of the fact,
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as would seem, that the Austro-Hungarian Government makes no claim
upon the applicant's allegiance. If the circumstances of his return
gave rise to an option of citizenship on his part after reaching majority,
his right to do so would appear to have been acquiesced in by the Austro-Hungarian authorities. Information is also desirable upon the character of Mr. Fornet's domicile at Budapesth, and ~touching the nature
and effects of his contemplated visit to ''America."
If the facts point to his making Budapesth his permanent home, the
presumption arising therefrom is not to be ofl'set by a merely temporary
visit to the United States, as to a foreign country. The essential thing
is that his domiciliary status in Austria-Hungary shall not evidently
conflict with any declared intent to make his home in the country from
which he claims protection as a citizen.
A copy of the new form of application, of which copies are herewith inclosed, may be sent to M. Gerster, the vice-consul at Budapesth, with
instructions to invite Mr. Fornet to :fill it out in substitution of the one
already :filed with you. M. Gerster may, at the same time, be instructed
to put to the applicant such inquiries as you may deem calculated to
throw light on his actual status and intentions. If the result should
satisfy you that the passport is not sought evasively, and that an honest and realizable purpose is manifest to make the United States his
home and assume the duties of a good citizen, notwithstanding the adverse presumption raised by the facts so far as disclosed, you may issue
him the passport.
I am! etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure in No. 5,1
FOnl\I OF

APPLICATION

FOR PASSPORT BY A NATIVE
STATES ABROAD.

CITIZEN OF THE UNITED

No.-.
Issued, - - , 18-.
I, - - - - , a native and loyal citizen of the United States, hereby apply to
the legation of the United States a t - - for a passport for myself, accompanied
by my wife, - - - - - , and minor children, as follows: - - , born at on
t h e - day o f - - , 18-, a n d - - - - .
I solemnly swear that I was born at - - , in the State of - - , on or about the
-day o f - - , 18-; that my father is a --citizen of the United States; that
I am domiciled iu the United States, my permanent residence being a t - - , in the
State o f - - , where I follow the occupation of - - ; that I left the United States
on t h e - day of - - , 18-, and am now temporarily sojourning a t - - ; that I
am the bearer of passport No. - - , issued by - - , on the - - day o f - - , 18-;
that I intend to return to the United States within - - with the purpose of residing and performing the duties of citizenship therein; and that I desire the passport
for the purpose of - - .
..
Oath of allegiance.
Further, I do solemnly swear that I will support and defend the Constitution of
the United States against all enemies, foreign and domest.ic; that I will bear true
faith and allegiance to the same ; and that I take this obligation freely, without any
mental reservation or purpose of evasion; so help me God.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES A T - - .

Sworn to before me this -

day of---, 18-.
Description of applicant.

----.

----.

Age, - years; stature, - feet, - inches, Eng. ; forehead, - - ; eyes, - - ;
nose,--; mouth1 --r-; chin 1 - -- ; h a i r , - - ; complexion, --;face,
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Identijication.

----18-.
I hereby certify that I know the above-named---- personally, a~d know
h- to be a native-born citizen of the United States, and that the facts stated in haffidavit are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

----,

(Address of witness.)----.
Non:.-This form is to be filled out in duplicate, one copy being retained on tha
files of the legation and the other forwarded with the quarterly 1·eturns to the Department of State. It may be so filled out by the applicant, in which case no fee therefor is chargeable.

Mr. Grant to Mr. Blaine.
No. 81.]

LEGA'l'ION OF 'l'HE UNITED STATES,

Vienna, May 12,1890. (Received May 24.)
With reference to previous correspondence on the subject, I
now have the honor to inclose for your information a copy of a note
addressed by me on the 19th of March last to Count Kaluoky, imperial
and royal minister of foreign afiairs, in the spirit of your instruction
No. 45, of the 11th of February last, relative to the arrest and imprisonment of Franz Xavier Fischer, and a translation of a note in reply
thereto of the 4th instant.
I have, etc.,
F. D. GRANT.
SIR:

[Inclosure 1 in No. 81.)

Mr. G1·ant to Cc;unt KaZnoky.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED S·rATES,

Pienna, March 19, 1890.
YouR ExcELLENCY: I have the honor to refer again to the case of F. Xavier l!,ischer'
a naturalized citizen of the United States, who was arrested at Wolfurt, Austria, on
the 21st of August, 1889.
In the note which I had the honor to address to your excellency, under date of
October 5, 18t!9, it is stated that when Mr. Pischer was arrested he informed the
officer arresting him that he was an American citizen, and offered to show his passport, which the officer declined to examine. In the explanation of this incident. which
is given in the esteemed note from the imperial and royal ministry for foreign affairs,
under date of the 15th of January, 1890, his excellency Baron Pasetti is pleased to
say: "On the following day he [Fischer] was examined as early as 7 o'clock in the
morning, and having shown by producing his passport that he was a United States
citizen, which fact was also proven by the records, which showed that his name was
struck from the list of those who were liable to military duty," etc. It appears that
justice demanded that the local authorities at \Volfurt should have made an investigation before arresting Mr. Fischer, as to whether he had violated any law, for
doubtless l!,ischer was as able and ready to prove his American citizenship and exemption from military service at the moment of his arrest as he was at the early hour
of 7 o'clock the following morning, after a night's imprisonment.
The arrest of an American citizen in a foreign land is of course a serious a1l'air, but
it seems more serious when he is confined in a common jail over night, because of the
late hour of his arrest and the neglect of investigating his case before morning, especially when it is shown that a mere reference to the records would have proven that
the prisoner was not liable to arrest and punishment.
Mr. Fischer's case J:laving been reported to the Government of the United States the
honorable SeQretary of State, at Washington, feels that the authorities at Wolfurt
were hasty in their arrest of Mr. Fischer, and he directs me to address a note to your
excellency, "suggesting that this regrettable occurrence, involving violent and unnecessary interference with the !iberty of au American citizen1 in contravention of

...,..
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trilaty, might have been averted by a simple preliminary investigation of the facts."
In placing this suggestion before your excellency, I also take the opportunity to
renew, etc.

F. D.

GRANT.

[Inclosure 2 inN o. 81.-Translation.l

Baron Pasetti to Mr. Grant.
VIENNA, May 4, 1890.
In the esteemed note of March 19 last, No. 37, the honorable envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America was pleased to revert
to the case of Franz Xavier Fischer, an American citizen, who was arrested on August
21, 1889, at W olfurt.
The imperial and royal ministry of foreign affairs now has the honor to inform the
honorable envoy of the United States mo!:!t respectfully that the imperial and royal district captaincy at Bregenz has been reprimanded for allowing the official to overlook the
fact that Fischer's name had been struck from the list of those owing military duty,
and that this official had neglected to ascertain l?ischer'~:~natiouality on the same day
ou which he was arre&ted, the observance of which precautions would have prevented
the recurrence of this unpleasent incident, the arrest of Fischer would not have taken
place at all, or at least he would have been set at liberty the same evening.
Finally the imperial and royal ministry of foreign affairs renews the expression of
its regrets that in the present case the incorrect proceeding of a subordinate official
at Bregenz has led to tbe unjustifiable arrest of an American citizen.
The undersigned avails himself, etc.
(:For the minit>ter of foreign affairs.)
• M. PASETTI.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Grant.

No. 59.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, }fay 16, 1890. •
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch, No. 67, of
the 11th of March last, in which you inclose a translation of a note of
Baron Pasetti, of the 5th of the same month, in relation to the expulsion of Mr. Hugo Klamer and to the naturalization treaty between the
United States of A..merica and Austria-Hungary.
The case of Mr. Klamer is passed by in Baron Pasettl's note with
little or no discussion of its circumstances, and most of his observations
are devoted to general questions affecting the right of expulsion. It is
regretted that his reply should have been given this direction. It is
undoubtedly desirable to prevent the commission of frauds under color
of the treaty, and the Department is quite of opinion that an attempt
to make use of the treaty merely for the purpose of escaping the burdens which may be involved in bearing allegiance to either of the contracting parties should be discontinued. This, however, was not, in the
opinion of the Department, the case with Mr. Klamer; and the note of
Baron Pasetti affords no reason to change that conclusion.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

BRAZIL.
Mr. Adams to Mr. Blaine.
No. 26.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Petropolis, December 17, 1889. (Received January 15, 1890.)
SIR: I have the honor to contmue my report on the progress
events here. I inclose translation of decree nominating a
to draft a constitution, referred to in No. 23, of December 6. The
tral Government by decree abolished the municipal council of Rio,
stituting a commission of seven to govern the city. The same
was done for the city of Para, with a commission of three. By
the army has been increased from 16,000 to over 26,000 men and
pay increased nearly double.
The recent speech of the minister of agriculture in the name of
associates, giving the programme and sentiments of the Governmen.
a most remarkable utterance. It is being translated, but not ready
this mail.
I have, etc.,
ROBERT ADAMS, JR.
flnclosure in No. 26.-Translation.]

Decree No. 29. December 3, 1889.-Nominating a conunission to fmme the project of
a coniJtitrttion for the United Stutes of B1·azil.
Marechal Manoel Deodoro da. Fonseca., chief of the Provisional Government, constituted by the army and navy in the name of the people, has resolved to nominate a
commission, to be composed of Drs. Joaquin Saldanua Marinno, chairma.n; Aml'rico
Brasiliense de Almeida Mello, vice chairman; and Antonio Luiz dos Sautos Werneck,
Francisco Rangel Pestana., and J os6 Antonio Pedreira de Magalhaes Castro, to frame
the project of a constitution of the Republic of the United States of Brazil to be presented to the Constituent Assembly.
Done on December 3, 1889.
MARECHAL MANOEL DEODORO DA FONSECA,

Chief of the Provisional flovernment.
ARISTIDES DA SILVEIRA LOBO,

Minister and Seoreta1·y of the Interior.

Mr'. Adams to Mr. Blaine.
No. ·30.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Petropolis, December 28, 1889. (Received January 30, 1890.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose translati
t speech of the min·
ister of
n
On t
n
occuiT
t e econd Artillery Regiment. At about 2 o'clock some fifty privates left their quarters carrying an imperial flag and attempted to seduce other regiments into a
16
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pronunciamento, but were repelled, driven back, and besieged in their
quarters. Tiley fortified themselves, and turned arti1lery against their
pursuers. At midnight they surrendered. The Government announced
this to be a urunken brawl of the privates, all the officers being absent
at a reception on the Chilean man-of-war. This occurrence was at once
followed by a decree (translation inclosed) banishing the 1ate premier
and other citizens, followed by another llecn·e (translation inclosed)
practically declaring martial Jaw. On December 23 a decree was issu~d
(copy inclosed) revoking the grant made to the 1ate Emperor, at the
time of his departure. His reconsideration of his acceptance of this
grant made this action on the part of the Provisional Government
necessary.
On December 23 a decree was issued for an election for a constituent
assembly to meet at the capitol on November 15 following. This action, following the speech of Minister Rebeiro, was a surprise, and is
supposed to have been hastened by popular sentiment and the facts
that both Portugal and England refused to recognize the new republican flag for want of constitutional authority, the announcement in the
corps legislative of France that the republic would be recognized when
a constitution bad been adopted by the people, and the instructions to
this legation of a similar irhport, announced in the President's mes_
~age.

I have, etc.,
ROBERT ADAMS, JR.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 30.-Translation.]

Speech of 'ntinister of agriculture.

This manifestation, which proves not only the actual aiel of the public force, but
also the moml assistance of the doctrine tbat prevails throughout the army aud uavy,
produces in my mind the convictiou that, as a member of the Goverument, I shall be
able to cooperate in directing our country on tbe way towards the most complete
liberty-religious liberty, liberty of teaching~ liberty of manifesting thought, liberty
of a responsiblf' press-all this by means of the maintaining of perfect order by tbe
public force. These conditions alone can be obtained through a strong and moralized
government, one which, as remarked by one of the previous orators, looks for support to public opinion.
These conditions only wiJl permit a dictatorial, nClt despotic, government, constantly
fiscalized by public opinion, not only desiring, but even seeking, t.he manifestation of
that opinion.
If at the present moment that opinion is in active operation, if it has every day
occasion to pronounce itself iu regard to the acts of the Government, it wuuld seem
there should be no great anxiety to consult the urns. Gentlemen, consider for a
moment that the urns should decide against the Republic. A.nd yet the Republic
bas been established.
One of the defects of the elective system is just this, that each citizen supposes
that by carrying his vote to the urn be has given all due manifeRtation of hi~ opinion,
and that be should no longer ~ke any share in fiscalizing the march of public a1fairs.
• .,. .,. I should not bavo taken the position I assume as coworker in the Government if I were not sure that my country is now in special circumstances to be adapted
to a special re~imen, to be not the imitation of defects and errors found in other couutries, but a kmd of governmental model. .,. .,. * Very well, then, if we wish to
constitute the Republic we must find support in a truly organic doctrine, to respect
and consult the real conditions of existence and improvement of society according to
the revelation of that philosophy to which the representatives of the army and navy
alluded.
My place is to treat of religions liberty. And I shall not hesitate for one instant in demanding of the Government, as an immediate measure, the separation of
the church from the state, because this opinion is universal throughout tho nation,
because this is already, we may say, the law of the land though it bas not yet entered into onr code, w bich is an artificial order. We mnst cause this anomaly to clis-
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appear, placing our 1vritten law in accord with the natural order of society. I
always rejoice to see the priests of our faith employ all their activity in gettin
elytes. lf the Catholic faith have in our country sincere and devoted represen
it is their duty to propagate their doctrine without the material aid of force,
the actRal support of the state. * * * My motto in the administration may
expressed in two words: 'I' he strictest honP,sty, and the most complete publici
* * * The Republic is the rule of tl1e public good; the public good is prepared
society itself, the principal pa.rt of which is formed by the enormous mass ofla
who produce the principal element of production for the format.ion of the pu
wca lth. * * * It is the laboring class that shall receive special attention from
Government. * * ~
[Inclosure 2 in No. 30.-Translat.ion.j

Decree banishing certain citizens.

The Provisional Government considering that the maintaining of order and
peace in the Republic is the principal duty of the Government and constitutes a social interest superior to all conveniences, whether of a political order or personal;
that by positive acts and public manifestations, inimical to the national character and
detrimental to order established by the public opinion of the nation, certain perso
have attempted to fome~t within Brazil and abroad tile cli:seredit of the mother country by means of agitation which might bring disturbance of the public peace by throwing the firebrand of civil war in the country; that, however disagreeable may be the
necessity of having recourse to measures of rigor, from which result limitations to
the principles of individual liberty, the superior interests of the nation can not be
made subordinate to the individual interests of the enemies of the nation, it is hereby
decreed:
ARTICLE I. The citizens A:ffonso Celso de Assis Figueiredo, called Viscount de Ouro
Preto, and Carlos Affonso de Assis Figueiredo are hereby banished from the national
territory.
AHTICLE II. 'fhe citizen Gaspar da Silveira Martins is ordered to leave the national
territory and take up his residence in one of the countries of Europe.
llY TilE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 30.-Translation.)

De01·ee ordering military trials.

Marechal Manoel Deodora da Fonseca, chief of the Provisional Government constituted by the army and navy in the name of the nation, considering:
That the entire nation, through all its organs of opinion expressed openly by all
ranks and social classes, has adhered frankly to the Republic, the work of the revolution of November 15 last;
That this general incorporation of all opinions in adhering to the Republican form
of government creates for the Provisional Government new duties, making it the depository of this situation and obligiug it as such to defend it with the greatest energy against all attempts or threats until its fiual delivery intact into the keeping of
the'constituent assembly convoked for the adoption of the future constitution of the
United States of Brazil;
That the meeting of the constituent assembly having been marked for the near
future, nearly all the liberal reforms having been alr ely decreed whose delay caused
the revolution, and others being almost ready for promulgation, the Provisional Govermnent has given every possible proof of fidelity to its promises made to the people
of Brazil, who on·their part do not cease from showing their unbounded confidence;
That, under such circumstances, Lhe greatest of all the duties imposed on the Government is absolute firmness and the most inexorable severity in the measures necessary for the preservation of peace and in the maintaining of all interests founded on
the security of propriety;
That, all possibilities of any restoration of the old order of things being eliminated,
and there being no other alternative than the Republic or anarchy, any attempt
against the security of the actual situation would be simply an act of disorder, destined to explore the fear of the people ;
'l'hat, on the part of the Government, it would be stupid cowardice and treason to
allow the good name of the Republic to be at the mercy of the ignoble sentiments of
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the dregs of society employed in spreading the seeds of discontent and corruption in
the minds of Brazilian soldiers always generous, disinterested, disciplined, and liberal;
That the perversity of such proceedings has no parallel, but in the horror of incalculable misfortunes necessarily connected with the trium1)h of disorder, decrees:
ARTICLE I. All individuals who conspire against the Republic and its Government; those who counsel or promote, by words, writing or acts, civil revolt or military indiscipline; those that attempt bribery, or allurement of any kind of soldiers
or officers from their superiors or from the republican form of Government; those
that spread amongst the soldiers of the army aud navy false and subversive notions
tending to indispose them against the Republic; those who make soldiers drnnk, in
order to make them disobedient, shall be judged by a militar.v commission, nominated
by th*' minister of war, and shall be punished with the penalties of sedition.
ART. II. All provisions to the contrary are hereby revoked.
Done in the ball of the Provisional Government of the Republic of the United
States of Brazil, on the 23d of December, 1889, first year of the Republic.
MARECHAL MA.NOEL DEODORA DO FONSECA,
Chief of the Provisional Governmetlt.
BENJAMIN CONSTANT BOTELHO DE MAGELIIAES.
M. FERRAZ DE CAMPOS SALLES.
EDWARD W ANDENKOLK.
DEMETRIO NUNES RlllEIRO.
RUY BARBOSA.
QUINTINO BOCAYURA.
ARISTIDES DA SILVEIRA LOBO,

[Inclosure 4 in No. 30.-Translation.J

Decree revoking the grant made to the Emperor.

Marechal Manoel Deodoro da Fonseca, chief of the Provisional Government, constituted by the army and navy in the name of the nation, considering that:
Whereas, D. Pedro de Alcantara, after accepting and thanking the Government for
the set,tlement of 5,000 contos of 1·eis for establishing his resiuence in Europe, at tho
time when he received the decree in reference to this subject from the hands of the
general who presented it to him, has now changed his deliberation declaring that he
refuses this liberal offer; and,
That, repelling this act of the republican Government, D . Pedro de Alcantara pretends at the same time to continuo to receive the annual endowment to himself and
to his family in virtue of the right which he presumes to subsist through force of law;
That this distinction involves evidently the deni:'l of the legitimacy of the national
movement and tho idea. of revendication absolutely incompatible with the national
will, expressen throughout all the former provinces, now states, and with the interests of the Brazilian people now indissolubly bound to the stability of the republican
regimen;
That the cessation of the right of the former imperial family to the civil list is the
immediate consequence of the national revolution which deposed him abolishing
monarchy;
That the procedure of the Provisional Government, maintaining, in spite of this,
the advantages allowed to the fallen prince, was simply a measure of republican
benevolence, intended to prove the peaceful and conciliatory desires of the new regimen, and at the same a retrospective homage to the dignity which the ex-Emperor had held as chief of the State ;
That the attitude at present assumed by D. Pedro de Alcantara on this subject,
presupposing the sur"9"ival of rights extinguished by the revolution, contains the
idea of crusting the Republic and otherwise encourages hopes that are not to be
reconciled with a republican regimen;
That in consequence the reasons of state and of publio order which had inspired
the Provisional Government, granting to D. Pedro de Alcantara the snbsidy of 5,000
contos of reis and respecting temporarily his annual dotation ;
It is hereby decreed:
ARTICLE I. D. Pedro de Alcantara and his family are banished from the territory
of Brazil.
ART. II. The imperial family is not allowed to possess real estate in Brazil ; they
shall liquidate within two years all property of this kind held by them.
ART. III. Decree of 16th November, 1889, granting to D. Pedro de Alcantara
5,000,000$000 as subsidiary expenses for his settlement in Europe is revoked.
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. ART. IV. All endowments to D. Pedro de Alcantara and to his family are hereby
considered as revoked from the 15th of November past.
ART. V. All provisions to the contrary are hereby revoked.
MANOEL DEODORO DA FONSECA.
RUY BARBOSA.
QUINTINO BOCAYURA.
MANOEL FERHAZ DE CAMPOS SALLES.
ARISTIDES DA SILVEIRA LOBO.
DEMETRIO NUNES RIBEIRO.
EDUARDO WANDENKOLK.
BKNJAMIN CONSTANT BOTELHO MAGELHAES.

Mr. Adams to Mr. Blaine.
No. 36.]

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Petropolis, January 10, 18DO. (Received February 10.)
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith translations of the decrees
of December 31, 1889, and January 7, 1890, both of importance, of the
Provisional Government.
I have, etc.,
ROBERT ADAMS, JR.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 36.-Translation.l

Decree creating two vice-presidents.
Marechn.l Manoel Deodoro da Fonseca, chief of the Provisional Government, constituted by the army and navy, in the name of the nation, decrees:
ARTICLE I. The offices of first and second vice-presidents or chiefs of the Provisional Government are hereby created, both of which shall be filled by appointment
of the said Government.
ART. II. In the default, abc:~ence, impediment, resignation, or death of the chief of
the Provisional Government, the supreme authority committed to the latter shall be
transferred ipso facto in all its plenitude to the first vice-chief, and the latter not
being present or not existing, to the second.
ART. III. Revokes all contrary provisions.
Done31st of December, 1889.
MANOEL DEODORO DA FONSEPA.
ARISTIDES DA SILVEIRA LOBO.
0I<'FICE OF ~INISTER OF INTERIOR.
By decrees of the 31st of December, 1889, were nominated : l!'irst vice chief of the
state, Dr. Ruy Barbosa, minister of finance; second vice chief of the state, Dr. Benjamin Constant, minister of war.

(Inclosure 2 in No. 36.-Translation.]

Decree separating church from state.
Marechal Manoel Deodora da Fonseca, chief of the Provisional Government, constituted by the army ana navy, in the name of the nation, decrees:
ARTICLE I. It is prohibited to the federal authority, as well as to that of the
states, to grant any laws, regulations, or administrative acts, by establishing any
religion, or prohibiting it; or create auy difference among the inhabitants of the
country, whether in the service paid for by the budget or not, through reason of
philosophical or religious belief or opinions.
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ART. II. All religions sects have an equal right to exercise their forms of worship according to their faith, and shall not be molested in their private or public forms
of worship.
ART. III. The liberty herein instituted embraces not only individuals in their
individual acts, but also churches, associations, and institutes, in which they may be
associated; every one shall enjoy the perfect right to constitute societies and to live
collectively according to their creed and belief witbout any interference of the public authority.
ART. IV. The state church is abolished with all its institutions, rlghte, and prerogatives.
ART. V. All churches and religions sects are allowed the juridical right of personality, to acquire property and administer it subject to the limits imposed by the laws of
mortmain, with the right to the domain and administration of their property as well
as their houses of worship.
ART. VI. The Federal Government will continue to provide for the livings of the
present incumbents of the Catholic faith and will grant the usual subsidy to the seminaries for one year; each state will have the right to maintain the future ministers
of that or of any other faith without countervening the provisions of the preceding
articles.
ART. VII. Revokes ail provisions to the contrary.
(Signed by Manoel Deodoro da Fonseca and by all the seven ministers.)
JANUARY 7, 1890.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lee.
No.1.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, Feb'ruary 26, 1800.
SIR: The Department having been advised by a telegram just received from Mr. Adams that he will sail on the 27th instant from Rio
de Janeiro to the United States, on leave of absence, I inclose a letter
to the minister of foreign affairs of Brazil introducing you as charge
d'affaires ad interim of the United States at Rio de Janeiro.
I also inclose an authenticated copy of the joint resolution of the
Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America,
approved by the President on the lOth instant, congratulating the
people of Brazil on the peaceful establishment of their new government.
After transmitting to the minister of foreign affairs my letter introducing you as charge d'afl'aires ad interim, you will request him to obtain
an audience of the President, at which you may deliver to the latter
the copy of tlw joint resolution above mentioned. You will furnish the
minister of foreign affairs with a copy of your speech when you ask the
audience.
I am, etc.,
J .AMES G. BLAINE.

LPunuc RESOLUTION-No. 9.]
JOINT RESOLUTION congratul:tting the people of the Uniteu State~ of Brazil on their adoption of
a repuulican form of government.

Resolved by the Senate and Hottse of Representatives of the United States of Ame1·ica in

Congress assembled, That the United States of America congratulate the people of Brazil
on their just and peaceful assumption of the powers, duties, and responsibilities of
self-government, based upon the free consent of the governed, and in their recent
adoption of a republican form of government.
Approved, :February 19, 1890.
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Mr. Lee to Mr. Blaine.

No. 56.)

LEG-ATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Rio de Janeiro, April2, 1890. (Receiv~d April28.)
SIR: I have the honor to report that I was received yesterday (April
1) by the President for the purpose of presenting tlle joint resolution
of Congress congratulating the people of Brazil on their assumption of
the powers, duties, and responsibilities of self. government.
I inclose a copy of my speech and of the President's reply to the remarks made by me on that occasion ; also a translation thereof and
notice in 0 Paiz with translation.
I have, etc.,
J. FENNER LEE.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 56.]

Mr. Lee's remarks on delivm·ing to the President of Bmzil the congratulations of Co'ltgress.

MR. PRESIDENT: I am charged with the agreeable duty of placing in Your Excel.
lency's bands an authenticated copy of the joint r6solution of the Senate and Houseof Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, which
was approved by the President on the l!:lth of February last, whereby the United
States of America congratulate the people of Brazil on their peaceful assumption of
the powers, duties, and responsibilities of self-government.
My Go-vernment, resting upon the freely expressed will of the people of the United
States, thus gives voice through their representatives to the cordial sentiments they
entertain toward the people of Brazil, and utters their friendly welcome to the nation
which, by adoption of self-government, has enrolled itself among the independent
commonwealths of the westorn hemisphere. The friendship which already unites
the two conntrieM is a pledge of even closer association looking toward the attain·
ment in the future of ends common to both. I can not permit myself to doubt that
the high hopes my countrymen cherish for the advancement of Brazil in the paths of
peace and of material prosperity will be abundantly realized under the beneficent
influence of justice and reverence for the rights of all men.

Linclosure 2 in No. 56.-Translation. J

Reply of the P1·esident to Mr. Lee.

I receive with the most sincere pleasure the congratulations of the Congress of the
United States of America upon the auspicious assimilation of the institutions of our
continent.
The mutual friendship which, happily, has always existed between Brazil and the
United States of America will be from to-day, I hope, more intimate and cordial,
since by the identity of our political institutions is established between the Brazilian
people and the American people a virtual alliance, founded on sentiments of mutual
esteem and confidence, and having in view common interests in the cause of peace
and the pro&perity of the American nations.
The Brazilian people, who have alwayM had a high appreciation of the good relations maintained with the American people, will receive with gratitude this new
proof of friendship from the illustrious representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, as well as this token of esteem which the i1lustrious President
of a powerful Republic, your country, has offered us, having sent through yon the
expression of his friendly sentiments.
(Signed.)
MANOEL DEODORO DA FONSECA,

BRAZIL.
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[Inclosure 3 in No. 56 -Translation.]

Notice in 0 Paiz

o/ the audience.

1\Ir. James Lee, charge d'affaires of the United States of North America, was presented yesterday at a quarter past 1 o'clock by the minister of foreign affairs to the
distinguished marshal, chief of the Provisional Government, to whom he delivered
the joint resolution of congratulation to the United States of Brazil adopted by the ·
American Congress and approved by the President of that Republic.
The marshal, having received the resolution, expressed his appreciation of this
very high proof of confraternity of the great North American Republic.
There were present at the reception, besides the minister of foreign affairs, the
ministers of justice and marine.
The illustrious representative of the United States of North America was conveyed
to the palace of the chief of the Provisional Government in an elegant carriage drawn
by a most beautiful pair of hor:ses.

Jlr. Blaine to lJf'i-. Conger.
No.9.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 3~ 1890.
SIR: Your legation contains evidence of the fact that a Brazilian
squadron, composed of the armored cruiser Aquidaban, bearing the flag
of Rear·Admiral Balthazar da Silveira, and the corvette Gra.nabara,
sailed from Rio de Janeiro about October 20 last for New York, to
return the visit of friendship and congratulation made by the United
States Squadron of Evolution to Rio de Janeiro in June and July of the
present year.
In order that the Government of the United States might testi(y its
appreciation of this courtesy and render the welcome given to Admiral
da Silveira and his squarlron equal in its dmnonstrations of cordiality
and good will to that accorded to Rear-Admiral John G. Walker and
the Squadron of Evolution under his command while in the waters of
Brazil, the cooperation and assistance of the Navy, War, and Treasury
Departments were requested, to the end that no official ceremony or
observance proper to the occasion should be omitted.
Rear-Admiral Walker was designated by the President as his representative to receive the Brazilian admiral upon his arrival at New York
and to accompany llim to Washington. In this dnty he was assisted
by Lieut. T. B. M. 1\fason, naval secretary to the Secretary of the
Navy, and by Lieutenants B. II. Buckingham and S. A. Staunton, officers of his personal staff, as commander-in·chief of the Squadron of Evolution. Admiral Walker, accompanied by his aids, took up his quarters at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York on November 23.
Rear-Admiral Gherardi, commanding the United States naval forces
on the North Atlantic Station, was placed in charge of the ceremonies
afloat attending the arrival of the Brazilian squadron. The Yorktown
was ordered to report to him for temporary duty, and he was directed to
form of the Yorktown and Dolphin a naval division, to await at Sandy
Hook the coming of the visitors, to meet them off' the bar, and to escort
tllem to an anchorage offTwenty-tbird street, North River, when they
wonM be received by the Philadelphia, Admiral Gherardi's flagship.
:Minute instructions were issued to cover all details of salutes and ceremonies and the order of escort.
Rear-Admiral D. L. Braine, commandant of the navy yard, New York,
was directed to extend to the visiting squadron all official courtesies
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which came within the province of the naval officer in command ash
Admirals Gherardi and Braine were officially informed of Adm
Walker's appointment as the President's representative, and were instructed to afford him every facility and assistance in their power.
The War Department issued the necessary orders for the salutes to
be fired from the forts in New York Harbor.
The Treasury Department directed the revenue cutters of New York
to assist in the ceremonies of reception, and ordered their commanding
officers to report to Admiral "\\' alker for instructions.
The cooperation of the State and city authorities of New York was
also requested, and arrangements were made with the health officer to
board the Brazilian vessels in the lower bay, thereby avoiding a delay
in the Narrows.
The Yorktown anchored in the lower bay, inside Sandy Hook, Saturday afternoon, the 22d of November. The Dolphin came down and
joined her the next morning. Arrangements were made with the signal
station ashore by which the approach of the Brazilian squadron should
be announced.
At 2.25 p.m. of Tuesday, November 25, the preconcerted signal was
shown by the signal station, and a few minutes later the Guanabara
app13ared and then the Aquidaban, three-quarters of a mile astern of
the leading ship. The weather was so hazy that the squadron was not
made, from the signal station until close to the Hook. The Dolphin anrl
Yorktown weighed and awaited the approaching vessels. AR soon as
the Aquidaban had crossed the bar an officer was sent to her from the
Dolphin, with Commander Stirling's compliments, to make the usual
call of ceremony.
The Dolphin fired ~national salute of twenty-one guns, the Brazilian
ensign at the main. This salute was returned by both the Aquidaban
and Guanabara, the American flag at the main. The Dolphin then
saluted Admiral da Silveira's flag with fifteen guns, which salute was
returned by the Aquidaban, her band playing the American national
air. The Aqu·idaban also dipped her colors, which compliment was returned by the Dolphin and Yorktown.
It being too late to go up the harbor, both squadrons anchored for
the night, and visits were made to Admiral da Silveira by Commanders
Stirling and Chadwick. At 8 a.m. of the 26th the squadron got under way and stood up the harbor in the following order, in column,
Dolphin, Yorktown, Aquidaban, Guanabara.. On nearing the Narrows,
at 9.25, forts Hamilton and Wadsworth each fired a salute of twenty-one
guns, their garrisons being paraded and the Brazilian ensign displayed.
In return, each of the Brazilian ships, as she reached the Narrows
between the forts, manned ;yards, displayed the American ensign at
the main, and fired a salute of twenty-one guns.
On approaching Governor's Island, at 10.30, the garrison was paraded
and a salute of tweuty-one guns was fired from the fort, the Brazilian
ensign being displayed at the time. This salute was returned by the
Aquidaban.
At 10.45, on approaching the anchorage, the Brazilian admiral was
saluted by the Ph-iladelphia with fifteen guns, the Brazilian flag at the
fore, which salute was returned by the Aquidaban hoisting her jib and
with the American flag at the fore. The marine guard of the Philadelphia was paraded, and her band played the Brazilian national hymn.
These courtesies were returned by the Aquidaban. She also dipped her
ensign and admiral's flag, which was answered by the Philadelphia.
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At 11.10 the vessels of both squadrons anchored, the Brazilian ships
being placed nearest to the Twenty-third street landing.
As soon as the Aquidab£tn had anchored in the berth assigned her
near the Philadelphia, she was boarded by the flag lieutenants of admirals Walker, Gherardi, and Braine, who conveyed to Admiral da Silveira the welcome of their respective chiefs and the usual official compliments and ofl'ers of assistance.
Lieutenant Staunton informed the Brazilian admiral that Admiral
WalkP.r, as the President's representative, would receive his visit at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel; also that Admiral Walker would give a dinner
that evening to himself, his staff and commanding officers, and that on
Thursday, November 27, he would escort Admiral da Silveira and the
officers selected to accompany him to Washington.
At 1 p.m. Admiral Walker, attended by his staff, received Admiral
da Silveira and his staff in the parlors of the Fifth Avenue Hotel. The
Brazilian admiral then paid his respects to admirals Braine and Gherardi. These calls were returned later in the day. In the evening Admiral Walker, representing the President, gave a handsome dinner of
twenty-four covers at the Fifth Avenue Hotel.
The Brazilians present were Admiral da Silveira, his two aides, and
his commanding officers. To meet them were invited admirals Braine
and Gherardi, Geueral Howard, Chauncey M. Depew, esq., Collector
Erhardt, Charles A. Dana, esq., and .several other distinguished gentlemen.
On Thursday Admiral da Silveira, his aideR, commanding officers, and
thirteen other officers, a party of eighteen, escorted by Admiral Walker
and his aides, were brought to Washington in a special car attached to
the limited expre~s, and qua.rtered at the Arlington Hotel as the guests
of the State Department. I designated Mr. Sevellon A. Brown, the
chief clerk of this Department, as my representative, to personally receive in Washington the uation's visitors, and to extend to them every
courtesy and welcome.
At half past 12, November 28, the Brazilian admiral and his officers,
escorted by Mr. Sevellon A. Brown and Admiral Walker and his aides,
were received by me at my house on Madison Place.
At 1 o'clock I accompanied the visitors to the Executive Mansion,
where they were to be formally received by the President. The members of the Cabinet, major-general commanding the Army, and the
principal officers of the Army and Navy present in Washington had
been assembled to assist in the reception. Admiral Balthazer da Silveira, with a brief and appropriate speech in English, presented to the
President the gold medal and letter with which he had been charged
by the Government of Brazil. The President made a suitable response
and then received the Brazilian officers in attendance upon the admiral.
The foreigners were then presented to the members of the Government and officers who had been invited to meet them, and an elaborate
lunch was served.
In the evening the President gave a card reception in honor of the
visitors, and invited them to remain to supper after its close. Upon
their return to the Arlington Hotel they were serenaded by the Marine
Band.
Saturday, the 29th, was devoted to an excursion to Mount Vernon,
on the Dispatch. A large party of ladies and gentlemen had been invited by the State Department to meet the Brazilians. The day was
fine, and a part of the Marine Band was taken on board. Lunch was
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served before the arrival at Mount Vernon. In anticipation of this
visit, Admiral da Silveira had caused to be sent a beautitul floral offering, which was placed at the tomb of Washington.
In the evening the Brazilian admiral anc.l some of his officers were
dined by the Metropolitan Club of this city.
On Monday, December 1, the visitors, under the escort of Admiral
Walker aud Mr. Sevellon A. Brown, were taken in a special car to Annapolis, where they were shown over the Naval Academy and entertaiiied at lunch by the Superintendent.
In the evening the Secretary of the Navy gHNe to -~dmiral da Silveira and his prin_cipal officers a dinner of thirty covers at the Arlington Hotel. With the exception of Mr. Sevellon A. Brown and myself
the guests were naval officers.
On Tuesday evening, December 2, Admiral Balthazar da Silveira
gave a handsome dinner of eighty -six covers at the Arlington HoteJ in
recognition of the courtesies that he had received. His guests were
the Vice President, the members of the Cabinet, the Speaker of the
House, Senator Sherman, distinguished officers of the Army and Navy,
the governors of the Metropolitan Club, and others. The speech-making at this, as at the other dinners, was brief but very happy and forcible in its allusions to the new Republic, and to the friendship and comity existing between the nations of the Western Hemisphere.
On Wednesday, December 3, the visitors were escorted back to New
York in a special car by Mr. Sevellon A. Brown and lieutenants Buckingham and Staunton.
On the 12th of December, at 12.30 p. m., the Brazilian squadron left
New York. The Yorktown, detailed as an escort, preceded it down the
river. At the battery the Aquidaban fired a salute of twenty-one guns,
the American flag at the main. This salute was returned by the Yorktown. At the Narrows the A.quidaban fired a second national salute
of twenty-one guns, which was returned by Fort Hamilton. The Aquidaban needed some repairs to her anchor gear, and all the ships anchored inside the Hook.
At 12.40 p.m. of the 13th the three vessels stood out over the bar.
On nearing the Scotland Light Ship the Yorktown sheered out of the
column, and as the Aquidaban passed fired, at 1.30 p. m., a national
salute of twenty-one guns, the Brazilian ensign at the main. This
salute was returned by the Brazilian flagship, the American ensign at
the main, and her band playing the American national air. The Yorktown then saluted the admiral's flag with fifteen guns, cheered ship,
and hoisted the signal International Code: "Wish you a pleasant
voyage." The Aquidaban returned the salute and cheers and hoisted
signals : " Adieu" and "Thanks."
The Yorktown then stood in, and as she passed the Guanabara she
cheered ship and hoisted the same signal. The Guanabara returned
the cheers and signaled: '' Adieu" and ''Thanks."
The Brazilian squadron stood to the southward and the Yorktown
returned to port.
The day was fine, and the salutes and ceremonies were effective and
impressive.
I am directed by the President to express the great pleasure it afforded him to welcome to our shore the visitors as the representative
of a friendly Rister Republic-the youngest of the Southern continent.
It was an auspicious occasion, and he appreciates it as such. He regards this exchange of official courtesies as one of the surest and most
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direct means of maintaining and strengthening the amicable ties now happily subsisting between the United States and Brazil. Every ten ency
of such a visit is to promote general good feeling and to bring into more
intimate friend.ly and personal relations the citizens of both Republics.
In this sense the President viewed the recent complimentary visit of
the Brazilian squadron, and every American felt a sympathetic interest
in its presence in our waters, and hopes for it a safe and pleasant return voyage.
I am, etc.,
,JAMES G. BLAINE.
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Mr. 111izner to lJfr. Blaine.
[Telegram.].

LEGA.1'ION OF THE UNI1'ED STATES,

Guatemala, June 23, 1890. (Received June 24.)
Mr. Mizner informs 1\'Ir. Blaine of the credited report in Guatemala of
a successful revolution in Salvador on the night of the 22d instant,
during which the President and others were assassinated.

Mr. Mizner to llfr. Blaine.

No.l14.]

LEGATION OF 1'ITE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, June 25, 1890. (Received July 11.)
SIR: I have the honor to confirm my cable to you of the 23d instant.
I called upon the President and secretary for foreign affairs for this
Republic yesterday, in order to obtain such facts as may have been secured in reference to the Salvadorian revolution, but they only knew
that one General Ezeta, of the army of that Hepublic, had in some way
been proclaimed, or proclaimed himself, Provisional President of Salvador.
That during the night of the 22d in tant an attack had been made
upon the presidential palace, and that the President and others had
been killed; some accounts stating that the President had died from
apoplexy during the fight in defense of his home. The wires being under the control of the r·evolutionary party, no further details have as
yet come to band.
.
President Barillas and Minister Sobral were quite plain and positive
in their denunciation not to recognize it in any way; considering that
Guatemala is under moral obligation to aid Salvador in maintaining a
lawful organization, being, as she is, one of the three Republics which
bas adopted the union compact, and necessary to complete the majority
of Central American States in that union.
They especially objected to a revolutionary president, such as General
Ezeta now seems to be, becoming eligible to the presidency of the new
Republic, and stated that they had moved 2,000 troops towards the
frontier of Salvador and were well prepared to send large additional
forces, if necessary. They also expressed the fear that the credit of the
Central American States would be disastrously affected, ap.d the pending loan of $21,000,000, and construction of the proposed Northern
railroad, would be interfered with, at least for the present.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
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Mr. liiizner to JJ1r. Blaine.
No. 117.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, July 2, 1800. (Received July 17.)
SIR: Ueferring to my No. 114 of the 25th of last month, on the subject of the revolution in Salvador, I have the honor to inform yon that
as yet it is not positively kuown here whether the President of that
Hepublic was killed or died from excitement during the night attack
on his bouse.
There is much commotion in this city, and large bodies of troops are
moving to the frontier of Salvador.
The President of Guatemala has issued a proclamation on the subject, a copy of which in Spanish, with translation into English, please
find herewith as inclosure No. 1.
The situation is complicated; friends of the" Union" fearing that the
use of force against Salvador to restore constitutional government
will array the people of that Republic against it and doubtless enable
them to secure aid from other countries even greater than the combined
forces of Guatemala and Honduras, and to permit a military power to
take part in the organization of the new Provisional Government, fixed
for the 20th of next month, would not be in accord with the true principles of the compact.
On the 28th of last month the President _of this Republic declared
martial law, and suspended the personal guaranty clause of the constitution in the departmonts fronting on Salvador, and Senor Sobral
informed me yesterday that his Government had an army of observation
of 8,000 men in th~se departments well supplied with new arms, and
that the treasury had $2,500,000 for their support, adding that large
reinforcements would go forward as required. He also stated that his
GoYernment would do all in its power to effect a peaceful solution of
the question.
It is believed here that the new order of things, under General Ezeta,
in Salvador is, at least to all appearances, supported by a considerable number of the people of that Republic, and that he is now from his
own frontier confronting Guatemala with an eqnal force, so that the
two armies are within a few days' march of eacll other, and a conflict
imminent at any time.
Of actual important facts I will notify you by cable.
I llave, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

£Inclosure in No. 117.-Tranlation.)

Manuel L. Bm·illas, constitutional Pt·esident of the Republic, to his fellow citizens.
Citizens of Guaternala :
The deeds perpetrated in the capital of Salvador on the night of the 22d instant
have profoundly impressed every circle of society in Guatemala. Fortunately there
exists among our people such a, deep sense of honor and justice that, no matter what
may be our local differences and party preferences-our political" likes or dislikes"all are of one accord in denouncing evil deeds and in repudiating all relations with
those whose hands are stained with criminal acts.
Central America is at this moment under the stigma of a. terrible reproach. The
chief magistrate of Salvador, honored and respected by all, who had brought about
a praiseworthy reform in the political history of his country; wbo had reestablished
the public credit, encouraged progress and secured the strictest economy of adminis-
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tration ; who had assured the greatest liberty for all, even for those who might be
towards him; the worthy ruler who was the jealous guardian of republican
institutions; the eminent loyal citizen who deserved so much at the hands of his countrymen-General Don Francisco Menendez, whose private and civic virtues fill one of
the brightest pages of Central American history, has been the victim of the most
scandalous and shameful outrage.
The annals of all countries present us with instances in which a respectable number of citizens have been arrayed against the constitutional authorities in revolutionary movements.
Each of the opposing parties in all such struggles is contending for victory, regardless of the number of its enemies or the means of defense at its command.
This can be readily understood. But what shall we say or think when conspiracy,
and more especially when treason on the part of those who have sworn to be faithful servants of the chief of the State, taking advantage of the very arms which have
been intrusted to them and of the army placed under their orders, deals the death
blow to their superior, and not only their superior, but the kind and constant friend
who had overwhelmed them with favors. Depend upon it, such men, who can be
guilty of so violent an outrage toward a trusting and confiding friend and benefactor, must not with impunity be permitted to ascend the steps of power, nor need they
expect that there is any other government that may be aware of the facts and that
has any regard for its own honor, which will tolerate such conduct or holc.l friendly
relations with men who hav~ stained their hands with the life-bloou of him who
should have been the first to claim their protection and their love.
Being looked upon as the interpreter of the wishes and sentiments of the citizeps
of this Republic, the Government of Guatemala hastene(l to display the emblems of
mourning for the deceased chief, who not only maintained good and fraternal
relations of friendship towards our country, but who, in addition to this, made every
effort within his power to achieve the union and welfare of Central America; and
not without reason has the executive power, with the support of public opinion and
in full accord with the unanimous sentiment of the just and upright people of Honduras, so worthily reprt~sented by their leader General Bogran, ignored the legal exifllt.ence of the present state of affairs in Salvador, being the outcome of an odious
military stroke worthy only of the ignorance and brutality of the barbarous ages.
The fate of Salvador can not be indifferent to our peopie. She is a sister republic;
she is bound to us by solemn stipulations of union; her people are among the most
honored and laborious of all Central America; her destinies are in common with the
destinies of all the Central American isthmus. With these antecedents, and being
the bordering state on our eastern frontier, so that all events in Salvador, whether
prosperous or adverse, have a reflex influence on Guatemala. It is the duty of my
Government to preserve peace, to be vigilant and watchful over its own interest, and
to endeavor to the utmost extent of its power and influence to p'revent the existence
of everything resembling anarchy and confusion in the neigh Loring republic, which
would not only be an incalculable damage to the generous people of Salvador, but at
the same time a dangerous menace for the whole of Central America.
~"or the foregoing; reasons my Government has placed forces of inspection on tho
frontier; for the same reasons and in behalf of all, but more particularly in the interests of the people of Salvador, whose true interests and natural rights we shall ever
respect, this Government is ready to act as the circumstances may require.
Citizens of Guatemala! To our upright and honorable conduct has been intrusted
a worthy and generous mis8ion-that of maintaining peace and harruony, that of
restoring tranquility to a sister state-in a word, that of guarding the good name
and credit of Central America. To you I appeal, as well as to all honest and honorable sons of that sister state, as well as to all good Central Americans at heart, toall
I appeal for your support that you may aid me in the task of affording solid guaranties for the reestablishment of tranquility, ofrespect for the law, for the maintenance
of peace upon the soil of our common country; that the work so well begun may be
continued in a peaceful manner in the interests of progress and of our Central American union.
Fellow citizens, rest as~ured that my Government will not depart or turn aside
from the path of duty marked out by the institutions and &acred interests of the
country.
Your friend and fellow citizen,
M. L. BARILLAS,
GUATE:\IALA, CENTRAL AMERICA, June 27, 1890.

~nimical
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Blain~.

fTelegram.]

LEGA'riON OF 1'HE UNITED STATES
IN 0:EN1.'RAL AMERICA,

El Paso, Tex., July 8, 1890. (Received July 10.)
Mr. Mizner reports that serious troubles between thE' Government of
Guatemala and Salvadorian provisional leaders exist; that armies of
10,000 are prepared for battle in either state, and that the presence
of a United States naval ve~sel on the Pacific coast of Central America
is necessary for the protection of our interests in those states.

Mr. Jllizner to Mr. Blaine .

.No. 119.]

LEGATION OF TilE UNI1'ED S1.'ATES,

Guatemala, July 9, 1890. (Received July 24.)
SIR: I have the honor to confirm my cable dispatch of yesterday.
I deem the presence of a war vessel here important, from the fact
that the troubles growing out of the revolution in Salvador seem to increase each day, and our interests in all these republics correspondingly
endangered.
Our Navy Department is, of course, aware of the good roadsteads of
San Jose, in this republic, and of Acajutla ancl La Libertad, in Salvador, and the fine harbor of the Gulf of Fonseer, on which fronts the
territory of Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua, where coal can be
easily supplied from Panama or elsewhere.
Referring to the matters stated in my No. 114, of J nne 25, and No.
117, of the 2d instant, I may add that on the 25th of last month the
minister for foreign Relations of this Republic forwarded a circular letter,
by telegraph, to the Governments of Honduras, Costa Rica, and Nica·
ragua declining to recognize the new state of affairs in Salvador, denouncing it in strong terms, and inviting the cooperation of those
states for the purpose of reestablishing order in Salvador, to which
each of them promptly responded, promising all moral support possible
in the premises; Nicaragua and Costa Rica each sending a minister
plenipotentiary to Guatemala to aid in maintaining peace.
On the 26th of J nne Senor B. MoliH.a Guirola sent a dispatch to the
minister of foreign relations of this Hepnblic, inclosing a copy of his
appointment as minister in charge of all of the cabinet departments of
Salvador, setting forth the organi;t;ation of the new Government, requesting recognition, etc.
To which the minister here replied, in severe terms, that Guatemala
would in no manner recognize the so-called Government of Salvador
or answer further communications therefrom.
All of these documents being voluminous, and in the Spanish language, are retained in this legation, copies of which can be forwarded
to you, if required.
On yesterday SeTior Francisco E. Galindo called upon me, stating
that on the ~3d of last month he was directed by the o-called new
Government of Salvador to come to Guatemala as minister, for the
purpose of establishing cordial relationR between the two countries; that the President of Guatemala refused to receive him, and directed
th.at he (Galindo) should not leave this city. Later, he obtained an in·
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terview with Senor Sobral, who refused to receive him officially, or to
recognize the new order of things in Salvador. Senor Galindo also
stated to me that he had made the proposition to Senor Sobral that
General Ezeta, the new Provisional President of Salvador, should give
way to Senor Ayala, the duly elected Vice President, next in lawful
succession to the deceased President, General Menendez, but that his
offer was declined.
The armed situation to-day may be stated as fo1lows:
Salvador has, in and near Santa Ana, and within 10 or 15 miles of
the Guatemalan line, about 14,000 men, well housed from the present
rainy season.
Guatemala confronts this force with about an equal number of soldiers, better armed, but not so well sheltered.
The reenforcing power of Guatemala is greater than that of Salvador.
Honduras will, if necessary, assist Guatemala, attacking Salvador
from the northeast with 3,000 or 4,000 men.
I do not think that Nicaragua or Costa Rica will interfere by force.
Tbe most intelligent opinion here is that, in case of a conflict, the
result will be very uncertain, and that, if the Salvadorians should be
victorious on the frontier in a decisive battle, they will move upon and
capture this city.
While I am not an alarmist, and have heard of an army marching up
a hill and then marching down again, still, as a matter of precaution,
the presence of a man-of-war in these waters would have a salutary
efl'ect on victors as well as vanquished.
.
I am informed by the German and English representatives that their
Governments have no war vessels in this neighborhood.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
Mr. Adee to jJlr. Mizner.

No. 128.]

DEPARTMENT OF S'l'ATE,

W asltington, July 14, 1890.
SIR: Referring to your recent telegram relative to a possible early
conflict between the troops of Salvador and Guatemala, I have to state
that the Secretary of the Navy has ordered two ships of war to proceed to that quarter.
I am, etc.,
ALVEY

A. ADEE.

Mr. ·JJ1·izner to Mr. Bla·ine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S'l'ATES,

Guatemala, July 16, 1890. (Received July 19.)
Mr. Mizner reports that he is informed by the Government of Guatemala that a :Pacific mail steamer which left San Francisco on the 3d instant, carrying ten thousand stand of small arms for Salvador, is expected
to arrive at San Jose de Guatemala on the 17th instant.
Mr. Mizner says that the Gll3,temalan Government appeals to that
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of the United States to cause the steamer to carry the arms beyond
8ah~adorian territory and land them in some port of a neutral State
until consultation l>etween the Guatemalan authorities and the miniH·
ters of Nicaragua and Costa Hica at Guatemala. He asks tbatlle may
be immediately instructed, and says that the steamer is detained until
the 20th instant. lie expresses the belief that, if there be no remedy,
Guatemala may, for the purpose of claiming the arms as contraband,
formally declare war, and he aRks wllether the arms in that case can be
taken from an American vessel.

lllr. Jllizner to Jlfr. Blaine.

No. 120.]
I .. EGA'l'ION OF 'l'IIE UNITED S~I.'ATES,
Ouatemaln, J1tly lG, 1800. (Recei\'etl August 5.)
SIR: I have the honor to confirm my telegram of this elate.
The relations l>etween Guatemala and Salvador are more serious than
ever, the respective armies now confronting each otiler being al.>out
14,000 on each side.
The early position taken by this Government, to the effect that tlle
new state of affairs in Salvador could not be recognized, has so far
prevented any advances in tlle way of compromise for tile want of a
party of the second part wi~h which to enter into contract.
The special ministers of Nicaragna and Costa Rica were received
this afternoon, but wilat will be tile result of their consultation I can
not anticipate.
Sefior Sobral called at this legation yesterday, giving me the information and making the request set forth in telegram of to-Llay, his
appeal being most earnest.
To my suggestion that the Pacific mail steamer Colima referrNl to
was a neutral vessel belonging to a friendly nation, havmg left a neutral port before a declaration of war~ Ile replied that practically a smte
of war had existed between the two countries-confroutiug each other
with their respective armies-over two weeks ago, and tilat the arms
on the steamer bad been ordered by Salvador since the two Republics
ha<.l assumed lwstile attitu(les towards each other, and tilat, if tbe
Utiited States Government could not do something to prevent the delivery of the~Se arms to tue enemy, his Government might be compelled
formally to declare war in time to treat the arms on our ship as contraband and seize them accordingly, especially as they would be within
the maritime jurisdiction of Guatemala.
I reminded Sefior Sobral of the position of absolute neutrality which
the United States occupied between these Republics, and that I was
accredited as envoy to each of them; but, if anything could l>e done in
the interest of peace and good will consistent with that nm,trality and
the laws of nations, my Government woulll-clwerfully contribute in that
direction.
Accordingly, arrangements have been made for·a delay of the steamer
until the 20th instant, with a view of receiving your instructions in the
mean time.
The cable by way of La Libertad in Salvador and Galveston is closed
as to this Republic, and I am compelled to telegraph via ..1\'Iexico, having,
however, doubts as to its prompt delivery.
Ji' It U0--3 •
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My telegram of the 8th instant, suggesting a war ship in these wat.Ars
for the protection of American interests, which ,(ent by that line, has
doubtless failed to reach ;you.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

lJir. Adee to llfr. Mizner.
jTole~mm.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lVashington, July 19, 1890.
l\Ir. Adee acknowledges receipt of Mr. Mizner's telegrams of the 16th
and 8th instant, the former from Mexico, the latter from EI Paso; asks
him where he is, and advises him that the Department's answer to his
las~ telegram was sent by way of Mexico.

Mr. Adee to Mr.

lllizne~·.

(Telegram.

DEPARTMENT OF STA.1''m,

lVashington, July 19, 1890.
Mr. Adee informs l\Ir. J.\lizner that the Department bas received advices of the deteution by tlw Guatemalan Government of the Colima,
a steamship of the Pacific Mail Company, which sailed from San Francisco for Panama on the 3d of July, carrying some arms for a port in
Salvador, and that the arms were llieized. lie adds that war was not
then in existence between Salvador and Guatemala, nor is it known to
exist no ; that the announcements by the two Governments of a state
of observation contradict the existence of war; that no international
right on Guatemala's part to seize the ship and arms is perceived by
the Department; that Guatemala detains the arms at her own risk;
that the release of tho :ship must not be delayed; that this Government dissents from the seizures and from the suggestion in Mr.
Mizner's telegram received to-day; that the United States would be
glad in any proper way to aid impartially to establish friendly relations
among the States of Central America, but can not countenance injuries
committed by them against our citizens and their proverty, nor be a
party to any conference concerning the rights of Salvador in which
Salvador does not partieipate. Answering Mr. Mizner's suggestion
that war may be declared by Guatemala simply for the purpose of
seizing the arms, 1\fr. Adee informs Mr. Mizner that, in the opinion of
this Government, prior unlawful acts can uot 1)~ validated by declara·
tions of such. tli character,
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Mr. Blaine to Jfr. Mizner.
LTelegraru.l

DEPAR'l'MEN'r OF STATE,

·washiugton, July 20, 1890.
1rfr. Blaine instructs Mr. 1\lizner promptly to demand of the Guatemalan Go,·ernmcnt tlle instant surrender of the Col-ima, with a1l her
cargo, that Government having no right whatever to detain her, as she
had been guilt~· of no offense against any treaty existing or against the
law of nations.

Mr. Adec to JIIr. lllizncr.
[Telegram.]

DEPARTl\TENT OF STA':l'E,

lV ashittgton, July 21, 1890.
iYir. Adee informs Mr. Mizner of the report by tlle president of the
Pacific Mail Company of the seizure by Guatemala of the Company's
steam launch used at San Jose for the transfer of passengers, and adds
tllat sufficient instructions have been already sent to Mr• .Mizner.

Mr. Arlee to Mr. Jlfiznc1-·.
LTelegram.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washingtun, July 21, 1890.
Mr. Adee informs Mr. Mizner that the Pacific Mail Company has ·been
ad vised that tile Gmttemalan Government bas confiscated the arms carried by the Colima,, and instructs him to pretest and demand restoration. Asks' him if he has received Department's telegrams of 19th and
~Oth instant.

JJlr. JJlizner to lllr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

•
Guatemctla, July 22, 1890. (Received July 26.)
Mr. Mizner reports the great apprehension and danger existing in the
city of Guatemala, the rumored defeat of the Guatemalan army and of
the nonarrival of any answer to his communications for two weeks •
. lie ad<ls that Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica-Honduras con~
scnting by telegraph-have signed a treaty securing constitutional government in Salvador, and that they request the good offices an<l moral
support of the United States. He asks that instructions be sent him
by way of El Paso, Tex., an<l suggests the necessity for a United States
naval vessel in Central American waters.
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Mr. Mizner to lJfr. Blaine.
No. 124.)

LEGATION oF' THE UNI1'ED STATES,

Guatem,ala, July 23, 1890. (Received Augm~t S.)
SIR: I have the honor to confirm my telegram of yesterday. In my
dispatches and·cables of last month I have attempted to keep you informed as to the situation of affairs between Guatemala and Salvador,
and I deem it my duty to continue reporting to you the very serious
state of affairs as they now exist.
The respective armies have met on Guatemalan territory, the advantage ueiugwith the troops of Salvador; much loss of life, and the Guatemulan army falling back in the direction of this capital.
Martial law was declared throughout this Republic on the 21st instant,
and on the same day a decree was issued requiring all persons between
the ages of eighteen and fifty, not exempt b.r law, to present themselves
for military duty, under penalty of being adjudged traitors and punished accordingly.
Sefior Sobral informed me last night that some 8,000 men had been
mustered in and abotlt this city and 10,000 more were coming from the
adjacent towns, and that, in case of necessity, to defend the State his
government could rely upon the services of ,50,000 Indians.
These figures should be taken with some grains of allowance.
It is, however, true that the greatest alarm prevails here; valuables
are being deposited in the legations and protection asked of foreign
flags.
The export duty on coffee bas been advanced to $2 on the 100 pounds,
and duties on imports raised.
A copy of the treaty referreu to in above telegram was not furnished
me till late last nigbt, and, con seq ueutly, I bave been unable to translate
it into English in time for this mail, but send it in Spanish, inclosed
herewith, under rule No. 77; tlte tran1-1lat:ou will be made, if required.
As to the guaranty asserted in Article IV of the treaty, I will be
most guarded in my action.
I still deem the presence of a ship of war most important to protect
the large American interests here.
Since writing the above, Guatemala. has this day formally declared
a state of war as existing against Salvador uy reaF;on of the invasion of
Guatemalan territory by the troops of that Republic.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
flnclosure in No. 124.-Translat.ion.]
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION,
0FI•'IUE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS.

Protocol of the convention. ratified betn•een the ministers of Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
Nicarauna on the qnestion 1lj the 1·estoration of orde1· and tranquility in Salt·ador.
Jorge Pra.do, secretary of the ministry of foreign relations, certtfies in due form
that on the !lth instant the following protocol was signed iu this office:
Protocol of a convention ratified between the ministers of Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
Nicaragua on the question of the restoration of order and tranquility in Salvador.
Having agreed to convene in the office of foreign relations of Guatemala, the first
conference opened at 1 o'clock p. m., July 18, 1890.
The minister of Costa Rica announced the objt>ct for which their respective governments had delegated 1.hem to be in rcsllOilse to the invitation of Guatemala to con-
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tribute their joint influence in accord with the other Governments of Central America.
toward he reestablishment of order and tranquility in Salvador; the minister of
of Guatemala was also present to present to the legations the views of his Government upon this question. The minister of foreign relations hoped the legations ot'
Costa Rica and Nicaragua would offer such a plan as, in their view, was be~:~t fitted to
promote the object of their mission; for, Guatemala being armed and her troops now
on the frontier confronting those of Salvador, it did not seem fitting that proposals
for peace shonlcl be offered by her, first, because such proposals might be regardetl
as dictated by fear of encountering the forces of the neighboring state which were
threatening her, and second, because any proposition looking to the restoration of
order and tranquility in Salvador emanating from Guatemala might be interpreted
as imposed or intimated by the latter republic, a procedure which was foreign to her
true purposes. To this the minister from Nicaragua responded that, since the Government of Guatemala did not see fit to offer the bases of an arrangement, he baa no
hesitation in explaining the views of the legations· in respect to this matter-views,
the fundamental basis of which was the rei~stablishment of constitutional order in
Salvador, the first designado, Dr. Don Rafael Ayala, being invested with the chief
power.
•
This basis being promptly accepted by the minister of Guatemala, the minister .of
Nicaragua asked that the minister of Guatemala would be pleased to -explain the
methods which his Government deemed best fitted to promote the object in view.
The minister of Guatemala re!'lpondea that for the reasons already mentioned, and
because of his desire to defer to the delegates from Costa Rica and Nicaragua also in
the interests of the object of his mh;sion, he asked to be excused from making the
proposed exposition; be thought it more fitting that the legations should ofl:'er a plan
for the reestablishment of constitutional order in Salvador. The proposition of the
minister of Gnatemaht being accepted, the ministers of Costa Rica aud Nicaragua
agreed to formulate the arrangement in question, which was accordingly embodtcd
in a roemoraudnm, as follows:
Fir:st. H.ecognition of the legal government of Salva(lor upon the establishment
thereof in accoraance with the constitution which was in operation prior to the
events of J nne 22 of the past year.
Second. Disarmament of the forces of Guatemala, Hondura.A, ana Salvador upon
the cessation of the ~overnment of Ezeta and the restoration of the constitutional
government, the armtes to resume their normal condition in a time of peace.
Third. Withdrawal of General Ezeta, with guaranties for the safety of his life a11tl
property and permission to quit Salvador.
}~onrth. Complete and unconditional amnesty for all those who have taken part in
the events of the revolution in Salvador.
Fifth. If it sboultl be neeessary for the contracting republics to.lend assistance in
order to secure the complete pacification of Salvador, and if it should be requested
by the legitimate government to be recognized agreeably to the stipulations, it shall
be done in such manner aml form as may be found convenient, subject always to the
preceding stipulations, the fulfillment of which is to be guarantied by the diplomatic
corps resident at Guatemala.
Sixth. These stipulations shall be submitted to the Government of Honduras for
its acceptance, if approved.
·
'l'he above bases having been approved by the minister of foreign relations of
Guatemala, the latter propose(} to the legations to insert in the sa,id arrangement the
following article:
It is resolved that, peace being reAtored, the Governments here represented shall
continue their pacific measured having in view the union of Central America, agreeably to the compact entered into at San Salvador the 15th of October, lt;89.
The ministers of Costa H.ica an<l Nicaragua accepted the latter resolution, and the
object of the conference being fulfilled 1t was declare(l terminate(}.
Guatemala, July 19, 1890.
JOSE MA. CAST ItO.
MARTINEZ SoBRAL.
LAIUOS.

E.
G.
Office of Foreign Relations, Guatemala, July 21,

1!;~)0.

JOR(lE PRADO.

Enrique Martinez Sobral, minister of foreign relations of Guatemala, accreditNl
with full powers by the President of that Republic, and Jose M:tria Castro and Gilbarto Larios, envoys exyaordinary and ministers plenipotentiary of Costa Rica and
Nicaragua, respectively, after exhibiting the powers accrediting them in their diplomatic character, and having convened in due form, pursuant to the instructions of
their respective Governments, and conferred upon the object for which they were invited to convene by Guatemala, i.
the contributing of their influence toward the

e.,
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restoration of tranqnility and constitutional order in Salvador, they framed the following diplomatic compact:
ARTTCT.l~

1.

'fhe high contracting parties ple1lge themselves to recogni?:e t.lu~ kgal government
of Salvador as soon as the same ~:>ball be est,ablishe(l in conformit,y with Llw constitution which was in operation prior to the events of the ~~d of Jn.ue of the past year.
ARTICLE

2.

They likewise stipulate the disa.rmarncnt of the forces of Guatemala, Honduras,
all(l Salvador, upon the cessation of the de facto govemmeut of Geueral Ezeta and
the restoration of the constitntiona.l govemnwnt and the reducing of them to their
normal condition in a time of peace.
ARTICLE

3.

The withdrawal of General Ezeta from the Government of Salvatlor being indispenfiable to the reestablislnnent of constitutional order, the high contracting parties
agree to demand sai<l withdrawal, oil'ering guaranties for the safety of his life and
property and permitting him to quit Salvador.
ARTICLE

4,

If it shouM be necessary for the complete pacification of Sa.lvatlor, an<l if it he rrquested by the legitima.te government to be recognbw1l in accordance with the stipu- .
lations, the contractiug repnulic ssball lend their aid thoreto in sueh manner and
form as shall be found convenient, sn bject always to the present Rtipnlations, the
fulfillment of which shall be guara.ntied by tho diplomatic corps resident at Guatemala.
ARTICLE

5.

The high contracting parties agree to guaranty that immediately upon the reRtoration of constitutional order and t1·anquility in Salvador, a complete an<l unconditional amnesty shall be declared for all who have taken part in the events of the
revolution.
ARTICLE

6.

It is agreed that, as soon as peace shall be securely reEstablisbecl, the Governments
here represented shall continue their pacific measures with a view to promote the
union of Central America according to the compact formed in San Salvador October
15, 1889.
ARTICLE

7.

These stipulations shall be submitted to the Government of Honduras for its acceptance, if approved.
In testimony of the above stipulations, this convention is signed in the cit.y of
Guatemala the nineteenth day of Jnly, one thousand eight hundred and ninety.
Telegraphic information having been received from the minister of foreign relations of tbe republic of Honduras that his Government adheres in every particular
to tho foregoing compact, a certified and authentic copy of said telegram is hereto
annexed, showing the acceptance by Hondnra'"'-of the seven articles contained in the
diplomatic convention signed at Guatemala July 19, 1890.
Guatemala, July 21, 18UO.
[L. s.]
E. MARTINEZ SOBRAL,
Minister of Guatemala.
[L. s.]
J ORE MA. CA:-<TRO,
Jliwisfet of Costa Rica.

[L. s.]

GILBERTO LAJUOR,

Minister of .Nicamgua.
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LTelegram.j

TEGUCIGALPA, July 21, 18!>0.
To the rninister of foreign ?'elations :
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your tPlegram of yesterday's date, with
copy of the compact Ri~ned by you on same date with the ministers of Costa Rica.
and Nicaragua, of which the seven articles are as follows:
•
~
•
*
*
*
*
It was a()'reed to submit the foregoing stipul n.tions for the considcratio~l of my Government and for its acceptance if approved.
I have to say in response that the President, informed as to the terms of the said
·compact, adheres to all of its stipulations, believing them conducive to the reestablishment of order, which has been subverted in the Rcpn blic of Salvador, and to the
good of Central America.
With sentiments of distinguished consideration, your obedient ~ervant,
JERONIMO ZELAYA.

JHr. lV/wrton to JJfr. JlH.znm·.
[Telegram.]

DEP AR'r:\IENT OF STATE,

lr(u·dtington, July 25, 1890.
Mr. Wharton advises Mr. Mizner that the Department has sent him
five telegraphic instructions, one of which was sent to Mr. Hyan to be
repeated to him at Guatemala.

lJfr. Blaine to JJ[r. llfizner.
[Telegram.]

DEPART.i\IENT OF STATE,

lrashingtou, July ~6, 1890.
Mr. Blaine informs lVfr. Mizner that the Department's instructions to
him appear to have been intercepterl, urgent protests against the Colima
seizure remaining unaclnwwledged. He adds that this is the seventh
telegraphic mess~:tge sent to the legation at Huatemala Uity siuce the
1Dth instant, and instructs him to demand an immediate investigation
an<l inviolability of bis official correspondence; remarking the similarity between the pre:;;ent situation and that of 1885, when 1\Ir. Hall's
telegraphic communications were cut.

Mr. Blaine to JJJr . .M-izner.
[Telegram.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lVashington, July 26, 1890.
Mr. Blaine instructs lYir. 'Mizner immeuiately to tender the goo<.l
offices of this GoYernment for the friendly adjustment of all the differences among the states of Central America, and adds that our action
is prompted by impartial and earnest friendship, and that, while we liesire not to exercise auy constraint, it is our wish to make an end of a
situation not only destructiYe of tbe peace of our neighbors, but of injury to the common interests of all.
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.lJlr. liiizner to Jlfr. Blaine.

No. 125.]

LEGA~I'ION OF· THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

G11atemala, J1tl.lJ 26, 1890. (Received August 14.)
SIR: Referring to the closing paragraph of my No. 124, of the 23(1
instant, I now have the honor to inclose to yon herewith a printed copy
of decree No. 436, issued by the President of Guatemala, on the ~lst
day of July, 1890, in which Guatemala, in the lauguage of the decree,
''accepts the unjust war to which she ll<lS been driven by tlw goYernment de facto established in Salvador," etc.
To this copy I append a translation of the same into the Bnglish
language, making it a part of the above inclosure.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

[Inclosure in No. 125.-TranRlation.]

Decree No.

4:~G.

Manuel L. Barillns, General of Division, au<l Constitntional President of theRepul,lic of Guatemala, whereas:
That, on acconnt of the late events which have tal\en p1acfl in Salvador, the Government of Guatemala had to place a part of her army on tue frontier for the sole
purpose of preserving the peace aud gnardi11~ t.he public onlPr, threatened by
those events; that, 11otwithstauding the protests of peace nutde by Guatemala and
lwr haviug exhausted all possible means to ~o,ecu1·e it, the for<~es of the neighboring
state have invaded the nat,ional territory, and in dilferent wa;vs have performed
unjust provocations against tl1e people of GnatPnutl:t; aml, as it is the duty of the
supreUJe authorit,y to cause the integrity of t.he national territory and t.he sacred
1·ights of the Republic to be reRpected, it being obligatory upon the executive
power to defencl the inclepewlence an<l honor of the JJaLion and the inviolability of
her soil: Therefore, in council of ministers, it is decreed:
ARTICLE 1. Gnatenmla accepts the unjnst war to which she Jut8 been clriven hy
tl1e Government lle facto established in Salva<lor, aml tlcclint'S all responsibility of
the dire consequences tbat may be occasioned to persons and property on the part, of
those who have promoted the 1i:atricidal struggle which now exists between 1he
two com}tries.
.
1
ART. 2. The minister of war is charged with the execution of this decree, and
to take the most energetic and necessary means for the defense of the Republic and
to carry such military as a state of war may reqnire.
Done at the National Palace of Gnatemala on the 21st day of Jnly, 1890.

M. L.

BARILLAS.

The Secl"eia1·y of State ancl of the Department of War.

C.

MENJHZABAI...

Jib·. Jllizncr to lllr. Blaine.

No. 12G.J

LEGA'l'ION OF ~'HE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, J1tly 28, 1890. (Heceived Augnst 14).
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instrnctious
by telegram of July 19, forwarded by my colleague in Mexico on the
23d instant.
'fhe arms were seized in violation of a positive agreement made by
me on the 18th instant, in accordance with the terms of the contract
between the Pacific Mail Steamship Company and Guatemala, with
Seiiol' Sobral, to the effect tllat they should be stored with the United
States consular agent in Sa.u Jose or sent to a neutral port.
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The seizure took place while the arms were being transferred from
the ship Colima, going south, to the ship City of Sidney, going north.
I defer making a full report of this case until I receive a reply from
Sefior Sobral to my note askiug an explanation.
I have, etc.,
I..u\NslNG B. 1\ITZNER.

Air. Jllizncr to Afr. Blaine.
tTolcg;ram.]

LEGA'L'WN OF TilE UNrTED STATRS,
Guatemala, July !W, 18!>0.
Through the United States legation ill Mexico Mr. Mizner reports the
interruption of diplomatic correspondence by the Provisional Government or Salvador, and says that lle will press his demand for an explanation thereof. He ad vi8es Mr. Blaine that the armies are resting after
many engagements, and that it has been announced by the President
of Guatemala that all the expenses of the war shall be paid by Salvador.

Afrr. Mizner to Jllr. B/a..inc.

No. 12!>.]

LEGA'riON OF TIIE UNI'l'ED STA'l'ES,
Guatemala, July 31, 18!>0. (H.eeeived Augu~t 14.)
SIR: I ha,re the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegraphic
mstrnctious, by way of Mexico, bearing date July 26.
On the morning of the 20th instant I received your telegram of the
27th, dated at Mexico July 28.
On the 26th instant I addressed a letter to the Uuited States consular agent at I..~a Libertad, Sitlva<lor, directing him to request the
agents of the cable company at that port to delin•r to him four messages which I was informed had been sent to me from \Vashington, and
to forward the same by first steamer to this legation.
Yesterday afternoon I received by mail the copies of your telegraphic
instructions of tlie 21st and 2Gth by cable, via Galveston, two in number.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNI~R.

1111·. ~fiznerr to ~lT. Blaine.

No. 130.]

IJEGA'l'ION OF 'l'IIE UNITED STATEs,
(Received August 14.)
SIR: The past week bas been such a busy one that I will be able to
give you only a very brief outline of events connected with the war
betweeu Guatemala and Salvador. The regular mail, via Livingston,
which should have gone yesterday, has been detained by this Go,~ern
ment to accommodate the diplomatic corps until6 o'clock this afternoon.
As I telegraphed you, through Minister Ryan, on the 2!>UJ instant,
the two armies are resting from their recent engagements. These were
Guatemala, JuJy 31, 18!>0.
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at Coco, Chin go, Contepeque, and A tescatempa-tbe three last named
being on Guatemalan soil-the general result of all of which was to
the ad\'antage of Salvador, notwithstanding the troops of that state
have fallen back to their own territory and are fortifying their cities,
towns, and passes, and it is hoped that no further battles will be fought
until the voice of the ·peacemaker can be beard.
Having reason to believe that the time ha<l arri,red for a tender of
good offices, I called on President Barillas last Saturday evening. After
distinctly stating to him the impartial position of the Government of
the United States towards all the republics of Ceutral America. and
our sincere desire that peace and harmony should prevail among them,
I tendered the good offices of my Government in the direction of peace
in any way consistent with the neutral and friendly feeling entertained
by us for nil th~ parties to the unfortunate conflict.
The President received my suggestions most kindly, thanking my Gov-ernment for its interest, but declined any other terms than tllat Salvador shoulrl surrender to him her last gun and pay all tile expenses of
the war, stating that while he had been willing to negotiate for a settlement at the time of the signing of the treaty of the lUth instant, a copy
of which I sent yon in my No. 124 of July 23, he was not willing to do
so now that Salvador had invaded his territory, killed a number of his
people, and dispersed several thousands of his soldiers; but, in concluding the conversation, the President intimated that the time might come
when he would be pleased to accept our kind ofl'er.
The diplomatic corps here has been most active in its efl'orts to bring
about a restoration of peace. Meetings have been held at this legation
and at those of France and Spain, attended by the representatives of
all the nations resident in this city, for the interchange of ideas and for
information, and I think the efl'ect has been good. Of course, our joint
action as between ourselves is understood to be advisory only.
The main ditliculty in rendering any effective service in ·these
troubles has been the refusal of this Government to in any manner
recognize the existing state of affairs in Salvador, notwithstanding its
declaration of war certainly does so, to the extent at least of admitting the existence of a de facto Government in the latter state; but
after many conferences of the corps, including the ministers from Nica.
ragua and Costa Hica occasionally, and suggestions from the minister
of foreign relations of this republic, who spol\e by authority of the
President, a letter was addressed by the ministers of Nicaragua and
Costa Hica to each of the other members of the corps, req nesting our
good offices. To this letter a joint reply was made, wherein we expressed our willingness to assist in the restoration of peace in any
manner consistent with our friendly and impartial relations to all the
republics of Central . .L\..merica; which letter and reply were telegraphed
last evening by the ministers of Nicaragua and Costa Rica to Generrl
Ezeta, the leader of the Provisional Government of Salvador, with the
request that be consider them and make such answer as he might
deem proper.
In this way it is hoped that negotiations may be opened between
the contending powers with all clue regard to the honor of each.
AH these documents and Reveral others necessary to a complete history of the situation are in the Spanish language, quite lengthy, translations of which into J<Jnglish I shall not ha,ye time to make -so as to
inclose them by this mail, but will do so at the earliest opportunity
and forward them to you.
I have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
IJANSING B. "MIZNER.
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JJ[r. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.

No. 131.J

LEGATION OF THEUNI'l'ED STATF.S,

Gautemala,, July 31, 1890. (lteceived Aug·nst 14-.)
SIR: On the morning of the 28th instant I received telegram~ from
Lientenant-CommandPr G('orge 0. Reiter, commanding the war ship
Ranger, and Lieutenant-Commander Charles II. Stockton, commanding
the war ship Thetes, that their vessels had arrived at the port of 8an
,Jose, in this repn hlic.
In reply I invited these officers to visit this legation, and sent the
secretary of legation on the same afternoon to receive them at that
port.
They responded by coming to the capital on tlJC 29th instant, with
members of their Rtail', were received by me, and on the following day
were presented formally to the Presideut. o.f Gautemala and his cabinet
ministers.
The moral effect of the visit of these officers npon the Government
and citizens generally seems to ha\e been most valuable and to have
elicited expressions of cordial approval.
They returned to their ships this morning with the intention of
remaining at the port for such length of time as circumstances may
demand their presence.
I have, etc.,
LANSING D. MIZNER.

JJ!r. Whm·ton to Jllr. Jlliznc?·.
[T6legram.1

DgPATI.Tl\.J:ENT OF STATE,
lVai~hington, July 31, 1890.

1'vir. Wharton instructs l\Ir. Ryan, at the City of Mexico, to telegraph
Mr. Mizner that the Department directs him to proceed to San ,J osc de
Guatemala immediately, there to await further instructions, after providing for communication with the naval vessels of the United States
at that port and arranging prompt telegraphic facilities with the legation at Guatemala City, and thence with :Mr. H:van, at the City of
Mexico. Also to answer this instruction through the legation in
Mexico promptly.

JJlr. Wharton to JJ[r. Jlfizner.
[Telegram.]

DEPART}1ENT OF STATE,

lVashington, tTnly :n, 1800.
Mr. Wharton requests the office oftlw Central and South American
Telegraph Company, at GalYeston, Tex., to telegraph a message in
cipher to Libertad, with directions to forwaru it by water, at the first
opportunity, to the captain of the Ranger for l.'VIinister Mizner, at San
Jose de Guatemala, to the following effect: Mr. Mizner is di,·ected by·
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Mr. Blaine, after opening communication, to secure its continuance, by
the Ranger or Thetis, via Acajutla or Libertad, and maintaining it with
Guatemala Oity; to use his good offices with the Government there, as
well as with the Government of Salvador, for the restoration of peace;
but to restrict himself to that duty solely; offering to advise in an
urgent but friendly and impartial sense, and not to dictate. Mr.
Wharton adds that Mr. Mizner should make known to either Government his insistence on the inviolability and privileged transmission of
his correspondence with the legatiun in Mexico and the Department at
Wa~:;hington.

JJ[r. Jll,izner to JJ[r. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, August 1, 1890.
.Minister Mizner telegraphs from l\fenton to Minister Ryan, to be communicated to the Secretary of State, that he is in direct communication
with San Jose. both by telegravh and railroad, and can communicate
with naval officers there, the distance being about 70 miles. Telegraph
lines do not pass through San Jose, except the branch from Menton,
which latter place is headquarters.

M1·. Wharton to Mr. Mizner.
No. 142.]

DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,

1Vaskington, August ~, 1890.
SrR: The Department has received your No.117, of the2d ultimo, in
relation to the Uentral American disturbances. The proclamation of
President Bari1las, of 27th June last, which ;you inclose, bas been read
with the interest which naturally attaches to so important a document.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM:

F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.

JJ[r. Wharton to lJlr. llfizner.
[Telegram.J

DEPARTl\IENT OF STATE,

A.'llgust 4, 1800.
Mr. Wharton informs 1\fr. Ryan of the receipt of Mr. Mizner's telegram of the 1st instant, through the legation in Mexico, and instructs
him to telegraph Mr. Mizner that the Department cous1ders it necessary
for him to go to SanJose and place himself in communication with the
Government of Salvador through the United States naval vessels at
that port, as well as with the Guatemalan Government, in order that he
may offer his good offices to both countries.
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Mr. Jltizner to lllr. Blaine.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, August 4, 1890. (Received August 21.)
SIR : As a part of the history of the overture for peaee between Salvador and Guatemala on the part of the representatives from Costa lUca
and Nicaragua, I now have the honor to inclose to you herewith a copy
of tbe address of Senor Jose Maria Castro, minister from Costa Rica,
accredited on a special mission of peace to the republics of Guatemala
and Salvador, made to the President of Guatemala on the lbth ultimo,
together with copy of that Ligh official's reply to the same, and translation into English of both.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

No. 132.]

[Inclosure 1 in No.

132.-Tr:m~>lation.]

.1.llr. Castro to P1·esiclent Ban/las.

f A(ldrN1s prE>sE>ntecl to His Excellency the President of the republic of GnatE'mnla

by the minister
plt>nipotentiary and enYov extraordinary from Costa Hica, upon tho occasion of his oflicial reception before the Government of Guatemala.. July 16, lb90.]

MosT ExCEl.LENT Sm: Tho President of Costa Rica, actnated by sentiments of
fraternity towards our common country of Central America, bas with much pleasure
o1fered to Your Excellency his friendly services in order to see if it might be possible
to attain ihe reestablishment of constitutional law an order in the republic of
Salvador, and with this object in view has accredited to the other republics of
Central America tbe legation, of which I have tbo lwnor to be tbe chief.
The fact that forces of this republic, as well as those of Salvador, are now occupying their respe~tive frontiers at the risk of becoming involved in a fratricidal
struggle, fatal to tbe interests .of both 1)arties, as well as to the whole of Central
America, made me determine to come first before the Government of Your Excellency,
present my credentials,all(l set forth the urgency of tbe reasons that tbe Government
of Costa Rica has for proposing, with lively solicitude, arrangements for the preservation of peace which should alw:~ys exist uetween these sister nations.
And the t.ruth is, most excelleut Sir, that it is difficult to set forth or outline the
actual prefient situation, for it is not evident to tbe eyes of foreign goveruments, nor is it
well understood in Central America, what are those grave reasons which 'vouid justify an open disastrous rupture; and yet, on account. of tbe war-like attitude presented by the republics of Guatemala, Honduras, and Salvador, this opon rnptnre
would seem imminent, an event that would cov<'r them with opprobrium in tbe e~'es
of tbe civilized world, were it for no other reason than that of occurring between
states that only yesterday signed a solemn treaty of union .
.My Government l1as been really surprised to see the diz;r,ying rapidity with which
preparations for war are being made at the very moment when all possibilit) of warfare in Central America seemed further off than ever before,' not only on account of
the strong desire for union, but more especially in view of tbe astonishing advancement of these countrieP., notably that of Guatemala, under tbe mo1·e favorable condi1ions of a few years of univen;al peace; and, moreover, in view of the circumstance
that tbe Government of Your Excellency, as well as that of Honduras, gave so eloquent an expression to their desire for the welfare and prosperity of Salvador by directing to those of Costa Rica and Nicaragua an exh~rtation to endeavor to restore
peace and legitimate government, w bich a local disturbance had threatened to interrupt in that neighboring republic.
My Government has hastened to respond to this exhortation in the firm conviction
that only by a religious respect for republican institutions and by tbe establishment
of absolute contidence in the permanence of the rights amll i berties of the people ean
tbe progress and advancement of a State be assured, and that in the natural course
of its development or unfoldment will be realized the union of these republics and
the regeneration of tl1e fatherland of Central America. \Var, on the contrary, places
this ideal f~rtber and farther oft'; and only with ineffable grief could my Government
view this abortive outbreak of anti patriotic spirits.
I am sure that Your Excellency will be the first in tbe efforts that are being made to
avoid a conflict, because Your Excellency and your iUnstrious Government will never
ignore the reasons that militate in favor of peace, nor r·enounce the glory of having
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preserved it. Oh! you certainly never can renounce so great a glory! War scatters
among the nationli t.he seeds of animosity and hatred-the germs, almost always, of
future cruel cuufiicts-and never fails to create separation and antagonism. War
consumes the accumulated resources destined for the unfoldmeRt of the public wealth
and the growth of the internal well-being of the nations; and that which is still
more lameutable than all this, it awakeli ~:~:wage passions, sensuality, selfishness, and
brute force, and tlwse take the place of disiutere&ted patriotism and universal jm;tice.
But aside from these considerations, most excellent Sir, the evils of war become
much more aggravated, as far as Central America is concerued, on account of specjal
circumstances. The absence of motives tha.t would justify it on the part of Guatemala would make the integration of Central America by peaceful means at a later
period much more difficult-that union which lias been the constant and earnest desire
of Your Excellency ever since the day of inauguration of your Government and with
it the establishment of order and peace.
You, Sir, assumed 1llc reins of power upon the death of General Don Justo Rufino
Barrios. Your appearance at the summit of power was the signal of peac~; it was
the proclamation of 11eace to the soil that you loved. Such a precedent leads my
Government to hope that the mil:;sion entrusted to me may have a happy outcome,
and to believe in the sincerity of those notable words that appear in tbe columns of
your official daily: "Guatemala no qui ere ]a Guerra-Guatemala does not desire
war." 'l'hos~ words, which I applaud with enthusiasm, stand as a rebuke aml a protest agaim,t those who attribute to your honorable Government sinister designs upon
the autonomy of the republic of Salvador. 'Those words of "peace," which went
forth from your lips on the day of your inauguration, are again repeated by you today under circumstances the most solemn and important, and those words are the
greatest glory of yonr political lignre. For those words I congratulate you and the
peo1>le of Guatemala in the name of the Government and people of Co~ta Rica.

lrnclosure 2 in No. 132-Translation.)

P1·csidcnt Barillas to M1·. Castro.
[Reply of President Barillas to the foregoing address.]

Mr. MINISTER: I receive with benevolence the autograph letter by which you are
accredited in the capacity of envoy extraordinary aud minister plenipotentiary from
the republic of Costa H.ica before the Government of Guatemala, aud I cordially congratulate you upon the honor which, with just reason, the chief of t-hat sister section
had bestowed upon the distinguished citizen, who, having rendered important services to hts country, bas received from his Government the mission of advocating the
tranquility of Salvador, and for the peace of uat.io~1s unite<l. by fraternal bonds.
'.fhe ample aml well digested address of Your Excellency, relative to the peace and
the beneficial results of general tranquility for all Central America, finds, on the part
of my Government, the most perfect reciprocity; for, indeed, Mr. Minister, no enlightened Government can <l.<:'sire war in adverse exchange for the benefits of peace.
Under the benign iufluences of order and regularity of administration have accrued
to Central America the advantages of agricultur'=', commerce, and industry to such
an extent that the JHoduction of our five republics together stands on an equal footlug with the most advanced in all Latin America. ,
Thanks to the liberal and progressive institutions of Guatemala, thet:e have been
effected in this country many improvements; and thanks to her sincerely fraternal
policy, prosperous days have been reached for the union of Central America. My administratiou, indeed, struggling against serious difficulties, has aimed to succeed in
establishing a frank system of progress, of liberty in every sense, and of intimate and
cordial union, free from all preponderance of any kind among the states of Central
Am~rica.

The late events in Salvador, already con<lemtH'n by all enlightened people, place
in au anonmlons po1-1ition; for it is well known that whatever happens in
that neighhoring state, whether prosperous or adverse, has a powerful reflex influence, direct or indirect, upon the situation in this republic, as well a~; in each of the
ot.her Ceutral American sta.t<'s; for, as history demonstrates, an irregular government
in t.hat republic has, as an immediate consequence, a pernicious intluence, not only
upon Gnatt-"mala, but upon every other Aection of tlw ancient fatherland.
'The situation is for us all the more difficult in the present circumstances, inasmuch
as our republic is, both by po1mlation and constitution of elements, the elder sister
of the five Central American states; and, in he1· character as such, she can not accept
~uatemala
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the respon!libility of having viewed with indiftcrence such actions as those that have
lately taken place in Salvador. which she is obliged to regard as an insult, not only
tons, but al!lo in the face of all civilized nations.
Your Excellency must not, therefore, be surprised at the gathering of forces raised
for the maintenance of order; and much less will yon be surpr1sed when you reflect
that from all these warlike preparations the peace and tranquillity, not only of Guatemala, but of all Central Amerioa,, will result. 'l'his action on our part, promptetl
alike by propriety and the general security of the country, must not be regarded as
opprolrdum and worthy of censure; it is, on the contrary, the evidence of foresight
for the prevention of evils which, with an incautions and too confident line of conduct, might confront U!l-not only us who live on this side of the Rio Paz, but all
who dwell on Central American soil. And it is my firm conviction and belief, Mr.
Minister, that, when the civilized world shall see that we do not hesitate to make
sacrifices in order to extricate ourselves from the evil influence of the men who in
Salvador hM e posse~;scd themselves of power, it will justify the dignified anu decorous attitude which, on behalf of all in this unfortunate emergency, has been assumed
by t,he elder sister of the republics of Central America.
'Var is indeed an abortion of anti-patriotic spirits. All cherish and ought to
desire peace. At the same time, unfortunatel~T' it often happens that peace can be
attained only by means of war, grievous and painfn l though it be. Guatemala has no
<lesire for Ruch au e~tremo measure. She has, t4ercfore, limiteu her operations to
the inspection of her frontiers, and, forel:leeing worse disasters, has exhorted her sisters to unite with her in preventing the evils that might bo produced by tho grave
(listurbance that has taken place in Salvador. Nobody ~an desire an armed conflict.
Nor tlo we profess or pretend to do so, because to it are opposed humanitarian sentiments and tho interests of commerce, industry, and our flourishing agriculture. But
shall we evade the responsibility and decline to fight should it become necessary?
It is to be deeply regretted that in these solemn moments a conflict with Salvador
should ha vo arisen. Guatemala has made unparalleled efforts in favor of the union of
Central America. My Government has taken pains to aid in the realization of this
ideal. It has not hesitated at any sacrifice that might be necessary in order to attain
it. Yet, at the very moment in which we were about to put in force the '·treaty of the
union," the old monster, the revolutionary hydra, makes his appearanco aud puts
obstacles iu the way of its completion! This, Senor Minister, is one of the greatest
e..vils that could have resulted from the scandalous deeds of the 22d of Jnlle; but,
notwithstanding all this, I can assure you that my Government, faithful to its policy,
will spare uo eft'ort in order that the labors and eft'orts undertaken with this object
in view shall bear fruit, aud yield all that has been expected or could be hoped for.
l\Ir. Minister, my Government, upon assuming power, pronounced the word "peace."
That sacred word is still its motto and its laudmark. "Peace" wo still continue to
pronounce, because it is the prime necessity of all peoples. IIoweyer, peace must be
<.lccorons and dignified. Nay, more; in the circnmbtances that now exist it must
be permanent and beneficent towards all Centra,l America.
Mr. Mini~ter, allow me again to congratulate you on the sound aml wholesome
propositions that yon have uttered and set forth, and I hove that a happy outcome
may crown the n,oble efforts that you a.re making in fulfillment of your mission.

lJtr. 1lHznm· to Jllr. Blaine.

No. 133.]

LEGATION Oli' ·~rnE UNn'ED ST.A'l'ES,

Gua,temala, .Augu.st 4, 1800. (Received August 21.)
SIR: Referring to my dispatches numbered 120 and 126, of the 16th
a11d 28th of last month, on the subject of the seizure of arms from the
Pacific mail steamer Col·i ma by this Goverumeut, I have the honor to
report that, in addition to tbe earnest YerbaJ appeal made to me by
Seilor Sobral on the 15th of July in reference to those arms, he subse.
quently, and on the same day, wrote to me a note, of which inclosure
No. 1 is a copy ; lwnce my telegram to yon of the 16th of July. On
the next <lay I met Senor Sobral at his office in tbe presence of the
gentlemen mentioned in my note of the 27th ultimo, including tbe agent
of the :Pacific Mail Company, when the minister stated that his atten....,

.
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tion had for the first time been called to the 17th articie of the con
between his Government and that Company, reading as follows:
The C')mpauy uin<ls itself not to permit troops or munitions of war to be carried
on board of its steamers from auy of the port.s of call to the ports of, or a<ljacent to,
Guatemaln, if there be reason to believe that these materials may be used against
Guatemala, or that war or pillage is intended.

This simplified the matter, and it was promptly agreed between us
that the a1·ms in question shonl(l be store(} in San Jose, to my care or
that of the United States consular agent there, or sent to some neutral
}lOft.

On the 18th of Jnly the arms were forcibly seized by this Government
as the Pacific Mai1 Company was in the act of transferriug them from
the steamer Colima, bound south and in the direction of Salvador, to
the steamer O'ity of Sydney, bonml north and in the opposite direction
from Salvado...r, for the avowed purpose of depositi11g them in a neutral
port, according to the requ,est of Seilor Sobral, as expressed in inclosure
No.1.
•
The arms were immediately sent to this city by rail and placed in the
bands of the military and pol ice force, being conspicuou~1y paraded
through the streets to the irritation of Americans and the unfavorable
comments of other.~.
Ou the 24th of July I called on Seiior Sobral, complaining of the
seizure, and under~tood him to say that the matter would be promptly
arrauged and to my ~atisfaction.
Not hearing from him as I <>xpected, 011 the 27th of Jn1y I addre1:;sed
him a note, of which inclosure Nq. 2 is a copy.
Seiior Sobral called on Tuesday, the 2Dth of July, at this legation,
again giving me to understand that, as soon as a report could be bad
from tl.Je commander of the port on the subject, all would be properly
settled.
On the 1st instant I received a note from that minister, a copy of
which is inclosed herewitb, numbered 3, in which be makes the report
of the commander of the port the su~ject of his communication witbout
comment, the courtesy of which under all the circumstauces I am inclined to question.
To this last communication I revlied on the 2d iustant, as per copy
of inclo:o;ure herewith, lttunbercd 4.
I bave, etc.,
LANSING H. l\hZNEI~.

[Inclosure 1 iu No. 133.-Transhttion.]

Mr. Robral to .lh·. Jllizncr.
NATIONAL PALACE, Gutttemcila, ,July lG, lr:\90.
EXCELLENT Sin: I have tho honor to refer to the interview had with Your Excellency this d:ty, and to ro'JllCHt yon, if you see proper, to dictate tho dispatch whirh
in that interview yon were pleased to ofl'er me relative to a detentiou of the steamer
Colima in tho port of San .J oso for three more days than t.he Government has a right to
detain her nncler t.he contract enterediuto with the Pacific Mail Company, with tho
nl!derHtandin~ that the e.·pcnse occa~Sioned by the delay shall be covered hy the Government (oportu,namcnte), at the same time reit"'rating to Your Excollenc~· the reqne~t
which I made to yon, to the effect that the arms which the said steamer Colima
brings may uot be disembarked in any port of the republic of SalYa.dor, but in wme
ueutral port.
In the name of the Government, I give to your excellency in advance the most
expressive thanks for this importaut service, and I am pleased to assure you once
more that wit.h distiu~nished considera.tiou anu particular appreciation
I am, etc.,
E. M:. SOBRAL,
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 133.]

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Sobral.
LEGATION OI!' Tim UNITED STATI~s.

Guatemala, Jnly 27, lt!90.

Sm: Referring to onr very cordial interview of last Thurscla.v on the subject of the
seizure of certain anHs and annnnuitiou by Your Excellency's Government on the
18t,h instant from a Pacific mail steamer in tho harbor of San Jose, I can but regret
that Your Excellency lias not seen -proper to COHtmnuicate with me in relation thereto,
as I undersloOtl you 'to say you woulu do at once, and l>efore it shonl<l become necessary for me to take any action under the telegraphic instrnctious I bad received from
·washington, which were in answer to the dispatch I had sent at Your Ex~ellency's
rCilliCSt.
I do not feel at liberty to delay compliance with my instructions in the premises,
and sincerely trust that Your Exce1lency will inform me before Wednesday next of
tlte position of your Government as to the seizure, cousi(lering at the same time the
agreement entere<l into by Your Excellency and m.vself in the presence of ministers
c\nguiano and tialazar, Mr. Sarg, and Mr. Levericll, the agent of the Pacific Mail
Company, to the eilect that the arms shonld be stored in San Jos6 or sent to a neutral port, and that while the company was in the act of returning t.he arms to a nortllern neutral port Yo.ur Excellency'!S Governmrnt seized them and llas since transported
them to this city, placing them in the hands of your military force for use against a
naLion with which my Government is at pt,ace.
It is Hcarcely necessary for me to assure Your Excellency of the entire impartiality
of my Govemmeut in this matter, and that, if the position had been reversed, and
Sah·:ulor had, prior t.o a declaration of war, seizo<l arms 1lestine<l for Guatemala, the
same conrso would have been pursued as is thought just and proper now.
I have, etc.,
LANSING

B.

MIZNER.

[1nclosuro 3 in No. 133.-Translation.]

llfr. Sobral to Mr. Mizner.
NATIONAL PALACE, Guatemala, Augusll, 1890.
EXCF.LLENT SIR: In answering your favor of the 27th of last month, I have the
houor to transmit the report on the subject to which yon refer, made by the commaudaut of the port of San Jose, wllich says:
''GUATEMALA, July ;_H, 1890.
"Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to inform you that on the 17th instant the
steamer Colin~a anchored in the port of San Jose, proceeding from San Francisco,
hringiitg 200 Winchester ritles and 50,000 cartridges for the Government of Salvador,
and <lestined to he disembarked at Acajntla.
"At that time it was public that the troops of Guatomala confronted those of Salvador on our front.ier on account of tlle evelltR of tbe 2:M of June, and that an outbreak was inevitable ou account of the coutiuncd provocation of the forces of the
Sal vadoriuns. Under these circumstances I demanded (pedi) of the captain of the
C'olimtt that he deliver the hnns to me, because, uotwithstandiug there had been no
formal declaration of war in the usual ·w ay, there coulcl be no donbt that war wa~:J
auout to commence at an:v moment on account of the hostile acts of Salvador which
bad already taken place by tiring upon onr forces.
"The captain of the Colitna, not believing himself authorized to decide the question, referred it to the agent of the company in Central America, Mr. l .. everich.
"The City of Syclney also anchored in San Jose, and .M:r. Leverich saw fit to agree
with our Govermuent, as he i uformcd me, to reslli p the arms and cartridges on the
Sydney with a view to their return to San Francisco; bnt Mr. Leverich directed Agent
Jones at San Jos6 t.o oruer tile captain of the Sydney to leave the saitl arms at Acapulco, which was not as agreed npou, and this circumstance decided me to possess
myHelf of the arms for the better ~Security of the republic.
''The fact was the capture of <t launch of the Agency Company of Guatemala,
manne(l by sailor;:; of the country, as the arms were being transferred from one ship to
the other, without any breach of the courtesy always ouserved by us for the American
flag. If we have commenced to have a want of confidence in the impartiality of the
employes of the PaciLic Mail Company, it is on accouut of tlle repeateu acts of hostilit~'
they have observed towarus Guatemala.
F R 90--4
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"The steamer San Juan transported troops from La Union to Acajutla and emigrants of Honduras from Curinto to La Union on Ler last trip, which is proof of what
I have said.
"This is all I have to report to the minister, reiterating the protestations of appreciation, etc.,
'' HI~NRY TORIELLO,
" Commander of the P01·t of San Jose.
"Mr. MINISTEH Olf FOREIGN RELATIONS, Present."
With distinguished consideration and appreciation, I have the honor to subscriuo
Your Excellency's Yery attentive and obedient servant,
E. MARTINEZ SOBRAL.
His J<~xcellt>ncy L. B. MIZNER,
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the Uniletl Stutes of America, Present.

m~'self

[Inclosure 4 in No. 133.]

Mr. Miznm· to Mr. Sobral.
GUATEMALA, August 2, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: In acknowledging the receipt of Your Excellency's corumunication of
yesterday, I can but express surprise and regret at the substitution of a report of the
commander of tho port of San Jose for au answer to 1ny note of the 27th ultimo on the
sn hject of the seiznre of certain arm~'! on tho American steamer Colima, especially so
when the report fails to respond to the real quest,ions which I hall the honor to submit for Your Excellency's consideration, such as my inquiry as to the position Your
J<~xcellency's Government intended to take regarding the seizure; the agreement
Yonr Excellency entered into with me concerning the storing of the arms in question
in San Jose or in a neutral port; the fact that the arrangement was the result of au
earnest request finoJt mJtde to my Government by Your Excellency, etc.
Tho opinion of th very gentlemanly commander of the port as to a state of war,
or the good faith or impartiality of tho Pacific Mail Steamship Company, I suggest
are immaterbtl, or were merged in the very friendly agreement above referred to.
I am, however, instructed to say to Your Excellency that my Government perceives
no international right on the part of Guatemala to seize the arms referred to, and
that their continue(l detention must therefore be at her own risk, and that my Governnient cannot consent to the seizure, nor countenance injuries by Guatemala, against
our own citizens or their property, and, further, that a declaration of war can not .
validate a prior unlawful seizure.
Reg-retting that the arms have not been withdrawn from the bands of your military force in the streets of this city and deposited in the United States consular
agency at Sa.n.Jos6, or reshipped to a neutral port, in conformity with our understanding, I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

Mr. JJJizncr to JJI'r. Blaine.
No. 134.]

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNITED S'I'ATES,

Gu,atemala, August 4, 1890. (Received August 21.)
SIR: Referring to my No. 130 of the 31st of last month, I have the
honor to inclo8e herewith copy and transl:;ttion of the correspondence
between the minister of Nicaragua and the minister for foreign relations
of Guatemala., dated, respectively, the 25th and 27th of July last, for
the purpose of keeping you informed as to the opinions entertained by
those officials, especially as to that of Guatemala.
The news of recent battles may have worked some changes in their
views, as there seems to have been quite a conflict between the opinion
expressed to me by the President on the 26th of July, to the effect that
H Salvador must surrender her last gun to him and pay the expenses of
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the war," and that expressed by his minister under his direction on the
next day, as shown by the inclosure herewith.
I inclose to you, also, copy and translation of a telegram ::;;ent by the
ministers of Nicaragua and Costa Rica to General Ezeta, the Provisional President of Salvador, on the subject of good offices, which telegram included copies of the correspondence referred to in my No. 130.
As ~'et no answer has been receiveu from General Ezeta.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. 1\liZNEH..
[Inclosure 1 in No. 131.-Translation.]

.lllinister ft·ont Nicam!JIU£ to the minister of foreign 1'lcations of Guatemala.
LI<:GATION OF NICARAGUA,

Guatemala, July 25, 18!)0,
Mr. MINISTER: I have had the honor to receive yonr courteons communication of
the 24th instant, in which Your Excellency confirms the news contained in the official
papers on the unhappy events in the Salvador frontier and expres!les the motives
tllat compelled your Government to come into war with that Republic, in spite of
all the means t.!led in order to avoid a war that must be disastrous for the whole of
Ceutral America.
Your Excellency adds, that w i.th the plausible object of avoiding war, the convention
of peace of the 21st (19Lh) instant was madtl uctween Your Excellency's Government
and the legations of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, to which the Government of Honduras adhered; and that, in accordance with its object, the Guatemalan forcet:J on the
frontier had received strict orders to keep in a. watching attitude; but that, doubtlessly, with the intention of frustrating said convention as far as the cessation of
the Government de facto of General Nzeta is concerned, the Salvadorian troops,
which would constantly provoke the Guatemalans, invaded at last Atescatempa,
Guatemalan territory, and, as it was unprotected, they cruelly murdered women and
children and set fire to the place.
Your Excellency goes on to say that before such abominable deeds took place the
Government de facto of Salvador made incendiary utterances against Guatemala and
armed the Guatemalan refugees with the idea of upsetting order in this Republic,
and that, it ueing the duty of your Government to resist by all means the violation of its territory, and not feeling disposed to regard with indifference that
all the iuhauitm:tts of the Repnulic, regardless of age and sex, should be continually threatened by the savage vandals that have been set against Guatemala.
by the despott:J that have seized power in Salvador, such events place your Government in the necessity of accepting war in defense of national honor and integrity,
and of its most sacred rights, protesting uefore the world against the authors of
such a fratricidal w1r and leaving all responsibility on the per!lons that have led the
Salvador people to such an extreme. Your Excellency ends by giving assurances that
all neutral persons and interests shall be respected; that war shall be limited to obtain
the reestablishment of peace and welfare in Central America, putting to play for this
purpo~e all the facilities accorded to international law and demanded by the peculiar circumstances of tile countries that occupy this part of the American continent.
I can not but deeply regret, Mr. Minister, the events Your Excellency acquaints me
with; but, since it bas been irnpossiule to prevent war, I trust that the convention
we have had the honor of signing shall lead to the recsta.ulishment of order and of a
lawful government in Salvador; for this alone, nuder the present circumstances,
can secure the peace and welfare of Central America, as Your Excellency mentious,
and Ibis would be the only response to the spirit of Central American feeling with
which the events in Salvador have inspired Guatemala, and which the other Repuulics
promptly indor!led by sending their delegates, wl10 made the convention referred to.
Oo snch conHideration it would be highly satisfactory to me, in informing my Government of the note I have the honor to answer, as Your Excellency wishes me to
do, to be enabled at tho same time to assure that, in spite of the war so unforesceuly
broken out, which I deeply lament, the diplomatic convention shall be carried ou,
which, in my opinion, provides for the trne interest of Central America. 'l'o tbiM
eil'ect, I would requebt Your Excellency to make an explicit declaration in coufi.rmation of my judgment.
I remain, etc.,

G.LAmos.
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Minister of Foreign Relations of Guatemala to the Minister from .Nicaragua.
GUATEl\IALA, J1tly 27, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: Yesterday I ha<l tho honor of receiving your courteous note of the
25th instant in answer to my memorandum relative to the acceptance of the
unjust war bronJ!ht against Guatemala by the Government de f«cto of the neighboring Republic of Salvador.
As it might be expected, from your eleva.ted feelings and frorn the spirit of Central
Americanism which animates the Government of Nicamgua, as well as the ot.hero that
signed or adhere"l to the convention of the 21st instant, Your ExcellmlCy can not but
deeply regret t.be {'.vents referred to in my note of the 24th. Your Excellency says, since
it has been impossible to prevent war, Your Excellency trusts that the convention
referred to shall lead to the reestablishment of order and of a lawful Government m
Salvador; for this alone, under the present circumstances, min secure peace and prosperity in Central America, thus responding to the brotherl;}~feelingGnatemalawasactuated
by ou the occasion of the events in l;alvador, which the other republics promptly
indorserl, sending t.heir delegates, who made the convention referred to. On such
consideration, Your Excellency adds, it would be highly satisfactory, in informing
your Government of my note, to be in a position at the same time to assure that, in
spite of the war so unforeseenly broken ont, which Your Excellency deeply laments,
the diplomatic convention shall be carried on, which, in your opinion, provides for
the true interest of Central America; for which purpose Yonr Excellency requests
that my Govermuent shouhl make an explicit declaration in confirmation of your
judgment.
I have received instructions from the President of this Republic to tell Your Excellency that the Government of Guatemala thinks that the diplomatic convention ol
the 21st instant, if strictly obsern~d, would lead to. the reestablishment of order
and peace, accol'(ling to republican principles, whicu, in prescribing uuconditional
obedience to the conAtitution, furnish the only means of returniu~ Salvador to legal
government, imparting to that sister Republic awl to the others in Central America
t.he tranquillity so urgently wanted.
Accordingly, although said convl3ntion has not legal force, not having been ratified yet by the Governments of Nicaragua. and Costa Rica (a ratification necessary
to consider it strictly binding), I must ISay tllat said convention contains the e~acJ;
views of Guatemala in the present emergency, and that, therefore, the same purposes
to abide by its stipulations, provided, though, that the other high contracting
part.ies will strictly fulfill thl'ir enp:agements, as it i~:~ to be expected, about which
I request Your Excellency, as far as Nicaragua is concerned, to make an explicit statement in confirmation of t.his opinion, hoping to get a simihtr statement from His
Exc{lllency the minister for Costa Rica, to whom; for this purpose, I send a copy of
this note.
I am, etc.,
E. MAUTINEZ SOBRAL,

[Inclosure 2, in No. 134.]

GUATEMALA, JltlJI 30, 1890,
'fo Gen. CARLOS EZETA, Santa A1ut:
In fulfillment of instrnctions from the Governments of Costa Rica and Nicaragua,
which we have respect.Ively the honor to represent, we have solicited the help and
cooperation of the diplomatic corps accret1ited in Central America for the mediation
we have decided to offer in order to pnt an end to the disastrous war which unfor·
tunately has broken out between Guatemala and Salvador.
For this purpose, in the name of our Governments, we have addressed to said diplomatic corps the following communication:
"LEGATIONS OF COSTA RICA AND NICARAGUA,
" Guatemala, JuJy 30, 1890.
"Sm: Accepting the invitation addressed by Guatemala to the other Republics in
Central America, in order that they should cooperate with their influence to the reestabli!!hment of peace and order in Salvador, the Governments of Nicaragua and
Costa Rica have done us the honor of appointing us envoys extraordinary and ministet·s plenipotentiary to Gnatema.la. With the view of fulfilling the end of our
mission, we signed the diplomatic convention with the Government of Guatemala
that Your Excellency kuows.
"Unfortunately, war bas broken out before such convention could be put into effect,
and in such an emergency, earnestly desiring to avoid the havoc of a struggle be·
tween sister countries, and in fulfillment of one of the principal objects of our mission, we have decided to ofl'er our mediation, and we hop0 that, inspired, as our Ex-
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cellency is, with the warmest sympathy towards these countries, Your Excellency will
cooperate in the form that may be found most suitable for the attainment. of this
humane end.
"As circumstances are so pressing, as Your Excellency knows, we request Your Excellency that any resolution that may be arrived at should be communicated to us
with as little delay as possible.
''We are, etc.,
"Jos:i!: MA. CASTRO AND G. LARIOS."
The answer to the foregiug note was as follows:
" GUATEi:\1ALA, July 30, 1890.
"Messrs. MINISTERS: In answer to the courteous note Your Excellencies addressed
to us under to day's date, we beg to inform Your Excellencies that, inspired with the
most earnest wish to contribute as mnch as possible to the reest,ablishmeut of peace
between the Republics of Gnatetnala and Salvador, we a.re disposed to intcrpo8e our
good offices, without any delay, in the form that may seem most agreeable and conciliatory.
"In view of the gravity of circumstances, we purpose at once to tender our good
offices to this GoYernment for the reestablishment of peace, within tho limits of
neutrality, and the respect pne to its full, free action.
"As regards the Provisional Government of Salvador, we wish to know whether
it is disposed or not to accept the diplomatic mediation Your Excellencies refer to;
and perhaps your cooperation might assist us in finding what is the exact disposition
of General Ezeta, as well as in letting us know who is the person that is to represent
him in a matter we are so directly concerned in, taking into consideration the x·epresentative character we are invested with towards that Republic, as well as therespect and duties inherent thereto. For the latter purpose we shall be moAt happy to
confer with Your Excellencies, and assure Your Excellencies that we will omit no
means within our power to aid in the attainment uf such noble purposes as contained
~your note.
''We are, etc.,
"LANSING B. MIZNER,
"United States Jlfin ,ister.
"JULIO DE .ARELLANO,
"Jltiniste1· for Spain.
,, L. ltEYNAUD,
" Chm·g6 d' Affah·es fm· Fmnce.
·'ARTHUR CHAPMAN
" II. n. M's .. Icling Charge (l' Affaires.
"PAUL SCHMAECK,
".ActtnrJ Charge d'Aj}'aires fm· Germany.

'

"To Their ExcPllenr.ies Don Jose Ma. Castro, minister for Costa Rica, Don Gilberto
for Nicaragua.
"'l'IJer"fore, in order to enable us to carry on onr purpose, we request you to be so
~i no as to let us know your views regardi ug the suggestions contained in the foregomg uotes.
"\Ve are your yery attentive and obedi(Jnt servants,
"JosE MA. CASTRO.
"G. LARIOS."
I~lrrios, miui~ter

lllr. Jllizner to Jllr. Blaine.
No. 135.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED ST.ATEs,

Guatemala, August 5, 1890. (Received Augm~t 20.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram,
tlnongh my colleague in Mexico, dated July 31, 1890.
.I desire, also, to confirm my telegram of August 1 to you through the
same source.
As I am in hourly telegraphic communication with San .rose and our
naval officers there, and within six hours by rail of that port, I assume
that you intended me to go to La Libert::.id, in Salvador, where the cable
lands and interruption occurs, in place of San Jose, where there is no
cable, but a branch land line from here.
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I will, therefore, in obedience to your supposed desire, visit La Lih
ertad in our war ship Thetis on Friday next, and make such arrangements for the free passage of our diplomatic correspondence as the
state of war there will permit.
I will also, if an opportunity presents, anrl even a government de facto
can be found, tender our good offices, as you direct.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

Mr. Afi.zner to 1lfr. Blaine. ·
· [Tclf,gram.]

LEGATION OF 1.'II'E UNITED ST.A'JES, CEN'fRAL AMERICA,

El Paso, rfe.JJ., A'lt[lll8t 5, 1890.
Mr. Mizner informs Mr. Blaine that General Ezeta declines the good
offices of the United States, and declares his intention of hoisting his
fiag in Guatemala City. He adds that Guatemala had the ad vantage
in the last [yesterday's] battles; gives advice of his own movements,
and reports the neglect of Guatemala to return the arms seized on the
Pacific Mail steamship Colima.

. llfr. lYharfon to Jl! r. Jlfizncr.

No.143.]

DEPA~TMENT OF STATE,

lVashivgton, August 5, 1890.
SIR: I inclose herewith, for yonr information, copies of communication~ addressed to this Department, by telegraph and mail, in regard to
the detention of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's vessel Colima at

San Jose de Guatemala and the seizure by the Guatemalan Government of certain arms on board in transit to a port of Salvador.
I also inclose copy of a telegram• from you to this Department on
the subject, which, as bas since been learned, was forwarded by the Guatemalan Government to its minister in the city of Mexico, and there
delin•red to Mr. Hyan to be thence repeated to Washington.
Upon rec(•iving the news of the expected detention of the stramer and
the proposed interference of the Guatemalan authorities with a part of
her lading as "contraband" in advance of any announced belligerent
status of either Guatemala or Salvador, the Department endeavored to
instruct yon by telegraph, and certain messages were dispatched to yon,
of which textual copies are appended. Notwithstanding that some of
these dispatches went hy way of the 1\Iexican lines, it is not known
that they or an~- of them actually reached you; at any rate, no response
whatever has been received from you on the subject of the Colirnn incident.
The letters of :Mr. J. B. Houston, president of the Pacific Mail Steam8llip Company, to this Department indicate that the Government of
Guatemala rests its claim to stop the arms upon a clause in its contract
with the company hy which the latter hound itself not to conn•y to
ports adjacent to Guatemala· any munitions which it has reason to be* See telegram from Mr. Mizner of July 16, 1890.
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lieve are intended to be used against Guatemala; and, on the other band,
that the company prefers· a direct claim against the Goverument of
Guatemala for lJreach of an arraugement for the reconveyance of the arms
in question to a Mexican port and their deposit there on the company's
storage-bulk, which arrangement is said to have been made by the company's agent with your knowledge and sanction.
In this connection, I transmit copy of a telegram from Mr. Ryan,
dated 29th ultimo, conveying statements in reg-ard to the seizure of the
arms in question which had been made to him uy the minister of
Guatemala in Mexico.
Your full report of the incident is awaited before the Department can
instruct you in the premises. If you have not acted upon the telegTapbic instructions sent you, you will await further advices before
doing so.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. 'VHARTON,
Acting Secretary.
[Inclosuro 1 in No. 1!3.-Telcgram.]

Mr. Houston to .M r. Blaine.
NF.W YORK, ,July 18, 1890.
Pacific Mail Steamship Company's steamer Colima left San Francisco for Panama
and intermediate ports on July 3. No war between Guatemala and Salvador had
been then declared, nor has any proclamation of war been made since. Colima had
on board as freight ~hipments of arms destined for portt~ in Salvador such as are
nsually carried. Steamer is detained by Guatemalan Government at Sa.n Jose de
Guatemala a.nd arms seized. We know of no lawful right to deta.in her. Are informed our minister has telegmphed you. Pleaile intervene immediately to procure
her release and surrender to us of the a.rms ta.ken. Kindlv advise us of the course
you intend to pursue, so that we may instruct our agent hi Guatemala. accordingly.
J. B. HOUSTON,

President.

(Inelosmc 2 in No. 143.-Telogram.]

il£1'. Lautabach to Mr. Blaine.
NF.w Yom::, July 20, 1890.
'Ve have received advices that a.rms on Colima have been coufisca.ted by Guatemalan authorities.
EDWARD LAUTF.RBACH.

Vice President Pacijic Mail Steamship Comj)any.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 143.-Tolegram.J

M1·. Houston to M1·. Blaine.
NEW YORK, .T1dy 21, 1890.
HM·e just received telegraphic information that Government of Guatemala has

SP;ized steam launch used for carrying passengers from stt>amcr to shore a.t San Jose,
in addition to confiscation of arms telegraphed yesterday. Please advise us if Department has intervened in our behalf.
.T. B. HousToN,
President Pacific Mail Steamship Uontpany.
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[Inclosnrc 4 in No. 143.-Tel'.Oigram.]

ltb-. Houston to Mr . .Adee.

Ngw YORK, July 23, 1890.
I<"ollowing telegram has jnst been received from our agent in Guatemala via, Acapulco, Mexico:
" Colima sailed July 18."

J.

n.

HousToN,
Pre::;ident.

[ Inclosnre 5 in X o. 143.1

Mr. IIoustvn to Mr. Blaine.
PACIFIC MAIL RTRA:\IRriiP C0:\1PANY,

New l'orlc, .July 2ti, ld!JO. (l{eceived July 28.)
Sm: Confirming the tc1cgrams heretofore sent yon by me relative to the seiznre at
San Jose de Uuate111ala of cases of arms on the steamsllip Colima belonging to this
company and the detention of the steamer, we desire to inform you of the particulars of that occurrence.
The Colima is an American built vessel, about 3,000 tons burden, belong-ing to the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, sailing under the American ilag. She left San
}'rancisco, July :3, 1890, on oue of her regular trips for Panama and nine way ports of
call on the Mexican and Central American coasts. Sho carried about HiO passengers
aud 1, 700 tons of cargo and the usual amount of mail, which is ordinarily quite heavy.
Some of these passengers and a large portion of the cargo were destined for New
York, to roach which point they wonld have to make connection a,t Panama and Aspinwall with the steamers of the company rnnuinl-{ on the Atl:tutic Ocean. Any detention of the Colirna would therefore result in a failure to make connection with such
steamers, and consequently in a loss of time to such passengers, and of money to the
owners of such cargo, claims for which may be pressed against the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company as owner of the vessel.
On the 16th of July the Colima arrived at San Jose de Guatemala; she was there
detained by the Government of that country for carrying contrauand, namely, arms
and ammunition, which bad been received on boartl the steamer at San Francisco as
freight in the usual course and as a customary shipment of merchawlise for ports in
Salvador. It is not an unusual thing for the company to receive ou its steamers,
both in San Francisco and in New York, arms and ammunition consigned to various
l)arties in the different republics of Central and South America.
Under the contract enterecl into between the Pacific Mail Steamship Company and
the Government of Guatemala for the carrying of mails and the keeping up of the
service of the company's stea.mer with the ports of Haid State, the company is prollibited from carrying arms and munitions of war which shall be consigned to any
adjoining ports where it (the company) has reason to lwlieve that the same are destined for a nation which is at war with Guatemala, or that the same are intended to
be used in the pillage of any portion of the territory of said State. No declaration
of war had at the time of the shipment of t~~Lid arms, or at tbe time of tho arrival of
the Colima at Guatemala, been proclaimed betw<'en Guatemala. and Salvador, anti
this company hnd no reason to believe that the arms so shippetl were to be used in
the pillage of any part oftbe Gnatemalan territory; on t.he coutra.ry, the Guatemalan
Government, on or about the 9th of .July, requested the Pacific Mail Steamship Company to charter to it (Guatemala) one of the company's steamers for the transportation of 2,000 soldiers from San Jos6 de Gnatemala, to Amapal:t! in Honduras, stating
that no breach of neutrality was intended, aml that no wa.r existNl or was impending.
The shipment of arms, as stated above, was of a like character with t~hipmeut.s which
are from time to time received by this company, and there were no reasons why, in
this particular instance, snch a shipment should not be received without violating
any of the terms of the contract bot ween the company and the Governmeut of Guatemala.
Further than this, we have been informed by the agent of the company at Guatemala that, while protesting against the action of the Government in detaining the
Colima and threatening to confiscate the arms objected to, he offorecl to have the
arms transported from the Colima to the company's vessel the City of Sy(hwy, which
arrived at the port of San Jose de Guatemala on the 17th day of July, ltl!JO, and have
them carried back up the coaHt to Acapulco, Mexico, and there store them on the
company's hulk .Alaska. 'l'his offer was at first accepted by the Government oOicials,
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but while the arms wore being transported from the Colima to the City of Sydney they
and the launch in which they were carried were seized and confiscated by tho <1fficers of the Government.
This action on the part of the Govern·ment officials was in direct violation not only
of the special agreement which they bad made with the agent of the company as to
the disposition of the arms, but also of the contract between the Government of
Guatemala and the Pacific Mail Steamship Company as to the freedom of the vessels
of this company from any detention and interference while in the ports of Guatemala.
It will be impossible for business to be carried on between the ports of the United
States and the countries of Central America if the Governments of those countries
from time to time make unwarrantable and arbitrary seizures of the vessels engaged
in such traffic, and this company, while desiring to express its appreciation of the
prompt action already taken by your Department in reference to this matter, asks
your further assistance in procuring the release of the cargo so seized, besides indemnity for the damage which has been sustained by this company in the seizure of
such cargo and the detention of such vessel.
The enforcement of such claims by your Department will doubtless result in the
appreciation by the governments of the various Central American states of the fact
that the Government of the United States of America is desirous 1.1f protecting allll
guarding the property and rights of its citizens, and that prompt action will be
taken by it in every instance to see that such property is secure from seizure and
such rights from violation.
·
We inclose a copy of a letter forwarded by this mail to the President of the Republic of Guatemala.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

.T. B.

HOUSTON,

rrc8idel!t.

[Inclosnrr..]

Ml'. Ho1tston to the P1·esident of Guatemala.
PACIFIC MAIL STEAl\1STIIP COMPANY,

New l'ork, Jnly 26, 1890.
To the President of the Rr]Jublic of Guatemala:

Iu aduition to the protest which has heen made to yonr Go,' ernmont hy the Pacific
Mail Steau1Rhip Company re~:,arding the seizure of the arms aml ammunHiou on board
the steamship Colima at San Jose <le Guatemala, on the loth day of Jnly, 1890, and
the detention of said vessel by tho representatives of yonr Government, we begleave herewith to submit to yon a statement of the particnlarR of that occurrence
and the claims of the eompa.ny for the damage which it has sustained thereby.
The steamship Colima, a. vessel sailing under the American flag, entered the harbor
of San Jo"e de Gna.tt~ma.la on the lGth da.y of July, umo, upon one of its n'gnlar trips
from Sau Francisco to Panama. She cani{'d a largo number of pasRengcrs and a
heavy cargo destined for various ports of Central and South America, anu also for
New York, to reach which latter place connection has to be made at Panama and
Aspinwall with the Rtca.mers rnnning on the Atlantic coast, whose time for 1:1ailing is
flefiuitely tixed; and any ueteHtion which may oecur to the sailing of the vessel ou
the Pacific Ocean will result in a failure to connect with the rt>g11lar steamers at
Aspinwall.
The right of the steamer Colima to enter the port of San Jose de Gua1 emala rested
not only upon the fact that sl1e was sailing under the .flag of a nation which was at
pea.ce with the Government of Guatemala, but also upon an express contract entered
into between the Government of Guatemala and the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
giving to the steamers of said company the privilege of entering tho ports of said
conntry without fear of detention or intorfert>nce by the Government ofticia.ls at
such ports. One of the provisions of this contract which we have referred to e.·prcssly
gi' es to the company the right to carry upon its vessels arms and munitions of war,
except such as were destined for neighboring ports where the company had good rP~L
sou to believe that such nation was at war with Guatemala, and that such arms and
ammunition were to be used in the pillage of any portion of Guatemala's territo!-y.
Notwithstanding tho rights secured to the vessel of a frienuly power by international comi.ty and the special provisi011s of the contract between the Government
of Guatemala. and the Pacific Mail SteamGhip Company, the Colima was subjected
to a search at said port, aml certain arms and ammunition which had been shipped
at San Francisco in the usual course of the business of the company aufl as a customary shipment of merchandise for the ports of Central America were seizell and
confiscated by the agents of your Government, and the steamer was detained and pre-
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ventecl from continuing on her voyage, ancl making tile calls at the various ports
which ~;he was scheuulefl to arrive, and the connection at Panama an(l Aspin
with the steamers for New York.
The seizure of these arms and the detention of the vessel were based solely upon
claim, as this company understands it, that they were being carried by this company,
with its connivance, to the Government of Salvador, which State your Government
at that time appeared to consider a hostile nation.
· The Pacific Mail Steamship Company has always claimed the right, and still insists
upon its privile~e, of duly complying with the demauus of the public, as it is in unty
bound to do as a common carrier, to receive and transport all merchanJise which is
offered to it and which it has the carrying capacity to accommodate.
At the time of the shipment of the merchandise in controversy upon the Colima
at San }.,ranciseo this company had no reason to believe that the consignment so
made was in any way in violation of the terms of the contract between yonr Government and the company, under which it was to have the freA access to the ports of
your country; and, in addition, no declaration of war had at that timn been made
against Salvador by your Government, the ~;hipment was made by private parties to
private parties in Salvador, and the company bad 110 know ledge of the intended use
of such arms or ammunition which would have warranted it in refusing to tranHport
such shipment and th ns make itself liable to claims for damage for refnNing to transport such goods when it bad ship room for them,
We would further state that about the 9th day of J nly yonr Government reqnestefl
this company to charter to it one of the company's steamers for the transportation of
2,000 soldiers from San Jose ue Gnatemala to Amapa.la, in Honduras, expressly stating at the time that no breach of neutrality was intended, and that no war existed
or was impending.
In addition to these circumstances, we desire to call your attention to the fact that
when the agents of yonr Government demanded that such goods should be surrendered to them on the gronml that they were contraband of war, the special agent of
thit4 company, Mr. Leverich, while pr0testing against the right of your Government
in any way to interfere with the freedom of the vessel or the transportation of such
arms and ammunition, in deference to the wishes as expressed by such agentR, agreed
to have such arms an<l ammunition transferre<l from the Colima to the City of Sydney, a steamer of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company which anived at San .Jose de
Guatemala on the 17t.h instant, in order that they might be conveyed back up the
coast to Acapulco, Mexico, and there stored upon the storeship Ala8ka, belonging to
said company, until the determination of the question as to whether or not the company should be allowed to transport them to their points of destination. This proposition was accepted by the representatives of your Government at San Jose, and the
arms .were actually in process of transshipment from the steamer Colima to the steamer
City of Sydney when they, as well as the launch in which they wero so bt>ing transferred, were seized and confiscated by the agents of that GoYernment.
'l'he company claims that this confiscation of the arms ancl ammunition and of the
launch, as well as the fletention of the steamer Colima, has been an unwarranted interference with the rights of a vessel sailing under the flag of a nation at peace with
your Government, a11d desires to inform yon that all the circumstances of this case
have been called to the attention of the Department of State of the United St.a.tes of
America, in OIYler that the demands of this company for the surrender of such arms,
ammunition, and launch, and tho release of said steamer, together with a. claim for
indemnity, shall be duly urged hy the Department of State.
The claim which the company has against your Government ari~ing out of this
occurrence amounts to the sum of $:)00,000, the payment of which is hereby demanded.
Very respectfully, etc.,
J. B. HousToN.
Jlnclosuro

(j

in No.

14~.1

JJlr. Houston to Jlb-. Blaine.
PACIFIC MAIL STRA?.rsnTr Co~rPAXY,

New York, August 1, H:S90.

(Received August 2.)
D1u n Sm: Inclosc<l please find copy of a letter dated 31st ultimo received by this
compa.uy to-day from the consul-general of Gnatemala in New York, Mr. Jacob flaiz.
Also copy of onr reply to the same of even date. \Ve forward this correspondenc•
in compliance with the request of the Honorabl~ Mr. Adee, that the Department of
State should be furnished with all information bearing on this case.
I am, sir, etc.,
J. B. HOUSTON,
President,
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Letter No. 1.
Mr. Baiz to M1·. Houston.
CONSULATE-GRNI<:HAL OP GUATF.:\TAT.A,

New York, July ~n. lSUO.
Sm: I am qnite surprised to learn from several reporters of the newspapers
that JOUr company has seen fit to make exaggerated exiJressiou of claims, etc.,
wllich your company mtend making against the Government of Guatemala for au
allegecl overt act against one of your steamers in the taking of some arms, etc., from
her while in the port of San Jose. The official information which I have received
states that the arms (if any) which were taken from the steamer was only done so })y
the authority of your agent ~tnd with the consent of the American minister at Guatemala, and was in accordance with article 17 of your contract with the Government.
It is to be regretted that in this moment, when the Government of Gnatemaht is in
a state of trouble because of the acts of the Salvador Government, that your company should endeavor to make matters worse, and prejuuice public opinion against
a country which has always carried out its obligations with your company, whose
trade is a source of great revenue to you. I hope I may not Reern partial in only asking that justice and moueration may be done to Guatemala, and
Remain, etc.,
'
DEAR

JACOB BAIZ.

Letter No. 2.
Mr. I£ousfon to lllr. Eaiz.
PACIFIC MAIL STEAJ\ISTIIP COMPANY,

New York, All[JIISt 1, 1890.
SIR: Your esteemed favor of the 31st ultimo has just been recei\'ecl :mel contents carefully noterl.
You close your letter by expressing the hope that jnstice and mode1·ation may be
done to Guatemala. The state of the case seems to be that the Pacific Mail 8teamt~hip Company is the party at this time to invoke "justice aml mo<lcration" on the
part of the authorities of Guatemala in connection with the aJfair referred to.
We have forwarde1l a claim to the President of the Hepublic of Guatemala based
upon our rights as an American corporation, without disregarding our duties to that
Republic under our contract for carrying the mails.
\Ve have fonncl no one who is cognizant with the contract referred to wl10 places
any con!ltrnction upon it that would allow the Gna.temalan authorities the right to
lay violent hands npon our s\1ip or cargo, especially in view of the fact that we received a n'quest from the Go·v ernment of "Guatemala ( tllrongh onr agent, Mr. J. H.
Leverich) a few days before the arrival of the Colima at San .J os6 de Guatemala, asking us to charter said Goven1ment a steamer to transport 2,000 soldiers to Amapala
dir<>ct, in which they made the statement that no war existed.
It seems to he the generally conceded opinion of our people and press that the channels of information between the authorities of Guatemala a111l their mini~t.ers, consuls,
and ageuts abroad have been uninterrupted, while those between all other parties
have been entirely cut off since the lOth of .July last.
I notice from your letter that yon state that the arms in qnestion were taken from
the steamer "})y authority of our agent, with the consent of the American minister
at Guatemala." As this statement is ent,irely at variance with the telegrams whicll
we have received fi·um our agent and other sources, is it possible that the statement
referring to yonr communication with your Government can be correct Y If it is so,
I will defer to your superior information-otherwise I believe that we bave acted
properly in accordance with the light which we possessed.
'l'he statement is made to us by our agent that the ship was detained without
authority, and that after we had agreed with the officet·s of the Gnatelllalan Government to retm n the arms to Acapulco, to be stored on our storesbip Alaska they
were seized while in transit1t from the Colima to the Cil.tJ of Sydney and con1isc:tted.
For the detention of the ship and for violence done our property, we have rendered
a cla.im to the President of the Republic of Guatemala, and have invoked the assistance of the Government of the United States in its prosecution.
In regard to your statement that this company has in any way aggravated the
condHion of affairs prejudicial to your Government, you a.re entirely mi~taken. We
have simply attempted to defend. our rights, and I :;ay this without comment in refDEAR
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erencc to your statement that Gnatcmala has always carried out its obligations
the Pacific Mail StPam~ltip Company.
This la,tter subject mny be referred to later.
llelieve me, etc.,

J.

n. HOt;RTOX,

Preside-11t.

[Inclo~nre

7 in No. 143.]

Mr. Ilonston to .M1·. Blaine.
PACIFIC MAIL STF.AMSHTP Co:\lPANY,

New York, .dugust 4, 18~0. (ReceiYctl Angust 5.)
DEAn Sm :· Referring to my letter of the 1st instant, I now beg to inclose herewith copy of a letter from our special agent in Guatemala (Mr. J. H. Leverich),
dated 17th ultimo, relati11g to tlw arrHs and ammunition on board the steamship,
Colima, which explains itsPlf. You will notice that this letter must l1ave been
seut hefore the arms hatl been seized an(l after being placed in the launch to be
transferred from the Colima to the City of Sydney.
\Yo wouid state, for the information of the Department, that Captain Long is the
commander of the Colima, and that Mr. ~arg, the gentleman mentioned in the last
paragraph of 1\Ir. Leveri0h's letter, is our agent at San Jose.
These letters are sent in compliance with the expressed wish of the Department
to be fnrnishe<l with whatever information we receive on this subject.
I am, etc.,

J. B.

HOUSTON,

Pre11ident.
Mr. Let•erich to Pacific Mail Steamship Compmty.

GUATEMALA, July 17, 1690.
DEAn Sms: I receive<! the following message from Capt. J. S. Long this morning
fwm San Jose, viz: ":::;hipments of ar1us for Salva(lor sei,.;Nl hy commandant of port.
Ship detained until a.rms given up. \Vire instructions or come yourself." I at once
commlte(ll\liuister Mizner, who informed mo that the Government had appealed to him
yesterila,y not to allow the arms on board Colima destined for Salvador to be delivered
at Salvador port, and that he had referred the q nestion to \Vashington, an<l, in view of
above telegram from Captain Long, that he would 8npplement his dispatch of yesterday, a(lYising t.he arms had been seized as contraband of war by this Governmer;t,
although no declaration of war had been made. I then sent ~~ on my message No.1, <lli
per inelosed copy. Later in the day the minister of foreign aJfairs sent for me aml
stated that article 17 of the company's contract prohibited the la.mliug of the aruM ou
hoard Colima at destination, and requested that they be hmde<l and deposited at San
Jose with the United States consular agent, and that the Government would guaranty
their safe keeping. It was also suggested they should be transshipped to City of
8yduey to be returned to San Franmsco, and I sent an order to the port to hold the
Sydne.'Jnntil further orders. The answer given me by the superintendent of the telegraph oniee was that my order was too late, as steamer was jnst sailing. I thereupon
dispatche<l you my message No.2 (copy herewith). At 4 p.m. I was advised from
Sau .Jose agency that S!Jdney was detained awaiting my orders.
After consulting with Mr. Sarg and Minister Mizner, we deemed it best to transfer the arms to tho City of Sydney for storage on hulk ..Jlaska, at Acapulco, and I sent
you me8sage No. :3 to that eft'ect.
Respectfully yours,

J. H.

LRVF.RICH,

Special Agent.

JJ[r. Lel'el'iclt to Parific Mail Steamship Company.
[Telegram.-Transhtion.]

No. 1.]
GuATF.l\fALA, Jul!fl1, 1890.
Guatemala Governmrnt has seized as contraband of war arms for Salvador on
board steamship Colinw. Stenmer detained until arms given np. United States
minister has telegraphed Washington, D. C., for instructions. \Vire instructions.

J. H.

LJ<WEJUCH,

Special Agent.
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Mr. Lercrich to L'acific Mail Stcam8hip Company.
(Telogram.-Translation.l

No.2.)
GUATEMALA, Jnly 17, 1890.
Referring to Guatemala mail contract, Guatemala Government requests deposit,
anus on board steamship Colimct witll UuitCLl States comml at San Jos6 de <1natcmala.
J. H. LRV.JWICII,
Spcotal .Llgcnt.

Mr. Lcrcrich to Pacific Mail Steamship Company.
[Telegmm.-Trans1:1tion.)

No.3.]
GUATI<;MALA, July 17, 1890.
I have ordered arms to be transferred to steamship City of S!fdncy for storage on
hulk Alaska.
J. H. LEYEIHCII,
Special .Llgcnt. •

Jllr. lVhctrton to ]~lr. Jlliz·nm-.

No. 14..1.]

DEPAH'l'l\1ENT OF STA'l'E,

TVashington, August 6, lSUO.

SIR: Your No. 120 of tbe lGth ultimo, confirming your telegram of
the same date in relation to tbe expected arrival at San Jose of certain
arms intended for Salvador by a steamship of the P;l.cific Mail Company, was received on the completion of the instruction of yesterday on
the subject of those arms.
Your dispatch omits to state that the telegram of the Gth ultimo was
tra 1smitted by the Guatemalan secretary for foreign atl'airs, Sefior
Sobral, to the Guat£-malan l\linister in ·Mexico, a fact uaviug au important uearing on communications witu ~·our legation.
I am, etc.,
'VILLIA.M

F.

WHAR'l'ON,

Acting Secretary.

Jllr. lVharton to JJir. JJlizner.

No. 145.]

DEP AR'l'MENT OF STATE,

lVashington, August G, 1890.
SIR: I transmit herewith copies of the instruct,ions which the Department has addressed to you by telegraph in relation to the tender
of the impartial goocl offices of the United States to compose the coutliet between Guatemala and Salvador.
For further convenience, and in order that this instruction may con"\·ey to ;you a connected view of the position of the Government in this
regard, copies are also appended of the telegrams exchanged between
this Department and our legation in ·Mexico touching the proposal of
the Mexican Government to act, either jointly or concurrently, with
the United States in the interest of peace on the basis of a full recognition of the autonomous sovereignty of the several states of Central
America. Only the existing uncertainty, as to whether you have received the Department's instructions in this relation, and as to yonr
ability to effectively execute them, by simultaneous communication
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"·th Salvador and Guatemala, has postponed
suggestion of the Government of Mexico.
The minister of the United States, being accredited equally to
several powers of Central America, will be expected to use his
offices and proffer earnest counsel, without dictation and with coJnSJ>iC:
nous impartiality, in.the interests of peace and harmony among
Whatever may be the temporary situation of affairs in any of
states, the Government of tbe United States witbdraws none
friendship for each, and maintains unaltered its respect for thPir
pendent sovereign rights. Barred by the highest considerations
reverence for the priuciple of self-control, on which all truly coJUSliiHl·i
tiona.l forms of popular government must rest, from interfering w
the autonomous rights of other commonwealths, it is equally impossi
for us to countenance forcible interference from any quarter. Our
desire is that complete goo<l will may prevail among republics which,
by their geographical position and because of the many interests t
possess in common, seem especially fitted to move in concord toward
the attainment of their conjoint ends.
It is believe<l that the instructions which have been sent to you to pro.
ceed to San Jose and there ~wail yourself of the cooperation of our
naval vessels, which has been promised iu order to open safe and speedy
communication with the Provisional Government of Salvador, will en·
able you to fulfill your instructions with impartial friendship to both
contestants, and at the same time to preserve communication with the
other Central American governments an<l take avail of whatever disinterested efforts they may be disposed to put forth toward the restoration of peace. Your mission is important as well as delicate, and, with
confidence in your zeal and sound discretion, your report of the result
of your endeaY sis awaited with anxious interest.
I am, etc.,
\VILLIA.l\1 F. WHAR1'0N,
Act-ing Secretary.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. 1J1izner.
No.146.]

DEPARTMENT OF STA.~l'E,

Washington, August 6, 1890.
SIR: The question of the prompt and certain commumcation with
you during the perturbed condition of Guatemala and Salvador has for
t:;Ome time had the earnest attention of the Department.
It was evident that communications by way of the land lines from
Guatemala City to La Libertad were very early interrupte<l by the
hostile operations on the borders of Salvador. Whether the land lines,
via Mexico and Neuton, afforded a speedy and secure channel by which
to reach you was not so evident. The Department has made every
effort to instruct you in regard to the tender of good offices, which we
were and are so earnestly desirous to make, and touching. also, the
Colima incident; but neither of the two telegrams so far received from
you since the 17th of July appears to be in response to the instructions
sent you in cipher. Dispatcbes repeated to you through the United
States legation in Mexico have been equally without acknowledgment,
except, perhaps, the plain telegram which was forwarded to you by 1\fr.
Ryan on the 1st instant, directing yon to go to San Jose, and to which
your telegram received on the 2d, via Ne11ton and the Oity of Mexico,
may be a reply.
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I inclose herewith, for your information, copies of all the telegrams
sent to you, and exchanged with Minister Hyan, in regard to the apparent obstruction of communication with you. It is desirable that you
should carefully compare the dates of the dispatches addressed to you,
noting those received. by you and the day anu hour of their delivery.
It is also desirable to know whether you have sent any other telegrams
than the few which the Department has received fr·om you through Mr.
Hyan.
Tho Department would be greatly relieved to learn that there has, in
fact, been uo interruption or interception of your dispatches in any q nartcr; but in this relatiou it is interesting to recall that in 1885, at the time
of Geuerall3arrios's attempt to coerce a union of the Central American
States, the Department's telegram of J\larch 10, 1885, devrecating the use
of force to that end was unaccountably uelayed in transmibsion, although
dispatches immediately preceding and following it were delivered to
1\lr. Hall with reasonable promptness.
A full report and, if the facts require it, a searching investigation by
you il:~ necessary. The right of inviOlable and unimpeded communication l>ctween a government and its envoy in another country is one of
tile most important in the intercourse of nations. This is especially the
case with snell a mission as yours. You are equally accredited to each
of tlle five states of Central America, and your official utility depends,
in time of disturbance, on your ability to keep open commuuications
with them and witll your own Govermnent. Shoulu tlle facts disclose
any intentional or avoiuable interference with your rights in this regard, no more serious cause of complaint could well be presented.
Heuce, also, the evident occasion for tlle Department's instruction to
you to proceed to San Jose, and tllere open communication with Salvador l>y the aid of our uaval vessels now on tllat coast,. So loug as your
correspoudeuce with the authorities of Salvador must pass through
hostile Guatemahtn channels the Department can feel no confidence that
its instructions in regard to the impartial tender of our good offices to
both combatauts are being efi'ectin31y carried out.
Your report on the subject is awaited with interest and even anxiety.
To guard again:st possible interference or delay, the present instruction
will be forwarded to you through the commanding officer of the naval
vessels, by way of Acapulco, and steamer tllence to San Jose, in the
expectation that it can be personally delivered to you at that port.
Blwuld you, unfortunately, uot then be at San Jose, the commander will
be requested to send an ollicer to seek you auu place tlw iustrnction in
your ll ands.
I am, etc.,
WILJ,I.AM F. \YIIAU/1 ON,
Act i lt!J Hecrclw y.

Mr. lVharton to lllr. lllizner.
lTolo~ram.J

DEPARTl\IEN1' OF ST.A1'E.

lVashington, A ~tgust 7, 1890.
Mr. Wharton informs Mr. Mizner that General Guirala bas telegraplled
that messages from the Department to Mr. Mizner are not detained in
Salvador. Mr. Wharton adds that the detention would appear to be in
Guatemalan territory, and inst::-ucts Mr. l\lizner to be watcllful in that,
direction.
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JJ!r. 1Vhm·ton to

lifT.

Mizner.

[Telegram.]

DEP.A.RTJ\mN'l' OF STATE,

lVashington, Augusts, lSDO.
1\fr. 'Vharton acknowledges the receipt of l\Ir. Mizner's telegram of
this <late; asks 1\Ir. Mizner if the attack upon the consulate was made
by the Gon~rument's order or at the instigation of rioters; directs him
to malw a full and detailed report on the subject; instructs him to say
that, unless the rights of the Governrneut and citizens of tlw United
States are observed, the President will be compelled to devise measures
for their enfor0ement; and directs him, if necessary, to proceed to the
capital of Salvador and demand that the consul be reinstated and protected.
Mr. lllizner to .Mt-. Blaine.
LTch•gram.j

LEGATION 01<' TilE UNI'l'ED STA'l'ES,

La Libertad, August 8, 1890. (Heceived August 8.)
Mr. Mizner informs Mr. Blaine that during a battle in the city of San
Salnulor Genernl Ezeta's forces seized the United States consulate,
hauled down the flag, damaged some aud destroyed other property.
lle reports that he has demanded immediate reparation, and that a
firmer manner. is needed towards Guatemala and Salvador and a
strouger American naval force in Uentral A.mericau waters.

lift.,

Mi~ner

to 1ll r. Blaine.

fTelegralll.]

LEGATION oF 'l'IIE UNITED S'rATES,

La Libertad, A.UfJUSt D, 18!)0. (Heceived Augnst 10.)
1\Ir. Mizner acknowledges receipt of '\fr. Blaine's telegram of the Dth
instant, and informs him that the reparation asked for on the 8th is
promised for the lOth before noon. lie reports his intention to go to
::)au Salvador on the lOth under Department's instructions and at the
ProYisional Governmeut'~; urgent solicitation, aml that he will ad vise the
Department from that place.
JJ1r. Jl[izner to lll r. Blaine.
[Telegram.)

LEG.A.TTON OF TilE UNITED STATES,

San Salvador, .August 11, tSDO.

(Received .August 11.)
Mr. Mizner informs Mr. Blaine that the Salvp,dorian Government, in
accordance with our minister's demand, hoisted the flag of the United
States over our consulate in San Salvador, firing a salul;e of twenty-
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one guns; reinstated the consul in his office and guarantied his rights.
He reports the satisfactory con~lusion of the incident by m1 adequate
letter of apology from the SalYadorian minister for foreign afl:"airs.

Mr. 1Vltarton to
No. 149.]

.Mr. JJfizner.

DEP AR1'JHENT OF STATE,

Washington, A'ugust 11, 1800.
SrR: Referring to previous correspondence relating to the seizure by
the Guatemalan Government of certain arms on board tlw American
steamship Colima and to the detention of the vessel, I now inclose a
copy of a letter from the president of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company to this Department, dated the 7th instant, in regard to the same
subject.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAl\1 F. WHARTON .
.Acting Secretary.

flnclosure in No. 140.]

M1·. Houston to Mr. Wharton.
NEW YoRK, Augnst 7J 1890. (Received August 8.)
DJ<jAR Sm: The Pacific Mail Steamship Company begs to acknowledge receipt of
) our favor of the 5th instant, and notes its contents and that the Departwent awaits
the detailed report from the United States minister, Mr. Mizner, of the incident complained of by the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.
Since my last communication to your Department I have receiYed ::tl' extract from
the report of Capt. J. S. Long, commanding the U.S. S. Colima, dated Pananm Bay,
July 25, h390, a copy of which is hereto annexed, aud have al~:~o receiveu copies of
telegrams aud letters relating to the matter, al~:~o hereto annexed, and a marine note
of protest, all of which speak for themselves. I also inclose, for your information,
a copy of the mail contract betwet•n tho Pacitic Mail Steamship Company and tho
Guatemalan Government, dated February 25, li:le6, together with supplcmeutary contract renewing and modifying the iirst mentioue<l contract dated June 17, 1HfD.
A perusal of these contracts will, I believe, convince you that there is uo ju~>tiiica
tion therein for the course pursued by the Guatemalan Government.
In considering this matter, you will probably recall these facts: That when the
P~tcific Mail Steamship Coml)<tny's steamer left the port of San :Francisco, destiucu
for Panama and intermediate ports, ou the ~d of July, 1890, there was not even a
rn~wr of disagreement between Guatemala and Salvador; that the shipment of arms
destined for Salvador was not unusual, either in character or <le:;tinatiou, and '-raH
received in tbe ordinary conrse of affreightment; that on the 16th Guatemala sought
to charter one of the company's steamers for the conveyauce of 2,000 soltliers, not to
Salvador, bnt to Hon(lnras; that; on the 17th the Colima, without baving recein·<l
any notice of rupture bctw('Cll the two Republics, reached San Jose de Guatemala;
that on the evening of the same da,y, the Colima having arrived in the morniug, tho
company's st<>amer City of Sydne;y arrived in the same port; that the command:wt
on the same day boarded the steamer and dcm:mded peremptorily tbe delivery of the
frei~llt in question to the Government of Guatemala. and ordered that the ship should
not leave until such delivery was made, accompanying his demand with tho thrPati
that the ship would be held by "the artillery of the Government; that, acting mHler
this and other threats, Mr. Leverich, special agent of the company, arranged \Yith the
representatives of the Guatemalan Government to transfer tl1e freight from the
Colima to the steamship City of Sidney, which was proceeding nortbward, destined for
San Francisco and intermediate northerly ports; that while this transfer was being·
made under the official permit of the commandant of the port, and on the lRth of
July, after the Colima ha(l lH!en <ldaine<l under or<1PrH of tlw commandant, !11<• arn1s
and awmunitiou were seized by tbe authorities of Guatemala in ditect (!outmveu-
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tion of.. the understanding; that the vessel was detained 40 hours and 5 minutes at
the port of San Jose, causing a detention of the company's connecting steamer at
Colon of a corresponding period and seriously interfering with the company business.
These salient features are referred to as being, in my opinion, a complete negative
.to the suggestion made, as we aie informed by the Guatemalan Government that the
contracts referred to permit the detention of the steamer or the seizure of the arms
and ammunition. As to the detention, no" grave or urgent case" within the meaning of paragraph v of the contract of September 30, 1887, had. arisen, and there certainly was no reason to believe the freight in question was to be used against Guatemala, or that war or pillage was intended at any time, and certainly not at that time.
The Department will doubtless take notice that even up to the present time, so far
as I know, no declaration of war has been made by or against Guatemala.
Very truly, yours,
J. B. HOUSTON1
Preaident.
[Inclosure lJ

Extract from report of Capt. J. S. Long, commanding Pacifio .Mail Steamship Company's
1teamakip Coltma, iated Panama Bay, July 2.\ 1890, addressed to Capt. J. M. Dow,
gtmeral agent Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Panama.
JULY 15-1:35 p. m.
Arrived at Champerico, Guatemala; anchored in 6 fathoms water. 1:50 ship
visited by commandant of the port and mails delivered to him. No passengers were
allowed to go or come on board, and no launch allowed alongside, as per order of
the .President of Guatemala, given to me by the commandant of the port of Champerico; 4 p. m. George Pinto, the clerk, from shore, came alongside in a small boat
and received the necessary papers; 5:50 a launch with pa~:~seugers and specie came
from shore, but no cargo was discharged this day.
July 16, 1t190 (6:30).-Commenced discharging cargo; 9 a.m. second launch came
alongside; 11 a. m. third launch came alongside; 2:40 p. m. all fin.ished; 3:35 under
way for San Jose de Guatemala.
July 17, 1890 (5:30 a. m.).-Arrived at San Jose de Guatemala and anchored in 101fathoms ot' water; 5:4'0 ship visited and mails delivered; 6:45 commenced discharging
cargo; 7:30 p. m. steamship City of Sydney arrived in port. '
The commandant of the port, accompanied by the captain of the port, visited me
in my room, and then inquired about a shipment from San Francisco to the minister of war of Salvador, consisting of 20 cases of Winchester rifles and 25 cases of cartridges, asking that I should deliver the same to them.
I refused to consider the matter until I had communicated with our special agent,
Mr. ~verich and received instructions from him. The commandant told me that
the ship would not be allowed to leave until such delivery was made, even if he bad
to hold her by his artillery. During all this time cargo was being discharged from
the ship as usual. I respectfully call attention to the accompanying inclosures
consecutively numbered according to their reception. No delay was experienced
either in discharging or receiving cargo. 4:fi0 p. m. finished work for the day.
July 18, 1890 (6:30 a. m.).-Commenced discharging again; 8:15 arms and ammunition consign~d to minister of war of Salvador were discharged into launch for
transshipment to steamship City of Sydney, as per order of special agent, Mr. Leverich;
3:50 p. m. Pacific Mail steamship City of Sydney sailed for Cham peri co; 8 p. m. cargo
all in. Discharged 16, (12) cabin, 4 steerage, passengers, 8 packages mails, 11 head of
cattle, 375 tons cargo. Received 9 cabin passengers, 17 packages treasure ($6,521. 75)
64, 32, 40 ttms of cargo; 9:35 under w y for Acajutla. Detention, 40 hours, 5 minutes.

[Inclosure 2.-Translation.J

Nr. Toriello to Mr. Leverich.
PORT OF SAN Jost, July 17, 1890.
To the Agent of t'M Pacific Mail SteamsMp Compp,ny :
Be so kind as to notify Captain Long, of the steamship Colima, that to-morrow, at
1 o'clock a. m., I shall go to receive the 20 cases of Winchester rifles aud the 25 cases
of cartridges which he has on board consigned to the minister of war of 8al vador, and
that they will be confiscated in the name (){ the Government of Guatemala.
Your ohedient servant,
E. ToiUBLLO.

CENTRAL AMERICA.
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[Inclosure 3.)

Mr. Jones to Mr. Long.

SAN JOSE, GUATEMALA, July 17, 1890-12 p.m.
DEAR SIR: I have this moment received the following communication from the
commander of the port:
"Please notify the captain of the steamship Colima that, by order of the Government, he must remain in this port 24 hours after concluding the discharging of the
cargo, in accordance with article No. 6 of the contract."
Yours, truly,
R. L. JONES,
Subagent.

(Inclosure 4.-Telegram.-Tra.nsla.tion.l

Mr. Leverich to Captain Long.

[From Adunna, July 17, 1890.

Received at San Jose at 2:57p.m.]

To Ca.pt. J. S. LONG:
Minister Mizner has telegraphed Washington for instructions, and I also to the
Pacific Mail, New York.
J. H. LEVERICH.

[Inclosure 5.-Telegram.-Tra.nslation.]

M1·. Le1.'erich to Captain Long.

[From Guatemala, July 17, 1890.

Received a·t San Jose, Guatemala, at 5:54. p.m. J

To Capt. J. S. LONG :
Transfer arms for Salv4:tdor to City of Sydney for storage at Acapulco.
J. H. LEVERICH,
Special Agent.

[Inclosure 6.]

Mr. Jones to Captain Long.

SAN Jos:E, GUATEMALA, Jt(ly 18, 1890.
DEAR. SIR: 'fhe commandant has given official order to permit the transshipment
of the 20 cases rifles and 25 cases cartridges to the City of Sidney.
I therefore beg you to order the transshipment as soon as possible, so that the City
of Syllney may reach Champerico this evening.
Yours, truly,
R. L. JONES.

[Inclosure 7.}

Received from steamship Colima 20 cases rifles and 25 cases cartridges in transsllipment to the City of Sydney, and which were captured by the commander of the port
in transit from ship to ship.
Permission was given by the commander of the port for above transshipment.
Mark of cases: A.C.A~V~U~T.L.A., consigned to the minister of war, Salvador, by
Urruela & Urioste, of San Francisco.
R. L. JONES.
SAN Jos:K, GUATEMALA, July 18, 18!>0.
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Marine note of protest.
JULY 26, 1890.
'fhat while transshipping 20 cases of rifles and 25 caRes cartridges to steamship GUy
of Syd11ey, by order of special agent, the above-mentioned goods were seize1l by the
commandant of the port, and taken on shore by his or1lers with armed force, the r-:aid
goods being consigned to the minister of war, San Salvador; and for said seizure we
hold the.Government of Guatemala responsible for all damages arising therefrom.
JACOB F. CURIEL,
Consular ..:Juent.

[Mail contract t~xpires Se'ptember 30, 1889.1

Renewal, covering nwdi.fication of article 12 and suppression of article 15 of contract expi1·ing September 30, 18t:l7.

The secretary of state for the department of public works, duly authorized by and
under instructions from the President, on the one hand, and J. H. Leverich, special
agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, on the ctther, have this day agreed to
prorogue for the period of two years the contract concluded on the 2:3d of February,
1886, for service in the Pacitic ports of the Repnblic-with all aml every stipulation
embraced therein, except such modifications as are granted below-binding alike the
Government and the company; a like agreement being considered as celebrated, to
have effect until the 30th of September; 1889.
It is agreed, nevertheless, that during the continuance of this contract the annual
tmbvention stipulated in article 12 of the contract of 1886 shall be reduced to the sum
of $19,500, the same to be paid to the company in the manner and mHler the conditions
expressed in this same article.
Article 15 of the last contract shall not form part of this ono.
In witness whereof, and in accordance with custom, two of the same tenor and date
are signed in Guatemala this 23d day of July, of the year 1~87.
LL. s.]
SALVADOR BAHIWTIA.
J. ll. LEYElUCII.

Cont1·act.

The secretary of state for the department of public works, nuder authority from
the General President, on the ouo part, a.ml Mr. J. H. Leverich, special agent of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, on the other, have made the following co11tract:
ARTICLE

I.

Leverich, in the name of the company which he represents, bindA himself to have
the steamers of tho latter perform the Rorvice in the ports of the Republic on the
Pacific Ocean in conformity with the itinerary now in force, publisho1l by the company in New York on the 15th of Octoher, 1885, which same the aforesaid company
may modify as regards the dates for connections, leaving unaltered the number of
steamers now performing the ser\'ice, which are as follows:
Two of t.he steamers, at least, of the line known and designated as the '' 'fhrongh
Line," between Panama and Sa.u :Francisco, Cal., shall call at the ports of San Joso
and Champerico, each one of them once a month, both going and returning.
One of the Mtealllers of the line known and designated as the ''Mexican Line," between Panama all(l Acapulco, shall call, both going and returning, once in each month,
at the ports of San Jose and Champerico. 'l'he company, notwithsUtudiug, reserves
to itself the right to suspend the service to the Mexican ports; but, in such case, the
steamers of the direct line shall perform tho service in the ports of San Jos6 and
Champerico to land and receive passengers, mails, and cargo which those of the Mexican line may fail to do.
'l'wo of the steamers of tho line known and llesignated nJHler the name of the
"Central American Line," which perform the serviee between Panama an1l Champm:ico, shall call once a month, both going and returning, :1t the port of San Jose,
proceeding as far as Cham peri co.""
--------------------------~

* See addition to article 1 in rene,Yal,
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ARTICLE

II.

Rbonhl tl1e Government open a new port on the Pacific coast, the company binds
itself to haYe its steamers come to anchor opposite the same whenever there is cargo,
the same as in the port of San Jose, provided the anchorage will permit it.
ARTICLE

Ill.

The company binds itself to transport aU cargo for import or export which may be
for or in the ports of Guatemala, and for which it will reserve a minimum space of
250 tons in its steamers.
When the necessities of tra.ffic require it, tho company will place one or more
adtlitional steamers between Pamtma, San Jose de Guatemala, and Champerico, and
vice z;cr8ct, calling at 'J;'ecojate when there is cargo to embark.
ARTICLE

IV.

The steamers of the company shall transport (except in fortuitous cases, or where
force majcul'c may render it impossible), without any more delay than the time fixed
in the itinerary est.:l.l>lished, or which may be established, by the aforesaid company,
all the correspondence, written or printed, proceediug from or to the ports of Panama
and San Francisco, and from or to the ports of Central America and Mexico, <lelivering mHllecoiving it in the ports of Guatemala, where the steamers are to call in
accordance with this contract. The Government of Guatemala will fix the tarifl' of
rates on said correspondence, and will collect the amount as a revennc which helongs
to it. Tlw company shall deliver the packages of correspondence at the side of Lhe
steamer at the port of anchorage, and shall receive them up to the bunr of departure.
Captains Khnll not be permitted to receive letters outside of the ma,ils, except those
'Yhich mny he delivered to them upon the high seas, which shall be d<>li\'ered to the
oflicen; :tllthol'iilell by the Government to receive them; it is nevert.helel:ls agreed that
the company may recoi ve an carry outside of the mails all letters or papers for or
from its agents or employes when they refer to the business of th6 company.
ARTICLE

V.

The steamers of tho company shall convey to the ports of Guatemala mechanics.
agrienltnrallal>orers, or others who may desire to emigrate to the Republic fr\Jm
any of tlw ports at which the Ateamers call at a rate which shall not exceed the half
of what deek passengerH generally pay, provided there be not more than 25 persons
on <>ach steamer, that they come under coutracrL with or engage.:l by the Government,
and present: either written or printed, the contract made by the Government, or
with itK agl·nh; anthori7:cd for the pnrpose.*
The contpany also agrees to give free passage to the ministers plenipotentiary of
Ow Governuwnt of Guatemala in actual service to any of the republics of Central
Allt('l'ica, to Panama, or San Francisco, California, and 1·icc versa, and to the other
employes on commission from the Government, upon previous attestation of their
character by proper documents. t
Tlu~ company agrees to trausport materials for the construction of railroads, which
may come from New York or from San Francisco, when their construction is exclusiwly for account of the Government, and also for any other work of public utility
undertaken l>y the same, at a reduction of 25 per cent. from the established rates; it
being nnder~tootl that this rebate shall be made solely from the proportion of freight
a~rning to the steamers mentioned in this contract.
ARTICLE

VI.

The steamers shaH be received at any hour of the day in the ports where they are
toeall in accJor<lance with this contract, and shall be disp;ttchcd at the hour indicated
for their departure, hy day a.s well as at night, on working clays or holidays; but if
the train shall have already left Guatemala or Retalbulen, tbe steamer shall uot sail
until it arrives at Sau Jose or Champerico; and, in order that the steamers may sutl'er
no delay, the Govermncnt shall give orders to the captainsoftho ports to receive and
(lispa.teh thclll with the greatest efficacy :tllll promptness.
It is a condition that the steamers shall remain in the ports specifi(}(l in this contract for a time sufficient to land and eml>a.rk passengers, mails, and cargo; but in no
case shall the delay exeeed 24 hours, unless the company agree thereto.
fl

See addition in renewal.

--------------------

t See amendment.
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It is also a~reed that the steamers of the through line shall not be deta.ined at the
ports of San Jose and Champerico longer than thA time necessa.ry to land and take on
passengers and mails; but if a sufficient quantity of cargo is offered, their stay shall
be prolonged to 12 hours.
These through steamers shall be received and dispatched, if the weather permit,
at any hour of the day or night. •

VII.

ARTICLE

The steamship company binds itself not to increase the tariff for freight and passage now established from the ports of Guatemala to Panama and l::lan Francisco and
to the intermediates between the two latter ports, and vice versa, collecting the following for passage to New York and to San Francisco: t
From Champerico to New York .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• ······-~·-·· ~ t$170
From San Jose to New York ..••••••.••••••.••••••..••••• ··---- •••• ·----·. 5
From same ports to San Francisco .•••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••• ---·.......
t 100

VIII.

ARTICLE

Besides, the company binds itself to make a reduction of 25 per cent. in tho tariff
established for the transportation of the products of Guatemala to San Francisco,
excepting coffee and sugar, the freight on which having already been reduced to
812.50 and $8 American gol(l per ton of 2,000 pounds respectively.
The company also agrees to reduce by 25 per cent. the freight on flour which may
be introduced into Guatemala from San l!'rancisco, and the freight which is collected
by the existing tariff on corn and wheat from San Fransisco, which the Government
may have to import on account of poor crops of those cereals in the country.§

IX.

ARTICLE

If, for any unforeseen cause, the steamers shall carry the mails, merchandise, or baggatre to other ports of entry of the Republic, for importation, they may land them,
binding themselves to reship them to their destination, for their account and risk, in
another steamer, without thereby incurring import duties or other imposts in the
port of their provisional landing.
ARTICLE

X.

The Government of Guatemala concedes to the steamers of the company the ri~ht
to leave any of the ports of the Republic in case of bad weather without obtaining
the corresponding permit.
ARTICLE

XI.

The mail service carried on by the steamers shall be performed at Panama, as at
present, through the medium of the consul of Guatemala in that city ; but when
the Government may have no consul at Panama, the company shall attend to this
service without any increase of subsidy.
ARTICLE

XII.

The Government of Guatemala shall pay to the company, for the service which t\e
latter binds itself to give, an annual subsidy of $24,000 in silver money coinecl and
current in the Republic, payable monthly, with all preference, to the accredited
agent of the company which it binds itself to have in this city; the amounts proceeding from the subsidy may be exported free of all duty.
ARTICLE

XIII.

The steamers of the company shall be exempt from all port dues now established,
• or which may be established in the future.
• See addition to article VI in renewal.
t See addition to article VII in renewal.

*American gold.
§ See addition to article VIII in renewal.
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ARTICLE

XIV.

The steamers of the company shall perform the service with all regularity and exactness, aml will not fail to call at the ports specified under any pretext, unless prevented by accident or bad weather; but if they fail to call for any other cause, or
do not comply with the stipulation in article :5, the company shall lose and forfeit a
proportionate amount of the subsidy for the voyage or voyages and port or ports
omitted.
ARTICLE XV.
The Government of Guatemala is at liberty to contract with other individuals :m<l
companies for the establishment of new lines of communication; but, counting from
this date, and for the term of this contract, it will not grant better conditions or
greater advantages than those here stipulated for the service between San Francisco
and Pauama.

XVI.

ARTICLE

If, during the continuance of this contract, the company shouhl desire to sell the
steamers which are the object of the same, it shall giVtl notice to the Government of
Gnatemala three months in aclvance; the company being bound in any case that the
purchasers shall guaranty the faithful fulfillment of the obligations stipulated
therein.
ARTICLE XVII:
The company binds itself not to permit troops or munitions of war to be carried on
board of its steamers from any of the ports of call to tho ports of, or adjacent to,
Guatemala, if there be re son to believe that these materials may be used against
Guatemala, or that war or pillage is intended.
ARTICLE

XVIII.

Th~ company binds itself to strictly prohibit the employes on board its steamers
from selling wines, liquors, and other dutiable goods in the ports of Guatemala.
ARTICLE

XIX.

Differences that may arise between the Government of Guatemala ann the company
as to tho nnderstancling an<l fnlftllmcnt of the articles of this contract shall be adjusted in Guatemala by means of arbitrators, one named by each party; and, in case
of disagreement., a thinl shall be named by the arbitrators themselves, whose decision
shall be final and sha.ll have the force of a sentence of a court of law.
ARTICLE

XX.

This contract shall rule from the present date and terminate the 30th day of September of the year 1R87.
·
In witness whereof, and for the constancy of both parties, two of the same tenor
are signed in Guatemala this 23d day of February, in the year 1886. ·
C. HERRERA.
[L. S.]
J. H. LEVERICH,
Special Agent.
The under secretary of the minister of public works certifies: that the above contract was approved by the General President in a. decree which was signed the
2:M day of the current month.
Gnatemn la, February 25, 1886.
[L. S.l

D.

ESTRADA.
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[Mail contract expires September 30, 1891.)

Rcnc1cal, coeering rnorlijications to Articles I, V, VI, VII, and VIII, an(l the suppression
of .AJ•ticlc XX of the contract which expired September :30, lti87.

The secretary of state for the depart~nt of public workA, under authority from
the General President, on the one part, and .J. H. Leverich, special agent of the
Pacific Mail Steamsl:ip Company, on the other, have made the following contract:

I.
The contract entered into by the department of public works and Mr. J. H. Leverich on the 23d of February, 1886, is prorogued for two years: said prorogation terminating the 30th of September 1891, and in accordance with the terms as hereinafter
set forth.

II.
The following is added to article 1: All the steamers of the line known and designated as the "Mexican Line," between Panama and Acapulco, will call once a month,
both going and returning, in the port of Ocos, and from November until June one of
the "through" steamers will call in the same port each month both outward and
homeward.

III.
The following is added to par~tgrapl1 1 of article v: All immigrants, artisans, and
farm laborers who may desire to come to the Republic with the intention of t~ettling
perm:uwntly will he ent.itled -too the rebate of GO per cent., provhle<l they obtain a
certificate to that e1lect from the Guatemalan comml in the port in which they embark,
although they may not come muler contract with the Government.

IV.

•

Paragraph 2 of article v is modified as follows: The company also agrees to grant
free passage to ministers plenipotentiary, consuls, and other attaches of the legations
and consulates of the GoYernment of Guatemala, in actual service to any of the Central American republics, to Panama, or San Francisco, California, and vice t·ersa,
and to the other employes of the Government in commission, upon previous attestation of their character by proper docmnents.

v.
The following is addecl to article VI: Neither passenger nor goods may be landed
the Yisit of the commandant of the port shall have taken place; and, in case
of ua1l w<.•at.ht•r, the steamer will wait a day lo6ger in order to effect a landing.
In grave ancl urgent cases the Government has the right to delay the steamers in
the port 24 llonrs beyond the reg·nlar time agreed.
"Tht•n thPro is good weather. steamers can not leave the port without a permit
fron. the proper authority, who will issue it for the next port where the steamer is to
call.
Every steamer must. present the respectiYe manifests made ont in conformity with
the billt1 of lading and deliver them to the Government employe commissioned to
receive them on board.
befor~

VI.
The following is added to article VII: Persons securing passage from San Francisco
to New York, or vice versa, will have the right to remain over in Guatemala during the
time uetween one steamer and another, giving the company a guaranty of their
l'ecm barking.

VII.
The following is added to article VIII: Whenever a steamer shall call at San Jose
or Clmmperico, a private inui vidual may exchange two ordinary animals of the country for one of the same species from California then on board.

VIII.
Article xx is suppressed.
In witness whereof, and f-:.-r the constancy of both parties, two copies of the same
tenor are signed in Guatemala this 17th day of June of the year 18tl9.
[L. 8.]

SALVADOR ESCOBAR.
LEVERICH.

J. H.
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JJlr. lVhwrton to .Mr. JlH~:ner.

No. 150.]

DEPAR'rl\IENT oF STA'l'E,

/ lVashington: A u,qust 11, 18:JO.
SIR: I inclose for your information a copy of Mr. Ryan's No. 350, of
the 24th ultimo, reporting that be bad forwarded to you Department's
cablegram of the 19th of the same month and inclosing copies of telegrams relating to the war in Central America.
I aru 1 etc.,
WILLIAM

F. WnAR'roN,

Acting Secretary.

1J1r. Wharton to Mr. :Mizner.
(Telegram.j

DEPART::.\IEN'l' OF STATE,

lVashington, August 12, 18DO.
Mr. Wharton instructs l\1r. :Mizner to express this Government's gratification at the course of Salvador in reinstating the consul, flalnting
the flag, and promising a guaranty of the rigbts of the United States

lJfr. M·i zner to Jl[r;'. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STATES,

San Salvador, A~tg1tst 12, 18DO. (l~eceived August 12.)
l\fr. Mizner informs Mr. Blaine that peace has been suggested by the
Provisional Government of Salvador upon terms of nonintervention, and
that. he will telegraph from Guatemala on the 1Gth instant, as soon as he
can confer with the Guatemalan Government. He reports that armies
are quiet and in camp.

Mr ..Mizner to JJ!r. Blaine.

No. 130.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, A.ug~tst 15, 18~0. (Heceived September 5.)
SIR: I have the honor to report to you my arrival at these head·
quarters of my mission to Central America. yesterday afternoon, haYing
]eft San Salvador at 9 o'clock of the previous morning and reached the
port of San Jose de Guatemala from La Libertad, Salvador, at daybreak of the 14th instant, resuming at once my official duties on arrival
here.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. l\IIZNER.
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Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner.
[Telegram.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, August 15, 1890.
i\Ir. Wharton telegraphs Mr. Ryan that, upon informing himself that
the Mexican Government appreciates our position in the matter of the
tender of friendly offices for the restoration of peace between Salvador
and Guatemala, and that it is aware that our instructions to Mr. Mizner
to tender the good offices of this Government were first sent to him on
the 20th of July, before the offer of Mexico was known to us, he will,
on behalf of the Department, telegraph Mr. Mizner that this Government is glad to welcome Mexico's friendly disposition to act in concurrence with us in tendering good offices for the restoration of peace
between the two Central American States upon the basis of equal
respect for the autonomous sovereignty of all the states concerned.
That Mr. Mizner should confer with the Mexican minister in Guatemala
that the efforts of both may tend to the common object so earnt>stly
wished for by the Governments of both. That while his instructions
must not be taken as contemplative of joint action of the foreign ministers at Guatemala Oity, the good will of the diplomatic corps directed
to the same end would be regarded as a valuable aid toward the settlement of the difficulties without dictation or interference with any of
the rights of autonomous government in Central America.

Mr. Miz-ner to Mr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

La Libertad, August 16, 1890.
Mr. Mizner informs Mr. Blaine that he has arranged for telegrams
five times monthly each way through La Libertad by steamer to ami
from San Jose with the assurance that they may be sent from La Libertad direct by way of Honduras, if possible. He reports that our naval
officers are at La Libertad much of the time; that our good offices and
mediation have been accepted by both belligerent states, and that bases
of pe~ce will be suggested on the night of the 16th or morning of the
17th instant hy the diplomatic corps. He adds that only by a prompt
declaration of peace can another battle be avoided.

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.
I Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, .A,ugust 18, 1890. (El Paso, Tex., August 20.)
Mr. Mizner informs Mr. Blaine that he telegraphed him on the 16th
instant by way of La Libertad, and that he intends to send the present
message via Mexico. He says that when in Salvador on the 12th instant he offered the good offices and mediation of the United States
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to the Provisional Government there and they were accepted. Return·
ing to Guatemala City on the 14th instant and finding that our good
offices bad been accepted there also, he reports that be convened the
diplomatic body that evening and bases of peace were suggested by the
meeting, of which the ministers of both belligerent powers signified
their acceptance subject to approval within five days by the respective
Presidents. Such approval, he adds, was regarded as almost certain.
The terms of the agreement, he goes on to say, were that the Provisional
Pre~ident of Salvador should retire from the exercise of all civil functions, and that the First Vice President should assume power in his stead
for three weeks, and call an election for President ; the successful candidate to cont.inue in office during the remainder of the term of President Menendez and throughout the whole of the following term; that
both Governments should withdraw their armies two days after notice
of Presidential approval should have been given by the diplomatic
corps, and that they should be reduced to a peace footing; that no demand sboold be made for reclamation or for any indemnity. He adds
that Honduras remains to be conferred with, and expresses the opinion
that certain political factions, as well as the two armies, will fail to be
satisfied, although the best has been done that was possible.

Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.
No. 141.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, August 18, 1890. (Received September 5.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that on my arrival at La Libertad, in Salvador, on the 8th instant, on the U.S. S. Thetis, LieutenantCommander Stockton commanding, I was met by Henry R. 1\'Iyers, esq.,
our consul to Salvador, who was about to sail in the Pacific Mail steamer
for New York, but determined to remain temporarily for the purpose of
explaining to me the reasons for his hasty departure. He stated that
during the attack of the 30th and 31st of last month, against General
Rivas, in the city of San Salvador, the United States consulate was
assaulted by the forces of the Provisional Government, the building and
archives much damaged, our flag torn down, and he compelled to lie on
the floor of his bath room for over thirty hours to esc::~.pa the continued
rain of leaden balls. He stated, also, that he beard the order given by
one of General Ezeta's officers to tear down our flag ; tbat it was so torn
down and dragged in the streets by General Ezeta's soldiers; that the
consulate waa taken possession of by Provisional forces and used as a
stable, and that be was refused permission by the Provisional forces of
the privilege of telegraphing the facts to his legation in this city or to his
Government. Upon inquiry of General Calonge, the commandant of
La Libertad, I learned that be was one of General Ezeta's officers in the
capital at the time and saw the flag in the possession of one of his soldiers; took it away from him and gave it to a German.
On the same day, to wit, the 8th of August, a committee from General
Ezeta, consisting of Messrs. Amaya and Dawson, called on me on board
the Thetis, inviting me to the capital, which invitation, in view of the treatment our consul had received, I for the time declined; but upon being
su useq uently assured that they had conferred by telegraph with General
Ezeta., and that be was willing to make any reparation for the indignity
which I might think proper, I consented to visit San Salvador as soon
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clS the proper honors were paid to our flag.
Accordingly, Lieutenant
Denfeld, U. S. Navy, was directed, under my instructions, to proceed
to San Salntdor and cause tlle flag- to be hoisted over our consulate by
the Provisional Governmeut, uuly saluted, the consul reinstated in llis
office with all proper guaranties, and a written apo1ogy made, as will
appear by a copy of the report of l-ieutenant Denfeld herewitlJ, Hhowing that my instructions were complied with. .
Arriving at the capital on the lOth instant I inspected the commlar
premises, finding them damaged as stated. For further details of tlle
confliQt, reference is made to the report of Consul 1\:Iyers to the State
Department.
The result of this action has been most salutary.
I have, etc.,
LAN:;ING B. 1\hZNF.R.

(Inclo~me

in No. 141.]

Rcpm·t of Licufc11ant Dcnfdd.

U. S. S.

TIIRTIS

..Jcajutla, San

(Trmm RATI•:),
Salt·adul','.1uyusl1~.

SIR: I l1n.ve the lwnor to make the following report. in ohcdit>nce to your onlerR of
Angnst ~' 1~!Hl, a <·opy of which is appeuclrdmarked .A. Al10nt 11 a. Ill. in the morning of Ang11st. U, 1HUO, I arrived at tbe capital, procc<•<li11g to tho otliec of Geia'ral B.
Molino Guivola, secretary general of the Provisional Goycrnment of San Salvador,
accompauicd hy the United Statrs vice-consul, F. Bameh, \Vho nctt~<l as int~·rprcter.
Explained my mission, and read to him my letter of instructions from lion. Lanflin~
B. Mizner, United States envoy extraordina,ry, etc .. to the repnhlics of Central
America, a copy of which is appended markell B. 'l'ben I reque~ted to be pn·scutcd
by the secretary general to General Carlos Ezeta, the Provisional President. The
secretary-general announced my mission, and, as a result of our interview, the Provisional President desired to have me send a telegram, hereto appended uutrked C.
In answer to the above-mentioned telegram, I received one from the United States
miniskr, hereto appended markO<l D.
I made known the contents of the above telegram to General C. E,;cta and was asMured by him that the ceremony would be performed according to my letter of instructions between the hours of Hand 9 a. m., August 10, 18~0. The following moming I
arrived at the United States consulate at 7:4f> a. m., the consul an<l vice-comml boiog
pre~:>cnt. An oflicial from Ge1wral Ezeta informed me at 9 a. m. that the ceremony
wonlcl take place at 12 o'clock, a.nd rcqnested me to inform the United ::ita.tcs minister
by ·telegram, a copy of which is appended marked E, anti to invito all American citizens to be present. At 9::~0 a. m. I received a telegram from you, a copy of which is
hereto appended marketl F, and 15 minutes later the secretary-general informed
me that I might name the hour for the ceremony to take place. Accordingly, I set
the hour at 10:15 a. m.~ aml requested the consul and vice-consul to notify all the
American eitizBns. At tho above-mentioned time a full company of infantry, two
pieces of artillery, and a band were drav•m up in the square in front of the United
States consnla.te. The United States flag was hoisted at the consulate by a commissioned officer of the Provisional forces, the infantry company presented arms, the
band played the national air of San Salvador, and tho artillery fired a salute of 21
guns in tho presence of myself, the consul, vice-cousnl, the American citizens, ancl
several foreignus. I then called on the secretary-genera], who agret·d to comply w1th
the remaining articles contained in the United States minister's letter of instructions.
After this agreement I sent yon a telegram, copy of which is hereunto appended
marked G. In all HI)T dealings with the authorities I was treated with the utmost
courtesy.
Your obedient servant,
G. W. DENFEI.D,
Licufnuwt, ~r. S ..,.Yal'y.
Lieut. Commander CHARLES II. STOCKTON, U. S. N.,
Commanding U. S. S. Thciis.
U. S. S. THETIS,
Off .Acajufla, Salvadol', A llfJUSf 1:3, 1890.

Respectfully forwarded for the infor:-nation of the Hon. L. B. Mizner, envoy o.·tnt·
ordinary and mini~:~ter plenipotentiary to Ueutral America.
C. H. STOCKTOX,
Licutcnant-Con~mandcr, U. S. Navy, Commwuling.
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A.
U. S. S. THETIS (THIRD RATB),
La Libcrtad, San Salt•ado1·, August t;, 18£>0.
Sm: By request of tho Honorable L. B. Mizner, envoy o.·traordinary, etc., to the
rflpnhlics of Central America, you are hereby detailed, as representative of tho
Unit1~<l States, to proceed to Sa,n Salvador and thoro witness the ceremony of the
restoration of the flag of the United States over the consnlate of the United States
in the city of San Salvador and tho due reinstallation of the United States consul in
his oflice and residence.
This ceremot'Y will be performed by the representatives of the ProvisioJlal Government of SaJYador in the manner indicated i.n the accompanying letter of instructions. Upon the performance of this duty, you willreturn to this vessel, making a.
written r<'port to me of the entire matter.
I am, respectfully,
CIIAS. H. STOCKTO::-l",

Limdcnant-Contmander, U. S. Nary, Commanding.
Lieut. (jnnior grade) G. W. DEr.FELD, U. S. N.

B.
Letter of instruction8.
U. S. S. THETIS (Tuum RATR),
O.ff La Libertad, San Salvador, .lufJil8t 8, 18UO.
,
SIR: Upon your arriva1 at San Sa.Lvador you will place yourself in communication
with the oflicia,Js in charge of the military and political dqmrtment::; of the Provisioual-Go,ernment ill Han S[Llva<lor autlreacl to them this letter of instrnctions containmg the requirements ueces~:try to atone for the indignity recently ofl'crcd tile
Hag of the United States, the consular official residing there, and the bnildiug of tho
consulate.
They are as follows:
First. That the 1lng shall be hoisted in broad daylight over the consulate hy an
uniformed commissioned olliccr of t,h e Provisionnl forces.
Second. As the nag is hoisted a salute shall be made by a, eompat•Y of infantry
nuder arms, accompanied by music. If practicable, this should be accompanied by
a Ralnte with artillery.
Third. That the consul of the United States shall be dnly p1aced in possession of his
oftice, his property, allll the archives, with a full resumption of his consnlar rights
and prerogatin•s, inchHling; free and mHlistnrbed use of mail and tc1Pg;rapbic facilities
to Uw minister of tho Fnitt>1l Statl'S resitling at Guatemala atHl to the Unite<l States.
Fourth. That the uunistcr ofthe ProYisional Govcrum<~nt charg;e<l with the forPil!ll
rcl:"ttions of Salva<lor ::;houl<l :ul,lrcss to me a letter e_·prcssing; his regn•ts and apologi<'s.
Fifth. That as soon as 1wacticable :1> Hrttisfactory pa,yment he made for t.lw damago
done to the propcrt,r of the United States and the private property of the consnl.
I am, very respectfully,
LA. ·siNG B. l\11z. ·1m,
United States Minista.
To Lieut. G. \V. DKNFELD, U. S. N.,
On Boal'a U. S. S. 1'lwti8, off La Libafa(l, San Salvador.

c.
I Telegram.l

SAN SALVADOR, Augu.~t 9, 1 ~0.
To Lient. Commander C. II. STOCKTON, U.S.N ..
(For llou. Lttnsing B. Mizner, Unitctl St.atcs minister, care of consular agent. La
Li!Jertad.)
First.. His Excellency Provisional President Ezeta requests that yon visit him nt
San Sal a<lor.
Second. 'l'hat you l1ear from the authol'ities their view of the iusnrrcction nml see
yourself the promiscuous damage done in tl]e ueighborhood of consulate.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
Third. After hearing, and seeing, yon still insist that the flag be saluted, as
for in my letter of instructions, the authorities will comply with your request.
I await your instructions, as this telegram is the result of my presentation of
of instructions to the Provisional President Ezeta.
Your obedient servant,
G. W. DENFF.LD,
Lieutenant, U.S. Navy.

D.
[Telegram.]

LA LIBERTAD1 .August 91 1890.
Lieut. G. W. DENFELD, U. S. N. :
I regret exceedingly that my requests. as agreed upon yesterday with General Ezeta's
representatives, Messrs. Dawson:and Amaya, have not been complied with. Am further
instructed to-day from Washington to demand full reparation at once. Remain iu
San Salvador and report. Will not visit the capital for the present. Read this to
General Ezeta..
L. B. MIZNRR1
United States Minister.

E.
[Telegram.)

SAN SALVADOR, .August 10, W90.
To Capt. C. H. STOCKTON,
Commanding U. S. 8. Thetis :
(For L. B. Mizner, United States Minister, care of Emilio Courtado, United
States consular agent, La Libertad.)
A messenger from the President has just informerl me that the ceremonies at the
consulate will take place at 12 o'clock to-day, and requests that I telegraph this fact
to you.
Your obedient ~:~ervant,
G. W. DENFELD 1
Lieuteuant, U.S. NatJ1J.

F.
[Telegram.]

LA LIBERTAD 1 .August 101 1890.
Lieut. G. W. DENFELD, U. S. N.:
Having been assured by the Provisional President that the ceremony will be performed t.his morning, we are about to leave for the capital. Telegraph me at Zaragoza what has occurred at 11 a.m.
c. H. S'l'OCKTON.

G.
(TelegramJ

SAN SALVADOR, .August 101 1890.
Capt. C. H. STOCKTON, U. S. N.,
Za1·agoza:
The ceremonies have just been performed satisfactorilv.
Your obedient servant,
•
G. W. DENFELD,
Lieutenant, U.S. Na"1J.
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Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner.

No. 155.]

DEPARTMENT OF STA'l'E,

1¥ ashington, A u.gust 19, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 126 of the 28th ultimo, acknowledging
tbe receipt on the 2~d ultimo, through .1\-Ir. Ryan, of the Department's
telegram of the 19th of the same month, relating to the seizure by the
Guatemalan Government of the arms on board the steamship Colima.
Consideration of this subject is necessarily deferred until your further
dispatches shall place the whole case before the Department and the
action of the Gutemalan Government upon your demands in respect to
this unjustifiable seizure shall be known.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM

F.

WHARTON.

Acting Secretary.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.

No. 144.]

LEGATION OF 1.'HE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, August 20, 1890. (Received September 5.)
SIR: As to the detention and interruption of our official telegrams in
these countries, I have the honor to say that on my arrival at Acajutla,
iu Salvador, on the ~th instant, I addressed a note to the Provisional
President on the subject, receiving an answer next day at La Libertad.
Similar inquires and answers have been made and received in this Republic, all of which answers are so in conflict with information in my
possession that I desire to investigate. the matter further before giving
you my conclusions. I may state, however, that my experience in this
connection is very similar to that of my immediate predecessor, as described in his dispatches Nos. 331 and 332 of March 27 and April 6 1
1885.
The confusion has been even ~reater than at that time. The direct
wire connecting this capital with-the cable at La Libertad passes through
the lines of the beligerents, and bas, of course, been obstructed.
The other wire, passing through Honduras, has been interrupted.
The wire direct to my colleague iu the city of Mexico and the other via
Paso del Norte, Bonilla & Co. Agency, have been subject to the accidents and delays incident to a long line through a sparsely populated
country.
As my written dispatches by Livingston and New Orleans reach you
in about 16 days, with the exception of those recently lost on the City
of Dallas, of which duplicates have been forwarded, I trust that the
public interest has not suffered.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER •

•
No.145.]

Mr. Mizner to jj[r. Blaine.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, August 20, 1890. (Received September 5.)
SIR: The first accounts of battles are always uncertain, but they are
especially unreliable in these countries. where the "reporter" and a
free press are unknown, aml·where there is a tendency to suppress or
exaggerate the facts, as Iutercst or feeling may dictate.
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Up to this time there is no official or reliable report of the series of
engagements which took place between the undisciplined troops of
Guatemala and Salvador a month ago.
It was, however, admitted, as I telegraphed you at the time, that
Guatemala was worsted, and it is now quite certain that her defeat was
serious, if not disastrous.
.
Under your instructions, and with entire impartiality, I have devoted
m,Yself rather to the task of inducing these Republics to make peace
than to watching anc..l reporting details of battles more or less important.
As dean of the diplomatic corps in Central America, much of tlJe labor ineident to the situation ha,s devolved upon me, and I have endeaTored to discb~rge tile same.
Having been present in San Salvador only a few days after the battle in that city with tlle vacillating General Rivas, a correct statement
of that affair and tile events leading up to it may be now given. As
heretofore stated, General Rivas, a Salvadorian, and governor of one
of tile provinces of Salvador, incited a revolution against the Government of President Menendez last December, but was promptly defeated
and <lriYen into Honduras.
At the bre~Jdng out of the present troubles, he joined Honduras and
Guatemala against the Provisional Government of General Ezeta, but
was induced by that general to again aid Salvador against Guatemala.
H!' came to San SalYador about the 28th of last month, receiving from
General Bzeta over 2,000 stand of arms with whicll to arm llis soldim·s. and promptly moved to Santa Tecla, 10 miles distant, and in
the direction of the Guatemalan frontier, with the avowed purpose of
aiding· the attack against Guatemala, but on the 29th of July changed
bir; mimi, returned suddenly to and captured the citY of San Salvador,
declariug Dr. Ayala tlle first designculo to be President.. Gen. Antonio
Ezeta, the brother of the Provisional President, bearing of this movement, marehed rapidly f m Santa Ana, and on the 30th and 31st
of July assaulted General Rivas with great energy, drove him out of
tile capital, captured and sllot him as a traitor on the 1st of August,
completely dispersiug his army. This was a street conflict with small
arms, lasting two days, during which time tlle President's palace, the
Ameriean cousnlate, and many other public and priYate buildings were
eompletely riddled with balls.
'l'he killed are Yarionsly represented at from two to three hundred;
the wounded at about the same number, but no ofiicial statement
thereof bad been made when I left that city on the 12th instant.
This information was obtained from our consul and many otllers who
were present and saw tlle battle.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

lJir. J1lizlwt· to Jllr. Blaine.
[Telegram.J

LEG.A1'ION OF 'fHE UNI1'ED STATES,

Guatemala, A.1!g'ust 21, 1890.
Mr. Mizner reports to Mr. Blaine that upon our demand for tile restoration of the arms the Guatemalan Government requires the official
wllo seized tlle arms on tbe Colima, to return them, with a written apology for llis act. He adds ad ,·ice of the reservation of all rights fot·
damages,
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lJfr. JJiizner to JJlr. Blaine.
[Telegram.)

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNITED STATES,
Guateuwla~ Atttgust 25, 1890.
Mr. Mizner reports the nonagreerneut of Salvador to the bases of
peace and the extension of the time 4 days by the Goyeruruent of
Guatemala.

Mr. Wha,rton to Air. Ryan.
tTelegraml.

DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,

Washington, August 25, 1890.
Mr. Wharton acknowledges receipt of Mr. Ryan's telegram of the 22d
instant and instructs him to telegraph Mr. Mizner that he should suggest to the Guatemalan Government the submission to arbitration of
the existing differences in Central America in accordance with the provisions of the arbitration articles proposed by the International Conference; Guatemala to choose a neutral power as her representative, and
Salvador to name another neutral power as hers, the two to act as arbitrators, and the existing situation to be maintained during the deliberations.
Mr. Ryan is further instructed to telegraph Mr. Mizner that upon
receipt of these instructions he should notify the legation at Mexico of
the fact by telegraph, whence the advice must be immediate1y telegraphed to the Department at vVashington.

JJlr. lJiizncr to Jllr. Blaine.
I Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Gtttatemala, August 27, 1890. (Uity of lYiexico, August 28, 1890.)
Mr. Ryan repeats a telegram from Mr. Mizner which acknowledgP,s receipt of Department's telegram to him of the ~7th instant; states that
be visited Acajutla, Salvador, with three members of the diplomatic
corps on Monday, and there met General Ezeta and several hundred
leading Salvadorians ; that the bases of peace were explained, and,
after being slightly modified, were accepted and signed by the Provisional President of Salvador; and that, upon his (Mr. Mizner's) return
to Guatemala City on the afternoon of the 27th, they were accepted and
signed late at night by Guatemala also. He adds that both parties
have received official notice to withdraw their armies within 48 hours
and to reduce them to a peace footing within 8 days, and concludes
that peace in Central America is thus established, except as to possible
outbreaks of an internal character,
li':R90-6
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Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.
No.147.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S1'ATES,
Guatemala, August 27, 1890. (Recei\Ted September 12.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegraphic
instructions of the 15th instant, forwarded by my colleague in Mexico.
I confern~u at once with Senor Platon Roa, the acting charge d'afl'aires
of Mexico in this Republic, who informed me that be bad no instructions
whatever on the subject of any joint action with the United States looking to the peace of any of the Central American states.
The newly appointed minister of Mexico to Guatemala has not arrived.
He was expected on the ~teamer now due, but I am informed that be is
not aboard.
The object of your instructions, the peace of these states, having just
been accomplished, as stated in my telegram of this date, I suppose further action thereunder may be suspended.
The extreme lieat and fatigue of two jonrneys to Salvador has so prostrated me that I will have to ask your indulgence until next mail for the
details of the peace referred to.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

Mr. Mizner to 111r. Blaine.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, August 28, 1890. (Received September 18.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegraphie
instructions of the ~5th, which were repeated to me by my colleague
from Mexico on the 26th instant.
The bases of peace between Guatemala and Salvador having been
accepted and formally signed by the two Republics, further action on
the subject of arbitration, as suggested in the foregoing telegraphic
instructions, would be rendered, I suppose, unnecessary.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
No. 148.]

Mr. Mizner to llfr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, August 28, 1890. (El Paso, Tex., August 29, 1890.)
Mr. Mizner reports that General Barrundia resisted arrest on the
steamer Acapulco, in port at San Jose, on the 28th instant, and was
killed by Guatemalan authorities, he firing upon the officers and captain first. He adds that he bad guaranties for the safety of General
Barrundia, and that he joined the consul-general of the United States
in advfsing the captain of the steamer that, martial law being still in
force, he should permit the arrest of General Barrundia upon charges
of being an enemy.
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JJlr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.
No.150.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, .Aug1tst 29, 1890. (Received SeptemlJer 18.)
SIR: Referring to my Cipher telegram of yesterday, in connection
with which I have the honor to inform you that on my return to this
capital from Salvador via San Jose de Guatemala, on the afternoon of
the 26th instant, I found that the consul-general and secretary of this
legation bad, in my absence, received pressing applications from the
commandant of the Guatemalan port of Champerico and from the President and the minister of foreign relations of this Republic, stating that
one Gen. J. M. Barrundia, a citizen of Guatemala, was on board the
Pacific Mail steamer Acapu-lco, then in that port, making the allegations
that General Barrundia was an enemy and hostile to this Republic, and
that be was guilty of high treason and other crimes against this his
native land. That he was en route for the Republic of Salvador, a
nation with which Guatemala was and is now at war, and requesting
the consul-general to instruct the captain of the steamer not to throw
any obstacle in the way of the arrest of General Barrundia by the
authorities of Guatemala while the steamer should remain in the waters
and jurisdiction of Guatemala. Accordingly, Consul-General Hosmer
consented, by telegraph, all of which will more fully appear from his
dispatch No. 243 of this date, to which I beg leave to refer, and to have
this dispatch considereu as a continuation of the history of the case.
At noon on the 27th instant I received a telegram from the captain
of the steamer, of which inclosure 1 is a copy, and promptly answered
it as per inclosure 2. The allusions to the personal safety of Barrnn<lia
referred to were, at my request, promised the night before by the
President and minister of foreign relations. At 10 p. m. I received
another telegram from the captain of the steamer (inclosure 3), requesting me to advise him in writing. At the same time I received a telegram from Commander G. C. Reiter, U. S. Navy, commanding U. S. S.
Ranger, senior officer present (inclosure 4), in which he acknowledged
Guatemala's right over the steamer and requested me to obtain permission from this Government to return _Barrundia to Mexico in the
U. S. S. Thetis.
The minister of foreign relations being present in my parlor, I made
this request of him; but it was positively declined. In view of all the
circumstances, to wit, that Guatemala had, on the 21st day of July,
decreed martial law throughout the Republic, which decree is still in
force, and did, on the 23d day of July, formally declare war against the
Republic of Salvador, which declaration is yet in full force, the steamer
being at anchor in the port of Guatemala and within her jurisdiction,
bound for a port in the enemy's country, to wit, La Libertad, in Salvador, where, a daughter of Barrundia that same day told me, he intended
to land, notwithstanding he had a ticket for Panama, the alleged and
well-known history of Barrundia towards this Republic, his attempted
invasion of Guatemala from Mexico, decided me to advise the captain
of the steamer to submit to the arrest of his passenger, as indicated in
my letter (inclosure 5).
On the next day Commander Reiter telegraphed me (inclosure 6) that
Barrnndia had resisted arrest and been killed, and on the same day
reported by letter, as per inclosure 7, to the effect that at about 2:30
p. m. of that day the commandant of the port at San Jose went on
board the Acapulco with several policemen, showed my letter of advice
to Captain Pitts of the steamer, and they together went to Barrundia's
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stateroom, told him of my Jetter, and that be, the captain, could no
longer protect him. Barrundia then seized a pistol from the upper
berth, fired three shots at the commandant and captain, who beat a
hasty retreat and took refuge in a stateroom, followed by .Barrundia
firing wildly, passing out to the port side of the deck, thence forward
across to the starboard side, through social hall, then back through
social ball, and turned to go forward on the port ~ide, w)len he fell.
It was impossible to tell just where the detectives were at the time.
He died where he fell, pierced by several bullets. The body was brought
to this capital and interred in the city cemetery.
The ship was not detained longer than the time allowed by the contract between the Government and the mail company. The commandant who attempted the arrest was in uniform and well known to Barrundia.
The minister of foreign relations informed me yesterday that Bart·undia feared violence from individuals or mobs, on account of his many
cruelties wb~n secretary of war under General Barrios, rather than
any serious punishment by the Government, and that he was secretly
buried before daylight for similar reasons. The minister, however,
said that he was quite confident that the Government could have protected him from any such violence.
This Government also claimed the right to arrest Barrundia under
its contract with the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, to which the
.Acapulco belonged, the 17th section of which is as follows:
ARTICLE

17.

The company bmds itself not to permit troops or munitions of war to be carried on
board of its steamers from any of the ports of call to the ports of or adjacent to Guatemala, if there be reason to believe that these materials may be used against Guatemala, or that war or pillage is intemled.

I respectfully suggest, in view of our increasing commercial and
social intercourse with these Central American states and the possibility of future local disturbances, that an authoritative declaration of
the law of nations on the subject be made.
I have the honor, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

August 30.
Since writing the above, the daughter of Barrundia referred to entered this legation, and, in an angry and violent manner, with her hand
on a pistol, threatened my life for consenting to the arrest of her father.
She was removed by Consul-General Hosmer.
L . .B. M.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 150.-Telegram.l

Captain Pitts, of the American merchant steanter Acapulco, to Mr. Mizner.
[Received at telegraph office in Guatemala at 10:19 a. m,; received at legation at 12 m., August 27,
1890.]

CHAMPERICO,

A.tl-gust 27, 1890.

l.:NITED STATES MINISTER:

I am here awaitmg your instructions in reference to the demand of the Guatemalan
Government to arrest a J).assenger, J. M. ·sarruudia, from my ship. If yon can arrange it so this matter may be settled at San Jos6, I would prefer it very much, because I can receive in that port your written orders, and also have better protection.
I fear the pa~:;senger wanted will resist himself from leaving the ship, and there are
several others on board who would probably help him to resist, which might make
1;roqble in my shi,p. Please llDswer immediatelf.

W. G. PlT'l'S,

CENTRAIJ AMERICA.
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[Inclo11ure 2 in No. 150.-Tolegram.l

Ministe1· Mizner to Captain Pitts.
GUATEMALA, .August 27, 1890.
Capt. W. G. PITTS,
Champe1·ico, Guatemala:
I am in receipt of your telegram of this date on the subject of the proposed arrest
of J. M. Barrnndia and think that Guatemala, like any other nation, has the right
to arrest a person on a neutral ship in its own waters in time of war for any canse
deemed an offense under international law. In this case it must be understood that
life is not to he endangered or the person arrested punished for any other offense
than that specified in the letter of the Guatemala Government addressed yesterday
to Consul-General Hosmer. If, in your judgment, the lives or property of innocent
persons will be endangerecl by submitting to the arrest in Champerico, it wonld he
better to bring the person to San Jose wit.hont altering his status, and where protection can be bad.
MIZNER.
[Inclosure 3 in No. 150.-Telegram.]

Captain Pitts to Minister Mizner.
[Received at telegraph office in Guatemala at 9:46 p. m.; received at this legation at 10 p. m., .Au·
gust 27.]

SAN Jos:E DE GuATE.l\IALA, .A11gust 27, 1890.
Mr. MIZNER,
United States Minister:
Shall I deliver General Barrundia to the authorities here Y If so, please send me a
letter with your signature to that effect.
w. G. PITTS,
Co1mnander.
[Inclosure 4 in No. 150.-Telegram.]

Commander Reiter, D. S. S. Ranger, to Mr. Mizner.
LReceived in telegraph office, Guatemala, at 8 p.m.; received at legation at 10 p.m.]

SAN JOSE DE GUATE:\iALA, .August 27, 1890.
MIZNER,
.
United States Minister:
Barrundia expected in steamer. As peace is declared, I suggest that yon ask Government to permit Thetis to take him to Acapulco, we acknowledging their municipal
rights over steamer. Steamer .Acapulco in sight.
REITER.
(Inclosure 5 in No. 150.]

Mr. Mizner to Captain Pitts.
UNITED STATES L'EGATION,
Guatemala, .August 27, 1890-10:30 p.m.
Sm: If your ship is within 1 league of the territory of Guatemala and you have
on board Gen. J. M. Barrundia, it becomes your duty, under the laws of nations, to
deliver him to the authorities of Guatemala upon their demand, allegations bn.ving
been made to this legation that said Barrundia is hostile to and an enemy to this Republic. Guaranties have been made to me by this Government that his life shall not
he in danger or any other punishment inflicted upon him than for the causes stated
in the letter of Senor Anguiano to Consul-General Hosmer dated yesterday.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER,
U'llited States Minister.
Ca.pt. W. G. PITTS,
Commanding Pacific M. S. S. Co.'s steamship .Acapulco.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
[Inclosure 6 in No. 150.-Telegram.]

Commander Reiter to Mr. Mizner.
SAN

Minister MIZXER:
Barrundia resisted arrest and was killed.
with particulars to-morrow.

JOSE

DE GUATEMALA,

.August 28, 1800.

No passengers or others injured.

Letter

REITER.

(Inclosure 7 in No. 150.]

Commander Reiter to M1 .. Mizner.
U. S. S. RANGER, August 2M, 1890.
On receipt of your telegram about 6:30p.m., yesterday, I went ashore
and sent one to you at 7 p. m. I requested the commandant to postpone action until
I received a reply, which he declined to do. I waited until after 9 o'clock for a reply
from yon and believe that my dispatch did not go or that your reply was delayed, as
I did not receive it until 9:30 this morning. Am sorry my reply was too late.
The commandant did not take any action last night, but did to-day. A.t about 2:30
we thonght we heard firing on boSJ.rd the Acapulco and a few minutes after the Guatemalan flag was hauled down from the fore and the United States flag hoisted. I then
thought you had come down and were on board, but learned later that it was intended to call assistance. Lieutenant Bartlett soon came on board from the Acapulco
and reported that the commandant was on board of the Acapulco, and that promiscuous firing bad been going on, and that the captain desired protection. I immediately
started and was followed in a few minutes by Lieutenant Harris with an armed'kuard
of marines. On arrival I found the commandant had left with the body of Barruudia,
and that all was quiet; so I sent Lieutenant Harris back.
The following is as near as I could learn what occurred. When the commandant
arrived on board be delivered your letter to Captain Pitts, and they both went to the
cJ.ptain's room, where it w:as read. The captain then sent the first officer, Mr. Brown,
to sen1 all cabin passengers below and to warn the steerage pAssengers to keep forward. The captain and commandant then went to Barmndia's room. They stood
Q.Utside-one on each side of the door-while Barrnndia was inside smoking a cigarette. The captain then told him of your letter, and that be could not afford b:im further protection. 'fbe commandant then said something to him in Spanish, to which
Barrundia replied, "Bueno," when he quickly seized a revolver from the upper berth
and fired two or three shots out of the door. The captain and commandant beat a
hasty retreat aft and took refuge in a stateroom, followed by Barraudia firing wildly;
he passed out to the port side of the dec'k, then forward across to the starboard side
through social ball, then back through social ball, and turned to go forward on the
port side, when he fell. It was impossible to point out just where the detectives were
all the time; some say they were on the starboard side and first shot and wounded
Barrundia when he appeared on that side; but the certain result was that be died
where he fell, pierced by several bullets • . He must have been terribly excited or
scared not to have done any damage to his enemies, for be had everything his own
way for a few moments.
I am sorry to hear that you have not been well since your trip to Acajutla, but hope
you are all right again.
Commander Stockton returned yesterday. Everything is quiet at La Union and
AILapala.
Very sincerely,
DEAR SIR:

GEO.

Hon. L. B. MIZ:SRR,
•
United States Minister, Guatemala•

C.

REITER.

. · Mr. Hosmer to Mr. WIJarton.•
No. 243.]

CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Gu.aternala, ~ ugust 29, 1890. (Ueceive<.l ~eptember 18.)
SIR: Concurrently with dispatch No. 150 of the minister of the
United States, to which I beg respectfully to refer as continuing the
history I am about to narrate, I have the honor to report that on Mon-
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day morning, the 25th instant, during the absence of the miJlister of the
United States at Acajutla, Salvador, I recei\ed a telegram from Mr.
Florentine Souza, consular agent of the United Sta.tes at Ohamperico 1
copy of which, with translation of the same into English, I inclose herewith, wherein it appears that the commandant of the port of Ohamperico states that Gen. J. M. Barrundia is a passenger on board of the
steamer Acapulco, on his way to Salvador, cbarges him with high treason and other crimes ttgainst Guatemala, and requests permission to
visit the vessel for his arrest and removal, the consular agent closing
with tbe inquiry as to what he shall do in the matter.
I replied by telP-graph to Mr. Souza, copy of which I inclose herewith,
to the efl'ect that I thought Guatemala had the right to,search foreign
vessels in her own waters for persons suspected of hostility to her
during time of war, and that he was at liberty to communicate my
opinion to the commandant.
On the following morning at about 10 o'clock I received a note from
the President of tb.is Republic asking me to call upon him at his house
to converse about a matter of importance, copy of which note, with
translation into English, I inclose herewith.
I called upon the President promptly in response to his request, and
he recited to me in the interview a number of charges which the Guatemalan Government had against General Barrundia, with secret information, as he expressed it, that General Barrundia was on board of the
steamer Acapulco, at that moment in the port of Ohamperico, en route
to join the forces of Salvador against his own country. The President
furthermore informed me that a copy of my telegram to Mr. Souz~ of
the previous day had been shown to him, and he requested me to repeat it, in substance, by wire to Captain Pitts, commanding the steamer
Acapulco.
I had received no information at that time when the minister of the
United States would return, or that the bases for peace had been signed
by General Ezeta on the part of Salvador. I accordingly promised to
address a telegram to Captain Pitts immediately, which I did at the
central office of telegraphs, and copy of which I inclose herewith.
On my return to this office a messenger from the foreign office brought
to me a note from Senor Anguiano, minister for foreign relations, which,
as will be observed in the copy and translation into English inclosed
herewith, sets forth the reasons which inspire the Government of Guatema1a in its desire to arrest General Barrundia and remove him from a
vessel sailing under the American flag.
At the time I received this note I was informed that the minister of
the United States would arrive in this capital at 2 o'clock of the afternoon. He did so, and on his arrival at this legation I reported to him
at once all that had occurred in the matter which is the subject of this
report.
About a quarter past 5 o'clock of the same day, and while I was on
my way from this office to my hotel, I was/met by a messenger of the
telegraph office, who handed to me a telegram from Mr. Souza, containing the following words only: "Please answer Captain Pitts's telegrams as soo.o as possible."
On reading 1\Ir. Souza's request, and not having received any telegrams from Captain Pitts, I proceeded at once to the central office for
telegraphs, and upon inquiry found a clerk making a corrected copy of
a telegram from Captain Pitts addressed to me, which I ·inclose herewith, the substance of which was that J. M. Barrundia had embarked
on his ship at the port of Acapulco with a direct ticket for Panama, and
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that he th~ captain would suggest that, as a guaranty for the ship and
himself, the passenger Barrundia should be retained on board until
arrival at San Jose, where Captain Pitts would place himself under the
orders of the minister of the .United States, and requesting me to submit the telegram to that official.
I replied at once to Captain Pitts in the following words: "Your telegram just received. Will submit same to Uuited States minister for
his answer."
Immediately after dinner I returned to the legation and submitted
Captain Pitts's telegram and my repl,y as above to the minister of the
United States, thus concluding all official action in the matter upon
which I have herein reported.
lam, sir, etc.,
JAMES R. HOSMER,
Consul-General.
rinclosure 1 in No. 243.-Translation.]
RETALIJULEN,
CoNsuL-GENERAL oF THE UNITED STATEs oF AMERICA:

Auuust 25, 1890.

The commandant of Champerico bas sent me the following communication :
"I La.ve bad notice that Barrundia intends to embark on one of the Pacific Mail
steamers coming from the north as a passenger for Salvador, and, as he bas been found
wit.h arms in hand against Guatemala, be has committed the offense of high treason
and other crimes, as the public well know. I have the order of my Government to
arrest the sa.id Barrundia on the anchoring of the ship th'at brings him, for•which
reason I beg that yon will please suggest to the captain to aid as best he may, so that
said person ca.n be delivered to me according to the law of nations, besides the extradition treaty for criminals ratified in 1870 hetween tlu~ Govemmeuts of Guatemala and the United States, which applies in the present case.
" I beg that you will please answer me for my present information, and I remain
your obedient servant,
"AUGUSTIN p ANIAGUA."
Acco di ngly, I beg that yon will commumcate to me instructions as promptly as possible, a it is thought that the steamer in which Barrundia is a passenger will arrive
at Champerico to-morrow, and it is necessary to have your orders to know what I
ought to do in this matter.
F. SOUZA,
Consula1' Anent.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 243.-Telegram.]

M1·. Hosme1· to Mr. Souza.
GUATEMALA, .Auoust 25~ 1890.
Senor DoN F. SouzA,
Agente Co11sular lle los E. E. U. U. del Nm·te, Retalllulen, Guate'» tala:
United States mini.~ter absent. I think Guatemalan Government has right to search
foreign vessels in her own waters for persons suspected of hostility to her during time
of war and to arrest them. You may communicate t!Jis opinion to the commandant.
JAMES R. HOSMER,

United States Consul-General.
[Inclosure 3 in No. 243.-Translation.]

Presillent Ba1·illas to Mr. Hosmer.
GUATEMALA, Auoust 26, 1800.
Gen. Manuel L. Barillas courteously salutes the Hon. Mr ..James R. Hosmer and
requests him to please come to his house for conversation upon an important matter.
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[Inclosure 4in No. 243.]

Mr. Hosrne1· to Captain Pitts.
CHAMPERICO, GuATEMALA, Augttst 26, H390.
The Gnatema1an Government has the right to search your steamer for any person
or persons hostile to this Republic, and, if found, to arrest him or them. Yon will
therefore please see that no obstacle is permitted to that right of search in accordance with the law of nations. The United States minister is not here, but is expected
this afternoon.
JAMES R. Hosl\nm,
United States Consul-General.
Captain PITTS,
Captain of Pacific Mail Stearner Acapulco.

(Inclosnre 5 in No. 243.-Translation.]

Minislm· Anguiano to Mr. Hosmer.
OFFICE OF MINISTER

FOREIGN RELATIOXo OF GUATEMALA,
National Palace, lhtatemala, .August 26, 1R90.
HONORABLE Sm: 'l'he captain of the steamer which anchored to-day in Champe'rico resists, as the commandant of the port informs me, to permit the arrest of Gen.
J. M. Barrundia, who is aboard of that vessel. This Guatemalan general has not only
in dift'erent ways attacked his country, Guatemala, but has armed himself against
her, raising an armed faction on the Mexican frontier to invade her.
Barrundia landed a few days since in San Benito, a Mexicn.n port, having arms
with him, and when he put them in hands in Tapachula, and moving upon Gnatemaln, was arrested and deprived of his anus; finally, be dared to penetrate the territory t)f Guatemala, leading an armed faction.
The facts referred to, Honorable Sir, show the perfect right which exists in the Government of Guatemala, being in a state of war, to capture Barrundia on tho steamer
which is anchored in Champerico; for certainly the consnl-gcneml and secretary in
charge of the business of the United States of America knows tha.t every nation, being
in "War, can examine or inspect foreign vessels in its own waters and capture those
simply suspected of being hostile.
Besides, by the contract which the Government made with the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, that company should not permit the bringing or taking to Guatemala,
nor to the adjacent countries, any element of hostility in tiffie of war, such as exists
at this time.
.
·
Accordingly, I address myself to the honorable consul-general and charge <l'am1ires
of tbe United States that he will, if he thinks proper, give his directions by telegraph
to the effect that the captain of the vessel referred to may not offer any resistance to
the capture or arrest of the said Gen. J. Martin Barrundia.
With assurances of my high consideration, etc.
F. ANGUIANO.
Ron. J Al\fRS R. HOSMER,
Secretary in Cha1'ge and Consul-General of the United Stlttcs, p1·escnt.
l!'OH.

[Inclosure 6 in No. 243.-Telegram.]

Captain Pitts to JJ:b·. Hosmer.

errAl\IPERICO, August 26, 1890. (Received in Guatoma1a 5:10 p. m.)
Hon. JAMES R. HosMER,
United· States Consul-General:
The passenger J. M. Barrundia embarked at Acapulco with a direct ticket for Panama. Under these circumstances, I woulrl suggest, a.s a guaranty for my ship and
myself, to hold the passenger on board until my arrival at San Jose, where I will
place myself under the orders of the American minister. As you expect him this
afternoon, please snbtr:it this to him and give me an answer.
Please ask Hockmeyer & Co. for the cipher word in the Pacific Mail code of my
name, and insert the same in your answer. Please send man-of-war with your written orders, and avoid telegraphic orders, if possible. Answer.
W. G. PITTS.
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Mr. lVharton to Mr. M1·zner.
[Telegram.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, August 30, 1890.
Mr. Wharton states that Barrundia placed himself within the jurisdiction of Guatemala at his own peril, and it was for the authorities of
Guatemala to assume jurisdiction ~t their own risk and responsibility.
Department learns with regret that Mr. Mizner advised or consented to
the surrender of Barrundia, particularly as there was no specific charge
of violation of the ordinary law of Guatemala apparent and his treatment as an enemy under martial law only is alleged.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Mizner.
[Telegram.]

DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,

Washington, September 2, 1890.
Mr. Wharton acknowledges the receipt of Mr. Mizner's telegram of
the 1st instant, and inform~ him that he was instructed on the ::30th of
August that Barrundia entered the jurisdiction of Guatemala at his
own risk, and it was for the Guatemalan authorities to assume jurisdiction at their own nsponsibility and risk; that the Department regretted his having advised or consented to the surrender, particularly
as violation of the ordinary laws of Guatemala was not charged, and
as the only allegation was that he wa~ to be treated as an enemy under
martial law.

Mr. Mizner tQMr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA'l'ES IN CEN'I'RA.L AMERICA,

Via El Paso, Tex., September 3, 1890.
Mr. Mizner eports the ·withdrawal of both armies from the frontiers
aud their rapid disbandment, the success of the officious mediation of
the diploma.tc corps, and the approval with which the country regards
the course of that body. He adds that the intention is to declare peace
the coming week.

Mr. JJfizner to Mr. Blaine.
No. 151.]

LEGATION OF TH..bl UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, September 3, 1890. (Received September 18.)
SIR: In my No. 147 of the 27th ultimo it was stated that full details
of the propm~ed arrangement for peace between Salvador and Guatemala could not then be given and asked your indulgence until the mail
that goes north to-day.
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I am constrained to ask further delay as to the full details until the
diplomatic corps can prepare the very voluminous correspondence connected with the negotiations, so that there may be an exact agreement
between us as to what was said and done. Of course, it will be in the
Spanish language, requiring translation.
But, believing that yon may desire to know the main and material
circumstances, as well as results, I inclose the originals, with their translations herewith, namely, 1, the original bases as suggested by the diplomatic corps, by and with the adYice and consent of Guatemala and
Salvador, the latter State being represented here at the time by its
plenipotentiary, Senor Galindo, who fully agreed, on behalf of the Provisional Government of Salvador, to the bases, including articles III
and IV, as the best way, under all the circumstances, to restore constitutional government in that State.
On my arrival at Acajutla, in Salvador, in the U. S. S. Ranger, August 25, in company with Plenipotentiaries Castro, of Costa Rica, and
Larios, of Nicaragua, and Minister Resident Arellano, of Spain, the
Provisional President of Salvador objected to articles III and IV of the
bases as an interference with the autonomy of that Republic, notwithstanding his envoy had consented thereto. There being no intention
on the part of the diplomatic corps to so interfere, the explanatory note
marked~ was added to and made part of the bases.
Whereupon General Ezeta, the ProvisiGnal President of Salvador,
accepted these bases as above explained and set forth in the papers
marked 3 and 4.
Returning to Guatemala on the afternoon of August 26, a letter was
addressed to the minister for foreign relations of this Republic, submitting the bases, as explained, for consideration and action, as set
forth in the paper marked 5, which bases were promptly accepted by
that minister, as will appear in the paper marked 6.
And at the same time a formal decree accepting the bases was signed
and promulgated by the President, as will be noted in the paper
marked 7.
Immediately thereafter the respective Governments of Guatemala and
Salvador were notified and requested to comply with the terms of the
bases, as will appear in the paper marked 8.
Accordingly, all the troops of the respective Republics have been
withdrawn from their frontiers, and Guatemala and Salvador ceasing
to be arrayed against each other, their armies being rapidly reduced
to a peace footing, I was yesterday informed by the minister for foreign relations of Guatemala that peace would be declared as soon as
the <liplomatic corps should report thali the terms of the bases had been
complied with.
Honduras has been consulted and heartily cooperates with all that
has been done in the premises.
In all these negotiations I have been especially careful to impress
upon the belligerents and the members of the diplomatic corps that
this is a friendly officious mediation only, avoiding in any manner interference with the autonomy of either Republic, and that joint action
became necessary on account of imminent danger of immediate and
terrific conflict between the contending armies, as well as the precedent established in 1885 during the invasion of Salvador by the late
President Barrios.
I have the honor to be, etc.
LANSING B. MIZNER.

(Inclosure 1 in No. 151.-Translatio

.Authorized copy of the bases prese~~ted by tlte diplomatic corps accredited to Cent1·al
ica for the arrangement of peace between the .Republics of Guatemala and Salvador.
Desiring to put an end, if possible, to the war which unfortunately exists be1tw~eellt ~,
the Republics of Guatemala and Salvador, the undersigned, members of the diplo.
matic corps accredited to Central America, havin~ been solicited to do so by the
ministers plenipotentiary of Nicaragua and Costa Rwa, believe that they can, by
tue of an officious mediation accepted by both belligerents, formulate the bases which,
in their opinion, may afford a satisfactory solution for the reestablishment of the most
perfect accord between two nations otherwise united by so many ties, and whose
mutual and reciprocal friendship is so imperiously demanded by the universal fitness
of t.hiugs.
The character, therefore, of thi~ mediation is consonant with the most absolute respect for the autonomy and independence of the States concerned; and the validity
and force of these stipulations herein enunciated will depend exclusively and only
upon their being freely and voluntarily accepted by both parties.
The bases for the reestablishment of peace between Guatemala and Salvador, for
the purpose of thus normalizing a situation exceptional in the extreme and unforeleen by the provisions of international law, should be, in the judgment of the undersigned, as follows :
.
I. The withdrawal of both armies from the frontiers within the space of 48 hours
after the contracting parties shall have been notified by the diplomatic corps that
these bases have been ratified and accepted as a formal compromise between them.
II. The said armies to be disarmed so as to reduce them to the effective force required in time of peace, and likewise the army of Honduras shall be in the same maaner placed on a peace footing, This disarmament to be simultaneous, and shall be
certified to in Guatemala and in Salvador by two members of the diplomatic corps
8 days after the term shall have expired in which the retirement of the troops from
the frontier shall be effected.
In conformity with this, it is solemnly agreed between the Governments of Guatemala, Honduras, and Salvador to prevent within their respective territories the formation of factions or other si'milar revolutionary proceedings directed against either
of the other republics in question.
III. For the purpose of obviating the inconnniences presented by the situation in
Salvador with respect to international relations, the political and military state of
the Republic shall reverJ; back to the ~2d day of June of the present year, the supreme
power being inve~ted in the person called by law to exercise it during the periofl of 21
days, with the sole faculty of calling upon the people to hold presidential elections.
In case that, from any cause whatever, neither of the individuals designated by law
for that purpose shall assume power, it shall be invested in the actual president of
the supreme tribunal of justice of the Republic, with the same faculty ascribed to the
person Mo designated by law.
The President elect shaH be considered President ad interim from the date of his
election until the lst day of March, 1891, and as the constitutional Pre8ident from the
latter date until the expiration of hi!! legal term of office, thus avoiding the disturbances consequent upon a new electoral struggle within so short a period.
IV. The retroaction of the politico-military condition to which reference is mado
in the preceding article shall have reference only to the calling of the nominees of
the constitution, to the members of the supreme tribunal of justice, and to the general
inspection of the army.
V. The presidential election having been held, and the President elect having taken
possession of the Government of Salvador, shall be recognized by the States of Central America and, ad referendum, by all foreign powers that shall have representatives
in Salvador.
VI. Complete and unconditional amnesty shall be granted in the Republics of
Guatemala, Salvador, and Honduras to all who took part in the events that gave
rise to the war or were in any way connected with it.
VII. The administration of the Government of Salvador having been legally constituted as far as possible under the existing circumstances, a treaty of peace shall
be celebrated between the belligerent 'republics, which shall forever efface traces of
the disagreements that have taken place between them, and which shall be a proof of'
t.he mutual respect and good will that each feels for the autonomy and independence
of the other.
This treaty just meutionod must be celebrated within the period of 3 mont.hs
at tho latest, counting from the day on which the Presidt'nt elect shall take possession according to the arrangement set forth in these bases; and in it shall be specified and set forth the most complete and absolute renouncement of all claims for indemnity arising from the present war just concluded.
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VIII. The present project or proposition shall be submitted to the knowledge of
the Government of Honduras, in order that it may adhere to it; for, be it well understood that these bases concern that Republic, also, in all that may be for its benefit
and a\lvantage, in order that it may enter fully and completely in concert with her
sister rerublics in peace and sincere friendship, in which all the Central American
republics should be united.
·
IX. The belligerents shall report to this foreign diplomatic corps accredited to
Central America within the limit of 5 days, without grace, counting from tl1e dato
of these bases, whether they shall accept them or not; and the communication containing their report of acceptance shall be inserted, together with these baRes, in t.he
official daily of Guatemala (Diario Oficial de la Republica de Guatemala), of Salvn,<lor,
and of Honduras, in order that, should they be in 1he affirmative, they may consti tnte
a solemn compromise of honor to faithfnlly and sincerely carry them into eft'ect.
And, in witnes~ thereof, we hereby affix our signatures at the city of Guatemala,
this 17th day of August, 1890.
LANSING B. MIZNER,
United States Ministm·.
JOSE MARIA CASTRO,

Mi11ister of C sta Rica.
G.

LARIOS,

Minister of Nicm·auua.
L. REYNAUD,

Minister of France.
JULIO DE ARELLANO,

Minister of Spain.
ATE HALEWYCK,

Minister of Beluintn.
ARTHUR CHAPMAN,

H. B. M. Char[Jc d' A.(ai1·es.
PAUL SCHJ\IAECIC,

Chm·ge de' Ajfai1·es of Germany.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 151.-Translation.]

Additional notes.
It having been nnderAtood by one of the belligerent parties that the third and fourth
n,rticles of the bases, dated the 17th of the present month, for declaring peace between Guatemala and Salvador, is an attempt agamst the autonomy of the latter,
the dean, as well as the other undersigned members of the diplomatic corps, by
order of and in tho name of the said diplomatic corps, formally and solemnly make
the following declaration, which must form an integral part of t4e foregoing bases:
In drawing up the third and fourth articles the diplomatic corps bad no other
object in view than that of setting forth in the interest of peace what was already
the manifest will and pleasure of the Government de facto of Salvador, in accordance
with the political programme set forth by its plenipotentiary, Senor Doctor Don Francisco E. Galinllo, who subscribed to them without any reserve.
In conseqnm1ct' of which the diplomatic corps protest that the said articles III and
IV do not invohe, eYou remotely, the least intention of interference in any manner
in matters tha.t arc the exclusive and competent right of Salvador to arrange.
LANSING B. MIZNER,
United States Minister.
JULIO DE ARELLANO,

Ministm· of Spain.
JOSE MARIA CASTIW,

Mi11ister of Costa Rica.
L. HEYNAUD,

Enca1·gado de Negocios de Francia.
G. LARIOS,
Minister of Nicaragua.
PAUL SCI-IMAECK,

Charged' Affaires of Germany.
ARTHUR CHAPMAN,

H. B. M. Charge d'Affaires.
AUGUSTO HALEWYCK,
AC4JUTLA, SALv Al>OR,

Charge d'Affaires of Bclgiu1n.
August 25, 1890,

FOREIGN RELATIONS•
• [Inoloeure 8 in No. 15L-TraDalatlon.)

l:n view of the bases of peace to which ~he preceding declaration refers, and in the
interests of the same, I hereby ratify them, in confc,rmity with, and in relntion'to, the
answer given this day by the foreign diplomatic corps accredited to Central America..
CA}!LOS EZETA.
ACAJUTLA, SALVADOR, August 25, 1890.

[Inclosure' in No. 151.-Translation.]

Notes exchanged in connection with the restoration of peace.
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SALVADOR,
Acajutla, August 25, 1890.
MosT EXCELLENT SIR : In vlew of the addition that the honorable diplomatic corps
h~ been pleased to make to the bases of peace between the Repllblics of Salvador and
Guatemala, which is very satisfactory to my Government, inasmuch aH it is therein
declared that the idea was not eveu remotely entertained of interference in the internal arrangements of this Republic, it gives me much pleasure to inform Yonr Excellency that the Government over which I preside ratifies the said bases, with the sole
exception of the third and fourth articles, which I will submit to the consideration
of the National Assembly, which I shall convoke in order that they may flispose of
them as they see fit, as the most competent authority to represent the National Government.
It is my duty to add, Most Excel1ent Sir, that if it depended solely upon me to approve at once and absolutely, without reserve, the fore~oing bases, I would do so wit,h
the greatest pleasure, with the sole purpose of promotmg peace and to demonstrate
that in taking the lead in the revolutionary movement of the 22d of last June, I did
not do so in the hope of satisfying pe1·sonal ambitions, bot to secure for my country
an administration more in harmony with national aspirations; but, being unable to
do this, as I have already heretofore rema.r ked, I find myself under the necessity of
ubmitting to the more competent decision of the 1·epresentatives of the Republic of
Salvador.
I avail myself of this occasion to assure Your Excellency and the diplomatic corps
over which you so worthily preside that my Government and its official representatives entertain t.he most lofty apprecia~ion of your noble efforts and those of your
colleagues to restore peace between natiOns that may have forgotten for a moment
that they are sisters.
Besides, my Government bein~ satisfied with the latest declaration of the diploma1;ic corps, of w bich in the b.egmning I expressed my appreciation, it is pleased thus
to modify its reply of the 21st of.!.ngust instant.
I reiterate, etc.,
CARLOS EZETA.
Mr. J... ANSING B. MIZNER,
Dean of the Diplomatic Corps accredited to Central AntC1·ica, present.

[Inclosure 5 in No. 151.-Translation.]

Notes exchanged on account of peace.
GUATEMALA, .August 26, 1890.
SIR: As the organ of the diplomatic corps over which I have the honor to preside,
I beg to send to Your Excellency the 'arr:mgementfor a basis of peace between Guatemala and Salvador ratified by General }~zeta.. AR Your Excellency will observe in
said ratification, there is a reservation to submit the third and fourth articles to the
consideration of the General Assembly, which will be convened for that purpose.
In expressing his ideas on this point, General Ezeta and his plenipotentiaries, with
elevated views worthy of encomiums, stated in terms leaving no doubt that the reunion of the Assembly would be immediate.
With high consideration, I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER,·
United States Minister.
His Excellency Sefior Doctor Don FRA~CISCO KNGUIANO, etc.,
Present.
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[Inclosure 6 in No. 151.-Translation.l

Sefior Anguiano to Mr. Mizner.
GUATEMAJ,A, AugtMt 26, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's favor dated
to-day in this city, in which Your Excellency is pleased to acquaint me that, as organ
of the honorable diplomatic corps, of which you are the dean, you transmit to me the
l>ases of a peace to bb concluded between this Republic and that of SalYador, bases
which have been ratified by General Ezeta with one reservation, to-wit, that articles
3 and 4 shall be submitted to an assembly to be convened for that purpose. Your
Excellency adds that the expressions of General Ezeta and his plenipotentiaries, in
conference with the members ofthe honorable diplomatic corps, leave no doubt asto
the immediate convening of said assembly.
It gives me great satisfaction to acquaint Your Excellency, in reply, that the President of the Republic has ratified the bases referred to, with tho reservation made by
General Ezeta, it being the belief of my Government that the noble aspirations of
the Guatemalan people will thus be satisfied, which are the same as those by which
he is himself animated-that constitutional order may be established in tho neighboring and sister nation of Salvador, unhappily mterrupted by the events of the 22d
of June.
This pacific solution of the existing diQ.iculties between the two nations insures,
according to the belief of the Guatemalan Government, tho general welfare of Central
America, and can not but be gratifying and acceptable, therefore, to the administration over which General Barillas presides.
The latter high functionary bas instructed me to present his heartfelt thanks to the
honorable diplomatic corps, of which you are the dean, for the friendly offices lent
u.v it in this emergency to Guatemala and to all Central America in the generous and
activo part which it has taken in the establishment of peace, so full of benefit to
both nations.
I avail myself,
F. ANGUIANO.

[Inclosure 7 in No. 151.-Translation.]

OFFICE Ol!' THE SECRETARY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS,
• National Palace, Guatentala, C. A., Altgttst 26, 1890.
MosT EXCELLENT Sm: I have the honor to transcribe and transmit to Your Excellency the decision in which the Senor General President ratifies tho bases of the articles of peace drawn up between this Republic and that of Salvador, as follows:
"NATIONAL PALACE, Guatemala, August 26, 1890.
"The bases for the arrangement of peace between Guatema.la and Salvador formulated uy the diplomatic corps accredited to Central America, by virtue of an officious
mediation, having been presented before me; bases accepted and ratified yesterday in
the port of Acajutla, Salvador, by Gen. Don Carlos Ezeta, chief of the Government
de hecho of Salvador:
''Duly appreciating the elevated and philanthropic motives that have impelled
the honorable diplomatic corps to offer their friendly mediation and labors inquest
of the reestablishment of peace in Central America, and the Government of Guatemala desiring to give a proof of its frank disposition to arrive at the same result,
now that the bases subscribed to comply with the requirements that obliged her to
mobilize a portion of the army of the Republic, the President accords:
"(l) To ratify in all their parts the bases referred to.
" (2) The minister of war shall take the necessary steps for retiring and disarming
the forces in the manner prescribed.
"Let it be communicated.
''Rubricated by the Senor General President.
"ANGUIANO."
With the highest consideration and esteem, etc.,
F. ANGUIANO.
His Excellency Senor Don LANSING B. MIZNER,
Ent'OIJ Extraordinm·y and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of A'merica, and
Senors Members of the Diplomatic Corps, present.
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GUATEMALA, .August 26, 1890.
SEROR MINISTER: The bases for the regulation of peace between the Republics
Guatemala and Salvador having been signed and ratified by Gen. Don Carlo~t
Ezeta, chief of the Government de facto of the latter Republic, it is now in order to
proceed to the exact fulfillment of the agret'ment, and next Thnrsday, the :l8th of
thH present mouth, the withdrawal of both armies from the frontier shall begin, so
that the disarming of the troops can be effected within the limit of time specified ih
the said bases.
•
A communication of the same tenor and date as the present is at this moment being
directed to the Government de facto of Salvador, and we-request Your Excellency to
do the same respecting the Republic of Honduras, in order to comply with the condition& of said bases.
he diplomatic corps accredited to Central America congratulates the Republic
of Guatemala, and entertains the most fervent wishes for the prosperity and snccess
uf this wost highly favored land.
LANSING B. MIZNER.
JOSE M. CASTRO.
G. LARIOS.
JULIO DE ARELLANO.
L. REYNAUD.
A'IE HALEWYCK.
ARTHUR CHAP.:\'IAN.
pAUL SCliMAECK.
His Excellflncy the Minister of Foreign Relations,
Senor Doctor Don FRANCISCO ANGUIANO, present.

M1·. lVharton to llfr. 11fizner.
[Telegram.)

DEPARTMENT OF S•rATE,

Washington, September 3, 1890.
Mr. Mizner is instructed to make a full report in writing respecting
the attempted arrest of Barrundia, presenti11g all the facts possible to
obtain as to what happened on the vessel. He was also to obtain the
affidavit of the captain.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, September 4, 1890.
Mr. Mizner states that General Barrundia was charged with being an
enemy to Guatemala; with having th1·eatened an invasion of the country from Mexico, whereupon he was disarmed by the Mexicans; with
having actually later invaded the country; with the guilt of high
treason and other crimes; with being en toute to Salvador in time of
war. He adds that the Pacific Mail Steamship Company violated article seventeenth of tts contract with Guatemala in carrying Barrundia
and gives notice of the sending of a complete report.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.

No. 158.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, September 9, 1890. (Received September 25.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instructions
by telegram of the 3d instant, which was received by me per steamer
:from La Libertad on the 6th ins tan~.
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Anticipating these instructions, I had the honor to make a report to
you as full as possible iu my dispatch No. 150 of August 29, 1890, concurrently with that of Consul-General Hosmer's No. 243 of the same
date. If any additional facts, however, come to my knowledge in relation to the same matter, I shall promptly make you acquainted with
them, and shall obtain an affidavit of facts from Captain Pitts, commander of the Pacific l\Iail steamer .Acapulco, when that vessel returns
to the port of San J osc.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

Mr. JJ-lizner to lJlr. Blalne.
No. 159.]

LEGA'riON OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, September 10, 1890.

(Received September 25.)
SIR: In acknowledging the receipt of your instructions numbered
143 of the 5th ultimo, with its inclosures of copies of telegrams and
correspondence, I have the honor to add, on the subject of the seizure
of certain arms by the Government from the steamer Colima, that, if
the agreement made in my presence by the agents of the company and
the Government had been carried out, it would have ended the matter,
as they admitted that the case was provided. for in article 17 of that
contract. But the neglect of this Government, or the conduct of the
commandant of the port of San Jose in seizing the arms at the time
they were about to bt> transferred from one ship to the other, has caused
the trouble, as it will be noticed that on the 18th of July and prior
to 8:J 5 a. m. of that day, he, the commandant, had, '' in view of the
instructions he bad received," given the agent of the steamer permission to transfer the property, and while it was being so transferred
captured it (see inclmmre No. 1), the patron or captain of the launch
apparently acting t~nder commandant's orders.
His threat to sink the ship if the attempt to get under way was made,
and to possess himself of the arms ''some way or other," and his
neglect to officially deliver the arms to the steamer San Blas as hereinafter state<l, places this officer in such an attitude towards us, especially as his acts have been, in substance, disavowed by his Government, that I bad conceived it to be my duty to ask his removal from
any civil or military position which might bring him in contact with our
ocean commerce, and I bad a letter to that effect partly written when
your inRtructions caused me to await further advices.
It will be noticed as a coincidence that, while Senor Sobral appealed
to me on the subject of delaying the arms on the 15th of July and I ·
telegraphed to you for him on the 16th, on the next day, the 17th, a
large Krupp gun was moved from this city to San Jose and placed
in position there, as reported in my No. 122 of the 19th of July.
It was finally understood that the arms should be put on the first
mail steamer going north, which, in this instance, was the San Blas,
tbe same commandant who took them from the Colima, to go aboard
in uniform and officially deliver them to the captain of the San Blas,
with invoices and explanations and such other formalities as might be
usual and proper in such cases. All of this the commandant neglected
to do. The arms were received on board of the San Blas on the 31st
ultimo, unaccompanied by any officer or representative of the GovernF R 90--7

ment, or any invoice, explanation, or direction
letter I was about to write, above referred to.
The memorandum of an interview with Senor Anguiano held on
20th ultimo, made by Mr. F. C. Sarg, who went with me to the
that there might be no misunderstanding in the matter, goes herew
as inclosure No. 2.
The Colima was not detained beyond her usual hour. for departure,
and the arms referred to were consigned to the minister of war of ~alvador.
·
Your telegram of July 20 apropos of this matter, which forms one
of the·inclosures.in your instructions to which I have now the honor
to acknowledge, has never reached this office.
I have, etc,
LANSING B. MIZNER •

•

finclosure t in No. 159.]

Mr. Long to Mr. Mizner.
pACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COLil\IA,

San Jose Roadstead, Guatentala, August ti, 1890.
SIR: Referring to our conversation of this date, as req nested, I herewith send you
a plain statement of the occurrences at this port on the 17th and 18th of July last
past.
I arrived here and anchored at 5:30a.m., July 17; shortly after the commandant of
the l·ort visited me in my room. He inquired about a. shipment of arms and ammunition consigned to the minister of war, of Salvador. I admitted that such were on
board. He claimed that we had violated article 17 of the contract between·the Paci fie
Mail Steamship Company and the Government of Guatemala. Having a copy of ~:~aid
contract on board, he read the article referred to and then admitted there had been
no violation. He then demanded t.he arms and ammunition referre<l to above as contraband, Guatemala and Salvador at the time being hostile. I refused to surrender
the arms and ammunition above referred to until I had communicatell with Mr. J. H.
Leverich, the special agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company at this time in
the city of Guatemala.
He then told me that he would not permit the ship to leave nllfler any circumstances
until he bad possession of the arms and ammunition referred to, and warned me not
to undertake to get under way, as he would hold the ship by his artiller.r, and, if
necessary, sink the ship; that by some means or other he intended to have those
arms and the ammunition. He notifie(l me, also, that the Government bad supervision of all messages going over the wires, at the same time giving me permission
to communicate with Mr. Leverich concerning the matter. I did so, and later in the
day received a telegram from Mr. Leverich stating that he bad telegraphed to th~
New York office of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company for instructions. Towards
evening I received a second message from Mr. Leverich instructing me to transfer
arms for Salvador to Pacific Mail steamship City ofSydney for storage at Acapulco.
Early in the morning of July 18 I received from Mr H.. L. Jones, subagent of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company at San Jos6 de Guatemala, notification that official order had been issued permitting the transshipmen~ as above ref~rred to.
On the strength of the telegraphic instructions and notification of official permission of the Guatemalan Government, at 8:15 a. m., July 18, I discharged 20 cases of
Winchester rifles and 2.1) cases of cartridges, comprising the shipment consigned to the
minister of war of Salvador, into the launch alongside for delivery on board the Pacific Mail steamship City of Sydney, at anchor about 125 yards from the Colima.
As the launch left the ship, the p(ttron of the launch signaled to the town with a
red silk handkerchief, and the crew of the launch delayed as much as possible. Before
the launch had made half the distance between the two ships, a boat manned by a
uniformed crew, with an officer in charge, drew up alongside the launch and directed
it toward the pier. I saw the armr, autl ammunition hoisted from said launch to the
pier.
Inclosed please find all the correspondence referred to.
I was informed by our ageht at the port that during onr stay at the port at the
time referred to the ship was covered by two pieces of artiliery, one piece of which
we could see from the ship.
Very respectfully,
J. S. Lo~G,
Commanding Pacific .Mail' StcamsftiJJ Colima.
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Mr. Toriello to Agent Pacific Mail Steamship Cornpany.
PORT OF SAN J 03E, July 18, 1890.
SIR: In view of the ilH'It.rnctions which I have received, you can order the transshipment from the steamer Colima to the steamer S.IJdncy of the 20 boxes of arms and 25 o.f
cartridges which came from San Francisco for the ports of the Republic of Salvador.
I am, etc., ·

E.

TOIUELLO.

[Inclosme 2, in No. 159.]

Memoranilunt.

On August 20, 1890, I waited on the United States minister by appointment at 11:30
a. m. Mr. Mizner desired me to accompany him to the office of the minister of foreign
affairs with regard to a tinal settlem~nt of the arms question, as he considered my
knowledge of the Spanish language might be useful, and it was agreed that I should
join bim as interpreter.
He informed me that some 4 or 5 days previously be had addressed a personal demand of restitution oftbe arms to Minister Anguiano, and that he bad received no
other reply than an invitation from that gentleman to call at his office to-Jay at
1 p.m.
·
I proceeded to the palace with Mr. Mizner, who commenced the conversation with
Mr. Anguiano through me, desiring to hear what the Guatemalan Gover11ment proposed to do in the matter; to this Mr. Anguiano replied with a frank acknowledgment that his Government had been in the wrong, t1nd that he personally, being most
anxious to arrange and settle the difficulty, had alreauy given orders to repack the
arms and ammunition with all speed, with the intention of sending them down to the
port for delivery to Pacific Mail steamer to-morrow. After some conversation Mr.
1\Iizner suggested that Mr. Anguiano should send him a formal written reply to the
above-mentioned demand, covering the following points:
(1) The Govemment of Guatemala to declare that it had no intention whatever to
offend the Government or flag of the United States, and to express its regrets. (NotA:
Other terms were also used, i. e., "to offend the susceptibilities," "to hurt the feelings.") Reference was also made to the fact, that the commandant had acted in
thcseiznro on his own responsibility, and not by order of the Government; furthermore, the Government was stated to hav~ looke<l upon the seizure as a matter of
minor importance, as it bad not taken place on one of the steamer's boats: hut on a
launch belonging to the Agency Company. Mr. Mizner also referred to the trick
played on the Pacific Mail agent, the commandant having sent a written authorization to transfer the arms from one vessel to the other only a few minutes before the
launch was captured.
(2) The Government of Guatemala declares itself ready and willing to return the
arms, having, in fact, already taken the necessary steps to have them sent down to
San Jose, where they will order the commandante to make delivery on board of such
steamer of Pacific Mail Company as the United States minister shall designate, bound
north. (Note: Mr. Anguiano stated that to the best of his belief the arms were complete, but he did not know how it was with the ammunition; anyhow, he assured Mr.
Mizner that not a single cartridge would remain in Guatemala belonging to that
shipment. He acknowledged that the police had used the arms and drilled with
them, bnt did not remember for certain whether any cartridges had been used, although he appeared to think it probable.)
(3) The Government of Guatemala to declare that the foregoing reparation made
to the United States does not affect. or vitiate any claims that may be pressed on behalf of the carriers, or the couRignees, or other parties interested in the arms and
prejudiced by their seizure. (Note: Mr. Mizner repeatedly pressed this point on
Mr. Anguiano's attention so as to make it perfectly clear to him. Mr. Anguiano
stated of his own accord that his Government acknowledged its obligation in this
respect, and that it wonl<l be willing to allow just claims. He furthermore stated
his willingness to have an examination of the arms made before shipment, by a
Guatemalan officer jointly with the armorer of one of the United States ships now
on the coast, so as to obtain trustworthy evidence as to their condition when returne(l
to Pacific Mail Company.
Mr. Mizner finally requestea Mr. Anguiano to send him his reply as soon as convenient, as he was desirous of communicating the settlement of the arms question to
the State Department at Washington immediately.
GUATEMALA,

August 20, 1890.

F. C.
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Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, September 10_, 1890. (Received September 25.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instructions numbered 146 and 147 of' the 6th of August last, the first containing eight copies of telegrams and the second fourteen copies, the same
being to and from the Department of State and this legation, and also
to and from the legation in Mexico.
Such as have not been hitherto confirmed or acknowledged by me are
valuable in completing the files of this lf'gation.
Referring to my No. 144 of Augnst 20 last, and to Mr. Ryan's telegram to you of the 28th of the same month, being inclosure No. 6 in
your instructions numbered 146, I may state that it is well known here
that copie~ of all telegrams to and from the different legations are first
submitted by the operators to, and inspected by, the Government.
Senor Girola, minister in Salvador, must be mistaken when he states
that there has been no detention or interruption in that Republic, as
our consul was not permitted to cable to his Government or to this
legation last month, except in a restricted manner, and the operator at
La Libertad informed me that sentinels were placed at his door to control the cable business.
The Spanish minister in Guatemala states that for three weeks in
July he could bold no communication with his Government, and, I believe, the other foreign representatives had the same experience.
These Governments own the wires on land, and, it is said, claim the
right of inspection.
Your important telegraphic instructions of the 20th of July, of which
you send a copy as inclosure No. 5 in No. 143, demanding instant reease of Colima and cargo, never reached me.
Please send the cipher copy t y mail, so that I can trace the matter
of its detention here, if possible.
I have, etc., ·
LANSING B. MIZNER.
No.160.]

M1·. Jltizner to M1-. Blaine.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, September 10, 1891. (Received September 25.)
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that the bases of peace
accepted and agreed upon by Salvador and Guaten1ala have been now
fully complied with. The armies have been withdrawn from their
respective frontiers and reduced to a peace footing. Peace will be
declared in a few days hence.
The detailed statement of the bases referred to in my No. 151 is now
in the bands of the printers and will not be ready for several da_y.s. It
was deemed more convenient to have it printed. Copies will ue sent
to you as soon as possible, followed by translation, if required.
The settlement gives very general satisfaction, and the diplomatic
eorps is complimented from all quarters.
I have, etc.,
LAN SING B. MIZNER.
No.161.]

CENTRAL AMERICA.
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to .Lllr. JllizneY.

DEPARTMENT OF STA1.'E,
Washington, September 10, 1890.
SIR: Your No. 141 of the 18th of August last, in relation to the seizure of the United States consulate in the city of San Salvador by the
troops of the Provisional Government during the battle there on the
30th and 31st of July last, has been received.
The Government of the United States can but appreciate the good
disposition of the Provisional Government of Salvador in the steps
taken to reinstate the consul in his office as described.
Consul Myers will be instructed to furnish you with a statement of
the damages done to his own property and to that of the consulate;
but, in the expectation that due reparation will spontaneously be made
for the injuries incurred, a consideration of the otherwise pressing
question of securing proper compensation will be deferred.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. "\VH.A.RTON,
Acting Secretary.

No. 170.]

Mr. JJ.lizner to J'Jfr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGA1.'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, Septentber 11, 1890.
Mr. Mizner telegraphs through 1\ir. Ryan, announcing the complete
compliance with the bases of peace and the disbandment of the armies,
aud stating that the presence of the vessels of war are no longer required.
.Mr. 1Vharton to jJfr. llfizner.
[Telegram.]

DEPARTJ\'IEN1.' OF STATE,
lVashington, September 12, 1890.
Mr. Wharton requests Mr. Uyan to telegraph to Mr. Mizner that this
Government is much gratified to learn of the complete compliance by
the two belligerent powers in Central America with the bases of peace
and of the disbanding of the two armies, and to instruct bim to express the earnest wi::;hes of the United Sta.tes for continued friendliness
between Guatemala and Sahrador and for their undisturbed prosperity.

The Secreta1·y of the Navy to the Secretary of State.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,
lVashington, September 13, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for your information,
copy of letter dated San Jose de GuatAmala, August 28, 1890, from the
commanding officer of the U.S. S. Ranger, informing the Department
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of the acceptance of terms of peace by the Governments of Guatem
and Salvador, and the return of arms and ammunition seized from the
Pacific Mail steamship Colima; also containing an account of the death
of General Barrundia on board the Acapulco.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. F. TRACY,

Sccrcta1·y of the Navy.
The SECRETARY oF STA'l'E,
lVashington, D. C.

Lientenant-Commande1· Rdter to the Secretary of the Navy.
U. S. S. RANGER,
San Jose de Guatenwla, August ~8, 1890.
Sm: I have the honor·to report that the diplomatic corps at Guatemala having
decided upon a basis for peace which, it was supposed, would be acceptable to the
Governments of Guatemala and Salvador, and it being necessary that Senor Galindo,
the envoy from Salvador, should convey to his Government this agreement, and that
an answer be received before 6 p. m., 23d instant, at the reque'St of United States
Minister Mizner, there being no public conveyance available, I consented to send
Senor Galindo to Acajntla in the Thetis and to bring back from there a commissioner
within the time specified.
Senor Galindo left here on the Thetis on the evening of the 18th instant and was
landed in Acajutla on the following morning, after which the ThetiB proceeded to La
Union and Amapala.
I went ashore on the evening of the 18th instant to meet Senor Galindo and take
him on board the Thetis, when I found that his baggage had been seized and overhauled, and that the commandant had given orders that he should not be permitted
to embark. On inquiry, I found that Senor Galindo was provided with a passport
from the Guatemalan Government, which, on the arrival of the train at San Jose, was
presented to a sentry and by him taken away.
I immediately sent the United States consular agent to inform the commandant of
this fact, when he gave orders for the release of the baggage and permitted Senor
Galindo to embark.
In conseqnence.ofthis, I proceeded to the city of Guatemala tl1e following morning,
related the circumstances to the United States minister, and requested him to accompany me to the minister of foreign relations of Guatemala, to inform him of this action
on the part of the commandant at San Jose, and that I would not go to Acajntla without the guaranty of the Guatemalan Government that anyone wh.)m I might bring
back as envoy from Salvador should be courteously received and not molested in any
way; which guaranty was immediately given.
On the night of the 19th instant I proceeded to Acajutla, and sailed from there on
the morning of the 22d instant, but without any envoy or commissioner. Senor Galindo, who came on board, handed me dispatches for the United States minister, which
I received and delivered to him at 10:30 a.m., 23d instant, having arrived at San Jose
at 4:30 a. m. and taken a special train from San Jose for the capital at 6 a.m.
The diplomatic corps was immediately conYened to consider the terms submitted
by Salvador, and at about 2 p.m. the United States minister informed me that in the
opinion of the entire diplomatic corps, except himself, the Government of Guatemala
should not be informed of the answer of Salvador, on the ground that it would ·g ive
the Government of Guatemala an unfair advantage, there being a tacit unde1·standing
of an armistice until 6 p. m. of that day. '
The Unit.,d States minister then submitted to me the original basis of agreement
and the reply of Salvador, and requested my opinion in the matter. I informe<fhim
that, as the armistice was to cease at 6 p.m., I did not think there could be any advantage on either side, as prudent commanders wonld be })repared for active operations at its expiration, and that the Government of Guatemala should be informed at
once and given the opportunity to accept or decline the terms submitted by Salvador.
This was done; an armistice was agreed upon until the evening of the 27th instant.,
and it was decided that the ministers of the United States, Spain, Costa Rica, and
Nicaragua should go to Acajutla to confer with the Provisional President, Ezeta, on
the 25th instant.
At the request of the United States minister, I conveyed these ministers to Acajutla,
whence after a day's conference with Provisional President Ezeta, I returned with
them to this port, San Jose, arriving at 8 a. m., 26th instant.
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Tbe·ruinister proceede1l by Rpf'cial train at 9 a.m. to the city of Guatemala, and
on the 2ith I received the following telegram from United States Minister Mizner:
"Peace bases accepted and tligneu by both nations. Belligerents notified and notice acknowledged. Armies to retire in two days."
Referring to the last paragraph of my letter of the 14th instant, I have to report
that on the 1?-th instant a demand for the immediate retul'n of the arms and ammunition taken from the Pacific Mail steamship Colima was made by the United States
minister.
During my conversation with the United States minister on the 19th instant, heretofore referred to, :Ue informed me that in reply to his demand for the return of the
arms he had rccei ved a letter from the minister of foreign relations of Guatemala requesting a, personal interview at 1 p. m., 20th instant, and asked my opinion.
1 told him that as no reply had been received to several requests for the return of
these arms, and as he had made a peremptory demand for their immediate rctnrn, I
thought he should decline this personal interview and inform the minister of foreign
relations that he desired a written reply to his last communication 011 the subject.
When about leaving the minister of foreign relations after our interview i11 regard to the Salvadorian envoy, be referred to his letter to the United States minister, asking if it had been received. Mr. :Mizner replied that it bad, but thnt he mntit
decline a personal interview on the subject;. 'l'h9 minister of foreign relations then
expressed the greatest regret at the sehmre and for the discourtesy of his predecessor
in not rf'plying to the minister's communication, and his willingness to r turn the
arms at ouce.
The United States minister thereupon consented to a personal interview the next
day for final arrangements for return of the arms.
The arms are now at San Jose, ready for shipment on the next st.eamer bound north
on the 30th instant.
At about 6:30 p. m. yesterday, 27th instant, I received the following telegram from
United States Minister Mizner:
''General Barrundia 1s on the Acapnlco. Guatemala alleges that he is lwstile, and,
being in their waters, they can arrest him. I think that they have the right."
As the Acapulco was at this time reported in sight, I immediately went on shore
and sent the following teiegram to the United States minister:
"Barrundia expected in steamer. As peace is declared, 1 suggest that you ask.
Government to permit Thetis to take him to Acapulco, we acknowledging their municipal rights over steamer. Steamer Acapulco in sight.''
I also requested the commandant to suspend action until I received a reply to this
telegram, which be declined to do, but went on board the steamer and returned
without attempting the arrest of Barrnndia.
Tllis morning at 9::30 I received the following telegram from United States Minister Mizner:
"This Government declines offer to take Barrnndia awav in Thetis. Have advised
Captain Pitts to deliver him."
•
At about 2 p. !n. it was thought that a number of shots were beard on board the
Acapulco, and at 2:1:> the Guatemalan flag was hauled down from the fore and the
United States :flag hoisted in its stead, when I supposed the United States minister
was on board. But at 2::30, when the whaleboat came alongsifle with Lieutenants
Bartlett and Halsey, who had been visiting the Acapnlco, Lientenant Bartlett reported to me that the commandant was on board, and that promiscuous firing had
hccn going- on on board the ship, and that they desired protection, the United States
flag at the fore having been hoisted to signify that desire. I imrne1liately left the
ship in the gig to go alongside the Acapztlco, and ordered Lieutenant Harris to follow
me at onee with an armed part,v of marines in the whaleboat. On my arrival on the
Acapulco I found all quiet and no necessity for any protection, so that on arrival of
Lieutenant Harris a few moments afterwards I directed him to return to the Rtwger.
'l'he following iA, as near as I couh1 determine from tile statements of Captain Pitts
and First Officer Brown, of the .Acapltlco, the correct account of what occurred on
board:
'l'be commandant came alongside with two boats and went on boad the .Acaptdco
witb. three or four detectives.
Captain Pitts asked him if be had a letter for him. He replied that he had aod
aelivered it to him. They then went to the captain's room, where the letter was
opened a])(l read.
It was from United States Minister Mizner informing Captain Pitts that, if he were
w1thin the marine league of the shores of Gna,temala and General Barrundia were on
board, it was his duty, under the law of nations, to surrender him upon proper demand.
Captain Pitts took the precaution to send his first officer to notify the cabin passengers to go below into the dining saloon and the steerage passengera to ll..eep forward.
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He then went with the commandant to the stateroom on the hurricane deck occupied by General Barrundia, where they found him standing up smoking a cigarette.
They remained outside, one stanrling on either side of the door.
The captain informed General Barrundia of the letter received from the United
States minister, and that he could not extend him any further protection. The commandant then had some conversation with General Barrundia in Spanish. General
Barrundia said "Bueno," and immediately reached for a revolver, which was concealed under a mattress in the upper bunk, and fired two or three shots through the
doorway between them. The captain and the commandant beat a hasty retreat aft,
taking refuge in an unoccupied stateroom.
They were foltowed by Barrundia, firing wildly. He stopped and fired several
shots into the stateroom where the captain and commandant were concealed.
He then apparently ran forward and crossed through the ''social hall" to the starboard side, where he fired forward and aft, then crossed to the port side again and
started forward, when he fell.
The detectives, as near as I could determine, ran out of the "social hall" and forward when Barrnndia first commenced firing, but some time during the melee, returned and began discharging their revolvers at him. It wae impossible to ascertain
definitely any details of the occurrence after this; but General Barrundia died where
he fell, having been pierced by several bullets.
His body was taken on shore by the commandant.
The Thetis returned to this port yesterday morning, the 27th instant, and Lieutenant-Commander Stockton reports everything quiet at La Libertad, La Union, and
Aruapala.
The health of officers and crew is very good.
I am, sir, very respectfuJly,
GEO. C. REITER, .
Lieutenant-Commander, U.S. Navy, Commanding.
Commodore F. M. RAMSEY, U.S.N.,
Chief of Bureau of Navigation, Navy Department, Washington, D. 0.

Mr. Mizner to Jlfr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF 'l'HE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, September 14, 1890. (City of Mexico, September 15, 1890.)
Mr. Ryan states that a telegram from Minister Mizner asks him to
telegra.p!-1 the Department that the old Salvadorian National Assembly
unanimously elected Gen. Carlos Ezeta Constitutional President of the
Republic until March first next.

lJfr. lYharton to Mr. },fizner.

DEPAR'l'l\'IENT OF STAT·E,
lVashington, September 15, 1890.
SIR: The Department has received your No. 147 of the 27th ultimo,
in which you repeat the instructions sent you relative to the employment of the concurrent good offices of the United States and Mexico to
bring about peace in Central America.
The desired peace having already been secured prior to the occurrence of an opportunity to act on those instructions, the telegram of the
19th ultimo, which you quote, is no longer of special pertinence.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
AcUng Secretary.
No. 174.]
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.Jlr. JJiizner to .illr. Blaine.
No. 165.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, September 17, 1890. (Received October 3.)
SIR: As directed by your telegram of the 12th instant, I sent Mr.
Hosmer, secretary of legation, to the port of San Jose yesterday for
the purpose of taking the affidavit of the captain of the steamer Acapulco in the matter of the attempted arrest of General Barrundia, and
to obtain such other evidence as may be proper.
A~:; Mr. Hosmer may not return in time to send the affidavit by today's mail, I write this note to say that there will be no unnecessary
delay, and that by next Wednesday I will forward to you all the eviuence obtained, which, together with the consul-general's dispatch
No. 243 and my No. 150, will make a complete history of the affair.
The case is a much stronger one than that of Gomez, of Nicaragua,
passed upon in favor of the right to arrest in 1\Ir. Bayard's No. 226 to
Mr. Hall of March 12, 1885, in that in the present case a state of war
existed and the passenger was en route to the country of the enemy,
distant only 90 miles.
·
I have the honor to be, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

Mr. TVltat·ton to Jfr. Mizner.

No. 177.)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
TVashington, Septem,be;o 18, 1890.
SIR: N[r. Henry R. :Myers, consul of the United States at San Salvador, having temporarily quitted his post on account of ill health and
gone to his home in South Dakota, writes thence to the Department,
under date of the 8th instant, in relation to the recent attack upon the
consulate and the reparation accorded, upon your demand, by the Provisional Government of Salvador. In the course of his communication,
and referring to the interval between the attack and the restitution of
the flag, Mr. Myers makes the following statement:

I was prohibited from sending any report of the true condition of affairs to you
[this Department] or to Minister .Mizner, and I was further refused a pass to leave the
country, except on the condition that my exequatur should be recalled at the same
time, thus beiug cut oft' from all communication with my Government, and was practically a prisoner in the country.

It is desirable that the allegation of Mr. Myers be investigated. It
is confidently assumed that the Provisional Government of Salvador,
having so frankly and promptly made due amends for the injury to the
consulate and to the flag of the United States, will take proper action
in respect to any Salvadorian authority who may be ascertained to
have prohibited .1\Ir. Myers's correspondence with his superiors or
refused him a pass to leave the country.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.
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:Air. 1llizncr t > JJIT. Blaine.
[Telegram.)

LEGA1'ION OF TilE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, September 21, 1890. (City of Mexico, September 21, 1890.)
1\Ir. Ryan states that a telegram from Minister Mizner asks llim to
telegraph tbe Department that peace and order reign in Guatemala,
and tllat bis (Mr. Mizner's) next dispatch will conclude the history of
the case of General Barruudia.

JJ[r.
No. 170.]

~Mi.zner

to llfr. Blaine.

LEGA'l'ION OF TilE UNI1'ED STATES,

Guafe'mala, September 23, 18!10. (Received Octol>er 9.)
SIR: Referring to my dispatch N o.150 of the 29t_h of la~t month, and
to Consul-General Hosmer's No. 243 of the same date, and to all tbeir
inclosures, and referring, also, to my No.158 acknowledging the receipt
of :vour cipher telegram of the 3d instant, requesting me to obtain the
affidavit of the captain of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company's steamer
Acap'ltlco, and other testimony as to the attempted arrest of General Barruudia on that vessel, and referring, also, to my di~patch No. luf> of the
17th instant, I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with
your instructions, I sent Secretary of Legation Hosmer to the port of San
Jose de Guatemala to obtain the affidavit and testimony referred to.
On his return be made a sworn statement, as per original herewith (inclosure No. 1).
Tbe original affidavit, or sworn statement, of the captain of the Acapulco please find herewith as inclosure No. 2.
Not deeming tbis aftidavit, or statement, satisfactory, or as filling the
requirements of your telegram, I ha'\'"e made every effort to supply the
deficiency by the testimony and statements of otbers. .Accordingly, I
called on the minh;ter of foreign relations of this Republic on the 18th
instant, requesting him to permit me to take the affidavit of Ool. E.
Toriello, the commandant of the port of San Jose, the officer who went
on l>oard the Acapulco to arrest Barrundia, as to the particulars of tl1e
incident; but the minister ol>jected on the ground that the military
officers of this Government could not be sworn as to their acts, and that
a copy of the official report of the commandant bad been sent to l\linister
.
Oruz, in Washington.
On the 13th instant Colonel Toriello bad called on me at this legation, and, after reciting what took place at the door of Barrnndia'8 stateroom-the reading of my letter of ad vice to Captain Pitts, the exhibition
of the ci'\'"il warrant, the defiant exclamation of General Barrundia, "I
want to see the man who can take me out of here," and his suddenly
seizing his pistols and firing upon Captain Pitts and himself-the commandant went on to state that be and Captain Pitts took refuge in another stateroom, where Captain Pitts hid himself under the lower berth,
and that a moment later Barrundia came by and fired two shots into the
stateroom where they were.
These matters, in addition to showing the determined resistance of
Barrundia, may account, in a measure, for the reluctance on the part of
both the commandant and the captain to be fully examined as to what
occurred.
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On the 27th of August 1 addressed a note to the minister of foreign
relations, of which inclosure No.3 is a copy, and on the same day received his rt~ply, of which inclosure No.4 is a translation.
In the interview had with tile minister of foreign relations on the
18th instant, above referred to, he stated distinctly and with emphasis
that his Government Lad given Colonel Toriello positive orders to arrest
and take Barrundia from the steamship Acapulco, port of San Jose,
using all power necessary for tllat purpose, even to sinking the ship,
notwitllstauding it might have involved a conflict with our two war
vesE$els then aud tllere present; this, he said, would Lave been in
the exercise of the undoubted right of his Government over its own
waters, in which exercise he was confident the well-known respect of
the United States for justice and the laws of uations would have sustained him. The minister at the same time exhibited to me a copy of a
letter from Colonel Toriello to Mr. J. F. Curiel, United States consular
agent at San Jose, dated August 15, 1890, in which tile coming of Barrundia and the determination of this Government to arrest him by force,
if necessary, was fully stated. Inclosure No.5 herewith is a copy. I
never saw or heard of this letter, nor that this Government bad given
the orders above referred to, untit the 18th "f tllis month. Had 1
known of them at the time, I would have considered them of sufficient
importance to telegraph you.
My impression or apprehension that this Government might resort to
force in arresting a passenger on one of our vessels and thereby endangering the lives of innocent passengers was derived from the fact that
it Lad, as reported in my dispatch No.122, on the 17th of last July, the
day before certain arms were taken from the mail steamer Oolirna, moved
a large Krupp cannon from this city to the port of San Jose, aud also
from the report of Captain Long, of that vessel, to the effect that this
same Colonel Toriello had tllreateued to sink llis ship if he attempted
to get nuder way without giving up the arms demanded. (See inclosureNo. 1 in my dispatch No.159 of the lOth instant.)
Tlle inclosure No. 6 is the affidavit of Gen. \Villiam Nanne showing tl1e knowledge of Barrundia as to the movement of the mail steamers ou these coasts, and also that Captain Pitts, formerly commanding
the mail steamer IJoncluras, probably knew of the ruling of your Department in the attemptell arrest of one Gomez on that steamer, as set forth
in J\:Ir. Bayard's dispatch to Mr. Hall, No. 226, March 12, 18S5.
Inclosure No. 7 is the affidavit of Hon. Manuel Delgado, ex-minister
of foreign relations of Salvador, showing that he was arrested and
taken ashore against his will from the steamer Acapulco by the authorities of that Hcpu!Jlic, with the consent of Capt. W. G. Pitts.
Iuclosnre No. 8 is a printed proclamation sent to me by tlle President
of this Republic, of which he alleged a large number of copies were
found in the stateroom of General Barrundia after his death. A translation goes with it.
v.,or convenience of reference, I transcribe the opinion of Secretary
Bayard as to the attempted arrest of Gomez on the steamer Hondm·as,
as set forth in the ~ispatch above referred to:
It is clear that Mr. Gomez voluntarily entered the jurisdiction of a country whose
laws be bad violated. Under the circumstances, it wa. plainly the duty of t.he captain of the Hondttm£? to deliver him up to the local authorities upon their request.
It may be safely affirmed that when the merchant vessel of one cvuntry visits the
ports of another for the purposes of trade it owes temporary allegiance and is amenable to the jurisdiction of that country, and is subject to the laws wlJ..ich govern the
port it visits so long as it remains, unless it is otherwise provided by treaty. Any
exemption or immunity from local jurisdiction must be derived from the consent of
that country.
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There is no commercial treaty between Guatemala and the United
States.
There is a private treaty or contract between Guatemala and the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company to the effect that the company shall
nut carry troops, munitions of war, etc.
In the Gom~z case only one of the parties in interest, to wit, Nicaragua, appealed to the United States consul or minister.
In the case of Barrundia both parties in interest appealed to the con·
sui-general and the minister of the United States, to wit, Guatemala
ancl the master of the ship Acapulco.
'l'he master was instructed as to his duty, with guaranties for the life
and protection of his passenger.
Inclosure No. 9, being personal, is scarcely deemed material; but it
is forwarded, as it may be considered a part of the history of the case.
I renew the suggestion made at the close ofmy dispatch No.150, and
can confidently add that nothing will tend so much to the establishment
of permanent peace in these republics as a plain declaration that our
fleet of steamers can not be used in local waters as an asylum for revolutionists.
I have, etc.,
LANSING .B. MIZNER.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 170.)

Affidavit of James R. Hosmer.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN CENTRAL AMERICA, BS:

Jam• R. Hosmer, being duly sworn, deposes and says that on the 16th day of
September instant he was directed by the minister of the United States to visit the
port of San Jose, and in his official capacity as consul-general of the United States to
go aboard of the Pacific Mail steamer Acapulco, then lying in that port, and take the
affidavit of Capt. William G. Pitts, commanding that steamer, as to the facts relating to the resistance of arrest and the death of Gen. J. Martin Barrundia; that
he did go aboard of the said steamer after his arrival at the port of San Jose, as
directed, and requested the said affidavit from Capt. William G. Pitts, handing to
him a written request to that effect from the minister of the United States; that the
said Captain Pitts, in response, gave to this deponent a written statement setting
forth briefly and in general terms certain facts relating to the said Barrundia's taking
passage on the said steamer at the port of Acapulco, and his being killed while resisting arrest on board of the same steamer at San Jose at the hands of officials of the
Guatemalan Government; that the said Captain Pitts swore to the truth of said
statement before this deponent, in his official capacity as consul-general of the United
States; but that, on being further questioned in regard to a more detailed account of
the attempted arrest and shooting of the said Barrnndia, he, the said Pitts, told this
fleponent that when be visited Barrnndia's stateroom, in company with the commandant of the port, he was altogether unarmed, presumiug that the said Barrundia had
no offensive weapons, b11t that the commandant, Colonel Toriello, did have a pistol,
which be believed to have been loaded, on his person, and that when snbsequ:mtly
be, the said Pitts, in company with the said commandant, tied before the shots of the
said Barrundia directed at them, one of which passed closely above the bent head of
the said Pitts, and sought refuge in a stateroom, that the said commandant concealed
himself l>eueath the sofa in said stateroom, and, having his pistol cocked, that be, the
said Captain Pit.ts, feared that be might be made a victim of accidental shooting from
the bands of the said .commanda.nt in the cramped position as aforesaid; that as to
details as to the subsequent firing on the part of the sa.id Barrundia and the officers of
the Guatemalan Government, he, the said Captain Pitts, had no penwnal knowledge
beyond bearing the sound of rapid firing and then seeing the dead body of the said
Barrundia on the deck.
JAMES

R.

HoSMER.

Sworn to before me this 18th day of September, A. D. 1890, at the United States
legation in Guatemala.
LANSING B. MIZNER,
(SEAL.)

United States Minisw.
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 170.]

Captain Pitts to M1·. Mizner.

STEAMSTIIP ACAPULCO,
San Jose, September 16, 1890.
DEAR Sm: General Barrundia came on board at Acapulco August 23, purchasing a
ticket for Panama. His baggage was searched, and all arms found were taken away.
At Champerico the authorities wished to take him from the ship, claiming that he
bad committed crimes against the Guatemalan Government.
I refused to allow them to do so without written orders from the United States
minister stating that they had that right.
I was detained there 24 hours by order of the Guatemalan Government. But
they not receiving such orders, finally gave me my clearance, and I sailed for this
port. On the afternoon of August 21:! the authorities here came on board, bringing
a letter from you stating that it became my duty to deliver him to them on their demaud.
In company with the commandant, I went to his room to read him the letter.
He opened the door, and, after listening to a part of it, reached in onto his bed,
drew two revolvers, and fired one shot between the commandant and myself, tben
came into the saloon and fired again while we were going aft.
Then the detectives shot at him, and the firing became general between the detectives on ono side and General Barrundia on the other. Probably fifty shots were fired
in all before General Barrundia was killed.
The body was taken on shore by the authorities.
WM. G. PITTS.
CONSULATE-GENll:RAL OF THE UNITIW STATES AT GUATEMALA, 88:
William G. Pitts, captain of the Pacific Mail steamer Acapttlco, being duly sworn,
deposes and says that the foregoing statement is true.
Wl\I. G. PITTS.
Sworn to before me this 16th clay of September, A. D. 1sao.
[L. S.]
JAMES R. HOSMER,
U11ited States Consul-Ueuct·al.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 170.]

Mr • .Jliznet· to Senor Jlon Anguiano.

Mr. MINISTER: On my return to this legation yesterday afternoon the consulgeneral informed me that he had receive(l a communication from Your Excellet.cy to
the effect that Gen. J. M. Barruudia, formerly a citizen of Guatemala, was on the
Pacific Mail steamer Acapulco at Champerico, and within the maritime jurisdiction
of this Republic; that be was a person hostile and dangerous to Your Excellency's
Government, and requesting that he be surrendered. Your Excellency also states
that Guatemala was at war with Salvador, and that Mr. Hosmer, then temporarily
in charge of the legation, had consented to the right of search of the vessel above
referred to and the arrest of General Barrnndia.
Your Excellency also verbally requested me, in an interview this morning, to confirm the consnl·gencral's telegram to the captain of the steamer. While the case iR
an nnnsnal one, taken in connection with the peace which waspracticallyconcludecl
last night, and of which a general amnesty was a part, I am disposed to confirm Mr.
Hosmer's telegram as coinciding with the law of nations, but upon the conditions
that General Barruudia's life shall be preserved, and that he shall be protected from
any injury or molestation to his person, as well as that no proceedings be institute<!
or punishment inflicted other than for the causes stated in Your Excellency's Raid
letter to Mr. Hosmer, and, assuming this, which corresponds to our interview this
morning, I have telegraphed to the captain of the steamer Acapulco accordingly.
I am this moment in receipt of a telegram from Captain Pitts intimating that
trouble may result on board of his ship from the arrest of General Barrundia in Uhamperico, and that it would be better to bring him to San Jose, to which I have acquiesced and embodied in my telegraphic reply to him.
Renewing the assurances of my distinguished consideration and esteem, I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
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Senor Don Anguiano to Mr. Miz11er.
NATIONAL PALACE,
Guatemala, August 27, 1890. (Receivetl August 27.)
ExcELLENT SIR: I have this day received Your Excellency's note, in which you inform me that the consul-of the United States has explained to yon that be had consented to the arrest of Mr. Martin Barrundia, who is aboard of the steamer Acapulco,
in the port of San Jose. jurisdiction of this Hepublic.
In a. verbal conference, Your Excellency also informed me that yon were disposed to
confirm the authorization, but that in preRence of the late treaty of peace with f:talvador, in which a. general amnesty is agreed upon, you consider tho case an extraordinary one, and ask, before such confirming, a guaranty of tho life of Barrnn<lia.
My Government, in conformity with the principle of international law which recognizes the jurisdiction of the ~:;tate over its territorial Reas aud snbjects to it merchant vessels while in its waters, bad no necessity, in effecting the sea,rch of the
steamer Acapulco and arrest of Barrundia, to rely on the consent of friendly nations
or of their dignified representatives1 but in this case believes it proper as an act of
courtesy to Your Excellency's Government.
·
In support of the opinion which Your Excellency intimated, that merchant ships
were subject to the territorial jurisdiction, I have not deemed it necessary to give a
long enumeration of the authorities sustaining that doctrine, and especially treating
of a state of war, which atllicts this Republic; tho jurisdiction of the State is more
than manifest.
It is true t.bat a treaty of peace has been agreed to with Salvador, with the reservation of making a definite one within 3 months; there is therefore a truce or armistice until this final treaty can be made. Consequently, precautions are authorized in
defense of the State such as I refer to.
Barrundia is being prosecuted by the or11inary t.ribunals with decree of formal
arrest for common crimes.; and, besicles, while a fugitive from the Republic, he has
organized armed factions to disturb its internal tranquillity that require to be suppressed.
.
Not only are arms and ammunition considered contraband of war, but also persons;
and, viewed in this light, the captme of Barrundia is justified, he having thrt:atened
the public peace, which Your Excellency has made so great efl'orts to restore and
which would otherwise prove useless.
On the other hand, the President of the Republic, desiring to give another proof of
its friendly and sympathetic attitude towards Yonr Excellency'M Govemment, takes
particuiar pleasure in complying with the request of a guaranty for the life of Don
Martin Barrundia, and thus I l)ereby confirm that guaranty, with the assurance that,
in ease the court.s to which his case shall be submitted should impose the death
peualty, he shall be relieved therefrom, extendiug to him the boon of life.
Renewing to Your Excellency, etc.,
l!'. ANGUIANO.
[Inclosurt> 5 in No. 170.]

Colonel Toriello to Sefio1· Don .Anguiano.

This 18th day of September, 1890, is the first time I ever saw or heard of this document.
L. B. MIZNl~H,
United States Minister.
COMANDANCJA Y CAPITANIA DRL Pl1ImTO DE SAN JOSE DE GUATRMALA,
CENTitAI.. Al\IEIUCA,
August 15, Ul90.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that, acting in accordance with the usual
custom in such cases, and in order that there might be no misunderstanding at the
moment of examining the steamer in search of Ba.rrundia, I have addressed to the
consular agent of the United States at this port the communication of which I have
annexed to this a copy.
Reiterating to the Seiior Minister, etc.,
E. TonmLLO.
'fhe SECRETAHY 01!' STATE IN TilE OFFICE 01!' l!.,OREIGN RELATIO"T~'
Guatemallt, present.
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CAPITANIA DEL PUERTO DE SAN JOSE DR GUATEMALA,
CENTHAL Al\IERICA,

August 15, 1890.
MY DEAR Sm: In comp1iance with a pleasing duty, I have the honor to inform you
that Mr. Martin Barrnndia, a native of Guatemala, who has just committed the crime
of high treason against the Republic by invading it with armed men from the Mexican frontier, is said to have embarked from some port of Mexico for Salvador and
will soon pass along tllis coast. Tlle crime of .Mr. Barrnndia is notorious, and his bad
antecedents are too well known. In consequence of this, it is not to be expected
that tlle captains of the steamers of the Paciflc Mail Steamship Company, of the
United States of North America, will cons.ent to take him as a passenger, as this wouhl
be a hostile act committed against Guatemala, which now assumes an attitude of peace
and fritJndly relations towards the United States. But if this should be the case, I
have orders from my Government to take him from on board the steamer npon arrival
when she anchors in the roadstead 1 orders that I shall proceed to carry out, using all
the necessary means and precautions, holding responsible the captain or other persons
who may conceal him on board or refuse to deliver him, the said Don Martin Barrnndia., and his accomplices, if he brings any.
I shall be much indebted to yon 1f yon will please pnt the ca.ptains of the North
American steamships in possession of the above facts as soon ·as they shall have
arrived in this port. I shall also be much oblige(t if yon will please acknowledge
receipt of this communication.
Meanwhile luwe the goodness to accept the protestations of consideration and
esteem with which I subscribe mvself.
Very respectfully, your faithful and attentive servant,
E. TOIUELLO,
Commandant of the Port.
1\fr. JACOB CunmL,

Cousular ..Jgent of the United Btales of North America, present.

[Inclosure 6 in No. 170.j
Co ... TsuLATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATEs AT GuATEMALA,

s8:

\Villi am Nanne, being duly sworn, deposes and says: I am a citizen of the United
States, 60 years old, and have resided in Guatemala 12 years, and am general superintendent of the Guatemala Central Railroad, connecting the city of Gnatemala with
the seaport of San Jose. I am well acquainted with Uapt. \Villiam G. Pitts, commander of the Pacific Mail Steamer Company's steamer Acapulco, having known him
as au officer and captain in that service running on these Central American coasts for
more than 10 years last past, and made a trip with him when he was captain of the
steamer IIoncl1u-a8, in the year 1884, belonging to said company; all the schedule antt
through steamers of that line stop at the port o.f San Jos6 de Guatemala and at La
Lihertad, in Salvador.
I knew Gen. J. M. Barrundia f.or 14 years. He was a native of Gnatcmala, frequently traveled on our railroad, and mnst have been familiar with the corniug and
going of the mail steaniers, as he had traveled on them.
WM. NANNE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 22d day of September, 1890.
JAMES R. HOSMER,

Unitecl States Consul-General.

[Inclosure 7 in No. 170.j

CONSUT~ATE-GENERAJ, OF TilE UNITED STATES AT GUATEMALA, 88:

Manuel Delgado, being duly sworn, deposes and says: I am a native of Salvador,
37 years of age, and was minister of foreign relations under the administration of the
late President. Menendez in that Republic; that in a few days after that official's
death, which took place on the 2:-.d of June last, I desired to leave Salvador, on account of the political 1ronbles then existing, and with the conse11t of the agent of
t.he Pacific..: Mail Steamship Company at La Libertad, in 8aid Republic, I ·went ou
board of the steamer Acapulco, Capt. William G. Pitts commanding, with instructions to pay my passage to the purser there, but before the steamer ~ailed officers of
the new, or provisional, government of Salvador came on board, arrested and took me
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ashore against my will and consent, Captain Pitts stating to the officers that he did
• not know whether I was aboard or not, but that if I was they could take me.
MANUEL DELGADO.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of September, A. D. 1890.
(SEAL.)
JAMES R. HOSMER,
United States Consul-Gencml.
[Inclosure 8 in No. 170.-Translation.]

Proclamation of General Barundia.
TO THE GUATEMALANS.

Long live a free people! Down with tyrants I
Principles which the revolution procla-ims.

Absolute submission to the law and equality for all before the law.
Complete guaranties for all rights.
Abolishment of all monopolies. Repeal of all taxes on li(]_nor ana tobacco.
Respect for property.
Absolute independence of the legislative and judicial powers.
Power of the supreme court of justice to adjudge all who break the law, although
it be the President of the Republic.
Decided protection to commerce and national industry.
'l'o encourage immigration.
Complete withdrawal from all contracts rninous to the country, in whatever form
they may exist, like that of Cottu, which will be the national rnin.
Positive e>~tablisbment of universal free nonsectarian public Rchools.
To procure, by pacific means and mutual agreement with the other republics of
Central America, the reconstruction of one single country.
To establish true friendship with the l~pnblic of Mexico, ma-k ing closer the ties of
amnesty and union by means of treaties which will cJraw the two nations closer
together.
To defend and cause to be respected the integrity of the territory.
The chief of a revolution shall not be elected President of the Republic for the first
constitutional term.

J.

M. BARRUNDIA,

Tlle diplomatic corps to .M izner.
(Inclosure 9 in No. 170.-Translation.]
GUATEMALA, August 31, 1890.
DEAR SIR: In view of the incidents connected with the dea.th of General Barrundia.
on board of the Pacific 1\lail steamer Acapulco, we hand to Your Excellency this expression of our sympathy and friendship.
Witnesses of the lofty aims that have animated Your Exce1lency in so grave and
delicate au affair, and understanding your procedure in trying to secure the life of
the above-namecl general, inasmuch as it was impossible to prevent his arrest, which
had been ordered, we consirler it our duty to extend to you this assurance.
We take advantage of the opportunity thus offered to assure you of our high consideration and esteem.
JOSE MA. CASTRO,

Minist er of Costa Rica.
G. LAIUOS,
Minister of Nicaragua.
JULIO DE ARELLANO,

• Jl.finister of Spain.
L. REYNAUD,
Charged' A:ff'ai?'es of I.i'rance.
ATE. HALEWYCK,

Charged' .Llffai1·es of Belgiurn.
ARTHUR CHAPMAN,

Cl!m·ge cr A.ffai1·es of Great Britain.
PAUL SCIJ:\IAECK,

Hon.

LANSI~G

B. M:rz"NER,
Unitccl States Minister.

Charged' Affaires of Gerrnany.
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llfr. 1llizner to .lJLr. Blaine.

No. 172.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala,, tleptember 24, 1890. (Received October 9.)
SIR: This Government did, on the 22d instant, by formal decree,
repeal the orders n u w bered 431, of the 28th of J uue, and 4~13, of the
20th of July last, establishing martial law on the Salvadorian frontier
and throughout the Hepublic.
The deeree of peace is expected daily.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. 1\iiZNER.

llfr. Jllizner to llfr. Blaine.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA'fES,
Ouaternala, September 24, 1890. (Received October 9.)
SIR: Referring to my dispatches Nos. 151 and 161 of the 3tl and lOth
instant, I have the honor to inform you that the protocol in print, or
certain proceedings of the diplomatic corps on the subject of peace
between Guatemala and Salvador, was not received until this morning,
too late to give you more than a brief outline of its substance.
Tlte material and more important documents of this protocol please
find in my No. 151, with transfations.
It will be seen that the negotiations were initiated by the special
ministers of Costa Hica and Nicaragua addressing a note to the members of the diplomatic corps proper and receiving their reply, thus
making it to some extent a family matter and avoiding any semblance
of local interference on our part or subjeeting our joint friendly action
to criticism.
Other matters which may have transpired between myself and the
Governments of Guatemala and Salvador can be reserved for a future
dispatch, if necessary. It may be admitted, however, that both Hepublics considered the United States as the moving influence and power in
the peace settlement, and frequently so stated.
In the detail and practical part of the negotiations l1inister Larios,
of Nicaragua, and .Minister Arellano, of Spain, by reason of their
superior knowledge of the Spanish language, rendered very efficient
services, and the venerable ex-President of Costa Rica, Senor General
Jose .Maria Castro, contributed the weight of his diplomatic experience.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B ..l\IIZNER •
No. 174.]

.... Mr. Blctine to llfr. Mizner.

No.l86.1
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
.
Washington~ September, 29, 1890.
SIR: You say in your No. 160 of the lOth instant:
Your important telegraphic instruction of the 20th of .Tuly, of which you send a
copy aR inclosure No.5 in No. 143, demanding instant releaee of Colima and cargo,
never reached me.
F R!}0-8
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In compliance with your request, I send you the cipher text of that
telegram as dispatched. It was left at the Western Union Company's
office in Washington at 2 p. m. on the 20th (Sunday), and inquiry at
the Western Union office discloses that it went promptly forward by
way of Galveston.
It is desirable that a thorough inquiry be set on foot, in order that
the responsibility for the non-transmission of this important telegram
be fixed.
If sent, as would appear, by way of Libertad, the obstruction at that
time of the land wires thence to Guatemala City might excuse
some delay, but would not account for the total ~mppression of the
dispatch. We have the elaborate disclaimer of the Salvadorian provisional authorities that any intel'ference with our dispatches took
place in their jurisdiction. On the other hand, it is noted, with regret,
that the statement of the consul at San Salvador that he had been
prevent-ed from telegraphing to yon or to Washington, which was
communicated to you in Department's iustruction No. 177 of September 18, 1890, is mainly corroborated by the remark in your No: 160
that " our consul was not permitted to cable to bis Government or to
thit~ [yolll'] legation last month, except in a restricted manner;" and
you add that yon are informed tbat the cable company's business at
La Libertad was controlled by sentinels placed at the door of the
office.
The nondelivery of this, the most important of the instructions sent
to you in regard to the Colima arms seizure, and the later incident of
the mangled transmission of the Department's telegram of August 30,
1890, touching the death of General Barrnndia, give this Government
a very painful impression of the insecurity of its means of communication with its agent in Central America, which, it is trusted, a searching investigation will enable yon to remove. If not, it is hoped the
facts will be so positively developed as to suggest the needed corrective.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mrt._ Mizner.

No. 188.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, October 2, 1890.
SIR: Heferring to instruction No. 186 of the 29th ultimo, I ha,,.e to
state that according to a communication of yesterday from the Western
Union Telegraph office here, it has been ad vised by the Director Telegrafos,
San Salvador, that the telegram of July 20 last, in which you were
instructed to demand instant release of Oolittna and cargo-and which
you say in your No. 160 of the lOth ultimo never reached you-" was
duly sent to its destination on same day by way of Honduras, as direct
communication with Guatemala was impossible."
Awaiting the result of your own inquiries,
lam, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
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Mr. Blaine to JJfr. Mizner.

No. 189.J

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, October 6, 1890.
SIR: I transmit for your information a copy of a statement sent me
from Dakot~ by Mr. Myers, our consul at San Salvador, relating to
events of tile civil commotion there in July ancl August last, and
especially to the subject of instruction No. 177 .of September 18 last
addressed to your legation.
1\ir. Myers's statement appears to substantiate the allegation that his
correspondence was impeded, and that his movements were under
duress.
The question of satisfactory indemnity for official losses and personal
injury is reserved, awaiting the consul's additional statement on the
subject.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Llnclosure in No. 189.]

Mr. Myers to Mr. Wharton.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, SAN SALVADOR,

Hut·on, S.Dak., September 27, 1890. (Received September 30.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of September 23, 1890,
which is just received, in which you request me to submit to the Department of
State any evidence I might have to corroborate "that I was not permitted to communicate with you or Minister Mizner, nor to leave the country without a pass, and
which, if requested, would be granted and my exequatur would be withdrawn."
In compliauce, I herewith inclose a dispatch which I desired to send to Secretary
Blaine, August 2 (inclosure 1), which they refused to send, aud instead thereof
wished me to send inclosure 2, translated from the Spanish, together with a sworn
statement made by Prof. William P. Ji,letcher, an Englishman who acted as interpreter of what transpired between Ezeta's secretary-general and myself.
I have nothing in writing which will show that I was not permitted to communicate with ~1inister Mizner; but the fact will not be disputed, as Mr. Samuel C. Dawson, director of the post-office at San Salvador, will make affidavit to that effect at
any time. He first received an order that nothing should be sent to Guatemala.
witbont inspection and the tirst part. of July another order permitting nothing to be
sent, nor delivered, if any matter was received from there; and my request for permission to communicate with Minister Mizner was refused.
A communication from :Minister Mizner, dated and postmarked Guatemala July 11,
was not delivered to me until August 10 at 12 noon. After they had hoisted the flag
and I had been restored to my consular rights, it was banded to me by Lieut. G.
W. Denteld, of tbe man-of-war Thetis, who had received it from Ezeta's Government.
I have been unable, through illness, to make any report before this, but hope to be
able to submit it about Octol>er 1.
I am, etc.,
HENRY R. MYERS,
United States Consul, San Salvador.

(Inclosure 1.]

Secretary BLAINE,
Washington:
General Ezeta's troops commenced assault on San Salvador, without notice, on
30th; on 31st broke open consulate, pulled down and carried away flag. I escaped
through holes made in back wall, running for life through heavy firing 2 tniles.
Consulate and residence totally destroyed. Consider my life unsafe here; leave for
Washington on 5th.
S~ SALVADOR,

MYERS,

August 2, 1890.

Consul.
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Benjamin Molino Guirola, secretary-general, then dictated the following:
Secretary BLAINK,
Washington :
With regard to the hordes of Indians commanded by the revolutionary General
Rivas that had taken the military quarters here, and by an assault which lasted2
days, troops of the Government retook them. In so doing the:,r took possession of
the consulate, and during the fight everything in the offica and private residence waa
lost, including fla.g which was then hoisted. Order ha.s been re(istablished; the
constituted authorities offer me security and regardA, but I fear that farther on I
may not be entirely satisfied, rttHl I have resolved to leave.
·SAN SALVADOR, August 2, 1!::!90.
Ezeta's Government offered to pay for this, which the consul declined to accept.

[Inclosure 3.]

Statement of Williant P. Fletcher.
I, William P. Flet.cher, British subject and professor o( langnages, accompanied
Henry Ray Myers~ consul of the United States of America at San !::ial vallor, to the telegraph office on August 2, when he requested tLe director to transmit the foregoing dispatch to Washiugton (inclosure 1), which the director declined dning, saying it would
injure the good reputation of this Republic, and added t.hat to h~we it sent the consul would have to get au order from the fOecretary-general, Gl~n.llenj. Molino Gnirola.
The consul requested him to write this at the foot of tlle dispatch, but the director
refused to do so, saying this:wonlll give the consul ground on which to set up a claim.
Then I accompanied said consul to the secretary-general, and there, after presenting
him his personal respects and exchanging mntual and friendly compliments, the consnl req nested permission to send said dispatch to ·washington. In reply, the secretarygeneral said that everything stated. therein was true at tllat time, but added thisdtspatoh would be read all over the world and dh;grace this country, and wanted the
consul to make some changes in it. To this the consul told the secretary to indicate
the changes he desired to be made, and he then dictated dispatch in Spanish (inclosure 2), and said dispatch was by me translated into English for the consul, the
consul saying he did not consider that he could send this dispatch instead of the
other, but that he would think the matter over. Then the secretary requested another private interview, as he was very busy, and both parties appointed by agreement 10 a. m. next day for the interview.
On August 3, at the appointed time, I was also present during the interview, acting, as the day before, as an interpreter for both parties, when, complying with
the consul's request, I translated to the secretary the following article of the treaty
between the United States anu Salvador:
"The consular offices and dwellings shall be at all times inviolable. The local
authorities shall not, under any pretext, invade them. In no case shall they examine
or seize the archives or papers there deposited.
"Consuls, in all that exclusively concerns the exercise of their functions, shall be
independent of the state in whose territory they reside."
To which the secretary replied that that was all right in time of peace, but that
this was war time, and that the urgency of the case had made it necessary to do
what they did. The consul said that he thought they ought to have at least given
him notice, so as to have been able to put himself in safety; and the secretary replied that there had been no time to do so, and assured the consul that the breaking
of the doors and the occupation of the consular oftice, the taking down of the flag
by his troops, and the damage to property was not done with any intention of disrespect or insult to the United States, and that the Government had not the slightest
intention to cause any injury to the consul, if they knew it, as personally he (Gen.
Molino Guirola) and the Government bad the greatest respect for the consul's uniform courtesy and gentlemanly manners, and that they were ready to pay him for
all personal losses of property, submitting the question of the amount to be paid to
a commission which would be appointed by the Government. The consul thereto
replied that the breaking open of the consulate, the occupation of the same by his
troops, the hauling down of the flag, and compelling the officer of the United States
to hide in the back part of the building, surrounded only by a few stones, to escape
the bullets for 31 hours, without anything to eat, and then being no longer able
to remain, having to take flight from the lJuilding through holes dug in the back
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wall, and through heavy firing on both sides, running for 2 miles, and then l1aving
to remain where the bursting of the grenades and the flying of the bullets W::t-H ca..:sing destruction all around him until about :3 a. m. on August 1, was a very important
matter, which he thought it his duty to freely, and without fear of personal injury,
lay before his Government, and that he was unauthorized to accept any compensation for personal losses or injury until his Government had all the facts before them
and antl10rized him to make any arrangement whatever for compensation for per·
sonallosses or injury, and that it was his intention to now proceed to Washington
and lay all the facts before the Government, and would therefore request the secretary-general to give him a pass whkh would enable him to go through his troops :md
embark on hoard an American ship at such a time as he might be able to depart.,
and, in.tbe IJieantime, to give him another pass which would enable him to travel
anywhere within the Hepnblic. 'l'he secretary-general then said that he would
cheerfnlly give a pass to enable him to travel anywhere within the Republic, bnt
tbat if be wanted to leave the country, be (the consul) would have to apply in writing for another l'ass for that pnrpoHe, and that when the consul did so, he (the secretary) would grant the paHs, but at the same time withdraw the consul's exequatur.
The interview then closed by the secretary-general giving the consul a pass enabling him to travel within the limits of the Republic of Salvador.
WM. P. FLETCHER.
SAN SAI.V ADOR, A1t!Jll8t

4, 1890.

Subscribed and sworn before me this Gth day of August, 1890.
[SEAL.]

GUSTAVO LYANO,

Acting Col!8t(,l.

JJ[r. llfizner to llfr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, October 6, 1890. (City of Mexico, October 7, 1890.)
Mr. Ryan states that he has received a telegraphic message from
]!Iiuister Mizner requesting Lim to telegraph to the Department in
substauce as follows :
.
GUATEMALA, Octobm• 6, 1890.
The formal announcement of the election of General Ezeta as Provisional Prcsi<lent of Salvador was received on the 2c1 instant, together wit,h the customary letter
to the Prcsiclent of the United States, forwarded by mail. Salvarlor has just flesignated a rcpre:,;entative plenipotentiary for the purpose of negotiating the treaty provided for in the bases of peace.

Mr. JJfiznm· to JJft-. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 179.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, October 8, 1890. (Received Uctober 23.)
SIR: For several days prior to the beginning of this month some
little friction appeared to exist between the three republics of Central
America recentlJ' at war, growing out of intimations of a want of complete compliance with all the terms of the peace bases agreed to bv
them.
The time stipulated in which a treaty of peace between Salvador and
Guatemala was to be made was rapidly passing, and as yet no notice
of the election of the new PrPsideut and the establishment of a new
government iu Salvador had been given, and no steps toward the makiug of the treaty r(:lferred to bad been taken.
There was also a delicate question as to which republic should first
seuu its plenipotentiary to the other. The feeling had iucreased so
that on1;he 28th of last month General Ezeta addressed a rather sharp
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telegram to the President of Honduras on the alleged unsettled
dition of affairs, which, however, wa~ on the next day so frankly
kindly answered by President Bogran as to dispel all unpl
apprehensions in that quarter.
In view of these matters, and at the suggestions of high officials
Guatemala and Salvador, it was deemed well for some of the members
of the diplomatic corps to make a social visit to San Salvador, with a
hope that an opportunity might offer to suggest means of more perfect
harmony; accordingly, the ministers of Spain and Nicaragua joined me,
and we went on the U. H. S. Ranger to Acajutla.
.
Commander Reiter kindly accompanied us to the Salvadorian capital,
where we were most hospitably received by President EzEta and his
Government and greeted with a serenade and every attention.
Notice of the due organization of the new government and ·t'he ap.
pointment of Senor Alberto Mena as acting minister of foreign relations,
as well as the usual letter to the President of the United States, were
given me.
The President of Salvador informed me that he bad appointed a
plenipotentiary to Guatemala for the purpose of negotiating a treaty
of peace, as above referred to, the Government of Guatemala having
previoutly stated that such a minister would be received with the
highest honors.
I am therefore quite confident that the treaty will be promptly agreed
to and a lasting peace formally declared, thus restoring that order and
good will among these States so important for their happiness and prosperity and so much desired by you.
Finding it necessary to return to Guatemala before my associates,
the President sent his military band, as a compliment to our Government, on the train with me to the port of Acajutla, and I arrived here
on Saturday, the 4th instant.
.
The newspaper telegrams purporting to come from these republics
for the last few months in reference to local troubles are, as a general
thing, utterly false and malignant to a degree that i~ absolutely start·
ling.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. :MIZNER.
JJlr.

No. 187.]

~Mizner

to .lJlr. Blaine.

{;EG.A.TION OF THE UNITED ST.A.'l'ES,

Guatemala, October 18, 1890. (Heceived November 7.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction
No. 177 of the 18th instant on the subject of the interruption of the
correspondence of Consul Myers by the authorities of the Republic of
Salvador and their refusal to grant him a pass to leave the country,
in connection with which I have to report that I have sent to the telegraph operator who was at La Libertad in July, August, and September last for a written statement of the control exercised ewer his office
by the authorities of Salvador during the time mentioned. As soon as
I shall receive a reply I .will forward it to you; in the meantime it will
be well for you to send me a copy of the disclaimer of Salvador referred
to in your No. 186 of September 29, so as to enable me to investigate the
matter more perfectly.
I am, etc.,
LANSING

B.

MIZNER.
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Mr. 1llizner to Jlb·. Blaine.
No. 188.]

LEGATION OF' THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, October 18, 1890. (Received November ·7.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 186
of the 29th of last month on the subject of your lost telegram of the
20th of Juiy instructing me "to demand the instant release of the
Colirna and cargo," and to report that, as you say it was sent via Galveston, I have written to the operator at La Libertad for information
on the subject. .Much will depend upon llis answer. I have also made
inqniry of the operator mentioned in my No. 187. I wiii, by the nAxt
mail, communicate with the Provisional Government of Salvador on
the su~ject of Consul Myers being refused a }lass to leave the country
and will promptly report all results.
I am, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.

Mr. Blaine to Mr.

No. 197.)

~Mizner.

DEPARTMEN'r OF STATE,

1Vashington, October 21, 1890.
SIR: I inclos:e a copy
two dispatches from the United States viceconsul at Tegucigalpa, by which it appears that, notwithstanding your
telegram of the 19th ultimo to the vice-consul, mercantile correspondence by means of the cable via La Libertad has continued interrupted
since the cessation of hostilities. You will make most earnest representations against the prolongation of a state of things so injurious to
friendly commercial relations.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

of

[Inclosure in No. 197.)

.Mr. Ber11llarll to Mr. Blaine.
No. 99.]

CONSULATE OF l'IIE UNITED STATES,

:t~. H:l90.
(Heceived October 17.)
Sm: Respectfully, I inclo~::~e copies of telegrams exchanged between this consulate
and t.he legation of the United Rtates of America at Guatemala.
'!'he cable line is still closed, and the damages caused to the American enterprises
t,hrongh the interruption of cables are countless.
·
I have, etc.,

Tegucigalpa, Septembe1·

GEO. BERNHARD,

United Slates Vice-ConBul.

Mr. Bemhm·d to Mr . .Mizner.
[Telegram.)
'l'EGUCIGALPA, September 15, 1890.
Hon. Mr. MIZNER, U.S. Minister, Guatemala:
'!'he American citizens of Honduras representmg American enterprises are greatly
delayed and suffering great damages by the continued closing of the cable lines at
San Salvador, and therefore demand of i~eir representative that he take such steps
as to afford the necessary relief.
Respectfully,
GEO. BERNHARD,

United StatetJ Vice- ConBul.
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Mr. Mizner to Mr. Tltl'llllarcl.
· [Telegram.]
GUATEMALA, September 19, 1890.
United States Vice-Consul, Tegucigalpa:
The cable line via La Libertad, Salvador, will be open for telegrams to the United
States on Monday.
GEORGE BERNHARD,

MIZNER,

Unitell States Minister.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 197.)

Mr. Bcmhm·ll to lllr. Blaine.
No. 100.]

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tegucigal11a, Septen~ber 27, 11;90. (Received Octouer 17.)
SIR: I hereby inclose a <lispatch signed by the superintendents of the several
American mining companies which I received yesterday.
No comment is necessary to call the valuable attention of tl1e Department of State
to the plain fact that, if the cable line should continue nnder the management of the
Government of Salvador, some of these American companies will be forced to declare
themselves insolvent, and the bitter and fatal consequences would be loss to the
American capitalists, who are largely interested, and disgrace to the American colony
of Honduras.
I have, etc.,
GEO. BERNHARD,

United States Vice-Consul •

•
Mr. Valentine and others to Mr. Bernhm·d.
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS, CENTRAL Al\IERICA 1 September 26, 1890.
SIR: The undersigned are all known to you as owners, managers, or representatives of American minin~ enterprises in Honduras. You ahw know that because of the long time it requires to exchange correspondence with the United States,
that we have conducted much of our business by means of the cable company's line
from La Lihertad, in Salvador, and thence acrosH Mexico to G:tlYeston. By this
means money was transferred from American banks, merchants, aiHl individuals to
Honduras banks, merchants, and individuals; shipments of bullion announced, orders for machinery and supplies sent, or negotiations conducted. Yon are also aware
that soon after the death of President Menendez, of Sttlvador, June 22,this cable communication was suspended, and the telegmph lines of Salvador were closed to us during the war that occnrred between Sal vadur and Guatemala, and which concluded
with the reesta,blishment of peace between those Repnulics on or about the 2ith day of
August last. You are also well aware of the fact that the Government of Honduras
has euergeticaJiy endeavored to have this cable communication with the United
Stat s reestablished. You also know that to this date cable communication with the
United States is not permitted by the Governme11t of Salvador, and that great injury
is suffered by citizens of the United States doing business in Honduras. To this date,
we are positively advised, uo American bas been able to receive a cable from the
United States in reply to any many messages sent since last August. It is true that
some old messages dated in July and August have been forwarded and received, dates
so old that they are useless. It is perfectly_ apparent that the Government of S:tlvador persistently designs the injury of the affairs and prosperity of Honduras, and in
enforcing this obstruction of communication over the territory of Salvador the foreign enterprises, chiefly American and English, are the greatest direct or immediate
sufferers and this Republic the ultimate loser. '!'here are about twenty American
companies operating in Honduras, with several millions of dollars invested. Some of
these are already heavy losers, some have suspended work and are threatened with
bankruptcy, because of the refusal of the Government of Salvador to permit theremission and exchange of money in the established and usual manner. We are ignorant as to whether the American cable company suffers any loss or receives indemnity
against loss. Speaking for ourselves only, we have, through you, protested to the minister of the United States resident in Guatemala, and have also sent our protest to
DEAR

of
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him directly, not communicating throt~;..:h yon. Bnt tl1at gentleman seems to be
either helpless or intliH'ercnt regardiug thi1:1 most unwarranted attitude of the Government of Salvador. So far as we can observe, we have yet no hope of redress because
of any demands by our official representatives in Central America.
\Ve can only band yon the facts and request that you forward to the Home Government. Our commercial privileges are outraged, and we can but endure the outrage
while waiting to see if our Government will demand the privileges to which, as citizens, wear"' entitled by international usage in time of peace.
We are painfully aware that in some of these countries for very many years American citizens have felt that they have not enjoyed the same proportion of protection
which other nations accorded their people n.broad. The American bas felt the inferiority and humiliation of his position if compared with a citizen of Europe. The
Government of Honduras accords us fully all the rights to which we are entitled,
and we feel perfect security in so far as we are dependent on the administration of
the affairs of this Republic.
As no more fatal blow could bfl struck against the extension of American commerce
and enterprise than the one against which we protest, we wait with anxiety the
action of our own Government in effecting restoration of onr communications with
other countries.
Very res1>ectfully,
W. J. VALENTINE.
E. A .•JACOBY.
F. M. hmonEN.
GIBSON.
HICTIARD CitOW.
C. H. AARON.
H. l\I. PAYNE.
GEO.
COL:\IAN.
J. E. l<'OSTEU.

G.

w.

s.

Mr. :111izner to Jfr. Blaine.
No. 193.1

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guatemala, October 24, 1890. (Received November 13.)
SIR: I have just received your instruction No. 188 of the 2d instant,
in which you say that the director of telegraphs in Salvador states
that your telegraph of the 20th of last July'' was duly sent to its destination on the same day by way of Honduras, as direct communication with Guatemala was impossible."
I have the certificate of the receiving clerk of the central office in
this city to the efl'ect that no such telegram has ever been recei \ C<1 in
his office. There is no other office here having telegraphic connection
with Honduras.
The loss or delay must be somewhere between Salvador and Honduras, or between Honduras and this Hepublic. I have written to our
consul in Tegucigalpa to investigate the matter, sending him a copy of
the cipher telegram for that purpose. Mail communication with Honduras is slow, aud an answer from there can not be expected short of a
month.
I am, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
7

JJir. Jfizner to Mr. Blaine.
No. 197.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED ST.A'l'ES,

G1latenzala, October 29, 1890. (Received November 1:3.)
SIR: The special minister of the Republic of Salvador, Senor Doctor
Don Eugenio Araujo, was received by the President of Guatemala on
the 20th instant in the usual manner. The respective addresses made
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on the occasion were most friendly, promising a lasting peace between
the two countries.
Senor Araujo comes for the purpose of negotiating the final treaty
referred to in the bases of peace and in my dispatch No. 179 of the
8th instant. Be and the minister of foreign relations of this Republic
assure me that the two Governments are in accord. and that .t here will
be no difficulty in arriving at a prompt aml satisfactory conclusion, including a favorable view of the International Railway, as suggested by
the Pan-American Congress, the insertion of which will be due to the
importance you have given it and to the earnest and friendly manner
in which it has been urged here.
Desiring to bring the high contracting parties into the most friendly
relations, they and the whole diplomatic corps have been entertained
at this legation, where the kindest sentiments were exchanged.
Thus, under our ldnd mediation, aided by other friendly nations, a
war in which several hundred lives bad been lost and many millions of
dollars squandered, and which threatened untold disaster in the immediate fnture, was stayed in its destructive course.
Two hostile armies, aggregating over 30,000 men, were retired to
their homes as if by magic.
It is noted with surprise that the public press has bad scarcely a
word of commendation for our humane action in this particular, but, on
the contrary, it has been exceedingly severe and unfair in its comments on a. mere incident of the war, to wit, the right of a nation to
arrest one of its own citizens in its own waters.
The relations between the states of Central America seem now to be
most cordial and our own with each of them equally so.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER•
.i1fr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.

No. 203.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Guraemala, Nm.,.ember, 10, 1890.

(Received November 28.)
SIR: Referring to my No. 187 of the 18th of last month on this subject of intercepted correspondence, I have the honor to report that I
reqnestt~d Mr. T. A. Whitney, one of the most honorable and best
known American merchants residing in this Republic, to interview the
telegraph operator formerly in charge of the telegraph cable in Salvador, as to the control exercised by that Government over the business.
Mr. Whitney bas just returned a.nd informs me that he had several
conversations with the operator, who stated distinctly that it is a part
of the contract between the cable company and the Government of
Salvador that the Government should have supervision of the correspondence, and that, as a matter of fact, during the late war in July and
August last the authorities of Salvador did place a guard of soldiers
over the cable office in La Libertad, controlling its business.
I renew my request for a. copy of the disclaimer referred to in your
instructions No. 186 of September 29, 1890.
I have, etc.,
LANSING B. MIZNER.
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lJ[r. Blaine to JJir. Mizner.

No.203.]

DEP ART~IEN1' OF STATE,

Washington, Novmnber 14, 1890.
SIR: In response to a part of your No. 187 of the 18th ultimo, I
transmit a copy of Gen. Molina Guirola's telegram to this Department
of August 6, 18!JO, stating that messages to Jon ~ere not detained in
Salvador. As the telegram • of Minister Ryan, dated at Mexico, July
28, lS!JO, is also pertinent, I inclose a copy.
Referring at the same time to the telegram of this Department sent
you ou the 7th of August and to instruction No .. 151 of August 11, 1890.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

[Iuclosure in No. 203.-Telegram.-Translation.]

Mr. Gui1·ola to Mr. Blaine.
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

San Sah·ador, A'ugust 6, 1890.
MeAsages from yonr Department to Minister Mizner are not detained in any office
in Salvador, but in telegraph office in Guatemala.
Your obedient servant,
B. MOLIN6 GUIROLA.
MiniBier.

Mr. Blaine to JJir. JJiizner.

(No. 206.]

DEPARTMENT _OF STATE,

Washington, November 18, 1890.
SIR: The receipt of your dispatch No. 170 of the 23d of September
bas furnished the additional details which have been awaited in order
to form ajudgment in regard to the killing of General Barrundia on
board the Pacific Mail steamer Acapulco in the port of San Jose on the
28th of August last.
The facts of the case may be summarized thus:
Gen. J. Martin Barrundia, who held the secretaryship of war in
the cabjnet of the late President Barrios, was an aspirant for the Presidency of Guatemala, and, being exiled by the authorities in actital
possession of power, bad sought for several Jears to advance his pretensions by a method for which, unfortunately, recent precedents are not
wanting, that is, by revolutionary movements in the intere~t of himself and his personal following. Taking advantage of the state of hostilities between Guatemala and Salvador, he attempted to organize an
invasion, operating from the 1\fexican border territory; but, failing, he
and his foilowers were disarmed by the authorities of Mexico. Subsequently he found his way to the Mexican port of Acapulco, and there,
on the 23d of August last, purchased a ticket for Panama and went on
board of the Pacific Mail steamer Acapulco, sailing under the American
flag. His baggage was searched, presumably by order of the captain
of the steamer, and all arms found were taken away.
* For this inclosure &ee under Mexico.
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By he published schedules of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
its vessels plying between San Francisco and Panama as terminal
points are regularly appointed to call at certain ports on the Mexican
and Central American coast, among which are Champerico and San
Jose, in Guatemala. Ot this fact General Barrundia, who is said to
have been a frequent passenger on these steamers, was doubtless fully
aware.
His intended departure from Acapulco having become known in
Guatemala at least as early as .August 15, the authorities conceived
the design of securing possession of him while in transit. The commandant at Champeri~o accordingly addressed a communication-of
which the date is not given-to the consular agent of the United.States
at that port, announcing that General Barrundia intended to em bark
by a steamer from the north "as a passenger for Salvador;" that, as
he had borne arms against Guatemala, he was guilty of" hig-h treason
and other crimes, as the public well know;" and that the Guatemalan
Government had ordered his arrest on the anchoring of the vessel
bringing him. To this end the commandant asked the consular agent
to direct the captain to lend his aid, so that General Barrundia ruight
be delivered up "according to the law of nations, besides the extradition treaty for criminals ratified in 1870 between the Governments of
Guatemala and the United States, which applies in the present case."
In this relation, it may be observed that the extradition treaty
between the United States and Guatemala which was signed in 1870 is
not yet in force. But the fact that the demand was treated by Guatemala, in the first instance, as a proceeding in extradition is significant;
and it is also to be noticed that the unratified treaty forbids the extradition of political offenders-a point of special significance in view of
the original ground assumed by Guatemala.
The agent at ChamperiQo telegraphed August 25 to Consul-General
Hosmer for instructions. Mr. Hosmer, in your absence, on the same
day authorized the agent to acquaint the commandant with his impression that the Guatemala Government had the right to search foreign
vessels in her own waters for persons suspected of hostility in time of
war and to arrest them. The telegram of Mr. Hosmer, which assumed
to advise a Guatemalan official of his rights under international law,
immediately found its way to the President of Guatemala, who the next
day (August 26) summoned him to the Bxecutive residence, and, after
rehearsing the charges of Guatemala against General Barrundia, requested Mr. Hosmer to repeat his opinion by telegraph to the captain
of the Acapulco. This 1\-Ir. Hosmer at once did, instructing- Captain
Pitts to'' see that no obstacle is permitted to that right of search in
accordance with the law of nations." In his No. 243 Mr. Hosmer justifies his telegram by saying that he was not then aware that the bases of
peace had been signed by Salvador.
The captain, on receiving this, telegraphed Mr. Hosmer the same
afternoon (August 26), suggest.ing, as a guaranty for the ship and himself, to hold General Barrundia on board until reaching Sau tTose, where
he would place himself under the orders of the United States minister,
whose immediate return t.o his post was expected. This telegram was
not answered by Mr. Hosmer.
The steamer Acapulco was detained at Champerico for 24 l10urs, from
the 25th to the 27th of August, by order of the Guatemalan Government, during which time an attempt was made to arrest General Barrundia; but Captain Pitts refused to allow this to be done "without
written orders from the United States minister stating that they had
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that right." On learning of Captain Pitts's refusal, the secretary for
foreign relations, Senor Anguiano, on the evening of the 26th of August
wrote a letter to Mr. Hosmer, which, because of its important bearing
upon the case, I quote in fulJ, as follows:
OFFICE OF MINISTER FOR FOREIGN RELATIONS OF GUATEMALA,
National Palace, Guatemala, August 26, 1890.
HoNORABLE SIR: The captain of the steamer which anchored to-day in Cham perico resists, as the commandant of the port informs me, to permit the arrest of Gen.
J. M. Barrnndia, who is aboard of that vessel. This Guatemalan general bas
not only in different ways attacked his country, Guatemala, but bas armed himself
against her, raising an armed faction on the Mexican frontier to invade her.
Barrundia landed a few days siuce in San Benito, a Mexican port, having arms with
him, and when he pnt them in hands in Tapachula, and moving upon Guatemala, was
arrested and deprived of his arms; finally, he dared to penetrate the territory of Guatemala, leading an armed faction.
The facts referred to, Honorable Sir, show the perfect right which exists in the Government of Guatemala, being in a state of war, to capture Barruudia on the steamer
which is anchored in Champerico; for certainly the consul-general and secretary in
charge of the business of the United States of America knows that every nation,
being in war, can examine or inspect foreign vessels in its own waters and capture
those simply suspected of being hostile.
Besides, by the contract which the Government made with the Pacific Mail St~:~am
ship Company that company should not permit the bringing or taking to Guatemala,
nor to the adjacent countries, any element of hostility in time of war, such as exists
at this timf'.
Accordingly, I address myself to the Honorable Consul-General and Charge
d'Afl:'a.i.res of the Unites States that he will, if be tbinkR proper, give his directions by
telegraph to the effect that the captain of the vessel referred to may not ofl:'er any reRistance to the capture or arrest of the said Gen. J. Martin Barrnndia.
With assurance of my high consideration,
}"'. ANGUIANO.
Ron. JAMES R. HosMER,
Sccretm·y in Cha?'!Je and Consul-General of tl!e United States, present.

Consul-Ge11eral Hosmer's connection with the affair here ceased.
You returned to Guatemala City on the afternoon of the 26th, bringing
the bases of peace which bad been signed by President Ezeta, of Salvador, at Acajutla on the precedh1g day, August 25. Those bases were
formally accepted by Guatemala on August 26, and proclaimed the
same day, with onlers for disarming and retiring the forces of Guat.emala on the Salvadorian frontier. Your return, therefore, coincided
with the official cessation of bostilitie.s.
It would appear that on the night of August 26 you orally discussed
the case of General Bauundia with President Barillas and Sefior Ang·uiano, and some conditions in regard to the personal safety of General
Barrundia were, at your request, promised by the President and minister for foreign relations. It seems, also, tbati you again conferred
with Senor Anguiano on the morning of August 27. You have not
seen fit to report the details of those conferences to the Department,
but it may be assumed that their tenor is presented in certain notes
exchanged between J·ou and Senor Anguiano on the 27th of August.
At noon on the 27th you received a telegram from Captain Pitts,
dated the same day at Champerico, stating that he was awaiting your
instructions in reference to the demand to arrest General Barrundia,
and that he would prefer to have the matter sett ed at San Jose, because be could there receive your written orders and have better protection, adding :
I fear the passenger wanted will resist himself from leaving the ship, and there are
several others on boarcl who would probably help him to resist1 which might make
trouble on my ship.
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You answered Captain Pitts on August 27, stating your view that
Guatemala bad the right to arrest a person on a neutral ship in its own
waters in time of war for any cause deemed an ofl:ense under interna·
tionallaw, adding:
In this case, it must be understood that life is not to be endangered, or the pprson
arre11ted punished for any other offense than that specified in the letter of the Guatemalan
Government addressed to Consul-General Hosmer. If, in your judgment, the lives or
property of innocent persons on board will be endangered by submitting to the arrest
in Cbamperico, it would be better to bring the person to San Jose without altering
his status, and where protection can be bad.

This telegram did not reach Captain Pitts until his arrival, on the
night of the 27th, at S_an Jose, whither the authorities at Champerico
had permitted him to proceed.
Soon after receiving and answering Captain Pitts's telegram you
addressed a note on the subject to the secretary for foreign relations.
You recited the purport of the statements made by Senor Anguirmo to
Mr. Hosmer in writing on the preceding day and to yourself orally on
the morning of the 27th respecting General Barrundia's alleged crim·
inality and the request for orders to facilitate his arrest, adding·
While the case is an unusual one, taken in connection with the peace which was
practically concluded last night, and of which a general amnesty was a part, I am
disposed to confirm Mr. Hosp1er's telegram as coinciding with the law of nations, but ·
upon the conditions that General Barrundia'slife shall be preserved and that he shall
be prot.ected from any injury or molestation to his person, as well as that no proceedings be instituted or punishment inflicted other than for the causes stated in
Your Excellency's said letter to Mr. Hosmer; and, assuming this, which corresponds
to our interview this morning, I have telegraphed to the captain of the steamer .Acapulco accordingly.

The reply of Senor Anguiano is so necessary to an understanding of
the situation and of your subsequent action that it is proper to repeat
it in full:
NATIONAL PALACE, Guatemala, .A1l!J1t8t 27, 1890.
SIR: I have this da.y received Your Excellency's note, in which you
inform me that the consul of the United States has explained to yon that he had
consented to the arrest of Mr. Martin Barrnndia, who is aboard of the steamer
.Acapulco in the port of San Jose, jurisdiction of this Republic.
In a verbal conference, Your Excellency also informed me that you were disposed
to confirm the authoriz&tion, but that in presence of the late treaty with Salvador,
in which a general amnesty is agreed upon, you consider the case an extraordinary
one, and ask, before such confirming, a guaranty of the life of Barrnndia.
My Government, in conformity with the principle of international law which
reco~nizes the jurisdiction of the state over Us territorial seas and subjects to it
merchant vessels while in its waters, had no necessity, in effecting this search of the
steamer Acapulco and arrest of .Barnmdia, to rely on the consent of friendly nations
or qf their dignified representatives, but in this case believes it proper as an act of
courtesy to Your Excellency's Government.
In support of the opinion which Your Excellency intimated, that merchant ships
were subject to the territorial jurisdiction, I have not deemed it necessary to give a
]ong enumeration of the authorities sustaining that doctrine, and especially treating
of a state of war, which afflicts this R~public; the jurisdiction of the State is more
than manifest.
It is true that a treaty of peace bas been agreed to with Salvador, with the reservation of making a definite one within 3 months; there is therefore a truce or
armistice until this final treaty can be made; consequently, precautions are authorized in defense of the State such as I refer to.
Barrnndia is being prosecuted by the ordinary tribunals with decree of formal
arrest for common crimes, and, besides, while a fugitive from -the Republic, he has
organized armed factions to disturb its internal tranquillity that require to be sup~
pressed.
Not only are arms and ammunitions considered contraband of war, but also persons; and, viewed in this light, the capture of Barrnndia is justified, he having
threatened the public peace which Your Excellency has made so great efforts tu
ret:~tore, and which would otherwise prove usele&a.
EXCELLENT
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On the other hand, tbe President of the Republic, desiring to give another proof of
its friendly and sympathetic attitude toward Your Excellency's Government, takes
particular pleasure in complying with the request of a guaranty for the life of Don
.MartinBarrnndia; and thuslherehy confirm that guarant,y, with the assurance that,
in case the courts to which his case shall be submitted should impose the death penalty, he shall be relieved therefrom, extendmg to him the boon of life.
Renewing, etc.,
F. A..~GUIANO.
His Excellency SENOR DON LANSING B. MIZNER, etc.

It is to be noted that this correspondence, so essential to an understanding of the case, was not reported to the Department until appended to your last dispatch, written September 23, 4 weeks after it
was exchanged with Senor Anguiano.
Soon after writing your note to Senor .Anguiano you sent, on the
27th, a telegram to Lieutenant-Commander Reiter, commanding the
United States steamer Ran.qer, then in the port of San Jose, as follows:
General Barrundia is on the Acapulco. Guatemala alleges that he is hostile, and, being in their waters, they can arrest him. I think that they have the right.

This telegram, of which the text is taken from Lieutenant-Commander
Reiter's report of August 28 to the Navy Department, is not found
among the annexes to your reports. The occasion of sending it does
not appear, whether at the instance of the Guatemalan authorities or
as a voluntary act on your part. It was received on board the Ranger
August 27 at 6:30 p. m. Lieutenant-Commander Reiter went immediately ashore and at 7 p. m. sent to you the following telegram:
Barrundia expected in steamer. As peace is declared, I suggest that you ask Government to permit Thetis to take him to Acapulco, we acknowledging their municipal
rights over steamer. Steamer ..dcapulco in sight.

Soon after this the Acapulco entered the limits of the port, anchoring, as usual, at some distance from the shore. Captain Pitts thereupon
went ashore and sent to you a telegram in these words:
Shall I deliver General Barrundia to the authorities here f
letter with your signature to that effect.

If so, please send me a

Lieutenant-Commander Reiter's telegram, dispatched at 7 p. m., is
marked as reaching. the telegraph office in Guatemala City at 8 o'clock.
Captain Pitts's telegram, sent an hour or two later, is marked as received in the office at 9:46. Both telegrams were delivered to you at
10 p.m. No explanation of the evident delay in communicating the
commander's dispatch is vouchsafed.
When these two telegrams reached you, the secretary for foreign relations was present in your parlor. You referred to him LieutenantCommander Reiter's suggestion, ''but it was positively declined in
view of all the circumstances, to wit, that Guatemala had, on the 21st
day of July, decreed martial law throughout the Republic, which decree is still in force, and did, on the 23d of July, formally declare war
against the Republic of Salvador, which declaration is yet iu full force."
Having information, derived, as you say, from a daughter of General
Barrundia, that he intended to ]and at La Libertad, a port of Salvador,
notwithstanding that he had a ticket for Panama, and mindful of the
antecedents of the general and his attempted invasion of Guatemala
from Mexico, you d~cided to advise the captain of the steamer to submit to the arrest of his passenger; and to that end you wrote, on the
same evening, the following letter to Captain Pitts:
UNITED STATES LEGATION IN CENTRAL Al\IERICA,
Guaten~ala, .August 27, 1890-10:30 p.m.
SIR: Tf your ship is within 1 league of the territory of Guatemala and you have
on board Gen. J. M. Barrundia, it becomes your duty, under the law of nations,
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to deliver him to the authorities of Guatemala upon their demand, allegations
ing been made to this legation that said Barl'Undia is hostile to and an enemy
Republic. Guaranties have been made to me by this Government that his l'
not be in danger, or any other punishment inflicted upon him other than for
stated in the letter of Senor Anguiano to Consul-General Hosmer, dated yesterd
I have, etc.,
LANRlNG B. 1\IIZNF.R,
United States Minister.
Captain W. G. PITTS,
Commanding Pacific Mail Steamship Company's stcnmsltip Acapulco.

As this letter. was not forwarded to Captain Pitts by post, but
handed to him the next day by the commandant at San Jose, it is
sumed, although you do not state the circumstance, that you deli
it tb Senor Anguiano as a compliance with his demands; and the further inference, so strongly arising as to be fully justified, is that
Anguiano was acquainted with its contents and accP-pted them as
conforming to his views.
You also telegraphed to Lieutenant-Commander Reiter as follows,
the text, as before, being taken from his report to the Secretary of the
Navy, you having omitted to furnish the Department "ith a copy:
This Government declines offer to take Barrundia away in Tltt.tis.
Captain Pitts to deliver him.

Have advised

· This telegram reached Commander Reiter at 9:30 a. m. the next day,
August 2~. The Acapulco still lay at anchor in the port of San Jose,
where, it is said, she was commat1ded by a large Krupp cannon which
had been sent from Guatemala City at the time of the Colima arms
seizure and mounted to range the anchorage. You state that you were
aware of this, and apJlrehensive that the Government of Guatemala
"might resort to force in arresting a passenger on one of our vessels,
and thereby endanger the liYes of innocent passengers;" but you were
not informed of what has since been avowed "distinctly and with em·
phasis" by Senor Anguiano in an interview you had wfth him on September 18, and confirmed by a communication said to have been addressed to the United States consular agent at San Jose on the 15th of
August last, that the Government" had giv~n Colonel Toriello positive
orders to arrest and take Barrundia from the steamer Acapulco, port of
San Jose, using all power necessary for that purpose, even to sinking
the ship, notwithstanding it might have involved a conflict with our
two war vessels then and there present."
On the afternoon of August !!8, at about 2 o'clock, the commandant
went out to the Acapulco with a guard of several (Lieutenant-Com·
mandant Reiter says 3 or 4) policemen and deli\""ered to Captain Pitts
the letter you had written the night before. No warrant of arrest or
legal power to take the accused into custody appears to have been
exhibited. The contents of the letter having been made known, Cap·
tain Pitts took the precaution "to notify the cabin passengers to go
below into the dining saloon and steerage passengers to keep forward."
The reason of this precaution may be inferred from Captain Pitts's ap.
prehensions, previously expressed while at Champerico in his telegram
to you, that General Barrundia would resist arrest and perhaps be
aided in his resistance by some of the passengers.
Captain Pitts then went with the commandant to the stateroom on
the hurricane deck occupied by General Barrundia. He opened the
door, and the captain informed him of the purport of your letter.
General Barrundia. then reached into his room, drew two revolvers
from the bed, and fired one shot between the captain and the comman-
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dant. They fled aft, the general pursuing them and firing again as they
took refuge in another stateroom. The principal witness having tllus
withdrawn from the scene, no intelligent account of what followed can
be gathered. Captain Pitts, in his affidavit made before Mr. Ilo~mer
September 16, says :
Then the detectives shot at him, and the firing became general between the detectives on one side and General Barrundia on the othel'. Proba.bly fifty shots wero
fired in all before General Barrnutlia was killed. The body was taken on shore by
the authorities.

On the 30th of August a telegraphic report of the occurrence was
received from you in cipher to the effect that "General Barrundia, having resisted arrest on board the Acctpulco, was, after having fired the
first shot, killed by Guatemalan officers." You added that you '' lutd
advised the officers and Captain Pitts that you l1ad guaranties for General Barruudia's personal safety, and that yon joined the consul-general
in advising the captain to permit the arrest on the charge of being an
enemy, martial law being in force." Your telegram was delayed two
days in transmission.
·
1\lr. \Vharton, then Acting Secretary of State, telegraphed to you
on September 2 in cipher to the effect thatAs General llarrundia enterecl the juristliction of Guatemala at his <'Wn risk, tho
assumption of juris<liction by the Guatemalan authorities was at their risk andresponsibility, and that it was regretted that you haye advised or consente<l to the
surrender, as no specific charge of violation of the or<linary law of Guatemala appeared and the treatment of General Barrundia as an enemy under martial law was
alone alleged.

Tlw more the question is examined in the light of important facts
tardily disclosed the deeper becomes the regret that you so far exceeded your legitimate authority as to sign the paper which, in· the
handR of the officers of Guatemala, became their warrant for the capture of General Barrnndia.
The demand of the Go,'ernment of Guatemala that the representatives of the United States in that country slwuld become parties to the
accomplishment of General Barrundia's capture by directing tlH' captain to surrender him is based on complex and unusual grounds, which
must be examined Romewhat in detail. But it rests chiefly on the allegation that General Barrundia, by reason of his revolutionary an tecedents, his recent attempt to invade Guatemala from Mexico, and his
supposed purpose to land in Salvador, was contraband of war. And it
is also asserted that he could not, under the stipulations of the contract
between the Pacifie .M ail Steamship Company and the Government of
Guatemala, be carried on any of its steamers to Salvador.
It can not be pretended that the frustrated attempts of General Barrundia to subvert the ruling power in Guatemala bad created a state of
public war and invested the Government of that conn try with belliger...ent rights. It is true that he was said to be "hostile" and an "enemy,"
but those terms were obviously not employed in the sense in which they
are understood in public law when we are considering such questions
as "contraband" and the "right of search." On the contrary, they
, were clearly intended to describe him as a person entertaining rebellious designs against the existing government, such as savored of the
political offense of treason. The only war that bad existed was that
with Salvador, and that subject, so far as it relates to the present case,
I shall now consider.
Many writers on international law assimilate the carrying of military
persons in the service of a belligerent to the carrying of contraband
goods. But, in order that the question of "contraband of war" may
F R 90--9
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arise, both as to the vessel and the person carried, three things are essential. In the first place, there must be an actual state of war. This
is self-evident; for, if the mere apprehension of war were sufficient,
nations whose relations were such as to excite anxiety might continuously exercise the right of search. In the second place, in order that
the vessel may be condemned for carrying contraband, it must oe shown
that she knowingly carried it in such a way as to make it clear that it
was her intention to take part in the war. In the third place, in order
that the person may be treated as contraband, it must appear that he
is in the service of the enemy. This requirement is found in many of
our treaties and was embodied in article 14 of the extinct treaty of 1849
between the United States and Guatemala, by which it was strictly provided that persons on board of the ships of the contracting parties in
time of war should not be taken out unless they were '' o_tficers or sol·
diers and in the actual service of the enemies."
While the revolutionary attempts of General Barrundia, initiated, as
is stated, months before the change of government in Salvador that
precipitated the recent hostilities, may have found renewed opportunity
in the disturbance incidental to a state of war, it is not charged that
he was an officer or soldier in the military service of Salvador, or that
he was in anywise associated with her cause. Senor Anguiano's letter
of August 26 to Consul-General Hosmer charges that Barrundia was
a Guatemalan general who had raised the standard of factional revolt
against the existing administration of that country. His undated
proclamation, of which copies, said to have been found among General
Barrundia's personal effects, have been communicated to you by Senor
Ang,uiano, in corroboration of the accusations against him, is an incitement to native Guatemalans to revolt against the existing Government
and to set up another in its place. In Senor Anguiano's letter to you
of the 27th of August, as in that of the preceding day to Mr. Hosmer,
no attempt is made to associate him with the belligerent acts of Salvador. • If, therefore, a state of war had then existed, the grounds alleged
as the basis of the demand for General Barrundia's surrender as contraband would not have been acceptable.
But, in reality, hostilities had ceased, and, in view of this fact, the
impropriety of the demand for the surrender of General Barrundia as
contraband of war is not mitigated by Senor Anguiano's appeal to
martial law. In his interview with you on the evening of the 27th of
August he declared that martial law was decreed in Guatemala on the
21st of July (two days before the declaration of war with Salvador)
and still existed. At the same time be is reported to have said that
the declaration of war against Salvador, made on the 23d of July, was
also still in force. But by this he can scarcely be supposed to have
meant more than that the declaration had not been formally withdrawn.
For, as has been seen, the bases of peace were signed by President
Ezeta, of Salvador, on the 25th of August, and were formally accepted
and proclaimed by Guatemala on the following day, with orders for
the disarming and retiring of the forces of Guatemala on the Salvadorian frontier. The war had thus come to an end both nominally and
in fact, and martial law could no longer be said to exist as that term is
generally employed in public law. "Martial law," sa~·s Halleck,
" exists only in time of war, and originates in military necessity."
Speaking on the same subject, the Supreme Court of the United States
said:
Martial law can not arise from a. threatened invasion. The necessity must be
actual and present; the invasion real, such as effectually closes the courts and depose•
the uivil administration. (Ex parte Milligan, 4 ·wallace, 127.)
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Martial law, therefore, in this sense, did not exist in Guatemala on
the 27th of August last; and Senor Anguiano's appeal to the decree of
"martial law" of July 21, in order to show that there was still a state
of public war, was wholly unwarranted and at variance with facts well
known to yourself. His appeal to~" martial law" may doubtless be explained by the fact that, by the thirty-ninth article, title 2, of the constitution of Guatemala of 1879, the President and his council may, if
the national territory is invaded or attacked, "or if the pul>lic tranquillity is in anywise menaced," by a decree suspend all the guaranties
of personal liberty set out iu that article. The exercise of this power
might, it is conceived, produce disorders not unlike those that may result from war; bu.t it can not create a condition of affairs which other
nations may be asked to treat as a state of war, with all tlle legal consequences to their citizens, or to their vessels, with tlleir passengers
and cargo.
The right of visitation and search and of seizure and confiscation of
contraband is a belligerent right and an act of war. It is compatible
only with a state of hostilities; so that it is laid down by tlle pul>licists
as an elementary rule that, if the forces of a belligerent, during a general truce, capture prizes without notice of the suspension of hostilities,
such prizes must be restored.
In order to fortify the demand for the surrender of General Barrundia
as contraband of war, Senor Anguiano appealed to the contract between the Guatemalan Government and the steamship company, which
contains this clause:
XVII.-This company binds itself not to permit troops or munitions of war to be
carried on board of its steamers from any of the ports of call to the ports of or adjacent to Guatemala if there be reason to believe that these materials may be used
against Guatemala or that war or pillage is intended.

Obviously, this is the stipulation that was referred to l>y Senor
Anguiano when, in his note to Mr. Hosmer of August 26, he said the
steamship company'' should not permit the bringing or taking to Guatemala, nor to the adjacent countries, any element of hostility in time of
war, such as exists at this time." It is also doubtless the stipulation to
which you advert when, in your No. 150 of the 29tll of August, you say,
in justification of your course, that the GoYernment of Guatemala
claimed the right to arrest .Barrundia ''under its contract" with that
company.
This is not the first appeal that has been made by the Government
of Guatemala to the provisions of the contract with the company. Tiley
were invoked in the recent seizure of arms on board of the Colima, and
it is not improbable that the position you then assumed encouraged
the Government to invoke them again. On that occasion the arms
were shipped from San Francisco, in the United States, on board of
the Pacific Mail steamer Colima for Salvador. At the port of San Jose,
in Guatemala, the port at which General Barrundia was afterwards
killed, the Government of Guatemala sought to seize them, in view of
contemplated hostilities with Salvador. You then intervened to bring
about a supplementary contract whereby the company engaged toreconvey the arms to a ''neutral port." Nevertheless, while the arms
were being unshipped and transported for that purpose, the Government of Guatemala seized them and temporarily converted them to its
own use, and you were then constrained to base your protest on the
violation of the special agreement entered into by you rather than upon
the arbitrary infraction of international law that had been perpetrated.
The President deeply regrets that you should, either on that occ~sion
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or on the attempted seizure of General Barrundia, have found any
warrant or excuse for the action of Guatemala in the terms of her contract with the Pacific Mail Company. The effect of such a contract
upon the rights and responsibiliti~s of the carrier it is not necessary
now to consider; but the President holds it to be clear that the contract could not affect the rights of any person or thing carried, as those
rights are secured under the general principles of international law.
Much less could it limit and control the right and duty of this Government in respect to persons and property on vessels flying its flag. To
admit that a government may, by the contracts whi.ch it is able to
obtain, fix the measure of its power over foreign vessels and whatever
may be on board, and at the same time limit tbe rights and duties of
the government whose flag such vessels carry, would destroy the foundation of maritime law and render intercourse between nations altogether uncertain and hazardous.
The article in question does not, however, in terms assume to confer
any such power or make any such waver in favor of Guatemala. It
stipulates merely that the company will not convey certain persons
and things in certain cases; not that Guatemala shall or may take them
from its ships, or exercise in respect of them any arbitrary control
whatever.
It is proper to insist upon this point, since you appear to have
attached great importance to this provision of the contract and to have
assumed that it was the duty of this Government, through you as its
representati \Te, to intervepe in regard to the fulfillment of its terms,
not only in respect to the vessel, but also in respect to what it carried.
I have not failed to notice that Seiior Anguiano, in his note to you of
the 27th of August, said that General Barrundia was " being prosecuted by the ordinary tribunals with decree of formal arrest for common erimes," but immediately added that "besides, while a fugitive
from the Republic," he had "organized armed factions to disturb its
internal tranquillity" that required "to be suppressed." With this
statement, Senor Anguiano returned to the argument that General Barrundia should be given up as contraband of war, and did no demand
his surrender as a common criminal. It is possible that if Seiior
Anguiano had seen fit to specify and describe the "common crimes"
for which General Barrundia was being prosecuted there might have
been some room for difference of opinion as to their character. But
they were neither speci:fi.eu nor described, and it is remarkbJ.e that no
reference to them is founu other than that passing allusion which has
been pointed out. The commandant at Champerico wrote to the consular agent that, as General Barrundia had borne arms against Guatemala, he was guilty of ' 4 high treason and other crimes, as the public
well know." The letter of Senor Anguiano to Mr. Hosmer placeu the
demand for his surrender on the ground that he was 4' hostile." The
letter of Seiior Anguiano to yourself treated him as contraband of war
and p·laeed the right to capture him on that ground. And your subsequent letter to Captain Pitts, upon which the capture was attempted,
informed him that it was his duty to deliver General Barrun<lia "to the
authorities of Guatemala upon their demand, allegations having been
made to this legation that said Barnutdia is hostile to and an enemy to
this Republic." Tllis, therefore, is the ground on which the surrender
was demanded and by you authorized to be made, and the reference to
"common crimes" may be dismissed from further consideration.
Having fully reviewed the facts in the case, and, as it is conceived,
demonstrated the impropriety and illegality of Guatemala's specific
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demands upon the representatives of the United States, I pass to the
consideration ofthe right of the GovernmentofGuatemala to take General
Barrundia out of the ship, and to the consideration of your authority,
as the responsible representative of your Government, to sanction such
a step.
It is laid down by the publicists as a general rule that the private
vessels of a nation, as contradistinguish-ed from its men·of-war, are, on
entering t.he ports of another nation, not exempt from the local jurisdiction. At the same time it is stated that this rule is not absolute
and unlimited, bnt that it is subject to important qualifications, both
general and special. The vessels of a nation on the high seas are commonly spoken of as a part of its territory, and this character is not destroyed by their entrance into the port of another nation, although by
such entrance they may, to a great extent, also become subject to another jurisdiction. This principle was so clearly and cogently expressed
by .Mr. Webster in the case of the Creole that I will quote from his discussion of that case the following passages :
A ship, say the publicists, though at anchor in a foreign harbor, preserves its jnrisdiction and its laws. It is natural to consider the vessels of a nation as parts of its
territory, though at sea, as the state retains its j nris<liction over them; and, according to the commonly received custom, this juris<liction is preserved over tho vessels
even in parts of the sea subject to a foreign domination. This is the doctrine of tho
law of nations, clearly laid down by writers of received authority, and entirely conformable, as it is supposed, with the practice of mo<lern nations. If a murder be
committed on board of an American vessel by one of the crew npo·n another or upon
a passenger, or by a passenger on one of the crew or another passenger, while such
vessel is lying in a port within the jurisdiction of a foreign state or sovereignty,
the offense is cognizable and punishable by the proper court of the United States in
the same manner as if such offense had been committed on board the vessel on the
high seas. * if if It is true that the jurisdiction of a nation over a vessel belonging to it while lying in the port of another is not necessarily wholly exclusive.
We do not so consider or so assert it. For any unlawful acts done by her while
thus lying in port, and for all contracts entered into while there by her master or
owner~;, she and they mnst doubtless be answerable to the laws of the place.
Nor,
if her master or crew, while on board in such port break the peace of the community by the commission of crimes, can exemption be claimed for them. But, nevertheless, the law of nations, as I have sta,ted it, and tho statntes of governments foundt.Hl
on that law, as I ·have referred to them, show that enlighteued nations, in mo<lern times, do clearly hold that the jurisdiction and laws of a nation accompany her
shipR, not only over the high seas, hut into ports and harbors, or wheresoever else they
may be water-borne, for the general purpose of gov-erning aud regulating the rightl:l,
duties, and obligations of those on board thereof, and that, to the extent of the exercise of thisjnrisdiction, they ate considered as parts of the territory of the nation herself. (Webster's Works, vol. 6, pp. 306, 307.)

Tbese principles were recently applied by the Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of Wildenbus. In tlmt case a murder was
committed on board of a Belgian vessel in tl1e port of Jersey Oity, in
tbe State of New Jersey. 'rhe Belgian Government claimed exclusive
jurisdiction of the offense under its treaty with the United States. The
Supreme Court did not admit this claim, but, holding that the treaty
was merely declaratory of the law of nations., said:
'l'he principle which governs the whole matter is this: Disorders which disturb
only the peace of the ship or those on board are to be dealt with exclusively by the
sovereignty of the home of the ship; but those which disturb the public peace may
be t;nppressed, and, if need be, the offenders punished, by the proper authorities of
the local jnrisdiction. It may not be easy at all times to determine to which of the
two jurisdictions a particular act of disorder belongs. Much will undon bt e<lly depeml on the attending circumstances of the particular case, but all must concede
that felonious homicide is a subject for the local jurisdiction, and that if the proper
authorities are proceeding with the case in a regular way the consul has no right to
interfere to prevent it. (Wildenhus's case, 120 U. S., 1, 18.)
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Many instances mig·ht be given of the abstention of the local authorities from assuming jurisdiction over matters affecting foreign vessels,
but I will cite in this relation only the offense of desertion. The arrest
and return of deserters has always been treated by this Government as
analogous to extradition, and our authorities take no cognizance of it
except under treaty.
Such, then, is the general rule and such are its general limitations.
In this relation it may be obserTed that Calvo states the rule as follows:
To sum np, as regards merchant vessels, for all crimes or offenses committed by
seamen, either on boaraor ashore, against foreigners, or in such a way as to disturb
public order or to affect the interests of the country in whose waters the vessel is at
anchor, as well as for matters in which the parties interested ask oftbeir own accord
the aid and support of the local authorities, the police of the country have an absolute right to pur1'3ue the guilty party even on board of the vessel to which he belongs,
if be has succeeded in taking refuge there, provided in this latter case they come to
au understanding w1th the consQl of the nation interested. (Calvo, Le Droit international, 4th ed., section 471.)

In ordinary cases of arrest of criminals under legal process such concurrent action or permission has been the general practice among the Spanish American countries, and there are many recent instances in which it
has been observed. I am unaware of any reported case where the arrest
was made or the demand enforced in the event of a refm~al on the part
of a representative of the nation to which the vessel belonged to act
concurrently or to grant the permission sought.
But the rule is also subject to special exceptions, resting upon consent
and secured either by express compacts or by custom. This principle
is so clearly enunciated by Chief-Justice Marshall that I will quote that
great jurist's statement of it, which is as follows:
This consent may be either expressed or implied.
In the latter case it is less
determinate, exposed more to the uncertainties of construction, but, if understood,
not less obligatory. The world being composed of distinct sovereignties, possessing
equal rights and equal independence, whose mutual benefit is promoted by intercourse with each other and by an interchange of those good offices which humanity
dictates and its wants require, all sovereigns have consented to a relaxat.ion in practice, in cases under peculiar circumstances, of that absolute and complete jurisdiction within their respective territories which sovereignty confers. This consAnt may,
in some instances, be te:~ted by common usage and by common opinion growing out
of that usage. (Case oftbe schooner Exchange, 7 Cranch, 116.)

.As an illustration of the exceptions that prevail in some places, I
may cite the recent case of the British steamer Charles Morand, on
which the first officer was, in July, 1889, killed by a sailor, one Peter
Lynch, while the steamer was lying in the port of Manzanillo, in the
island of Cuba. Notwithstanding the gravity of the offense, the local
authorities declined to take juriRdiction of it, and the offender was
bronght to the city of New York, where he was arrested with a view
to extradition. 'fhe case was duly examined by judicial authority and
the prisoner committed to wait the action of the Executive, upon whose
warrant he was subsequently delivered up to be tried in England for
the murder charged tJO have been committed on the British steamer in
the port of Manzanillo.
The general principles and the exceptions governing the subject
under consideration have so far been discussed in relation to common
crimes, but the circumstances of the case of General Barrundia require
a special examination of those principles and exceptions with regard
to political offenses. Not only in respect to extradition, but also in
respect to all matters in which the cooperation of foreign governments
is required, the law of nations contains a clear distinction between
ordinary criminals and political offenders.
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By many writerR i1i is asserted to be the duty of nations to assist in
the recovery of fugitives from justice, but even those that maintain
the most extreme doctrine on that subject hold that it is a part of every
nation's independence and sovereignty to grant asylum to thos~ who
are sought to be prosecuted for their political acts. Referring to this
subject, in relation to our treaties of extradition with Great Britain, a
distinguished predecessor in this office said :
Neither the extradition clause in the treaty of 1794 nor in that of 1842 contains any
reference to immunity for political offenses octo the protection of asylum for political or religious refugees. The public sentiment of both countries made it unnecessary. Between the United States and Great Britain it was not supposed on either
side.that guaranties were required of each other against a thing inherently impossible any more than by the laws of Solon ·w as a punishment deemed necessary against
parricide, which was beyond the possibility of contemplation. (Mr. Fish to Mr.
lioffman, May 22, 1876.)

"To surrender political offenders," said Mr. Marcy, "is not a duty,
but, on the contrary, compliance with such a demand would b~ considered a dishonorable subserviency to a foreign power and an act
meriting the reprobation of mankind." It is believed that these
declarations express the sentiment of the civilized world, and it is certain
that any departure from them would be execrated by the people of the
United States.
For reasons, therefore, of national independence and of humanity
political offenses have been treated by publicists as constituting a
separate class and as d~manding a different consideration and treatment from ordinary crimes; and, because of their special character,
they have also been the subject, in many instances and in many places,
of a very considerable abatement of jurisdictional claims. In proof of
this fact it is pertinent to consult the "common usage" and the "common opinion growing out of that usage," to which Chief Justice
Marshall referred as evidence of that national consent which may make
the law for a particular place or for particular countries, and which, as
he declared in another part of his opinion, can not be "suddenly and
without previous notice" withdrawn by a nation without ft. violation
of its faith.
The records of this Department afford several comparatively recent
instances of the arrest of alleged offenders on American vessels in Spanish American ports. In these cases the consular or diplomatic officer
has invariably been applied to for his consent, and proof has been furnished in authenticlegal form of the crime alleged. Where there has been
ground for the suspicion that the application bore a political complexion,
ample proof has been adduced that the offenses charged were ordinary in
their character. This fact has been made the oasis of the request for
the consent of the foreign representative to the arrest, and the Department is not informed of any case in which the arrest has been made
when the representative of the United States withheld his consent or
the demand wore a political aspect.
An illustration of the course pursued in respect to an ordinary crime
is found in the case of Leopoldo Olivella, wbo, being accused of murder
at Matanzas, in the island of Cuba, in 1880, fled to the United States.
Some months later he took passage at New York under an assumed
name on the American steamship City of Alexandria for Vera Cruz, in
Mexico, Havana being a regular p.ort of call. The Ouban authorities,
learning of his departure from New York, applied to the consul-generalat
Havana for a letter to the captain of the steamer directing him to surrender Olivella to the chief of police. The consul-general telegraphed
to the Department, which, in replying, did not authorize the surrender,
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butconfined itself to instructing him to secure to the accused all thetrea
rights to which he might be found to be entitled. "'~bile the steamer
lay in port the consul-general went on board, followed by the ch~efs of
police of Havana and .1\fatanzas, who were provided with a regular
warrant of arrest and accompanied by witnesses to the fugitive's
identity. After interrogation and complete identification, Olivella consented to go ashore, stipulating, however, that legal steps should be
taken by the superior authorities of the island ''to demand his extradition from the Government of the United States to the end that the
said Government may give its decision on this point." A certificate of
the proceeding, embracing this stipulation, was accordingly drawn up
and signed by the accused and by the several officers present, and the
Spanish minister subsequently presented it to the Department of State,
with the evidence in the ease, including the indictment and warrant of
arrest, in order that this Government might be" fully satisfied with the
formalities which have been observed in the matter of the arrest of
Olivella."
The course pursued in a case having a political aspect and the
recognition of that aspect as of substantial importance may be illustrated by the case of Emilio Nunez during the late insurrection in the
island of Cuba. Nunez, who is said to have taken part in an insurgent
raid near Sagua, escaped to the United States, where he declared his
intention to become a citizen. In 1884 he returned to Sagua as one of
the crew of an American vessel, remaining on board while in the port.
The acting consul of the United States at Sagua was applied to by the
chief of police for authority to take Nunez from the vessel. The acting
consul asked instructions of the consul-general at Havana, and General
Badeau replied authorizing the surrender if the charge was criminal,
not political. When information was soug·ht on this point, evidence
was produced to the acting consul that Nuiiez was charged before the
regular courts with various crimes, " among others, assassination and
robbery, as a bandit, of Don Amando Denis, at 8an Diego del Valle,
and is therefore a criminal, and not a political, offender." Thereupon
the acting consul gave his written consent to the surrender. It was
afterwards disclosed that Nunez had been amnestied by the governor
of the province and permitted to lean~ the island after tile process on
account of murder and robbery had been instituted, and he was subsequently released without formal trial. In tbis instance it is clear
that the instructions of the consul-general.assumed to impose upon the
acting consul at Sagua the function of ascertaining the charge and
basing his consent 0!1 proof of its non-political character, and this condition was acquiesced in by the Cuban authorities.
The theory and practice disclosed in Cuba are believed to have
been observed without exception in Central America, certainly as to
American vessels, until the case of General Barrundia. This fact ma:y
pertinently be illustrated by a case that occurred in Guatemala in September, 1884, when an oral request was made by Seiior Cruz, then
minister for foreign affairs, of Mr. H. Remsen Whitehouse, the consulgeneral of the United States, looking to his concurrence in the proposed detention of two men, Modesto Huerte and Francisco Ruiz Sandoval, who were alleged to have taken an active part in a then recent
insurrection on the Mexican frontier, and who were passengers in transit on the Pacific Mail steamer Clyde, then lying in the port of San
Jose. Mr. Whitehouse, with commendable discretion, answered Seftor
Cruz in writing that he did not cousider himself autlwrized to act in
the matter; and the arrest was not effected.
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A still later case is that of Gomez, in Nicaragua, to which you advert
as more than justifying your course in respect to General Barrundia.
I have carefu1ly examined that case, and am compelled to entertain a
very di:ft'erent impression. Gomez, who is said to have been a political
fugitive from Nicaragua, took passage in a Guatemalan port for a port
in Costa Rica on the Pacific Mail steamship Honduras, with knowledge
that the vessel would, in transit, enter the port of San Juan del Sur,
in Nicaragua. Mr. Hall, then our minister to Central America, before
learning of an application made by the Nicaraguan minister for foreign
a:ft'airs to the United States consul at San Juan del Sur, but upon
report that such action would be taken, telegraphed to the consul as
follows:
Say respectfully to the minister for foreign affairs that our Government never has
consented, and never will consent, to the arrest and removal from an American vessel in a foreign port of a passenger in transit, much less if offense is political.

The consul so answered the minister for foreign affairs of Nicaragua.
On the arrival of the Honduras at San Juan del Sur the authorities
requested the captain to deliver Gomez. This he declined to do, and
set sail without clearance papers. For this offense against the revenue
laws of Nicaragua an action was instituted in the courts and the captain
adjudged guilty by default, and here the matter appears to have been
terminated. No arrest or attempt to arrest was made, and the steamer
continued on her voyage without molestation. In reporting the case
to the Department, Mr. Hall, the minister of the United States, in support of his conduct on that occasion, cited "many cases" of similar
character that had occurred at Havana during the Cuban insurrection, when be was serving the Government of the United States at that
place in a consular capacity; "and in every case," he say;"' "with one
exception, where the Department was consulted as to the surrender of
the party, a negative answer was returned. 1.'he exception was that
of one Olivares [Olivella], who was charged with the crime of assassination." Mr. Hall also referred to the then recent case in GuateiQ.ala in
which Mr. Whitehouse was concerned, and to which I have already
adverted.
Mr. Bayard, then Secretary of State, in his instruction to Mr. Hall,
No. 226 of March 12, 1885, after reviewing the facts so far as known and
adverting to the incompleteness of the information as to the proceeding
against the captain, said :
Under the circumstances, it was plainly the duty of the captain of the Hondums
to deliver him (Gomez) up to the local authorities upon their request.

By this, I take it, Mr. Bayard expressed hi~ opinion that the captain,
being within the local jurisdiction of a foreign state, might not resist
the orderly application of its law to a passenger on board his ship.
There is no suggestion that it was the duty of the United States minister to intervene by concurrence or express consent to effect the arrest,
either with or without conditions as to the nature of the proceedings
against the accused or the penalty to be inflicted. I have yet to find in
the records of this Department the faintest trace of any instruction to
that enu or the slightest warrant for the assumption by any diplomatic
or consular representative of authority so to act. It should also be
noticed that Mr. Bayard discussed the situation simply from the point
of view of the absolute jurisdiction of the country in which the port
lies, for, immediately after the sentence above quoted, he says:
It may be safely affirmed that when a merchant. vessel of one country visits the ports
of another for the purposes of trade it owes temporary allegiance an<l is amenable to
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the jurisdiction of that country, and is subject to the laws which govern the port it
visits so long as it remains, unless it is otherwise provided by treat.y.
Any exemption or immunity from local jurisdiction must be derived from the consent of tl)at country. No such exemption is made in the treaty of commerce and navigation concluded between this country and Nicaragua on the 2lst day of June, 1867.

There is no reference here to the special conditions that may sometimes and in some places exist, nor to that" common usage" and "com·
mon opinion" spoken of by Chief Justice Marshall, which are such
familiar evidenca.s of the law and determine its existence, not only
among nations, but also in individual states.
But between the general doctrine as broadly laid down by my predecessor in office and your action in respect to General Barrundia's
seizure there is an impassable space. I am aware that it may be said
that after all you merely advised the capta.in of his duty. But the captain did not simply seek advice. In his telegram from Ohamperico be
says that on his arrival at San Jose he will place himself "under the
orders of the American minister." He again telegraphed to you later
from Ohamperico that he was •' awaiting your instructions," and that at
San Jose he expected "your written orders." In his last telegram to
yon, dispatched from San Jose on arriving at that port on the evening
of August 27, be categorically inquires:
Shall I deliver General Barrnndia to the authorities here T If so, please send me a
letter with your signature to that effect.

There is not here the slightest suggestion that Captain Pitts proposed
to act otherwise than by your orders and under your responsibility. It
was under these circumstances that you wrote the letter which became,
in the hands of a Guatemalan official, the pretext of the attempted
seizure of General Barrundia.
I have adduced ample evidence to show that in respect to political
offenders a very considerable and important exception has in practice
been made in Spanish American countries to the general rule as to the
exercise of jurisdiction over foreign vessels. The same exception is
also found to exist there in the case of asylum in foreign legations. It
is a general principle that an ambassador or other public minister is not
permitted to grant an asylum to offenders in the country in which his
legation is established. But an exception to the rule has been made in
respect to political offenders, and nowhere has it more generally prevailed than in Spain and in the countries of Spanish America. It is
proper to say that the Government of the United States has never encouraged an extension of this exception, for the reason that it is likely
to leacl to abuse. But at the same time it has on grounds· of humanity
frequently found itself obliged to maintain it. That it has done so with
regret is due not more to its indisposition to exercise exceptional privileges than to the cieplorable fact of the recurrent disorders which have
so often caused those in power suddenly to seek a place of refuge from
the hot and vindictive pursuit of others who have been able violently
to drive them from their positions. It is to this unfortunate and unsettled political condition that the extension of asylum to political
offenders is attributable, and it is believed that the consideration of
self-interest arising from a sense of insecurity has not infrequently permitted the exercise of the privilege to pass without strenuous objection.
Under these circumstances especially, no nation could acquiesce in the
sudden disregard, or heed a demand for the peremptory abandonment,
of a privilege sanctioned by so general a usage.
The causes that have operated to foster the maintenance of an asylum
for political offenders in legations have contributed, perhaps even more
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powerful1y, to secure a place of refuge for them on foreign vessels.
In the first place, their presence on t.he latter, whether they are simply
fleeing from pursuit or are in transit from one foreign country to another,
being connected with the purpose of immediate departure, does not so
directly tend to fan and perpetuate the popular frenzy as the spectacle of
immunity without flight. In the second place, the principal means of
communication between the countries of Spanish America is by water,
and it has been a matter of common interest to permit such communication to be undisturbed by political events. These considerations peculiarly apply to the vessels of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
which for many years have been the principal vehicles of transportation, especially for passengers, between several of those countries.
Plying between San Francisco and Panama as terminal points, they
call at various Central American ports, halting as long as may be necessary to unship and ship cargo, and lying at anchor for that purpose
some distance from the shore. While it is true that, being in the
ports of the country, the mere circumstance that they are not fastened
to a wharf or brought close inshore does not exempt them from the local
jurisdiction, yet it is proper to be taken into account as an explanation
of the fact that considerations of convenience and interest have been
more important and actual than the question of public order and tranquil1ity.
It is not doubted that in the many years during which the vessels of
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company have plied between San Francisco
and Panama they have carried scores and hundreds of persons who
have been concerned in political broils and insurrectionary movements
in the countries at whose ports they call. Yet the Department is not
informed of a single instance in which the peace of the vessel has been
disturbed by the seizure of a person on board for any political cause.
So far as the Department is able to ascertain, it is the common opinion
that such a right of seizure is not asserted or supposed to exist. This
is the ''common opinion" of which Chief Justice Marshall spoke as
evidence of that "common usage" which determines the law. No
better evidence of that opinion could be adduced than the instances
which have been disclosed, and with them we may include that of General Barrundia himself, of political fugitives who have gone on board of
those vessels knowing that they would call at ports in which their lives
would be sacrificed if they went on shore.
I have said that no better evidence than this fact could be adduced.
There is, however, one other circumstance that may be regarded as
still more significant, and that is the conduct of the Guatemalan authorities on this particular occasion. To place this in its true light it
is only necessary briefly to summarize the various steps taken by them
up to the time of the attempted seizure, as follows:
(l) The communication of the commandant at Champerico to the
consular agent of the United States at that place, informing him that
the Government of Guatemala intended to seize General Barrundia
and requesting him to lend his aid so that the general might be deli vered up.
(2) The reference in this same communication to the extradition
treaty, which was said to apply to the case.
(3) The telegram of Mr. Hosmer to the consular agent at Champerico
on the 25th of August, placing the right of seizure on the ground that
the Government of Guatemala could gearch foreign vessels in her own
waters for persons suspected of hostility "in time of war."
(4) The repetition of this telegram to the captain of the Acapulco at
the request of the President of Guatemala.
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(5) The refusal of the captain of the Acapulco, accustomed to ply
those waters, t.o surrender his passenger, and his notification that
placed himself under the orders of the United States minister.
(6) The omission of the authorities at Champerico, in the face
this refusal, although they had the full sanction of the consul-general
of the United States, to make the seizure at that place.
_
(7) The. assertion in the letter of the minister of foreign relations to
M.r. Hosmer of a right to search foreign vessels in territorial waters in
time of U"at' and capture those suspected of being hostile.
(8) The reference in the same letter to the contract with the company
as.. the basis of a right to search and capture.
(9) The guaranty given to you by the President and secretary of
foreign relations on the night of the 26th of August that the life of
General Barrundia should be spared and that his prosecution should
be limited to certain offenses.
(10) The reference in your telegram to Captain Pitts of the 27th of
August, after your conference with the President and minister of foreign relations, to the right to arrest a person on a neutral ship in time
of war.
(11) Your letter of the same date to the minister of foreign relations
affirming that position and asking guaranties for the treatment of
General Barrundia.
(12) The reply of the minister of foreign relations, who seems to
shift his ground by an allusion to" common crimes," l>ut still bases his
assertion of the right to seize on the doctrines of contraband, which
apply only to a state of war, and gives the guaranties which you
I'eq nested.
To these twelve evidences may be added the terms in \\'hich Senor
Anguiano rejected Commander Reiter's proposition, referring again to
a state of war and the exercise of belligerent rights, as well as to the
alleged existence of" martial law."
It is no exaggeration to say that these various and unquestionable
facts are not compatible with any other theory than that the authorities
of Guatemala knew that they were suddenly and without notice violating
an established usage. If they had felt that they were acting within
their acknowledged right, it wou"ld have been unnecessary to appeal to
the doctrine of contraband, which was applicable solely to a state of
war which had ceased to exist, and which would not, upon the facts
then known, have been applicable to General Barrundia, even if war
had been flagrant. It is proper to notice that you observed the incongruity of the Guatemalan position as to General Barrundia's status,
but, unfortunately, you did not take a stand against it. You observed
in your letter to Senor Anguiano of the 27th of August that the case
was "an unusual one, taken in connection with the peace which was
practically concluded last night, and of which a general amnesty was
a part." The case was, indeed, most unusual; for, if General Barrundia
was in the service of the enemy, he came within the amnesty; if he was
not in that service, he could not have been treated as contraband. So
that on the one or the other horn of the dilemma the Guatemalan demand must fall.
One other feature of the case yet remains to be considered, that is,
your communications to Commander Reiter, of the United States steamship Ranger, and your failure to avail yourself of the presence of t.hat
vessel. As has already been shown, you sent him two telegrams which
yon failed to report. to this Department. The occasion of your sending the first one does not apyear; but it was sent before the arrival of
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the Acapulco, and seems to have been intended to facilitate rather than
discourage the design of Guatemala to seize General Barrundia at San
Jose. Upon the receipt of this telegram, Commander Reiter went
ashore and telegraphed to you, suggesting that, as peace was declared,
you should ask the Government to permit the United States steamship Thetis to take General Barrundia from the steamer then in sight
and carry him back to the port of Acapulco, in Mexico. Your second
telegram, which was in reply to this, informed Commander Reiter of
the rejection of this offer by the Government of Guatemala and stated
that you had ''advised" Captain Pitts to deliver his passenger to that
Government. The naval force of the United States in those waters
thus became an acquiescent spectator of events, although a merchant
vessel of the Unitcu States was then lying under the muzzle of guns
manned by men who, as you state you had every reason to believe,
were prepared to resort to any act of violence, ''even," as Senor Anguiano has since declared to you, ''to sinking the ship, notwithstanding it might have involveu a conflict with our two war vessels then and
there present."
I am not disposed to pay undue regard to these ex post facto threats,
which are now reported to the Department. I prefer to think that by
extravagance of language, uncontrolled by the actual presence of the
problem which he was permitted to solve so much to his satisfaction,
1::3efior Anguiano bas done injustice to his own sense of humanity. To
have sunk the Acapulco, with her freight of innocent lives, in the execution of a purpose for the accomplishment of which nothing but unlawful and invalid excuses have so far been advanced, would have been
an act of warfare, and of savage warfare. Even where towns are
bombarded in time of war an opportunity is given to the peaceful inhabitants to escape. Less consideration should hardly be shown to
those upon the sea. And I am instructed by the President to say that
he earnestly trusts the time will never come when the course of events
in Guatemala, or the declared purposes of her rulers, will constrain
this Government to insure the safety of its merchant vessels entering
the waters of Guatemala by stationing naval vessels along the coast
and opposite the ports of that country.
1'he declarations which you report can not, however, fail to deepen
the regret here felt that you should have permitted yourself to furnish
the warrant and excuse for arbitrary and violent proceedings, without
even the semblance of legal forms and authority, on the deck of an
American vessel, which thereby became the scene of confusion, of danger, and of assassination. You had been informed by Captain Pitts
that General Barrundia· would probably resist arrest. You were also
apprehensive of the desperate inclinations of those who sought to compass his capture as an "enemy." If he had been willing to surrender
himself without resistance, there was good reason to believe that the
violence of a mob on shore would relieve the authorities of Guatemala
of the duty of preserving their engagement to spare his life. In every
respect the time was one of great disorder, when the ordinary law was
suspended and life and liberty were at the mercy of the rulers and of
an excited populace. If, instead of accepting that lawless and turbulent condition as the ground of your advice and consent to the surrender of General Barrun<lia, you had made it the basis of a suggestion
to Commander Reiter to offer him hospitality on board of the Ranger,
within or without the waters of Guatemala, and with or without the
consent of her Government, your action would have had the sanction
of humane and recognized precedents. In 1849 the British admiralty
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consulted the foreign office touching the disorders then prevailing at
Naples. On the 4th of August in that year Mr. Addington, the undersecretary of state, replied as follows:
Viscount Palmersion directs me to request that yon will acquaint the board of ad·
miraHy that his lordship is of opinion that it would not be right to receive and harbor
on bmLrd of a British ship of war any person flying from justice on a criminal charge
or who was escaping from the sentence of a court of law. But a British man-of-war
has alWays and everywhere been considered a saf~ place of refuge for persons of whatever country or party who have sought shelter under the British flag frmn persecution
on account of their political conduct or opinions; and this protection has been equally
afforded, whether the refugee was escaping from the arbitrary acts of a monarchical
government or from the lawless violence of a revolutionary committee.

'l'hese views, which were accepted at the time, appe&.r subsequently,
during the disorders in Sicily in 1860, to have been regarded by Her
Majest,y's Government as containing sound doctrine. And still later,
in 1862, during the revolution in Greece, Vice-Admiral Sir William
Martin issued to the officers of Her 1\Iajesty's ships in the Pirmus the
following instructions:
It is to be understood that your duty at this port is to be limited to the protection
of the li vcs and property of British subjects and to affording protection to any refugees
whom yon may be informed by Her Majesty's minister would be in danger of their
lives without such protection.

Th.e doctrines of this Government are not less humane and liberal,
and on more than one occasion it has permitted its legations and ships
of war to offer hospitality to political refugees. This it has done from
motives of humanity. Its views would not have been less pronounced
if, in addition to the humane aspect of the subject, it had also been confronted with the duty of preventing the decks of its merchant vesselc;
from being made the theater of illegal violence, upon groundless and
unlawful excuses, and without even the pretense of legal formality.
·F or your course, tllerefore, in intervening to permit the authorities of
Guatemala to accomplish their desire to capture General Barrnndia, I
can discover no justification. You were promptly informed that your
act was regretted. I am now directed by the President to inform you
that it is disavowed. The President is, moreover, of opinion that your
usefulness in Central America is at an end. You will therefore leave
your post with all convenient dispatch, turning over your legation to
Mr. Kimberly, as charge d'affaires ad interim, through whom your letter
of recall will subsequently be presented to the Guatemalan Government.
I am sir, your ol>edieut servant,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blai·ne to JJ1r. Kimberly.
No. 225.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, December 22, 1890.
SIR: I have delayed until now to answer Mr. Mizner's dispatch No.
159 of September 10 last relative to the return of the arms which were
seized by the Guatemalan authorities from the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company's steamship Colima, at San Jose de Guatemala, July 18, 1890.
That company desired to present certain papers bearing upon this
unfortunate occurrence, and hence the question has been held in
abeyance.
It appears that the Colima saile<l from. San Francisco for Panama
~lnd iutervcning ports ou July 3 last, carrying as part of 4er cargo
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certain arms and ammunition consigned to the minister of war ·of the
Republic of Salvador. The Colima arrived at San Jose de Guatemala
July 17, aud thereupon the commandant of the port threatened to seize
the arms and ammunition. The reasons assigned therefor were not
always, perhaps, consistently maintained in the various conferences
which were held, but it sufficiently appears that the only real ground
relied upon by the Guatemalan authorities was that the steamship was
carrying the arms in violation of the terms of the company's contract
with the Government of Guatemala. The same day Mr. Le\·erich, the
company's agent, and the Guatemalan minister of foreign aft'airs, at a
conference at which Mr. Mizner was present, agreed that the arms and
ammunition should be transferred from the Colima to the City of Sydney,
another steamship of the Rame company then about to sail northward,
and that they should be stored in the company's hulk at Acapulco,
Mexico. The arms and ammunition were transferred on the morning
of the 18th from the Colima to a small boat · in order to be taken on
board the City of Sydney, as agreed, whereupon the Guatemalan
authorities diverted the course of the boat to the shore and appropriated the arms and ammunition to their own use. In the meantime the
authorities had threatened to do the Colima injury if the arms and ammunition were not delivered up, and there is reason to believe that a
Krupp gun on shore was pointed at the ship to further menace her.
The Colima proceeded on her voyage the evening of the 18th; and
afterwarus, in compliance with the repeated demands of Minister
Mizner, the arms and ammunition were gathered together and returned,
on August 31, to another ship of the company and were taken back
to San Francisco.
The alleged basis for the action of the Guatemalan authorities was
that the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, by the carriage of the arms,
had violated its contract with the Government of Guatemala da.ted
February 27, 1886, subsequently renewed June 17, 1889, the seventeenth article of which reads as follows :
The company binds itself not to permit troops or munit,ions of war to be carried on
board of its steamers from any of the ,ports of call to the ports of, or adjacent to,
Guatemala, if there be reason to believe that these materials may be used against
Guatemala or that war or pillage is intended.

Whether the act of t.he Colima was in violation of this article or not
is for the present purpose unimportant. Even if it were, it is submitted
that there is no warrant either in the contract . or otherwise for the
seizure of the articles carried. There was not a state of war existing,
and the seizure can not be justified as contraband of war. The arms, to
be sure, were not taken from the Colima; but the manner by which the
agreement for their transfer was obtained, viz, by menace, and the manner in which it was broken and the arms taken from the small boat are
necessarily connected ~nd must be treated as constituting parts of one
transaction. And, furthermore, an American ship and her passengers
were menaced and threatened with destruction. Whether her owners
had or had not violated some contract entered into with the local Government is no excuse whatever for the action of the Guatemalan authorities.
It appears from a memoranrl.um of an interview between Mr. Mizner
and the Guatemalan minister of foreign affairs (inclosure No. 2, Mr.
Mizner's No. 159) that the latter admitted that his Government had
been in the wrong and agreed to return the arms with certain formalities implying that admission, which agreement, however, was not kept.
1\lr. Mizner says:
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It was fully understood that the arms should be put on the first mail steamer
north, which in this instance was the San Blas, the same commandant who took
from the Colima to go on board in uniform and officially deliver them to the captain
of the San Blas, with invoices and explanations and such other formalities as might
be usual and proper in such cases. All of this the commandant neglected to do. The
arms were receivod on board of the San Blas on the 31st ultimo (August) unaccom}lan!ed by any officer or representative of the Government, or any invoice, explanation,
or direction whatever.

The Honorable Secretary of the Navy has received a like report from
Lieut. Commander George C. Reiter, commanding the U.S. S. Ranger,
which was in the port of San Jose when the arms were returned in the
above-described irregular manner.
Without going into details or further considering at this time the
extent of the wrong committed, this Government considers that it is
clearly entitled to some satisfactory apology or reparation from the
Government of Guatemala for the indignity thus offered to an American
ship. It would prefer~ however, that some suggestion to that end should
come from the latter Government itself.
You are directed to read this instruction to the minister of foreign
aft'airs and to leave a copy with h\m if he so desires.
I am, sir, etc.,
J iliES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Mizner to Mr. Blaine.

No. 227.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Guatemala, December 31, 1890. (Received January 16, 1891.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your delayed
dispatch No. 206 of the 18th of last month and to report that I have
this day turned over the legation to Mr. Kimberly, as charge d'affaires.
I am also in receipt of a copy of the President's annual message, delivered to the present session of Congress, in which my official services
in the recent establishment of peace between these Republics is approved and I am complimented hy title in the following words:
The peace of Central America has again been disturbed through a revolutionary
change in Salvador which was not recognized by other states, and hostilities broke
out between Salvador and Guatemala, threatening to involve all Central America in
conflict and . to undo the progress which had been made toward a union of their
interests.
The efforts of this Government were promptly and zealously exerted to compose
their differences, and through the active efforts of the representative of the United
States [Mr. Mizner] proviRional treaty of peace was signed August 26.

I am at a loss to know how in the next sentence my conduct of a
mere incident of that war-the attempted arrest of a single personshould meet with the President's disapproval, when it is remembered
that the incident occurred on the 27th of August, the very day when
the first condition of the bases of peace, to wit, the retiring of the
armies from the frontiers in 4g hours, was about to be carried out under my direction as dean of the diplomatic corps, necessitating my constant presence at the legation to compose any difficulties tl;tat might
ar~se; and, as a matter of fact, several complaints were presented to me
in writing by these governments charging bad faith, which were arranged to the satisfaction of all.
On the 25th of August the two hostile armies, estimated at 10,000
on a side, after several severe battles, confronted each other on the
frontier, awaiting the efforts of the diplomatic corps to effect a basis
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of peace, which, as stated by the President, was consummated through
the active efl'orts of the representative of the United States (Mr. l\lizner) on the next day; so that on the 27th, 28th, and 29th of August the
aU-absorbing question was peace to over two millions of people, and the
arrest of a citizen of Guatemala on one of our merchant ships, either
in time of war or peace, was an inconsiderable matter compared with
the vast interests involved, as no one could possibly foresee that the
person to be arrested would resist, nor could it be supposed that the
person was armed and would :first fire upon his benefactor, the captain
of the ship, or that any fatality whatever would occur.
A resolution of the Lower House of Congress having been passed in October last calling for the papers in the case, it is to be regretted that
action was taken in the matter before that committee had an opportunity to report, as I am absolutely certain that a full investigation of the
case before that committee, including my presence before it, if necessary, would have explained everything to its entire satisfaction.
It will ever be a consolation to me, compensating for the President's
disapproval of- the attempted arrest of a single person on one of our
merchant vessels in local waters, whether in war or in peace, that I was
largely instrumental in retiring two hostile armies to their quiet homes,
thus saviug thousands of human lives, averting untold disaster, and
restoring harmony and good will to neighboring states. To the statement of the President that the attempted arrest was in violation of precedent, permit me to say, with all due respect, that I considered the
law correctly laid down by your immediate predecessor, 1\-Ir. Bayard,
when he said:
It is clear that Mr. Gorr.ez voluntarily entered the jurisdiction of the country whose
laws he bad violated. Under the circumstances, it was plainly the duty of the captain of the HondU1·as to deliver him up to the local authorities upon their request.

Gomez ·was a citizen of, and a political offender against the laws of
Nicaragua. No charge of other crimes being made against him, the captain of the steamer on which he entered the local waters had made no
request upon anyone concerning him, yet Mr. Bayard said Hit was
plainly the duty of the captain to give him up to the local authorities."
~arrundia was a citizen and a political offender against the laws of
Gu~temala. Besides being indicted for common crimes, he voluntarily
came into the jurisdiction of Guatemala on the merchant steamer Acapulco. The authorities sought to arrest him; the captain of the ship asked
me to instruct him; I advised him as follows:
If your ship is within 1 league of the territory of Guatemala and yon have on
board General Barrundia, it becomes your duty, under the law of nations, to deliver
him to the authorities of Guatemala upon their demand.

If there is any difference between the two cases, it is in favor of the
right of Guatemala to have made the arrest on the ground of his being
both a political and common-crimes offender, and sustains me in giving
the advice, as it was earnestly sought by the master of the Apaculco;
while in the Gomez Gase the captain of the Honduras was silent.
The details in both the Gomez and Barrundia cases were to have
been left to the respective captains alfd local consuls, as it would be
impossible for a minister, being hundreds of miles away, to give personal attention to such arrests.
In the President's first annual message to Congress it was said that
"diplomacy should be frank and free from intrigue," thereby implying
it had not been so in the past; if, as must be conceded, Guatemala had
the undoubted right to arrest Barrundia, would it have been "frank"
F R 90--10
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to have thrown any obstacles in the way of the exercise of that righU
On the contrary, would it not have been "intrigue" to have abetted the
captain of the Acapulco in evading elementary international law, as
we exercise the right to arrest all kinds of offenders on foreign merchant ships when in our ports 7
On the 4th of July last Captain Pitts permitted the authorities of
Salvador to arrest Senor Delgado, the minister of foreign relations of
that Republic, and take him against his will from the steamer Acapulco,
as per affidavit sent you. It would seem that the same privilege should
have been extended to Guatemala.
These republics have in the most emphatic manner, in banquets and
written communications, thanked me for our good offices in making
peace, in which the people, almost en masse, have joined.
The entire diplomatic corps in Central America, excepting the representatives from Mexico, have in writing indorsed my course in the Barrund'ia case.
Believing that under all the circumstances I acted in strict accordance with the law of nations, and being absolutely certain of the rectitude of my own intentions, I submit my action and unprecedented
treatment to the considerate judgment of my countrymen.
Trusting that this communication may have the same publicity and
place in the permanent diplomatic records of the nation as that accorded to your dispatch,
I have, etc.,
' LANSING B. MIZNER.

CHINA.
Mr. Denby to llfr. Blaine.

No. 988.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S'l'.ATES,

Peking, October 31, 1889. (Received December 6.)
SIR : I have the honor to report that I have bad very lengthy negotiations with the Tsung-li yamen relating to the claim for injuries suffered by Louis McCaslin by the closing of a bridge of boats at Ningpo,
April 29, 1888. The case was, unfortunately, not managed exactly
according to my instructions to the consul at Ningpo. Upon the hap~
pening of the injury the consul took the evidence of the foreign witnesses and the native boatmen; the taotai took the evidence of the
bridge-tenders. When the case came to me and was presented by me
to the yamen, they answered that, according to the proof furnished by
the taotai, the bridge-tenders were not to blame in closing the bridge
that notices l1ad been stuck up that boats could not pass at the point
in question; and that the bridge-tenders had not been guilty of negligence. I replied that, unfortunately, they did not have all the evidence
before them; that the proof in my possession indicated either a willingness to inflict the injury or the grossest negligence. I suggested that,
as the evidence in their possession and mine, respectively, was 11ot
identical, the best thing to do would be to direct the consul and the taotai
to hear aU the evidence as a joint commission, which the treaties provide
for, and to report all the evidence to Peking. By this means the yamf>n
and I would have the same evidence before us, and we could then
argue the case from the same standpoint.
The yamen made an order to the taotai to open a joint commission
and to hear all the evidence.
I immediately sent to Mr. Pettus positive and minute instructions to
meet with the taotai in joint commission, and to make out the best case
he could, and to see that all the evidence in the case was sent to the
yamen and to me. My instructions to Mr. Pettus, under date of
April 3, 1889, contained this language:
They (the yamen) insisted on the evidence the taotai sent forward. I insiste(l
on that which you had sent to me. A joint investigation will secure the same evidence. .After you have taken it, if the taotai still refuses satisfaction, you can appeal
to the legation. Then the evidence will be undisputed and there will be common
ground for the yamen and the legation to meet on. You are therefore instructed to
consent to a joint investigation and to make the best case you can.

Under date of June 1, 1889, attention was called to these instructions, and they were repeated. The taotai notified the consul of the
time when the joint commission would meet. Mr. Pettus attended, but
for some reason, not satisfactory to me, inquireu whether he should
bring the foreign witnesses to be examined before the joint commission.
The taotai replied, in substance, that he could take his own course as
to that matter. The taotai then proceedeu to examine the native wit147
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nesses, and Mr. Pettus, assuming that thetaotai meant that the evidence
already taken by him would be considered, failed to produce either the
plaintifl', Mr. McCaslin, or any of his foreign witnesses, who were the
most important he had. The taotai then rendered the same ad Yerse
decision that his predecessor had rendered.
l\fr. Pettus then protested that the taotai had not considered the
testimony of the foreign witnesses; but the taotai answered that no
foreign witnesses were introduced before him, and that his duty was to
consider the evidence heard before the joint commission. The taotai
then reported to the yamen the same proof that they already had, and
I was in the same difficulty from which I thought I had escaped, that is,
no foreign evidence was before the yamen. I immediately represented
to the yamen that, owing to the misconstruction of my instructions, and
owing·, partly; to a misconception of the true meaning of the taotai, the
consul had failed to introduce the foreign witnesses before the jomt
commission, and the actual situation had not changed at all. l very
earnestly asked that the case be reopened aml remanded again, so that
on a new hearing we might have all the evidence before us; but the
yamen refused to grant any relief, sta.ting that it was contrary to
Chinese law; that the case bad been twice heard, once before a joint
commission, and was at an end, and proceeding further to argue that
on the merits there was no cause of action. I also proceeded to argue
the case on the merits. I strenuously strove also to show to them that
such evident errors as had occurred should be ren1edied at any stage of
the proceedings. But my eft'orts were in vain, and no remedy now remains to Mr. McCaslin in China. I reported all this to the consul and
suggested to him that the only chance for recovery on the part of McCaslin was to represent the facts to the Department of State, with the
vimv of recouping the amount claimed in any future application that
might be made to the Government of the United States for damages
. claimed by the Chinese in the United States for injuries, should such
case ever arise.
This legation bas latterly been very much pressed with work, and I
have not deemed it necessary to send you complete copies of all the correspondence with the yamen in this case, but will do so if you so direct.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

lJlr. Denby to 11lr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 1005. J

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, November 19, 1889. (Received January 16, 1890.)
SIR: I have the honor to report that I have received from the members of the Presbyterian mission at Chi-nan-fu a communication, of
which I inclose a copy.
This communication contains the gratifying intelligence that the local authorities have consented that the mission may take possession of
a valuable tract of land within 3 li of Chi-nan-fu and have sealed
their deeds.
The land is said to contain 7 English acres. I do not wish to magnify
my services, but, in view of the peculiar circumstances surrounding
this case and now confronting me, which will hereinafter appear, I
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feel justified in claiming that this result of my efforts to secure land for
my countrymen is a great and signal success. In view of the irritation
existing in China on account of the late act of Congress, and of the
deep-seated .antagonism of the Chinese Government to the permanen!i
residence of foreigners in the interior, and of the annoyance, trouble,
and ill will that the Chi-nan-fu troubles have generated, I may fairly
claim some credit for having brought to a happy close efforts to secure
land which have been persistently and continously kept up for two years.
Yet it will be seen by the communication of the members of the mission that they are not satisfied; that they profess to regard the country
tract of land as a different case from that of the lot originally contracted
for; and that they demand my interposition now to secure the original
lot, the same as if nothing had been accomplished. I have replied to
them in a communication, of which I inclose a copy, and I have refm;ed
to demand posk essiou of the lot originally contracted for on the ground
that the acceptance of the country tract must be regarded as a waiver
of the rig-ht to claim the original lot. It is known to the Department
that, the local authorities objected to sealing the deetl to tlw lot originally
contracted for, because it interfered with geomantic intlnences. This
superstition confronts me everywhere in Uhina, notably at Foo-Chow.
It was judicially decided some years ago by an English judge, in a
case heard at Foo-Ohow, that the missionaries, in efforts to secure land,
must give proper influence and weight to an objection on geomantic
grounds; whether diplomatic officers wish to or not, they are compelled
to rPspect this superstition. The missionaries say that they will accept
another lot in lien of the lot contracted for. 1\'Iy answer is that this exchany,e has been practically effected by the granting to them of a tract
of laud which they themselves selected.
I submit the question to you on these two papers, the facts which
appear in your archives, and the answer to my communication to the
mi~sionaries, which I will forward if they send one.
I havP- had in China infinite trouble and labor to regulate these questions and keP-p in the bounds of prudence. But I rejoice that the great
body of the missionaries iR composed of sensible men, who understand
the difficulties that confront this legation and usually support it~ honest
efforts to secure toleration, l)eace, and residence in the interior with
marke•l kimlncss and indorsement.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 1005.]

M1·. Reid to Mr. Denby.
CHI-:'i"A"N-FU, No!H'mocJ' ~. 1880.
Sm: Since I last roporte<l to yon under date of October 17 a decided cha.nge has
occurred for tlw be tier in onr a.ffairs. Though the ta.otai failed to reply to my letter
or appoint an iuterdew (this being the second failure in this direction), the depnty
callrd on Dr. Coltm:m and informed him that the- deed of his la.n<l was st:1mped.
On the 27th the doctor, accompanied by Rev. Mr. Sexen, went by invitation to the
magistrate's yamcn and received the deed. The legal fee was paid the next day.
The officials urged that no light building be erected, and comforting words were
spoken to them. On the 29th the members of our mission had another conference and
agreed on a letter to be addressed to you. I informed them that I wonld take it in person and present it to you. Any minor matters can better be considered in an informal
conversation, but the main sentiment of my colleagues, as well as of myself, are carefnlly expressed in the following letter unitedly presented for your consideration.
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"HoNORABLE AND DEAR Sm: It is with vleasure that we can now report to you tho
of the ca~e of the land purchase by Dr. Coltrnan in the country west of
the ctty. On the 27th of October the deed as stamped was presented to him by the
magistrate. Though a delay of a year has been necessitated in tho erection of
buildings, we can not but rejoice at the conclusion as at last reached, and in bringing this about we fully recognize and appreciate the value of yonr assistance. \Ve
beg you to accept our united expression of gratitude and respect.
lt is with regret, however, that we must at the same time state the failure of the
officiab to effect, or n~parently to attempt to effect, a settlement of the original and
remaining cases which have now concerned us for the space of 2 years. After
repeated failures of our own efforts to bring about justice, we unreservedly sought
the interposition of our legation in December, 1887, requesting that we be put in
peaceable possession of the said property, or that a satisfactory exchange be made,
and also that the ringleaders of the riot be punished and redress be given for injuries
inflicted. While the matter of the riot has been shamefully ignored by the officials,
the matter of the property has been referred to in an unsatisfactory way, the officials
only promising to restore half of the original price, and so make either the original
owner er the mission the loser of half. Certainly, on such a basia we desire no
exchange and in~:~ist on the actual property. We have been grateful for your
repeated dispatches to the Tsungli yamen, in which you have demanded that these
poiut8 be satisfa,ctorily and justly settled, and we are inclined to believe that by further action on your part in our behalf a creditable settlement will be reached, as
has uow been reached in the case of the property in the country. We see no reason
why these points should diminish in importance merely because the officials have
practiced such a full and wearisome degree of clilat.oriuess and unconcern. It should
be remem hered that Chi-nan-fn is a provincial capital, and, if justice fails to be given
here nude:...· the very eyes of the governor, it ls only an impetus to similar injustice in
the surrounding districts. Other religions are permitted and protected in this city
to the fullest degree, even the Homan Catholic having property in the city suburbs
and surrounding country, and 've see no reason or right why the method of restriction should be practiced on American citizens and Protestants. \Vhen an American is
assaulted by a mob, it seems to us imperative that at least the ringleaders shonl<l be
pnuished and proper redress he given. These points, however, have already been freq uontly and fully reported to you. Leaving it with you to decide as to the best way
to gain success on these matters, and thanking you for the assistance already given
and the patience and energy displayed,
"\Ve remain, sir, yours, etc."
scttl~ment

On October 30 I sent another letter to the taotai, mentioning his failure to give me
any answer to the previous letter and stating that in the fourth moon, in yonr dispatch to the Tsnug-li yamen, you had clearly distinguished all the points, and therefore I requested his immediate and equitable management. 'l'o-day I sent him another
letter, answering the argument of the local gentry against-our purchase of the suburb
property and stating the real force of the twelfth article of the tren.ty at this time.
On the nth I am to send him one concerning the riot, this being the second anniversar.v of the occurrence. I will state again the names of the ringleaders and q note
from the edicts. With these letters sent to him, I will then wait till I return from
Peking with your added instructions and further aid.
I have, etc.,
GILBERT REID.

,
[Inclosure 2 in No. 1005.]

J.lf1·. Denby to the 1nentbe1·s of the American Presbyterian mission at Chi-nan-jzl-.
Mie~C.

No. 68. J

LEGATION OF TIIE UNITED STATES,
Peking, Novernbe1· 19, 1889.
GENTLE:'IIEN: I have received at the hands of Rev. Gilbert Reid an unsigned
''copy" of a communication addressed to me by you. I pass over the irregularity of
sending to thi8 legation a copy of an important paper without signature, a.nd, on the
assurances of Mr. Reid that the contents were approved by all of you, I treat it as if it
were original and duly signed.
You Ray: "It is with pleasure that we can now report to you uhe settlement of the
case of the land purchase by Dr. Coltman in the country west of the city. On the
27th of October the deed as stamped was presented to him by the magistrate. Though
a delay of a year bas been necessitated in the erection of buildings, we can not but
rejoice at the conclusion at last reached." Yon then express your regret that no
settlement has been made of the original case. You ask my assistance in the accomplishment of three things, to wit:
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First. The assured possession of the property tha.t was originally contracted for
or, in lieu thereof, the granting of another house lot.
Second. The punishment of the ringleaders in the riots which occurrcll 2 years ago.
Third. H.edress to M:r. Reid for injuries inllicted on him by the rioters.
I will take up these questions in the reverse order.

Redress to Mr. Reid.
Yon are no doubt awaro that the Tsung-li yam~n ordered a minute examination
to he made of the circumstances which occurred at Chi-nan-fu, and in a communication to me of April16, 188B, denied all official liability and wound up by saying
"there can be no need of making it (the riot) the subject of an inquiry or further
discussion." But this declaration need not prevent Mr. Reid from presenting hi8
claim specifically. I have not hitherto presented his claims in minute particulars,
though I have made a general demand for redress for him, because I hoped that some
general and final settlement would be arrived at in Cbi-nau-fu, wherein all the
matters involved in this controversy would be peacefully and justly arranged. But,
leaving out of Mr. Reid's claim for compensation some items to which I have verbally called his attention, and which are properly claims of the mission, and not of
himself personally, I will now, if Mr. Reid so desires, present his claim, in substance as he has prepared it, to the Tsung-li, yam~n.

The punishment of the ringleaders in the riot.
I have no objection to again calling the attention of the Tsung-li yam~n to this
subject, and demanding a further examination of tho occurrence, and that the
persons found guilty be punished.

Possession of the house lot originally contracted for or the granting of another lot in
exchange.
The demand is made of me that I now insist that the mission shall have possession of the bouse lot originally contracted for or the granting of another lot in
exchange. I invite your serious consideration of the question, whether, taking into
consideration all the facts and circumstances of this case, I ought now to take up
this matter anew, the Bame as if nothing whatever had been accomplished in the
2 years that have elapsed. It is known to you that the objection of the local authorities to sealing the deed to the original lot was based on alleged geomantic influences
asserted by the gentry and others.
To meet this objection, you promptly offered to submit to an exchange of this lot
for another. 'rhe authorities took a month to consider the question of exchange.
In your first communication to me, which is not dated, but was received in December, 1H87, and is signed by Gilbert Reid, Paul D. Bergen, and Robert Coltman, jr.,
you say: "The very last day the magistrate and two special deputies sent their cards,
saying that the money would be returned to us and nothing more would be said
about the property. This was the result of the month's opportunity to effect an
exchange." In that communication you demand three things, the second whereof
is: :'That we obtain possession of the present property, or a satisfactory exchange."
In presenting this case to the yamen I followed your suggestions, that you would
be content to receive another lot in exchangE~.
•
My first communication to the yamen contained this language:
"Third. That if it shall be held by Your Highness and Your Excellencies that it is
more desirable to make an exchange of property and to give to the missionaries
another tract in lieu of the one that they have bought, that a suitable and satisfactory tract of land be tendered to them. They desire, above all things, peace and
harmony."
From that day to this, in every communication that I have sent to the yamen, and
they have been numerous, I have always presented the case as being one in which
locality was not material, the main object being that you should be insured peaceful
possession of sufficient propert.y to enable you to carry on satisfactorily your charitable and religious work. If I erred in this view of tll.e case, you yourselves are to
blame for the error. The action of Mr. Reid at the time that Dr. Coltman proposed
to buy the country property seemed to me to be conclusive.
. November 13, 18Htl, Mr. Reid sent to me a communication addressed to me as minister of the United States, wherein he says: "As the matters pertaining to our property difficulties have not, as yet, gained success, and other complications have
unexpectedly arisen from counteraction of my mission, I have deemed it best to
retireJrom the case, and accordingly my colleague, Robert Coltman, l\1. D., has been
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appoiutecl by the station to take my place in tl1e general oversight; therefore, if
you have any communication to transmit ou the Jlroperty case, please regard Dr.
Coltman ·as the authorized agent."
The first communication of Dr. Coltman bearing on this subject was dated Jan nary
5, 1889. He says: "A new step having been taken by me in the purchase of property, I desire to inform yon of the result." He goes on to state that, "believing it
impossible to make au exchange of the property wherein Mr. Reid was mobbed for
llroperty in any of the suburbs," and for other reasons, he obtained permission from
the Shan-Tuug mission to purchase a site for residence and hospital within a limit of
3 lis from any sulmrb gate. He recites that he purchased such a site on the north
si(le of the great road to Chi-Ho. Dr. Coltman then recites the difficulties and delayA
that he has encountere(l, and requests my assistance in having the deeds to the country property sealed. I therefore took up this new case and made urgent appeals to
the yamen that the purchase should be ratifi~d and peaceful possession of the new
tract secured. I repeat, that if I erred in believing that the posset:lsion of this new
tract was to be in lieu of the original demand, yon yourselves are responsible for
-the misconception.
Mr. Reid himself took e.'actly the same view. He objected to the action of the
mission because it was an abandonment of the original claim; and when Dr. Coltman
secured the authority of the Chefoo conference to purchase land within 3 lis of the
suburb gate, Mr. Reid resigned his position as manager of the affair and directed
me to correspond with Dr. Coltman. The impression made upon my mind by the
whole correspondence that I bad with the mission was that the important thing to
do was to secure sufficient and suitable property for the mission, and that whether
such property was in the city or in one suburb or another, or in the open country,
was entirely immaterial. In view of the quotations that I have made, particularly
from the letter of Dr. Coltman, wherein he states the impossibility of secnring the.
original lot and his consequent determination to buy other property, how could I
arrive at any other conclusion'?
The yamen has unquestionably ordere(l the local authorities to ratify the new
Jlnrchase in the belief that the ratification was a settlement of the whole land case.
After 2 years' streuuous endeavor the result has been reached that your mission.is in
peaceable possession of 7 English acres of valuable land within 3 lifi of Chi-nan-fn.
ret we are now toltl that nothing whatever l1as been accomplished, and that we are
confronted by the same condition of things which existed 2 years ago.
After having represented to the Chinese Government for 2 years continuously that
all that my countrymen wanted was a site on which they might satisfactorily
J>rosecnte tbcir charitable and religious work, and after having secured a site which
they selected, I call not, consistently with fair dealing, now claim they are entit.led
to and must have the original tract over which the trouble originally arose. The
acceptance of the country tract must, m my opinion, betaken as a waiveroftheright
to claim the original lot.
If the mission absolutely requires other property in the city or the snburbs, the
acquisition thereof must be treated as a. new question.

*

*'

*

*

*

*

*

Since the ahoYe communication was written Rev. Gilbert Reid, without, l10wever,
having seen it or having any lmowlege of its contents, has demanded of me that his
personal claim be presented to the Government of China, and I have replied to him
tha.t it will be presented as soon as it can be translated.
I am, etc.,
•
•
CHARLES DENBY.

JJlr. Blaine to JJfr. Denby.

No. 476.J

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 12, 1889.
bavc received your No. 988 of the 31st October regarding
your representation at tbe foreign office of the claim for injuries suf.
fered by Louis lVIcOaslin by the closing of a bridge of boats at Ningpo,
.April ~9, 1888.
.
The Department would be glad to be furnisbed at your convenience
with a copy of tbc correspondence on this subject with the yamen.
The consul at Ningpo, .Mr. Pettus, will be instructed to make a report
of his proceedings to the Department.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR: I
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Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.
No. 1018.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
.
Peking, JJecernber 30, 1889. (Received February 18, 1890.)
SIR: I ha,Te the honor to inform you that I have received from Consul
Crowell, at Amoy, a dispatch relating to the issuing by him of a travel
certificate to on~ Chun Arfat, a Chinaman who claims to be a naturalized citizen of the United States. In this case the taotai indo-rsed on
the certificate these words: "Chun Arfat, whose native country is
Tong An district, was born in a foreign country and has changed his
style of dress. His passport being issued to him, he can only have
protection in traveling, but is not allowed in the inland to purchase
real estate, build house, establish firm, transit goods, or evade duty.
Sb,ould he transgress, he would be arrested and investigated." 1\Ir.
Crowell objected to this interpellation and reported the whole matter
to me. I have sent to Mr. Crowell a communication of which a copy
is herewith inclosed.
As Chun Arfat has never applied to this legation for a passport, I
find no difficulty in holding that he is not entitled to a travel certificate. But I bring the matter to your attention for reasons that will
hereinafter appear.
I call attention to dispatch No. 379 of January 19, 1885, 1\Ir. FrelinghuyAen to Mr. Young, on the subject of travel certificates. The
Honorable Secretary, in my opinion, correctly states the rules that
should govern the issue of travel certificates. He directs that such
certificates should be limited to a particular journey and time, and
should thenceforth have no validity. But Mr. Smithers, in dispatch
No. 22 of May 15, 1885, he then being in charge of this legation,
recommended that such certificates be issued for a year. Mr. Bayard,
in his dispatch No. 448 of .July 15, 1885, to Mr. Smithers, approves of
this recommendation, with the suggestion that the matter be called
to my attention that I might ''report whether it (the system) proves
entirely satisfactory or needs changing in any particular." By virtue
of these instructions, a circular and blank forms for travel certificates
were sent to the consuls September 26, 1885. Until the matter of
Chun Arfat came before me, I have had no occasion to examine into
the subject. Under our passport system I doubt the propriety of
allowing the consuls to issue travel certificates to run 1 ;year. I
think they should be confined to particular trips. It will som~times,
of course, happen that a traveler desires to make a journey into the
interior and, without great inconvenience, can not wait until his application for a passport has been sent to this legation and the passport
has been issued, sealed by the yamen, and returned to him. In such
cases travel certificates are proper. , Different questions might ar1se
when the travel certificate was demanded by a merchant resident in
China who desired its protection to enable him to do business in the
interior, more especially if such merchant were a Chinaman, either
native to China or to one of the British or other foreign possessions.
I advise no distinction whatever between native and naturalized citizens, but I recommend that hereafter travel certificates be issued for
the proposed trip, and not for a year. There would generally be no
hardship in requiring an American merchant residing in China to
take out a passport before making a trip into the interior. Difficulty
and bad feeling existing locally would then be avoided. The local
authorities would ordinarily have no cognizance of the matter at all,
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and the holder of the passport would look to the Imperial Government
for his protection. In all respects, except as to the term of 1 year,
during which travel certificates run, the existing rules are good. The
inclosed copy of my dispatch to Mr. Crowell wilJ sufficiently indicate
what my action will be when the case of Ohun Artat comes properly
before me.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure in No. 1018.]

Mr. Denby to Mr. Crowell.

No. 93.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, Decernber 29, 1889.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 116 of the
22d ultimo, relaLing to tile travel certificate issued by you to Chuu Arfat and the
restrictive conditions indorsed thereon by the taotai.
Consuls c~n not issue passports; but they may, under section 138 of the Consular
Regulations of 1888, issue travel certificates in those countries where the deposit of a
passport, during the temporary sojourn of a traveler, is required by local law. That
section concludes with this language : "Certificates in the nature of passports, and
to be used as sncb, are wholly unauthorized." In China this legation and the consuls are controlled on this subject by special instructions issued by the Secretary of
State January 19, 1885, afterwards confirmed by Secretary Bayard, and communicated
to the consuls by a circular from this legation September 26, 1885. .A. form of travel
certificate in Chinese Q.nd English accompanied this circular.
The language of Secretary Frelinghuysen is this: "Th~ true solution would seem
to be to provide for the issuance b:f the consuls of limited certificates, but only on a.
presentation of a passport previously issued by the legation, or upon filing a duly
attested applicn.tion for a passport, with evidence of citizenship, accompanied by the
legal fee."
As passports of travelers are Hot retained by the local authorities in China, it would
seem that the only case in which the consuls have authority to iRsue a travel certificate is when a native or naturalized citizen applies for a passport, executes all the
necessary papers, and represents that there is some necessity for the issuing of a.
travel certificate before the passport can be issued.
Mr. Frelinghuysen instructed this legation that such certificate should be temporary and local, and should be limited to the particular ,journey to be undertaken and
to a particular time, and after the journey was accomplished, or the time had expired,
they should have no validity. But Mr. Bayard, on the representation of Mr. Smithers, then in charge of the legation, consented that such certificates should run during 1 year, subject to any modification that might thereafter be suggested by me.
I should agree with you on a proper case made that the taotais have no authority,
except in rare cases such as you have cited, to attach special and restrictive conditions
to a travel certificate.
Such certificates derive their validity from the joint issuance by the consul, and the
local Chinese authority, but the initiation in issuing them belongs to the consul, and
the Chiuese can not refuse to countersign them.
From what has been sai<l it may readily be concluded that I would willingly
bring this subject to t.he attention of the Tsung-li yam~n and demand proper instructions to the taotai at Amoy if your statement of the case showed that Chun
Arfat was in a position to demand a. travel certificate. No passport bas ever been
issued to this gentleman, and he has ne\*er made any application for one. Until he
makes proper application for a passport, I can not take up the question, because,
under the rules cited above, you have no authority to issue a travel certificate to
him. The certificate issued should be canceled.
If Chun Arfat makes application to this legation for a passport, and if it be necessary for him to make a trip into the interior before the passport can reach him, and
the taotai persists in the alleged right to introduce conditions into his act of countersigning, let the facts be reported to me, and I will take immediate action.
In IllY opinion, it would be wise for <Jhun Arfat.not to go into the interior until he
has received a passport or a travel certificate properly countersigned.
Your trayel certificate not sealed by the local authorities constitute!\ nO protection,
and Chun Arfat had better delay his trip until the matter is arranged.
I am, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
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Mr. Denby to Air. Blaine.
No. 1032.]

LEGA1'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, January 14, 1890. (Received 1\.farch 17.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith copies of my correspondence with the yamen touching the case of Rev. Gilbert Reid, to wit :
A copy of my communication of November 23, a copy of the communication of the yamen to me of December 1, and a copy of their communication to me of January 10, 1890.
In presenting the claim of Mr. Reid, I explained to the yamen that I
did not present it sooner, because I hoped that between the missionaries and the local authorities a just and peaceful settlement couhl
be arrived at without the necessity of bringing the matter to the attention of the prince and Their Excellencies. I then presented a statement of the facts as prepared by Mr. Reid and as nearly as possible in
his own language. In this connection I refer to my dispatch No. 529 of
December 20, 1887 (Foreign Relations, 1888, folio 238), and to my dispatch No. 621 of April13, 1888 (Foreign Relation~, 1888, folios 292,
293, 294, and 295). 1\'Iany other communications on this subject passed
between the yamen and the legation, but they were not deemed of
sufficient importance to send copies, being usually, on my side, requests
for prompt action and on the side of the yamen promises that the land
matter should be arranged.
In my dispatch No. 1005 of November 19 I informed you that the discussion had resulted in the acquisition by the missionaries of 7 acres of
valuable land close to the city, and that the missionaries, nevertheless,
insisted on being put in possession of the original small city lot which
they claimed to have bought. In the dispatch of the yamen to me of
December 1 it simply repeats its statements to be found in its communication at folio 294, Foreign Relations, 1888. It reiterates that Rev.
Gilbert Reid forced his way into the inner courtyard of the house in
question, and the women and girls pushed him and he fell. It states
that it will again communicate with the authorities in Shan-Tung and
will report to me their statement.
The dispatch of the yamen to me of January 10, 1890 (the third inclosure herein), sets forth the report of the authorities at Ohi-nan-fu
containing the following statements in substance: That the money paid
by the missionaries for the town lot is in the treasury, subject to their
disposal, and awaiting the return of the deeds which were received by
Mr. Reid, when the whole matter will be terminated. It shows that the
land selected by Dr. Ooltman has been deeded to him and the deeds
sealed. They ask that I instruct Mr. Reid to surrender the deed to
the city property and take back his money, so that the matter may be
settled and peace and quiet may prevail.
On this report the yamen remarked: "The local authorities have already assisted them (the missionaries) in the matter, and thus the missionaries have accomplished their purpose of carrying on their charitable work. In the matter of all the former pieces of property leased,
these should, as a matter of course, be considered as ended, and thus
clear up all the accumulated papers in regard to them." I substantially
take the same view of the land transaction. But in this last communication the claim of Mr. Reid for damages is not distinctly disposed of.
I shall demand a positive answer.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
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Jlnclosure 1 in No. 1032.1

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li-yam8n.

LEGATION OF TIIE UNITED STATES,
Peking, Novembe1· 25, 1889.
YOUR HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: It is known to Your Highness and
Your Excellencies that on -the 21st day of December, 1887, I preRented to Your Highness and Your Excellencies a statement setting forth the ditlicnlties under which my
countrymen were laboring at Chi-nan-fu and asking your kind interposition in their
behalf.
In that communication I set forth four things to which I particularly called your
attention. I did not then specify the personal claim of the Rev. Gilbert Reid for
damages received at the hands of a mob in Chi-nan-fu, because I hoped that between
the missionaries and the local authorities a just and peaceful settlement could be arrived at without troubling Your Highnes8 and Your Excellencies on the subj.ect.
Mr. Reid has been persistent, since he received the injuries he complains of, in his
applications for redress t.o the governor, taotai, aud ma-gistrate; but his claim has not
been entertained, and, as he sets forth, no redress of any kind has been afforded him.
He has therefore presented to me a lengthy 'petition that I would bring to the atten·
tion of Your Highness and Your Excellencies and ask that damages be pa-id to him for
the wrongs and injuries so sustained.
From the statement furnished by Mr. Reid, I have prepared the recital of the circumstances as he has written it, and I have the honor to transmit it for .the consideration of Your Highness and Your Excellencies.
I avail, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
No. 27.]

[An inclosure in No. 27 to yamlm.]

Statement of Rev. Gilbert Reid, of the Presbyte1·ian, ntission.

He asserts that he is a citizen of the United States, that he is now <lomiciled at
Chi-nan-fu and was domiciled there at the happening of the events of which he
complains, and that he is and was engaged in missionary work.
On the 31st of Angust, 1887, the Presbyterian mis!!iou took a perpettiallease of a
certain piece of property in the southeast suburb of the city.
Other aKBociations have from time to time secured property in Chi-nau-fu, and it
was understood that there was no objection made ~JY the local authorities.
On the 1st of September, 1887, the district magistrate was ordered by the taotai to
seal the deeds if, on examination, no clandestine Hlegality should be discovered.
The landlord, the go-between, and Mr. Reid were successively examined, an<l no
illegality was discovered. The magistrate and a coacting deputy at different times
ordered that the property should be recognized as belonging to the mission.
A.ft~r a delay of 2 months certain gentry of the city interfered and objected to
the transfer of the property. Opportunity was given them, for the sake of peace,
to make a satisfactory exchange in 1 month's time, and, if none were made, the mission insisted on possession.
A petition was sent to the taotai to that effect.
A period of 3 months was allowed as a notice to give up the property, which is in
accordance with Chinese custom. The money still due the original landlord was
turned over to his account.
November 28 another petition was sent to the taota.i, stating that Mr. Reid
intended that evening to go and occupy the property, and requesting him to order
the local magistrate to make protection and assistance. About dusk, according to
previous arrangement, he went to and quietly entered the huuse to occupy one room.
He exhorted the different tenants to occupy for the present their respective quarters
and have no fear or anxiety.
In a short time a rabble began to gather, and certain ringlt>aders, unconnected
with the property, having entered the house, forcibly ejected him therefrom.
He entered the house again, followed by a large crowd. Some picked up clubs,
some brickbats, and the rest, with yells and hoots, again ejected him. Outside the
house he was forcibly thrown to the ground, and his head received a contusion over
the left temple either from being struck by a stone or a fist. He got up and was
again hurled to the ground, stones flying around him and some taking effect. He
became exhausted and half unconscious and lay on the ground.
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He had other injuries, scratches on the llody anu pain in the back, which lasted
more than a month.
After au hour's uproar the constable helped him to go away.
Oue of his colleagues, Rev. P. D. Bergen, went, as soon as be heard of the occurrence, to the toatai's yam~n, but an interview was refused. He then went to the
magistrate's yam~n with the same result. The next day be sent a petition to the
taotai, citing the names of the ringleaders, but from that day to this they have not
been arrested or tried.
The officials delayed for 3 days to go to see and examine him, and then asserted
to him that there bad been no riot and that he was not injured.
l\Ir. Reid has hoped until now that the local authorities would do him justice. He
has repeatedly demanded jn'ltice and redress of the governor and the taotai, but
without effect. He now deems it his duty to bring the matter to the attention of
Your Highness and Your Excellencies and through your interposition to endeavor to
secure redress.
He charges that something ought to be done in the case, because the happening of
such outrages creates precedents for others and makes life insecure. He therefore
presents for yonr kind consideration the following demands:
First. That for being violently expelled from the property of which he claimed
the legal possession he be paid t.he sum of 500 taels.
Second. That for a public assault and insult a compensation be made of 1,000 taels.

finclosuro 2 in No. 1032.-Translation.]

The Tsung-li-yamen to M1·. Denby.

No. 31.]
PEKING, December 1, 1889.
YouR ExCELLENCY: On the 23<1 of November last the prince and ministers had
the honor to receive a communication from Your Excellency to the effect that on the
21st of December, 1887, you lHesented a statement setting forth the difficulties under
which your countrymen were laboring at Chi-nan-fu and asking interposition in their
behalf( that in that communication you set forth four things to which you particularly called attention, but you did not specify the personal claim of the Rev. Gilbert
Heid for damages received; that he (Gilbert Reid) has therefore presented a petition
requesting that you bring it to the attention of the prince and ministers for consiueratiou, etc.
In regard to this case, on the 6th of April, 1888, the yamt'3n sent a reply presenting a
report from the governor of Shan-Tung stating that the Rev. Gilbert Reid in t.be night
forced his way intv the inner courtyard of Lin Meng Kwei, and the women and
girls pnsheu him and be fell; that he was not assaulted, and that the money bad
already been recovered and received by the missionaries, etc. The case of the said
missionary leasing this bonse has for a long time been settled. As Your Excellency,
however, repeatedly requested the prince and ministers to interest the local authorities of saiu province to assist the missionaries in acquiring other property, the
yamcn frequently addressed the Shan-Tung authorities to devise a plan of rendering assistance to them. But in the buying and selling of house property it is necessary that the people as a whole should give their consent. The local authorities
would find it difficult to force or compel action in the premiAes. If at one time matters can not be brought about or successfully arranged, then the onl~ thing to do is
to be forbearing and wait another time and not be hasty. The said missionary
having failed to accomplish the leasing ofthe house property in question, now drags
in and sets forth the former affair and demands indemnity in the way of money.
This the yam~n certainly regards as an unbecoming act.
Your Excellency, in the management of affairs, is just and equitable, and the yam~n
thinks that you have probably not regarded the claim as it should be, for the reason
that hitherto you have never bro~ght it up. Now, having received Your Excellency's
communication as above, the yam~n, besides having addressed the governor of
Shan-Tung again on the subject, to in turn instruct the local authorities to satisfactorily cause the action to be taken in the matter, and on receipt of a report the contents will he commn11icated to you. As in duty llound they send this reply for Your
Excellency's iuformation.
A. necessary communication, eta.
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Llneloeure 3 in No. 1032.--Tranelation.]

The Tsung-li-yamen to Mr. Denby.
Informal.]
PEKING, January 10, 1890.
YouR ExcELLENCY : In the ·matter of the case of the purchase of land and .,.. .,."'"'-'u.'·
of buildings at Chi-nan-fu by the Rev. Gilbert Reid, on the 23d of November last Your
Excellency again addrel'1sed the y&.m~n, wherein yon requested that we would give
it our consideration and attention.
On receipt of Your Excellency's communication, the yamen strenuously urged the
authorities of_Sban-Tung to speedily effect a settlement of the matter. A report bas
now been received from Cbi-nan-fu as follows:
" In the case of the leasing of bouse property through misapprehension or mistake
by the Rev. Gilbert Reid from Lin M~ng Kwei, a long time since instructions were
issued to the magistrate, who clearly investigated the matter and brought it to a close.
The money paid (by the missionaries) was also recovered and deposited in the treasury of the magil~trate awaiting the banding over by the Rev. Gilbert Reid of the deeds
that were issued to him, when the money will be returned, and thus bring the matter
to a termination. As to the property leased by Man Lu Tao (Dr. Coltman), situA-ted
within the jurisdiction of the Li Cheng district, on account of Chao Ping Ch6ng
employing an anonymous name and buying it in an underhanded way, the gentry
and people of the place came forward and again lodged a complaint against the transaction.
"Now, instructions were issued to the magistrate to use many means to explain
and show them the right way to pursue, and the land was decided to be the property
of Dr. Coltman. 'l'he missionaries have therefore been placed in possesMion of land
which cau be used in the carrying on of their good work, and, as a matter of course,
they should give way to the wishes of the people in the matter of the house property
rented· outside of the city, to the end that peace and quietness may reign among the
missionaries and the populace. If the matter is to drag on for a long time in a leisurely and dilatory manner, the deeds not returned to the magistrates and the money
also not received, the end will be that no settlement will be effected. It is right to
request that a reply be sent to His Excellency Mr. Denby asking him to instruct Mr.
Reid without delay to send the dee~s to the magistrate for cancellation a.nd to receive
the money originally paid, and thus bring the case to a termination. This will prove
advantageous to both the people of the place and the missionaries."
Now, it appears to the yamen that Dr. Coltman and the other missionaries in leasing
houses and purchasing laud is for -the object of establishing a hospital. The local authorities have already assisted them in the matter, and thus the missionaries have
accomplished their purpose of carrying on their charitable work. In the matter of
all the former pieces of property leased, these should, as a matter of course, be considered as ended, and thus clear up all the accumulated papers in regard to them .
.As in duty bound, we send this note to Your Excellency, with the request that you
will in turn instruct the Rev. Gilbert Reid to act accordingly.
Cards with compliments.

Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.
No. 1037.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, January 26, 1890. (Received November 4.)
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of my communication to the yam en of the 14th instant, a translation of the yam en's reply of
the 18th instant, and a copy of my communication to the yamen of
the 24th instant, all relating to the claim of the Rev. Gilbert Reid for
damages. It will be seen that I deny the statement that Mr. Reid was
not assaulted and so injure,!. There is considerable force in the allegations of the yamen that a payment of damages might lead to riot
and distuxbance.
·
Damages, if paid at all, would, of course, be paid by the local authorities and ultimately by the people. Such action would lead to ill feeling,
which would embarrass the missionaries in their work, and the evil
results would not be compensated for by the small amount of money
that in any event would be received by the Rev. Gilbert Reid. I have
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frequently expressed, in my dispatches, the opinion that :Mr. Reid, having been officially notified that the deed to the lot in questwn would
not be sealed by the authorities and the trade was of:l', was a trespasser
in forcibly going upon the lot to take possession thereof, and does not
occupy a position that the law would view favorably. It can not, in
general, be expected that any government will pay damages to a person who is iqjnred while he is doing an act that he has been forbidden to
do. Besides, such a claim for money compensation on the part of a mis
sionary tends to give the Chinese an erroneous idea of his sacred calling.
In my last communication to the yamen I have endeavored to procure
an order that the local authorities shall at least make some sort of an
apology. The Department will recognize, without any extended comment from me, the difficulty of the minister here, in view of the new
crusade that has overtaken China, to hold the balance even between
the alleged rights of our missionary citizens and the Chinese. The
whole question requires in the treatment conciliation, prudence, and
sometimes firmness. In view of the extensive correspondence that h~
reached you on this subject, and the whole case being before you, I
solicit some instructions as to how it shall be treated by me.
I have, etc.
CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 1037.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsu,ng-li-yamen.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, .Tanuary 14, 1890.
YOUR HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: I have had the honor to receive Your
Highness's and Your Excellencies' communications of the 1st of December, 1889, and
lOth of January, 1890, having relation to the Chi-nan-fu property case, the contents
of which I have duly perused. In your last communication, Your Highness and Your
Excellencies made no reference to the claim presented by the Rev. Gilbert Reid, which
I laid before you in my communication of the 23d of November last. I will thank
Your Highness and Your Excellencies to be good enough to give me a definite
answer as to whether it will be favorably entertained or not, so that I may be in a
position to inform Mr. Reid. As to the original land question, I may say that I have
already addressed my Government in reference to it, setting forth the circumstances.
I beg to extend my thanks for the assistance that has been rendered by the local
authorities at Chi-nan-fu in the matter of the land leased by Dr. Coltmau.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY,

(Inclosure 2 in No. 1037.-Translation.]

The Tsung-li-yarnen to Mr. Denby.
PEKING, January 18, 1890.
YOUR EXCELLENCY: Upon the 14th instant we had the honor to receive a note
from Your Excellency, wherein you stated that in reference to tho claim presented by
the Rev. Gilbert Reid, which Your Excellency laid before us in your communication
of the 23d of November last, you would thank us to give you a definite answer as
to whether it would be favorably considered or not, so that you may be in a position
to inform Mr. Reid, etc.
In reply, we would observe that it appears that the Rev. Gilbert Reid in the night
forced his way in tbe conrty:ard of Lin M8ng Kwei, which in the beginning wa.s not
right and proper. At the time the women and the girls pushed. him and he fell, but
he was not assaulted. :Furthermore, his first wish or desire was that he ou1y wanted
the lo,}al authorities to assist him in hunting for another house or property. After-
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wards, on acconnt of onr having found a. house, he thereupon wishes, or ha.s the
tention, to claim indemnity for injuries, and he does not evade borrowing or
ing a cause or reason for his false anll trumped-up claim, which is an unlllec:omtiD.II~-~
act. Now, the matter of leasing honses and land has already been satisfac:toJril]r;•
arranged, anil, if the question of indemnity is again brought up, there is cei·tailnllr :
fear that if the people hear of it they may not be quiet, and the land
may be taken Hp and lead to other complications. Besides, Mr. Reid, in ca
his evangelical work there, will also find it difficult to command the respect
people. We therefore hope that Your Excellency will clearly show to Mr.
right way to pursue and that he must not again bring up a nonadvaiitageous reQ
Cards with compliments.
-

[Inclosure 3 in No. 1037.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li-iamcn.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, January 24, 1890.
YOUR HIGH~ESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: Upon the 18th instant I had the honor
to reeeive from Your Highness and Your Excellencies a note in reply to my note of the
14th instant relating to the case of Rev. Gilbert Reid. You state that "at the time
the women and the girls pushed him and he fell, but he was not assaulted." I am
not willing to allow this statement to pass without my protest and contradiction.
From all the evidence before me, I am sure that there was a mob, composed of persons
in the neighborhood, who had nothing to do with the house or its occupants. I am
satisfied that Mr. Reid was injured by the mob by being stricken by some missile and
by being thrown down on tke ground. There are some other observations in the
communication of Your Highness and Your Excellencies which are worthy of serious
attention. I will refer them to my Government for its instructions. In this case,
it seems to me that, in any event, some reparation should be made to Mr. Reid in the
way of expression of regret by the loc.tl authorities for the insult and inj nry that be
has suffered and by a proclamation to the people announcing that such rude and
violent conduct as the mob was guilty of is disapproved, and the people should be
warned against making any further attacks or insults against the missionaries. Being
desirous, above all things, that peace and harmony should prevail between my fellowcitizens and the people by whom they are surrounded, I hope that Your Highness
and Your Excellencies will see your way to comply with these suggestions.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

Mr. Blaine to ll-lr. Denby.

No. 495.]

DEP .A.R1'MENT OF STATE,

W asltington, January ·31, 1890.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 1005 of N ovember 19 last, in relation to the obtainment of land for the American
Presbyterian mission near Chi-nan-fu. It appears that, owing to superstitious objections on the part of the people to the occupancy by
the mission of the land first contracted for 2 years ago, another lot
was secured and is now occupied for the purpose of the mission.
This result was effected by representations to the Chinese authorities that the new piece of land would be taken in lieu of that originally
sought, and ·the lot now held and occupied appear~ to have been
granted upon that clear assurance. The members of the mission, in
their correspondence with you, now refer to the original transaction as
being in suspense, and, while retaining the land -sub~equently secured,
solicit your immediate intervention to require the Chinese Government
also to assure to them possession of the lot formerly desired.
The correspondence which you transmit plainly discloses that the
legation, and, through it, the Chinese Government, were led to underSIR :
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stand that, in view of the popular feeling against tile occupancy for
mission purposes of the land originally contracted for, another lot
would be accepted in order to end the difficulty and avoid future
trouble with the populace, which had been indulging in riotous demonstrations and in attacks upon the members and property of the mission.
This feature of the case seems to have been lost sight of in the recent
communication to tlte legation from Cbi-nan-fu, and it is not supposed
that the members of the mission, after having bad the circumstances of
the transaction recalled to their attention, will be disposed to insist
upon a grant of the original lot.
In this relation it is pertinent to observe that article 17 of the treaty
with China of 1844, in guarantying to citizens of the United StateH
"residing or sojourning at any of the ports open to foreign commerce"
the right to obtain houses and places of business, to hire sites from the
inhabitants on which ''to construct houses and places of business, and
also hospitals, churches, and cemeteries,~' says: "The local authorities
of the two Governments shall select in concert the sites for the foregoing
objects, having due regard to the feelings of the people iu the location
thereof." Article 12 of the treaty between the United States and
China of 1858, referring to the same subject, provided that "the citizens
of the United States shall not unreasonably insist on particular spots,
but each party shall conduct with justice and moderation." It is not
going far to say that where citizens of the United States are granted
rights of residence outside of the places in which the treaties. guaranty
it, they are bound to the observance of the same general rules of conduct as at the open ports, just as this Government has insisted that the
Government of China is in the same way bound to protect American
citizens wberevt r, in the abatement of the re~trictions formerly maintained, they are permitted to take up their residence.
It is desirable for all concerned that in seeking establishments in the
interior a spirit of patience and moderation should prevail. Our experience with the Chinese in this country has shown us how unfortunate
may be the results of provoking local antagonisms, and the experience
of foreigners in China, where their presence has not infrequently excited
riotous opposition, amply enforces the wisdom of not seeking too suddenly to overcome obstacles created by popular feeling.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Denby to JJr. Blaine.
No.1045.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, February 4, 1890. (Received April!.)
Sm: On the 19th day of November, in dispatch 1005, I had tbe honor
to send you a copy of a communication of the members of the Presbyterian mission at Chi-nan-fu to me and a copy of my reply thereto.
I have now the honor to inclose a copy of another communication to
me from the members of the said mission.
I do not desire to present any further argument in support of my
view that the granting and the sealing of the deeds to the country
property should be taken aR a settlement of the original land case. ·
That the yam en so looks at tltt• mn tter appears from their communications to rue, inclosed iu 111_r • i1--patches to you, No. 1032 of January 147
an<ll037 of January !W, 1890.
F R 90--11
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I am not, however, precluded by anything I have written to the ya.
men from still demanding that the original purchase shall be ratified.
But I adhere to my opinion that ~uch a dewand would be unwise,
would uot be favorably entertained, and in the end would prove injnri·
ous to the juterests of the missionaries at Chi-nan-fu, and its enforcement
might lead to riot and disturbance; while, on the other hand, if the deed
is surrendered by the mi~sionaries and the money paid recovered back
by them, there is nothing to prevent them, on a proper showing of the
necessity of their having another lot in the city or the suburbs, from
commencing an effort to secure such lot as a movement entirely inde·
pendent of the contract for the original lot.
It will be seen that the missionaries try to convict me of inconsistency. That issue I regard as immate1·ial. The question is whether,
after the acquisition of the country tract, I should peremptorily demand
of the Chinese Government the possession of the original lot or the
l)urclmse and teuder to the mission by the local authorities of another
lot. On the policy of this procedure the missionaries are silent.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
[Inclosure inNo. 1045.]

The missionaries to Mr. Denby.
CHI-NAN·FU, CHINA, Janua1·y 10, 1890.
Sm: We, the undersigned, members of the American Presbyterian mission at Chi·
nan-fu, beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of November 19, 1889. It
is only within the last few days that we, as a body, have been able tu meet together
and consider the various points to which you request our attention and reply.
Concerning the failure to sign our names to the letter sent you by us, and to which
you refer as an irregularity, we would say in extenuation (as we understand Mr.
Reid has already: explained) that certain members of the mission were necessarily
called away before the document could be copied, and we had hoped that the statement of our representative, that the letter had been seen and agreed to by us, would
"be consideced satisfactory.
We exceedingly regret that our position in this important matter has apparently
not hitherto been made clear, and we gladly avail ourselves of this opportunity to
reply and thus review once more the facts, as we apprehend them, contained under
the three points presented in your letter.

Red1·ess to Mt·. Reid.
It is a matter of great surprise to us that we now learn that tl1e formal and personal
claim of Mr. Reid, made out under date of April 17, 1888, had not been formally presenterl to the Chinese Government. We had already used every effort to secure a
J>eacefu~ settlement, but after repeated failure he was led to write to you, "I dare not
delay any longer in the pmsenta,tion of this memorial. '' After its presentation to
the Unitecl States legation, however, there occurred a subsequent delay, until, under
date of November 16 of the past year, Mr. Reid demanded its immediate presentation
to the Chinese Government. Under date of July 8 you stated that in your previous
dispatch to the KunO"li yamen you had "demanded that in the settlement account
should be taken of" Mr. Reid's "claim for damages and reparat.ion made. " Being led
to suppose that his claim had been formally presented to the Chinese Government,
Mr. Reid inquired of the matter from the Chinese officials, but was met with the reJlly that they knew nothing about it. Mr. Reid, under date of July 19, again wrote
you asking if his claim, as formally and legally made out, had been presented to the
Chinese Government, and the reply was that you had demanded "a full and entire settlement, covering the first purchase, the punishment of the rioters, and compensation
to you.'' From this we supposed, until the receipt of your letter of November 19,
that Mr. Reid's claim had been fully presented.
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The 1Hlni8lnncnt of the ringleaders in the riot.
It seems to us a matter of regret and augurs ill for the future security of foreigners
in the interior of China that t!Jus far, after a lapse of 2 yeans, no punishment has
been visited upon the guilt.y parties. Our conviction as to the justice and expediency of their punishment remains nuchange<l-a conviction, we trust, which is not
grounded on any uesire for revenge, but on a sense of j nstice and a desire for security
in the prosecuLion
our work.

o!

Possession of the house lot originally contracted for or the granting of another lot in
exchange.
In September, 1887, Rev. Gilbrrt Reid, in behalf of the mission, took a perpetual
lease of a house in tho east suhnrl> of this city, and in Noveml>er, 18:;8, Robert Coltman, l\L D., purchased a tract of land in the open country west of the city. Now
that we have secured, through your intervention and our own exertions, the settlement of the last case, yon express the opinion tha.t "tho acceptance of the country
tract must, in my opinion, be taken aH a. waiver of the right to claim the original
lot," and the grounds for this view may he found in the words, "I repeat that if I
erred in believing that the possession of this new tract was to he in lieu of the original demand, you yourselves are to blame for this misconception." We are entirely
willing to acknowledge our responsil>ility for our own actions and statements; but·,
in view of the importance of the question, we respectfully call your attention to tLo
following points :
(1) The inference that tho possession of the piece of property in the open country
would be accepted in view of the original property in the suburb was drawn from
two letters of Mr. Reid and Dr. Coltm~m, while every other communication audrm;scu
to you has implied, as we understand it, the contrary. The basis of such an inference was merely a fear or personal belief on the part of some of us that such rnight
be the final result, but not that it was to be the inevitable, still less the desiral>lo,
I'esult.
(2) In the letter of Dr. Coltman, from which you particularly quote, it is further
stated by him, ''I am writing now as a private individual withont consulting my
colleagues." · It eeems, then, that the definite mind of the whole mission had not as
yet heen formally made known to you until the letter of l!'ehrnary 1.
(3) If Mr. Reid regarded the now scheme as '' an al>an!lonment of the original
claim," and therefore "resigned bis position as manager of tho att'air," then his resumption of the position in June last indicated just as plainly the nona.handonmcnt
of the original claim. Indeed, he might have consistently resumed the position hy
the end of January, at which time the purpose of the mission was definitely announced.
( 4) That Dr. Coltman had "obtained permission from the Shan-Tung mission to
purchase a site for residence aml hospital within a limit of 3 li from any suburb
gate," is true; but the mission, at its annual meeting in Decem he ...·, 1889, plainly
indicated its intention by passing a resolntion that the resolution of the previous
year "was not iutende<l to affect plans then on foot with reference to procuring
property in the southeast suburb of Chi-nan-fn." Although Your Excellency has, of
course, had no opportunity as yet of being informed of this action, we yet mention
the fact in this connection to indicate the position of the Shan-Tung mission.
(5) That you might know the real position of this mission, you asked, under date
of January ~2, "\Viii you please inform me whether the mission has abandoned it8
purpose to secure the iflentical property for which a contract had bee11 made, or in
exchange therefor other property in the city," and, nuder date of February 1, a reply
was sent, ''The aentiment of this mission is opposed to tho abandonment of the suggestions which we at the first made to the legation and which you embodied in your
dispatch to the foreign office." Also, " to consent, as we have already done, to au
exchange of tho property in the suhurb to another in the suburb seems to U8 to be
yielding all that should reasonal>ly be expected of us."
(6) The inference that you received from two letters in a space of only 2 months
was prior to your transmitting a new dispatch to tho Tsung-li ya.men, and also prior
to the formal decision of the mission as a whole. The letter communicating this decision was dated February 1, while on l!'ehmary 11:3 yotl sent your dispatch to the
'fsung-li yamen, in which yon seemeu to have followed tbe implication contained in
the two letters of Rev. Mr. Reid and Dr. Coltmau rather than the definite decision of the mission as made known in the letter of Fcbrnary 1. In case 1he statement
of the mission had not yet reachcu yon, it seems unfortunate that action was not deferred a little, since, on the one baud, Dr. Coltman referred to the business only
as a "private individual," and, on the other, you had prepared a formal letter to the
mission, requesting definite answers, ancl stating that yon "will await an answer
from" this missiou 1 in orqer to !o~ru whether we ''desire further action."
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(7) Even if the inference that was drawn was that possibly hy tho possession of
the ~;ccond piece of lH'operty there would be required a relinquishment of the .lirst, it
hardly seems to ns expedient to have acquainted the f)hinese authorities with the
fact. It was han}ly possible for you to see the probable outcome of the existing
complications more clearly than we did, and yet we carefully refrained from making
known to the provincial authorities our private fears or conjectures. The responsibility of making known the possible, but not desirable, result of the negotiations to
the imperial authorities certainly does not rest with us.
(8) Only at this late date, in your letter of the 19th, httve we learned that the inference drawn hall been made known to the Tsung-li yam<3n, an(l that your definite
poli<.:y contemplated an abandonment of the origi'bal case. When Mr. Heicl in July
last learned that the local officials were trying to combine the two property cases, ho
wrote you, under date of the 18t.h, asldng whether you desired that the original points
should be relinquished, and tlw answer of August 20 was, "In my last dispatch
to the yameu I distinctly clomandl'cl a fnll and entire settlement, covering the first
purchase, the punishment of the rioters, and compensation to yon." !!,rom this statement, therefore, we have never understood that H was expected that the possession
of the second property would be given only in relinquishment of the first.
(9) If" the pofJsession of this new tract was to be in lieu of th11 original de maud,"
we remark that such, in fact, has not been the agreement with the Chinese authorities. In J nly last the deputies, on the basis of your dispatch to the Tsnng-li yaruen,
in February, endeavored to persuade onr miAsion to abandon the original purchase in
the e\·ent of gaining posses&ion of the second; but the proposition was rejected by the
mission, and the official then stated, "\Ve will first settle the land case," i. e., the
second purchase. \Vhen the deed of the land purchase .was stamped, tho officials did
not insist· that as a comliLion of settling the seconcl it should be accepted as an exchange for the first, but rather hinted that the first case remained unsettled. In
fact, then, no exchange has yet been made for the ori~inal property. Your demand
that there be "a fnll and entire settlement covering the first purchase" has not been
complied with. '!'hero was a mutual agreement on the second piece of property, and
the deeu therefor was duly stamped, but there has been no agreement as yet concerning t.he first piece.
(10) ·whatever may have been the misunderstanding of the past, we earnestly hope
that it will yet be possible, considering all subsequent developments, to receive yolll'
valuable aid in the settlement of tho original purchase. Since the sett.lement of the
second purchase the mission has continued to press for the just settlement of the
original case, and had begun to do so before reporting to yon in November last. \Vhen
Mr. Reid was in Peking in that month, he represented to you the measure of success
that ha,d alrea(ly been attainecl, how the present time was particularly opportune,
since tho local gentry had ceasell to oppose, and, in consequence, in seeking the further mediation of Your Excellency, he would not ask you to enter into any discussion
with the 'l'snug-li yamen or to insist on any deJinite action, but merely to report that
tho original propert.y case and that of the riot could not yet be considered as t:lettled.
It is therefore a great disappointment to us to reJ.d in your letter of November 20, ''I
can simply very gently advise the mission that, in my opinion, it wonld be best to
abandon any claim to the original lot." Notwithstanding your opinion, as here expressed, we sincerely trust, in view of the fact that the settlement of the original case
is still considered a matter for discussion by the local officials, and therefore promises
possible success, that Your Excellency may see your way clear to lend ns furthnr aid
in prosecuting the case. We doubt if property has ever been purchased by missionaries in China more clearly in accord with every regulation of the country. Tho
officials themselves have never for an instant denied the legalit.v of the transaction.
If now, after 2 years' standing and discussion, the case should be abandoned, and
that, too, by the order of tho United States Government, we have grave apprehensions
of the re~omlts which might follow the establishing of so unfortunate a precedent.
On the other hand, if, with moderation anu perseverance, the claim for a suitable exchange for the original purchase be prossed, we hope that fitting property may be acquired, our rights vindicated, and a valuable precedent established.
Sncb, then, is our view as a mission of the three questions to which yon direct our
attention. If our language i in any way too strong, we beg you to remember that it
is due to our deep sense of the importance of the questions involved. For the assistance of the past, we most heartily thank you, and we hope that the way may still be
clear to receive your efficient aid in this, to us, most vital matter.
Submitting the communication to your careful attention,
We, remain, etc.,
JOHN MURRAY,
PAUL D. BERGEN,
WI'.!. P. CHALFANT,
B. HA~HLTON,
GlLBEitT REU>.

w.
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Mr. Denby to Afr. Blaine.

No. 1040.]

l;EGATION oF 'l'HB U,Nl'l'ED S·rA'l'E8.

Peking, Fcbnla1·y 0, 1800.

(l{eccived April 15.)
In compliance with your dispatch No. 476 of December 12, I
have the honor to inclose herewith copies of all the correspon(tencc
that has taken place between the Tsung-li yamen and myself touching
the claim of Louis .1\IcOaslin for damages sufi'ered by him in the sudden closing of a bridge of boats by the bridge tenders at Ningpo the
2!Jth day of April, 1887.
My first dispatch is No. 17 and bears date November 17, 1888. I
therein set forth in detail all the facts of the case. I make a legal argument designed to show that under the treaties the foreigners in China
are entitled to joint investigations by the taotais, at which their consuls
may appear and assist. I show that the evidence taken by the taotai
was ex parte.
Then xtinclosure is No.13ofNovember 23,1888, from the foreign office
to me. The foreign office therein informs me that it has directed the
governor of Che-Kiang to clearly investigate and take action in the
premises.
1'11e next inclosure is No.2 of February 9, 1889, from the foreign otrice
to me. The yamen therein set forth a copy of a communication of the
governor of Ohc-Kiang to it, wherein the bridge-tenders are excused .
.An argument is made to justify the action of the taotai.
The next inclosure is my communication No.3 of February 22, 1889,
to tllC yamen. I therein repeat my demand for a joint investigation,
and I controYert the facts as stated by the yamen aml argue the question of contributory negligence.
The next inclosure is No. 8 of March 3, 1889, from the yamen. They
simply reiterate therein that the governor has been instructed to take
action. They did not thereafter make any communication to me touching the ordering of a joint investigation of the case. But the governor
of Che-Kiang did order such investigation. Thereupon I sent to the
consul at Ningpo the dispatch of which a copy is hereto appended. It
occurred, as is stated in my dispatch No. 088, October 31, that the consul did not produce the foreign witnesses at the joint hwestigation.
The taotai decided that McCaslin was not entitled to damages. The
consul reported the matter to me in divers dispatches, of which he will
send you copies. Thereupon, on the 6th day of August,, 1880, In a communication numbered 21, I addressed the yam~n again, of which a
translation is hel'ewith inclosed. I therein set forth the inadvertence
of the consul in not introducing before the joint commission the evidence of the foreign witnesses, and explain how it arose, and state that
it thus happened that the yamen aud I did not have tile same evidence
before us, and request that the last finding in the case be set aside and
the case reopened, so that all the evidence can be sent to Peking and
the case intelligently heard and examined. On August 14, 1889, the
yamen sent to me a communication numbered 23, of which a translation is herewith inclosed. The yam~n therein refuses to order the
judgment to be reopened and to allow another trial to be had. They
go to some length in the case and argue the facts, as well as the law.
On the 26th of August, 1880, I sent to the yamen a communication
numbered 23, a copy whereof is herewith inclosed. I therein reargue
the question of law as to the reopening of the judgment, and seek to
show that this case was not a case between individuals, but in its issue
was against the local authorities, aml that strict rules of law, if appliSIR:
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cable at all, ought not to be relied on. I reiterate the fact that the
yamen has never had before it all the evidence, and therefore can not
decide the case justly, and I offer, in the e\·ent that the case is not reopened, to send to the yamen all the evidence in my possession .
On the 4th of September, 188D, in a communication numbered 25, of
which a translation is herewith inclosed, the yam en replies to my communication of August 26. The yamen therei~ cJaims that thejudgment i~ final and can not be reopened under Chinese law; that the plaintiff' did not appear before the court and did not introduce any witnesses,
and that he must suffer the consequences of his negligence. Then follow some remarks on the contrast that I had presented between the
treatment of the Chinese in America, to whom heavy damages were paitl
in sev·eral cases, and the treatment of Americans in China. This communication ended the correspondence between us.
The dispatch to Consul Pettus heretofore alluded to is No. 28 of
April 3, 188D. I inclose herewith a copy thereof. It will be seen
that the consul was instructed to attend the joint investigatior and "to
malw the best case" he could. These instructions were, uufortunately,
not carried out literally. It would seem, however, from the whole correspondence, that the yamen would in no event have ordered the payment of damages. If the Department, from a perusal of this correspondence and of such papers as Consul Pettus may forward, concludes
that injustice bas been done to 1\Ir. 1\IcOaslin, it may still lJe possible
some time in the future, following the precedent in the celebrated Hill
caRe, to provide that, in the event of any claim being made by Chinese
subjects against the United States for damages, the claim of McOasli n
should be recouped.
1 haye, etc,
CnARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure 1 inN o. 104!l.]

M1'. Denby to the Tsung-li yarnen.
NOVEMBER 17, 1888.
No. 17.]
YOUR HIGIIXESS AXD YOUR EXCELT.EXCIES: I have the honor to submit for your
favorable consideration the following facts touching a claim for dama~es of Louis
McCaslin, a citizen of the United States residing at Ningpo, which has L>een sent to
me by the United States consul. It has been submitted to my Government, and I
have been ordered to bring it to the attention of Your Highness and Your Excellencies. The facts, as they appear in bulky depositions and affidavits in my possession,
are as follows: On the morning of the 29th of April last Mr. McCaslin, the claimant,
entered his hous boat with Captain Pratt, wife, and child, and two Chinese servants,
together with four Chinese boatmen, and started on a pleasure trip toNing-wangsban, some 12 or 15 miles from Ningpo. The weather being unfavorable, they <lid not
go farther, but started on their way home. They came to the bridge of boats, a pub·
lie highway having drawbrid~es, or certain pontoons that conld be opened for the
pn.ssage of jnnks, ships, etc. Mr. McCaslin found the tide high and that an opening
was ru:ule for the passage of a junk having mandarins on board; he fell into the
wake of the j nnk, so as to keep a safe and speedy passage through, as agreeable to the
custom of passage of boats; his house boat was only some 15 feet in the rear of the
junk, but on his entering the open space made for the passage of the junk, which had
jnst cleared, to the surprise of all on board the house boat the brid~e-keepers commenced closing the opening, although the Chinese boatmen be~ged them not to do so,
as did Captain Pratt. Fortunately, but for the presence of mind of Captain Pratt, of
the steamiJr Kiangtun (an old and experienced seaman), the boat would have capsized
and about 10 lives on l>oard would ha\re been lost. Mr. McCaslin, the claimant, in aiding Captain Pratt and the l>oatmen in their time of danger, was struck 011 the right
ear by the pontoon, jamming him up against the forward end of the house boat and
knocked him through the door into the boat, causing great injury to his right jawbone,
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it being broken in tl1ree places, both ends of the bone sticking up against the roof of
his month, his right arm injured and his thumb dislocated, which injuries Dr. Daly,
who attended him, declares would be permanent. On tho happening of these injuries the consul addressed to the taotai at Ningpo a communication relating thereto
and asking an investigation and proper reparation. The taotai replied that the matter should have attention, and directed Major Watson, an Englishman employed on
the police, 'to examine the boatmen touching the same and report.
Consul Pettus was notified May 4, 1888, ihat the boatmen would be examined on
that day. The evidence of the boatmen wa8 taken and is conclusive that the bridgekeepers intentionally shut the gate on the house boat. Afterwards the taotai addressed a note to the consul ~tating that he had examined these persons connected
with the bridge and the evidence of the boatmen, and that he had closed the caso.
This extraordinary conclusion was reached without giving the consul or Mr. McCaslin
any opportunity to be beard at all. The consul remonstrated with tbe taotai, stating that his conclusion did not correspond with the evidence of the boatmen, copied
by his interpreter, and that he demanded, under the treaty stipulations, a joint investigation of the case.
On the llthofthefourth moon (May21) the taotai answered that the case was closed
upon the evidence be bad; but he did not furnish to the consul a copy of the evidence,
as he bad been requested to do. The consul thereupon notified the taotai that he
would himself hold a court of investigation the 2d day of the fifth moon. This examination was held, and the proof was taken. It shows conclusively that the bridgekeepers willfully shut the gate and caused the injuries complained. of. In China, if an
injury is done by a foreigner to a Chinese subject, it is entirely competent for the injured party to sue the foreigner in the consular or other court of his nationality. If
the case is reversed, and an injury is done by a Chinese subject to a foreigner, the rule
is not to sue the Chinese subject in a native court, but to apply to the local authorities for redress, and, failing to get redress, to appeal, as is done in this ca&e, to the legation to present the matter to Your Highness and Your Excellencies for your kind consideration.
Article XXVIII of the treaty of 1858 with the United States provides that if controversies arise between citizens of the United States and subjects of China which can
not be amicably settled otherwise, the same shall be examined and decideJ. conformably to justice and equity by tho public officers of the two nations acting in conjunction. It would seem that the taotai entirely ignored this clause in the treaty.
He refused to order a joint investigation and closed the case on ex pa1·te testimony,
taken without notice to, and in the absence of, the injured party. As the bridgekeepers in this case were public officials in the employ of the local authorities, they
arc clearly responsible for their willful misconduct. If this be not so, the foreigner
in China would rarely have a remedy for any injury done him, because employes are
ordinarily irresponlilible.
If redress can not be obta.ined before the local a.1thorities, the foreigner bas no recourse except to treat the claim as one of 'an international character and to look to
the Imperial Government for redre~s.
In this case the damages suffered by Mr. McCaslin are very serious, and he demands 10,:357.50 taels as compensation therefor. The case as presented is important.
It is desirable to know whether Your Highness and Your Excellencies will sustain the
taotai in his arbitrary refusal to order a joint investigation.
I have the honor to request that he be ordered to have an immediate joint investigation of the case, and to decide it fairly on the facts and law, and, if be refuses to
allow Mr. McCaslin any damages, that he be required to report in detail the evidence
in the case to Your Highness and Your Excellencies. In that event the evidence presented by the claimant will also appear, and I do not doubt that on appeal to Your
Highness and Yonr Excellencies and myself we will arrive at a correct conclusion.
Should this course be not adopted, I have then to request that Your Highness and
Your Excellencies will kindly consider the evidence in my possession, which will be
furnished to you if desired, and that, after examining it, Your Highness and Your Excellencies will order the sum demanded to be paid to the claimant.
With assurances, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 1049-Translation.]

The Tsung-li ymnen to M1•. Denby.

No. 13.]
NOVEMBER 23, 1888.
YouR EXCELLENCY: Upon the 17th of November the prince and ministers had the
honor to receive a communication from Your Excellency in regard to the case of Mr.
Louis McCaslin, an American merchant, who sustained injuries at the hands of the
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hridge-keeper in charge of the bridge of boats at Ningpo, and that the intendant of
Ning-po had refused to hold a joint investigation of the case with the consul.
Your Exce1lency requested that the intendant be instructed to take up the case and
deal with it fairly, etc.
In reply, the prince and ministers would observe that the yamen have already sent
a communication to the governor of Che-kiang to clearly investigate and ta,ke action
in the premises, and on receipt of his report they will inform Your ExcellPncy .
.As in duty bound, the prince and ministers send this communication beforehand for
Your Excellency's information.
To His Excellency CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 10!9-Translation.]

The Tsung-li yamen to Mr. Denby.

No. 2-1889.]
FEBRUARY 9, 1889.
YouR ExcELLENCY: Upon the 17th of November, 1838, the prince a!Hl ministers
had the honor to receive a communication from Your Excellency in regard to the injuries which Mr. Louis McCaslin recei ve•l at the bridge of boats (in Ningpo ), wherein
yon requested that instructions be sent the Ningpo taotai to at once hold a joint investigation of the case and to satisfactorily decide the same in an impartial manner,
etc. At the time the yamen addressed a communication upon the subject to the governor
of Che-kiang and also acknowlerlged Your Excellency's communication, all of which
is a m&tter of record. The governor of Che-kiang has replied, giving the following
statement submitted to him by the taotai of the Ning-Shao-Tai circuit (Ningpo), viz:
"He has carefully examined and made inquiries and had obtained the true facts of
the case, and it appears that the men in charge of the bridge really bad no intention
to try to do evil or harm to Mr. McCaslin as a matter of revenge; that it was a question of carelessness on the part of the boatmen, and be certainly could not bold the
bridgemen responsible for the o1l'ense of causing the collision. Purtber, there is the
evidence taken by Major Watson. The said foreign merchant has gradually recovered
from his injuries, and there is no need to hold a joint investigation, thus saving further trouble."
Having received the yameu's communication, the governor respectfully presents the
circumstances of the action taken by the Ningpo taotai, togetlil3r with copies of the
correspondence (between the consul and the taotai), the evidence taken at the police
office, and the facts or circumstances ascert,ained upon inquiry.
With regard to this case, it seems that the said ta,otai bad carefully examined into
and made secret inquiries regarding it, and, .aM there was not the least ground to
doubt that what was right and proper had been done, he thereupon gave his decision.
:Further, when the examination was held at the police office, the interpreter of the
United States consulate was present and watched the proceedings, a:1d this should
be regarded in the same light as a joint investigation. As in duty bound, the prince
and ministers transmit herewith a copy of the reply of the governor of Che-kiang
for Your Excellency's perusal. Besides, there is the evidence taken at the police office
and the facts ascertainell by secret inquiries being made by the police in disguised
dress; but, as Your Excellency stated in your dispatch that yon had on file in your
legation the papers and evidence of the case, copies of them are not sent. Bnt should
Your Excellency wish to peruse them, the prince and ministers will have copies made
and transmitted to you.
A necessary communication, etc.

[Inclosure 4 in No. 1049.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsttng-li yamen.

No. 3-1889.]
FEnRUARY 22, 1889.
YouR IIIGnNgss AND YouR EXCELLENCms: I have tl1e honor to acknowledge
the receipt of the communication of Your Hig!mess and Your Excellencies to rue of
date the 9th of February, 18B9, in regard to the claim for injnrieg received by Louis
McCaslin at the bridge of boats at Ningpo.
Yon therein state that the evidence was taken before the police superintendent,
Major vVatson, aud that the taotai ''made secret inquiries," and that a joint invest-igation which the treaty requires is not necessary. I know of no mode of at-riv-
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ing at the wl10lc truth in judicial matters except an open investigation, at which
hoth parties are present and have the right to sift matters to the bottom by examination and cross-examination of witnesses. This case fullv illustrates thii: idea.
I have before me the evidence of the boatmen, which fully sus~tains the justice of the
claim. Your Highness and Your J<Jxcellencies also allude to the evidence in your
possession, which can not be the same as that which is in mine. You allude, also, to
''secret inquiries." But if "secret inquiries" are to control, all persons could make
any statement they pleased.
The :first boatman examined states: "We called out to the people not to close;
they looked at our boat, and, seeing it was foreign, they turned and closed the bridge."
Tbe second boatman says the injuries happenecl "because the bridge-keepers persisted in closing the bridge, although we repeatedly asked them not to when the boat
was partly through."
The third boatman says: "The bouse Boat was partly through the bridge when the
keepers began closing it; we called out to them to stop, but they looked at us and
took no notice; they turned and proceeded to close the bridge."
The fourth boatman says: ''We shouted to them not to close, but they took no
heed, but proceeded to shut the bridge, striking our boat."
This is the evidence as reported to me, which was taken at the f!ompo police station. Negligence or a willful desire to inflict injury could scarcely be more clearly
shown.
Other proof in my possession from foreign witnesses is still stronger. Some stress
is laid upon the statt"ment that Mr. McCaslin bas gradually recovered from 'his injuries. That bas nothing to do with his right to recover damages.
Some stress is laid, also, on tl1e st!ttement in the report that if Mr. McCaslin bad
not gone to the front of the boat be would not have been injured. This may or may
not be true. It is altogctber likely that his courage and devotion prevented a
serious accident, which would bave resulted in the sinking of his boat and the drowning of all tbe occupants t.her(•of. Bnt, however that may be, it is a universal principle that where, by the negligence of others, a man is put in circumstances of great
periL he is not cbargeable with neglip:ence, even if, acting on the spur of the moment,
he runs into danger. Thus, when a collision takes place between two vehicles, one who
endeavors to save himself by jumping and is therefore injured is not liable to have
imprudence or carelessness imputed to him. But this is not the time to argue what
the effect of evidence is. The evidence bas not been taken by a joint investigation,
and wehave not got it in full before us. This mode of examination isjustto all parties. IfYour Highness and Your Excellencies establish the precedent that a joint investigation sball not be bad whenever the said taotai announces that he has prejudged
the case it will return to plague you on many future occasions. It may work in your
favor in this instance, but yonr opponents may rely upon it when it suits them, and a
correct decision may thus be often avoided. I trust that on a reconsideration of the
qnestion Yonr Highness and Your Excellencies will see that no harm can possibly arise
by standing by the rule that legal investigations affecting foreigners under the treaties
should be open and joint. I ask at present that the taotai be ordered to hear this
case in the regnlar way and to report the evidence taken before the joint tribunal.
The presence of the interpreter of the consulate at the police officers' examination was
in no sense a joint investigation. If, however, Your Highness and Your Excellencies
so con~ider it, then I say that the evidence taken sustams Mr. McCaslin's claim, and
I have only to ask tl.Jat it be ordered to be paid.
With assurances, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure 5 in No.1049.-Trans1ation.]

The Ts1Lng-li yarnen to Mr. Denby.
No.8.]

MARCH 3, 1889.
ExcEU.ENCY: Upon the22dof February last the prince and ministers had t.he
honor to receive Your Excellency's communication in regard to the claim for injuries
received by Louis McCaslin at the bridge of boats at Ningpo. You state in your communication that the evidence of the boatmen in possession of the ya.men can not be
the same as that in Your Excellency's, and you again request tbat the taotai be
ordered to hear the case in regular w~~y before a joint tribunal with the consul.
'fhe yamen have addressed the governor of Che-kiang to instruct the taotai to satisfactorily and speedily take action in the premises, and on receipt of a report tbe
prince :mtl ministers will inform Yonr Excellency. In the meantime, as in duty
Lound, the prince and ministers send this communication for Your Excelleucy't~ information.
A neces!:lary communication, etc.
YoUl~
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[Inclosure 6 in No. 10!19.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li yamen.
No. 21.]
AUGUST 6, 1~89.
YOUR HIGHNRAA AN'D YOUR EXCELT,ENCIES: On the22d of February I had the
to ask Your Higlnu Rs and Your Excellencies to order that a joint investigation
the McCaslin case 'Je bad by the taotai and the American consul at Ningpo. Y
Highne~s and Your Excellencies kindly agreed to this propo~:~ition, anrl the joint i
vestigation was ordered. The Amm;ican consul inquirt>d of the taotai whether
should introclnce the foreign witnesses whose testimony had already been taken by
him, and h., was told to "suit himself." He took this statement as meaning that the
foreign witnesses need not be introduced be*'e the taotai, but that their evidence
already given would be considered by the taotai the same as if they had been examined before him. But after the taotai had taken the testimony of the native witneeses he refused to consider the test.imony of the foreign witnesses on the grouncl
that it was not takeu before him. It thus bajtpens that the only proof that avails
Mr. McCaslin is the testimony of the four boatmen, and that you will still not have
before yon when yon undertake to consider th1s case any proof of the foreign witnesses, which is moRt material to the plaintiff's case.
Article IV of the treaty of 1880 between China and the United States, which is entitled, \:Treaty concerning commercial intercourse and judicial procednre," provides
that in controversies arising between the Hnh,jects of China and the citizens of the
United States th& properly authorized official of the plaintiff's nationality, "if he so
desires, shall have the right to be present, to examine and to cross-examine witnesses. The Au11 rican comml would have availed himself of this right if he han
not been misled by the taotai's statement above qnot"d. I have the honor, therefore, to request that Your Highness and Your Excellencies will direct the ta0tai at
Ningpo to reopen the case aull to examine the foreign witnesses in the presence of
the United States consul. Then, if the taotai decide~:~ that no compensation is due
to the plaintiff. he be directed to send all the evidence, foreign aml native, to Your
Highness and Your Excellencies, so that Your Highnes8, Your Excellencies and myself can have before us the same evidence and can arrive at a just conclusion.
I avail, etc.,
CIIARLES DENBY.

[lnclosuro 7 in No.104!l-Translation.]

The Tsung-H yamen to Mr. Denby.
AUGUST 14, 1~89.
No. 23.]
Youn. ExcF.TXF.XCY: On the 6th instant the prince and ministers had the honor
to receive a communication from Your Excellency in relation to the case of Louis McCaslin, wherein you requested that the taotai ·or Ningpo be directed to reopen the
case and examine the foreign witnesses in the presence of the United States consul,
etc.
In this case the prince and ministers would observe, that after receiving Your Excellency's communication in February last, iu compliance with Your Excellency's request, they instructed the Ningpo taotai to satisfactorily and speedily take action in
the premises. Now, that officer has recently presented a report embracing all the
circumstances, ·a minute and detail Ad stateme~t of which the prince and ministers
presept to Your Excellency. With regarll to this case, if there never had been from
the first to last a. joint investigation of it, the prince and ministers would naturally
have taken action in accordance with the request contained in Your Excellency's communication. But before the joint inve!'!tigation took place the taotai addressed a communication to the United States consul at. Ningpo, wherein he stated th~t, as to summoning the plaintiff or not, it was a question which he (the consul) must decide for
himself. 'l'he taotai was, moreover, of the opinion that the plaintiff should, of course,
appear in court; but., as he was a foreigner, he consequently requested the consul to
act in tbe matter himself. When the joint investigation was opened, the plaintiff was
not present; the taotai thereupon inquired of the consul the reason of his nonappearance, and the reply he received was that he was engaged, or had bu~:>iuess, and did
not come. But tLe consul did not state that, as the plaintifl' had failed to appear in
court, the case could not be determined; neither did be mention that, as the witnesses were not all present, the hearing should be postponed nnt1l another day. It is
evident, therefore, that the taking of tbe evidence of the boatmen and bridgemen,
representing both parties to the cause of action, was ample and sufficient to decide
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the case. But if the plaintiff really and truly felt that he had been wronged or op·
pressed, he naturally would have shown an atL·ious desire to appear in court and pray
for redress. Then, again, if he were en!.!aged, he shonlcl alst' (in that evellt) necessarily have gone to the court to watch the proceedings-thh~ is a well-se t th·tl go\·erning principlt'. But as it is, the plaintiff, since he did not. appear in court (at. the joint
investigation), nor request the consul to communicate wtth the Nin~po taotai a'ikiug
that the bearing of the case be postponetl; and, fnrtber, as to the <lnestion whether
he should have appeared in conrt or not-in all these the wrong m· hlamt• rests with
l1imself. It is the universal rule Qr practice in the courts of we::.! ern couutrie'4 that
when a case bas been clearly set down for bearing at a tixed time, au«l the pla..intift
l1as failed to appear in court, the judge can not wait, and tlw canse at is~ne can ue imimmediately decided. In the case under consideration, since tbt•re were witnesses
for the prosecution present in court whose testimony was taken conjuiut.ly by the
taotai and cpnsul, a decision should, of course, be rendered; and the action talwn
was not at variance with what is fitting and right. Further, the four boatmen were
employed by the plaintiff, and really if they had not. heedlessly and rashly ventured
in the path of danger how could they have been willmg to become resigned aml
submissive Y
The old bridge of boats is au important thoroughfare, and ther~ was hnng up a
prohibitory notification against small boats following in the tmkf. of the large hoats
passing through the bridge; but they must pass through the npt·uiug or arch on tho
east, on the side of which is suspended these characters, Tui IVo Lni," t·o rue this way.''
The old regulations are all very clear and explicit. .Mr. McCaslin's boat had violated
the regulations; be was desirous of seeking his own convenience and had rashly and
hlindly followed the large boat, with the result that he received injuries. llnt
certainly the fault is entirely his own. The same, for instance, as in western countries, where prohibitory notices are posted on railroads warning per~:>ons that no
!>lame can attach to the railway companies if any persons who, seeking their own
convenience, heedlessly venture in the way of danger, are thereby killed or wounded.
The circumstances attending the present case are precisely identical. In a word,
this case bas been tried before a joint tribunal in a clear and thorough manner. The
plaintiff failing to appear before the court, it was right that upon the evidence submitted a decision should be pronounced. In China, as well as in western countries,
the modus opel'andi is the same. The examination of the witnesses having fini&hed,
the decision rendered was still in accordance with the former one (given by previous
taotai).
The United States consul did not make any comments, from which it may be
known that the taotai had certainly not been unjust or indulgent in the treatment
of the case. Therefore, the request which Your Excellency bas at this time made,
that another joint trial be made, is one which the prince anu ministers find it difficult to comply with.
And, as in duty bound, they present the foregoing circumstances of the case as
presented by the Ningpo taotai, which, they hope, will receive a candid examination
hy Your Excellency.
A necessary communication, etc.

[Inclosure 8 in No. 1049.]

M1·. Denby to tlte Tsung-li yamcn.
No. 23.]
AUGUST 26, 1889.
YOUR HIGmmss AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: On the 17th instant I had the honor
to receive a communication from Your Highiloss and Your Excellencies in relation to
the case of Louis McCaslin, wherein yon decline to direct the taotai at Ningpo to
reopen the said case for the purpose o-f hearing the testimony of the foreign witnesses. By a misconception of my implicit instructions, and by a misconception, also,
of the real meaning of the statement made by the taotai as to the necessity of producing the said witu•ess before the joint commission, the consul bad failed to summon
the important witnesses of the plaintiff to appear. Your Highness and Your Excellencies correctly state the facts preceding the last examiuation. My purpose in asking for an order that the witnesses should all be reexamined before a joint commission
was simply that Your Highness and Your Excellencies and I might have before ns
in the discussion of the case exactly the same evidence. This result bas not been
obtained. While I have before me all the evidence, as well of native as of foreign
witnesses, Your Highness and Your Excellencies still have only the evicleuce reported
by the taotai, which does not cover the evidence of the foreign witnesses. How, then,
can Your Hi~bness and Your Excellencies determine as to the merits of the case with
only one-halt of the evidence in your possession f
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In the consideration of this case it is well to bear in mind that it was not an
nary suit at law by one individual against another, by an American citizen
a Cllinese subject. It was essentially a claim against the local authorities
jury done by their servants, the bridge-tenders. The joint commission was
to by me as prAsenting the snrPst method of securing all the avid•·nce. Not
suit by an individual against another individual, the strict rules of law do not
to it. But even i.f they did, in western countries several methods are provided
opening judgments when they are claimed to be erroneous. The fact on
Highness and Your Excellencies comment, that the plaintiff McCaslin did not
has no significance. All the facts could be proved by other disinterested witnesses.
In western countries it is not at all necessary that the plaintiff should appear, and it
only within a comparatively few years that the plaintiff has been permitted to give h
own testimony as a witness. Your Highness and Your Excellencies proceed to
the case on its merits, although you have not before you any of the testimony of the
foreign witnesses, which was most important to a proper understanding of the facts.
Your Highness and Your Excellencies seem to base your conclusion tha.t Mr. McCaslin
ought to receive no damages on the statement that he was himself guilty of negligence,
that he violated the rules as to passing the bridge. I am not greatly learned in Chinese jurisprudence. What I do know of it induces me to believe that identical :principles of right and justice underlie the civil jurisprudence of all civilized natiOns,
and Your Highness and Your Excellencies can not properly determine whether McCas1in was guilty of negligence or not, not having all the evidence before you. Where
an injury has been willfully and wantonly inflicted, the negligence of the iniured party
cuts no figure. Thus, if a person comes expressly to kill me and I am guilty of negligence in not properly taking precautions to defend myself, I am, nevertheless, entitled
to damages for the wrongful act. I claim in this case that the whole evidence will
show that the bridge-tenders were repeatedly warned and begged not to close the
bridge, and that they wantonly and willfnllydid so; although they knew that their act
in so doing would cans~ great injury to the occupants of the boat and possibly loss of
life. If this be true, it does not at all matter in point of law that the boatmen ought
not to have attempted to pass by the opening in which the injury occurred. I therefoxe renew my request that the evidence of the foreign witnesses may be taken before
the taotai and reported to Your Highness and Your Excellencies for your final action.
Failing in that, I ask to be permitteli to send to Your Highness and Your Excellencies
the evidence on file in my legation, and that this claim be considered in view of all
the evidence heretofore taken. If, in the end, Your Highness and Your Excellencies
adhere to your present decision, I can simply report your determination to my Government.
I beg leave to remind Your Highness and Your Excellencies in all courtesy that my
Government, in matters of a character similar to this, has been exceedingly liberal
in dealing with the claims of Chinese subjects who have snfl"ered injuries in the United
States, having paid in a short period nearly half a million of dollars for such purpose.
I have, etc.,
CIIARLES DENBY.

ln<'losnre 9 in No.1049:-Translation.
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~'Bung-li

yamen to Mr. Denby.

No. 25. J
SEPTEMBER 4, 1889.
YouR EXCELT,ENCY: On the 26th of August the prince and ministers had the honor
to receive a communication from Your Excellency in relation to the case of Louis
McCaslin, wherein you again request that the Ningpo taotai he directed to reopen
the case and take tha evidence before a joint tribunal of the foreign witnesses and to
.:eport it to the yamt.n for final action in the premises, etc.
.
In regard to this case, it was clearly and concisely discussed in the yam8n's communication in reply to Your Excellency of August 14, and there is now no need to reiterate the arguments then presented. But from Your Excellency's dispatch it would
seem that ypur wish is to have the case determined here and between the yam~n and
yourself. The prince and miniMters are of the opinion that in the trial of caseH it is
natural to take the evidence submitted in court and rely on it as the proof. Before
the joint examination commenced the Ningpo taotai stated to the consul that as to
whether the plaintiff should appear before the court or not was a question which he
must decide for himself. At the joint investigation, however, the piain~iff did not
appear, as the consul did not summon him. It was not (the case) that the t.aotai did
not wish to takA the testimony of the foreign witnesses. A decision in the case was
thereupon rendered upon all the evidence submitted without objection or opposition
from any of the parties (literally, all of them). Now, after judgment has been rendered
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and the case settlrcl, Your Excellency requests that the taotai be instrncted to reopen
the case for the purpot;e of taking, conjointly with t.lle consul, the evidence of the
foreign witnesses. Such a rule of action or procedure has never been practiced in
China.
In Your Excellency's communication you observe: "By a misconception of your
implicit instructions, and by a misconception, also, of the meaning of the statement
made by the taotili as to tae necessity of producing the said witnesses before .the
joint commission, the consul failed to summon the witnesses of the plain tift~" etc.
To this the prince and ministers would remark that the charge of carelessness must
be borne by and rest on the consul; the Chinese authorities have not acted in an unreasonable or unjust manner. Your Excellency further remarks that your Government, in matters of a character similar to this, has been exceeuingly liberal in dealing with the claims of Chinese subjects who have suffered injuries in the United
States, having paid, within a short period, nearly a half million of dollars for such
purposes. In regard to the cases at Rock Springs and other places, which occtlrrc<l
in recent years, these were cases where many innocent Chinese, who had committed
no~rime, were killed and their houses and property destroyed . . The suffering and
cruel treatment they endured one can not bear to express. The United States Government indemnified the sufferers as an act of commiseration, which fully evinced a
staunch and thorough feeling of friendsllip on the part of a friendly nation, and China
is not unaware of this and is grateful for this act. But the circumstances of the
present case are difterent and should uot be taken up as being the same anddiscusse<l
from that standpoint. The prince and ministers therefore present to Your Excellency
the true ci•cnmstances upon which they can not cousent to having a further joint
examination for the taking of the testimony of foreign wit1.esses, and they still hopo
that Your Excellency will view their decision in a canditl aud fair spirit.
A necessary communication, etc.

[Inclosure 10 in No. 10!9.)

Mr. Denby to Mr. Pettus.
APRil. 3, 1889.
No. 28.]
SIR: Your dispatch No. 37 of the 25th ultimo is at hand.
After considerable discussion with the 'l'snng-li yamcn, I am satisfied that the bettor
pian will be to have the joint investigation which the yamcn has ordereu. This, on
the part of the yamcn, is a concession which may pave the way to the recovery of
damages. They insisted on the evidence which the taotai sent forward; I insisted
on that which yon had sent me. A joint investigation will secure the same evidence.
After you have taken it, if the taotai still refuses satisfaction: you can appeal to the
legation. Then the evidence will be undisputed and there will be common ground
for the yamen and the legation to meet on. There is no other possible solution, because as long as the yarnen relies on proof which differs from the proof sent by you
nothing can be done. I am satisfied that the consent to have a joint investigation is
the beginning of a concession which will lead to a payment of damages. Your dispatch is the first intimation I have had that a joint investigation had been ordered.
Yon are therefore instructed to consent to a joint investigation and to make the best
case you can. With my knowledge of Chinese character, I am induced to believe that
you and the taotai can a~ree on a settlement if you can make the necessary overtures.
If you do not agree, then let tho case come to Peking as an appeal from a joint investigation, as the tret~ty provides.
CIIAHLES DEN

Mr. Blaine to .1lfr. Denby.
No. 498.]

DEPARTl\IENT OF STATE,

lVashington, February 20, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No.1018 of the 30th of December last, in
relation to the issue of a travel certificate to Chun Arfat, a Chinaman
who claims to be a naturalized citizen of the United States.
In your letter of the 29th of December. to Consul Crowell you take the
correct position that, unless Ohun Arfat has a passport or makes application for one, no ground exists for tl.te issue of a travel certificate.
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As to the general subject, the Department is inclined to revert to
Frelinghuysen's position that a travel certificate should only i~sue
the particular trip undertaken by the applicant. It should not
issued under circumstances which permit it to be used in lieu of a
1>ort for residential purposes. The term during which such a tra
certificate may be valid can not well be fixed oy a general rule. Ci
cumstr~nces may determine a long and circuitous journey, witlJ
sary halts, extending over a, considerable period of time. 'fhe pu
of the journey, its course and objective point are chiefly to be con
ered in issuing such a certificate, and not the time during which
holder may rove at will or reside outside treaty ports.
If a permit to tra\'el be expanded by a time limit, so as to be tanta.
mount to a permit of residence of specified duration, the door is opened
to a logical claim on the part of the Chinese authorities to intervene to
attach conditions to the contemplated s~jonrn of the bearer, thus introducing unnecessary and undesirable complications.
Questions of residential rights and privileges should in all cas£>s rest
on the treatieR and ou the passports which those treaties stipulate as
sufficient evidence of the holder's rigllts.
Approving your views as expressed to Consul Crowell, and necessariiy reserving any opinion as to Chuu Arfat's citizenship till the
question is presented,
I am, etc.,
JAl\IES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Denby to JJ!r. Blaine.
No. 1058.]

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNITED STATES,

Peking, l!"'ebruary 26, 1890.

(Received April15.)
I have the honor to suggest that it is desirable that a circular
should be issued by the Department directed to the consuls in China
particularly setting forth the manner of applying for passports and of
issuing travel certificate8.
My reasons for making this recommendation are the following:
While the ruleR concerning. passports .(paragraphs 133 to 149, Consular Regulations, 1888) are full, as applicable to other countries, no special
mention is made of China.
Here the rules have been modified to suit pecular conditions, and in
another revision of the Consular H.eguhttious these modifications should
be insertetl. One modification is that at places where no notary or
other official empowered to administer oaths can be found a certificate
may be substituted for the ordinary jurat.
Another modification is that the applicant for a passport must forward to the legation his full Ollristian and surname in Ollinese and
Englisll. In Chinese these names are called Hsing and ]}fing. The
·yamen will not countersign a passport unless this rule is complied
with.
It happens almost every day that we are compelled to return applications for passports to the consuls because this rule has not been
complied with.
Again, the occasions on which travel certificates may be issued are
not defined in the regulations. Paragraph 138 provides for the issuance of certificates only in countries where the local laws require the
deposit of a passport during the temporary sojourn of a traveler. But
SIR:
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in China, by the direction of the Department, travel certificate~ are issuable in cases where the applicant llas made application for a passport
to the legation. In this connection, in my dispatch No. 1018 of December 30, 1889, covering a communication to the consul at Amoy, I recommend that travel certificates may in cases of emergency be issued by the
consul when application is made for a passport. In such cases certificates should cover the proposed travel, and not for a year, as is now
the rule.
I pre~eut, as a suggestion simply, a form of the proposed circular.
I have, etc.,
CnARLES DENBY.

[Inclosuro 1 in No. 1058.]

Circular to the United States consuls in China.
Consuls are directed that the rules hereinafter set out mu&t be complied with in
making applications for passports to the legation in China.
(l) Duplicate applications must be forwarded to the legation complying in all respects with the forms which are now in use for native and naturalized citizens, a~:~ the
case may be.
(2) In cases whf're it happens that no notary or other officer before whom an oath
may be administered is accessible to the applicant for a passport, a form of cnrtificate
for an applicant for a, passport which is herewith inclosed may be adopted. Two
persons should sign as witnesses.
c~n In all cases in which application is made to the legation for a passport, the
Christian and surnames of the applicant in uoth the English and Chinese languageo
must be forwarded to the legation.
( 4) Consuls have no power to issue passports; but they may in cases of emergency
issue travel certificates. Such certificates shall only be issue<! by tho consuls where
the applicant applies for a passport. At the time that the travel certificate is issued
the consul shall forward to tho legation at Peking the duplicate affidavits mentioned
in clanse 1 hereof, and he will retain the passport issued by the legation as his
voucher for the right to issue a travel certificate uutil the travel certificate is returne<l to him, and the passport may then be delivered to the applicant. Such travel
certificates shall be goou for the proposetl trip only, and shall not specify that they
are good. for 1 year or for any other given time.

Form of approved certificate jo1· applicant.
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify and affirm that the matters statccl in my
application for a, passport of date - - are true, anrl that this statement shall in
all respects ue he1<l and tn•a ted the same as if I ha<l personally executed. such application before a consul of tho Unite<! States.

----.

\Yituess:

----.
l'Jr. Denby to llfr. Blaine.
No. 1061.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, ~liarch 6, 1890. (Received April15.)
SrR: Referring to my dispatch No. 1058 of February 26 last, relating
to passports, I have the honor to call your attention to another phase
thereof.
Paragraph 135, Consular Regulations, 1888, requires that a naturalized citizen applying for a passport shall produce the original or certi-
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fied copy of the decree of court by which he was declared to be a citi
The minister is also required to transmit to the Department at the
of each quarter a statement of the evidence on which all passports
issued.
In addition, the forms now in use require that the applicant
state when and where he was naturalized, with the words followiug: "
shown by the accompanying certificate of naturalization."
It thus appears that the certificate of naturalization should ------· ,-pany the duplicate application for passports.
If this means that the original certificate of uaturalizat.ion shall
company each application, it is plainly impracticable.
Such certificate could only thus be once used and would prob
reach the applicant again after it had been forwarded to the
ment. He should have the right to retain the original in his own posession.
I have therefore instructed Mr. Crowell, the consul at Amoy, who
has a case in point, that he must require the applicant to exhibit to him
the original or a certified copy of the decree of naturalization, and mu~t
forward to the legation two copies of such decree or certified copy, with
his own certificate that the copies so forwarded are full, true, and correct.
The following form of certificate has been sent him for use:
CONSULATE OF TilE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CHINA.

I hereby certify that - . - - , to me well known to be the identical person
t.h at be claims to be, this day exhibited to me the original (or a certified copy) of
the decree Qf court by which he was declared to be a citizen of the United States, and
the above and foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of the said decree.
Witness my hand and seal of the said consulate this- day of - - .

----,

Consul.

I renew my recommendation that a circular embodying as full information as possible as to the mode of applying for passports be prepared and sent to all the consuls in China.
In spite of all the instructions that this legation can issue, and in
spite of my having been compelled to return many passport applications which were defective, they still frequently come to this legation.
Such a circular is absolutely demauueu, owing to the silence of the
Consular Regulations as to the peculiarities on the subject existing in
China.
I do not issue it myself, because I have no authority to overrrtle the
Department's order that travel certificates shall run a year, instead of
running for the proposed trip only, as they ought to do.
This is the first application that I have had from a naturalized Chinaman; but there may be others, and this class will bring nothing but
trouble to the United States authorities in China. For these reasons
I attach som~ importance to the subject.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY,

CHINA.
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lJfr. Denby to Jlfr. Blaine.

No.lOGS.J

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, Jllarch 18,-1890. (Heceived :May 5.)
SrR: I have the honor to inform you that a Chinese subject, having
the English name of Alvin F. Howe, applied to me to-day for iuforma.tion as to the mode by which be can gain access to the United States.
He is a Christian, a physician by profession, and an employe of the
Methodist mission at Peking. He desires to complete his medical studies in the United States under the patronage of the Methodist Board
of Missions. He speaks English very well, and is in all respects reputable. It is likely that his board will apply to you to facilitate his landing in the United States. To enable you to come to a decision in his
case, I make a few ohservations touching the geueral subject, as well
as this particular case.
I have never made but one application to the yamen for a certificate
for a Chinese subject who uesired to go to the United States. The
yamen's reply to that applicn,tiou will be found at page 2~3, Foreign
Relations of 1887. The yamen therein states that it has never issued
such a certificate, and, impliedly, it grants my request as a compliment
to me. The question whether the yarneu should issue certificates, or
whether the local authorities should issue them, is h~ld up for future
determination. The law on this subject will be found at page 116,
United States Statutes at Large, 1883-1885, vol. 23. It will be seen
by reference to it that, taking iuto considerati0n the peculiar language
of China, its form of goYernment, its immense population, the general
ignorance of foreign laws and customs, the requirements of the statute
are almost impossible of performance. According to the law, the certificate must be issued by the Chinese Government, must be in English,
and must cover an accurate history of the applicaut. I presume that
no certificate complying with these conditions bas ever been issued by
the Chinese Government. I ha\'e often wondered how, without such
certificate, Chinese subjects ever gained the right to land in the United
States. I have stated to Dr. Howe and his friends here that I deemed
it inadvisaule to apply to the I mpcrial Government for the certificate
descr~bed in the statute of 1884. Some of the reasons why I do not feel
inclined to raise the ()_uestion now are the following: The danger that
since the passage of tbe ''Scott law" the yam en would reful!le to act,
the liability of precipitating a dismission of the whole Chinese question,
a disinclination on my part to embark in such a discussion without instruetions from ;rou, and the feasibility, as I conceive, of accomplishing
the desired purpose through the local authorities. I take it that the
"Government of China" does uot necessarily mean the Imperial Government, but may be construed to meau a local official, such as a taotai,
who represents the Government in the district where the applicant
resides.
It would evidently be impracticable to adopt any other interpretation.
I have therefore ad vised Dr. Howe to proceed to Shanghai, near which
place he resides, and secure a certificate from the taotai, anu have it
viseed, as required by la • by the consul-general. If you construe the
law differently, and hold that the certificates provided for by the act of
1884: must be issued by the Imperial Government at Peking, I will
have time to so inform Dr. Howe, who will not lea,-e until July. If it
. is your desire that I shall apply to the yam~n to frame definite rules
under which Chinese subjects can go to the United States, I will take
up that subject.
F R U0--12
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While it must be conceded that the whole question is involved
doubt, and that, in the course of events, somA definite solution must
arrived at, still I am inclined to favor the policy of" laissez aller,"
to go slowly, and to look to preceuent rather than to sudden and
tive decisions.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY,

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby.

No. 510.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, March 24, 1890.
SIR: Referring to your No. 988 of the 31st of October last, in

tion to the claim of Louis McCaslin for injuries sustained by hi
consequence of the closing of the bridge at Ningpo, on April 29,
I have to inform you that the Department has received from Mr.
tus, United States consul at that place, a dispatch bearing date
12th ultimo, in which he transmits copies of his correspondence wi
yourself and the taotai and a report of the evidence in the case.
The purpose of the new investigation of the matter by Mr.
and the taotai was to take the evidence of the native and the forei
witnesses jointly. Each side had previously examined its own witn
separately, and for this reason each refused to accept the testimony
taken by the other. It thus became necessary, in order to secure
common ground for discussion, to have all the testimony taken jointly
by representatives of the United States and China. This point is made
clear by the correspondence in the case and by your instructions to
Mr. Pettus. The only explanation of his omir;sion to produce his witne8ses is found in the response of the taotai to his inquiry whether
the foreign witnesses should be called. ''If," said Mr. Pettus, in his
letter to the taotai of April 15, 1889, "you also wish that th~ foreign
witnesses be called in again and their evidence retaken, I can have
them summoned for the <late decided upon." In his letter of the 1st of
May, 1889, the taotai, replying to Mr. Pettus's inquiry, said: "I beg to
state you must suit yourself about the foreign witnesses." From this
Mr. Pettus inferred, and seems to have had good ground to iufer, that
the presence and reexamination of the foreign witnesses would not be
:.:equired.
The natural construction of the taotai's language would be that if
Mr. Pettus desirad to reexamine his witnesses for the purpose of elicit·ing new evidence, he would be at liberty to do so, but that, if he preferred, he might let the claimant's case rest on the evidence already
taken. When, however, the taotai bad examined the native witnesses,
be closed the case, refusing to consider the evidence of the foreign witnesses previously taken, and rendered a decision against the claimant.
The first and only object of the reexamination of the case was thus completely defeated by a misund.erstandibg, for which the taotai was certainly largely responsible and of which he to{)~ ad vantage. It can not
be said that there has been any joint investigation of the case in the
sense in which that term was understood by yourself and the imperial
authorities when Mr. Pettus and Taotai Nu were respectively instructed
to proceed in the reexamination of the matter.
The Imperial Government should not permit a fair and just consideration of the case to be prevented by such a misunJerstanding between
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the consul and the taotai as tlwt which has been described, or permit
an adverse judgment of so doubtful a character to stand.
Yon nre instructed to communicate these views to the Imperial Government.
I am, etc.,
JAmEs G. BLAINE •

.lllr. Blctine to llfr. Denb.1J.

No. 512.]

DEPAR1'l\IEN'.r OF STATE,
lVashington, .April12, 1890.
SIR: I have to aclnwwledge the receipt of your No. 1045 of the 4th
of February last, in relation to the Cbi-nan-fu land case and transmitting copy of a communication to you from the Presbyterian mission on
the same subject of J auuary 10, 1890.
The letter from tlJe mission is a somewhat exhaustive statement of
the position of its members ou the question of an implied relinquishment by them of their claim to the original suburban house lot bought
by Mr. Heid, and as such casts new light upon the general subject.
Their uuderstandiug appears to have been sufficiently clear that the
purchase of the country tract by Dr. Uoltman and the ratification of
its sale by the Chinese authorities was entirely independent of the
original land transaction in the suburbs. Tl1e idea that the tract secured by Dr. Ooltman was to be taken in lieu of the lot contracted for
by l\lr. Heid would appear with some degree of probability to have
originated in the minds of the members of the Tsnug-li yamen, although the mission admits that several of its members feared or belieYed personally that such might be the final result of the second negotiation, as the simplest means at the command of tile local authorities
of allaying popular excitement.
So far as your misconception of the position of the mission as a body
on this question is concerned, it is not at all plain that any blame therefor should attach either to you or to them in view of the fact that Mr.
.Reid and Dr. Coltman had intervened by personal letters for your information, and in consideration of the lines laid down by the Tsung-li
yamen in its communications to you. At the same time, it would be
hardly just that the mission should suffer in consequence of the separate a11d individual nets of one or two of its members not concurred in
by all or by a majority.
Popular prejudice at Chi-nan-fn appears to render it impracticable for
Mr. Heid to pursue further his claim upon llis contract for the original
suburban lot; but the claim that another house lot in another part of
the suburbs should be procured in lieu of the original lot ought not to
be lightly foregone if there seems to be any chance of its being successfully maintained without friction or unpleasant complications.
Your own suggestions, however, that the missionaries surrender the
deed of the original lot, recover the purchase money, and undertake to
secure another such lot as a moYement entirely new and independent
of the original contract is deemed preferable, as being in all probability
the least open to objection by the local autlwrities, and provided, of
conr~e, the mission <'an be induced to accept that solntio:n of the difficulty before any attempt is made to obtain au exclJmJge at the hands
of the yamen; and provided, further, that assurance can be obtained
before the surrender of the old lot that no impediment will be thrown
in the way of the acquisition of a new one of equivalent value.
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In either event it is desired that you afford the mission snch..assis
as may be properly in your power to sustain the contention that the
land question is not to be considered as having been settled by the
of the country tract per se, as assumed by the yam en, and that,
your discretion in the method of treating the matter, you endeavor
bring the views of the mission and your own on this subject into h
mony, in order that you may proceed to a just termination of the exi
iug dift'crences between the mission and the autlwrities,. under the
visions of the treaty of 1844 with China, as adverted to by text in
number 495 of January 31last.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby.
No. 517.]

DEP.AR'l'MENT OF STATE,

lVaskington, April18, 1890.
I l1ave to acknowJeuge the receipt of your No. 1049, of February
9 last, with inclosures, reporting action by you in the case of the clai
of Louis .McCaslin on account of injuries suft'ered by him in conseque
of the closing of the lnidge at Ningpo, on .April 29, 1888, and f
which it appears that you bave in the main anticipated the Department's instruction No. 510 on the sn hject.
Reiterating tlle views expressed in that instruction, it is desired that
you present the case to the Imperial Chinese Govermnent de novo an
request a reopening thereof as by explicit direction of this Govern men
upon the ground that the course of 1\Ir. Pettus in the so-called joint investigation before the taotai of Ningpo was, in the opinion of this Government, justified by the ambiguity of that officer's answer to the consul's question as to the necessity for the presence of the plaintiff's
witnesse~ in court for the purpose of giving oral testimony for Mr.
McCaslin. The advantage promptly taken of that · ambiguity by the
taotai, notwithstanding the fact that he was alone responsible for it,
in his reception of the evidence previously giYen in the plaintifi:'s behalf, is deemed by this Government to fully sustain its claim that the
case shall receive, in fact, the joint hearing which was agreed upon.
The facts in the case seem to have been fully reported to the Department by yourself and Mr. Pettus, and it does not appear from anything
submitted here that blame can attach to Mr. Pettus in any degree for
the apparently total miscarriage of justice, or that any reason can be
assigned to him ior the failure to hold a joint investigation as ordered
by the yamen.
The point should be insisted upon that this Government can notregard tbe last hearing of the case by the taotai &sa "joint investigation"
even by implication, and that the consul can not be permitted to be
called to account for his most natural construction of the taotai's language: "I beg to state you must suit yourself about the foreign witnesses." Unless that sentence was intended to convey the idea that
the presence and oral repetition of the testimony of the foreign witnesses already on file in writing would not be required by the taotai,
it Is not clear what idea it was meant to express.
After considerable correspondence between yourself and the yamen,
a joint investigation was onlered as an ad mis:-;ion hy the I m pcrial Government that the separate hearings already l.uul were found incapable
SIR:
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of attaining tlte ends ofjm~tice and for the express purpose of bringing
tlte evi<leuce of both si<lcs lJefore the eourt. 'l'bat purpoHP was di::-;tiuctly
defe~1te<l by the iudirect and mislca<ling language of tile taotai in re·
ply to tlle consul's question as to tlte necessity for the presence of the
foreign witnesses at Lllejoint investigation, and by no other means. Jn
this view of the case, it is not doubted that the Imperial Government
will, upon a proper presentation of tlle facts by this Governmeut, perceive the propriety of reopening the case in order that its own original
pnrpoRe in directing a joint investigation may not appear to have been
aYoided by tile equivocal course of the taotai of Ningpo.
You may communicate this dispatch by reading to the yamCm, and,
if desired, you will leave a copy with tllem, forti(ying the representations herein by such oral recital of your previously advanced arguments as may seem proper.
I am, etc.,
J.A.l\fES G. BLAINE.

Jt[r. Denby to 111r. Blaine.
No. 1113.1

LEGA'l'ION OF TTIE UNITED STATES,

Peking, Jllay 5, 1890.

(Received June 20.)
In further reply to your dispatch No. 510 of March 24. 1890,
relating to the claim of I.1ouis McCaslin for injuries received by the
wrongful closing of a bridge of boats at Niugpo, April 29, 1888, I
have the honor to state that I have sent to the foreign office a communication, of wilich a copy is herewith inclosed.
I have, etc.,
SIR:

CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure in No. 1113.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li-yamcn.
No.5.]

LEGATON OF TilE UNITED STATES,

Peking, May 5, 1800.
Yourr ExCELLENCIES: I have tbe honor to inform Yonr Highness and Yonr ExccllenC'it's that I have received instructions from my Goverm 1cnt, to
again bring to yonr attention the necessity of having a joint investigation in the
McCaslin ca~c, being a. claim against the Government of China for injuries suffered
by Loni!' McCaslin at Ningpo, April 29, 1888.
As to the most satisfactory mode of communicating t.he views of my Government, I
have the lwnor to send you a translation of the material part of the dispatch I have
received.
''I ha.ye to inform you that the Department has received from Mr. Pettus, United
States consul at Ningpo, a dispatch bearing date the 12th of February, in which he
transmits copies of his correspondence with yourself and the taotai and a report of
the evidence in the ca.se.
'~The purpose of the new investigation of the matter by Mr. Pettns a.nd the taoti
was to take the evidence of the na.tive and the foreign witnesses jointly. Each side
had .previously examined its own witnesses separately, and for this reason each refused to accept the testiiiiony taken by the other.
"It thus became necessary, in order to secnre a common ground for discnssion, to
have all the testimony taken jointly by the representatives of the United States and
C~ina.
This point is made clear by the correspondence in the case and by your instructions to Mr. Pettus. The only cxpl:tnation of his omission to pt>odnce his witnesses is fonnd in the response of the taotai to his inquiry whether the foreign
witnesses should be called . . 'If,' Raidl\Ir. Pettus in his letter to the taotai of April
15, 1889, 'yon also wish that tbe foreign witnesses he called in again and their evidence retaken, I can have thorn summoned for tho date decided upon.'
YouR TTrnn:'\ESR AXD
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"In his letter of the 1st of May, 1889, the taoti, replying to Mr. Pettus's i
said: 'I beg to state yon must suit yourself about the foreign witnesses.'
"From this Mr. Pettus inferred, and set•ms to have had good gromu1s1o infer,
the presence and reexamination of the foroign winesscs wonld not he required.
"'!'he natural construction of the taotai's language would be that, if Mr.
desired to reexamine his witnesses for the purpose of eliciting new evidence,
be at liberty to do so, but that, if he preferred, he might let the claimant's
on the evidence already taken. When, however, the taotai bad examined the n
witnesses, be closed the case, refusing to consider the evidence of the foreign
nesses previously taken, and rendered a decision against the claimant.
"The first and only object of the reexamination of the case was thus compl
defeated by a misunderstandin~, for which the taotai was certainly largely reR,nolllAi~
ble, and of which be took advantage.
"It can not be said that there has been any joint investigation of the case in
sense in which that term was undersifood by yourself and the imperial au
when Mr. Pettus and the taotai were respectively instructed to proceed to the
examination of the matter.
''The Imperial Government should not permit a fair and just consideration of
case to be prevented by such a misundenatanding between the consul and the
or permit an adverse judgment of so doubtful a character to stand.
··
''You are instructed to communicate these views to the Imperial Government."
I made substantially the same argument to Your Highness and Your .u..,....,.,•.._.,I.J,..,,.,oo:
on divers occasions.
M~· Government puts the facts and the law in a very strong light, and I trust
Your Highness will now see the propriety of setting aside the judgment cornpllairled;
of, and that justice may be done.
I avail, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY•

•
No. 523.]

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby.
DEP.ARTMENT OF ST.ATE,

lVashington, Jlfay 6, 1890.
SIR: I bave to acknowledge the receipt of your Nos. 1058 and 1061
of February 26 and March 6, respectively, in which you suggest that a
circnlar, a draft of which accompanies your No. 1058, be sent to the
consuls of the United States in China, relative to the issuance of passports and travel certificates under the peculiar conditions existing in
that Empire.
Your opinion that travel certificates, when issued by consuls to
parties who have applied for passports, but who are anxious to depart
011 a journey into the interior before their application can be acted upon
by your legation, should be limited to be good only for such journey
was fully set forth in your No. 1018 of December 30, 1889, and bas
already received the approval of the Department in its instruction No.
498 of February 20,1890.
In cases, therefore, where travel certificates are required by the local
authorities they may be issued by United States consuls in China to
two classes of persons:
(1) Those who possess American passports; and,
(2) Those who have actually and regularly applied for such passports.
No objection is now perceived to the continuance of the present practice of issuing to those who come within the first of these categories
travel certificates good for 1 year : and great hardships might, as
pointed out in Mr. Smithers's No. 22 of 1\Iay 15, 1885, be imposed upon
them, especially when engaged as missionaries at a distance from any
consulate, by the adoption of any other rule.
But with regard to the second class, where of necessity the. validity
of the travel certificate is conditioned upon the subsequent issuan~e of
the passport, it is eminently proper that tlte efficacy of the certificate
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should be narrowly restricted. It is therefore deemed advisable that
ttte certificate issued to such parties should be expressed to be gooll
only for the particular journey, and not longer than 1 year.
It is apparent. from your No. 106l th~tt yon misapprehend the nature
of the returns required by the regulations relative to passports issued
by the representatives of the United States abroad. Those regulations
do not contemplate the retention by such officers, or the transmission
to this Department, of the certificate of naturalization which should accompany the passport application of a naturalized citizen. That application, if properly filled out, shows the date of naturalization and
the court which granted it, and is a sufficient record of these facts for
the purposes of this· Department.
·
..
It is intended that the application should be compared with the naturalization certificate by the officer issuing t.he passport, and that if he
finds that they correspond he should certify this fact upon the application and return the naturalization certificate, with the passport, to the
applicant. The passport clerk of this Department, in cases of this
class, writes the word "correct" and his initials across that part of the
application which contains the statements above alluded to.
In accordance with these views, a circular, a copy of which is herewith
inclosed, lias been sent to the consuls of the United States in China.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLA.INE.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 523.]

Cil'cular to the consztla1· officers of the United States in China.
DEPARTl\IE:ST OF STATE,

Washingt011, May 1, 1890,
'l'he attention of the Department having been called to certain irregnlari ties in the preparation of passport applications and the issuance of travel certificates by consuls of the United States in China, it is deemed advisable to give tho
following instructions supplementary to article x of the Consular Regulations:
(1) Consuls have no authority to issue passports.
(:.!) Applications for passports must be forwarded to the legation in duplicate, and
must correspond in all respects with the forms now furnished by the Department, a
sample set of which is herewith inclosed.
(:3) In cases where no notary or other officer authorized to administer oaths is accessible to the applicant for a passport, such applicant should transmit with his
application a certificate, a form for which is herewith inclosed. Two persons should
sign with him as witnesses.
( 4) In all cases in which application is made to the legation for a passport, the full
Christian na.me a.nd surname of the applicant, ir:. both the English and the Chinese
la.nguages, must be forwarded to the legation.
(5) When application for a passport is ma.de by a. naturalized citizen of the United
States, or by one who claims citizenship through the naturalization of his or her
parent or husband, the proper naturalization certificate should be transmitted, with
the application, to the legation. It will be returned with the passport.
(6) Consuls ma.y issue travel certificates to persons about to make a journey into
the interior of China only when such certificates are required by the local authorities, and only to parties who possess, or who have made formal application for, passports as citizens of the United States. To those who possess passports travel certifica,tes may be issued, as is understood now to be the practice, to be good for 1 year
from their date. To one who has merely applied for a passport a travel certificate
shonltl be issned only when be desires to start on his journey before his passport can
be received from the legation, and must be expressed to be good only for the particular ,journey for which it is sought; but its validity for such journey shall not be of
greater duration tba.n 1 year. If the application for a passport in such a case is
refused upon the ground that the applicant is not a citizen of the United States, it
becomes the duty of the consul who issued the certificate to notify the person to
whom it was issued and the proper Chinese authorities that it is no longer valid.
GENTLEMRN:
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Forms for these certificates are herewith inclose<l, and, in order that there may
uniformity in the Chinese counterpart thereof, the consul-general of the Uni
States at Shanghai has been instructed to prepan' and transmit to you the ne<::essal'jl
Chinese text.
I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM P. WHARTON,
Assistant Secretary.

Fo1·m of cm·tijicate to be attached to a pasRport application when a notm·y pnblic
other officer authorized to ,_dminister oaths is not awessible to the applicant.

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify and affirm that the matters stated in my
plication for a passport of d a t e - - - - , are true; and I do hereby consent that
statement shall, in all respects, be held and treated as if I had personally ex1ecutte(l,
such application before a consul of the United States.

----.

Witness:

Fm·m of tt·avel certificate to be issued to the possesso1· of a pass]JOJ't,

No.--.

r, - - - - , c o n s u l of the United States of America a t - - , having recei
an application from · - - - - - , a citizen of the United States, or a passport to
travel in the province of - - , have, under the provisions of the Tien-Tsin treaty,
issued this pass, and have to request that the Chinese authorities, civil and military,
on examining it, wi11 allow Mr. ---safely and freely to pass, and, in case ofBeed,
to give him all lawful aid and protection.
Given under my hand and the impression of the seal of the consulate of the United
States a t - - this-- day of---, 189.
Good for 1 year.
[SEAL.]

-----,

Consul.

Fornt of travel ce1·tijicate to be issued to an applicant jo1· a passport.

No.--.
I , - - - - , consul of the United States of America a t - - , having received
an application f r o m - - - - , a citizen of the United States, for a passport to'
travel from - - , b y way o f - - , t o - - [and return], have, under the provisions of the Tien-Tsin trE-aty, issued this pass, and have to request that the Chinese
authorities, civil and military, on examining it, will allow Mr. - - - safely and
freely to pass, and, in case of need, to give him alllawfnl aid and protecthn.
Given under my hand and the impression of the seal of the consulate of the United
States at - - this day o f - - , 189 .
Good only for one journey, and not longer than 1 year.

------,

[SEAL.]

Consul.

Mr. ])enby to Jlir. Rlaine.
No. 1114.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, May 10, 1800. (Received June 20.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a note from the
forei_gn office, received at this legation yesterday. As you will see, the
discussion of the limitation of the duration of transit passes has been
rlirectly induced by the presentation of a transit pass issued 12 years
since at rrien-Tsin, the pass proving good by the insistence of Her Britannic Majesty's consul (Bullock) at that port. He claimed, correctly,
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that Tien-Tsin was not included among those ports where transit passes
were issued with any fixed limit for expiration.
The native authorities are now urgent in their desires and measures
to place a limit of time on such passes at this port, all(l such other port:-;
not already included, with a view of preventing any recurrence of irregularities. I also inclose a copy of a note from His Excellency the
German minister, which will explain an excellent suggestion to his colleagues and to the foreign office that these limitations be determine<l
ami arriYed at by the Chinese authorities with the consuls, not confining such deliberations to tlle cu&toms taotais and commissiouers to tlle
exclusion of tlle consuls.
I have, etc.,
CIIA.RLES DENBY.

[Inclosure No.1 in No.lll4.-Translatton.]

The Tsung-li-yamen to Mr. Denby.
No.4.]
MAy 10, 1890.
YouR ExCELLE~CY: With reference to the transit memoranda in triplicate issued
for the exportation of native produc1•, the inspector-general of customs proposed, ill
the eleventh year of T'nng Chill (1873) a limit of time within which they should be
delivered for cancellation. Thts limit was for the province in which the pass was
issued, 50 days; for adjoining. provinces, 100 days; for distant provinces, 200 <lays.
To exceed the limit cont:~tituted a violation of the customs regulations, entailing confisc~tion of all the goods.
In tl1e eleventh moon of that year (1873), and again in the eleventh moon of the
second Kuang-hsii (January, 1i:l77), this yamen communicated thflse proposals for the
information of the representatives of the various countries resident at Peking, from
whom, one after the other, replies were recci ved agreeing that they should he adopted
At various subsequent dates, viz, in the eighth moon of the third Kuaug-hsU (18i7)
first and second moons fifth Kuang hsii (1879 ), ninth moon seventh Knang-hsli (1881),
tlte yamen received dispatches from the southern superintendent of trade and the
governor-general of the Liang-Knang, stating that they were in receipt of reports
from Ching-Kiang, Wuhu, Pakhoi Kiung-Chow, and Canton, stating that the customs
taotais, together with the consuls, tho commissioners of customs, and the inspectorgeneral of customs, had decided upon limits which would govern transit passes for
native goods. At Ching-Kiang and Wnhu the limit was put at half a year; at Pakhoi, G months; at Kiung-Chow, 3 months; a11d at Canton, for the province of Canton
itself, :~months, and for going beyond tlte province 6 montlJs. Penalties for exceeding the allotted time were to bo exacted in accordance with the regulations. This
system of limits once in operation was found satisfactory to the mercantile community generally, and, though long in operation, no irregularities were discovered. We
bave now, however, received from the northern superintendent of trade a dispatch
stating that on the twelfth day se<"ond intercalary moon of the sixteenth Knang-hsii
(Aprill, 1890) a boatman, Chang Yu-te, having as cargo 116 packages of wool, arrived
at the Hung Ch'iao (Red Bridge) subordinale customs station and tendered for examination a pass in triplicate, Tien-Tsin, No. 178, originally issued 'to tl1e English firm
of (Wilson & Co.) Hsin T'ai Hsing, authorizing the purchase of native goo1ll:l at
Tuln Hsieu (a village south west of Tien-Tsin). Investigation showed that it had been
issued on the twelfth day of the fifth moon of the fourth Knang-hsii (June, 1878); t.hat
it was 12 years old. Fraud having been suspected, the customs taotai snbmittt><l tho
man to an oral examination. While conducting the examination, however, he received a note from Consul Bullock requesting t.hat the man be released. No limits
for the expiration of these passes having ever been established at Tien-Tsin, the enstoms taotai yielded to the request and discharged the boatman. He wrote at once to
the consul, howflver, urging t.bat deliberations be entered int.o with a view to the
establishment of definite limits for tmnsit passes at Tien-Tsin in accordance with the
procedure at other ports, which limits, once agreed upon, would prevent the recurI'ence of such irregularities. hereafter.
The superintendent of trade, having received this report, requests that this case ho
definitely decided, aml that the yamen communicate the matter to all the representatives of the foreign countries resident at Peking. We have replied to the superintendent of trade to transmit orders to the said customs taotai to como to some satisfactory arrangement of the present case with the consul, and we have also written
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to t.he northern and southern superintendents of trade to direct the inspector-general
of customs to ascel'tain what ports have no established limits for duration of transit
passes, and to order the customs taotais and the commissioners of customs at snch
places, taking into consideration the particular circnmstctnces of each localit.y, toestablish limits for dnra.tiou of transit passes in accordance with regulations, making,
a distinction for time allowed in nearer a.nd remoter places. Should a merchant have
any real causes for delay, he may, before the expiration of the limited time, make
application foL' an extension in accordance with the rules. This will be granted as
a favor to him. We communicate this matter for Your Excellency's information, and
we hope JOU will order the consuls at the various ports concerned to act in accordance with the spirit of this dispatch.
Thus we hope frauds and irregularities will be avoided, and that mercantile affairs
will more and more favorably progr<'ss with lapse of time.
Confident of Your Excellency's cordial good will in the transaction of business
with us, we are sure to receive as early as possible a reply from you.
A necessary communication, etc.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 1114.]

The Gerrnan minister to his colleagues.
PE.KING, May 9, 1890.
1\fr. von Brandt has the honor to present his compliments to his colleagues and to
place the following proposals before them:
In the yamcn's note of the 9th insta.nt on the subject of the fixation of the duration of the export transit passes, the yamen states that the taotais or commissioners
of cnstoms at those ports where such measures had not yet been introduced would he
instructed to fix a time they thought adequate.
Iu tlw same note it is, however, mentioned that at Ching-Kiang, Wuhu, Pakhoi,
Kiung-Chow, and Canton similar measures bad been introduced after an understanding h:Lcl been arrivell at between the Chinese authorities and the treaty powers.
Wo·nlLl it not be well under the circumstances to tell the yamen that, while approving
the principle of the measure proposed, the foreign representatives thought that if it
were basetl, as in the former cases quoted by the yamen, upon a joint understanding
between the Chinese authorities and the consuls, the interests of the custom&, as well
as of the mercantile community, would be best protected and future reclamations and
difficulties avoided T
If his colleagues should approve of t'his proposal, each legation might draft its
answer in the same sense.
Mr. von Brandt avails, etc.

Mr. Blaine to Air. Denby.
No. 530.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 17, 1890.
SrR: Heferring to your No. 1068 of the 18th of March last, I tran~mit a
• copy of a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury concurring in the
view that the certificate of tile taotai, properly viseed by the minister or
consul of tile United States, would be sufficient to authorize the collector of customs at the United States port where Mr. Howe, the Cllinese su~ject whose case you present, arrives to permit his lanc.ling.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
flnclosure in No. 530.]

Mr. Batcltellm· to Mr. Blaine.
TREASURY DEPARTl\fENT,

May 14, 1890. (Received May 15.)
SIR: I have the honor to aclmowleilge the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant
transmitting a copy of dispatch No. 1068, dated the 18th of March last, from tl1e United
States minister at Peking, relative to the application of Mr. Alvin F. Howe, a Chinese
subject, for advice as to the mode by which he can gain access to the United States.,
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The minister states that Mr. Howe is a Christian, a physician by profession, ancl
also an employe of the Methoclist. mission at Peking; that he desires to complete his
medical studies in the United i:itat.m; UIHler the patromtge of the 1fethodist Bnanl of
Missions; and that he speaks English very well, and is, in all respects, reputable.
The question as suggested by the minister is whether the certificate of the Chinese
. Government, specified in section 6 of the act of July 5,1884 (23 Stat. at Large, p. 116),
without which a Chinese person other than a laborer can not enter the United States,
can be issued by a dependent authority or local officer such as a "taotai," who represents, it is understood, the Chinese Government as chief magistrate in the district
where the applicant resides, and is in a position to certify the facts satisfactorily.
It is understood that the minister is inclined to tho view that such a certificate
would be satisfactory, and would substantially conform to the requirements ofla.w
on the presumption that the local officer has full authority from the Chinese Government to take action in such matters.
Upon this presumption, and in view of the difficulty and almost impracticability of
obtaining such certificate from the principal Government of China, I coucnr with yon
in the opinion that the certificate of said local officer, or" taotai," properly viseed by
the minister or other consular representllotive of the United States in China, would be
sufficient in law to authorize the collector of customs at the port of arrival in the
United States of Mr. Howe to permit him to laud.
Respectfully, etc.,
GEO. S. BA TCIIELUm,
Act·i ng Secreta1·y.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Denby.

No. 542.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 25, 1890.
I have received your No. 1113 of the 5th ultimo, relative to the
claim of the American citizen Louis McCaslin against China for injuries caused by the wrongful closing of a bridge of boats at Ningpo,
April 29, 1888. Your note in the case of the 5th ultimo is approved.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR:

Mr. Blaine to JJlr. Denby.

No. 544.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

,
lVashington, June 27, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 1114 of the lOth ultimo, in relation to
a note from the yamen of the previous day, on the subject of "the fixation of the duration of export transit passes."
The suggestion in Mr. von Brandt's memorandum, of which you inclose a copy, that the period of validity of transit passes in the several
districts and treaty ports of China be determined by mutual agreement between the authorities and the consular representatives of the
treaty powers, appears to be proper and necessary.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
lJJr. Denby to lJir. Blaine.

No. 1123.)

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Peking, July 25, 1890.. (Received September 22.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose a translation of a communication
bearing date June 16, 1890, lately sent to me by t e Tsung-li yam en ;
also a translation of another communication bearing date June 17,
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l$90; also copies of my replies to tliese two communications. The d
lay iu forwarding these papers was caused by m.r ahsence from Peki
It will be seen that the first of these communications relates mainly
the act ~f October, 1888, being the Olnnese exclusion. act., and that
recites that substantially similar inquiries were made by the Chi
minister at Washington. of yourself and of your predecessor. While
must be admitted that under the fourth article of the treaty of Jsgo
is entirely competent for the yameu to address complaints to me touching any legislative act, neverthelt:>ss, under the circumstances, it seemed
prudent for me not to take up the proposed discussion until I llad
sentec.l the matter to you and received your instructions. I answered
the yamen in that sense. The communication of June 17 is mostly
directed against the lately proposed Chinese enumeration L>ill and the
San Francisco ordinance which has for its purpose to confine Chinese
residents to certain designated locali ies. I have replied to the yamen
that my information was that the enumeration bill had been laid on
the table in the Senate, and that the o'dinauce mentioned would be
tested in the courts before any action would be had under it. It se~med
to me unnecessary to discuss at this time the provisions of either
measure.
This conduct is in accordance with the treaty, which applies
measures " as effected."
I have, etc.,
•CHARLES DENBY.

f!nclosure 1 in No. 1123.-'l.'ranslation.]

The Tsung-1-i-yamiJn to M1·. Denby.
JUNE 16, 1890,
YouR ExcEI,LENCY: Research reveals the fact.that all the treaties entered into between China and the United States, beginning with that of the twenty-fourth Tao
Kuang ( 18-14, wPstern style) ; then that of the eighth Hsien Teng (1853) ; that of the
seventh 'l'ieng Cllit (1o6H), and that of the sixth Kuang-hsii (1~80), four in all, originated on the part of the United States. }'urther, the proposed treaty, the draft
whereof was jointly discussed by us in the year Kuaug-hsii (1888), was also put forward by the Department of State under the last Administration, the original idea not
coming from China. Notwithstanding this, His Excellency, the former President,
set this treaty aside, and without premonition put in operation a new statute absolutely prohibiting the coming of Chinese laborers into the United States, a statute
widely at variance with the Chinese-American treaty of the seYentb 'l'ung Chit (18(i8),
and a violation of the treaty of the sixth Knang-hsii, wherein China authorized the
restriction by the United States of thf\ immigration of Chinese laborers. The fifth
article of the tt·eaty entered into between China and the United States in the seventh year of Tung Chit (1868) speaks of the mutual advantage of the free migration and emigration of their citizens and subjects, respectively, from the one conntry to the other, for the purposes of curiosity, of trade, or as permanent residents.
The sixth article furtqer says, * * * "Chinese subjects visiting or residing
in the United State!! shall enjoy the sap1e privileges, immunities, and exemptions in
respect to travel or residence as may there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects
of the most 'favored nation."' Again, the treaty of Kuang-hbii (1880) between
China and the United States says that whenever the coming of Chinese laborers
to ihe United States, or their residence therein, affect!! or threatens to affect., the
interests of that country, or to endanger the good order of any locality within
the territory thereof, the Government of China agrees that the Government of the
United States may regulate, limit, or suspend such coming or residence, but may not
absolutely prohibit it. The limitation or suspension shall be reasonable. Under
these circumstances, the ratification by: His Excellency the former President, on the
26th day of the eighth moon last year (western style: the 1st of October), of the statute
enacted by Congress prohibiting immigration of Chin0se laborers is beyond belief.
Further, this yamcn had vreviously, viz, on the 15th day of the eig-hth moon of that
year (September 19), s t a dispatch to Your Excellency submitting for your consider-
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ation three a<lditional clauses to the new treaty. To this, however, Yonr Excellency
has never replied. The Chinese minister to the United States also submitted these
three clauses in a dispatch to the Department of State. He, too, received not a wonl
in reply. Tue new treaty, however, was rejected and a new statute was enacted in
placeofit. This methodofdealingdoes not seem to us to agree with the spirit which
animates the treaties of our two countries, and fails to accord with the ~;eveml decades of friendship between us. Since the enacting of this new law Chinese going
to and from the United States have all met with interference. His Excellency Mr.
Chang, former minister to the United States, first on the 25th day of the twelfth moon
of the fourteenth Kuaug-hsti (January 26, 1889), later on the 26th of the first moon
of the fifteenth Kuang llsii (February 22, lt!t>9), wrote to the former Secretary of Btate
on this snhjPet. In reply to these dispatches he received an answer from the Honorallle
Secretary, in which he merely intimated that as the President wal'! about to go out of
oflice he certainly would not ratify any legislation enacted in violation of treaty.
He did not reply to any of the other important matters submitted to him.
After Mr. lllaine hacl entered on his duties as Secretary of State the former minister, Mr. Chang, on the lOth day of the sixth moon, fifteenth Kuang-ht>ii (J nly 7, ltlt>9),
wrote a dispatch making urgent inq_uiries forinforma.tion and demanding that the law
enacted by Congress the preceding year, prohibiting Chinese laborer~:~ from entering
the United States, he repealed.
These couunnnications were exceedingly explicit in their statement of the case.
In reply, howeYer, the Department merely stated that haste would be marle in a
careful consideration of the sn bject. Al:l to the manner in which tllis consideration
bus been contlncted, no information has as yet been given. This ~·amen observes that
the Chinese minister, in hil:l three di~;patclles above referred to, hmc~, in the main, sub·
stantiated his position by quotation :k om the succe!:lsivo treaties between the United
States and China. Now, by reference to the Foreign Relations of the United States,
18tH, pp. 173, H35, and 198; and to the statutes of the United Btaies, .March 18·1:~, 5th
chapter, p. 621; and to tlle Foreign Relations of the United States of ltl70, p. :3:3~;
and to tlle Congressional Hecord. 1888, 19th chapter, pp., 8451, 8-t5~, 8453; and to the
message of President Hayes, March 1, 1879, to the Forty-fifth Congress, vetoing a,
bill; and to the message to Congresl:l of President Arthur, April 4, Uk2-by reference
to these va.rions documents kept on record by the United States Goverumeut, referring to statutes aud matters with which Your Excellency is well ac,luainted, it
may be easily ascertained why t.he Department of State persistently I'efusc<l to give
definite answer~;. Sincerely interested, as Your Excellency is, in the rt~lation of
our countries, you probably are aware that the la.w now in opcr:Ltion, contrary to
treaty stipulations, interferes with Chinese subject~; in their cHurls to gain a livelihood, as well as violates the several treaties thenu;eh·es. Last yen.r at the opening
of Congress His Excellency the President, in his message to th~Lt body, ~;ta.ted that the
f<Liltue to ratify and exchange the new iTcaty twgotiated between China an<l the
United States, and the legislation of the last session of Congress eom,;<'<Jnent thl'reto,
had left some qr.estions open, to the dt•lil>eration of which it was now hi duty to
reo nest Congress to approach "·ith justice and equity, etc.
This yamen has not heard from Your Excellency whether or not during these
months any such deliberations have been entered into by the Congress of your conntry.
His Excellency Mr. Tsui, our present minister, has fre<pwutly written to the Department on the subject, but receives no replies. We request, 1inally, thai Your Excellency will clearly indicate to us what article of the treaty it is tllat your honorallle
Congress relied on in enacting the new law of Ia~t year. Should statntes be enact ell
without adherence to the treaties, then the Chinese residents in the United States
must, in time to come, suffer varied and repeated har<lships. This result, we f~ar,
can not be avoided. The Chinese have gone to America because repeated treaNes
have authorized them to go and come at their pleasure, and to enjoy there the advalltages of citizens of the most favored nation. For this reason the residents on the
coasts of Cl.ina have gone to the United States in large nmnbers to gain their subsistence. There they have accumulated considerable property. Now that uddeulv
their going to and fro is prohibited, to whose charge shall l.>e given their homes a.n;l
property in America~ The new law enacted by Congress is totally at variance with
the treaties, and we consider it a violation of the spirit which prompted your country in its repeated requests to China to execute treaties with it. It forms an entirely
new epis0de in the relations of the two countries, and, though there was a disagl'cement with France in 1798, the instance is one which is sel<lom met with in the history
of the United States with other countries.
Your E:s:C'ellency is thoroughly conversant with the treaties between China arH1 the
United Sta.tes; we therefore request yon at once to write to the Dt>pa.1 tnwnt of
Sta.1c to secnrc the repeal of the laws in violation Lhcreof. \Ve hope, also, to reeeivo
an answer in this important matter.
A necessary communication, etc.
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The Tsung-li-yamen to Mr. Denby.
JUNE 17, 1890.
YouR ExcELLENCY: It is customary to speak of the relations between China and
the United States as characterized by continuous cordiality. The treaties which
China bas on various occasions entered into with the United States have all been
animated with the intention to protect the interests of American citizens. The United
States, however, because of discrimination against Chinese laborers, have repeatedly
enacted laws in violation of treaty, and all having for their object the maltreatment
and injury of Chinese subjects. We have lately received from His Excellency Mr.
Tsui, minister to the United States, a communication, wherein be says that the Lower
House of the United States Congress bas had under di&cussion recently the enacting
of a vexatious law requiring the enumeration of the Chinese in the United States, in
California; moreover, a statute has been recently enacted driving out and expe1ling
the Chinese from the larger cities. On reading this, very great was our indignation
and grief. The second article of the supplementary treaty between China and the
United States of the sixth Kuang-hsii (1880) says that Chinese merchants "and Chinese laborers who are now in the United States shall be allowed to go and come of
their own free will and accorded all the rights, privileges, immunities, and exemptions which are accorded to citizens and subjects of the most favored nation."
Article III says: ''If Chinese laborers or Chinese of any other class, now either permanently or temporarily residing in the territory of the United States, meet with ill
treatmeu t at the bands of any other persons, the Government of the United States will
exert all its power to devise measures for their protection and secure to them the same
rights, privileges, immuniticR, and exemptions as may Oe enjoyed Oy the citizens or
snujects of the most favored nation, and to wllich they are entitled by treaty/' The
vexatious law for the enumeration of the Chinese seems to be not ouly a contradiction of the "favored-nation" clause in the successive treaties between China and the
United States, but a violation of the Constitution on which your Government is built.
In the law for the driving out and expulsion of the Chinese and the limitation of their
residence hereafter to a particular locality no inquiry has been made as to whetl)cr
they had property or not. They are all alike to be forced into one narrow place atul
not allowed the usual privileges of residence. After 60 days t.hose not driven ont shall
be ordered to prison. We do not know whether the Chinese now residing in the United
States are all those who in former times went thither under the treaty which your
Government entered into with China in order to authorize their going. '£heir strength,
however, was availed of and their labor used. Afterward~, as soon as the railroad
had pierced througll to California, and when business flourished, the virtues of tho
Chinese were no longer remembered, and they were regarded as enemies. At first hostility arose,tllen there was burning of housea, then there was expulsion of Chinese;
now they are to be forced to live in one locality and be allowed no residence elsewhere.
It seems that they are to be gathered together to inflict further injuries on them.
This is a contradiction of those words of the treaty which say they may" go aud co111e
of their own free will and accord," while the proposed imprisonment after 60 days is a
nulliticat:on of that trcat.y clause which speaks of enjoyiug the advantages of the subjects of the "most favored nation." Should snell acts as these originate with the citizens or subjects of another conn try, shot1ld they so insult and ill treat tbe Cb iuese laborers, the Govern meu t of your honored country would be in duty bound to " exert all its
power to devise mo<"tsures for theit· protection," and thus fulfill its t.reaty obligation.
Now, however, contra.r,v to all our expectations, these oppressions and these iusnlts
come from the United States, whose relations with us it is customary to designate as
cordial. ·we are humbly of opinion that in the law of nations reciprocity is considered most important. Suppo~e that China shonld conduct herself towards American citizens in a similar manner, we ask whether the CongreiS of the United States
would not reproach China with a violation of the treaty T And would Your Excellency sit still aml make no inquiries of us T Change your point of observation. At
this time China can not refrain from expressing her feelings, and it is just that she
should do so. The whole truth is that this class of Chinese laborers, although living
beyond the outer seas, are not the less the children of China, and she is unable to cast
them from her breast. It is our duty, therefore, to communicate with Your Excellency and to express the hope that you will write to the Department of State to abrogate the laws requiring enumeration and forced restriction of residence. We hope
for an early reply. We further wish that yon wonld transmit to the Department of
State a request to speedily reply to the dispatch of la~t year from His Excellency
Mr. Tsni, the present minister, sent <lnring the second intercalary month, anu that
of the former minister, Mr. Chang, and thus Hhow some concern for tho important
matter of the good relations of onr countries.
A necessary communication, etc.
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[Inclosure 3 in No. 1123.]

Mr. Denby to the T8rmg-li-yarnen.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, July ·~(), lf:lHO.
YOUR HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: I have the honor to acknowledge tho
receipt of your communication of June 16, 1890. I seize the earliest opportunity after
my return to Peking to reply to the same.
Yon set out in detail the dates of the treaties and make some observations on their
origin. Yon proceed to comment on the act of Congress of October! 18<::lS, relating to
the exclusion of the Chinese laborers, which act you severely criticise. You further
state that I sent no reply to your communication of the 15th day of the eighth moon
of tbfl fourteenth year of Kuang-hsii (September 20, l8i:l7). I beg leave to say that I
acknowledged the receipt of your communication. I forwarded it to my Government.
I have received no advices from my Government touching the three suggestions made.
You further state that you have addressed, through your miQister at Washington, tho
present Secretary of State and his predecessor on this subject and are without a reply.
You cite various documents ancl Presidential messages. You then make some comments on the alleged injustice of the act of Congress of which yon complain, and yon
request that I take up this discussion with you, and that I clearly indicate to yon
what artiele in the treat,y it is that Congress "relies on in enacting the new law of
1888." You proceed to detail the alleged hardships to which Chinese subjects will
be subjected by the operation of the new statute, and you severely criticise tho s:tid
statute. You request me, in conclusion, to write the Secretary of State to secure the
repeal of the said law.
In reply to this communication, I have to say that I have sent to the Department
of State a translation of your communication.
I think that under the circumstances Q.etailed by you it is best for me to await the
instructions of my Government before taking up the discussion of the matters stated.
I must therefore beg of son to await a more specific reply to your communication
until I shall have received the instrnction of tho Honorable ::;ccretary of State.
I avail, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

No.7.]

[Inclosure 4 in No. 1123.]

M1·. Denby to the TBung-li-yamen.
No. 8.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, July 26, 1890.
YOUR HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: I havo tho honor to acknowledge the
receipt of the communication of Your Highness and Your Excellencies of June 17,
1~90.

I seize the earliest opportunity after my return to Peking to reply to it. You
therein state that the United States "have repeatedly enacted laws in violation of
treaty, and all haviug for their object the maltreatment and injury of Chin€.se subjects." Under the treaty of 1880 it is competent for the Government of China to bring
the atteutic,n of the Government of the United States or that of the minister to China
to the consideration of any legislative mea~mre which may be found to work hardships
upon the subjects of China.
As I understand this provision, it is applicable to laws that have been enacted bv
Congress and have received the sanction of the Executive, or been passed over hfs
veto in accordance with the Constitution, and that have become valid and are in
force. A complaint made in the general addressed to newly proposed hws which are
not in force would require much time for discussion, and such time might be uselessly
expended. You state that yon have been informed by your minister at Washington
that the Lower House of Congress has had under discussion recently the enacting
of a vexatious law requiring the enumeration of the Chinese in the United States.
You have probably been informed by your minister before this time that the said
bill failed in the Senate) was laid on the tables, and will in all human probahility
not become a law. It is unnecessary to waste any time in the discussion of this
measure.
Yon refer, also, to the ordinance lately passed by the city of San Francisco. 'l'hat
city passed an ordinance by which the residence of Chinese subjects was restricted to
certain designated localities. If this ordinance be antagonistic to the treaties, as
Yonr Highness and Your Excellencies claim, then it will be set aside by the courts and
held to be naught and void. Under our system of government it is not competent

for any State or city to enact laws contrary to the provisions of exi
I have not learned that the Chinese consul or the Chinese residents of San
are mnch alarmed at the passage of the ordinance in question. Until the cou
have decided that the said ordinance is legal and binding, and some action
pr~judicial to the Chinese has been had thereunder, it would seem to be unnec•~ss:a.q
to discuss its Jlrovisions.
I have sent to the Secretary of State a translation of your communication, and
am sure that it will secure the attention that its importance warrants.
I avail, etc.,
CIIAHLES DENllY,

1l1r. Denby to Mr. Blaine.
No. 1125.J

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Peking, July 26, 1890. (Received September 22.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I have communicated to the
Presbyterian mission at Chi-nan-fu the substance of your dispatch No.
512 of April 9, 1890, in ~ letter of which a copy is herewith inclosed.
As soon as I learn from the superintendent of the mission what the
present condition of things is, ancl what are his wishes, I will again
bring the subject to the attention of the foreign office.
I would be very much gratified if I could secure for the mission the
original lot for which they contracted or another suitable lot in cxcuange
therefor.
I have, etc.,
CHARLE~ DENBY.

{Inclosure in No. 11!!5. I

Mr. Denby to Jb·. Reid.
LEGATION 0))' TIU~ UNITED STATES,

Peki11g, ,July 25, lt!90.
SIR: Upon my 1·etnrn to Peking after a long absence, I Jiud a dispatch from the
Department of date Aprill:J, which contains this language:
"Popular prejudice at Chi-nan-fl1 appears to render it impracticable for Mr. Reid to
pursue further his claim upon his contract for the original suburban lot, bnt the cl~tim
that. another house lot in another part of the ~;uhnrhs should be procnre<l in lieu of
tb original lot ought not to be lightly foregone if there seems to be auy chauco of
its being successfully maintained without friction or unpleasant complications. Your
own suggestion, howeyer, that the missionaries SIJlT('JHler the deed of the original lot,
recover the purchase money, and undertake to secure another such lot as a movement
entirely new and independent of the original contract, is dee111cd prefcra.IJle, as being
in all probability the least open to objection by the local authorities: and provided,
of course, the missionaries can IJe induced to accept that solution of the difficulty
before any attempt is made to obtain an exchange at the ha.nd~J~of the ·yamcn; and
provided, further, that assurance can be obtaiued before surrender of the old lot that
no impediment will be thrown in the way of the acquisition of a new one of equivalent value."
I have beard rumors touching the condition of things at Chi-nan-fu, bnt have.. nothing (lefinite. You will see that the Department instructions are contingent upon t.he
missiCln's acceptance of the plan proposed. Should the mission decline to accept tho
new lot and still insist on the possession of the first lot, then I am directed to bring
the views.ofthe mission and yours (mine) on thiK subject into harmony, in order that
yon (I) may proceed to a just termination of the existing differences between the
mission and the authorities. Before taking any action here I desire to know the
mission's views as to the course to be adopted, and to receive sncb informatioB as to
the present condition of things as may facilit.ate a fa\·orable solution. Backed np,
as I am, by my-Gov~nment, I shall not hc~itate to present to t.he yamcn in the strong·
est manner t.be claims of the mission to a just settlement of the troubles pending.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
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JJb·. Denby to Alr. Blaine.

No. 1125 bis.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, July 26,.1890. (Received September 22.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that in the matter of Louis McCaslin 1 have sent to the yamen the communication of which a copy is
herewith inclosed.
I have also sent to the yamen a translation of your dispatch No. 517
of April18, 1890. The matter is so lucidly and completely presented
by this dispatch and by No. 510 of March 24, 1890, that I was unable
to add anything substantial to them. I will, however, seek the earliest
moment to have an oral interview with the yamen, and will then carry
out your instructions contained in the last clause of your dispatch No.
517. At present, owing to the great rains, of which you have been advised by my dispatch No.1124 of the 25th instant, the streets of Peking
are not passable. It is necessary for me, also, to go to the hills for a
few days, if I can get there, _which is doubtful, to see my family, whom
I have not seen for 2 months, and who have just returned to China
after an absence of 2 years.
I have, etc.,
CnARLEs DENBY.
[Inclosure in No. 1125 bis.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li yarncn.
LEGATION

THE UNITED STATES.
Peking, - - , 18-.
YouR HIGITNRSS AND YouR ExcELLENCIES: I have the honor tu inform Your
Highness and Your Excellencies that I have received from my Government a dispatch relating to the McCaslin case at Ningpo. I was directed to deliver to Your
Highness and Your Excellencies a translation of the said dispatch, which I now have
the honor to do.
"I have to acknowledge th~ receipt of your No. 1049 of February 9 last, etc." ( quoting Department's No. 517 entirely through).
In this connection, I have to refer Your Highness and 'four Excellencies to my previous communications touching tho McCaslin case. The subject bas been therein so
fully presented that I am unable to add anything substantial to the arguments in
favor of setting aside the judgment of the taotai and granting a rehearing of the
case. The matter, however, is so clearly and strongly presented by the Honorable
Secretary of State that I deem it unnecessary to add any comments. I will have thA
honor to call in person upou Your Highne~ and Your Excellencies and present this
and other questions for your consideration M-ally as soon as the streets of Peking are
passable.
OF

Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.
No. 1140.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED S':L'ATES,
.
Peking, August 4, 1890. (Received September 22.)
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that I have sent to the foreign
office the communication of which a copy is inclosed.
The question arose, in the case of a French man·of-war which had
engaged in surveying and sounding one of the closed ports, whethl3r it
was allowable for foreign officers to make such surveys. The foreign
ministerR, after a discussion, unanimous1y held that this was a treaty
right. The question was presented w the yarnen during my absence,
and I had only to approv~ the conduct of my colleagues. While it is
F R 90-13.
.
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to be supposed that the great maritime countries of Europe might prohibit such surveys, still the case is, or ought to be, different with China.
She bas absolutely neglected hydrographic work, perhaps for the good
reason that she had no scientific officers. She has stood by and seen
the foreigner sound and make charts for all her coasts. There seems
to be no good reason why she should now object to a completion of tlw
work. It happens that we are the only nation that has a treaty which
by just intendment may be held to include this subject.
The ninth article of the treaty of June 18, 1858, reads as follows:
Whenever national vessels of the United States of America., in cruising along the
coast and among the ports opened for tra.de for the protection of the commerce of
their country, o1· for the ad!lancerncnt of science, shall arrive at or near any of the ports
of China, the commanders of sai(l ships and the superior local authorities of government shall, if it be necessary, hold intercourse on terms of equality and courtesy
in token of the friendly relations of their respective nations; and the said vessels
shall enjoy all suitable facilities on the part of the Chinese Government in procuring provisions or other supplies and making necessary repairs.

The last clause of this article provides that our national vessels may
"pursue pirates, and, if captured, deliver them over for trial and punment."
There have been several examples of such work being done by
American ships, notably that of the Wyoming in 1862 or 1863. Unles~
the ports shall have been sounded a1Hl surveyed, such pursuit in many
cases would be impracticable. , It seems to me very clear that in the
interest of huma.nity and of commerce this right should be insisted on.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure in No.l140.J

Mr. Denby to the Tsuno-li yarnen.
AUGUST 4, 1890.
YOUR HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: I have the honor to inform Your Highness and Your Excellencies that since my return to Peking I have learned that my
colleagues have addressed Your Highness and Your Excellencies on the subject of permitting officers on board men-of-war to make surveys of the various ports of China.
I take this opportunity of saying that I cordially approve of the course of my colleagues. I have made four voyages on thA coast of China and have just returned
from one on which I traveled over 4,000 miles. Every few feet of this coast has been
sounded, ahd accurate charts have been p · pared by the officers attached to the ships
of various nationalities. The value of such services to humanity and to trade and
commerce can not be overestimated. These charts, together with the splendid system
of light-houses and buoys organized by the inspector-general of the imperial maritime customs, have made the very dangerous coast of China easy and safe for navigation. But it will always happen that in stress of weather or o·n account of accidents
ships will be compelled to take refuge in ports. 'l'he treaties provide that such refuge
may be had. How can a tihip enter a port safely which has never been surveyed or
charted T The open sea, in such event, might be less dangerous than an unknown port.
China has hitherto failed to do this necessary work herself. She should not, therefore,
object to its being done by other nations. I call Your Highness's and your Excellencies' attention finally to the ninth article of the treaty of June 18, 1858, made between
the United States and China, wherein it is distinctly provided that the vessels of the
United States may visit any of the ports of China. The last clause provides that the
national vessels of the United States may pursue and capture pirates. There have
been several cases of the pursuit and capture of pirates by American ships. How
can this work, which is thus distinctly specified, be done unless the various ports are
properly sounded and surveyed in advance t In the interest of humanity, as well as
of commerce, Chinese and. foreign, I hope that Your Highness and Your Excellencies
will see your way clear to the approval of;' the right of foreign scientific officers to
continue and complete the hydrography of all the ports of China.
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JJ[r. JJcnby to Mr. Blatne.
No. 1146.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, August 11, 1890. (Heceived September 22.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that since I sent to you my dispatch No.1125 of the 26th of July, relating to the Chi-nau-fu troubles, I
have received a communication from the American mi&.sion at that place
wllich furnished me the information I desired. This communication
was sent in advance of the receipt of the one sent to the mission by me.
I have accordingly addressed to the foreign office a conuuuuicatiou,
of which I inclose a copy.
It will be seen that I strongly urge a full and final settlement of these
long-standing troubles.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

{Inclosure in No. 1146.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li yamcn.
- - , --,1890.
IMPERIAL HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCJ~LLENCIES: I am constramed bym,yhigh
respect for the Government of China, as by the orders of my own Government, to
bring to your attention again the troubles existing at Chi-nan-fu between the American
missionaries located there and the local officials. It is known to Your Highness ancl
Your Excellencies that the America.n missionaries several years ago bought anu
paid for a small lot in Chi-nan-fu to be used for a dispensary and other purposes connected with their charitable and philanthropic work. They did this with the :firm
belief that their conduct was authorized by the treaties and by the universal practice
of religious toleration which exists in China, under which the Roman Catholic and
Protestant missionaries are permanently located in all or nearly all the nineteen provinces of this great Empire.
When they made the purchase of this city lot, they understood that no objection
to its acquisition would be made by the local authorities or the people. The owner
sold in good faith, and they bought in entire innocence of doing anything contrary
to the wishes either of the local authorities or the people. But dreadful results have
followed this simple act. Mr. Reid, when he went to take possession of the lot, was
driven out by a mob and beaten and bruised and left insensible on the ground.
From that day to this, more than 2 years ago, no redress has been tendered to Mr.
Reid, no apology has been made to him, no indemnity has been offered to him. His
case has been simply ignored and passed over.
I am now informed of the horrible sequel to these events which has befallen tho innocent landlord. The mission writes to me that ''the landlord, though guilty of no
crime, has been repeatedly imprisoned, beaten, and starved, and lately there was extorted from him $250, with a peremptory order that he speedily collect an additional
$350. A few weeks ago he was taken out of prison in a weakened condition and
after a day or two of further suffering died at his home, his death being largely due
to his sufferings in the yam~n."
This is horrible, and I am stirred with wonder that such things sl10uld happen
under the mild and paternal Government of China. I can understand that sudden
mobs will sometimes do violent acts in a country so dendely populated as Chim1,
but I can not understand how local officials worthy of their places can lend themselves to such wanton cruelty and oppression.
I am aware that a valuable tract of land outside of the city walls has, with tho
consent of the local officials, passed over to the American mission. For this kindness I am truly grateful. But the missionaries represent that for the proper prosecution of their work they require a small city lot, either in the city proper or in the
suburbs. My Government has distinctly and specifically, on representation of the
facts by myself and the mission, directed me to aid and assist the missionaries in all
proper modes to secure peaceable possession of a lot in exchange for the lot already
bonght.
The American mission arc entirely willing to arrange all their di fficultics amicably
with the local authorities. They distinctly agree to forego all claim to the original
lot and to accept at the hands of the local authorities another suitable lot in a d.ifNo.-.]
YOUR
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ferent locality in lieu thereof. They insist, however, that this exchange of property
shall be made with the full knowledge of all concerned, with the distinct pledge that
their possession of the new lot shall be peaceable, and that, should for any reason
disorder grow out of their taking possession of it, they shall be fully and entirely
Jlrotected by the local autborities.
I regard it as important, also, in order to secure future protection of the missionaries, that some notice should be taken of the wrongs and injuries done to Mr. Reid
by the mob and some compensation tendered to him. I have to ask that some punishment should be meted out to the ringleaders of the mob which assaulted him, and
that redress of some kind be afforded to Mr. Reid.
It would seem to me to be the easiest tbing in tho world for Your Highness and
Your Excellencies to direct the local authorities to come to a fair and equitable
agreement by which the American mission may secure another and t1i1i'erent small
lot in Chi-nan-fu or its suburbs, to be used for the public purposes of the mission.
There can be no difficulty in making a public example of the ringleaders of the
riot in which Mr. Reid was injured and in tendering to him some redress for his
personal injuries.
What he wants and what the mission wants is to secure their present and future
safety in Chi-nan-fu, to reestablish their destroyed ~restige, and to enable the members of their mission to retain their self-respect, so tliat they can hereafter, as heretofore, boldly and efficiently devote themselves to their charitable and philanthropic
work.
What a grand thing it would be for Your Highness and Your Excellencies if we could
settle this ancient trouble. ·what a fine effect it would have on all the foreigners
in China and among the nat.ions of the world, and varticularly in my own country.
I most earnestly beg that Your Highness and Your Excellencies willl1earken to these
words and will order an immediate sPttlement to be made on the lines indicated .

.JJlr. Wharton to IJ[r. Denby.
No. 553.)

DEPARTMEN'l' OF STATE,

Washington, September 24, 1890.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 1123 of the 25th
of July last and the copy of the correspondence which you inclosed with
the Tsung-li yamen regarding the Chinese in the United States.
The arp;ument which you made in reply to the representations of the
Chinese Government touching the San Francisco ordinance directed to
the 8egregation of the Chinese there is in accord with tqe views expressed by the Department in its correspondence with the Chinese legation in this city, and is therefore approved.
The Department will give further consideration to the other matters
mentioned in the notes of the Tsung-li yamfm, which matters you properly declined to discuss in the absence of instructions.
I am, etc.,
SIR:

WILLIAM

F.

WIIARTON,

Acting Sem·etary.
Mr. 1Vharton to J[r. Denby.
No. 556.)

DEP ART~IEN'l' OF STATE,

Washington, September 25, 1890.
I have read your No. 1140 of the 4th ultimo, and approve the
terms of vour note of that date to the foreign office, in which you express a hope that the. Chinese Government will see its way clear to permit foreign scientific officers to continue and complete the hydrography
of the ports of China.
I am, etc.,
SIR:

WILLIAM

F.

WIU.RTON,

Acting Secretary.
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Mr. Denb11 to JJLr. Blaine.
No. 1150.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, August 16, 1890. (Received October 6.)
SIR: I deem it proper to report to you my recent action on a question
of the mode of solemnizing marriages in China between .Americans
there resident.
In the case in hand the contracting parties were Dr. B. C. Atterbnry
and Miss M. T. Lowrie, both citizens of the State of New York and now
resident~ of Peking engaged in mission work.
It was supposed by Dr. Atterbury that my presence was all that
was necessary to give "legality," as he said, to the proposed marriage.
Under article 387 of the Consular Regulations, I deemed it my duty
to say to him that my presence at the ceremony would have no legal
('fi'ect. I showed to him that under article 389, Consular I~egulations,
the minister is not authorized t.o perform the ceremony, or to witness
it officially, and under article 390 he could give no certificate whatcw'r.
I pointed out that under article 386, Consular Regulations, a consul
might perform the ceremony, or it might be performed in his presence,
and he could then issue the certificate that the Consular Regulations
provide for.
As a result of this friendly and nonofficial interview, the wedding
was postponed, and the parties journeyed to Tien-Tsin, to be there married by or before the consul.
My action provoked some comment. Several cases have occurred in
China wherein the parties were married by a clergyman witll no Government officiaJ present. Other cases were cited in which one of my
predecessors attended marriages that were thus solemnized. It is on
tllis account, and because marriage questions are of the highest importance, that I bring tile matter to your consi<teration. It seems plain
to me tllat as a wise precaution, and in order to avoid any possible
futnre trouble, marriages between Americans in China should be performed in the presence of the nearest consul.
vVhile entertaining this view, I do not pretend to say that the courts
might not hold a marriage valid when the ceremony had been performed
by 'a clergyman, or even in cases where there was no ceremony at all,
if cohabitation and public recognition of the conjugal status e.·isted;
nor do I pretend that I have any official rigllt to dictate to parties how
they sllall be married; but the minister must be careful tllat parties
are not misled by his silence or his presence at the c~remony of marriage.
I Lave, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

Mr. Denby to Mt·. Blaine.

No. 1151.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Pelcing, August 20, 1890. (Received October 6.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a translation of the reply
of the foreign office to my last communication on the subject of the
Chi-nan-fu troubles, a copy whereof was inclosed in my dispatch No.l146
of the 11th instant.
The yamen reiterates its refusal to pay any compensation to Rev.
Gilbert Reid. It says that it repeatedly directed the Shan-Tung au-
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thorities to assist the missionaries in finding another tract of land. It
sets forth in full a communication from the governor of Shan-Tung ou
the subject. The governor says that the money paid by the mi::;siouaries was recovered and deposited with the magistrate; that the missionaries refuse to receive it; that a large tract of land was purchased
by the missionaries, and, although the people objected~ they now have it
in possession; that the United 8tates minister repeatedly represented
that the missionaries were willing to accept any suitaule land and did
not insist on any particular lot; that the deed to the original iowu lot
should be returned and the matter brought to an end in order that good
feeling may exist. He begs, in couc1usion, that the minister lJe requested
to so instruct the missionaries.
·
The yamen further observes that the acquisition of this large tract
of land enables the missionaries to carry on their good work, and that
yourself and I will not fail to rejoice thereat; that the property shonld
be taken as a settlement of the \Vhole case. If the missionaries still desire to hunt for other property and claim indemnity and press the matter,
although the authorities can not accomplish their wishes, there i::; reason
to fear that the populace will cause trouble, and that they will lose the
property they now have. The yamen hopes that the minister will accept this view and will so instruct the missionaries. It denies the statements made as to the death of the landlord.
All this is simply a repetition of communications that have been repeatedly sent to me.
Under your instructions, I shall not abandon the case, though it seems
useless to press it at present. I shall wait until, by the efforts of Mr.
Reid, some favorable turn takes place at Chi-nan-ih or some other desirable occasio~1 arises to renew negotiations.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
' Inclosure in No. 1151-Translation.]

The Tsung-li yarnen to Mr. Denby.
AUGUST

17, 1890.

YouR ExcELLENCY: Upon the 8th instant the prince and ministers had the hono-r

to receive a communication from Your Excellency, wherein you stated that you were
ordered lq your Government to bring to their attention again the missionary case at
Chi-nan-fu, and you begged that the yamen would order an immediate settlement to
be made on the lines indicated by Your Excellency.
'With reference to the case in question, during the eleventh and twelfth moons of
last year (December, 1889, and January, 1890), the yamen hall the honor to receive
rcpeate(l communications from Your Excellency having relation to it, to which replies were made setting forth the circumstances, all of which is a matter of record.
As to the question of paying an indemnity to the Rev. Gilbert Reid, this was clearly
explained in the yamen's previous note (January 18, 1890), a reference to which will
enable Your Excellency to know the yamen's views, and there is no need to repeat
them here. ·
In the matter of searching for and leasing other property, the prince and min-.
isters have to say that, in view of the repeated req nests made by Your Excellency, the
yamen addressed several communications to the Shan-Tung authorities to render assistance to the missionaries in finding a place. The yaruen has now received from
the governor of Shan-'fung a communication couched in the following langnagc:
"In case of the leasing of bouse property by the Rev. Giluert Reid from Lin Mcng
Kwei, a long time since instructions were issued to the magistrate, who clearly investigated the matt~r aml brought it to a close. The money paid by the missionaries was recovered awl deposited in the treasury of the magistrate. Mr. Reid has
been urged frequently to take back the money, but up to the present time he has
failed to do so. In the jurisdiction of the Li Cheng district another large piece of
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property was purchased by the missionaries. Tho gentry and people of the -place,
however, came forward and offered objection to the missionaries having tlJe place,
but the magistrate used various ways to explain and to show them tho right way to
pursue, and the property was decided in favor of the missionaries. His Excellency
the United Btates minister repeatedly stated that the missionaries wore willing to
accept ·any suitable place that may be satisfactory to the authorities, and that they
did not insist on any particular spot. In tho matter of tho tract of land which
the missionaries have acquired, the gentry and people have listened to the admonitions and orders of the officials, and they will not create any further trouble.
The missionaries should return the deed of the original property to the magistrate
for cancellation and receive the amount they originally paid, and thus bring- the case
to a termination. Then it may be hoped that harmony and good feeling may be promoted among the missionaries and populace and nothing occur that may tend to
produce a discordant feeling. The governor begs that a communication be addrcsse(l
to the United States minister requesting him to instruct the missionaries to lose no
time in acting accordingly."
In the matter of the missionaries acquiring property, the prince and ministers wonl<l
ol>serve that the authorities of Shan-Tung have, during the last few years, spared no
amount of trouble and pains, and they have not shown a want of diligence. The
desire of the missionaries to carry on all their good work bas (l>y tlw acquisition of
the large tract of land) been fully accomplished in accordance with their wi~:.·d1es,
and still they have retained their reputation and honor. Your Excellency, who has
from first to last been actuated with a desire to protect the missionaries, will also feel
comfortecl and consoled, and the Honoral>le Secrotnry of State, on bearing of it (the
J>roperty the missionaries have acqnirecl), will not fail to rejoice. This properLy can
easily be tnkcn as a settlement of the whole case.
If the missionaries still desire to hunt for other property and claim for the payment
of an indemnity, this will show that they are biased and prejudiced (in favor of selfinterests); and if they show a persistent desire in pressing a matter that is bard to
bring about, without taking into consideration the fact that the authorities of ShanTung can not possibly accomplish their wishes, there is a great fear that, if the populace should hear of their action, it will cause them uneasiness, and the very property
which the missionaries now have may be taken as a pretext and furthor complications follow. Such an event would be decidedly at variance with the views of the
yamen and of Your Excellency to give full protection to the said missionaries.
The prince and ministers hope that Your Excellency will clearly and minut~ly point
out to the missionaries the right way they should pursue and to lose no time in instructing them to hand over the deeds (of the original property) to the authorities to
l>e canceled and to receive the money they expended. Then in future there will not
be any pending question of a difficult nature.
As to the death of the landlord, who was very ill, it shon1d not be said that his demise was the result of cruelty an'd maltreatment. The statement of the missiona,ries
to that effect is one which the prince and ministers rlecldedly can not give credence to.
Further, as to the proper matters of hnsincss incumbent ou the local officials to perform there, the yamon need not inquire about.
A necessary communication, etc.

Mr. IJenby to JJ[r. Blaine.
No. 1153.]

L:EGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, Aug1lst 21, 1890. (Heceived October 6.)
SIR: It is known to the Department that in the year 1887 Mr. Little,
a subject of Great Britain, bni1t a small steamer for the purpose of navigating the Yang-tse between !chang and Olmn-Khing. 'rhis intention
was based on the Ohefoo agreement of 1876, wherein it was stipulated
thatBritish merchants will not be allowed to reside at Chun-Khing or to onen establishments or warehouses there so long as no steamers have access to the port.

This clause is, in its terms, rather indefinite. Sir Thomas Wade said
that it was so made intentionally, but English merc..bants claimed that
it was an implicit agreement that steamers might ascend to OhunKhing.
When the steamer was nearly ready to make the attempt to go up the
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river, the British minister deemed it advisable to procure the assen
the Imperial Government before making the proposed voyage. N
tiations followed, but the local o~iections were so great to th~
steam on the riYer that the yam en delayed granting the permit.
curred to the Chinese tltat a way out of the difficulty would be to
outright the steamer Kuling, which had been especially built to
the gorges. But this scheme was seen to be a mere makeshift, as
would deter no other British subject from entering upon the same
terprise and could not do away with the Chefoo agreement.
Inspector-General Hart was called in as an arbitrator. He nr(m{J~se,F:
that steam should be excluded, but trade might be carried on in na
boats. The British foreign office approved this compromise, with
understanding that the Kuling should be bought, and that Little should
be compensated for his loss of time. Sir Robert Hart was empowered
to offer to Little 120,000 taels for the purchase of the steamer and godowns and for his compensation. This offer was accepted.
Finally a new agreement was made, of which I send you inclosed a
copy.
By the articles agreed on Chun-Khing becomes an open port; the
English may hire Chinese boats or build and use boats of their own
after the Chinese pattern; they shall be subject to the general trade
regulations prevailing on the Yang-tse; the boats shall be provided
with passports and shall be subject to the supervision of the customs
taotais; as soon as Chinese steamers ascend the river Englisll steamers
may go up; the convention shall be as binding in all respects as the
Cbefoo convention.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.
!Inclosure in No. }153.]

Chun-Khing convent-ion.
ARTICLE

I.

Cbun-Kbing is hereby declared to be an open treaty port, enjoying the same privileges and similar in all respects to the other treaty ports in China. English merchants
are permitted to trade between !chang and Chun-Khing in all kinds of merchandise,
and they are permitted to putchase or hire Chinese llOats to carry their ware!! and cargoes. But if the English wish to build boats of their own, they are permitted to do
so under certain conditions only. Those conditions are that they bnild boats only
after the Chinese pattern, and that they employ Chinese crews excJuMivcly.
ARTICLE

II.

English merchants trading between !chang and Chun-Khing, and employing boats
for the transportation of their merchandise, shall trade in the same articles as they
carry between !chang and Shanghai, shall be subject to the same regulations as apply to traders between these ports, and pay duty according to the rules established
for the trade of the Yang-tse ports.
·
ARTICLE

Ill.

The boats shall be provided with passports. flags, and cargo manifests, all in due
order. The merchandise to be transshipped to places above lchang, as well as that
going to traders in that port and Chun-Khing, is to be supervised by the customs taota.i for Chuen-Tung and Chun-Khing, the commissioner of customs, and the English
consul, wbich officials will also determine the rules that are to govern the transactions of merchants. They are also to take such measures for the revision of such trade
regulations as may be found at any time insufficient or inadequate.

,
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IV.

In case Chinese boats are employed by the English, the rules and regulations now
in force in the Yaug-tse ports shall be strictly adhered to. Such boats must pay for
their licenses at Chun-Khing and !chang. Boats built and owned by the English,
after the Chinese pattern, mnst also pay their tonnage dues and register their flags
and passports. Boats that fail to comply with all these requirements will not b<• eligible for the benefits of the convention; but boats that have taken all the measures
herein provided will be allowed to trade freely between Ichtwg and Chun-Khing.
_ Boats' passports and such documents will not be transferable. All the other boat
will come under the customary rules.
ARTICLE

V.

As soon as Chinese steamers bring merchandise to Chun-Khing for trading purposes
English steamers will be permitted to come also.
ARTICLE

VI.

This Chun-Khing convention shall be considered in the same light as the Chofoo
convention and be as binding in every respect as that treaty.

Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.
[No 1155.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, August 28, 1890. (Received October 16.)
SIR: The province of Sze chuen, lsing in western China, on the borders of Thibet, has been known for many hundred years as one of the
most prosperous and peaceful portions of the Empire. It has always
held a rank of some importance and was at one time the site of tile capital, the emperors of the later Han dynasty having ruled at Ching-hu Fu.
Its present flourishing condition, however, dates from the early part of
the seventeenth century. At that time, in the disorders of State which
culminated in the overthrow of the Ming dynasty, Sze-chuen was devastated and almost depopulated by the notorious robber Chang Hsienchung. To repeople its fertile hillsides land was allotted to immigrants from Hu-kwang and Kiang-si, to wllom, as an inducement to
settle, great reductions in the land tax were made. This ancient concession has been conscientiously adhered to, so that to this day the laud
tax remains almost nominal.
Throughout the present dynasty its history has been uneventful. The
Taiping rebellion, which devastated thirteen provinces, inflicted little
or no injury here. Continued peace, fertility of soil, and freedom from
taxation have enabled the inhabitants to attain to a degree of prosperity
and contentment contrasting favorably with other parts of Cllina.
Sze.chuen comprises a territory of 167,000 square miles, being almost
as large as }"ranee; and has a population numbering between 35,000,000
and 45,000,000. It may be described in general terms as a. plateau at
the foot of the vast highlands of Thibet, exceedingly mountainous in
its topography, and abounding in streams and rivers carrying a large
volume of water and flowing with great rapidity. From the four largest of these rivers Sze-chuen (four rivers) gets its name. In geographical features it is divided into two parts, Western and Eastern Sze-chuen.
The former partakes of the character of the Central Asian table-land.
It is very rugged in its conformation, sparsely populated, and almost
unfit for cultiv~tion. The eastern portion, however, called by Richthofen the Red Basin, from the abundance of its red sandstone, is the
scene of the industry, wealth, and prosperity which mark descriptions
of western China. The climate is of an almost tropical character, and
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the soil of great fertility·, prodnciug nearly all the cereals, as well as
silk, hemp, sugar, tobacco, opium, and an unusual variety of fruits.
Cotton is cultivated to some extent, hut not in sufficient quantities to
supply the demands of the local market.
The growth of opium has in recent years assumed great importance
in Eastern Sze-chuen. The poppy is grown over vast areas, forming in
many districts a regular winter crop of the bean and Indian-corn lands.
This crop is very profitable to the farmer, not only for the drug produced from the sap, but for the oil pressed from the seed, the lye manufactured from the ashes of the stalks, and the leaves, which furnish food
for pigs. Thirty catties of seed will yield 10 catties of superior oil for
illuminating purposes or for food. Though it is doubtless chiefly for
the opium produced that it is cultivated, it is said that the other products of tile poppy would remunerate the grower. It is not difficult to
raise, will mature in time to allow other crops to ripen on the same
ground the same year, and the opium produced is readily converted
into cash, all of which tends to maoke it popular with the farmer. The
facility with which opium, on account of itR convenient form and small
bulk in comparison with its value, can be carried over the mountainous
roads of Sze-chuen, enabling tlle bearer to evade vexatious likiu stations
and to smuggle it duty free into neigll boring markets, tends also to
make it an exceedingly profitable product. Some idea of the inducement to this smuggling can be formed when it is remembered that the
customs duty on imported opium is 110 taels per chest. A larg·e percentage of that produced in Sze-chuen evades all taxation whatever.
The area under en ltivation ann a ally increases, and the drug of Sze ch uen,
with that of Manchooria, to which, however, it is inferior, consttwtly
encroaches on the market of the Indian product. It is a source of great
dissatisfaction to the missionary to observe the wide extent of fertile
ground given up to Indian corn and poppy -the one to be converted
into alcohol, the other into opium.
The mineral resources of this province have been long known to the
Chinese, though, with the primitive means at their disposal, never fully
developed. Bituminous coal, copper, gold, and iron ore are abundant,
but mined in only limited quantities.
Salt, which is a Government monopoly, is obtained by the evaporation of the water of the brine wells which ~bound in certain districts of
Sze-chuen. These brine wells and the manufacture of salt there constitute a most interesting industry. The wells are found about J 75 miles
from Ohun-Khing, on the bank of an affluent of the Yang-tse River, near
the flourishing city of Tzu-lin-tsin, or "self-flowing wells." Tile manufacture of salt, which has been carried on here for 1,600 to 2,000 years,
is conp.ucted somewhat as follows: By means of a rude iron drill boles
6 inches in diameter and varying from a few score of feet to 5,000 or
6,000 feet in depth are bored in the rock. The boring sometimes lasts
for 4U years before brine is reacheJ, and is carried on from generation
to g('neration. When salt-water is finally found, it is drawn up by bullocks in long bamboo tubes by means of a rope working over a huge
drum. In the vicinity of the salt wells natural gas wells are also found,
from wllich gas is supplied to evaporate the brine in large iron caldrons,
leaving the pure salt as a deposit. The product of salt here is enormous. There are 24 gas wells and about 1,000 brine wells in operation
in the vicinity, producing annually 200,000 tons of salt, valued at
$5,000,000.*
*"Western China," by Vice-Consul IIart, 1888.
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The methods of boring these wells and of evaporating the brine haYe
been repeatedly described and need not be detailed here.* 'file industr.v, however, is one of the most important and interesting in China.
A recent traveler says :
No one can -visit this remarkable section of Sze-chnen and see the opemtion of this
ancient indu!"try without feeling more respect for the people who designed and executed an undertaking on so prodigious a scale 16 centuries ago.

It is rather a remarkable fact that Marco Polo, the noted Venetian
traveler of tile thirteenth century, who mentions the oil wells on the
Caspian Sea, and whose notice nothing of importance seems to have
escaped, does not speak of tile kerosene and natural gas wells of Szechuen, though such pilenomena were absolutely unknown in Europe at
that time. He remained probably but a short time in Sze-chuen and
mentions only its capital city and its mighty river, which he identified
with the Yaug-tse, but which is the tributary river Min.
The recent convention concluded between China and Great Britain,
opening. Chun Khing to British trade, attracted attention anew to that
city and to the resources of the province of Sze-chuen. Cilun-Khing is
the commercial metropolis of western China, and, under its new status as
a t1eaty port, is destined to annually increasing importnnce. It is situated on the Yang-tse, at the month of the Kiating River, 7:!5 miles
above Bankow and 1,506 miles from Sha11ghai. It is beautifnlls located
on a sandstone promontory surrounded b,y rnountaiuF:, and resembles, it
is said, tile city of Qnebec.
Notwithstanding the difficulty of paesing the Yang-tse gorges above
!chang witll jnnks towed by coolies against the rapid current, the tra<le
l>etween Chun-Kbing and the lower river ports is considerable. 'file
Yang-tse and its tributary here are covered with thousands of junks, and
the wharves and river front present the animated scene of a busy mercantile center. The past history of Chun-Kbiug does not reach back to
any great antiquity. It is said to have been built by imperial command
about 230 years after Cllrist. Its ancient earth walls were replaced
with stone in 1400, and these were destroyed at the siege which the
city underwent at the beginning of tllis dyuasty, in which m9st of the
population were slain. ~nee this disastrous incident Chun-Khing has
flourished with the prosperity of Sze-chuen. It now numbers about
120,000 people and is the second city in the province, Ching-tu-Fu, with
1,000,000 people, being the first.
Chun-Khing was the scene of the disastrous antiforeign riots in 1886, in
which the Roman Catholic, English Inland, and the American l\lethodist
Episcopal missions suffered the destruction of their property. The loss
susta.ined, however, was fairly compensated by the Imperial Government, and these three missions are again in the field. Since that time
no hostile feelings seem to have developed themselves among this usually peaceable population.
It is to be hoped t.h at trade at Chun-Khing as a treaty port will
increase so rapidly and be found so profitable and desirable that the
restriction of steam navigation to the lower Yang-tse will be soon abolished and the whole province of Sze-chuen be brought within cheap and
easy reach of foreign commerce. The resources of the province, the
industry and prosperity of the people, are such that the foreign merchant's most sanguine estimate for the future can not be considered
extravagant.
I have, etc..
CHARLES DENBY.
*See Mr. Denby's report of March 10, ll:l88, published in Consular Reports No. 93,
p. 2001 May, 1888.
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Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.

No. 1161.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED ST.A.'l'ES,

Peking, September 11, J890. (Received November 4.)
SIR: The fact that the new Canton coinage is being gradually put
in circulation in China is worthy of note. It is the first serious attempt
that has ever been made to coin money in China. The gold bar and the
shoes of" sycee," with the copper cash, have hither o furnished the metallic currency of the Empire, except the Mexican dollar, which is taken
freely all along the coast and wherever foreigners are located. The
introduction of this coinage being almost contemporaneous with the
great appreciation of silver consequent on the passage of the ''silver
bill" by Congress, suggests some reference to the prior values of silver
in China and to the e:fl'ect of that legislation.
A writer in the North China Daily News puts the value of silver in
1368 at 4 ounces of silver to 1 of gold. In 1574, almost 80 years after
the discovery of America, 7 or 8 ounces of silver had· the value of 1 of
gold. In 1635 gold was ten times as dear as silver. In 1737 it became
much cheaper. In 1840, 20 and more ounces went to pay for 1 of gold.
In 1850,14 ounces of silver were required, and in 1882, 18.
If these figures are correct, it is quite plain that the value of silver
bas decreased in proportion to the growth of foreign trade. The more
silver imported the cheaper it became.
China is essentially a silver-using country. Salaries, taxes, and duties
are paid in silver. It is a grievance with the Uterat·i of China that
foreign trade deprives China of her silver. But, on the other hand, it
is entirely plain that silver mainly comes from this. same trade. A glaring proof of this fact is the enormous influence that the '' silver bill" has
had on the value of silver in China. By the last bank quotations received officially at this legation, a gold dollar is worth $1.0557 Mexican;
a Mexican dollar is worth 94.72 cents gold; a gold dollar is worth 78.7 5
tael cents (Shanghai tael); a tael is equal to $1.27 gold. When we remember that the present treasury rate for the east is 75.8, and that last
year it was 73.8, and was still lower in preceding years, this enormous
and sudden appreciation will be realized.
On my trip around China I found at the various ports a general and
very diverse discussion of the effect of our silver legislation. In gen- ·
eral it seemed that the merchants rather preferred that silver should
be cheap. Until prices are rearranged in China, the merchant must pay
more for his goods than heretofore. When he draws a bill on London
againit an invoice of goods, he will now receive vastly less. taels or Mexican dollars. Instead of receiving, as heretofore, 100 Mexican for every
72 or 73 gold dollars, he will only receive at present rates 100 Mexican
for every 95 gold dollars. The value of the tael varies so much at the
different ports that I use the Mexican dollar as an illustration. There
is likelihood, also, that the silver dollar may become equal to the gold
dollar.
It is impossible in China to arrange wages on a lower basis. The
coolie who gets $6 (1\iexican) per month, and has taken them all these
years when they were worth only $4.50 gold, will still insist on receiving $6. It is plain that the resident in China who receives his wages
or salary in gold and spends his money in China will lose enormously.
But I found at Hong-Kong that all the officials who were paid in drafts
on London were enthusiastic in favor of the new rates. They receive
their pay in gold and send a great deal home to their families and, of
course, gain in exchange. The missionaries will Ruffer seriously. They
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are paid in gold, and they lose the difference which has heretofore
existed between the two metals. Officers of the Navy and of the diplomatic and consular services are likewise heavy losers, as their money
is mostly spent in China. On the other hand, if they have made any
savings and want to send their money horne, t.hey will make considerable gains.
As far as I could learn, the Hong-Kong and Shanghai Bank, which is
based on silver, gains by the appreciation. Its capital becomes essentially a gold capital.
·
The employes of the imperial maritime customs and other governmental employes, who are paid in taels, are not at all affected unless
they desire to send their money abroad. They will receive what they
have always received, and, if by reason of the appreciation of silver they
pay less for their supplies, they will gain.
A discussion of the effect of the appreciation of silver on the value of
the copper cash of tbe country, which has hitherto been its only coin, is
of interest. According to the writer above quoted, the value of copper
cash has undergone a regular depreciation since the time when tbe
Chinese had not yet adopted silver as their chief medium of currency. In
the eleventh century, at Kuangchou in Honan, 40 cash bought a catty
of tea (lf pounds avoirdupois). At other points the price ·varied from
74 to 48 cash. At present, rating the cost of a picul of tea at 16
taels and a tael at 1,500 cash, a. catty costs 240 cash. The depreciation
of copper in 800 years has therefore been such that 5 cash are now
required to buy what 1 cash would have then bought. The writer
quoted proceeds to argue that China might easily have been content
with copper cash as a currency in the days of paper money: The people then required only one-fifth of the cash that they now require. It
is known, also, that at that time a convenient system of notes prevailed
for every article of trade.
The depreciation of cash is accounted for by the competition of silver. Salaries and large debts are paid in silver. The value of cash
decreased in proportion to its disuse as a medium, a decrease which
was accelerated by its great weight. But cash must remain the currency of the poor. The increasing population must have a small coin
for its ordinary transactions. Copper cash will therefore always remain an important currency. The new coins, which are minted in a
mint that was established at Canton by Chang Chih-tung, are said to
be very handsome, equal, in fact, to the coinage of any other country.
These coin!': are equivalent in value to a Mexican dollar, 50, 20, 10 and
5 cents. The values are expressed in fractions of a tael. The face
value of a Chinese dollar is 7 mace and 2 cavdareens, and the other
coins are worth 3 mace 6 candareens, 1 mace 4i candareens, 7.3 candareens and 3.63 candareens. The three smaller coins correspond with
the 5, 10, and 20 cent pieces which are issued at Hong-Kong.
It may, perhaps, be convenient to state that heretofore money in
China has been entirely represented by weights of silver (taels, mace,
candareens). The tael actually in use is 1.351 ounces; 1 cash is equal to
one-twentieth of a pence, 1 candareen is equal to half a pence, 1 mace
is equal to 6d., 1 tael is equal to 5s.
Silver has hitherto been found in ingots or shoes, sometimes called
''sycee," or in broken silver. Cash are bronze coins, not unlike thin
farthings, with a square hole in the center for stringing. The value
fluctuates and is very much a matter of bargain. Hitherto about 1,200
to a Mexican dollar has been an average quotation.
It remains to be seen whether the Chinese will adopt for circulation
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the new coins in place of the Mexican. Curiously, Hong-Kong has not
issued a dollar coinage. The Chinese are conservative and suspicious
of all innovation, but it is likely that the new coinage, which is sustained
by tlie 'Tiews of the greatest men in the Empire, will be uniYersally
received.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

Mr. Denby to llfr. Blaine.

No.116!.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, September 26, 1890. (Received November 8.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that a proclamation has been
issued by the Tien-Tsin and Ho-Kien taotai and the customs taotai at
Tien-Tsin that the Canton dollars and parts of dollars, made by order of
the late viceroy, Chang Chih-tung, are a legal tender in any part of
China.
Some account of these new coins was given in my dispatch No.1161
of the 12th instant.
The new coins have full imperial sanction. The proclamation was
issued by order of the viceroy of Chih-Li, who is also superintendent
of northern trade. .All merchants and others are ordered to receive
these coins at their standard value.
There can scarcely be any doubt that the introduction of this coinage,
should it be generally received and not tampered with until the dollars
become chopped dollars, will work a financial revolution in China. It
would not be too much to anticipate that the establishment of a national
bank may result therefrom, and that it may become the basis of a paper
currency.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

JJ[r. Blaine to Mr. Denby.

No. 562.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, October 11, 18!JO.
SIR: I have received your No. 1151 of the 20th of August last and
the copy which you inclose of the last note received from the yamen on
the Chi-nan-fu troubles, which, you remark, is simply a repetition of
former notes.
You will, of course, keep the matter in sight and endeavor in all proper
ways to fLuther the reasonable desires of Mr. Reid and his associates.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.

No. 1181.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, October 22, 1890. (Received December 3.)
SIR : I have the honor to inclose herewith a translation of a communication received from the foreign office, together with a copy of my
answer thereto. The purport of this communication is a reiterated com-
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plaint that you have failed to send a reply to the representations made
to you by the Chinese minister at Washington, touching the repeal of
the Chinese e~clusion act of October, 1888,
The foreign office again appeals to me to address you on the subject,
and to ascertain finally what action will be taken in the premises, and
send them a specific reply. In my answer I have undertaken to explain that Congress alone, under our form of government, has the power
of legislation, and that you could not in ad vance determine what its
action might be. The communication alluded to by the foreign office
will be found in my dispatch No. 1123 of July 25, 1890. Without specific instructions from you, I do not feel myself authorized, nor do I deem
it prudent for me, to enter upon a discussion with the yamen eiLher
upon the merits of the "Scott act" or of the mode of reconciling China
to its results and efl'ects.
I have, etc.;
CHARLES DENBY.

[Inclosure 1 in No.1181-Translation.]

The Tsung-li yamen to M1·. Denby.
Informal.]
PEKING, Octobm· 19, 1890.
YouR EXCELLENCY: Upon the 16th of June, 1890, the yamen had the bonor to in
form Your Excellency that in the matter of the new restriction act, an act abrogating existing treaties, repeated commnnicatious were sent to the Chinese minister aWashington, requesting him to ask that it be rejected or repealed, but the Honorable
Secretary of State bas failed to send a reply to the representations made to him, aud
Your Excellency was therefore requested in the yamen's communication to address
Mr. Blaine requesting the repealing or rejection of this vexations act.
Upon the 26th of July, 1890, Your Excellency replied to the effect that you had transmitted a translation of the yamen's communication to the Honorable Secretary of
State for his perusal, but it would be necessary to wait a reply from the Department
of State before sending a specific reply, etc. Now, the ministers would observe that
this matter has been pending for over 4 months, and if the Honorable Secretary of
State has at heart the friendly relations of the two countries, he certainly should not
permit or be willing that this matter should be delayed, set aside, ancl take no notice
of it. The ministers would beg Your Excellency to again address the Honorable Secretary of State, and ascertain finally what action will be taken in the premises, and
send them a specific reply, and oblige.
Cards with compliments, etc.
Linclosure 2 in No. 1181.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li yamen.
Informal.]

LEGATION

THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, October 22, 1890.
YouR EXCELLENCIES: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the communication of Your Excellencies of the 19th instant, wherein you state that repeated communications had been sent to the Chinese minister in \Vashington, req nesting him to ask
the Honorable Secretary of State that the Chinese exclusion act of October, 1888, be rejected or repealed. Your Excellencies state that to these requests the Secretary of State
has failed to send a reply. Your Excellencies further state that you had requested me
to address the Honorable Secretary of State on the subject, and that I informed Your
Excellencies on the 26th of July last that I had transmitted a translation of the yameu's communications to the Honorable Secretary of State, and that I awaited his
instructions. I have now to state that J have received no reply from the Honorable
Secretary of State on this subject. Your Excellencies will permit me, however, toremind you that under our form of government the making of laws, as weli as therepealing or altering of laws already enacted, is intrusted to the two Houses of Congress.
The President has the power of vetoing any act of Congress, but his veto may be overridden by a two-thirds vote of the members of the two Houses. It is not within the
OF
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power of the Secretary of State to reject or repeal any law. Your Excellencies ask me
"to again addre~s the Honorable Secretary of State, and ascertain finally what action
will be taken in the premises, and send them (you) a specific reply."
From my statement above made of the power of the Honorable Secretary of State,
it is plain that it will be impossible for him to state in advance what the action of
Congress may be on any subject. I will take great pleasure in commuuicatin~ to the
Honorable Secretary of State a translation of your present communication. In this
connection, I have the honor to inform Your Excellencies that the ordinance of the city
of San Francisco, which purported to exclude the Chinese residents of that city from
a certain portion of the city, and of which you complained to me in your communication to me of June 17 last, has been decided by the United States courts to be null
and void and of no effect.
In my communication to you of July 26 last, I plainly intimated that this result
would follow an appeal to the courts.
I have, etc.,
CHARLES DENBY.

Mr. Denby to Mr. Blaine.
..No. 1190.1

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Peking, November 7, 1890. (Received December 30.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of my last communication to the foreign office on the subject of the Chi-nan-fu troubles.
In a communication of the 15th instant, the mission advises me that it
is entirely willing to surrender its claim to the suburban property if it
can secure title to convenient and suitable property in the city on which
to carry on its work. I have communicated this proposition to the foreign office, with the earnest request that on this basis a settlement
satisfactory to all parties may be arrived at.
I have, etc.
CHARLES DENBY.
finclosure in No. 1190.]

Mr. Denby to the Tsung-li yamen.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Peking, Novmnber 1, 1890.
YOUR HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: l am compelled by a sense of duty to
again call your attention to what are now widely known as the Chi-nan-fu troubles.
The attention of the public in China has been largely attracted to the difficulties that
the American missionaries have experienced and are experiencing at Chi-nan-fu in
their attempt to prosecute their charitable and religious work. It is known to yon
tha.t the missionaries do not regard the granting of the suburban tract of land as a.
settlement of their demand to have secured to them the lot in the city which they
bought and paid for, as they thought, with the consent of the local authorities. But,
from various communications sent rue Ly Your Highness and Your Excellencies, I
~atlH'r that you consider that the suburban tract was granted to the missionaries in
lieu of the cit.y lot. and that they ought to abandon all claim to retain the property
bought lying in the city or to secure any other city property. The position of the
missionaries is quite easily understood. They have no desire to secure property
exceeding a reasonable and suitable quantity for school, hospital, and residence, bnt
for these objects they desire a location that is convenient for their present work in
the city. As their possession of the suburban property seems to Your Highness and
Your Excellencies to present an objection to the securing of a city lot such as they
need, I am advised by the missionaries that they are entirely willing, in order to secure
a settlement of the land question, to surrender and give up on equitable terms the
suburban property.
It wonld seem to me that on this basis a satisfactory solution of the troubles relating to a location might be reached. I would be very much obliged if Your Highness
~nd Your Excelle:p.cies would direct the locall:\>uthorities to confer with th~ missioq-
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aries as to the selection of a new site in the city, ancl to secure such site and allow
the mission to have title thereto, and to arrange for the surreniler of the suburban
property, and to manage all the details in a spirit of justice and. equity. It must be
understood, however, that in proposing this arrangement I do not waive or compromise the present claim of Rev. Giluert Reid for injuries done him by a mob. .Itid to
be greatly hoped that this subject can also be taken up in a spirit of fairness, and that
some conclusion satisfactory to both parties can be arrived at. But if the local authorities and Mr. Reid can not agree on a settlement, his claim will be considered by
me as still pending and unsettled. An early answer to this communication is earnestly desired.
I avail, etc.,
CIIARLES DENBY.

Mr. Blaine to JJfr. Denby.
No. 571.]

DEPARTMENT OF STA'I.'E,

W a.shington, December 16, 18!)0.
Snt: I have to aclmowledge the receipt of your No. 1150 of the 16th
of August last, in relation to the subject of your presence at the marriages of Americans in China as affecting the validity of such marriages.
Your views on the subject are approved. The statutes of the United
States do not provide for the performance of the marriage ceremony,
either by a minister or by a consul. It is provided that in certain cases
the ceremony may be performed in the presence of the consul; but it is
expressly stated in section 383 of the Consular Regulation~ that the
statute does not authorize the consular officer to perform the ceremony,
The minister is not clothed with any functions in the matter.
Such are the statutory provisions. But it has been held by the Attorney-General of the United States (7 Op., 18) that in non-Christian
or semicivilized countries, in which consular courts are established, the
right to celebrate marriage is incident to the judicial office; and, consequently, that consuls in such countries may solemnize the ceremony if
it is the wish of the parties that they should do so.
It is, however, stated in section 386 of the Consular Regulations that
even in such cases it is deemed preferable, where there is a duly qualified minister of a religious denomination whose services can be obtained,
that the ceremony should be performed by him, and that the consular
officer should confine himself to granting the certificate elsewhere provided for.
The pertinent provisions in regard to this certificate are found in
section 389 of the Consular Regulations, and in this section it is stated
that the statute "does not authorize a diplomatic officer to witness or
certify to a marriage ceremony performed before him."
Your advice to the parties who applied to you was in accordance with
the rules above stated, which should be observed as far as practicable.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
FR90-14
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF CHINA AT
\V ASHINGTON.

Mr. Blaine to JJfr. Tsui.
DEPARTMENT OF STA'fE,

Washington, January 31, 1890.
I have the lwnor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
16th ultimo, in which, witl1 reference to the announcement ma1le to you
by the note of the Department dated 6th ultimo, touching the amendment made by the Treasury of its circular No. 100 of September 28,
1889, you say '' it is understood that" the transportation companies engaged in the business of conveying Chinese laborers in transit,'' centering at New York (through which the Chinese residents of Cuba principally pass), are unwilling to give any bond for this traffic," such as
contemplated in the amendment named.
I am highly gratified to be able to inform you, however, that, as appears by a letter of the Treasury Department of the 28th instant now
before me, the Southern Pacific Company, which is understood to control a large share of the Chinese transit business, is about to execute
the bond provided for in the" amendment." The exaction of the special
bond of $~00 in respect of each laborer, so far as concerns those carried
by that company, would in such case cease.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR:

JJir. Tsui to .1lfr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

lVashington, February 27, 1890. ( Hecei ved February 28.)
SIR: You have been so kind as to inform me in your note of the 31st
ultimo that the Southern Pacific Company was about to execute the
bonds required by the rrreasury Department for the transit of Chinese
subjects through the United States. It is very gratifying to learu that
one medium of transit is by this means likely to be opened to the Chinese desiring to avail themselves of this treaty privilege, from which
for some time past they have been cut ofl', and I t.ake pleasure in thanking you for the information so kindly communicated.
It is understood, however, that the Southern Pacific Hailroad Company only controls one line of travel across the continent.from the port
of New Orleans, while, so far as I am informed, no similar arrangement
is likely to be made from the port of New York, through which lastnamed port, as I have heretofore stated, the Chinese residents in Cuba
have been accustomed to pass. Your note to which I now have the
honor to reply does not attempt an answer to the position maintained
by me in my notes of November 5 and December 16, 1889, that under
the existing treaty stipulations Chinese subjects are entitled to the same
privileges of free transit through the territory of the United States as
the subjects of the most favored nation; and, if this position is correct,
it can hardly be a compliance with these stipulations to be informed
that arrangements are likely to be made whereby Chinese subjects are
restricted to admission into the United States at a single port and to
transit through :tb~ territory over a single line of railroad.
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In the hope that a more satisfactory solution of this question may be
reached, I again venture to direct your attention to the facts and reasons set forth in my notes above cited and which remain uncontrove:Lted.
I improve, etc.

Tsu1 Kwo

YIN.

Mr. Blaine to Jlfr. Tsui.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, lllarch 13, 1800.
SIR: I have the honor to acl\.uowledge tlw receipt of your csteemetl
note of the 27th ultimo, in further relation to the transit of Uhinese
subjects through the United States.
I have made known its contents to the Secretary of the Treasury,
and am now awaiting whatever further statement he way lla,ve to communicate on the subject.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
JJfr. Tsui to Mr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Washington, llfarch 26, 1890. ( l{ecei ved March 28.)
SIR: Under date of the 26th of January, 1889, my predecessor submitted some considerations to your Department upon the act of your
Congress of October 1, 1888. Mr. Secretary Bayard, on the 2d of Feuruary, 1889, referred to that note as containing" highly important matters" and promised to'~ make moreextended reply" thereto. But nearly
6 months having passed without a reply being received, and in view of
the advent meanwhile of anew Administration of your nation, my Gov. ernment deeming it important that the subject be freshiy brought to
your attention, my predecessor, under date of July 8, 1889, submitted
to you further considerations, which, it was hoped, would bring about
some change in the legislative and executive attitude ot the American
Government. The receipt of that note was courteously acknowledged
on the 15th of the same month, and tile assurance given tilat the subject would "receive the very careful and prompt attention of tile Department.."
I have waited patiently upon the strength of this assurance for the
past 8 months, and should not now break silence on the snbjeet if I
could do so with a proper regard. for the instructions of my Govern went
and for the condition of my unfortunate countryrneJl, whose rights and
interests are so sorely vexed by this legislation of your Congress and by
the resulting action of the executive department. Wben it is borne in
mind that a year and a half has passed since your Congress and President united in a measure which (as the Supreme Court decided) compelled the authorities to disregard and trample upon solemn treaty
stipulations, and during which time not only the measure itself has been
most rigidly enforced, but to its severities have been added by executive
action new restrictions upon Chinese subjects in the United States, it
certainly will not surprise you if I communicate to you the earnest and
anxious desire of the Imperial Government that I should obtain from
you some expression of the views and intentions of your Government ou
this important subject.
-
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In order tllat I may enlist your sympathy with the desire of my Government, aud that you may be persuaded of the reasonableness of it, ~
bt>g that you will indulge me while I state some of the effects of the act
of October 1, 1888, and of the resulting policy of the Treasury Department. Although the treaty of 1880 stipulated that Chinese laborers
then in the United States should" be allowed to go and come of their
own free will and accord," and should have the same treatment as other
foreigners, they conformed to the exceptional provision of a law which
required them, on departure for temporary visits to their native land,
to take a certificate from the customs authorities at the port of departure, descriptive of their person, and which contained a statement that
the person to whom it was issued was "entitled * * *' to return
and reenter the United States." The official statistics show that at the
time the act of 1888 went into e:fl'ect there were outstanding at the single port of San Francisco over twenty thousand of these certificates.
At that very time there were about six hundred of the holders of these
certificates who were on the high seas en route for San Francisco, and
who had no notice or means of knowledge of the passage of the act till
they reached that port; and yet the supreme tribunal of your country
bas decided that it was the duty of the authoritiPs of the port of San
Francisco, under the act, to dishonor their own certificates, and turn
these poor laborers back from its shores out upon the broad ocean, and
force them to seek a more hospitable haven elsewhere.
The tens of thousands of Chinese subjects who temporarily left the
shores of the United States, armed with the signed and sealed assurance of this Government of their right to return, and relying upon its
good faith, in almost every case left behind them in this country property, business, families, relatives, obligations, or contracts, which have
been imperiled, broken up, or in some shape injuriously affected b,y
their unexpected and unwarranted exclusion. The vast number of Ollinese laborers who were in the United States at the time of the passage
of the act of 1888 had come here under the guaranty of solemn treaty
stipulations, which allowed them "to go and come of their own free
will and accord" and on the solemn assurance that they would be maintained in this privilege against "legislative enactment;" and under
this act, if they should visit their native land, drawn thither by the ties
of family, patriotism, or business, they must sacrifice and abandon all
their interests and property in the United States; they must choose
between a complete breaking up of long-established business relations
here, and a perpetual banishment from their native land by a continuous residence in this country.
The foregoing shows t"Rat there are three classes of Chinese laborers
whose treaty rights have been grievously impaired in different ways by
the operation of the act of 1888, to wit, those who were on the ocean,
those who were abroad holding return certificates, and those who were
in the United States at the time the act was passed. But there are
two other classes of Chinese subjects whose treaty rights have been
abrogated or impaired since that act was passed, not by the direct application of its provisions, but, I am sorry to say, by new restrictions
and regulations of the executive department of your Government. In
my notes of November 5 and December 16last I have shown you how
the transit of Chinese laborers through the United States has been obstructed and in great measure cut off since October, 18~8, notwithstand·
ing the law officers of your Government acknowledge that there has
been no legislation of your Congress, either in 1882, in 1884, or in 1888,
which in the slightest degree affects the treaty rights on this subject.
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It has been serious enough when the Imperial Government beheld the
manifest intention of your Congress in the years named to obstruct and
finally abrogate the treaties existing between the two nations; but it
regards with real alarm the apparent disposition of the Treasury Department to go even beyond the enactments of Congr~ss in the same
direction. In addition to the stoppage or obstruction of transit, the
Chinese merchants who have been established in the United States, as
well as those in ClJina or in foreign nations who have trade relations
with this country, have encountered much harsher treatment and increasing embarrassment during the p_a st year ancl a ha from the customs authorities; and it has become much more difficult than formerly
for them to carry on commerce in and with the United States.
Such, Mr. Secretary, are some of the losses, injuries, and hardships
which have been and are being suffered by my countrymen as the dil'ect
and indirect effects of the passage of the act Gf 1888, and which, I trust,
will more fully explain to you the anxious desire of my Government to
receive from you some expression of the views and intentions of your
Government on the important subjects communicated iu the cited notes
of this legation. But I must ask your indulgence while I attempt, as
briefly as I can, to show you the reverse side of this question, to wit,
bow the American Government expects and demands the treaties to
be observed in China, and how, in fact, the Imperial Government does
observe and enforce them. And for this purpose I confine myself to
the past 2 years, within which the most objectionable legislation and
restrictions have been adopted in the United States.
The two classes of American interests represented in China are,
first, the missionaries and their propaganda, and, second, the mere han ts
and their commerce. I need not cite facts to show one so intelligent in
the world's affairs as you that the most fruitful source of trouble and
embarrassment for China in its relations with the treaty powers has
been the presence in my country of the missionaries. In substautiation of this, your own worthy minister quotes to your predecessor tlw
language of Prince Kung in these words:
The missionary question affects the whole question of peaceful relations with foreign powers • • * the whole question of their trade. (Foreign Relations, lt5:::J7,
p. 197.)

But, notwithstanding the prejudices of our common people and the
embarrassments which constantly surround the authorities, the whole
power of the Government has at all times been exercised to protect tl1e
lives and property of this disturbing class of foreigners. So far as I
can remember, not a single American missionary has lost his life, none
of their treaty guaranties have been violated with either the consent
or connivance of the Government, and ~ery dollar of loss which they
have sustained from violence brought about through either their own
imprudence or the sudden outbursts of the populace has been reimbursed to them by the Government. And this has not only been true
as to the past 2 years, but through every year since the first t.t·caty
between the two nations was signed in 1844. I need not point ont how
marked. has been the contrast in this respect of the treatment of UIJinese residents in the United States. And it is to be noted that in the
defense of the claims of the missionaries the American minister and
his Government have not been content with requiring a strict observance of treaty stipulations, but have gone beyond them and demanded
protection and indemnity in cases where they admit that the terms of
the treaties do not justify such demands.
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It has been continuously admitted that "the true construction of, the
treaties" does not secure to the missionaries the right of permanent
residence or ownership of real estate in the intt•rior of China; and yet,
because the local authorities have tolerated their residences in isolated
cases, it is insisted that the American missionary thereby '"acquires
vested rights, which his own Government and the Imperial Government
also are bounil to secure to him if attacked." (Foreign Relations, 1888,
vol. I, pp. 220, 271.) And we find that the American minister at.
Peking has in the past 2 years been very zealous in demanding the protection of missionaries, reimbursement of their losses, and reinstatement on their lands in cases where it is admitted that the terms of the
treaties do not sustain such demands, his position being that though
"the United States could not, as a matter of treaty stip-ulation, insist"
upon such treatment being awarded to American missionaries, yet
where residence and ownership of land are "accorded to citizens or
subjects of other foreign powers under the favored-nation clause, exact
equality should be insisted upon." And the minister might well take
such an advanced position, when it appears that he has been instructed
by his chief to obtain for his countrymen "no less meastttre of privilege
than is granted by treaty, conferred by favor, or procured through use and
custom for the missionaries of any othm· nation or creed."
·
And this broad doctrine is advocated and insisted upon by the Secretary of State at a time when the Congress, the Executive, and the Snpreme Court of his country are setting it at defiance in cases where its
application is invoked· in behalf of Chinese resid~nts in the United
States. Your immediate predecessor e\en uses the freedom extended
by Uhina to foreigners in its treaties as an argument for the enlarged
demands of the minister in these words :
When China was opened by treaties with foreign powers to the entrance and residence of foreigners, it was inevitable that the restricted limits of residence and lmsi(Foreign Relations, 1888, pp.
266, 272, 301, 325.)

Dflss prescribed in these treaties should be extended.

It would seem natural to presume that the "inevitable" effect which
the Secretary here notes was the logical and customary experience .
among western nations concerning treaty concessions and privileges.
But, unfortunately, China is compelled to look elsewhere than to the
United States for a realization of the experience so forcibly and unequi vocally assumed by this eminent authority. In 1868 the United States,
for the-first time by treaty guaranties, opened its territor,y to the entrance and residence of Chinese upon the same terms as were extended
to the subjects of the most favored nation. But the" inevitable" result of such an act, as announced by the American Secretary of State,
was not realized in this country. So far from the privileges of" residence and business prescribed in the treaty" being "extended," they
have been steadily and persistently restricted; first, by peaceful treaty
negotiations in 1880 ; then by hostile legislation in J882 and 1884; and,
finally, by positive abrogation by Congress in 1888, approved by the
Executive, and sanctioned by the Supreme Court.
But, notwithstanding this contrary treatment of the Chinese In the
United States, the Ituperial Government bas steadily and uniformly
recognized and enforced, not only its plain treaty stipulations respecting
this disturbing element introdneed into its territory, but, in its desire
to deal justly and pursue frienu1y relations with America, it has gone
beyond the treaties and yielded to the foregoing extreme and illogical
demands of ;your Government. And I am gratified to know that this
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spirit of conciliation has been recognized by the Honorable Secretary of
State, in the following words :
Experience shows that by a moderate amount of conciliation and good will the
rights of foreigners will be gradually extended and interpreted by the Chinese in a
more liberal spirit and beyond the limits of the treaty ports. (Foreign Relations,
1888, p. 310.)

Let us now turn for a few moments to the position of the American
Government.in respect to the rights of its merchants and commerce in
China and the treatment they receive from the authorities there. It is
natural that the American Government should take a deep interest in
this trade because of its extent and importance. Mr. Denby, in a dispatch dated July 1!, 1888, reports on the foreign trade of China that the
exports .and the imports from the United States stand second in volume,
or next to those of Great Britain. Yet in the past 2 years or more I
am not aware of any specific complaint of injustice or hardship suffered
by a single American merchant in China, or any allegation of different
treatment extended to them than to all other foreign merchants. The
only question of trade which bas arisen between the two Governments
has been on the importation and regulation of trade in kerosene. Owing
to its explosive character, many lives have been lost and much property destroyed in China, and certain of the provincial authorities have
urged upon the Imperial Government the restriction of its importation
by governmental control of its sale a11d by internal taxation; and, in
furtherance of these views, one of the viceroys, in memorializing the
Throne, referred to the position assumed by the United States in the
exclusion of Chinese immigration, and said:
If they can prohibit onr going there because Chinese labor is injurious to their interests, we have an equal right to prohibit the importation of kerosene when it is injurious to us.

But Minister Denby, usually so intelligent respectin·g Chinese matters, is oblivious to the force of this argument and transmits it to "\Vashington, with the criticism tha.t it is a ''stupid memorial." He follow~ it
up with an earnest protest against the right of China to levy au internal
discriminatillg tax upon kerosene after it has left the foreign merchant
and passed into the interior, notwithstanding he admits tllat it is and
long has been the law and practice of China that ''once foreign goods
have entered China and become the property of Chinese merchants,
their taxation is a matter whol1y and solely within the direction of
China," and notwithstanding he shows that the Supreme Court of tlle
United States has recognized substantially the same power of taxation ·
as belonging to the States of your Union. He further claims that such
taxation is a violation of the spirit and intent of the treaty, though he
does not contend that any specific clause is infringed thereby. He
maintains that" the interpretation (of treaties) shall be favorable rather
than odious; '* '* * that the reason of the treaty shall prevail."
.And in these positions he is supported by the Secretary of State. (Foreign Relations, 1887, pp. 192, 225; 1888, pp. 267, 286.)
If this policy respecting treaties which was urged upon China had
been followed in the United States, how different would be the international relations of the two countries to-day. China has welcomed
American commerce and placed its merchants upon an equal footing in
its ports with those of the most friendly and favored nation, and tile
only question of difference which has arisen is respecting a matter of
internal taxation, in which Uhina follows the same law and practice as
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is allowed in the Unit~d States. Contrast this with the treatment of
Chinese merchants in this country. Although by express treaty stipulation they are in the United States to be "allowed to go and come of
their own free will and accord," and are guarantied the treatment
"accorded to the citizeus or subjects of the most favored natio~ for
the past 8 years no such treatment has been extended to them. w bile
tbe merchants of all other nations of the earth are permitted free and
unobstructed entrance into and departure from the ports of the United
States, the Chinese merchant has by the legislation of your Congress had
thrown around him the most obstructive, embarrassing, and humiliating restrictions. He is treated by the customs authorities with much
the same surveillance as is extended to vagrants or criminals; and before he is permitted to land he is required to produce a certificate, the
strict conditions of which make it difficult and expensive to comply
with, and humiliating and objectionable to the man of honor and selfrespect, it being necessary to set forth the amount and details of the
business in which he is an(i has been eugaged, with a statement of his
family history and occupation, and all these matters are su~ject to the
examination and approval of the American consul at the Chinese or
foreign port whence he sails.
Only witllin the present month two of the most respectable Chinese
merchants of Hong·Kong arrived in the port of San Francisco, desiring
to land temporarily and visit their customers in the various cities of the
Pacific States; but, because they did not bring with them from that for.
eign port the certificate above described, which it was impossible for
them to obtain, they were kept as prisoners on board the vessel upon
which they arrived until it sailed on its return voyage, notwithstanding- ·
the coll~ctor of customs was satisfied they belonged to the exempt class
entitled, under the treaty, to the same free entrance as a British or other
merchant, and they were driven back upon their long voyage across the
Pacific Ocean; a condition of things which your President 4 years ago
recognized as contrary to the treaty and urged your Oongress to rectify.
(Senate Ex. Doc. 118, Forty-ninth Congress, first session.)
Such, 1\Ir. Secretary, are some of the contrasts in the observance and
enforcement of treaty rights between the two nations. Can you wonder
that the Imperial Government is growing restive and impatient under
such dissimilarity of treatment, and is urging me to obtain from you
some satisfactory explanation of the conduct of the American authorities in the past and some assurance of the course to be pursued in the
future~

Yon will obse1·ve thaL the object bad in view in the cited note of this
legation addressed to your predecessor was to induce the Executive to
recommend Congress to undo the wrong aud hardships indicted upon
my countrymen by its legislation; and in the subsequent note addressed
to you tllis object was brought to your attention, and the hope was
expn'ssed that, with your earnest desire to deal justly and to "maintain the public duty and the public honor," you would find a speedy
method of satisfying the reasonable expectations of the Imperial Government. In view of the fact that one session of your Congress has
passed and another is already well advanced without any communication from the President, and of your continued silence respecting my
notes, I am being reluctantly forced to the conclusion that you regard
that method of adjustment as impracticable. It will make me happy to
be informed that·this conclusion is erroneous, and that your Congress
can yet be induced to ''maintain the public duty and the public honor."
But, if this, unfortunately, may not be, then I can see only one other
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proper solution, and that the one indicated in the ftfth point of my predecessor's note of July 8, 1889. The public law of all nations recognizes
the right of China to resort to retaliation for these violated treaty guaranties, and such a course applied to the American missionaries and
merchants has been recommended to the Imperial Government by many
of its statesmen; but its long-maintained friendship for the United States,
and its desire to observe a more humane and elevated standard of iuterconrse with the nations of the world, point to a better method of adjustment. Conscious that it has religiously kept faith with all its treaty
pledges towards your country, my Government is persuaded that America will 11ot be blind 1o its own obligations, nor deaf to the appeals
made to it on behalf of the Chinese subjects who have been so grievously injured in their treaty rights by the legislation of Congress.
It is a principle of public law, recognized, I believe, by all international writers, that a treaty between two independent nations is a contract, and that the nation which fails to execute or violates it is
responsible to the other for all injuries suffered by its subjects thereby,
and that it can not escape responsibility because of the action or failure
of action of any internal power or authority in its system of government. But I need not quote any foreign publicists on this subject,
because your own country furnishes abundant authority to sustain this
position. The great American law writer Wheaton, whose wisdom
and justice are recognized throughout all couutries, says:
The King (or the President) can not compel the Chambers (or Congress), neither
can he compel the courts; but the nation is not the less responsible for the breach of
faith thus arising out of the discordant action of the international IDjj.chinery of iLs
constitution. (Lawrence's Wheaton, p. 459.)

Citation has already been made of tlle declarations of the Solicitor of
your own Department to the same effect in even stronger language.
And it seems that the distinguished statesmen who have preceded you
in your great office have held the same just principle. I need only
quote the words of Mr. Secretary Fish:
The foreign nation whose rights are invaded thereby [by legislation of Congress]
had no less cause of complaint and no less right to decline to recognize any internal
legislation which presumes to limit or curtail rights accorded by treaty. (Wharton,
section 138.)

But the Supreme Court of your country, in the decision in which it
sustained the act of 1888, has been very explicit in recognizing this
principle. It declares that "a treaty • • • is in its nature a contract between nations," and that "it must be conceded that the act of
1888 is in contravention of express stipulations of the treaty of 18G8
and of the supplemental treaty of 1880," and, although the act of Congress is binding upon the internal authorities, that act does justify
complaint on the part of the other contracting party. .And this doctrine is made more clear by the learned American judges whose opinions are cited approvingly by the Supreme Court. Mr. Justice Curtis
says:
The sovereign between whom and the United States a treaty has been made has a
right to exp·act its stipulations to be kept with scrupulous good faith. (2 Curtis, C.
c., 456.)

And again he sa.v:s :
The respousibility of the Government to a foreign nation for the exercise of
these powers (by legislation) * * * is to be met and justified to the foreign
nation according to the requirements of the rules of public law. (19 Howard, 629.)
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And the Supreme Court has held:
A treaty is primarily a compact between independent nations. It depends for the
enforcement of its provisions on the interest and the honor of the governments
which are parties to it. If this fails, its infraction becomes the subject of international negotiations awl reclamations, so far as the injured party chooses to seek
redress. (112 U. S. R., 598.)

And further :
If the country with which the treaty is made is dissatisfied with the action of the
legislative department, it may present its complaint to the executive head of the
government and take such other measmes as it may deem essential for the protection of its interests. (124 U. S. R., 194.)

To the foregoing I must add the declarations of two of the present
membrrs of that court. Justice Miller says, as to reclamations growing
out of legislative violation of treaties:
Questions of this class are international questions, and are to be settled between
the foreign nations interested in the treaties and the political department of our Government. (1 Wool worth, 156.)

And Justice Blatchford says:
Congress legislates * * 10 subject to the responsibilities of this Government,
in itA national character, for any breach of its faith with foreign nations. (8 Blatchford, 310.)

My predecessor expressed his amazement that the Supreme Court
should announce the doctrine that the act of Congress must be obeyed
though it is in. plain violation of the treaty, and that surprise bas been
shared by my Government; but it is my duty to do justice to this high
tribunal. I must express my profound obligations to it for making tbe
further declarations in its opinion given above, but especially for citing
the decisions from which I have just quoted. These show that this august body, while it confesses its oblig-ation to enforce the will of Congress within the United States, recognizes a broader and higher obligation and responsibility as resting upon the American Government-an
obligation which requires it to see that the stipulations of its treaties
are "kept with scrupulous good faith," and a responsibility which demands that "any breach of its faith with foreign nations is to be met
and justified * * * according to the requirements of the rules of
public law." Hence, Mr. Secretary, I present this view of the question
to you, with the utmost confidence in your readiness to accept whatever
responsibilities have attached to your Government for the "breach of
its faith" as the resulting act of the legislation of your Congress, supported, as I am, in my demand, not only by the international authority
of all nations, but by your own Department and by the highest tribunal
and judges of your own nation.
I have shown you bow the legislation of your Congress, which is conceded by your Supreme Court to be in violation of the treaties, bas impaired or destroyed the rights and property interests of the three classes
of Chinese laborers described, as well as of Chinese subjects entitled to
free transit through the United States and of Chinese merchants obstructed in t.heir business and denied the privileges extended to those
of other nations. I abstain for the present from presenting any formal
estimate of damages and losses sustained by the above classes of subjects through the legislative infringement of the treaties. I shall await
your reply to this and the previous notes of this legation, in the hope
that even yet a method may be found of undoing the wrongful legislation and restoring to their treaty rights the Chinese su~jects now in, or
entitled to come into, the United States. But, whatever may be the ulti-.
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mate decision of your Government on this point, I am persuaded that
I have given yon. such cogent reasons to support the expectation of the
Imperial Government to be informed without further delay of the views
and intentions of your Executive respecting tlle treaty obligations
toward China, that you will favor me with an early communication on
the subject.
I improve, etc.,
Tsui Kwo YIN.

Mr. Pung to Mr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Washington, JJfay 23, 1890. (Received May 24.)
SIR: It becomes my duty to bring to your attention the condition of
tlle Chinese subjects resident in the city of San Francisco, Cal., and to
invoke for them the protection of the Government of the United States
against the injustice and llardsllips sought to be inflicted upon them by
the local authorities of that city.
I am informed that in the month of March last an order or law was
passed by the authorities of the city of San Francisco requiring the
Chinese residents of that city to remove from their present homes and
places of business to a certain prescribed district in a remote subnrb
of that city, and declaring it unlawful for any Chinese person to reside,
locate, or carry on business in any other place within said city, except
in the preRcribed district, under penalty of imprisonment. I send you
with this note a copy of this order or law as it was printed in one of
the newspapers of that city.
I am now in receipt of a telegram from the imperial consul-general
at San Francisco, stating that a large number of Chinese subjects have
been arrested by the authorities of that city, in accordance with the
provisions of the order or pretended law above cited, because of their
failure to abandon their homes and places of business and remove to
tlle prescribed district. The mere statement of this fact is, I have no
doubt, enough to show you the enormity of the outrage which is sought
to be inflicted upon my countrymen; but when I add that it_involves the
breaking up of the homes and places of business of many thousands of
persons who have been there peacefully established for a long series of
years, and imperils the possession and enjoyment of property to the
valne of hunt1reds of millions of dollars, you will recognize tile aggravated ·cllaracter and extent of the wrong wllich is being perpetrated in
flagrant violation of treaty rights solemnly guarantied to these suffering Chinese.
Article 3 of the treaty of 1880 between China and the United States
is as follows :
If Chinese laborers, or Chinese of any other class; now either permanently or temporarily residing in the territory of the United States, meet with ill treatment at the
hands of any other persons, the Government of the United States will exm·t all its pmcer
to devise measures for their protection and to secure to them the same rights, privileges, immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the
most favored nation, and to which they are entitled by treaty.

You will remember that the treaty from which this article is quoted
was negotiated by commissioners sent to Peking from Washington for
that express purpose, and that these commissioners, in order to i11duce
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the Chinese Government to make the treaty modification which they
desired, gave, among others, the following assurance:
So far as those Chinese are concerned who, under treaty guaranty, have come to the
United States, the Government recognizes but one duty, aud that is, to maintain them
in the.exercise of their treaty privileges against any opposition, whethe:c-it takes the
shape of popular violence or of legislative enactrnent. ( ~'oreign Relations of the United
States, li:ltll, p. 173.)

The foregoing assurance was, no doubt, given in all sincerity and with
an earnest intention that it would be carried out, if, uni.Jappily, the occasion should ever arise. The statement which I have made of the present situation of the unfortunate Chinese subjects now resident in San
Francisco certainly presents an urgent occa::;ion to make effective the
foregoing treaty stirJulation and the solemn assurance above cited; and
I feel that I can with confidence appeal to you to cause the power of
your Government to be exerted to maintain these subjects in the exercise of their treaty privileges. It would be superfluous for me to indicate to you what course should be adopted to tllis end, but I venture to
suggest that many of these subjects are poor and friendless, and are
unable to maintain their right to peaceable residence tllrough the long
and expensh-e litigation of the courts, and that, unless they receive the
protecting care of the Government of the United States, they will be
helpless victims of this corporate outrage.
The telegram of the consul-general leads me to fear that, unless
prompt measures are adopted, the authorities of San Francisco will
cause great distress and injury to my countrymen, and I therefore beg
of you to take whatever steps you may think proper and necessary with
as little delay as may be found cou venient; and I shaH esteem it a favor
to be informed of your action.
I improYe, etc.,
PUNG KWANG

Yu.

LInclosuro.-From San ]'ran cisco Examiner, March 5, 1890.]

Order No. - - , designating the location and the district in which the Chinese shall1·eside
and carry on business in this city and county.
The people of the city and county of San Francisco do hereby ordain as follows:
SECTION 1.• It is hereby declared unlawful for any ChiueRe to locate, restde, or
carry on business within the limits of the city and county of San FEancisco, except
in that district of said city and county hereinafter prescribed for their location.
SKC. 2. The following portions of the city and county of San Francisco are hereby
set apart for the location of all Chiuese who may desire to reside, locate, or carry on
bul'iness within the limits of said city a,n(l couut,y of San J<,rancisco, to wit:
Within that tract of land described as follows: Commenci11g at the intersection of
the easterly line of Kentucky street with the southwesterly line of First avenue;
thence southeasterly along the southwesterly line of First avenue to the northwesterly line of I street; thence southwesterly along the northwesterly line of I
street to the southwesterly line of Seventh avenue; thence north westerly along the
so nth we~:;terly line of Seventh avenue to the southeasterly liue of Railroacl avenue;
theuce northeasterly along the southeasterly line of llailroad avenue to Kentucky
str<'et; theuce northerly along the easterly liue of Kentucky street to the southwet,;terJy line of l!'irst avenue and place of commencement-.
SEc. 3. Within 60 days after the passage of this ordinance all Chinese now located, residing in, or carrying on business within the limits of said city and county
of San Francisco shall either remove without the limits of said city and county of
San Francisco or remove and locate within the district of said city and county of :San
Francisco herein provided for their location.
SEC. 4. Any Chinese residing, locating, or carrying on business within the limits of
the city and county of San Francisco contrary to the provisions of this order shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished
by imprisonment in the county jail for a term not exceeding 6 mouths.
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SEC. 5. It is hereby made the dut,y of the chief of police and of every member of
the police department of said ciLy and county of San Francisco to strict.ly enforce
the provisions of this order.
Aud the clerk IS hereby directed to advertise this order as required by law.
In board of supervisors, San Francisco, February 17, 1890.
Pas_sed for printing by the following vote: Ayes-Supervisors Bingham, Wright,
Boyd, Pescia, Bush, Ellert, Wheelan, Becker1 Pilster, Kingswell, Barry, Noble.
JNO. A. RUSSELL,
CleTlc.

Mr. Blaine to JJfr. Pung.
DEPARTMENT OF S'I.'ATE,

Washington, 111ay 27, ·1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of tlJe
24th (23d) instant, in which you bring to the notice of the Department
the text of an order said to have been passed by the board of supervisors of the city and county of San Francisco in l\iarch last, llesignatiug
the location anu the district in which Chinese shall reside and carry
on business wit~hin the corporate limits. You invoke the intervention
of the Government of the United States against the execution of this
ordinance, referring, in this relation, to the treaty between China and
the United States of 1880, the third article of which is as follows:
If Chinese laborers, or Chinese of any other class, now eitl1er permanently or
temporarily residing in the territory of the United States, meet with ill treatment at
the bands of any other persons, the Government of the United States will exert all
. its power to devise measures for their protection and to secure to them the same
rights, privileges, immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the citizens or
subjects of the most favored nation, and to which they are entitled by treaty.

I have referred a copy of your note to the Attorney-General for his
consideration. Meanwhile, I may ask your attention to the sixth article
of the Constitution of the United States, which places treaties on the same
juridical basis as laws and makes them the supreme law of the land,
anything in the constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding. By the second section of the third article the judicial
power of the United States is made to extend to all cases arising under
the treaties. Under the~e provisions, and the statutes of the United
States passed to give them effect, it is believed that the Chinese who
are said to have been arrested under the order in question may~ in an
application to the courts for release from imprisonment or detention,
speedily obtain a decision as to their rights and the legality of the order.
If the Department be correct in this belief, there does not appear to be
any occasion to invoke the stipulation of the third article of the immigration treaty of 1880, by which the Government of the United States
undertakes to ''exert all its power to devise measures" for the protec·
tion of the Chinese and to secure them in their rights, since such measures are already in existence and clearly available.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Pung to Mr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Washington, June 7, 1890. (Received June 7.)
SIR: I have been honored by the receipt of your note of the 27th
ultimo 1 in which, in an~wer to the request_contained in :q1y note of the
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24th ultimo for the interposition of the Government of the United
States against the execution of the ordinance of the city of San Francisco
respecting Chinese, you are kind enough to point out to me the articles
of your Federal Constitution under which you say the Chinese subjects
are secured in their treaty rights, and as a consequence of which you think
there is no occasion to invoke the interposition of your Government.
I feel it my duty to tender you my thanks for bringing to my attention the~e provisions of the Constitution of your country. In view of
what seems to many foreigners the complex system of your Government, it must be held as a great kindness to have the force and effect
of your Constitution in its relation to treaty rights and privileges explained in so authoritative a manner; and I am glad to be thus confirmed in the conviction I already entertained that under the Constitution and laws of your enlightened country its courts were open to the
subjects of all friendly nations for protection against wrong or injnry
to their persons or property. You will, however, excuse me for stating
that it was not from ignorance of the articles cited of your Constitution
that I made the request contained in my note of the 24th ultimo, -but
because my Government entertained the beliefthat the Government of
the United States, in proffering and confirming article 3 of the treaty
of 1880, assumed for itself a special and additional obligation towards
Chinese subjects within its territory-an obligation which it had not·
before undertaken.
I do not think it necessary to relate the history of the negotiations
resulting in the treaty of 1880, which has already been the subject of
notes of this legation. It is sufficient to recall the fact that it was entered into at the express request of the United States, and that China
consented to surrender certain treaty rights as to immigration upon the
express condition and assurance of the American commissioners that
the C!Jinese subjects in the United States should receive special protection, and t!Jat assurance was embodied in article 3. My Government can not understand the meaning of that article if its insertion did
not imply that it was to throw around the O!Jinese subjects in the
United States some protection which they did not then have. If, in
exchange for the surrender of the right of immigration, a stipulation
was to be given that the courts of the United States were to be thrown
open to Chinese subjects, that wonld have been held to be a superfluous guaranty, for they already possessed that right under the most
favored nation clause of article 6 of -the treaty of 1868. There would
seem to be no meaning in or occasion for simply reinserting that clause.
The history of the negotiation, the concurrent assurances of the American commissioners, and the language of the treaty itself certainly justified the Imperial Government iu entertaining the belief that under the
stipulation of article 3 some positive, affirmative, active, interposition
of the executive department of the United States would be exercised
when it received notice that Chinese subjects in its territory were receiving ill treatment at the hands of the local authorities. It woulEl.
hardly have been considered by the Imperial Government as a sufficient
inducement to enter into the new treaty to be assured chat, when the
authorities of the great and powerful city of San Francisco should seize
upon the Chinese subjects in that city and drag them from their longestablished homes and business, the Federal Government would do
nothing more than point them to the courts, where they could have the
poor privilege of carrying on a long and expensive litigation against a
powerful corporation in a cummunity where they were treated as a despised and outcast race.
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I also find an additional reason to support the construction placed
upon article 3 by my Government in the fact that the language employed therein is exceptional and peculiar. I have made careful examination of the volume containing the "Treaties and Conventions concluded between the United States and other Powers," published in 1889,
and I have not been able to find any such or equivalent language used
in any of the treaties with other nations.
In addition to the foregoing reasons for presenting the request contained in my note of the 24th ultimo, I was led to do so because such
has been the uniform practice of the American miniRter at Peking, acting under the instructions of your Department, in all similar cases in
China. Whenever American residents in that conntry are threatened ·
with ill treatment at the hands of the local authorities, or of combinations of evil-disposed persons, the American minister iR prompt to demand the active interposition of the Imperial Government; and in no
instance has my Government returned the answer that the American
residents must alone, and unsupported by the Imperial power and influence, carry on their contest with the local authorities; but, on the
contrary, in every instance of threatened ill treatment or of wrongdoers, the Imperial Government has been prompt to interpose its authority to sectu~ to American citizens their treaty rights.
It is earnestly to be hoped, therefore, that when the Attorney-General, to whom, you inform me, you have kindly submitted my note, shall
learn of the great wrong that is being inflicted UP,On my poor countrymen at San Francisco, he will find some prompt and efl'ective way
whereby "the Government of the United States will exert all its power •
to devise measures for theii' protection and to secure to them the same
rights" which other foreign residents enjoy without molestation.
It is hardly necessary for me to state to you that the Government of
China can have no official relations with the authorities of the city of
San Francisco, and that whatever loss is sustained by the Chinese residents of that city by reason of the enforcement of the ordinance cited
must be regarded as occasioned by the failure of the Government of the
United States to secure to those Chinese subjects their treaty rights,
and that the Imperial Government must look to that Government for
proper indemnification there~or. It is confidently expected, however,
that the Government of the United States will exert its power so as to
avoid all cause of complaint or indemnification.
I repeat, etc.,
PUNG

Kw.ANG Yu.

lJir. Blaine to JJ1r. P'ltng.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 14, 1890.
SIR: I have had the honor to receive your note of the 7th instant, in

which, in repiy to my communication of the 27th ultimo, you recur to
the subject of the recent ordinance of the city of San Francisco touching the removal of Chinese there resident to a certain quarter defined in
the ordinance. In my note, which was in reply to your representations
of the 24th ultimo, with which you brought the ordinance to my attention, I pointed out that the Chinese subjects who mi~ht be affected had
an ample and immediate nme(ly in the courts; and for that reason I
stated that there did not seem to be occasion in the present instance to
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invoke the stipulation in the immigration treaty of 1880 by which the
United States agreed, in respect to the Chinese in this country to
"exert all its power to devise measures for their protection and to secure
to them the same rights" as other foreign residents enjoy.
In reply to my communication, you state that you were already aware
of the existence of the judicial remedy to which I adverted, and that it
was not from ignorance of the constitutional provisions cited by me that
you preferred the request contained in your note of the 24th ultimo,
but because your Government entertains the belief that the Government of the United States, in proffering and confirming article 3 of
the treaty of 1~80, assumed for itself a special and additional obligation towards Chinese subjects within its territory-an obligation which
it had not before undertaken.
It is not my purpose to enter into a general discus§iion of the meaning and scope of the article in question, since, for the reasons I have
heretofore stated, I do not think that it is involved in the present case;
but, in order that my position may be fully understood, I deem it my
duty to reply to some of your observations. It bas not been my iHtention to deny, nor do I think that an attentive perusal of my note will
disclose a denial, that by article 3 of the treaty of 1880 the Government of the United States is bound to devise such measures as may be
found necessary to secure to Chinese subjects in this country "the
same rigb.ts, privileges, immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed
by the citizens or su~jects of the most favored nation, and to which
they are entitled by treaty." Such, indeed, is the simple language of
the article. But I regret to find that we are at variance in our views
both as to the scope, tfue occasion, and the character of the duty imposed upon this Government.
The burden of your argument appears to be that by article 3 of the
treaty of 1880 the United States is bound to render protection to the
Chinese, whenever their rights are assailed, through the executive department of the Government. H If," you say, "in exchange for tlle
surrender of the right of immigration, a stipulation was to be given that
the courts of the United States were to be thrown open to Uhinese snbjects, that would have been held to be a superfluous guaranty, for tlley
already possessed that right under the most-favored-nation clause of
article 4 of the treaty of 1868. There would seem to be no meaning in
or occasion for simply reinserting that clause." And you follow these
statements with the suggestion that executive action was mainly, if not
alone, contemplated.
You will permit me to say, in all candor, that I am wholly unable to
accept this conclusion, since I find not.h ing to sustain it. The complete
provisions of the article are as follows ~
If Chinese laborers, or Chinese of any other class, now either permanently or temporarily I'esiding in the territory of the United States, meet with ill treatment at the
bands of any other persons, the Government of the United States will exert all its
power to devise measures for their protection and to secure to them the same rights,
privileges, immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects
of the most favored nation, and to which they are entitled by treaty.

This language seems to me to be ca.pable of but one construction, and
that is, that, where existing measures or remedies were found to be ineffective for the purposes specified, the Government of the United
States would exert its power to devise others to supply the defect. This
construction appears to be reasonable and fair and to give to the article
a Yery substantial meaning. What more could the Government of China
have asked or desired Y If existing remedies, whether judicial or other-
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wise, should be found to be sufficient, what motive could there be for
requiring measures of a different character from those already available¥ Even if an existing remedy were found to be inefficient, it would
not follow that tlle Government of the United States is bound to devise
a remedy of a totally different character, such as a transference of a
subject-matter from the judicial to the executive department of the
G0vernment, assuming that in a particular case it possessed the power
to do so. The duty imposed by the treaty would be fully discharged
in devising a measure to render the existing remedy effective.
By the Constitution of the United States, with which I am happy to
observe your statement that you are not unfamiliar, the powers of government are distributed among three departments-the executive, the
legislative, and the judicial. This distribution of powers is fundamental and can not be disturbed by any of those departments, neitller
of which is authorized to trench upon the domain of the others. It
could not have been the purpose of the intelligent negotiators of the
treaty of 1880 to attempt to disregard that fact, nor do I suppose that
your Government contemplated Ruch an attempt or even desired it to
be made. On the contrary, it was expressly left to the Government of
the United States to devise such measures as might be within its
power. This view is not affected by the fact, to which you advert, that
the American minister in China has from time to time invoked the
direct intervention of the Imperial Government for the protection of citizens of the United States in that country. In so doing the American
minister has merelv followed the course marked out in the treaties in
accordance with th"e system of government prevailing in China. To
state, therefore, that a certain measure has been adopted in China is
no evidence that it was supposed that the same course of action would
be pursued in the United States, where the organization of government is different.
I have observed your statement that you have made careful examination of the volume of " Treaties and Conventions concluded between
tlle United States and other Powers," publislled in 1889, and that you
have not been able to find any such 1anguage as that used in the treaty
of 1880, or any equivalent to it, in any of the treaties with other nations.
I may say that I also am unaware of the existence of a similar form of
words in any of the rest of our treaties. I find, however, in article 13
of the treaty of 1846 with New Granada, which is now a subsisting convention between the United States and the Republic of Colombia, a
stipulation that the contracting parties will give their'~ special protection" to the "persons and property of the citizens of each other, leaving open and free to them the tribunals of justice for their judicial recourse, on tbe same terms which are usual and customary with the
natives or citizens of the country." My object in referring to this st.ipulation is to call attention to the fact that the contracting parties, in engaging to give" special protection" to the persons and property of the
citizens of each other, thought fit to specify, as one of the most, if not
the most, valuable of rights, that thetribunalsof justice should be" open
and free to them'' for their judicial recourse.
In my note of the 27th ultimo, I had the honor to inform you that I
had submitted your complaint to the Attorney-General. I am now in
receipt of his reply, which bears date of the 9th instant. He expresses
the opinion that the ordinance which you submit is within the prohibitioa of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, and also in violation of the treaty stipulations of the United
States with China, and that for those reasons it is void. He also adF R 90---15
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vises that the proper mode of determining in an authoritative and
effectual way that the order has no validity or force is by application
to the courts of the United States in the northern district of California,
where full redress can b~ had.
I am unable to share your apprehensions that it would be difficult to
obtain redress in that way. The interests affected by the ordinance are,
as you inform me by your note of the 24th ultimo, very considerable, and
it is not thought that they will find any obstaole in assert_ing themselves before the judicial tribunals. In mort) than one case the cou:r:ts
of the United States in California have maintained the supremacy of
the treaties with China against conflicting provisions, not only of the
statutes, but also of the constitution of that State. As examples, I may
refer to the cases of In re Ah Fong, third Sawyer's Reports, page 144,
and Parrott's Chinese case in the sixth volume of the same series of
reports, page 349.
Accept, sir, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

JJJr. rung to JJir. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Waslt'ington, June 23, 1890. (Received June 23.)
SIR: It affords me great pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the
note of the 14th instant, in which you honor me with a further discussion of the scope of article 3 of Lhe treaty of 1880 and of the duty imposed therein upon the Government of the United States.
While I share with you the regret you express that our views on these
questions continue to be at variance, I experience great pleasure in being
informed of the opiriion of your learned colleague, the Attorney-General,
that the ordinance of the city of San Francisco, which has occasioned the
present correspondence, is not only contrary to the treaty stipulations
with China, but also to the Constitution of your country, and, therefore,
void. In view of this opinion, and of the further fact that for reasons
unknown to me you have not as yet found it convenient to reply to the
repeated notes of this legation concerning the broader question of the
binding obligation and validity of the treaties celebrated between the
two nations, I do not deem it necessary at this time to prolong the discussion of this subordinate subject.
Thanking you for the courteous attention which you have given to
my notes respecting it,
I with pleasure renew, etc.,
PUNG Kw.A.NG Yu.

Jllr. Tsui to Mr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Washington, September 14, 1890.
SIR: At a late hour last night I received a telegram from the imperial .consul-general at San Francisco, stating that information had been
received by him from Chinese residents of Aberdeen, in the State of
Washington, that the citizens of that town had notified the Chinese
subjects living there that they must leave that place at once; and these
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subjects, feeling that their lives and property were in great peril, have
appealed to this legation for the immediate protection of the Government of the United States.
Believing that the case is one of urgency, requiring the prompt action
of the authorities, I beg tilat you cause such measures to be taken by
telegraph as will secure tile Chinese subjecLs in that locality tile full
protection to wilicb tiley are entitled under our treaties, and that injury
to life and property may thereby be avoided.
Trusting to be early advised of the steps which may be taken,
I repeat, etc.,

Tsur Kwo

YIN.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Tsui.
DEPARTMENT OF S'l'.ATE,

Washington, September lG, 1890.
I have tile honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
the 14th instant, in which you inform me that it is reported by the
imperial consul-general of San Francisco that the Chinese residents of
Aberdeen, in the State of Washington, have been notified by the citizens of that town to quit the place at once, and, in view of the apprehension felt by your countrymen that their lives are in danger, ~1 ou
ask that such measures be taken l1y telegraph as will suffice to protect
Ohinese subjects in that locality and avoid injury to life and property.
I have also had the honor to see a telegram received by you this
morning and brought to this Department b;y one of your attaches, which
reads as follows:
SIR:

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 15TH.

His Excellency Tsm,
Chinese Legation:
Following telegram just received: "The Aberdeen citizens say our Chinese must
go on September 23. Telegraph the Government to have them protected at once.
Signed Woo Lee and Chinese at Hoquian, Wash." (No signature.)

In view of these representations, I Ilave hastened to send a telegram
to His Excellency the governor of W ashiugton, stating tile facts as
brought to the notice of this Department and counseling action to the
end of preventing any disturbance of order or violation of rights of
Chinese subjects established at Aberdeen.
"
Returning herewith tile telegram left at this Department to day,
I beg ~· ou, etc.,
WILLIAl\I F. vVnARToN,
Acting Secretary.

Mr. Wharton to Jl,fr. Tsui.

•

DEP AR'l'MENT OF ST.ATE,

Washington, September 19, 1890.
I have the honor to apprise you, in connection with the Department's note of the lGth instant, of the receipt of a telegram from
His Excellency Elisha P. Ferry, governor of the State of Washington,
saying that he will use every means in his power to.prevent any viola·
tion of law at Aberdeen.
I avail myself, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.
SIR:
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JJir. Tsui to lllr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Washington, October 1, 1800.
SIR: Under date of March 2G last, I was impelled by an urgent sense
of duty to send you a note of some length, citing the notes which my
predecessor had addressed to the late Secretary of State and to yourself respecting the status of our treaty relations as affected by the
action of the last Congress of your country, and giving some additional
reasons why, in my opinimi, it was the imperative duty of your Government to furnish an early and comprehensive reply to the several notes
of this legation.
It has filled me with wonder that neither an acknowleugment of its
receipt, nor a reply thereto, has up to this time been receiveu. Knowing how carefully and courteously you observe all the requirements of
diplomatic intercourse, I have not attributed this neglect to any personal choice on your part. I have persuaded myself that your silence
has been enforced by some controlling reasons of state which have, in
your opinion, made it prudent that you should still defer for a time the
answer wllich my Government has for many months past been very anxious to receive.
I would continue, out of personal regard to you, to exercise patience
on the subject if I were permitted to do so. But I am sorry to say that
this I can not do. Upon receipt of a copy of my note to you of March
26, 1890, my Government, so fully persuaded of the justice of the repre~
sentations made by this legation, communicated with His Excellency,
Minister Denby, and urged him to present to his Government the lively
desire of the Chinese Government for an early reply to these representations, and that steps be taken to undo the wrongs being inflicted on
Chinese subjects as a result of the act of October 1, 1888. And I have
been instructed by the Tsung-li yamen to likewise again ask that early
attention be given to the citerl notes of this legation. In addition to this
instruction, the losses and injuries being suffered by thousands of my
countrymen, on account of the rigorous enforcement of the exclusion
law of 1888, impel me to redouble my efforts to secure some redress and
restore our treaties to respect and observance.
I beg you, Mr. Secretary, to regard this. m.v present note, not as an
act of embarrassment to yon, but as a friendly effort on my part to restore
and reaffirm the former cordial relations which have existed between
our two countries. The old nation, with its hundreds of millions of
people, on the other side of the ocean, extends its hand across the great
waters to the young nation in front of it, with its wonderful development in population and resources, and asks for a continuance of friendship and commercial intercourse upon the basis of treaty rights and
reciprocal justice. Our sages and statesmen for ages past have taught
our nation principles of justice and good faith, which, upon establishing
diplomatic relations with the nations of the western world, we found to
agree with the code of international law as framed by the writers and
statesmen of your country; and having learned, through the disinterested friendship which hitherto had marked the conduct of your
Government in its relations to China, to regard your nation as a model
in the practice which should control governments in their reciprocal
intercourse, we accepted its code of international law; and to this
code we appeal in the settlement of the difficulties which have unhappily arisen between us, and which it is the anxious desire of the lm-
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perial Government to have adjusted in the speediest manner possible.
In the interest, therefore, of our past friendship, and to promote and
cement more firmly our good relations, I again communicate to yon the
respectful request of my Government that the cited notes of this legation may have your early attention, and that I may be favored as
promptly as possible with the views and instructions of the Government
of the United States.
I improve this opportunity, etc.,

Tsur Kwo YrN.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. T.<?1ti.
DEl~ ARTMEN'J' OF STATE,

lV a8hington, October 6, 1890.
SIR.: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
1st instant, in which you recur to the suuject of the note addressed by
yon to the Department on the 26th of March last, to which no formal
reply bas been made.
I am happy to confirm your surmise that the delay in making such a
reply has not been due to any neglect or lack of appreciation of the
representations you have made or of the importance of the peservation
of the cordial and traditional relations of friendship which have subsisted between our two governments. The questions which you present
have been and are now the subject of careful consideration on tlle part
of this Government, and I hope to be able at an early day to convey
to you the views of tlle President in an ample and formal manner.
In communicating to you this expectation, I desire to assure you of
my appreciation of the sentiments of amity that pervade the note to
which I now have the honor to reply.
Accept, etc.,
J.AJHES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Tsui to ]Jr. Blaine.
CHINESE LEGATION,

Washington, December 4, 1890. (Received December 5.)
SIR: From the several notes which have been addressed to your
Department by tllis legation since the passage by the Congress ol the
United States of the exclusion act of October 1, 1888, it is known to
you that my Government bas earnestly desired that that honorable
body should undo that act of hardship and treaty abrogation. I
watched with interest the proceedings of the last session, and at its
close it became my unpleasant duty to inform my Government that it
bad adjourned without taking any action looking to the repeal or modification of the act of 1888.
I am now in receipt of instructions from the Imperial Government,
directing me to convey to you the disappointment it bas experienced at
the intelligence communicated by me, and to express to you the hope that
during the session which convened on the 1st instant Congress may take
such action as will assure the Imperial Government of the desire of that
of the United States to maintain in full force and vigor the treaties
entered into between the two nations, arrd thns renew and strengthen
the friendly relations which have so long existed.
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I hope that you will not interpret this note into any manifestation
of impatience at the nonreceipt of the reply which was promised in
your note to me of October 6 last. You will, I am quite sure, understand the natural desire of my Government (which makes it my duty at
this time to again address you) to relieve the many thousands of my
countrymen from the sad situation in which they have been placed by
the passage of the law cited. The records of the custom-house at San
Francisco alone show that over 20,000 Chinese subjects who had left
their temporary homes and business in the United States, bearing with
them, under the seal of the United States, certificates of their right
to return, were, in violation of these certificates and of solemn treaty
guaranties, absolutely and without notice excluded from the Unitefl
States by that law. And so severely was that law enforced that those
Chinese who were on the high sea at the time it was passed were forbidden to land at San Francisco and were driven back to China. The
great pecuniary loss which these Chinese subject shave sustained on
account of being excluded from their temporary homes and. business in
this country has been regarded by my Government as a serious hardship. Besides these, the law has been very oppressive and unjust in its
effects upon a still greater number of Chinese subjects. Under the proprovisions of the treaty of 1880, the Chinese laborers then in the United
States were guarantied the right "to go and come of their own free
will and accord," but the act of 1888 nullifies this stipulation, and the
Chinese laborers are therefore denied the privilege of a visit to their
native land, or it must be made at the sacrifice of all their business
interests in this country.
In view of the injustice and loss which has been and still is being
inflicted by the operations of this law, my Government has felt it necessary that I should again make known to you its earnest desire that
something should be done to alleviate the injuries being suffered on account of its passage.
I need hardly add that this representation is not made out of any
disposition to aggravate !he present unsatisfactory condition of our relations, but with the earnest hope that it may lead to some settlement
which will cement our old friendship and create new relations of harmony and freer commercial intercourse.
I improve the opportunity, etc.
TSUI

Kwo

YIN.

COLO~IBIA.

M't., Abbott to Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.)

No. 48.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA1_'ES,

Bogota, Decmnber 12, 1889. (Heceived January 13, 1890.)
SIR: The consul at Colon, General Vifquaiu, has requested that the
friendly offices of this legation may be employed in his behalf upon the
following state of facts :
Mrs. S. H. Smith, who; I presume, was a citizen of the United States,
and who <lied in Colon, left, inter alia, two tenement hou_ses, situated
in Colon upon land leased of the Panama Railroad Company. The
consul, acting under section 10, article 3, of the consular convention of
1850, undertook to settle her estate. In pursuance thereof, he sold the
two houses at auction in July, 1888, and applied the proceeds in settlement of uebt.
On October 25, 1889, the local authorities intervened, and the local
judge ordered all claims against the estate to be presented before his
court and the houses to be sold in 180 days from that date. He! furthermore, put. a receiver in possession of the houses and dispossessed the pnr·Chaser at auction sale, who was an American citizen. The details of
the whole matter may be found in the letter of the consul to me, dated
November 7, 1889, to which I refer, and a copy of which I inclose, excepting only the inclosures therein referred to, which are, I presume, on
the files of the Denartmet1t.
The request of the consul is that I apply to this Government to cause
a committee to be appointed to examine the claims he has paid, and, on
their report that they are correct, to legalize all his doings in the
premises.
It seems plain that, if the consul bas acted within the law, this Government should not be asked to legalize his doings, but rather a demand
as of right should b~ made for the cessation of all interference by the
local authorities.
,
But, if the consul acted contrary to law or exceeded his authority,
then the good offices of this legation may w-ell be employed in his behalf.
It becomes, then, important to decide, before acting in the matter:
(1) Whether a consul of the United States has the right to take possession of, inventory, and sell the personal property of a citizen of his country dying in Colombia, under and by virtue of the provisions of section
10, article 3, of the consular convention; and (2) whether the houses
in qnestion are real or personal property.
I do not deem myself justified in asking this Government to legalize
Mr. Vifquain's acts, without instructions to that effect, as I should
thereby admit that our consuls have no rights under the said section
of the convention, an admission which might embarrass the Department in case it should hold that our consuls are entitled to settle
231
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estates in such cases. On the other hand, a remonstrance, on the
ground of an infringement of treaty stipulations, would as seriously embarrass the Department in case it should bold that under the present
laws of Colombia our consuls are not entitled to act in such cases.
I have therefore concluded to submit the matter to the Department
for instructions, with as full an explanation of the attitude of this Government and the local laws as I have been able to procure; and I shall
await a reply by cablegram, or by mail, as may be deemed necessary.
First. The question is as to a consul's right to settle estates of his
countrymen dying here.
This right depends upon the provisions of article 3, section 10, of the
convention, which, after defining what a consul may do in such cases,
provides as follows:
But consuls shall not discharge these functions in those states whose peculiar legislation may not allow it.

When the convention was made there were no states in Colombia.
The country was a centralized Republic, and there was no general law
defining the rights of consuls in such cases. The estates of deceased
American citizens were settled as were those of Colombians until this
convention came into force.
Some years· later, about 1858, New Granada became the United States
of Colombia, in which were erected a number of partially independent
States, which from January 1, 1860, made their own laws upon these
and many other matters.
.
Under date December 14, 1870, Mr. Fish, Secretary of State, in his
No. 31 to Mr. Hurlburt, then minister here, directed him to remonstrate
against the course of the local authorities in Panama in interfering w~th
the administration by the then consul at that city upon t•1e estate of
one J. J. Landerer.
The minister's remonstrance can not be found among the archives,
but the long reply of the Government thereto, under date of Apri128,
1871, after stating that information had been asked from the Panama
authorities, goes on to claim that the whole matter must depend upon
the law of that State; that the fact that that State was erected after
the making of the convention does not imply, as "insinuated" by our
minister in his remonstrance, that its laws can not deprive our consuls
of the rights named therein; that Colombia recognizes the right of
newly erected States in the United States to make prohibitory laws in
this respect, as well as the right of the States existing in 1850, and
claims reciprocity; that, ''accepted this principle (of reciprocity), it is
clear that the word 'states,' which is made use of in the convention,
does not r~fer solely to those of North America, even although Colombia (then New Granada) was not publicly divided in sections of that
name, and even although this part of legislation was not conceded to
them." Then follows an argument upon the tense of the word " permitir," i.e.," allow," and the conclusion that "it appears beyond doubt
that it was sought to express the desire of the contracting parties to
leave to the states or sections of both Republics complete liberty to
permit consuls to exercise the powers referred to or to deprive them of
such powers." The note also states that the laws of Panama then existing conferred upon the courts alone the settlement of estates, be the
deceased a foreigner or a native.
I can find no further correspondence in this case, and so do not know
the result, and this is the only case of which I have found any trace.
I mention it as possibly throwing some light upon the probable attitude of Colombia now.
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In 1885 the United States of Colombia became the Republic of Colombia, the States being degraded to departments, and deprived of the
power to legislate, except upon minor matters. 'rhe national law in force
in the whole Republic since July 22, 1887, provides that, if a deceased
person shall leave foreign heirs, the consul of the nation of these heirs
shall have the right to name the "curador," who shall have the custody
and administration of the property.
I inclose a copy and translation of a written statement of a Bogota
lawyer, in which this law appears, together with its effect, leaving out
the question of public treaties.
I have consulted two lawyers who stand high in the profession, and
they inform me that a "cnrador" is more or less what we call an administrator; that the estates of all foreigners are, outside of treaty
stipulations, to be settled in the manner indicated in said law; and that
foreign consuls have no other rights than that of nominating the '' curador."
Second. The second question is as to the character of the houses,
whether they are real or personal estate. If they are real estate, then
the consul bas exceeded his authority.
On this point I inclose a copy and translation of the opinion of Messrs.
Escobar & Gutierrez, lawyers, in relation to the same, in which the law
in relation to the matter appears.
I have written Consul Vifquain to forward to the Department at
once a statement of the terms of the lease under which the houses are
permitted to stand upon the land of the railroad company.
I will add that the first law in New Granada upon the rights of consuls in such cases was passed, substantially, in the form in which it
exists in the civil code of Cundinamarca, as noted in inclosure No.2,
on .May 29, 1850, 25 days after the signing of the consular convention,
and continued to be the law of the Republic up to January 1, 1860. So
that the statement in said inelosure, that the Spanish law was that in
forcP, up to that date, must be somewhat modified.
The question as to the houses has never been raised in these courts,
so far as my lawyers know, and, if it bad been, it would throw no light
upon the matter, as the courts are not bound by precedent.
I trust that the suggestiol'ls herein made may be useful in the con\
sideration of the case presented by the consul.
I have, etc.,
JOIIN T. ABBOTT.

Linclosure 1 in No. 48.]

M1·. Vijquain to M1·. Abbott.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Colon, November 7, 1889.
SIR: I respectfully submit the following to your consideration :
In July, 1888, I ordered sold at public auction by licensed auctioneers, after fluly
advertising, the houses belonging to the estate of the late Mrs. S. H. Smith. I had
some doubt as to my right to selling [sic] those houses, yet, as claims were coming
in at the consulate thick and fast, and there being no ready cash on hand, I wrote to
the Department of State my dispatch No. 36 (inclosure No.1), and1 I received in answer dispatch No. 30 (inclosure No.2).
·
This dispatch from the State Department means that, if, in my judgment, I deemed
it best for the estate to sell, that I should sell, and 1Jice versa. Owing to the impending collapse of the canal, which was visible enough then, I deemed it be:st, to sell,
auu so notified the Department of State in my dispatch No. 42 (inclosure No. 3).
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Evidently, nothing in tho dispatch No. ~0 of the Department of State intimated to
me that I had not the right to sell; so I sold for $6,500 (Colombian silver) to Mr. Potevin, an American citizen.
'!'here was no will left, and, to my knowledge then, no heirs, &.nd my belief was that
the United States became the heir.
Now, then, the prefect, the judge, and everybody knew that'I was going to sell the
houses through the instrumentality of "licensed Colombian auctioneers." This was
notorious, and yet not the slightest word to me by them that I had not the right to sell.
On the contrary, when I took possession of the houses, I asked the jnclge to protect me
in my rights in case they were disputed, and he told me he would. 'l'he prefect
told me that the tenants of the houses were compelled to pay the rent to Mr. Potevin.
Taxes were assessed against Mr. Potevin, and he paid them. We even paicl the 6 per
cent. mil. required by law to be paid for transfers of property. All this was received;
not a word said by anybody. Can I not, then, claim the tacit consent of the aut 1 JOr·
ities to sell, even though I had not the legal right to do so f
Thus great was my surprise whon last February, nearly 8 months after Mr. Potev'iu
had been iu peaceable possession, collecting rents and paying taxes, the prefect of this
place, one J. M. Pasos, "denounces" the property as vacant and demanding possession. Property by this time had become depreciated full 100 per cent. [~ic].
Well, all of a sudden I received news, last May, that there were heirs, aml I at once
notified the judge, one E. Morales, to that effect. The judge told me" all right," and
at once all proceedings were stopped until the heirs put in an appflarance. I wrote
to the United States to secure proper identification or presence of the heirs, but to this
date I have had, as yet, no reply, yet I have some e•idence that there are heirs. They
live in Sacramento, Cal., and I have before me an informal copy of a power of attorney
given by them to one James M. Pugh, a banker in Osceola, Mo., to guard the interest
of the heirs in the real estate left by Mrs. S. H. Smith and lying in that part of the
State of Missouri.
However, the judge go)t tired of waiting, and, without consulting me or advising
me, he issued a. decree on October 25 last, ordering all the creditors of the eAtato to
present their claims to his examination, giving them 180 days to do so, at the expiration of which time the bonses would be sold by the court, and he at once put a J'eceiver in charge, thus fully dispossessing ML Potevin.
As Hoon as I learned of this, I called upon the judge in relation to his decree. I told
him I had paid the creditors after a most rigid scrutiny of their claims; thaL 1 understood this to be one of my prerogatives as consul; tl1at he was aware I had fought
some bogus claims in his own court, and that I had won my case; am"i that I had paid
the creditors with the moneys received l1y me throug;h the sale of the l10nses to Mr.
Potevin; that I had paid off a $4,000 (Colombian silver) mortgage on the houses ancl
sent to the Treasury of the United States the 5 per cent. [sic] proceeds of the sales, in
accordance with law; and that I had duplicate receipts for every payment made; that
there were no more legal claims to my knowledge, and that I had acted in good faith
al1 the way through.
He answered that he knew it, but that the only way to legalize aU tha,t I had done
was for every creditor to put in a petition into his court praying that I might be
deemed the legal claimant for each credit; that at the end of 6 montliS he would
sell the houses; and that then I would be paid the moneys I had disbursed.
This, indeed, was a doubtful way for me to get the moneys I bad paid, since the
houses would not sell for one-half of what I had sold them for, besides placing in jeopardy the title of Mr. Potevin to the property. And I told him so; told him also that
it was the most extraordinary thing on tl1e part of the court and of the authorities
"to be so kind" as to allow me to pay off the mortgage on the property and the creditors of the estate, and when I had done with all, and nearly 1 year afterwards, he
and the authorities come in to claim the clear title to everything.
I further informed him that I would at once write to my ambassador at Bogota, that
the case might be placed by him before the proper cabinet officer, or even before the
President, with the request that a committee be appointed to examine the claims I
had paid, and, after examination, provided they were found correct, as they will be,
to have an order from his conrt legalizing my sale and al1.
I suggest to you for that committee Mr. E. Morales, the judge himself, and Mr.
Tracy Robinson, an American citizen here, the two to select another among the foreign consuls here.
This is about the only way I see out of this without having recourse to sel·ious
diplomatic proceedings.
To my mind, this seems to be a great wrong on the part of the authorities here. I
believe I have acted legally. Surely, I have acted in accordance with instl'nctions
from the Department; but, even though my action bad not been just exactly in accordance with law, why is it that no notice of my action is taken until I am through
th it all and nearly 1 year afterwards f Can I not, from their silence, claim tacit
'1
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I respectfully refer you to article xu of the treaty of 1846 : • * * "and their
representatives, being citizens of the other party, shall succeed to their said personal
goods or real estate, whether by testament or ab intestado, and they may take possession thereof." I also respectfully refer you to Wharton's International Law Digeflt,
vol. 1, p. 782, Marcy to Aspinwall; and also p. 785, same volume, Cadwalader to
Hopkins.
I very much regret to give you this trouble, but I can see no way to an agreeable
solution of this question without your intervention, and I hope you will at your early
convenience take steps to satisfactorily arrange this, otherwise it will be a virtual
confiscation of this property, as well as a very great loss to me.
The settlements of estates are [sic] of no profit to a consul; they are' very vexatious.
I have done what the Colombian law requires shall be done-paid debts; the whole
affair has been as open as daylight. I did not atiempt to evade the laws. Moreover,
there are the heirs in California, who are not even recognized by the court here. The
claims I paid were looked into with much greater care than if the money had been
my own, and the creditors were paid in full, what is seldom the case when courts
take part in the proceedings.
I hope soon to hear that the proper cabinet officer in Bogota will order Judge E.
Morales to look into my accopnts and to legalize my sale after finding things, as they
should be, correct. My plan satisfies the judge.
I am, etc.,
VICTOR VIFQUAIN.

rrnclosnre No. 1.]

Mr. Vijquain to Mr. Rives.

No. 36.]

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Colon, June 12, 188~. (Received June 25.)
SIR: Heavy claims are presented to me against the estate of the late Mrs. S. H.
Smith, and no money on hand to meet them. The actual property left here consists of
three houses worth some $10.,.1)00. These hol1ses are built on lots leased from the Panama Railroad. There is no character of real estate attached to the lands on which
the houses are built, so far as the late Mrs. Smith is concerned, since the land can not
be sold by the railroad company; it is leased yearly at a rental of $750 American
gold. Yet these houses are t~nements. They are of a perishaule nature and have
been so pronounced by the most respectable of merchants here. Moreover, property
here is depreciating, and it costs money to keep houses in good repair.
I respectfully ask whether, under the circumstances, I can proceed to sell these
houses, it being certainly the best thing that can be done with them f
I ~m, etc.,
VICTOR VIFQUAIN.

[Inclosure No.2.]

Mr. Rives to M1·. Vifquain.

No. 30.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

~Washington, June 28, 1888.
Sm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 36, dated June 12,
1888, relating to tbe estate of the late Mrs. S. H. Smith.
You must US!3 your best judgment in the case, as the facts are much more completely know to you than they can be to the Depai:tment.
It may, however, be suggested that perhaps it might be well to delay action for
a while until it be ascertained definitely whether Mrs. Smith did not leave a will.
The fact that none was found at Colon does not establish that she made none, for
one may yet be found in the United States. Should such a will be produced an(l
proved, and the executor qualify, it would relieve you from considerable embarrassment and responsibility.
Again, it is understood here tlutt houses at Colon are usually frail and inexpensive
structures, costing little in the first instance, but producing in rent a large annual
percentage. 'l'hese facts would seem to lead to the conclusion that it would be well
to postpone the sale of the houses as long as practicable.
With regard to claims against the estate, it will be well to scrutinize them with
the utmost care, as all the circumstances point to the suspicion, at least, that dishonest deman<ls are likely to be trumped up, and that Mrs. Smith was not likely to
leave large debts unpaid.
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All these, you will understand, are but suggestions for your guidance; and while
the Department strongly recommends a policy of great caution and deli Leration
in this case, it can not undertake to give you definite instructions.
I am, etc.,
G. L. RIVES,
.Assistant Secreta1·y.
llnclosure No.3.]

Mr. Vijqttain to M1·. Rives.

No. 42.]

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Colon, July 21, 1888.

(Received August 3.)
SIR: Your dispatch No. 30, dated June 28, relating to ~e estate of Mrs. S. H. Smith,
was duly received; and, inasmuch as you leave everytHing discretionary with me, I
will sell the houses, and for the following reasons:
The tenure of the lots by the Panama Railroad Company is uncertain. They may
at any day pass into the hands of the Government. What the value of those 'lots will
then be is a matter of conjecture; the rent, ground rent, being liable to enbance,
while that of the houses decreases.
Then, also, there is a $4,000 mortga.~e, with uig interest, on the houses. Then,
again, it is quite an expensive aft'air to keep the houses in good repair, to pay tbe
taxes and ground rent, not speaking of the trouble to collect rente, all of which the
consul is responsi!Jle for without the least compensation.
You are rightly informed as to the high rents here, yet they are declining rapidly;
but you are not rightly informed as to the character of the houses, nor as to tbat of
the deceased. The former cost nearly $20,000; the latter was a most careless person
in the management of her business. There is no will; the deceased herself admitted
this before her death.
Your obedient servant,
VICTOR VIFQUAIN.

U11ited States Consttl.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 48.-Translation.]

Messrs. Gutim·rez

~

Escobm· to M1·. Abbott.

BOGOTA, Decembm· 11, 1890.
SIR: We are about to comply with the desire you were pleased to express to us
verually, that we should explain to you what there may be relative to tbe rigbts
which foreign consuls formerly had, and now have, in this country as to the estates
of their fellow-citizens, according to the ordinary Jaws solely, that is, laying aside the
respective public treaties. We will refer especially to the former States, now departments, of Cundinamarca and Tolima.
Up to December 31, 1859, the Spanish legislation as it existed at the time of the
independence was in force in those States in civil matters.
From January 1, 1860, until July 22, 1887, the civil code of Cundinamarca was iu
force in said departments, which contained these provisions:
"Article 595. If the heirs of the deceased upon whose estate i.t is necessary to appoint an administrator (cul'adm·) may be foreginers not residing in the State of Cundinamarca, the consul or vice-consul of the nation of these heirs, if there is one in the
place of opening of the succession, may name the administrator or administrators
(cu1~ador or curadors), who shall have the custody and aclminil5tration of the property.
"Article 596. The judge shall grant the administration (curado1·ia) to the administrator or administrators proposed uy the consul or vice-consul if they be fit persons,
and on the petition of the creditors or other persons interested in t}le estates another
or others to [act with] the administrator or administrators, according to the amounts
and situation of the property which may compose the inheritance.
"Article 1067. When a foreigner dies in the territory of the State without leaving
a will nor heirs, the property of the estate shall be delivered to the consnl or vicee·onsul of the nation to which the deceased belonged ; uut, that this may be done, it
shaH be necessary :
"(1) That 1 year shall have passed after giving notice of the death of the foreigners by means of three consecutive printed publications, and no person having presented himself who could, according to the laws of Cundinamarca, succeed to the
estate of the deceased person or take possession of the 11roperty as executor under
the will. But, whenever such person shall present himself, he shall have the right, if
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there be no legal objection, to take possession of the estate, although the same may
nave passed into the hands of the respective consul or vice-consul, or may be subject
to the disposition of the competent court, or under the care of an administrator of the
unoccupied inheritance (herencia yacente).
"(2) That the judge having jurisdiction in the manner providecl for in this code,
and with the assistance of the consul orvice-consnl, if there be one in the place, shall
make a judicial inventory of the property of the deceased and see that the legal fees
and taxes are paid aud that the debts due from the deceased to citizens of Cundinamarca or of any other of the States of the Confederation are satisfied.
"There shall be made two certified copies of the judicial proceedings, which shall
be sent to the minister of foreign affairs of the Goverument of the Confederation
through the government of the State.
"Article 1068. The consuls and vice-consuls authorized to act as such in the territory of the State by the Government of the Confederation, to whom this code alone
refers, in respect to the estates of their deceased fellow-citizens dying intestate in
the Sbte of Cundioamarca without leaving heirs in said State, may exercise the
following functions:
''(1) To place their seals upon such documents and effects as the judge, by virtue
of his office or at the solicitation of interested partie~:>, may have previously sealed.
"(2) To assist in appraisals, inventories, and other judicial acts in the settlement
of tlw estate which the succession may require.
"(3) To nominate an administrator or administrators, who shall have the custody
and administration of the property of the deceased, as provicled in articles 595 and
596.

"The administrator or administrators to whom the judge may have granted the
administration shall take charge of the same, and, in conRequence t,hereof, shall
have the care and administration of the estate, including books and papers, and
thereafter the consul or vice-consul shall not have the power to demand the delivery to
himself of the property of the estate, nor to intervene in the matter of the administration of such property, except that he !3hall have the right to flemautl that the administrator or iidmiuistrators shall be held responsi u1e, conformably to the laws of the
State, for the abuse or the mal-performance of their trust.
"Article 1069. In all cases of which the preceding article treats, and especially in
the making of the inventory, and in what relates to the security of the estate of the
deceased, and to the rights of the Confederation or the State as to such property, · ,. * *
there shall be observed the laws of the State, so far as the same are not opposed to
public treaties celebrated by the Government of the Confederation which now are,
or which may hereafter be, in force in the territ,ory of the State."
The national civil code (codigo civil nacional) went into effect July 22, 1887.
'fhis code contains nothing analogous to articles 1067, 1068, and 106\J of the civH
code ofCnndinamarca above-quoted.
Article 570 of the national civil code sa,ys:
"If the deceasecl upon whose estate it is necessary to appoint an administrator
shall have foreign heirs, the consul of the nation of snch heirs shall have the ri crht to
nominate the administrator or administrators, who may have the custody and a'd.miuistration of the property."
Article 571 of the national code is the same as article 596 of that of Cnudinamarca,
with the difference that the former mentions only the consul and not the vice-consul.
According to articles 600, 601, €02, and 603 of the code of Cundinamarca, which
are exactly the same as articles 575, 576, 577, and 578 of the national code, tbe cura- '
dores of property had no further powers than those of mere custody and preservation, those for the collection of tht) credits and the payment of the debts of those
they represent, the alienation of perishable personal property, the alienation of personal property pertaining to the ordinary course of the business of the deceased, and
the carrying on of actions at law and defenses of the same. Administrators of property can do no other acts without previous judicial authorization granted on account of proved necessity or utility.
We are, sir, etc.,
GUTIERREZ & ESCOBAR.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 48.-Translation.J

Mess1·s. Gutierrez

~

Escoba1· to M1·. Abbott.

BOGOTA, December 12, 1!389.
SIR: We have studied with care the interesting legal question about which you
have been pleased to consult us, and proceed to express briefly our opinion upon it.
The question is, whether a buildingconstructed bya ]esseeuponleasedlandshould
be considered, as to the said lessee, personal or real estate.
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According to the general rule contained in article 656 of our civil code, things are
real estate (inrnuebles) which can not be transported from one place to· another, as
lauds and mines, and ''those things which adhere permanently to them, as buildings,
trees.''
Builllings are, then, according to that, real estate (inrnuebles) by their nature.
Bnt it is a principle of j nrisprudence that property by its nature immovable ceases
to be real esta.te and is converted into personal property when it is considered, not
in its actual state of union with the ground, but in the future state of distinct individuality which separation will give it, as when, fo::.· example, it is considered "as
having to be demolished" (como hrtbienclo de ser demo lido), and therefore it is looked
upon, not as a honse, but as stones, wood, irou; etc.
So is regarded, as to the lessEle, the building constructed by him upon leased land;
and the reason for this is that the constructor does not in this case have a right to the
building itself, as such, but rather the right to st.'1parate and carry away the materials
which compose it in case the lessor may not be disposed Lo allow him what the materials may be worth, considering them as having ueea separated.
The cardinal point which bas jnst been expressed, once noted, the question is
transformed into this other: Does the right of the lessee constructor in the building
pertain to personal or real estate?
According to article 6G7 of the civil code, rights and cboses in action are considered
personal property or real estate, according to the nature of the thing with which
they are or arc not to be useu. So the right of usufruct upon real estate is real; so
the right of the buyer to a delivery to him of a farm which he has purchased is real;
and the right of a lender of money to its repayment is personal.
In our system (del'echo) there is positive law outlined in the ancient maxim of
Roman jurisprudence: "Actio qum tendit acl mobile, mobilis est, actio qum tandit ad
immobile est immobilis."
- In order to apply thi'! rule, or rather in order to understand what is the object to
which the right pertains, the proceeding is very simple, it being sufficient to inquire
what it is that l.he owner or creditor can demand, or the object whose delivery or
granting (prestacion) the "demn.ndee" can be compelled to make. If the demandant
can comvel the delivery of real estate, his right is real; if he can only demand the
delivery of personal property, his right is personal.
Applying this rule, it will be asked, then, in the present case, what can the lessee
constructor require of the lessor, and what can the latter be compe'l.led to deliver
to the former ~
The materials of the building, or their value, considel'ing them as having been separated, and as both things are personal property, it is manifest that the right of the
lessee has also this character.
That the lessee has no other right than that of carrying away the materials of the
building, if the lessor does not wish to allow him what they would be worth after
separati m, is a thing about which there is no doubt, because the building which is
not necessary to the preservation of the thing leased, but which increases its market
value is evidently an improvement, and that is the rule given for" improvements''
in article 1994 of the civil cotle.
In confirmation of the above doctrine, we quote below the opinion of Demolombe,
who is, perhaps, the most profound of the commentators upon the French civil code,
from which ours is taken.
[NOTE.-I omit the translation of the quotation from Demolombe.-J. T. A.]
As a logical consequence of this doctrine, Demolombe concludes that when the constructor assigns his lease to a third person, with a right to the buildings which he
has constructed, the object of the assignment is necessarily personal. llnt he notes
that the cour't of cassation of France has decided to the contrary in numerous j udgments.
Notwithstanding, Puzier-Herman, in a later work than that of Demolombe above
cited, entitled "Codes Annotes," after referring to the decisions of the court of cassation upon this subject, establishes clearly that in order that the right of the lessee
to the buildings constructed by him upon leased ground, and therefore the assignment
of the right, may have the character of real estate, it is necessary that the lessor shall
have renounced his right of" accession," that is, the right to acquire the property in
said buildings at the expiration of the lease (a circumstance which does not probably
exist in the case which interests you), and that, htckiug that renunciation, the build·
ings constructed by the lessee upon the leased land have, so far as relates to him (the
lessee), the character of personal property, anll can not, therefore, be hypothecated by
the builder. (Vol. 1, p. 643.)
Your obedient servants,
GUT~ERREZ & ESCOBAR.
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lJlt'. Blaine to Jl[r. Abbott.

DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,
TVashington, January 9, 1890.
SIR: Complaints having reached the Department in regard to the
seizure of American vessels on the San Bias coast for alleged violation
of the customs laws of Colombia, and desiring to possess the fullest
possible information upon the subject, I cabled you on the 8th instant
to make an immediate examination of the customs laws affecting that
locality and of the difficulties said to have arisen there and to report
ful1y thereon.
I am, etc.,
J.A.l\IES G. BLAINE.
No. 42.] •

.

M1·. Abbott to Jllr. Blaine.

No.5!.]

LEG.A.1'ION OF THE UNri.'ED STATES,
Bogota, Jamtm·y 11,1890, (Heceived February 17.)
SIR: Your cablegram dated January 8 was duly received on the
evening of tllat day.
Up to the date of your telegram I had no knowledge of any difficulties
upon the San Blas coast except the seizure of the British schooner
Pearl, said to have been found trading in closed ports, for which she
had not cleared and in which she could not legally trade. On inquiry
I :find that one other schooner, flying the Dominican flag, has also been
captured. The Government disclaims any knowledge of other seizures.
Acting upon the supposition that some vessel of the United States
bas bEen. taken by theOolombianmau-of.war La Popa,I have prepared
the following statement of the law applicable to the case.
The codigo fiscal recognizes three classes of ports, viz, free ports, ports
habilita(7os, and ports not habilitados.
Importations are not permitted, except into free ports, and ports habilitados being expressly prohibited into ports not habilitados. Commerce between free ports and ports not habilitados is expressly prohibited. Coast trade between ports habilitados and ports not habilitados is
vermitted to vessels of all nationalities which may carry mercllandise of
the country or foreign merchandise on which the regular import duties
have been paid in some port llabilitado. Every port habilitado has a
custom-house.
Between the free port of Colon and the port Carthagena, which is
habilitado tllere are no ports of entry, all being ports not habilitados.
Within those limits lies what is known as the San Blas coast. Consequently, none of its ports are either free or habilitados and all direct
importations are prohibited and clearly illegal. If made, the vessel and
cargo are subject to confiscation. Consuls certifying to invoices to these
ports are liable to fine.
Notwithstanding all this, the Columbian consul in New York hasto how great an extent I can not say-granted the usual papers to vessels clearing from that port for San Bias, and perhaps for other ports
not habilitados." This action is clearly contrary to law. The evidence,
as to the length of time during which this custom has prevailed is
somewhat conflicting, but I have good reason to believe that this Government is properly chargeable with knowledge of the fact and has not
seen :fit to stop the practice until the case of the Pearl was presented to
its notice by the British charge d'affaires.
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Definite orders to issue no more such papers have recently been given
to the consul, and it is quite possible that his illegal practice, perhaps
begun when this coast was of less importance than now, had escaped
the notice of the present officials until the case of the Pearl arose.
Tlw opinion of the minister of foreign affairs ad interim, and of the
PresidP.nt of the Republic, is decidedly in favor of releasing any boat
which may have been captured having consular invoices of the New
York consul giving as her destination any of the ports not habilitados.
The minister of foreign affairs has been absent for a month, and his
opinion is not known. The minister of hacienda, under whose jnrisdic·
tion are custom-bouse matters, is also absent. It can hardly be doubted,
however, that they will coincide with the President and minister ad

interim.
Tl;tere is more than the usual activity in executing the laws upon the
San Bias coast for two reasons-the illicit commerce is believed to be
increasing, and the Government naturally desires to receive the revenues
therefrom. It is furthermore desired to prevent any importations of
weapons of war.
I am of opinion that the Government is perfectly justified in preventing, in the customary manner, this illicit trade. But I do not see how
it can for a moment justify the seizure of vessels allowed to clear for
unauthorized ports by the express permission of a Colombian consul,
nor do' I anticipate that any serious objection to release vessels so
seized, will be made by this Government.
I am, etc.,
JOHN T. ABBOTT.
Mr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine.
No. 57.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, January 20, 1890. (Rec'eived February 14.)
SIR: I notice in the New York papers of December 24, just received, that the American schooners Will-ie and Julian have been seized
by the Colombian cruiser La Popa and conducted to Carthagena for
infringement of the customs laws.
The article states that the owners of the schooners bad, by adviee of
the Colombian consul in New York, obtained a special permit froiD" the
authorities at Colon to trade upon the San Bias coast, paying therefor
$50.
I have made diligent search and can finiJ no provision of law authorizing any such proceeding. The minister of foreign affairs informs me
that there is no such law or custom.
As I wrote you in my former dispatch on the subject, it is impossible
to carry on a legal traffic with San Bias until after a vessel bas regularly entered a port habilitado, as, for instance, Carthagena, and paid
the regular import duties. The law is reasonable and necessary to
prevent smuggling.
Further inquiry at the office of the hacienda discloses that the
Colombian consul in New York telegraphed to the minister of hacienda here that he had dispatched two American schooners to Colon
for traffic on the San Bias coast. The minister immediately answered,
forbidding such action in the future. He also ordered the schooners to
be taken, on their arrival at Colon, to Carthagena for the purpose of
collecting the regular customs dues, on the payment of which they were
to be allowed the usual permission to trade u,po~ that coast,
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This information comes directly from the ministry of hacienda.
There seems to be not the least disposition to confiscate these schooners, and I presume they have ere this been rele~sed. If not, there
must be some fault on the part either of the owners themselves or of
the subordinate Colombian officials
I expect to write further details
the next mail, but, owing to the
slowness with which news travels here, there may be further delay in
receiving them.
I am, etc.,
JOHN T. ABBOTT.

Mr. Abbott to 11lr. Bla·ine.
[Extract.)

No. 65.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, February l, 1890. (Received February 25.)
SrR: The situation in respect to the difficulties on the San Bias coast
remains the same as noted in my No. 57 of the 20th ultimo, except that
notice has arrived of the seizure of a Colombian schooner engaged in illicit
trade. No other official information has been received, and it is not
known, except from the New York papers of December 24 and 26, what
bas been done with the Julian and Willie, nor, indeed, whether they
have been seized or not.
A copy of the New York Herald of December 31 has also been received, with an account of the warlike demonstration of the schooner
Geo. W. Whilford.
The owner is represented as saying that the captain has been instructed to comply with all the customary rules and regulations of the
country and to take out his trading license at the port of Colon, etc.
As I wrote before, I have been able to find no trace of any law authorizing the issue of any such license. The granting of such documents is
without legal warrant and contrary to the spirit and reason of the law.
If they coulu be given, they would defeat entirely the purpose for which
the law was framed. It is possible, and, I suppose, from what the owners
and captains are reporteu to have said, true, that such licenses have
been given by some official in Colon. If so, the act was illegal and
served no legitimate purpose.
The laws and decrees of Colombia are contained in so many different
books and diarios o.ficiales that one always feels more or less uncertainty
in making any statement in regard to them. I have, however, made a
careful personal search, only now completed. I am a little late in reporting, but felt that I could not safely act more expeditiously. I have
not hesitated to avail myself of the freely offered aid of the Government,
the great familiarity with the laws possessed by the German minister,
and the researches of the British charge made in the case of the Pearl,
in addition to which I have taken good legal advice. Nothing has been
found which gives even a colorable right to carry on direct traffic upon
the San Bias coast. The laws are general and apply as much to Colombians as to foreigners.
I beg leave to submit a more complete statement of the laws relative
to the matter than the limited time at my disposal permitted me to do
in my No. 54 of the 11th ultimo. I also send translations of the most
important provisions. I have examined with care all changes made
F R 90--16
.
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since the passage of the laws, but have not included immaterial changes
herein.
The fiscal code of the United States of Colombia was enacted May
22, 1873, and went in to effect Jan nary 1, 187 4. Upon the change of the
constitution the same code, with such changes and modifications as had
been made since its enactment by laws and decrees, was continued in
force by the law 57 of Apri115, 1887. So that from 1874 to the present
time the law has been well known and duly published to the world.
By its provisions direct importations to places not ports of entry,
among which are and always have been those of the San Bias coast, are
clearly an(! specifically prohibited, as well as all commerce between the
free ports and places not ports of entry.
The free ports are named in the code and include not only Colon and
Panama, but other free territory. The executive power is authorized
to permit or prohibit direct importation into the free ports, except those
of Colon and Panama, which areal ways free, and to establish regulations
for trade in th~ free ports and territory and in the ports and territory
which are not free in order to prevent smuggling.
In execution of this power, the President, on the 23d day of June, 1883,
issued decree No. 638 * of that year forbidding direct importation to alJ
the free ports, except, of course, Panama and Colon, and reiterating,
quite unnecessarily, I think, the provisions of the fiscal code prohibiting
commerce between free ports and places not ports of entry, so that the
owners of the Julian and lVillie are not victims of this decree, because
the law prohibitiiJg direct importations to places not ports of entry and
trade between free ports and places not ports of entry does not depend
upon this decree, and had in 1883 been in force since January 1, 187 4,
as it bas been even to this date.
As I understand the case, schooners have been dispatched by Senor
Calderon, the Colombian consul, against the well-known officially published laws of his country, and some official in Colon, also contrary to
those laws, bas granted trading licenses for the San Bias coast. Whether
the owners themselves knew the laws or not., they were engaged in
illicit trade, the only excuse for which arises from the illegal acts of
subordinate Colombian officials. This excuse, I think, ought to prevail,
and, in my opinion, will induce this Government to treat the matter in
a conciliatory and friendly way and release the schooners if it shall
appear that they are still in custody. As I have neither instructions
nor definite information, I have done nothing more than inform myself
as to the laws and gather all information possible.
I am not yet quite certain that the present officials have had any
knowledge of the course pursued by Senor Calderon until the seizure
of the Pearl.
I feel quite confident, however, that they were entirely ignorant of
the licenses issued at Colon until the arrival of the New York papers of
the 24th ultimo.
.
By our treaty the coast trade of the contracting parties may be regulated by each as it sees fit.
There seems to be no direct provision of law authorizing, in terms, a
foreign vessel to enter Carthagena, pay her duties, and proceed to the
San Bias coast. Nor is there any prohibition of such act. The laws
imply it, however, the foreign minister asserts it, and the minister of
hacienda says that he issued orders to permit the Julian and Willie, or
two schooners which are supposed to be the ones named, to proceed on
* "Printed inf'ra, :p. 250.
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their voyage after such payment. Nevertheless, there seems to be some
indefiniteness or lack of definite knowledge about this point, whicll,
however, is probably not just now important.
Since writing the above I have again applied to the minister of
hacieHda for a definite statement of the law in tllis matter. His reply
in writing is as follows :
The boat should be dispatched for importation to Carthagena, and subsequently to
San Bias for cornercio costanero.

I shall make immediate report when official news of seizures arrives.

I have, etc.,
JOHN

T.

ABBOTT.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 65.-Translation.]

Extracts j1·om the codigo fiscal of Colmnbia which went. into effect Janum·y 1, 1874.
TITLE

3.-Chapte1' 1.

ART. 8. The custom-houses of the Republic have for their object the administrat·ion of the imposts which the law establishes upon foreign merchandise at its importation and upon the vessels which may enter the ports.
ART. 9. 'l'he commercial operations subject to the administration of the customhouses are classified as follows:
·
(1) [mportation, which consists in the introduction of foreign merchandise for the
consumption of the Republic.
(2) Exportation, which consists in sending its products from the Republic to foreign
countries.
;
(~) Transit, which consists in the passage of foreign merchandise through the territory of the Republic Lo another country.
( 4) Coasting trade (cabotage*), which consists in the traffic which is carried on by
sea in foreign merchandise, lawfully imported, which has paid the legal duties between the ports of entry of the Republic.
(5) Deposit, which consists in storing foreign merchandise introduced for transit
or I'eexportation in the warehouses of a custom-house while these operations are
being carried into effect.
( 6) The coasting cmnmerce ( el co-tnm·cia costanm·o) is that carried on by every kind
of vessel between the 1)orts of entry of the Republic and places not ports of entry (los
no habilitados), in the transportation of the pwducts of the country or foreign merchandise which has paid the legal import duties.
ART. 10. Importation is permitted only into free ports and ports of entry (habilitados).
Transit only through free ports and the ports of entry of Cucuta, with destination
to Venezuela.
Deposit is only permitted ordinarily in the custom-house of Cucuta. In the other
custom-houses it may be allowed by exception in the cases mentioned in article 81 of
tqis code.
Exportation will follow the rules laid down in articles 195 to 205, 268 to 272, of this
code.
ART. 11. The operation defined by article 9 shall be executed through legally constituted ports of entry, th~ir execution being expressly prohibited through places not
ports of entry (no habilitaclo), except as provided in the preceding article, and except, also, as provided by article 208 in respect to exportation.
·
ART. 12. ·commerce between freo ports and places not ports of entry is absolutely
prohibited. Consequently, both the ship or smaller boat which may carry merchandisefrom a free port to a place not a port of entry, as well as the merchandise carried,
shall be subject to the penalties established by clauses 2 and 3 of article 326 of this
code.
The captain of the ship or person (pat1·on) in charge of the smaller boat, his ac~
complices, aiclers, and abettors (encumbredores), shall each be fined by competent
authority $200 and imprisoned from 2 to 4 months.

,. Colombian laws divide what is known to our system under the general term of
"coasting trade'' into cabotaue and el comerciQ costanero~ ~s detined in cl~us(.ls 4 and
6 inj1·a.
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Pamgmph.-This penalty shall be inflicted, not only when the boat may be surprised loading, unloading, or carrying merchandise, but also when, after such proceedings have taken rn~tee, the act has been denounced before some national employe
aud fully proved in a judicial trial.
ART. _1:3. Merchandise is also declared to be contraband when found in a vessel
surprised on the high seas, in a roadstead, or inlet, or in a port where there is no
custom-house, havil1g one or more vessels about the same (of any size or description)
or tied to its side whteh may not belong to the same, unless sent by permission of the
chief officer of tli cnstom-house.
The ship itself, the small boats around it (emba1'caciones), the captain, master, and
his accomplices and :1iders, shall be subject to the penalties established by article 12
of this code.
ART. 14. Commerce of the coasting trade (cabotage) and coasting commerce (costancro) with fo:Jeign merchandise from places not ports of entry to ports of entry is
also prohi~ited.

*

•

..

*

15. Coasting trade (cabotage) is also prohibited in vessels which carry merchandise for importation or exportation.
ART. 16. [Contains a list of the ports of entry, which includes no place on the 8an
Blas coast.. ]
ART. 17. [Contains a list of free ports, in which no place on the San Bias coast is
included.]
ART.

ART.
ART.

*

22. Commerce from free ports of entry shall be treated as foreign commerce.
23. There shall be a custom-house in every port of entry.

*

*

32. The executive power is permanently authorized to establish the following
regulations:
ART.

"*

*

*

¥

*

.,.

ff

§ 2. To permit or prohibit the importation of foreign merchandise into the ports or

territories which existing laws may have d.eclared free, except the ports of Panama.
and Colon.
jf

*

§ G. To establish the formalities to be observed in free ports and in ports and ter-

ritories which are not free in order to prevent smuggling.
jf

jf

*

*

•

jf

§ 10. To prohibit reexportation or coasting trade ( cabo.tage) by tho !lame vessels

which bring the merchandise, unless said acts may be done in a. different voyage
from that in which the importation was mad•}.
ART. Gl. 'When it happens that any document certified to by a consul is not in
the prcscl'i bed form, said functionary is liable to a fine equal to double the fee for said
document.

ART. 302. All foreign merchandise may be carried from one port of entry to another
or from a port of entry t.o a place not a port of entry, on the seacoast, after the import duties have been paid or secured on said merchandise.
jf

304. Permission to load and proceed from one port to another must be in writing from the chief customs officer, who shall take into account the prohibition of
article 202, and after a visit and thorough inspection of the vessel's bold.
ART.

ART. 316. The provisions of articles 303 to 307 and of 310 are extended to vessels
carrying forcig.n merchandise imported into ports of entry (habilitados) destined for
ports on the coast not ports of entry (no habititados) for foreign merchandise.
jf

ART.
bou~;es

jf

'If

*

*

*

325. The offenses connected with the commercial operations of customare enumerated in the various preceding articles, and also in the following :

*

*

*

*

*

..

i'

§ 3. The discharge, loading, or transportation of foreign merchandise for coast

trade, either for cabotage or for reexportation made at places not ports of entry or at
points or at hours not authorized, or without the proper documents.
..

•

jf

jf

•

•

•
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AnT. 331. When deposits of foreign merchandise are discovered in houses, huts,
ranches, or other places on the coast which may be suspected, on account of th{lir
proximity to a port, such merchandise shall be dealt with as provided for in section
2, article 325, unless its legal introduction can be established.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 65.-Translation.]
ARTICLE 15. The offenses defined in arMcle 325 of the fiscal code. or of that which
replaces it in the custom-house code, shall be punished as follows:'
...
...
...
...
...
In the second and third cases loss (confiscation) of the merchandise and the boat or
other vehicles iu which the contraband goods may be carried, even though they may
not be the property of the defrauders.

..

JJfr. Abbott to Mr. Blaine.

No. 6G.]

LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, February G, 1890. (Received l\iarch 6.)
SIR: The New York papers from December28toJanuary9havejust
arrived. By them I infer that it may have been the custom of our
schooners to call at Puerto Bello, on the Isthmus, as well as at points on
the coast of San Bias. All my previous dispatches have been written
solely with reference to trade upon the San Bias coast, as I have never
understood that our schooners have done business in the free territory.
Incidentally, however, the laws respecting the free territory have been
sta.ted in general terms, and, perhaps, sufficiently for a proper understanding of the case ; but, in view of the statements made in the New
York preRs, and that there may be no mistake, I beg leave to call the
attention of the Department more particularly than I have done heretofore to the difference between the free territory and the San Bias
coast.
The last free port (so called) east of Colon, as will be seen in the list
of ports given in the :fi~ca1 code, is Puerto Bello. East of Puerto Bello
lies the San Bias coast, which is not in the free territory. The laws
applicable to the coast have been forwarded and explained in previous
dispatches. Those applicable to Puerto Bello and other free ports (so
called) have also been inchlentally referred to. These free ports, except
Colon and Panama, were legally closed to direct traffic by decree 638
of 1883, which also stated at length the manner in which trade in those
ports should be conducted. In addition to that decree, is the decree
531 of 1887, a copy of which I inclose, together with law 107 and 109
of 1887. The~e all1'elate to trade in free territory and have nothing to
do with the San Bias coast. But, as they have been cited by the Colombian vice-consul as applicable to that coast, I thought that the laws
themRelves would furnish the best evidence to the contrary.
It will be noted that a vessel bound for Puerto Bello, or any other free
Atlantic port closed to direct importations, should enter Colon and
there conform to the regulations of said decrees, after which it can proceed to its destination with such cargo as may be designed to supply
the necessities of the inhabitants thereof. ~ut importations not necessary for that purpose are not permitted.
On the other hand, vessels bound for the San Bias coast must enter
Carthagena, pay their duties, and may then proceed to their destination.
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All the laws seem to be perfectly clear except that concerning the
right of a foreign vessel to go from Carthagena to San Bias. As to this
right, however, I no longer entertain the doubt expressed in my last
dispatch, but think the right is, and will be, recognized by this Gov
ernment.
The New York papers contain what purports to be a copy of a letter
written by the Colombian vice-consul in New York to the owner of the
lVhiiford, informing him that he might clear for Colon and there receive a license to trade upon the San Blas coast. Such information
would be correct if the Whitford desired to go to Puerto Bello with such
cargo as the law permits, but is not correct for San Bias. The viceconsul has fallen into a serious error, and, although be may not be able
to bind his Government so as to prevent it from legall,y seizing the
schooner, he bas at least furnished the owners thereof with a document
which will enable them to purge themselves of any attempt to defraud
the revenue of Colombia.
This Government will treat this whole matter in a most fri«:mdly and
proper spirit, in my belief. So far as I am informed, nothing arbitrary
or unusual bas been meditated or performed. There is no desire to
drive our commerce from the San Bias coast, uor to confiscate the vessels of those who have acted in good faith. There is a desire to enforce
the revenue laws, which are intended to be just and to furnish all conveniences to traders consistent with tlte nature of the means at hand
and the proper enforcement of the law.
I would suggest that the licenses said to han~ been issued at Colon,
permitting trade upon the San Bias coast, he carefully scrutinized. It
may be that tlwy were only granted for Pnerto Bello.
The great difficulty experienced here is that of securing reliable information. It is not known whether the Jztlian and lVillie are in Carthagena or not. The ministry here did not expect that t.bose boats (if those
are the ones) would be brought to Carthagena to be condemned, but solely
to pay their duties and receive permits to go to San Bias. What has
really been done no one knows. It would be a source of satisfaction
if our vice-consul in Carthagena would notify this legation when events
so important are taking place.
Information has just been received at the foreign office that the
schooner lVhitjord bas arrive<l at Colon, and was there informed by
the authorities that she would have to proc(•ed to Oart.bagena and pay
her duties, iu order to obtain permission to tra(le upou the San Bias
coast. What course the captain of the schooner took is not known.
I am, etc.,
JoliN T. ABBOTT.
[Inclosure 1 in No. C6.-Translation.-From the Diario Oficial, August 9, 1887.1

Jlecree No. 521 of 1887 (August 8) 1tpon cornme1'ce in the j1'ee pm·ts.
The President of the Republic of Colombia, in execution of laws 107 and 109 (article
III) ofthe pTcsent year, decTees:
AnTICLE L Persons intToducing

foreign merchandise into the free ports of the Republic for consumption theTein shall present to the chief inspector of customs of the
port into which the merchandise is imported the consular invoices thereof, cortifiPtl
agreeably to article II oflaw 107 of the present year, wilhin 48 hours from the time
when permission shall have been given by the manager of the mails to whom it belongs to discharge Aaid merchandise.
ART. II. The invoices mentioned in the preceding article shall be compared by the
chief inspector of customs with copies of the manifests which shall be presented by
the consignees of tbe vessels whose discharge has been permitted by virtue of the pro-
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visions of article III of decree No. 638 of 1883; and, if the comparison sltows a disagreement in the two papers, the said officer shall investigate the cause of such
disagreement and shall make a note of the result of his invest.igation at the foot of
the invoices and the manifests.
ART. III. The chief inspector of customs shall. either in person or by means of agents
appointed therefor, attend carefully to the unloading of the vessels, and shall register, in a manner capable ofverification, the packages disembarked according to their
class, number and marks, having regard, as a general rule, to causing the least possible amount of obstruction and delay in the transport of the merchandise to its respective destinations.
Pm·agtaph.-The register in which iq recorded the packages disembarked shall also
serve to verify the conformity of the invoices and manifests; and, if such conformity do not appear, the chief inspector shall proceed in the same manner as in
article II of this decree.
ART. IV. If an entire agreement between the invoices and manifests shall appear,
the chief inspector shall place a certification of the fact at the foot of the invoices
::md shall deliver them to the interested party.
ART. V. When the chief inspector of a free port shall believe that merchandise has
been introduced without presentation of the certified invoices treated of in the foregoing article II of law 107 of the present year, he shall proceed as provided for by the
terms of articles 1'25 and 126 of the fiscal code. He shall demand that the certified
invoices be presented, and shall examine the packages by their marks and other external signs, and shall open them if there be no other way of establishing their identity with those mentioned in the invoices.
ART. VI. In case of a failure to present the invoices of one or more packages,
although they may have the same marks as others imported with them, a fine shall
be imposed of double the amount of consular fees for certification of the document;
and, in the case of deficiency or inexactitude of dates respecting the packages mcntjoned, the fine imposed shall be 50 per cent. of said amount.
ART. VII. In case the importers of merchandise in the free ports shall fail to present
invoices agreeably to the provisions of law 107 of the present year, thoro shall be imposed a fine equal to four times the sum 11xed as consular certification fees for said
invoices, and lihe cargo shall be opened by the proper officer to verify that it does not
contain articles of merchandise which are prohibited.
ART. VIII. The proceeds of tho fines shall lJe received by the manager of the mails
of ti.Je respective port. in virtue of the notice of the inspector, who shall inform of the
fact the government of the department and the genera.! office of accounts.
ART. IX. The party interested may appeal against the imposition of the fines in
writing within 6 days before the governor of the department, who shall obtain from
the inspector the information and documents necessary to an understanding of the
case, and, in his quality of agent of the executive power, will give final decision
upon it.
·
ART. X. For execution of this decree the consuls of the Republic will forward to the
chief inspector of the free port for which the merchandise is bound a copy of the certitied invoices, agreeably to the provisions of article 48 of the fiscal code.
ART. XI. Whenever the inspector shall see good cause to suspect that one or more
of the packages subject to the formalities of this decree contains prohibited merchandise, or othArs which do not agree with the invoices, he shall open aml examine
them.
ART. XII. If the packages should be found to contain prohibitwl merchandise, the
governor of the department, the judicial authority, and the agent of the ministry
shall be notified without delay, and the proper parties lJe called to account agreeably
to the laws and the present decree, and the merchandise shall be held in deposit pursuant to the orders to be given by said governor.
ART. XIII. Respecting the cargoes which pass through the Isthmus of Panama,
bound for the national custom-houses of the Pacific, or which arrive at the port of
Colon, not for the purpose of disembarking, but to be transshipped for the customhouses of the Atlantic, they s~all be governed by the observances actually_in force.
The ship shall present its invoices to the officers stationed there, to whom the consuls shall also remit sealed papers containing copies of the manifests and invoices
mentioned in the first part of article 48 of the fiscal code.
AR'f. XIV. :For the execution of the preceding articles the respective inspectors
shall inspect the manifests presented to them by the captains of vessels and the contents of the invoices, regarding the destination of the merchandise and other circumstances; and they shall proceed, in case of infraction, in a,ccordance with the
suitable provisions of the same articles.
ART. XV. The formalities regulating traffic between the free ports and the other
ports of the Republic shall be the same which have been in force according to the Liscal code, the aforesaid decree, and the other legislative and executive provisions upon
the subject.
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ART. XVI. The inspectors of the free ports shall retain copies of the invoices to lle
sent to the consuls for fulfillment of articles 48 of the fiscal code and 10 of this decree, and the registers of the unlading of vessels for the formation of statistics in the
terms of article 34 of decree No. 638, already cited; and, if such copies are not received
in good season, they shall be demanded without delay.
ART. XVII. This decree shall be in force in the free ports from the 21st of next September.
Done at Bogota, the 8th day of August, 1887.
RAFAEL NUNEZ.
ANTONIO ROLDAN,
Secretm·y of the 11wtsnry.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 66.-Translation.-From the Diario Oficial, .Tune 23, 1887. No. 7081.)

LEGISLATIVE POWER.-NATIONAL LEGISLATIYE COUNCIL.
Law 107 of 1887 (June 21) on commerce in the free ports.

The national legislative council decrees:
ARTICLE I. Ninety days after the publication of this law in the Diario Oficial the
cargoes of foreign merchandise bound for the free ports of the Republic for consumption therein shall be subject to the formalities exacted by the fiscal code for merchandise bound for the closed ports, as to the exactions of said code of the presentation of
invoices certified by the respective consuls.
ART. II. Persons discharging foreign merchandise for consumption in the free ports
of the Republic, upon presenting to the consuls the invoices of the cargoes, shall declare nuder eath that the contents of said documents are exact, and shall be responsible to the Government for any differences between them and the contents of the packages, and also for not unloading prohibited articles of merchandise.
ART. III. In the future, in addition to the commodities mentioned in article 11 of
law 36 of 1886, the national coin, of whatever denomination or metal, with the exception of gold and silver of 0.900 and the unsigned banknotes of the national bank, shall
be held to be prohibited articles.
ART. IV. The inspectors of the ports of Panama anu Colon shall receive the invoices
of cargoes of forei~u merchandise destined for consumption in those cities and shall
be empowered to mspect suspected articles with formalities prescribed by Government in a special decree.
Done at Bogota, June 20, 1887.
VICENTE RESTREPO,
President.
Jos:E M. Rumo FRADE,
Vice President.
RonEnTo DE NAHVAEZ,
MANUEL llRIGARD,
.
Sem·ttm·ies.
(Inclosure 3 in No. 66.-Translation -From the Diario Ot:icial, .Juno 28, 1887. No. 7090.]

LEGISLATIVE POWER.-NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Law 109 of 1887 (June 22) of antho1·ization to the Gorc1'nmcnt.

The national legislative council, in view of section 9 of article 76 of the constitution, and considering that it is of the utmost importance to provide for the protection of the revenue and the prosecution and punishment of frauds committed upon it,
matters which can only be suitably provided for by the legislative power, decrees:
ARTICLE I. The executive power is hereby authorized to introduce into the customs and salt mines service all modifications suited to enhance their efficiency, increasing the personnel of the custom-houses and assigning to new employes appropriate salaries not to exceed those now paid to the same customs officers.
ART. II. These salaries shall be considered as included in the law of salaries and
shall figure in the respective accounts of expenditures.
ART. III. The executive power is also authorized to make such regulations as may
be necessary for the prosecution and punishment of fraud on the revenues newly
created.
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In said regulations the measures to be pursued shall be specified and the employe
jn whose province it shall lie to apply the penalties against persons guilty of fraud.
ART. IV. The executive power shall give account, in due season, to Congress for the
use made of the authorizations contained in this law.
Done at Bogota., June 20, 1887.
VICENTE RESTREPO,

JosE

MA.

P1·esident.
Runw FRADE,
Vice P1·esident.

HOBERTO DE NARVAI<~Z,
MANUEL B~tGARD,

Sem· etm·ies.

Mr. Blaine to lllr. Abbott.
No. 48.]

DEP .A.RTMENT OF STA.TE,

Washington, 11iarch 3, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatches Nos. 53 of January 11, 56 of January 20, and
65 of February 1, 1890, in relation to foreign trade with the San Bias
coast and the reported seizures of vessels unlawfully engaged therein,
have been received, and I have much pleasure in commending your full
and clear reports on the subject.
A report of Mr. Vifquain, consul at Colon, accompanied by translations of all the Colombian laws and regulations bearing on this point
whicll he has been able to discover, agrees fulJy with the results of
your ex!tmination and bears out the conclusion tllat direct trade on
the San Blas coast from a foreign country or indirect coastwise traffic
from an open free port are distinctly prohibited.
Your dispatches * * * indicate that, while steps have been taken
to properly instruct the consuls and local customs officers of Colombia as to their exact function in the premises, no penalty is likely to
be visited on vessels which may be found to have engaged in the prohibited traffic in good faith under clearances or licenses mistakenly
granted by Colombian officers. This proper and equitable view of the
situation was to be expected, and you will use your best endeavors to
see that no American vessel, reasonably appearing to have acted in
good faith, shall be subjected to other inconvenience or restraint than
may he requisite to insure compliance with the promulgated rules and
laws of Colombia in this regard.
Yon will at the same time impress upon the Colombian Government
the necessity of clearly makiug known its requirements, in order that
the officers of Colombia may properly do their duty, and that the ship·
ping of a friendly neighbor may not be annoyed and interfered with as
a consequence of the contradictory interpretation of the laws of Colombia which is admitted to have been made by its agents.
I append for your information copy of a letter addressed by the Department to Messrs. Foster & Co., of New York, the complainants in
the case of alleged seizure of the Julian, together with the annexed
translation of the Colombian laws on the subject prepared by Mr. Vifquain.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
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M1'. Adce to Mess1·s. Foslel" (f' Co.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, March 3, 1890.
GENTLEMEN : Referring to your previous correspondence with this Department
relative to trade with the San Bias coast of the Isthmus of Panama, I have the
pleasure to transmit herewith for your information a translation of the laws, decre.es,
and regulations of the Republic of Colombia applicable to such traffic, as collected
by the consul of the United States at Colon.
It appears from these extracts that the port of San Blas is not mentioned as a port
of en try (puerto habilitado) or as a free port, although, being within the limits of the
State of Panama and distant only about lGO nautical miles by water from Colon, it
would appear to be, as claimed, a <lependency of that port comprehended within the
free zone of the Isthmus of Panama.
By art~icle 16 of the fiscal code, the following are declared ports of entry on the
Atlantic coast of Colombia, to wit: Carthagena, Sabanilla, Colon, &'tnta Martha, and
Hio Hacha. The following on tpe Atlantic coast, are declared by article 17 of the
fiscal code to be free ports, to wit : Colon, Boca del Toro, Chagres, and Puerto Bello,
all within the lines of the State of Panama, and, in addition to these, the ports of
the archipelago of San Andreas, in the Atlantic, which belong to the State of
Bolivar.
The only point upon which the repoFt of the consul is not clear is as to whether
San Bias is comprised within the fr~e zone of the Isthmus of Panama. But, as San
Blas is not habilitado, the obligation to enter at some port legally open to foreign vessels uefore proceeding to San Blas appears to be certain.
In addition to Mr. Vifquain's the report, the Department is in receipt of very full
dispatches on the subject from our minister at Bogota. Mr. Abbott's careful examination of the Colombian statutes on the subject, made, as he reports, under good legal
advice, leads him to the same conclusions as Mr. Vifquain has reached, thn.t nothing
is found that gives a colorable right to carry on direct traffic with the San Bias coast.
The laws are general and apply as much to Colombians as to foreigners. In fact,
his latest dispatch, dated the 1st ultimo, refers to the reported cletention of a Colombian schooner engaged in illicit trade.
Mr. Abbott and Mr. Vifquain agree in declaring that no American vessel has been
seized. Orders were given by the Colombian minister of finance to permit the
Julian and Willie, or two schooners which are supposed to be the ones named, to proceed
on their voyage to San Bias after entry and payment of duties at Carthagena. Mr.
Abbott remarks that "there seems to be no direct provision of law authorizing, in
terms, a foreign vessel to enter Carthagena, pay her duties, and proceed to the San
Blas coast, .nor is there any prohibition of such act. The laws imply it, however;
the fureign minister asserts it."
The deti~te statement made to Mr. Abbott by the minister of finance is as follows:
"The boat should be dispatched for importation (import entry?) to Carthagena and
subsequently to San Bias for comercio costanero.'' There appears, therefore, to be no
trace of any law or regulation authorizing the issue of a license for direct trade of
a foreign vessel with San Bias or for a coasting license between a free port and San
Bias. Any action to the contrary by the Colombian consul at New York, or by any
official in Colon, appears to have been without legal warrant, and steps have been
tn.ken by the Colombian Government to instruct those agents as to their proper duty.
Mr. Abbott does not apprehend any difficulty in relieving fwm penn.lty any vessels
which may have been found to have engaged in prohibited trade on the San Bias
coast under clen.mnces or licenses which, although invalid, may have been procured
in good faith by the masters from the agents of the Colombian Government.
I am, etc.,
ALVEY A. ADEE.
[Inclosure.]

LAWS REGULATING COl\11\IERCE IN COLOMBIAN WATERS.
rTranslated and transmittc(l by Consul Vifquain, of Colon, February 3, 1890.]

Decree No. G38 of 1833, 1·elating to formalities for the con~merce of Panama ancl Colon
and other ports of the Republic.

The President of the United States of Colombia, by virtue, etc., decrees:
ARTICLE 1. The importa.tion of foreign goods into the free zone of the Isthmus of
Panama can only be done at the ports of Colon, on the Atlantic, and Panama, on the
Pacific.
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ART. '2. (R"lates to polic~ matters in port.)
ART. 3. The agents or consignees of merchant vessels arriving at the ports of Colon
and Panama will present to the respective administmdor de hacienda, through the
intermediary of the inspector of the port, in a period not exceeding 3 days, a copy of
the manifest, with a full and complete description of the cargo, and also comply with
other minor regulations, as provided by article 41 of the fiscal code," excepting those
provided for in article 9 of the law No. 60 of 1875. i
ART. 4. The formalities of the vieit of entry aud other regulations relating to the
police of the port having been accomplished, and which, in accordance with law,
must precede the discharge of the cargo, the vessel will be allowed to discharge with~
out hindrance, having due regard for the provisions of the "port rules" established
by the Panama Railroad, as approved by the executive power of the Republic. No
reshipment from one vessel to another is allowed without the knowledge and consent
of the jefe del resguardo, who is the inspector of the port.
ART. 5. Before a vessel will be permitted to load wit.h foreign goocls the captain,
supercargo, or ageut of the vessel will notify the inspector of the port in writing,
stating therein the port or ports at which the vessel intends to touch, the pier or
place where the goods are to be put on board, in accordance with article 6 of this
decree, and the number of days and hours likely to be required for the loading of tlte
vessel.
If any of the ports of this country named in the application in writing is not an
open portt (no habilitado), the inspector of the port will at once notify the captain,
Sltpercargo, or agent of the vessel that tho transaction is absolutely prohibited, and
he will take the necessary steps to prevent the goods for such port or ports to be
shipped.
If the vessel intends to sail for a port or ports in the free zone of the Isthmus of
Panama in accordance with law, the goods will be allowed to be placed on board,
provided t,he inspector of the port has ascertained by the facts the capacity of tLe
vessel and other chcumstances, that the goods are intended for the free zone, and not
for the purposes of introducing goods at such places as are not enjoying the privileges of the free zone. In all cases the inspector of the port will adopt all means of
precaution which he may deem necessary to prevent the fraud.
ART. 6. In the port of Panama the only place at which it is allowed to loacl, as provided in article 5 of the decree, is the one known as El T~ller, and in the port of Colon
that part of the port included within the existing piers.
ART. 7. Vessels cr craft of more than 25 tons will not be allowed to take foreign
goods without fir~t producing two responsible sureties, satisfactor.v to the inspector
of the port, who will be held responsible in a sum equal to twice the amonnt of import clnties which said goods woul<l have to pay under the fifth schedule of the tm-ifa
(tariff law). In this case a sufficient number of days will be allowed to produce a
voucher or certificate establishing the facts guarantied, to wit, that the goods were delivered in the ports designated by the sureties, and, if no vou(~her or certificate is
presented at the expiration of the specified time, then the surety will be forfeited.
ART. 8. The same surety of which article 7 treats, and for the same causes, will Le
required from the captain or shipper of goods of any vessel preparing to leave this
port of Colon or Panama, when, in the judgment of the rel!!pective inspector of the
port, there are reasons for believing that it is intended to take such goods as contraband (smuggling) to a port that is not an open port.
ART. 9. The voucher or certificate referred to in the two preceding articles, and for
the same causes, will consist of a certificate from the custom-house officials at the

* A1·ticle 41, fiscal code.- AU captains or supercargoes of vessels that are loading in
foreign ports, and the destination ofwhich is one ofthe ports of this Republic, must
present to the consular agent of the United States of Colombia, or to his snLstitute,
a manifest, signed in triplicate, which will contain, in order and clearly, the following data: (1) The class, the flag, the name, and port (home) of the vessel; (2) the
port of departure and the port or ports of this Republic at which said vessel intends
to stop; (3) the name of shipper, and the name of the person or persons who sends
each lot of goods, and of the person to whom it is consigned; ( -1) the marks and number of each pack:lge and their net weight; (G) the number of bultos (packages) in
each shipment and the total of the same destined to each port.
t A1·ticle 9 of the law No. 60 of 1875.-No punishment will be inflicted for failing to
enumerate in the manifest the following: Live animals, tiles, brick, paving stone or
rough stone, timbers for building1 grindstones, lime in barrels or sacks, marine salt,
lead in sheets or ingots, pig iron or sheet iron, rods, staves for barrels, chains (large),
iron bars (large anrl small), drilling iron for mines, demijohns (empty), and large
boilers of copper or iron.
t.A,rticle 16 of tl!e codeji'3cal.-The following are declared open ports (habilitados) for
the importation and exportation, to wit: Carthagena, Sabanilla, Colon, SantaM:trtha,
and Rio Hacha. on the Atlantic side. • 10 •
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place of destination it' the cargo is landed at a port of this Republic which has custom-house officials, or from the consular officer of this Republic in case the goods are
discharged in a foreign port, or, in case there is no Colombian consul at tbe place,
then from a consular officer of another nation, in accordance with article 52 1f of the
fiscal code, <'r, in default of any and all consular officers,:then from a certificate signed
by three responsible merchants doing business at the place of discharge.
ART. 10. When, in accordance with articles 5 to 9, respectively, there is no objection whatever to grant the vessel permission to load the cargo, the inspector of the
port wm give it in writing.
(Articles 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 are immaterial to the point of issue; they refer to
hatches, to guards, etc.)
ART. 17. Allforeign goods which will be put on boardofshipsin tbeportsofPanama
and Colon, respectively, in destination for a. port or ports of this Republic at which
importation of such goods can be done, all rules and regulation!! provided by section
2 of chapter 2 of the fiscal code, as also those provided by articles 5 to 14 of the law
No. 109 of 1b80, will be strictly observed.
AnT. 18. At the other free ports of the Isthmus of Panama besides Colon and Panama, as specified in articles 17 and 18 of the fiscal code,t the commerce of foreign
goods to open ports of this Republic will not be allowed without said vessel touching
at Colon if said ports are on the Atlantic side and at Panama if on the Pacific side.
ART. 19. As regards the preceding article (18), the respective inspectors of the port
will secure on board or at the place of discharge, if necessary, the data required to
make certain of the correctness of the manifest and will place evidence of that fact
upon the document. This document must show, also, the certifications as provided
by article 55 of the fiscal code. t
ART. 20. It is absolutely prohibited. to trade or traffic between the free ports of the
Isthmus and such ports as are not qualified as open ports (no habilitado).
(Article 21 refers to domestic products going from a free port to some open port.)
(Article 22 provides for the several degrees of punishment to be inflicted for violation of the provisions enumerated in the preceding article.)
(The remainder of the decree has no particular bearing on the point at issue-trading on the San Blas coast and San Anureas.)
A1·ticles of the fiscal code 1·elating specially to the traffic between free ports and such
localities as Sct.n Blas.
ART. 12. It is absolutely prohibited to traffic between the free ports of this Republic and such ports as are not qualified by law as open ports; consequently, when a
vessel of any kind, largo or small, carries goods from a free port to another port not
open to commerce, such punishment will be inflicted as provided for such cases by
article 326 of this cotle. The captain of the vessel or "patron" of the craft, their
accomplices and auxiliaries, will in each case be arrested by the competent authorities and be subject to a fine of ~~00 pesos and imprisonment for from 2 to 4 months.

*A1·ticle 52 of the fiscal code.-In such ports as have no Colombian consular officers, or
in those which have no Chilian consular officers, who, by treaty with his Republic,
are obliged to certify Colombian invoices and manifests, or, if there are no consuls of
a friendly nation at all in said ports, then by the signatures of two merchants, and
whose signatures authenticate the document.
t.Article 17 of the code .fiscal.-Are declared free ports: (1) Colon, Boca del Toro,
Chagres, and Puerto Bello; (2) Pacific side; (:{) those of the archipelago of San
Andreas, in the Atlantic.
Article 18 of the fiscal code refers to Panama.
t.Article 54 of the fiscal cocle.-Respecting vessels arriving in an open port from one
of the free ports, the same rules will be observed as if they had arrived from a foreign
port.
A1·ticle 55 of the fi.scal code.-If in some of the free ports there are no public officials
at all (consular agents, inspect,or, or postmaster),· the vessel going from such a port
to some open port (habilitado) with foreign goods must secure at some other port
where such officials are louated all the necessary cel'tifications as provided by articles
41 and 42 of this code.
Article 42 of the fiscal code.-All persons desirous to send goods to the open ports of
this Republic (habilitados) must present to the consular office, or to his substitute, at
the place where the goods are shipped from, triplicate invoices which will express:
(1} The name of the shipper, where the goods are from, the consignee's name, the
the port of destination, and the name of the vessel ·; (2) the marks, enumeration,
description, contents, and net weight of each package; (3) the total value of the
invoice, without details respecting each package.
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This punishment will not only be inflicted when the vessel is cangbt in tho act of
carrying or discharging the goods, but aJt:~o when preparations arc making and the
fact mported to a public employe, and after having been fully verified in the courts.
AI~T. 13. Is also declared contraband (smuggling) the goods carried by a vessel
caught on the high seas, in a pay, or in a creek or cove, or in a port where there is
no custom-house, with oue or morA boats about it, or attached to its sides, and not
belonging to the vessel itself, or sent there (to the vessel) by the authority of a collector of customs or deputy.
The vessel, boats, captains, patrons, accomplices, and auxiliaries will be amenable
to such punishment as prescribed by article 1~ of this code.
ART. 14. The coastwise traftic, or cabotage, with foreign goods is equally prohibited
from the ports that are not open ports to those that are such.
ART. 19. The ports situated on the islands of this Republic are closed to exterior
commerce; consequently, only coastwise traffic is allowed 011 snch islands.
The ports mentioned in the preceding articles are exempted from the provisions of
article 19.
ART. 20. A.ll the regulations provided for and by the system of customs can be executed in the free ports with absolnte freedom,· excepting only those which are
expressly prohibited by articles 39 and 40 of this code. (These two articles refer to
the prohibition of the importation of false money, or money lass than 0.835 fine, machinery for the manufacture of false money, and nitroglyceriue.)

•

Law No. 109 of 1880.

ART. 20. The jurisdiction of the inspector of the port of Panama will extend to
the littoral and islands of the State of Panama in the Pn,cific Ocean, and that of
the inspector qf the port of Colon to all the littoral and islands of the State of
Panama in the Atlantic Ocean. (San Dlas is on the littoral of the State of Panama ;
the archipelago of San Andreas does not belong to the State of Panama; it belongs
to the State of Bolivar.)

Law No. 21 of 1886.
ART. 2. Sailing vessels are prohibited to trade between Colon and the open ports of
the Atlautic, as also between Panama and t.he Pacific coast of this Republic. (Tllis
was amended by the law No. 90 of the same year, adding after t,be word" Republic"
the words "with the exception of the ports of Buenaven tnra and Tnmaco.")

Chapte1· tl of the code-violations, punishments, etc.
ART. 326. In case a vessel has no register, manifest, or other documents proYided by
law, a fine of 200 to 1,000 pesos.
In case of an attempt to nnload cargo in a different port than t.he one mentioned in
manifest, t,he loss of the merchandise, vessel, and other vehicles helping it.
The same forfeiture in case foreig11 goods are at,tempted to be imported or reexported by means of coast,wise trallic to or from ports not open to commerce.
Various other lJenalties for misrepresentations in the manifest, for resistance to
custon(.Lonse authorities, for taking goods from tho custom-house without the prescribed formalities, etc.

JJ[r. Abbott to Mr. Blaine.

No. 71.]

LEGA'l'ION OF 'I'HE UNITED 8TA1'ES,

Bogota, Mctrch 7, 1890. (Received April 4.)
SIR: It having been reported iu the New York press that there is a
law in Colombia forbidding coast trade (oomercio costanero, i. e., trade

between ports of entry and points not ports of entry) in vessels of over
4 tons burdens, I take this occasion to say that no such law or regulation exists.
The minister of foreign affairs, in a memorandum upon this matter,
after citing article 9, section 6, article 302, and article 12 of the fiscal
code, says:

,
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To sum np all, merchandise duly introduced into the custom-houses with all the
formalities prescribed for importations can be carried to the coast of San Bias, being
dit:!patchetl from the port of importation according to the regulations for con~e1·cio
costanero, and the productions of saitl coast can be exported only through sowe port
of entry after having been brought there for that purpose.
Articles 316 to 318 of saicl code contain the proceeding to be observed in carrying
on comercio costanero.
Certain articles, of which I have just spoken, treat of small vessels (embarcaciones
menores), which, it seems, are those which do not exceed 10 tons burden, according to
the rPsolutions of Ap!il19, 1877, and April26, 1881. " " " But the dispositions
which refer to that class of vessels treat only of coast commerce (comercio de cabotage),
which is that carried on uetween two ports of entry. The result is that for coast
trade (conwrcio costanero) there exists no condition whatever relative to the capacity
of vessels (emba1'caciones).

A telegram has been received from President Nunez announcing the
termination of the difficulties relating to the "schooners," from which
it is supposed that both the· Pearl and the Jttlian (which I now understand sailed under the Dominican flag) baye been released.
At this date nothing more is known of the condition of affairs.
I have, etc.,
JOHN T. ABBOT1'.
lllr. Abbott to llfr. Blaine.

No. 74.1

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNITED ST.A'fES,

Bogota, April15, 1890. (Received May 15.)
SIR: I have received your No. 48 of l\farch 3, 1890, in relation to the
reported seizures of vessels engaged in foreign trade with the San Bias
coast, in which you instruct me to impress upon the Colombian Government the necessity of clearly making known its requirements to
those officers who are charged with the execution of the customs laws.
I have to report that full and explicit instructions have been so issued
by this Government for the purpose of avoiding all difficulty in future.
The minister for foreign affairs informs me that these instructions
are in conformity with the laws and decrees hitherto in force, and that
no new rules or regulations have been made.
Definite information reached me from the consul in Carthagena that
the Julian has been permitted to sail for the San Blas coast after having
paid the duties on her cargo.
Our merchants may rest assured that this Government will sanction
no arbitrary or unjust molestation of their vessels or business.
All desired is that they conform to the laws, to the end that Colombia may receive the customs duties to which she is entitled.
I have, etc.,
JOHN T. ABBOTT.

Mr. Abbott to JJir. Blaine.
rExtract.]

No. 77.)

LEGATION OF THE UNI1'ED 81'ATES,

Bogota, April 24, 1890. (Received May 15.)
SrR: Not having received your reply to my No. 48 of December 12,
18~9, respecting the rights conferred upon our consuls by the treaty of
184G, iu the matter of the settlement of estates, and the day of the judi-
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cial sale of the houses therein referred to being close at band, I repre
sented the situation to the minister for foreign affairs, with the suggestion that the matter might be more satisfactorily discussed before
than after the sale.
He agreed with me and immediately telegraphed to the governor of
Panama to procure a postponement of the sale.
The questions arising have not been discussed, but simply suggested,
and an arrangement is to be made between the minister and myself as
to the time when the matter shall be considered. In the meantime an
things are to remain in statu quo, and no one is to be prejudiced.
It is presumed that the case will be· considered about the middle of
August.
I llave, etc.,
JonN T. ApnoTT.

JJfr. Blaine to JJir. Abbott.
No. 67.J

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 29, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 77 of the 24th
ultimo, in which, referring to your No. 48 of the 12th of December last,
you inform the Department of the postponement of the proposed sale
of the houses belonging to the estate of Mrs. Smith at Colon, and of the
understanding yon have reached with the minister for foreign afl'airs
that the case shall be discussed between you before anything further is
done. The Department has received this information with satisfaction,
since it is of opinion that the consul at Colon, Mr. Vifquain, was acting
within his right in selling the houses and that his action should not be
disturbed.
The tenth paragraph of the third article of the consular convention
between the United States and New Granada of 1850 contains, in reference to the powers of consular officers, the following provisions :
They may take possession, make inventories, appoint appraisers to estimate the
value of articles, and proceed to the sale of the movable property of individuals of
their nation who may die in the country where the consul resides without leaving
executors appointed by their will or heirs at law. In all such proceedings the consul shall act in conjunction with two merchants chosen by himself for drawing up
the said papers or delivering the property or the produce of its sales, observing the
laws of his country and the orders which he may receive from his own Government;
but consuls shall not discharge these functions in those states whose pecnliar legislation may not allow it. 'Vheresoever there is no consul in the place where the death
occurs, the local authority shall take all the precautions in their power to secure
the property of the deceased.

The first question that arises in the present case under this paragraph is whether the United States consul at Colon had, i:o-1888 or 1889,
when he sold the houses, the right to take possesRion of and sell the
movable property of his countrymen in that place. The Department
is of opinion that he had. In 1850, when the consular convention was
concluded, New Granada was a centralized Republic. There were then
no states in that country, and the~e was no genera] law defining or limiting the power,s of consuls with respect to the settlement of the estates
of their deceased countryinen. Later, when the United States of Uolombia were created, the separate States of which the Republic was
composed adopted legislation of their own on the subjec~, under which
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it was claimed that the consuls were precluded from acting, since the
treaty provided that they should not discharge such functions "in those
states whose peculiar legislation may not allow it." It seems that this
Department in 1871 claimed for our consuls the right to act under the
treaty in the settlement of estates, notwithstanding the adverse local
legislation ; but into the merits of this C<?ntroversy it is not material
now to enter. In 1885 the United States of Colombia became theRepublic of Colombia; the States were reduced to departments, and the
most of their prior legislation became inoperative. In 1887, however,
a national law wa:s adopted, which, as you inform the Department, provides that if a deceased person shall leave foreign heirs, the consul of
the nation of these heirs shall have the right to name the curador
who shall have custody and administration of the property. You state
that you have consulted two lawyers, high in their profession, who are
of opinion that a curador is substantially what we call an administrator; that the estates of all foreigners are outside of treaty stipulations, to be settled in the manner indicated in the above law; and that
under it foreign consuls have no other right than that of nominating
the curador. Whether or no this construction of the law be correct
is, in the opinion of the Department, immaterial to the determination
of the question now under consideration. It is the opinion of the Department that there is in the present case a pertinent and comprehensive treaty stipulation, and this stipulation, it is needless to argue, is of
paramount obligation upon the contracting parties .
.As already stated, the tenth paragraph of the third article of the
consular convention of 1850 provides that the consuls of the contracting parties "may take possession, make inventories, appoint appraisers
to estimate the value of articles, and proceed to the sale of the movw
able property of individuals of their nation who may die in the country
where the consul resides without leaving executors appointed by their
wills or heirs at law."
The only exception to the exercise of this power is found in the provision that "consuls shaH not discharge these functions in those states
whose peculiar legislation may not allow it." The reason and effect of
this provision are clear. In the United States, just _as was formerly
the case in Colombia, legislative power in respect to the settlement of
estates is vested in the several States. It has always been controverted whether the exercise of this power could constitutionally be
controlled by the Government of the United States, either by law or
treaty. In order to meet this di.fficult.y, it was provided by the present
treaty that consuls should not exercise the function of settling estates
in states whose "peculiar legislation" might not allow it. The term
"peculiar legislation" means simply legislation of particular political
divisions of the country, posseRsing legislative power with respect to
the subject-matter. The term H those states" was also obviously employed in reference to the same political divisions, and could not have
been used in reference to the contracting governments. So far as
those governments WP-re concerned, they bound themselves, in all places
where they possessed the necessary jurisdiction, to permit consuls to
exercise the function in question. So clear does this appear to be that
the Department does not perceive bow any other construction can be
placed upon the treaty. It is therefore the opinion of the Department
that the consul at Colon had authority, under the treaty, to take possession of, inventory, appraise, and sell the movable property of Mrs.
Smith.
It now remains to determine the question whether the houses which
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he sold. built upon land leased from the Panama Railroad Oompauy,
were movable property within the meaning of the treaty. If they
were, the consul ltad, under the construction herein maintained, the
right to take possesion of ~nd sell them.
Among the methods by which it is held that property in goods and
chattels may be acquired is that of accession. Tllis rigbt existed under
the Roman law, from which it iound its way into the jurisprudence of
England and of tliC United States. "The right of accession," says Kent,
"is defined· in the French and Louisianian codes to be the right to all
which one's own property produces, whether that property be movable or
immoYable, and the right to that which is united to it by accession,
eUher naturally or artificially" (2 Kent's Com.-, 360). This definition,
it is believed, correctly defines· the right wherever it is recognized, and
it is understood to be recognized in the law of Oolom lJia.
Under the doctrine of accession, it was held that, if oue built with
bis own materials a house on the land of another, the owner of the land
acquired, by the right of acceasion, the property in the bui1ding. Such
is the general principle, but it is by no meam; without exceptions.
There are many cases in which a man may own, as personal property,
a building erected upon the land of another. This has been held to be
so, even in the absence of an express agreement between the owner of
the land and the 1Jui1der of the house. But it appears to lJe as unquestionable as it is just and reasonable that, wltere it is understood aml
agreed that tbe title to the building shall not be merged in the title to
the land, the property in tbe two things remains distinct and the building is treated as personalty. In tltis case the owner of the land waives
his rigltt of accession, and, having waived it, he can notiu turn claim the
beuelit of it. Such a waiver appears to have been made in the case of
Mrs. Smith's houses.
With his dispatch No. 158 of the 30th of Decem her last Mr. Vifq uain
transmitted to the Departmeut a blank form of the lease wllich was
made b~· the Panama Railroad Company to Mrs. Smith. 'flw sixth
article of tlte lease, translated, reads as follows:
It is nl~>o a condition of this contract that on its expiration, whether by the ending of the term of 5 years above fixed or by its having been terminated or rescinded
before tllat term,-- the lessee-- bin<ls himself to return to the company the
leased land, clearing it entirely, the expense of the operation of pulling down the
bouse and removing the materials being upon the lessee.

This seems to contain a clear renunciation of the right of accession.
It is also observed that in the fourtll article of the contract it is l)rovided that, if the lease shall be determined by reason of the failure of
the lessee to pay· the stipulated rent, any building which may llave been
erected shaH remain at the disposal of the competent judge in order
tltat it may he subjected to the sentence which be ma.v pronounce. Aml
the fifth article provides expressly that the lessor shall in no case have
a rig-Itt to the improvements made on the land leased.
These various provisions appear completely to have destroyed the
rigltt of accession and to have placed the houses erected by 1\lrs. Smith.
in the category of movable property which the cousul had the right to
take posession of and sell.
You are therefore instructed to maintain the validity of the sale of
the houses in question by Mr. Vifquain.
I am, etc.,
JAMES

FIt 00-17

G.

BLA.INr:.
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Mr. Abbott to lJ[r. Blaine.

No. D5.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, Jttly 18,1890. (Received August 19.)
SIR: I acknowledge the receipt of your instruction No. 67 of l\fay
29 last, in wbich you direct me to maintain the validity of the acts of
Consul Yifquain in the matter of the Smith estate in Colon.
Dr. Roldiln jnformed me tbis morning, himself introducing the subject,
that he would discuss the matter with me as soon as possible, probably
within 3 weeks, and that he thought we should have no difficulty in coming to nn understanding.
I bave, etc.,
JorrN T. AnnoTT.

JJlr. Abbott to 1J1r. Blaine.

No. 113.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Bogota, August 14, 1890. (Received September 13.)
SIR: I herewith transmit a copy and translation of so much of the
report of the minister of foreign affairs as relates to the claim of the
Boston Ice Company against this Government.
I bave, etc.,
JOIIN

'r. .AllllOTT.

[Inclosure in No.113.-Translation.)

Exttact front the 1·eport of the minister of foreign affairs.
Under its constitutional powers, the Government of the Republic resolved to reserve
for itself, a1:1 a means to increase the income of the exchequer, the monopoly of the
prouuction and sale of ice in t.he department of Panama.
To that end the minister of hacienda put- up the new revenue at public sale, and
it was adjudged to the highest bidder, betweeu. whom an.d the Colombian Government was celebrated a contract.
A company of the United States of America, called the Boston Ice Company, had
for some years back been importing large quantities of ice to the Isthmus on its own
vessels, and to such an extent that it bad come to have almost a monopoly of the sale
ofice in Panama.
The Boston company, which did not care to be represented at the auction sale of
the privilege had in Bagota, considered the monopoly established by the Colombian
Government as a violation of its rights and complained to the Government at Washington. The honorable legation of the United States of America informed this department that in the conception of its Government the monopoly of ice in Panama
was contrary to the law of nations and to th~ treaty of 1846 now in force betwe~n
the two Republics.
Our Government has maintained the contrary, upon the grounu that there is no
principle which can prohibit the establishment of monopolies, which, like all fiscal
resotuces, are the means employed by nations to obtain from the public the funds
necessary for their support.
It is true that in the 1:1pecifi.cations for bids at the auction sale of the privilege there
is a cla.use which obliges the grantee, if he be a foreigner, to agree not te claim diplomatic intervention for the settlement of differences arising from the interpretation
a.nd execution of the contract. But that interpretation, far from being contrary to
the law of nations, is entirely in accordance with it. The clause simply gives expression to the elementary principle that the courts and tribunals of the n3Jtion in
which proeeedings of this kind are had, and where their results must ue realized,
have juri~diction of all lawsuits arising from the contract.
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Such is the established principle of our law as to foreigners, and its observance is
so absolutely demanded that it can not be placed in doubt without endangering the
independence of nations.*
It is also true that in cases of denial of justice an appeal through the diplomatic
channel becomes a necessity, such action being a duty and a right of states in behalf
of their subjects or citizens.
But such exception is a necessary concomitant which there is no need to express
[in words]; and, so far as individuals are concerned, they can renounce any rights
whatever, provided they do not injure thereby those of third persons. The Boston
Ice Company, then, had full liberty to be present at the public sale, free alike to natives and foreigners, and, if its proposals do not figure in the sale, It was not because
the Government prevented it.
The arguments drawn from the treaty of 1846 to susta.in the claim of illegality in
the creation of the monopoly and the sale of the privilege turn upon the hypothesis
already confuted, that the company had not the full liberty to bid at the puulic sale.
Articles2,3,7,17,18,and35 ofthetreatyare cited to supportthisview, butnone
of them are applicable to the present case.
Article 2 contains the most-favored-nation clause and could only relate to this
monopoly in case that Colombia had agreed with som<irother nation not to monopolize the production and sale of ice in Panama, a thing "hich has never happened.
Article 3 assures the liberty of commerce as to every kind of products, manufactures, and merchandise. But this stipulation admits of an exception intimated in the
article itself and expressed in the fourth, when the latter mentions articles of prohibited importation and illi.cit commerce. So that the Government reserved to itself,
as was natural, the inalienable faculty to classify articles of import as either of lawful or of illicit commerce.
This proposition will appear indisputable when it is noted that different national,
departmental, and municipal monopolies have existed in Colombia since 1846 without any oujection by the United States of America that they were in violation of the
treaty stipulations above cited.
Article 7 plainly has no relation to the ice monopoly, since it merely establishes the
right of citizen~; of the United States to carry on business in our territory by themselves or their agents.
Neither are articles 17 and 18in point. They, indeed, while prohibiting smuggling,
establish freedom of commerce in all articles not contraband; but, from the fact of
specifying what articles are not contraband, it is seen that such stipulations must
have had exclusively in view the rule for determining neutrality in time of 'var, commerce being, in effect, free, in this limited aspect, in everything that can not be considered contraband. More clearly, in said articles the only 1aw considered is tho international law which declares lawful traffic in all merchamlise not contrauand of
war, and this does not imply that amongst articles free by the law of nations there
are not some, trade in which may be prohibited by the public or constitutional laws
of the respective country.
But it is now demonstrated that no such exclusion took place, and that the Boston
Company abstained voluntarily from bidding at the sale.
If that company had a rightful claim for indemnity against the Government, all the
citizens of Colombia would have the right to make a similar claim, since their condition can not be worse than that of the citizens of the United States of America;
all the individuals and corpora.tions of the United States which had carried on or
were carrying on the ice business in Panama at the time of the creation of the
monopoly could make the same claim; all the citizens of the United States of America whose rights are the same as those of the Boston Ice Company would have the
same power; the subjects or citizens of the Hanseatic cities, Spain, Great Britain,
Italy, and the states with which the Republic has existing treaties containing the
most-favored-nation clause would have the right to claim a similar indemnity; and,
finally, all foreigners, domiciled or transient, could make use of the same privilege,
since, conformably to our laws and practices, they all enjoy among us the most perfect equality of rights. These consequences make perfectly clear the incorrectness of
the premise from which they are drawn.
.
The liberty of commerce guarantied by the constitution, laws, and treaties of
Colombia ought not to be interpreted as the Boston Ice Company claims it should be,
since it would follow that all imposts, taxes, and contributions which affect commerce
would have to be characterized as contrary to that liberty. In agreeing to such liberty in its treaties, the Republic, like all civilized nations, could not be obliged to
*In the specification for bids, dated May 3last, in Haara's Republic of Peru, for the
sale of the rents of the propert.y, "Nutcuyaco," there is a similar~;tipnlation: "If the
successful bidder shall be a foreigner, he shall on no account make any claims throuO'h
the diplomatic channel, but shall subject himself absolutely to the jurisdiction of the
cou1·ts of the Republic."
.
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render effective an impossible situation, but only to guaranty the rights which tho
law recognizes in the matter; so that, although these rights may be without Jimit,
they may be assur-ed within the or Lit pointed out by the laws. The proof of this is
that the Republic has prohibited, under its present political organization, trade in
arms and munitions of war, free before, even to individuals; so that an absolute
monopoly in the introduction and sale of arms and munitions .has been created,
natives and foreigners alike falling under the prohibition, and no one of the latter
and none of their governments has made any claim for indemnity.

llr. Abbott to Jlr. LJla inc.
No. 117.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, August 18, 1800. (Received September 13.)
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy and translation of so much of the
report of the minister of foreign afl'airs as relates to the claim of the
Panama Star and Herald ag-ainst this Government.
I am, etc.,
JonN T. AnnoTT.
[Inclosnrc iu No. ll7.-Tr·an , l.t1 !"'L]

Exlrcwtfrv!n ih!' rcpo1·t of the minister of foreign affairs.
THE STAR AND HEitALD CLAIM.

In 1886 the civil and military governor of Panama issued an executive decree suspending for 2 months the publication of tl10 periodical Star ::~nd Herald, of which
citizens of the United States of America in said city are proprietors. The
decree of the civil and military governor took into consideration the course which
said newspaper had observed during days of public disor1ler, which course might be
called hostile with respect to the National Government of the then State of Panama.
Upon characterizing certain publicatio11s mallein the jon mal referred to, it was natural to boar in mind the grave circumstance that it had mingled freely in politics,
even to the extent of instigating upon the Isthmus the dismembering of the Republic.
The conduct of the authority iu Panama at a time when the rights of tho prt>SS
were necessarily rostrictoll would have been in no manner censurable if there had
not intervened such circumstances as convertell the decree into an irregular measure.
The same civil and military governor hall guarantied the absolute liberty of the
press, a measure which placed tho periodical, as well as the remaining publications,
upon a normal footing. Therefore, the case resolved itself into an exceptional position, voluntarily createll by the authority; and, on this account, the Snpreme Government was ouliged to order that tho suspension should not take effect. The difficult-ies
at the time, combined with the delay of communications, prevented tho immediate
fnlfillmeut of the orders of the Government; aud even the harsh necessity of accepting the resignation, which the civil ttnd military govemor made of his position iu
case said orders were irrevocable, was realized.
The proceedings of the Government with respect to the Star and Herald and civil
atHl military govemor of Panama should be considered with relation to the eollstitntion and laws of Colombia and of the laws of nations. Under the first aspect, the
right which every State has, even in time of peace, to regulate the liberty of the
press, suspending or punishing, among other acts, those which may assail the public
tranquillity, .the political order, and the natil)nal sovereiguty, is undoubted. This
faculty, based upon the attributes and ends of the Govemmout, is strengthened in
time of war and during the epochs of transition from war to the normal order; but
it is natural that it should be goverlll'ld by the principles of common equity, which
are obligatory under all circumstances.
With respect to the laws of nations, it mnst be borne in mind that the nationality
of the owners of the Star and Herald diu not create for them, either by virtue of
general principles or by virtue of treaties, a privileged condition better than that of
the Colombians. The laws and practices of the Republic in the matter of the civil
rights of foreigners are surely as liberal as the st,ate most advanced in this respect;
but, although they may be such, for the honor of our country, they can not oppose
~Several
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the dictates of natural law which forbid the establishmont of a preference in favor
of foreigner:oJ as against one's own citizens. Even the most civilized countries, which
in this respect have succeeded in almost equalizing the condition of the foreigner
aml of the citizen, deprive the former of the right to direct, erlit, aud publish political periodicals, for the reason that this profession or industry belongs inherent.ly to
the sort of rights which the stranger can not enjoy.
It may be deduced from the foregoing that the Government of the Republic would
not have remitted the penn.1ty of the Star and Herald, nor woul<l that of the United
States have had tlw right to claim this measure, had the act,ion of the civil and military governor been perfectly equitable. But, as the proceeding against the Stat· and
Herald was exceptional and contrary to existing dispositions dictated by the same
authority, the Govemment believed itself obligetl to rectify the irregularity of the
measures adopted with respect to the periodical. For this purpose it was thought
proper to usc first persuasive means, which, having been disregarded, deci~:~ive orders
were pursued.
I have explained and illustrated the conduct of the Government of the Republic
in the suspension of the Star and Herald, in order to fix the data upon which must
be resolved the foregoir:g question raised by the Government of the United States of
America respecting the responsibility of Colombia in the case.
The responsibility of governments for acts wluch their agents may have clone in
the exercise of their functions can not be admitted as a universal rule, unless submitte(l to the conditions which the practice of nations and common equity have established. Such conditions are the following:
'
(1) That the Government may have known opportunely the unlawful act which
its functionary attempted to execute, and may not have desll'ed to prevent it.
(2) That, having the necessary time to ouviatc the effects of the act of its agent or
subordinate, it may not have immediately taken the requisite steps to frustrate those
effects ; and
(3) That after having received information of the net performed it may not have
disapproved the course of the functionary, nor dictated measures for the preventing
of similar abuses.
Applying to the case of the Star a.n<l Herald theee most just conditions, admitted
by eminent jurists and sanctioned by the prac~ice of states, there clearly results the
reason urged by the Republic for disclaiming all official responsibility in the matter.
Because, in the first place, bearing in mind the extraordinarily difficult circumstances
of such au epoch, which might well be said to savor of war, inasmuch as the public
order was still pertnrbell, it was impossible for the Government to know in the beginning the irregularity of the suspension of the periodical. 'file conduct of the civil
and military governor appeared proper enough at first, because of the abuse of the
periodical, aud it was much later that the Government was cnablPd to appreciate the
circumstances which made such suspension censurable. And, finally, the Government
not only disapproved the conduct of its subaltern, bnt in a certain way punished it,
for the acceptance of the resignation which he presented irre\'Ocably if the orders of
the Government were of such nature, waR eqn·ivalent to this.
Consequently, under the supposition that the Star and Herald may have suffered
damages due to its suspension, the demand for indemnification to which this fact
may give rise should not be mafle against the Government of the R~public, which, as
has already been demonstrated, is not responsible, becanse innocent. I have m;Hle
donbtfnl the hypotbesis of damages, becanse His a notorious fact that t.he parties interested in the publication of the Star and Herald knew how to avoicl the consequences of the measnre dictated against t 1em by substituting another for tho title
of their periodical ancl continuing, moreover, under orrliuary conditions, the publication and distribution of said journal. Thus, when the interP-sted parties formulate,
as it appears, their accounts in lai'ge figures against our Government, the~10 calculations are based upon a supposition wholly inexact.
The minister of the Republic iu Washington, charged with the measnres relative
to the dairn which I have just treated, bas defended the uunrespousiuility in the
sense just expressed.

JJir. TV!wrton tn
No.

D±.J

:IT~· .

.-tlJbott.

DEPAI:'JMEN'L' OF STATE,

lVashington, August 21, 1890.
SIR: I have recehrccl ,vonr No. 95 of the 18th ultimo acknowledgingDepartment's No. 67 of May 29 last concerniug tbe action of tbe consul at Uolon in the matter of tbe Smith estate.
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You say that the Colombian minister for foreign affairs has promised
to discuss the subject with you at an early date and believes that there
will be no difficulty in coming to an understanding.
It is hoped that the question may be satisfactorily arranged. The
views expressed in Department's instruction above mentioned are, in
its opinion, obviously sound.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretctry.

Mr. Abbott to J1lr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 120.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, August 22, 1890. (Received August 25.)
SIR: I have to call your attention to the present situation of the question as to the interpretation of section 10 of article III of the consular
convention of 1850.
The complaint of Consul Vifquain reached this legation about the 1st
of December last. I forwarded the same, with comments, to the Department in my No. 48 of December 12 last and asked instructions. As
these bad not arrived in April, I took the action described in my No.
77 of April24 last.
~o\.t that time it was plainly and particularly agreed between the minister and myself that the case should remain in statu quo until about the
middle of August, when, it was hoped, my instructions would have
arrived and that the press of business caused by the assembling of
Congress would have been somewhat lessened. In the meantime nothing was to be done to render the situation more difficult than it then
was. What the true situation was neither of us knew, as neither expressed the slightest opinion in the matter.
On my return from my leave of absence, and before I took charge of
the legation, I informed the minister that my instructions had arrived,
and that I should be ready to discuss the matter with him at the time
agreed upon, or before, if he cared to do so; but I did not communicate the nature of the instruetions.
On the 18th of July the minister called up the matter himself and
said the bushlP.ss of the Congress which was to assemble on the 20th
so occupied his attention that he would p'r efer to leave the discussion
until the time originally :fixed, when, he had no doubt, an understanding would be easily reached.
Congress assembled on the 20th of July, and the minister's biennial
report was theoretically issued on that day; but, in reality, it was distributed and became available on the 4th of August, and not before.
The report contained extended comments upon the Smith case, a
copy and translation of which I inclose.
I regarded this action as a distinct violation of our agreement made
in April and recognized by the minister as binding upon us as late as
the 18th of July, when the above extract must have been in type. It,
of course, increased the difficulties of the situation immensely, as his
position waR diametrically opposed to tha-i: contained in my instructions
and was pu~licly avowed.
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On the' 18th instant I introduced the Smith case and informed the
minister of the purport of my instructions, and. til at I desired to proceed,
in the first instance, to an amicable verbal discussion thereof, iu the hope
that an agreement might be thus more easily reachect than by a long
writteu controversy, and that after an agreement the mere crossing of
notes in accordance therewith would render the matter clear for the
future. The minister seemed to see at once the difficulty which the
premature publication of his vi€ws might bring him and wished for
rime to talk with the President.
I acceded to his desire for time to oonsult with the President and expressed the hope that he would not come to any definite determination
to maintain the views expressed in his report until after I had had an
opportunity to express the views of my Government. Tlie interview
was most friendly and courteous, and the situation was uuderstood and
appreciated.
Within 36 hours after I left the foreign office, or, to be exact, at 2:30
o'clock in the afternoon of the 19th instant, I received an official note
from the minister requesting me to forward to the United States for
service a process of a local court assuming to s~ttle tlte estate of one
Alexander H.enry, an American citizen who died in Oolombia several
years since.
This note was dated August 14, but was not delivered until the l!.>th,
as ahove stated.
I felt that a compliance with that request would be a direct acknowledgment of the right of t,hat court to claim jurisdiction in the case,
wbich I am not prepared to admit.
When I further considered that the Henry case had been cited by
the minister in his published report as au instance of the acquiescence
of this legation in the interpretation of article rn, section 10, of the
consular convention there maintained, I felt that compliance would
also involve (!eOmplete assent 'to the prinmple of interpr·etation that my
instructions require me to deny.
I al~o felt that the process had been sent to me with that end in
view.
I therefore returned the process to the minister with a note. A
copy and translation of the minister's note and. a copy of my reply are
herewith inclosed.
As soon as may be I ~hall have a conversation with the minister, and,
if there seems to be no hope of his acquiescence iu your views as to the
interpretation of the convention, I shall take the usual steps in matters
of this kind.
Upon the decision of this case depends the rights of British consuls,
as well as those of our own. It is important that it be settled as soon
as possible, and I shall push the matter with all convenient speed.
I make a separate report upon the Henry case, brougllt so prominently to my notice in the miniseer's report al!ld in his note of August 14.
I am, etc.,
JOHN

T.

ABBOTT.

[Inclosure 1 inN o. 120.-Transla!,ioo.l

Extmct j1·om the biennial1·eport of the minister of ffJreign affairs.
A citizen of the United States named Susannah Smith haying died in Colon intestate and leaving property in Colombian terri•tory, the circuit jt-ulge of Colo~a, the
domicile of the deceased, has taken jurisdiction of the settlement of her estate and
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bas proceeded therein according to law. At the same time the consul-general of the
United States has been of opinion that he !tad a right to take possession of the
deceased's property, make an inventory of it, and even sell it, taking as his authority
the letter of section 10 of article 3 of the consular convention now in force between
tile Republic and American Union.
The said reference to the consular convention of 1850 reads:
"ARTICLE 3. The consuls admitted in either Republic may exercise in their reRpective districts the following functions:
* ,. * "10. They may take possession, make inventories, appoint appraisers to
estimate the value of articles, and proceed to the sale of the movable property of
individuals of their nation who may die in tho country where the consul resides without leaving exeoutors appointed by their will, or heirs at law. In all snch proceedings tho consul shall act iu conjunction with two merchants chosen by himself for
drawing np the said papers, for delivering the property or the produce of its sale, observing the laws of his country and the orders which he may receive from his own
government; bnt consuls shall not discharge these functions in those states whose
peen liar legislation may not allow it." * * *
The Government can not recognize as pertaining to the consuls of the United States
of America t.he faculty claimed by the consul-general of Colon~ becanse for said
recognition there should exist two conditions: first, that the property left by Mrs.
Smith is personal; aud, second, that the local laws do not forbid the exercise of the
faculty claimed.
Neither of these conditions is present in the "Smith" case.
Not the first, becanse t.he property consists of wooden houses, built, it is true, upon
land of other ow11ers. But they can not, for that reason, be denominated chattels.
Although it may be easy to move the materials and make with them new houses on
other land, the distinction between real and personal property can not be derived from
that fact. Iu such case it would follow that, as the machinery for moving houses
l>ecomes more and more perfected, the latter woulcl gradually lose the character of
real er:catate, whatever might be the manner of attachment to the soil (1>01' atraigades
qup, fuesen ).
And, although the civil code of the Republic includes in this class (real estate) only
things which :tre permanently attached to the soil, such provision does not signify the
same thing as perpetually, a condition which conld be said of no building.
On the other hand, the case has been decitled by commentators of note, among whom
may be cited Dalloz. "Buildings," says this jurist, "constmcted upon land of another are real estate, not only when the proprietor has the right or the duty to appropriate them to his own usc by virtne of law or agreement at the expiration of the
enjoyment of a third person, but also even when the latter may have expressly reserved the right to destroy them or carry away the materials."
Neither is there present the sccoml condition, to wit, that local legislation permitA
t.he consuls to exercise tho functions claimed by the cousul-g,meral of the United
States of America in Colon.
Said condition is definite, since the convention provides that such functions shall
not be discharged, except where the states may permit it. The phrase "los Estados"
("those states") does not refer solely to the American Union to the exclusion of Colombia, since there is no reason to suppose that tho latter would agree to such a onesid('d concession "xclnsively advantageous to the former.
\Vbatever modifications the public law of Colombia may have experienced as to.
the centralized or federative form of the Republic, the power to regulate everything:
relating to t.he matter nuder discussion bas always been maintained in its legislation~
whether national or state (unct t5 va1'ia).
Even snpposing that at the time when the consular convention with the United
States of Anwrica was signed the exercise of the functions now claimed by t.ltc consul general of Colon mig! have been permitted in Colombia, the subsequent modifications of the laws would sntlice to do away with such powers.
Articles 570 and 571 of the Colombian civil code, 1238 and 1241 of the judicial code,
and 162 of law 147 of 1888 expressly determine the standard by which the courts
mnst be guided in the settlement of every intestate estate of this kind, as well as the
11owers which pertain to foreign consuls iu the matter, in a sense entirely at variance
with that claimed by the aforesaid agent of the United States of America..
Moreover, the honorable legation of the United States of America, in exactly similar cases, e. g., the intestate estate of Alexander Henry, over which the local courts
of Cundinamarca have assumed jurisdiction, has not claimed to exercise, either by
itself or its consular agents, any other powers than those guarantied and permitted
by our law.
The law of the Republic as to this class of estates of deceased persons is in entire
harmouy with universal practice and with tbe attributes of consuls in civilized
countries recognized by international law. What appear to demaml certain reforms
in this so important matter are the regulations for the delivery of property to tha
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legal representatives, which, in tl1e opinion of the undersigned, is too much prolonged. So that it happens that the delivery of the property of foreigners sometimes
is subject to obstacles and great delay, to the detriment of the property, especially
when the latter is in remote situation and deleterious climate.
Among the reforms which I shall ha\'e the houor to recommend to yon at the conclusion of this report will be fouud those relative to this point.

[Inclo~ure

2 in No. 120.-Trnnslation.]

M1-. Roldan to JJI,.. Abbott.
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAU~S,

Bogota, October 14, 1800.
Sm: The judge of the circuit ofTequendama, in the department ofCnndinamarca,
in whose court are now taking pbce the procee1lings relative to the settlement of the
estate of AlexandHr Henry, a citizen of the United States, has resolvetl to cite his
widow and children, who live in the city of Wheeling, State of West Virginia; and,
in the letters rogatory which I have the honor to send herewith, the said. judge requests the chiefjnstice of the Ohio county court to have the kindness to cause to ue
duly served tl1e said summons.
Owing to the decumstance of there being no Colombian agent l'CSiding in Ohio
through whose medinm the letters rogatory could be sP.nt,, I am constrained to beg of
Your Excellency to be good enough to forward it to its destination; in doing which
110t only would the dangers of miscarrying the document be avoided, but time would
be save(l in the settlement of the estate.
Anticipating to Yom· Excellency the expression of my gratitude for your good advice in the matter, I am pleasecl to re~ew, etc.
ANTONIO ROLDAN.

(Inclosure 3 in No. 120.]

Mt-. Abbott to M1·. Rolddu.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogota, August 22, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to a.clmowledge the receipt, upon the afternoon of the lOth
instant, of Your Excellency's polite note of the 14th instant, calling my attention to
. tl1e fact that the circuit court of 'l'equendama has as::iumedjurisdiction in the settlement of the estate of one Alexander Henry, a citizen of t.he Unite<l States, late
deceased in Colombia, aml requesting me to forward to the United States, for service
upon the wi(low and children of the deceased, a certain process of the said court;
relating to the case.
It is with extreme regret that I find myself unable to comply with Your Excellency's
request, for the reason that such compliance wonl<l involve the active aid of this
legation in the service of a process of a Colombian conrt, whose right to take jurisdiction in the premises I am not at this moment prepared to a.d111it.
But the principal reason which inclineR me to m.r present decision is fonnd in the
fact that the Henry case was cited in Your Excellency's report to Congress as an
instance of the acquiescence of this legation in the interpretation there maintained
of article 3, section 10, of the consular conve11tion.
Under such circumstances, a compliance with Your Excellency'.s request would be a
direct admission of the correctness of such interpretation.
In view of the fact that we have agreed to proceed to an early and amicable interchange of views as to the true interpretation of the said convention, I feel that nothing ought to be done to render the situation more difficult or to prejudice the position
of either Government.
I am therefore constra,ined to return the process without further action.
I take this occasion, etc.,
JOHN

'1'.

AnnoTT.
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][r. Abbott to JJ!r. Blaine.
No. 121.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S•rATES,

Bogota, August 22, 1890. (Heceived September 25.)
SIR: In my No. 120 of this date I refer to the manner in which was
brought to my notice the settlement of the esLate of Alexander Henry,
an American citizen who died here some years since. I bad previously
learned from Consul-General Walker that there bad been some difficulty
in reference to obtaining possession of a certain check belonging to the
estate of the deceased, but bad not known that jurisdiction was being
exercised by a Colombian court.
The following is a statement of the result of my examination of this
case:
July 15, 1886, the foreign minister, Dr. Restrepo, wrote to Mr. King,
informing him of Mr. Henry'R death, and that, having in view article 3,
section 10, of the consular convention, the Government had requested
the proper authorities to give their attention to the case in the manner
prescribed in article 1067 and 1068 of the civil code of Cundiuamarca.
Mr. King replied, under date of July 19, fully acquiescing in the action
of the minister, as he knew of no facts to justify any other course than
that pursued in the case.
Mr. King, in his No. 52 of July 22, 1886, transmitted to the Department a copy and translation of Dr. Restrepo's note and a copy of his
reply thereto.
Since 1886 thP.re seems to be no reference to the "Henry" case upon
the files of this legation.
Au examination of the archives of the consulate-general showsThat the Department wrote 1\Ir. King under date of December 2, 1886,
but the letter can not he found.
On January 21, 1887, 1\Ir. King asks the consular agent at Honda to
inform him of the residenee of Mr. Seamon, said to be administrator of
Hmtry's estate.
I find, also, an unsigned copy of a letter dated February 7, 1887, and
apparently sent by Mr. King to the foreign minister, a copy of which I
inclose. It iH headed as from the legation, but does not appear in the
legation's archives; nor can I find any answer thereto.
Fel>rnary 14, 1887, M:r. King sent his No. 8(consnlar series), to which
I refer.
No,·ember 4, 1887, is the date of 1\Ir. Adee's No.3 to Mr. Walker.
I next find Mr. Rives's No.8 to Mr. Walker, dated May 7,1888, transmitting a power of attorney from Thomas Seamon, administrator, to
Henry Hallam and James Wilson, empowering them to settl~ the estate
of Henry. With it is the original power of attorney, which, apparently,
has never been delivered to Hallam or Wilson, and, as Wilson is now
said to be an imbecile and Hallam lives in Honda, it is quite useless
to deliver it.
Under date of No,ember 27, 1888, I find a record of a letter from Mr.
Bashell, acting consul-general, to General Morgan, of Girardot, requesting him to take possession of all of Henry's personal property, sell the
same, and remit the proceeds to him. Mr. Bashell says that Minister
1\laury took this letter to Girardot and gave it to General Morgan, but
be never beard of any result from it.
I next find the No. 14 of Mr. Adee to Mr. Walker, dated December 9,
1889, and, lastly, Mr. Walker's No. 21 of May 28, 1890, to Mr. Wharton.
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This comprises all I can discover in the utterly disordered archives of
1
the cousulate here in reference to this case.
It seems that Mr. King acknowledged the rights of the courts of
Cnudinamarca to take jurisdiction, but, inferentia1ly, upon the ground
that the property was all real estate. Still, the whole case bas apparently proceeded recognizing that right.
It will lw appreciated that~ owing to the disordered. condition of the
consular archives and the fact that nearly everything in connection
with the case occurred before I took charge of this legation, I do not
feel certain that the whole proceedings are well understood.
It is uot impossible that the ''Henry " case may present a totalJy different aspect from that of the "Smith" case. To explain:
Prior to tlw last revolution the nine States of Uolombia were quite as in- ·
dependent as the States of the United States. Each made its own laws
relative to tbe settlement of estates. The law of the State of Cundinamarca will be found in inclosure No. 2 of my No. 48 of December
12, 1889. This law was the law of a " State" and was in force as such
np to August 6, 1886, when the new constitution went into force in
matters of this kind and the "State" of Cundinamarca was reduced to
a ''department," and continued in force in the new department from
said August 6, 18S6} up to July 22, 1887, by virtue of additional article
8 of the new constitution, a copy of wllich is on the Department files.
On the latter date the present national civH code became operative.
So that at the time of the death of Henry in Cundinamarca, June 30,
1886, the civil code of Uundinamarca was in force as a law of a sovereign
State, and so continued for 37 days thereafter, during which time, I am
informeu, the court took jurisdiction.
Bnt of this- I am not yet certain and have not the means to ascertain
immediately. It certainly had taken jurisdiction before July 22, 1887,
up to wllich date, beginning August G, 1886, the civil code of Oundinamarca w~s in force by virtue of the authority of the new constitution,
i.e., an authority exercised by the Central Governmeut.
Therefore, the question may arise whether the provisions of the law
of Cundinamarca at the time of Henry's death and the taking of Jurisd!ction by the court must not be construed to be a law of a" state whose
peculiar legislatiou does not permit" the settlement of estates by consuls. In case of such construction, there would be presented the situation mentioned in your No. 67 of May 29 last.
Cundinamarca was as much a state, up to August 6, 18R6, as is New
York or Virginia. It is true tllat it was erected after the date of the
consular convention, as were Colorado and Wyoming.
This case is therefore not so free from doubt as is the" Smith" case,
in which the views of the Department are so manifestly in accordance
witll reason and common sense.
·
As I am anxious not to complicate matters in that case by any erroneous claims in the present one, I have concluued to delay any protest
or argument herein until the views of the Department are known.
I will add that the summons to the widow and children of Henry,
which I declined to forward, as noted in my No.120 of this date, is dated
March 10, 1887. It states that the property amounts to more than
$1,700 (pesos) and that it is in the possession of James Wilson and Carlos
Saenz. The latter is said to lJe an excellent man, and I have no doubt
that anything in his possession has been properly cared for. I shall
continue to give this matter my attention.
I am, etc.,
JOHN T. ABBOTT.
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Mr. Abbott to Mr. Angulo.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Bogot,t, F'ebrua.1·y 7, 1887.
SIR: On the 15th of July last Your Excellency's predecessor in the department of
foreign relations favored this legat,ion with a nntice of the death of Alexander
Henry, late a citizen of the Uni teu St.ates, and with the information that the authorities of Cundinamarc·a bad been instructed in regartl to the property belonging to the
deceascu.
I now have the honor .to inclose for Your Excellency's inspection properly certified
letters of administration, showing the appointment of Thomas Seamon as administrator of tlte said decedem's e8tate, and to request that Your Excellency will further instrnct the authorities of Cundinamarca touching the appointment of the administrator and the functions and powers to be exercised by him under the said letters.
I beg leave, also, respectfully to request that Your Excellency will return the
inclosed letters as soon as they have subserved Your Excellency's purpose, in order
that they may be filed in tllis legation.
With sentiments, etc.,
Jon~ T. ABBOTT.

Mr. Blaine to Jl!r. Abbott.
No.114.]

DEP ,\ R'L':MEN'l.' OF STATE,

Washington, October 10, 1SDO.
SIR: I l1ave to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 120 of the 2~<1 of
August, in relation to the case ofthecstate of the late Mrs. Smith, at Colon,
which formed the subject of Department's No. 67 of May 29 last. It is regretted that the declaration of opinions made in the report of the minister of foreign affairs to the Colombian Congress should have allticipated the discussion of the matter with the legation of the United
States, especially as that discussion bad long previously been arrauged
for with the express o~ject of endeavoring to efi'ect a conciliation of the
conflicting views held by this Government and the Government of Colombia on the question under consideration. What answer the Govern·
ment of Colomllia would have made, or may yet mah:e, to tbe reasons
set forth in your instructions for the position of the United States, the
Department will not undertake to conjecture. It is enough at presPnt
to say that there is nothing~ in the judgment of the Departnwnt, iu the
report of the minister of foreign affairs to affect the pos1tion ot this
Government; and if, before the publication of that document, the minister of foreign affairs bad known and considered the views of this Government, it is not supposed that he would have been co11tent with the
definition of his position tbat the report contains. His arguments are
anticipated, and more than anticipated, in the instructions of this Department; and, although he may, by reason of the publication of his
report, find it somewhat difficult to meet our views, ~·et it can hardly
be expected that this Government will, for that reason, abandon its
position or abate anything· of its dema.nds until they shall be shown to
be erroneous.
If the position of this Government had been understood, the effort
made in the report to demonstrate that property can not be regarded
as personalty merely because machinery may be devised to move it
would doubtless have been deemed quite irrelevant and superfluous.
I am, etc.,
J Al\IES H. BLAINE.
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lJlr. Blaine to Mr. Abbott.
No. 115.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

ll7ashington, October 10, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 121 of .August 22
last, in relation to the case of the estate of the late Alex:mder Henry.
Your action in declining to transmit any papers in reg;n·d to it, upon
the request of the ministry of foreign at:l'airs, is approved. The request was apparently made with a view to affect the case of the estate
of Mrs. Smith, which forms the subject of your No. 120. It is true that
the facts of the two cases seem to be so different as to destroy any connection between them, but, as they have been blended iu the recent
report of the minister of foreign affairs to the Ooloml>ian Congress, it
will be proper to take no action tllat may further prejudice the promised
discussion of the case of the estate of the late Mrs. Smith, upon the stipulatious of the treaty, as they have been interpreted in Department's
No. 67 of the 2Dth of May last.
I am, etc.,
JAMES

G.

BLAINE.

JJfr. Adee to Jllr. Abbott.
No. 120.]

DEPARTMENT OF 8TA'l'E,

Washington, October 24, 1890.
SIR: You are aware that at the time you entered upon your mission
there was pending between the Government of the United States and
the Government of Uolombia a negotiation for the settlement by arbitration of certain claims of citizens of the United States upon the Government of Colombia. You will find in the arcllives of yonr legation
ample information as to the character of these claims and the progress
of these negotiations.
On July 31, 188V, JTou wrote this Department tllat you had been
strongly impresseil with the conviction that the Government of Colombia was very mucll disiuclined to settle these claimd by arbitration and
was disposLd to iusist that they should be settled by regular procP.edings in tile native courts of Colombia.
Your dispatch was acknowledged, but no special instructions were
sent you, for tue following reason :
The states of South and Central America had accepted the in,·itatiou
of the Uuited States of America to meet in friendly confereucJ in Octobel' of the same year, and amoug the subjects to be submitted to their
joiut delilJcration was the project of a geueral system of arl>itration, by
whicll all questions of difference between them migllt be both promptly
aud amicably settled. This Government thought it not injudieions to
suspend its discussion of these special claims, in the hope that the adoption of some such general system of arbitration would facilitate their
final settlement.
As you are also aware, such system was recommended l>y the conference, and after the adjournment of tlaat body a treaty of arbitration
between themselves was signed by the following nations:
Honduras, Bolivia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua, Salvador, United States of Brazil, United States of Venezuela, and tile United
States of America.

It has been a matter of regret to the United States that, notwith·
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standing tlle very able and efficient service of the delegates from Colombia in the lleuates of the conference, the Government of Uolomuia bas
not as yet become a party to that treaty by its sigmttnre.
Of course, tllis Government has neither the disposition nor the right
to press upon the consideration of Colomuia action of the wisdom and
propriety of which that Government is tlle sole judge. But, while waiting with hopeful anticipation a final agreement upon so important a
sul>ject, the Government of the United States finds itself forced to recall
to the attention of the Government of" Colombia tlw necessity of an early
settlement of these claims, the consideration of wllich by the Colombian
Government llas not been as prompt or as satisfactory as the Unitea
States had a right to expect.
Tile discussion, although full and friendly, has been postponed and
delayed by the necessity of constant references back to their Government "Qy the Colombian ministers, and, if we can not confidently anticipate the consent of the Colombian Go\'ernment to the system of general
arbitration, the United States will be constraiued to urge upon the
Colombian Government the settlement of these claims.
The questions involved are grave and the interests at stake large,
and it is very desirable that, guiding yourself by these instructions,
you should learn from the Government of Colombia whetlwr it is prepared to give its minister full and sufficient authority to take up their
discussion with the Department with a view to their early and final
settlement.
I am, etc.,
ALVEY A. ADEE,
Acting Secretary.
lJlr. Abbott to llfr. Blcdne.
[Extract.]

No. 145.]

LEGATION OF 1'IIE UNITED STATES,
Bgota, October 24, 1800. (Hecei \'etl N O\'em ber 22.)
SrR: In co11 tintmtion of the question of the interpretation of section 10
of article ur of the consular convention of 1850, wllich was the subject of
my No. 1~0 of August :32 last, I herewith inclose a copy and transiation of the minister's reply to my note of August 2:3, wllich was forwarded to you as inclosure No. 5 in saiu dispatch.
In the Diario Oficial of August ~4, wllich was distributed about
September 1, appeared a "resolution" signed by the foreign minister
in reply to au inquiry of the goveruor of Panama in relation to tlle
"Smith case." Heciting the arguments employed in inclosures No. 1
and No. 2 of my sa ill No. 120, the "resolution" iuforms the governor
that the proceedings of the judge of Colon have been in accordauce
with Colombian law, with the treaty with the United States, and witll
the principles of the law of nations. This conclusion is not so remarkable as the fact that the "resolution" was tlated on the 19th of .1\lay
and only published on the 24th of August.
About September 1 I received notice from the consul-general at
Panama that the judge had "decided against us in the matter of Mrs.
Smith's estate," and that the case had been referred to the superior tribnnal at Panama. The consul-general furthermore asked if Le '"should
or shonl<l not pay any attention to this case in court auy further."
On Sept em uer 5 I wrote to the consul-general that I thought he
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"mustcontinue to answer all lawful summonses of the Colombian courts,
depending for final success upon diplomatic action here," and advising
him to ~'keep a strict; account of all your (his) expenses and losses."
All these proceedings on the part of this Government seemed to me
contrary to the understanding I had reached with the minister, as I explaiued in my No. 120 aforesaid.
Still, the minister had always been so absolutely straightforward,
even in the most trivial matter, that I felt it his due to seek an explanation; and in the first W<'ek in September I called upon him for that
purpose. He said that he fully understood that the houses in question
were not to be sold until after we had reached a decision here, but that
he could not "order" an absolute suspension of court proceedings, on
account of the entire inde1~endence of the judiciary in respect of the executive department. He said that he was assured that no definitive
action would be taken by the courts of the Isthmus until the result of
the discussion here was reached, and that nothing had occurred that
would prevent him from ~onsidering the question fairly and impartially.
He furthermore said that be would write to the authorities of the
Isthmus, asking that no decisive steps be taken in the "Smith case"
until the result of our conferences should be ascertained.
The minister and myself have had several short informal conversations in regard to the subject under discussion, which have been unimportant, except as they indicate a desire on his part to consider the
same in a conciliatory and friendly spirit. Bis constant duties iu Congress and the general press of business have made it practically impossible for me to engage his serious attention. I have therefore not
pressed the matter as diligently as I otherwise should have doue, believing that it will be better to enter upon the serious discussion when
the minister is not so preoc~upied as he is at present.
I had hoped to report more progreRs in this matter before now, but
believe that undue pressure just at this juncture would do no gootl. I
trust that the Department will not think me negligent on account of the
delay, which will be continued no longer than is deemed necessary.
I am, etc.,
JOHN T. ABBOTT.
[Inclosure in No.145.-Translation.]

M1·. Bolddn to Mr. Abbott.

RK<'UBLIC OF CoLOMBIA,
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Bogota, Aurrnst 25, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to refer to the very polite note of the 22d instant,
in which Your Excellency has been good euough to return to this department the
letters rogatory of the judge of the circuit court of Teqnendama to the jndge of the
court of the county of Ohio itt the United States, l'elative to the estate of Alexander
Henry, because for certain reasons you are uuahle to transmit the documents to their
destination.
I improve, etc.,
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF COLOMBIA
AT W ASHING'fON.

Mr. Blaine to Jllr. Hurtado.
DEP ARTMgN'l' OF STA'l'E,.

lVashington, January 31, 1890.
SIR : I have the honor to recall to your attention the claim against
the Government of Colmnbia growing out of the suspension in 1886 of
the Panama Star and Herald, a newspaper published in Colombia by
au American corporation.
The facts in the case may briefly be summarized as follows:
1,he Star and Herald and La Estrella de Panama Company, limited,
was incorporated on or about the 17th of December, 1883, under the laws
of the State of New York. The company was organized by citizens of
the United States, employs American capital, and has its principal office
in the city of New York. On 1\'Iarch 25, 1886, Gen. Santo Domingo
Vila, then civil and military governor of the national department of
Panama, addressed to the editor of the Star and Herald a personal note,
inclosing copies of certain telegrams and suggesting their publication,
if the editor should deem it expedient, the language employed being
"silo tiene a bien y lo considera conducente." As the telegrams gravely
reflected upon General .Montoya, a l>rother officer of~ Gen. Santo Domingo Vila, tho editor of the Star and Herald very properly, desiring
to hold aloof from the political controversies prevailing in Colombia, as
well as to avoid a suit for libel, did not mal{e the suggested publication.
1\loreover, in adopting this course, he was acting in accordance with the
warning given him by the President of Colombia in the preceding year,
when a circular order was issued for the suspension of all newspaper
offices througlwut the Repul>lic until after the meeting of a convention
then about to be called for the revision of the national constitution.
'fhe Pn,si<leut of the Republic subsequently excepted the Star and
Herald from the operation of the order, but in so doing cautioned the
editor to ol>serve "strict circumspection as to political subjects.''
No complaint has been made tllat the editor of the Star and Herald
(_li~regarde«l this injunction. Gen. Santo Domingo Vila invited him to
'Tiolat e it, and, besides, to expose Llimself to prosecutions. The editor,
adhering to the wise and proper course which he had theretofore been
pursuing, and also acting upon the discretion exprm;;sly left him, di«l
not publish the telegrams. As above stated, the note of Gen. Santo
Domingo Vila, inclosing the telegrams, bore date of 1\'Iarch 25, 1886.
On tlle following day, the 26th of March, he, as the civil and military
gov<'rnor of the national department of Panama, issued an order summarily suspending the publication of the Star and Herald and announcing as the reasons for his action that the editor of the paper had refused
to publish document8 of importance relating to the policy of reform
in tlle administration of the department, "without even haviug tlle
courtesy to answer the polite private note (esquela) which accompanied them." The suspension--of the paper was continued until May !!4,
1886, when the President and secretary of interior of the Republic
commanded Gen. Santo Domingo Vila to reestablish it, or, in default
thereof, to surrender his office into the hands of General Rengifo. On
the day following Gen. Santo Domingo Vila replied that the term of
suspension had expired and at the same time tendered his r6siguation
as civil and military governor, which was accepted.
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During the suspension of the paper protests were made on the part
of this Government against the action of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila,
but, although that action was manifestly arbitrary and wrongful and
has never been defended, the suspension was permitted to continue for
2 months. It was attended with serious detriment, not only to the
rights of the company under the treaty as an American corporation,
but alRo to its pecuniary interests. Had the acts complained of bt:en
committed in time of war, thM fact might have been referred to as in
some measure a palliation of them, though not as a justification; but
they were perpetrated in time of peace, when the civil laws were in
full force, by the officer whose duty it was to see that those laws were
maintained. It is now nearly 4 years since the Star and Herald was
suspended, but the company has been a:ll'orded no redress at the l1ands
of the Colombian Government for the grave wrong inflicted. Such redress, it is thought, should now be tendered.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to JJ[r. Hurtado.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 7, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to recali to your attention my note of Janu·
ary 31 last, relating to the claim of the Panama Star and Herald against
the Government of Colombia.
This G~wernment earnestly desires to reach a settlement of the case,
and hopes it may soon receive a proposition which will lead to its ad.
justment.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Hurtado to Mr. Blaine.
LEGATION OF COLOMBIA,

Washington, May 9, 1890. (Received May 12.)
SIR: On my return to Washington, after an absence of several days, I
have bad the honor to receive your esteemed note of the 7th instant, in
which yon call my attention to your communication of the 31st of Janu.
ary last past, hitherto not acknowledged, for which omission I beg to
present my ·excuses and crave your indulgence.
Your said communication refers to the claim preferred against the
Government of Colombia for the act of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila, at
the time civil and military governor of the department of Panama,
when in the year 1886 he gave an order prohibiting the publication of
the Star and Herald newspaper for a period of 60 days.
From my last interviews with your predecessor on the subject of this
complaint, I had gathered the inference that this question would not
be supported by the Department of State as a claim against the Gov·
ernment of Colombja, at least while it remained iu its present aspect
and condition, that is to say, not before the courts of Colombia declared the act of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila to have been within the
scope of his legal authority, and I communicated thisJ impressi.o.u to. my
Government.
F R 90--18
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On receipt, therefore, of your note on the 31st of January last, I made
known its contents to the minister of foreign affairs in Bogota; and
not having as yet received special instructions in reference thereto, I
must adhere to those previously given me, whereby I was ordered that,
in the event of the claim in question being urged as against tbe Uovernment of Colombia, I should represent and submit that, since the act
of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila. bad been disavowec.l, l'edress for the consequences t,hereof should be sought through an action against him personally before the courts of Colombia, and that only in case the court
cleared him from responsibility on the grounds th:tt he had acted within
the sc~pe of his legal authority coulc.l liability attach to the Go,·ernment of Colombia.
The remarks contained in your note of the 31st of January last are
<lirecte<l to show that not even colorable cause existed to justify the
proceedings of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila on the occasion in question;
and the action taken in reference thereto by the executive department
of Bogota, ordering tlw suspension of tke publication to be removed,
lends strength to the views you express. The laws of Colombia afford
redress against public functionaries who transgress their authority,
rendering them amenable· before the courts of the country an<l liable
for injuries . they may cause, even should they act nnder the cover of
their official position. In no ease, however, is the Government responsible for such misdeeds, unless it adopts an<l makes its own the cause
of the official at fault. The nonresponsibility of a government for the
acts of its citizens, n nless it uphol<ls them, is not peculiar to the legislalation of Colombia. Tlle rule has been adopted bs most, if not by all,
constitutional government~, and is contained in a declaratory form iu
treaties between the United States of America and every other nation
on this continent; it may be said to have now beeorue an aekuowledged
principle of Ameriean international law.
The preceding considerations lead to the unavoidable conclusion that
the reparation which the Star and Herald claimants are in quest of for
the injuries they are alleged to have suffered throug-h the suspension of
tlleir journal by order of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila must be sought
by bringing suit against llim before the courts of Colombia, au<l only
in the event of the courts declaring that the act complained of was
within the authority vested in the civil and military governor of the
Department of Panama,, thereby defeating- the action for damages
as against the defendant in<lividually, could any liability accrue to the
Government of Colombia for the injuries sustained by the plaintiff's in
the case.
1n conclusion~ I beg to remark, with reference to the observation contained iu the closing paragraph of the note to which I have the honor
to reply that, if nearly 4 years have elapsed without the Star and Herald:
Company obtaining- red ross for the wrong inflicted on them, it is owing to
the fact that the claimants have not applied for a remedy through the
proper channel, namely, tlw courts of Colombia.
Immediately upon the suspension of the Star and Herald being ordered, the m.e asure was protested against by the representatives of the
United States, and the matter was brought to the attenti~n of the Government at Bogota. As an act of international courtesy, the Executive
interfered, seekmg to afford relief to the claimants. Presuming at
first that the suspension had been ordered for good and valid reasons,
Gen. Santo Domingo Vila was asked to reduce its extent or duration, but, when tl1e Government at Bogota became possessed of a fnll
knowledge of the facts couuectcd with that deplorable incident, it c.le-
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manded of Gen. Santo Domingo Vila that be either revoke Lis order
or at once resign Lis office into the bauds of General Henjifo.
This demand of tile President of Colombia was not intende<l to relieve the Star aud Heral1l Company from tile consequences of tile
restraint placed upon them, for, when H was made, the term of suspension of publication had nearly expired. Its object was to mark in the
strongest possible· manner the disaYowal by the Government of the proceedings of Gen. San to Domingo Vila, to afford satisfaction for tlw
remonstrances made through the representatives of the United States
respecting the suspension, and to allow the consequences of the uujust
measure to faH heavily on its responsible author. When the position
which Gen. Santo Domingo Vila occupied in his own country is taken
into consideration,j.t can not be denied that there was no partiality
shown him in the course that was followed by the administratiou.
Later on a claim against tho Government of Colombia was presented
to the minister of foreign affairs for injuries alleged to have been suffered by the Star and Herald Company in consequence of the suspension of their journal. The executive department had shown its
willingness to favor the claimants to the utmost extent within its authority; but it was powerless to deal with the question in the new form
it bad assumed, nor was the claim considered proper or just as against
the Government of Colombia. The claim bas for its foundation-and
it could rest upon no other-the infringement of treaty stipulations,
and section 4 of article 35 of the treaty of December, 1846, between
the two Governments clearly points out who the responsible party is
in the case under consideration, and thereby absolves the Government
of Uolombia from the pecuniary liability which it is asked to assume.
With the highest ~onsideration and esteem,
I have, etc.,

J. M.

HURTADO.

FRANCE.
Mr. Re·i d to Jl,fr. Bla-ine.

No. 29.]

LEGATION OF 'l'HE UNITED•STATES,

Paris, July 16, 1889. (Receive<l July 29.)
SIR: I submit herewith a. synopsis of the new law on French nationality recently passed by the Chambers and gazetted under date of June
26, with a translation of its principal clauses. This law, which had
been in preparation for over a year, works quite a change in the legal
status of the large class of foreigners residing in France or born there,
and will affect m'a.ny American citizens.
The law deals with two points: French citizenship and the right of
domicile in France.
With reference to the first point, it departs wi<lely from the doctrine
jus sanguinis, formerly so strictly adhered to by France, as well as by
all the Latin races, and makes a decided step in the direction of the
doctrine jus soU, followed generally by the nations where comlllon law
is practiced. It still maintaius, as the ol<l law did, that the son of a
Frenchman is Frencll wherever he may be born, but it makes near1y all
those born in France French, the only practiw l exception to the rule
being in the case of those whose fathers were not born, like themselves,
in France and who were not living in France at the time of their coming of age.
Concerning the second point, the law is more restrictive than tlle old
one and tends to force French citizenship on the foreigners residing in
France.
The following analysis will show the scope of the law and bow it is
intended to operate:
I.-WHO ARE NA'l'URAL-BORN FRENCH.

(1) Those whose fathers were French at the time of their birth,
wllether born in France or abroad.
(2) Those born in France whose fatllers were also born in France,
although not French. Formerly they could claim French citizensllip;
now they llave no option, but are made French citizens.
(3) Those born in France whose fathers were not French and not
born in France, if they reside in France at the time of their coming of
age, unless they then disclaim French nationality and prove by a certificate of the Government of their father that they have retained his
11ationality. :F ormerly they retained the nationality of the father, unless
they claimed French citizenship; now they take French nationality,
unless they claim the citizenship of the father.
It thus appears~
(1) 'fhat the son of a naturalized French-American who happens to
be boru in France is French.
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(2) That the son of a native American, established in France for business purposes, is also French if he fails to claim his American citizenship at the age of 21 and if he is not supported in this claim by the
United States Government.
(3) That the son of a Frenchman born in the United States is French;
and, as the law is silent as to any limitation in this respect, there may
be, according to this doctrine, many generations of Frenchmen born in
the United States--a doctrine whiclJ, if it were enforced by the otlJer
European nations, would make every native-born American the subject
of another country.
H.-HOW FRENCII CITIZENSHIP IS ACQUIRED.

]'rench citizenship can be acquired by foreigners in the following
manner:
(1) By obtaining the right of being domici·led in France, and after 3
years of such authorized domic~ile.
(2) By 10 years of uninterrupted residence in France without having
applied for the right of domicile.
(3) By marrying a French woman, aud after 1 year of authorized
domicile.
(4) By rendering any important service to France, and after 1 year
of authorized domicile.
(5) If born in lfrance from an alien and not domiciled there, by claiming, up to the age of 22, French citizenship and residing in France, or
by submitting to the French military laws.
(6) If a woman, by marrying a Frenchman or through the naturalizat.ion of the husband if she so desires.
(7) If a minor, IJy the naturalization of the father, unless he . disclaims French nationality wlJeu coming of age. In the olcl law it was
the reverse; the minor child of a naturalized Frenchman had to claim
French citizenship.
French citizenship is not conferred by courts of justice, but by a decree of the executive power. The law makes no differeucp. between a
native and a naturalized citizeu, except that the latter cau be electeu
to the Chambers only 10 years after his naturalization.
III.-HOW FRENCH CI'l'IZENSIIIP IS LOST.

A Frenchman loses his national cbaracter(1) By obtaining, upon hii3 application, foreign naturalization if released from all military obligations in France. If not so released, by
securing first the authorization of the French Government.
(2) By accepting an office from a foreign Government wllich he refuses
to resign if requested to do so by his own Government.
(3) By taking military service abroad without tile authorization of.
his Government.
(4) If a woman, by marrying a foreigner, unless her marriage dor~
not, by the laws of her husband's country, gh~e her his nationality, in
which case she remains French.
Two very important consequences follow from the provisions of this
section:
First. The naturalization abroad of a'Frenchman who has not complied with the French military laws is void unless he has beforehand
secured the authorization of his Government.
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Formerly the French Government admitted, although reluctantly and
only after being pressed, that a Frenchman naturalized abroad was
disqualified from serving in the French Army, and when cases of tlJis
kind were brought before French courts of justice tltey invariably decided tltem in that sense, llecanse the old statute did not allow them to
do otherwise. Now this door is shut. An American citizen of Freucil
origin called to perform military service in France can no longer be released by applying to the courts, which will have to be governed by
the new statute.
Second. No :Frenchman can now be considered as having lost his
original national cltaracter simply by the effect of the laws of' anotht r
country. The new law requires that he shall be a party to the act; he
must apply for his naturalization or do something of his own free will
to obtain it. Native Americans of French parentage are not, therefon·,
Americans in the eye of the new statute, and are liable to military
service in France. For the same reason the minor children of a Frenchmnn who acquires American citizenship are held to be not Americans,
but French.
IV.-HOW FRENCH CITIZENSHIP IS RESUMED.

(1) By residing permanently in France and lly applying for a decree
reinstating him in his original citizenship. No time is specified. The
decree can be issued at the will of the Go,Ternrnent. Under the old
statute 1 year's residence was required. This provision, howevf'r, does
not apply to the Frenchman who has lost his citizenship by taking·
military service abroad without the consent of his GoYernment. lie
must follow the process of ordinary naturalization.
(2) In the case of a Frencll woman who married a foreigner, and
whose marriage is dissolved eitller through the death of the husbaml
or through divorce, simply by establishing her domicile in France with
the permission of the Government.
(3) In the case of minor chil<lren born abroad of an alien who was
originally French and who is restored in his rights, by the same act
making the restoration of the parent; but when comiug of age they
.have the right to disclaim French citizenship.
(4) In the case of minor children of a French woman, widow of an
alien, who asks to resume her original national character, by applying
for French citizenship through their mother or through their legal
guardian.
(5) In the case of children of a father or of a mother originally Frencl1,
simply by claiming French citizenship, whether born in Prance or abroad,
and at any age.
A foreigner of French parentage who recovers his original nationality enjoys, ipso facto, all the political rigltts of other Prenchmen.
V.-RIGII'l' OF DOl\IICILE.

With reference to the right of being domiciled in Frnnce, the new law
makes no direct change, but it states that all the permissions given
heretofore to that etl:'ect will expire in 5 years from the date of the
present law and will not be renewed in favor of those who within that
period have not applied for naturalization or whose application for
naturaliza:tion has been rejected.
This stipulation affects seriously all the Americans doing busin~ss of
any kind in France. To make this plain, it is necessary to recall hel'e
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f,hat, as regards foreigners, the right of domicile in France differs widely
from residence. A foreigner may possess real est~1te in Fraw·e and roside 20 years in his own house without being legally domiciled
th~re. To be so domiciled, he must secure a permission, which is considered as the first step towards naturalization. This permission gives
no p6litic_a l rights, and perhaps not one out of twenty of those who apply
for it have any intention of being naturalized. But legal domicile
carries with it two important privileges, without which a foreigner has
no security in France and can hardly carry on business: it secures him
from being expelled at the will or caprice of any prefect without explanation, and it dispenses him from giving security each time he has any
action before a court of justice, whether as plaintiff' or as defendant.
Many of the Americans engaged in business in France have acquired
legal domicile here, but in 5 years from now, or, more exactly, from the
26th of last June, they will either have to apply for formal naturalization or be liable to immediate expulsion, besides the difficulties and
annoyances which await every foreigner who has to appear in a French
court of justice.
One or two points remain doubtful in this new law; but one of its
clauses provides for certain regulations not yet published which will
very likely explain t-hese and may then be made the subject of another
communication.
I hav·e, etc.,
WHITELAW REID.

[Inclosure iu No. 29.-Translation,J

New French Law Respecting Nationality, P1·omulgated Jwne 26, 1889.
Article 1. Modifies a. number of articles of the civil codg, Article 8 of that code
is made now to contain the following provisions:
Lh·e Prench.-Paragraph 1. Any person born in France of a foreigner who was himself born there.
2. Any person born in France of parents unknown or whose nationality is unknown.
3. Any person born in France of a foreigner who himself was born in France.
4. Any person born iu France of foreign parents and who at the time of his majority
is domiciled in France, unless within the year following said majority, as fixed by
French law, he has declined French nationality and proves that he has preserved the
nationality of his parents by means of an attestation in due form from his government, which attestation shall remain annexed to his declaration, and by producing,
besides, if there is occasion to do so, a. certificate showing that he has complied with
the call to perform military serviee in compliance with the military laws of his country, except the cases provided for in treaties.
Can be naturalized(!) Foreigners who have obtained the authorization to be domiciled in France and
who have 3 years of such domi&ile.
(2) Foreigners who can prove an uninterrupted residence of 10 years in France.
(3) Foreigners who have had 1 year of authorized domicile in France, if they have
rendered important services to Fran€\e.
( 4) Foreigners who marry French women and after 1 year of authorized domicile.
Article 9 of the civil code says now: "Any person born iu France of a foreigner
and not domiciled there at the time of his majority can claim French nationality
at the age of 22 by establishing his domicile in }<..,ranee."
Article 10 states that any person born in France or abroad from parents one of
whom had been French can claim French citizenship at any age by e~tablishi.ng hiij
domicile in France.
.
· Article 12 says: ''A foreign woman who marries a Frenchman takes the nationality
of her husband."
A woman married to a foreigner who becomes French by naturalization, and the
chiluren of this foreigner who have attained their majority, can claim French citizenship by complying with the law of domicile. The minor children become French,
unless in the year following their majority they decline French citizenship by complying with the requirements of article 8, paragraph 4.
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Article 17 says: Will ~ose the qua1ity of French citizen~ .
.
.
(1) The Frenchman naturalized abroad or who, upon h1s applicatwn, acqmres
foreign citizenship through the operation of law. If still liable to· military obligations in the active army, naturalization abroad will not entail the loss of French
citizenship, unless such naturalization has been authorized by the French Governm~~

.

The remaining paragraphs of the article enumerate the other cases in which Frenchmen lose their nationality by accepting abroad public office and refusing to resign it
and by taking military service in another country without the consent of the Government.
Article 18 states how those who have lost French citizenship may recover it.
Article 19 says: "A French woman who marries a foreigner takes the status of her
husband, unless her marriage does not confer upon her the nationality of the husband,
in which case she remains French."
Article21 (of the code): "A Frenchman who, without the authorization of the Government, takes military service abroad, can enter France only with a permission
granteJ. by a decree and can recover the quality of l<~renchman only by complying
with the conditions exacted from a foreigner to be naturalized."
Article 2 of the law states that it shall be applicable in the French colonies.
Article 3 confers on naturalized foreigners all the civil and political rights enjoyed
by born Frenchmen.
Article 4 enables the descendants of the families proscribed after the revocation of
the Edict of Nantes to resume French citizenship.
Article 5 provides for regulations with reference to the mode of application of the
law, which are not yet published.
Article 6 repeals fo1·mer laws and decrees contrary to the present one.

Mr. Reid to .Jlfr. Blaine.
No. 99.]

LE-GA'fiON oF 'l'HE UNITED STATEs,

Paris, November 26, 1889. (Received December 10.)
SIR: My dispatch No. 79 of October 19 advised the Department
that General Franklin and myself had called on Mr. Spuller and stated
that, if the French Government stili entertained any doubts as to the
healthfulness of American pork, we were instructed to invite an official
inspection of the products of that class then at the exhibition, which
were, for this purpose, placed entirely at the disposal of the French authorities.
Mr. Spuller having agreed to confer on the subject with his colleagues, an answer was expected before the close of the exhibition.
After waiting 10 days beyond that date, I wrote again to the minister
on November 16, explaining that the exhibitors of American pork were
only awaiting his decision to pack and remove their goods; that, with a
view of lending his assistance to the French inspectors, Mr. Bickford,
superintendent of the agricultural section, had postponed his departure
to the 27th; and that, if an inspection was to be made, it ought to take
place before that date.
·
On the same day the French officials at the exhibition gave notice
that the demolition of the agricultural gallery (where the American pork
was placed) must begin Oil the 25th. Informed at once of this fact by
Mr. Gunnell, engineer of the United States commission, I again, under
date of the 18th, addressed Mr. Spuller, calling his attention to this additional reaso~ for early action <m the offer I had made, under instructions from my Government, over a month ago.
On the 21st 1\ir. Spuller replied, stating that, in the opinion of his colleague who had charge of the health department, an inspection of the
meat shown in the exhibition would not have the importance my letter
seemed to give it, as the superior quality of this meat, established already
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by the awards it received, would not prove that the mass of American
hog products is equally good. With the wish, howey·er, to comply as
far as possible with your intentions, a French professional inspector
would place himself at the command of Mr. Bickford to receive any information and explanations on the subject.
The substance of this reply was communicated to Mr. Gunnell, and
Mr. Charrin, the French inspector, and Mr. Bickford are now in communication.
I have, etc.,
WIIITELAW REID.

]fr. Blaine to ]}fr. Reid.

No. 114.]

·DEPARTMENT oF STATE,

lVashington Jllarch 4, 18!)0.
SIR: I inclose for your information, in connection with previous cor-

respondence upon the subject., a copy of a letter from the Secretary of
Agriculture of February 18, 1890, respecting tl1e harsh and unreasonable restrictions imposed by the Governments of France, Germany, and
Great Britain against the importation of America live animals and hog
products.
Without inviting attention to any particular statements of Mr. Rusk's
letter, I have only to state that you may find fitting opportunity to
call them up before the minister for foreign affairs, and, in so far as
:France is concerned, express the hope that his Government may now
be prepared to extend equitable relief from its unjust measures, either
tl1rough their revocation or modification.
Adding that your colleagues at I_jondon and Berlin have been furnished with a copy of the inclosed letter, and awaiting whatever iuformation upon the subject you may obtain,
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure in No. 114.]

Mr. Rusk to Mr. Blaine.
DgPAJ{T .\ fi1:NT OF AGRTCULTTJT:B,

ll'ashington, Pt3brua1'.1J 1t!, 1890.
Sm: I have tho honor to invito your attention to certain regn lations and prohibitory restrictions which are enforced by a nnmh<>r of Enropea.n govcrnnwnts to the
great detriment, and in some cases to the destruction, of tho trade in live animals and
meat products from the United Statef'l, and to request that you take such action a~J
may be possible looking to a removal of such restrictions or their modification in
favor of American prouucers.
In 1879 the British Government made regulations that all cattle, sheep, and swine
from this country should be slaughtered at the wharves within 10 days from time
oflanding. The effect of this order if:1 to entirely exclude store cattle and sheep
shipped for fattening purposes; and it considerably reduces the amount which can
be realized for fat animals, because these can not be held until they have recovered
from the effects of the voyage, and also because the buyers know that they must be
disposed of within a limited time.
The order in regard to cattle was issued on account of the existence of the contagious pleuro-pneumonia of cattle in this country, but since its i~suance this disnaRe
has been almost entirely eradicated. It no longer exists in any section from which
export steers are obtained, and it is confined to two counties on Long Island and one
in New Jersey, all of which are in strict quarantine. The stock yards which might
have been contaminated have been thoroughly di8infected, and there is no longer
danger of exporting the contagion of this disease.

During the year 1889 a number of cases of pleuro-pneumonil' were reported by the
English im~pactors awongcalitle lauded from the United States, but this Department
regards such reports as based upon erl'ors of diagnosis, for the reasons given above.
'fhis conclusion is considered the more evident because the returns which have been
received show that in the greater number of cases but a single animal was found
affected in any one cargo, which would be unlikely with a contagious disease. It
is also admitted by most veterinarians that there are seldom any typical characters
found incontagions pleuro-pneumonia which enable the inspectors to distinguish it
from the sporadic or noncontagious infl.ammation involving tlie same organs.
In allsnch cases the diagnosis must be based upon a history of contagion or upon
the discovery of a number of animals in the same lot which are similarly affected, a
fact which indicates contagion. In the cases reported by the English inspectors during 1889 there bas neither been a history of contagion nor a sufficient proportion
f'eUnd affected to indicate a contagious disease. It would therefore seem highl.v
probable that the disease observed in these steers was the result of injuries or exposure incident to tbe voyage.
As a preliminary measure for secaring information in regard to the character of the
disease found iu the American cattle slaughtered in England, I would suggest thnt
the Department of State make arrangements with the English Government by which
one or more of tht} veterinary inspectors of this Department can be stationed at the
English ''foreign animals' wharves." These inspectors would observe any affected
animals which might be Jiscovered, and by promptly notifying this Department it
would be possible to trace the history of such animals and determine definitely if they
had ever been exposed to a contagious disease.
The thorough control which is now maintained over the small areas affected with
· plenro-pnoumonia in this country and the near approach of the time when this disease
will be entirely eradicated make it desirable that negotiations should be begun looking to the withdrawal of the British restrictions. The time is opportune for this,
since the Scotch and English farmers are agitating to secure the same result so that
they can obtain cattle for feeding from the United States. Their present supply
comes mostly from Ireland, where prices are much higher than here, and where the
da.oger from pleuro-pneumonia is incomparably greater.
The restrictions on the importation of sheep into Great Britain were based upon ·
the alleged importation of foot-and-mouth disease from this country. As this disease
has never existed in the United States, except in two or three instances when cattle
landed from England were found a.ft'ected by it, and it has never been allowed to
spread here, it is evident that the sheep in question must have contracted the di~>ense
on vessels that bad previously been infected by English cattle. The rez:~trictions :u·t·,
consequently, a great injustice and should have been removed long ago. Theireft'cct
upon the trade is seen by reference to the statistics of the English agricu ltnral dt•partment, which show that in 1879 the number of sheep imported from the Uuit(·d
States was 119,350; and that it rapidly decreased until in 188l:l it was Lut l,<W.I,
though in 188~ it increased, according to statistics of the United States Tr~asury Department, to 18,877.
The German regulations in regartl to American cattle, as communicated in your
favor of December 3, 1889, prevent the development of a profitable trade with that
country. The single shipment made there last year yielcle<l good r~turus, but tho
statement that was immediately telegmphed here to the effect that further imports
of American catt.lo had been prohibite«l at once arrested all efl'orts in that direction.
While any quarantine of our cattle is an unju11t requirement, a 4 weeks' detent ion
woulcl Heem to be entirely unnecessary with cattle designed for immediate slaughter.
Probably, if this matter were brought to the attention of the German Governmeut,
more favorable regulations could be obtained. At all events, the State Department
could be of service to the cattle industry of this country by obtaining exact information as to the regulations which would be enforced against cattle landed for slaught.or.
There appears to be at present considerable uncertainty as to whether such animal&
are entirely prohibited, or whether they may be landed and go to any part of the
Empire after 4 weeks of quarantine, or whether such quarantine must necessarily
be enforced with animals that might be at once slaughtered at the port oflamling.
There have also been press telegrams from Germany which stated that American
dressed beef and canned meats either had been or were about to bs excluded. I
would suggest that you obtain reliable information in regard to this matter and take
such steps as you may consider proper to protec.t the interest of our exporters.
The prohibition of American pork by both Germany and France is still continnecl,
notwithstanding the demonstrated healthfulness of this article of food. 'Ibis regulation was made with a view of preventing trichinosis among· consumers, but it has
been shown that no case of this disease was ever produced in either country by American meats; indeed, the curing process through which all exported meats must pass
is a suffiment safeguard against this disease. The surplus of meat-producing animals
in the United States at present is such that prices are below the cost of productio.u,
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and consequently it is extremely important that we should increase our exports of
live animals and meat products if this can possibly be accomplished.
Any further information on thi~ subject in the possession of this Department which
you may desire will be promptly supplied. "'
Very respectfully,

J. M.

RUSK,

Secl'dary.

JIJr. Reid to llfr. Blaine.
!Extract.]

No. 198.]

LEGATION OF 'l'HE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Paris, July 4, 18DO. tHeceived July 16.)
SIR: Referring to ;y-our instructions to press efforts for the removal
of the Ih·ench prohibition of American pork, aud to the memorials from
various chambers of commerce which you have forwarded, as well as to
my previous ad vices of conversations and correspondence with the foreign minister on tlte subject, I have the honor to report that the present condition of the new tariff bill in Congress and the French agitation
about it seemed to me to make the occasion timely for fresh representations to Mr. Ribot as earnest and plain spoken as the proprieties of diplomatic intercourse would permit.
Since my return I have taken every suitable occasion to urge the subiect upon the attention of the minister for foreign affairs, and, with his
assent, upon various senators and deputies. Yesterday I sent ML,, Ribot
the letter a copy of which is herewith inclosed. He has already told me
that he should communicate its ~:mbstance at once to Mr. Jules Roche,
the minister of commerce, and to Mr. Meline, former president of the
Chamber and now president of the commission on the budget.
I do not believe that French statesmen now think there is anv real
reason for continuing the prohibition of American pork, unless it be the
danger of arousing prejudice and alarm among French farmers, aud
this I have tried to prove groundless. But they will ue sure to want to
trade. "If we withdraw tllis decree for you, what will you do fot· ns '?"
is likely to be tlte foem in wbieh, more or less Llireetly, tlte case will be
presented. The present cotHlitiou of the clau:Se iu the House tariff' bill
putting works of art on the free list suggests to us one reply. The ap·
peal of Bordeaux fruit-growers against atl vances in duties on certain of
their prodncts which do not seem in any serious way to come into competition with us may offer another, and the complaints of the minister
of commerce about our more stringent requirements for the legalization
of invoices at the Paris consulate, particularly as to the exaction of
original lJills, may l>e thought to afford a third. In any case, I venture
to think it important that the point should be considered before final
aetion on thel"ie :suiJjects.
I have, etc.,
WIIITELAW REID.
[Inclosure in No.l!l8.J

M1·. Rtid to M1·. Ribot.
LEGATION OF TIIE UNITED STATES,

Pa1"i,s, July 3, 1890.
SIR: Referring to previous correspondence concerning the French prohibition of
American pork, and to recent conversations on the subject, I venture to remind Your
Ex-cellency that my Government is attentively waiting for the fulfillment of the hopes
aroused by your unofficial couversat,ion with and messages to Mr. Vignaud.
You will recall that, while advising you of my earnest etl'orts to procure the desired
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removal of needless or unjust restrictions upon your tr:ule, I pointed o.ut once more
that the greatest obstacle arose from what our puople consider the persi~tent mjustioe
of France in conttnuing the prohibition of a great staple American product on the
indefensible ground that it is unwholesome. Your Excellency v~ good enough then
to intimate that, under certain conditions, the Government might be willing to propose the repeal of this prohibition.
Such a step now would be most timely and could not fail to have a beneficial effect.
While the belief was current that this course would be speedily taken, the House of
Representatives voted to remove the existing duty of 30 per cent. on pictu1es and
statues. Seeing now that it is not taken, and beginning to believe that it will not
be, the Senate committee has already amended the tariff bill by reimposingthis duty,
and there is danger that the Senate will approve their action. It is only candid to
explain that the majority of the Senators and Kepresentatives, including especially
those from the great corn·growing and pork-producing States, regard the attitude o(
France as without warrant in fact and unfriendly. This old and growing feeling
arise\!, unlike your recent complaints about our tariff bills, from no mere objection to
the size of the duty you choose to impose (although within recent years you have
greatly increased it) or to minor details in your custom-house method. It springs
from a grievance more serious and deep-seated-your persistent discrimination in
favor of the products of Germany, Italy, England, and other countries against those
of your historic friend, which yon absolutely prohibit on the charge of their bad
quality.
We ask the repeal of this prohibition as an act of naked justice, too long deferred.
It has been excused only by alleging the unhealthfulness of American pork. Now,
this product is perfectly known not to be unhealthful, and we no longer hear of any
serious belief in any quarter that it is. Your Academy of Medicine long since decided
in its favor. Your own exposition gave it the highest award last year in competition with all the world. After that award, thl'Ongh a letter which I had the honor
to address to your predecessor, Mr. Spuller, we challenged and invited a most rigorous examination by your scientific experts, and it wa~ made, to their apparent satisfaction. We forwarded all the information that was then ·asked and have never
been told that it was insufficient or that any more was desired. Certainly, it seems
to us that there is no reason to seek for more. This pork is cheap and wholesome
and enormously used, but nowhere so much as by our own people. They are the
largest pork-consuming nation in the world, and yet, from the time the disease of
trichinosis was first ousorved, down to thi~:~ day, it is believed that there have not
been in the United States so many actual deaths from it altogether as there have ueen
in a single year from strokes of lightning. There is not an :tutheutic case of the disease known to be recorded, except when the pork was eaten raw.
If it were a question,pf importation among a nation of savages, possibly here might
be a valid reason for its exclusion, but not in the nation that marches at the head
of the civilization of Enrooe.
Relations between governments are best and most enduring when they rest upon a
basis of mutual good will and mutual interest. Of the mutual good will in the case
of our countries there is happily no doubt; the world has seen more than a century's
evidence of it. But I would like to show that the action we now ask is in the mutual
interest of the two countries; that it is grett.tly to the benefit of France; and that it is
specially in the interest of the very cla~ses in France for which a wise governn1ent
always cherishes the most solicitous care and to which a republican government is
especially bound. This might seem to tend towards a questionable discussion of your
domestic affairs. Relying, however, upon the courteous permission Your Excellency
has given me to pursue this phase of the question, I beg you to believe that, even
with this permission, I only do so in the firm belief that the facts demonstrate your
interests and ours to be harmonious and not conflicting.
In the last year before the prohibition of American pork (18.80) Ft·anc6 imported in
all38,72'2,300 kilogrammes of pork, of which 34,247,300 kilogrammes came from the
United States. As your import from all other sources has averagt~d for the past 3 years
.t.ust about the same as it was in 1880, say, in round numbers, 4,600,000 kilogrammes per
year, it is plain that you have not made up in duties on this article from other countries
what you have lost in duties from the United States. That loss, at the old rate of
duty, and assuming' that there would have been no natural growth in the businessa most unlikely supposition-wo~lld still have been for the past 9 years of exclusion,
in round numbers, 12,250,000 francs. At the present rate of duty, and assuming that
the advance was not too great to check importations, even if it did prevent the natural growth of the buttiness, your loss has been 2,911,000 francs per annum, or, for tho
9 years of exclusion, in 1·ound numbers, 26,000,000 francs which we should have paid
into your treasury.
But, considerable as this sum seems, it would appear to be the smallest part of your
actual loss, for besides you have deprived your French steamers of a valuable line of
freight; von have deprived your grocers and country peddlers throughout Fmuce of
a staple and useful trade; and, above all, you have deprived your people, particularly
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the poor laboring classes, of a cheap and highly prized article of food which they
used largely and for which you have been able to furnish no adequate substitute.
Statistics of your importations aud the regular quotations of your domestic prices
show that what you shut out from us you have not supplied from other sources.
Surely, an abundant and cheap supply of healthful food for the laboring classes is one
of the most important essentials for the happinesM of a people, the growth of its productive energies in competition with neighboring aud rival countries, and the developmtmt of the national prosperity.
These, then, are some of the things the exclusion of American pork has cost France.
In return what good has it done l!..,rance T
Has it helped the national health T There has been no more disease from ea.ting
pork in England or Belgium, where the American product is freely used, than in
France, where you deprive yourselves of it.
Has It helped the French farmer T He can sell tbe swine he grows for no more
now than he could before the prohibition, not even for as much.
Has it helped the consumer? He can buy French pork no cheaper now than before
the prohibition.
The figures on these points are most suggestive.
In June, 1880, before prohibition, and when, according to theories now advanced in
some quarters, the French pork-grower suffered from the American competition,
l!..,rcnch swine sold, live weight, in Paris, at 136.61 francs per 100 kilogrammes. The
same quality is currently quoted now at 114 francs per 100 kilogram rues. 'l'L e average
price of French swine for 1880 was from 20 to 30 per cent. higher than in 1889. ln
1880 the French laborer, if he bought French salted pork at all, paid for it the retailers' varying profits over the wholesale price of from 160 to 200 francs per 100 kilo~rammesfor ~:~ides and hams. Now, if he buys French salted pork, he pays for the
83-me qualities the retailers' profits over the current wholesale prices, subst.autially the
same as in H:l80, of from 160 to 200 francs per 100 kilogrammes.
The conclusion from these statements, and from the fulle~:~t comparh;on of facts and
prices that can be made, is irresistible.
France has no greater exemption from trichin01~is than England or Belgium, i.e.,
French health has not been bene.tited.
l!'rench swine are lower than before prohibition, i.e., l!"'reneh farmers have not been
benefited.
The retail prices of French salt pork are no lower, i.e., French consumers have not
been benefited.
Who then has been f Only the small class of middlemen who are euabled to exact
yet larger profits in the absence of American competition and of an adequate domestic supply at the season of scarcity, viz, the summer months.
But it may be thought, in spite of all this, that a return to the old order of thing~:~
would now injure the French tarmer. To that suggestion the current quotations of
prices furnish a striking reply.
French swine, with American pork prohibited, are now selling in Paris for 86 centimes to 1.14 francs the kilogramme.
English swine, with American pork freely admitted, are now selling in London for
28. 6d. to 48. 2d. per 8 pounds, or 8~t centimes to 1.37t francs the kilogram mo.
Meanwhile the English working classes (and the Belgians as well), competing with
you in manufacture for the world, have the advantage of a lilleral and cheap supply
of wholesome American meats. How great that advantage is may be inferred ti·om
the following comparative statement of the present prices, wholesale and retail, of
French salt pork and the corresponding wholesale prices of American salt pork delivered in France, with an estimate of what the retail prices would now be at the
same ad vance upon the wholesale price which the retail deale:rs charged in 1880. The
fignres include the present wholesale price of pork in America, the present rate of
freight, and the present French duties and other charges. It is also to be noted that
for the very cheapest kind of American salt pork, wholesaling at 75 to 7!::! francs per
100 kilograrumes and retailing for VO to 95 centimes per kilogramme, there is no
French equivalent in the market.
-

Salt pork, 1890.
French.

American.

Wholesale
Retail
Wholesale
(per 100 kilos.) (ver kilo.) (per 100 kilos.)

Francs.

Francs.

Shoulders . ·-----. ----- ·---··. --· ·----- ·----. ·---·· .. _. ·----· ..•. ·- ---- -·
Shies------····-· ...... ·----··----···-··---130 to 165 2. 00 t.o 2. 20
TI<tlll!l ····-···--··-·-···--·-····--···········
175 to 200 3.00to4.00
l:lan:dtd ··-···-·····-·-· ·--··----··--···-· ..
130 to 145
4.00
French fresh pork, retail, 1. 90 to 2.10 francs per kilo gramme.

Francs.
75
95
150
105

Retail
(per kilo.)

Francs.

to 78

. 90 to . 95

to 100
to 160
to 110

I. 20 to 1. 30

1. 80 to 2. 00
_____ . ____ •
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It shonltl be further noted that there is no real competit.ion between the American
salted poek and the French fresh pork. They are sold to entirely different classes,
and the statistics do not show that the price of French poek bas at any time been
aifected by the presence or absence of the American importation. French fresh pork
is cousnmed only ro.asted or broiled. The American salt pork is used for boiling with
vegetables, and for that ptlr[luse is highly prized by poor families, particularly the
lowest paid among the working classes. These are the people who have felt tl1e
rleprivati.m most keenly. With the same money they could formerly have meat twice
as of~ea n.-; at presEmt, ancl conltl have it in many places where the French salted
pork, particularly in the summer, is not procurable. American pork, being dry salted,
is easily carried to remote districts by traveling peddlers, and, unlike the French
at·ticle, is freely retailed iu groceries. The great competition among these grocers'
tshops insures sale at a low profi~, while the magnitude of the business makes it a
valuable addition to their trade.
I have ventured 11pon no word of complaint against your duty ou pork, which in
lat.e years you have more than doubled. We fix our own dtlties from onr own view of
the public need and can not take exception to your doing the same. But, considering
the large advance which you have already made, you will allow me to suggest that,
in our varied experience on this subject, it has been found thaL lower duties often
produce greater re\'enues than higher ones. They permit a liberal importation, which
an excessi,·e duty checks or destroys. Precisely for that reason our Honse of Representatives bas now voted to advance certain duties to reduce an excessive rev0nue.
In view of the facts t.hat the production of salt pork in France does not meet the
demand, and that your revenue is not excessive, it can not in this case be in your
interest any more than in ours to impose a duty which wouM check importation from
the country which bas the largest supply and can furnish it at the lowest rate.
It is hoped that in any case the facts and cousiderat.ions here set forth may be
found sufficient to convince Your Excellency that the early withdrawal of the existing decree would be an act alike of friendliness, of duty, and of policy.
At the outset I ventured to explain that our people, from their point of view,
thought the prohibition unfriendly and unjust. Will you permit me to add one
more reason why it seems to them to be also, from your point of view, unwise?
You have a product, to take one example out of man~~, more important to France
than pork is to the United States. "'We import it more largely than yon ever imported
our pork. Nobody in the United States says tbat onr p 1rk is diseased, but your own
public men have again and again admittecl the aclultern.tion ofFrench wines. Never
in late years in the Senate of the United States h~M~ such a w!Jisper been heard about
our pork, lmt it is less than a month since the French Senate has been debating a
bill to prevent a percentage of sulpbates or of soda in French wines, which the French
Academy of Medicine pronounced deleterious to health; and in the course of t!Jat
debate it was openly admitted that other drugs were used, against which it, was not
so easy to guard.
There is a growing and already successful wine industry in the United States.
Surely, it is not wise for French statesmen, by persistence in what our people think
a calumniation of our product, to drive American statesmen to listen to French exposures of their own and to consider whether, if France still prefers prohibition 1o
duties, the United States has not greater reason to do the same.
But I refuse to follow that thought. Keenly as we feel the indefensible nature of
your decree, we are most anxious to avoid even a suggestion of possible retaliatiOI•
'fhat is a path not to be entered lightly or without full consideration of the mutual
injuries to which it may lead.
The business of diplomacy, at an.v rate, is to make trade easier and national relations more cordial, not to embitter them. We prefer to present the facts and rely
upon l<"'rcnclt good will, French justice, and Freuclt saga.city.
I a vail, etc .•
WIIITELA w REID.

JJJr. Reid to JJfr. Blaine.
fExtract.]

No. 201.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA'I'ES,

Paris, July 11, 1890. (Received July 22.)
On Wednesday last I called upon the minister of foreign affairs during the hours for diplomatic receptions to discuss the pork
question. Mr. Ribot continued, a~ he has done on every recent occasion
SIR:

FRANCE.
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when the subject bas been introduced, by saying that the agitation over
the McKinley bill now makes any action on their part extremely diffi ..
cnlt. I replied that in my belief they would find, after the two McKinley
bills bad ucen some time in operation, that their apprehensions hau been
unduly excited; but added:
Yon are not in a position, at n,ny rate, to complain. You are the aggressors, not we.
For9years you have persisted inn,u indefensible and absolute exclusion ofoue of our
most important products. It is for yon to take the first step now.

This be received with great courtesy an(l kindness, but made no definite reply, except to dwell again upon the alarm created by the tariff'
legislation.
I have, etc.,
WIIlTELA w UEID.

lllr. Reid to Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 209.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'fED STATES,

Paris, July 25, 1890. (Received August 4.)
On the 8th of July I was informed of a proposition said to have
been submitted by the budget corumittee of the Chamber to the minister of finance, which appeared designed to discriminate against American lubricating oils in fav·or of those of Russian origin. I promised to
ask the minister for foreign affairs if the Government was really considering such a proposal.
On July 9 I called on Mr. Ribot at the foreign office, and, afrer disposing of my other business, mentioned this complaint, saying that I
mily ventured to do so in the hope that he could tell me there was no
occasion to trouble my Government with the matter. He said that if I
gave him a memorandum of it he would mention it to his colleagues.
Accordiugly, I sent him the verbal note a copy of which i~ herewith
inclosed.
I have, etc.,
WHI1'ELAw HEID.
SIR:

Linclosure in No. 209.]

Mr. Beid to Mr. Bibot.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Pm·is, July U, 1890.
The minister of the United States presents his compliments to His Excellency the
minister of foreign a:ffairs, and, referring to their conversation this afternoon, begs to
inclose herewith a memorandum of the note received by him from one of the large
petroleum importing houses of his country. Mr. Reid has hoped that Mr. Ribot
might be able to inform him that there was no warrant for the report therein referred
to, and so relieve him of the necessity for forwarding the statement to his Government at all.
[Inclosure.]

Memomndum.
A large petroleum importing house brings to the attention of the minister of tho
Uuitetl8tates a statement that the budget committee of the Chamber of DeputieA has
reeently recommended or decided to recommend an ion crease of duties ou minemllu bri~
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eating oils from 12 francs per 100 kilogrammes, as at present, to 16 francs per 100
kilogrammes for black oils, and to 20 francs per 100 kilogrammes for pale oils, this
cJassification being obviously calculated to discriminate in favor of Russian lubrioat.ing oils as against those of American origin.
The same house mentions apprehensions arising from other rumors to the effect
that further legislation is contemplated discriminating against all American products of petroleum.

ltir. Reid to lJ'[r. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 210.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Paris,

J~tly

28, 1890.

(Received ·A ugust 9.)

SIR: I have the honor to inclose .herewith copies of a letter from Mr.

Ribot, minister of foreign affairs, on'the pork question and of my reply.
I have, etc.,
·
WHITEL.AW REID.

[Inclosur~

1 in No. 210.- Trnnsl.ttion.]

M1·. Ribot to Mr. Reid.
pARIS, July 11, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER; 1 hasten to acknowledge the reception of the letter you did me the
honor to write me the 3d instant with refe.t:ence to tlllj rule to which American pork
subjected in France.
This communication has been brought to the knowledge of the minister of the interior, who has under his direction the department of public hygiene, and also of my
colleagues in the departments of commerce and agriculture. I shall take pains to
inform you as early as possible of the results to which it may lead.
In the quite unofficial conversation which I had in your absence with Mr. Vignand
in April last, and to which you are good enough to make allusion, I said that the
French Government was quite disposed to endeavor to find conditions upon which
the existing rule might be modified, but that it expected its friendly intentions
would be reciprocated by the United States Government. The difficulties, of which
I bad given you a glimpse, have not been, I fear, attenuated by the measures which
since that time, were, some of them, :finally passed, others voted by the House of Representatives, and which do not fail to raise just complaints on the part of French
merchants.
Please accept, etc.,
RIBOT.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 210.)

Mr. Reid to M1·. Ribot.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Pa1·is, July 28, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter from Your Excellenc:r,
in which you are good enough to advise me that my communication of th~ 3d of July
on the subject of the continued exclusjon of American pork from France has been
communicated to your colleagues, the minister of the interior, the minister of commerce, and the minister of agriculture.
Your Excellency remarks that the French Government, in its disposition to modify
the existing rule as to the exclusion of American pork, counted that this evidence of
good will would be reciprocated by the United States and expresses regret that the
customs administrative bill already passed and the new tariff bill voted by the House
of Representatives and now under consideration by the Senate have increased the
difficulties in the way of such action on the admissio:a of pork as has been desh·ed
and give just ground of complaint on the part of French merchants.
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Yonr Excf'llency will pardon me for endeavoring to show that this is a view of the
situation which the facts do not warrant.
The existing rule as to the exclusion of American pork has not been modified. Not
a step to that end, so far as known, has been taken. What evidence of good will,
then, in this regard has France given which the United States could be already expected to reciprocate f
Besides, there would appear to be no similarity or just relation of any kind between the two subjects which Your Excellency couples-the :French exclusion of
American pork and the two American bills, currently called the McKinley bills-nor
is any reason apparent why a continuance of the one should be justified by your apprehensions as to the others.
The American bills are not yet in effect; one of them is not yet even a law, and
the nature of their operation must as yet be to some extent a matter of conjecture.
The :French decree has been in full force for the past 9 years, and its scope and results
are perfectly known.
'fhere is every reason, from the history of such legislation in the past, to believe that
if experience shows defects or injustice in the working of the American bills they will
be modi tied. The French decree, in spite of argument and remonstrance, in spite, even,
of proof that it does nobody any good, has been tenaciously maintained unchanged for
9 years.
The American bills are merely a development of a recognized American policy, understood by all the world, in practice <luring the greater part of or unational history
and continuously for the past 25 years. The :French decree is entirely exceptional
and not in conformity, so far as known, with any general recognized French practice.
The American bills touch all countries with absolute impartiality. The :French
decree singles out tbe United States from all other countries and prohibits its product
alone, while the similar products vf the rest of the world are admitted.
The American bills make no charges against the quality of the products whose
importation they regulate or tax. The French decree is based upon the indefensible
charge that the American product excluded is unwholesome, though this charge has
been repu'i.iated by the French Academy of Medicine itself, and though this prohibited
and unwholesome product has recently heen crowned by the highest prize of your own
Universal Exposition.
Under these circumstances, I venture to suggest that the :French Government is
not in a good position to put forward in explanation of its own act.ion anything
which the Unite<! States may now do in the impartial development of its well-known
policy of protection. France is and has been for 9 years past a persistent aggressor.
It has absolutely prohibited the importation of an important American product on
indefensible charges. It still main1.ains this prohibition in spite of tbe demonstrated.
facts that nothing is thereby gaiued, either for itFI own consumers or its own producers, and that the only appreciable effect is to do an injustice to a century-old
friend by openly discriminating against that friend in favor of Germany, Italy, and
England.
After such a record, and in advance of the slightest known movem entto amend it,
bow can France have reason to expect, as Your Excellency indicates, that its evidence
of good will ~hould now be reciprocated by the United States' He who seeks justice
should first do justice. Much more should that nation which seeks friendly consideration for its merchants refrain first from injustice to the merchants of the countr~ appealed to and from defamation of that country's products.
It is proper, further, to call Your Exce1lency's attention to the fact that the chief
ground on which complaint has been urged against the customs administrative bill,
viz, that in cases of alleged undervaluation no appeal conl.d be had from the decision
of the custom-bouse to the courts, is not sustained by the terms of the bill as finally
passed. Your Excellency will recall that on the first expression of a friendly complaint on this subject you were assured from Washington that the bill would be
modified and the right of appeal granted. I deeply regret that that prompt response from the United States has met with no reciprocal act or recognition on the
part of the :French Government, and that another friendly act, the total removal of
the 30 per cent. duty on works of art by the House of Representatives, passed alike
unnoticed, until the Senate committee, seeing no encouragement for steps in this direction, restored the duty.
Prom our point of view, then, the case stands thus: The French Government has
pE>rsisted for 9 years in an indefensible act, discriminating specially against Unite<!
States commerce. Meantime it complains of new meaFinres by the United States
Government far less severe and in no way discriminating against :French commerce.
Its complaints receive prompt and considerate attention, and the friendly disposition
thus shown evokes no recognition.
It can not be believed that with a full understanding of the case the :French Government deliberately chooses that attitude. Your Excellency has been necessarily much
preoccupied of late with other matters, but I can not believe that when you come to
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give the case fnll attention you can be satisfied with it. Now, as heretofore, I make
my appeal to French friendliness, French justice, and, may I add, to an enlightened
sense of French interests.
I avail, etc.,
WHITELAW REID.

Mr. Reid to ]}fr. Blaine.
(Extract.)

No. 215.]

LEGATION OF TITE UNITED STATES,

Paris, August 5, 1890. (Received August 19.)
SIR: On Friday evening last I received a friendly note from the minister of foreign affairs saying that if I were free from other engagements
about 4. or 5 o'clock on Saturday afternoon he would like to chat with
me a little on the subject of my letter of July 28. Accordingly, I called
at the time named.
After a cordial reception the minister soon introduced the subject of
what he called my "full and argumentative letter." He said that, in
spite of all I had urged against any necessary or just connection between their repealmg their prohibitory duty on pork and the actual
and prospective action of the United States on the two McKinley bills,
the latter did have a very important bearing on the former in the minds
of the Deputies, to whose feelings they were compelled to defer.
He then said that in his consultations with his colleagues on this subject, the minister of agriculture had dwelt upon the fact that FraMe
did not stand alone in this prohibition and had not been the first to
enforce it. I pointed out here that, according to my recollection, with
the exception of Italy, France had been the first, as it was certainly the
most important, of the powers prohibiting American pork. Waiving
this point, he went on to say that if the decree were repealed we could
not object to their imposing a much heavier duty. To this I replied,
renewing a suggestion heretofore presented to him in writing, to the
effect that under the circumstances it would be to the common interests
of both not to make the duty high enough to prevent or even to check
importations; and that, since the importations obviously did not interfere with any of their industries, it would be desirable to :fix the duty
at a point which the experience of dealers showed that the trade could
well bear, so a.s to give the French Govarnment the largest possible
·
revenue.
Mr. Ribot proceeded to speak of the very high duties imposed by
other countries. The duty in Germany he thought to be 25 francs
per 100 kilogrammes, and in one or two other countries nearly as high,
while in France, including everything, it was only abf>ut 8 francs the
100 kilogrammes. He then referred to the proposed duty on imported
pork in the United States as being far higher than thateven of Germany.
In reply, I stated that, according to the best information I could get,
both from French and American importers, a duty in France of 25 francs
the 100 kilogrammes, being more than three times the present duty,
would at present be prohibitory, and that, in their belief, an advance
of 50 per cent. on the present duty, say 12 francs per 100 kilogrammes,
was the extreme limit which the trade would bear.
The minister said thnt the Government was investigating the whole
subject carefully in the hope of finding a way to take some step in the
direction we desired.
I have, etc.,
WHITELAW REID.
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Mr. Reid to Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 224.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Paris, August 15, 1890. (Received August 25.)
SIR: On Wednesday last the minister for foreign affairs had his first
diplomatic reception since the interview reported in my No. 215 of
August 5. In that interview Mr. Ribot had quoted one of his colleagues
as saying that Germany had excluded American pork before France
did, and I had claimed that this was a mistake. I now called on the
minister, and, giving him the inclosed memorandum of dates, pointed out
that while France had absolutely prohibited all American pork products since February 18, 1881, Germany bad continued to admit everything, excepting sausages aud sausage meat, until March 6, 1883, over
2 years later. I also pointed out that the previous action of Italy
should not be considered, since that was not a special discrimination
against the United States alone, like the French decree, but an impartial exclusion of all foreign pork. The minister replied, '' We do then
seem to have been the first." To which I rejoined, "Yes; you were the
first aggressors; you set the bad example, and that is why I appeal to
you to be the first to undo the wrong." He went on to say, however,
that a bill had been prepared fixing the duties on pork; that this would
be submitted on the first day of the next session of the Chamber (in
October), and that then the Government would hope to be in position
to take some action.
From remarks made in previous conversations I apprehend that these
duties will be high, and that the new duty on pork proposed in the tarift
bill now under consideration in the United States Senate will be quoted
as an example and ajustification.
I have, etc.,
WHITELAW REID.
[Inclosure in No. 224.]

Memorandum.

France absolutely prohibited the importation of American pork, February 18, 1881,
being the first European nation, with the exception of Italy (February 20, 1879), to
do so.
Germany had, 8 months before (June 25, 1880), prohibited the importation of sausages and prepared sausage meat, but not of hams and bacon.
Following the example of France, Austria-Hungary prohibited American pork,
March 10, 1!;81; Turkey, June 3, 18d:J; Germany, March 6, 1883; Greece, April7, 19,
1883.

Mr. Reid to Mr. Blaine.
No. 225.]

LEGATION OF 1.'HE UNITED STATES,

Paris, August 21, 1890. (Received September 2.)
SIR: Referring to my No. 209 of July 25, concerning an unanswered inquiry directed to the minister for foreign affairs as to the alleged proposition of the budget committee to change the tariff on petroleum so as
to discriminate against the American and in:favor of the Russian product, I have now to report receiving, on August 14, an answer from Mr.
Ribot to my inquiry of July 9.
A copy and translation of this reply are herewith inclosed.
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Mr. Ribot states that only one bill to modi(y the existing duties on
mineral oils has been lately presented, that of the budget committee,
which proposes to raise the duty on crude oils from 18 francs to 21
francs and that on refined oils from 25 francs to 26 francs.
But under the treaty of 1881 with Belgium, which does not expire
till January 1, 1892, these oils are admitted under a duty of 18 francs
for the crude and 25 francs for the refined, and Russia, under the mostfavored-nation clause in its treaty with :France, is entitled to the same
rates.
It follows, therefore, that under the new law proposed by the budget
committee the United States would be su~iect to a discrimination of 3
francs on crude oils and 1 franc on refined oil!:; until January 1, 1892,
this discrimination existing not only in favor of Belgium and H,ussia,
but also of any other nation haYing treaties with France containing the
most-favored-nation clause.
Mr. Ribot states that France does not import crude oils from Russia,
because they are not good for illuminating purposes, and thinks that
the discrimination of 1 franc per 100 kilogrammes against the United
States on the refined oils will not be sufficient to affect commerce.
In this, as in some other instances, the United States is subject to a
peculiar disadvantage, because it does not have the most-favorednation clause in its existing treaties with France.*
I have, etc.,
WHITELAw l{,EID.
[Inclosure in No. 225 -Translation.]

Mr. Ribot to Mr. Reid.
PARIS, August 14, 1890.
The minister for foreign affairs has the honor to acknowledge reception of the
communication from the United States minister under date of the 9th ultimo. He
hastens to advise him that, according to the information obtained from the minister
of finances, only. one bill tending to modify the conditions of import:ttion in France
of mineral oils has been introduced lately. It is the bill of the budget committee,
which proposes to introduce in the law on :finances for 1891 a provision raising from
18 francs to 21 francs the duty on ·crude petroleum and from 25 francs to 26 francs the
duty on refined petroleum imported from abroad. The object of this proposition was
not only to redu<'e to 5 francs per 100 kilogrammcs the protection (bounty) given to
French refiners, but also and particularly to check the fraud which consists in importing, nnder the name of " crude petroleum," mineral oils almost completely refined, which need only a simple distillation to be used for Jighting purposes.
It is true that the rates of 18 and of 25 francs having been fixed in the conventional tariff by the treaty of Octo be!' 31, 1881, between France and Belgium, Russia,
which is entitled to the treatment accorded the most favored nation, will continue to
have the benefit of these rates until January I, 1~92, for the importation of her mineral oils. But it does not seem likely that this preference rule can injure American
production. In fact, Russia does not import in France its crude petroleum, because it
is not rich in illuminating qualities, while it is crude petroleum which is particularly
required from America. As for refined oils, which would pay 25 francs, when the
same articles brought from the United States woulU pay the new duty of 26 francs,
the difference of 1 franc per 100 kilogrammes is not sufficient to influence in any appreciable manner the current of importation between the two countries.

Mr. lVharton to Mr. Reid.
No.176.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, September 22, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 225 of the 21st ultimo, in relation to the proposed increase of French import duties on petroleum oils, has been read
with regret.
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The increase, while comparatively small, amounting to but 3 francs on
crude oils and 1 franc on refined oils ,for each 100 kilogrammes imported,
involves a positive and direct discrimination against the United States
and in favor of Belgian products until January 1, 1892, in conformity
with the treaty between France and Belgium which fixes the current
rates of duty, and, indirectly, a like discrimination in favor of all countries having the most-favored-nation clause in their commercial treaties
with France, under which they may claim the exemption accorded to
Belgium. This favored-nation treatment inures, in particular, to the
benefit of Russia.
This increase of duties appears to have been proposed with full knowledge of the fact that it would discriminate against the United States
alone of all the petroleum-producing countries. It is sought to be palliated by Mr. Ribot's statement that it is merely a temporary discrimination, and that, after all, it will not seriously affect commerce between
the United States and France, because France does not import crude
oils from Russia, they being ummitable for illuminating purposes, and
because the discrimination of 1 franc for each 100 kilogrammes ·against
the United States on refined oils is but a slight disadvantage. He
leaves out of sight the fact that the crude oils furnish lubricants and
other products largely used in industry, as also that the additional
charge of 4 per centum of the present duty on the refined oils represents, in the close competition of freightage ra;tes, a large proportion of
the narrow margin of commercial profit. The refined oils of the United
States go to their European markets under an initial disadvantage of
3,000 miles of ocean transportation as compared with the products of
refineries close at hand; and, while their superior quality and Low price
may overcome the natural impediment of distance, a positive surtax,
however small in appearance and temporary in application, is, in fact,
onerous.
Experience shows that it is no easy matter to restore to its normal
channels a trade which has suffered even a brief derangement. The
object in view in more nearly equalizing the import duties on crude and
refined oils, which, as stated by Mr. Ribot, is ''to check the fraud which
consists in importing, under the name of crude petroleum, mineral oils
almost completely refined, which need only a simple distillation to be
used for lighting purposes," is doubtless legitimate from the domestic
point of view; but the statement is in itself unjust, because ignoring
the remarkable purity of the natural product of many American oil
wells, which, by facilitating the refining process, gives to the exported
products of the United States a singular commer~ial value. But, however expedient the change may be deemed in protection of the domestic revenues nnd industry of France, it is none the less regrettable that
the means adopted by way of remedy should not only strike directly
and solely at the imported production of a country allied to France by
so many ties of friendship and intercourse, but should in some degree
be based upon an imputation of fraud on the part of our exporters. In
the natural course of trade it is to be expected that the French refiners
will purchase in foreign markets those crude natural oih; which most
readily and cheaply adapt themselves to distillation.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,

Acting Secretary.
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Mr. Vignaud to Mr. Blaine.
No. 278.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Paris, December 18, 1890. (Received December 31.)
SIR: Senator Edmond de Lafayette died here on the morning of the
12th instant at -the small apartment he occupied, No. 72 Rue de Rome,
during the session of the Ohambers. He had been ill for about 2 months,
but his il1ness was known only to a few. Quiet and unobtrusive, he
disliked to be the occasion of any trouble for those who )rnew him, and
gave no intimation of his condition to his relatives, although he entertained w1th them the most affectionate relations. With perhaps two
exceptions-Count d' Assaily and Mr. de Corcelle-most of them heard
of his illness simultaneously with his death. He was carried away by
pulmonary congestion, but for many years he has been suffering from
diabetes, and this affection was the real cause of his death. The final
crisis came on so suddenly that there was neither time to call for a priest
nor to summon any of the members of the family to his death-bed. Only
one person was present at the critical moment, and that was Joseph, his
concierge, a faithful servant who had for many a day and night nursed
him, and in whose arms the heir to a name illustrious in the history of
two worlds expired. An American lady-the sister of a United States
Senator-and a French lady, personal friends of the old gentleman,
watched the first night over his body. The next day the sad news
was known to all, and many people began to call at the domicile of the
deceased.
Mr. de Lafayette, who was simplicity in person and who dreaded
everything having an appearance of ostentation, had directed that no
special invitations to attend his funeral should be issued; that no speech
should be made over his grave; and that his body should be taken, in
the quickest manner, to the family tomb. In compliance with this desire, but a few lines were given to the press indicating that the tuneral
would take place on the 15th instant at 10 o'clock at the church of St.
Augustin. The Lafayette family thought, however, that an exception
was to be made for the American legation, and in their name Mr. F.
de Corcelle notified me of their bereavement and invited me, as the
actual representative of the United States, to be one of the pallbearers. I acknowledged in suitable terms this attention and shared, with
the President of the Senate, Mr. Le Royer, 1\'lr. Challemel Lacour, and
a general whose name I do not remember, the honor of accompanying
the last of the Lafayettes to his resting place.
This was to be in the cemetery of Picpus, where almost every tombstone bears a name belonging to the higllest nobility of France. There
rest the remains of General Lafayette and those of many members of
his family. But permission could not be obtained to open this cemetery,
now closed, and the body was taken to Pere La Chaise, where have been
laid to rest the remains of the last male descendant of that illustrious
family, the pedigree of which can be traced as far back as the ninth century, one who called himself plain Mr. Lafayette, who never even used
the prefix of nobility attached to his name since the time of Charles VII,
who never held an office, and, although learned and able in many respects, chose to lead a modest life, with no other ambition but that of
being an upright man worthy of the name he bore. He had a kind
heart, and, having no personal wants, he freely gave away the little he
had. No one in need of assistance appealed to him in vain. He had a
peculiar weakness for the Poles and supported almost by himself a
Polish school in Paris; but he kept his charities to himself, and so much
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so that a member of his family expressed to me his astonishment at
seeing so many Poles at the funeral.
He was a true repubiican; a democrat, not only in theory, but also
in practioe, and no human consideration could induce him to compromise with the principles of his life. Twice during the Empire he declined the Washington mission. His political judgment was very
sound. He never allowed himself to be affected by the Boulanger
crazP, and stood firmly by Mr. Jules Ferry when an extraordinary concourse of circumstances brought down that remarkable man, the ablest,
perhaps, of the living French statesmen and politicians.
Mr. Lafayette spoke English fluently and could make an extemporary
speech in that language. He waH interested in everything concerning
the United States and was fond of the company of Americans. Some of
his most intimate friends were Americans. He was in the habit of
considering the house of every United States minister here as his own,
and since I have been connected with the legation I have known him
to be on intimate terms with all the representatives of our Government
at Paris. Mr. Wash burn bad the highest consideration for him; Mr. and
Mrs. Morton treated him almost as a member of tlleir family, and Mr.
McLane, who had known him 40 years ago, entertained him regularly
every Sunday at his house. He was an habitue of Mr. Reid's hospitable house, wllere be had the pleasure of meeting and of conversing with
a host of prominent Americans, which he enjoyed immensely.
His will was opened on Saturday. He leaves no other property but
the home of the family, the "Chateau de Chavania.c," in the department
of the Haute-Loire, where the general and himself were born. This
chateau is an old manor, originally built in the fourteenth century, rebuilt in 1701, and restored in 1791 by General Lafayette. It is full of
relics aud of souvenirs concerning the general. I understand that it goes
now to Mr. de Sahune, one of the two male descendants of George
Washington Lafayette, son of the general.
It may not be uninteresting to make known here what the actual status
of the Lafayette family is. The lineal table annexed herewith shows
tllis at a glance. I also inclose a translation of Mr. de Corcelle's letter
to me and of my reply.
In behalf of the legation I sent for the funeral a· wreath, which I
have charged to the contingent fund, as was done in 1881, when Mr.
Oscar de Lafayette died.
I have, etc.,
HENRY VIGN.A.UD.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 278.-Translation.]

Mr. de OoroeZle to Mr. Vignaud.
48 FAUBOURG ST. HONORE, December 13, 1890.
Mr. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES: Although Mr. Lafayette requested in his last will that
no invitations be issued for his funeral, his family believes it would fail to do its
duty if it did not advise the representative of the United States of the date of this
ceremony. I have the honor, in the name of Mr. Lafayette's nephews, to inform you
of their loss aud to state that if you will call at No 72 Rue de Rome next Monday, at
quarter before 10, one of the places of pallbearer will be reserved for you.
Accept, etc.,

F.

CORCli:LLB.
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 278.]

M1·. Vignaud to Mr. de Corcelle.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Pa1·is, December 14, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge reception of the letter you were good enough
tu write me in tile name of your family to inform the representative of the United
States of tile death of Mr. Edmond de Lafayette, and to say that in that capacity I
was expected to be one of the pallbearers.
I thank your family and yourself for having thought that the representative of a
country which is the second home of the Lafayettes should occupy a place near the
hearse at the funeral of the last one bearing that name, and I beg you to express to
your relatives the feelings of sorrow which your bereavement has caused to every
American.
Having received personally many marks of affection from him who has just departed,
I feel deeply the loss you have incurred, and it will not be without emotion that I
shall attend to the honorable duty assigned to me.
Please accept. etc.,
HENRY VIGNAUD,

Chat·ge d' A.ffaires, etc.

Jloclosure 3 in No. 278.]

Family Table.
General Lafayette, married Aprilll, 1777, to Adrienne d'Ayen de No,•illesandhad by that marriage
three children, viz:
1. AnaAtlude de Lafayette, born{
in 1778, married May9,1'i98, Mme. de Brigode.
to Count of Latour Man· Mme. de Perrout St. Marains.
bourg (two daughters).
Oscar de Lafayette. • • •
2. George Washington de La- Edmond de Lafayette. • .
fayette, born December 24,
1779, died in 1849; married Mme. Gustave deBeaumont.
Miss de Tracy (five chil·j Mme. Bureau de Pusy.
dren).
Mme. Adolphe Perier. •

J
l

f

·

No children.
No children.
5 Ct. Antoine de Beaumont.
l Pan! de B.•anmont (dead).
Two childt·en.
One of her daughters married M. de

1

s~~~

One of her children w~s Senator Paul
3. Marie .Antoin,e tte Virginie Mme. de Remuaat. • • •
de Remusat, who d1ed a few years
<ie Lafayette, born Septem·
ago.·
'ld
·
F d C
{One of her chi r~n IS Mr. . e orher, 17H2; died in 1849; mar- 1
riedApril2o, J80 3, Marquis1 Mme. de Cor.celle. • • .
celle; another IS Mme. de ChamL . I L t
. l S 'l
bmn.
OUIS t e ~s errle ~ u .at. Mme d'Assailly. . • . •
Count d'Assailly.
la~t, , who t.hed ml8~6 (four Mr. de Lasteyrie (A. d r i en
children).
Jules), born October 10,
( 1810. • • • • • • • • • Mr. de Lasteyrie.

GERMANY.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Phelps.
No. 21.)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, November 27, 1889.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 12 of
the 4th ultimo, transmitting passport returns for the quarter ending
September 30, 1889.
In this relation, it is proper, as a matter of precaution, to call attention,
among the large number of applications transmitted, to a few in which
the statements in regard to citizenship are thought to be defective.
The first of these is No. 216f1, in which the applicant, Otto King
Friedrich, born in Hongkong, China, in 1873, is said to have been
brought to the United States by his father in the following year, 1874. He
claims citizenship through a declaration of intention made by his father,
who died in San Francisco in 1877, before completing his naturalization.
Section 2168 of the Revised Statutes provides that when any alien who
has made a declaration of inteution dies before he is actually naturalized the widow and children of such alien shall be considered as citizens
of the United States and shall be entitled to all rights and privileges
as such upon taking the oath prescribed by law. The object of this
section is to place the widow and children of such an alien in the same
position in respect to citizenship as the alien himself occupied at the
time of his death. It does not appear that the applicant in the present
case has evtr complied with the provisions of the section in question.
In case No. 2198 it appears that Aaron Frank was born at Shreveport, La., in 1863, of a father who emigrated to the United States in
1854and was naturalized in the district court of Caddo Parish, at Shreveport, on the 25th of April, 1859. In July ,1868, almost immediately after
the settlement of the naturalization question as between the United
States and the North Germany. Union, the applicant, who was then 5
;years of age, was taken abroad by his father to Germany, where. he bas
since resided; whether the father is still alive does not appear, and it
is not stated that after his departure from the United States in 1868
he ever returned.
The circumstances render the case one of doubtful character. The
applicant discloses no tangible intention of ever returning to the United
States, in which he resided only during the first 5 years of his infancy.
In case No. 2219 the applicant, CharlesMaddern, was born in Alsace
on the 3d of November, 1~55. H~ emigrated to the United States in
1872. In 1878 he was naturalized before the probate court at Cleveland, Ohio, and 2 months subsequently in the same year obtained a
passport and went abroad. His occupation is stated to be that of a tinsmith. Since 1880 he has continuously resided at Strasburg, his native
place, where he has married and had a child born to him. The facts
in this case seem to negative any intention ever to return to the United
States.
SIR:
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In case No. 2223 the applicant, Isaac Gutmann, was born in Germany
in 1832 and came to the Uniteu States in 185.0. He was naturalized
before the criminal court at St. Louis, Mo., on November 3, 1856. On
the 9th of October, 1871, he obtained a passport and went back to Germauy, where he has since resided continuously. He now obtains a passport for himself and wife and four children, whose ages range from 2 to
18 years. Obvionsly, aU of these, with the possible exception of the
eldest, were born in Germany. The fact~ now before the Department
appear to indicate that the claim of American citizenship in this case
grows solely out of the desire on ~he part of the applicant to escape,
with his children, the duties of citizenship in Germany.
In case No. 2245 the applicant, William Gottlieb Henry Taaks, swears
that he was born in Brooklyn in 1861 of a father who was naturalized
as a citizen of the United States before the court of common pleas of
the city and county of New York on the 16th of August, 1855. The
applicant left the United States in 1872, when 12 years of age, and bas
siuce resided out of this country. He is now 25 years of age ami has
manifested no intention whatever to return to the United States to perform the duties of citizenship.
In case No. 2270 the applicant, Thomas Killilea, claims citizenship
by naturalization, but fails to produce any certificate. The mere statement of an applicant that he bas been naturalized is insufficient to warr~.mt the issuance of a passport.
Jn case No. 2276 the applicant, Friedrich Neumann, fails to make any
statement in regard to his intention to return to the United States,
which is in all caseR necessary.
lu case No. 2281 the applicant, Charles Reeb, swears that he was
born at Strasburg in 1854 and emigrated to the United States in 1872,
when 18 years of age, and therefore about subject to military duty. He
resided in the United States unti11879, during which time he was naturalized. He then went back to Strasburg and has re~ided there since
September 30, 1879. The circumstances indicate that he is residing
there permanently and has no bona fide intention ever to return to the
United States. His occupation is that of a druggist.
In case No. 2310 the applicant, Rudolph Gritzner, was born in Paris
in 1849. His father emigrated to the United States in 1850, was naturalized in 1858, and was appointed United States consul at Oldenburg
in 1862. The applicant returned to Europe in 1859, when 10 years of
age, and has remained there ever since. He is now over 40 years of
age, and no reason is suggested for his long residence abroad other
than that indicated by the circumstances detailed, viz, a mere prefer'ence for foreign residence.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Phelps.

No. 23.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

W a8hington, December 3, 1889.
SIR : I inclose a copy of a letter from the Secretary of Agriculture,
dated the 22d ultimo, in relation to a recent press dispatch from Berlin
concerning the German law in regard to the importation of American
cattle and hog products.
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The consul at Hamburg, with his dispatch No. 18 of the 6th ultimo,
sends hither a copy of the Hamburg quarantine law of 1879, copy of
which I also inclose, and states that this law, while issued by the Ham·
burg senate, is identical in all the states and provinces of Germany.
If there is any other law bearing upon the subject, you will please
procure a few copies for the information of the Department and the
Secretary of Agriculture.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure in No. 23.]

Mr. Rusk to Mr. Blaine.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

Washington, November 22, 1889.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant
inclosing a copy of a report from the American consul at Cologne, Germany, upon a
shipment of beef cattle that was recently sent from the United States to that country.
In this connection, I would state that the following dispatch has recently appeared in
the newspapers of this country:
" BERLIN, November 120.
"In the Reichstag the motion to rescind the law prohibiting the importation of
catt)e was rejected, as was also a motion permitting free importation of swine shipped
directly to slaughterhouses."
I would respectfully request information as to whether there is such a law in force
in Germany, as indicated in the above dispatch, which prohibits the importation of
cattle from the United States.
Thanking you for the information contained in the report,
I am, etc.,
J. M. RusK,
Secretary.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 23.-Translation.]

Proclamation tegarding the importation of cattle from G1·eat B1·itain and America.
No. 55.]
,
AUGUST 1, 1879.
For the prevention of the introduction of murrain, it is hereby ordered that, until
further notice, cattle arriving in the Hamburg state from Great Britain, North or
South America, either by water or by land, shall, before being landed, be reported to
the respective police authorities and then be quartered, at the expense of the parties
interested, in a space prescribed by these authorities and isolated from intercourse
with inland cattle. In the same the cattle will be subjected to 4 weeks' veterinary
observation and will not be admitted to free intercourse until the appointed veterinary surgeon has, after the lapse of this period, declared it to be free of contagious
diseal'ies.
•
Violations of this law will be punished with fines not exceeding 30 marks ($7.14),
provided the severer penalties prescribed in section 328 of the penal code have not
been incurred.
Given in the meeting of the Senate, Hamburg, August l, 1879.

Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine.

No. 46.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Berl-in, December 17, 1889. (Heceived January 6, 1890.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction
No. 21 of the 27th ultimo. It discusses the issue by this legation o1
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certain passports during the quarter ended September 30, 1889. Although these passports were issued before I took charge of this legation,
I have read the criticisms with no less interest, in the desire to possess
myself of a more complete knowledge of the wishes of the Department
in this matter.
In a few of the cases cited I fail to see clearly the points made in the
instruction and beg to refer more particularly to them.
Case No. 2198.-The passport was issued to Aaron Frank, with the
warning (see Department instruction No. 408 of January 29, 1889)
that a new passport would not be issued to him if he continued to reside
in Germany after the expiration of the validity of the one sent.
Case No. 2219.-As regards the intention of Oharles \1 at tern to return
to the United States, the legation was guided by his oath that it was his
intention to return thither in 9 months.
Case No. 2276.-In this case it is claimed that Friedrich Neumann
''fails to make any statement in regard to his intention to return to
the United States," whereas he makes oath that it is his intention to
return thither, though he does fail to fix any date. It will also be seen
that be last left the United States as late as July 20, 1889.
Case No. 2281.-Charles Reeb swears that it i8 his intention to return
to the United States in 7 months. The legation accepted this statement under oath as indicating his bona fide intention.
It is not clearly stated, but seems to be properly drawn from these
instructions, that the Department wishes us to insist that the applicant
for a passport shall give a limit to the period of his absence from the
United States; shall, in other words, state when the purposes to return
home. Is the legation to understand that it is to refuse this evidence
of citizenship to one who convinces it that he has a bona fide intention
to return, but who can not, under the circumstances, fix the date of his
return~

I am, etc.,
WM. WALTER PHELPS.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Phelps.
No. 50.]

DEPAR1.'MENT OF STATE,

Washington, January 10, 1890.
Sm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 46 of
the 17th ultimo, in regard to passports issued by your legation, and to
inform you, in reply to your inquiry touching the clause in passport applications requiring a declaration of intention on the part of applicants
to return to the United States, that it is not the purpose of the Depart. ment to require in all cases a certain statement as to the time at which
an applicant for a passport intends to return to the United States. Various cases are conceivable in which it would be impossible to make such
a statement in good faith, but in which the residence abroad would be
entirely compatible with the retention of allegiance to the United
States. The important object is, so far as possible, to ascertain the
actual intention of the applicant, and for this purpose the statement
made by him on the subject of return is not the only-and often not the
most satisfactory-source of information; it is not difficult to conceive of
cases the circumstances of which would clearly forbid the extension
of protection to an applicant, although his declarations of allegiance and
of intention to perform the duties of citizenship were strong and un·
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qualified. His whole previous course of conduct might conclusively
negative such a pretension. On the other hand, the good faith of the
applicant and his right to protection might be clear, notwithstanding
that he was unable to say that he would return to the United States at
a certain day. But, where no such statement is made, the reasons for the
omission should appear. The omission is one that requires explanation,
and under some circumstances the excuse would have to be established
by stronger evidence than under others. For example, a youth approaching the age when he will be liable to perform military service
leaves his native country and comes to the United States and is naturalized. Immediately after his naturalization he returns to the country of
his origin, and when asked to declare his intention in respect to return
to the countr.v of his adoption is unable to make any definite statement.
Such a case would, upon its face, require evidence of good faith of a
very cogent character.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to 1lfr. Phelps.
No. 57.]

DEP.A.RTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, February 1, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 49 of the 6th
ultimo, with which you transmit passport returns for the quarter ending December 31, 1889. The Department appreciates the care they
exhibit in the consideration of the various cases which have been acted
upon.
The only case upon which it seems requisite to comment is that of Mrs.
Emilie Heisinger and her minor son Carl, which is set forth in application
No. 140. M1s. Heisinger was born in Altona, Prussia. Her husband
was also an alien by birth and came to the United States in 1\:Iay, 1866.
He was naturalized August 18, 1871, and died probably not later than
1879. The son Uarl was born in Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, January 21,1871, more than 6 months before the naturalization
of his father. In 1879 Mrs. Heising·er returned to Germany, taking her
son with her, and has ever since resided in that country.
The facts raise two questions, one as to the status of the mother, the
other as to the status of the son. Section 1994 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, which incorporates the second section of the act
of February 10, 1855 (10 Stats. at Large, 604), provides as follows:
Any woman who is now or may hereafter be married to a citizen of the United
States, and who might herself be lawfully naturalized, shall be deemed a citizen.

The scope of this enactment was considered by the Supreme Uourt of
the United States in the case of Kelly v. Owen (7 Wallace, 496):
The terms [said the court] "married," or" who shall be married," do not refer, in our
judgment, to the time when the ceremony of marriage is celebrated, but to a state of
marriage. They mean that whenever a woman, who under previous acts might be
naturalized, is in a state of marriage to a citizen, whether his citizenship existed at
the passage of the act or subsequently, or before or after the marriage, she becomes
by that fact a citizen also. His citizenship, whenever it exists, confers, under the
act, citizenship upon her.

It follows from this decision that the naturalization of Mr. Heisinger
as a citizen of the United States, whether before or after his marriage,
conferred American citizenship upon his wife, she being, as is to be
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inferred from the facts stated, capable of naturalization as a citizen of
th~ United States. The only circumstance, therefore, which raises a
doubt a~ to her present American citizenship is her return, after the
death of her husband, to her native country and her apparently permanent residence there. The view bas been taken by this Department
in several cases that the marriage of an American woman to a foreigner
does not completely divest her of her original nationality. Her American citizenstip is held for most purposes to be in abeyance during
coverture, but to be susceptible of revival by her return to the jurisdiction and allegiance of the United States.
The Department would be glad to learn what the general rnle is in
Germany on this subject. Aside, however, from the legal effects of
marriage upon the citizenship of a woman, there is also to be considered
in the case of Mrs. Heisinger the question of the renunciation of adoptive allegiance under the treaty.
In the case of Carl Heis!nger still another question is raised, in addition to that suggested in the case of his mother. Section 2172 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States provides thatThe children of persons who have been duly naturalized under any law of the
United States * * * being under the age of 21 years a.t the time of the naturalization of their parents, shall, if dwelling in the United States, be considered as citizens thereof.

Carl Heisinger appears to come within the provisions of this statute.
He was born before the naturalization of his father, and was less than
a year old at the time of such naturalization, and be is not now dwelling in the United States. In this relation, section 2172 of the ReYised
Statutes contains another pertinent provision, which is as follows:
And the children of persons who are now, or have been, citizens of tht'. United
States, shall, though born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United States, be
considered as citizens thereof.

It is a reasonable interpretation that the words "if dwelling in the
United States" were intended, among other things, to meet the case of
conflicting claims of allegiance. In this relation it is pertinent to disclose the origin of those words. On March 26, 1790, an act waR approved entitled, "An act to establish an uniform rule of naturalization"
(Stats. at Large, 103). This was the first law enacted by Congress on
that subject. The first clauses prescribed the conditions and methods
of naturalization. Then fOllowed these words:
And the children of such persons so naturalized, dwelling within the United States
being under the age of 21 years at the time of such naturalization, shall also be considered as citizens of the United States.

In 1795 the law of 1790 was repealed by an act of the 29th of January of the former year entitled, "An act to establish an uniform rule
of naturalization, and to repeal the act heretofore passed on that subject" (1 Stats. at Large, 414). By the third section of the act of Jannary 29, 1795, it was provided thatThe children of persons duly naturalized, dwelling within the United States and
being under the age of 21 years at the time of such naturalization, and the children
of citizens of the U.::1ited States born out of the limits and juri~diction of the United
States, shall b@ considered as citizens of the United States.

The law on -this subject so remained until 1802, on the 14th of April,
of which year, an act was approved entitled, "An act to establish an
uniform rule of naturalization, and to repeal the acts heretofore passed
on that subject" (2 Stats. at Large, 153).

The children of persons doiy naturalized under any of the laws of tbe
States, • • • being under the age of 21 years at the time of their pa:retJiW~~~~
being 80 naturalized • • • shall, if dwellin.~ in the United Statea,
aidered as citizens of the United States, and the cliildreu of persons who are now
have been citizens of the United Stat~, shall, thongh born ont of the l1mits and jurisdiction of the Uni ed States, be considered citizens of the United States.

It will be observed that in this provision, which is incorporated in
section 2172 of the Revised Statutes, the words ''if dwelling in the
Unit"d States" are transposed. The eftect of this transposition was
considered by the Supreme Oourt of the United States in the case Of
Campbell"· Gordon (6 Cranch, 176) in 1810. The case involved a
to land, which depended upon the citizenship of one Yanetta \:tOra(J•Jk J?'
nee Currie, who was by birth a British subject. Her father,
natural-born British subject, emigrated to the United States
1795 was naturalized. His daughter Yanetta was then res,Iatqg -~:~
Scotland, where she remained until1797, in which year she Aa.·ma,,n·1b;·
United States. It was contended by counsel that she was notacttii~l'1
of the United States inasmuch as she was not dwelling in the
States at the time of her father's naturalization. The Supreme • ,_,___..,. ·
took a different view of 'the matter. M.r. Justice Washington, delivering
the opinion of the court, said :

L . .•Jlft.,::,-.:.

The next question to be decided is whether the naturalization of William Currie
conferred upQD his daughter the rights of a citizen after her coming to and residiDg
within the Un.i ted States, she having been a resident in a foreign country at the timd
when her father was naturalized. Whatever difficulty might exist as to the construction of the third section of the act of January 29, 171:15, in relation to this point, it Ia
conceived that the rights of citizenship were clearly conferred upon the female &p•
pellee by the fourth section of the act of April 14, 1~2. This act declares that the
children of persons duly naturalized under any of the laws of the United States,
under the age of 21 years at the time of their parents being 80 naturalized, shall,
dwelling in the United St·ates, be eonaidered as citizensofthe United State& ·.a:a~&'IIa ·-:·"'
precisely the case of .Mrs. Gordon.

The effect of the law, as thus expounded, is to make actual resutenoeh
in the United States, and not residence at the time of na1tnraliJ~i.~Ji:U1~:
the test of the claim to citizenship; and here. as explanatory of t.htilil,i'TI~
it is important to observe the associated provision, found in all
above quoted, and incorporated in the same relation in section -,. ...• -~. .....or ,,• ...,
the Revised Statutes, that children born of citizens of the U
States shall, though born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United
States, be considered as citizens thereof. Under this pro,Tision, such
children are treated as citizens of the United States, whether dwelling
in this country or not, being regarded as citizens of the United States
by birth. The preceding provision relates to children born of parents
who were not at the time citizens of the United States, and upon \Vhom
the country of the parents, under the same rule of law as that announced
by this Government, might have claims of allegiance. In respect
such persons, the words ''if dwelling in the United States" reC}()Ji!:OlJie ::-:::'a possible confiiet of allegiance. They also recognize another pr1inc:lpli~)~
and that is that it is not within the power of a parent to erfLdi1cat;e
original nationality of his child, though he may, during the mtnoJl'itJr~r<~
such child, invest him with rights or subject him to duties which
or may not be claimed or performed. For this reason, also, it is nr•r\virtflliif;,
that children not born citizens of the United States are, by virtue
naturalization of their parents, to be considered as citizens of the TT_,..__ , .
States " if d w~lling" therein.
The Departnent does not desire to b~ understood to assert that
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ural-born subjects of a foreign power whose parents have been naturalized in the United States must at every moment be dwelling in the
United States in order· to claim its citizenship. That question does
not arise in the present case. The words "if dwelling in the United
States," whether meaning residence at a particular moment or contemplating a settled abode, apply to Carl Heisinger, who, being now 19
years of age, has for about 11 years been dwelling in Germany. It is
not known that the Government of that co~ntry has made any claims
upon him. But, if the German Government should, under a provision
of law similar to that in force in the United States in relation to the
foreign-born children of citizens, seek to exact from bim the performance of obligations as a natural-born subject, the Department would
be bound to consider the provisions of section 2172 of the Revised
Statutes.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine.
No. 73.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Berlin, February 15, 1890. (Received 1\-Iarch 3.)
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith for the files of the Department authentic copies from the official gazette, with translations of
the recent decrees relating to the improvement of the condition of the·
laboring classes, auJressed by the German Emperor, in his imperial
capacity, to the chancellor of the Empire~ and, in his capacity of King of
Prussia, to the Prussian ministers for public works, and commerce and
industry. I also transmit a copy, with tran~lation, of the Emperor's
address to his State council, which, in response to his summons, met
yesterday to discuss and determine upon the measures to be adopted to
reach the results aimed at in the royal rescripts.
The inclosed documents, in view of the high purpose which prompted
them, in view of the couference with other great powers suggested, and
of the possible legislation foreshadowed in them, have been so thoroughly discussed by the press from every standpoint that I can add
nothing new or of value to the Department.
I ought, however, to say that in thi~ country at least they, or rather
the disposition towards the interests of labor manifested in them, receive in all class~s approval and admiration.
I have, etc.,
WM. WALTER !">HELPS.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 73. -Translation.]

EmjJCror William to the imperial chancellor.

I am resolved to lend my hand to the task of improving the condition of the German working classes so far as those limits permit, which are set to my benevolent
interest, by the necessity of maintaining German industry in a state capable of competing in the markets of the world, and of thus rendering its own existence and that
of the workmen secure. The decline of home trade, through the loss of its market
abroad, would take away the bread, not only from the masters, but also from their
workmen. The difficulties in the way of the improvement of the situation of our
work people, which have their root in international competition, can only be modified, if not overcome, by international understanding with thi countries which share

the command of the world's market. In the conviction that other governments aM
also inspired with the desire to submit to common investigation those endeavors to
better th~ir condidon, regarding which the work people of these countries already
conduct inteFnational negotiations with each other, I desire that in the meantim~,
in France, England, Belgium, and Switzerland, official inquiries Hhould be made
hy my representatives. Then, if the governments are inclinPd tn enter upon negotiation" with us, with the ohject of an international under:-;tandiug re~arding the possibility of meeting those necessities and wishes of the work people, which have been
revealed by the strike& of recent years and otherwise, so soon as an agreement with
my invitation bas been obtained in principle, I charge you to invite the cahinets of
all govt>rnments which cht>riHh a similar interest in the working class C]lle~tiou to a
conference for the conside1ation of the questions involved.
WILLIAl\1, I. R.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 73.-Translation.]

Emperor William to the ntinisters of commerce and industry, and of public works.
At my accession I declared my resolve to promote the further development of our
legislation in the direction in which my late grandfather undertook, in the spirit of
Christian morality, the care of that portion of the people which is the weaker on the
economical side. Valuable and successful as are the legiHlative me:1sures already
taken for the improvement of the condition of the working class, thPy do not accomplish the whole task before me. Along with the further development of the workf'r~'
insurance legislation, the existing regulations of the industrial code re~arding the
relations of factory operatives must be submitted to examination, in order to sat.isfy
the complaints and desires which have found a lond voice in this sphere HO far as they
are well grounded. This investigation must start from the principle that it is the duty
of the civil power to regulate the nature and duration of labor, ~;o that the preservation of health, the demands of morality, the :financial needs of the workers, and their
claim to equality in the eyes of law may be maintained. For the prWmot ion of peace
between the employers and employed, legislative provisions most be contemplated,
according to which the work people may, through representatives possessing their
confidence, share in the regulation of common affairs and be qualified to look after
their own interests in negotiations with their employers and with the organs of my
Government. By snch an arrangement the work people must be enabled to enjoy
the free and peaceful expression of their wil'hes and grievances and to ~ive the civil
authorities the opportunity of constantly informing themselves respectmg the condition of the work people and of maint.a ining touch with them. I desire to see the
State mines, as regards care for the workers' interests, developed into model institutions; and for private mining industry I aim at the restoration of an organic relation
between my inspectors of mines and the industry, with the object of outaining a surveillance corresponding to the position of factory insp~ction as it existed np to 1865.
For the pre1iminary consideration of these questions I desire that the Staatsrath
should assemble, under my presidency, and with the participation of such specialists
as I shall summon. The choice of the latter I reserve for my own decision.
Among the difficulties which stand in the way of the arrangement of the relations
of workers in the sense intended by me, those which arise from the necessity of not
injuring home industry in its competition with other lands occupy a foremost place.
I have therefore instructed the imperial chancellor to propose to the governments
of those states whose industry commands with ours the markets of the world the
assembly of a conference to attempt to achieve some equal international regulation
of the limits of the demands which may be made upon the activif.y of workers. The
chancellor will communicate to you a copy of the decree issued to him by me.
W ILLIAM1 R.
[Inclosure 3 in No. 73.-Translation.]

Entperor William to the council of state.
GENTLEMEN OF' THE COUNCIL OF' STATE: By my decree of the 4th instant you
were informed that it is my desire to hear the views of the council of state regarding those measures which are necessary for the better regulation of the condition of
the working classes. The important position which the council of st.ate occupies in
the Monarchy requires that the weighty questions to be solved in this connection
should be submitted to it for thorough consideration before the bills to be drafted on
the subject are laid before the parliamentary bodies, with whom rests, in virtue of
F R 90--20

the constitution, the final decision in the matter. I regard it as important that the
council, composed as it is of members belonging to the most varied callings, in virtue
of the practical experience represented by its members, should conscientiously and
impartially examine my proposals and decide as to their expediency, practicability,
and scope. The task for the accomplishment of which I have called you together is
a serious and responsible one. The protection to be accorded to the working classes
against an arbitrary and limitless exploitation of their capacity to work; the extt>nt
of the employawnt of children, which should be restricted from regard for the die·
tatm~ of humanity and the laws of natural development; the consideration of tue po·
sition of women in the household of workmen, so important for domestic life from the
point of view of morality and thrift; and other matters affecting the working classes
connected therewith, are susceptible of a better regulation. In the considAration of
these questions it will be necessary to examine, with circumspection and the aid of
practical knowledge, to what point German industry will be able to bear the additional burden imposed upon the cost of production by the stricter re~nlations in
favor of the workmen, without the remunerative employment of the latter being
prejudiced by competition in the world's market. This, instead of bringing about
the improvement desired by me, would lead to a deterioration of the economic position of the workman. To avert this danger, a great measure of wise reflection is
needed, because the satisfactory settlement of these all-absorbing questions of our
time is all the more important since such a settlement and the international unclerstanding proposed by me on these matters must clearly react one upon the other.
No lt•ss important for assuring peaceful relations between masters and men are the
forms in which the workmen are to be offered the guaranty that, through represeutatives enjoying their confidence, they shall be able to take part in the regulation of
their common work, and thus be put in a position to protect their interests by negotiation with their employers. The endeavor has to be made to place the representa-·
tives of the men in communication with the mining officials and superintendents of
the State, and by that means to create forms and arrangements which will enahle
the men to give free and peaceful expressiou to their wishes and interf'sts, and will
give the State authorities the opportunity of making themselves thoroughly informed
of the circumstances of the workmen by continually bearing the opinions of those
immediately con~rned and of keeping in touch with them. Then, too, the further
development of the State-directed industries in the direction of making them pattern
examples of effective solicitude for the workmen aemands the closest technical study.
I rely upon the tried loyalty and devotion of the State council in the labors which now
lie before it. I do not lose sight of the fact that all the desired improvements in this
domain can not he attained by State measur s alone. The labors of love, of church,
and school have also a wide field for fruitful action by which the ordinances of the
law most be supported and aided; but if, with God's help, you succeed in satisfyiu~
the just interests of the laboring population by the proposals you make, your work
may be sure of my kingly thanks and of the gratitude of the nation.
The bills which are to be submitted for your consideration will be laid before you
without delay. I appoint to take part in the deliberations the two sections of the
council for commerce and trade, public works, railways, and mines, and fo~ affairs of
internal administration, and I will attach tu them a number of experts. I request the
members of those departments to assemble in the place to be indicated to you on the
26th instant at 11 in the morning. As reporter I appoint Chief Burgomaster von Miguel,
and as assistant reporter, Privy Councillor Jencke. I reserve to myself the power,
after the conclusion of the sectional discussions, to order the council of state to reassemble; and I wish you in your work the blessings from on high, without wbicb
human acts can never prosper.

Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine.
No 79.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Berlin, March 1, 1H90. (Received March 17.)
SIR: It occurred to me that it might be useful to have in the files of
the Department which preserve the papers connected with Samoa, on
a single sheet and in print, the extracts from the three great organs of
German political sentiment and thought which I have already forwarded separately. They indicate the absolute unanimity-so far as
newspapers reflect it-of German public sentiment with reference to the
Samoan treaty. I take the liberty of inclosing some twenty copies of
these extracts in print.
WM. WALTER PHELPS.
I have, etc.,
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[Inclosure in No. 79.1

German newspaper co·mments on the Samoan treaty.

The GPrman papers do not seem to be very much satisfied with tho Samoan treaty.
The;v think the United States got much the best of it. The following extracts from
t.be ll'ading papers in each of the three great parties which divide German political
sentiment illustrate the unanimity of German criticism on the Samoan treaty.
[From the Berlin Kreuz Zeitung.

(Extremely conservative.)l

German influence is not to be allowed predominating force, and in every particular the German element is to be reduced to the level of other 1oreign elements,
aHhongh two-thirds of all foreigners in Samoa are Germans.
Four-fifths of the eut.ire trade, foreign and domestic, is in German bands. For these
reasons, Germany in 1887, when a conference was first spoken of, naturally proposed
that the control and final decision in disputes should be conferred upon it.
The Cabinet at ·washington, however, refused this proposition, aiHl now the conference, resumed 2 years later, bas gone so far as to determine that Germany bas no
paramount claims, notwithstanding its great interests there.
[From the Berlin Vossische Zeitung.

(Mo<lerate.)J

Although the Germ:.ms have bf far the largest part of the trade in their bands,
they are to have no more rights than the little band of Am<'ricans on the islands.
Certainly, it is wisest to look at the fact that, from tho pleasantest point of view,
it is a retreat and to console ourselves with the thought that it might have been
worse.
From the standpoint of German interests, the contents of the Samoan treaty certainly afford no ground for particular satisfaction. The circumstance alone that in
Samoa the Germans are denied that influence which they claimecl in virtue of th~ir
superior possessions and numbers must be regarded as unfortunate.
It is another of those blows in the face of which a liberal deputy gave notice when
our present colonial policy was inaugurated, .and of which we have bad more than
enough since.
[From the Frankfurter Zeitung. (Radical.)]

It is strange that even in America, which bas achieved in the Samoan treaty all it
could desire, certain papers are now expressing other than perfect satisfaction with
it. As a fact, these are only papers which disapprove the government of President
Harrison and of his Secretary of State, Mr. Blaine, on principle. One of those papers
writes: ''The suspicion has existed some time that in the division of Samoan spoils
between Bismarck and Blaine the former got the oyster, the latter the shell. '!'his
expect-ation becomes conviction when the text of the Samoan treaty is read." We
have Bought in vain in American papers for any grounds for these queer utterances,
whose only purpose can be a cheap criticism of the Administration. Such internationa~ qne&tions are judged, on the whole, more impartially in .Germany than in
Amenca.

M1·. Blaine to .JJfr. Phelps.
No. 72.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lVashington, March 4, 1890.
SIR: I inclose for your information a copy of a letter• from the Sec-

retary of Agriculture of the 18th ultimo, touching the restrictions imposed against the introduction of live animals and hog products from
the United States by certain European governments, including the
action of Germany upon this important industry.
The regulations of the German Government have proved a serious
obstacle to the development of a profitable trade with that country,
*For inclosure see inclosnre to instruction No. 114, of March 4, to the United States
'uinister to France, page 281.
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and our affected interests demand that these measures, which are clearly
unjust in view of the repeatedly demonstrated healthfulness of this
article of food, should be removed or materially modified.
Especially is the quarantine regulations of 4 weeks against American
cattle considered as unnecessary, as it is without warrant in fact, and
it is hoped that upon proper representation the German .Government
may be disposed to change this prohibitory iujunction, particularly in
regard to the landing of cattle for immediate slaughter.
"There appears to be at present," observes the Secretary of Agriculture, ''considerable uncertainty as to whether such animals are
entirely prohibited, or whether they may be landed and go to any part
of the Empire after 4 weeks of quarantine, or whether such quarantine must necessarily be enforced with animals that might be at once
slaughtered at the port oflanding."
Definite information upon this subject is desired; also in reference to
the recent press telegrams from Germany that AmQrican pressed beef
and canned meats either had been or were about to be excluded.
Awaiting the fullest possible data upon the subject of the letter of
the Secretary of Agriculture,
I am, etc.,
JA~ES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Phelps to _lllr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 88.]

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNiTED STATES,

Berlin, lJiarch 25, 1890. (Received April 5.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction

No. 72 of the 4th instant. It covers, as an inclosure, the copy of a
letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, dated February 18 last, and
addressed to the Department of State, speaking of some restrictions
imposed upon the introduction of live animals and hog products from
the United States into certain European states, and especially referring to the action of Germany in this matter. I was already in possession of an earlier instruction relating to the same subject (your No. 23
of December 3, 1889). This instruction covered copies of a communication, dated November 22 last, from the Secretary of Agriculture to
the State Department, and of an ordinance (assumed to be identical
with others issued by all the seaboard states of Germany) adopted by
the senate of Ham burg and originally transmitted to the Department
by our consul at that port. This ordinance decrees certain measures
for the prevention of the introduction of murrain in cattle arriving
from foreign countries, among them the United States. I was directed
to ascertain if there were any other laws of similar purport, and, if
there were, to forward copies of them.
To the request which in pursuance of these instructions I addressed
to the foreign office for copies of such laws as were still in force in the
German Empire regulating the importation of cattle, swine, and swine
products of American origin, I have as yet received no answer. I
have, however, caused searches to be made through our own resources.
The search was rewarded by the discovery of no other legislation than
the imperial ordinance prohibiting the importation of American pork
products, which was first published March 6, 1883. A draft of this ordinance was transmitted to the Department with Mr. Sargent's dis-
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patch No. 85 of December 11, 1882. In subsequent correspondence
between Mr. Sargent and the Department and Mr. Sargent and the
foreign office this measure was discussed at greatb length.
Upon receipt of your instructions to ascertain what construction of
the Hamburg ordinance the German authorities were adopting, I determined to make an effort to obtain the information in an informal
way through our consul at Hamburg. I thought that our consul there,
at the greatest port of entry, could report to me the practice of the
Bamburg authorities in the case of such importations, and that that
practice would furnish the desired information as to the construction of
the ordinance by which such imports were to be regulated.
My success has not been very great. Consul Johnson's discoveries
are incomplete and unsatisfactory. This is probably because such
cargoes are infrequent, and, when they do come, the method of disposing
of them is irregular. He speaks of a cargo of 934: head of cattle arriving in 1889. · In this case four or five of the cattle in each shipment
were slaughtered on the spot to show there was no taint in the shipI!lent, and then all the rest were allowed to enter, after a detention in
some cases of 10, in other cases of 21 days. It is so plain that
the practice of the authorities is not uniform that I felt com1)elled
to resort to a formal demand for information on this subject to the foreign office. I inclose herewith a copy of the note I accordingly addressed to that office on the 21st instant.
Mr. Johnson's investigations convinced him that the ordinance was
originally issued by the seaboard states at the instance of the Imperial
Government, and that these states are in the habit of referring all questions under it to that Government for its decision.
I can find no grounds for the apprehensions expressed in certain
newspaper telegrams, to which the Secretary of Agriculture, in his letter
of February 18, referred, that the system of exclusion and restrictive
regulation was to be extended so as to include dressed beef and canned
meats.
I have the honor to inclose herewith five copies of the imperial law
of March 6, 1883, already mentioned, and to be, sir, etc.,
WM. WALTER PHELPS.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 88.)

Mr. Phelps to Count Bismarck.
LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STATES,

Be1'lin, March 21, 1890.
The undersigned, envoy, etc., of the United States of America, has the honor, acting under instructions from his Government, to beg that His Excellency Count von
Bittmarck-Schonhausen, imperial secretary of state for foreign affairs, will kindly
cause him to be informed as to the construction placed by the German authorities upon
a. certain ordinance restricting the importation of cattle from the United States and
other countries which was issued by the senate of Hamburg under date of August 1,
1879, and which is understood to be identical with ordinances issued by the other seaboard states of the German Empire.
The information respectfully asked for is: Is the importation of such animals entirely prohibited, or ma.y they be landed subject to a 4-weeks' quarantine 7 And,
finally, must this quarantine be enforced upon animals wlnch are to be transferred
into the interior, although, if not intendecl for transvortation, they could be slaughtered immediately at the port of entry Y
The ordinance is understood to have been Issued on account oft he existence of pleuropneumonia in the United States. Since its issuance this disease has been almost
entirely eradicated; it no longer exists in any section from which cattle for
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export are obtained, and, if existing now at all, is confined to two counties on
J..ong Island, N.Y., and one in New Jersey, all of which are in strict quarantiuc.
The stock yards which might be dangerous have been thoroughly disinfected, and
everything bas been done to remove all danger of contagion hereafter.
Under these circumstances, and in view of the serious damage to a trade in cattle
which is lucrative to both countries, caused by the existence of these restrictions as
now enforced, it is respectfully asked if the quarantine of 4 weeks against American cattle to be transported mto the interior, or, in any ca6e, all restrictions against
the immediate slaughter of cattle upon landing, may not be withdrawn.
The undersigned avails, etc.,
Wp.I. WALTER PHELPS.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 88.-Translation.]

Ordi11ance concer11ing the p1·ohibition of the intportaticm of pigs, pork, and sausages of
.American origin of March 6, 1!;83.

We, William, by the grace of God, Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, etc.,
decree in the name of the Empire, and with the .c onsent of the Bundesrath, as follows:
SECTION 1. The importation of pigs and pork, including bacon and all kinds of sausages of American origin, is prohibited until further notice.
SEC. 2. The imperial chancellor is em1)owered, by applying the necessary precautionary measures, to permit exceptions to be made in this prohibition.
SEc. 3. The ordinance of the 25th of June, 1880, concerning the exclusion of American pork and sausages (lm. Law Gazette, p. 151) is abolished.
SEC. 4. The present ordinance goes into force after the expiration of the thirtieth
day afier its publication.
Given under our hand and the imperial seaL
\VILHELM.

VON BISMARCK.
BERLIN, March

6, 1883.

Mr. Phelps to Mr. Blaine.
No. 126.]

LEGA1.'ION OF THE tJNI1.'ED STATES,

Berlin, June 10, 1~90. (Received June 28.)
SIR: I have the honor to suggest that the" Notice by the Depart-

ment of State" herewith inclosed be so worded that the travelers for
whose guidance it is intended may not possibly be misled.
The decree of May 22, 1888, transmitted with Mr. Coleman's dispatch
No. 622 of June 1, 1888, requires a vise from the German embassy in
Paris only for those entering Alsace-Lorraine from France.
In this connection, I would also suggest the advisability of warning
the public, in such manner as the Department may deem best, that in
many of the larger cities of Germany passports are required of all
foreigners who therein take up even a short residence.
I have, etc.,
WM. WALTER PHEL:PS.
[Inclosure in No. 126.)

Notice by the Depa1'tment of State.

Passports are necessary for the Turkish dominions, including Egypt and Palestine,
and must be certified by a Turkish consular officer before entering Turkish jurisdic·
tion. Persons quitting the United States with eventual purpose of visiting any part
of'furkey are advised that their passports may conveniently be certified in advance
by the consul-general of Turkey at New York, thus avoiding possible difficulty in obtaining the prescribed visES in another country en route.
Persons traveling with United States passports desirous of entering Germany from
France should not neglect to have their passports viseed by the consul-general of Germany at Paris, thus possibly sparing themselves much inconvenience and delay.
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Mr. Phelps to .Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.)

No. 134.]

LEG..A.'l'WN OF THE UNITED STATES,

Berlin, June 30, 1890. (Received July 12.)
In transmitting to the Dei"Jartment a copy and translation of
the note of Freiberr von Marschall, dated the 23d instant, covering
the copies which he has sent us of the various decrees affecting the importation into the German Empire of horned cattle, hogs, and hogs'
meat of American origin, you will notice that he explains and excuses
such legislation " on account of the diseases of cattle existing in the
United States."
I have, etc.,
WM. W ..A.I~TER PHELPS.
SIR:

[Inclosure in No. 134.-Translation.)
Ba1·ot~

Marschall to Mr. Phelps.

FoREIGN OFFICE,
.
Berlin, Ju.ne 23, 1890.
The undersigned has the honor, complying with the request contained in the communications of January 3 and March 21 last, to transmit herewith and place at the
disposal of the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United
States of America the decrees enumerated in the inclosed list which are in force in
Germany regarding the importation of horrred cattle, hogs, and hogs' meat of Amel-ican origin.
These printed documents will furnish answers to the various questions contained
in the communication of March 21la~;t.
As regard<~ the suggestion for the remoV'al or amelioration of the decrees restricting
the import of American cattle, the Imperial Government is not in a position to change
the present state of affairs on account of the diseases of cattle existing in the United
States.
The undersigned avails, etc.,
MARSCHALL.

A decree respecting the prohibition of the importation of swine, pm·k, and sausages of American o1·igin.
We, ·william, by the Grace of God, German Emperor, King of Prussia, etc., decree,
in the name of the Empire, with the approval of the Bundesrath, as follows:
SECTION 1. The importation of swine and pork, including sides of bacon and sausages of all kinds of American origin is hereby prohibited until further notice.
SEC. 2. The chancellor of the Empire is authorized to grant exceptions to the
above prohibition, provided that the necessary precautionary measures be adopted.
SEc. 3. The decree of June ~5, 1880, prohibiting the importation of pork and sausages from America is hereby repealed.
SEC. 4. This decree shall take effect 30 days after promulgation.
In testimony whereof, we have affixed our signature and imperial seal.
Done at Berlin March 6, 1883.
WILLIAM.
[L. S.]
Pm...~CE VON BIBMARCL

Regulations for the execution of tke imperial deoree respecting the prohibition of the importation of swine, pork, and sausages of .A.nterican origin of March 6, 1883.
The Bundesrath has approved, in its session of April 11, 1883, the following re~u
lati\)ns for the execution of the imperial decree respecting the prohibition of the Importation of swine, pork, and sausages of American origin of March 6, 1883:
(1) When swine or pork, including sides of bacon and sausages of all kinds, are imported from foreign countriee, proof must be furnished that they are not of A.merioaD
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origin, either by a certificate of the German consul in t.he foreign district from wbicl1
the importation is made or by a similar certificate from the competent police :nthorities of the country of origin. In the latter case the competency of the certifying
police magistrate must be specially authenticated by the German consul. Such
authentication shall not, however, be required in commercial transactions with
Am~tria-Hnngary in the case of certificates of origin issued or authenticated under
the treaty concluded with that country February 25, 18~0.
If the certificate of origin is uot made out in the German language, an officially
certifieil German translation must, at the request of the authorities having charge
of importation or of transmission to the interior, be appended by the importer or
dealer.
CertificatPs of origin must be issued by the authorities above mentioned (German
consul and police authorities) not more than 30 days before the arrival of the shipments on the German frontier; such certi ticates are to be delivered, at the time of
importation, to the frontier receiving office, or to such other officer as may have
charge of importation, and are to be retained there.
(~) When live bogs are imported from foreign countries, they must be described in
the certificates of origin as accurately as possible, as regards their number, breed,
color, and other distinguislling external characteristics; it must also be certified
therein that the animals have been raised in * * * (Austria-Hungary, Belgium,
etc.), and that, for the 30 days prece<ling their shipment to Germany, they have been
kept in a place (which must be specially designated) in the district in which the
attesting office is situated.
When live pigs we1ghing less than 10 kilogrammes are imported, the designation
thereof in the certificate of origin, according to number and breed, and a certificate
that they were born in * * * (Austria-Hungary, Belgium, etc.) shall be sufficient.
(3) ·when pork, including sides of bacon and sausages of all kinds, is imported
from foreign countries, a certificate shall be produced in which (a) the kind of goods,
the number of packages, and the manner of packing and the label are stated; in
such cases large lots may be identified by a stamp affixed by the competent police
authorities; (b) a statement of the name and residence of the packer who has put up
the goods must be therein contained, as likewise a certificate to the effect that the
residence of the packer is in the district in which the certifying (non-American) office is situated, that the packer is not engaged in packing pork or bacon of American
origin, or with the purchase or sale, or in otherwise <lealing in such articles of
American origin; and, finally, that r.he goods imported are from animals of non-American origin.
( 4) The consular authentication of the certificates of origin may be dispensed with,
in accordance with an order from the director of the frontier receiving office, or from
the authorities having charge of importation, when there is no doubt that the certi:(ying authority is the competent police authority of the country of origin. When
live hogs are imported, the production of the certificate of origin may be dispensed
with, provided that the above-named director consents, when there is no doubt that
the animals have been brought from other countries than America; therefore, especially when the non-American origin is shown by the presentation of invoices, original bills of lading, commercial correspondence, or otherwise.
(5) The foregoing provisions may be set aside by the governments of districts in the
case of frontier trade on a small scale ; no special proof of the origin of the goods
shall, moreover, be required in cases in which the goods in question are brought by
travelers among their baggage for their own personal use.
(6) If the necetisary certificates of origin are wanting when the animals and goods
in question are imported, or if the certificates accompanying the shipment do not
meet the present requirements, or if the shipments do not agree. with their certificates
of origin, and if it is impossible to furnish a satisfactory explanation thereof immediately, then, if no punitory measures are to be adopted on account of violation of
the prohibition in question, the goods shall be sent back according to section 139 of
the union customs law.
SCHOLZ,

(For tlte Chancellor of the Empire.)
BERLIN, April 12, 1883.

BERLIN, Ap1'il25, 1879.
The report of the royal government of Schleswig, bearing date of the 15th instant,
has been received, and in reply I have to say that there is no occasion in the case of
neat cattle imported from England to deviate from those measures whose adoption
has been deemed advisable for the protection of our catulefrom pleuro-pneumonia,
which prevails so extensively in England.

I therefCll'e order that all cattle mtroduoed into Schleswig-Holstein from Great Bzt...
tain shall be subjected, at the place of landing, to inspection for a period of 4 weeks
in some looality where it will be impossible for them to come in contact with native
cat.tle, and that they shall not be allowed to be driven or conveyed inland until th&
official veterinarian, after the expiration of the period of inspection, shall have prO"nonnced them free from any contagious disease. Cattle from Great Britain that are
iutrodnced by rail shall, on reaching their place of destination, be subjected to a aim·
ilar inspection in a suitable locality.
Inasmuch as the same reasons exist for the inspection of cattle from America,
whether they are from Canada or any otht>r part of that continent, I hereby instruct
the royal government hereafter to subject cattle imported from America to inspection at thep lace of landing for a period of 4 weeks, instead of 10 days, as has hitherto been done.
The royal government will duly communicate the foregoing orders to cattle-importers and ship-owners in Schleswig.
FRIEDBNTHAL,

Minister of .J.griculture, Domains, and Forest1.
To the royal government of Schleswig.

BERLIN, August 27, 1879.
A copy is sent to the royal prefect for his information, with instructions to order
cattle imported from England and America to be subjected in like manner to inspection fnr a period of 4 weeks.
'fl.te other prefects concerned have been similarly instructed.
MAR CARD,

Acting .Minister of Agriculture, Domains, and Forests.
To the royal prefects at Liinehurg, Stade, Aurich, and Osnabriick.

Proclamation.

With a view to preventing the introduction of cattle diseases, it is horeby ordered
that neat cattle imported into the duchy from Great Britain or America shall, on
1aoding, be subjected, until further notice, to the iuspection of a veterinarian for a
period Of 4 wee)ts, at the expense of the parties interested, in a locality to be de&Jgnated by the proper authprit.i'es, where it will be impOSBible for them to come in'tb
contact with native cattle. If, at the expiration of the above named. period, the cattle have been pronounced by thf\ veterinarian to be free from any contagions dieeue,
they shall be allowed to be driven or conveyed inland.
Any person violating this regulation shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 100
marks, unless another penalty is provided in tbe penal code.
The ministry of state, department of the interior.
For insertion amonl! Oldenburg announcements.
OLDENBURG, November 11, 1879.

tl. decree respecting the prohibition of the importation of pork ancl sausages from A1JUficcl.

Inasmuch as the importation of cot pork and sausages of all kinds from Amel'ica
has been prohibited until further notice by the imperial ordinance of June 24, 1880,
the said prohibition not having reference to the importation of whole hams and sldee
of bacon, the chancellor of the Empire being authorized to grant exce ions thereto
and to adopt such precautionary measures as may be necessary, the senate hereby
decrees that any violation of this prohibition in cases not subject to the penal provisions of the union customs law of July 1, 1869, shall be punished by confiscation of
the imported articles and by a fine not exceeding 1,000 marks.
Done at Bremen, in the 8688ion of the senate of July 2, and proclaimed Jnly4, 1880.
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A decree respecting the prohibition of the importation of swine, pm·k, and aaaget of
.thnerican origin.
Inasmuch as the importation of swine, pork, and sausages of American origin is
prohibited by the imperial decree of March 14, 18B~. the senate hereby orders that
any violation of that prohibition in cases not subject to the penalties of the union
customs law of July 1, 1B69, shall be punished by confiscation of the imported articles aud by a fine not exceeding 1,000 marks.
With the approval of the chancellor of the Empire, authority is hereby given, on
the basis of section 2 of the aforesaid imperial decree, to import into the free port
district of Bremen whole sides of bacon and salt pork of American origin for reexportation to foreign countri~, and likewise salt pork for proviHioning sea-going vessels, provided that the following precautionary directions be observed:
DIRECTIONS;

(1) It shall be the duty of owners of vessels, of corresponding outfitters of vessels
belonging in this port, or of correspondents (residing in the territory of Bremen) of
vessels not belonging in Bremen, or of any other persons having charge of the business of vessels, to deliver, on the arrival of a vessel, an accurate list of the artidles
composing the cargo thereof.
The same shall be done by the captain in the case of articlefl not mentioned in the
manifest that are to be landed.
(2) Any person desiring to avail himself of the privilege of importing salt pork or
whole sidea of bacon of American origin for reexportation to foreign countries, or salt
pork for prov~ioning sea-going vessels, must previously petition, the revenue authorities to allow n-im to keep a private bonded warehouse for that purpose.
A private bonded warehouse shall be granted only to dealers who keep a regular
set of books and who enjoy the confidence of the revenue officers. The concession is
revocable, and, when granted, security to the amount of 5,000 marks shall be furnished.
(3) On the arrival of the goods the receiver shall, in addition to the declaration of
the same, deliver to the revenue authorities a statement of their quantity, weight,
and marks and numbers, together with other particulars, as the said reveuue authorities may direct.
The statement is to be delivered, together with the declaration of the goods, no
matter whether the articles are landed at Bremen or Breme-rhaven, or are transshipped.
(4) The owner of a private bonded warehouse shall deliver to the revenue authorities each month a specified statement of the quantity exported or transshipped, or
sent to proTision vessels, ur sold to the owner of another privata bonded warehouse
without exportation, and he shall each year deliver to the revenue office, as it may
direct, a general statement of the amount of business done by him.
(5) The revenue authorities shall keep, on the basis of the foregoing statements, a.
record of what is received, sent out, and kept on hand in the above-named bonded
warehouses.
(6) The revenue authorities are at all times authorized to inspect bonded warehouses.
It shall be the duty of the owners thereof to rend6r such assistance as may be required for a thorough inspection.
(7) All declarations, statements, and accounts mentioned in this ordinance shalliJe
made by the parties interested under oath and shall be subscribed by them.
Any violation of these directions shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 300
marks.
'fbis decree shall take effect Aprill3, 1883.
Adopted at Bremen, in the session of the senate of the 20th of March, and proclaimed
March 30, 1883.

A proclamation respecting the prohibition of the importation of swine, pork, and 1auagu
of .Ame1'ican m·igin.
The following regulations for the execution of the imperial decree of March 6, 1883,
which were adopted by the Bundersrath in its session of the 11th instant, are hereby
made public, with the remark that the prohibition to import also extends to trafisit.
At the same time, the following is made known concerning the execution of the
regulations, which is to be in charge of the office for the collection of indirect taxes
and imposts.
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SECTIO~ 1. Swine and pork, incltuling Hides of bacon and sansag<'s of all kirHls, of
non-American origin arriving here by sea, from foreigu countries shall not be admitted until their non-American origin has l>een satisfactorily shown.
SEC. 2. Such evidence shall l>e fnrnishOll to the l>ure~u of declaration in the manner required by the regulations, the declarations required by .the law of March 27,
1874, being presented.
SEC. :3. Without th~t declaration mentioned in section 2, the articles mentioned
in section 1 shall not pass the port of entry, nor shall they be brought to land or removed from one vessel to another.
SEc. 4. As regards the usage to l>e accorded to salt pork and sides of bacon of
American origin arriving here, reference is made to the provisions of the pro;;lamation
of April2, 18t!3, section 1, paragraph 1, of which must l>e modified as follows:
On and after April 13 of this year the importation of swine and pork, including
sides of bacon and all kinds of sausages, of American origin shall be prohibited under
the penalties provided in section 20 of the union customs law of July 1, 1869, viz:
According to circumstances, confiscation of the articles imported in disregard of the
prohibition and a fine amounting to double the value of the same.
At the same time permission is granted to the owners of such quantities of goods
affected by the prohibition to import as have been received in bond here before the
30th of April, 1883, in their own interest, and for the avoidance of any sul>sequent
extensions that may hereafter l>e made, to hand in lists of the bonded articles to the
bureau of declarations within 3 days, the said l>ur~u being authorized to certify to
the correctness of the amount declared to be in bond and to issue an official certificate to that effect.
Done in the session of the senate, Hamburg, April 16, 1883•

.A proclarnation respecting the prohibition to import swine, p01·k, and gattsages of Arnerican o1·igin.

With reference to the imperial decree respecting the prohibition of the importation
of swine, pork, and sausages of American origin, bearing date of March 6, 1~3, and
also in pursuance of au understanding had with the chancellor of the Empire, in accordance with section 2 of the said decree, the senate hereby p1·oclaims the following:
SECTION 1. On and after April1~, 1'883, the importation of swine and pork, including whole sides of bacon and sausages of all kinds, of American origin is prohibited
under penalty of the confiscation of the illegall imported articles which is provided
in sectwn 1:34 of the union customs law of J nly 1,1869, and of a fine to the amount of
double the value of the said articles, but at least to the amount of :30 marks. The
importation of whole sides of bacon and of salt pork of American origin into the free
port district of Hamburg for reexportation to non-German countries and the provisioning of seagoing vessels with American salt pork in the free port district are not
affected by this prohibition, provided that the following directions be observed:
SEC. 2. Salt pork and whole sides of bacon of American origin received here shall
be stored only after inspection and in accordance with the directions of the wharf
office. The warehouse expenses are the same as those that are required for the wharf
granary, together with any others that may be incurred by the wharf office. There
shall be no extra charges.
SEc. 3. It shall be the duty of the receivers of the goods designated in section 2,
immediately after the arrival of the same, to make to the wharf office and to the
declaration office an accurate statement of the number and weight, the marks and
numbers, and of any other designations that may be shown by the ship's papers, of
the casks and boxes containing the goods in question.
A similar statement shall be made by the captain with regard to goods not mentioned in the manifest that are to be landed.
SEC. 4. On withdrawing bonded goods from bond the e'l:porter or shipper shall deliver to the wharf office a statement of the place to which he proposes to send the
goods. Within 4 days he shall deliver to the said office(") In the case ofreexportation by sea, a duplicate of the bill ofladmg;
(b) In the case of reexportation by rail, the duplicate of a bill of lading stamped
by the railway company and containing a statement concerning the origin of the
goods;
(c) In the case of the transportation of salt pork for provisioning a seagoing vessel
lying here, a certificate from the captain that he has received the meat on board of
his vessel as provision.
When the goods are conveyed from the vessel for reexportation without being
placed in bond, the duplicate of the bill of lading mentioned under (b) shall likewise be delivered to the wharf office within 4 days.
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Reexportation by river vessels is prohibited under the penalty provided in section 1.
SEc. 5. When the goods are transshipped without being placed in bond, the wharf
office must immediately receive a Ct'rtiticate to that effect from the receiver.
SEc. 6. All desired information must be furnished to the wharf office with regard.
to the whereal.10nts of imported goods.
Done m the ~;ession of the senate, Hamburg, April2, 1883.

A proclarnation relative to the transit of pork of Ame1·ican origin.
Notice is hereby given that the chancellor of the Empire, in accordance with section 2 of the imperial ordinance of March 6, 1803, bas approved the following requiremoo~:
_
(I) That in future, not only whole sides of bacon and salt pork, but every kind of
pork of American origin, may be imported here for the purpose of reexportation,
either by sea or by land, via the Hamburg and Kiel Railway, and the Hamburg,
LUbeck and Wismar Railway, or via Rostock.
(2) That the transit of salt pork of American origin to Lubeck shall also be allowed for the purpose of provisioning vessels ~;ailing from Lubeck.
The inspection of imports and reexports of pork of American origin shall be regulated according to the provisions of the proclamation of April 2, 1883, relative to the
prohibition of the importation of swine, pork, and sausages of American origin.
The transit of pork of American origin from here through the German customs
territory is allowed only via the aforesaid Hamburg and Kiel Railway, and that of
Hamburg, Lubeck and Wismar, or via Rostock, but is forbidden via other railroads
from this city. The transit shall take place in bonds.
Done in the session of the senate, Hamburg, April 22, 1885.

A proclamation relative to the declaration of A.mmican pork brought into this por'
as provision fm· vessels.
Referring to the proclamations of April2 and 16, 1883, relative to the prohibition

to iwport swine, pork, and sausages of American origin, the following proclamation
is hereby made :
SECTION 1. Masters of vessels entering this port and having on board American
pork as provision must, immediately after their arrival, inform the wharf office
thereof, as well as the bureau of declarations, accurately stating the quantity of
such pork that they have on board.
SEC. ~ • .Any violation of this order will subject the delinquent to the penalties provided in section 4 of the proclamation of April16, 1883.
Done in the session of the senate, Hamburg, August 22, 1883.

Mr. Adee to Mr. Phelps.

No. 12!!.]

DEPAR1'MENT OF STATE,

W ashinqton, July 10, 1890.
SIR: Referring to your dispatch No. 126 of the lOth ultimo, concern-

ing the nature of the vise of passports required for persons entering
Germany from France through Alsace·Lorraine, and also suggesting
the advisability of warning the public that in any of the larger cities
of Germany passports are required of all foreigners who take up residence therein even for a short time, I inclose herewith copies of the
printed notice so modified in accordance with your suggestion.
Thanking you most cordially for bringing the matter to the attention
of the Department,
I am, etc.,
ALVEY A. ADEE,

Acting Secretary.
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Notice by the Department of State.
Passports are necessary for the Turkish dominions, including Egypt and Palestine,
and mnst be certified by a Turkish consular officer before entering Tnrkish jurisdiction. Pt.rsons quitting the United States with eventn1.l purpose of visiting any part
of Turkey are advised that their passports may conveniently be certified in advance
by the consul-geueral of Turkey at New York, thus avoiding possible difficulty in obtaining the prescri l>ed vise in another country en route.
Persons traveling with United States passports desirous of entering Alsace-Lorraine from Prance should not neglect to have their passports vis~ed by tl1e embassy of
Germany at Paris, thus possibly sparing themselves much inconvenience and delay.
It is al!lo nnflerstood that 111 many of the larger cities of Germany pass.vort~:~ are required of all foreigners who therein take np even a short resiUence.

Mr. Adee to Mr. Phelps.
[Extract.]

No.123.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, July 17, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 134 of the 30th ultimo, relative to the refusal
of Germany to alter the regulations for the exclusion of American cattle, bogs, and hog products, bas been received and confidentially communicated to the Secretary of Agriculture for his information.
The Department deeply regrets that Germany, in assigning reasons
for her policy of exclusion. has again taken the untenable ground that
American mea~ are unhealthful.
I am, etc.,
ALVEY A. ADEE,

Acting Secretary.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF GERMANY
AT WASHINGTON.

Count von Arco- Valley to Mr. Blaine.
IMPERIAL GERMAN LEGATION,
Washington, March 2, 1890. (Received March 3.)
Mr. SECRETARY OF STA1.'E: I have the honor, in obedience to instructions received, most respectfully herewith to transmit to you a
copy of a memorandum relative to the execution of the Samoan general act.
Accept, etc.,
A nco.

(Inclosure.]

Memorandum.
(1) The resolution of the Berlin conference (containe(l in articles IV and vn of tho
general act) relative to the Samoa Islands, concerning the prohibitions to sell land,
to import and sell arms and munitions of war, and to sell spiritnons liquors, have
rPceived binding force, through Samoan laws of Decewber l!:l, 1889, for Samoaus and
oth~r natives of the South Sea Islands.

•
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In order to effect the sn.me thing for the subjects and citizens of the signatory
powers, the three consuls will have to be instructed to issue similar prohibitions as
regards their respective countrymen by means of orders, provided such p1·ohibitory
orders have not already been issued.
(2) The same consuls will further have to be instructed to divide the municipal
diAtrict into election ilistricts in order to enable the chief justice, immediately after
assuming the duties of his office, to cause the election to be held and the local government to be inaugurated, according to arLicle v, section 6, of the act.
(3) It seems desirable, especially for financial reasons, that the stipulations of article VI of the treaty should be enforced before the final organization of the niunicipal
government, which, according to article v, sections 5 and 6, of the act, can not take
place until after the appointment and inauguration of the chief justice and the
presiding officer of the municipal council.
To this end it will be advisable to authorize the three consuls, in concert with the
Samoan Government, to fix at once, by public proclamation, an early day for the
commencement of the collection of taxes and customs duties, and to appomt, provisionally, the necessary officers for the collection and management of the revenue until
the municipal council shall have assumed control.
( 4) As regards the offirers to be appointed by the three treaty powers, the office of
chief justice should be filled first. A person meeting the requirements of article III,
SPction 2, of the g~neral act might most appropriately be nominated for this position
uy the Royal Government of Great Britain.

Mr. Blaine to Count von A reo- Valley.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, 111 arch 7, 1890.
SIR: Acknowledging the receipt of your note of the 2d instant, inclosing a copy of a memorandum submitted by your Government relative to the execution of the Samoan treaty, I have the honor to transmit
to you herewith a copy of a telegram. which I sent to the American viceconsul at Samoa on the subject.
Accept, etc.,
J AJ'viES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure.-Telegram.]

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Blacklock.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, MaTvh 6, 1890.
BLACKLOCK,

Vicf-consul, Samoa:
Treaty ratified; exchange effected soon. Preparatory to its enforcement you may
join simultaneously German and British consuls in orders restricting firearms and
liquor traffic, in defining municipality election districts, and in concerting with
Samoan Government to fix date for beginning collection of taxes and customs and
provisionally appointing collectors.
BLAINE.

Count von Arco- Valley to Mr. Blaine.•

WASHINGTON, lJfay 1,1890. (Received May 3.)
DEAR MR. BLAINE : In consideration of the circumstance that the
President of the United States has transmitted, under the 16th of January last, to the Congress, a message relating to the claim of Sweden
.. In place of a verbal communication.

.'
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and Norway for the benefit of the lower rate of tonnage dues, and, further, that on the 16th ultimo a biJI (H. R. 9748) has been brought itlto
the House of Representatives and has been favorably reported, I take
the liberty to bring to your memory the proclamation of the President
of January 26, 1888, wherein he declared and proclaimed~ by virtue of
the authority vested in him by section 11 of the act of Uongress entitled
"An act to abolish certain fees for official services to American vessels,
etc.," approved June 19, 1886, that from and after the date of this, his
proclamation, shall be suspended the collection of the whole of the duty
of 6 cents per ton, not to exceed 30 cents per ton per annum (which
is imposed by the said section of said act), upon vessels entered in the
ports of the U uited States from any of the ports of the Empire of Germany.
But the clear sense of this proclamation has been altered by the interpretation of the commissioner of navigation, who, in contradiction with
the reading and meaning of the proclamation, and also with the opinions
of the members of the Uabinet, has put in the word "directly," and has
decided that only such German vessels which sail direct from German
ports to the United States ports are exempted from paying tonuage
dues.
My predecessor, Mr. von Alvensleben, protested, with a personal note
of February 25, 1888, against the action of commissioner of navigation,
as in direct contradiction with the proclamation of the President, and
the Secretary of State, by his note dated February 28, 18~8, promised to
give a speedy remedy and a detailed reply to the protest; but, notwithstanding different verbal communications of Mr. von Alvens1eben and
myself, no answer of the State Department has until this date reached
this legation.
As your attention probably has been recalled to this matter by the
steps taken in favor of Sweden and Norway, I avail myself of this
opportunity to say that the views my Government takes in this matter
are still the same, and that I respectfuily beg to be favored with the.
reply promised to this legation more than 2 years since by the State
Department.
Believe me, etc.,
AROO.

Mr. Blaine to Count von Arco- Valley.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Wash.ington, May 26, 1890.
Your note of the 1st instant in relation to
the imposition of tonnage dues on vessels coming from German ports
by indirect voyages to the United States has been duly considered and
bas formed the subject of correspondence with my colleague of the
Treasury.
Your com plaint relates particularly to the tax imposed on certain
vessels of the North German Lloyd's entering at the port of New York
from Bremen, via Southampton, Hav e, or other intermediate ports.
It is believed that the question to which your note relates has been made
the subject of a suit in the courts, which bas not yet been decided.
Without reference, however, to that fae.t, it is proper for me to say
that the decision of the commissioner of navigation which it is sought to
reverse does not seem to have been altogether correc ·1y apprehended.
It is not understood that the commissioner of navigation has decided
MY DEAR COUNT ARCO :
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that exemption from tonnage dues shall be accorded only to such German Yessels as t;ail directly from German ports to ports in the United
States. On the contrary, it is stated that no absolute rule of decision
bas been adopted, but that all the circumstances attending deviations to
other countries in voyages beginning in German ports and ending in
ports of the United States are considered and action taken in accordance with the facts in each case.
A misunderstanding as to the effect of the circular of the Treasury
appears to have arisen from a verbal departure in that document from
the language employed in the proclamation. The proclamation provides
for a suspension of tonnage dues "upon vessels entered in the ports of
the United States from any of the ports of the Empire of Germany." The
circular ordered the suspension of the collection of dues on vessels
entered in ports of the United States "direct" from German ports. This
was ordered as a matter of course. The cases of vessels not coming
directly to the United States were reserved for consideration, and when
deviations llave been occasioned by distress or an intention to aid other
vessels in distress, or analogous cases, exemption from the tax bas been
granted. While tlle word ''direct" is not found in the proclamation, it
is not understood to have been the purpose either of the law or of the
proclamation to allow vessels trading with England, }'ranee, or other
foreign countries to enter free of duty merely because they sail originally from ports in Germany.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Count von .Arco- Vlllley.
DEPARTMEN'l.' OF STATE,

Washington, December 1, 1890.
I haw~ the honor to inclose herewith, having regard to previous
correspondence with your legation, a copy of a circular issued by the
commissioner of navigation, of the Treasury Department, the 28th instant, touching the payment of tonnage dues. It concludes as follows:
SrR:

The fact that a vessel touches at an intermediate port, at which it neither enters
nor clears, and which touching is merely an incident in the Yoyage, will not deprive
such vessel oft be rights derived from sailing from a free port, such bemg its port of
departure.

Accept, etc., ·
JAMES

G.

BLAINE.

[Inclosure.)
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION,

COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS,

New York.

Washington, .November 26, 1890.

SIR: In construing tbe circular from the Bureau of Navigat.ion, dated February 1,
1888, and in determining the liability of vessels to the payment of tonnage dues, collectors will look to 1he real port of departure and the actual vo~Tage. The fact that
a vesAel touches at an intermediate port, at which it neither enters nor clears, and
which touching is merely an incident in the voyage, will not deprive such vessel of
the rights derived from sailing from a free port, such being its port of departure.
Respectfully, yours,
WM. \V. BATES,
Commission cr.

ApproYed:
\YILLIAM WINDOM,

Secretary of the Treasury.

GREAT BRITAIN.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 141.)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 6, 1889.
Sm: I have to inclose herewith for your information a copy of a let·
ter of the 15th of October last from Mr. A. Bunker, an American mis·
sionary in Burmah, who writes in behalf of the .American missionaries in
that country, who are said to be a hundred and twenty-three in number. These missionaries are maintained by allowances from missionary
boards in the United States and in many instances probably have no
other source of support. It seems that the Indian Government at first
imposed a tax on these allowances as income, but has now imposed a
similar burden on moneys paid for the support of the families of these
missionaries in the United States.
The Department hopes that Her Majesty's Government will look into
this matter, which, as stated, appears to involve hardship and injustice
to a most meritorious c1a~s of persons engaged in labors which have
always received the encouragement and support of both Governments.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
(Inclosure in No. lG.)

Mr. Bunker to Mr. Blaine.
TOUNGOO, BURMAH, October 15, 1889.
MY DEAR SIR: From the knowledge I have of you I do not think I shall ask advice
of you in vain.
By way of introduction, I am from the State of Maine, a graduate of Colby Uni versity and of Newton Theological Seminary, and a missionary of the A. B. M. Union.
I have been in Burmah 23 years.
I am writing you in behalf of 123 missionaries, all American citizens. I reluctantly
trouble yon in the great affairs of state in which you are engage<l, but I do not forget
that it is the glory of our country that the humblest citizen can appeal to the greatest,
with the assurance that his case will meet with all the attention it merits.
Our case is this: We missionaries give our whole time and strength to the work of
Christianizing, educating, and civilizing these heathen English subjects, supported
solely by the benevolent in America. We receive not one rupee of English money for
our support. We draw nothing from the country by way of trade. We lJring
tl10m~nnds of American money into the country, but take nothing out.
Tile Indian Government bas imposed an income tax on its subjects and on us. We
have represented the above facts to the governor-general as a reason why we should not
pay an income tax, especially as our allowances from America aoo not regarded by our
. supporters as remunera.tion for services rendered; but the reply we receive is substantially as follows: "It pleasus the governor-general t.o tax all missionaries, and you most
be taxed." We should submit to this with what cheerfulness we could, but a new
order has now been issued, which appears to u~ to be so 1tltra vires and so unjust that
we can not remain quiet without an effort to secure protection from our own Government. The uew order demands that we shall pay income tax on all moneys paid for
the support of our families in America. This seems very much like the spirit which
F R 90--21
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led_ the English to assume the right to search our sailing vessel~ on the high seas,
whtch led to the war of 1812. It looks to us like an insult to our nationality in assuming such powers.
I write, therefore, in behalf of my associates to ask if there is any ground on which
we may uring this matter before you officially for your interference or help. Any advice you may give us shall be strictly confidential. This matter is a small thing compared with the great questions you are daily considering, but it app13ars to us to
affect a principle, to claim a right, which we, as American citizens, can not safely
grant, and which nnder other circumstances might become of some importance. It
affects us who have families in America most seriously.
If you will advise us, you will add a new bond to those which hind us to the best
and !rlos_t glorio~1s government that e\~r existed, which is more beloved the longer
we live m a formgn country, and for whwh we pray daily.
I am, etc.,
A. BUNKER • .

Mr. Blaine to Mr. White.
LTelegram.j

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

TVashington, December 30, 1889.
Authorizes Mr. White to confer with Lord Salisbury concerning the
reestablishment of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and
Venezuela upon the basis suggested by the Venezuelan- minister, of
temporary restoration of status quo.

Mr. Linooln to llfr. Blaine.
No. 151.1

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Lonclon, January 6, 1890. (Received January 20.)
SIR: Referring again to my dispatch No. 84 of September 19, 1889,
on the subject of the discrimination charged by Mr. Phelan as being
enforced against American vessels in the port of Halifax in the matter
of compulsory pilotage, in which I suggested that in sa~·ing that.
"American vessels of 80 tons and over are liable to pilotage which is
practically compulsory, while Canadian vessels are exempt up to
120 tons," Mr. Phelan had possibly overlooked a distinction between
Canadian vess.els engaged in their coasting trade and other Canadian
vessels. I now haYe the honor to inclose a copy of a note from the
Marquis of Salisbury on the subject, dated tlle 3d instant, from which
it appears that at the port of Halifax all vessels, whether British or
foreign, coming from foreign ports, and wllich are oYer 80 tons register,
pay pilotage dues ; but that vessels registered in the Dominion not
over 120 tons registered tonnage engaged in trading or fishing voyages
within ports in the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, and St. Pierre,
1\'liquelon, are exempted from compulsory pilotage.
I have, etc.,
ROBERT

T.

LINCOLN.

LInclosure in No. 151. J

Sir James Fm·gusson to Mr. Lincoln.
FOREIGN OFFICE, January 3, 1890.
SIR: With reference to my note o{ the 12th of October last, I have now the honor
to inclose an extract from a report of a committee of the privy council of the Dominion of Canada, approved by the goveruor-~eneral in council, respecting the alleged
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discrimination between British and United States vessels in respect to pilotage dues
levied at Halifax, which formed one of the subjects of complaint in Mr. White's note
of the 18th of March last.
It will be seen from this report that all vessels registered in the Dominion not over
120 tons register engaged in trading or fishing voyages within ports in the Dominion,
Newfoundland, and St. Pierre, Miqnelon, are exeUtpted from compulsory pilotage
dues, but that all other vessels, whether British or foreign, coming from foreign
ports and which are over 80 tons register pay these dues.
I have, etc.,
(For the Marquis of Salisbury),
JAMES :FERGUSSON.

[Extract.l

The minister of marine observes, with reference to the matter of an alleged discrimination between British and American vessels in respect to the pilotage dues
levied at the port of Halifax, that by the report received from the pilotage authority
no exemption is allowed to Canadian :fishing vessels in the matter of pilotage <lues
other than that permitted by by-law No. 26, which by-law was duly approved by
minute of council dated May 24, 1877, and reads as follows:
"All vessels registered in the Dominion of Canada not over 120 tons registered
tonnage engaged in trading or fishing voyages within ports in the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, ·and St. Pierre, Miquelon, to be exempted from compulsory pilotage."
The minister further states that the by-law in question was framed by the pilotage
authority under the provisions of the tifty-ninth section of the pilotage act, chapter 80,
revised statutes, which provides that ships of such description and size not exceeuing
250 tons registered tonnage, as a pilotage anthorityl of a district with the approval of
the governor in council from time to time determines to be exempt from the cornpul- ·
sory payment of pilotage in such district, shall be exempt from the compulsory payment of pilotage dues.
The minister recommends that under the authority of this by-law all vessels regis·
tered in the Dominion of Canada not over 120 tons, and which are engaged in trauing
or fishing voyages within ports in the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, and St.
Pierre, Miquelon are exempt from compulsory pilotage at the port of Halifax, but the
pilotage authorit.y states that" all other vessels, whether British or foreign, coming
from foreign ports, and which are over 80 tons register, pay pilotage duos."

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine.
No. 184:.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, February 19, 1890. (Received March 3.)
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a letter which I
have addressed to the United States consul at Liverpool, stating my
reasons for refusing to issue a passport to Mr; Samuel B. OliYer, whose
application for the same had been forwarded by Mr. Sherman.
My action in this case is in accordance with my understanding of
the views of the Department, gathered from instructions to myself and
from the Digest, and I would be glad to be informed if I am in error,
as I have an intimation of a future application in which the circumstances of the applicant are not unlike those of Mr. Oliver.
I have, etc.J
RoBERT T. LINCOLN.
(Inclosure in No. 1M.]

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Sherma•.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, Feunurry 14, 11;90.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th instant, returning
the application of Mr. Samuel B. Oliver fQr a passport with further information transmitted by you.
·
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From the application and the additional information in your letter, it appears that
the applicant, the son of a native Ameri"can residing in Liverpool and registered at
the United Stl'lotes consulate there as a citizen of the United States, was born in New
Orleans, La., August 14, 185fi, left the United States when "a mere child," and has
never been domiciled there since. For the past 16 years he has been in business in
Brazil, and has been in the United States as a visitor only, the only occasion mentioned being a visit which ended in July 17, 1889. He holds passport No. 71, issued
by the United States consul at Rio de Janerio, October 9, 1878. He has recently temporarily sojourned in Liverpool, having no occupation, and has now gone to seek
business in Portugal. It is stated that, "although hoping and intending ultimately
to reside in the United States, the time for his return thither can not be stated even
approximately."
A part of the above statement is derived from your letter used as a supplement to the
incompletely-filled-up application for a passport presented through you by Mr. Oliver.
There is no doubt that the applicant, being a citizen of the United States by birth,
would, if personally subject to their jurisdiction, be entitled to all the rights and
privileges of such citizenship; but, assuming .as I must, that he has presented all the
controlling facts favorable to his application which he wishes to have considered, it
is my opinion that Mr. Oliver is within the class of citizens who, in the view of the
Department of State, are not entitled to claim the protection of our Government as
a right. In such cases it is held that it is always a matter of discretion, in each individual case, as to whether or not a passport shall be issued. In exercising this discret,ion it is, of course, my duty to apply the principles of the known instructions of
the Department in similar cases, though it is impossible to find one case identical
wjth another in all the circumstances which should be considered.
Mr. Oliver is now nearly 35 years of age, and, having lost his domicile in th') United
States when a child, has not sought to regain it in the 14 years which have passed
since he reached manhood, more than all of which be bas spent in Brazil; and now,
when he finds himself without occupation, he does not seek it within the jurisdiction
of the Government whose protection he asks, but dooo so in Portugal. It is not snggested that he has property interests in the United States, or that he has ever performed any duty of an American citizen, or that, excepting on one temporary visit,
he has ever permitted himself to be subject to the enforcement of such performance.
'fhe indication of a purpose to return and assume such duties is so vague that, while
it may not be equivalent to the expression of a purpose never to do so, it seems to me
to be equivalent to the absence of any such bona :fide intention. Under these circumstances, the language of a former distinguished Secretary of State, Mr. Fish, is very
apt:
"Citizenship involves duties and obligations, as well as rights. The correlative
right of protection by the Government may be waived or lost by long-contiuued
avoidance, and silent withdrawal from the performance, of the duties of citizenship
as well as by open renunciation."
I think, therefore, that under the above and other decisions of the Department of
State the exercise of my official discretion to issue the passport requested by Mr.
Oliver would be of such doubtful propriety that I must decline to do so and leave
Mr. Oliver to apply directly, or through this legation if he so desires, to the Department of State, uy which any error of judgment committed by me in the premises
may be corrected.
I return herewith the postal order for 4s. 2d. you sent me.
I am, etc.,
ROBERT

T.

LINCOLN.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.

No. 215.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, March 19, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 184 of the 19th ultimo, in relation to

the passport application of Mr. Samuel B. Oliver.
The views stated in your letter to Mr. Thomas H. Sherman, Uniteu
States consul at Liverpool, of the 14th ultimo, are approved, but before
rendering a decfsion on the case the Department will consider any application and statement Mr. Oliver may desire to make, either directly
or through the legation, in reference to his departure from the United
States and his residence abroad. It is desirable that his statement·
should be full and explicit.
JAMES (}. BLAINE.
I am, etc.,
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Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Bla·ine.
No. 197.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'fED STATES,

London, March 20, 1890. ( l{eceived April 5.)
SIR : With reference to your instruction No. 141 of Decem bcr 6, 1889,
relating to the income tax imposed in Burmah upon American missionaries residing there. I have the honor to acquaint you that on the 18th
of December last Mr. White, then charge d'a:fl'aires, addressed to Her
Majesty's Government a note, of which a copy is inclosed, and that I
am now in receipt of a reply from t1re Marquis of Salisbury, dated the
18th instant, of which a copy (with its original printed inclosures) is also
transmitted herewith, from which it will be seen tbat Lord Salisbury
expresses his regret that the Government of India, after a full consideration of the case, are unable to make an exception in favor of the
missionaries.
It seems that Mr. Bunker, who addressed you in the matter, complains
especially that the tax is charged upon, not only that portion of their
salari~s paid the missionaries in Burmab, but upon that portion thereof
which is arranged to be paid directly to their families remaining in tbe
United States. It would appear that the law requires the tax to be
assessed upon ''income or profits accruing and arising or received in
British India,'' and that the Government of India holds that the income of a missionary residing in India accrues or arises there, tbongh
it may not be received there. I venture to suggest that the income tax
act in India, in this respect, does not seem to be more rigid than was
our own act of 1862 (sec. 90, chap. 119, 2d sess. 37th Cong.), under which
a tax was laid upon the excess over $600 of the annual gains, profits,
or income of every person residing in the United States.
·I have, etc.,
ROBERT T. LINCOLN.
[Inclosure 1 in No.197.)

M1·. White to the .Jfcwqtds of Salisbury.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, December 18, 1889.

MY LORD: I have the honor to acquaint Your Lordship that a letter has been addressed to the Secretary of State by Mr. A. Bunker, au American missionary, of Toungoo, Burrnah, who writes in behalf of 123 American missionaries in tbat country,
stat.ing that not only are they compel1ed to pay an income tax upon the allowances
received for their support from the missionary boards in the United States, bnt tlw.t
a recent order has been issued by theludian Government, in virtue of which they will
be compelled "to pay income tax upon all moneys paid for the supporL of our (their)
families in America."
It is hoped by the Department of State that Her Majesty's Government will be so
good as to look into the case of these missionaries, which, as stated by Mr. Bunker,
ar?ears to involve serious hardship and injustice to a meritorious class of persons,
·who are engaged in labors which have always received the encouragement and support of the United States aud British Governments, and many of whom are believed
to have no other source of income than the aforesaid allowances.
I have, etc.,
lb:NRY WmTE.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 197.]

Tlte Marquis of Salisbury to Mr. Lincoln.
FOREIGN OFFICE, March 18, 1890.
SIR: With reference to my note of the 28th of December last, relating to the income
tax paid on their salaries and family remittances by American citizens resident in

•
[Incloeure.)

[lDo1oeure ef cUapatoll No. U of 18111tol
.NO,

383-5 A, DATED 13TH DPTBJriBU. 1889.

FroM H. T. WAtfe, uq., oJilcia"•g cAfe/ BtiOI'ettJrr fo Oae oAts/ eotatJttiBiotw, BtWMCJA.
~

0&6 NCrettwy fo the Got1ert~mmal of Itldia, &pt~rtM6U of.ftM~ GtUJ COtJttRef'ce:
1
directed to forward copies of the letters oited in the (1) letter from mi88ion:financial commissioner; (2) Messrs. Moylan and Eddis'sletter No. 161, dated
8eJ)WJnb4~r, 1889; (3) le1iter No. 377-5 A., dated 25th July, 1889, from secretarv
~:"~l>~~'liillllanOial .: commi88ioner to oommi88ioner inoome tax Rangoon town di trio ..
~~:I:B:Jr.:~~~·:~o; ~ made in the matter of ineome tax by ~he American B
:t;
ia Bur01ah, and the employM of the Irrawaddy Flotilla «Jemp& ,
t~~=:f~.-~I!!u~ttheee 08888 ~xemption is olaimed for portion of the incomes on lle
~
snoh portiou are drawn either in America Dr in England.
~~-==~:~;to letw No..
A, dated J ly 25, --from seoretaey to the fin n.
!P
to eommiasioner ioootne
, :aangoon to
distriot, ill show
'!; ~~-- !"":~~!'!'.'al comm· ·oner ruled that_.~ und r aeo.tion 3, olaose 5, of the income tax
inolodea "incOme and protlt.t aoonung and arising OJ' received j
and that the senanta of he Irrawaddy- Flofilla Companl, Umi
~~AJnel~ica~Baptiat mis&ionarieain BurmaJi were accor4ingly li..able to 1ncometax
of their salaries received out of bot aooroing in Britiab India.
Irrawaddy Flotilla Company and the American Baptinmi88ionaries
ho,we,rer. informed by the flnanoial oommi88ioner that, should they wish to pe~he Government of India in the matter, their petitions would be forwal'fled.
(3) I &Iq to say that, in the opinion of the financial commissioner, Bormah, in whiCh
the qftlciating chief oommiMioner concol'!'7 the servants of the Irrawaddy :no1iilla Company, limit.ed, and of the American BaptiSt mission are liable to pay income tax on
.the whole of their incomes wherever they may be paid, unless they are specially exmpted onder. section 6 of tbe inoome tax act, and no reason is apparent why in these
casee any exemption to the·general role should be allowed.
Pending the decision of His Excellency the governor-general in oooncil on this
~f:!riUim~noe, the operation of the act, so far as it affects the portions of the salaries
the petitioners out of British India, has, onder the financial oomwiaeionR~~~h~l;~::~' been suspended, and I am therefore to request that His Excellency
~
pleased to iasoe early orders in regard to this matter.
•

0

an....,.

TBB COUJt'll

o-.

Tin ftlt.ANCUL OOJDD88l0NJQ&, BtmJIA.H,

2'h ,Utfota of 1M ..41MicM

Bt~ptilt

.UifourieB

reftc~MI

fla BW1ft41a.

~ly ahoweth: That your petitionel'l are oltlzens of the United States ot
.A:Dimoa now remding in Bnrmah, &Bd..that they a.JoJ the protection of and assist in
maintaining the laws in foroe in this provinoe of Her Majesty's empire.
•
(2) That the inoome of Jou:r petitionen i8 deri~ from salaries received from the
United States- of America, paid them by their society, being the donations of the ~
De-volent people of their own ft'ligioua belief, and, with the two exceptions noted be10 ., no part of their income 18 derived from looal sources or from SODJ088 within Her
:Majesty's domain.
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Exception (a).-The salary of the superintendent of their mission press in Ran(!oon
is paid from the income of t.he press, and the income tax to be assessed upon this salary is not included in the subject-matter of this petition.
·
Exception (b).-A few of your petitioners derive a portion of their income from personal ~states or investments in Barmah, and the income tax to be assessed upon such
income is not included in the subject-matter of this petition.
(3) That many of your petitioners have members of their families remaining in
the United States who are dependent upon the salaries of your petitioners for their
support, and others have other demands made upon them, compelling them to leave
a share of their income in the United States. The portion so left in the United States
i:; in many cases one-fourth of the appointed salary, in other cases one-half, and in
still other cases as much as two-thirds the appointed salary.
(4) That by your decision, communicated to your petitioners by the deputy commissioner of Rangoon in his letter No. 9-14, dated 27th July, 18S9, the practice of
the collector of income tax for the past year has been reversed, and income tax is
now assessed upon the whole appointed salary of each missionary, without reference
to the question as to what part is actually received in Burmah and what pa.rt is uot
so received.
(5) That the portion of salary of each of your petitioners which he or she actual1y
draws in Burmah is sent from the United States to the mission treasurer in Rangoon.
and is by him paid to each. The portion of the appointed salary paid to members of
families or otherwise in the United States does not in any way come into tho hands
of the mission treasurer in Rangoon, or of tl10 missionaries in Burmah. It therefore
never comes within the boundaries of Her Majesty's domain.
(6) That the assessing of income tax upon income whi('h never reaches your petitioners residing in Her Majesty's empire, but which is held in your petitioner's own
country, is felt to be a hardship, especia1ly so since it is firmly believed that Ht-r
Majesty's laws enacted for India could not, when they were enacted, have contemplated the exaction of a tax from persons temporarily residing within Her MlljPsty's
power upon their property which never comes within the borders of Her Majesty's
realm and over which Her Majesty would naturally have no control.
(7) Wherefore your petitioners pray that your former decision may be reversed, and
that you will order that income tax be assessed only upon such part of your petitioner's
income as actually comes into Her Majesty's empire.
(8) Your petitioners further pray that if it may not be in your power so to construe
the law as now in force, that you will be pleased to forward this, our petition, to t.ho
Government of India. for such consideration and action as may in the premises be
just and right.
And ~our petitioners will, as in duty bound, ever pray.

NO,

377.-5

A, DATED

25TH

JULY,

1889.

From the sem·eta1·y to the financial commissioner of Bm·ma'h.
To the commissioner of income tax, Rangoon town dist1·ict:
In reply to your letter. No. 11-13, dated the 8th July, 1889, inquiring whether part
IV of tile second schedule of the income tax act, 1886, shoul<l be interpreted so as to
include or to exclude portions of salaries accruing and arising in, but paid out of,
13ritiHh India, I am directed to say that section 8, clause 5, of the income tax act
makes "income" include income and profits accruing and arising or received in
Bdtish India, and that the servants of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, limited, and
the American Baptist missionaries in Burmah are accordingly liable to income tax in
respect of any part of their salarieH received out of British India. If the servants
of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company and the American Bapt.ist missionaries wish to
petition in the matter, I am to say that the financial commissioner will forward
their petitions fur the orders of the Government of India.
(2) A ruling has been given on a reference made by the commissioner of Pegu on
the question raised in your letter.

•
NO.

6108, DATED DECEMBER 3, 1889.

Resolution by tlle Government of I11dia, department of jina11ce a11d commerce.

ReadProceedingsof the government of Bombay in the financial department for Febru·
ary, 1887, No. 265.
Letter to the government of Bombay, No. 6665, dated 19th December, 1887.
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Letter from tl1e chief commissioner of Assam, No. 122, datetlllth January, 1888.
Letter to the chief commissioner of Assam, No. 1424, dated Hltlt Marcil, 18~8.
Letter from the chief commissiouer of Assam, No. 1042. dated 9th April, 1888.
Letter to the chief commissioner of Assam, No. 6348, dated 28th November, 1888.
Letter from the chief commissioner of Burmah, No. 383-5 A, dated the 13th September, H:l8g,
Resolution.--In its proceedings for February, 1887, the government of Boml.Jay, on
the advice of tbe legal reQwml.Jrancer, decided that those portions of the salaries of
certain mechanics employed in cotton mills in Ahmedabad which under agreem .. nt
were paid hy their employers in England were liable to taxation under act II of 1886
(Part IV of the second schedule).
(2) In January, 18~8, tbe chief commissioner of Assam asked whether commiAsions
earned by managers and assistants of tea concerns in India, but paid in Englaud and
not remitted to India., are liable to income tax.
(3) In September, 1889, the chief commissioner of Bnrmah transmitted for orders
repreRentations made ou behalf of certain members of the American Baptist mission
and the employes of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Compauy, praying to be exempted from
the taxation of such portion of their income as was not paid in British India. In the
case of the missionaries, it was contended that their income or salary was derived
from douatious in the United States, and that the portion of it paid in that conutry
never reached India. In the case of the employes of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, it was urged that the portion of their salaries paid iu Scotland should be exemoted.
(4) These cases have now been fully considered, and the governor-general in council is advised that in all of them the incomes are liable to the tax under the terms of
section 3 (5) ofthe act, since they accrue and arise (though they may not be received)
in British India. The definitions of "salary" and "income" given iu the act no
doubt overlap each other, but there is no reason why the one word should not l.Je
coustrued as supplementing rather than restricting the other, and, although snlary
includes commissions, perquisites, and profits of au employment only when received
iu British India, yet if profits accrue or arise in British India to any person resident
in Britiall India by reason of his employment, and such profits are not received in this
country (as in the cases in question), they are taxable as ''income" under part IV,
though if received here they would be taxable as "salary" nuder part I of the
second schedule of the act.
(5) The governor-general in council accordingly directs that the decision stated in
the foregoing paragnph be acted upon in future by all local authorities.
Orde)'.-Ordered, that the foregoing resolution be communicated to all local governments and administrations for information and guidance.

Mr. Blaine to .Mr. Lincoln.
No. 219.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, March 24, 1890.
SIR: I transmit herewith copy of a Jetter from Mr. F. C. Van Duzer,
dated London, March 5, 1890, from which it appears that on recently
applying to your legation for a passport be found himself unable conscientiously to make declaration as to the time within which he intends
to return to the United States ''with the purpose of residing and performing the duties of citizenship therein," as contemplated in the prescribed form of application.
In the closing part of Mr. VanDuzer's letter, in which he expresses
his view "that there should be some means to enable Americans residing
abroad, against whom there can be ntl possible objection raised, to obtain
a passport for their personal protection quite as readily as it is possible for a native American in America to obtain it~" he appears to lose
sight of the essential difference in the prima facie presumption raised
in the two instances. In the case of a native American in America, the
presumption exists of domicile in the United States and of actual fulfillment of the duties of citizenship. Even in this case, as you perceive
from the text of the form of application to be filled out by native citizens
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in this country seeking passports directly from this Department, the
applicant is required to declare that his absence is temporaQ-T, and that
be intends to return hither to discharge the duties of citizenship.
The Department is aware of the difficulty which an American citizen engaged in business abroad may find in conscientiously <leclaring a limit to the period of his foreign residence, and Mr. Van Dozer's
frank statement in this regard is appreciated. ln general, the intention to return is most adequately to be declared by fixiug a time within
which to do so; and it is usually expected that this will be done.
An American citizen residing abroad as the foreign agent of an
American business may not be in a position to make such a declaration, but the facts of the case may point to such conservation of interests in his native land as to make his return at some time to his real
home a reasonable probability.
You have not reported this case; doubtless, because, as would seem
from Mr. Van Dozer's letter, his application did not pass beyond the
stag~ of preliminary inquiry. 'rhis instruction is, however, sent for
your guidance should he make renewed inquiry on the subject, as he
bas been told he may do. Your known discretion in treating this class
of cases leads the Department to leave to your good judgment a disposition of Mr. Van Dozer's application in just accord with the law and
facts; but, slwuld the surronnrling cireumstances ~ngg('st doubts of
his title to protection, yoa may report tlw case fully and await instructions.
I am, etc.,
J.Al\lES G. BLAINE.
(Inclosure in No. 21{}.]

Mr. Van Duzer to Mr. Blaine.
LONDON, 5th Ma1·ch, 1890. (Received March 17.)
SIR: Having applied to our minister in Loudon for a passport to enable me to travel
on the continent under the protection of the United States of America, I bu.d placed
before me a new form, which, under the regulations of the Stn.te Department, is necessary to be sworn to. I was unable to take my oath to the paper, owing to the follow-.
ing printed lines contained in it, which, at the legation I W!J.S informed, they had
absolutely no right to vary or erase:
"That I intend to return to the United States within-- with the purpose of
reRiding and performing the duties of citizenship therein."
The blank left in the form could be filled up very easily by one willing to sign a
paper undertaking to return home, "with the purpose of residing nod performing tho
duties of citizenship," with the hope that within the time entered in the blank he
would, with a mental reservation, do so.
I, however, felt, and so informed the legation, tl1at I could not conscientiously say
that I expected at any stated period to return home, "with the purpose of residing
and performing the duties of citizenship."
My hope and desire and intention is, however, at any moment when it is possible,
to return home to live, but business prevents my being able to name any fixed time
for so doing.
With the above explanations, I ask that I should be informed by the State Department by what means I can, as a native-born American citizen, the head of a branch
office in London of an American bouse, obtain that protection by the granting to me
of a passport, which every American citizen certainly has the right, not only to demand, but to easily obtain.
It is without doubt in the knowledge of the State Department that there are many
Americans in London, as well as in the other large continental centers, who, while
remaining citizens of the United States, and with every desire to return home to
their friends and their country, are forced, owing to the exigencies of bnRiness, to
remain and manage that branch of their business which is located in a foreign country, and with every hope and every desire and every longing to return home, can
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not, with any degree of certainty, say when the long-looked-for timo or opportunity
may arrive; therefore, I really think that, as this question is of so great an impor·
tance to Americans, that I must ask you to let me have some reply that will overcome
t!Je difficulty which prevents us abroad from obtaining the passport which we are
entitled to.
I quite realize that my position does not warrant any change being made in the
regulations decided upon by the State Department in Washington, but I maintain
that my position is the same as the position of one of onr most honored American
rel'ideuts in London, namely, J. S. Morgan, and that under the present regulations it
wonld be impossible for him to obtain a passport; and it does seem to me that there
Rhould be some means to enable Americans residing abroad, against whom there can
be no possible objection raised, to obtain a passport for their personal protection
quite as readily as it is possible for a native American in America to obtain it, and
equally as easy as it is for a naturalized American.
Apologizing for the length of this letter and feeling sure that I shall receive a
prompt reply,
I remain, etc.,

F. C. VAN

DUZER.

Mr. Lincoln to M1·. Blaine.
No. 203.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED ST A.TES,

London, j,farch 28, 1890. (Received April 8.)
SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the inclosed copy of a
paper issued by the executive of the State of Minnesota, presented at this
legation to-day by Mr. Louis Wagner, named therein, he supposing it to
be a regular passport. The original is an engraved or lithographed
form, completed, for this particular case, by the insertion in writing of
the words underlined in red in the copy.
Mr. Wagner states that he is of German birth and a citizen of the
United States by naturalization; his plans of travel make a passport
desirable, and be is most unexpectedly, in consequence of being misled
by the above-mentioned paper, given the trouble of procuring from St.
Paul, Minn., the certificate of his naturalization, needed in aid of his
application at this legation.
I have, etc.,
RoBERT T. LINCOLN.
[Inclosure in No. 203.)

Certificate of the governor of Minnesota.
STATE OF MINNESOTA.

To whom U may concern :
The bearer hereof, Louis Wagner, is a worthy ancl respected citizen of tMs State,
a resident of St. Paul, county of Ramsey, State of 1\Iitmesota, United States of
America. He is now about leaving home to travel in Europe, and. I cord.ially bespeak
for him the kind attention of all to whom these pre<;cnts may come.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the great seal of the
State to be affixed, at St. Paul, this 24th day of February, A. D. 1890.

W. R.

[SEAL.]

H. MATTSON,

SecTetar'JI of Stat&

MERRIAM,

Governor.

GREAT BRI'rAIN.
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Mr. Lincoln to .iJ.Ir. Blaine.
No. 204.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, March 31, 1890. (Received April14.)
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction
No. 215, in relation to the application of Mr. Samuel B. Oliver for a
passport, and to inform you that, not having Mr. Oliver's address, I
ba\Te caused a copy of this instruction to be forwarded to Mr. Sherman,
our consul at Liverpool, through whom the application was made.
Should :Mr. Oliver renew his application through this legation, it will be
promptly forwarded to you on its receipt.
I have, etc.,
ROBERT T. LINCOLN.
Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine.
No. 212.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, April 9, 1890. (Received April 21.)
SIR: Referring to my dispatch No. 204 of the 31st ultimo, and to previous correspondence relative to the application of Mr. Samuel B.
Oliver for a passport to tl1is legation, I l1ave the honor to inclose herewith the copy of a let.ter received to-day from the consul at Liverpool,
from which it will be seen that Mr. Oliver, who is in Portugal, has been
informed by his father of the action of the Department and that it is
probable that any further communication from Mr. Oliver will ue sent
through our legation at Lisbon or directly to the Department of State.
I have, etc.,
·
ROBERT T. LINCOLN.
[Inclosure in No. 212.]

Mr. Sherman to Mr. Lincoln.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Liverpool, April 8, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge tbe receipt of your letter of March 31, with a copy of
the Department's No. 215, in relation to Mr. Samuel B. Oliver's recent application for
a passport, by which it appears that, while approving the views expressed in your
letter of February 14 last to me, the Department reserves its decision in the case
and will consider any fnrther statement that Mr. Oliver may make concerning his de·
parture from the United States and residence abroad.
.
Mr. Oliver being now in Portugal, I have commupicated this information to his
father, who resides here, and who will advise the applicant to make snch further
stateme:6.t, if at all, through the legation at Lisbon or directly to the Department.
I have, etc.,
THOS. H. SHERMAN,
Ocmnl.

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine.
No. 213.J

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, April9, 1890. (Received April21.)
SIR: I have the honor to acquaint you that Mr. H. C. Quinby, a resident of Liverpool, has recently written to this legation asking for a copy
of the instructions relating to passports for the expressed purpose of
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writing'' a statement of the case to one of the Boston papers," the case
being the refusal to issue a passport to him on account of his declining
to fill up in a satisfactory manner the blank in the prescribed application relating to a prospective return to the United States and resumption of the duties of citizenship there. Mr. Quinby has been informed
that it is supposed that he wishes to have a blank application such as
was shown him when here, and that, while it would be sent to him with
pleasure if asked for with a view to applying for a passport or to writing to the Department of State, I do not consider it proper to send him
an official blank from this legation to be used for the sole purpose of
writing to a newspaper, as stated by him.
This correspondence has recalled to my attention the subject of Mr.
Quinby's personal application for a passport made at this legation on
March 1 ultimo, anJ which, although at once made known to me, failed
to be reported to you in consequence of my absorbing preoccupation at
that time.
It had been reported to me that Mr. Quinby had said at Liverpool
that he proposed "to make a case," in consequence of the refusal of this
legation to issue a passport to ~fr. Samuel B. Oliver, as reported to you
in my dispatch No. 184 of the 19th of February last; and when, upon
visiting the legation for the purpose, he was furnished by Mr. McCormick with the prescribed blank form of application tor a native-born
citizen, he at once objected, as I am told, to being required to fill up the
blank in respect to his return to the United States. The con,·ersation
which thereupon ensued with Mr. McCormick is summarized in the
memorand urn, of which a copy is inclosed, which Mr. McCormick made
at once upon Mr. Quinby's departure.
Upon the matter being reported to me, I considered there could be no
doubt of the propriety of the refusal by this legation to issue a passport to an applicant who, having been domiciled continuously in England for 39 years, expressed his intention of never returning to the
United States to resume the duties of citizenship there, and approved the
action of Mr. McCormick.
Trusting that it will also meet your approval,
I have, etc.,
.
ROBERT T. LINCOLN.
[Inclosure in No. 213.)

Statement regarding application for passport of Mr. Quinby, of Liverpool, dentist.
LEGATION OF THR UNITED STATES,

London, March 1, 1890.
Mr. Quinby said that be left the United States in 1851, taking up his residence in
England; that he still bad property in the States on which he paid taxes; and that
be never expected to return to resume the duties of citizenship. When I told him
that with that statement I could not issue a passport to him, he said, with some
asperity, that he supposed he would have to become naturalized as an English citizen.
ROBERT S. McCORMICK,
Second Secretm·y of Legation.

Mr. Blaine toM,.. Lincoln.
No. 233.]

DEPAR1.'MENT OF STATE,

Washington, AprillO, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 203 of the 28th ultimo, concerning the inconvenience to which Mr. Louis Wagner bas been subjected by a paper
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in the nature of a passport issued to him by the goYernor of :Minnesota,
bas been received and brought to the attention of that officer.
· Inclosing for your information copies of correspondence relative to a
similar ca,se at Vienna,
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 233.]

Mr. Grant to Mr. Blaine.
No. 47.]

UNITED STATES LEGATION,

Vierma, December 6, 1889. (Recei vcd December 23.)
SIR: With reference to my dispatches Nos. 32 and 46, dated, respectively, October 5
and December 4, 1889, relative to the issuance of passports at this legation, I have
the honor to invite your attention to the following occurrence:
On the morning of the 2d inst.ant one Johu Jagger called at this legation, and, presenting to me a printed paper, cf which the inclosed is a copy, asked me,; to indorse
on the back of it whatever might be necessary to enable him to visit Constantinople."
After examining the paper in question, I explained to Mr. Jagger that it was not a
passport, and that this legation could not give to it, by any official indorsement, an
effect which would enable him, by virtue thereof, to :proceed utl'molested into the terl'itory of tl1e Ottoman Empire.
Mr. Jagger seemed surprised to hear this and remarked that he had intended to
to get a passport at Washington, but that his friends in St. Paul told him the governor of Miunesota would give him a paper which would answer the same purpose,
and that he had th('lrefore applied for and received the paper above adverted to.
While this certificate of the governor of Minnesota does not purport to be a passport, it appears to me to be susceptible of criticis~ as an "instrument in the nature
of a passport," the issuance of which by any person ''acting or claiming to act in any
office or capacity under the United States or any of the States of the United States
who shall not be lawfully authorized so to do" is prohibited by the laws of the United
States, as set forth in paragraph 121 of the Personal Instructions to the Diplomatic
Agents of the United States.
I am convinced from my conversation with Mr. Jagger that he believed himself to
be provided, in this paper, with al1 the evidence necessary to establish his right to
consideration as an American citizen, and that his only object in coming to me was
to have the paper viseed.
The matter is accordingly submitted to you for your information.
Occasion is taken to add that I was unable to accede to Mr. Jagger's subsequent
request for a passport from this legation, inasmuch as it was ascertained upon inquiry that, although he had emigrated to the United States while a minor with his
father, who was naturalized as an American citizen during his (John Jagger's) minority, no evidence of suclr naturalization of the father could be produced before me
by the son.
I have, etc.,

F. D.

GRANT.

[Inclosure in No. 47.]

Certificate of the governor of MinneBota.
STATE OF MINNESOTA,

Executive (coat of armB, S,tate of Minnesota) Depm·tment.
To whorn it may concm·n:
The bearer hereof, John Jagger, is a worthy and respected citizen of this State, a
resident of St. Paul, county of Ramsey, State of Minnesota, United States of America.
He is now about leaving his home to travel in Enrope, and I cordia11y bespeak for
him the kind attention of all to whom these presents may come.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the great seal of the
State to be affixed, at St. Paul, this 4th day of October, A. D. 1889.
By the governor.
[SEAL.]

H.

WILLIAM

R.

MERRIAM,

Governor.
MATTSON,

Secretary of Sude.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
flnclosure 2 in No. 233.)

Mr. Blaine to Governor Merriam.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 30,1889.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that our minister at Vienna, in a recent dispatch, reports to this Department that on the 2<1 instant one John Jagger presem.ed
at the legation a paper,* a copy of which is inclosed, with a request that it might be
so indorsed as to enable the holder to visit Constantinople. The minister, after examining the paper in question, explained to Mr. Jagger that it was not a passport,
and that the legation could not lawfully: give to it, by any official indorsement, an
etl'ect which would enaule him by virtue thereof to proceed unmolested into the territory of the Ottoman Empire.
Mr. Jagger expres~Sed his surpl'ise to hear this and remarked to the minister that
he bad intended to get a passport at Washington, but that his ;friends in St. Paul
tolcl him that the governor of Minnesota would give him a paper which would answer
the same purpose, and that he had therefore applied for and received the paper above
adverted to.
I have the honor to pring this matter to your attention for the reason"that the issuance of the paper in question led the person holding it to suppose that it entitled him
to the protection of the Govern~ent of the United States as a passport. The law,
however, vests the power to issue passports to persons in the United States exclusi voly
in the Secretary of State (see Revised Statutes, U. S., sections 4075 to 4078), and officers of this Government are not at liberty, under the laws, to recognize any papers in
the nature of a passport issued by any other authority.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 233.)

Governor Merriam to Mr. Blaine.
SrATE OF MI~NESOTA, ExECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

St. Paul, January 3, 1890. (Received January 6.)
SIR: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication under date of December 30, 1889, with reference to a letter issued by myself under the seal of the State
in favor of one John Jagger.
This form of letter was not intended in any sense as a passport, nor is it understood
to be such, and, if Mr. Jagger has taken it away with that idea, it:arises from some information given him outside of this office.
On my assuming the duties of chief executive I found this form and understand it
has been in use here for several years.
I am fully aware that there is no power vested in the executive of a State to issue
a form of passport. I have to thank you very kindly, however, for calling attention
to the matter. I shall take special occasion in the future to inform those de~iring such
a letter as we have been issuing, which is simply a certificate of good citizenship, that
they will require a passfort issued by the proper authorities in Washington.
Yours, respectfully,
.
WILLLUI R. MERRIAM,
Governor.

Mr. Blaine to Mr• .JMacom.
DEP.A.RTMENT 011' STATE,

Waakingtoft, .Aprtr 14:, 1890.
8IB: The Department has learned with regret troll\ yonr dispatch
o. 197 of the 20th ultimo of the decision of the Government of India
that American missionaries in BnTmah ean not be exempted from tax
t at portion of.their salaries which is paid directly to their families
mthis country.
*See precec11D1 paPfll'.
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Requesting ~'OU to obtain and transmit hither two additional copies of
the printed document which accompanied your dispatch,
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 242.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, April IS, 1890.
SIR: Referring to your dispatch No. 203 of the 28th ultimo, concerning- the paper in the nature of a passport issued by the governor of
J\linnesota to Mr. Louis Wagner, I transmit to you herewith, for your
information, a copy of a letter from the executive of Minnesota on the
subject.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure in No. 242.]

Governor Me1Tiarn to Mr Blaine.
STATE OF MINNESOTA, EXECUTIVE MANSION,

St. PauZ, April 11, 1890. (Received April17.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr communication of the
lOth instant, together with the inclosed letter from the Hon. Robert '1.'. Lincoln, United
States minister to England, relative to a paper issued by me to one Louis Wagner,
recommending him as a worthy and respected citjzen of this State.
As stated in a former communication to you on this 1:mbject, this form ofletter was
not intended in any sense as a passport, nol' is it understood to be such. It has been
the custom of this office for a great many years to issue these letters. The blank form
used is one which was in vogue when I came into possession of this office.
I am at a loss to kno·w how Mr. Wagner came to regard this letter other than one
of recommendation, as the party who secured it for him was specifically informed that
it was not in the nature of a passport.
I am fully aware that the executive has no power to issue passports. TheRe letters
were never intended as such, and I regret to learn that they have been the cause of
great inconvtnience to some of the parties to whom they have been issued.
As a safeguard against any further trouble of this character, I have the honor to
inform you that no more of these letters of recommendation will be issu~d from this
department.
Respectfully,

w.

R.

MERlliAl\1,

Governor.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 251.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, .April 30, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 213 of the 9th instant, in relation to the
status of Mr. B. C. Quinby, who claims to be an American citizen, has
been received.
The facts appear to be that Mr. Quinby, who is understood to have
resided continuously in England for some 39 years past, visited the legation on the 1st ultimo for the purpose of making inquiries in regard to
the issuance of a passport to him as a citizen of the United States.
The statement of Mr. McCormick, second secretary of the legation, re-
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cites that Mr. Quinby "said that he left the United States in 1851,
taking up his residence in England; that he still had property in the
States on wbich he paid taxes; and that he never expected to return to
resume the duties of citizenship." Upon being told by Mr. MeCormick
that a passport could not be issued to him upon such a declaration, he
declined to fill up the prescribed blank and departed without making
application. He has since written to you from Liverpool, where heresides, asking for a copy of the instructions relating to passports, for
the express purpose of writing " a statement of the case to one of the
Boston papers."
Your reply to Mr. Quinby declining to furnish him with an official
blank form to be used for the sole purpose of writing to a newspaper,
as stated by him, is, under the circumstances, approved.
The blank forms of applications for passports and the printed instructions to applicants are supplied to our representatives abroad in
order that any persons contemplating an application for a passport
may be advised of the requirements of the case and enabled to comply
thl•rewitb. They are in like manner sent out by this Department to all
those who ask for them here, in assumption that the inquiry is made in
good faith by persons believing themselves entitled to passports and
competent to fill up the prescribed forms and instructions, they having
been printed in the volume of Foreign Helations for 1888, part II, pp.
1663, 1665. They are in no sense secret, although their official use is
restricted to legitimate applicants. The volume in which their text is
published will be found at the United States consulate in Liverpool,
where Mr. Quinby will be courteously afforded an opportunity to see
them if he should so desire.
As to the merits of Mr. Quinby's case, there is nothing officially before the Department on which to rest a decision. He has simply decliuetl to make application for a passport. His refusal to do so is a
matter which concerns only himself. This Government does not constrain citizens of the United States, at honie or abroad, to apply for or
take out passports. It stands ready, under the discretionary power
which the statute lodges in the Secretary of State, to issue passports
when desired upon satisfactory evidence that the applicant is entitled
to protection. It neither compels an .American citizen to obtain proof
of his citizenship, nor interferes with any voluntary act of his whereby
he may in law or fact renounce his allegiance. What Mr. Quinby's
actual status may .be is only matter of inference. It is not known
whether he is a naturalized citizen who has returned to and is continuously residing in the country of his original allegiance or a native citizen who, in the exercise of an indefeasible right, has voluntarily withdrawn himself from the allegiance he possessed by birth. On one
point, however, stress may be properly laid. Mr. Quinby's nge is not
stated, but it appears that his long absence from the United States includes a period during which the resources of the nation were most severely taxed ; and there is nothing to show that Mr. Quinby then performed any of the duties of citizenship, either by personal service, by
the payment of personal taxes, or by any of the other means by which
allegiance to the Government of the United States was exhibited.
The policy of this nation in regarding good citizenship as involving
correlative duties of allegiance and obligation of protection has been
consistently expressed since the foundation of our Government, and the
proposition is too ~elf-evident to require repetition or argument at this
late 4ay, especially upon a hypothetical case.
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Had Mr. Quinby filled out the blank form offered to him, with a declaration under oath of his intention never to return and bear effective
allegiance to the land whose protection he craves, it would have been
easy to deal with his application as it deserved in accordance with tho
facts.
I am 1 etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blctine to 11lr. Lincoln.
[Telogram.]

DEP ARTl\IENT OI~'

STA'l'E,

lV ctshington, J.Uay 1, 18!)0.
Mr. Lincoln is instructed to use his goou offices with Lord Salisbury
to bring about the resumption of diplomatic intercourse oetween Great
Britain and Venezuela as. a preliminary step toward the settlement of
the boundary dispute by ariJitratiou. The joint proposals of Great
Britain and the United States toward Portugal which have just been
brought about would seem to make the present time propitious for submitting this question to an international arbitration. He is requested
to propose to Lord Salisoury, with a view to an accommodation, that
informal conference be had in Washington or in London of representatives of the three powers. In such conference the position of the United
States is one solely of impartial friendship toward both litigants.

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, ]fay 5, 1890. (Received 3:45 p. m.)
Mr. Lincoln states that be has presented the Venezuelan question to
Lord Salisbury orally as preliminary to a note upon which His Lordship
desired to confer with the colonial office. Lord Salisbury suggested
that the termination of diplomatic relations was due to the action of
Venezuela, and, regarding settlement of the matter, he intimated a doubt
of the stability of that Government.

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine.

No. 229.)

LEGATION OF THE UNI1.'ED STATES,

London, May 5, 1890. (Received May 16.)
SIR: In reference to the Venezuela boundary question, I have the honor
to acquaint you that, having received on the 2d instant your telegraphic
instruction, I had to-day by appointment an interview with the Marquis
of Salisbury, as I have informed you by a cablegram. Lord Salisbury listened with attention to my statement, in making which I was
careful to keep within the lines of your instruction above mentioned,
and~ after remarking that the interruption of diplomatic relations was
PB90-22
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Venezuela's own act., he said that Her Majests's Government bad not
for some time been Yery keen about attempting a settlement of tlJe uis}mte in view of their feeling of uncertainty ~s to the stability of the
present Venezuelan Gon"rnment and the fi'equency of revolutions in
that quarter, but that l1e \YOlll<l take ]>Ieasure in considering the sugge~tiou after consulting the colonial office, to which be would first have
to refer it Upon wy :saying that in that case, perhaps, he woul<l Hke
me to embody the suggestion in a note, he assented, and according}~',
after leaving him, I seut to the foreign office the note of which a copy
is inclosed.
While Lord Salisbury did not intimate what '' ould probably be the
nature of his reply, tlJere was certainly nothing UI1f'a.vorable in lJis manner of receiving the suggestion; on the contrary, in the course of the
eotn'ersation be spoke of arbitration in a general way, saying that be
tlJought there was more chance of a satisfactory result and more freedom from complication in t:Q.e submission of an international question
to a jurisconsult than to a sovereign power, adding that he had found it
so in questions with Germany. If the mattl3r had been entirely new
and dissociated from its previous history, I should have felt from his
tone that the idea of arbitration in some form to put an end to the
boundary dispute was quite agreeable to him.
I have, etc.,
HORERT T. LINCOLN.
[Inclosuro in No. 229.1

M1·. Lincoln to the Marquis of Salisbury.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, May G, 1690.
MY LORD: As I had thu honor to intimate to Your Lordship verbally to-day, I llave
been instructed by my Government to tender to Her Majesty's Government the earnest good offices of the United States, with a view to bringing about a resumption of
the interrupted diplomatic relations between Her Majesty's Government and that of
Venezuela, as a preliminary step toward negotiations for the amicable settlement by
arbitration of the long-standing questions respecting the boundary line between
Venezuela and British Guiana.
It is now more than 3 years since, at the time when diplomatic relations had
just been broken off, Your Lordship stated to my predecessor that Her Majesty's Government were for tbe time precluded from submitting the questions at issue to the
arbitration of any third power, and expressed the continuing hope of a St>ttlement by
direct diplomatic negotiation with Venezuela; and the Secretary of State of the
United States feels that a propitious time bas arrived for endeavoring to promote a.
settlement of the questions at issue, in view of the emphasis which bas just been
g-iven to the principle of intematioual arbitration by the joint proposals of Great
Britain and the United States to Portugal.
I am accordingly instructed to suggest to Your Lordship that an informal conference of represeutat.ives of Great Britain, Veuezuela, and the United States be bad
either in Washington or London, with a view to reaching an understanding on which
diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Venezuela may be resumed, the attitude of the United States therein being solely one of impartial friendship towards
bot.h parties to tbe dispute in question.
Renewing the assurance of the great satisfaction which would be felt by my Government in a successful exercise of its good offices in tllis matter,
l have, etc.,
.ROBE.BT

T.

LINCOLN.
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Mr. Bla,ine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 255.]

DEPARTl\'IENT OF STATE,

TVashington; JIIay 6, 1890.
SIR: Referring to previous correspondence concerning the Veneznecopies of recent communications* from our minister at Caracas and
1an boundary question, I transmit to you herewith, for your information,
from the minister of Venezuela at this capital on the subject.
I also inclose a copy of my instruction to you by telegraph of the
1st instant to use your good offices with Her Britannic Majesty's minister
for foreign affairs to bring about a resumption of diplomatic relations
between Great Britain and Veuezuela as a preliminary ~tep toward
ue~otiat.ious for arbitrating the boundary question.
The recital contained in ~Ir. Scruggs's No. 98 of the 25th ultimo shows
the embarrassments caused by Gen. Guzman Blanco's abrupt termination of diplomatic relations and the difficulty in the way of e:fl'e~t
ing negotiations on the basis of the status q'lw or of arbitrating the
whole c]nestion. It is neverthless desired that you shall do all you
can consistently with our attitude of impartial friendliness to induce
some accord between the contestants by which the merits of the controversy may be fairly ascertained and the rights of each party justly
confirmed. The neutral position of this Government does not comport
with auy expression of opinion on the part of this Department as to
what those rights are, but it is evident that the shifting footing on
which the British boundary question has rested for several years past
is an obstacle to such a correct appreciation of the nature and grounds
of her claim as would alone warrant the formation of any opinion.
Inclosing for the files of your legation a copy of Senate document
No. 226, first session, Fiftieth Congress, which relates to the V enezuelan boundary q nestion,
I am, etc.,
JAMES

G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 264.]

DEP.A.R'l'MEN'l' OF STATE,

Washington, lllay 19, 1890.
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a dispatch t from our minister at
Caracas concerning the Venezuelan boundary (lispute. You will observe that the sketch map which accompanies Mr. Scruggs's dispatch
indicates an extreme boundary considerably to the westward of the line
claimed in the colonial office list map for 1890 and the t\vo pl'eceding
years.
JAMES G. BLAINE.
I am, etc.,
• For inclosures, see under Venezuela..
t For inclosure, see dispatch No.lOO from the United States minister to Venezuela,
dated May 3, 1890.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 267.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 21, 1890.
Sm: Your tlispatch No. 229 of the 5th instant, concerning your in·
terview with Lord Salisbury with reference to the resumption of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Venezuela, has been received.
The substance of your dispatch has been communicated to the Venezuelan minister at this capital and a copy thereof transmitted to our
minister at Caracas for his information.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 270.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 26, 1890.
I transmit to you herewith for your information a translation of
a note• from the minister of Venezuela at this capital concerning the
·venezuelan boundary question.
The statements of the Venezuelan minister are interesting from the
historical point of view, especially in regard to the shifting nature of
the British contention; but, as the essential elements of the determination of the problem are matters of record, there should be no difficulty in reaching a just conclusion on the merits, and, in the expectation of such a result, tt is proper to refrain frQm any prejudgment of
opinion on the merits of the British contention.
I am,. etc.,
SIR:

JAMES

G.

BLA.INE.

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Bl;aine.
No. 249.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, May 28, 1890. (Received ,June 5.)
Sm: Referring to your instruction numbered 255 of the 6th instant
and to my di~patch numbered 229 of 5th instant, I have the honor to
inclose herewith the copy of a note which I have just received from the
Marquis of Salisbury relative to Venezuela in reply to mine of the 5th
of this month, a copy of which was forwarded to you in my dispatch
·
above mentioned.
· I have, etc.,
ROBERT

T.

LINOOLN.

(Inclosure in No. 249.]

TAB Marqui8 of &dubury to Mr. Linool11.
FoREIGN OFFICE, May 26, 1890.
SIR: I have the ltonor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 5th instant,
stating that yon had been instructed by your Government to tender to Her Majesty's
Government the earnest good offices of the United States, with a view of bringing

• For inclosure see note of May 20, 1890, from the minister from Venezuela.
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about a resumption of the interrupted diplomatic rclat.io'lS between ITer Majest.v's
Government and that of Venezuela as a preliminary step towards negotia.tions for
the amicable settlement by arbitration of the long-standing questions respecting
the boundary line between Venezuela and British Guiana.
Her Majesty's Government are very sensible of the friendly feelings which J1ave
prompted this offer on th~ part of the United States Government. They are, however,
at the present moment in communication with the Venezuelan minister in Paris,
who has been authorized to express the desire of hiH Government for the renewal of
diplomatic relations and to iJiscuss the conditions on which it may be effected.
The rupture of relations was, as your Government is aware, the act of Venezuela,
and Her Majesty's Government had undoubtedly reason to complain of the manner
in which it was effected. But they are quite willing to put this part of the question
aside, and their only desire is that the renewal of friendly intercourse shonl<l be accompanied by arrangements for the settlement of the several questions at issue.
I have stated to Senor Urbaneja the terms on which Her Majesty's Government consider that such a settlement might be made, and am now awaiting the reply of the
Venezuelan Government, to whom be has doubtless communicated my proposals.
Her Majesty's Government would wish to have the opportunity of examining that
reply, and ascertaining what prospect it would afford of an adjustment of existing
differences, before considering the expediency of having recourse to the good offices of
a third party.
I may mention that., in so far as regards the frontier between British Guiana and
Venezuela, I have informed Senor Urbaneja of the willingness of Her Majesty's Government to abandon certain portions of the claim which they believe themselves entitled in strict right to make and to submit other portions to arbitration, resen ing
only that territory as to which they believe their rights admit of no reasonable
doubt. If this offer is met by the Venezuelan Government in a corresponding spirit,
there should be no insuperable difficulty in arriving at a solution. But public opinion
is, unfortunately, much excited on the subject in Venezuela, and the facts of the case
are strangely misunderstood.

I have, etc.,
SALISBURY.

Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Blaine.
l Extract.. )

No. 267.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, June 25, 1890. (Received July 7.)
SIR: I have the honor to acquaint you that, having received on the
20th instant your telegraphic instruction, I req nested Senor Pulido to
meet me with a view to suggesting his presentation at a time when I
could say he was prepared to present to Her l\fajests's GO\·ernment the
reply to the recent note to Senor U rbaneja.
Senor Pulido called upon me on Saturday, the 21st instant, and informed me that on the previous day he had formally notified Sir Thomas
Sanderson, assistant undersecretary of state for foreign affairs (by
whom the note to Senor Urbaneja was signed), of his mission and requested an appointment to present his credentials and the response of
Venezuela. He was, however, still desirous that I should arrange to
present him to Lord Salisbury, and I accordingly, at an interview yesterday, stated to His Lordship the substance of your instruction. He
replied that Senor Pulido was already in negotiation with Sir Thomas
Sanderson, but that it would be quite agTeeable to have me present
Sefior Pulido to himself; and it was therefore arranged that I should
do so to-day.
In pursuance of the appointment made, I therefore made the presentation to-day. The interview was brief, and the conversation between Lord
Salisbury and Senor Pulido referred only in general terms to the pending controversy~ the hope being expressed by both in the most courteous
manner that some satisfactory arrangement would soon be reached.
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With the understanding that Senor Pulido should continue his negotia·
tions with Sir Thomas Sanderson, the interview termiuate'l.
Senor Pulido expressed to me his warm gratification upon my official
action with respect to himself.
I have, etc.,
ROBERT T. LINCOLN.
Mr. Lincoln to ltir. Blaine.

No. 276.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, July 9, 1890. (Received July 22.)
Referring to your instruction No. 251 of April 30 last, in relation to the status of Mr. H. C. Quinby (whose name, up to this moment,
has, in the body of all papers, including those presented by himself,
been spelled Quimby), I have the honor to acquaint you that to-day
Mr. Quinby called at the legation to make a formal request for a passport, and, using the same application paper which had been filled up
under his direction at Liverpool in February last, with certain changes
made upon my suggestion, with his entire concurrence, in order to exhibit the facts of the case with brief precision, he completed an appJication, of which a copy is inclosed. I thereupon informed him that I
did not consider it within my instructions to issue a passport to a citizen of the United States whose domicile, while conducting an entirely
local business, bad been maintained in England for 3! years, he expressing without reservation the intention of never returning to the
United States to resume the duties of citizenship there. In giving him
my reasons for the refusal, I was careful to inform him that it involved
no expression of opinion on my part as to his status as a citizen of the
United States if he should at any time resume his residence therein.
I also informed him that, if he so desired, I would transmit his application to the Department of State; but he declined this and requested
permission to take it away with him, for the express purposA of having it presented directly to the Department, instead of through the legation. I acceded to his request, keeping a duplicate original application for the files of the legation.
It is proper to add that our interview was entirely pleasant, his feeling in the matter being well indicated by a letter of his published in
the Boston Post of April23, 1890, of which he was good enough to
hand m'C a copy, herewith inclosed.
I have, etc.,
SIR:

ROBERT

T.

LINOOLN.

(IDclosure 1 in No. 27G.]

Native.
No. -,

ISSUED - - ,

18-.

I, Henry Clay Quinby, a native and loyal citizen of the Unite<l States, l1ereby apply to the legation of the United States at London for a passport for myselt~ accompanied by my wife, Marion Grey Quinby tllfc Newell.
I solemnly swear that I was born at Westbrook, in the State of Maine, on or about
the 24th day of April, 1831; that my father was a native citizen of the United States;
that I am domiciled in England, my present resilience being at Liverpool, Englancl,
where I follow the occupation of dentist; that I took up my domicile in Jo~ngland in
the year ll::l56, and that upon my last visit I left the United States iu July, ll::ld9, and
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am now sojourning at Liverpool; that I intend never to retnrn to the United States

with the purpose of residing and performing the duties of citizenship therein; all(l
that I desire the passport for the purpose of travel, and that I own taxable 11roperty
in the State of Minnesota.

Oath of allegiance.
Fnrt.her, I do solemnly swear that I will support and defend the Constitution of
the United States against all enemies, foreign ant1 flomestic; that I will bear true
faith and allegiance to the same; and that I take this obligation freely, without anv
mental reservation or purpose of evasion, so help me God.
•
H. c. QUINBY.
LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STATES AT LONDON,

Sworn to before me, this 9th day of July, 1890.
(SEAL.]

ROBERT

T.

LINCOLN.

Description of applicant.
Age, 58 years; stature, 5 feet 6! inches, English; forehead, low ; eyes, blne; nose,
small, straight; mouth, small; chin, covered with beard; hair, 1rown gray; complexion, light ruddy; face, round, full.

Identification.
FEBRUARY 13, 1890.
I hereby certify that I know the above-named HPnry Clay Quinby personally, an<l
know him to be a native-born citizen of the United States, and that the facts stated
in his affidavit are true to the best of my knowledge and be.lief.
A. G. INGI.IS.

I certi:(v that the above identification js satisfactory to me.
(SEAL.]
Tnos. H. SHER:\IAN,
United States Consul.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 276.-Boston Post, ·wednesday morning, AprH23, 1890.]
TilE AMERICAN CITIZEN ABROAD.

To the Edifo1· of the Post:
Sm: I have been under the impression all my life that a man who l1acl been born
an<l educated in the United States and grown np there to early manhood might venture to go abroad and live abroad for any length of time without losing his nationalit.v, unless he chose to do so and by his own act become a subject of some other
nation ; but it seems that this is not the view taken by the State Department at
Washington. I am an American. My ance~:~tors emigrated to New England in 1660,
and I h:we no doubt they had their full share of the struggles and lutrdships which
all those early colonists had to endure, and which madE} their country dear to them
when, surely against their will, they fought for and obtained their independence. I
was born in New England, and lived there nnt.il some years after I came of age, and
then for business purposes I came to England, and, with an occasional visit to the
United States, I have lived here since 1856; bnt, although there have been indncements to do so, I have never made myself a British subject, preferring to retain my
citizenship aml rights as an American.
A few weeks ago my wife and I proposed a trip to northern Italy by way of Paris)
Basle, and the St. Gothard, aiHl, as the Germans in their wisdom have prohibited tht'
crossing of their frontier from France directly into Germany without the production
of a pass)Jort, it became necessary for me to procure one of those important <locnments in order to make the ,journey in that direction. In my ignorance I certaiuly
did not suppose that I should have any other difficulty about obtaining a pa~sport
than that of identifyiug myself. Therefore, in going to the consul to get the nec<'ssary papers I took with me a frietul who was known at the consulate and who ha(L
known me for about 25 yean'~, ancl, umler oath, he vouched for my being the YJlan 1
represented tuyself to be. 'l'he consnl'~ dnt.y was simply to till np certain papers
stating the place and date of my birth, my height, the color of my hair and eye~>, the
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shape of my nose, etc.; and tl1en came tho question when I proposed to resume residence in t.he United States. 'fhis I could not answer, for how can a man who retains
his health and strength say when he wiJl ~ive up his business, or, if doing a good
business at 60 ;years of age, how can he think of making a change which would break
it all up f The papers were to go, when filled up, to the legation in Loudon, and the
consul warned me that he doubted whether Mr. Lincoln could grant me a passport
unless I gave a definite answer to that question; but I thought the point was too absurd to be pressed, and I took the papers to the legation myself, when the first question asked was when I proposed to go back and tn.ke up my residence in the United
States, and, as I could not answer that, I was told that I could not have the protection of a passport from the United States Government, and there was therefore
nothing for it but that, at considerable inconvenience, I must change my route of
travel into Italy. In fact, I am denationalized against my wil1, and I could not have
believed that this was the intention of the State Department in Washington if I ha<l
not been shown a paragraph in what I suppose was a book of instructions issued by
that Departm~nt to its official~:~ in foreign countries, which paragraph explicitly forbids the granting of a passport to any man who has any hesitation about stating a
definite time when he intends to return to, and take up a permanent residence in, the
United States.
•
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
HENRY CLAY QUINBY.
LIVE!d>OOL, ENGLAND,

.Ap1·il 9, 1890.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 320.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, July 25, 1890.
On the 14th of May last the wife of the Rev. J. N. Wright, at
Sal mas, Western Persia, was assassinated by an Armenian named
MinaR, who had been employed as a te-acher in the mission. The crime
was brought to the knowledge of our minister by a telegram from
Colonel Stewart, the British consul-general at Tabriz, to ~ir Henry
Drummond Wol1f, the British minister.
Owing to the active and efficient exertions of Colonel Stewart, acting
under instructions from the British minister, who promptly tendered
his aid in the matter, the assassin was arrested and committed to prison.
I inclose for your information some extracts from Mr. Pratt's dispatches • relative to the subject.
You are instructed to express to the foreign office the Department's
high appreciation of the very valuable services which the above-named
officers rendered in securing the arrest of the climinal and to request
that the thanks of this Government may be conveyed to them through
the proper channel.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WH.AR1'0N,
Acting Secreta'ry.
SIR:

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 350.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, September 2, 1890.
SIR: With his dispatch No. 638, of December 10,1887, Mr. Phelps
inclosed to the Department triplicate printed copies of a memorandum
of Sir Robert Stout, governor of New Zealand, on the subject of the
• For inclosures, see dispatches No. 456 of May 24, anJ No. 459 of June 3, 1890,
from United States minister to Persia.
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claims of Mr. William Webster, a citizen of the United States, to lands
in that colony. In that memorandum Sir Robert Stout reviews the history of the claims and makes an extended reply to a report of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate of the United States, who
have for some time had the subject under consideration. The committee were furnished with a copy of that reply and gave it careful consideration. The result of that consideration is that on the 11th of June
last the chairman of the committe(', hy their direction, advis"d the
President of the adoption by the committee of the following resolution:
Resolved, That the papers in the case of William "\Vehster be transmittecl to the
Pr<•sideut, with the statement that the committee respectfuliyrecommencl this matter
to his attention, with the accompanying papers, as a.claim that is worthy of consicleration, aud with the request that it be made the subject of further negotiation
with the Government of Great Britain.

The Department has made the matter the subject of careful examination, with a desire to arrive at a just determination, and finds itself unable
to accept the conclusions stated in Sir Robert Stout's memorandum.
'rhe reasons why it is unable to accept those conclusions are set forth in
a memorandum which accompanies this instruction and of which you
are directed to furnish copies for the consideration of Her Britannic
Majesty's Government.
It is believed that Her Majesty's Government, upon a perusal of this
document, will find that the conclusions stated in the memorandum of
the governor of New Zealand and the arguments and allegations~ some
of them iujurious to the claimant, by which those conclusions are
reaebed, are not justified by the facts as disclosed in the documents furnished by the go\Ternor.
It is hoped that a way may be found, by friendly consultation betw(len
the two Governments, to afford Mr. Webster the fair and impartial disposition of his claims to which it is thought that he is entitled.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.
[Inclosure in No. 350.]
CLAIM OF WILLIAM WEBSTER AGAINST GREAT BRITAIN.

Origin of Mr. Webster's claims.
WilHam Webster, when qnite a young man, went to New Zealand with a capital
of $6,000 invested in general merchandise suited to trade with the native population.
Being of an enterprising disposition, be mpi<lly extended the scope of his unsiuess.
He learned the language of the people, cnltivatf>d friendly relations, and traded with
them. He purchased lands and established trading statious, not only for the sale of
merchandise, but also for the sale of timber and other products of the lands wlJich
be had purchased. He was one of the pioneers of civilizatiou in that country. He
bad uo connection with the Government of the United States other than that of citizenship, and nathiug to rely upon hut his own energy and resources and such assistance as he could privately obtain. From 1835 to 1840 Mr. Webster had, as he
states, invested in Jancls in New Zealand~ in the form of cash and of mercbandiRe,
about $78,000, and had acquired by deed from the native chiefs in all about 500,000
acres of land.
.Annexation of New Zealand by Great Btitain.
On January 30,1840, William Hobson, a captain in the British Navy, issued a proclamation as lieutenant-governor of tho BritiHh settlement in progress in New Zealand,
declaring the extension of the former boundaries of New South Wales so as to comprehend any part of New Zealand that had been or might be_acquired in sovereignty hy

tfer Britannic Majesty.. On tlie same day he i880ed another proclamation,~ ~

1f; was declared that. Her Majesty did not deem it e :pedient to recognize aa vaficl any

'itlee to land in New Zealand which were not der-ived from or eontirmed by Her M~.
'But, said the proclamation, in order to dispel any apprehension that it was inteaae(
w dispOSBess the owners of land "acqnired~on equitable conditione, and not in exbtuf
or otherwise prejudicial to the present or prospective interests of the common!tf,''
Her Majesty had directed that a commission should be appointed, before whi$ all
olai018 to land would have to be proved.
On the 6th of February, 1840, a week alter the issuance of these proclamatl~
Governor Hob8C)n, on the part of her Britannic Majesty, concluded with the native
ehletB the treaty of WaU&ugit by wbjoh, forth~ sole consideration of being made
aubject to the British Crown, tney ce4ed their-aoverejgotyand powers. Nevertbeleaa,
the treaty
andgnar•ntied to the "cbi&fa and tribes of New Zealand, and to
$1118;1~>eotiv.i45 ~~•-u&1CJO aad individuals thereof, the loll, exclusi¥e, and undisturbed
~-":.~'·f'illlelllio:n of tlieir lands and estates, foreets, fisheries, and other properties which
ma~y'CIO!).eo1ilY«~lyor individually p088e18 ao Jo~ as it ia their wjsh and desire to
fJllt':'"~~-..........,,.~...
same in their poaae88ion." The only quabftcation of" this confirmation an<l
~~t;:! a~l.'lllltty
title is the oeasion to Her MY.~Y ora right of preem-ption of such 1-JMie
·JW.'llte'-111&tilve-l)ropJrie1tors might at any time, be dispoSed to alieni ate. Thia waa.~
U.:;iif'tllilller 1'8(1ognition of the tiUe of the native ehi~f&; from whom lf.r. Webste.rla tlt.lea
alee
p~ior to the date oftbe treaty. It is therefore unneC888Ul'y to aqn9
the title of :Mr. Webster was equal in origin wftb that of the British Crown, and,
being prior in time, was superior in right and could not be affected either by the proolamations of Goverpor Hobson or by the treaty of Waitangi.
Porition of Mr. Webster after attnezatiota.

The position in which Mr. Webster found himself after the proclamations of Governor Rolison is very simply, bot not the less forcibly, stated in a letter to J. H. Wil·
li&IIUI, esq., United States consul at Sydney, New Sooth Wales, dated November 4,
1840. In this letter Mr. Webster said:
"No doubt yon are aware that the British Govemmen~ have taken posse88ion of
of these islands and have issued proclamations and other notifications that
all
to land acquired from the native chiefs are to be sent to the colonial seere·
........,.: on11ne at Sydney to be examined. I suppose they intend to allow whatever por-.. - . _ . -...........n .. they may think proper.
I~ to caD your at....,ntion to know what 'all
~~:'•Aa:terlicaloa iin thta Wand are to do with the large quantity of land they haTe putdoubt yon are aware that a great part of the oil taken by American ships is
on 'this coast, and I can safely say that there are ten American ships come into
to recruit to one abip of any other nation. I beg to acquaint you of the
1
?.::~·-··
ble lands I have purchased from independent chiefs of this plaoe, and beg you
will make it known to the Amerioav Government as early as possible. The land pur·
ohased by me and the amount paid for it is as follows:
Paid for Barrier tsland, in March, 1837, and tbe title deeds, signed by thirty•
aix independent chiefs, giving up all right and title to the same, cash and
merchandise .••.•..••••.•••••.•••••.••• -•..••••.••••••• ;.. • . • • • • • •••• ••• • £1,200
Paid for part of the island of W aibeke, in 1836 . • • • • •• • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • •• • • • •
5;;8
Paitl for land at Coromandel Harbor, in 1836. •••••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• 1, 000
Paid for Mercury Island, in 1838 • • • • . .................................... _..
944
for land at Point Rodney, in 1838. .• . . • . . • •• •••• •••••• •••••. •••• ••••••
4YO
for land on banks of River Thames, 1836...... •••••• •••••• •••• •••• ••••
259
for land on banks of River Watemata, 1837 •••••••••••••••••••••• ··--··
:l80
for Bay of Plenty, 1839. •••• •••••• •••••• .••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• .....
450
for Blver Piako, 1839. •••••• •••••• ..•••• .••••• •••• .•• •• •••• •••••• •••• 1,375
,~~;;._:AI~~~•' Cpended in building and ot.her improvements from 1835 to 1840....
9, 060

.

~<·~o.:- .,an,lh1i

,,_.na

~t.~ ............. -········-····-········································ 15,60r

.

.

.

.

.

~

.

"Yon will see by the copy of the title de8(1s that I have expended equal to $78,1451
lor which I hav.e bought about 500,000 acres of laud, and, to the best of my kuowledg~,_ there llae been about 1 000,000 aores purchased in these islands by citizens of
ihj United States, and for whlch they have expencled about £50,000 sterling, besides
aev.eral years' labor and mooing great risks where the natives were not civilized.
They (the JJriti&h Government) have already put me to a loBB of £6,000 sterlh\g by
t)Jeir aot.. They have not taken any of my land as yet, but I expect they w1ll take
all from me and every other American, unless -our Government will take it in baud
t.o atOp it. I trust yon will make this known to the United States Government as
Nl'ly as poaeible, so that all Americans may know bow to act this case."

m
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British o1·dinances.

Prior to the {late of this letter an act was passed in Now South Wales for the purpose of creat.ing a commission "to examine and report on claims to grants of lanu in
New Zealand," and it was doubtless the passage of this act that gave rise to the reports to which l\Jr. Webster adverted in his letter. Subsequently this act became inoperative hy reason of the severance of New Zealand from New South Wales, and
on June U, 1841, an ordinance, which was virtually a transcript of the New South
\Vales act, was passeu iu New Zealand by the governor and his council. This ordinance and the prior act, both of which were drawn in conformity with instructions
of the Home Govemment, declared:
"All titles to land in the said colony of New Zealand which are held or claimed by
virtue of purchases or pretended purchases, gifts or pretended gifts, conveyances or
pretended conveyances, leases or pretended leases, agreements, or other titles, either
mediately or immediately, from the chiefs or other individuals or individual of the
aboriginal tribes inhabiting the said colony, and which are not or may not be hereafter allowed by Her Majesty, her heirs, aml successors, are, and the same shall be
absolutely null and void."
It was further provided that no grant of laud should be recommended by the commissioners under the ordinance which should exceed in extent 2,560 acres, unless they
were specially authorized thereto by the governor, with the ad vice of the executive
council, or which should comprehend any headland, promontory, ba~T' or island that
might be required for the purpose of defense, or for the site of any town or village,
reserve, or for any other purpose of public utility, nor of any land situate on the seashore within 100 feet of high-water mark. And it was further provided that nothing
in the ordinance should oblige the governor to make and deliver any grant unless His
Excellency should deem it proper to do Ao. There was also a provision that the commissioners should not recommend any grant whatever of any land which, in the
opinion of a majority of them, might be required for the site of any town or village,
~~

.

Orders respecting foreigners.

By an order of the lieutenant-governor of New Zealand, dated February 9, 18U,
it was directed that all persons not the subjects of Her Majesty who had purchased
lanu from the aborigines pt'Cvions to Jauuary 30, 1840, should forward a copy of their
claims to the colonial secretary's office at Auckland on or before June 1, 1841.
In the New Zealand Gazette of October 20, 1841, there was published another order
of the governor, in which it was stated" for the information of foreigners claiming
land in New Zealand by purchase from the natives prior to the proclamation issued
by His Excellency Sir George Gipps bearing date the 14th dayJof January, 1H4U, that
by a dispatch from the right honorable Her MajestJ's principal secretary of state for
the colonies, it is ordered that all claims, whether British or foreib'll, be investigated
and disposed of by the commissioners appointed for that purpose."
The order continued as follows:
" Such foreigners, therefore, as have not already forwarded the particulars of their
claims to this Government are required to send them to this office without delay.
These particulars should set forth the precise situation of the land claimed, its extent
and boundaries, thn names of the native sellers, and the consideration paid to them,
and, in case of the claims being derivative, the name of the intermediate possessors of
the land and of the original purchaser and the consideration given by him to the
natives."
Submission of M1·. Webster's claims.

On the 20th of July, 1841, being thus expressly required to do so, Mr. Webster sent
seven copies of titles to land and seven statements of purchases to the colonial secretary of New Zealand, with a request that they be laid before the commissioners for
examination only. At the same time hC\ said:
"I have sent all my claims to land in this country before the United States Government, by the advice of the American consul of Sydney, aml I trust His Excellency
Governor Hobson will 11ot suffer any of my lands to be interfered with until the question is Rettled. I have been a resiuent of New Zealand for 7 years, and have expended a large sum of money and undergone a great deal of trouble and hardships.
''I am willing to come forward and prove all my purchases, but I trust that I shall
be allowed time to do it, for I am very busy now with ships, and am under heavy
penalties for the fulfillment of my agreements, and I find it will take a long time to
get all the natives and witnesses to my purchases of lands together, and the expense
will be very great. I find myself already at a great loss, and it appears to me that

reply ~thtaleiiter,Jlr. Webltel'reoeived a oomunmieation from the eoloQial...,.
daliecl August '1, 1841, whioh is aa follows:
.. COLONIAL SECRETARY'S OB'JI'ICE,
4' Atwklarul,

.Av.gut 7, 1841.

I have had the honor to reeei•e and lay before Hjs Excellency the governor
of the 20th ultimo, :kansmiting copies of titles of claims to land In New
~ri: ••~ am inatrncted to aoquainti you that you must distinctly state whether
land .,-a British or American en~eot. If t~ :ft>rmer, your c~ wnt
eourae the taw prescribes; if th6 latter, yoar claims moat depead :apon 111i&
whloh may be ~ ved at by the joint consent of both govemJD811't& Ttie
:.M•ctt further directs me to inform you ~hat in seeking ueiatanoe- hem a foteip
~;X!~~~~:~~· yon nmet relinquish all the rights of a British subject, such as the owna British ve8861, which yon are now undel'811ood. to potJ8688 ; but1 if the
~- .:._.. ... be lodged as a British subject, His ExeellenOf will consent to their bemg laid
the oommiseionei'Bln the usual way.
" I have, etc.,

_,,Mr.

"WILLOUGHBY 8HORTLAND.
WILLIAM WEBSTER,

"OoromtJtldel Harbor."
Qn the 3d of October, 1841, Mr. Webster sent the following answer:
"COllOIIL\Nl)EL HARBOR, Ootobtll' 3, 1841.
to yoni'B concerning my claims to led, I wish.my elaims to be~
~1?::;=~=-~~:~!=~~:i!j and am willing- to take my chance with all others. Bat I
f5::
Jd;il the last, for it will pot me to a serious inconvenience

ltWJI.. WBPSTJ:R."
..-:~ ·-~: ." 'J!I>BURialieo- in

1ihe memorandum of Sir Rober $tout that upon the casee submitW

ebeter there were made the following entries:
JOKORAliDUJI :roB Tim QOUUOL

"The information fomiahed regarding these claims isaufticie:ntly full to enable them
to be referred for investigation. It appears from Mr. Webster's letter of July that
'Pi are only a part. of liis claims-he mentions twenty-seven as tbe total numberbUt dates that the documents referring to the other claims are mislaid.
.
14

''WILLOUGHBY 8UORTLAND.

0CIOBER. 30.
IIIlWTB BY GOVBBlfOR.

u Let Mr. Webster's claims ~e submitted in the usual way.
II

w. HOBSON.
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citizen; and, also, he accepted the awards in each claim and the Crown grants issued
in virtue of the said awards.
"Fourthly. Mr. Webster did not relinquish the rights of a British subject, such as
the ownership of a British vessel which he possessed, and which, in the aforesaid
letter of the colonial secretary, he was informed he would be required to do if he advanced his claims as a foreigner.
"It is to be especially noted here that, although Mr. Webster's letter of the 20th of
July, 1841, to the colonial secretary, wherein he advances his claims as an American
citizen, has been submitted to the Senate of the United States and is referred to in
the report of the committee of the Senate (post page 41), yet no evidence appears of
Mr. Webster having submitted to the Senate either the colonial secretary's letter of
the 7th of August or his own reply thereto of the 3d of October, 1841. ~,rom this surprising omission I can not but conclude that it was au act of willful disingenuousness
on Mr. Webster's part, done for the purpose of suppressing all evidence which might
be adrluced to prove that he advanced his claims before the laud claims commissioners
as a British subject and not as an American citizen."
_
·
It is not thought to be necessary now to conl'ider so much of the abovc-quotell passage as makes against Mr. Webster a clln rg-c of "willful disingenuousness" and snpJnession of evidence. On his part, Mr. Webster vehemently denies that some of t!Je
documentR which accompany Sir Robert Stout's memorandum, apparently as contemporaneous records of the investigation of the land clai rns, possess that character.
Mr. Webster asserts that he left Coromandel Harbor on June 23, 1t;43, when t!Je examination of his cases was concluded, and never afterwards saw any commission then
or afterwards appointed, and that all proceedings subs<'quent to that date in respect
to his titles were ex parte and without notictl to him and without his knowlerlge. In
respect to some of the proceedings that appear to have taken place in and after J uue,
11:!43, before Commissioner Godfrey, Mr. Webster points, in confirmation of his statement, to the following passage in Sir Robert Stout's memorandum:
"The :first commission concluded its labors by reporting on all tho claims referred
to it. Major Richmond, on the 8th of March, lt;44, was appointed superintendent of
the southern division of New Zealand, and Colonel Godfrey returned to Eughtud."
Just after t!Jis the following statement is also notAd:
"In the year 11344 an ordinance in amendment of the above-recited ordinance wa!i
passed giving to a single person the powers granted to two commissioners under the
ordinance of 1841. This was called 'the land claims ordinance, 1844, session 111, No.
3;' and Mr. Robert Appleyard FitzGerald being appointed, on the 25th of March,
11:!44, so!f, commissioner thereunder, he formed what is herein called· the second commission.'
In the memorandum of Sir ~obert Stout there are found seventeen or eighteen
pieces of evidence which purport to have been "taken in court'' before Commissioner
Godfrey from May to August, 1844. It is found that the amended and last report of
Commissioners Richmond and Godfrey bears elate December 18, 1843. Their recommendations were referred to t.he second commission, consisting of Mr. Pitz Gerald,
on April10, 1844, and the report of Commissioner ~'itz Gerald, which is said to have
been adopted, bears date April 22, 1844.
The charge of suppression of evidence made against Mr. Webster in respect to the
submission of his claims to the land commissiOJl adds force to the impression that the
answer to his claims made in the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout is chiefi:v based
upon the ground that Mr. Webster sought to be, and was, treated as a British subject.
In the passage above quoted from the memorandum four reasons are set forth to sustain that pretension. In respect to these it is to be observecl(1) TlJat the notice issued to claimants required foreigners, as well as British subjects, to present their claims to the commission.
(2) That the CQmruissioners did not possess power to make grants, but only to investigate claims and make reports and recommendations to the governor.
(3) That the letter of Mr. Webster of July 20, 1841, in which he submitted seven
titles for examination, clearly and unmistakably asserted his American citizenship.
(4) That the reply of the colonial secretary of August 7, 1841, intimating that Mr.
Webster's claims would not be considered so long as he should seek the protection of
his Government, was inconsistent with the notice previously issued to claimants and
not warranted by the scope and functions of the commission.
(5) That Mr. Webster's statement in his letter of October 3, 1841, that he was" willing to take his (my) chances with all ot.hers" was not a renunciation of his American fJitizenship nor an assumption of a British citizenship.
(6) That there is no evideuce whatever to show that Mr. Webster was ever supposed to be a British subject, nor is it asserted that he ever performed any act by
which he could be held to have assumed that charact1er.
(7) That the statement in the colonial secretary's letter of the 7th of August, 1841,
that Mr. Webster was "understood to possess" a British vessel is not an allegation
that he did own such a vessel, and that no evidence whatever is adduced to show
that the statement had any other foundation than rumor of the vaguest character.

whose area is not stated. The consideration alleged to have been paid is £1,820.
Iu case 305 H, eontaining a claim for :l,OOO acres (consideration £450), the commission reported that the claimant had not purchased from the rightful owners.
By their amended report of D~cernber 18, 1843, the commissioners recommended the
following allowances: In case 305, 240 acres; 305 B, 550 acres; :-\05 C, 800 acres;
30& G, 1,944 acres; 305 I, 1,187 acres; 305 K, 2,560 acres; total, 7,281 acres, "to be
reduced in the aggregate to the maximum grant of 2,560 acres," in accordance with
the land ordinance, which forbade a grant of greater extent. But no grants were
made upon these recommendations.
•
In 1814, as" above showu, an amendatory ordinance was passed constituting a commission of one person. In April, 1844, the governor brought before the council tho
awards recommended by Commissioners Godfrey and Richmond in cases 305,305 A,
305 B, 305 C, 305 G, :305 I, and 305 K, amounting to 7,541 acres; and, upon the advice
of the council that the commissioners should be authorized to recommend an ext.ension of the grant, all the awards were referred to the second commission, with instructions to extend the grant.
The second commission, consisting of Mr. FitzGerald, reported as follows:
"I do most conscientiously recommend for Hi~:~ Excellency's approval that grants
be issued to the under-mentioned parties, upon a letter of authority to that eflcct
from Mr. Webster:
Acre11.

Claim No. 305, William Webster ••••••••••••••.•.••..•••••••••••.•••••••••••
Claim No. 305 A, William Webster .•••••.•••••.•••••.••••.••••••.••••..•••••
Claim No. 305 C, William Webster ..••••••...•••.•••••.•••••••••.•••...••••.
Claim No. 305 G, Wilham Webster .•••••..••.•...•••.••••.••••••••••••••••••
Claim No. 305 I, William Webster ..•••••••••....•...........••..•••••••.•••
Claim No. 305 K, William Webster ...•••.••....•••••.•••...••....•••••...•..
Claim No. 305 B, Davicl E. Munro ...••••..••...••••..•••••...••........•••••
Claim No. 305, Henry Downing ....•••...•.••....................•...•.•••••
Claim No. 305 C, Henry DQwning .••••••••••............•••..••••••.•...••.•
Claim No. 305 K, Henry Downing ...•••••.••............•...•.•••••...•••••
Claim No. 305 A, Peter Abercrombie ...•.........•...............•.......•••
Claim No. 305 K, Peter Abercrombie (one-eighth of his purchase from Webster) .•.••.........••••..•.••.... _•••..•..•......•.......••••... __ ••••••••
Claim No. 305 K, Felton Mathew (one-quarter of his purchase from Webster).
Claim No. 305 K, John Johnson (one-quarter of his purchase from Webster) .•
Claim No. 305 K, Vincent Wanostrocht (one-quarter of his purchase from
Webster) ..•....•.....•••.•.•......••••...•..........•••...••.......•••••
Claim No. 305 K, John Wrenn and Jeremiah Nagle (one-quarter of their purchase from
e bster) .•..•..••....••....•..........•......•........•.•.•••
Claim No. 305 K, Arthur Devilin (one-quarter of his purchase from Webster).
Claim No. 305 K, George Russell .•••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••

'V

125

125

400

1,944
1, 187

1.219

. 550
125
400
320

125
5,000
2,560
1,280

250
1~0

1,255
640

Amounting in the aggregate to .••••••.••••.......•.•••••••.••••••••.• 17,655
~' RonT. J. l.,ITZGERALD,
" Commissioner.
"LAND OFF'ICE, Auckland, .April22, 1t:l44.''
Upon this report the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout contains the following comment:
"It must ever remain a m,vstery how Mr. Commissioner Fitz Gerald could have
made such recommendation."
It is thought that this wsstery is completely solve1l by the commissioner himself
in the memomndum which he made of the reasons for his action, and which is found
in the report of Sir Robert Stout, as follows:
MEMORANDUM BY MR. COMMISSIONER FITZ GERALD.

"Reasons for extending a grant of land to Mr. William Webster:
"(1) By the accompanying synopsis of the land claims of Mr. Webster it appears
that his outlay amounts to £7,787 13s., which, according to the valuation scale in the
land claims ordinance, he may be considered as having paid for 50,904 acres; and,
even limiting his outlay to the mere payments to the natives, he would be fairly entitled to 17,950 acres.
"(2) Considerable sales of land having been made by him on the faith of all his
valid purchases being recognized by the Crown.
"(3) Should he not be enabled, by great liberality on the part of His Excellency,
to meet his engagements, even partially, he is likely to be overwhelmed with lawsuits and subjected to great losses.
"(4) Mr. Webster is one of the most enterprising settlers in this colony, having
established a shipbuilding yard, several whaling stations, water mill, and other
improvements.
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"For these reasonti I do most conscientiously recommend for His Exce11ency's approval that grants be issned to the under-mentioned partie8, upon a letter of authority
to that effect from Mr. Webster."
In view of these reasons, which the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout criticises,
but does not in any respect invalidate, it is not perceived why "mystery" should
have been attributed to the recommendation of Mr. Commissioner FitzGerald. If
the reasons stated by that ()filcial for his recommendation were not so obviously just
nnd true, it is thought that the adoption, as stated in Sir Robert Stout:s memorandum, of that recommendation by .the authorities at that time would sufficiently divest
it of mystery and demonstrate its propriety. Still more completely <loes the "mystery" vanish when it is recollected, as herein before 1>0il1ted out, that it appears by
the documents contained in Sir Robert Stout's memorandum that the reference of
the awards of the tirst commission in the cases of Mr. ·w ebster to the second commission, consisting of Mr. Commissioner Fitz Gerald was "with an instruction to recommend an extension of the grants."
In the memorandum of S1r Robert Stout it is stated that Governor Fitzroy adopted
the recommendations of Comn1issioner Fib; Gerald and on May 1, Hl44, issued grauts
in accordance with them. It is not asserted that 1\Ir. Webster ever gave the "letter
of authority" which the recommendation of Co111missioner FitzGerald assumed to be
necessary. But the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout contains t,he following statement:
"Webster received his grants for 5,000 acres, and within less than 4 months had
transferred the whole of these lands to his creditors, besides the 1~,65!) acres gra11ted
directly to them, leaving himself without au acre of all his purcLu.se and still a debtor
to the Sydney merchauts."
And this statement is made the text of animadversions upon the speculative character of Mr. Wcbst~r's dealings.
This may be regarcled as somewhat remarkable, when both tl1e first and the Recond
commission fouwl that Mr. Webster had made bona fide purcha:ses for value IJefore
the annexation of the island by Groat Britn.in of more than 10:J,OOO acres of land,
cxcl usi ve of various large tracts upon which they did not report; when it is also considered that Mr. \Vebster was, by nni versal testimony, an industrious and meritorious
settler, and when it is further observed that his conduct throughout shows that he
was making every efi'ort, to deal honorably with his creditors at a time wheu the annexation of the islands and the ensuing land ordinances were threatening him with
the commercial disaster in which they had then partially, as they afterwards completely, involved him.
'
In 1845, the year after the grants above alleged, it is asserted that certain correspondence took place between Mr. Webster and the New Zealand authorities, which
was as follows:

Mr. Webster to Mr. Commissioner Fitz Gerald.
"AUCKLAND, Ma1·ch 8, 1845.
"Sm: I talw the liberty of writing to you to know what has heeu the decision ou
ruy two land claims. I believe they are number 305 H. One is the Big Mercury
Island and the other is a piece of land near the River Tairua., in the Bay of Plenty.
Both of these claims were examined Lefore Commissiou~r Godfrey at Coromandd
Harbor, and I have not yet heard any more of them. The Mercury I:sland was purchased in Hl:3i:l. I 11:tid upwards of £300 for it, and have l1ad posAession of it ever
since, and ha,ve expended a great deal of money ou it, bnt tl1e whole of the pnymc11t
agreed on was not given to the natives, and when the claims wete examiued tbey
agreed to give me a part of it for what they had received. The piece of land near
'l'airna was also purchased in 18:~8, and I paid about £400 for it, and since that I have
expended about £400, for which I have never received any return whatever. I
have never heard of any dispute of the title, which, I suppose, the evidence taken
by the commissioner will prove.
"Your answer to this will oblige, your most obedient servant,
"WM. WEBSTER.
"COMMISSIONER FITZ GERALD, etc."
llfiNUTE THEREON BY THE GOVERNOR.

"Very large grants having been made to Mr. Webster, no further grant can he made
until the opinion of the secretary of state as to the former grants is made known.
"R. F., March 10, 1845.
"Mr. PrTz GERALD: Direct Mr. Chipchnse to communicate this reply to Mr. Vvebster,
who is now in Auckland, tint about to leave immediately.
·
'' R. F., March 10, 1845."

The private secretary to M1·. Webster.
"GOVERNMENT HOUSE, MareTt 10, 1845.
"SIR: I am desired by the governor to acquaint you that His Excellency has examined and taken a ice respecting your land claims, marked 305 H, and 305 J, and is
sorry to find himself precluded from authorizing any further grant to be made to you
at ~resent, on account of the largeness of those grants already made in your name.
"J. W. HAMILTON,
''Private Secreta1·y.

"P.S.-The governor directs me to saythattheland which you now hold in undisputed possession will probably be granted to you eventually."
As the reeommendation of Commissioner Fitz Gerald is, in the memorandum of Sir
Robert Stout, declared to be a "mystery," the reply of the governor, made through
his private secretary, is pronounced in the same memorandum to be" unfortunate in
its expression." As the reply only evinces an intention to treat the acquisitions of
Mr. Webster in a spirit of justice, on the clear principle of allowing him what he held
"in undisputed possession," the unfortunateness of its expression is not perceiyed.
In the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout the fact appears to have been wholly neglected that the reports of the commissioners, so far as they recommended grants, were
only advisory. This fallacy is disclosed in the argument that because the commissioners reported that no grants could be made in certain cases, on account of the largeness
of the grants made in other cases, the governor could not have referred to the claims
mentioned by Mr. Webster in which no grants were recommended. It is to be remembered that in those very cases, or at Jeast in some of them, the commissioners had
reported valid titles, and in no instance discovered any evidence of bad faith. Nothing unfortunate is perceived in the language of the governor, nor is there any reason
to suppo:~e that it was intended to have any other etfect than to declare the principle
that the undisputed possession of land was to be treated as constituting a valid basis
for a grant. It is not denied that Mr. Webster had made use of a portion of his lands;
nor, notwithstanding the effort to throw discredit on Commissioner Fitz Gerald's
recommendation, is any attempt made to impugn his statements that Mr. Webster
had made large out.lays on his land in addition to the purchase money, and that he
was "one of the most enterprising settlers'' in the colony, "having established a
shipbuilding yard, several whaling stations, water mills, and other improvements."
It is not strange, therefore, that the governor should have expressed the belief that
the land which Mr. Webster held in undisputed possession would ultimately be granted
tq him.

Third commission.

But Mr. Webster's cl~ims were not, in reality, disposed of until1862, long after he had
left the couhtry, and without notice, by a third commission, consisting of Mr. F. D.
Bell. This commission was constitut('ld under" the land claims' settlement act, 1856,"
which made provision for the setting aside of all grants made under previous ordinances. It requred all claimants to have the exterior boundaries of their claims surveyed and plans sent in to the commission, to~ether with their grants and all documents and deeds relating to the alienation of any claims by an original claimant;
but it prohibited the reconsideration of any case disallowed by any previous commission, or that had been withdrawn by the claimant.
Under this prohibition, the third commission did not examine and made no grant
in cases 305 D, 305 E, 305 l<,, 305 L, 305 J, and 305M, comprising claim5 to extensive
tracts of land for which valuable consideration was given. The grants sot forth in
the report of Mr. Bell accompanying the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout are the
only ones finally made in respect to the claims of Mr. Webster. It is stated in that
memorandum" that all t.he grants issued under thA ordinances were surrendered to
him (Mr. Bell), together with all documents relating to the land described in snell
grants."
Referring to the report ofMr. Bell, we find, in respect to the claims ofMr. Webster,
the following result :
"In case No. 305, in which the commiasioners reported, in lf!4::J, that Mr. Webster
had purchased in good faith and paid for 250 acres, this third commission, in 1861,
granted toR. Dacre 57.5 acres and to H. Downing 57.5; in all, 115 acres.
"In case No. 305A, in which the commissioners reported, inl843, that Mr. Webster
had purchased and paid for 250 acres, this third commission, in 1860, granted to G.
Beeson 355 acres .
.. In case No. 305 B, in which the commissioners reported, in 184::J, that Mr. Webster
had purchased in goocl faith and paid for 1,500 acres, this third commission ordered
a grant to be iBI!!ued to J. Solomon; but no grant was1 in fact, issued,
1!'~90-~3
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"In l'laseNo. 305 C, in which the commissioners reported, in 1843, that Mr. Webt~ter
had purchased in good faith and paid for 800 acres, this third commission, on the 20th
of November, 1847, granted to R. Dacre 284 acres, and on the 3d of May, 1860, to the
same person, 384 acres, and on the 25th of January, 1861, toT. Keran 59 acres; in all,
727 acree.
"In case No. 305 G, in which the commissioners reported, 1843, that Mr. Webster
had purchased in good faith and paid for 10,000 acres, this third commiseion, at a.
time not known, granted toR. Dacre 1,944 acres, which is said to have bee commu.ted
for scrip.
"In case No. 305 I, in which the commissioners reported, h'l184:l, that Mr. Webster
had purcbased in good faith and paid for 3,000 acres, this tl!ird commission, on the 3d
of Jnly, 1860, granted to J. Solomon 885 acres.
"In case No. 305 J, in wbich the commissioners reported, in 1843, a bona fide purchase of a tract which Mr. Webster alleged to contam 6,000 acres, this third commission made no grant, a.nd no grant. was ever made.
"In case No. 305 K, in which the colltmissioners reported, in 1843, that Mr. ·webster
had purchased 80,000 acres, this tbird commission, on the 27th of November, 1878,
granted to the heirs of SirS. Donald 1,464 acres; to}'. Whittaker, 12,855 acres and
2,141 acres, and for 294 acres September 30, 1878; total, 16,754 acres.
"In case No. 305M, in which the commissioners, in 11:!43, reported that Mr. Webster
had purchased in good faith, but only partly paid for 3,500 acres, no grant was ev~r
made."
Every one of these grauts, it may be observed, was made to some person or persons
alleged to be derivative owners from Mr. Webster.
Conclusions.
From the foregoing it appears:
(1) That t.he good Jaith of Mr. Webster in his land purchases is unqnestiocable.
(2) That the validity of nearly all his important conveyances from tho natives was
recognized and admitted, and valuable consideration established.
(3) That, in consequence of the annexation of New Zealand by Great Britain and
of the land ordinances adopt~d and enforced, Mr. Webster was prohibited from selling or conveying or completing title to any of the lands which he had purchased and
of which he was in quiet and undisputed possession at the time of the annexation.
(4) That in certain of Mr. Webster's cases (305, 305 A, 305 C, 305 G, 305 I) the land
commissioners found that 94,300 acres bad been purchased by Mr. Webster in good
faith, but recommended grants to him aud his assigns of only 17,655 acres.
•
(5) That in certain other cases (305 B, 305 J, and 305 M) it was shown that 11,000
acres had been purchased by Mr. Webster in good faith, but that no grant whatever
was made.
(6) That in certain other cases (305 D, 305 F, and 305 L) no awards were made, on
the ground that the claims had been withdrawn, which Mr. Webster denies. And in
this relation it is to be observed that the withdrawal of these claims is alleged
to have been made before Commissioner Godfrey in May and June, 1844, after he had
ceased to be a commissioner and had returned to England, and after the second commission, consisting of Mr. Fitz Gerald, had entered upon its duties.
(7) That these proceedings, which were consummated in 1862 under the act of 1806,
were in derogation of the principle conceded b,. Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett in
1A44.
(8) That they were in derogation of the same principle as announced by the governor to Mr. Webster a year later, in 1845.
In view of the facts above set forth, it ii1 not perceived what basis there is for the
assertion in th.e memorandum of Sir Robert Stout that" awards were made in his (Mr.
Webster's) favor, or in favor of his acknowledged assigns, of every single acre of land
which the native owners admitted he bad justly bought from them."
These words are found in the concluding paragraph of Sir Robert Stout's memorandum. Above them, on the same page, are the following o bservationli:
"I have to remark that in the year 1874 the secretary of state, in a dispatch to Governor Sir James Fergusson, required a report on Mr. Webster's claims, in order to
reply to a complaint made by Mr. L. C. Duncan, on behalf of Mr. Webster, that he
bad been treated with injustice in their adjudication.
"Mr. O'Rorke, the then commissioner, and at present Sir G. M. O'.Rorke, speaker of
the houseofrepr~sentatives, furnished to the governor for transmission to the secretary of state a full report on the claims, together with an opinion from Mr. Whitaker
as to the accuracy of such report (wlio bad been personally acquainted wi.th all the
details of Mr. Webster's land tra~Jsactions at the Piako) and a further report from
Dr. Pollen, then CQlonial secretary, who bad been personally acquainted with Mr.
Webster in New Zealand."
An examination of the report; of Mr. O'Rorke does not render necessary any change
QJ' Uloditication in the st~tements herein made in regard to lt!r. Webster's claims. The
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"further report," however, of Dr. Pollen merits examin ation. It is expressly referred to and put forward in the memot·andum of Sir Robert Stout as the statement of
a contemporaneous witness and as possessing the peculiar value of a declaration made
by an individual ''personally acquaintt>d with Mr. Webster in New Zealand." The
value of this piece of evidence, which was formulated on July 29, 1874, is readily
tested. Dr. Pollen's statement is as follows:
"I knew Mr. Webster during the period of his residence in New Zealand, from January, 1840. He was what was then called a 1 trader' on the coast, and was known to
represent or to be supported by Sydney merchants.
"Towards the close of the year 1839, when it became certain that the so1ereignty
of New Zealand was about to be acquired by Great Britain, Mr. Webster, as did many
others, dealt largely with natives for land, or, rather, for land claims. There way
then no way of ascertaining the right to land ofthe natives who took' trade' fort.heir
signatures; there was no survey, and the estimate of area within the boundaries,
when any boundaries were defined in the deeds of conveyance, was almost always
excessive, in many cases ridiculously so. .Hence the exaggerated character of some of
the claims.
"The early land purchases, which were made with deliberation and ca.re, and in
accordance with native usag~ were rarely questioned; but those which were made
·in haste immediately before January, 1840, and, as it were, more for the purpose of
getting up a" claim "than of acquiring title, were commonly repudiated by the native
owners of the !and. Some of Mr. Webster's claims are in this category.
"Mr. Whitaker, of Auckland, who has a derivative title through Mr. Webster to
a large block of land in the Piako district, has not, to this day, been able to get possession from the natives. It will be necessary, in order to keep the faith of tbe
Crown (as the land in question was awarded to Mr. Webster by the land claims commissiOI:\er), and to preserve the peace of the country, either to extinguish the native
title to this land by purchase or to find for Mr. Whitaker an equivalent elsewhere.
A proposal with a view to settlement of this claim is now before this Government.
"Mr. Webster's failure was, as I recollect, of the usual commercial character; he
was already in difficulties, as shown by his arrest in Sydney in 1840, and his insolvency was completed in the financial crisis ot'1842-'43 in New South Wales, by which
his principals there were affected. His misfortune was never, so far as I know, until
now attributed to the action of the colonial government or of the Imperial Government. If any such com:J;llaint had been made in the ea.t"ly days of settl~ment, I thin
that I must have heard It. I do not think that it would have been made in the Prt¥1·
ence of any person famili~r with the facts. It may at present be regarded aa
lawyer's plea, merely, on his client's behalf.
"JULY 29, 1874."
The first obseryation to be made upon this statement is that Dr. Pollen or1n...a l~ht• ~-l'•
&sset1 acquaintance with Mr. Webster prior to January, 1840, before
every title claimed by Mr. Webster was acquired. The next thing to be
the declaration that '"towards the eloiSe of tile year 1839, when it bec&IQe
the sovereignty of New Zealand was about to be acquired by Great Britain,
Webster, as did many others, dealt largely with the natives for land, or rather land
claims."
In answer to this, it is to be observed, in the first place, that the commissioners
found and reported good faith and valuable consideration in all Mr. Webster's pur·
chases which they examined. In every ·case but -one they found that the purchases
had been made trom the rightful native owners, and in that case valuable consideration for the purchase was reported. But the conclusive refutation of the impugnmenta of Dr. Pollen is found in a review of the claims examined and reported n~
by the commissioners, as follows: 305, purchased June 4, 1837; 305 A, purchased
December 8, 1836; 805 B, purchased November 23, 1839; 305 C, purchased JAnuary
30, 1837; 305 D, purchased 1836; 305 E, purchased 1838; 305 F, .p urchased 1~; 300
L, purchased November 24, 1839; 305 p, purchaHed January, 1839; 305 H, porch
November 23, 1839; 305 I, purchased 1886 and 1838; 305 J, purchased May 20, 1839
305 K, purchased December 31, 1839; 305 M, purchased 1838.
It thus appears that out of fourteen cases or claims only four (305 B, 305 L, 305
and 305 K) arose in the latter part of 1839 so as to fall under Dr. Pollen's
charge that Mr. Webster was speculating on the probable annexation of the
by Great Britain. In view of these facts, no comment is necessary upon the
the opinions and recollections stated in the last paragraph of Dr. Pollen's melm«,riiU:··
dum. What is meant by the declaration t.bat ''Mr. Webster's failure
Pollen) reco11ect it, of the usual commercial character f" "He" (Mr. Wf-hat.Ar'\.
Dr. Pollen, " was already in difficulties, as shown by his arrest in Sydney in
This was after the proclamations of Lieutenant-Gove:n10r IJob~~Qn i.p.validating tho
lan<,l titles. Dr. Pollen fnrther sa1s;
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"His misfortune was never, so far as I know, until now attributed to the action of
the colonial government or of the Imperial Government. If any such complaint had
been made in the early days of settlement, I think that I must have heard it. I do
not think that it would have been made in the presence of any person familiar with
the facts. It may at present be regarded as a lawyer's plea, merely, on his client's
behalf."
The value of this evidence, either upon the score of information, of recollection, or
of competency, is easily tested.
The very allegation that Dr. Pollen says would not have been made by Mr. Webster" in the presence of any person familiar with the facts" was made in the letter of
Mr. Webster to the colonial secretary of July 20,1841, heretofore quoted, and was
never questioned. But this is not all. The fact appears f1qually and unmistakably
in the recommendation of Mr. Commissioner FitzGerald, which bears conclusive evidence of the good faith of Mr. Webster's purchases, of his large outlays upon and dev~lopment of his lands, and of his enterprising and useful character as a settler.
It may be thought some\vhat significant that the attack made in 1874, and now
sanctioned and renewed by Sir Robert St;out, upon the conduct of Mr. Webster is conclusively answered by British official records, which, being n.early contemporaneous
with the transactions of Mr. Webster, and containing the testimony of persons having actual knowledge of the facts, uniformly attest his good faith and the meritorious character of his claims. In 1843 his claims were found to be bon" fide, but were
disallowed on the ground that the ordinances did not permit him to hold what he had
purchased and paid for in good faith. The disallowance was modified, completed,
and made final under the act of 1856. In 1874, when he presses for the recognition
of the claims so disallowed, another and wholly inconsistent ground is assumed,
against all the evidence, and it is alleged that he is not entitled to further consideration, becanse he was a dealer in "land claims" in anticipation of the annexation of
New Zealand by Great Britain.
These two positions can not both be maintained. Nor, if the later position be true,
can it be understood why, as the memorandum of Sir Robert Stout constantly reiterates. Mr. Webster was treated with exceptional liberality. Such treatment can be
explained only on one or both of the suppositions that the good faith of Mr. Web&ter's transactions was admitted or that a partial recognition was made of his rights
as an American citizen.
In regard to the Piako tract, which he purchased in 1838, and for which a deed was
executed in 1839, Mr. Webster states that before the case came before the commissioners in 1845 he sent a surveyor with a party of .c hiefs and others from whom he
had made his purchase and measured the fr.>nt boundary, which extended about 21
miles along the river bank, and then marked each corner of the ttact, which extended
about 8 miles back from the river. In regard to the fact and notoriety of this purchase, Mr. Webster refers to a report of George Clarke, "protector of aborigines," to
the colonial secretary of New Zealand, which was transmitted to the British Government, in which there is the following:
"Upon the western side of tho river (Piako) is the extensive purchase of Mr. Webster, who claims upwards of 40 miles of frontage, two-thirds of which is unavailable,
being swamp; the upper part is good; .the depth of the river for about 30 miles is
less than 8 feet."
The commissioners found that he had made bona fide purchases from the chiefs, as
he alleges.
The claim which Mr. Webster now sets forth is as follows:
(1) }'or the value of 11,000 a~res ofland (included in cases 305 B, 305 J, 305 M),
found to have been purchased in good faith, but which were-never granted to him or
his assigns, and which he was prohibited by the land ordinances and officers from selling or conveying, estimated at £1 per acre, £11,000.
(2) For the value of 84,300 acres ofland (included in cases 305, 305 A, 305 C, 305 I,
305 K), found to have been purchased by Mr. Webster in good faith, less 5,000 acres
assigned toR. Dacre, leaving 79,800 acres, estilllated at £1 per acre, £79,000.
(3) For the value of 40,960 acres of land, comprise<l in case 305 G and proved to
have been purchased in good faith, estimated at £1 per acre, £40,960.
(4) For the value of 3,000 acres, case 305 H, proved to have been purchased in good
faith, and for the value of spars taken from the land for the use of the British navy,
£25,645.
(5) For the value of Y,OOO acres (cases 305 D, 305 F, 305 L), purchased tn good
faith and erroneously alleged to have been withdrawn from the commission, estimated at £1 per acre, £9,000.
Mr. Webster also asserts claims to other tracts of laud, comprising about 200,000
acres, which be estimates at 10 shillings per acre, and claims damages for the destruction of his credit and business in New Zealand, and contends that interest should be
allowed on all the items except the last from January 30, 1840. Mr. Webster doe@
not include in the above statement l3arrierlsland (case No, 305 E), whic4hereservett
for further coQsidera~ion,
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Mr. Blaine to Mr. Lincoln.
No. 373.)

DEPARTMENT OF STA'l'E,

Washington, October 22, 1890.
SIR: A concurrent resolution was approved by the Senate of the
United States on May 2, 1890, and by the House of Representatives
October 1, 1890, to the end of securing treaty stipulations for the prevention of the entry into this country of Chinese laborers from the adjacent countries, in the following words :
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Rep1·esentatives concurring), That the President,
if in his opinion not incompatible with the public. interests, be requested to enter into
negotiations with the Governments of Great Britain and Mexico with a view to securing treaty stipulations with those Governments for the prevention of the entry of
Chinese laborers from the Dominion of Canad:1 and Mexico into the United States
contrary to the laws of the United States.

The Government of Her Britannic Majesty can not have failed to perceive the grave embarrassments attending the application of diverse
legislation to Chinese persons entering the ports of two neighboring
countries, while a long stretch of inland frontier between those countries remains unguarded, or can only be watched with difficulty in order
to prevent the influx by land of such Chinese as may have entered the.
adjacent State, whether lawfully or unlawfully. In case of Chinese
surreptitious1y entering the territory of one State, in violation of its
laws, for the sole purpose of effecting transit across its jurisdiction and
so gaining unlawful access to the neighboring State, the evil bas lately
reached such proportions as to suggest that a remedy is to be sought·
in the common interest of both countries.
I have therefore, by direction of the President, to instruct you to
sound the Government of Her Britannic Majesty as to its willingness to
enter into negotiations to the end proposed in the concurrent resolution
above quoted, and, should a favorable disposition be manifested, you
may ask a general expression of views as to the stipulations most likely
to comport with the legislation of the Dominion of Canada concerning
the treatment of Chinese labor immigration, together with a special
consideration of the expediency of so shaping the negotiations by mutual understanding as to insure a reasonable uniform application of
preventive measures in the United States, Great Britain, and Mexico.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. White to 111r. Blaine.
No. 340.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, Norcembm· 6, 18!)0. (Heceived November 17.)
SIR: Referring to your instruction No. 373 of October 22, I have the
honor to acquain-rynu that I bad an interview yesterdajT with the Marquis of Salisbury with respect to the concurrent resolution of the Senate and House of Representatives, requesting the President ''to enter
into negotiations with the Governments of Great Britain and Mexico
with a view to securing treaty stipulations with thosA Governments for
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the prevention of the entry of Chinese laborers from the Dominion of
Canada and 1\fexico into the United States contrary to the laws of the
United States."
I explained briefly to llis Lordship the difference between our own
legislation and that of Canada relati VA to Chinese immigration and the
gTave embarrassments attending the application of the same, as set
forth in your instruction, and I informed him that the evil caused by
the surreptitious entry of Chinese into the territory of one State, in
violation of its laws, for the sole purpose of effecting a transit across
its jurisdiction, and so gaining unlawful access to the uei~·hboring
State, had lately assumed such proportions as to suggest that a remedy
should be sought in the common interest of both countries.
I then stated that, with a view to attaining this end, both Houses of
Congress had concurred iu the resolution in question, which I proceeded
to read and of which I left a copy with His Lordship; adding that, in
accordance therewith, I had been instructed to inquire whether Her
Majesty's Government would be willing to enter into negotiations of
the nature suggested.
Lord Salisbury replied that the subject was entirely new to him, and
that, before expressing an opinion relative thereto, it would be necessary· for him to ascertain the views of the Oanadiau Government. He
promised to communicate with the secretary of state for the colonies
in the matter and to let me have an answer as soon as he should be
in a position to do so.
I have, etc.,
HENRY WHITE.

CORRESPONDENCE 'VITH THE LEGATION OF GREAT
BRITAIN AT WASHINGTON.

Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine.
BAR HARBOR, August 24, 1889.
SIR: In accordance with instructions which I have received from Her
Majesty's principal secretar.v of state for foreign affairs, I have the
honor to state to you that repeated rumors have of late reached Her
Majesty's Government that United States cruisers have stopped,
searched, and even seized British vessels in Behring Sea outside of the
3-mile limit from the nearest land. Although no official confirmation
of these rumors has reached Her Majesty's Government, there appears
to be no reason to doubt their authenticity.
I am desired by the Marquis of Salisbury to inquire whether the
United States Government are in possession of similar information, and,
further, to ask that stringent instructions may be sent by the United
States Government at the earliest moment to their offir.ers, with the
view to prevent the possibility of such occurrences taking place.
In continuation of my instructions, I have the honor to remind JOU
that Her Majesty's Goyernment received very clear assurances last :year
from Mr. Bayard, at that time Secretary of State, that, pending the
discussion of the general questions at issue, no further interference
should take place with British vessels in Behring Sea.
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In conclusion, the Marquis of Salisbury desires me to say that Sir
Julian Pauncefote, Her Majesty's minister, will be prepared on his
return to Washington in the autumn to discuss the whole question,
and Her :Majesty's Government wish to point out to the United States
Government that a settlement can not but be hindered by any measures of force which may.be resorted to by the United States.
I have, etc.,
H. G. EDWARDE8.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwardes.
Bu HARBOR, August 24, 1889.
. Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communi·
cation of this date, conveying to me the intelligence " that repeated
rumors have of late reached Her Majesty's Government that United
States cruisers have stopped, searched, and even seized British vessels
in Behring Sea outside the 3-mile limit from the nearest land." And
you add that, '' although no official confirmation of these rumors has
reached Her Majesty's Government, there appears to be no reason to
doubt their authenticity."
In reply I have the honor to state that the same rumors, probably
based on truth, have reached the Government of the United States,
but that up to this date there has been no official communication recejved
on the subject.
It has been and is the earnest desire of the President of the United
States to have such an adjustment as shall remove all possible ground
of misunderstanding with Her Majesty's Government concerning the
existing troubles in the Behring Sea; and the President believes that the
responsibility for delay in the adjustment can not be properly charged
to the Government of the United States.
11>eg yon will express to the Marquis of Salisbury the gratification
with which the Government of the United States learns that Sir Julian
Panncefote, Her Majesty's minister, will be prepared, on his return to
Washington in the autumn, to discuss the whole question. It gives me
pleasure to assure yon that the Government of the United States will
endeavor to be prepared for the discussion, and that, in the opinion of
the President, the points at issue between the two Governments are
capable of proinpt adjustment on a basis entirely honorable to both.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine.
BAR HARBOR, AU!JUSt 25, 1889.
SIR: I had the honor to receive yesterdu.y your note in which you
have been good enough to inform me, with respect to the repeated rn. mors which have of late reached Her Majesty's Government of the
search and seizure of British vessels in Behring Sea by United States
cruisers, that the same rumors, probably based on truth, have reached
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the United States Government, but that up to this date there has been ·
.
no official communication received on the subject.
At the same tim.e you have done me the honor to inform me that it
has been and is the earnest desire of the President of the United States
to have such an adjustment as shall remove all possible ground of misunderstanding with Her Majesty's Government concerning the existing
troubles in the Behring Sea; and that the President believes that the
responsibility for delay in that adjustlment can not be properly charged
to the Government of the United States.
You request me at the same time to express to the Marquis of Salisbury the gratificatiOn with which the Goternment of the United States
learns that Sir Julian Pauncefote, Her Majesty's miuistet, will be prepared on his return to Washington in the autumn to discuss the whole
question, and you are good enough to inform me of the pleasure you
have in assuring me that the Government of the United States will
endeavor to be prepared for the discussion, and that, in the opinion of
the President, the points at issue between the two Governments are
capable of prompt adjustment on a basis entirely honorable to both.
I shall lose no time in bringing your reply to the knowle.~ge of Her
Majesty's Government, who, while awaiting an answer to the other inquiry I had the honor to make to you, will, I feel confident, receive
with much satisfaction the assurances which you have been good
enough to make to me in your note of yesterday's date.
I have, etc.,
H. G. EDW.A.RDES.

Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine.
WASHINGTON, September 12, 1889.
MY DEAR MR. BLAINE: I should be very much obliged if you would
kindly let me know when I may expect an answer to the request of Her
l\fajests's Government, which I had the l10nor of comtnunicating to you
in my note of the 24th of August, that instructions may be sent to
Alaska to prevent the possibility of the seizure of British ships in
Behring Sea. Her Majesty's Government are earnestly awaiting the
reply of the United States Government on this subject, as the recent
reports ofs.eizures having taken place are causing much excitement both
in England and in Canada.
I remain, etc.,

H. G.

EDW.A.RDES.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwardes.
BAR HARBOR, September 14, 1889.
Srn: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your personal
note of the 12th instant, written at Washington, in which you desire to
know when you may expect an answer to the request of Her Majesty's
Government, ''that instructions may be sent to Alaska to prevent the
possibility of the seizure of British ships in Behring Sea."
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I bad supposed that my note of August 24 would satisfy Her 1\fajesty's Government of the President's earnest desire to come to a friendly
agreement touching all matters at issue between the two Governments
in relation to Behring Sea, and I had further suppose€1. that your mention of the official instruction to Sir Julian Pauncefote to proceed, immediately after his arrival in October, to a full discussion of the question, removed all necessity of a preliminary correspondence touching
its merits.
Referring more particularly to the question to which you repeat the
desire of your Government for an answer, I have the honor to inform
you that a categorical response would have been and still is impracticable,-unjust to this Government, and misleading to the Government
of Her Majesty. It was therefore the judgment of the President that the
whole subject could more wisely be remanded to the formal discussion
so near at hand which Her Majesty's Government has proposed, and to
which the Government of the United States has cordially assented.
It is proper, however, to add that any instruction sent to Behring Sea
at the time of your original request, upon the 24th of August, would
have failed to reach those waters before the proposed departure of the
vessels of the United States.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

The Marquis of Salisbury to Mr. Edwardes.

•

[Left at the Department of State by Mr. Edwardes.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, October 2, 1889.
SIR: At the time when the seizures of British ships hunting seals in
Behring's Sea during the years 1886 and 1887 were the subjects of discussion the minister of the U uited States made certain overtures to
Her Majesty's Government with respect to the institution of a close time
for the seal fisllery, for the purpose of preventing the extirpation of
the species in that part of tile world. Witllout in any way admitting
that com;iderations of tllis order could justify the seizure of vessels which
were transgressing no rule of international law, Her Majesty's Govern·
ment were very ready to agree that the subject was one deserving of
the gravest attention on the part of all the Governments interested in
those waters.
The Russian Government was disposed to join in the proposed negotiations, but they were suspended for a time in consequence of objections raised by the Dominion of Canada and of doubts thrown on the
physical data on which any restrictive legislation must have been based.
Her Majesty's Government are fully sensible of the importance of this
question, and of the great value which will attacll to an international
agreement in respect to it, and Her Majesty's representative will be
furnished with the requisite instructions in case the Secretary of State
should be willing to enter upon the discussion.
You will read this dispatch and my <lispatch No. 205, of this date, to
the Secretary of State, and, if he should desire it, you are autllorized
to give him copies of them.
I am, etc.,
SALISBURY.

The Marquis of Salisbury to lJlr. Edward88. 1
[Left at the Department of State by Mr. Edwardea.]

FoREIGN OFFICE, October 2, 1889.
In my dispatch No.l76 of the 17t.h August last I furnished you
with copies of a correspondence which had passed between this depart;.
moot and the colonial office on the subject of the seizure of the Oanadian vessels Black Diat~wnd and Triumph in the Behring's Sea by the
United States revenue cutter Rush.
I have now received and transmit herewith a copy of a dispatch from
the governor-general of Oanada to the secretary of state for the colonies,
which incloses copies of the instructions given to the special officer
placed on board the Black Diamond by the officer commanding the Bush,
and of a letter from the collector of customs at Victoria, together with
the sworn affidavits of the masters of the two Oanadian vessels.
It is apparent from these affidavits that the vessels were seized at a
distance from land far in excess of the limit of maritime jurisdiction
which any nation can claim by international law.
The cases are similar in this respect to those of the ships Caroline,
Onward, and Thornton, which were seized by a,'vessel of the United
States outside territorial waters in the summer of 1887. In a dispatch
to Sir L. WeRt dated September 10, 1887, which was communicated to
Mr. Bayard, I drew the attention of the Government of the United
States to the illegality of these proceedings, and expressed a hope that
due compensation would be awarded to the subjects of Her Majesty
who bad suffered from them. I have not, since that time, received froll!
the Government of the United States any intimation of their intentions
in this respect, or any explanation of the grounds upon which this interference with the British sealers had been authorized. Mr. Bayard
did, indeed, communi~ate to us unofficially an assurance that no further
seizures of this character should take place pending the discussion of
the questions involved between the two Governments. Her Majesty's
Government much regret to find that this understanding has not been
carried forward into the present year, and that instructions have been
issued to cruisers of the United 8tates to seize British vessels fishing
for seals in Behring's Sea outside the limit of territorial waters. The
grounds upon which these violent measures have been taken have not
been communicated to Her Majesty's Government, and remain still unexplained.
But in view of the unexpected renewal of the seizures of which Her
MaJesty's Government have previously complained, it is my duty to
protest against them, and to state that, in the opinion of Her Majesty's
Government, they are wholly unjustified by international law.
I am, etc.,
SIR:

SALISBURY.
[Iue!osnre 1.]

Mr. Bramstoo to the undersecretary of ltat6 for foreign affairs.
COLONIAL 0FFICK1 ~eptember 10, 1889.
Sin: With reference to previous correspondence respecting the seizures of Canadian sealera in Behring's Sea, I am directed by Lord Knutsford to transmit to you for
communication to the Marquis of Salisbury a copy of a dispatch from the governorgeneral of the Dominion with its inclosures on the subject.
I am, eto.,
JOHN BRAMSTON.

GREAT BRITAIN.
[Inclosure 2.1

Lord Stanley of Preston to Lord KnutsfQTd.
CITADEL, QUEBEC,

MY LoRD: With reference

AugUBt 26, 1889.

to previous corresr,ondence respecting the seizure of the

Black Diamond and the detention of the Triumph in Behring Sea, I have the honor
to forward herewith a copy of an approved minute of the privy council submitting
copies of the instructions given to the special officer placed on board the Black Dianwnd
by the captain of the United States revenue cutter Rush, and of a letter from the
collector of customs at Victoria, together with the affidavits of the masters of the
two vesseh1.
I have, etc.,
STANLEY OF PRESTON.

(Inclosure 3.1

Certified copy of a report of tJ committeB of thB honorablB t'hB priey council, approt16d &y Au
exoelletwy thB govet"nor-geMral in council, on th6 22d of A.ugwt, lt:!t:!9.
On a report dated the 13th of August, 1889, from the minist-er of marine and fisheries,
submitting, in reference to the seizure in the Behring Sea of the schooner Black Diamond
and t.he boarding of the schooner Triumph, the original instructions given to the special officer placed by the captain of the United States revenue cutter Rush on board t.he
Black Diamond at the time of the latter's seizure, and also a letter from the honorable
Mr. W. Hamley, collector of customs at Victoria, British Columbia, together with the
following affidavits:
1. Affidavit of Owen Thomas, of Victoria, Brilish Columbia, master of the British
sealing schooner Blaok Diamond.
2. Affidavit of Daniel McLean, of Victoria, British Columbia, master of the British
sealing schooner Triwmpl~.
The minister recommends that copies of the inclosures herewith be immediately
forwarded for the information of Her Majesty's Government.
The committee concurring advise that your excellency be moved to forward this
minute, together with copies of the inclosures, to the right honorable the secretary
of state for the colonies.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
JoHN J. McGEE,
Clerk Pri'Dll Council.

[Inclosure 4.)

Captain Shepard to Mr. Hankanson.
U. S. REVENUE STEAMER Rl.]SH, BEHRING SEA,
Latitude 56° 22' N., longitude 170° 25' W., July 11, 1~.
SIR: You are hereby appointed a special officer, and directed to proceed ou board
the schooner Black Diamond, of Victoria, British Columbia, this day seized for viola·
tion of law (Section 1956, Revised Statutes of the United States), and assume charge
of the said vessel, her officers and crew, twenty-five in number, all told, excepting
the navigation of the vessel, which is reserved to Capt. Owen Thomas, and which
you will not interfere with unless you become convinced that he is proceecling to
some other than your port of destination, in which event you are authorized to as·
some full charge of th vess8l. Everything being in readiness, you will direct
Capt. Owen Thomas to make the best of his way to Sitka, Alaska, and upon ar·
rival at that port you will report in person to the United States district attorney
for the district of Alaska, and deliver to him the letter so addressed, the schooner
Black Diamond, of Victoria, British Columbia, her outfit, and the persons of Capt.
Owen 'l'horuas and Mate Alexander Galt, and set her crew at liberty. After being
relieved of the property and persons entrusted to your care, yon will await at Sitka
the arrival of the Rush.
Very respectfully, eto.,

L. G.

SHEPARD,

Captain U. S. RevenuB St641Mr Ruai.

~8.]
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and leaving the man Hawltinson in charge of the schooner; shortly afterwards the
cotter steamed away without returning the ship's papers, seal skins, and other goods
before mentioned.
After the departure of the United States vessel, I directed my course to Onnalaska, hoping to m8et with an English man-of-war. We arrived there on the 1~th of
July. My crew at this time consisted of a mate, Alexander Gault, two white seamen,
deck hand•, ancl a white cook and twenty Indians. The Indians, thinking we were
goin~ to Sitka, became mutinous, and told me the best thing I could do to avoid
trouble was to take the schooner home; they also warned the other white men on
board that if they thought I meant to take the schooner to Sitka they would tlirow
us all overboard.
There being no man-of-war at Oonalaska, I left there and directed my course to
Victoria, and arrived at that port at about 7 p. m. on Saturday, the 3d of August
last, having on board the said John Hawkineon, who du!'ing the cruise to Victoria
bad not tried to give me any directions or made any suggestions as to the co~1rse to be
taken by the schooner. On arrival at Victoria, Hawkinson was put on shore by one
of my boats.
And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the oaths ordinance 1869.
OwEN THOMAS.
Declared at the city of Victoria, British Columbia, the 7th day of August, 1889, before me,
ERNEST V. BODWELL,
..4. Notary Public for the Province of Briti8h Columbill.

[Inclosure 7.]
~ffidavit

of Daniel McLean.

I, Daniel McLean, of the city of Victoria, in the province of British Columbia,
Dominion of Canada, being duly sworn, depose as follows:
That I am master and part owner of the British schooner Triumph, registered at
the port of Victoria, British Columbia; t.hat in conformity with the laws of the
Dominion of Canada I regularly cleared the said schooner Triumph for a voyage to
the North Pacific Ocean and Behring Sea, and that in pursuance of my legitimate
)>usiness did enter the said Behring Sea on 4th day of July, 1889, and did in a peaceful manner proceed Qn my voyage, and being in latitude 56° 05' north, longitude
171° 23' west, on the 11th day of July, 1889, at the hour of 8.30 a. m., was hailed by
commander of the United States revenue cotter Richard Bush, the said revenue
cutter being a vessel belonging to the Government of the United States and regularly
commissioned by the same; a boat having been lowered by officer and crew, I was
boarded by tho same.
The officer in charge of the boat being one Lieutenant Tuttle, who demanded the
official papers of my vessel, and after reading the same proceeded to search my vessel
for seals, and finding no evidence of the same, informed me that orders bad been issued
by the s~cretary of the Unitetl States under the proclamation of the President, instructing the commanding officer of the said revenue cutter Rush to seize all vessels
fonwl sealmg in Behring Sea; be also told me that should be again board me and find
FIP.<tl skins on board he would seize and confiscate the vessel and catch; he furthermoTe informed me that he llad already seized the British schooner Black Diamond, of.
Victoria, linti:sh Columbia, and that she had been sent to Sitka, and that therefore,
lty reason of his threats and menaces, I was ca.nsed to forego my legitimate and peaceful voyage on the high seas and return to the port of my departure, causing serious
pecuniary loss to myself, crew, and owners, for which a claim will be formulated and
f~rwarded in d.ue course. And I make this solemn affidavit, conscienti~y believing
tho same to be tru~, and by virtue of the oaths ordinance 1869.
DANIEL MCL'F!A~,

Maste1· of schooner Trilmlph.
Sworn before me this 8th August, 1880, at Victoria, British Columbia.
G. MORISON, J. P.,
4. Justice of the Peace for the Province of Britis II CQl umbia.
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Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine.
BRITISH LEGATION,
Washington, October 14, 1889.
MY DEAR MR. BLAINE : When I had the honor to read to you on
Saturday, the 12th instant, two dispatches addressed to me by the
Marquis of Salisbury on the subject of the seizures of British sealers
in Behring Sea, you inquired of me when I reached the passage which
runs as follow~, ''Mr. Bayard did indeed communicate to us, unofficially, an assurance that no further seizures of this cbaractel' should
take place pending the discussion of the questions involv€d between
the two Governments," if I could tell you in what way this assurance
was unofficially communicated to Her Majesty's Government. I replied
that I believed it had been so communicated in a letter addressed uy
Mr. Bayard to Sir Lionel West, and that that letter would be found in
the printed correspondence on the subject which was laid before Congress this year.
I have since learnt that the assurance which Lord Salisbury bad in
mind when writing the dispatch I read was not that to which I referred
in my reply to you, but was an assurance communicated unofficially to
his lordship by the United States minister in London, and 3.lso by Mr.
Bayard to Sir lJionel West in the month of April last year.
I have, etc.,
H. G. EDWARDES.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Wa.~hington, January 22, 1890.
SIR: Several weeks have elapsed since I had the honor to receive
through the bands of 1\ir. Ed wardcs copies of two dispatches from Lord
Salisbury complaining of the course of the United States revenue cutter Rush in intercepting Canadian vessels sailing under the British flag
and engaged in taking fur seals in the waters of the Behring Sea.
Subjects which could not be postponed have engaged the attention
of this Department and have rendered it impossible to give a formal
answer to Lord Salisbury until the present time.
In the opinion of the President, the Canadian vessels arrested and
detained in the Behring Sea were engaged in a pursuit that was in
itself contra bonos mores, a pursuit which of necessity invo.J..ves a.~erious
and permanent injury to the rights of the Government and people of
the United States. To establish this ground it is not necessary to argu~
the question of the extent and nature of the sovereignty of this Government over the waters of the Behring Sea; it is not necessary to explain,
certainly not to define, the powers and privileges ceded by His Imperial
Majesty the Emperor of Russia in the treaty by which the Alaskan
territory was transferred to the United States. The weighty considerations growing out of the acquisition of that territory, with all the rights
on land and sea inseparably connected therewith, may be safely left out
of view, while the grollnd~ are set forth upon which this GQve:r-!llllent
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rests its justification for the action complained of by Her Majesty's Government.
It can not be unknown to Her Majesty's Government that one of the
most valuable sources of revenue from the Alaskan possessions is the
fur-seal fisheries of the Behring Sea. Those fisher-ies had been exclusively controlled by the Government of Russia, without interference or
without question, from their original discovery until the cession ot'
Alaska to the United States in 1867. From 1867 to 1886 the possession
in which Russia had been undisturbed was enjoyed by this Government
also. There was no interruption and no intrusion from any source.
Vessels from other nations passing from time to time throug-h Behring
Sea to the Arctic Ocean in pursuit of whales bad always abstained from
taking part in the capture of seals.
Th+s uniform avoidance of all attempts to take fur seal in those
waters had been a constant recognition of the right held {tnd exercised
first by Russia and subsequently by this Government. It bas also been
the recognition of a fact now held beyond denial or doubt that the
taking of seals in the open sea rapidly leads to their extinction. This
is not only the well-known opinion of experts, both British and American, based upon prolonged observation and investigation, but the fact
had also been demonstrated in a wide sense by the well-nigh total destruction of all seal fisheries except the one in the Behring Sea, which
the Government of the United. States is now striving to preserve, not
altogether for the use of the American people, but for the use of the
world at large.
The killing of seals in the open sea involves the destruction of the
female in common with the male. The slaughter of the female seal is
reckoned as an immediate loss of three seals, besides the future loss of
the whole number which the bearing seal may produce in the successive
years of life. The destruction which results from killing seals in the
open sea proceeds, therefore, by a ratio which constantly and rapidly
increases, and insures the total extermination of the species within a
very brief period. It has thus become known that the only proper time
for the slaughter of seals is at the season when they betake themselves
to the land, because the land is the only place where the necessary discrimination can be made as to the age and sex of the seal. It would
seem, then, by fair reasoning, that nations not possessing the territory
upon which seals can increase their numbers by natural growth, and
thus afford an annual supply of skins for the use of mankind, should
refrain from the slaughter in open sea, where the destruction of the
species is sure and swift.
After the acquisition of Alaska the Government of the United States,
through competent agents working under the direction of the best experts, gave careful attention to the improvement of the seal fisheries.
Proceeding by a close obedience to the laws of nature, and rigidly limiting the number to be annually slaughtered, the Government Slilcceeded
in increasing the total number of seals and adding correspondingly and
largely to the value of the fisheries. In the course of a few years of
intelligent and interesting experiment the number that could be safely
slaughtered was fixed at 100,000 annually. The company to which the
administration of the fisheries was inj;rusted by a lease from this Government has _paid a rental of $50,000 per annum, and in addition thereto
.2.62! per skin for the total number taken. Th{\ skins were regularly
transported to London to be dressed and prepared for the markets of
be world 7 and the busiaess had grown so large that the earnings of
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English laborers, since Alaska was transferred to the United States,
amount in the aggregate to more than twelve millions of dollars.
The entire business was then conducted peacefully, lawfully, and
profitably-profitably to the United States, for the rental was yielding
a moderate interest on the large sum which this Government had paid
for Alaska, including the rights now at issue; profitably to the Alaskan
Company, which, under governmental direction and restriction, had
given unwearied pains to the care and development of the fisheries;
profitably to the Aleuts, who were receiving a fair pecuniary reward
for their labors, and were elevated from semi-savagery to civilization
and to the enjoyment of schools and churches provided for their benefit
by the Government- of the United States; and, last of all, profitably to
a large body of English laborers who had constant employment and received good wages.
This, in brief, was the condition of the Alaska fur-seal fisheries down
to the year 1886. The precedents, customs, and rights had been e~tab
lished and enjoyed, either by Russia or the United States, for nearly a
century. The two nations were the only powers that owned a foot of
land on the continents that bordered, or on the islands included within,
the Behring waters where the seals resort to breed. Into this peaceful
and secluded field of labor, whose benefits were so equitably shared by
the native Aleuts of the Pribylov Islands, by the United States, and
by England, certain Canadian vessels in 1886 asserted their right to
enter, and by their ruthless course to destroy the fisheries and with
them to destroy also the resulting industries which are so valuable.
The Government of the United States at once proceeded to check this
movement, which, unchecked, was sure to do great and irreparable
harm.
It was cause of unfeigned surprise to the United States that Her
Majesty's Government should immediately interfere to defend and encourage (surely to encourage by defending) the course of the Canadians
in disturbing an industry which had been carefully developed for more
than ninety years under the flags of Russia and the United States-developed in such manner as not to interfere with the public rights or
the private industries of any other people or any other' person.
Whence did thf' ships of Canada derive the rig'1lt to do in 1886 that
which they had refrained from doing for more than ninety years!
Upon what grounds did Her Majesty's Government defend in the year
1886 a course of conduct in the Behring Sea~ which she bad carefully
avoided ever since the discovery of that sea 7 By what reasoning did
Her Majesty's Government conclude that an act may be committed
with impunity against the rights of the United States which had never
been attempted against the same rights when held by the Russian
Empire¥
.
So great has been the injury to the fisheries from the irregular and
destructive slaughter of seals in the open waters of the Behring Sea by
Canadian vessels. that whereas the Government had allowed one hun·
dred thousand to' be taken annuaUy for a series of years, it is now compelled to reduce the number to sixty thousand. If four years of this
violation of natural law and neighbor's rights has reduced the annual
slaughter of seal by 4:0 per cent., it is easy to see how short a period
will be required to work the total destruction of the fisheries.
The ground upon which Her Majesty's Government justifies, or at least
defends the course oi the Canadian vessels, rests upon the fact that
they are committing their acts of destruction on the high seas, viz,
more than 3 marine mile~ from the shore-line. It is doubtful whether

Her Majesty's Government would abide by this rule if the attempt \Vere
made to interfere with the pearl fisheries of Oeylon, whioh extend more
than 20 miles'from the shore-line and have been enjoyed by England
without molestation ever since ·their acquisition. So well recognized is
the British ownership of those fisheries, regardless of the limtt of the
3-mile Jine, that Her Majesty's Government feels authorized to sell the
pearl-fishing right from year to year to the highest bidder. Nor is
it credible that modes of fishing on the Grand Banks, altogether practicable but highly destructive, would be justified or even permitted by
Great Britain on the plea that the vicious acts were committed more
tha.n 3 miles from shore.
There are, wcording to scientific authority, "great colonies of fish" on
the "Newfoundland banks." These colonies resemble the seats of great
populations on land. They remain stationary, having a limited range
of water in which to live and die. In these great ''colonies" it is, according to expert judgment, comparatively easy to explode dynamite or
giant powder in such manner as to kill vast quantities of fish, and at
the same time destroy countless numbers of eggs. Stringent laws have
been necessary to prevent the taking of fish by the use of dynamite in
many of the rivers and lakes of the United States. The same mode
of fishing could readily be adopted with effect on the more shallow
parts of the banks, but the destruction of fish in proportion to the
catch, says ·a high authority, might be as great as ten thousand to one.
Would Her Majesty's Government think that so wicked an act could
not be prevented and its perpetrators punished simply because it had
been committed outside of the 3-mile line!
Why are not the two cases parallel t The Canadian vessels are engaged in the taking of fur seal in a manner that destroys the power
of reproduction and insures the extermination of the species. In exterminlt.ting the species an article useful to mankind ia totally destroyed
in order that temporary and immoral gain may be acquired by a few
persons. By the employment of dynamite on the banks it is not prob. able that the total destruction of fish could be aceomplishedt but a serious diminution of a valuable food for man might assurealy result---Do Her Majesty's Governme t seriously maintain that the law of nations is powerless to' prevent such violation of the common rights of
man t Are the supporters of justice in all nations to be declared incompetent to prevent wrongs so odious and so destructive!
In the judgment of this Government the law of the sea is not lawlessness. Nor can the law of the sea and the liberty which it confers
and which it protects, be perverted to justify acts which are immoral
in themselves, which inevitably tend to results against the interests
and agai11st the welfare of mankind. One step beyond that which Her
Majesty's Government has taken in this contention, and piracy finds
its justification. The President does not conceive it possible that
Her Majesty's Government could in fact be less indifferent to these evil
results than is the Government of the United States. But he hopes
that Her Majesty's Government will, after tlllis frank expression of
views, more readily comprehend the position of the Government of the
United States touching this serious question. This Government has
been ready to concede much in order to adjust all differences of view,
and has, in the judgment of the President, already propose'l a solution not only equitable but generous. Thus far Her Majesty~s Government has declined to accept the proposal of the United States. The
President now awaits with deep interest, not unmixed with solicitude,
any propoRition for reasonable adjustment which Her Majesty's Gov:VR90-24
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ernment may submit. The forcible resistance to which this Government is constrained in the Behring Sea is, in the President's judgment,
demanded not only by the necessity of defending the traditional and
long-established rights of the United States, but also the rights of
good morals and of good government the world over.
In this contention the Government of the United States has no occasion and no desire to withdraw or modify the positions which it has
at any time maintained against the claims of the Imperial Government
of Russia. !fhe United States will not withhold from any nation the
privileges which it demanded for itself when Alaska was part of the
Russian Empire. Nor is the Government of t.he United States disposed
to exercise in those possessions any less power or authority than it was
willing to concede to the Imperial Government of Russia when its
sovereignty extended over them. The President is persuaded that all
friendly nations will conced~' to the United States the same rights and
privileges on the lands and in the waters of Alaska which the same
frie.ndly nations always conceded to the Empire of Russia.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Sir· Julian Pauncejote to Mt-. Blaine.
WASHING1'0N, February 10, 1890.
SIR: Her Majesty's Government have had for some time under their
consideration the suggestion made in the course of our interviews on
the queEttion of the seal fisheries in Behring's Sea, that it might expedite a settlement of the controversy if the tripartite negotiation respecting the establishment of a close time for those fisheries which was commenced in London in 1888, but was suspended owing to various causes,
should be resumed in Washington.
I now have the honor to inform you that Her Majesty's Government
are willing to adopt this suggestion, and if agreeable to your Government will take steps concurrently with them to invite the participation
of Russia in the renewed negotiations.
I have, etc.
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF S1'.A.TE,
Washington, March 1, 1890.
MY DEAR SIR JuLIAN: I have extracted from official documents and
appended hereto a large mass of evidence, given under oath by professional experts and officers of the United States, touching the subject
upon which you desired further proof, namely, that the killing of seals
in the open sea tends certainly and rapidly to the extermination sf the
species. If further evidence is desired, it can be readily furnished.
I have, etc,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

GREAT BRITAIN.
[Inoloeure. *]

From the official report made to the House of Representatives in 1889:
In forme-r years fur-seals were found in great num hers on various islands of the
South Pacific Ocean, but after a comparatively short period of indi~criminate slaughter
the rookeries were deserted, the animals having been killed or driven from their
haunts; so that now the only existing rookeries are those in Ala!!ka, another in the
Russian part of Behring Sea, and a third on Lobos Island, at the mouth of the river
Plate in South America.
All these rookeries are under the protection of their several governments.
The best estimate as to the number of these animals on the Alaska rooko.ries places
it at about 4,000,000; but a marked diminution of the numbers is noticed within the
last two or three years, which is attributed by the testimony to the fact that unauthorized persons during the summers of 1886, 18t:!7, and 1888 had fitted out expeditions
and cruised in Alaskan waters, and by the use of fire-arms destroyed hundreds of
thousands of these animals without regard to age or sex:.
The law prohibits the killing of fur·seals in the Territory of Alaska or the waters
thereof, except by the lessee of the seal islands, and the lessee is permitted to kill
during the months of June, July, September, and October only; and is forbidden to
kill any seal less than one year old, or any female seal, '' or to kill such seals at any
time by the use of fire-arms, or by any other means tending to drive the seals away
from those itdands." (Revised Statutes, section 1960.)
Governor Simpson, of the Hudson Bay Company, in his "Overland Journey Round
the World," 1841-'42, p. 130, says:
"Some twenty or thirty years ago there was a most wasteful destruction of the
seal, when young and old, male and female, were indiscriminately knocked in the
bead. This imprudence, as any one migh.t have expected, proved detrimental in two
ways. The race was almost extirpated, and the market was glutted to such a degree,
at the rate for some time of200,000 skins a year, that the prices did not even pay the
expenses of carriage. The Russians, however, have now adopted nearly the same
plan which the Hudson Bay Company pursues in recruiting any of its exhaus~ed districts, killing only a limit.ed number of such males as have attained their full growth,
a plan peculiarly applicable to the fur-seal, inasmuch as its habits render a system of
husbanding the stock as easy and certain as that of destroying it."
In the year 1800 the rookeries of the Georgian Islands produced 112,000 fur-seals.
From 1806 to 18'~, says the Encyclopredia Britannica, "The Georgian Islands produced 1,200,000 seals, and the island of Desolation has been equally productive."
Over 1,000,000 were taken from the island of Mas-'-Fuera and shipped to China in
179S-'99. (~'aiming's "Voyages to the 3outh Sea," p. 299.)
In 1820 and 1821 over 300,000 fur-seals were taken at the South Shetland Islands,
and Captain Weddell states that at the end of the second year the species had there
become almost exterminated. In addition to the number killed for their furs, he
estimates that "not less ·than 100,000 newly born young died in consequence of the
destruction of their mothers." (See Elliott's Rep., 1884, p. 118.)
In 1830 the supply of fur-seals in the South Seas had so greatly decreased that the
vessels engaged in this enterprise'' generally made losing voyages, from the fact that
those places which were the resort of seals had been abandoned by them." (Fanning's Voy~ges, p. 487.)
At Antipodes Island, off the coast of New South Wales, 400,000 skins were obtained
in the years 1814 and 1815.
Referring to these f~cts, Professor Elliott, of the Smithsonian Institution, in his
able report on theSeallslands, published by the Interior Department in 1884, says:
"This gives a very fair idea of the manner m which the business was conducted in
the South Pacific. How long would our sealing interests in Behring Sea withstand
the attacks of sixty vessels carrying from twenty to thirty men each f Not over two
seasons. The fact that these great southern rookeries withstood and paid for attacks
of this extensive character during a period of more than twenty years speaks eloquently of the millions upon millions that must have existed in the waters now almost
deserted by them."
.
Mr. R. H. Chapel, of New London, Conn., whose vessels had visited all the rookeries of the South Pacific, in his written statement before the Committee on Commerce of the Hou.se of Representatives, said:
"As showing the progress of this trade in fur-seal skins, and the abuses of its prosecution, resulting in almost total annihilation of the animals in some localities, it is
stated on good authority that, from about 1770 t61800, Kerguelen Land, in the Indian
Ocean, yielded to the English traders over 1,000,000 skins: but open competition
swept off the herds that 1·esorted there, and sinoe the latter year hardly 100 per annum
*The report referred to in this wemoraudum ia IT! R.
iress, ~ecopd sessioq,
·
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·
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are there. The sea breaks rudely upon these beachee, and it is impossible to lanu upon
them. There are clift's, something like 30~ to 500 feet, of shore ice, and the sea-elephant finds a safe resort on these beaches, and still preserves enough life to make the
pursuit of that animal worth following in a small way.
I have vessels there, and have had, myself and father, for fifty or sixty years. But
this is incidental. 'fhe island of South Shetland, and the island of South Georgia,
and the island of Sand wichland, and the Diegos, off Cape Horn, and one or two other
minor points were found to yield more or less seal. In this period of fifty years in
these localities seal life had recuperated to such an extent that there was taken from
them in the six years from 1!:!70 to 1f:f76 or 1t:r77 perhaps 40,000 skins.
Q. After they had been abandoned for fifty years f-A. Yes; to-day they are again
exhausted. 'l'he last year's search of vessels in that region-1 have the statistioe here
of a vessel from Stonington from the South Shetland Islands, reported in 1!:!88, and she
procured 39 skins as the total result of search on those islands and South Georgia.
One of my own vessels procured 61 ski.us, including 11 pups, as the total result of
her voyage ; and, except about Cape Horn, there are, in my opinion, no seals remaining. · I do not think that 100 seals could be procured from all the localities mentioned
by a close search. Any one of those localities I have named, under proper protection
and restrictions, might have been perpetuated as a breeding place for seals, yielding
as great a number per annum as do the islands belonging to the United States.
Now, the trade in those localities is entirely exhausted, and it would be impossible
in a century to restock those islands, or bring them back to a point where they would
yield a reasonable return for the investment of capital in hunting skins. That, in
brief, completes the history of the fnr-seal in the South Atlantic Ocean.

The following is from the committee's report:
DANGER OF THE EXTERMINATION OF THE ALASKA ROOKERIES.

We have already mentioned that the present number of seals on St. Paul and St.
George islands has materially diminished during the last two or three years. The
testimony discloses the fact that a large number of British and American vessels,
manned by expert Indian seal hunters, have frequented Behring Sea and destroyed
hundredsofthousandsoffur-seals by shooting them in the water, and securing as many
of the carcasses for their skins as they were able .t o take on board. The testimony of
the Government agents shows that of the number of seals killed in the water not
more than one in seven, on an average, is secured, for the reason that a wounded seal
will sink in the sea; so that for every thousand aeal-skins secured in this manner
there is a diminution of seal life at these rookeries of at least 7,000. Added to this is
the fact that the shootin~ of a female seal with young causes the death of both. If
the shooting is before dehvery, that, of course, is the end of both: if after, the young
seal dies for want of sustenance.
·
During the season of 1885 the number of contraband seal-skins placed on the market was over 13,000; and in 1886, 25,000; in 1887, 34,000; and in 1888 the number of
illicit skins secured by British cruisers was less than 25,000, which number would
have been largely increased had not the seMon been very stormy and boisterous.
American citizens respected the law and the published notice of the Secretary of the
Treasury, and made no attempt to take seals.
From this it appears that, during the la-st three years, the number of contraband
. seal-skins placed on the market amounted to over 97,000, and which, according to
the testimony, destroyed nearly three-quarters of a million of fur-seals, causing a
lof!s of revenue amounting to over 12,000,000, at the rate of tax and rental paid by
the lessee of the seal islands.
LIMITATION: THE LESSEE FORBIDDEN TO KILL ANY FEMALE SEAL.

The following is an extract from the official report to Congress:
The lessee is permitted to kil1100,000 for-seals on St. Paul and St. George Islands,
and no more, and is prohibited from killing any female seal or any seal less than one
year old, and from killing any fur-seal at any lime except during the months of June,
July, September, and October, and from killing such seals by the use of fire-arms or
other means tending to drive the seals from said islands, and from killing any seal in
the water adjacent to said islands, or on the beaches, cliffs, or rocks where they haul
up from the sea to remain.

Further extract from report:
It is clear to your committee from the proof submitted that to prohibit seal killing
on the seal islands and permit the killing in Behring Sea would be no protection; for
it is not on the islands where the destruction of seal life is threatened or aeals are unlawfully killed, but it is in that part of Behring Sea lying between the eastern and
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western limits of Alaslm., as described in the treaty of cession, throngh which tho
seals pass and repass in going to and from their feeding grounds, some 50 miles southeast of the rookeries, and in their annual migrations to and from the islands.

Extract from report of L. N. Buynitsky, agent of the Treasury in
1870, to Ron. George L. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury. It will
be observed that this report was made in 1870, before any di~pute had
arisen with the Canadian sealers.
When the herd has been driven a certain distance from the shore a halt is made,
and a sorting of the game as to age, sex, and condition of the fur is effected. This
operation requires the exercise of a life-long experience, and is of the utmost importance, as the killing of females, which are easily mistaken for young males, even
by the natives, would endanger the propagation of the species.

The. same witness, when not an employe of the Treasury, gave testimony on another point in 1889:
Q. Where are t.hose seals born f Where do the female seals give birth to their
young ¥-A. They are born on the rookeries.
Q.. Are they an animal or a fish, or what are they; how do you classify them T-A.
They are hot-blooded anhnals born on the land; they are not a fish.
Q. And born on the United States territory, are they f-A. Yes; all those born on
the islands of St. Paul and St. George.
Q. That is in United States territory T-A. Yes, sir. ''Fisheries" is a misnomer
all the way through, and always was.

H. A. Glidden, an agent of the Treasury Department, was on the
Pribylov Islands from May, 1882, to June, 1885. In describing before
the Uongressional committee the mode of killing seals by the lessee of
the islands the following occurred:
Q. Do they kill any females Y-A. They never kill females. I do not know ef but
one or two instances in my experience where a female seal was ever driven out with
the crowd.

*

*

*

•

.

.

*

Q. Do you believe seal life can be preserved without Government protection over
them f-A. I do not .

.w. B. Taylor, a Treasury agent, was asked the same question as to
the killing of female seals~ and he said that "he had never known but
one or two killed by the lessee on the islands, and they by accident."
He was further asked as follows :
Q. When they kill the seals in the waters, about what proportion of them do tha,recover f-A. I do not believe more than one-fourth of them.
Q. The others sink Y-A. They shoot them and they sink.
Q. Have you ever noticed any wounded ones that came ashore that have been
shot Y-A. No, sir; I do not think I did.

The same witness testified as follows :
Q. Yon do not think, then, that the value of the seal fisheries and the seal rookeries could be preserved under an open policy f-A. No, sir; 1 do not. I think if you
open it they will be destroyed without question.
Q. Do you think it necessary to protect the seals in the sea and down in their feeding grounds in the Pacific, if possible, in order to preserve their full value and the
perpetuity of seal life Y Do you think they ought to be protected everywhere as well
as on the rookeries Y-A. Yes, sir; I think they ought to be protected not alone on
the rookeries but on the waters of the Behring Sea. I do not think it is necessary to
go outside of the Behring Sea, because there is no considerable number of them.
Q. Are they so dispersed in the Pacific · that they would not be liable to destruction ¥-A. Yes, sir; they are scattered very much, and no bunters do much huntiQg
in the Pacific, as I understand. Another reason why they should be protected in aU
the waters of the Behring Sea is this: .A large num her of seals that are on the islands
of course eat a great many fish every twenty-four hours, and the fish have become
well aware of the fact that there are a good many seal on tbe seal islands, and they
stay out a longer distance from the islands, and they do not come near the shore. It
becomes necessary for the seal themselves, the cows, to go a good distance into the
sea in order to obt.ain food, and it is there where most of the damage is done by these
vessels. They catch them while they are out
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Q. So on the rookeries they go out daily for food f-A. The cows go out every day
for food. The bulls do not go; they stay on the island all summer. The cows go 10
and 15 miles and even farther-I do not know the avera~e of it-and they are going
and coming all the morning and evening. The sea is black with them around about
the islands. If there is a little fog and they get out half a mile from shore, we can
not see a vessel-100 yards even. The vessels themselves lay around the islands there
where they pick up a good many seal, and there is where the killing of cows occurs
when they go ashore. I think this is worse than it would be to take 25,000 more seal
on the islands than are now taken. I think there is some damage done in the killing and shooting of the cows, and leaving so many young without their mothers.
Q. Is it your opinion that a larger number of seals may be taken annually without
detriment to the rookeries T-A. No, sir; I would not recommend that. The time
may come, but I think that one year with another they are taking all they ought to
take, for this reason:
I believe that the capacity of the bull seal is limited, the same as any other animal,
and I have very frequently counted from thirty to thirty-five and even, at one time,
forty-two cows with one bull. I think if there were ~nore bulls there would be less
cows to one bull, and iu that way the increase would be greater than now. While
the number of seal in the aggregate is not apparently diminished, and in fact there is
undoubtedly an increase, yet if you take any greater number of seal than is taken
now, this ratio of cows to one bull would be greater, and for that reason there would
be a less number of young seals, undoubtedly. I look upon the breeding of the seal
as something like the brebding of any other animal, and that the same care and restriction and judgment should be exercised in this breeding.

The same witness testified as follows:
Q. What will be the effect upon the seal rookeries if this surreptitious and unlawful
killing in the Behring Sea is to be permitted f-A. In my judgment it would eventually exterminate the seal.

Mr. 0. A. Williams, of Connecticut, before referred to, testified as
follows:
Q. I would like to know-I do not know that it is just the proper time-but I
would like to get the idea of those conversant with the habits and nature of the seal
as to what their opinion is upon the effect of the indiscriminate killing of them while
they are coming to and going from the islands.-A. That is a question which I think
mo8t any of us here can answer. If you note the conformation of the Aleutian Islands,
which form a wall, and note the gaps through which the seals come from the Pacific
Ocean seeking the haunt on these islands, that is the whole point. When they come
through these various passes, generally through the Oonmak Pass, the sea is reasonably shallow, and the cows come laden with pups, waiting until the last moment in
the water to go ashore to deliver, because they can roll and scratch and help themselves better than if they haul out when heavy with pup, so they stay in the water
playing about until their instinct warns them it is time to go ashore, and during that
time they are massed in great quantities in the sea.
Q. Now, in that view of it, the destruction of them there is almost practically the
same as the destruction of them on the islands f-A. Yes, sir.
Q. And the conditions are as bad f-A. Yes, sir; and often worse, for this reason:
If you kill a pup you destroy a single life, but in killing a cow you not only destroy
the life that may be, but the source from which life comes hereafter, and when they
are killed there in the water by a shot-gun or a spear the proportion saved by the
hunters is probably not one in seven. That was their own estimate: that out of eight
shots they would save one seal ana seven were lost. If they were killed on the laud,
those seven would go towards filling out their score.

The same witness also testified as follows:
Q. Have you instructed your agents to comply strictly with the laws and regulations of the Treasury Department f-A. In every case; yes.
Q. Do you kill seals with fire-arms at the islands, or do you prohibit that f-A. No,
sir; never; it is not allowed by the act.
Q. Do you kill the female seals or allow them to be killed f-A. Never with our
knowledge.
Q. Do you kill any during the month of August for their skins f-A. Not a seal; no,
Q. Do yo:u kill any seals under two years old f-A. Not that we are aware of.

The same witness further testified:
Q. Now, I would like to have your opinion as to the insutllciency of the present
measures taken by the Government for the protection of the rookeries, and your
opinion as to whether any additional safeguards are necessary for their protection.-
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A. That the present meMnres are somewhat insufficient is shown by the fact that
for the last three or four years there have been increased depredations annually upon
the rookeries. More seals are taken within the limits of the Behring Sea. }"ormarly seals were only taken outside of Behring Sea, as they passed up to British Columbia, and oft' the mouth of Puget Sound, in the waters of the Pacific Ocean. That
was a legitimate place to take them, and one against which no objection could be
raised. Seals which come up that way enter through the passages of the Aleutian
Islands nearest to the mainland, and it has always been the custom in British Columbia and our sound to intercept the seal and get what they could. Within the
last two or three years marauders have followed them through the passages into Behring Sea, and have with guns and spears taken the seals as they lay upon the water,
as I stated before, waiting to haul ashore and have their pups. The cows are heavy
with pup, and they do not like to go ashore until the last moment, and so they lie
there in the water, and this affords an opportunity for these marauders to shoot and
spear them. This is done by gangs of Indians which they have. They hire gangs
of Indians and take them with them. The effects of this shooting is not alone upon
the seals which are at that point, but also upon those all around, and it startles them
and raises a suspicion in their minds and there is a general feeling of disturbance,
such as Y_?U notice among cattle when bears are about or something of that kind.

And again:
Q. Now, Mr. Williams, should it be finally ascertained and considered by our Government that under the treaty of cession by which we acquired Alaska from Russia,
and under the laws of nations, the United States does possess and has absolute dominion and jurisdiction over Behring Sea and the waters of Alaska, would you think
it would be a wise policy to adhere to and maintain that jurisdiction and dominion
complete, or woultl it be wiser to declare it the high sea in the legal sense f-A. In
the light of to-day I should say, keep what you have got.
Q. Hold it as a closed sea f-A. Fisheries within those limits are yet to be developed, and it would seem to be very unwise to open up possible fishery contentions
which are very likely to arise by such a course.
Q. You think that it would be, then, the wiser policy, to maintain such jurisdiction and dominion as we have, and to concede to the vessels of other nations such
rights as are not inconsistent with the interests which our nation has there and
which need protection 7-A. Exactly that; the right of transit through the sea whereever they please, but positive protection to seal life.
Q. You do not think it would be wise to grant anything else f-A. No, sir; not at
all.
Q. And in no case to surrender the power of policing the sea f-A. No, sir; under
no circumstances.
Q. Could that power and jurisdiction be surrendered and yet preserve this seal
life on these rookeries and the value of our fish.eries that may be developed there fA. Only with very great risk; bec:tuse, if that right is surrendered, and thereby the
right to police the sea, the depredations that are made upon the seal wherever they
may be found, wherever men thought they could carry them out without being taken
in the act would bo carrietl out. So it would be difficult in regard to the fisheries.
Wherever they could kill these seals t,hey certainly would be there, and it would be
impossible to prevent them.

In the statements and statistics relative to the fur-seal fisheries, submitted by C. A. Williams, in 1888, to the Committee of Congress on
l\Ierehant :Marine and Fisheries, appears the following:
Examination of the earliest records of the fur-seal fishery shows that from the elate
of man's recognition of the value of the fur the pursuit of the animal bearing it has
been unceasing and relentless. Save in the few instances to be noted hereafter,
where governments have interposed for the purpose of protecting seal life, having in
view benefits to accrue in the future, the animal has been wantonly slaughtered,
with no regard for age, sex, or condition. The mature male, the female heavy with
young, the pup, dependent for life on the mother, each and all have been indiscriminately killed or left to die of want. This mmel and useless butchery has resulted
in complete extermination of the fur-seal from localities which were once frequented
by millions of the species; and, so far as these localities are concerned, has obliterated an industry which a little more enlightened selfishness might have preserved in
perpetuity to the great benefit of all ranks of civilized society. Nothing less than
stringent laws, with will power to enforce them against all violators, can preserve
fo.r man's benefit the remnant of a race of animals so interesting and so useful.
The most valuable "rookery," or breedin~ place, of these animals ever known to
man is now in the possession of the United States. How it has been cared for in former
years and brought to its present state of value and usefulnei:.\13 will be shown later on.
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But the matter of its preservation and perpetuation intact is the important question
of the moment, and that this question may be considered intelligently the evidence
is here presented of the wanton destruction that has befallen these animals when
left unprotected by the law to man's greed and selfishness, which, it is fair to say, is
all that could be expected from the unlicensed hunter, whose nature seeks individual and immediate gain, with no regard for a future in which he has no assurance o.f
personal advantage.
'l'he following statistics are gathered from the journals of early navigators, and
such commercial records as are now available are eubmitted:
• Kerguelen Land.-An island in southern Indian Ocean, discovered about 1772. The
shores of this island were teeming with fur-seal when it first became known. Between
the date of its discovery and the year 1800 over 1,200,000 seal skins were taken by the
British vessels from the island, and seal life thereon was exterminated.
Crozetta.-'fhe Crozett Islande, in same ocean and not far distant, were also visited
and hunted over and the seal life there totally exhausted.
Mas-a- Fuera.-An island in southern Pacific Ocean, latitude 38° 48' south, longitude
soo 34' west, came next in order of discovery, and from its ~bores in a few years were
gathered and shipped 1,200,000 fur-seal skins.
•
Delano, chapter 17, page 306, says ofMas-~l!uera:
"When tho Americans came to this place in 1797 and began to make a business of
killing seals, there is no doubt but there were 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 of them on the
island. I have made an estimate of more than 3,000,000 that have been carried to
Canton from thence in the space of seven years. I have carried more than 100,000
myself and have been at the place when there were the people of fourteen ships or
vessels on the island at one time killing seals."
South Shetlands.-In 1821-'23 tho South Shetland Islands, a group nearly south from
Cape Horn, became known to the seal hunters, and in two years over 320,000.seals
were killed and their skins shipped from these islands.
South Georgia.-Later still, seal were found on the island of South Georgia, South
Atlantic Ocean, and from this locality were obtained over 1,000,000 of fur-seal, leaving the beaches bare of seal life.
Cape Horn.-From the coasts of South America and about Cape Horn many thousands
of fur-seal have been taken, and of the life once so prolific there not.hing is now left
save such remnants of former herds as shelter on rocks and islets almost inaccessible
to the most daring hunter.
This recorJ shows the nearly complete destruction of these valuable animals in
southern seas. Properly protected, Kerguelen Land, Mas it-Fuera, the Shetlands, and
South Georgia might have been hives of industry, producing vast wealth, trainingschools for hardy li!eamen, and furnishing employment for tens of thousands in the
world's markets where skins are dressed, prepared, and distributed. But the.locali·
ties were no man's lancl, and no man cared for them or their products save as through
destruction they could be transmitted into a passing profit.
The seal life of to-day available for commercial purposes is centered in three localities:.
(1) The Lobos Islands, situated in the mouth of the river La Plata, owned ana.
controlled by the Uruguay Republic, and by that Government leased to private parties for the sum of $6,000 per annum and some stipulated charges. The annual
product in skins is about 12,000. The skins are of rather inferior quality. Insufficient restrictions are placed upon the lessees in regard to the number of skins permitted to be taken annually, consequently there is some wastf' of life; nevertheless
the measure of protection allowed has insured the preservation of the rookery, and
will continue so to do.
(2) Komandorski Couplet, which consists of the islands of Copper and Behring,
near the coast of Kamchatka, in that portion of Behring Sea pertaining to Russia.
These islands yield about 40,000 skius per annum, of good quality, and are guarded
by carefully restrictive rules as to the killing of seal, analogous to the statutes of the
United States relative to the same subject. The right to take Reals upon t1lem is
leased by the Russian Government to an association of American citizens, who also
hold the lease of toe islands belonging to the United States, and are thus enabled to
control and direct the bU1:1iness in fur-seal skins for the common advantage and benefit
of all parties in interest. These islands can hardly be said to have been "worked"
at all for salted seal-skins prior to the cession of Alaska by Russia to the United
States, and the Unitf'd States Government now profits by the industry to the extent
of the duty of 20 per cent. collected on the "dressed skins" returned to this country
from the London market. From 1873 to 1887, inclusive, this return has been 121,275
skins.
(3) The Pribylov group consists of the islands of St. Paul and St. George, and is a
Government reservation in that part of Behring Sea ceded to the United States by
Russia, together with and a part of Alaska. So exhaustive an account of these
lelanda and their seal life has been given by Mr. H. W. Elliott, special agent of
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Treasury Department in 1874, and since intimately connected with the Smithsonian
Institution, which _account has been made a part of Tenth Census report, that it
would be intrusive here to attempt to supplement aught, and therefore only gener;alizations based on said report and such statements of life and procedure on the
islands to-day are presented as may be pertinent jn this connection.

In an article on fur-seals, which appeared in Land and Water, July
14, 1877, Mr. Henry Lee (Englishman), F. L. S., says:
It has been stated that during a period of fifty years not less than 20,000 tons of
sea-elephant's oil, worth more than £1,000,000, was annually obtained from New
Georgia, besides an incalculable number of fur-seal skins, of which we have no statistics. Some idea may be .had of their numbers in former years when we learn that
on the island of Mas- a- Fuera, on the coast of Chili (an island not 25 miles in circumference), Captain Fanning, of the American ship Betsy, obtained in 1798 a full crop
of choice skins and estimated that there were left on the island at least 500,000 seals.
Subsequently there were taken from this island little short~of a million skins. The
seal catcbing was extensively prosecuted there for many years, the sealing fleet on
the coast of Chili alone then numbering thirty vessels. l!..,rom Desolation Island, also
discovered by Cook, and the South Shetlands, discovered by Weddell, the number of
skins taken was at least as great; from the latter alone 320,000 were shipped during
the two years 1821 and 1822. China was the great market to which they were sent,
and there the price for each skin was from $4 to $6. As several thousand tons of
shipping, chiefly English and American, were at that time employed in fur-seal
catching, the profits of the early traders were enormous.
Does the reader ask what has become of this extensive and highly remunerative
southern fur trade¥ It bas been all but annihilated by man's grasping greed, reckless :hnprovidence, and .wanton cruelty. The "woeful want" has come that "woeful
waste" bas made. Without thought of the future the misguided bunters persistently
killed every seal that came within their reach. Old ancl young, male aud female,
were indiscriminately slaughtered, in season and out of season, and thousands of little
pups not thought worth the trouble of knocking them on the hea(l were left to die of
hunger alongside the flayed and gory carcasses of their mothers. Every coast and
island known to be the haunt of the seals was visited by ship after ship, and the
massacre left unfinished by one gang was continued by the next comers and completed by others until, in consequence of none of the animals being left to breed, their
number gradually diminished, so that they were almost. exterminated, oRly a few
stragglers remaining where millions were once found. In some places where formerly
they gathered together in such densely packed crowds upon the shore that a boat's
crew could not find room to land till they had dispersed them for a space with oars
and boat-hooks, not one fur-seal was to be found even so long ago as 1835.

Dr. H. H. Mcintyre, superintendent of the seal fisheries of Alaska
for the lessees, testified before the Congressional committee as follows:
Q. What proportion of the seals shot in the water are recovered and the skins
taken to market f-A. I think not more than one-fifth of those shot are recovered.
Many are badly wounded and escape. We fincl every year embedded in blubber of
animals killed upon the islands large quantities of bullets, shot, and buckshot. Last
year my men brought to me as much as a double handful of lead found by them embedded in this way.
If

* .
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Q. I want to ask you whether or not the three-year-old seals, or many of them,
which should have returned this year did not .return because they bad been killed TA. 'l'hat seems to be the case. The marauding was extensively carried on in 1885
and 1886, and in previous years, and of course the pups that would have been born
from cows that were killed in 1885, or that perished tbrou~h the loss of their mothers
during that year, would have come upon the islands in 1888, and we should have bad
that additional number from which to make our selection this year. The deficiency
this year is attributed to that cause-to the fact that the cows were killed. And I
would say further that if cows are killed late in the season, say in August, after the
pnps are born, the latter are left upon the island deprived of the mother's care, and
of course perish. The effect is the same whether the cows are killed before or after
tho pups are dl'opped. The young perish in either case.

*

*

•

Q. It being conceded that the islands are their home, and no one being interested
other than the American and Russian Governments, there would be no special reason
why other nations would object V-A. Only the Governments of the United States and
England are interested in the Alaakan seal fisheries to any great extent. The United
States is interested in it as a producer of raw material, and England as a manufact·
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urer of furs. If these two nations were agreecl that seal life shoulcl be protected, I
think there would be no trouble in fully protecting it. It is a question of quite as
much interest to England as to the Unitecl States, for she has a large number of
skilled workmen and a large amount of capital engaged in this industry.

Professor Elliott, of the Smithsonian Institution, who has spent
some time in scientifically examining the seal islands and the habits of
the seal, thus describes the killing power of the seal hunter at sea:
His power to destroy them is also augmented by the fact that those seals which ar~
most liable to meet his eye and aim are the female fur-seals, which, heavy with
young, are here slowly nearing the land, soundly sleeping at sea by intervals, ancl
reluctant to haul out from the cool embrace of the water upon their breeding grounds
until that day, and hour even, arrives which limits the period of their gestation.
'I'he pela.gic sealer employs three agencies with which to secure his quarry, viz:
He sends out Indians with canoes from his vessel, armed with spearR; he uses sho~
guns and buckshot, rifles and balls, and last, but most deadly and destructive of all,
he can spread the "gill-net" in favorable weather.
With gill-nets "underrun" by a fleet of sealers in Behring Sea, across these con.
verging paths of the fur-seal, anywhere from 10 to 100 miles southerly from the Pribylov group, I am moderate in saying that such a fleet could utterly ruin and destroy
those fur-seal rookeries now present upon the seal islands in less time than three or
four short years. Every foot of that watery roadway of fur-seal travel above indicated, if these men were not checked, could and would be traversed by those deadly
nets; and a seal coming from or going to . the islands would have, under the water
and above it, scarcely one chance in ten of safely passing such a cordon.
Open those waters of Behring Sea to unchecked pelagic sealing, then a fleet of hundreds of vessels, steamers, ships, schooners, and what not, would immediately venture into them, bent upon the most vigorous and indiscriminate slaughter of thet~e
fur-seals; a few seasons of greediest rapine, then nothing would be left of those wonderful and valuable interests of our Government which are now so handsomely embodied on the seal islands; but which, if guarded and conserved as they are to-day,
will last for an indefinite time to come as objects of the highest commercial good and
value to the world, aud as snbjects for the most fascinating biological study.
Shooting fur-seals in the open waters of the sea or ocean with the peculiar shot and
bullet cartridg~s used involves an immense waste of seal life. Every seal that is
merely wounded, and even if mortally wounded at the moment of shooting, dives
and swims away instantly, to perish at some point far distant and to be never agu.in
seen by its human enemies; it is ultimately destroyed, but it is lost, in so far as the
hunters are concerned. If the seal is shot dead instantly, killed instantly, then it
can be picked up in most every case; but not one seal in ten fired at by the most
skillful marine hunters is so shot, and nearly every seal in this ten will have been
wounded, many of them fatally. The irregular tumbling of the water around the
seal and the irregular hea~ing of the hunter's boat, both acting at the same moment
entirely independent of each other, making the difficulty of taking accurate aim exceedingly great and the result of clean killing very slender.

Mr. George R. Tingle, United States Treasury agent in charge of the
fur-seal islands from April, 1885, until August, 1886, testified as follows:
Q. It is Mr. Mcintyre's opinion that they have not only not increased, but have
decreased f-A. There has been a slight diminution of' sealR, probably.
-Q. To what do you attribute that f-A. I think there have been more seals killed
in the sea than ever before by marauders. I ~stimated that they secured 30,000 skins
in 1887, and in order to secure that number of skins they would have had to kill half
a million seals, while this company in taking 100,000 on shore destroyed only 31
seals. Those were killed by accident. Some times a young seal, or one not intended
to be killed, pops up his head and gets a blow unintentionally.
Q. The waste ofseallife wasonly53in 1887f-A. Yes,sir; insecuringlOO,OOOskins,
while these marauders did not kill last year less than 500,000. The logs of marauding
schooners have fallen into my bands, and they have convinced me that they do not
secure more than one seal out of every ten that they mortally wound and kill, for the
reason that the seals sink very quickly in the water. Allowing one out of ten, there
would be 301),000 that they would kill in getting 30,000 akins. Two hundred thousaLd of those killed would be females having 200,000 pups on shore. Those pups
would die by reason of the death of their mothers, which added to the 300,000, makes
half a million destroyed. I am inclined to think, because the seals show they are
not increasing, or rather that they are at a stand-still, that more than 300.000 are
killed lly marauders.
Q. You are of the opinion, then, that the maraudem are killillg more sea1a than the
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Q. Yon were speaking awhile ago tnreprd to the amoont of aeallifedestroyed by
marauders, and that a captain h~~td given the number of seals destroyed. Have you
.aen any of the log books of those vessels f-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Will you ~ttate whatloo remember with reJard to the number of seals lost or
captured by those vessels -A. I remember readmg the log-book of the .Attgel Dollr,
which I captured,. There was an entry in that log-book that read as follows: "Isto-day to my boats, three hundred rounds of ammunition. At night they came
the ammunition all expended, ahd one seal· skin."
had shot three hundred rounds of ammunition f-A. Yes, sir. Another
wae: " Seven seals shot from the deck, but only secured one.'' All lost
Another entry: ''It is very discouraging to ilsue a large quantity of am~DgQa·n}t.ii~n ·to yonr boats, and have so few seale ~turned." An entry was made bi ~·
·atlhAII' ..,.._._ where he gave it aa hie opinio11 that he did not secure one seal-skin out
wound~ and kllled.
E;.~t!~~!,i~~~~~~~o .leal~kins upon the ieland that had been shot f-A.. Very often.
~
of ahot even aeason.
·-·""'.._., __ ..._ UUI,.,,,uw~ themarbt valoe of the Bkin8J-A. Undoobtedly. Any
the lk1n.

bo-

Extract .from Mr. Tingle's report to the Treasury Department.
I am now convinced from what I gather, iu questioning the men belonging to captured ahoonera and from reading tlie logs of the vessels, that not more tn8.D one seal
iD ten killed and mortally woooded is landed on the boata and skinned; thns you
will aee the wanton deetroction of seal life without any _benefit whatever. I think
80,000 ekina taken this year by the marauders is a low estitnate on this basis; 300,000
tar-eea1a were killed to secure that number, or three times as many as the Alaska
Commercial Company are allowed by law to kill. Yon can readily see that this great
-~og.hU~r ofsea18 will, in a few years, make it impossible for lOO,OOOskins to be taken
the• ialaoC:la by the lessees. I earnestly hope more vigorous measures will be adopted
Govell'Dlllle.J:tt in dealing with these destructive law-breaker~.

Gavitt, an agent of the United States Treasury, gave this
l~l;lJ:!I~'::'~ you

to say-for instance, taking 1887 or 1888-that the 19(),000
islands, and ti.Je 40,000 taken and killed in the water• if no greater
••• · *-~lra·n_ that there would be no perceptible diminatioo in the nmo~ of
by the n&toral increase the oompaoy: mialit take 40,000 more than now. if
not for the depredatiooa f-.A.. I had in mincfan aver&g! between 25,000 killed
18W and about 40,000 in 1887f
Q. What J want to know is this: Ia it your opinion that the number taken in the
- . w~n th&J are on the way from the iSlands to the feeding grounds, have a tend!Jl07 to demoralize the aeal and to break up their habits, their confidence, etc. f-A.
n would be likely to do it. They: are very easily: frightened, and the discharge of
Are-arms haa a teDdency to filghten them away.
By )b. Jh.ODONALD: •
•
Q. No eeal8 are killed by the company in thle way f-A. No, sir; they are all1dlle4
• the ialaD.da wWl olaba.

~
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Jacob H. Moulton, an agent of the Government, testified:
Q. Do you think it essential to the preservation of seal life to protect the seal in
the waters of AlaRka and the Pacific f-A. There is no doubt about it.
Q. The herd could be exterminated without taking them upon the islands f-A.
They could be exterminated by a system of marauding in the Behring Sea, but I
think the number killed along the British Columbia coast did not affect the number
we were killing on the islands at that time, because there was apparently an increase
during these years. There Tutd been for five or six years up to that time. Since that
time in Behring Sea the seal have been gradually decreasing.
Q. You think their decrease is attributable to unlawful hunting in Behring Sea fA. There is no doubt of that.
Q. AR a result of yonr observation there, could you suggest any better method of
preserving seal life in Behring Sea than that now adopted Y-A. Not unless they furnished more revenue vessels and men-of-war.
Q. So as to patrol the sea closely f-A. I think so. I do not think the seals scatter
much through any great distance during the summer season, although very late in
the summer the smaller seals arrive. The females, after giving birth to th~ir young,
scatter out in Behring Sea for food. We know they leave the islands to go into the
water, because they are coming and going. They suckle their young the same as
most animals.
Q. Lawless bunters kill everything they find, I believe, females or notf-A. Yes,
sir.
Q. When a female is nursing her young and goes out for food and is killed or
wounded, that results also in the death of her young f-A. Yes, sir. As her young
does not go into the water, it does not do anything for some time, and can not swim
and bas to be taught.
Q. The seals are born upon those islands f-A. Yes, sir; they come there for that
purpose. They come there expressly to breed, because if they dropped their young
in the water the pup would drown.
Q. Do you think the value of the seals justifies the policy that the Government
pursues for their preservation and protection V-A. Yes, sir; I do.
Q. And under a rigidly enforced system protecting seal life in the waters of these
seas, do you think the herd could be materially increased f-A. I think it would. I
think the1·e is no doubt but what it would.

Edward Shields, of Vancouver Island, a sailor on board the British
schooner Caroline, engaged in seal hunting in Behring Sea in 1886, testified, after the vessel was seized, that the 686 seals taken during the
whole time they were cruising in the open sea were chiefly females.
Mr. B. A. Glidden, Treasury agent, recalled, testified as follows:
Q. From the number of skins taken you estimated the number killed \-A. That
season I know there were thirty-five vessels in the sea, and we captured fifteen vessels. The catches of the vessels were published in the papers when they arrived
home and averaged from 1,000 to 2,500 skins each.
Q. You estimate, then, that during the season 40,000 skins were taken f In killing
them in the open sea they do not recover every seal they kill f-A. No, sir; I do not
think they do. In fact, I know they do not, judging from the amount of shot and
lead t.aken from the seals that are afterwards killed on St. Paul and St. George Islands.
Q. So that the destruction of the seals in the open sea would be much in excess of
the number taken, probably f-A. I have no very accurate information on which to
base an opinion, but I should judge that they lost from 40 to 60 per cent. of them. I
saw a good many shot from the boats as I was approaching, and think they lost two
or three out of five or six that I saw them ahoot at.
Q. From your observations have you any recommendations or suggestions to offer,
the adoption of which would lead to the better preservation of seal life in these waters
than is now proYided .by law Y-A. There is a difference of opinion as to the construction pf the law. I firmly believe that the Government should either protect the islands
and water in the eastern half of Behring Sea or throw up their interest there. If the
Behring Sea is to be regarded as open for vessels to go in and capture seals in the
water, they would be exterminated in a short time.
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Sir Julian Pauncejote to Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.)

BRITISH LEGATION,
Washington, D. 0., March 9, 1890.
DEAR MR. BLAINE: I have the pleasure to send you herewith the
memorandum prepared by Mr. Tupper on the seal fishery question, to
which he has appended .a note by Mr. Dawson, an eminent Canadian
official.
13elieve me, etc.,
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.
(Inclosure 1.]

S!Jnopsis of reply to Mr. Blaine's letter to Sir Julian Pauncejote, of March 1, 1890.
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[Inclosure 2.]

Mr. Tupper to Sir Julian PauncejottJ.
THE ARLINGTON,
Washington, March 8, 1890.
DEAR SIR JUI..IAN: I have the honor to inclose herewith a memorandum prepared
by me in reply to the memorandum sent to you by Mr. Blaine, and which you handed
to me upon the 3d instant.
I send you a copy for yourself, one for Mr. Blaine, and one for M. de Struve, the
Russian ambassador.
I also have the honor to forward herewith a valuable paper upon the 111ubject, prepared hurriedly by the assistant director of the geological survey of Canada, George
Dawson, D. S., F. G. S., F. R. S. C., F. R. M. S.
I may add that Dr. Dawson was in charge of the Ynkon expedition in 1887.
Copies of his paper are also inclQsed for .Mr. Blaine and M. de Struve.
~a~J~~!I/4 ,

-
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[Inclosure 3.]

Memorandum on J.b·. Blaine's lellcr lo Sir Julian Pauncejote, dated Mm·oh 1, 1890.
In the appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter of March 1, on the 3d page, is an extract from
a report to the House of Representatives, as follows:
''In former years fur-seals were found in great numbers on various islands of the
South Pacific Ocean, but after a comparatively short period of indiscriminate slaughter the rookeries were deserted, the animals having been killed or driven from their
haunts."
While it is admitted that indiscriminate slaughters upon the rookeries are most
injurious to the maintenance of seal life, it is denied that in the history of the fur·
seaL industry any instance can be found where a rookery has ever been destroyed,
depleted, or even injured by the killing of seals at sea only.
Mr. Elliott, who h quoted by Mr. Blaine, admits that the rookeries in the South
Pacific withstood attacks of the most extensive and destructive character for twenty
years, when young and old males and females were indiscriminately knocked on the
head upou their ln·ceding grounds; and Mr. Clark (H. R. Report 3883, 50th Cong.,
2d sess., p. 91) tells us that in 1820 thirty vessels on the islands (South Shetlands)
took in a few weeks 250,000 skins, while thousands were killed and lost. In 1821 and
U:!2~ 3~0,000 skins were taken and 150,000 young seals destroyed. None of these
islands, however, were ever frequented by the millions which have been found on
the Pribylov group for over twenty years.
''These islands constitute the most valuable rookery or breeding place of these
animals ever known to man." (H. R. Report 38tl3, ~Oth Cong., pp. 111, 112, Ron. C.
A. Williams's written statement.)
Professor Elliott (in his evidence, p.142*) mentions one person who, when with him
at the islands, estimated the number at 16,000,000.
The report of the Congressional committee on the Alaska seal fisheries states that1
indiscriminate slaughter in the early part of the nineteenth century caused a deseru
tion of the rookeries, and it goes 0~1 to say that in 1820 and 1821 300,000 were takeu
in an indiscriminate fashion at the South Shetlands, and, at the end of the second
year, the species had there been almost exterminated.
'fhe Ron. C. A. Williams, whose evidence is cited and relied upon by Mr. Blaine,
supports this view (seep. 111, H. R. Report No. 38~3, 50th Cong.); but, as a matter
of fact, while seals are admittedly not so plentiful in South Shetlands as heretofore,
owin~ to wholesale destruction on the breeding grounds, so prolific are they that, iu
1872, tl,OOO skins of'' the choicest and richest quality were obtained from these islands.
In the next season 15,000 skins were taken there, and in 1874 10,000 skins, and from
1870 to 18r,O the sealing tl.eet brought home 92,756 fur-seal skins from the South Shet.
lands and the vicinity of Cape Horn and Terre del ]'uego." (A. Howard Clark, p.
402, Commission of Fisheries, Fishery Industries United States, sec. 5, vol. ii, 1887.)
In this regard, it may here be noted that this extract refers only to the catch of sealer&
which ·fitte<l out at New London, Conn., aud does not embrace the operations of sealers from other countries.
Mr. Clark describes the manner in which the seals at Mas-a-Fuera were attacked,
At page 407 of the article above cited he points out that between the years 1793 and
1A07 3,500,000 seals were obtained from this island by English and American vessels,
and in 18~4 the island was ''almost abandoned by these animals." Mr. Clark also
shows that in 1797 there were only 2,000,000 on the islands, and yet in seven years
more than 3,000,000 were carried from the islands to Canton, China.
Mention is made, too, of fourteen ships' crews on the island at one time killing
seals. At page 408 mention is made of from twelve to fifteen crews on shore at the
same time (American and English), and that ''there were constantly more or less ot'
ships' crews stationed here for the purpol:le of taking fur-seals' skins" -from 1793
to 1807.
It is contended by the Canadian Government that a reference to the history of this
island is entirely beside the contention on the part of the United States that it is
necessary to keep sealing craft hundreds of miles away from rookeries in order to
preserve the seal life on the breeding grounds.
The cause of injury is tlie same in afl the cases mentioned, and Mr. Chapel, in the
appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter, now under consideration, a.t page 5 wen says:
"It is stated that. at the Shetlands alone [which never equaled the present condition of tho Pribylov group, mentioned by Ron. C. A. Williame, already quoted]
100,000 per annum mig I.! t have been obtained and the rookeries preserved if taken under
proper restrictions; but, in the eagerness of men, old and young male and female seals
were kille<l, and little pups a few days old, deprive(l of their mothers, died by thousands on the beaches-fit may here be observed that not a case of dead pups was ever
found on the Pribylov group, so far as the reports on the islands show ]-carcasses aud
bones strewed on the shores."
*The evid('nce r<'ferred to in this memorandum will be found in H. R. Report 388:-J,
Fift1eth Congress, second session.
F R
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This statement, cited in the United States' case, is direct authority for the Canadian contention. It illustrates three important points:
(1) T,hat indiscriminate slaughter on the breeding grounds is injurious and in time
destructive.
(2) That when the mothers are killed, the young pups, dying in consequence, are
found on the island.
(3) That regnlations ofthe number to be killt>d on the island, with careful supervision, will maintain the rookeries in<lependently of prohibiting sealing in the waters.
The report of the Honse of Representatives states:
·
"The only existing rookeries are those in Alaska, another in trhe Russian part of
Behring Sea, and a third on Lobos Island, at the mouth of th3 river Plate, in South
America.~'

1-

The statement is incorrect. Important omissions occur, since the cases left out,
when examined, show that, notwithstanding all of the extraor<liuary and indiscriminate slaughter of past years, it is possible, by careful supervision of the rookeries
alone, and of the seals while on land, to' revive, restore, and maintain lucrative
rookeries.
Quoting from an extract from a Russian memorandum respecting the hunting of
seals, communicated by M. de Stael to the Marquis of Salisbury, and dated July 25,
1888, it is found that other rookeries are by no means deserted. The extract reads
as follows:
"The places where fur-seal hunting is carried on may be divided in two distinct
groups. The first group would comprise Pribylov Islands, Behring Sea, 100,000
kHled in 1885; Comman(\er Islands (Behring and Copper It:~lands, 45,000; Seal Islands, Okhotsk Sea, 4,000); total, 149,000.
"The second group, the sea near the coast of Victoria, 20,000; Lobos Islaurls,
15,000; islands near Cape Horn and the South Polar Sea, 10,000; islands belonging to
Japan, 7,000; Cape of Good Hope, 5,000; total, 57,000."
An important omission is the case of Cape of Good Hope, in reference to whi.ch the
committee of the Honse of Representatives, previous to their report, had been infArmed (see H. R. Report 3883, 50th Cong., 2d sess., p. 114) that from the Cape of Good
Hope is~ands, under protection of the Cape Government, a yearly supply of 5,000 to
8,000 skins is derived, and that from Japan, it was stated, sometimes 15,000 and
sometimes S,OOO a year are received. These islands are now rigidly protected by the
governments of the countries to which they belong; but neither does the Government of the Cape, of Japan, nor of Uruguay, in case of the Lobos Islands, consider
it necessary to demand the restriction of the pursuit of seals in the open sea.
United States' vessels have visited the islands oft' the Cape of Good Hope from 1800
to 1835, and have taken on some days 500 to 700 skins, :st~curing several thousands
of skins annually. In 1830 Captain Gurdon L. Allyn, of Gale's Perry, Conn., mentions finding a thousand carcasses of seals at one of the islands, the skins of which
had been taken. He lauded and took seals in considerable numbers. He was again
on a !'>ealing voyage on this coast in 1834, and shot seals on the rookeries.
In 1828 a plague visited these rookeries, and 500,000 seals perished during the
plague (Clark in the report of the U.S. Com. of Fish and Fisheries, 1tl87, sec. v, vol.
ii, pp. 415, 416), and yet to-day we find a renewal of the industry by regulations applied solely to the rookeries, and exclusive of the deep sea operations.
Upon page 7 of the appendix now under review, the report of the Congressional
committee on Alaska seal fisheries refers to testimony of United States Government
agents regarding the number of seals shot and not secured, and a calculation is referred to, to the effect that one in every seven is nlone secured by the bunter who
follows seals on the sea. The experience of Cana<lian hunters is directly opposed to
this theory, and shows that a loss of 6 per centum is all that ever takes place, while
Indian hunters seldom lose one. Solemn declarations to this elfect have been made
under the Canadian statute relating to extrajudicial oaths.
In confirmation of this, reference »Jay be had to Mr. H. W. Elliott., in the United
States Fish Commissioner's report, vol. ii, sec. v, p. 489, where he says:
"'l'he Aleuts fire at the otter at 1,000 yards range, and that when hit in the head
nine times out of ten the shot is fatal."
In the case of hunting the seals, the practice of the white hunters, all expert
shots, is to paddle up to the seal while asleep in the water, shoot it in the head, and
at once haul it into the boat; wl1ile the Indians approach it in a canoe and spear
the seal, the head of the spear separating itself and being attached to a rope by
which the seal is dragged into the canoe.
Reference is made on page 4 of the appendix to 1\fr. Blaine's letter to the limitations in the lease of 1870. These conditions, it is contended, are most inconsistent
with the present view of the United States regarding the danger to the presf'rvation of seal life. With respect to this the following facts should IJe carefully noted:
(1) Up to 1862 no law in Hul:lsia CAisted prohiiJitiug or forbidding the killing of
•·.
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seals, ancl in that year an inoperative law was promulgated. (See Russian memorandum, Mr. de Stacl to Lord Salisbury, 25 July, 18H8.)
Mr. Mcintyre, a special agent of the Treasury Department (H. R. Ex. Doc. 36,
41st Cong., 2d. sess., page 18), records the catch taken from the Pribylov Islands
under the Russian-American company as follows:
Table showing the mmtber of fw·-seals taken by the Russians on St. Paul and St. George
Islancls [1·orn U:H7 to 1860.
y

Number

I

Year.

Number

______________e_~_._____________,_o_r_sc_a_ls_. ~ -----------------------------l-o_r_s_e_~
__•
1817 .................................... .
1818 . ................................... .
1819 ............. -... - ...... - ... - ..... - ..
1820 ................................... ..
1821. ................................... .
1822 ................................... ..
1823 . .................................. ..
1824 ................................... .
1825 .................................... .
1826 .................................... .
1fl27 .................................... .
1828 .................................... .
1829 .................................... .
1830 .................................... .
1831. ................................... .
1832 .................................... .
1833 .................................... .
1834 .................................... .
1835 .................................... .
1836 .................................... .
1837 ................................. .
1838 . .................................. .
18;!9 .................................... .

60,188
59,856
52,225
50,220
M,995
36,469
29,873
25,400
30,100
2:J,250
10,700
23,228
20,811
18,034
16, 03!
16,446
16,412
15,751
6,580
6,590
6,802
*6, 000
*6, 000

1840.................. ...... ............
*8.000
1841... .....•• ...... ...... ...... .••.. ••.
*8, 000
1842 . ..... • . • • .. . .. • • . .. • • • • . .. • • • • .. • • •
10, 370
11,240
1843. ... ........ •. . .. ...... ... •••••• ....
1844...... . . • • . • . • • . . • • . . • • . • • . .. • .. . . • •
11, 9~4
1845. • .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . • • . . • .. • • .. • • • • • • • .
13, 63'7
1846........ . .. • .. . • • .. . • • .. • • .. . • • . • .. .
15, 070
1847 .... . . . . • . . . .. . • •• . ... .. . .. • .. .... ••
17,703
1848....................................
14, 650
18!0.......... ..........................
21,450
1850............................ ........
6, 770
1851. ................................ -..
6, 564
1852.................. ..................
6,725
1853 ................. ,..................
18,035
1854....................................
26,146
8, 585
1855 .......... -..... •• . • •••. •• •• .. .... ..
1856 . -.. .. . • .. .. .. .. . • • . • .. • • • .. .. • .. .. •
23, 550
1857. .. . . .. . • .. • .. • • • • • • .. . .. . • • . . • • .. ..
21' 082
1858.......... ................. ... ....
31,810
1859. .. . . .. • .. . • .. • • • • . .. • .. • • • .. • .. . .. .
22, 000
1860 . ....•• ~ ............................ ~

Total m forty-four years..........

765, 687

1

*Approximative.

Referring to this table, Mr. Mcintyre says :
"The number of seals on St. Paul Island is variously estimated at from 3,000,000 to
4,000,000, including all clasHes, and on St. George at about one-third as many. I think
it may be safely stated that there are not lPss than 4,000,000 on the two islands. The
table from t.he records of the late Rnssian-Americau Company, appeadcd to this report, exh\bits the number of seals taken from each i~:;land from 1817 to lt-37, and from
1842 to 1860. Previously to 1817, says the late Bishop Venia.mnotf, no records were kept.
From the same authority we learn that <luring tho first few years following the discovery of the islands in 1781 over 100,000 skins were annually o-btained; but this, it
seems, was too large a number, for tho decn•ase in the yearly return was constant
until 1842, when they ha<l become nearly extinct, anu in the next decade the whole
number secured was 129,178, being in 1852 but 6,564; but from 11-342, under judicious
management, there appear13 to have been au increase, aud in 1858 31,810 were taken,
which was the largest catch in any one year, until1867, when, as I am informed, some
80,000 or 100,000 were secured, under the supposition that the Territory would soon
be transferred to the United States. 'The aecrease from 1817 to 1838,' says Bishop
Veniamnoff, 'averaged about gne-eighth of the whole number annually, so that in
1834 tltere were produced on both islands, instead of 60,000 to 80,000, only 15,751, and
in 1837, 6,802.' From the most careful computation I have been able to make, I am
of the opinion that no more than 100,000-75,000 on St. Paul and 25,000 from St.
George-can be annually taken without incurring the risk of again diminishing the
yearly production, as we observe the Russians to have dono in former years."
See also Wick, chief of land service, Russian-American telegraph expedition, who
reported in 1868 on undiminished condition of the seal fishery (H. R. Ex. Doc. No.
177, 40th Cong., 2d sess.).
Six miilion seals had been taken from this sea between 1841 and 1870. (Vide Dall
on Alaska aud its resources, 1870, p. 492.)
(2) In Hl68 Hutchinson and Morgan, the promoters and founders of the Alaska
Commercial Company, and afterwards lessees of the islands, saw that, unless restrictions were imposed upon the islands, there would be ruin to the rookeries (H. W.
Elliott, ''Our Artie Province," pp. 2-17, 248); consequently, by act of Congress approved July 27, 18G8, the killing of fnr-seals on the islands was prohibited (W. H. MeIntyre, special agent Treasury Department, H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 36, 41st Cong., 2d
eess. 1 p. 12). Notwithstanding the act to which reference has been made, 50,000 we:re
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killed on St. George and 150,000 on St. Paul by traders in 1868 (Dall, p. 496), 100,000
in 1869 (W. II. Mcintyre, II. R. Ex. Doc. No. 36, 41st Cong., p. 13).
Mr. Wardman, an agent of the United States Treasury at the Seal Islands, in his
"Trip to Alaska," published 1884, on page 92, says:
"General onslaught: threatening ·extermination, by American vessels during the
interregnum of departure of Russian and installation of United States Governments
took place."
And the same officer, in his sworn tt'stimony given before tho Congressional committee, stated that 300,000 were killed in 1869.
(3) Notwithstanding this condition of affairs, Secretary Boutwell reported in 1870
(H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 1~9, p. 2, 41st Coug., 2clsess.) that ''if the animals are protected,
it is probable that about 100,000 skin~:~ may be taken each year wHhont diminishing
the supply," and that "great care was necessary for the preservation of the seal
fisheries upon the iBlandB of St. Pattl and St. George."
So Dall, in his book on Alaska (1870, p. 496), in referring to slaughter by Russians,
believed that 100,000 seals could eafely be killed annually under regulations, and Mr.
Blaine, in his di~patch to Sir Julian Pauncefote of tho 27th of .January, says:
"In the course of a few years of intelligent and interesting experiment the number
that could be safely slaughtered 'vas fixed at 100,000 per annum."
Mr. Boutwell, as will be seen on reference to his report, was opposed to a lease, and
remarked that it was necessary in any oveut to maintain in and a.Tound the islands an
enlarged naval force for the protection of the same. This report was followe<l by the
legislation under which a lease was executed in May, 1870.
(4) In drawing the terms of the lease and regulations concerning the islandB the
United States permitted, in the then state of affairs, tho lessees to take 100,000 seals
a year for twenty years, and they were permitted to make up this number from any
male seals of one year of age or over.
(5) The natives wero allowed to destroy on the islands pup seals of either sex for
food, numbering in some years 5,000.
(6) The 100,000 could be killed by the lessees in the months of June, July, September, and October.
Upon page 8 of the appendix to Mr. Blaine's uoto the opinion of the committee of
House of Representatives is given to the effect that the protection of the islands is
not enough, but that tho seals must be protected in their annual migrations to and
from the rookeries, and for 50 miles southeast of the rookeries to theirfeeding grounds.
This is a far difterent proposal from that suurnitted by the Secretary of State, since it
does not embrace the whole of the Behring Sea, but locates tho feeding grounds, so
called, within 50 miles of the islands.
Tho other points, on page 8 of tho appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter to Sir Julian
Pauncefote of the 3d instant, ncod hardly bo dealt with in discussing the necessity
for a close season, reference being made therein to the sorting of the herd for killing
on land so as not to kill the females. This is admHtecll.v wise, since the killing is
done June 14, when the pups are being dropped. The rest of page 8 of Mr. Blaine's
memorandum raises the point that a seal is not a fish.
So on page 9 testimony is cited touching the necessity for not killing females on
the rookeries, when wholesale slaughter of 100,000 a year goes on, and this is not here
controverted. The opinion of Mr. Glidden, whose experience was confined to the
land operationB, regarding the proportion of seals rec(fVered when shot in deep sea,
ca.n not be of weight. It is, therc_>fore, unnecessary to dwelt upon the fact that he is
a Government employe, giving his views in favor of his Government's contention in
1888, after the seizures of 1885 had taken place. This officer was on St. George Island from the 25th of May to August in 18~1 only. His opinion that au" open policy 11
would not preserve the value of the seal fisherie11, and that it is necessary to protect
the seals in Behring Sea, as well as on the islands, is not based upon much practical
knowledge. He further stated that not much hunting was done in the Pacific.
Hon. Mr. Williams, at page 107 of evidence before the Congressional committee,
says:
"Three miles beyond land (in Pacific) you do not see them; where they go no one
knows."
The British Columbian sealers and the record of their catches in the Pacific for
twenty years weakens the standing of these witnesses as experts.
Mr. 'l'aylor, another witness, ascribes to the fish of Behring Sea a very high order
of intellig'ance. He deposes that in Behring Sea the seals eat a great many fish
every twenty-four hours, and as ''the fish have become well aware of the fact that
there is a good many seals on the seal islands, they keep far out to sea." He stands
alone in testifying so positively to what can, at best, be a matter for conjecture, and
be fails to show he had the slightest means of ascertaining this knowledge. He ..
further stated that the bulls remain on the islands all summer.
This is contradicted by writers and other United States' witnesses, as will be seen
hereafter. It is, therefore, evident that this gentleman was testifying sim~ly to his
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own peculhtr theories regarding seal life upon very limited experience. He .sa.ys, at
one place, that while the cows are out (aucl they go, he tells us, 10 to 15 mues aud
even further) the sealers catch them; while, at another place be states:
"The sea is bla~k with them a1·ottnd the islands, where they pick up a good many
seal, and there is tt•he1·e the killing of cows occurs-when they go ashore.''
So that, evidently, be may have seen cows killed when m·ound the islands, the only
place at which he apparently could observe them, and he has merely conjectured the
distance that they go from land and the number actually shot in deep water.
This witness "thinks there is some damage done in killing and shooting of the cows
and leaving so many young without their mothers." There would be less doubt respecting the cows being shot or lost if it was satisfactorily shown that large numbers
of young pups were found dead in the rookeries. 'l'be witness, if able, would have
certainly pointed to this. The reverse: however, is the fact; and, with the exception
of one witness before the Congressional committe~.', whose evidence will be examined
again, not an agent of the Government nor a writer ever stated that pups were found
dead in any nnml>ers on the islands from loss of mothers; the fact being that mothers
never go far from their young until the young are well able to care for themselves.
This witness, notwithstanding his allu~:;ion to supposed damage by the killing of mothers, the killing of ~ows by vessels in shore-where the sea is black with them-had to
admit, "the number of seal, in the aggregate, is not apparently diminished." His
knowledge is confined to one year (ltltH), and we have better and undisputed testimony that long after this a great increase had taken place-an increase of millions.
Mr. Taylor, it should be observed, however, gave other testimony than that quoted
by Mr. Blaine. He saitl that" These predatory vessels are genera1ly there (in Behring Sea) in the spring of the
year when the cows are going to the island to breed * .. * most of the seals that
are killed by these marauding vessels are cows with young."
He estimates the number taken in 1881 at from 5,000 to 8,000.
"These vessels will take occasion to hang around the islands, and when there is a
heavy fog to go on the rookeries very often."
'rhe chief damage, according to Mr. Taylor, is not the killing of mothers out at s~a
when their young are on shore depending upon the return of thei1· rnothers, as is contended, but it is due, be says, to the insufficient protection of the island. This can,
as will be pointed out, be remedied if the suggestions of Government agents are acted
upon in the line of better police guarding of the rookeries.
Mr. Williams's testimony is next referred to on page 10 of the appendix to Mr.
Blaine's letter. This gentleman was engaged in the whaling busines~ for forty years
(page 73 of evidence before Congressional committee). As regards fur-seals, his
knowledge is not based upon experience, but ''from reading and from conversation
with my captains" (p. 73). He was called by request of attorney for the Alaska Commercial Company, of which Mr. Williams was a stockholder.
No iwportauce, it is submitted, can be attached to his testimony regarding the
habits and nature of the 5eal after such a frank confession.
His evidence that females in pup mass together in the sea before landing may therefore be dismissed, since he does not produce any authority for a statement which is
contraq.icted by expf,~rt testimony. Neither is his statement that hunters admit that.
out of eight shots they would save one seal only correct.
On pages 11 and 12 of tho appendix .Mr. Williams naturally gives his views for
holding the control over seal life in Behring Sea. It is not denied that every lessee
of the Pribylov group would agree entirely with him in this. It may be remarked
that he does not share the theory of the Unit~d States that the chief danger lies in
killing the mothers when out in the deep sea for food, having left their nurslings on
shore.
At pages 10, 11, and 12 of the appendix Mr. Williams is quoted to show that the
danger to the females lies in the jonrney through the Aleutian Islands, with young,
to the breeding grounds. On page 90 of his evidence before the committee, he illustrates the ineifective means of protecting the rookeries by stating:
"Last fall a schooner landed at one of the rookeries and killed 17 cows and bulls
right on the breeding rookeries."
Again, at page 106 he says:
"That the present measures are somewhat insufficient is shown by the fact that for
the last three or four years there have been increased depredations annually upon the
rooke1'ies.

''A revenue-c.utter goes upon the grounds ani!. then is ordered north for inspection,
or for relief of a whaling crew, or something of that kind, and they are gone pretty
much the whol-e time of the sealing season, and there appears to be insufficiency of
the method of protection."
On page 108 be says:
"They shoot them as they find them. * * · • A vessel can approach within less
than half a mile or a quarter of a mile of ibe island and not be seen (on account of

fog), and can send her boats on the beaches and get oft' fifty or a hundred skins before
the inhabitants can find it out.''
Evidently Mr. Williams does not consider the shooting of females far from land Ill
much indulged in, as he insists that the damage is done mshore, where no police protection is enforced.
The history of the rookeries, given on pages 12, 13, and 14 of the appendix, has been
dealt with already in this paper.
On pages 14 and 15 of the appendix an article on fur-seals, from Land and Water,
written in 1877 by a Mr. Lee, is referred to.
He merely alludes to the indiscriminate slaughter which was practiced on the
rookeries, which no one defends or justifies.
Mr. Mcintyre, superintendent of the seal fisheries of Alaska for the lessees, is then
brought forward by Mr. Blaine.
This gentleman went to the island as a Government ag~nt to inspect the operations
of the company. His reports were favorable to and highly eulogistic of the company,
and they were immediately followed by his resignation as a Government official and
his appointment to a. lucrative position under the company.
His testimony is naturally more in favor of the company and of the Government's
contention, which is so directly in the interest of the company, than the testimony of
any other witne88.
He thinks only one·fifth of the seals shot are recovered, and his reason is that he
has fonud seals with bullets in their blubbers on the islands. He attributes a deficiency in the number of seals in 18R8 to the fact that cows were killed. He mentions
that if cows are killed in August, and their young deprived of their mother's care,
the young perish. The young perish also if the mother is killed before tl1ey are born.
In this way be endeavors to represent such a practice obtains, but it is to be borne in
mind that be does not go so far as to say that pups are found dead on the islands in
any number. When this officer was reporting on the operations of the company, and
before the present contention was raised, he gave a glowing account of the increasing numbers of seals at the islands, as will be shown; but at page 116 of the evidence
before th~ Congressional inquiry be laLors to reduce the estimates of both Elliott and
Dall by one-third or one-half. He concludes that the number of seals has largely decreased in the last two years (1~7 and 188A). The company, however, killed their
100,000 in each of these years. The Government had the discretion to reduce the
limit. The (}overnment did not deem it necessary to do so. The number, this witness says{ was increasing until1882, and th~n other parties began the killing of seals,
"especia ly since 1884.'' All this told upon the rookeries, and, he added, ''a consid~rable percentage" of the killing was made up of male seals (evidence, p. 117). .Mr.
Mcintyre attempted to count the catch in 1886 and in 1887, and stated that 40,000
skins a year were taken, nearly all in Bt:'hring Sea water, and in a few instances by
raids on the land. How he obtained this information is not shown. From his position on the island of St. Paul during all that time his statement is obviously a mere
surmise.
·
He could only know pel'sonally of the catch from raids which were made o.n the
island in 1H86 and 1887, and which were due to ineffective protection of the islands.
After telling us that a large percentage of the catch of the marauders was made up
of adult males, he entirely forgets this, as we find him saying (at p. 118):
"A majority of the skins taken by marauders, in fact 80 or 90 per cent., are {rom
females."
·
It is submitted that this witness, whose interest on behalf of the company (the
lessees) is shown in his c\lnfession that it was at times necessary, in order to control
the price in the markets, fot· the company to take less than 100,000 seals (evicieuoo,
p. 121) bas not strengthened his testimony on the main point by speaking posith·ely
to the following, which could only have been known to him by hearsay:
(a) Russia destroyed marauding vessels.
(b) A British vessel in 1887 took 450 seals in Behring Sea, secreted them on a siQall
island, left them, and returned to the sea for more.
·
(o) Marauders kill100,000 each season.
(d) It is not true that vessels are seized when pursuing legitimate busine88.
Be goes on to say that for the first fifteen years of the company's lease, viz, from
1810 to 1885, the lessees were unmolested (p. 129), which statement has been shown
to be incorrect. He observed that since 1882, and especially since 1884, other parties
have been destroymg seals, "reducing the equilibrium of the sexes.'' As will be submitted hereafter, be has been contradicted in regard to this by expert writers, historians, travelers, and agents of the United States Government.
Mr. H. W. Elliott, whose experience is limited to 1~72, 1874, and 1876, when, as
Mr. Mcintyre says, no injury was done by marwders, is next referred to by Mr. Blaine
(page 16 of appendix). He is referred to as a member of the Smithsonian Institution;
he was also a special agent of the Treasury. The following are extracts taken from
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a ''report ripon tlw customs districts, public service, and resources of Alaska Territory," by W. L. Morris, special a_gent of the Treasury Department, 1879:
"In the November number of Harper's Magazine, 1877, appears an article entitled
'Ten years' acquaintance with Alaska, 1o67-'77.' The authorshi:p is correctly as·
cribed to Mr. Henry W. Elliott, now connected with the Smithsonian Institution in
subofficial capacity. This gentleman was formerly a special agent of tb~i Treasury
Department, under a special act of Congress, approved .April22, 1874, appomted for
the purpose of ascertaining at that time the condition of the seal fisheries in .Alaska,
the haunts and habits of the seal, the preservation and extension of the fisheries as a
source of revenue to the United States, with like information respecting the fur-bearing animals of .Alaska generally, the statistics of the fur trade and the condition
of the people or natives, especially those upon whom the successful prosecution of the
fisheries and fur trade is dependent.
"This report of Mr. Elliott will be further noticed hereafter, and, upon the threshold of criticising anything he bas written upon Alaska, occasion is here taken to
give him full credit for his valuable contribution in regard to fur-seals. It is to be
regarded as authority and well conceived. The views of Mr. Elliott, however, in reference to other matters of moment in the Territory are so diametrically opposed and
antagonistic to my own that I feel constrained to review some of his statements, glittering ~eneralities, and the wholesale method with which he brushes out of existence
with h1s facile pen and ready artist's brush anything of any essence of value, light,
shade, or shadow in the broad expanse of .Alaska that does not conform precisely to
the rule of investigation and recital laid down by himself, and which contradicts his
repeated assurances that outside of tbe seal islands and the immediate dependencies
of the Alaska Commercial Company there is nothing in .Alaska.
"This magazine article bears a sort of semi-official indorsement, its authority is
-not denied, and with this explanation for using the name of Mr. Elliott in connection
therewith a few of its crudities and nuditios will be noticed.
" THE SENSE-KEEPER OF ALASKA,

"So little is known about AlaRka that whenever anything comes up in Congres~
relating to it information is sought wherever it can readily be found. The 'informant' is ever on hand, with his work on fur seals comfortably tucked underneath his
left arm, to impart all the know ledge extant about the country, 'for he knows more
about .Alaska than any man living.'
".A decade has pa sed since we acquired this Territory, and for a decade it has
afforded employment and subsistence for its present sense-keeper; but tho next decade
is warming into national existence, and it is about time this bubble was pricked and
the bladder not quite so much inflated.
"I am fully aware of all the consequences to be dreaded, the responsibility as
sumed, when rash enough to dispute the heretofore self-established authority from
the Arctic Ocean to the Portland Canal.
"This man seems to be the natural foe of Alaska, prosecuting and persecuting her
with the brush of the pencil and the pen of an expert whenever and wherever he can
get an audience, and I attribute the present forlorn condition of the Territory to-day
more to his ignorance and misrepresentation than to all other causes combined. He
is accused of being th"' paid creature and hired tool of the Alaska Commercial Company, and belonging to them body and soul. I have made diligent inquiry, and ascertain he is not in their employ, and furthermore they repudiate the ownership.
They should not be held responsible for the indiscreet ntterings of the sense-keeper,
notwithRtanding the charge of ownership might cause him te be more readily listened
to.
"Doubtless when they have been attacked through the columns of the press they
have emp,loyed this individual, who is unquestionably possessed with the cacoethes
B"Cribendi to reply to unjustifiable onslaughts, and paid him for it, as they would any
other penny-liner who makes literature and writing for the press his profession."
His evidence in 1888 is open advocacy of the Unite(l States' contention. His
writings and reports prior to the dispute will be referred to, and it will he submitted
that his statements and experiences before 1H88 hardly support his lat,er theories. His
statement ou page 17 of the appendix, that wounded seals swim away to perish at a
point never to be seen a~ain is contradicted by the last witness, Mr. Mcintyre, who
picked handfuls of buckshot, etc., out of seals clubbed on the islands. His theory of
the difficulty of shooting seals is contrary to the known practice of the hunters to
creep upon the seal as it lies floating in the calm waters of the sea, and by his own
testimony, before quoted, of the unerring aim of the Indian hunters.
Mr. Tingle, an agent of the Treasury, in charge of the fur-seal islands from .April,
1885, to .August, 1886, is quoted by Mr. Blaine (appendix, p, 17).
Mr. Tingle is not able to go so far as Mr. Mcintyre, although he was at the islands
in 1886 (evidence, p. 153), but he stated ''there bas been a slight diminution of seals,

probably." He estimated 30,000 were taken by marauders, and to do this he guesses
that 500,000 were killed. This gentleman, as an agent of the Treasury, was confined
to the islands during his tenure of office (evidence, p. 153).
He bases his contention on the log of a. marauding schooner which fell into his
hands. This log was, it may be remarked, not produced, and no excuse is given for
withholding it. He produced what he said was a copy. As his opinions are based
upon this curious statement, his testimony can hardly be seriously pressed. He testified to inROlence of sealers when seized, though he does not appear to have been
_preaent at any of the seizures. The log· book, it should be observed, is said to have
belonged to the Angel Dolly.
This is not the name of"a Canadian sealer and it may here be stated that no Cana·
dian sealer has'ever 'been found within the 3-mile limit. The operations on the
schooner ...4.ngeZ Dolly must have been rather expensive, and they do not corroborate
the allegation that large catches were made, since three hundred rounds of ammunition (Mr. Tingle said) were wasted for the capture of one seal. Another supposed
entry in the log is most extraordinary for the captain of a sealer under any circumetanees to make. The statement referred to is as follows:
"It is very discouraging to issue a large quantity of ammunition to your boats aud
have so few seals returned."
·
There is not a magistrate's court in the country that would listen to thi1:1 oral testimo~1 as to the contents of a log. A reference to this pretended log-a copy of a
portion thereof only being produced by Mr. Mcintyre (p. 332 of evidence)-shows
that the captain hBd an exceptionally bad crew. The captain described them in the
following terms: "The hardest set of hunters in Behring Sea;" he "never will be
caught with such a crowd again; they are all a set of curs." The captain added,
however, that if" we only had hunters we would be going home now with 1,500 skins
at the very least;" and, from the log, it would appear that he had no regular hunters on board. It is worthy of remark that the statements made by Mr. Tingle respecting the entries in this alleged log are not confirmed by an inspection of the transcript
Mr. Mcintyre produces. (On p. 332 of evidence.)
Mr. Tingle contradicts Mr. Mcintyre regarding the number of seals on the island.
He states (p. 162, evidence) that there had been an increase of seals since Mr. Elliott's
count in 11;76 of 2,137,500. He Pxpressed natural astonishment (p. 163) at the statement of Mr. Elliott regarding a decrease. He says:
"I am at a loss to know how Mr. Elliott gets his information, as be has not been
on the islands for fourteen years."
Pushed by the chairman of the committee by the following question, viz, "It is
:Mr. :Mcintyre's opinion that they have not only not increased, but have decreased,"
the witness in reply stated that "there bas been a s1ight dimmution of seals, probably."
The next authority quoted by the United States is William Gavitt, a special agent
of the Treasury at St. George Island from May, 18o7, to August, 1888. The evidence
of this witness is not referred to at any length by :Mr. Blaine. The witness testified
before the Congreesional committee, however, that the employes of the company
(tb.e lessees) did not respect the laws of God or man. He named particularly Mr.
Webster, Doctor Luty. John Kirk, and John Hall (p. 180). And he added that the
rules of the company were violated (p.181). The committee ha:ndled this witness
rather roughly, Mr. Jeffries saying to him (p. 188):
"You had better understand what you are talking about."
On page 191 he rebnkes other officers of the Treasury who had testified positively
to matters without the means of knowledge. The witness was asked:
"What was the result of your observations and opinions that you deem reliable in
respect to the unlawful killing of seal annually f,;
The witness answered that" We have no means of knowing that."
He was then pressed in this way :
''"lt is a mere matter of estimate, of course, but I wish it bas~d upon as reliable
Information as you have."
When the witness said" I think the first season the revenue-cutter captured 15,000 stolen skins (p. 191) ;
where .they were stolen, whether in the sea or out of it, no agent can truthfully say."
He also showed that the lessees o~ the islands were not so particular as other agents
pretend, when he tells us (p. 191) that they bou~ht from the natives at Oonalaska
5,000 eeals killed by them there (p.196). The Umted States puts forward this officer
aa a reliable witness, and it is therefore but fair to attach importance to a statement which weakens the force of the ~parte statement and opinion of the special
agents sent from time to time to the islands, and who have now been brought forward on behalf of the United States as witnesses in support of a case which concerna
not merely the Goverament, but most directly the lessees. The witness states that
one f the employ6s of the company told him that when a Government officer came

there -and got along with the company it was profitable. Upon being asked 'by the
committee before whom he was ,pving evidence to explain, he replied that"A man could draw two salaries, like Mr. Falkner and Judge Glidden-c~ne from
the Government and one from the company." (P. 191.)
Mr. Moulton's evidence is next presented (p. 19 of u.ppendix). He was a Government agent from 1877 to 1885. He said that there was an apparent increase during
the first five years, t. e., to 1882, then a decrease to 1885. (Evidence, p. 255.) In this
statement he bas·been contradicted by official reports, as will be shown.
Tho witness admits, however, that female seals, Mter giving birth to their young,
IOllttM' out in Behring Sea; and he is of opinion that lawless hunters kill all they find,
and that they find mothers away from their nurslings. No special reason for this
opinion is given, however.
.
A sailor, Edward Shields, of Vancouver, formerly on the sealing schooner Caroline,
is said to have testified, where and when it is not stated (p. 20 of appendix to Mr.
Blaine's letter), that in 1886 out of 686 seals taken by the Carolin6 the seals were
chiefly females. Upon this it may be said that it is the custom among hunters to
class all seals the skins of which are the size or near the size of the female as
"females," for their guidance as to the quality of skins in the catch. It may also
be remarked that it does not appear that ""these females were in milk, and this- is
alwa1s known when skinning the seal. "Dry cows" are caught, as has been
admitted, and taking this evidence, given ez parte as it was, it is at b~t, if tfne1 IJi
exceptional ease in a very s111al1 catch.
Mr. Glidden w-as recalled by the committee, and explained that his estimate
40,000 skins was based on newspaper reports of the catch of the sealers. He
co111'86 unable to show how many of these were taken near the Aleutian
the North Pacific, or on the west coast of British Columbia, or in the Paget
but he evidently credits the whole estimated catch to Behring Sea. Conaeq
he was of opinion that sealing in Behring Sea should be ended, to lead to the
preservation of seal life.
It is to be observed that not ot\e of these witnesses, whose opinions are relied u~n
both as to the catch, the habits, and sex of the seal in deep water and the method c
shooting, etc., has had any experience as a hunter or with bnnters. They were
experts. They were sent to the islands to see that the lessees performed 111lt"rou,u.•.,..gations as covenanted in the lease. The experience of most of them was
few yea-N residence on the eea1. islands, associated with and under the ---·~---"l -"'"
enae of a company admitt.edlt a monopoly and desirous of restricting the
control the market of the world fat aeare concerned.
~-···-... ,-or the wi1inet!l*ir-w~are. cno:l:'80~~~r, r:r=~~e.:;~~:t==~~
1

fth. By preventln_,g the A.Muti
titlfDa aeal8
Jli1
throttgh he
tian IelaD.dl on tlieir wa7 to "nd from theltreeding ground...
tn .Mr. Blaine's diapatch to Sir Julian Paonoefort. or tlle 27th of January, 1800 be
pJ!IISoeede upon • somewhat different ground than the evidence already reviewed, in
Order to ebow the D88888ity for prohi'bitwn of sealing in the waters of Behring Sea.
The a parf8 evidence before the Congressional committee satisfied tho.t committee
:$ "the present number of seals on St. Paul and St. George lslanda bas materially
diminished during the last two or three years," viz., from 1886 to 1889, while Mr.
JkiDtJre, whoee evidence is 10 much relied upon by the United States, dates the decnuefrom1882.

r. Blaine, however, adopts jbe view that the rookeries were in prime condition

ad u'Ddiminished unti11886, when, as he &afs, Canadian sealers made their advent

IDto Behring Sea and the injury began.
D I thWefore important to point out that the operations of the Canadian sealers
ablolately harmlees compared with the numerous depredations upon the is1~nds
Jut .century, which, however, have not yet begun to affect the value and
(}'-~ :-IJI••IM~ of eeals on these wonderful rookeries.
rA':',:'tUJre,at~y-evii4e:noe has been cited in this paper eatablieblng the fact that enraordi~~tl:!.~!h·~: occurred prior to 1870, and that after all this, when the total number
~·
St. Paul amd St. George Islands was admittedly 1888 than now, .i"t wat
to permit 100,000 male seals of one year or over to be killed annually for
etc.
Collleotor Phelps, of San Francisco, reported:
"I am assured the entire number taken south of the islands of St. George and St.
Paul will aggregate, say, 10,000 to 20,000 per annum." (a. R. Ex. Doc. No. 35, 44th
Cong., 1st se88.)
Tti.e Acting Secretary of the Treasnry Department, in September, 1870, gave permillion to tlie company to use fire-arms for protection. of the islands against marauders.
(B. R.,44tb Cong., 1st seas., Ex. Doc. 83, p. 30.)
.
In 1872 Cellector Phelps to Mr. Secretary Boutwell reports expedition fitting out
ia A:.natralia and Victoria for sealing in Behring Sea with the object of oapturiDg
their migrations to and from St. Paul and St. George Islands. Secretary
-JIG111.t1wellldtd not consider it expedient to interfere with these operatio.ns if they were
3 miles from land.
-~ il~ · •.o•.• Xr. Secretary Sawyer, writing to Mr. H.W. ~iott, referred to British ves~~:;:: :aela.lling fur-seals i;n United States waters and to the seals beeoming more numerons.
William Mcintyre, an assistant agent of the Treasury, describes havlleen told that the crew of the aohoooer Oggnet, as Abe lay at anchor in Z,.padnee
B(f in 1874, were shooting seals from the deck, skinning them, and throwing he
aaJ'8&888a ovetboard, which was alarming the seals ancl driving them from their
bJreecling grounds. And he said:
"I wished to give the captain of the vessel tim elf warning before proceeding to
Jianh measures. I had armed the natives with the mtention of repelling by force
&af ot.,...pfl to kill seal cm the rookMieB or within rifle-shot of the shore, if the crews still
~steel 1n doing so after the receipt of my letter to the captaht."
He described the operations of the Oygaet under the elift' near the rookery, which
alarmed the seals so that they left the rookery in large numbers. (Ex. Doo. No. 83,
p. 124, 44th Cong., 1st seBB.)
.
This vessel is again reported by Special Agent Bryant in May 12, 1875. (Ex. Doc.
83t..P• 125, 44th Cong., 1st &e88.)
nom 1874 to 1878 Mr. F. J. Morgan, attorney for the Alaska Company, was on the
talanda during the years1868, 1869, and from 1874 to 1878. He speaks of several raids
the islands in his time, and he says the whole question is one or more m·u~ fo
tll.e rookeries on the islands. (H. R. Ex. Doc. 3883, 50th Cong., pp. 68, 71, 109.)
1875 the evidence of Darius Lyman contains the following information. {Be~~-.~,pQt11 'Committee on Ways and Means, Honse report No. 623, 44th Cong., 1st seas.)
Allta'W'8riln.r Mr. Bnrcband as to what he knew abont the seizure of the &n DUgo,
replied:
was a seizure made of the Sa• DWgo, a aohooner, near St. Paul Island on
*"tfth of July last (1875), on board of which were 1,660 fur-sealskins. The Sa•
Bf§o waa aent down to California, and arrived there in August."
Oft page 73 of the same report, Mr. Elliott, in answer to Mr. Chapin, says that the
.tina taken from the Sa• IXego were from Otter Isla.tul, one of the leased group.
In 1880 Mr. Mcintyre reported the estimated annual slaughter of 5,000 pregnant
ftmalee en the British Columbia coast.
From reports of Special Agent Ottis and Captain Bailey respecting the people of
Alasb and their condition {Senate Ex. Doe. 132, 46th Con g., 2d 8888., vol. 4, p. 4),
Captain Bailey says :
' During April and May all the coast Indians, from the month of the atr&ita of Fuca
to the uorih end of Prince of Wales Island, find profitable employment 1n taking fur-
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seals which seem to be making the passage along the coast to the north, being probably a portion of the vast nnmber that finally congregate at the Seal Island later in
the season. I am informed by the Indians that most of the seals taken along this
coast are females, ani their skins find a market at the various Hudson Bay posts."
On page 34 of the same report, in a list of the vessels boarded, he gives the United
States schooner Loleta, Dexter master, seized at the seal islands by Special Agent
Ott is.
In a report by Special Commissioner I van Petroff in the year 1880, he says:
"As these seals pass up and down the coast as far as the Straits of Fuca and the
month of Columbia River, quite a number of them are secured by hunters, who shoot
or spear them as they find them asleep at sea. Also small vessels are fitted out in
San Francisco, which regularly cruise in these waters for the purpose alone of shooting sleeping seal." (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 40, 46th Cong., 3d sess., vol. 18, p. 65.)
At page 61 of the same report this officer speaks of the natives securing 1,200 to
1,400 young fur-seals in transitu through Oonalga Pass.
Special Agent D. B. •ray lor, in 1881, states that the company was powerless to protect the islands, but that if a hal'bor was built a11d a steam-launch stationed at each island
they could be protected. He states that vessels go to the islands and killlO,OOO to 15,000
a yem·, and that one hundJ"ed vessels have been ptowling about these island1 for twenty years.
(H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 3883, 50th Coug., p. 58.)
Mr. Treasury Agent H. A. Glidden, who was on the islande from 1832 to 1885, shows
that the trouble is at the islands. The hunters go there on moonlight nights. He
stated that he took possession of a vessel while the crew were on shore killing seals.
The Government, he goes on to say, did not keep ve~sels there in his time, and he
recommended that a revenue cutter should be kept there to guard the islands. (H.
R. Ex. Doc. 3883, 50th Cong., p. 2i:l.)
Prior to the decision of the United States to arrest vessels outside the 3-mile limit
in Behring Sea experience had shown that the police force at the islands could not
protect them from raids. This is illustrated in a letter from the Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. W. McCulloch, dated the 24th of February, 1885, wherein he recommends that $25,000 be obtained for the protection of seals and the enforcement of
the laws.
"The eeal fisheries"He states" yield annually to the Government a. revenue of about $300,000. The islands on
which the seals are taken are protected from incursions ot marauding vessels alone ,
through the cruising of the revenue-cutters. Last year the officers of the Corwin
seized a schooner engaged in taking seals unlawfully. Without the use of cutters
the fur- seal industry has no protection."
The letter closes by asking for $-.?5,000" in the estimates for next year." (H. R. Ex.
Doc. 252, 48th Cong., 2d sess., vol. 29.)
September 11 18!:!4, the Ham burgh schooner .Adele was seized for violation of section
1956, Revised Statutes United States.
In 1884 Captain McLean, master of the schooner Mary Ellen, was in Behring Sea
from the 8th of July to the 22tl of August. He took 2,007 seals, and was not interfered with. (See his declaration untler act for the suppression of extrajudicial and
voluntary oaths.)
Mr. George \Yardman, an officer of the United States Government, was at the seal
islands May, 1885. He was also there in H:!79, and, in acldition to his evidence before
the Congressional committee, he has reported to his Goverument and has written a
book npon Alaska and Behring Sea, "Wardman's Trip to Alaska," published in 1884.
At pago 116 of this is given au account of the raiding of Otter Islands and the consequent request for a revenue-marine guard at that place during the sealing season,
which was granted.
In 1885 Captain McLean again visited Behring Sea in the Mary Ellen.. He was
there from the 4th of July to the 3d of September. He took 2,300 seals, and was not
interfered with.
Captain Healy, in reporting on the crnise of the Cortvin in the Behring Sea, in 1885,
when speaking of the seal fisheries, said:
''During the year quite a number of vessels have raided Alaskan waters for seals
and ot.her fur-bearing animals." (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 153, 49th Cong., 1st sess., vol.
~2.)

In 1886 the governor of Alaska, in his report for that ye~r (p. 43), states that an indiscriminate slaughter was carried on previons to the seizures of 1885.
In 1886 Special Agent Tingle, to Secretary Fairchild, congratulated the Government on the arrest of the San Diego, which he called " an old offender." " This,"
Mr. Tingle remarked, "will do much to break up marauding business around the
islands." He further urged the Government to keep a cutter about the islands from
July 1 to the 1st of November.
The above references, it is submitted, establish conclnsi vely the defenseless con-
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dition of tl1e islands from the depredations of the marauders or poach~rs upon the
rookeries (not one being a Canadian) ever since the islands came into the possession of the United States.
Mr. Blaine, in his dispatch of the 27th of January, 1890, remarks that" Proceeding by a close obedience to the laws of nature, and rigidly limiting the
number to be annually slaughtered1 the Government succeeded in increasing the
total number of st'als and adding correspondingly and largely to the value of the
fisheries. "
And in the same dispatch he speaks of the profitable pursuit of this business down
to the year 18!:i6.
To show that at the present time the value of the islands is greater and their condition is better than ever, it is only necessary to observe that while the late lessees
paid to the Government of the United States an annual rental of $50,000 in addition
to $~.62t per skin for the total number taken, the offers, when the islands were put
up for competition in 1890, were enormously exceedt'd, as will be seen on reference
to a schedule of the proposals submitted to the United States' Treasury Department
in response to the advertisements of the Treasury inviting offers for the privileges,
dated December 24, 1889, and l!,ebruary 20, 1890.
Upon reference to the evidence before the Congressional committee (H. R. No.
3883, 50th Cong., 2d sess.), it will be seen that "the Government now, without a11y
care or risk, gets $317,000 a year for the lease. " And at page 99 of the same report
it is stated that the annual income from skins to the Government was $512,736, and
that in sixteen vears the United States' Government received from the Alaskan furseal industry $8,.203, 776.
It is further stated that the Government bacl then already been repaid the capital
sum paid for the whole Territory of Alaska, and more, with "her many varied, and,
as I believe, incomparably great national resources, to represent the investment of
capital first made. n
11

FIFTH.-THE RECEIPTS AND EXPENSRR OF THE GOVERNMENT ON ACCOUNT OF SAID
CONTRACT.

"The total amount paid by the lessees on account of said contract up to J nne 30,
1888, inclusive, was $5,597,100. The total amount expended by the Government during the same period was about $250,000 for salaries and traveling expenses of agentli
of the 'l'reasury Department at the seal islands, and about $150,000 for the revenuecutters cruising Alaskan waters.
"To the amount already received direct from the company should be added tbe sum
received by the United States from customs duties on Alaskan dressed seal-skins imp"orted from Europe, amounting to $3,4~6,000, to which should be added the sum of
$502,000 customs duties on imported seal-skins taken by said company under its contract with Russia, making an aggregate amount received by the Government on account of t.his industry of $9,525,233, being $2,325,283 in excess of the amount paid to
Russia for the Territory." (Report of Congress, 1888.)
It can now be shown how marvelous has been tho increase of seals on these islands,
notwithst.anding the absence of the protection to the rookeries and 3-mile limit,
whether around the islands or at the different passes in the Aleutian range, where
the breeding seals in pup go twice a year.
.
In 1869.Special Agent Bryant estimated the number of seals to be as follows (41st
Cong., 3d sess., No. 32, Senate, p. 7):
On St. Paul Island .•.•••••••••••.• ·-~--- •••••••••.•••••.•..•....•...•••. 1, 152,000
576,000
On St. George Island .•••••.•••...•.••.•••••••••.• :......... . .. . .........
Total .••••• --·· •••• ·----· .•••.••••.•••.. ···--· •••••.••..••••.••••• 1, 728.000
In 1874 Mr. Elliott, after examination, estimated the number of seals to be:
On St. Paul Island ...•••••••...•.•.•..•••••••••• ··---· •••....•..••••••.. 3,030,000
On St. George Island .•• __ •.•.•••......••••.•••.•..•.•••.•••. _. . • • . . . • • • .
163, 420

-----

Total .•••••••••••.••••••••••. ··---· .••••.•••••.•••••••.•••.•••••.• 3,193,420
Exclusive of non-breeding seals, and adding those to the estimate of Mr. Elliott
just quoted, be himself said that the total would reach 4,700,000.
In ltl84, long after the period when Mcintyre stated that the seals were decreasingas he said since 1882-Mr. Wardman, when writing from the islands, tells us" The number of seals is steadily increasing." ("A Trip to Alaska," p. 93.)
Mr. H. A. Glidden, an agent of the Treasury from 1882 to the 8th of June, 1885,
an authority quoted by Mr. Blaine in support of the United States' contention, told
thE' Congressional committee in 181::!8, in replying to the question, 1' What rlo you say
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about the increase or diminution of the number of seals on the rookeries of St. Paul
and St. George f"
· "I did not notice any cbange. * * " I could not see any particular diffe:rence.
They come and have their young and go aw.,y. The period of gestation is eleven
mouths, aml then they come back in the spring following. They are there during
the season in countless numbers." (Evidence before Congressional committee, p. ~7.)
Mr. George R. Tingle, a special agent of the Treasury, gave his evidence before the
same committee, and he is put forward by Mr. Blaine in support of the United States'
contention. (Appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter to Sir Julian Panncefote, March 1, p.
17.)
Confirming Mr. Glidden's opinion, as above quoted, Mr. Tingle said:
"From Mr. Elliott's statement I understand that there are no more seals now than
there were in 1872. I am at a loss to know how l\Ir. Elliott got his information, as he
bad not been on the islands for fourteen years."
The same Mr. Tingle, in 1887, reported to Secretary Fairchild that" He found the lines of occupancy extending beyond those of last year, and the cows
quite as densely packed on the ground on most of the rookeries, whilst on two rookeries there is some falling ofl:'. lt is certain, however, this vast number of animals, so
valuable to the Government, are still on tbe increase. Tbe conuition of all the rookeries could not be better." (Appendix to report, Congressional committee, 1888, p.
359.)
In a report of the Alaska Commercial Company (December 13, 1887), it is stated
that Mr. George R. Tingle, the agent appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury,
substantially confirms Mr. Elliott in his view referred to above, excepting that, upon
a careful survey by himself in 1886, he estimated tbat the fnf-seals upon the two
islands had increased in number about '2,000,000 up to that time. Mr. Tingle's estimate for 1886 is 6,537,750 tH. R. Ex. Doc. No. 31,50th Cong., 1st sess.), and in December the Alaska Commercial Company, in their report, said that the seals were on tho
increase.
The latest definite information appearing in ~he United States documents regarding the condition of the rookeries is contained in the report of Mr. Tingle, who, as
special agent of t.he Treasury Department, wrote from St. Paul Island, Alaska, July
31, 1888, as follows:
,
"I am happy to be able to report that, although lnte landing, the breeding rookeries are fille(l out to the lines of measurement heretofore made, and some of them
much beyond these lines, showing conclusively that seal life is not being depleted,
but is fully up to the estimates given in my report of l&:l7."
From the above United States officials it is clear that, with only pat:tial protection
on the islands, the seals have increased in an amazing degree. These islands, containing in 1874 the largest number of seals ever found in tba history of sealing at any
place, contain to-day a more astounding number.
When the number was less than half of what it is at present, Lieut. Washburn
Maynard, of the U.S. Navy, was instructed to make an investigation into the condition of the fur trade of the Territory of Alaska, and in 1874 be reported that 112,000
1oung male seals had been annually killed in each year, from 1870 to 1874, on the
Islands comprising the Pribylov group, and he did not think that this diminished the
numbers. Lieutenant Maynard's report (44th Cong., 1st sess., H. R. No. 43), as well
as that of Mr. Bryant in 1869 (Ex. Doc. No. 32, 41st Cong., 2d sess. ), largely supports
the contention of the Canadian Government respecting the productiveness of the seal
and their habits during the breeding season.
It is not denied that seals enter Behring Sea for the purpose of resorting to the
islands to propagate their species, and llecause the immense herd is chiefl.y confined
to the islands for this purpose during the breeding season it is that the seals have so
constantly increased.
Notwithstanding the lax efforts on the part of thP. United States to guard or patNl
the breeding islands, the difficulty of approacbing the rough coasts thereof, the prevalence of fogs and other causes have, in a large degree, prevented too destructive or
too numerous raids being made upon the rookeries.
The Cana<lian Government contends that while seals in calf are taken on and oft'
the coasts of British Columbia and California, and also during their migrations near
the Aleutian Islands by Indians and Aleuts, the bulk of the seals taken in the open
sea of that part of the Pacific Ocean called Behring Sea are bulls both old and youngbut chiefl.y young-and that most .of the cows when taken are known as "dry cows,"
i. e., cows that have nursed and weaned their young,'Or cows that are barren, or those
Qat have lost pups from natural causes.
It must also be noted that there are more females than males in a herd of seals.
("Trip to Alaska," Wardman, p. 94.)
The position taken by the Canadian Government is supported:
(1) By the history of the rookeries as above given and the great increase shown
despite the constant killing and raids upon the islands during the past century.

r,;\,P.itl(ilrie• go into
(H. B. Er.
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Clark, on the .lntarotio l!le&l fiaherie11, in "The Fisheries and
IiiautriM
United States," l881, pp. 423, 424, says:
very stormy w~her, hen they (the seals) are driven into the sea, tlley are
to betake themaeh•ea to the heltered side of the island, hence tho men ftnd that
~<~·-oi"'""'w.-- weather pays them beat. Two or three ld males, tel'med "beaoh: maater&t"
a ~ to themaelv.. and cover iii with cowa, but allow no other males to U,Ol
The males fight forio sly, and one man told me that he had seen an old mate
up • ;roonger one in b teeth and throw him into the air. The males show fight
~.~~'-'-'~!.-:b,J:pped, and are with
t fliftlculty driven into tho sea.
............T···""•"v AN IOIDethnee treat
with horrible brutality. The females give birth to
;•~·:Jreu1nt soon after their arrival.
u~·s.:7-.J~:AJiiller 111!a1rm1gthe rookeriee the bulls clo not retum to them again that season."
that two·thirda of all the malee that are bom are never permitted
,;;• r•ll4 ,Q4)D 11r11e aame ground with the females. This ~e band of bachelors tele•
kerds miles a ay from the breeding gtound • (B. W. Elliott, H. ii No.
p.112.)
off into the water. (Clark's article on Antarotio seal fteherJ in•
United States, seo. v, voli' 1H87,p.431.)
are ~vented from landing on rookerie& (Ex. Doo. 83, 44th Cong.,
-~(~;tii'u~ 93; see atso Elliott, H. R., 44th Con g., 1st sess., Ex. Doo. No. 83.)
';
seals arrive about the middle of July accompanied bt_a few of the mature
remaining a ll:&ater part of the time in the water. (n. H. Mcintyre, 41st
2d 8888., H. R. No. 36, p. 14; also H. R. Ex. Doc. 43, lstsess., 44th Cong., p. 4.)
Samuel Falkner, assistant Treasury agent, writing from St. George Island
1873, to Mr. Bryant, Treasury agent for the seal islands, says:
on some of the rookeries the pnssage ways, formerly occupied by young
~;~.~~slolrs in hauling upon the background, are completely blocked up by females,
ting the IOtmg seals from lantling, and, M the greater portion of this ialia composed of high cliffs, it renders it difficult for any great number to
There are also numerous old males constantly guarding the shore
211=~=~-=~;:•&~aa it .UU more dUticnlt tor the young ones to work their way on the
it llfU8t be Nmemberecl. that the nea-breedin,g sea!s, consisting of aU
all the malee under aix or eeven ~ of age, nearly equal in nomand Mr. Elliott eetimated, heii there ere 4-1700,000 seals on
thia num~r were n-breediog eeale. (Ellio"- app. to H. R.
44th
, 1st eeae., p. 79.)
~~iijJr;;';{ :loggy days bachelor- seals numbering over a million will often baul out
~;
hauling g:ronnds, and on the recurrence of fine we~her disappear into
(Elliott, p. 144, H. R., 44th Qong., tat eesa., Ex Doc. ~.)
yoOllg bachelom do not remaiu on shore long at a time. (P. 4, 44th Cong., l&t
Ex. Doc. No. 43.) They are so numerous, howover, that thousands can be seen
the hauling grounds, as Bll of them are never eithet· on shoro or in the water at
rcifieume time. ll'bid., p. 44.) By the fact that the cows remain with their pups and
them until all have left.
oo not go on the rookeries until three yeam of age. (H. R. Ex. Doc., 44th
, 1st seas.; No. 43, p. 4.)
do not go far from shore until the young are reared. Peron says that both
~.c ·- ~c.,--=--'-~ elephant, aeals stay with the young without feeding at all until the young are
;_.~....,. ur eeven weeks old, and that then the old ones conduct the young to the water.
article on Antarctic seals, p. 424.)
are suckled by the females for some time and then left to themselvea,
beach, where they seem to grow fat without further feeding. (" Tlle
aud Fishing Industries of the United States," see. v, vol. ii, 1887, p. 424.)
those that are popped in June are oft" in the water in A.ugoat.
the African coast the seal remains untU the young oa.n take care of
(Diet, p. 416.)
of the seals are confined to the islands until lee surrounds them. (H. B.
45, 44thCong., 1st 8888., p.2.)
!Til81iealls
leave their placos, aeldGm sleep, and never eat anything from May
they take to tile.-water, but, it iR believed, take no food until their
~0-~tiDlll (leparture in November. (H. H. 1tlclntyre1 H. R, Ex. Doc. No. 36, 41st Cong
oL 5.) Jrlr. Elliott eaya, " perba.pa she teeds.'' (P. 130 his report on ~ka,
R. No. 83 Ex. Doo., 44th Con g.)
bulls, while on tbe island, prevent the mothers taking to the water. (Himne
ali, by Captain Shannon," United States Revenue Marine," 1874, p. 152.)
From lOth to 25th of July the :rookeries arefullor than at any other time durin1 the
......181l;.-airatJo.
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season, as tho pups have all been born, and all the bulls, cows, ancl pups remain tvithin
their limits. (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 43, 44th Cong., 1st sess., p. 3.)
It has been Hhown that when in the rookeries mothers were destroyed, the young
were found dead, etc., but Professor Elliott, in reference to the Pribylov Islands,
savs:
''With the except.ion of those animals which have received wounds in combat, no
sick or dying sealii are seen upon the islands.
"Out of the great numbers, thousands upon thousands of seals that must die
every year from old age alone, not one have I ever seen here. They evidently give
up their lives at sea." (His report on Alaska, 1874, H. R. Ex. Doc. 83: 44th Cong.,
p. 150.)
To further prO\'e that the contention of the C:::.nadian Government is not at all
unreasonable, it may be said that at the International Fisheries Exhibition, London,
188:3, Mr. Brown Goode, of the U. S. Fish Commission, having stated the regulations
of the United States concerning the Prlbylov group, the official report upon the exhiuition, says:
"Every animal, both in sea and on land, reproduces its ldnd in greater numbem
than can possibly exist. In other words, all animals tend to multiply more rapidly
than their food; ma.ny of them must in .consequence either die or be destroyed, and
man may rest satisfied that so far as the open ocean is concerned, the fish which he
tlest.roys, if he abstain from destroying, would perish in other ways. With rMpect
to the former (seals), I have already pointed out that the restriction which the United
States' Government has placed on the destruction of seals in the Alaskan islands seem
unnecessarily large."
He added that nature bas imposed a limit to their destruction.
Professor Elliott himself was of the opinion in 1874 (see his report on Alaska already
referred to, pp. s~. 89) that" With regard to the inm·ease of the seal life, I do not think it within the power of
human management to promote this end to the slightest appreciable degree beyond
its present extent and condition iu a state of nature; for it can not fail to be evident,
from my detl;loiled dt:.scription of the habits and life of the fur-seal on these islands
during a great part of the year, that, could man havo the same supervision and control over this animal during the whole season which he has at his command while they
visit the land, be might cause them to multiply and increase, as be would so many
cattle, to an indefinite number, only limited by time and means; but the case in qneetion, unfortunately, tnket~ the ftrr..seal six months out of every year far beyond the
reach, or even cognizancll of any one, where it is exposed to known powerful and destructive natural enemies, and many othe1·s probably unknown, which prey upon it,
and, in accordance with a well-recognized law of nature, keep it at about a certain
number, which has been for ages, and will be for the future, as affairs now are, ffl
maxintum limit of increa3e. This law holds good everywhere throughout the animal
kingdom, regulating and preserving the equilibrium of life in a state of nature. Did
it not bold good, theRe seal islands and all Behring Sea would have been literally
covered, and have swarmed with them long before the Russians discovered them;
hut there were no more seals when first seen here by human eyes in 1786-'87 than
there are now, in 1874, as far as all evidence goes.
ff

ff
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"What can be done to promote their increase! We can not cause a greater number of females to be born every year; we do not touch or disturb these fern ales as they
grow up and live, and we save more than enough males to serve them. Nothing more
can be done, for it is impossible to protect them from deadly enemies in their wanderings for food.
" This great body of four and five millions of hearty, active animals must consume
an enormous amount of food every year. 'l'hey can not average less than 5 pounds
of fish each per fl km (this is not half enoqgh for an adult male), which Jrives the consumption of over three millior~ tons of fir<h C\"ery year!
''To get this immense food supply t 10 seals are compelled to disperse over a very
large area of the North Pacific and fish. This bringH them into contact more and
more with tbeir enemies as they advance sout"Q, until they reach a point where their
annual destruction from natural foes is equal to their increase, and at this point their
number will remain fixed. About the seal islaud.s I have failed to notice the least
disturbance among these unimals by anything in the water or out, and from my obsuvation I am let.l to believe that it irs not until they descend well to the south in
the North Pacific that they meet with sharks and voracious killer-whales."*
The following extract from the report of Mr. H. H. Mcintyre, special agent of the
Treasury at the islands in 1009, largely supports the foregoing views:
•
"'fhe habits of the fur· seal sue peculiar, and iu conside1·ing the action ne0088&rJ
• "In the stomach of one of these animals (year before last) fourteen small harpseals were found." Michael Carroll's report, Canadian Fishtwies, 187~. ·
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to their protection deserve careful attention. !!~rom the stntemcnto3 of tl1e employes
of the late Russian-American Company, the information derived f10m the intelligent
native chief of St. Panl Island, and my own observation during the summer of 1869
I have reached the following conclusions: The seals reach the islands of St. Paul and
St. George in May, June, and July of each year in the following order: first, a small
number of old male seals, known as tvigs, visit the islands ve1 yearly in the spring, or
as soon as the ice has melted sutlicieutly to allow them to reach the rocks upon the
shore. Their object at this time seems to be solely to reconnoiter their old rookeries
with a view to re-occupy them, if they have not been disturbed, and the natives, so
understanding it, avoid any noise likely to alarm them, and in case the wind is in
such direction as to carry the smoke from the settlement towards the rookeries all
fires are extinguished. After a few days these pioneers take their departure, and as
the season advances, if they have been undisturbed on the occasion of their first visit,
they return, bringing with them all the males of mature age, above fi\·e or six years
old, who are able to maintain their places in the breeding rookeries. Climbing up
on the rocks, each seal selects his position and tak£1s posses:sion of and occupies
through t.he season, if sufficiently strong, from 1 to 3 square rods of ground.
"Still later in the season, when the ice bas nearly disappeared, the females arrive,
conveyed by the young males above one year of age, who are unable to occupy the
rookeries with their seniors. The females, immediately on reaching the shore, are appropriated by the old males and taken to the places respectively selected by them for
the season, which is generally the same for many successive years. It is asserted that
the same male seal has been known to occupy one rock for more than twenty seasons.
The young seals above one year of ag-e, called bachelors, take their positions around
the edges of the rookeries or remain in the water, and are constantly trying to steal
the females from their respective masters, who also rob each other of their families,
by stealth or strength, whenever occasion offcr:j, and thns an incessant quarrel is
maintained at all points, which keeps the old males constantly on the alert. They
never leave their places, seldom sleep, nor do they eat anything whatever during the
entire season frQm May to August, when they go into the water, but, as far as can be
ascertained, take no. food until their final departure in November. It may be remarked, however, that they are very fat on arrival and quite as lean at the time of
leaving, in autumn. The young seals are supposed to feed while in the water, but
this has not been definitely proved, nor is the nature of their food well known, since
an examination of their ~:~tomachs seldom reveals more than a green, mucilaginous
matter. Following all others, the yearling seals arrive about the middle of July, accompanied by a few of the older males, and remain for the greater part of the time
in the water. Soon after their arrival, in the mouths of June and Jnly, the females
bring forth their yonng." (Ex. Doc., 41st Cong., 2d sess., No. 36, p. 14.)
Reference has been made to the raids upon the rookeries, and to the fact that insufficient care has been taken of the breeding ground. It is contended that it is the
duty of the Government. drawing an enormous rental from these islands to carefully
guard and protect them, and it is undoubted that with efficient protection the increase
of seal life will be more marvelous than ever.
Mr. Tingle, in 1886, in his report to Secretary Fairchild, urges the Government to
keep a cutter around the islands from the 1st of July to the lbt of November.
Mr. Morgan, in 1888, in his evidence before Congress (p. 23), said there were not
sufficient cutters for the protection of the islands, and Mr. Wardman, special agent
of tho Treasury at the islands, 1881 to 1885, said:
"I think the Government ought to keep at least one revenue steamer therein and
about these two islands up until the middle of October at least. Tho trouble bas
been in the revenue marine service. The appropriations were all right, and a fellow
would be sent up to nominally protect the seal i~:~lands, but he would. also be ordered
to look for the north pole as well as watch the seal i~:~lands. He might find the north
pole, but not around the seal islands. He would be away just at the time he would
b6 needed aroq,p.d there." (Evidence before Congressional committee, p. 38.)
The Hon. Mr. Williams saia:
·
"The Government practice, through the Treasury Department, bas been to protect
these waters so far as they could with ,the revenue.cutters which are at their command. Still, it has frequently happened that a revenue-cutter goes upon the seal
ground and then is ordered north for inspection, or for the relief of a whaling crew or
something of that kind, and they are gone pretty much the whole time of tbe sealing
season, and there seems to bean insufficiency in the method of protection." (Evidence
before Congressional committee, p. 106.)
Mr. Taylor, special agent of the Treasury in 1881, said before the same committee
(p. 58):
~
"The difficulty heretofore has been that our revenue-cutters have been obliged to
cover a territory of 800 miles long and 700 or 800 miles wide, north ~nd so nth, and they
Yould get around to the seal islands about twice during a- season. They never happenM to be there when needed, and1 at1 far as rendering any servioe whatever ia oon•

cemed, they were :praotically useless so far as the seal islan<ls were conoerlied. Thai

bas been the uxpeneuce, I believe, of all who have been there."
This officer recommended steam-launches for Government agents at the island&
(Evidence before Congressional committee, p. 109.)
Mr. Glidden, another agent of the 'freasury from 1882 to 1885, says (evidence Congressional committee, p. 28) when he was at the islands the Government kept no vessels there.
"They landed our officers on a little island 6 miles from St. Paul to watch. • • •
In every report I made I recommended that they sb , d<l koop a revenue-cutter there.
One vessel can not protect those islands and visit the Arctio Ocean besides. The
cruising ground is far too extensive, co~ering, as it does, a distance of several thousand miles, and while the cutter is absent in the Arctic much <Utmage can be done by
the marauding vessels to tho seal islands."
That Congress regarded it at the outset as the duty, at least, of the administration,
to simply guard and regulate the islands is clear 1rom the act first dealing with the
subject.
·Mr. Boutwell, the Secretary of the Treasury, reported in 1870 (41st Cong., 2d seas.,
Ex. Doc. 109) as follows:
"A suggestion h8ol3 been made to this Department, in various forms, that the Government Should lease these islands for a long period of time to a company or firm, for
an annual sum of money, upon thf' condition that provision should be made for the
subsistence and education of the natives, and that the fisheries themselves should be
preserved from injury. This plan is open to the very grave objection that it makesa
monopoly of a branch of industry, important no~ only for the people of the islands
but to the people of the United States, if the preparation and manufacture of the
skins for use should be transferred from London to this country. Such a mono\loly
is contrary to the ideas of the people, and not many years would pass before serious
efforts would be made for its overthrow. Moreover, the natives of the islands would
be under the control of the company, and, as the expir.ation of the lease approached,
the inducements to protect them and preserve the fisheries woul<l diminish, especially
if the company saw, as would probably be the case, that it had no hope of a renewal
of its privileges. Under these circumstances the Government of the United States
would necessarily be subjected to great expense and trouble.
"For these reasons, briefly stated, but valid, as they appear to me, I can not concur
in the suggestion that the islands should be leased to any company for a period of
years.
"Inasmuch as it will be necessary for the Government of the United States to maintain in and around the islands a military and naval force for the protection of its interests under any plan that can be devised, I am of opinion that it is better that the
Government should assume the-entire control of the business of the islands, and ex·
elude everybody but its own servants ancl agentM; that it should establish a rigid
system of police, excluding from the islands distilled spirits and fire-arms, and subject;
vessels that touch there to forfeiture, except when they are driven to seek shelter or
for necessary repairs. The conditions of such ocenpancy and control by the Govern•
ment of the United States seem to roe to be these:
"First, the exclusion of other parties; second, the supply to the natives of such
articles as they are accustomed to use; third, compensation to the natives for their
labor, and the payment of a sufficient additional sum each year to enable them to
live in the manner to which they have, been accustomed; fourth, an equitable division
of the value of the skins over the payments made to t.he natives, and the cost to the
Qovernment of the United States of maintaining such force as is necessary for the
protection of the business.
"The portion of the surplus equitably belonging to the natives might be set aside
for the purpose of education and religious teaching, the erection of more suitable
dwellings than they now possess, and generally for their physical, intellectual, and
moral improvP-ment.
"If the Government were to lease the islands it would not be possible to withdraw
Antirely the military and naval forces, or to neglect a careful supervision, aod the
additional expense consequent upon retaining possession of the business of the islands
in the bands of the Government would not be large.
''Ordinarily, I agree in the opinion that a government, especially one like that of
the United States, is not adapted to the management of business; but this clearly is
a business which can not be left open to individual competition; and if it is to be a
monopoly, whether profitable or otherwise, tho interest of the Government is so
large, and the expenses incident to the protection of these islands so great, that it
can not afford to Rnbstitute to any extent the monopoly of an individual or of .a company for its own lawful supervision.
"Shouhl the Government fail in the attempt to manage the business through its
own agents, there will then be opportunity to lease the fisheries to private parties;
F R
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but my opinion is that a larger revenue can be obtained flom them by actual management than by a lease.
"In further reply to the resolution, I have to say that the skinR taken in 1868 were
yemoved by Messrs. Kohl, Hutchinson & Co., the Solicitor of the Treasury being of
opinion that the Government had no legal authority to detain them. Those taken
in 1869 are upon the islands, but no decision bas been made touching the rights of
the Government.
s' In concluding this report, I desire to call the attention of Congress to the fact
that it is necessary to legislate immediately so far as to provide for the business of
the present year. The natives will commence the capture of seals about the 1st of
Jnne.
"If the islands are to be leased for the present year it should be done immediately,
that the lessee may Jhake provision for the business of the year. If the business of
the present year is to be conducted by the Go ernment, as I think it should be, whatever our future policy, legislation is necessary; and I suggest that the Secretary of
the Tteasury be authorized to appoint agents in Alaska, who shall be empowered to
superintend the capture of the seals and the coring of the skins; and that an appropnation shall be made of $100,000, out of which the natives shall be paid for the labor
performed by them and tho other expenses incident to the business met.
"The Senretary of the 'l'reasury should also be authorized to sell the skins at public auction or upon sealed proposals at San Francisco or New York, as he may deem
moet for t.be interest of the Government.
·
''It should be observed in this connection that the Government derived no benefit
whatever from the seal fishery of the year 1868, and that the skins taken in 1869 are,
nominally at least, the property of two companies, while the Government, during
the last ;vear, has furnished protection to the natives and the fishery, and bas no assurance at present that it. will derive any benefit whatever therefrom.
"Iflegislation is long delayed tho business of tho year 1870 will be but a repetit\on
of t.hat of 18ti9."
While the Canadian contetition is supported, as has been seen, by many extracts
from the reports of officials of the United States Government, it is apparent that the
desire of the lessees, aml indirectly that of tbtl officials, has been to create a monopoly
in the t'ur-seal industry, since in this way the market for the skins is largely enhanced and the value of the islands greatly increased.
This is no doubt one reason for the divergent opinions entertained as to the best
regulations for the preservation of seal life between those who control the islands and
those who are compelled to hunt tae seals in the ocean.
In support of the above assertion the following authorities are in point:
'
Mr. Bryant, in 1869 (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 32, 41st Cong., 2d sess.), stated that the
large number taken in 1867 and in 1868 decreased the London valuation to $3 and $4
a skin •
.Mr. Moore, in a report to the Secretary of the Treasury (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 83, p.
196, 44th Cong., 1st sess. ), says, when alludhlg to the ad ,·isability of killing more seals
than prescribed by the act of July 1, 1870:
"It seems that the 100,000 fur-seals from our own islands, together with the 30,000
obtained by them from Asiatic islands, besides the scattering fur-seals killed in the
south seas, are all the market of the world can conveniently take. In fact, it is
pretty evident that the very restriction of the numbers killed is about the most
valuable part of the franchise of the Alaska Commercial Company, and it is only another proof of the absnrdit.y of the frequent charges made against them that they surreptitiOusly take from our islands 20,000 to 30,000 more seals than they are entitled
to take.
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"There does not exist any doubt, nor indeed is it denied by the Alaska Commercial
Company, that the lease of the islands of St. Paul and St. George is highly lucrative.
The great success of this franchise is, however, owing, as lfar as I could ascertain,
to tllree principal causes: First, the Alaska Commercial Company, owing to the
fact that they have the ~:~ole control of the three ·Asiatic islands on wllich fura*s are found, as well as on our own islands, as St. Paul and St. George, virtually
manage the sale of 80 per cent. of all the fur-sealFJ killed annually in the world ;
eeoondly, the .arbitrary and somewhat eccentric law of fashion has raised the price of
far..aeals in the markets of the world during the last four years fully 100 per cent. in
value; thirdly, time and experience have given this eontrolling company most valuable advantages. For instance, in the island of St. Paul, whert~ a reputed number
of from 3,000,000 to 3,fOO,OOO of seals congregate, the comparatively small quantity
only of formerly 75,000 and now 90,000 o.re killed. The company employs e.xperts in
selecting easily the kind that are the most valuable in the market, and have no difficulty iu getting 90,000 out of a flock of 3J)OO,OOO to 3,5oo;ooo, which ar& the select of
the select; and it is owing to this cause, and to the care taken in avoiding outs iJt
thl\ skins, as :llso m properly preparing them for the market, th:Lt the higl1 prices are

obtained. Indeed, the fact is that a fur-seal selling now in London f(ll' £2 lOs. or £3
is, owing to its superior quality and excellent condition, cheaper than the furseals which five years ago fetched 30 shillings sterling. 'fhe former mode of the indiscriminate killing of tor-seals was as detrimental to the value of the skins as it wae
to the existence of the breed. With such a valuable franchise, secured by a contract
that bas still fifteen years to run, but which could, without notice, be terminated by
the Secretary of the Treasury for cause, it would indeed be a suicidal policy on the
part of the company to infringe on tho stipulations of the contract."
All this is explained in the evidence lmfore the Congressional committee, pages
77, 101, 105, and 121, where the company is shown not to have taken the full quota
in two years.
'
"Not because we could not get enough seals, bnt because the market did not demand them. There were plenty of seals." (Evidence before Congressional committee, p. 121.)
Mr. Mclnt.yre, once a special agent, ba'! alrcu.<ly been quoted, and was afterwards
in the service of the company, reported, in 186tl, to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, Mr. Blaine (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 36, 41st Cong., 2d sess.), that'' The number of skins that may he secured, however, should not be taken as the
criterion on which to fix the limit of the yearly catch, but rather the demilond of the
market, keeping, of course, always within the annual production. It appears that
under the Russian mana.gement a much larger number was sometimes killed than
could be advantageously disposed of. Thus, in 1803, after the slaughter had been
conducted for some years without regard to the market, an accumulation of80Q,OOO
skins was found in the storehouses on the islands, 700,000 of which were thrown into
the sea as worthless. At several times since that date the market has been glutted,
and sales almost or quite suspended. A few months previously to the transfer of
Alaska to the Unite<l 8tates seal-sldns were worth in London only $1.50 to $3 each,
and several thousand skins owned by the Russian-American Company were sold to
parties in San Francisco, at the time of the transfer, at 50 cents to $1.25, a sum insufficient to pay the present cost of securing and transporting them to that city. Soon
afterwards, however, fur-seal garments became fashionable in Europe, and in the expectation that the mmal supply would be cut off by reason of the transfer of Alaska,
prices advanced to $4 to $7 per skin; contrary to the expectation of dealers more ·
than 200,000 skins were taken by the various parties engaged in the business on the
islands in 1868, and the London price has declined to $3 to $4 per skin; ar.d I am assured that if the raw skins now held by dealers in London were thrown upon the
market, a sufficient sum to pay the cost of transportation from the islands could hardly
be realized. The.number of raw skins now upon the market is not less than 350,000,
and it is predicted that several years must elapse before the demand will again raise
the J.rice above the present rate, if, indeed, the large snrplns of skins does not carry
it much lower before reaction begins.''
Many of the dangers to seal life have been mentioned, and it has been shown that
the herd still thrives; but the wonderful productiveness of the seal is further shown
by an allusion to a danger greater than all the assaults of man in the deep sea- a
danger ever existing, which naturally tends to keep the seals inshore, or, when outside, to scatter.
Reference is made to the killer-whales and sharks. (H. R. Ex. Doc. 83, 44th Cong.,
1st sess., p.177,,and pp. 80,87 of appendix to the same document; also page 359 of evidence before Congressional committee, 1888.)
"That these animals are preyed upon extensively by killer-whales (Orca gladiator)
in especial, and by sharks, and probably other submarine foes now unknown, is at
once evident; for were they not held in check by some such cause they would, as
they exist to-day on St. Paul, quickly multiply, by arithmetical progressior.., to so
great an extent that the island, nay, Behring Sea itself, could not contain them.
The present annual ldlling of 100,000 out of a yearly total of over a million males does
not in any appreciable degree diminish the seal life; or interfere in the slightest with
its regular, sure perpetuation on tho breeding grounds every year. We may, therefore, properly look upon thip; aggregate of four and five millions of fur-seals as we see
them evel'y season on these Pribylov Islands as the maximum limit of increase assigned to them by natural law. Tho great ~quilihrium which nature holds in life
upon this earth must be sustained at St. Paul as well as elsewhere. (Elliott's report,
pp. 62, 64.)
"When before the Committee of Ways and Means on the 17th of March, 1876, on
the investigation before alluded to, Mr. Elliott made a similar statement, giving in
somewhat greater detail the reasons for his conclusion~. His eviclence will be found
annexed to the report of the committee." (Report No. 623, H. R., 44th Cong., 1st
sess.)
Respecting the practice of sealing as known in Canada, it may be said: Cana(lian
sealers start out upon their sealing voyages some time in the beginning of the year.
The vessels go down to a point off San Francisco, aucl from thence work north. The
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Beals taken by them off tbe coast are of both sexes, many in pup, some young bul1s;
very few old bulls run in the Pacific Ocean.
The catch of each vessel will average between 500 and 700 seals a year between 1st
of January and·the end of May.
When an untrained crew is taken, many shots may be fired without hitting the
seals at all, since the novice expects he can hit when at considerable distance, the
seals in such cai'Oes escaping entirely; but with Indian hunters and expert whites a
seal is nearly always captured when hit. An expert never shoots until after he has
arrived at cloi'Oe quarters, and generally when the seal is asleep.
In Behring Sea the catch is made up largely of young bachelors.
·
Sealing captains contend that no male becomes fit for the rookeries until six years
of age. This contention is supported by the authorities tow hom reference has already
been made.
1t is further contended that should a temporary diminution of seal life become apparent upon t.he islands of the Pribylov group, it would not follow that the herds were
decreasing. Professor Elliott, in his report of 1874 upon Alaska, so frequently referred to in this paper, argues on page!:! :tti5 aml ~66'that in such a case a corresponding augmentation may occur in Copper or Behring Island, since "these animals are
not part.icnlarly attached to the respective places of their llirth."
"Thus it appears to rue necessary that definite knowledge concerning the Commander Islands and the Kurilcs should be possessed; without it I should not hesitate
to say that any report made by an agent of the Department as to a visi hle diminution
of the seal life on the Pribylovs (lue, in his opinion, to the effect of killing as it is
conducted was without good foundation; that this diminution would have been
noticed just the same in all likelihood had there been no taking of seals at all on the
islands, and that the missing seals are more than probably on the Russian grounds."

.
[Inclosure 4.]

Note on the qnestion of the protection of the .fur-seal in the No1·th Pacific.
(By Mr. George Dawson, D. S., F. G. S., F.R.S. C., F. R. M.S., Assistant Director of the Geological
Survey of Canada.)

The mode of protection which is apparently advocated by the United States Government in the case of the fur-seal, viz, that of leasing the privilege of killing the
animal on the breeding grounds and prohibiting its capture elsewhere, is a new departure in the matter of such protection. If, indeed, the whole sweep of tho Pacitic
Ocean north. of tho equator was dominated and effectively controlled by the United
States, something might be said in favor of some such mode of protection from a commercial point of view; but in the actual circumsta,nces the results would be so entirely in favor of the United States, and so completely opposed to the interests and
naturalt·ights of citizens of all other countries, that it is preposterous to suppose that
such a moue of protection of these animals can be maintained.
Such an assumption can be based in this case on one or other only of two grounds:
Stated briefly, the position of the United States in the matter appears to be based
on the idea of allowing, for a money consideration, the slaughter of the ma.ximnm
possLble number of seals compatible with the cont.inued existence of the animals on
the Pribylov Islands, while, in order that this number shall not be reJ.uced, no seal·
ing is to be permitted elsewhere.
(1) That Behring Sea is a mare clausnm.
(2) That each and every fnr-seal is the property of the United States.
Both claims have been made in one form or other, but neither bas, so far as I know,
been officially formulated.
The first is simply disproveJ. by the geographical feature~ of Behring Sea, by the
fact that this sea and Behring Strait contribute the open highway to the Arctic and
to part of the northern shore of Canada, by the previous action of the United States
Government when this sea was nearly surrounded by Russian territory, and by tho
fact that from 1842 to the date of the purchase of Alaska fleets of United States and
other ~balers were an_nually engaged in BehriD;g Sea. It is scarcely possible that
any eenous attempt Will be made to support this contention. (Ba:wroft's History,
vol. 33, Alaska, p. 583 et seq.)
The second ground of claim is candidly advanced by H. W. Elliott, who writes:
"The fur-seals of Alaska, collectively and individually, are the property of the
General Government. .,. * * Every fnr-seal playing in the waters of Behriu., Sea
around about the Pribylov Islands, no matter if found so doing 100 miles awa/fi:om

those rookeries, belong there, has been begotten and born thereon, and is the animal
tbat t'be explicit shield of the law protects. No lega.l sophism or quibble can cloud
the whole truth of my statem&nt. • " • The matter is, h•wever, now thoroughly
appreciated and understood at the Treasury Department, and has been during the
pn.11t four years, as the seal pirates have discovered to their chagrin and discomfiture."
(U. S. lOth Census, vol. 8, Fur-Seal Isla.ods, p. 157.)
Waiving for the moment the general objection which may be raised to the enforcement of such a principle on the high seas-an 6oforcement which the United Statea,
in the interest of the Alaska Fur Company, appc.ar to haTe undertaken-the facta
upon which the assumption are based may be questioned. Mr. Elliott, in fact, himaelf writes, on the same page (referring to the presence of a large sealing :fleet in
Behring Sea), that it could not fail" in a few short years in so harassing and irritating the breeding seals as to cause their withdrawal from the Alaska rookories, a•i
probable retreat to those of Ruuia-a source of undoubted Muscovite delight and
emelnment and of correspelilding loss and shame to us."
This remark implieR that the seals may reaort tG either ,the Pribylov or the Russian
islandB, according to circumstances; and who ie to judge, in the case of a partioular
animal, in which of those places it has been born f The old theory tlrat the ee&ls
returned each year to the same spot has be~n amply disproved. Elliqtt u.a•~•.....l'· ...,..:;_ ... £::/0
mite this, and it is confirmed (op. oit., p. 31) by Capt. Charles Bryant, lVhe nlllll~tu;·. ~''""
elJrht yean in the Pribylov Islands as Government agent, and who, haTiJJI
100 seale in 1870, on St. Paul Island, recognized, the next year, 4 of them in cW~•IJ·I;. .
rookeries on that island and 2 on St. Geer1e leland. (Monograph oa. Nerth .&.D:terllo-.a•
Pinnipedes, Allen, 1880, p. 401.)
It is, moreover, by no means certain that the fur-seals breed exclusinly on the
Russian and United States seal islands of BeHring Sea, though these islands al'C.' no
doubt their principal and important breeding places. They were formerly, according
to Captain Shannon, found in considerable numbers on the coast of California: and
Captain Bryant was credihly informed ("Marine Mammals of Coast of Narthwest
North America," }lp. 152, 154, quoted by Allen, op. cit., p. 332) of the existence 111
recent years of small breeding colonies of these animals on the Queen Charlotte
Islands of British Columbia. Mr. Allen further quotes from the observations of Mr.
James G. Swan, field assistant of the United States Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries.
·
"Mr. Swan" (I quote from Mr. Elliott) "has pa88ed nearly an av6rage life-time on
the Northwest coast, and has rendered to naturalacienoe and to ethnolou eftloient
and valuable service."
His statements may therefore be received with respect. He writes:
"The fact that they (the fur-aeale) do bear pups in the open ocean, eff Fuca __"_,_.--..c.., , .. _,
t. well established by tbe ovidence of eTery one of the sealing captama, the .~ou•u.-. 111 IWII!J
aqd my own personal observatiou. Dr. Power says the facta ilo not admit of _die,g:~··/C:-~j
• • • It seems as preposterona w my mind to suppose that all the for-seale
North Pacific go to the PribyloT Islands aa to suppose that all tbe salmon go to
Colombia or }"~raser River or to "the Yukon."
To this Prof. D. S. Jordon, the well-known naturalist, adds:
"I may remark that I saw a live fur-seal pup at Cape Flattery, taken from 1m olcl
seal just killed, showing that the time of bringing them forth was just at hand."
On these statements Mr. Allen himself remarks:
"1'1Jese obserYations, aRide from the judicious suggestions made by Mr. Swan, are
of special interest as confirming those made soma years ago by Captain Bryant, and
already briefly recorded in this work. They eeem to show that at leut a oertaia. number of fur-seals repair to secluded places, suited to their need11, as far south aa thelatitude of Cape Flattery, to briD.ac forth their young." (Allen, op. oit., pp. 411, '711,
773.)
Mr. Elliott, of course, 11tootly denies the authenticity of all these obi!l8r·va·tion&.
being necessary to do so in order to maintain his contention as to the ow·ne:rabu;
the United States Government, or the Alaska Fur Company, as the case may --.·-·-·- 1 ~,·,.
the seals.
·
It hu further been often stated that the killing of for-seals in the open sea ofr
North Pabific coast is a comparatinly new departure, while it is, as a matter of faot,
morally certain that the Indians of the whole length of that coast have pnnued a'D4.l
:tilled these animals from time immemorial. As the value of the skins has, howevelf
only of late years become fully known and appreciated, it is naturally ditticult to-olJ:;
tain much trustworthy evidence of this without considerable research. Some facti~
ean howe.,.er, be adduced. Thus,_ Captain Shannon described the mode of huntbi
Ieala in canoes employed by the Indians of Vancouver Island, and refen to the capture of seals by the Indians oft' the Straits of Fuca, where, he adds, they appear-"Some years as early fUI the 1st of March, and more or leBB remain till July or Aupat, but they are most plentiful in April and May. During thele two •ostAI fM
IlldiGu tlet7otf fleM'ly call thAr ,.., to ••U•g w1Nn 1M wecathw wilt ,penMt."

In 1843 to 18M only a few dozen skins are known to have b~en taken annually, but
In 1869 folly 5,000 were obtained. Mr. Allen, writing in 1880, states that"Doring the winter months considerable numbers of seal-skins are taken by the
natives of British Columbia, some years as many as 2,000." (Allen, op. cit., pp. 332,
371,411.)
The protection of the for-seals from extermination has from ti:qae to time been speciously advanced as a sufficient reason for extraordinary departares from the reepeot
oanaiJy paid to private property and to international rights; but any protection baaed
en the leaae of the breeding cronnda of these anim'als as places of slaughter, and an
attempt to preserve the seals when at large and sprea.d over the ocean, as they are
during the greater part of each year, is unfair in its operation, unsound in principle,
and impracticable in enforcement.
Referring to the interests of the Indians of the Northwest coast, it is true that a
certain number of Aleuts now on th' Pribylov Islands (398 in aU, according to Elliott)
are delJend.ellt on the sealing busine88 for subsistence, but these islands were unin:habited when liiaoovercd by tbe Russians, who brought these people here for their nwn
CQ.nvenience. l!,urther south along the coast the natives of the Aleutian Islands, of
the southeast coast of Alaska, and of t.he entire coast of British Columbia have been,
and still are, accustomed annually to kill considerable numbers of seals. This it
otdcl be unjust t9 interfere with, e'f'en were it possible to carry out any regulations
with that eftect. The further development of oceauic sealing affortls employment to,
and serves as a mode nf advancement and civilization for, these Indians, and is one
of the natural industries of the coast. No allusion need be made to the prescriptive
rights of the white sealers, which are well known.
1'be nnsonDdne81!1 of this principle of coneerva.tion is shown by what has occurred in
the southern hemiephere in respect to the for-seals of that region. About the beginning of the century very productive sealing grounds existed in the l''alkland Islands,
Xorguelen lllanda, Georgian Islands, the west coast of Pata~onia, and many other
places si:inilarly situated, all of which were in the course of a f~w years almost ab~
lutely stripped of seals, and in many of which the animal is now practically extinct.
This destruction of the southern fur-sealing trade was not caused by promiscuous
Realing at eea, bot '1ntirely by hunting on and around the shores, and, had these
W&ndA been protected as breeding places, the fur-seals Would in all probability be
nearly as abundant in the south to-day as they were at the date at which the trade
commenced.
The im raotioa~ility o( pTeventing the killing of seals on the open sea and of emoiently patrolling the North Pacific for this purpose is sufficiently obvious Tile seals,
moreover, when at sea (in marked contrast with their boldne88 and docility in their
breeding places), are extremely wary, and the number which can be obtained by
leg!timate hunting at sea must always be small as compared with t.be total. Elliott,
in fact, states that the seal, when at sea, ''is the shyest and wariest your ingenuity
can define." ( Op. cit., p. 65.)
.
The position is such that at the present time the perpetuation or the extermination
of the-fur-seal in the North Pacific as a commercial factor practically depends entirely
on the regulations and restrictions which may be applied by the United States to the
Pribylov Islands, and now that this is understood a regard for the general interest of
its own citizens, as well as for those of other countries, demands that the extermination
or serious depletion of the seals on their breeding islands ahould be prevented. It is
probably not necessary for this purpose that the killing of seals on these ielands
should be entirely prohibited. Both Elliott and Bryant show good reason for believing that a large number of seals may be killed annually without reducing the average
aggregate number which can find suitable breeding grounds on these islands, and after
the Tery great reduction in nnmbers which occurred, owing to an inclement . season
about 1836 (Elliott), or 1842 (Bryant), the seals increased very rapidly again, aad in
a few years being nearly as numerous as in 1873, when the total number on the island was estimated at over 4,700,000.
·
By retaining an efficient control of the number of seals to be killed on the Pribylov
Islands, and by fixing this number anew each season in accordance with circllmstancee, the United States Government will be in a position to counteract the e.tr~ct
of othet· causes tending to diminish the number of seals, whether climatic or reeulting
from the killing of a larger number at sea. '!'here is no rea.aon·to apprehend that the
nnmber of seals which might thus be safely killed on the islands would under any circumstances be so small as to fail to cover the coat of the administration and protection
of tbe islands. If snob a policy as this, base6l on the coJiljJlon interests in the preservation of the seals, were adopted, it might be reasonable to agree (for the purpose of
aafeguardin~ the islands and for police purposes) that the jurisdiction oftbe United
State., in th1s matter should be admitted to extend to some greater distance than this
usual one of 3 ma}'ine milee, though, as shown further on, the neceN~ary diatance
would not be area~
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The situation of the Priuylov Islands and the habits of the S'cal tt:~ether cause the
problem of its preservation to be.one of extreme simplicity if approached from the
llOint of view of protection on and about the islands, but one of very great difficulty
if looked at from any other stand-point. The long-continued and presu·mably accu·
rate observations which have been made on the habits of the seals show that during
the entire breeding season they arc very closely confined to the immediate shores iff
the breeding islands, and that neither in arriving nor in departing from these islands
do they form schoels or appear together in such numbers as to render promiscuous
slaughter at sea possible. The old bulls actually remain on shore during the entire
breeding season, while the females, though leaving their young from time to time for
the water, are described as haunting the immediate vicinity of the shoree jus11 beyond
the line of surf. Even the bachelor seals (Elliott, op. cit., pp. 45,64 et passim; Allen,
op. cit., p. 386), which constitute a distinct body while ashore and are not actually
engaged in breeding or protecting the young, are said to remain close to the shore.
If, however, any ~:~eals are to be found at this time going to or returning from the
sea at some distance from land, these belong to the "bachelor" class, which is the
very class selected for the :killing by the fur company. The young females, after leaving the islands in the year of their birth, do not return at all till after reaching maturity in their third year. (Allen, op. cit., p. 402.)
The evidence obtained by Captain Bryant sliows that while "small groups of small
seals {apparently one and two years old)" are met with at large in Behring Sea during July and August, no considerable numbers of schools are to be found. (Allen, op.
cit., p. 411.)
It is thus apparent that the perfect security of the Reals actually engaged in breed·
ing and suckling their young may be secured without extending the limits ofprotection beyond the usual distance of 3 mi)es from the shores of the breeding islands, but
that for the purpose of increasing the facilitie!l of supervision a somewhat wider limit
might reasonably be accorded. Possibly by defining an area inclosed by lines joining
points 3 mil1•s oft' the extreme headlands and inlets of the Pribylov group, an ample
and unobjectionaule area of protection might be estab1ished.
It is allowed uy all naturalists that the habits of the fur-seals of the southern hmnisphere are itlentical with those of the seal of the North Pacific, and it is therefore admissible to quote the observations of Dampier on Juan Fernandez ls1and in further
confirmation of the fact that these animals go only for a very short distance from
land during the breeding season, even when in immense multitudes on the shore.
Dampier writes:
"Here are always thousands, J migl:ft say possibly millions of them, either sitting
on the bays or going and coming in the sea round the islands, which is covered with
them (as they lie at the top of the water playing and sunniug themselves) for 11 mile
or twoj1·om the sho1·e." ("A New Voyage Round the ·world," 1703; quoted by Allen,
op. cit., p. 334.)
These rookeries have, like others in the South, been long since depleted and abandoned.
The circumstance that the female fur-seal becomes pregnant within a few days after
the birth of its young, and that the period of gestation is I~rly twelve months, with
the fact that the skins are at all times fit for market (though for a fa. weeks, exteuding from the middle of An gust to the end of September, during the progreRs of
the sheddiQg and renewal of the longer hair, they are of less value) show that there
is no natural basis for a close season generally applicable. Thus, should any close
season be advocated, its length and the time of year during which it shall occur, can
only be determined as a matter of convenience and be of the nature of a compromise
between the various interests involved. The pelagic habits ofthe seals dnringfnlly
six months of each yrar, and the fact that they are during the entire winter season
widely dispersed ove1· the Pacific, constitute a. natural and unavoidable close season.
It is thus only possible, from a commercial point of view, to kill the seals during the
period of their approximate concentration for migration or when in Behring Sea.
'fhis is the period fixed by nature during which seals may be taken, and any arti·
ficial close season can b~ effective only if applied to the further curtailtmnt of the
time at which it is possible to carry on the fishery. It Ill9.Y be assumed, therefore, as
such a close season for seal hunting at sea must he purely arbitrary and artificial,
that any close season proposed by the United States or the lessees of the seal islands
will be chosen entirely in the interest of sealing on shore, and so arranged as to render the time of sealing on the open sea as sliort and unprofitable as possible. It is
thus import.ant tbat tl1e sea-going sealers shoulu at least have an equal voice in the
matter of the time and duration of a. close period if such shonlU he contemplated.
GEORGE M. DAWSON.
MARCH
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Sir Julian Pauncejote to Mr. Blaine.

WASHINGTON, March 24, 1890. (Received March 24.)
SIR: In pursuance of instructions which I have received from Her.
Majesty's principal secretary of state for foreign affair~-1, I have the
honor to inform you that, with the view to giving full effect to the final
act of the Berlin Conference on the affairs of Samoa, the Marquis of
Salisbury has directed her Majesty's consul at Apia to concert with
his German and United States colleagues, measures to be taken at once
for that end, and I now beg to communicate to you the substance of the
instructions which have been sent to Colonel de Coetlogon on the subject, which is as follows:
Samoan laws having been passed on the 18th December last, making
the provisions of article IV respecting land and of article VII respecting arms and intoxicating liquors binding upon Samoans, Her Majesty's
Government are of opinion that regulations should be issued by the
consuls of the three treaty powers enforcing the stipulations of those
articles on their respective nationnls, in so far as this has not been
done, and that measures should also be taken to proceed with the division of the municipal territory into electoral wards, in order that the
chief justice may be euahled, immediately on his assuming his functions, to order the election and induction into office of tile local ad min,_
istration in accordance witll article v.
Her Majesty's consul bas been informed at the same time that Her
Majesty's Government are furtller of opinion that it will be well, on
financial grounds, that the provisions of article VI should come into
force before the definitive organization of the municipal aQministration,
which, under article v, can not take place until the chief justice and the
president of the municipal council ha'\lle been appointed and assumed
office; and he has been t.herefore instructed to arrange with his German
and United States colleagues, in concert with the Samoan Government,
to fix by public notice an early uate for the collection of taxes anJ.
duties, and to appoint, provisionally, the authorities charged with the
collection and administration of the revenue, pending the time when
the administration shall be taken over by the municipal council.
I have, etc., •
..
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Paunce.fote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
lVasldngton, March 26, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknow1edge the receipt of your note of the
which, onder instructions from the Marquis of Salisbury,
fm~~!lml~D1.ca1~e the substanee.of the instructions ent to er Majesty's
touching his cOOperation with the consular representaMfC)f'.GiBrQlatJlY ,.nd the Uuited States in taking measures preliminary
e. eo tton of the general ac of Berlin.
•'"'',:· ·.~:D." instructions under whtch Oolonel de OoetJ.ogon is to act appear to
With the p,oposition submitted to me by the German minister at
capital on the 2d instant and 'With the telegraphic instruction whicb.,

in pursuance of the joint understanding then reached, I sent on the 6th
instant by way of Auckland to Vice-Consul Blacklock, directing bittl
to join 8imultaneously with the British and German consnlM in orders
restricting the traffic in firearms and liquors, and defining the election
districts of the municipality, and also in concerting with the Samoan
Government to fix a date for beginning the collection of taxes and customs and to provisionally appoint collectors.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, April 8, 1890.
SIR: The delay in securing a full conference with the Pre~ddent
touching the appointment of a chief justice for Samoa has necessariJy
t>ostponed my reply to your inquiry on the subject.
I am now instructed by the President to say that in his judgment
the appointment of a chief justice by the King of Sweden, according to
the provisions of t.he treaty, would tend to create greater harmony in
Samoa, where the tripartite treaty is about to be put in operation,
than the appointment of that officer by any one of the signatory owers.
I shall be glad if you will communicate this opinion of the President
to the Imperial Government of Germany, which originated the_plan of
taking a chief justice from England.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BL.A.INE.
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Sir Julian Pwttncejote to Mr. Blaine.
W .ASHINGTON, April -, 1890.

(Received April30.)

DEAR MR. BLAINE: At the last sitting of the conference on the

Behring Sea fisheries question yon expressed doubts, after reading
the memorandum of the Canadian minister of marine and fisheries,
which by your courtesy has since been printed, whether any arrangement could be arrived at that would be satisfactory to Canada.
You observed that the proposal of the United States had now been
two years before Her Majesty's Government, that therA was nothing
further to urge in support of it; and you invited me to make a counter
proposal on their behalf. To that task I have most earnestly applied
myself~ and while fully sensible of its great difficulty, owing to the
conflict of opinion and of testimony which has manifested itself in the
course of our discussions, I do not despair of arriving at a solution which
will be satisfactory to all the governments concerned. It has been admitted from the commencement that the sole object of the negotiation
is thA preservation of the fur-seal species for the benefit of mankind,
a!!d that no considerations of advantage to any particular nation, or of
benefit to any private interest, should enter into the question.
Such being the basis of negotiation, it would be strange indeed if we
should fail to devise the means of solving the difficulties which have
m1fortnnate-ly arisen. I will proceed to explain by what method this
result can, in my judgment, be attained. The great divergence of viewR
which exists as to whether any restrictions on pelagic sealing are necessary for the preservation of the fur-seal species, and if so, as to the cbar3-cter and extent of such restrictions, renders it impossible, in my opinion, to arrive at any solution which would satisfy public opinion either
in Canada or Great Britian, or in any country which may b.e invited to
accede to the proposed arrangement, without a full inquiry by a mixed
commission of experts, the result of whose labors and investigations
in the region of the seal fishery would probably dispose of all the points
in dispute.
As regards the immediate necessities of the case, I am prepared to
recommend to my Government, for their approval and acceptance, certain
measures of precaution which might be adopted provisionally and without prejudice to the ultimate decision on the points to by investigated
by the commission. Those measures, which I will explain later on,
would effectually remo-ve all responsible apprehension of any depletion
of the fur-seal species, at all events, pending the report of the commission.
It is important, in this relation, to note that while it bas been contended on the part of the United States Government that the depletion
of the fur-seal species has already commenced, and that even the extermination of the species is threatened within a measurable space of time,
the latest reports of the United States agent, Mr. Tingle, are such as
to dissipate all such alarms.
•
Mr. Tingle in 1887 reported that the vast number of seals was on the
increase and that the condition of all the rookeries could not be better.
In his later report, dated J nly 31, 1888, he wrote as follows:
I am happy to be able to report that, although late landing, the breeding rookeries
are filled out to the lines of measurement heretofore made and some of them much
beyond those lines, showing conclusively that seal life is not being depleted, but is
fully up to the estimate given in my report of 1887.

Mr. Elliott,.
uently appealed to 38 a great authority on
subject, affirms that, such is the natural increase of tbe fur- lBJIII!eii•
that these animals, were they not preyed upon by killer-whales (Ored
gladiator), sharks, and other submarine foes, would multiply 1o such an
extent that ''Behring Sea itself could not contain them."
The .Honorable Mr. Tupper has·shown in his memorandum that the
d(kstrnction of seals caused by pelagic sealing is insignificant in comparison with that caused by their natural enemies, and be gives ftgurea
exhibiting the marvelous increase of seals in spite of the depredationa
complained of.
Again, the destructive nature of the modes of killing seals by spears
and fire-arms bas apparently been greatly exaggerated, as may be seea
from the affidavits of practical seal hunters which I annex to this let;.
ter, together with a confirmatory extract- from a paper upon the "FurSeal Fi beries of the Pacific Coast and Alaska," prepared and uu•r·,.·.~7~
lisbed in San Francisco and designed for the information ot eatlt6lm~
United States Senators and Congressmen.
The Canadian Government estimate the percentage of 8Mls
wounded or killed and not recovered at 6 per cent.
In view of the facts above stated, it iR improbable that, pending the
result of the inquiry which I ha\"e suggt•sted, any appreciable diminution of the fur-seal species shoulcl take place, even if the existing con.
ditions of pelagic sealing were to remain unchanged.
But in order to quiet all apprehension on that score, I would propose
the following provisional regulations:
I. That pelagic sealing should be prohibited in tbo Behring Sea. the
Sea of Ochotsk, ana the adjoining waters, during the months of May
and June, and during the months of October, November, and Dooe
her, which may be termed the "migration periods" of·the fur-seal.
II. That all sealing ~essels should be prohibited from approaeldJQt
the breeding islands within a radius of 10 miles.
These regulations would put a stop to the two practices OOinp:latl~-t~~~
of as tending to exterminate the SJlecies; firstly, the .slaughter
seals with soung during the mi~ation periods, especially in thena
passt's of the Aleutian Islands; secontlly, the destruction of female
seals by marauders surreptitiously landing on the breeding islan
under cover of the dense fogs which almost continuously prevail in that
locality during the summer.
Mr. Taylor, another agent of the United States Government,asserts
that the female seals (calJe<l cows) go out from the breeding islands
e¥ery day for food. The following is an extract from his evidence:
The cows go lOand 15milesandevenf'urther-Idonotknowthe average ofit-ail4
they are going and coming all the morning and evening. The sea is black wi$b
them round about the islands. If there is a little fog and they get out half a
from shore we can not see a vessel 100 yards even. The vessels themselveaaronnd the islands there where they pick up· a good many seal, and there ia
the killing of cows occurs when they go ashore.

Whether the female seals go any distance from the islands in ~-·-.- c-.~
of food, and if so, to what distance, are questions in di@lpute, but pen
ing their solution the regulation which l propose against the aPJpl"()•acJfl.;
of sealing vesE~els within 10 miles of the islands for the prevention
surreptitious landing practically meets Mr. Taylol''s complaint, be it
well founded or not, to the fullest extent; for, owing to the prevalence
of fogs, the risk of capture within a rac.lius of 10 miles will keep vesaeJil
off at a much greater distance.
This regulation, if accepted by Her MaJesty's Government, would car-
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tainly manifest a friendly desire on their part to co-operate with your
Government and that of Russia in the protection of tlleir rookeries and
in the prevention of any violation of the law.s applicab1e thereto. I
Lave the honor to inclose the draught of a preliminary convention which
I have prepared, providing for the appointment of a mixed commis·
sion, who are to report on certain specified questions within two years.
"Tbe draught embodies the temporary regulations above described,
together with other clauses which appear to me necessary to give proper
eft'ect to them.
Although I believe that it would br. sufficient during the "migration
periods" to prevent all sealing within a specified distance from the
passes of the Aleutian Islands, I have, out of deference to your views
and to the wishes of the Russian minister, adopted the fishery line described in Artirle V, and which was suggested by yon at the outset of
our negotiation. The draught, of course, contemplates the conclusion
of a further convention after full examination of the report of the mixed
commission. It also make provision for the ultimate settlement by
arbitration of any differences which the report of the commission may
still fail to adjust, whereby the important element of fin_ality is secured,
and, in order to giYe to the proposed arrangement the widest international basis, tlle draught provides that the other powers shall be invited to accede to it.
The above proposals are, of course, submitted ad referendum, and it
only now remaius for me to commend them to your favoraule consideration and to tllat of the Russian minister. They haYe ueeu framed
by me in a spirit of justice atHl conciliation, and with the most earnest
desire to terminate the controversy in a manner honorable to all parties
and worthy of the three great nations concerned.
JuLIAN PAUNOEFOTE.
I have, etc.,
[Inclosure 1.]

THE NORTH AMERICAN SEAL FISHERY CONVENTION.
TITLE,

Convention between G1·eat Britain, Russia, and the United States of Amm·ica in 1·elation to
the fU1·-seal fishery in the Beh?'ing Sea, the Sea of Oclwtsk, and the adjoining waters.
PREAMBLE.

The Governments of Russia and of the United States having represented to the
Government of Great Britain the urgency of regulating, by means of an international
agreement, the fur-seal fishery in Behring Sea, the Sea of Ochotsk~ and the adjoining
waters, for the preservation of the fur-seal species in the North Pacific Ocean; and
differences of opinion having arisen as to the necessity for the proposed agreement,
in consequence whereof the three Governments have resolved to institute a full
inquiry into the subject, and, pending the result of such inquiry, to adopt temporary
measures for the restriction of the killing of seals during the breeding season, without
prejudice to the ultimate decision of the questions in difference in relation to the said
~sher~
·
The said three Governments have appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries,
to wit:
Who, after having exchanged their full powers, which were found to be in good
and due form, have agreed upon the following artwles:
ARTICLE

I.

MIXED COMMISSION OF EXPERTS TO BE APPOINTED.

The high contracting parties agree to appoint a mixed commission of experts, who
shall inquire fully into the subject and report to the high contracting parties within
2 years from the date of this convention the result of their investigations, together
with their opinions and recommendations on the following questions:

(1) Whether regulations properly enforced upon the breeding islands (Robin
Island, in the- Sea of Ocbotsk, and t.he Commander Islands and the Pribylov Islands,
in the Behrin~: Sea) and in the territorial waters surrounding those islands are snftlcient for the preservation of the fur-seal species f
(2) 1f not, bow far from the islands is it necessary that such regulations shou]d be
enforced in o~der to preserve the species f
(3) In either of the above cases, what should such regulations provide f
(4) If a close season is required on the breeding islands u.nd territorial waters,
what months should it embrace!
·
(5) If a close season is necessary outside of the breeding islands as well, what
extent of waters and what period or periods should it embrace f
II.

ARTICLE

ON RECEIPT OF REPORT OF COMMISSION QUESTION 01!' INTERNATIONAL
'fiONS TO BB FORTHWITH DETERMINED.

On receipt of the report of the commission and of any separate reports which, ma.J.
be made by individual commissioners, the high contracting parties will proceed lorth•
with to determine what international regulations, if any, are necessary for
pose aforesaid, and any regulations so agreed upon shall be embodied tn a
convention to which the accession of the other powers shall be invited.

III.

ARTICLE

ARBITRATION.

In case the high contracting parties should be unable to agree upon the regn1ationa
to be adopted, the qneRtions in difference shall be referred to the arbitration of an

impartial government, who shall duly consider the reports hereinbefore mentioned,
and whose award shall be final and shall determine the conditions of the further
convention.
ARTICLE IV.
PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS.

Pending the report of the commi~sion, and for 6 months after the date ot snob re·
port, the high contracting parties agree to adopt aud put in 1orce as a tem:por.a.rr
measure, and without prf'jndice to the ultimate decision of any of the questtooa in
difference in relation to the said fishery, the regulations oootained in the next follow
ing articles, Nos. 5 to 10 inclusive.
ARTICLE

V.

SEA FISHERY LINK.

A line of demarcation, to be called the "seal fishery line," shall be drawn aa follows:
From Point Anival, at the southern extremity of the island of Saghalien, in the
Sea of Ochotsk, to the point of intersection of the fiftieth parallel of north latitude
with the one hundred and sixtieth meritlian of longitude cast from Greenwich, thence
eastward along the said fiftieth parallel to its point of intersection with the one hun•
dred and sixtieth meridian of longitude west from Greenwich.
ARTICLE

VI.

CLOSB TIME.

The subJects and citizens of the high contracting parties shall be probibUed
engaging m the for-seal fishery and the taking of seals by land or sea north
seal fi'&hery line from the 1st of May to the 30th of June, and also from the 1st
October to the 30th of December.
ARTICLE

VII.

PREVENTION 01!' MARAUDERS.

During the intervening period, in order more effectively to prevent the anrrept
tiona landing of marauders on the said breeding islands, vessels engaged in the f'tir•
seal fishery and belonging to the subjects and citizens of the high contracting part.iell
shall be prohibited from approaching the said islands within a radius of 10 miles.

ARTICLE

VIII.

FURTHER PROV1SIONAL REGULATIONS.

The high contracting parties may, pending the report of the commission, and on
its recommendation or otherwise, make snch fnrther temporary regnlations as may
be deemed by them expedient for better carrying out the provisions of this convention aud the purposes ther~of.
ARTICLE IX.
PENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS.

Every vessel which shall be found engaged in the fur-seal fishery contrary to the
prohibitions provided for in articles 6 and 7, or in violation of any regnlation made
under article 8, shall, together with her apparel, equipment, and contents, be liable
to forfeiture and confiscation, and the master and crew of such vessel, and every
person belonging thereto, shall be liable to fine and imprisonment.
ARTICLE

X.

SEIZURE FOR BREACH OF PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS.

TRIAL OF OFFENSES.

Every snch offendiag vessel or person may be seized and detained by the naval or
other duly commissioned officers of any of the high contracting parties, but they
shall be l1anded over as soon as practicable to the authorities of the nation to which
they respectively belong, who shall alone have jurisdiction to try the offense ancl impose the penalties for the same. The witnesses and proof necessary to establish tho
offense shall also be sent with them, and the court adjudicating upon the case may
order such portion of the Hnes imposed or of the proceeds of t.lw condemned vessel to
lie applied in payment of the expenses occasioned thereby.
ARTICLE
RATIFICATI9N•

XI.

COMMENCEMENT AND DURATION OF CONVENTION.

This convention shall be rat.ified and the ratifications shall be exchanged a t - in six months from the date thereof, or sooner if possible. It shall take effect on such
day as shall be a~reed upon by the high contracting parties and shall remain in
force until the expiration of six months after the date of the report of the colllmission
of experts to be appointed under article 1; but its duration rna~' be exteuded !Jy consent.
ARTICLE XII.
ACCESSION OF OTHER POWERS.

The high contractlng parties agree to invite the accession of the other powers to
the present convention.
[Inclosure 2.)

Ext1·actjrorn parnpltlet entitled ''F1tr Seal Fishedes of the Pacific Coast aud Alaska," J-Ublished by C. D. Ladd, 529 lie1rny street, San Francisco, Cal.

It is claimed tl1at many seal~ are shot that sink and are lost.
Undoubtedly there are some lost in this way, but the percentage is light-probably
one in thirty or forty, not more than this. It is also claimed that ten are shot anti
wounded that die to one that is secured. 'fhis is also an error. Many seals are shot
at that are not hit at aU, but when a seal is wounded so that in the end it will die, it
is most always secured by the hunter, who may have to shoot at it several times in
order to get it, as the seal in the water exposes only its head, and when frightened
exposes only a small portion of that, so that together with the constant diving of the
seal, the motion of the boat, etc., makes it vet·y hard -to hit. This is whez:e it is
claimed that ten are shot and wounded to one tllat is secured; but it is nearer the
truth that one is lost to ten that are secured, for the reason that wl~en a. seal is
wounded it can not remain under water any length of time and therefore the hunter
can easily follow it up and secure it.

GREA'f BRITAIN.
[Inclosure a.]

Affidavits of practical seal hunters.
THOMAS HOWE.

In 1886, on boart the Theresa and" J?athfinder, I got for the season 397 seals and lost
about ~0. In 1887, on t.he schooner Penelope, I ,got 510 and lost about 30. In 1888, on
the Lily Lad, I got 316 and lost 12. In 1889, ou board the Viva, I got 587 and lost 27.
THOMAS HOWE.
FREDERICK GILBERT.

I am a seal hunter. I have been 4 years on board sealing vessels; 1 year I was a
boat rower and 3 years a hunter. I have always been with whit'e hunters, and haYe
used a shotgun and rifle for shooting seals.
In 1887 I got 518 seals and lost 14; in 1888 I got 244 and lost 5; in 1E!89 I got 454 and
lost 16; or in the 3 years I got 1,216 and lost 35 or 2t per cent. I never shot or saw
pups with the ows in the water, nor have I ever heard of such a cast~. Some hunters
Jose a few more than I do, but the most unlucky hunters I have met with did not Jose
twice as many.
FRED. GILBERT.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

Septernbm· 12, 1889.

CAPT. WILLIAM O'LEARY.

I am a master mariner, and have been seal hunting on the Pacific coast four years,
three of which I was in Behring's Sea as well. One year I had Indian hunters only,
and the three years I had white hunter only-all on the schooner Pathfinder. My
experience with Indian hunters is that they lose none-at most a few-of the seals
they spear. The spears are "bearded," some with one, some with two beards, and
once the seal is struck, capture is certain.
· White hunters use shot-guns and rifles, according to distance and state of water.
On smooth water and at long ranges the rifle is generally used, but the majority of
hunters use the shot-gun, and the great majority of seals are shot with guns.
The number of seals lost by white hunters <loes not exceed six in one bunJred, and
many bunters lose much less than that number. About half of the seals taken along
the coast are cows, and perhaps two-thirds of the cows are with young. Puttin~ a
vessel's coast catch at four hundred, and from one hundred and .fifty to one hundred
and seventy-five might be cows with young. In Behring's Sea the ~verage of COWfl
with young kiiled will not average one in one hundred, for the reason that as soon
as the cows reach the sea they go to the breeding islands, where their young are
born.
I never saw cows in t.he water with their young with them. I do not think there
is any decrease in the number of seal entering Behring's Sea. I never saw so many
seal alon,g the coast as there were this ;year; and in Behring's Sea they were more
numerous than I ever saw before. This year I shot forty-four seals and lost one.
WM. O'LEARY.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

September 12, 1889.
CAPTAIN SIEWARD.

I have been a master sealer for two years. In 1888 I commanded the Amunah and
in 1889 the Walter L. Rich, and during both years sealed along the coast from off
Point Northward to Behring's Sea. In 1888 I bad Indian bunters and this year
white bunters. The Indians lose very few seals, for if the spear strike the seal is
got, and if the spear misses the seal of course escapes unhurt. The white hunters
use rifles and shot-guns, the latter much more than the former. Rifles are used only
by good shots, and then at only long range. The seals lost by white hunters after
being shot or wounded do not, on the lower coast, exceed six in one hundred, and on
the Alaska coast and in the Behring's Sea not over four in one hundred.
On sailing I generally take 10 per cent. additional ammunition for waste shot; that
is, if calculating on a catch of 3,000 seals I would take ammunition for 3,300 shots.
That was double the excess the hunters would consider necessary and I never knew
that percentage of waste slwt to be used. I never saw a female seal with her young
beside her in the water. Out. of a catch of 1,423 seals this year I had only 55 seals
under two years old, i.e., between one and two years old.
When at Ounalaska this year I learned that the Alaska Commercial Company last
year fitted out two small s0booners, belonging to private parties, with large deep
11ets several hundred fathoms long, which were set across the passes from Behring's
Sea for the purpose of catching young seals. One of these schooners got 700 of these

WALTER HOUS&
t~·- 19l~oo.ner
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JAMES WILSON.

I was carpenter on board the sea1ing schooner T1·imnph on her voyage this year.
One of the hunterH was drowned just before entering Hebrings' Sea, and I took his
place. I was ont bnntmg seals about a week, but the weather was bad and I got only
twenty-three seals. I had ha<l no experience. I used a breech-loading sl10tgun, and
shot seals at a range of from 10 to 15 yards. I lost one seal through the carelessness
of the boat bands running the boat over the seal, which sank directly upder the
boat.
Most of seals lost. by hnnters are shot at long ranges with the rifles. One hunter
on the Triumph this year !SOt over sixty seals and only lost one. I never saw a cow
seal with her young beside her. Out of the twenty-three I got, five or six were cows
carrying their young.
JAMES WILSON.
VICTORIA, BRITISII COLUMBIA,

August 9, 1889.

CAPT. J. D, WARREN,

I am a master mariner, and have been actively engage<l in the deep-sea sealing
business for twenty years. I have owned and commanded sealing vessels on voyages
along the Pacific coast from 47° to 48° north latitude to 56° or 57° north latitude
within Behring Sea. I have generally employed Indians, except in 1886 and 1887, the
last years I was out, when I had white hunters as well. White hunters use rifles and
shotguns entirely, Indian hunters use spears. Bullets weighing from 300 to 400 grains
are used with rifles, an<l ordinary buckshot with guns. Both rifles and shotguns are
breech-loading and of the best make. Seals are approached by the hunters in boats
to 10 or 15 yards, lying generally asleep on the water. Frequently seals are taken
alive when asleep, especially by the Indians, who, in their canoes, get within from a
spear's length (14 or 15 feet) to 30 feet before they throw. Indians rarely lose a seal
they strike, and ifone escapes it is always but slightly wounded. Of seals killed by
white hunters, probably not over 10 per cent. are killed with rifle, which is generally
used for only a long range.
Sealers divide the seals for hunting purposes into two classes, "sleepers" and" feeders" or" travelers." "Sleepers" are abnost always shot at from 10 to 15 yards range,
and are seldom lost. "l<'eeders" are sl10t at just as their heads emerge from thttwate •
From this fact the range is always from a few feet to 100 yards, though few are fired
at at that distance. Hunters use a "gaff," a pole about 10 or 12 feet long, with one
to three hooks upon it, with which they catch the seal and bring it into the boat. If
the seal sinks, the" gaff" is run down, and the seal hooked up. The British sealing
vessels employ more Indian than white hunters. My experience with white hunters
is not so extensive as with Indians, but from what I have seen while engaged in sealing I can say that not over six in every one hundred seals killed by white hunters are
lost or escape.
Experienced hunters seldom lose a seal; the losses are chiefly made by inexperienced hunters, only a few of whom are employed, for the reason that as hunters are
paid so much a skin, inferior men can not make good wages. I have noticed no diminution in the number of seals during the twenty years I have been in the business,
but if any change at all, an increase. Of the seals taken along the coast about onehalf are females, and of the females not more than one-half are with young. In Behring Sea not one in one hundred of those taken by the hunters are females with
young, because as soon as the females carrying their young get into the sea they go
to the breeding islands or rookeries, and in a few days their young are born. The
cows remain with their young until they are qnite able to take care of themselves. I
do not think that out of the seals taken by Indian and white hunters more than 30
per cent. are females actually breeding or capable of breeding.
"Old bulls," "bachelors," "two-year-old pups," and "barren cows" make up the
great majority. Cows actually breeding are very watchful, and while on the voyage
northward are ever on the alert, so they are difficult to take. On the other hand, tile
other classes above named make up the great class of "sleepers," from which folly 90
per cent. of the whole catch of hunters is derived. I cever saw or heard of a "cow"
having her young beside her in the water, either on the coast or in Behring Sea.
J. D. WARREN.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, August 10, 1889•

.

Sir Julian Pauncejote to Mr. Blaine.

W .ASHINGTON, May 107 1890.

(Received May 13.)

SIR: With reference to the authentication of documents in extradi-

tion cases, I have the honor, in obedience to instructions which I have
P R 90--27
.
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received from the Marquis of Salisbury, to transmit herewith copy of
a dispatch from His Excellency the governor-general of India in council, forwarding the forms of certificate proposed to be adopted in British India in support of applications for the extradition from the United
States of America of fugitives from justice.
These forms appear to be in accordance with the certificate prescribed
in your dispatch to the United States minister in London of the 25th
of June last, a copy of which was communicated by him to Lord Salisbury, and I am directed to .inquire whether they will be accepted as
sufficient by the courts of the United States of America.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN

•

P AUNCEPOTE.

Linclosure 1.]
FOHT WILLIAM, Ap1'il 1, 1890.
MY LORD: 'Vith reference to Your Lordship's dispatches, marginally noted, regardNo. 29 Uudicial), ing the authentication of documents to be used for the purpose
dated the 19th Septem- of obtain in~ extradition from the United States of America, we
be;; 18f~9 (
lJ . ·) have tho honor to forward, for Your Lordship's information, the
1
elate~ the. 2Ift 'N-ov~~: for.m.s of ce~tificate which appear to us best suited for adoption in
ber, 1889.
Bnt1sh India.
(2) These forms necessarily differ sligllily from those received with Your Lordship's
dispatches above meutioned~ and we shall be glad to be informed whether they will
be accepted as suflieient by the courts of the United States of America.
We have, etc.,
LANSDOWNl~.
A. R. SUOBLI<;.

C. A. ELLIOTT.
P. P. HUTClll~S.
D. BAIWOUH.
To the Right Honorable VISCOUNT Cuoss, G. C. B.

[Inclosnre2.J
Fotn~

of cel'lijicate.

I, - - -- ---,the consul-general for t.he Unito<l States in Calcutta, hereby certify
that the annexed paper, being--- - (here state what papers are), ]n·oposecl to be
used upon an application for the extradition from the United States o f - - - - - - ,
charged with tho crime of - - - alleged to have been committed in - - - , are
properly and legally authenticated so as to entitle them to be received in evidence
for similar purposes by the tribunals of---, as required by the act of Congress of
August 3, 1882.
Draft of cetlificate.
In forwarding the annexed papers to be used in support of an application for tho
surrender from the United States o f - - - - - - , charged with the crime ot - - - ,
committe(l in British India, I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowle lge and
l1elief, the signatures ("A. B.") on the warrant of arrest, and on the information and
depositions on ·whietl tho warrant was granted, are the signatures o f - - - - - - ,
a magistrate in British India having authority to issue an<l receive the same, and I
further certify that such documents so signed by i magistrate having- jurisdiction iu
the place where the same were issued and taken, and authenticated by a secretary
to government and sealed with his official seal, would be received in evidence for
similar purposes in the tribunals of British India.

------,

Secreta1·y to the Gove1·nment of India.

DEP.A.RTMENT OP o:a:.a:.L"Ji!i,

W askington, May 15,
Sm : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
lOth instant, with which yon transmit a copy of a dispatch from
E cellency the governor· general of lndia in council, forwardin rotbllt~~;~
of certificates proposed to be used in British India in authenticating".~
apers in support of applications for the extradition from the Unlited~~
States of fngiti ves from jnstioo.
As you observe, the form of certificate for the signature of the
suls of the United States is in accordance with that prescribed
Department ·for tbe use of the legation in London, and it Js
that the form proposed for the signature .of the secretary to
e ment_9f India is in accordance with that emplo-yed by
o ce in England. You inquire whether these certificates
oopted sufficient by the courts of the United States. In
inquiry, I have the honor to say that the form of certificate prE~~Jl'i~
by this Department for the use of the legation in London rests on
authority of several adjudicated cases and is the best that could be
vised und the circumstances. It is proper to state that the DepaJt.;
ment was led to direct its employment in consequen,ce of the decision
of the commissioner in the recent case of Thomas Barton, who was examined in Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, on a cm!lrr!!·e (]•t
forgery alleged to have been committed in England. The cornm:issiooter·.·\c~
rejected the documentary evidence for want of proper autllelltticati.on,, ~'!
and the prisoner would have be~n discharged had it not been polil8).1~1$ .'i~
to adduce oral evidence. This lecl the Department to formulate
cate founded on the adjudications of the courts upon the SQt
gress of 1882. It is proper to say that thi certificate was
to the commissioner in the Barl.on case, who stated that if
had been used in that ease he would have admitted the doclilDUJJltM
proofs.
The Department will can e copies of this cArtifi.calie
consular representatives in those parts of tJte British Do,milriionl, ,;~
which they may lie called upon to certify extradition papers.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAIN&

The

~Iarquis

of Salisbury to Si1· Julian Pauncefote.

l Left at the Department of State on June 5 by Sir Julian Pauucefote.l

No.l06.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, May 22, 1
SIR; I received in due course your .dispatch No.9, of the 23d JamllM.W't:~
inclosing copy of Mr. Blaine's note of the 22d of that month, in an1s~M
to the protest made on behalf of Her M~jesty's Government
12th October last, against t}le seizure of Canadian vessels
United States revenue-cutter Rusk in Behring Sea.
The importance of th subject necessitated a reference tq the~
ernment of Oanada, whose reply has only recently reached Her M:~ ...
eaty's Government. The negotiations whic:h have taken place between
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Mr. Blaine and yourself afford strong reason to hope that the difficulties attending this question are in a fair way towards an adjustment
which will be satisfactory to bot4 Governments. I think it right, however, to place on record, as briefly as possible, the views of Her l\fajesty's Government on the principal arguments brought forward on
behalf of the United States.
Mr. Blaine's note defends the acts complained uf by Her Majesty's
Government on the following grounds:
·
1. That "the Canadian vessels arrested and detained in the Behring
Sea were engaged in a pursuit that is in itself contra bonos mores- a
pursuit which of necessity involves a serious and permanent injury to
the rights of the Government and people of the United States."
2. That the fisheries had been in the undisturbed possession and
under the exclusive control of Russia from their discovery until the cession of .Alaska to the United States in 1867, and that from this date
onwards until1886 they had also remained in the undisturbed possession
of the United States Government.
3. That . it is a fact now held beyond denial or doubt that the taking
of seals in the open sea rapidly leads to the extinction of the species,
and that therefore nations not possessing the territory upon which seals
can increa~e their numbers by natural growth should refrain from the
slaughter of them in the open sea.
Mr. Blaine further argues that the law of the sea and the liberty which
it confers do not justify acts which are immoral in themselves, and
\Vhich inevitably tend to results against the interests and against the
welfare of mankind; and he proceeds to justify the forcible resistance
of the United States Government by the necessity of defending not only
their own traditional and long-establislled rights, but also the rights of
good morals and of g·ood government the world over.
· ·
He declares that while the United States will not withhold from any
nation the privileges which they demanded for themselves, when .Alaska
was part of the Hussian Empire~ they are not disposed to exercise in
the possessions acquired from Russia any less power or authority than
they were willing to concede to the Imperial Government of Russia
when its sovereignty extended over them. Be claims from friendly
nations a recognition of the same rights and privileges on the lands
and in the waters of .Alasl<a which the same friendly nations always
conceded to the Empire of Russia.
With regard to the first of these arguments, namely, that the seizure
of the Canadian vessels in the Behring's Sea was justified by the fact
that they were "engaged in a pursuit that is in itself contra bonos nwresa pursuit which of necessity involves a serious and permanent injury to
the rights of the Government and people of the United States," it is
obvious that two questions are involved: first, whether the pursuit and
ki1ling of fur-seals in certain parts of the open sea is, from the point of
view of international morality, an offense contra bonos mores; and
secondly, whetller, if such be the case, this fact justifies the seizure on
the high seas and subsequent confiscation in time of peace of the private
vessels of a friendly nation.
It is an axiom of international maritime law that such action is only
admissible in the case of piracy or in pursuance ofspecial international
agreement. This principle has been universally admitted by jurists,
and was very distinctly laid down by President Tyler in his special
message to Uongress, dated the 27th February, 1843, when, after r~c
knowledging the right to detain and search a vessel on suspicion of
piracy, he goes on to say: "With this single exception, uo nation has.
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in time of peace, any authority to detain the ships of another upon the
high seas, on any pretext whatever, outside the territorial jurisdiction."
Now, the pursuit of seals in the open sea, under whatever circumstances, has never hitherto been considered as piracy by any civilized
state. Nor, even if the United States had gone so far as to make the
killing of fur-seals piracy by their municipal law, would this have
justified them in punh:;hing offenses against such law committed by any
persons other than their own citizens outside the territorial jurisdiction
of the United States.
In the case of the slave trade, a pr.actice which the civilized world
has agreed to look upon with abhorrence, the right of arresting the
vessels of another country is exercised only by special international
agreement, and no one government has been allowed that general control of morals in this respect which Mr. Blaine claims on behalf of the
United States in regard to seal-hunting.
But Her 1\fajesty's Government must question whether this pursuit
can of itself be _regarded as cont'ra bonos ttno'res, unless and until, for
special reasons, it has been agreed by international arrangement to forbid it. Fur-seals are indisputably animals terce naturw, and these have
universally been regarded by jurists as res nullius until they are caught;
no person, therefore, can have property in them until he Las actually
reduced them iuto possession by capture.
It requires something more than a mere declaration that the Government or citizens of the United States, or even other countries interested
ill the seal trade, are losers by a certain course of proceeding, to render
that course an immoral one.
Her :Majesty's Government would deeply regret that the pursuit of
fur-seals on the high seas by British vessels should inYolve even the
slightest injury to the people of the United States. If the case ue
proved, they will be read.y to consider what measures can be properly
taken for the rel1ledy of such injury, but they would be unable on that
ground to depart from a principle on which ft'ee commerce on the high
seas depends.
.
The second argument advanced by Mr. Blaine is that the "fur-seal
fisheries of Behring Sea had been exclusively controlled by the Government of Russia, without interference and without question, from
their original discovery until the cession of Alaska to the United States
in 1867," and that" from 1867 to 1886 the possession, in which Russia
had been undisturbed, was enjoyed by the United States Government
also without interruption or intrusion from any source."
I will deal with these two periods separately.
First, as to the alleged exclusive monopoly of Russia. After Russia,
at the instance of the Russian-American Fur Company, claimed in 1821
the pursuits of commerce, whaling, and fishing from Behring Straits
to the 51st degree of north latitude, and not only prohibited all foreign
vessels from landing on the coasts and islands of the above waters, but
also prevented them from approaching within 100 miles thereof, Mr.
Quincy Adams wrote as follows to the United States minister in Russia:
The United States can atlmit no part of these claims; their right of navigation
and. fishing is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times
throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions.

That the right of fishing thus asserted included the right of killing
fur-bearing animals is shown by the case of the United States brig
Loriot. That vessel proceeded to the waters over which Russia claimed
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exclusive jurisdiction for the purpose of hunting the sea-otter, the
killing of which is now prohibited by the United States statutes applicable to the fur-seal, and was forced to abandon her -voyage and leave
the waters in question by an armed vessel of the Russian navy. Mr.
Forsyth, writing on the case to the American minister at St. Petersburg on the 4th of May, 1837, said:
It is a violation of the rights of the citizens of the United States, immemorially
exercised and secured to them as well by the law of nations as by the stipulations
of t.he first article of the convention of 1824, to fish in those seas, and to resort to
the coast for the prosecution of their lawful commerce upon points not already occupied.

From the speech of Mr. Sumner when introducing the question of the
purchase of Alaska to Congress, it is equally ch·ar that the United
States Government did not regard themselves as purchasing a monopoly. Having dealt with fur-bearing animals, he went on to treat of
fisheries, and after alluding to the presence of diil'erent species of
whales in the vicinity of the Aleutians said: ''No sea is now mare
claus·um; all of these may be pursued by a ship under any flag, except
directly on the coast or within its territorial limit."
I now coi:¥e to the statement that from 1867 to 1886 the possession
was enjoyed by the United States with no interruption and no intrusion
from any source. Her Majesty's Government can not but think that
Mr. Blaine has been misinformed as to the history of the operations in
Behring Sea during that period.
The instances recorded in Inclosure 1 in this dispatch are sufficient
to prove from official Uni.t ed States sources that from 1867 to 1886
British vessels were engaged at intervals in the fur-seal fisheries with
the cognizance of the United States Government. I will here by way
of example quote but one.
In 1872 Collector Phelps reported the fitting out of expeditions in
Australia and Victoria for the purpose of taking seals in Behring Sea,
while passing to and from their rookeries on St. Paul and St. George
Islands, and recommended that a steam-cutter should be sent to the
region of Ounimak Pass and the islands of St. Paul and St. George.
Mr. Secretary Boutwell informed him, in reply, that he did not consider it expedient to send a cutter to interfere with the operations of
foreigners, and Rtated: "In addition, I do not see that the United
States would have the jurisdiction or power to drive off partieR going
up there for that purpose, unless they made such attempt within a
marine league of the shore."
Before leaving this part of Mr. Blaine's argument, I would allude to
his remark that "vessels from other nations passing from time to time
through Behring's Sea to the Arctic Ocean in pursuit of whales have
always abstained from taking part in the capture of seals," which he
holds to be proof of the recognition of rights held and exercised first
by Russia and then by the United States.
Even if the facts are as stated, it is not remarkable that vessels
pushing on for the short season in which whales can be captured in
the Arctic Ocean, and being fitted specially for the whale fisheries,
neglected to carry boats and hunters for fur-seals or to engage in an
entirely different pursuit.
The whalers, moreover, pass through Behring Sea to the fishing
grounds in the Arctic Ocean in April and May as soon as the ice breaks
up, while the great bulk of the seals do not reach the.Pribylov Islands
till ~Tune, leaving again by the time the closing of the ice compels the
whaler~ to return.
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The statement that it is u a fact now held beyond denial or doubt
that the taking of seals in the open sea rapidly leads to their extinction"
would admit of reply, and abundant evidence could be adduced on the
other side. But as it is proposed that this part of the question should
be examined by a committee to be appointed by the two Governments,
it is not necessary that I should deal with it here.
ITer M<ljesty's Government do not deny that if all scaling were stopped
in Behring Sea except on the islands in possession of the lessees of
the United States, the seal may increase and multiply at an even
more extraordinary rate than at present, and the seal fishery on the
island may become a monopoly of increasing value; but they can not
admit that this is sufficient ground to justify tlie United States in forcibly depriving other nations of any sllare in this industry in waters
which, by the recognized law of nations, are now free to all the world. •
It is from no disrespect that I refrain from replying specifically to
the subsidiary questions and arguments put forward by Mr. Blaine.
Till the views of the two Governments as to the obligations attaching,
on grounds either of morality or necessity, to the United States Government in this matter, have bee~ brought into closer harmony, such a
course would appear needlessly to extend a controversy which Her Ma}
est.v's Government are anxious to keep within reasonable limits.
The ne~·otiations now being carried on at \Vashington prove the readiness of Her Majesty's Government to consider whether any special
international agreement is necessary for the protection of the fur-seal·
ing industry. In its absence they are unable to admit that the case put
forward on behalf of the United States a:fl'ords any sufficient justification for the forcible action already taken by them against peaceable
subjects of Her 1\'Iajesty engaged in lawful operations on the high seas.
" The President," says 1\fr. Blaine, "is persuaded that all friendly
nations will concede to the United States the same rights and privileges
on the lands and in the waters of Alaska which the same friendly nations
always conceded to the Empire of Russia."
Her Majesty's Government have no difficulty iu making such a concestiion. In strict accord with the views whicb, previous to the pres·
ent controversy, were consistently and successfully maintained by the
United States, they have, whenever occasion arose, opposed all claims
to exclusive privileges in the non-territorial waters of Behring Sea. The
rights they have demanded have been those of free navigation and fish·
ing in waters which, previous to their own acquisition of Alaska, the
United States declared to be free and open to all foreign vessels.
That is the extent of their present contention and they trust that, on
consideration of the arguments now presented to them, the United
States will recognize its justice and moderation.
I have to request that you will read this dispatch to 1\fr. Blaine and
leave a copy of it with him should he desire it.
I am, etc.,
SALISBURY.
[Inclosure.]
In 1870 Collector Phelps reportf'd "the barque C.11ane bas arrived at this port (San
Francisco) from Alaska, having on board 47 seal skins." (See Ex. Doc. No. 83, l!,ortyfourth Congress, first session.)
In 1872 he reported expeditions fitting out in Australia and Victoria for the purpose of taking seals in Behring Sea, and was informed that it was not expedient to
interfere with them.
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In 1874 Acting Secretary Sawyer, writing to Mr. Elliott, special agent, said:
"It having been officially reported to this Department by the collector of customa
at Port 'l'ownsend, from Neea-ah Bay, that British vessEils from Victoria cross over
into American waters and engage in taking fur se&b (which he represents arc annu·
ally becoming more numerous on our immediate coast) to the great injury of our sealers, both white and Indian, you will give such proper attention to the examination
of the subject as its importance may seem to you, after careful inqni•·y, to demaed,
and with a view to a report to tho Department of all facts ascertained." (Ditto, May
4, No.117, p.l14.)
In 1875, Mr. 1\Iclntyre, Treasury agent, descrioed how'' before proceeding to harsh
measures" he had warned the captain of the Cygnet, who was shooting seals in Zapadnee Bay, and stated that the captain appeared astonished that he was breaking
the law. (Ditto, l\farcl1 1fl, 1S75, No. 110, p. 1~4.)
In 1880, the fur-seal trade of the Bl'itish Columbia coast wag of gt·eat importance.
Seven vessels were tben engaged in the fishery, of which the greater nnm bcr were, in
1886 and 1~87, &eized by the United States Government in Bebring Sea.
In 18t:l4, Daniel and Alexander McLean, both British subjects, took the American
schooner San Diego to Behring Sea, and were so successful that they returned there
in 1885, from Victoria, with the Mary Ellen and the Favourite. ·

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Jib·. Blaine.
W ASHING1'0N, Jlfay 23, 18!)0,
have the honor to inform you that a statement having appeared
in the newspapers to the effect that the United States revenue cruisers
have received orders to proceed to Behring Sea for the purpose of preventing the exercise of the seal fishery by foreign vessels in non-terri·
~orial waters, and that statement having been confirmed :yesterday by
you, I am instructed by the Marquis of Salisbury to state to you that a
formal protest by Her Majesty's Government against any such interference with British vessels will be forwarded to you without delay.
I have, etc.,
SIR: I

JULIAN P.A.UNCEFOTE.

JJfr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEP .A.RTMENT OF S1'ATE,

lVashington, Jlfay 26, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
the 23d instant, in which you inform me that Her Britannic Majesty's
Government will formally protest against certain action recently taken
by this Government for the protection of .the Alaskan seal fisheries.
I have, etc.,
JAMES

G.

BLAINE••
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]Jr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTl\1ENT OF STATE,

lVashington, llfay 29, 1890.
SIR: Your note of the 23d instant, already acknowledged, informs
this Government that you" have been instructed by the .1\larqnis of
Salisbury to state that Her Majesty's Governmeut would forward without delay a protest" against tho course which this Government has found
it necessary, under the laws of Congress, to pursue in the waters of the
Behring Sea.
In turn, I am instructed by the President to protest against the course
of the British Government in authorizing,. encouraging, and protecting
vessels which are not only interfering with American rights in the
Behring Sea, but which are doing violence as well to the rights of the
civilized world. They are engaged in a warfare against seal life, disregarding all the regulations which lead to its protection and committing acts which lead ultimately to its destruction, as has been the case
· in every part of the world where the abuses which are now claimed as
British rights have been practiced.
The President is surprised that such protest should be authorized by
Lord Salisbury, especially because the previous declarations of his
lordship would seem to render it Impossible. On the 11th day of November, 1887, Lord Salisbury, in an official interview with the minister
from the United States (Mr. Phelps), cordially agreed that ''a code of
regulations should be adopted for the preservation of the seals in Behring Sea from destruction at improper times, by improper means, by the
citizens of either country." And Lord Salisbury suggested that l\fr.
Phelps "should obtain from his Government and submit to him (Lord
Salisbury) a sketch of a system of regulations which would be adequate
for the purpose." Further interviews were held during the following
month of February (1888) between Lord Salisbury and the American minister, and between Lord Salisbury and the American mhtiRter accompanied by the Russian ambassador. In answer to Lord Salisbury's request Mr. Phelps submitted the ''regulations" which the Go\Ternment
of the United States desired; and in a dispatch of February 25 Mr.
Phelps communicated the following to Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State:
J.. ord Salisbury assents to your proposition, to establish by mutual arrangement between the governments interested, a close time for fnr seals, between April 15 and
November 1, and between 160 degrees of longitude west and 170 degrees of longitude east in the Behring Sea. And he will cause au act to be introduced in to Parliament to give effect to this arrangement so soon as it can be prepared. In IJis opinion
tlJereis no doubt that tho act will be passed.
He will also join the United States Government in any preventive measures it may
be thought best to adopt, by orders issued to the naval vessels of t4e 1·espective governments iu that region.

Early in April (1888) the Russian ambassador in London, 1\Ir. de
Staal, adYised the American charge that the H.ussian GoYcrmnent
"would like to have the regulations which might be agreed upon for
the Behring Sea extended to that portion of the latter in which the
Commander Islands are situated, and also to the sea of Okhot:::~k, in
which Robben Island is situated."
On the 16th of April, at Lord Salisbury's invitation, the Russian ambassador and Mr. White, the American charge (Mr. Phelps heiug absent
from London), met at the foreign ollie for the purpose of discussing
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with I..Jor<l Salisbury the <letails of the proposed conventional arrangement for the protection of seals in Behring Sea.
'Vith a view to meeting the Hussian Government's wishes respecting
the waters surrounding Hobben Island, His Lordship suggested that,
besides the whole of Bellring Sea, those portions of the Sea of Okhotsk
and of the Pacific Ocean nortll of north latit.ude 47 should be included
in the proposed arrangement. ..His Lordship intimated, furthermore,
that the perioLl proposed by the United States for a close time, from
April 15 to November 1, might intPrfere with the trade longer than
absolutely necessary for the protection of seals, and he suggested October 1, instead of a month later, as the termination of the periofl of
seal protection. Furthermore, Lord Salisbury promised to have a draft
convention prepared for submission to the Hussian ambassador and tlle
American minister.
On the 23d of April the American charge was informed by Lord
Salisbury that "it is now proposed to give effect to a seal convention
by order in council, not by act of Parliament." It was UlH1erstood that
this course was proposed by Lord Salisbury in or<ler that the regulations needed in Behring Sea might be J>romptly applied.
You will observe, then, that from the 11th of November, 1887, to the
23d of April, 1888, Lord S.1lisbury had in every form of speech assented
to the necessity of a close season for the protection of the seals.
The shortest period which he named was from the 15tll of April to
the 1st of October-five and one-half months. In addition, his lordship
suggested that the closed. sea for the period named should include the
whole of the Behring Sea and should also include such portion of the
Sea of Okhotsk as wonl<l be necessary to protect the Hnssian seal fishery
on Hob ben Island; that the closed season be extende<l as far south as
the 47th degree of north latitnde-120 miles south of the northeln
boundary of the United States on the Pacific Ocean. He promised
further to draft a convention upon the subject between England, 1-tussia, and the United States.
These assurances were given to the American minister, to the American charge, ,to the Hnssian ambassador, aiHl on more than one occasion
to two o.f them together. The United States had no reason, therefore,
to doubt that the whole dispute touching the seal fisheries was practic~tlly settled. Indeed to have distrusted it wonhl have been to question the good faith of l..Jord Salisbury. In diplomatic intercourse
between Great Britaiu and the United States, be it said to the honor of
both governments, a verbal assur::tnce from a minister has always been
equal to his written pledge. Speaking the same language, there has
been no room for misunderstanding between the representatives of the
two governments, as may easily happen between those of ditl'ereut
tongues. For a period of six months, therefore, without retraction or
qualification, without the suggestion of a doubt or the dropping of a
hint, the understanding between the two governments, on the assurance
of Lord Salisbury, was as complete as language could make it.
On the 28th of .April, five days after Lord Salisbury's last pointed
assu;ance. five days after he had proposed to perfect the scheme, not by
the delay 'of Parliament, but by the promptness of an order in council, the American charge was informed that the act of Parliament would
be necessary in addition to the order in conucil, and that neither act
nor order conltl be drafted "until Canada is heard from."
For several weeks following April 28th, there were many calls by the
American charge at the foreign office to learn whether'' Canada had
been heart! fi·om.'' He called alone and called in company with the Rus-
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sian ambassador. Finally, on the 20th of June, Lord Salisbury told
him that an urgent telegram had been " sent to Oanada a week ago
with respect to the delay in its expedition," and that a reply had been
"received by the secretary of state for the colonies, saying that the
matter will be taken up immediaiely." Mr. White, relying entirely upon
t.hese assurances, ventured to "hope that shortly after 1\'Ir. Phelps's return the :British Government will be in a condition to agree upon the
terms of the proposed convention."
.1\fr. Phelps returned to London on the 22d of June, two days after
Mr. White's interview with Lord Salisbury, and immediately after tlle
urgent telegram llad been sent to Oanada. On the 28th of July Mr.
Phelps had received no assurances from Lord Salisbury, and telegraphed the Department of State his "fear tllat owing to Canadian
opposition we shall get no convention." In a dispatch to his Government of the 12th of September, he related having had interviews with
Lord Salisbury respecting the convention, wbicll, he says, had been
"virtually agreed upon, except in its details." ~ir. Phelps goes on to
say:
The consideration of it has been suspendecl for communication by the British Government with the Canadian government, for which purpose an interval of several
months had been allowefl to elapse. During this long interval the attention of Lord
Salisbury had been repeatedly called to the subject by the American legation, and
on those occasions the answer received from him was that no reply from the Canadian
an thoritics had arrived.

Mr. Phelps proceeds in the dispatch of September 12 to say:
I again pressed Lord Salisbury for the completion of the convention, as the extermination of seals by the Canadian vessels was understood to be rapidly proceeLling.
His lordship, in reply, did not qnestion the propriety or the importance of taking measures to prevent the wanton destruction of so valuable an industry, in which, as be remarked, England had a large interest of its own ; but his lordship stated that the
Canadian government objected to any such restrictions, and that until its consent
conlfl be obtained Her Majesty's Government was not willing to enter into the convention.

It was thus finally acknowledged that the negotiation into which
Lord Salisbury had cordially entered, and to which be had readily
agreed, even himself suggesting some of its most valuable details, was
entirely subordinated to the judgment anu desire of the Canadian government. This Government can not but feel that Lord Salisbury would
have dealt more frankly if, in the beginning, he bad informed Minister
Phelps that no arrangement could be made unless Canada concurred in
it, and that all negotiation with the British Government direct was but
a Joss of time.
When you, Mr. .Minister, ar ived in this country a year -ago, there
seemed the best prospect for a settlement of this question, but the Russian minister and the American Secretary of State have had the experiences of Mr. Phelps and the Rnssian ambassador in London repeated.
In our early interviews there seemed to be as ready a disposition on
your part to come to a reasonable and friendly adjustment as there has
always been on our part to offer one. You will not forget an interview
between yourself, the Russian minister, and myself, in which the lines
for a close season in the Behring Sea laid down by Lord Salisbury were
almost exactly repeated by yourself, and were inscribed on maps which
were before us, a copy of which is in the possession of the Russian
minister, and a copy also in my possession. A prompt adjustment
seemed practicable-an adjustment which I am sure would have been
honorable to all the countries interested. No obstacles were presented
on the American side of the question. No insistence was made upon
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the Behring Sea as mare clausum; no objection was interposed to the
entrance of British ships at all times on all commercial errands through
all the waters of the Behring Sea. But our negotiations, as in London,
were suddenly broken off for many weeks by the interposition of Canada.
When correspondence was resumed on the last day of April, you made
an ofier for a mixed commission of experts to decide tlle questions at
issue.
Your proposition is that pelagic sealing should be prohibited in the
Behring Sea during the months of May, June, October, November, and
December, anrl that there sllould be no prohibition during the months
of July, August, and September. Your proposition involved the condition that British vessels should be allowed to kill seals within 10
miles of the coast of the Pribylov Islands. Lord Salisbury's proposition of 1888 was that during the same months, for which the 10-mile
privilege is now demanded, no British vessel hunting seals Hhould come
nearer to the Pribylov Islands than the 47th parallel of north latitude,
about 600 miles.
The open season which you thus select for killing is the one when the
areas around the breeding islands are most. crowded with seals, andespecially crowded with female seals going forth to secure food for the
hundreds of thousands of their young of which they have recently been
delivered. The destruction of the females, which, according to expert
testimony, would be 95 per cent. of all which the sealing vessels might
readily capture, would inflict deadly loss upon the rookeriPs. The destruction of the females would be followed by the destruction of their
young on the islands, and the herds would be diminished the next year
by this wholesale slaughter of the producing females and their oft:.
spring.
The 10-mile limit would give the marauders the vantage ground for
killing the seals that are in the water by tens of thousands searching
for food. The opportunity, under cover of fog and night, for stealing·
silently upon the islands and slaughtering the seals within a mile or
even less of the keeper's residence, would largely increase the aggregate
destruction. Under such conditions the British vessels could evenly
divide with tile United States, within the 3-mile limit of its own shores
and upon the islands themselves, the whole advantage of the seal fisheries. The respect which the sealing vessels woul<l pay to the 10-mile
limit would be the same that wolves pay to a tlock of sheep so placed
that no shepherd can guard them. This arrangement, according to your
proposal, was to continue for three months of eacp. year, the best months
in the season for depredations upon the seal hercl. No course was left
to the United States or to Russia but to reject the provosition.. ·
The propositions made by Lord Salisbury in 1888 and the propositions
mane by Her Majesty's minister in Washington in 1890 are in significant contrast. The cir~umstances are the same, the conditions are the
same, the rights of the United States are the same in both years. The
position of England has changed, because the wishes of Canada have
demanded the change. The result then with which the United States
is expected to be content is that her rights within the Behring Sea and
on the islands thereof are not absolute, but are to be determined by one
of Her :Majesty's provinces.
The British Government would assuredly and rightfully complain if
an agreement between her representative and the representative of the
United States should, without notice, be broken ofi'bN the United States
on the ground that the State ofCalifornia was not willing tllat it should
be completed. California has a governor chosen independently of the
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executive power of the National Government; Canada has a governor
appointed by the British Crown. The legislature of California enacts
laws with which the executive power of the United States has no right
whatever to interfere; Canada enacts laws with which the executive
power-ef Great Britain can interfere so far as absolutely to annul. Can
the Government of the United States be expected to a-ccept as final a
decision of the Government of Great Britain that an agreement with
the United States can not be fulfilled because the province of Canada
objects f
This review of the circumstances which led to the present troubles
on the Behring Sea question, has been presented by direction of the
President in order to show that the responsibility does not rest with
this Government. The change of policy mnde by Her Majesty's Government without notice and against the wish of this Government is, in
the President.'s belief, the cause of all the differences that have followed.
I am further instructed by the President to say that, while your proposals of April30 can not be ~ccepted, the United States will continue
the negotiation in hope of reaching an agreement that may conduce to
a good understanding and leave no cause for future dispute. In the
President's opinion, owing to delays for which this Government is not
responsible, it is too late to conclude such negotiation in time to apply
its result the present season. He therefore proposes that Her Majesty's
Government agree not to permit the vessels (which, in his judgment,
do injury to the property of the Uniterl States) to enter the Behring
Sea for this season, in order that time may be secured for negotiation
that shall not be disturbed by untoward events or unduly influenced
by popular agitation. If this ofl'er be accepted, the President believes
that before another sea.son shall open the friendly relations existing
between the two countries and the mutual desire to continue them will
lead to treaty stipulations which shall be permanent, because just and
honorable to all parties.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Paunce{ote.
DEPARTMENT OF ST A.TE,

Washington, June 2, 1890.
MY DEAR SIR JULIAN: I have had a prolonged interview with the
President on the matters upon which we are endeavoring to come to an
agreement touching the fur-seal question. The President expresses
the opinion that an arbitration can not be concluded in time for this
season. Arbitration is of little value unless conducted with the most
careful deliberation. What the President most anxiously desires to
know is whether 'Lord Salisbury, in order to promote a friendly solution of the question, will make for a single season the regulation which
in 1888 he offered to make permanent. The President regards that as
the step which will lead most certainly and most promptly to a friendly
agreement between the two Governments.
1 have, etc.,
JAMES G. Bt..A.INE.
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Sir Julian Pauncejote to llfr. Blaine.

BRITISH LEGATION,

lYashington, June 3, 18UO.
DEAR MR. BLAINE: In reply to your letter of yesterday evening,
touching the fur-seal question, I beg to state that I am in a position to
answer at once the inquiry" Whether Lord Salisbury, in order to promote a friendly Rolution of the question, will make for a single season
the regulation which in 1888 be offered to make permanent."
The words which I quote from your letter have ref~rence no doubt
to the proposal of the United States that British sealing vessels should
be entirely excluded from the Behring Sea during the seal fishery season. I shall not attempt to discuss here whether what took place in
the course of the abortive negotiations of 1888 amounted to an offer on
the part of Lord Salisbury "to make such a regulation permanent."
It will suffice for the present purpose to state that the further examination of the question which has taken place has satisfied His Lordship thnt such an extreme measure as that proposed in 1888 goes far
beyond the requirements of the case.
Her Majesty's Government are quite willing to adopt all measures
which shall be satisfactorily proved to be necessary for the preservation
of the fur-seal species, and to enforce such measures on British subjects
by proper legislation. But they are not prepared to agree to such a
regulation as is suggested in your letter for the present fishery season,
as, apart from other considerations, there would be no legal power to
enforce its observance on British subjects and British vessels.
I have, etc.,
·
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.

lJlr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPAR1'MENT OF STATE
W asking ton, June 4, i890.
SIR: I have your favor of the 3d instant. The President sincerely
regrets tllat his considerate and most friendly proposal for adjustment
of all troubles connected with the Behring Sea should be so promptly
rejected. The paragraph in your note in which you refer to Lord Salisbury's position needs explanation. I quote it in full:
It will suffice for the present purpose to state that the further examination of the
question which bas taken place bas satisfied His Lordship that such an extreme measure as that proposed in 1888 goes far beyond the requirements of the case.

I do not know what may have been the "examination of the question" that has satisfied Lord Salisbury" that such an extreme measure
as that proposed in 1888 goes far beyond the requirements of the case."
I only know that the most extreme measure proposed came from Lord
Salisbury himself in suggesting a close season as far south as the fortyseventh parallel of latitude, to last from Aprill5 to October 1 in each
year.
At the close of his negotiations with Mr. Phelps in September, 1888,
His Lordship, still approving the "measures to prevent the wanton
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destruction of so valuable au i.mlnstry ," declared, apparently with regret, that "the Canadian Gmyernment objected to any such restrictions" ('i. e., as those which His J.Jordship had in part proposed and
wholly approved), and that ''until its consent would be obtained Her
1.\'Iajesty's Government was not willing to enter into the convention."
It is evident, therefore, that in 1888 Lord Salisbury abruptly closed
the negotiations, he~ause, in his own phrase, ''the Canadian Government objected." He assigned no other reason whate,rer, and until
your note of the 2d was received this Government. had never been
informed that His Lordship entertained any other objections t!Jan
those expressed in September, 1888.
It is proper to recall to your recollection that at divers times in personal conversation I have proposed to you, on behalf of this Governmeut, a close season, materially shorter, in point of time, than was voluntarily ofl'ered by J.Jord Salisbury and much less extended in point of
space. Instead of going as far south as the forty-seventh parallel I have
frequently indicated the willing ess of this Government to take the
dividing line between the Pacific Ocean and the Behring Sea-the line
which is tangent to the southernmost island of the Aleutian groupbeing as near as may he the fiftieth parallel of north latitude.
Early in April, you will remember, you suggested to me the advan"
tage that might follow if the sailing of the revenue cutters for Behring
Sea could be postponed till t!Je middle of ].\fay. Though that was a
matter entirely under the control of the Treasury Department, Secretary 'Vindom promptly complied with your request, and by the President's direction a still longer postponement was ordered in the hope
that some form of equitable adjustment might be proposed by Her
Majesty's Government. Even the revenue cutter, which annually paBses
through Behring Sea carrying supplies to the relief station at Point
Barrow in the Arctic Ocean-seventy-second degree of north latitudewas held back lest her appearance iu Behring Sea might be misrepresented as a non-observance of the understanding between us.
It is perfectly clear that if your claim for British vessels to kill seals
within 10 miles of the Pribylov Islands, directly after the mothers are
delivered of their young, should be granted, the Behring Sea would
swarm with vessels engaged in sealing-not forty or fifty, as now, but
many hundreds, through the summer months. If that privilege should
be given to Canadian vessels, it must, of course, be conceded at once
to American vessels. If the rookeries are to be thrown open to Canadians, they would certaiuly, as matter of common right, be thrown open to
citizens of the United States. The seal mothers, which require an area of
from 40 to 50 miles from the islands, on all sides, to secure food for their
young, would be slaughtered by hundreds of thousands, and in a brief
space of time there would be no seals in the Behring Sea. Similar
cauties have uniformly produced similar effects. Seal rookeries in all parts
of the world have been destroyed in that way. The present course of
Great Britain will produce the same effect on the only seal rookery of
any valpe left in the waters of the oceans and seas of the globe. The
United States have leased the privilege of sealing because only in that
way can the rookeries be preserved, and only in that way can this Government derive a revenue from the Pribylov Islands. Great Britain
would perhaps gain something for a few years, but it would be at the
expense of destro~~ing a valuable interest belonging to a friendly nationan interest which the civilized world desires to have preserved.
I observe that you quote Treasury Agent George R. Tingle in your
dispatch of April 30 as showing that, notwithstanding the depredations

marauders, the total number of-Mle Kad-inereased in the Behring
The rude mode of estimating the· total number can- readily lead
to mi takes ; and other agents have differed from Mr. Tingle. But
aside from the correctness or incorrectness of M.r. Tingle's conclusions
that point, may I ask upon what grounds do the Oanadian vessels
a claim, unless they assume that they have a title to the increase
of the seal berd! If the claim of the United States to the seals of
the Pribylov Islands be well founded, we are certainly entitled to the
increase as much as a sheep-grower is entitled t~ the increase of his
Ha:v-.n,~ introduced Mr. Tingle, who has very extensive knowledge
~:J~chi[ng liDt,tielaJs in Behring Sea, as well M the habits of the Oanadian
:'llltarl~U<l~s. I trust yon will not discredit his testimony. The following
;::tt-mu:mt made by Mr. Tingle in his official report to the ~reasury De~F)_.me~nt at the close of the season of 1887 is respectfully commended

ur consideration :
I am now convinced from what I gather in g_uestioning tbe men belonging to ooptB1'6d schooners. and from reading the logs of the vessels, that not more than one seal
in ten killed and mortally wounded islanded on the boats and skinned ; thus you will
.see the wanton destru...ction of seal life without any benefit whatever. I think30,000
kine taken this year is a low estimate on this basis; 300,000 fur-seals were killed to
that number, or three times as many as the Alaska Commercial Company are
at11owtm by law to kill. You can readily see that this great slaughter of seals will,
in f' few years, make it impossible for 100,000 skins to be taken on the islands by the
lessees. I earnestly hope more rigorous measures will be adopted by the Government
in dealing with these destructive law-bi-eakers.

Both of Mr. Tingle's statements are made in his official capacity, and
both cases he had no temptation to state anything except what he
·.lUJIDe.EitJY believed to be the truth.
.
resident does not conceal his disappointment that even for the
secn-rfng n impartial arbitration of the question at issue, Her
~<~at;jeJ!Jty·'s Government is not willing to suspend, for a single season, the
~~.·~wtice which Lord Salisbury described in 1888 as ''"the wanton destruction of a valuable industry," and which this Government has uniformly regarded as an unprovoked invasion of its established rights.
I have, etc.,
J~S G. BLAINE.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHINGTON, June 6, 1890.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your official nQte
tbe 4th instant, commenting upon the rPply which I returned to the
t_''3UlCJtU1J~Y contained in your letter of the 2d instant, whether the Marquis
bury would, in order to promote a friendly solution of the furou~estion, agree to the total exclusion of British sealers om the
:uear:1tn2 Sea during the present fishery season. You express the re~'~"~,p..:,.. of the President that ''his considerate and most friendly proposal
the adjustment of all trouble connected with the Behring Sea. should
be so promptly rejected."
I have this day transmitted a copy of your note to Lord Salisbury,
and pending further instructions I will abstain from pursuing the dis·
cussion on the various points with whieh it deals, especially as the
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views of Her M~jesty's Government on tho main questions involved are
stated with great precision in Lord Salisbury's dispatch of the 22d of
1\Iay, which I had the honor to read to you yesterday, and of which, in
accordance with your desire, I left a copy in your hands. I would only
observe that as regards the sufficiency or insufficiency of the radius of ten
miles around the rookeries " within which Her Majesty's Government
proposed that sealers should be excluded" no opportunity was afforded
me of discussing the question before the proposals of Her M~jesty's
Government were summarily rejected.
I may mention, also, that I fear there bas been some misapprehem;ion
as regards a request which you appear to have understood me to make
respecting the date of the sailing of United States revenue-cutters for
Behring Sea. I have no recollection of having made any suggestion
with reference to those revenue-cutters, except that their commanders
should receive explicit instructions not to apply the municipal law of
the Uniteu States to British vessels in Bellring Sea outside of territorial waters.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN

Sir Julian

Pa~tncefote

P .AUNCEFOTE,

to Jllt-. Blaine.

[Extract from telegram from the Marquis of Salisbury.]

(Received June 9, 1890.)
Lord Salisbury regrets that the President of the United States should
think him wanting in conciliation, but his lordship can not refrain
from thinking that the President does not appreciate the difficulty
arising from the law of England.
It is entirely beyond the power of Her 1\iajesty's Government to exclude British or Oanadian ships from any portion of the high seas,
even for an hour, without legislative sanction. Her Majesty's Government have always been willing, without pledging themselves to details
on the questions of area and date, to carry on negotiations, hoping
thereby to come to some arrangement for such a close season as is
necessary in order to presenre the seal species from extinction, but the
provisions of such an arrangement would always require legislative
sanction so that the measures thereby determined may be enforced.
Lord Salisbury does not recognize the expressions attributed to him.
He does not think that he can have used them, at all events, in the
context mentioned.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 11, 1890.
SIR: I have shown to the President the extract from the telegram of
Lord Salisbury of J nne 9, in which his lordship states that "it is beyond the power of Her Majesty's Government to exclude British or
F R 90--28
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Canadians ips from any portion of the high seas, even for an hour,
without legislative sanction."
Not stopping to comment upon the fact that his lordship assumes the
waters surrounding the Pribylov Islands to be the "high seas," the
President instructs me to say that it would satisfy this Government if
Lord Salisbury would by public proclamation simply request that vessels sailing under the British flag should abstain iron entering the Behring Sea for the present season. If this request shall be complied with,
there will be full time for impartial negotiations, and, as the President
hopes, for a friendly conclusion of the differences between the two Governments.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Si1· Julian Pawwefote to .i'Jfr. Blaine.
'VASITING1'0N, June 11, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your note of this day with
reference to the passage in a telegram from the l\larquis of Salisbury,
which I communicated to JOU at our interview of the Dth instant, to
the efl'ect that "it is beyond the power of Her 1\Iajesty's Government
to exclude British or Canadian ships from any portion of the high seas,
even for an hour, without legislative action."
You inform me that without commenting on the fact that his lordship assumes the waters surrounding the Pribylov Islands to be the
high seas, the President instructs you to say that it would satisfy your
Government if Lord Salisbury would by public proclamation simply
request that vessels sailing under the British flag should abstain from
entering the Behring Sea for the present season. You add, if this request shall be complied with, there will be full time for impartial negotiations, and, as the President hopes, for a friendly conclusion of the
differences between the two Governments.
I have telegraphed the above communication to Lord Salisbury, and
I await his lordship's instructions thereon. In the mean while I take this
opportunity of informing you that I reported to his lordship, by telegraph, that at the same interview I again pressed ~vou for an assurance
that British sealing vessels would not be interfered with in the Behring
Sea by United States revenue cruisers while the negotiations continued,
but you replied that you could not give such assurance. I trust this is
not a final decision, and that in the course of the next few days, while
there is yet time to communicate with the commanders, instructions will
be sent to them to abstain from such interference.
It is in that hope that I have delayed delivering the formal protest of
Her Majesty's Government announced in my note of the 23d of May.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN

P AUNOEFOTE,
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Sir J'ltlian Pauncefote to lllr. Blaine.
W A.SHINGTON, June 14, lSUO.
SIR: \Vith reference to the note which I had the honor to address to
you on the 11th instant, I desire to express my deep regret at havingfailed up to the present time to obtain from you the assurance, which I
had hoped to receive, that during· the continuance of our negotiations
for the settlement of the fur-seal fisllery question British sealing vessels
would not be interfered with by United States reyenue cruisers in the
Behring Sea outside of territonal waters.
Having· learned from statements in the public press and from other
sources that tlle revenne cruisers Bu,sh and Corwin are now about to be
dispatched to the Behring Sea, I can not, consistently with the instructions l have received from my Government, defer any longer the communication of their formal protest announced in my notes of the 23d
ultimo and the 11th instant against any such interference with British
vessels.
I have accordingly the honor to transmit the same herewith.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P .A.UNCEF01'E.

[Inclosure.]

P1·otest.
(Received Juno 14, 12:3!>, 1890.)
The undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the United States of America, has the honor, by instruction of his
Government, to make to tho Hon. James G. Blaine, Secretary of State of tho United
States, the following communication:
Her Britannic Majesty's Government have learned with great concern, from notices
which have appeared in the press, and the general accuracy of which has been confirmed by Mr. Blaine's statements to the undersigned, that the Government of the
United States have issued instructions to their revenue cruisers about to be dispatched to Behring Sea, under which the vessels of British subjects will a~aiu be
exposed, in tho prosecution of their legitimate industry on the high seas, to unlawful
interference at the hands of American officers.
Her Britannic Majest.y's Government are anxious to cooperate to the fullest extent
of their power with the Government of the United States in such measures as may be
found to be expedient for tho protection of the seal fisheries. They are at the present
moment engaged in examining, in concert with the Government of the United States,
the best method of arriving at an agreement upon this point. But they can not
admit the right of the United States of their own sole motion to restrict for this purpose the freedom of navigation of Behring Sea, which the United States have themselves in former years convincingly and succ•essfully vindicated, nor to enforce their
municipal legislation against British vessels on the high seas beyond the limits of
their territorial jurisdiction.
Her .Britannic Majesty's Government are therefore unable to pas~:~ over without notice the public announcement of a1,1 intention on the part of the Gover~-

ment of the United States to renew the acts of interference with British vessels navigating outside the territorial waters of the United States, of which they have
previously bad to complain.
The undersigned is in consequence instructed formally to protest against such
interference, and to declare that Her Britannic Majesty's Government must hold the
Government of the United States responsible for the consequences that may ensue
from acts which are contrary to the established principles of international law.
The undersigned, etc.,
JUUAN PAUNCEFOTE.
JUNE

14, 18!)0.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHING1'0N, June 27, 1890.
SIR: I did not fail to transmit to the Marquis of Salisbury a copy of
your note of the 11th instant, in which, with reference to his lordship's

statement that British legislation would be ncces~ary to enable Her
Majesty's Government to exclude British vessels from any portion of
the high seas ''even for an hour," you informed me, by desire of the
President, that the United States Government would be satisfied "if
Lord Salisbury would by public proclamation simply request that vessels sailing under the British :flag should abstain from entering the
Behring Sea during the present season."
I have now the honor to inform you that I have been instructed by
Lord Salisbury to state to you in reply that th~ President's request
presents constitutional difficulties which would preclude Her Majesty's
Government from acceding to it, except as part of a general scheme for
the settlement of the Behriug Sea controversy, and on certain conditions which would justify the assumption by Her Majesty's Government of the grave responsibility involved in the proposal.
Those conditions are :
I. That the two Governments agree forthwith to refer to arbitration
the question of the legality of the action of the United States Government in seizing or otherwise interfering with British vessels engaged
in the Behring Sea, out~ide of territorial waters, during the years 1886,
1887, and 1889.
II. That, pending tlie award, all interference with British sealing
vessels shall absolute1y cease.
_
III. That the United States Government, if the award should be adverse to them on the question of legal riglit, will compensate British
subjects for the losses which they may sustain by reason of their compliance wita the British proclamation.
Such are the three conditions on which it is indispensable, in the view
of Her Majesty's Government, that the issue of the propose<l proclamation should be based.
As regards the compensation claimed by Her Majesty's Government
for the losses and injuries sustained by British subjects by reason of the
action of the United States Government against British sealing vessels
in the Behring Sea during the years 1886, 1887, and 188U, I have already
informed Lord Salisbury of your assurance that the United States Government would not let that claim stand in the way of an amicable ad-
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justment of the controversy, and I trust that the reply which, by direction of Lord Salisbury, I have now the honor to return to the PreHident's
inquiry, may facilitate the attainment of that object for which we have
so long and so earnestly labored.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Plashington, June 30, 1890.
SIR: On the 5th instant you read to me a dispatch from Lord Salisbury dated 1\iay 22, and by his instruction you left with me a copy. His
Lordship writes in answer to my dispatch of the 22d January last. At
that time, writing to yourself touching the current contention between
the Governments of the Umted States and Great Britain as to the jurisdiction of the former over the waters of the Behring Sea, I made the following statement:
The Government of the United States bas no occasion and no desire to withdraw or
modify the positions which it has at any time maintained against the claims of the
Imperial Government of Russia. The United States will not withhold from any nation
the privileges which it demanded for itself when Alaska was part of the Russian
Empire. Nor is the Government of the United States disposed to exercise any less
power or authority than it was willing to concede to the Imperial Government of
Russia when its sovereignty extended over the territory in question. The President
is persuaded that all friendly nations will concede to the United States the same rights
and privileges on the lands and in the waters of Alaska which the same friendly
nations always conceded to the Empire of Russia.

In answer to this declaration Lord Salisbury contends that Mr. John
Quincy Adams, when Secretary of State under President Monroe, protested against the jurisdiction which Russia claimed over the waters of
Behring Sea. To maintain this position his lordship cites the words
of a dispatch of Mr. Adams, written on July 23, 182a, to Mr. Henry
Middleton, at that time our minister at St. Petersburg. The alleged
declarations and admissions of Mr. Adams in that dispatch have been
the basis of all the arguments which Her Majesty's Government has
submitted against the ownership of certain properties in the Behring
Sea which the Government of the United States confidently assumes.
I quote the portion of Lord Salisbury's argument which includes the
quotation from Mr. Adams:
·
After Russia, at the instance of the Russian-American Fur Company, claime<l in
1821 the pursuits of commerce, whaling, and fishing from Behriug's Straits to the 51st
degree of north latitude, and not only prohibited all foreign vessels froQ'l landing on
the coasts and islands of the above waters, but also prevented them from approaching within 100 miles thereof, Mr. Quincy Adams wrote as follows to the United. States
minister in Russia:
'•Tho United States can admit no part of these claims; their right of navigation
and fishing is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times
throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions."

The quotation which Lord Salisbury makes is unfortunately a most
defective, erroneous, and misleading one. The conclusion is separated
from the premise, a comma is turned into a period, an important qualifi~ation as to time is entirely erased without even a suggestion that it
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had ever formed part of the text, and out of eighty-four words, logically
and inseparably connected, thirty-five are dropped from Mr. Adams'
paragraph in Lord Salisbury's quotation. No edition of Mr. Adams'
work gives authority for his lordship's quotation; while the archives of
this Department plainly disclose its many errors. I requote Lord Salisbury's version of what Mr. Adams said, and in juxtaposition produce
Mr. Adams's full text as he wrote it:
[Lord Salisbury's quotation from Mr. Adams.]

The United States can admit no part of these claims; their right ofnavigation and
fishing is perfect, and bas been in constant exercise from the earliest times throughout
the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to the ordinary exceptions and
exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions.
[Full text of Mr. Adams' paragraph.]

The United States can admit no part of these claims. Their right of navigation and
of fishing is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times, after
the peace of 1783, throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to
the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions, 1vhich so far a1
R1tssian 1·ights are concel'ned, a1·e conjin_ed to cel'tain islands 7l01'fh of the fifty-fifth degl'ee of
latitude, and have no existence on the continent of Anterica.

The words in italics are those which are left out of :Mr. Adams' paragraph in the dispatch of Lord Salisbury. They are precisely the words
upon which the Government of the United States founds its argument
in this case. Conclusions or inferences resting upon the l)aragraph,
with the material pa'l'ts of Mr. Adams' text omitted, are of course valueless.
The first object is to ascertain the true meaning of Mr. Adams'
words which were omitted by Lord Salisbury. "Russian rights,"
sai9. Mr. Adams, " are confined to certain islands north of the 55th
degree of latitude." The islands referred to are as easily recognized
to-day as when Mr. Adams described their situation sixty-seven years
ago. 'I he best known among them, both under Russian and American
jurisdiction, are Sitka and Kadiak ;· but their whole number is great.
If Mr. Adams literally intended to confine Russian rights to those
islands, all the discoveries of Vitus Behring and other great navigators
are brushed away by one sweep of his pen, and a large chapter of
history is but a fable.
But Mr. Adams goes still farther. He declares that "Russian rights
have no existence on the continent of America." If we take the words
of :Mr. Adams with their literal meaning, there was no such thing as
"Russian Possessions in America," although forty-four years after
Mr. Adams wrote these words, the United States paid Russia seven
millions two hundred thousand dollars for these "Possessions" and
all the rights of land and sea connected therewith.
This construetton of Mr. Adams' language can not be the true one.
It would be absurd on its face. The title to that far northern territory
was secure to Russia as early as 17 41 ; secure to her against the claims
of all other nations ; secure to her thirty-seven years before Captain
Cook had sailed into the North Pacitic; secure to her more than half a
century before the United States had made good her title to Oregon.
Russia was in point of time the first power in this region by right of
discovery. Without immoderate presumption she might have challenged the rights of others to assumed territorial possessions; but no
nation had shadow of cause or right to challenge her title to the vast
region of land and water which, before Mr. Adams was Secretary of
State, had become known as the '~Russian Possessions."

GREAT BRITAIN.

:Mr. Adams' meaning was not, therefore, and indeed could not be,
what Lord Salisbury assumed. As against such interpretation I shall
endeavor to call his lordship's attention to what this. Government
hol<ls to be the indisputable meaning of Mr. Adams' entire paragraph.
To that end a brief review of certain public transactions and a brief
record of certain facts will be necessary.
At the close of the year 1799, the Emperor Paul, by a ukase, asserted the
exclusive authority of Russia over the territory from the Behring Strait
down to the fifty-fifth degree of north latitude on the American coast,
following westward "by the Aleutian, Kurile., and other islands" practically inclosing the Behring Sea. To the Uussian American Company,
which was organized under this ukase, the Emperor gave the right " to
make new discoveries" in that almost unknown region, and " to occupy
the new land discovered'' as "Russian possessions." The Emperor was
assassinated before any new discoveries were announced, but his successor, the Emperor Alexander I, inherited the ambition and the purpose
of his father, and, in a new ukase of September 4, 1821, asserted the
exclusive authority of Russia from Behring Strait southward to the
fifty-first degree of north latitude on the American coast, proclaiming
bis authority, at the same time, on the Asiatic coast as far south as the
forty-fifth degree, and forbidding any vessel to approach within 100
miles of land on either continent. I quote the two sections of the ukase
that contain the order and the punishment:
SECTION L The transaction of commerce, and the pursuit of whaling and fishing,
or any other industry on the islands, in tho l!arbors and inlets, and, iu general, all
along the north western coast of America from Behring Strait to the fifty-firat parallel
of northern latitude, and likewise on the Aleutian Islands and along the eastern coast
of Siberia, and ou tho Kurile Islands; that is, from Behring Strait to the southern
promontory of the island of Urnp, viz, as far south as latitude forty-five degrees and
fifty minutes north, are ex:c1usi vely reservell to subjects of the Russian Empire.
SEc. 2. Accordingly, no foreign vessel shall be allowed either to put to shore at
any of the coasts and islands under Russian dominion as specifie<l in the preceding
section, or even to approach the same to within a distance of ·less thau 100 Italian
miles. Any vessel contravening this provision shall be subject to confiscation with
her whole cargo.

Against this larger claim of authority (viz, extending farther south on
the American coast to the 51st degree of north latitude), Mr. Adams
vigorously protested. In R. dispatch of March 30, 1822, to Mr. Poletica,
the Russian minister at Washington, Mr. Adams said:
This ukase now for the first time extends the claim of Russia on the northwest
coast of America to the 51st degrea of north latitude.

And he pointed out to the Hussian minister that the only foundation
for the new pretension of Russia was the existence of a small settlement, situated, not on the American continent, but on a small island in
latitude 57-Novo Archangelsk, now known as Sitka.
Mr. Adams protested, not against the ukase of Paul, but against the
ukase of Alexander; not wholJy against the ukase of Alexander, bn~
only against his extended claim of sovereignty southward on the continent to the 51st degree north latitude. In short, Mr. Adams protested,
not against the old pos~ssions, but against the new pretensions of
Russia on the north west coast of America-pretensions to territory
claimed by the United States and frequented by her mariners since the
peace of 1783~a specification of time which is dropped from Lord Salis·
bury's quotation of Mr. Adams, but which Mr. Adams pointedly used
to fix the date when the power of the United States was v~ibly exereised on the coast of the Pacific Ocean.
The names and phrases at that time in use to describe the geographJ

\
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included within the area of this dispute, are confusing and at certain
points apparently contradictory and irreconcilable. 1\lr. Adams' denial
to Russia of the ownership of territory on "the Continent of America"
is a fair illustration of this singular contradiction of names and places.
In the same way the phrase ''Northwest coast" will be found, beyond
all possible doubt, to have been used in two senses, one including the
northwest coast of the Russian possessions, and one to describe the
coast whose northern limit is the 60th parallel of north latitude.
It is very plain that Mr. Adams' phrase "tl1e continent of America,"
in his reference to H.ussia's possessions, was used iu a territot·ial sense,
and not in a geographicctl sense. He was drawing the distinction between the territory of ''America" and the territory of the" Uussian
l>osscssions." Mr. Adams did not intend to assert that these territorial
rights of Russia had no existence on the continent qf North America.
He meant that they did not exist as the ukase of the Emperor Alexander had attempted to establish t em-southward of t.he Aleutian peninsula and on that distinctive part of the continent claimed as the territory of the United States. HAmerica "and the'' United States" were
then, as they are now, commonly used as synonymous.
British statesmen at the time used the phrase precisely as Mr. .Adams
did. The possessions of the crown were generically termed British
. r4.rnerica. Great Britain and the United States harmonized at this
point and on this territorial issue against Russia. Whatever disputes
might be left by these negotiations for subsequent settlement between
the two powers there can be no doubt that at that time they had a
common and very strong interest against the territorial aggrandizement of Russia. The British use of the phrase is clearly seen in the
treaty between Great Britain and H.ussia, negotiated in 1825, and referred to at length in a subsequent portion of this dispatch. .A publicist as eminent as Stratford Canning opened the third article of that
treaty in these descriptive words:
The line of demarcation between the possessions of the bigb contracting parties,
upon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the northwest. • • *

Mr. Canning evidently di::;tinguished ''the islands of .America" ftom
the H islands of the Russian possessions," which were far more numerous; and by the use of the phrase'' to the Northwest" just as evidently
limited the coast of the Continent as ~Ir . .Adams limited it, in that direction, by the .Alaskan peninsula. A concurrence of opinion between
John Quincy .Adams and Stratford Canning, touching any public question, left little room even for suggestion by a third person.
It will be observed as having weighty significance that the Russian
ownership of the .Aleutian and Kurile Islands (which border and close
in the Behring Sea, and by the dip of the peninsula are several degrees
south of latitude 55) was not disputed by Mr. .Adams, and could not
possibly have been referred to by him when he was limiting the island
possessions of Russia. This is but another evidence that Mr. .Adams
was making no question as to Russia's ownership of all territory bordering on the Behring Sea. The contest pertained wholly to the territory
on the northwest coast. The Emperor Paul's ukase, declaring his
sovereignty over the Aleutian and Kurile Islands, was never questioned
or de11ied by any power at any time.
Many of the acts of Mr. .Adams' public life received interesting commentary rtnd, where there was doubt, luminous interpretation in his
personal diary, which waR carefully kept from June 3, 1794, to January
1, 1~48, inclusive. The present case affords a happy illustration of the
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corroborative strength of the diary. During the progress of this correspondence Baron Tuyll, who bad succeeded Mr. Poletica as Russian
minh,ter in Washington, called upon Mr. Adams at his office on July 17,
1823, six da;rs before the date of the dispatch upon which I have been
commenting, and upon wbich Lord Salisbury relies for sustaining his
contention in regard to the Behring Sea. During an animated conversation of an hour or more between Mr. Adams and Baron Tnyll, the
former said :
I told Baron Tuyll specially tltat we shonhl contest the I'ight of Rnssia to any territorial establishment on this continent. • • •

It will be observed that Mr. Adams uses the same phrase in his conversation that bas misled English statesmen as to the true scope and
meaning of his dispatch of July 23, 1823. vVhen he declared that we
should ''contest the right of Hussia to any territorial establishment on
this continent" (with the word "any" italicized), he no more meant that
we should attempt to driYe Russia from her ancient possessions than
that we should attempt to drive England from the ownersbip of Ca11ada
or Nova Scotia. Such talk would have been absurd gasconade, and 1\Ir.
Adams was the last man to indnJge in it. His true meaning, it will be
seen, comes out in the next sentence when he declares:
I told Baron Tuyll that we should assume distinctly the principle that the American
continents are no longer subjects for any new European colonial establishments.

In the message of President Monroe to the next Congress (the 18th)
at its first session, December 2, 1823, he announced that at the proposal
of the Hussian GoYernment the United States had agreed to "arrange
by amicable negotiations the respective rights and interests of the two
nations on the northwest coast oi this continent." A similar proposal
had been made by Russia to Great Britain and had been likewise agreed
to. The negotiations i-n both cases were to be at St. Petersburg.
It was in connection with this subject, and in the same paragraph,
that President :Monroe spoke thus:
·
In the discussions to which this interest has given rise, and in the arrangements by
which they may terminate, the occasion has been judged proper for asserting, as a
principle in which the ri~hts and interests of the United States are involved, that
the American continents, by thej1·ee and.irulependent condition which they hm:e assumed and
maintained, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for fzttu1'e colonization by any
Ew'O]Jean power.

This very brief declaration (in fact merely the three lines italicized),
constitutes the famous "Monroe doctrine." Mr. Adams' words of the
July preceding clearly foreshadowed this position as the permanent
policy of the United States. The declaration I'"Jmoves the last doubt,
if room for doubt had been left, that the reference made by 1\Ir. Adams
was to the future, and had no possible. connection with the Russian
rights existing for three-quarters of a century before the dispatch of
1823 was written.
It was evident from the first that the determined attitude of the United
States, subsequently supported by Great Britain, would prevent the
extension of Russian territory south ward to the 51st parallel. The
treaties which were the result of the meeting at St. Petersburg, already
noted, marked the surrender on the part of Hnssia of this pretension
and the conclusion was a joint agreement that 54 degrees and 40 minutes should be taken as the extreme southern boundary of Russia on
the northwest coast, instead of the 55th degree, which was proclaimed
by the Emperor Paul in the ukase of 1799.
The treaty between Rm;sia and the United States was concluded on
the 17th of April, 1824, and that between Hussia and Great Britain ten
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months later, on the 16th of F~bruary, 1825. In both treaties Russia
acknowledges 54.40 as tlw dividing line. It was not determined which
of the two nations owned the territory from 54.40 down to the 49th parallel, and it remained in dispute between Great Britain and t.h e United
States until its final adjustment by the "Oregon treaty," negotiated by
Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Pakenham under the administration of Mr. Polk
in 1846.
The Government of the United States has steadily maintained that in
neither of these treaties with Uussia was there any attempt at regulating
or controlling, or even asserting au interest in, the Russian Possessions
and the Behring ~ea, which lie iar to the north and west of the territory which formed the basis of the contention. This conclusion is indisputably proved by the protocols which were signed during the progress of the negotiation. At the fourth conference of the plenipotentiaries, on the 8th day of March (1824), the American minister, Mr.
Henry Middleton, submitted to the Russian representative, Count Nesselrode, the following :
The dominion can not be acquired but by a real occupation and possession, and an
intention (animus) to establish it is by no means sufficient.
Now, it is clear, according to the facts established, that neither Russia nor any
other European power has the right of dominion upon the continent of America between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees of north latitude.
Still less has she the dominion of the adjacent maritime territory, or of the sea
which washes these coasts, a dominion which is only accessory to the territorial dominion.
Therefore she bas not the right of exclusion or of admis!!ion on these coasts, nor
in these seas which are free seas.
The right of navigating all the free seas belongs, by natural law, to every indepemlent nation, and even constitutes an essential part of this independence.
The United States have exercised navigation iu the seas, and commerce upon the
coasts above mentioned, from the time of their independence; and they have a perfect right to this navigation and to this commerce, and they can only be deprived of
it by their own act or by a convention.

'This is a clear proof of what is demonstrated in other ways, that the
whole dispute between the United States and Russia and between Great
Britain and Russia related to theNorth west coast, as Mr. Middleton expresses it, between the "50th and the GOth degrees of north latitude."
This statement is in perfect harmony with Mr. Adams' paragraph when
given in full. "The United States," Mr. Middleton insists, "have exercised navigation in the seas and commerce upon the coasts abov.e mentioned, from the time of their independence;" but he does not say one
word in regard to our possessing any rights of navigation or commerce
in the Behring Sea. He declares that "Russia has not the right of exclusion or admission on these coasts [between the 50th and 60th degrees
north latitude] nor in these seas which are free seas," evidently emphasizing "free" to distinguish those seas from the Behring Sea, which
was recognized as being under Russian restrictions.
Mr. Mid<lleton wisely and conclusively maintained that if Russia had
no claim to the continent between the 50th and the 60th degrees north
latitude, "still less could she have the <lominion of the adjacent maritime territory," or, to make it more specific, "of the sea which washes
these coasts." That sea was the Great Ocean, or the Pacific Ocean, or
the South Sea, the three names being equally used for the same thing.
The language of 1\Ir. Middleton plainly shows that the lines .of latitude were used simply to indicate the" dominion" on the coast between
the 50th and 60th parallels of north latitude.
1'he important declarations of Mr. 1\Iiddleton, which interpret and
enforce the contention of the United States, should be regarded as in·
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disputable authority, from the fact that they are but a varaphrase of
the instructions which J\fr. Adams delivered to him for his guidance in
negotiating the treaty with Count Nesselrode. Beyond all doubt they
prove that Mr. Adams' meaning was the reverse of what Lord Salisbury infers it to be in the paragraph of which he quoted only a part.
The four principal articles of the treaty negotiated by Mr. Middleton
are as follows :
ART. I. It is agreed that, in any part of the Great Ocean, commonly called the Pacific Ocean or South Sea, the respective citizens or subjects of the high contracting
powers shall be neither disturbed nor restrained, either in mtvigationor in fishing, or
in the power of resorting to the coasts, upon points which may not already have been
occupied, for the purpose of trading with the natives, saving a1 ways the restrictions
and conditions determined by the following articles:
ART. II. With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fishing exercised upon the Great Ocean by the citizens and subjects of the high contracting powers from becoming the pretext for an illicit trade, it is agreed that the citizens of the
United States shall not resort to any point where there is a Russian estahlishment,
without the permission of the governor or commander; and that, reciprocally, the
subjects of Russia shall not resort, without permission, to any establishment of the
United States upon the Northwest coast.
ART. III. It is moreover agreed that, hereafter, there shall not be formed by the citizens of the United States, or under the authority of the said States, any establishment
upon the Northwest coast of America, nor in any of the island~ adjacent, to the north
of fifty-four degrees and forty minutes of north latitude; and that, in tile same manner, there shall be none formed by Russian subjects, or under the authority of Russia,
south of the same parallel.
ART. IV. It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term of ten years, counting
from the signature of the l)l'esent convention, the ships of both powers, or which belong to their citizens or subjeci;s, respectively, may reciprocally freqnent,withont any
hindrance whatever, the interior seas, gulfs, harbors. and creeks, upon the coast mentioned in the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the natives
of tho country.

The first article, by carefully mentioning the Great Ocean and describing it as the ocean '' commonly called the Pacific Ocean or South Sea,"
evidently meant to distinguish it from some other body of water with
which the negotiators did not wish to confuse it. Mr. Adams used the
term'' South Sea" in the dispatch quoted by Lord Salisbury, and used
it with the same discriminating knowledge that pervades his whole ar~ument on this question. If no other body of water existed within the
possible scope of the treaty, such particularity of description would
have had no logical meaning. But there was another body of water
already known as the Behring Sea. That name was first given to it in
1817-accordingto English authority-seven years before the American
treaty, and eight years before the British treaty, with Hussia; but it
had been known as a sea, separate from the ocean, under the names of
the Sea of Kamchatka, the Sea of Otters, or the Aleutian Sea, at different periods before the Emperor Paul issued his ukase of 1799.
The second article plainly shows that the treaty is limited to the
Great Ocean, as separate from the Behring Sea, because the limitation
of the" Northwest coast" between the 50th an(l 60th degrees could apply to no other. That coast, as defined both by American and British
negotiators at that time, did not border on the Beluing Sea.
The third article shows the compromise as to territorial sovereignty
on the Northwest coast. The United States and Great Britain had
both claimed that Russia's just boundary on the coast terminated at
the 60th degree north latitude, the southern border of the Aleutian
_peninsula. Russia claimed to the 51st parallel. They made a compromise by a nearly equal division. An exactly equal division would have
given Russia 54.30; but 10 miles farther north Prince of Wales' Island
presented a better geographical point for division, and Russia accepted
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a little less than half the coast of which she had claimed all and 54.40
was thus established as the dividing point.
The fourth article of the treaty necessarily grew out of the claims of
Russia to a share of the Northwest coast in dispute between the United
States and Great Britain. Mr. Adams, in the instruction to Mr. Middleton so often referred to, says :
By the third article of the convention between the United States and Great Britain,
of the 20th of October, 1818, it was agreed that any couu try that might be claimed
by eithflr party on the Northwest coast of America, westward of the Stony Mountains,
should, together with its harbors, bays, and creeks, and the navigation of all rivers
within the same, be free and open, for the term of ten years from that date, to the
vessels, citizens, and subjects of the two powers, without prejudice to the claims of
either party or of any other state.
You are authorized to propose an article of the same import for a term of ten years
from the signature of a joint convention between the United States, Great Britain,
and Russia.

It will be observed that the fourth article relates solely to the'' Northwest coast of America" so well understood as the coast of the Pacific
Ocean, between the 50th and the 60th degrees north latitude, and therefore does not in the remotest degree touch the Behring Sea or the land
bordering upon it.
The several articles in the treaty between Great Britain and Russia,
February 16, 1825, that could have any bearing on the pending contention are as follows :
Articles I and II (substantially the same as in the treaty between
Russia and the United States).
ARTICLE III. The line of demarcation between the possessions of the high con·
tracting parties, upon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the
Northwest shall be drawn in the manner following:
Commencing from the svuthernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales
Island, which point lies in the parallel of 54 degrees 40 minutes north latitude, and
between the one hundred and thirty-first and the one hundred and thirty-third degrees of west longitude (meridian of Greenwich), the said Jine shall ascend to the
north along the channel called Portland Channel, as far as the point of the continent
where its strikes the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude; from this last mentioned
point th~ line of demarcation shall follow the summit of the mountains situated
parallel to the coast as far as the point of intersection of the one hundred and fortyfirst degree of west longitude (of the same meridian); a.nd, iinally, from the said
point of intersection the said meridian line of the one hundred and forty-first degree
in its prolongation as far as the frozen ocean shall form the limit between the Russian and British possessions on the continent of America to the northwest.

Article V. (Subst~ntially the same as Article III of the treaty between Russia and the United States.)
.
ARTICl-E VI. It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, from whatever quarter they may arrive, whether from the ocean or Jrom the interior of the continent, shall forever enjoy the right of navigating freely and without any hindrance
whatever all the rivers and streams which, in their course towards the Pacific
Ocean, may cross the line of demarcation upon the line of coa!'!t described in Article
III of the Jlresent convention.
ARTICLE VII. It is also understood that, for the space of ten years from the signature of the present convention, the vessels of the two powers, or those belonging to
their respective subjects, shall mutually be at liberty to frequent without any hindrance whatever all the inland seas, the gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned in Article III, for the purposes of fishing and of trading with the natives.

After the analysis of the articles in the American treaty there is
little in the English treaty that requires explanation. The two treaties
were dranghted under circumstances and fitted to conditions quite similar. There were some differences because of Great Britain's ownership
of British America. But these very differences corroborate the position
of the United States. This is most plainly seen in Article VI. By that

article the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty were guarantied the right
of navigating freely the rivers emptying into the Pacific Ocean and
crossing the line of demarcation upon tlte line of coast described in
Article IIl. The line of demarcation is described in Article III as following "the summit of the mountains situated parallel to the coast
as far as the point of intersection of tlte one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude." Article IV, q uali(ying Article III, specifies
that "wherever the summit of the mountains which extend in a tlirection parallel to the coast, from the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude
to the point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of ·
west longitude, shall prove to be at a distance of more than ten marine
leagues fi·om tho ocean, the limit between the British possessions and
the line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above mentioned, shall
be formed by a line parallel to the windings of tlle coast, and shall
never exceed the distance of ten marine leagues therefrom."
By both these articles the line of' demarcation ceases to have any parallel relation to the coast when it reaches the point of intersection of
the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude.
From that point the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longi·
tude, as far as it extends continuously on land northward, is taken as
the boundar.v between the territories of the two powers. It is thus evident that British subjects were guarantied the right of navigating
only such rivers as crossed the line of demarcation while it followed
tlte line of coa.st. They were limited, therefore, to the rivers that emptied
into the Pacific Ocean between 54:40 and 60 degrees north latitude, the
latter being the point on the coast opposite the point where the line of
demarcation diverges-Mount St. Elias.
By this agreement Great Britain was excluded from all rivers emptying into the Behring Sea, including the great Yukon and its affluent, the
Porcupine, which rise and for a long distance flow in British America.
So complete was the exclusion from Behring Sea that Great Britain
surrendered in this case a doctrine which she bad aided in impressing
upon the Congress of Vienna for Europe~n rivers. She did not demand
access to tlie £ea from a river whose source was in her t~rritory. She
consented, by signing the treaty of 1825, to such total exclusion from
the Behring Sea as to forego following her own river to its mouth in
that sea.
It shows a curious association of political events that in the Washington treaty of 1871 the United States conceded to Great Britain the
privilege of navigating the Yukon and its branch, the Porcupine, to the
Behring Sea in exchange for certain privileges conceded to the United
States on the St. Lawrence. The request of Great Britain for the privilege of navigating the Yukon and Porcupine is a suggestive con·
fession that it was withheld from her by Russia in the treaty of 1825withheld because the rh.,.ers flowed to the Behring Sea.
The seventh article is practically a repetition of the fourth article in
the treaty between Russia and the United States, ancl the privilege of
:fishing and trading with the natives is limited to the coast, .mentioned
in Article III, identically the same line of coast which they were at
liberty to pass through to reach British America or to reach the coast
from British America. They are excluded from going north of the
prescribed point on the coast near Mount St. Elias, and are therefore
kept out of Behring Sea.
It is to be noted that the negotiators of this treaty, in defining the
boundary between the Russian aDd British possessions, cease to observe
particularity exactly at the point on the coast where it is iatersected by
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the principal, almo~t the sole employment of. the Russian American
Company. It formed its employment, indeed, to such a degree that it
soon became known only as the Russian American Fur Gompany, and
quite suggestively that name is given to the company by Lord Salisbury
in the dispatch to which I am replying. While, therefore, there may have
been a large amount oflawful whaling and fishing in the Behring Sea,
the taking of furs by foreigners was always and under all circumstances
illicit.
Eighteen years after the treaty of 1825 (in 1843) Great Britain made
a commercial treaty with Russia, based on the principle of reciprocity
of advantages, but the rights of the Russian American Company, which
under both ukases included the sovereignty over the sea to the extent
of 100 miles from the shores, were reserved by special clause, in a separate and special article, signed after the principal articles of the treaty
bad been concluded and signed. Although British rights were enlarged
with nearly all other parts of the Russian Empire, her relations with
the Uussian possessions and with the Behring Sea remained at pre..
cisely the same point where the treaty of 1825 bad placed them.
Again in 1859 Great Britain still further enlarged her commercial relations with the Empire of Russia, and again the" possPssions" and the
Behring Sea were held firmly in their relations to the Russian American
Company as they bad been held in the treaty of 1843.
It is especially notable that both in the treaty of 184:3 and the treaty
of 1859 it is declared that "in regard to commerce and navigation in
the Russian possessions on the north west coast of America the convention concluded at St. Petersburg, February 16, 1825, shall continue in
force." The same distinction and the same restrictions which Mr.
Adams made in regard to the north west coast of America were still ob·
served, and Great Britain's access from or to the interior of the continent was still limited to that part of the coast between 54:.40 and a point
near Mount Saint Elias. The language of the three Russo-British treaties of 18~5, 1843, and 1859 corresponds with that employed in ~r.
Adams' dispatch to M Middleton, to which reference bas so frequently
been made. This shows that the true meaning of Mr. Adams' paiagraph is the key, and indeed the only key by which the treaties can be
correctly interpreted and by which expressions apparently contradic·
tory or unintelligible can be readily harmonized.
Immediately foJlowing the partial quotation of Mr. Adams's dispatch,
Lord Salisbury quotes the case of the United States brig Loriot as having some bearing on the question relating to the Behring Sea. The case
happened on the 15th of September, 1836, and Mr. Forsyth, Secretary
of State, in a dispatch to the United States minister at St. Petersburg,
<leclared the course of the Russians in arresting the vessel to be a. violation of the rights of the citizens of the United States. He claimed
that the citizens of the United States bad the right immemorially as
well as by the stipulations of the treaty of 1824: to fish in those waters.
Lord Salis burs's understanding of the case differs en til ely from that
held by the Government of the United States. The Loriot was not
arrested in Behring Sea at all, nor was she engaged in taking furs.
She was arrested, as Mr. Forsyth in his dispatch S'ays, in latitude 54:55,
more than sixty miles south of Sitka, on the "northwest coast," to
which, and to which only, the treaty of 1824 referred. Uussia upheld
its actron on the ground that the ten-year term provided in the fourth
article of the treaty had closed two years before. The case was made
the basis of an application on the part of the United States Government
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for a renewal of ·that article. This application was pressed for several
years, but finally and absolutely refused by the Russian Government.
Under the claim of Russia that the term of ten years had expired, the
United States failed to semue any redress in the Lo-riot case. With all
due respect to Lorcl Salisbur.r's judgment, the case of the Loriot sustains
the entire correctness of the position of the United States in this contention.
It only remains to say that whatever duty Great Britain owed to
Alaska as a Russian province, whatever she agreed to do or to refrain
from doing, touching Alaska and the Behring Sea, was not changed by
the mere fact of the transfer of sovereignty to the United States. It
was explicitly declared, in the sixth article of the treaty by which the
territory was ceded by Russia, that "the cession hereby made conveys
all the rights, franchises, and privileges now belonging to Russia in the
said territory or dominions and appurtenances thereto." Neither by
the treaty with Russia of 1825, nor by its renewal in 1843, nor by its
seconcl renewal in 1859, did Great Britain gain any right to take seals
in Behring Sea. In fact, those treaties were a prohillition upon her
wllich she steadily respected so long as Alaska was a Russian province.
It is for Great Britain now to show by what law she gained rights in
that sea after the transfer of its sovereignty to the United States.
Duriug all the time elapsing between the treaty of 1825 and the cession of Alaska to the United States in 1867, Great Britain never affirmed
the right of her subjects to capture fur-seal in the Behring Sea; and, as
a matter of fact, her subjects did not, during tllat long period, attempt
to catch seals in the Behring Sea. Lord Salisbury, in replying to my
assertion that these lawless intrusions upon the fur-seal fisheries began
in 1886, declares that they had occurred before. ·He points out one
attempt in 1870, in which forty-seven skins were found on board an
intruding vessel; in 1872 there was a rumor that expeditions were
about to fit out in Australia and Victoria for the purpose of taking
seals in the Behring Sea; in 1874 some reports were heard that vessels had entered the sea for that purpose; one case was reported in
1875; two cases in 1884; two also in 1885.
These cases, I may say without intending disrespect to his lordship,
prove the truth of the statement which he endeavors to controvert,
because they form just a sufficient number of exceptions to establish
the fact that the destructive intrusion began in 1886. But I refer to
them now for the purpose of showing that his lordship does not attempt to cite the intrusion of a single British sealer into the Behring
Sea until after Alaska had been transferred to the United States. I
am justified, therefore, in repeating the questions which I addressed to
Her Majesty's Government on the 22d of last January, and which still
remain unanswered, viz:
Whence did the ships of Canada derive the right to do, in 1886, that which they bad
refrained from doing for nearly ninety years T
Upon what gronuds did Her Majesty's Government defend, in the year 1886, a course
of conduct in the Behring Sea which had been carefully avoided ever since the discovery of that sea f
By what reasoning did Her Majesty's Government conclude that an act may be committed with impunity against the rights of the United States which bad never been
attempted against the same rights when held by the Russian Empire T

I have, etc.,
JAMES

G.

BLAINE.
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Bir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHING'l'ON,

June 30,1890.

SIR: In your note of the 29th of J\fay la8t, which I <lu1y transmitted

to the Marquis of Salisbury, there are several references to communcia.
tions which passed between the two Governments in the time of your
predecessor.
I have now received a dispatch from Lord Salisbury, copy of which I
have the honor to inclose, poiuting out that there is some error in the
impressions which you have gathered from the records in t.he State Department with f('Spcct to those communications.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P .A.UNCEFOTE.
[Inclosure.]

Tlw Marquis of Salisbury to Sir JuUan Pattncejote.
No. 126.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, June 20, 1890.
SIR : I have to acknowledge your dispatch No. 83 of the 30th ultimo,
inclosing copy of a note from Mr. Blaine dated the 29th ultimo.
It contains several references to communications which passed between the two Governments in the time of Mr. Blaine's predecessor,
especially iu the spring of 1888. 'Vithout referring at present to other
portions of Mr. Blaine's note, I wish only now to point out some error in
the impressions which he bas gathered from the records in his office
with respect to those communications. He states that on the 23<1 April
of that year I informed tbe American charge d'affaires, Mr. White, that
it was proposed to give effect to a seal convention by order in council,
not by act of "Parliament. This was a mistake. It was very natural
that Mr. White should not have apprehended me correctly when I was
describing the somewhat complicated arrangements by which agreements of this kind are brougbt into force in .Euglan~ But two or three
days after the 23d April he called to make inquiry on the subject, and
in reply to his question the following letter was addressed to him by my
instructions :
FOREIGN 0F.li'ICE, April27, 1888.
MY DEAR WHITE: Lord Salisbury desires me toexprees hia regret that he is not yet
in a position to make any further communication to you on the snhject of the seal
fisheries iu llehriug Soa. After his interview with you and M. de Btaa.l he hacl to
refer to the Canadian Government, the board of trade, and the admiralty, ~ut has
as yet only obtained the opinion of the admiralty. The next step is to bring a bill
into Parliament.
Your&, etc.,
ERIC BAIUUNGTON.

On the 28th J\fr. White replied:
LEGATION OF Tim UNITED STATES,
Lo11don, April ~8, 1888.
MY DEAR BARRINGTON: Thanks for your note, respecting the final sentence of
which, "The next step is to bring a bill into Parliament," I must trouble you with a
line.
I understood Lord Salisbury to say, when I saw him with M. de Staal, and again
last week alone, that it is now proposed to give effect to the conventional arrangement
for the protection of seals by an order in council, not by act of Parliament.
When Mr. Phelps left, the latter was thought necessary, and last week I received a
telegram from the Secretary of St.ate, asking me to obtain confidentially a copy of
the proposed act of Parliawent, with a view to assimilating our contemplated act of
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},OREIGN OFFICE, April 28, 1888.
Lord salsbury is afraid that be did not make himself onderhen last be spoke to yo about the seal ~sberies convention.
act of Parliament is ~eoessacy to give ])Ower to our authorities to act on the
-l~ai~~~ of $he oon~tiou when it ia alped... The order in council will be merely
u ~r:naobi.Jlel~Y which the act will provide for the purpoee of bringing its provisions
object of this machinery ia to enable the Government to wait till the
po ers are ready. But neither convention nor bill is drafted yet, because
~.~-~.-~venot got the opinions from Canada which are ne~ to enable us to pro:MY DEAR WHITE:

ERIC BAIUUl(GTQ •

It is evident from this correspondence that, if the United
Government was misled upon the 23d April into the belief that Her
.MI\jesty's Government could proceed in the matter without an act of
Parliament, or could proceed without previons reference to Canada, it
w~ a mistaRe which must have been entirely dissipated by the correspondence which followed in the ensuing week.
Mr. Blaine is also under a misconception in imagining that I ever
ve any verbal assurance, or any promise of any kind, with respect to
terms of the projected convention. Her Majesty's Government
~<: at1ra3rs have been, and are still, anxious for
arrangement of a oon~;.._v•S~J~ilonwliich shall provide whatever close
e in whatever localities
J;llE~IIJ"J~ for th6 preservation of th&
eal species. But I have
teJ;l~lenlted that the details mUst
the subject Of discU88iOD\GICW.$8W.U which thosq who are loo
interested must of necessity
I 1lnd the record of the fo wing conversation about the
to which Mr. Blaine refers:
TAB Marquis of BaZflhvrr to Bir L. West.

'

FOREIGN Oli'li'ICB, .Mar~ 17, 1888.

8IR: Since forwarding to you. my dispatch No. 33 of the 2-Jd ultimo, I have been in
communication with the Russian ambassador at this court, aud have invited his ex«dlency to ascertain whether his Governrne t would authorize him to diBCD88 with
Mr. Phelps and myself the suggestion made by Mr. Bayard in his dispatch of the
7th February, that concerted action should be taken by: the United States, Great
Britain, and other interested powers, in order to preserve from extermination the for
eeal& which at certain seasons are found in Behring Sea.
Copip of the correspondence on this question which has p888ed between M. de
taal and myself is inclosed herewith.
I request that you will inform Mr. Bayard of the steps which have been taken with
-a view to the initiation of negotiations for an agreement between the three powers
pliinc1ipa.Uy concerned in the maintenance of the seal :fisheries. But in so doing you.
that this action on the part of Her Majesty's Government most not be
admission of the rights of jurisdiction in Behring Sea exercised there by
States authorities during the fishing seasons of 1886-'87 and 1887-'88, nor
u atreoting the claims which Her Majesty's Government will have to present on acut of the wrQngful seizures which have taken place of BritiBh V6888ls engaged ia
the aeat-ftsbing industry.
I am, eto.,
SALISBURY.

In pursuance of this dispatch, the suggestion made by Mr. Bayard,

w which I referred, was discussed, and negotiations were initiated for

an agreement between the three powers. The following dispat()h eon.-
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tains the record of what I believe was the first meeting between the
three powers upon the subject:
The Marquis of Salisbltry to Si1· L. West.
FOREIGN 0l!'FICE, .AjJril 16, ltl8tl.
SIR: The Russian ambassador and the United States cb'trge d'affaires called upon
me this afternot.~n to discuss the question of the seal fisheries in Behring Sea, which
had been brought into prominence by the recent action of the United States.
The United States Government bad expressed a desire that some agreement should
be arrived at between the three Governments for the purpose of prohibiting the
slaughter ofthe seals during the time of breeding; and, at my request, :M. do Staal
had obtained instructions from his Government on that f)nestion.
.
At this preliminary discussion it was decicled 1n·ovisionally, in order to furnish a basis
for negotiation, and without definitively pledgiug om· Govl'nnnents, that the space to be
covered by the proposed convention should be the sea between America and Russia
no1"th of the 47th degree of latitude; that the close time should extend from the 15th
April to the 1st November; that during that time the slaughter of all seals should be
forbidden, a.nd vessels engaged in it shotlld be liable to seizure by the cruisers of any
of the three powers, and should be taken to the port of their own na.tionality for condemnation; that the traffic in arms, alcohol, and powder should be prohiuited in all
the islands of those seas; and that, as soon as the three powers baLl conclmled a convention, they should join in submitting it for the assent of tho other maritime powers of the northern seas.
The United States charg6 d'affaires was exceedingly earnest in pressing on us the
importance of dispatch, ou account of the inconceivable slaughter that had been and
was still going on in these seas. He stated that in addition to the vast quantity
brought to market, it was a common practice for those engaged in the tracle to shoot
all seals they might meet in the open sea, and that of these a great number sank, so
that their skins could not be recovered.
I am. etc.,
SALISBURY.

It was impossible to state more distinctly that any proposal made
was provisional, and was merely made for the purpose of enabling the
requisite negotiations to proceed. The subsequent discussion of these
proposals was undoul>tedly delayed in consequence of the length of
time occupied by the Canadian Government in collecting from considerable distances the information which they required before tl1eir opinion on the subject could be thoroughly formed, and after that it was delayed, I believe, cbiefly in consequence of the political events in the
United States unconnected with this question. I think it desirable to
correct the misconceptions which have arisen with respect to these
transactions, though I do not think that, even if the view of them which
is taken by lVIr. Blaine is accurate, they would bear out the argument
which he founds upon them.
I shall be glad if you will take the opportunity of informing Mr.
Blaine of these correction~.
I am, etc.,
SALISBURY.

Sir .Julia.n Pauncefote to IJfr. Blaine.
WASHING1'0N, June 30, 1890.
SIR: I have received a dispatch from the Marquis of Salisbury with
reference to the passage in your note to me of the 4th instant, in which
you remark that in 1888 his lordship abruptly closed the negotiations
because ''the Canadian government objected," and that he "assigned
no other reason whatever."
In view of the observations contained in Lord Salisbury's dispat.ch
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of the 20th of June, of which a copy is inclosed in my last preceding
note of this date, his lordship deems it unnecessary to discuss at any
greater length the circumstances which led to an interruption of the
negotiations of 1888.
With regard, however, to the passage in your note of the 4th instant
above referred to, his lordship wishes me to call your attention to the
following statement made to him by Mr. Phelps, the United States
minister in London, on the 3d of April, 1888, and which was recorded
in a dispatch of the same date to Her Majesty's minister at Washington.
"Under the peculiar political circumstances of America at this moment," said Mr. Phelps, ''with a general election impendin.g, it would
be of little use, and indeed hardly practicable, to conduct ~ny negotiation to its issue before the election had taken place."
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P .A.UNCEF01'E.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,

Washington,. July 2, 1890.
Your note of the 27th ultimo, covering Lord Salisbury's reply
to the friendly suggestion of the Presi<lent, was duly received. It was
the design of the President, if Lord Salisbury had been favorably inclined to his proposition, to submit a form of settlement for the consideration of Her Majesty's Government which the President believed
would end all dispute touching privileges in Behring Sea. But Lord
Salisbury refused to accept the proposal unless the President should
"forthwith" accept a formal arbitration, which His Lordsh.ip prescribes.
The President's request was made in the hope that it might lead to a
friendly basis of agreement, and he can not think that Lord Salisbury's
proposition is responsive to his suggestion. Besides, the answer comes
so late that it would be impossible now to proceed this season with the
negotiation the President had desired.
An agreement to arbitrate requires careful consideration. The United
States is perhaps more fully committed to that form of international adjustment than any other power, but it can not consent that the form in
which arbitration shall be undertaken shall be decided without full consultation and conference between the two Governments.
I beg further to say that you must have misapprehended what I said
touching British claims for injurie~ and losses alleged to have been inflicted upon British vessels in Behring Sea by agents of the United
States. My declaration was that arbitration would logically and necessarily include that point. It is not to be conceded, but decided with
other issues of far greater weight.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR:
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Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE, Ju,ly 19, 1890.
SIR: I regret that circumstances beyond my control have postponed
my reply to your two not.e s of Jun 30th, which were received on the 1st
instant, on the eve of my leaving Washington for this place. The note
which came to hand on the forenoon of that day inclosed a dispatch
from Lord Salisbury, in which his lordship, referring to my note of May
29th, expresses "a wish to point out some errors" which he thinks I" had
gathered from the records in my office."
The purpose of Lord Salisbury is to show that I misapprehended the
facts of the case when I represented him, in my note of May 29, as having given such "verbal assurances" to Mr. Phelps as warranted the
latter in expecting a convention to be concluded between the two Governments for the protection of the seal fisheries in Behring Sea.
Speaking directly to this point his lordship says:
Mr. Blaine is under a misconception in imagining that I ever gave any verbal assuPance or any promise of any kind with respect to the terms of the proposed convention.

In answer to this statement I beg you will say to Lord Salisbury that
I simply quoted, in my note of May 29, the facts communicated by our
minister, Mr. Phelps, and our charge d'affaires, Mr. White, who are responsible for the official statements made to this GoYernment at difl'er. ent stages of the seal fisheries negotiation.
On the 25th day of February, 1888, as already stated in my note of
May 2~th, Mr. Phelps sent the following intelligence to Secretary Bayard,
viz:
Lord Salisbury assents to your proposition to establish by mutual arrangement
between the Goyeruments interested a close time for fur-seals between April 15th
and November 1st iu each year, and between lGO <legreeR (tf longitude we~::~t, an<1170
degrees of longitude ea:,t in the Behring Sea. And be will canse an act to be introduced in Parliament to give efl'cct to this arrangement, so soon as it can be prepared.
In his opimou there is no doubt that the act will be passed. He will a]so join tho
United States Government in any preventive measures it may be thought best to
adopt by orders issued to the naval vessels of the respective Govemmeuts in that
region.

Mr. Phelps has long been known in this country as an able lawyer,
accurate in the use of words and discriminating in the statement of
facts. TlJe Government of the United States necessarily reposes
implicit confidence in the literal correctness of the dispatch above
quoted.
Some time after the foregoing conference between Lord Salisbury and
Mr. Phelps had taken place, his lordship invited the Russian ambassador, M. de Staal, and the American charge, Mr. White (Mr. Phelps
being absent from London), to a conference lJeld at the foreign office
on the 16th of April, touching the Behring Sea controversy. This
conference was really called at the request of the Russian ambassador, who desired that Russian rights in the Behring Sea should be as
fully recognized by England as American rights h.ad been recognized
in the verbal agreement of February 25 between Lord Salisbury and
Mr. Phelps. The Russian ambassador received from Lord Salisbury
the assurance (valuable also to the United States), that the protected
area for seal life should be extended southward to the 47th degree of
north latitude, and also the promise that he would have "a draught
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convention prepared for submission to the Russian ambassador a.Ld the
American charge."
Lord Salisbury now contends that all the proceedings at the conference of April 16 are to l>e regarded as only "provisional, in order to furnish a basis for negotiation, and without definitely pledging our Government.'' While the understanding of this Government differs from that
maintained by Lord Salisbury, I am instructed by the President to say
that the United States is w1lling to con::;ider all the proceedings of
April 16, 1888, as canceled, so far as American rights may be concerned. This Government will ask Great Britain to adhere only to the
agreement made between Lord Salisbury and Mr. Phelps on the 25th
of February, 1888. That was an agreement, made directly between the
two Governments and did not include the rights of Russia. Asking
Lord Salisbury to adhere to the agreement of February 25, we leave
the agreement of April 16 to be maintained, if maintained at all, by
Russia, for whose cause and for whose advantage it was particularly
designed.
While Lord Salisbury makes a general denial of having given" verbal
assurances," he bas not made a special denial touching the agreement
between himself and Mr. Phelps, which Mr. Phelps has reported in
special detail, and the correctness of which he has since specially affirmed on more than one occasion.
In your second note of J nne 30, received in the afternoon of July 1,
you called my attention (at Lord Salisbury's request) to a statement
which I made in my note of June 4 to this effect:
It is evident, therefore, that in 1888 Lord Salisbury abruptly closed the negotiation because, in his own phrase, "the Canadian Government objected."

To show that there were other causes for closing the negotiation
Lord Salisbury desires that attention be called to a remark made to
him hy }fr. Pbelps on the 3d day of April, 1888, as follows: "Under
the peculiar circumstances of America at this moment: with a general
election impending, it would be of little use and indeed hardly practi- ·
cable to conduct any negotiation to its issue before the general election has taken place."
I am quite ready to admit that such a statement made by Mr. Phelps
might now be adduced as one of the reasons for breaking off the negotiation, if in fnct the negotiation bad been then broken ofl', but Lord
Salisbury immediately proceeded with the negotiation. The remark
ascribed to Mr. Phelps was made, as Lord Salisoury states, on the 3d of
April, 1888. On the 5th of April Mr. Phelps left London on a visit to
the United States. On the 6th of April Lord Salisbury addressed a private note to Mr. White to meet the Russian ambassador at the foreign
office, as be had appointed a meeting for April 16 to discuss the questions at issue concerning the seal fi8beries in Behring Sea.
On the 23d of April there was some correspondence in regard to an
order in council and an act of Parliament. On the 27th of April Under
Secretary Barrington, of the foreign office, in an official note, informed
Mr. White that '' the next step was to bring in an act of Parliament.~'
On the 28th of April Mr. \Vhite was informed that an act of Parliament would be necessary in addition to the order in council, but that
"neither act nor order could be draughted until Canada is heard from."
Mr. Phelps returned to London on the :22d of June, and immediately
took up the subject, earnestly pressing Lord Salisbury to come to a
conclusion. On the 28th of July he telegraphed his Government expressing the" fear that owing to Canadian opposition we shall get no
convention."
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On the 12th of September Mr. Phelps wrote t.o Secretary Bayard that
Lord Salisbury bad stated that" the Canadian Government objected
to any such restrictions [as those asked for the protection of the seal
fisheries], and that until Canada's consent could be obtained, He.r Majesty's Government was not willing to enter into the convention."
I am justified, therefore, in assuming that Lord Salisbury can not recur
to the remark of Mr. Phelps as one of the reasons for breaking off the
negotiation, because the negotiation was in actual progress for more
than four months after the remark was made, and lUr. Phelps himself
took large part in it.
Upon this recital of facts I am unable to recall or in any way to
qualify the statement which I made in my note of June 4th, to the etlect
that Lord Salisbury " abruptly closed the negotiation because the Canadian Government objected, and that he assigned no other rea2on
whatever."
Lord Salisbury expresses the belief that even if the view I have
taken of these transactions be accurate they would not bear out the
argument which I found upon them. The argument to which Lord
Salisbury refers is, I presume, .t he remonstrance which I made by direction of the President against the change of policy by Her Majesty's
Government without notice and against the wish of the United States.
The interposition of the wishes of a British province against the conclusion of a convention between two nations, which, according to Mr.
Phelps, "had been virtually agreed upon e.1:cept as to details," was in the
President's belief a grave injustice to the Government of the United
States.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BL.AINE.
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Vancouver Island, and notice was for the first time given of a claim to
maritime jurisdiction which was regarded both in England and the
United States as extravagant, or, to use Lord Stowell's description of
it," very unmeasured and insupportable."
Upon receiving communication of the ukase the British and United
States' Governments at once objected both to the extension of the territorial claim and to the assertion of maritime jurisdiction. For the
present I will refer only to the protest of the United States Government. This was made in a note from Mr. John Quincy Adams, then
Secretary of State, to the Russian representative, da ed the 25th February, 1822, which contains the following statement:
I am directed by the President of the United States to inform you that he has seen
with surprise in this edict the assertion of a territorial claim on tho part of Russia
extending to the fifty-first degree of north latitude on this continent;"' and a regulation interdicting to all commercial vessels other than Russian, upon tho penalty of
seizure and confiscation, the approach upon tbe high seas within 100 Italian miles of
the shores to wh1ch that claim is made to apply. The relations ofthe United States
with His Imperial Majesty have always been of the most friendly character, and it is
the earnest desire of this Government to preserve them in that state. It was expected, berore any act which should define the boundary between the territorie~
of the United States and Russia on this continent, that the same would have been
arranged by treaty between the parties. To exclude the vessels of our citizens from
the shore, beyond the ordinary distance to which the territorial jurisdiction extends,
has excited still greater snrprise.
This ordinance affects so deeply the rights of the United States and of their citizens
that I am instructed to inquire whether yon are authorized .to give explanations of
the grounds of right, upon principles generally recognized by the laws and usages of
nations, which can warrant the claims and regulations contained in it.

The Russian representative replied at length, defending the territorial
claim on grounds of discovery, first occupation, and undisturbed possession, and explaining the motive" which determined the Imperial
Government to prohibit foreign vessels from approaching the northwest
coasts of America belonging to Russia within the distance of at least 100
Italian miles. This measure," he said, "however sevPre it may at first
view appear, is after all but a measure of prevention." He went on to
say that it was adopted in order to put a stop to an illicit trade in arms
and ammunition with the natives, against wbieh tbe Russian Government had frequently remonstrated; and further on he observed:
I ought, in the last place, to request yon to consider, sir, that the Russian possessions in the Pacific Ocean extend, on the northwest coast of Am~ica, from Behring's
Strait to the fifty-first degree of north latitude, and on the opposite side of Asia and
the islands adjacent, from the same strait to the forty-fifth degree. The extent of
sea of which these possessions form the limits comprehends all the conditions which
are ordinarily attached to shu.t seas ("mers fermees"), and the Russian Government,
might, consequently, judge itself authorized to exercise upon this sea the right of
so-vereignty, and especially that of entirely interdicting the entrance of foreigners.
But it preferred only asserting its essential rights, without taking any ad-vantage of
localities.
·

To this Mr. Adams replied (30th March, 1822), pointing out that the
only ground given for the extension of the Russian territorial claim
was the establishment of a settlement, not upon the continent, but upon
a small island actually within the limits prescribed to the Russian
American Company in 1799, and he went on to say:
This pretension is to ~ considered not only with reference to the qnefition of territorial right, but also to that prohibition to the -vessels of other nations, including
tlilose of the United States, to approach wit.hin 100 Italian miles of the coasts. l!,rom
the period of the existence of the United States as an independent nation their vessels ha-ve freely na-vigated those seas, and the right to navigate them is a part of that
in-dependence.
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With regard to the suggestion that the Russian Government might have just.ified
the exercise of sovereignty over the Pacific Ocean as a close sea, because it claims
territory both on its American and Asiatic shores, it ma.y suffice to say that the distance from shore to shore on this sea, in latitude 510 north, is not 1688 than 90° of
longitude, or 4,000 miles.

The Russian representative replied to this note, endeavoring to prove
that the territorial rights of Russia on the northwest coast of America.
were not confined to the limits of the concession granted to the U.ussian
American Company in 1799, and arguing that the great extent of the
Pacific Ocean at the fifty.ftrst degree of latitude did not invalidate the
right which Russia might have to consider that part of the ocean as
closed. But be added that further discussion of this point was unnecessary, as t,he Imperial Government had not thought fit to take advantage of that right.
The correspondence then dropped for a time, to be resumed in the
following spring. But it is perfectly clear from the above that the
privileges grg.nted to the Russian American <Jompany in 1799, whatevAr
effect that may have bad as regards other Russian subjects, did not
operate to exclude American vessels from any partofthecoast,and that
the attempt to exclude them in 1821 was at once resisted. Further, that
the Russian Government had no idea of any distinction between Behring's Sea and the Pacific Ocean, which latter they considered as reaching southward from Behring's Straits. Nor throughout the whole of
the subsequent correspondence is there any reference whatever on
either side to any distinctive name for Behring's Sea, or any intimation
that it could be considered otherwise than as forming an integral part
of the Pacific Ocean.
I now come to the dispatch from Mr. Adams to Mr. Middleton of the
22d of July, 1823, to which reference bas betore been made, and which
· it will be necessary to quote somewhat at length. After authorizing
Mr. Middleton to enter upon a negotiation with the Russian ministers
concerning the d\fterences which bad arisen from the ukase of the 4th
(16th) September, 1821,, Mr. Adams continues:
From the tenor of the ukase, the pretensions of the Imperial Government extend

to an exclusive territorial jurisdiction from the forty-fifth degree of north latitude,

on the Asiatic coast, to the latitude of 51° north on the western coast of the American continent; and they ass11'1Ile the right of interdicting the navigation and the
fishery of all other nations to the extent of 100 miles from the whole of that coast.
The Uuited States can admit no part of these claims. Their right of navigation
and of fishing is Fer{\,ct, and bas been in constant exercise from the earliest times,
after the peace o 178:3, throughout the whole extent of the SouthAm Ocean, subjec~
only to the ordinar1 exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions, which,
so far as Russian rights are concerned, are confined to certain islands north of the
fifty-fifth degree of latitude, and have no existence on the continent of America.

Mr. Blaine bas argued at great length to show that when Mr. Adams
used these clear and forcible expressions he did not mean what he
seemed to say; that when he stated that the United States "could
admit no part of these claims," he meant that they admitted all that
part of them which related to the coast north of the Aleutian lslands:
that when be spoke of the Southern Ocean, he meant to except Behring's
~iifij;d;U,·~~
hen he conte ded that the ordinary captions and
~
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of signification which he admits to be "confusing, and, at certain points,
apparently contradictory and irreconcilable."
The reputation of the Amerioan statesmen and diplomatists of that
day for caution and precision affords of itself strong argument against
such a view, and even if this had been otherwise, so forced a construction would require very strong evidence t9 cpnftrm it. But a glance at
the rest of the dispatch and at the other papers will show that the
more simple interpretation of the words is the correct one. For Mr.
Adams goes on to say:
The correspondence betwePn M. Poletica and this Department contained no discussion of the principles or of the facts npon which he attempted the justification
of the imperial ukase. Tbis was purposely avoided on our part, under tbe expectation that the Imperial Government could not fail, upon a review of the measure, to
revoke it altogether. It did, however, excite much public anima.tWersion in this
country, as the ultase itself had already done in England. I inclose herewith the
North American Review for October, 1822, No. 37, which contains an article (pa$e
370) \vritten by P. person fully master of the subject; and for the view of it taken 1n
England I refer you to the fifty-second number of the Quarterly .Review, the artit'le
upon Lieutenant Kotzebue's voyages. From the article in the North American ReVIew it will be seen that the rights of discovery, of occupancy, and of unconteeted
po88888ion alleged by M. Poletica are all without foundation in fact. • • •

On reference to the last-mentioned article, it will be found that the
writer states that:
A trade to the northwestern coast of America and the free navigation of the waters
that wash its shores have been enjoyed as a common right by subjects of the United
States and of several European powers without interruption for nearJy forty yean.
We are by no means prepared to believe or admit that all this has been on auft'erance
merely, and that the f"ight8 of commerce and navigation in that region have been
•
vested in Russia alone.

Further on he puts the question in the following manner (the italics
are his own):
It is not, we apprehend, whether Russia has any aettlcments that give her territorial claims on the continent of America. This we do not deny. Bot it is tD'Aetl&W
th6 location of those Bettlefltents and the diBcovwieB of their flavigatcws are suck as th6y &rf
represented to be ; toh6tker they en.titZ. her to tle ~~:~:oluve poBBeslio'lt of the tDI&ole Urritoty
nortll of 51° aftd to BOVI'll'eig~&ty over th6 Pacifto Ocean beyond that parallel.

These passages sufficiently illustrate Mr. Adams's meaning, it' any
evidence be required that he used plain language in its <Jrdinary sense.
Clearly he meant to deny that the Russian settlements or discoveries
gave Russia any claim as of right to exclude the navigation or fishery
of other nations from any part of the ,Jeas on the co~st of America, and
that her rights in this respect.. were limited to the territorial waters of
certain islands of which she was in permanent and complete occupation.
Having distinctly laid down this proposition as regards the rights of
the case, Mr. Adams went on to state what the United States were
ready to agree to as a matter of conventional arrangement. He said:
With regard to the territorial claim separate from the right of traffic with the
natives and from any system of colonial exclusions, we are willing to agree to the
boundary line within which the Emperor Paul had granted exelusive privileges t.o
the Russian-American Company, that is to say, latitude 550,
If the Russian Government apprehend serious inconvenience from the illicit traftlo
of foreigners with their settlements on the north west coast, it may be effectually
guarded against by stipulations similar to those a draft of which is herewith aub!oine~, an1 to which you are authorized, on the part of the United States, to agree.

The draft convention was as follows :
DRAFT OF TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND RUSSIA.
ARTICLE I. In order to strengthen 'he bonds of friendship, and to preserve in future
• perfect harmony and good understanding between the contracting parties, it 18
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agreed that their respective citizens and subjects shall not be disturbed or molested,
efther in navigating or in carrying on their fisheries in the Pacific Ocean or in the
South Seas, or in landing on the coasts of those seas, in places not already occupied,
for the purpose of carrying on their commerce with the natives of the country, subject, nevertheless, to the restrictions and provisions specified in the two following
articles. ·
ART. II. To the end that the navigation and fishery of the citizens and subjects of
the contracting parties, respectively, in the Pacific Ocean or in the South Seas may
not be made a pretext for illicit trade with their respective settlements, it is agreed
that the citizens of the United States shall not land on any part of the coast actually
occupied by Russian settlements, unless by permission of the governor or commander
thereof, and that Russian subjects shall, in like manner, be interdicted from landing
without permi88ion at any settlement of the United States on the said northwest
coast.
ART. III. It is agreed that no settlement shall be made hereafter <JD the nortltwest
coast of America by citizens of the United States, or under their authority, north, nor
by Russian subjects, or under the authority of Ru88ia, south, of the 55th degree of
nortl latitude.

In an explanatory dispatch to Mr. Rush, the American minister in
London, same date, Mr. Adams says:
The right of carrying on trade with the natives throughout the northwest coast
they (the United States) can not renounce. With tho Ru88ian settlements at Kodiak,
or at New Archangel, they may fairly claim the advantage of a free trade, having so
long enjoyed it unmolested, and because it has been and would continue to be as advantageous at least to those settlements as to them. But they will not contest the
right of Russia to prohibit the traffic, as strictly confined to the Russian settlement
itself, and not extending to the original natives of the coast. * * *

It is difficult to conceive bow the term ''northwest coast of America,"
used here and elsewhere, can be interpreted otherwise than as applying
to the northwest coast of America generally, or bow it can be seriously
contended that it was meant to aenote only the more westecly portion,
excluding the more northwesterly part, because by becoming a Russian possession this latter bad ceased to belong to the American continent.
:Mr. Blaine states that when Mr. Middleton declared that Russia had
no right of exclusion on the coasts of America between the fiftieth and
sixtieth degrees of north latitude, nor in the seas which washed those
C9asts, he intended to make a distinction between Behring's Sea and
the Pacific Ocean. But upon reference to a map it will be seen that
the sixtieth degree of north latitude strikes straight across Behring's
Sea, leaving by far the larger and more important part of it to the
south, so that I confess it appears to me that by no conceivable construction of his words can Mr. Middleton be supposed to have excepted
that sea from those which he declared to be free.
With regard to the construction which Mr. Blaine puts upon the
treaty between the United States and Russia of the 17th April, 1824, I
will only say that it is, as far as I am aware, an entirely novel one, that
there is no trace of its having been known to the various publicists who
have given an account of the controversy in treaties on internation&l
law, and that it is contrary, as I shall show, to that which the British
negotiators placed on the treaty when they adopted the first and second
articles for insertion in the British treaty of the 28th February, 1825.
I must further dissent from his interpretation of Article VII of the latter treaty., That article gives to the vesselR of the two powers "liberty
to frequent all the inland seas, gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast
mentioned in Article Ill for the purpose of fishing and of trading with
the natives." The expression "coast mentioned in Article III" can
only refer to the first words of the article : " The line of demarcation between the possessions of the high contracting parties upon the coast ot
the continent and the island of America to the northwest shall be drawn,"
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etA That is to say, it incIuded 3ll the possessions of the two powers on
the northwest coast of .America. For there would have been no sense
whatever in stipulating that Russian vessels should have freedom of
access to the small portion of coast which, by a later part of the article,
is to belong to Russia. And as bearing on this point it will be noticed
that Article VI, which has a more restricted bearing, speaks only of"the
subjects of His Britannic Majesty" and of" the line of coast described in
Article III. "
The stipulations of the treaty were formally renewed by articles inserted in the general treaties of commerce between Great Britain and
Russia of 1843 and 1859. But Mr. Blaine states thatThe rights •f the Russian-American Company which, under both ulrases, included
the sovereignty over the sea to the extent of 100 miles from the shores, were reserved by special clause in a separate antl special article signed after the principal
articles of the treaty had been concluded and signed.

Upon this I have to observe, in the first place, that the ukase of 1799
did not contain any mention whatever of sovereignty over the sea; secondly, that the context of the separate article is such as altogether to
preclude the interpretation that it was meant to recognize the objectionable claim contained in the ukase of 1821. I will quote the article at
length:
SEPARATE ARTICLE II.

It is understood in like manner that the exceptions, immunities, and privileges
hereinafter mentioned shall not be considered as at variance with the principle of
reciprocity which forms the basis of the treaty of this date, that is to say:
1. The exemption from navigation dues during the first three years which is enjoyed by vessels built in Rnssia and belonging to Russian subjects.
2. The exemptions of the like nature granted in the Russian ports of the Black Sea,
the sea of Azof, and the Danube to such Turkish vessel& arriving from ports of the
Ottoman Empire situated on the Black Sea as do not exceed 80 lasts burden.
3. The permission granted to the inhabitants of the coast of the Government of
Archangel to import duty free, or on payment of moderate duties, into ports of the
said government dried or salted fish, as likewise certain kinds of furs, and to export
therefrom, in the same manner, corn, rope and cordage, pitch, and ravensduck.
4. The privilege of tho Russian-American Company.
5. The privilege of the steam navigation companies of Lubeck and Havre; lastly,
6. 'l'he immunities granted in Russia to certain English companies, called "yacht
clubs."

To suppose that under the simple words ,. the privilege of the Russian-American Company," placed in connection with the privilege of
French and German steam navigation companies and the immunities
of yacht clubs, it was intended to acknowledge a claim of jurisdiction
against which Her Majesty's Government had formally protested as
contrary to international law, and which it had avowedly been one of
the main objects of the treaty or1825 to extinguish, is a suggestion
too improbable to require any lengthened discussion.
But Her Majesty's Government did not of course agree to the article
without knowing what was the exact nature of the privileges thus excepted from reciprocity. They had received from the Russian ambassador, in December 1842, an explanatory memorandum on this subject,
of which the following is the portion relating to the Russian-American
Company:
IV.
La Compagnie Rnsse-Americaine a le privil~ge d'exp~dier francs de droits: de
Cronstadt autonr du monde et d'Ochotsk dans les Colonies Russes, les produits
Russes ainsi que les marchandises etrangeres dont les droits ont deja ete preleves;
de meme d'importer au retour de ces Colonies des cargaisons de pel~eteries et d'autres

produite de ces Colonies, sans payer aucun droit &i d'apr~s les lois g.Sa~rale& il n'eet
~ .Stabli d'impbt particulier int6rieur sur les marchandises de pelleterie.
Obstn1ation.-D'apr~s le Tarif en vigneur, !'importation des fourrures dans lea porta
de St.-P.Stersboug et d'Archangel, de production Russe et sur des vaisseaux Russee,
est admise sans droit&.
·

It is surely incredible that if the privilege of the Russian-American
Oompany did comprise a right of excluding vessels vom approaching
within 100 miles of the shore it should not even have been alluded to
in this explanation.
Nor is it possible to agree in Mr. Blaine's view that the exclusion of
foreign vessels for a distance of 100 miles from the coast remained in
force pending the negotiations and in so far as it was not modified by
the conventions. A claim of jurisdiction over the open sea, which is
Dot in accordance with the recognized principles of international law or
usage, may of course be asserted by force, but can not be said to have
any legal validity as against the vessels of other countries, except in
so far as it is positively admitted by conventional agreements with
those countries.
I do not suppose that it is necessary that I should argue at length
upon so elementary a point as that a claim to prohibit the vessels of
other nations from approaching within a distance of 100 miles from the
coast is contrary to modern international usage. Mr. Adams and Mr.
Canning clearly thought in 1823 that the matter was beyond doubt or
discussion.
The rule which was recognized at that time, and which has been generally admitted both by publicists and governments, limits the jurisdiction of a country in the open sea to a distance of 3 miles from its
coasts, this having been considered to b~ the range of a cannon shot
when the principle was adopted.
Wheaton, who may be regarded as a contemporary authority, equally
respected in Europe and America, says:
The maritime territory of every State extends to the ports, harbors, bays, mouths
of rivers, and adjacent parts of the sea inclosed by headlands belonging to the same
State. 1'he general usage of nations superadds to this extent of territorial jurisdiction a distance of a marine league, or as far as a cannon shot will reach from the shore
along all the ooasts of the State.

And again:
The rule oflaw on this subject is terrm dominium finUur ubi fittitur annorum ms; and
since the introduction of fire-arms that distance has usually been recognized to bA
about 3 miles from the shore.

Chancellor Kent, who is inclined to advocate a more extended limit,
still admits thatAooordin~tto the current of modern authority, the general territorial jurisdiction
extends into the sea as far as cannon-shot will reach, and no farther; and this is
generally calcnlated to be a marine league.

Oalvo, one of the most recent text writers, makes a corresponding
statement:
Lee limites juridictionnelles d'un ~tat embrassent non seulement eon territoire,
mais encore les eaux qui le traversent ou l'entourent, les ports, lea baiea, lea golfes,
lea embouchures des fteuvea et lea mers enclav6es dans son territoire. L'usage g6n.Sral. des nations permet 6gal.ement aux ~tats d'exereer leur juridiction sur la zone
maritime jusq'u~ 3 mille& marins on ~ la porttSe de cannon de leurs c6tes.

Bnt I need scarcely appeal to any other authority than that of the
United States Government itself.
In a note to the Spanish ministB, dated· the 16th December, 1862,
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on the subject of the Spanish claim to a 6-mile limit at sea, Mr. Seward
stated:~

A third principle bearing on the subject is also well established, namely, that this
exclusive sovereignty of a nation-thus abridging the universal liberty of the seasextends no farther than the power of the nation to maintain it by force, stationed on
the coast, extends. This principle is tersely expressed in the maxim "terra: dominium
jinitur ubi finilur armoru1n vis."
But it must always be a matter of uncertainty and diMpute at what point the force
of arms, exerted on the coast, can actually reach. The publicists mther advanced
towards than reached a solution when they laid down the rule that the limit of the
force is the range of.a cannon ball. The range of a cannon ball is shorter or longer
according to the circumstances of projection, and it must be always liable to change
with the improvement of the science of ordnance. Such uncertainty upon a point of
jurisdiction or sovereignty would be productive of many and endless controversies
and conflicts. A more practical limit of national jurisdiction npon the high seas was
indispensably necessary, and this was found, as the undersigned thinks, in fixing the
limit at 3 miles from the coast. This limit was early proposed by the publicists of
all maritime nations. While it is not insisted that all nations have accepted or acquiesced and bound themselves to abide by this- rule when applied to themselves, yet
three points involved in the subject are insisted upon by the United States:
1. That this limit bas been generally recognized by nations;
2. That no other general rule has been acc~pted ; and
3. That if any State has succeeded in fixing for itself a larger limit, this has been
done by the exercise of maritime power, and constitutes an exception to the general
understanding which fixes the range of a cannon shot (when it is made the test of
judsdiction) at 3 miles. So generally is thiR rule accepted that writers commonly
use the expressions of a range of cannon shot and 3 miles as equivalents of each other.
In other cases, they use the latter expression as a substitute for the former.

And in a later communication on the same subject of the lOth August, 1863, he observes :
Nevertheless, it can not be admitted, nor indeed is Mr. Tassara understood to claim,
that the mere assertion of a sovereign, by an act of legislation however solemn, can
have the effect to establish and fix its external maritime jurisdiction. His right to
a jurisdiction of 3 miles is derived, not from his own decree, but from the law of nations, and exists, even though he may never have proclaimed or asserted it by any
decree or declaration whatsoever. He can not, by a mere decree, extend the limit
and fix it at 6 miles, becatlse, if he could, he could in the same manner and upon
motives of interest, ambition, or eveu upon caprice, fix it at 10, or 20, or 50 miles
without the consent or acquiescence of other powers which have a common right
with himself in the freedom of all the oceans. Sueh a pretension could never be successfully or rightfully maintained.

The same principles were laid down in a note addressed to Sir E.
Thornton by Mr. Fish, then Secretary of State, on the 22d January,
1875. Mr. Fish there stated:
We have always understood and asserted that pursuant to public law no nation
can rightfully claim jurisdiction at sea. beyond a marine league from the coast.

He then went on to explain the only two exceptions that were apparently known to him so far as the United States were concerned: Certain revenue laws which admitted the boarding of vessels at a distance
of 4 leagues from the coast, which, he said, had never been so applied
in practice as to give rise to complaint on the part of a foreign government; and a treaty between the United States and Mexico of 1848, in
which the boundary line between the two Stat~s was described as beginning in the Gulf of Mexico 3 leagues from land. As regards this
stipulation, he observed that it had been explained at the time that it
could only affect the rights of Mexico and the United States, and was
never intended to trench upon the rights of Great Britain or of any
other power under the law of nations.
It would seem, therefore, that Mr. Fish was entirely unaware of the
exceptional jurisdiction in Behring's Sea, which is now said to have
*Wharton's Interuational Law Dige&t, vol. i, § 32.
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been conceded by the United States to Russia from 1823 to 1867, transferred to the United States, so far as the American coast was concerned,
only eight years before he wrote, and which would presumably be sti1l
acknowledged by them as belonging to Russia on the Asiatic shore. I
mm~t suppose that when Mr. Blaine states that "both t.he United
States and Great Britain recognized, respected, obeyed" the ukase of
1821, in so far as it a:fl'ected Behring's Sea, he has some evidence to go
upon in regard to the conduct of his country which is unknown to the
world at large, and which he bas not as yet produced. But I must be
allowed altogether to deny that the attitude of Great Britain was such
as he represents; or that she ever admitted by act or by sufterance the
traordinary cJaim cf maritime jurisdiction which that ukase con..

ne<L

e inclosed copie of corresponden~, extracted from the archives
oftice, make it ve~:y difficult to believe that Mr. Blaine bas not
altogether led into error. It results from them tbat not Ollly did
Majesty's Government formally protest against the ukase on its
Brat issue as contrary to the acknowledged law of nations, but that the
ossian Government gave a verbal assurance that the claim of jurisdiction ould not be exercised. In the subsequent negotiations great
importance was attached to obtaining a more formal disavowal of the
claim in the manner least hurtful to Russian susceptibilities but so as
dectnally to preclude its revival. And this security the British Govttrnment undoubtedly considered that both they and the United States
had obtained by the conventions of 1824 aud 1825.
U~n this point the instructions given by Mr. George Oanni
to
ttatford Oanning, when tbe latter waa named plenipot6nti y m
tiate the treaty of 1825, have a material bearing.
-1N1n·a·t..g under date of the 8th December, 1824, after giving a sum·
r~:~!!l11:1WY cit the negotiations up to that date, be goes on to sayi

aomparatively indifferent to us whether we hasten or postpone all questiolll
ing the limits of territorial po88e88ion on the contint-nt of America, but the
D&iona of the RuBSian ukase of 1821, to exclusive dominion over the Pacific,
ld ot continue longer unrepealed without compelling us to take tiOme measure of
public and effectual remonstrance against it.
You will, therefore1 take ~are in the first instance to repress any attempt to give
is change to the coaracter of the ne~otiation, and will declare, without reserve,
that the point. to which alone the soltcitude of the British Government and the
jealousy of -the British nation attach any great importance ia the doing away (in a
manner as little disagreeable to Russia as pOBBible) of ihe effect of the ukase of 1821.
Th t this ukase ia not acted upon, and that inatrnotiona have long ago been &ent
by the Russian Go ernment to their cruisers in the Pacific to suspend tlie execution
of ite provisions i8 true, but a private disavowal of a published claim is no security
inst the revival of that claim; the suspension of the execution of a principle may
-perfectly compatible with the continued maintenance of the principle itself•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The right of the subJects of His Majesty to navigate freely in the Pacific can n(JG
as a matter of mdulgence from any power. Having once been publicly qneeit mast be publicly acknowledged.
do uot ~sire that any distinct reference should be made to the ukase of 1821,
' e do feel it necessary that the statement of our right should be clear and poaie, and that it should stand forth in the convention in the place which properly
to aa a plain aud substantive stipulation, and not be brought in 88 ,.n in·
_. .ltDt~ OODiflClUeDoe of other arrangements to which we attach vomparativelyllttle

i•

1m

nee.

~gmlation

stands In the grant of the convention concluded between Rt118ia

aad the United State& of America, and we see no reason why, upon similar olaima, we

aboul not obtain exactly the like satisfaction.
·
feR" re8Bon of the 8&11le nature we can not consent that tbe liberty of n~vigatioa
"thronJb Behring'• Str&i~ abould be stated in the treaty 88 a boon from Russia.
Tbt teadenoy of auoh a statement would be to &ive countenance te thole o~
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exclusive jurisdiction against which we, on our own behalf and on that of the whole
civilize<l world, protest.

*

*

*

*

*

It will of course strike the Russian plenipoteutiaries that, by tho adoption of the
American article respecting navigatiou, etc., the provision for an exclusive fishery of
2 leagues from tho coasts of onr respective possessions falls to the ground.
But the omission is, in truth, immaterial.
The law of nations assigns the exclusive sovereignty of llea.gne to each power ofE
its own coasts without any specified stipulation, and thou!;h Sit· Charles Bagot was
authorized to sign tho convention with the specific stipulation of 2 leagues in
ignorance of what bad been decided in the American convention at the time, yot after
tbat convention has been some mouths before the world, and after the opportunity of
reconsideration has been forced upon us hy the act of Russia herself, we can not now
com;ent, in negotiating de noro, to a stipulation which, while it is absolutely unimportant to .,ny practical good, would appear to establish a cout.ract between the
United States and us to our disadvantage.

1\fr. Stratford Canning, in his dispatch of the 1st March, 1825, in•
closing the convention as signed, says:
With 1·espect to Behring's Straits I am happy to have it in my power to assure you,
on the joint authority of the Russian plenipotentiaries, that the Emperor of Russia
has no intention whatever of maintaining any exclusive claim to the navigation of
these straits or of the seas to the north of them.

These extracts show conclusively (1) that England refused to admit
any part of the Russian claim asserted by tlle ukase of 1821 to a maritime jurisdiction and exclusive right of fishing throughout the whole
extent of that claim, from Behring's Straits to the fifty-first parallel;
(2) that the convention of 1825 was regarded on both sides as a renunciation on the part of RusRia of that claim in its entirety, and (3) that
though Behring's Straits was known and specifically provided for, Behring's Sea was not known by that name, but was regarded as part of
the Pacific Ocean.
The answer, tllerefore, to the questions with which Mr. Blaine concludes his dispatch is that Her Majesty's Government have always
claimed the freedom of navigation aucl fishing in the waters of Behring's
Sea outside the usual territorial limit of1 marine league from the coast;
that it is impoRsible to admit that a public right to fish, catch seals, or
pursue any other lawful occupation on the high seas can be held to be
abandoned by a nation from the mere fact that for a certain number of
years it bas not suited the subjects of that nation to exercise it.
It must be remembered that British Columbia has come into existence
as a colony at a comparatively recent date, and that the first considerable influx of population, some thirty years ago, was due to the discovery of gold, and did not tend to an immediate development of the
shipping interest.
I have to request that you will communicate a copy of this dispatch,
and of its inclosures, to Mr. Blaine. You will state that Her Majesty's
Government have no desire whatever to refuse to the United States
any jurisdiction in Behring's Sea which was conceded by Great Britain
to Russia, and wbicb properly accrues to the present possessors of Alaska
in virtue of treaties or the law of nations; and that if the United States
Government, after examination of the evidence and arguments which I
have produced, still differ from them as to the legalit,y of the recent
captures in that sea, they are ready to agree that the question, with the
issues that depend upon it, should be referred to impartial arbitration.
You will in that case be authorized to consider, in concert w,ith Mr.
Blaine, the method of procedure to be followed.
I have, etc.,
. F R 90. -30
SALISBURY.

Lord LotatloMerf'y fo Ooaac

£NN~.

FOREIGN OITICB, JHflllf'J 18, 18'at
aoknowled~e the note Mdres$ed to ~im

'.f!e undersigned has the honor hereby to
by Baron de Nicolai, of the 12th November last, covermg a copr of an ukase iuued
Im~rial Majesty the Emperor of all the Ruesias, and bearmg date the 4th 'IJep1821, for various purposes therein set forth, especially connected with the
.-m.rorial rights of his Crown on the northwestern coast of America bordering upon
PaoUic and the 4a0mmerce and navigation of His Imperial Majesty's subjects in
leaS adjacent thereto.
document, containing regulations of great extent and importance, both In ita
·"&f!lfti:toJial and maritime bearings, ha.s been considered with the utmost attention and
fa-.orable sentiments which His Majesty's Government always bears toact. of a State with wldch His MaJesty has the satisfaction to feel himself
:=~~~eo1iedby the most intimate ties of frienClsbip and alliance, and having been re:iii:t:;~ t1ie report of t}\ose high legal authorities whoee dntr it is to advise Hie
rr':
such matters, the undersigned is directed, till snob :friendly explanations
place between the two governments as may obviate misunderstanding UPQB
r.r•ttcl:enoal~ and important a point, to make snob provisional protest ag~lnat th& a:.~•5t11Jten11ie of the said ukase as may folly serve to save the rights of His Majesty'•
and may protect the persons and properties of His Majesty's subjects frOm
molestation in the exercise of their lawful callings in that quarter of the gfobe.
The undersigned is commanded to acquaint Count Lieven that, it being the Kiag's
CODstant desire to respect and cause to be respected by his subjecta, in the fullest manaer the Emperor ofRuesia'sjust rights, His Majesty will be ready to enter into ami·
oabie explanations upon the interests affected by this instrument in such manner ae
may be most acceptable to His Imperial Majesty.
·
In the mean time, upon the subject of this ukase generally, and especially upon the
two main principles of ola.im laid down therein, viz, an exclusive sovereignty alleged
to belong to RuMia over the territories therein described, as also the exclusive right
navigating and trading within the martime limits therein aet forth, His Britannlo
,_............ _,,..,.must be understOod as hereby- reserving all his right&, not being prepared to
.......n·r.-.: ........ thf' intercourse which is allowed on the face of tbia instrument to have
~ -lJb~iO subsisted on those ooaet& and in those seas .,an .be deemed to be illicit; or
ships of friendly powers, even supposing an dnquaiUled sovereignty was
~~~r:;~~:~l~~~:~~ to the Imperial Crown, in these vast and very imperfectly occup
could, by the acknowledged law o& nations, be excluded from navithe distance of 100 Italian miles, as therein laid down from the ooaat,
exclusive dominion of which is assumed (but as His Majesty's Government coneeiVe in error) to belong to His Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of all the Russias.
LoNDONDBBBTe

[Inclosure 2.]

Mmnorandum by the Duke of WslU"!JCota.-(&pt«n.ber 11, 1822.)

In the cbutse of a conversation which I had yesterda;y with Count Lieven, he informed that he had been direc~d to give verbal explanattons of the ukase respectinr
thenorthwestern coast of America. These explanations went, be said, to th•s, that
the Emperor did not propose to carry into execution the ukase in ita extended sense;
that His Imperial Majesty's ships had been directed to cruise at the shortest possible
distance from the shore in order to supply the natives with ariDS and ammunition,
and in order to warn all vessels that that was His Imperial Majesty's dominion and
\bat His Jmperial 'Majesty had besides given directions-to his minister in the United
States to agree upon a treaty of limits with tho United States.

[Inclosure 1.]

Mr. G.

Ci~tlning

to tluJ Duke of Wellingtoa.

FOREIGN 0Jrli'ICE, 8epfmahr 11, 1822.
:MY LoRD DUXB: Your grace is already in po88888ion of all that has passed, both
here and at St. Petersburg, on the subject of the iesue, in September of last year, by
$he Emperor of Ruesia, of an ukase, indirectly asserting an exclusive right of aovereiptJ from Behring's Straits to the fifty-first degree of north latit-ude oa t.be wea
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coast of America, and to the forty-fifth degree north on the opposite coa!it of Asia,
and (as a qnalified exercise of that right) prohibiting all foreign ships, under p:tin of
confiscation, from approaching wi1hin 100 Italian miles of those coasts. This ukase
having been communicated by Baron Nicolai, the Russian charg6 d'affaires at this
court, to His Majesty's Government, was forthwith snbmitte<l to the legal authorities
whose duty it is to advise His Majesty on snch matters, and a note wm; in consequence addressed by the late Marquis of Londonder~ to Count Lieven, the Russian
ambassador, and al:so communicated to His Majesty's ambassador at St. Petersburg,
protestin~ against the enactments of the said ukase, and requesting such amicable
explanations as might tend to reconcile the pretensions of Russia in th~Lt quarter of
the globe with the jnst rigilts of His Majesty's Crown and the interests of his subjects.
As such explanations will probably be offered to your grace during the conferences
about to take place at Vienna, 1 hasten to signify to you the King's comma.nds as to
the language which you will hold on the part of His Majesty upon this snhject.
The opinions given in November and December last by Lord Stowell and by His
Majesty's advocate-general (copies of which are already in yonr possession) will furnish you with the best legal arguments in opposition to the pretensions put forward
in the ~ussian ukase; and as in both these opinions much stress is very properly
laid upon the state of actual occupation of the territories claimed by Rnssia, an<l the
different periods of time at which they were so occupied, I have obtained fro:n the
governor of the principal company of His Majesty's subjects tmding in th~tt part of
the world the information of which your grace will find in the inclO!;ed papers.
That information will enable you sufficiently to prove to the Rnssian minister not
only that the point of prior discovery may be f~tirly dispnted with Russia, but that
the much more certain title of actual occupation by the agents aud the trading
servants of tho Hnclson's Bay Company extends at this moment to many degrees of
higher latitude on the northwest coast of America than is claimed as the territory of
Russia by the ukase in question.
Enlightened statesmen.§:nd jurists have long held as insignificant all t.Hlos of territory that are not foundeu on actual occupation, and that title is, in the opinion of
the most esteemed writers on public law, to be established only by practical use.
Witli respect to the other points in the ukase which bave the etl'ect of e:x::tendiug
the territorial rights of Russia over the adjacent seas to the unprecedented distance
of 100 miles from the line of coast, and of closing a hitherto unobstructed passage, at
the present moment the object of important discoveries for the promotion of general
commerce and navigation, these pretensions are considered by the best legal authorities as positive innovations on the rights of naYigation; as such they can receive
no explanation from further discussion, nor can by possibility be justified. Common
usage, which has obtained the force of law, has indeed assigned to coasts and shores
an accessorial boundary to a short limit.ed distance for the purposes of protection and
general convenience, in no manner interfering with the rights of others and not obstructing the freedom of general commerce and navigation. But this important
qualification the extent of the present claim entirely exclufles, and when such a prohibition is, as in tho present case, applied to a long line of coasts and also to intermediate islands in remote seas, where navigatiOn is beset with innumerable and unforeseen difficulties a.nd where the principal employment of the fisheries must be pursaed nnder circ11mstances which are incompatible with the prescribed courses, all
particular considerations concur, in an esp1'clal manner, with the gcnt~ral principle
in repelling snch a pretension as an encroachment on the freedom of navigation and
the unalienable rights of all nations.
I hlH'e, indeed, the satisfaction to believe, from a conference which I have had
with Count Lieven on this matter, that upon these two points-the attempt to shut
up \he passage altogether, and the claim of exclusive dominion to so enormous a distance from tile coast-the Rn3sian Gove-rnment are prepared entirely to waive their
pretensions. The only effort that has been made to justify the latter claim was by
reference to an article in the treaty of Utrecht, which assigns 30 leagues from the
coast as the distnnce of prohibition. But to this argument it is sufficient to answer
that the assumption ()f such a space was, in the instance quoted, by stipulation in a
treaty, and one to which, therefore, the part.y to be affected by it had (whether
wisely or not) given its deliberate consent. No inference conld be drawn from that
transaction in favor of a claim by authority against all the world.
I have little doubt, therefore, but that the public notification of the claim to consider the portions of the ocean incln1led between the adjoining coasts of America and
the Russian Empire as a mm·e clausum, and to extend the exclusive territorial jurisdiction of Hus:.ia to 100 Italian miles from the coast, will be publicly recalled; and I
have the King's commands to instruct your grace further to require of the Russian
minister (on the ground of the facts and reasonings furnished in this displtch and
its inclosures) that such a portion of territory alone shall be defined as belonging to
Russia as shall not interfere with the rights and actual possessions of His Majesty's
subjects in North America.
I am, etc.,.
GEo. CANNING.

(Inclosure 4.]

Memm•aftdum on Rmsian Ukase of 1821.

ln the month of September 1821 His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia issued
an Ukase asserting the existence in the Crown of Russia of an exclusive right of
sovereignt.y in the countries e tending from. B~hring's Straits to the fifty-first degree
of north latitude on the west co t of Amenca, and to the forty-fifth degreo of north
latitude on the opposite coast of Asia; and, as a qualified exercise of that right of
sovereignty, prohibiting all foreign vessels from approaching within one hundred
Italian miles of those coasts.
Aft~r this Ukase bad been submitted by the King's Government to those legal authorities whose duty it is to advise His Majest.y on such matters, a note was addressed
by the late Marquis of Londonderry to Count Lieven, the Russian Ambassador, protesting against the enactments of this Ukase, and request;ng such amicable explanations as might tend to reconcile the yretensions of Russia in that quarter of the globe
with the just rights of His Majesty's Crown and the interests of his subjects.
We object, first, to the claim of sovereignty as set forth in this Ukase; and, secondly, to the mode in which it is exercised.
The best writers on the laws of nations do not attribute the exclusive sovereignty.
particularly of continenfs~ to those who have first discovered them; and although
we might on good grounds dispute with Russia the priority of discovery of these continents, we ~ontend that the much more ea.sily proxed, more conclusive, and more
. certain title of occupation and use ought to decide the claim of sovereignty.
Now, we can prove that the English North-West Company and the Hudson's Bay
Company have for many years established forts and other trading-stations in a country called New Caledonia, situated to the west of a range of mountains called Rocky
Mountains, aml extending along the shores of tho Pacific Ocean from latitude 490 to
latitude 60°.
This Company likewise possess factories and other estalll.ishments on Mackenzie's
River, which falls into the Frazer River as far north as latltnde 66° 30', from whence
they carry on trade with the Indians inhabiting the countries to the west of that
river, and who, from the nature of the country, can communicate with Mackenzie's
River with more facility than they can with the posts in New Caledonia. Thus, in
opposition to the claims founded on discovery, the priority of which, however, we
conceive we might fairly dispute, we have the indisputable claim of occupancy and
use for a series of years, which all the best writers on the laws of nation~:~ admit is
the best-founded claim for territory of this description. Objecting, as we do, to this
claim of exclusive sovereignty on the part of Russia, I might save myself the
trouble of discussing the particular mode of its exercise as set forth in this UkasE".
But we object to the sovereignty proposed to be exercised under this Ukase not less
than we do to the claim of it. We cannot admit the ri~ht of any power possessing
the sovereignty of a country to exdude the vessels of others from the seas on its -.....
coasts to the distance of 100 Italian mqes. We must object likewise to the arrangements contained in the said Ukase conveying to private merchant ships the right to
search in time of peace, etc., which are quite contrary to the laws and usages of
nations and to the practice of modern times.
WF.LLINGTON.
VERONA, October 17,1822.
To Count NESSELRODE.
[Inclosure 5.-M6moire Conftdentiel]

Count Nesaelrode to the Duke of Wellington.
"VERONE; le 11 (23) Novembre; 1822.
Le Cabinet de Rossie a pris en mftre consideration le Memoire Confidential queM.
Je Due de Wellington lui a remiR le 17 Octobre dernier, relativement anx mesnre~t
adoptees par Sa Majeste l'Emp~reur, sons la date do (4) 16 Septembre, 1821, pour
determiner l'etendue des possessions Russes sur la cOte nord-ouest de l'Amerique, et
pour interdire anx vaissoaux etrangers !'approche de ces possessions jusqu'ala distance de 100 milles d'Italie.
Les onvertures faites ace snjet au Gonvernement de Sa Majesta Britanniqne par le
Comte de Lieven au moment oil cette Ambassadeur allait quitter Londres doivent
deja avQir prouve que !'opinion que le Cabinet de St. James avait con~me deli mesnres
dont il s'agit n'etait point fondee sur nue appreciation entieremeilt exacte des vnes
de Sa Ma.jesttS Imperiale.
La Rossie est loin de meconnattre qqe l'usage et !'occupation constituent la ptos
110lide des titres d'apros losquels un :£tat puisse reclamer des droits de aonverainet6 anr
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nne portion quelconque du continent. La Russie est plus loin encore d'avoir voulu
outrepasser arbitrairement les limites que ce titre assigne a ses domaines sur la cote
nord-ouest del' Amerique, on eriger en principe general de droit maritime les regles
qu'une necessite purement locale l'avait obligee de poser pour la navigation etrangere dans le voisinage de la partie de cette cote qui lui appartient.
C,etait an contraire parce qu'elle regardait ces droits de souverainete comme legitimes, et parce que des considerations imperieuses ttmant a !'existence m8me du commerce qu'elle fait dans les parages de la cote nord-ouest de 1' Ameriqu3, la forr;aient
a etablir Ull systeme de precautions devenues indispensables, qu'elle a fait para1tre
l'oukase du (4) 16 Septembre, 18'21.
·
La Russie serait toujours prete a faire part des wotifs qui en justifient les dispositions; mais pour le moment elle se bornera aux observations suivantes :M. le Due de Wellington affirme, dans son Memoire Confidentiel du 17 Octobre, que
des etablissements Anglais, appartenant a deux Compagnies, cello de la Ba.ye de Hudson et celle duNord-Ouest, se sont formes dans nne contree appelee laNouvelle Ca16donie, qui s'etend le long de ]a cote de l'Ocean Pacifique, depuis le 49° jusqu' au 606
degre de latitude septentriouale.
'
La Russie ne parlera point des etablissements qui peuvent exister-entre le 49e et le
tl1 e parallele; mais q uant aux ant res, el \e n'hesite pas de conv~nir qu'elle en ignore
jusqu'a presentl existence, pour au taut au moins qu' ils toucheraient l'Occan Pacitiq ue.
Les cartes Anglaises meme les plus recentes et les plus detaillees n'incliquent absolument aucune des st.ations de commerce mentionnees da.ns le Memoire du 17 Octobre,
sur la cote meme de 1' Amerique, entre le 51° et le 60e degr6 de latitude septentrionale.
D'ailleur:s, depuis les expeditions de Behring et de Tchirikofr~ c'est-a-dire depnis
pres d'un siecle, des etablissements Russes out pris, a partir du 60° degre, nne extension progressive, qui des l'annee 1799 les avait fait parvenir ,iusqu'au 55° parallele,
comme le porte la premiere charte de la Compagnie Russe-Americaine, charte qui a
rer;u dans Je temps nne publicite officielle, et qu1 n'a motive aucune protestation de
la part de 1'Angle terre.
Cette D\eme charte accordait a la Compagnie Russe le droit de porter ses etablissements vers le midi au del a du 556 degre de latitude septentrionale, pourvu que de tels
accroissemeuts de territoire ne pussent donner motif de reclamation a aucune Puis·
sauce etrangere.
'
L'Angle terre n'a pas non plus pro teste contre cette disposition; elle n'a pas meme
reclame contre les nouveaux etablissements quo la Compagnie Russe-Americaine a pu
former au sud du 55 e degre, en vertu de ce privilege.
La Rossie etait done pleinement autorisee i1 profiter d'un consentement qui, pour
etre tacite, n'en Ctait pas moins soleunel, et a determiner pour bornes de ses domaines
le degre de latitude jusqu' auquel la Compagnie Russte avait etendu ses operations
depuis 1799.
Quoiqu'il en soit, et quelque force que ces circonstances pr8tent aux titres de la
Russie, Sa Majesta Imperiale ne deviera point dans cette conjuncture du systeme
habitue} de sa politique.
Le premier de ses vooux sera toujours de prevenir toute dis~Jussion, et de consolider
de plus en plus les rapports d'amitie et de parfaite intelligence qu'elle se felicite
d'entretenir avec la Grande Bretagne.
En consequence l'Empereur a charge son Cabinet de declarer i1 M. le Due de Wellington (sans que cette declaration puisse prejudicier en rien a se8 droits, si elle
n'etait point acceptee) qu'il est prct n. fixer, au moyen d'une n6gociation amicale, et
sur la base des convenances mutuelles, les degres de latitude et de longitude que les
deux Puissances regarderont comme dernieres limites de leurs possessions et de leurs
etablisseruents sur la cote nordouest de !'Amerique.
Sa Majesta Imperiale se plait a croire que cettanegociation pourra se terminer sans
difficulte ala satisfaction recipi:oqne des deux Etats; et le Cabinet de Russie pent
assurer des a pre i1 present M.le Due de Wellington que les mesnres de precaution et
de surveillance qui seront prises alors sur la partie Russie de la cote d' Amerique se
trouveront ent.ierement conformes aux droits derivant de la souverainete, ainsi qu'aux usages etablis entre nations, et qu'aucune plainte legittme ne pourra s'6lever
contre elles.
[Inclosure 6.]

The Duke of Wellington to Mr. G. Canning.
VERONA, November 28, 1822.
SIR: I inclose the copy of a confidential memorandum which I gave to Count Nesselrode on the 17th October, regarding the Russian Ukase, and the copy of his answer.
I have had one or two discussions with Count Lieven upon this paper, to which I
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ohject., as no~ enabling HiR Majesty's Government to found upon it any negotiation
to settle the questions arising out of the Ukase, which have not got the better of these
difficulties; and I inclose yon tho copy of a letter which I have written to Count
Lieven, which explains my objection~ to the Russian "Memoire Confidentiel." This
question, then, stands exactly where it did. I have not been able to do anything
upon it.
I have, &o.
WELLINGTON.

[Inclosure 7.]

The Duke oj Wellington to Count Lieven.
VERONA, November 28, 1822•
. M. LECoMTE, Having considered the paper which your Excellency gave me last
night, on the part of his Excellency Count Nesselrocle, on the subject of our discussions on the Russian Uka!'e, I must inform you that I can not consent, on the part of
my Government, to found on that paper the negotiation for the settlement of the
question which has arisen between the two Governments on this subject.
We object to the ukase on two grounds: (1) That His Imperial Majesty assumes
thereby an exclusive sovereignty in North America, of which we are not prepared to
acknowledge the existence or the extent; upon this point, however, the memoir of
Count Nesselrode does afford the means of negotiation; and my government will be
ready to discuss it, either in London or St. Petersburg, whenever the state of the
discussions on the other question arising out of the ukase will allow of the discussion.
The second ground on which we object to the ukase is that His Imperial Majesty
thereby excludes from a certain considerable extent .of the open sea vesaels of other
nations. We contend that the assumption of this power is contrary to the law of
nations; and we can not found a negotiation upon a paper in which it is again
bmadly asserted. We contend that no power whatever can exclude another from
the use of the open sea; a power cau exclude itself from the navigation of a certain
coast, sea, etc., by its own act or engagement, but it can not by right be excluded
by another. This we consider as the law of nations; and we can not negotiate upon
a paper in which a right is asserted inconsistent with this principle.
I think, therefore, that the best mode of proceeding would be that you should state
your readiness to negotiate upon the whole subject, without restating the objectionable principle of the ukase which we can not admit.
I have, etc.
WELLINGTON.

[Tnclmmre 8.]

Tile Duke of Wellington to Mr. G. Canning.
V:rmoNA, November 29, 1822.
Sm: Since I wrote to yon yesterday I have had another conversation with the
Russian minister regarding the ukase. It is now settled that both the memor~ndums
which I inclosed to you should b~ considerecl as non avenus, and the Russian ambassador in London is to ad(}ress you a note in answer to that of the late Lord Londonderry, assuring you of the desire of the Emperor to negotiate with you upon the
whole qnestion of the Emperor's claims in North America, reserving them all if tlle
result of the negotiation should not be satisfactory to both parties.
This note will then put this matter in a train of negotiation, which is what was
wished.
I have, etc.,
WELLINGTON.

flnclosure 9.]

Count Lieven to Mr. G. Canning.
A la suite des declarations verbales que le Soussigne, Ambassadeur Extraordina:ire et Plenipotent~aire de ysa M~jeste l'Emp~reur de tontes les Russies, a fait~s au
Mm15tere de Sa MaJeste Bntanmque, le Calnnet de St. James a dft se convamcre
que sides objections s'etaient elevees contre le Reglement publie au nom d" SaMajest6

r
~;
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l'Empereur de toutes les Rnssies sons la date du 4 (lG) Septembre 1821, les mesures
nlterieures adoptees par Sa Majeste Imperiale ne laissent aucun doute sur la purete
de ses vues et sur le desir qu'elle aura toujonrs de concilier ses droits et ses interets
avec les interets et les droite des Puissances auxquelles l'unisseut les liens d'une
amitie veritable et d'une bienve1llance n3ciproque.
Avant de quitter V6rone, le Soussigneare.-;ul'ordrede donner an Gonvernement de
Sa Majest6 llritanniqne nne nouvelle preuve des dispositions coonnes de l'Empereur,
en proposant a son Excellence M. Canning, Principal Secr6taire d'.Btat de Sa Majesta
Br1tanniqne pour les A:ffa.ires :gtrangeres, sans que cette proposition pnisse porter
atteinte aux droits de Sa Majesto Imperiale, si elle n'est pas acceptee, qne de part et
d'autre la question de droit strict soit provisoirement 6cartee, et que tons les difforends anxqnels a donne lieu le Reglement dont il s'agit, s'applaoissent par nn armngement amical fonde sur le seul principe des convenances mutuelles et qui serait
negocie a St.-Petersbourg.
L'Emrereur se fiatte que Sir Charles Bagot ne tarderapoint a recevoir les pouvoirs
et les instructions necessaires a cet effet, et que la proposition du Sonssigne achevera
de demontrer au Gouvernement de Sa Majeste Britanniqne combien Sa Majeste Imperiale souhaite qu'aucnne divergence d'opinion ne puisse subsister entre Ja Russia
et la Grande-Bretagne, et que le plus parfait accord continue de presider a leurs relations.
Le Soussigne, etc.,
LIEVEN.
LONDRE81

le 19 (31) Janvier 1823.

[Inclosure 10.]

Mr. G. Canning to Si1· C. Bagot.
No. l.J

FOREIGN OFFICE:,

February 5, 1823.

~IR: With respect to my dispatch No. 5 of the 31st December last, transmitting to

your excellency the copy of an instruction addressed to the Duke of Wellington, as
well as a dispatch from his grace dated Verona, the 29th November last, both upon
the subject of the RuMsian ukase of September, 18~1, I have now to inclose to your
excellency the copy of a note which has been addre&led to me by Count Lieven, expressing His Imperial Majesty's wish to enter into some amicable arrangement for
bringing this subject to a satisfactory termination, and reqnesting that your excellency may be furnished with the necessary powers to enter into negotiation for that
purpose with His Imperial Majesty's ministers at St. Petert~burg.
I avail myself of the opportunity of a Russian courier (of whose departure Count
Lieven has only just apprised me) to send this note to your excellency, and to desire
that your excellency will pr~ceed to open the discussion with the Russian minister
upon the basis of the instruction to the Duke of Wellington.
I will not fail to transmit to your excellency fnll powers for the conclusion of an
agreement upon this suhject, by a messenger whom I will dispatch to you as soon as
I shall have collected any further information which it may be expedient to furnish
to your excellency, or to found any further instruction upon that may be necessary
for your guidance in this important negotiation.
I am, etc.,
GEO. CANNING.

[Inclosure ll.J

Mr. hJtall to Mr. G. Canning.-(Received Not•ember 24.)
SHIPOWNERS' SOCIETY, NEW BROAD STREET, November 19, 1823.
SIR: In the month of June last you were pleased to honor me with an interview
on the subject of the Russian ukase prohibiting foreign vessels from touching at or
approaching the Russian establishments along the northwest coast of America therein
mentioned, when you had the goodness to inform me that a representation had been
made to that government, and that yon had reason to believe that the ukase would
not be acted upon; and very shortly after this communication I was informed, on
what I considered undoubted authority, that the Russian Government had consented
to withdraw that unfounded pretension.
The committee of this society being about to make their annual report to the shipowners at large, it would be satisfactory to them to be able to state therein that official

been

a&l vices have been received from St. Petersburg that the ukase bad
annulled;
and should that be the case, I have to express the hope of the committee to be favored
with a communication from you to that efteot.
I have, etc.,
GEORGE LYALL,

Chairman of Shipowners' C(n"mittee.
flnclosnre 12. i

Lord F. Conyngham to Mr. Lyall.
FOREIGN OFFICE, November 26, 1823.
Sm: I am directed by Mr. Secretary Canning to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 19th instant, expressing a hope that the ukase of September, 1821, bad
been annulled.
Jrtr. Canning can not authorize me to state to yon in distinct terms that the ukase
baa been annulled, because the negotiation to which it gave rise is still pending, embracing as it does many points of great intricacy as well as importance.
But I am directed by Mr. Canning to acquaint you that orders have been sent out
by the court of St. Petersburg to their naval commanders calculated to prevent any
oollislon between Russian ships and those of other nations, and in effect snspendmg
the ukase of September, 1821.
lam, etc.,
F. CONYNGHAM.

(Inclosure 13.-Extract.l

•

Mr. G. Canning to Sir C. Bagot.

FOREIGN OFFICE, Jant14ry 20, 1824.
A lon~ period has elapsed since I gave your excellency reason to expect additiom.l
lnstruct1ons for your conduct in tb.e negotiation respecting the Russian ukase of
1821.
That expectation was held out in the belief that I should have to instruct yon to
combine your proceedings with those of the American minister, and the framing such
iDatrnotions was, of necessity, delayed until Mr. Rosh should be in possession of the
intentions of his Government upon the subject.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It remaius, therefore, only for me to direct your Excellency to resume your negotiation with the court of St. Petersborgh at the point at which it was suspended in
oonsequence of the expected accession of the United States, and to endeavor to bring
it as speedily as possible to an amicable and honorable conclusion.
1.'bequestious at issue between Great Britain and Russia are short and simple. The
Russian ukase contains two objectionable pretensions: ftr:;t, an extravagant assomp·
tion of maritime supremacy; secondly, an unwarranted claim of territorial dominion.
As to the first, the disavowal of Russia is, in substance, all that we could desire.
Nothin~ remains for negotiation on that head but to clothe that disavowal in precise
and satLSfactory terms. \Ve would much rather that those terms should be suggested
by Russia herself than have the air of pretending to dictate them. You will, therefore, request Count Nesselrode to furnish you with his notion of such a declaration
on this point as may be satisfactory to your Government. That declaration may be
made the preamble of the convention of limits.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

[Inclosuro 14.1

Mr. G. Can11ing to Sir C..Bagot.
No. 29.-Extract.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, Jt~ly 24, 1824.

The "projet" of a convention which is inclm~ed in my No. 26 ha.ving been communicated by me to Count Lieven, with a request that his excellency would note
uy pointe in it upon whioh he conceived any difficulty likely to aljise, or any expla-
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nation to be necessary, I have received from his excellency the memorandum a copy
of which iR herewith inclosed.
Your excellency will observe that there are but two points which have struck
Count Lieven as susceptible of any question; the first, the assumption of the base
of the mountains, instead of the summit, as the line of boundary; the second the extension of the right of navigation of the Pacific to the sea beyond Behring's Straits.

•
•
*
*
*
As to the second point, it is perhaps, as Count Lieven remarks, new. But it is to
be remarked, in return, that the circumstances under which this additional security
is required will be new also.
By the territorial demarcation agreed to in this '' pro,jet" Russia will become
possessed, in acknowledged sovereignty, of both sides of Behring's Straits.
The power which could think of making the Pacific a mare clausum may not unnaturally be supposed capable of a disposition to apply the same character to a strait
comprehended between two shores, of which it becomes the undisputed owner. But
the shutting up of Behring's Straits, or the power to shut them up hereafter, would
be a thing not to be tolerated by England.
Nor cou1'd we submit to be excluded, either positively or constructively, from a
sea in which the skill and science of our seamen has been and is still employed in
enterprises interesting not to this country alone bnt the whole civilized world.
The protection given by the convention to the American coasts of each power may
(if it is thought necessary) be extended in terms to the coasts of the Russian Asiatic
territory; but in some way or other, if not in the form now presented, the free navigation of Behring's Straits, and of the seas beyond them, must be secured to us.
[Inclosure 15.]

Mr. G. Canning to Mr. S. Canning.
No. I.-Extract.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, December 8, 1824.
His Majusty having been graciously pleased to name you his plenipotentiary for
concluding and signing with the Russian Government a convention for terminating
the discussions which have arisen out of the promulgation of the Russian ukase of
1821, and for settling the respective territorial claims of Great Britain and Russia on
the northwest coast of America, I have received His Majesty's commands to direct
you to repair to St. Petersburg for that purpose, and to furnish you with the necessary instructions for terminating the loug-protracted negotiation.
The correspondence which· has already passed upon this subject has been submitted to your perusal. And I inclose you a copy1. Of the "projet" whi<..-h Sir Charles Bagot was authorized to conclude an<l sign
some months ago, and which we had every reason to expect would have been entirely satisfactory to tho Russian Government.
2, Of a "contre-projet" drawn up by the Russian plenipotentiaries, and presented
to Sir Charles Bagot at their last meeting before Sir Charles Bagot's departure from
St. Pete1·sburg.
3. Of a dil;patch from Count Nesselrode, accompanying the transmission of the
"contre-projet '' to Count Lieven.
In that dispatch, and in certain marginal annotations upon the copy of the "projet/' are assigned the reasons of the alterations proposed by the Russian plenipotentiaries.
In considering the expediency of admitting or rejecting the proposed alterations,
it will be convenient to follow tho articles of the treaty in the order in which they
stand in the English "projet."
You will observe in the first place that it is proposed by the Russian plenipotentiaries entirely to change that order, and to transfer to the latter part of the instrument the article which has hitherto stood first in the" projet."
To that transposition we can not agree, for the very reason which Count Nesselrode
alleges in favor of it, viz, that the '' economie," or arrangement of the treaty, ought
to have reference to the history of the negotiation.
The whole negotiation grows out of the ukase of 1821.
So enthely and absolutely true is this proposition, that the settlement of the limits
of the respective possessions of Great Britain and Russia on the northwest coast of
America was proposed by us only as a mode of facilitating the adjustment of the difference arising from the ukase, by enabling the court of Russia, under cover of the
more comprehensive arrangement, to withdraw, with less appearance of concession,
the offensive pretensions of that edict.
·
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It is comparatively indifferent to ns whether we hasten or postpone all question•
respecting the limits of territorial possession on the cont.inent of America; but the
pretensions of the Russian ukase of 18.n to exclusive dominion over the Pacific could
not continue longer unrepealed without compelling us to take some measure of public ~d effectual remonstrance against it.
Yon will therefore take care, in the first instance, to repress any attempt to give
this change to the character of the negotiation; and will declare without reserve
that tho point to which alone the solicitude of the British Government and the jealousy of the British nation may attach any great importance is the doing away (in a
manner as little disagreeable to Russia as possible) of the effect of the ukase of 18-~1.
That this ukase ie not acted upon, and that instructions have been long ago sent
b:v the Russian Government to their cruisers in the Pacific to suspend the execution
ol its provisions, is true; bot a private disavowal of a published claim is no eecority
against the revival of that claim; the suspension of the execution of a principle
may be perfect!y compatible with the conth10ed maintenance of the principle itself,
and when we have seen in the course of this negotiation that the Ru88ian claim to
the possession of the coast of America down to latitude 590 rests, in fact, on no other
ground than the presumed acquiescence of the nations of Europe in the provisions
of an ukase published by the Emperor Paul in the year 1800, against which it is
affirmed that no public remonstrance was made, it becomes us to be exceedingly
careful that we do not, by a similar neglect on the present occasion, allow a similar
presumption to be raised as to an acquiescence in the ukase of 1821.
The right of the subjects of His Majesty to navigate freely in the Pacific can not
be held as matter of indulgence from any power. HaTing once bee{l publicly questioned, it must be publicly acknowledged.
We do not desire that any distinct reference should be made to the ukase of 1821;
but we do feel it necessary that the statement uf our right should be clear and positive, and that it should stand forth in the convention in tho placo which properly
belongs to it. as a plain and substantive stipulation, and not be brought in as an incidental consequence of other arrangements to which we attach comparatively little
importance.
This stipulation stands in the front of the convention concluded between Russia
and the United States of America; and we see no reason why, upon similar claims,
we should not obtain exactly the like satisfaction.
For reasons of the same nature we can not consent that the liberty of navigation
through Behring's Straits should be stated in the treaty as a boon from Russia.
The tendency of such a statement would be to give countenance to those claims of
exclusive jurisdiction against which we, on our own behalf and on that of the whole
civilized world, protest.
No specification of this sort is found in the convention with the United States of
America; and yet it can not be doubted that the Americans consider themselves as
secured in the right of navigating Behring's Straits and the sea beyond them.
It can not be expected that England should receive as a boon that which the United
States bold as a right so unquestionable as not to be worth recording.
Perhaps the simplest course, after all, will be to substitute, 1or all that part of the
"projet" and "contre-projet" which relates to maritime rights, and to navigation, the
first two articles of the convention already concluded by the court of St. Petersburg
with the United States of America, in the order in which they stand in that convention.
Russia can not mean to give to the United States of America what she withholds
from us, nor to withhold from us anything that she has consented to give to the
United States.
The uniformity of stipulations in pari materid gives clearness and force to both
arangements, and will establish that footing of eq nali ty bot ween t be several contracting parties which it is most desirable should exist hetween three powers whose interests come so nearly in contact with each other in a part of the globe in which no
o£her power is concerned.
·
This, therefore, is what I am to instruct you to propose at once to the Russian
minister as cutting short an otherwise inconvenient discussion.
This expedient will dispose of Article I of the "Projet," and of Articles V and VI
of the " Contre-Projet."
Tbe next articles relate to the territorial demarcation .

•

•

•

•

With regard to too port of Sitka or New Archangel, the o:ffer came originally from
Russia, but we are not disposed to object to the restriction which she now applies to it.
We are content that the port shall be open to us for ten years, provided only that
if any other nation obtains a more extended term, the like term shall be extended to
us also.
·
We are content also to assign the period of ten yeare for t"M reciprocal libert7 of
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access and commerce with each other's territories, which stipulation may be bes1
stated precisely in the terms of Article IV of the American convention.
These, I think, are the only points in which alterations are required by Russia,
and we have no other to propose.
A "projet,'' such as it wilt stand according the observations of this dispatch, ill
inclosed, which yon will understand as .furnished to you as a guide for Lhe drawing
up of the convention; but not as prescribing the precise form of words, nor fettering
your discretion as to any alterations, not varying from the substance of these instructions.
It will, of course, strike the Russian plenipotentiaries that by the adoption of the
American article x·especting navigation, etc., the provision for an exclusive fishery
of two leagues from the coasts of our rPspective pos11essions falls to the ground.
But the omission is, in tl'uth, immatsrial. The law of nations assigns the exclusive sovereignty of one league to each power off its own coasts, without any specific
stipulation, and though Sir Charles Bagot was authorized to sign the convention
with the specific stipulation of two leagues,. in ignorance of what had been decid~d
in the American convention at the time, yet, after that convention has been some
months before the world, and after the opportunity of reconsideration has been
forced upon ns by the act of Ru~:~sia herself, we can not now consent, in negotiating
de novo, to a stipulation which, while it is absolutely unimportant to any practicail
good, would appear to establish a contract between the United States and us to our
disadvantage.
Count Nesselrode himself has frankly admitted that it was natural that we should
expect, and reasonable that we should receive, at the hands of Russia, equal measure in all respects with the United States of America.
It remains only, in recapitulation, to remind you of the origin and principles of
this whole negotiation.
It is not, on -our part, essentially a negotiation about limits. It is a demand of the
repeal of an offt~nsive and unjustifiable arrogation of exclnsive jnrisdiction over an
ocean of unmeasured extent; but a demand qualified and mitigated in its manner,
iu order that its justice may be acknowledged and satisfied without soreness or
htumliation on the part of Russia.
We negotiate about territory to cover the remonstrance upon principle.
But any attempt to take uudue advantage of this voluntary facility we must oppose.
If the present "projet" is agreeable to Russia, we are ready to conclude and sign
the treaty. If the territorial arrangements are not satisfactory, we are ready to
postpone them, and to conclude and sign the essential part-that which relates to
navigation alone, adding an article stipulating to negotiate about territorial limits
hereafter.
But we are not prepared to defer any longer the settlement of that essential part
of the queRtion; and if Russia will neither sign the whole convention nor that essen·
tial part of it, she must not take it amiss that we resort to some mode of recording, in
the face of the world, our protest against the pretensions of the ukase of 1821, and of
etl'ectually securing ~ur own interests against the possibility of its future operations.

Llnclosure 16.]

Mr. S. Canning to M1'. G. Canning.-(Receit,ed Mm·ch 21.)
No.15.

~T. PETl<~RSBURG, February 17 (March 1), 1825.
SIR: By the messenger Latchford I have the honor to send yon the accompanying
convention between His Majesty and the Emperor of Russia respecting the Pacific
Ocean and north west coast of America, which, according to your instructions, I concluded and signed last night with the Russian plenipotentiaries.
The alterations which, at their instance, I have admitted into the "projet," such
as I presented it to them at first, will be found, I conceive, to be in strict conformity
with the spirit and su ustance of His Majesty's commands. The order of t.he two main
subjects of our negotiation, as stated in the preamble of the convention, is preserved
in the articles of that instrument. The line of demarcation along the strip ofland
on the northwest coast of America, assigned to Russia, is laid uown in the convention
agreeably to your directions, notwithstanding some difficulties raised on this point,
as well as on that which regards the order of the articles, by the Russian plenipotentiaries.
The instance in which yon will perceive that I have most availed myself of the
latitude a1fonle!l hy your instructions to bring the negotiation to a sat.isfactory and
prompt conclusion is the division of the third article of the new '' 11rojet," as it stood

ori1gi~~s of the convention prepared for His Majesty's GoVenm- ate
~
ipotentiaries, I propose to leave one of them with Mr. Ward I'
arclu ves
the embassy.
I have, eto.,

STRATFORD CANNING.

Bir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHINGTON, November 18, 1890. (Received November 20.)
Sm: I have the honor, in accordance with instructions which I have
-1'91~I~I7e<l from Her Majesty's principal secretary of state for foreign
communicate to you the ~mpanying notice which bas been
r;~~rtlliie~kin the London Gazette of the 4th instant, procl3fming the
-~~ate of Her Majesty o.ver the dominiODa of the Sultanate of.
.-.~zi-t;NU" SPt~ltle<l therein.
mn'lilfllWO notification has been addressed by Ht:'r Majesty's Governtttaaellt to the otlier powers who were parties to the act of Berlin.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P .A.UNCEFOTE.

[Inclosure.]

Extract from the London Gazette of Tuesday, November 4, 1890.
FOREIGN OFFICE, November 4, 1890.
is hereby DDtified, for public information, that in pursuance of an agreement
Suitan of Zanzibar, the dominions of his highness are placed nnder the
~;91~t,eo1tor111tte of Her Britannic .Majesty.
~-'-~r~~1roteot;or1:.te comprises the territory recognized as belonging to his highn888
...""''· .. , .....,,..... of agreement between Great B •t.a·n and Germany, recot:ded in the
UCJe;b'OilD his exc£>llency Vonnt Hatzfeldt of L _, ~9th October, 1886, and m the note
..... ........... the Earl of lddesleigh of the 1st November following, with the exception of
territorrlying to the sonth of the river Umba on the island of .Mafia, and of the
•UIUJlata of Brava, Merka, Magadisho, and Warksheikb.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 17, 1890.
SIR: Your note of August 12, which I acknowledged on the 1st of
September, inclosed a copy of a dispatch from the Marquis of Salisbury, dated August 2, in reply to my note of June 30.
The considerations advanced by His Lordship have received the careful attention of the President, and I am instructed to insist upon the
correctness and validity of the position which has been earnestly advocated by the Government of the United States, in defense of .American rights in the Behring Sea.
Legal and diplomatic questions, apparently complicated, are often
found, after prolonged discussion, to depend on the settlement of a
single point. Such, in the judgment of the President, is the position
in which the United States and Great Britain find themselves in the
pending controversy touching the true construction of tne RussoAmerican and Anglo-Russian treaties of 1824 and 1825. Great Britain
contends that the phrase "Pacific Ocean," as used in the treaties, was
intended to include, and does include, the body of water which is now
known as the Behring Sea. The United States contends that the Behring Sea was not mentioned, or even referred to, in either treaty, and
was in no sense included in the phrase " Pacific Ocean." If Great
Britain can maintain her position that the Behring Sea at the time of
the treaties with Russia of 1824 and 1825 was included in the Pacific
Ocean, the Government of the United States has no well-grounded
complaint against her. If, on the other hand, this Government can
prove beyond all doubt that the Behring Sea, at the date of the treaties,
was understood by the three signatory Powers to be a separate body
of water, and was not included in the phrase "Pacific Ocean," then the
American case against Great Britain is complete and undeniable.
The disputu prominently involves the meaning of the phrase" northwest coast," or "northwest coast of America." Lord Salisbury assumes
that the "northwest coast" has but one meaning, and that it includes
the whole coast stretching northward to the Behring Straits. The contention of this Government is that by long prescription the "northwest
coast" means the coast of the Pacific Ocean, south of the Alaskan Peninsula, or south of the sixtieth parallel of north latitude; or, to define
it still more accurately, the coast, from the northern border of the Spanish possessions, ceded to the United States in 1819, to the point where
the Spanish claims met the claims of Russia, viz, from 420 to 600 north
latitude. The Russian authorities for a long time assumed that 590 30'
was the exact point of latitude, but subsequent adj~stments fixed it at
6oo. The phrase" northwest coast," or" northwest coast of America,"
bas been well known and widely recognized in popular usage in England
and America from the date of the first trading to that coast, about 1784.•
So absolute bas been this prescription that the distinguished historian
Hubert Howe Bancroft has written an accurate history of the northwest
coast, which, at different times, during a period Qf seventy-five years,
was the scene of important contests between at least four great powers.
To render the understanding explicit, Mr. Bancroft has illustrated the
northwest coast by a carefully prepared map. The map will be found to
include precisely the area which has been steadily maintained by this
Government in the pending discussion. (For map, see opposite page.)
• The same designation obtained in Europe. As early as 1803, in a map published
by the Geographic Institute at Weimar, the coast from Columbia River (49°) to Cape
Elizabeth (60°) is designated as the "N6ril West Kusto."
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The phrase ''northwest coast of America" has not infrequently been
used simply as the synonym of the •' north west coast," but it has also
been used in another sense as including the American coast of the Uussian possessions as far northward as the straits of Behring. Confusion
has sometimes arisen in the use of the phrase "northwest coast of
America," but the true meaning can always be determined by reference
to the context.
The treaty between the United States and Russia was concluded on
the 17th of April, 1824, and that between Great Britain and Russia was
concluded February 28, 1825. The full and accurate text of lwth treaties
will be found in inclosure A. The treaty between the United States and
Hussia is first in the order of time, but I shall consider both treaties
together. I quote the first articles of each treaty, for, to all intents and
purposes, they are identical in meaning, though differing somewhat in
phrase.
The first article in the American treaty is as follows:
ARTICLE I. It is agreed that, in any part of the great ocean, commonly called the
Pacific Ocean or South Sea, the respective citizens or subjects of the high contracting
powers shall be neither disturbed nor restrained, either inuavigation or in fishing, or
in the power of resorting to the coasts, upon points which may not already have been
occupied, for the pmpose of trading with the natives, saving always the rest:dctions
and couditions determined by the following articles.

The first article in the British treaty is as follows:
I. It is agreed that the respective subjects of the high contracting parties
shall not be troubled or molested, in any part of the ocean, commonly called the Pacific Ocean, either in navigating the same, in fishing therein, or in landing at such
parts of the coast as shall not have been already occupied, in order to trade with the
uatives, under the restrictions and conditions specified in the following articles.
ARTICLE

Lord Salisbury con tends thatThe Russiatt Govm·nment had no idea of any distinction between Be1u·ing Sea and the Pacific Ocean, tvhich latter they considered as ·reaching southwm·dj1·ont Beh1·ing St1·aits. Nor
throughout the whole of the subsequent correspondence is there any referenc" whatever on either side to any distinctive name for Behring's Sea, or any intimation that it
could be considered otherwise than as forming an integral part of the Pacific Ocean.

The Government of the United States cordially agrees with Lord
Salisbury's statement that throughout the whole correspondence connected with the formation of the treaties there was no reference whatever by either side to any distinctive name for Behring Sea, and for the
very simple reason which I have already indicated, that the negotiation had no reference whatever to the Behring Sea, but was entirely
confined to a "strip of land" on the northwest coast and the waters of
the Pacific Ocean adjacent thereto. For future reference I call special
attention to the phrase "strip of land."
I venture to remind Lord Salisbury of the fact that Bebring Sea was,
at the time referred to, the recognized name in some quarters, and so
appeared on many authentic maps several years before the treaties were
negotiated. But, as I mentioned in my note of June 30, the same sea
bad been presented as a body of water separate from the Pacific Ocean
for a long period prior to 1825. Many names had been applied to it,
but the one most frequently used and most widely rt=>cognized was the
Sea of Kamschatka. English statesmen of the period when the treaties
were negotiated had complete knowledge of all the geographical points
involved. They knew that on the map published in 1784 to illustrate
the voyages of the most eminent English navigator of the eighteenth
century the "Sea of Kamschatka" appeared in absolute contradistinc-
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' tion to the ''Great South Sea" or the Pacific Ocean. And the map, as
Rhown by the words on its margin, was "prepared by Lieut. Henry
Uoberts under the immediate inspection of Captain Cook."
Twenty years before Captain Cook's map appeared, the London
Magazine contained a map on which the Sea of Kamschatka was conspicuously engraved. At a still earlier date-even as far back as 1732Gvosdef, surveyor of the Hussian expedition of Shestakof in 1730 (who,
even before Behring, sighted the land of the American continent), published the sea as bearing the name of Kamschatka. Muller, who was
historian and geographer of the second expedition of Behring in 17 41,
designated it as the Sea of Kamschatka, in his map published in 1761.
I inclose a list of a large proportion of the most autht·ntic maps
publi~:;hed during the ninety years prior to 18~5 in Great Britain, in the
United States, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Germany, and Russiain all105 maps-on every one of which the body of water now known as
Behring Sea was plainly distinguished by a name separate from the
Pacific Ocean. On the great majority it is named the Sea of Kamschatka, a few use the name of Behring, while ~:;everal other designations are used. The whole number, aggregating, as they did~ the opinion of a large part of the civilized world, distinguished the sea, no
matter under what name, as altogether separate from the Pacific Ocean.
(See inclosure B.)
Is it,possible, that with this great cloud of witnesses before the eyes
of Mr. Adams and Mr. George Canning, attesting the existence of the
Sea of Kamschatka, they would simply include it in the phrase ~' Pacific Ocean" and make no allusion whatever to it as a separate st:>a,
when it was known by almost ev·ery educated. man in Europe and
America to have been so designated numberless times¥ Is it possible
that Mr. Canning and Mr. Adams, both educated in the Common Law,
could believe that they were acquiring for the United States and Great
Britain the enormous rights inherent in the Sea of Kamschatka without the slightest reference to that sea or without any description of its
metes and bounds, when neither of them would have paid for a village
bouse lot unless the deed for it should recite every fact and feature
necessary for the identification of the lot against any other piece of
ground on the surface of the globe Y When we contemplate the minute
particularity, the tedious verbiage, the duplications and the reduplications employed to secure unmistakable plainness in framing treaties,
it is impossilJle to conceive that a fact of this great magnitude could
have been omitted from the instructions written by 1\Ir. Adams and
Mr. G. Oanning, as secretaries for foreign affairs in their respective
countries-impossible that such a fact could have escaped the notice of
Mr. Middleton and Count Nesselrode, of Mr. Stratford Canning and
Mr. Poletica, who were the negotiators of the two treaties. It is impossible, that in the Anglo-Russian treaty Count Nt:>sselrode, Mr. Stratford Canning, and Mr. Poletica could have taken sixteen lines to recite
the titles and honors they had received from their respective sovereigns,
and not even suggest tbe insertion of one line, or even word, to ~ecure
so valuable a grant to England as the full freedom of the Behring
Sea.
There is another argument of great weight against the assumption of
Lord Salisbury that the phrase '' Pacific Ocean," as used in the first
article of both the American and British treaties, was intended to include the waters of the Behring Sea. It is true that by the treaties with

the United States and Great Britain, Rnssia practically withdrew the
operation of the Ukase of 1821 from the waters of the northwest coast
on tbe Pacific Ocea11, bnt the proof is conclusive that it was left in full
force over the waters of the Behring Sea. Lord Salisbury can not hal""e
ascertained the value of the Behring Sea to Russia, when he assumed
that in the treaties of 1824 and 1825 the Imperial Government had, by
mere inclusion in another phrase, with apparent carelessness, thrown
open all th~ resources alld all the wealth of those waters to the citizens
of the United Sta sand to the subjects of Great Britain.
Lord Salishury has perhaps not thought it worth while to make any
examination of the money value of Alaska and the waters of the Beh·
ring Sea at the time the treaties were negotiated and in the succeeding
rs. The first period of the Russian-American Company's operations
had olosed before the Ukase of 1821 was issued. Its aftairs were kept
ret for a long time, but are now accurately known. The money adced for the capital stock of the Company at its opening in 1799
anrounted to 1,238, 746 rubles. The gross sales of furs and skins by the
company at Kodiak and Canton from that date np to 1820 amounted to
~0,02'4,698 rubles. The net profit was 7,685,000 rubles for the twentyone years-over 620 per cent. for the whole period, or nearly 30 per cent.
per annum.
Reviewing these facts, Bancroft, in his "Hi~ tory of Alaska," a standard work of exhaustive research, says:
We find this powerful mo-nopoly firmly established in the favor of the Imperial Gov·
ernment, many nobl~s of high rank and several members of the Royal family being
among the share· holders.

And yet Lord Salisbury evidently supposes that a large amount of
ealth was carelessly thrown away by the Roy~l family the nobles, the
courtiers, the capitalists, and the speculators of St. Petersburg in a
p rase which merged the Behring Sea in the Pacific Ocean. ~rhat it
as not thrown away is shown by the transactions of the Company for
the next twenty years!
The second period of the Russian-American Company began in 1821
and ended in 1841. Within that time the gross reve~ues of the company exceeded 61,000,000 rubles. Besides paying all expenses and all
taxes, the company largely increased the origina~ capital and divi<led
8,500,000 rubles among the share-holders. These dividends and the increase of the stock showed a profit on the original capital of 55 per cent.
per annum for the whole twenty years-a great increase over the first
period. It must not be forgotten that during sixteen of these twenty
years of constantly increasing profits, the treaties, which, according to
Lord Salisbury, gave to Great Britain al1d the United States equal
rights with Russia in the Behring Sea, were in full force.
The proceedings which took place when the second period of the
Bossian-American Company was at an end are thus described in Bancroft's "History of Alaska:"
• " • "In the vafiety and extent of its operations," declare the members of the
1.-npel'ial Con neil, "no other company can compare with it. In addition to Qo commercial and industrial monopoly, the Government has invested it with a portion of its
own powers in governing the vast and distant territory over which it now holds control. A change in this system would now he of doubtful benefit. To open our ports
to aZZ hunt6f'B promiBCUOU3ly would be a death blow to the fur trade, w llile the Government,
having transferred to the company the control of the colonies, could not now resnme
it withont great erpense and trouble, and would have t.o create new financial reeources for such a purpose,"
.
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The Imperial Council, it win be seen, did 110t hesitate to call the
llnssiau-American Company a monopoly, which it could not have been
if Lord Salisbury's construction of tile treaty was correct. ~or did the
Couneil feel any doubt that to open the ports of the Behring Sea H to all
hunters promiscuously would be a death blow to the fur trade."
Bancroft says further:
* * * This opinion of the Imperial Council, together with a charter rl<'fining
the privileges and duties of the company, was d<>livcred to the Czar and received his
~iguature on the 11th of October, lr<4~.
The new charter did not di1fer in its main
features from that of 11321, thongh tLe boundary was, of conrse, cl1anged in accordance with the English and American treaties. None of the company's rights were
curtailed, and the additional privikges were granted of trading with certain ports
in China and of shipping tea direct from China to St. Petersburg.

The H.ussian-American compauy was thus chartered for a third period
of twenty years, and at the end of the time it was found that the gross
receipts amounted to 75,770,000 rubles, a minor part of it from the tea
trade. The expenses of administration were very large. The share·
holders received dividends to the amount of 10,210,000 rubles-about
900 per cent. for the whole period, or 45 per cent. per annum on the
origiual capital. At the time the third period closed, in 1862, the Russian Government saw an opportunity to sell Alaska, and refused to
continue the charter of the company. Agents of the United States had
initiated negotiations for the transfer of Alaska as early as 1859. The
company continued, practically, however, to exercise its monopoly until
1867, when Alaska was sold by Hussia to the United States. The enormous profits of tile Rn~:~siau-American Uornpauy in the fur trade of the
Behring Sea continued nuder tlle Hussian flag for more Ehan forty years
after the treaties of 1824: and 1825 had been concluded. And set Lord
Salisbury contends that during tllis Jmag period of exceptional profits
from the fur trade Great Britain and the Unit~d States had as good a
right as H.ussia to take part in these higllly lucrative ventures.
American and English ships in goodly numbers during this whole
period annually visited and traded on the North weRt coast on the Paeitic Om'an. And yet, of all these vessels of the Unit('d States and
Great Britaiu, uot one ever sought to disturb the fur fisheries of the
Bt>hring Sea or along its coasts, either of the continent or of the islands.
So far as known, it is believed that neither American nor English ships
ever attempted to take one fur seal at tile Ptibylofl' Islands or in the
open waters of the Behring Sea during that period. The 100-mile limit
was for the preservation of all these fur auimals, and this limit was
observed for that purpose by all tbe maritime nations that sent vessels
to the Behring waters.
Can any one believe it to be possible t.hat the maritime; ad venturous,
gain-loving people of the Uuite<l States all(l of Great Britain could have
bad such a11 inviting field open to tbem for forty _years all(l ;yet not one
ship of either natiou euter the Behring Sea to compete with the Hussiau-American Company for the inordinate profits whieh Jwd flowed so
steadily aud for so long a period into their treasury from 1he fur trade f
1:'he fact that the ships of both nations refrained, during that long
period, from taking a single fur seal inside the shores of that sea is a
presumption of their lack of right and their recognized disability so
strong that, independently of all other arguments, it requires the most
authentic and convincing evidence to rebut it. That English ships did
110t enter the Bel1ring Sea to take part in the catching of seals is not
all that can be said. Her acquiescence in Russia's power over the seal
F R
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fisheries was so complete that during the forty sears ofHussia's supremacy in the llellring Sea (that followed the treaties of 1824-'25) it is uot
belie,·ed that Great Britain even maue a protest, verbal or written,
against what Bancroft describes as the '' Hussian monopoly."
A certain degree of confusion and disorganization in the form of the
goyernmeut that had existed in Alaska was the inevitable accompaniment of the trausfer of soverei!{nty to the United States. Tlle American title was not made complete until the money, specified as the price
in tlle treaty, had been appropriated by Congress and paid to the RusRian minister by tlle Executive Department of the Government of the
United States. This was effected in the latter half of the year 18ti8.
The acquired sovereignty of ~.:\.Iaska carried with it by treaty "aJl the
rights, franchises, and privileges" which had belonged to Uussia. A
little more than a year after the acquisition, the Uuited States transferred certain rights to the Alaska Commercial Oompany over the seal
fisheries of Behring Sea for a period of twenty years. Russia had given
the same rights (besides rigl.lts of still larger scope) to the RussianAmerican Company for three periods of twenty years each, without a
protest from the British Government, without a single interference from
British ships. For these reasons this Go\ernment agaiu insists that
Great Britain and the United States recognized, respected, and o~eyed
the authority of Russia in the Behr·ing Sea; and did it for more than
forty years after the treaties with Russia were negotiated. It still remains for England to explain why she persistently violates the same
rights when transferred to the ownership of the United States.

The second article of the American treaty is as follows:
ARTICLE II. With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fishing ex9rcised upon. the Groat Ocean by the citi7.ens and subjects of the high contracting
powers from becoming the pretext for an illicit trade, it is ngreed that the citizens of
the United States shall not resort to any point where there is a Russian estabhshmont,
without tho permission of the governor or co.11mander; and that, reciprocally, the
sub;jects of Russia sllall not resort, wHhout permission, to any establishment of the
United States upon the uorthwest coast.

The second article of the British treaty is as follows:
II. In order to prevent the right of navigatiOn and fishing, exercised
upon the Ocean by tbe subjects of the high contracting parties, from becoming the
pretext for an illicit commerce, it is agreed that the suhjects of His Britannic Majesty shall not land at any place where tllere may be a Unssian establishment, without
the permission of the governor or commandant; and, on the other baud, the Russian
snhjectH shall not land, without permission, at any British establishment on the
Northwest coast.
ARTICLE

In the second articles of the treaties it is recognized that both the
United States and Great Bri1 ain have establishments on the "northwest
coast," and, as neither country ever claimed any territory north of the
sixtieth parallel of latitude, we necessarily have the meaning of the
northwest coast significantly defined in exact accordance with the
American contention.
An argument, altogether historical in its character, is of great and,
I think, coaclusive force touching this question. It will be remembered
that the treaty of October 20, 1818, betwe.en the United States and
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of topics, among others, in artiele 3,

It is agreed, that any conn try that may be claimed hy either party on the northwe~:>t
coast of America, westward of tile Stony Mountains, shall, together with itH harbors,
bays, and creeks, and the navigation of all rivers within the same, be free and opnn,
for the term of ten years from the <late of the signature of the present conYention, to the vessels, citizens, and sub.iects of the two powers; it being nnderstootl, that this
agreement is not to be construed to the pre.indice of any claim, which either of the
two high contracting parties may have to any part of the said country, nor shaJl it
be taken to affect the claims of any other power or state to any part of the said conntry; the only ob.iect of the high contracting parties, in that respect, being to prevent
disputes and differences amongst themselves. •

While tllis article placed upon a common basis for ten years the rights
of Great Britain and America on the north west coast, it made no adjustment of the claims of Russia on the north, or of Spain on the soutll,
which are referred to in the article as "any otller power or state."
Russia had claimed down to latitude 550 under the Ukase of 1790.
Spain bad claimed indefinitely northward from tlle forty-second parallel of latitude. But all the Spanish claims hacl been transferred to
the United States by tile treaty of 1819, and Hussia bad been so quiet
until the Ukase of 1821 that no conflict was feared. But after that
Ukase a settlement, either permanent or temporary, was imperatively
demanded.
The proposition made by Mr. Adams which I now quote shows, I
think, beyond all doubt, that the dispute was wholly touching the northwest coast on the Pacific Ocean. I make the following quotation from
Mr. Adams' instruction to 1\fr. :Middleton, our Minister at St. Peterslmrg, on the 22d of July, 1823:
By the treaty of the 22<1 of February, Hll9, with Spain the United States acquired
all the rights of Spain nortb of latitude 42° ; and by the third a1·ticle of the com·ention between the United States and Great Britain of the 20th of October, lSlt!, it was
agreed th:1t any country that might be cla.imetlby either party on the Northwest co:u;t
of America, westward of the Stony Mountains, should, together with its harbors, bays,
and crcel{s, and the navigation of all rivers within the same, be free and open, fur
the term of ten years from that date, to the vessels, citizens, and subjects of the two
powers, without prejudice to the claims of either party or of any other state.
Yott arc authorized to propose an article of the samtJ impo1·t t'or a term of ten ycm·s frou~
the signature of a joint conrcntion between the United Stales, Great B1·itain, and Bus~>ia.

Instructions of the same purport were setit by the same mail to Mr.
Rush, our 1\iinister at London, in order that tlle proposition sllould be
completely understood by each of the tbrre Powers. The confident presumption was that this proposition would, as a temporary settlement,
be acceptable to all parties. But before there was time for full consid·
eration of the proposition, either by Russia or Great Britain, President
:Monroe, in December, 1823, proclaimed his famous doctrine of excluding future European colonies from this continent.. Its effect on all
European nations holuing unsettled or disputed claims to territory, was
to create a desire for prompt settlement, so that each Power could be
assured of its own, without the trouble or cost of further defending it.
Great Britain was already entangled with the United States on the
southern side of her claims on the northwest coast. That agreement she
must adhere to, but she was wholly unwilling to postpone a definiteunderstanding with Hussia as to the northern limit of her claims on the
northwest coast. Hence a permanent treaty was desired, and in both
treaties the "ten-year" feature was recognized~in the seventh article
of the British treaty and in the fourth article of the American treaty.
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seen tbnt the sixtieth degree of north lntitmle strikes straight across Behring's Sea,
leaving by far the larger and more important part of it to the south; so that I confess
it appears to me that by no copceivnblo construction of hi~ words can Mr. Middleton
be supposed to have excepted that sea from thos~ which he declared to be free.

If His Lordship bad examined his map somewhat more closely, be
would have found my statement Jitera y correct. "Vhen Mr. Middleton referred to "the continent of .America between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees of north latitude," it was impossiule that he could have
referred to the coast of Behring Sea., for the very simple reason that
the fiftieth degree of latitude is altogether south of the Behring Sea.
The fact that the sixtieth parallel "strikes straight across the Behring
Sea" has no more pertinence to this discussion than if His Lordship
had remarked that the same parallel passes through the s~a of Okhotsk,
which lies to the west of Behring Sea, just as the arm of the North Pacific lies to the east of it. Mr. Middleton was denying Russia's dominion upon a continuous line of coast upon the continent between two
specified points and over the waters washing that coast. There is
such a continuous line of coast between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees
on the Pacific Ocean; but there is no such line of coast on the Behring
Sea, even if you measure from the southernmost isl~nd of the Aleutian
chain. In a word, the argument of Lord Salisbury on this point is
based upon a geographical impossibility. [See illustrative map on
opposite page. J
But, if there could be any doubt left as to what coast and to what
waters .Mr. Middleton referred, an analysis of the last paragraph of the
fourth protocol will dispel that doubt. When Mr. Middleton declared
that'' the United States have exercised naviga'Mon in the seas, and commerce
upon the coasts, above mentioned, from tlte time of their independence," he
makes the same declaration that bad been previously made by Mr•
.Adams. That declaration could only refer to the northwest coast as I
have described it, or, as Mr. Middleton phrases it, "the continent of
America between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees of north latitude."
Even His Lordship would not dispute the fact that it was upon this
coast and in the waters washing it that the United States and Great
Britain bad exercised free navigation and commerce continuously since
1784. By no possibility could that navigation and commerce have been
in the Behring :5ea. .l\1r.l\fiddleton, a close student of history, and experienced in diplomacy, could not have declared that the United States
had "exercised navigation" in the Behring Sea, and "commerce upon
its coasts," from tiLe time of their independence. As matter of history,
there was no trade and no navigation (except the navigation of explor.:
ers) by the United States and Great Britain in the Behring Sea in1784,
or even at the time these treaties were negotiated.
Captain Cook's voyage of exploration and discovery through the
waters of that sea was completed at the close of the year 1778, and his
''Voyage to the Pacific Ocean" was not published in Lor~lon until five
year~ after hiR death, which occurred at the Sandwich linands on the
14th of February, 1779. The Pribylofl' Islands were first discovered,
one in 1786 and the other in 1787. Seals were taken there for a few
years afterwards by the Lebedef Company, of Hussia, subsequently
consolidated into the Russian·American Company; but the taking of
seals on those islands was then discontinued by the Russians until1803,
when it was resumed by the Hussian·American Company.
At the time these treaties were negotiated there was only one settlement, and that of l~ussians, on the shores of the Behring ~ea, and the
only trading vessels which bad entered that sea were the vessels of the
Russia.n Fur Company. Exploring expeditions had, of course, entered.
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It is evident, therefore, without further statement, that neither the
vessels of the United States nor of Great Briiain nor of any other
power than Russia had traded on the shores of Behring Sea prior to
the negotiations of these treaties. No more convincing proof could ·be
adduced that these treaties had reference solely to the waters and coasts
-of the continent south of thA .L.\laskan peninsula-simply the "Pacific
Ocean" and the " north west coast" named in the treaties.
The third article of the British treaty, as printed in the British State
papers, is as follows:
~
The line of demarlmtion between the possessions of the high contracting parties,
upon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the northwest, shall
be drawn in the manner following:
Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales Island,
which point lies in the parallel of 54° 40' north latitude, and between the one bun~
dred and thirty-first and the one hundred and thirty-third degree of west longitude
(meridian of Greenwich), the sairlline shall ascend to the north along the channel
called Portland Channel, as far as_the point of the continent where it strikes the fiftysixth degree of north latitude; from this last-mentioned point, the line of demarkation shall follow the summit of the mountains situated parallel to the coast, as far as
the point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude
(of the same meridian); and, finally, from the saicl. point of intersection the said
meridian line of the one hundred and forty-first degree, in its prolongation as far as
the Frozen Ocean, shall form the limit between the Russian and the British possessions on the continent of America to the northwest.

It will be observed that this article explicitly delimits the boundary
between British America and the Russian possessions. This delimitation is in minute detail from 540 40' to the northern terminus of the
coast known as the northwest coast. When the boundary line reaches
that point (opposite GOO north latitude) where it intersects tlle one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude, all particularity of description ceases. From that point it is projected directly northward for
600 or 700 miles without any reference to coast line, without any reference to points of discovery or occupation (for there were none in that
interior country), but simply on a longitudinal line as far north as the
Fruzen or Arctic Ocean.
What more "striking interpretation of the treaty could there be than
this boundary line itself~ It could not be clearer if the British negotiators had been recorded as saying to the Hussian negotiators:
"Here is the northwest coast to which we have disputed your claimsfrom the fifty-first to the sixtieth degree of north latitude. We will
not, in any event, admit your right south of 540 40'. From 54° 40' to
the point of junction with the one hundred and forty-first degree of
west l~mgitude we will agree to your posses~ion of the coast. That will
cover the dispute between us. As to th·e body of the continent above
the point of intersection at the one hundred and forty-first degree of
longitude, we know nothing, nor do you. It i~ a vast unexplored wilderness. We have no settlements there, and you have noue. We
have, therefore, no conflicting interests with your Government. The
simplest division of that territory is to accept the prolongation of the
one hundred and forty-first degree of longitude to the Arctic Ocean as
the boundary. East of it the territory shall be British. West of it
the territory shall be Russian."
And it was so finally settled.
Article 4 of the Anglo-H.ussian treaty is as follows:
With reference tq the line of demarkation laid down in the preceding article it is
understood:
:First. That the island called Prince of Wales Island shall belong wholly to Russia..
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Second. That wherever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction
parallel to the coast, from the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude to the point of intersection of the one hundrecl and forty-first degree of west longitude, shall prove to
be at the distance of more tllan 10 marine leag 1es from the ocean, the limit between
the B~itish possessions and tlle line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above
mentioned, shall be formed by ''a line parallel to the windin~s of the coast, and which
shall never exceed the distance of 10 mariqe leagues therefrom."

The evident design of this article was to make certain and definite
the boundary line along the line of coast, should there be any doubt as
to that line as laid down in article 3. It provided that the boundary
line, following the windings of the coast, should never be more than ten
marine leagues therefrom.
The fifth article of the treaty between Great Britain and Hussia rea.ds
thus:
It is moreover agreed, that no establishment sllall be formed by either of the two
parties within the limits assigned by the two preceding articles to thf'l possessions
, of the other. Consequently, British subJects shall not form any establishment either
upon the coast, or upon the border of the continent, comprised within the limits of
tlle Russian possessions, as designated in the two preceding articles; and, in like
manner, no establishment shall be formed by Russian subjects beyond the said limits.

The plain meaning of this article is that neither party shall make settlements within the limits assigned by the third and fourth articles to
the possession of the other. Consequently, the third and fourth articles are of supreme importance as making the actual delimitations between the two countries and. forbidding each to form any cstablishJDents within the limits of the other.
.
TIJe sixth article of Russia's treaty with Great Britain is as follows:
It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, from \'i'hatever qmtrter
they may arrive, whether from the ocean or from the iuterior of the continent, shall
forever enjoy the right of navigating freely, and without any hindrance whatever, all
the rivers and streams which, in their couree towarcl the Pacific Ocean, may cross
the line of dema.rkation upon the liue of coast described in article :3 of the present
convention.

The meaning of this article is not obscure. The subjects of Great
Britain, whether arriving from the interior of the continent or from
the ocean, shall enjoy the right of navigating freely all the rivers and
streams which, in their c~urse to the Pacific Ocean, may cross the line of
demaTkation upon the line of coast described ·i n article three. As is plainly
apparent, the coast referred to in article three is the coast south of the
point of junction already described. Nothing is clearer than the
reason for this provision. A strip of lanrl, at 110 point wider than ten
marine leagues, running along the Pacific Oct>an from 540 40' to Goo
(320 miles by geographical line, by the windiugs of the coast three
times that 'listance) was assigned to Russia by the third article. Directly to the east of this strip of land, or, as might be said, behind it,
lay the British possessions. To shut out the inhabitants of the Briti~h
possessions from tue sea by this strip of lwl(l would have been 110t only
unreasonable, but intolerable, to Great Britain. l{ussia promptly conceded the privilege, and gave to Great Britain the right of navigating
all rivers crcssing that strip of laud from 540 40' to the point of intersection with tile one hundred and forty-first degree of longitude. Without
this concession the treaty could not llave been made. I do not understand that Lord Salisbury dissents from this obvious construction
of the sixth article, for, in his dispatch, he says that the article bas
a "restricted bearing," and refars only to" the line of coast descTibe£l in
article three" (the italics are his own)-and the only line of coast described in article three is the coas;t from 540 40' to Goo. There is no

de'scription of the coast above that point stretching along the Behring
Sea from latitude 600 to the strait~ of Behring.
The seventh article of the ~nglo-Russian treaty, whose provisions
have led to the principal contention between the United States and
Great Britain, is as follows:
It is also understood, that for the space of ten years from the signature of the pres·
ent convention the vessels of the two powers, or those belonging to their respective
1mbjects, shall mutually be at liberty to frequent, without any hindrance whatever,
all the inland seas, the gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned in article 3,
for the purposes of fishing and of trading with the natives.

In the judgment of the President the meaning of this article is altogether plain and clear. It provides that for the space of ten years the
vessels of the t.wo powers should mutually he at liberty to frequent all
the in land seas, etc., "on the coast mentioned in article 3, for the purpose
of fislting and trading with tlte natives}' Following out the line of my
argument and the languag-e of the artich.~, I have already maintained
that this privilege could only refer to the coast from 54° 40' to the point
of intersection with the one hundred and forty-first dt>gree of we'st
longitude; that, therefore, British subjects were not granted the right
of frequenting the Behring Sea.
Denying this construction, Lord Salisbury says:
I must further dissent from Mr. Blaine's interpretation of article 7 of the latter
treaty (British). That article gives to the ves!lels of the two powers "li uerty to frequent all the inland seas, gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned in article
3, for the purpose of fisbiug and of trading with the natives." The expression ''coast
mentioned in article :3" can only refer to the first wortls of the article, "the line of
demarkation bet.ween the possessions of the high contracting parties upon the coast
of the continent and the islands of America to the northwest shall be drawn," etc.;
that is to say, it included all the possessions of t.be two powers on the Northwest
coast of America. }'or there would have been no sense whatever in stipulating that
Rnssin.n vessels should have freeclom of access to the small portion of coast which, by
a latet part of the article, js to belong to Russia. And, as bearing on this point, it
will be noticed that article 6, which has a more restricted bearing, speaks only of
'' tlte subjects of His Britannic Majesty" and of" the line of coast described in article 3."

It is curious to note the embarrassing intricacies of His Lord~hip's
language and the erroneous. assumption upon which his argument is
based. He admits that the privileges granted in the sixth article to
the su'bjects of Great Britain are limited to "the coast described in article 3 of the treaty." But when be reaches the s"lwenth article, where
the privileges ~ranted are limited to "the coast mentiOJ!{\d in article 3
of the treat.y," His Lordship maintains that the two references do not
mean the same coast at all. The coast described in article 3 and the coast
'mentioned in artide 3 are therefore, in His Lordship's judgment, entirely
different. The "coast described in article 3" is limited, he admits, by
the intersection of the boundary line with the one hundred and fortyflrst degree of longitude, but the "coast mentioned in article3" stretches
to the straits of Behring.
The third article is, indeed, a very plain one, and its meaning can not
be obscured. Observe that the "line of demarkation" is between the
possessions of both parties on the coattt of the continent. Great Britain
hRd no possessions on the coast-line above the point of junction with
the one hundred and forty-first degree, nor had she any settlements
above 60° north latitude. South of 600 north latitude was the only
place wher~ Great Britain bad possessions on the coast-line. North of
that point her territory bad no connection whatever with the coast either
of the Pacific Ocean or the Behring Sea. It is thus evident that the only
coast r~ferred to in article 3 was this str·ip of land south of 600 or 590 30'.
The preamble closes by saying that the line of demarkation between
the possessions on the coast H shall be drawn in the manner following,"
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\""iz: From I>rince of Wales ll'llnnd, in 540 40', along Portland Channel
and the summit of the mountains parallel to the coast as far as their intersection with the one hundrell and forty-first degree of longitude. After
baYing detlcribed this line of demarkation between the possessions of
both parties on the coast, tile remaining sentence of the article shows
that, "finally, from the Raid point of intersection, the said meridian line
• • • shall form the limit between the Russian and British possessions on the continent of America.~' South of tlu~ point of intersection the
article describes a line of demarkation between possessions on the coallt;
north of that point of intersection the article designates a meridian
line as the limit between pos~essions on the continent. ·The argument of
Lord Salisbury appears to this Government not only to contradict the
obvious meaning of the seventh and third articles, but to destroy their
logical connection with the other articles. ln fact, Lord Salisbury's attempt to make two coasts out of the one coast referred to in the third
article is not only out of harmony, with the }>lain provisiops of the
Anglo-Russian treaty, but is inconsistent with the preceding part of
his own argument.
These five articles in the British treat.v (the third, fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh) are expressed with au exactness of meaning which no
argument can change or pervert. In a later part of my note I shall be
able, I think, to explain why the Rns&ian Government elaborated the
treaty with Great .Britain with greater }'recision and at greater length
than was employed in framing the treaty with the United States. It
will be rem em bererl that between the two treaties tllere was an interval of more tllan ten months-the treaty with the United States being
twgotiated in April, 1824, and that with Great Britain i'n February,
1825. During that interval something occurred which made Russia
more careful and more exacting in her negotiations with Great Britain
than she had been with the United States. What was it 1
It is ouly necessary to quote the third and fourth articles of the
American treaty to prove that less attention was given to their consideration than was given to the formation of the British treaty with
Uussia.. The two articles in the American treaty are as follows:
ARTICLE III.-It is moreover agreed that, hereafter there shall not be formed by
the citizens of the United States, or under the authority of the said States, any estab1ishment upon the northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent, to
the north of 54° 40' of north latitude; and that, in the same manner, there shall be
none formed by Russian subjects, or under the antlwrity of Russia, south of the same
putallel.
ART. IV.-It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term of ten years, counting from t.he signat~ue of the ptesent convention, the !!hips of both powers, or which
belong to their citizeus or subjects, respcctivt'ly, may reciprocally ft·equent, without
any hindrance whatever, the interior sea~, gulfs, harbors, and creeks, upon the coast
mentioned in the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the
natives of the country.

It will be noted that in the British treaty four articles, with critical
expression f terms, take the place of tile third and fourth articles of
the American treaty, which were evidently drafted with an absence of
the caution on the part of Russia which marked the work of the Rusijian plenipotentiaries in the British negotiation.
From some cause, not fully explained, great uneasiness was felt in
certain Russian circles, and especially among the members of the Russian-American Uompany, when the treaty between Russia and the
United States was made public. The facts leading to the uneasiness
were not accurately known, aml from that cause they were exaggerated.

The Russians who were to be affected by the treaty were in doubt as
to the possible extent implied by the phrase "northwest coast of America," as referred to in the third and fourth articles. The phrase, as I
have before said, was used in two senses, and they feared it niight have
such a construction as would carry the American privilege to the straits
of Behring. They-feared, moreover, that the uncertainty of the coast
- referred to in artjcle 3 might, by construction ad verse to Russia,
include the Behring Sea among the seas and gulfs mentioned in article
four. lf that constructioH should prevail, not only the American coast,
but the coast of Siberia and the Aleutian coasts might also be thrown
open to the ingr~ss of American fishermen. So great and genuine was
their fright that they were able to induce the Russian Government to
demand a fresh discussion of the treaty before they would consent to
exchange ratifications.
It is easy, therefore; to discern the facts which caused the difference
in precision between the AmQrican and British treaties with Russia, and
which at the ~arne time give conclusive force to the argument steadily
maintained by the Government of the United States. These facts have
thus far only been hinted at, and I have the right to presume that they
have not yet fallen under the observation of Lord Salisbury. The President hopes that after the facts are presented the American contention
will no longer be denied or resisted by Her Majest.y's Government.
Nearly eight months after the Russo-American treaty was negotiated,
and before the exchange of ratifications had yet taken pla<>..e, there was
a remarkable interview between Secretary Adams and the Uns.!iian
minister. I quote from Mr. Adams's diary, December 6, 1824:
6th, Monday.-Baron Tuyl, the Russian minister, wrote me' a note requesting an
immediate iutel'View, in consequanee of instructions received yesterday from his
Court. He came, and, after intimating that he was under some embarrassment in
executing his instructions, said that the Russian-American Company, upon learning
the purport of the northwest coast convention concluded last J.une by Mr. Middleton1
were extremely dissatisfied (a jete de h.auts cris ), and, by means of their influence, baa.
preva.iled upon his Government to send him thesf'l instructions npon two points. On"
was that be should deliv-er, npon the exchange of the ratifications of the convention.
an explanatory note purporting that the Russian Government did not understand
that the convention would give liberty to the citizens of the United States to trade
on the coast of Siberia and the Aleutian Islands. The other was to propose a modi·
fieation of the convention, by which our vessels should be prohibited from trading
on the northwest coast north of latitude 57°. With regard to the former of these
point.~ be left with me a minute in writing.
·

With this preliminary statement Baron Tuyl, in accordance with
instructions from his Government, submitted to Mr. Adams the following note:
EXPLA.NAT<1ltY NOTE FROM RUSSIA,

•

Explanatory note to be presented to the Government of the United States at
the time of the exehanue of ratifications, with a view to removing with more certainty" all occasion for future discussions; by means of which note it will he seen
that the Aleutian Islands, the coasts of Siberia, and the Russian Possessions in general on the northwest coast of . thnerica to I'U 0 30' of north latitude are positively ex·
cepted from the liberty of hunting, fishing, and commerce stipulated in favor of
citizf'lns of the United States for ter years.
This seems to be only a natural conbequenee of the stipulatioos agreed npon,
for the ootut8 of Siberia are washed by the Sea of Okhotsk, the Sea of Kam!!ehatka,
n.nd t.he ley Sea, and not by the South Sea mentioned in the first article of the convention of April El-17 [1824 ]. The Aleutian Islattds are also washed by the Sea of
Knmscbatka, or Northern Ocean.
It ia not the intenliofl of Russia to impede the free na"igation of the Pacific Oceaa.
She would be satisfied with eam1ing to be recognized, as well understood and
placed beyond all mannet" of doubt, the principle that beyond 59° 30' no forei~n
vessel can approach her coasts and her islands, nor fish or bunt within the distance of two marine leagues. This will not prevent the reception of foreign
vessels which have been damaged or beaten by storm •
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The ~muse pursued by 1\Ir. Adams, aftP-r the l{ussian note bad been
submitted to him, is fulls told in his diary, from which I again quote:
I told Baron Tuyl that we should be disposed to do every thing to accommoclate the
views of his Government that was in our power, but that a modification of the conven~ion could be made no ot.herwise than by a new convention, and that the construction of the convention as concludecl belonged to other departments of the Government, for which the Executive had no authority to stipulate. * " * I added that
the convention would be subnlitted immediately to the Senate; that if any thing
affecting it8 coustrnction, or, still more, motlHying its meaning, were to be preHented
on the part of the Russian Government before or at the exchange of tho ratifications,
it must be lahl before the Senate, and could hav ..1 no other possible effect than of
starting doubts, and, perllaps, hesitation, in that bo<ly, antl of favoring the views of
those, if such there were, wbo might wish to defeat the ratification itself of the convention. * - "' If, tllerefore, he would permit me to suggest to him what I thought
would be his best course, it would be to wait for the exchange of the ratifications,
and make it purely and simply; that afterwards, if the iu"trnctions of his Government were imperative, he might present the note, to which I now informed him what
would be, iu snbst.a.nce, my answer. It necessarily could not be otherwiso. Bnt,
if his instructions left it discretionary with him, he would do.st.ill better to inform
his Government of the state of things here, of the purport of our conference, a,l)(l of
what my answer must be if he should present the note. I believed his Court would
then deem it best that he should not present the note at all. 1'hei1· apprehension had
been excited by an in it:~ est not very fl'ien(lly to the good undfrstanding bet1ceen the United
States and Rnssia. Our mcrcha11t.<~ wonlll not fJO to t1·ouble tile Rnssians on the coast of
Siberia, o1· north of tile fifty set·enth degree of latitude, and it wa111Vi1Jest not to p11t IIUclt
fancie8 into theil' heads. At least. the Imperial Government might wait to see the operation of the convention before taking a.ny further step, a.nd I was confident they would
hear 110 complaint 1'CS!tlling from it. If th&y shonlcl, tllen wonhl be the time for a.djnsting the construction or negotiating a modification of the convention. "' " "

The Russian minister was deeply impressed by what Ml'J Adams had
said. He ha<l not before clearly perceived the inevitable effect if be
should insist on presenting the note in the form of a demand. He was
not prepare<l for so serious a result as the destruction or the indefinite
postponement of the treaty between Russia and the United States, and
Mr. Adams readily convinced him that at the exchange of ratifications
no modification of tbe treaty could be made. The only two courses
open were, first, to ratify; or, second, to refuse, ancl annul the treaty.
1\Ir. Aclams reports the words of the minister in reply:
The Baron said that these ideas had occurred to himself; that he had made this
applica.tion iu pursuancP- of his instructions, but he was aware of the distribution of
power.:! in onr Uonstitnt.ion a.ncl of tlle incompetency uf the Executive to adjust such
questions. He would therefore wait for the flxclu1nge of the ratifications without
presenting his note, a.nd reserve for future consi1lera.tion whether to present it shortly
afterwar1ls or to intorm his Court of what he has done and ·ask their further instructions 111pon what he shall definitely do on the snhject. "" " ...

As Baron Tuyl surrendered bis ·opinions to the superior judgment of
Mr. Adams, the ratifications of the treaty were exchanged on the 11th
day of January, and on the fo1lowing day the treaty was formally proclaimed. A fortnight later, on January 25, 1825, Baron Tuyl, following
the instructions of his Government. filed his note in the Denartment of
State. Of course, his act at that time did not affect the text of the
treaty; but it placed in the hands of the Government of the United
~tates an unofficial note which significantly told what Russia's con·
struction of the treaty would be if, unhappily, any difference as to it8
meaning should arise between the two governments. But Mr. Adams's
friendly intimation removed all danger of dispute, for it conveyed to
Uussia the assurance that the tr~aty, as negotiated, contained, in effect,
the provisions which the Russian note was designed to supply. From
that time until Alaska, with all its rig1tts of land and water, was transferred to the U nite<l States-a period of forty- three years-no act or
word on the part of eitl.ter government ever impeached the full Ya.lidity

of the tr~aty as it was understood both by Mr. Adams and by
Tuyl at the time it was formally proclaimed . .
While these important matters were transpiring in Washington,
tiations beween Russia and England (ending in the treaty of' 1825) were
in progress in St. Petersburg. The instructions to Baron Tuyl concerning the Russian-American treaty were fully reflected in th~care with
which the Anglo-Russian treaty was constructed, a fact to which I have
already adverted in full. There was, indeed, a possibility that the true
meaning of the treaty with the United States might be misunderstood,
and it was therefore the evident purpose of the Russian Government to
make the t1·eaty with England so plain and so clear as to leave no room
for doubt and to baftte all attemps at misconstruction. The Government of the United States finds the full advantage to it in the caution
taken by Russia in 1825, and can therefore quote the Anglo-Russian
treaty, with the utmost confidence that its meaning can not be changed
from that clear, unmistakable text, which, throughout all the articles,
sustains the American contention.
The "explanatory note" filed with this Government by Baron Tnyl
is so plain in its text that, after the lapse of sixty six years, the exact
meaning can neither be misapprehended nor misrepresented. It draws
the •listinction between the Pacific Ocean and the waters now known as
the Behring Sea so particularly and so perspicuously that no answer
can be made to it. It will bear the closest analysis in every particula._r.
"It is not the intention of Russia to impede the free navigation of the
Pacific Ocean!" This frank and explicit statement shows with what
entire good faith Uussia bad withdrawn, in both treaties, the offensive
Ukas~ of Alexander, so far as the Pacific Ocean was made subject to it.
Another avowal is eqsally explicit, viz, that" the coast of Siberia, the
northwest coast of America to 59° 30' of north latitude [that is, down
to 590 30', the explanatory note reckoning from north to south], and the
Aleutian Islands are positively excepted from_.~ the liberty of bunting,
fishing, and commerce stipulated in favor ot citizens of the United
States for ten years." The reason given for this exclusion-is most sig·
nificaut in connection with the pending discussion, namely, that the
coasts of Siberia are washed by the Sea of Okhotsk, the Sea of KamB<~hatka., and the Icy Sea, amluot by the "South Sea" [Pacific Oceanl
mentioned in the first article of the convention of April5-17, 1824. The
Aleutian IslandR are also washed by the Sea of Knmscbatka, or Northern Ocean (Northern Ocean being used in contradistinction to South
Sea or Pacific Ocean). The liberty of bunting, fishing, and commerce,
mentioned in the treaties, wa.s therefor~ confined to the coast of the
P_acificOcean south of 59° 30' both to the United States and Great Britain. It must certainly be apparent now to Lord Salisbury that Russia
never intencled to include the Behring Sea in the phrase "Pacific
Ocean." The American argument on that question bas been signally
vindicated by ti.Je offieial declaration of the H.ussian Government.
In addition to tbefort•going, H.ussia claimed jurisdiction of two marine
leagues from the shore iu the PaCific Ocean, a point not finally insiE~ted
upon in either treaty. The protocols, however, show that Great Britain
was willing to agree to the two marine leagues, but the United States
was not; and, a.fter the concession was made to the U~ited States, Mr.
G. Canning inf,isted upon its being made to Great Britain also.
In the interview between the American Secretary ·of State and the
Russian minister, in Decetnber, 1824, it is worth noting that Mr. Adams
believed that the application made by Baron Tuyl had its origin" in
the apprehension of the Oourt ef Russia which had been caused by an
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interest not very friendly to the good understanding between t11e
United States and H.ussia." I presume no one need be told that the
reference here made by Mr. Adams was to the Government of Great
Britain ; that the obvious efl'ort of the British Government at that time
was designed to make it certain that the United States should not have
the power in tile waters and on the shores of Behring Sea which, Lord
Bali.~btttry now argues, had undoubtedly been given both to the United States
and Great Britain by the treaties.
It is to be remembered that Mr. Adams's entire argument was to quiet
Baron Tuyl with the assurance that the treaty already negotiated was,
in efl'ect. just what the Russian Government desired it to be by the incorporation of the ''explanatory note" of which Baron Tuyl was the
bearer. Mr. Adams was not a man to seize an advantage merely by
cunning coustruction of language, which might have two meanings. He
was determined to remove the hesitation and distrust entertained for
the momewt by Russia. He went so far, indeed, as to give an assurance
that American ships would not go above 57° north latitude (Sitka). and
he dill not want the text of the treaty so changed as to mention the facts
contained in the explanatory note, because, speaking of the hunters and
the fishermen, it "was wisest not to put such fancies into their heads."
It is still further noticeable that Mr. Adams, in his sententious ex.
pression, spoke of the treaty in his interview with Baron Tuyl as '~the
northwest coast convention." This closely descriptive phrase was
enough to satisfy Baron Tnyl that Mr. Adams bad not taken a false
view of the true limits of the treaty and had not attempted to extend
the privileges granted to the United States a single inch beyond their
plain and honorable intent.
The three most confident assertions made by Lord Salisbury, atul
regarded by him as unanswerable, are, in his own language, the following:
(1) That England refnsed to admit any part of the Russian claim asserted by the
Ukase of 1821 of a maritime jurisdiction and exclusive right of fishing throughout
the whole extent of that claim, from Behring Straits to the fifty-first parallel.
(2) That the Convention of 1825 was regarded on both sides as a renunciation ou
the part of Russia of that claim in its entirety.
(3) 'l'hat, though Behring Strait!!! were known and specifically provided for, Behring Sea was uot known by that name, but was regarded as a part of the Pacific
Ocean.
•

The explanatory note of the Russian Government disproves and denies in detail these three assertious of Lord Salisbury. I think they
are completely disproved by tbe facts recited in this dispatch, but the
explanatory note is a specific cont.rauiction of each one of them.

The" inclosures" which accompanied Lord Salisbury's dispatch, and
which are quoted to strengthen his arguments, seem to me to smstain,
in a remarkable manner, the posit.ion of the United .States. 'l'he first
inelosure is a dispatch from Lord Londonderry to Count LieYen, nussian minister at London, dated Foreigu Office, January 18, 1822. The
first paragraph of this dispatch is as follows:
The undersigned has the honor to Acknowledge t.he note addressed to him by Baron
de Nicolai of the 12th of Septem her last, covering a copy of a Uka.se issue11 by his
imperial master, Eatperor of all the Russi aM, bearing date 4th Septem her, 1821, for
variou8 purposes therein set forth, especially connected with the territorial rights of hia
C1·own on the northwest coast of America bordering on the Pacific Ocean, ancl the couu11erco
ana navigatio11 of His imperial MajestJI's subjects in the seas adjaoent the1·eto.
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It is altogether apparent that this dispatch is limite<l to the withdrawal of the provisions of the Ukase issued by the Emperor Atexander, especially connected with the territorial rights on tlte nortluccst CO(t.St
bordering on the Pacific Ocean. BvideutJy Lord I.JOlH.loiHlerr,y makes no
reference, direct or indirect, to tV.e Behring Sea. 'l,lle whole scope of
his contention, as defined by himself, lies outside of the field of the
present dispute between the British and American governnwnts. This ·
Government heartily agrees with Lord- Londonderr,y's form of stating
the question.
1.'he Duke of Wellington was England's represeutative iit the Congress of Verona, for which place be set out in the autumn of 182~. llis
instructions from Mr. G. Oa.nning, British secretary of foreign affairs, followed the precise line indicated by Lord Londonderry in the
dispatch above quoted. This is more plainly shown by a" memorandum on the Russian Ukase" delivered by the Duke on the 17th of October to Count Nesselrode, Russia's representative at Vertma. Tile
Duke was arguing against the Ukase of Alexander as it a:fl'ected British interests, and his language plainly shows that he confined himself
to the " north west coast of America bordering on the Pacific Ocean."
To estab1ish this it is only necessary to quote the following paragraph
from the Duke's memorandum, viz:
Now, we can prove that the Englis4 Northwest Company and the Hudson'M Bay
Company have fur many years established forts and other trading places in a country
called N~w Caledonia, situated to the west of a range of mountains called the U.ocky
Mountains and extending along the shores of tke Pacific Ocean from latitude 49° to
latitude 60° north.

The Duke of 'Vellington always went directly to the point at issue,
and he was evidently not concerning himself about any subject other

than the protection of the English territory south of the Alaskan
peninsula and on the north west coast bordering on the Pacific Ocean.
England owned 110 tenitory on the coast north of the Alaskan peninsula, and hence there was no reasou for connecting the coast above the
peninsula in auy way with the question before the Congress. Evidently
the Duke did not., in the remotest manner, connect the subject he was
discnssing with tlte waters or the shores of the Bellring Sea.
The most significant and important of all the inclosures is No.12, in
which Mr. Stratford Canning, the British negotiator at St. Petersburg,
communicateu, under date of March 1, 1~25, to :Mr. G. Canning, niinister of I1'oreign Afi'airs, the text of the treaty between England aud Russia.
Some of Mr. Stratford Canning's statements are very important. In
the second paragraph of his letter he makes the following statement:
The line of demarkation along the Btrip of land on the northwest coast of America,
assigned to Russia, is laid down in the convention agreeably to your dircctious.

• •

*

After all, then, it appears that the "strip of land," to which we have
already referred more than once, ~as reported by the English pleniJlOtentiary at St. Petersburg. 1.'his clearly and undeniably exhibits the
field of controversy between Russia and England, even if we had uo
other proof of the fact. It was solely on the north west coast bordering
on the Pacific Ocean, and not in the Behring Sea at all. It is the same
Btrip of land which the TI nited States acquired in the purchase of Alaska,
and runs from !i4? 40' to 60° north latitude-the saVle strip of /a.nd
which gave to British America, lying behind it, a free access to the
oceau.
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Mr. Stratford Canning also communicated, iu his letter of March 1,
the following:
'Vith respect to Behring's Stra.its, I am happy to have it in m;v power to assure yon,
on the joint authority of the Rnssian plenipotentiaries, that the Empm·or of Russia
has no int< ulion whatever of maintaining any exclusit•e claim to the uat'igation of those
straits Ol' of the seas to the nol'th of them.

This assurance from the Emperor of Hnssia is of tllat ldlid where tlle
power to give or to witL hold is al>solute. If tlte treaty of 1825 l>etwcen
tireat Britain and Russia had conceded such rights in the Bellring
waters as Lord Salisl>ury uow claims, why was Sir Stratford O~tnning
so ''happ~' " to "have it in his power to assure'' the British foreign office, on "the authority of two Uussian plenipotentiaries," that "the
Emperor had no inteution of maintaining an exclusive claim to the
navigation of the Behriug Straits," or of the'' seas to the north of them."
The seas to the so'ldh of the straits were most significantly not included
in the Imperial assurance. The English statesmen of that day had, as
I have before remarked, attempteu the abolition of the Ukase of Alexander only so far as it affeeted the coast of the Pacific Ocean from the
fifty-first to tbc sixtieth degree of uorth latitude. It was left in full
force on the silores of the Bebring Sea. Tilere is no proof wllate,Ter
that the Russian Emperor annulleu it tbere. Tllat sea, from east to
west, is 1,300 miles in extent; from north to south it is 1,000 miles in
exteut. Tlw who!e of tllis great body of water, under tbe Ukase, was
left open to tlw world, except a strip of 100 miles from the shore. But
with these 100 miles enforced on all tlle coasts of the Beilriug Sea it
would be olJ,·iously impossible to approach the straits of.Bebring, which
were less than 50 miles in extreme width. If enforced strictly, the
Ukase would cut oft' all vessels from passing tlnougil the straits to the
.Arcti.~ Oceau. If, as Lord Salisbury claims, tile Ukase llad been withdrawn from tlle entire Bellring coast, as it was between the fifty-fin;t
aml sixtieth degrees on the Pacific coast, what need would there ilave
been for Mr. Stratford Canning, the English plenipotentiary, to seek a
favor from Uussia in 1·egard to pasRillg througll the straits into the Arctic
Ocean, wbere scientific expeditions and whaling vessels desired to go 1
I need not review all tile inclosures; l>ut I am sure tllat, properly
analyzed, they will all show tilat the subject-matter touched only the
settlement of the dispute on tile northwest coast, from the fifty-first to
the sixtieth degree ot uorth latitude. In other words, they related to
the contest wilich was finally adjusteu l>y the establisilment of tile liue
of .340 40', wilich marked the bouudary between Russian and English
territory at the t'me of the Anglo-Russian treaty, as to-day it marks
the line of division between Alaska and British Oolumbia. But that
question in no way touched the Behring Sea; it was coufined wiloll~' to
the Pacific Ocean and tile Northwest coast.

Lord Salisbary has deemed it proper, in ilis dispatch, to call the attent.:cP 3f the Government of the United States to some elementary
priuciples of international law touching the freedom of the seas. For
our better instruction he gi \'es sundry extracts from Wheaton and
Kent-Otlr most eminent publicists-and, for further illustration~ quotes
from the dispatches of Secretaries Seward and Fish, all maintaiuiug the
well-kuQwu principle th~t ~ uation's jurisdiction over the sea is limited
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t.o three marine miles from its shore line.
tions, His Lordship says:

Commenting on these quota-

A claim of jurisdiction over the open sea which is not in accordance with the recognized principles of international law or usage may, of course, be asserte<l by force,
but can not be said to have any legal validity as against the vessels of other countries, except in so far as it is positively admitted in conventional agreements with
those countries.

The United States, having the most extended sea-coast of all the
nations of the world, may be presumed to have paid serious attention
to the laws and usages which define and limit maritime jurisdiction.
The course of this Government has been uniformly in favor of upholding the recognized law of nations on that snbjeet. While Lord Salisbury's admonitions are received in good part by this Government, we
feel justified in asking His Lordship if the Uovernmeut of Great Britain
has uniformly illustrated these precepts by example, or whether she has
not established at least one notable precedent which would justify us
in making greater demands upon Her Majesty's GoYernment touching
the Behring Sea than either our necessities or our desires have ever
suggested' The precedent to which I refer is coutaiued in the following narrative:
Napoleon Bonaparte fell into the power of Great Britain on the 15th
day of July, 1815. The disposition of the illustrious prisoner was
primarily determined by a treaty negotiated at Paris on tile 2t.l of the
following Aug·ust between Great Britain, llussia, Prussia, and .Austria.
By that treaty "the custody of Napoleon is specially intrusted to the
British Government." The choice of the place aml of the measures
which could best secure the prisoner were especially reserved to llis
Britannic Majesty. In pursuance of this power, Napoleon was promptly
sent by Great Britain to the island of St. Helena as ~1 prisoner for lite.
Six months after he reached St. Helena the British Parliament enacted
a special and extraordinary law for the purpose of making his detention
more secure. It was altogether a memorable statute, and gave to the
British goveruor of the island of St. Helena remarkablPv powers over
the property amlrights of other nations. The statute contains eight
long sections, and in the fourth section assumes the power to exclude
ships of any uationality, not only from landing on the islan~l, but forbids them '~ to hover within 8 leagues of the coast of the island."
The penalty for hovering within 8 leagues of the coast is the forfeiture
of the ship to His Majesty the King of Great Britain, on trial to be
had in London, and the offense to be the same as if committed in the
county of 1\iiddlesex. This power was not assumed by a military commander, pleading the silence of law amid the clash of arms; nor was it
conferred by the power of civil Government in a crisis of public danger.
It was a Parliamentary enactment in a season. of profound peace that
was uot broken in Europe by war among the great Powers for eig·ht
and thirty years thereafter. [See inclosure 0.]
The British Government thus assumed exclusive and absolute control over a considerable section of the South Atlantic Ocean, lying
directly in the path of the world's commerce, near the capes which mark
the southernmost points of both hemispheres, over the waters which
for centuries had connected the shores of all coutineuts, and aff'orded
the commercial highway from and to all the ports of tbe world. The
body of water thus controlled, in the form of a circle nearly 50 miles in
diameter, was scarcely less than 2,000 square miles in extent; and
whatever ship dared to tarry or hover within tb.is area might, regardless of its nationality, be forcibly seized and summarily forfeited to the
B1 itish King.
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The United States bad graYe and special reasons for resenting this
peremptory assertion of power by Great Britain. On the 3d day of
July, 1815, a fortnight after the battle of \Vaterloo and twelve days
bl'fore Napoleon became a prisoner of war, an important commercial
treaty was concluded at London between the United States and Great
Britain. It was the sequel to the Treaty of Ghent, which was concluded some six months before, and was remarkable, not only from the
character ot itR provisions, but from the eminence of the American
negotiators-John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, and Albert Gallatin.
Among other provisions of this treaty relaxing the stringent colonial
policy of England was one whieh agreed that American ships should be
admitted and hospitably received at the island of St. Helena. Before
the ratifications of the treaty were exchangPd, in the following November, it was determined that Napoleon should be sent to St. Helena.
England thereupon declined to ratify the treaty unless the United
States should surrender the provision respecting that island. After
that came the stringent enactment of Parliament forbidding vessels to
hover within 24 miles of the island. The United States was already a
great commercial power. She had 1,400,000 tons of shipping; more
than five hundred ships bearing her flag were engaged in trade around
the capes. Lord Salisbury has had much to say abont the liberty of
the seas, but these fi ,..,e hundred American ships were denied the liberty
of the seas in a space 50 miles wide in the South Atlantic Ucean by the
express authority of Great Britain.
The act of Parliament which asserted this power over tht sea was to
be in force as long as Napoleon should live. Napoleon was born the
same year with Wellington, and was therefore but forty-six years of
age when he was sent to St. Helena. His expectation of life was then
a8 good as that of the Duke, who lived until1852. The order made in
April, 181G, to obstruct free navigation in a section of the South Atlantic
might, therefore, have been iu force for the period of thirty-six years,
if not longer. It actually proved to be for five years only. Napoleon
died in 1821.
It is hardly conceivable that the same n.ation which exercised this
authority in the broad Atlantic over which, at that very time, eight
hundred millions- of people made their commercial exchanges, should
deny the right of the United States to assume control over a limited
area, for a fraction of each year, in a sea which lies far beyond the line of
trade, whose silent waters were never cloven by a commercial prow,
whose uninhabited shores have no port of entry aud could never be approached on ala wful errand under any other flag than that of the United
States. Is thi8 Government to understand that Lord Salisbury justifies the course of England~ Is this Government to understand that
Lord t)alislmry maintains the right of England, at her will and piea&ure,
to obstruct the high way of commerce in mid-ocean, and that she will at
the same time interpose objections to the United States exercising her
jurisdiction beyond the 3-mile limit, in a remote and unused sea, for the
sole purpose of preserving the most valuable fur seal fishery in the
world, from remediless destruction u~
If Great Britain shall consider that the precedent set at St. Helena of
obstruction to the navigable waters of the ocean is too remote for present quotation, I invite her attention to one still in existence. Even
to-day, while Her Majesty's Government is aiding one of her colonie!S to
d~stroy the American seal fisheries, another colony, with her consent,
bas established a pearl fishery in an area of the Indian Ocean, 600 miles/
F R !.10--02
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wide. 1\.. u<l s,J complete is the assumption of power that, according to
Sir George Baden-Powell, a license fee is collected from the vessels engaged in the pearl fisheries in the open ocean. The asserted power goes
to the extent of making foreign vessels that have procured their pearls
far outside the 8-mile limit pay a heavy ta~ when the vessels enter an
Australian port to land cargoes and refit. Thus the foreign vessel is
he<lged in 0n both sides, and is bound to pay the tax under British law,
because, as Sir George Baden-Powell intimates, the voyage to another
port would probably be more expensive than the tax. I qnote further
from Sir George to show the extent to which British assumption of
power over the Ocean has gone:
f
The 1·i~ht to charge these dues and to exercise this control outside the 3-mile limit
is based on an act of the :Federal Council of Australasia, which (Federal Council act,
18~-">, section 15) enacts that the council shall have legiE~lative authority, inter alia,
in Te8JICCl of fishel·ies in Australian tvatc1·s outside ttnTiloriallimits. In 1El89 this council
passed au act to " regulate the pearl shell and heche de ·mer fisheries in Australian
waters :ulj~ceut to the colon~' of ·western Australia.' In 1888 a similar act bad been
passed, uealing witb t.he ibberics in the seas adjacent to Queensland (on the east
coast).

I am directed by the President to say that, on behalf of the United
States, he is willing to adopt the text used in the act of Parliament to
exclude ships from hovering nearer to the island of St. Helena than
,~ight marine leagues, or he will take the example cited by Sir George
Baden-P(lwell, where, by permission of ITer Majesty's Government,
control over a part of the ocean 600 miles wide is to-day authorized by
A11stralian aw. The President will ask the Government of Great
Britain to agree to the distance of twenty marine leagues-within which
no ship shall hover around the islands of St. Paul aud St. George,
from tlw 15th of May to the 15th of October of each year. This will
prove an effective mode of preserving the seal fiSJheries for the use of
the ci\'ihzed world-a mode which, in view of Great Britain's assumption of power over the open ocean, she can not with consistency decline.
Great Britain prescribed eight leagues at St. Helena; but the obvious
necessities in the Behring Sea will, on the basis of this precedent,
justify tw-enty leagues for the protection of the American seal fisheries.
The U uited States desires only such control over a limited extent of
the waters in the Behring Sea, for a part of each year, as will be sufficient to insure the protection of the fur seal fisheries·, already injured,
possibly, to an irreparable extent by the intrusion of Oanadian vessels,
sailing with the encouragement of Great Britain and protected by her
flag. The gravest wrong is committed when (as in many instances is
the case) American citizens, refusing obedience to the laws of their own
country, have gone into partnership with the British flag and engaged
iu the destruction of the seal fisheries which belong to the United States.
So general, so notorious, and so shamelessly avowed has this practice
become that last season, according to the report of the American consul
at Victoria, when the intruders assembled at Ounalaska on the 4th of
July, previou~ to entering Behring Sea, the day was celebrated in a patriotic aud spirited manner by the American citizens, who, at the time,
were protected by the British flag in their violation of the laws of their
own country.
\Vith such agencies as these, devised by the Dominion of Canada aiH.l
protected by the flag of Great Britain, American rights anu interests
have, within the past four years, been damaged to the extent of mil·
lions of dol1arR, with no corresponding gain to those who caused the
lo~~. }from 1870 to 1890 the seal fh;heries-carefully guarded and r>r~-
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served-yielded one hundred thousand skins c~wh :year. The Canadian
intrusions began in 1886, and so great bas been the damage resulting
from their destruction of seal life in the open sea surrounding the
Prihylofl' Islands, that in. 18UO the Government of the United States
limited the Alaska Company to sixty thousand seals. But the company
was able to secure only twenty-one thousand seals. Under the same
evil influences that have been active now for five seasons the seal fisheries will soon be utterly destroyed. Great Britain has been informed,
advised, warned over and over again, of the evil effects that would flow
from ller course of action; :.,ut, against testimony that amounts to
demonstration, she has preferred to abide by personal representations
from Ottawa, by reports of commissioners who examined nothing and
beard notbing, except the testimony of those engaged in the business
against wllich the United States bas earnestly protested. She may
_ possibly be convinced of the damage if she will send an intelligent
commissioner to the Pribyloff Islands.
In general answer to all these facts, Great Britain announces that
she is willing to settle the dispute by arbitration. Her proposition is
contained in the following paragraph, which I quote in full:
I have to request that you will communicate a corw of this dispatch, and of its inclosures, to Mr. Blaine. You will state that Her Majesty's Government have no desire
whateYer to refuse to the United ~tates any jurisdiction in Behring Sea which was
conceded by Great Britain to Russia, and which properly accrues to the present posseesors of Alaska in virtue of treaties or the law of nations; and that, if the United
States Govemrnent, after examination of the evidence and arguments which I have
produced, still dtft'er from thwn as to the legality of the recent captures in that sea,
they are ready to agree that the question, with the issues that depend upon it, should
be referred to impartial arbitration. You will in that case be authorized to consider,
in concert with 1\fr. Blaine, the method of procedure to be followed.

In his annual message, sent to Congress on the first of the present
month, the President, speaking in relation to the Behring Sea question,
said:
The offer to submit the question to arbitration, as proposed by Her Majesty's Govemmcnt, has not been accepted, for the reason that the form of submission propo~:~ed
is not thought to be calculated to assure a conclusion satisfactory to either party.

In the judgment of the President, nothing of importance would be
settled by proving that Great Britain conceded no jurisdiction to Russia
over the seal fisheries of the Behring- Sea. It might as well be proved
that Russia conceded no jurisdiction to England over the River Thames.
By doing nothing in eacll case every thing is conceded. In neither case
is anJthing asked of the other. ''Concession," as used here, means
simply acquiescence in the rightfulness of the title, and that is the only
form of concession which Uussia asked of Great Britain or which Great
Britain gave to Russia.
The second offer of Lord Salisbury to arbitrate, amounts simply to a
submission of the question whether any country Las a rigbt to extend
its jurisdiction more than one marine league from the shore~ No one
disputes that, as a rule; but the question is whether there may not be
exceptions whose enforcement does not interfere with those high wa.}TS
of commerce which tbe necessities and usage of the world have marked
out. Great Britain, when she desired an exceptiou, did not stop to
cousider or regard the inconvenience to which the commercial world
might be subjected. ller exception placed an obstacle in the highway
between continents. The United States, in protecting the seal fisheries,
will not interfere with a single sail of commerce on any sea of the globe.
It will mean something tangible, in the President's opinion, if Great
Britain will consent to aruitrate the real questions which have been
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under discussion between the two Governments for the last four years.
I shall endeavor to state what, in the judgment of the Pre.Bilient, tlwse
issues are:
First. What exclusive jurhidiction in the sea now known as the
Behring Sea, and what exclul'\i\·e rights in tl.te seal fisheries
therein, did l{us~ia assert allll exPrcise prior and up to the time
of tlw cession of Alasl{a to tlle Uuited States·~
Second. How far were the~e claims of jurisdiction as to the
seal fisheries recognized and conceded by Great Britain~
1'hird. Was tlle body of water now known as tlle Bellring Sea
included in the phrase ''Pacific Ocean," as used in tlle Treaty of
1825 between Great Britaiu and H.wssia; and what rights, if any,
in the Behring Sea were given or concedeu to Great Britain by
the said treaty¥
Fourth. Did not all the rights of Russia as to jurisdiction, and
as to the seal fisheries in Bellring- Sea east of tlle water boundary, in tlle treaty between the United States· and Russia of March
30, l~G7, pass unimpaired to tlte United States under that treaty'
Fifth. What are uow the rights of the United States as to the
fur seal fisheries in the waters of the Behring Sea outside of the
ordinary territorial limits, wllether such rigllts grow out of the
cession by Hus~ia of any special rights or jurisdiction held by
her in such fisheries or in tlle waters of Bellring Sea, or out of
the ownersl.tip of. the breeding islands and the habits of the seals
in resorting tllither and rearing their ~ung thereon and going
out from tlle islands for food, or out of any other fact or incident
connected with the relntion of tlwse Seal Fisheries to the territo·
rial possessions of the Uuitcd States~
Sixth. If the determination of the foregoing questions shall
leave tlle subject in ~uch position that the concurrence of Oreat
Britain is necessary in prescriuing regulations for the killing of
the fur seal in any part of the waters of Behring !:3ea, then it shall
be further determined: First, how far, if at all, outside the ordinary territorial limits it is necessary that the United States
should exercise an exclusive jurisdiction in order to protect the
seal for the time living upon tlle islands of the United States and
feeding tlwrefrom ~ SecolHl, whether a closed season (during
whicll the killing of seals in the waters of Behring Sea outside
the ordinary territorial limits shall be prohibited) is necessary
to save the ~eal fishing industry, so valualJle and important to
mankind, from deterioration or destruction·~ And, if so, third,
what mont us or parts of months should be included in such season, and over what waters it should extend ?
The repeated assertions that tlle Gov(•rumellt of the United States
demands that the Behrmg Sea be pronou11ced nwre clausum, are without foundatiOn. The Go\'ernment l.Jas never claimed it and never def'ired it. It expressly disavows it. At the same time the United States
(loes not lack alJundant antlwrity, according to the ablest exponents of
1 nternational law, for holding a small section of the Behring Bea for
the protection of the fur seals. Controlling a comparatively restricted
area of water for that one specific purpose is by no means the eqnintlent of declariug the sea, or any part thereof, rnare clauswn. Nor is it
by any means so serious an obstruction as Great Britain assumed to
make in the South Atlantie, uor so groundlesR an interference with the
common law of the sea as is maintained by British authority to-day in
the Iudiau Ocean. The Pretiideut does uot, however, desire the long
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pm;tponement wbich an examination of legal authorities from Ulpian
to Phillimore and Kent would involve. He finds his own Yiews well expressed by Mr. Pllelps, our late minister to England, when, after failing
to secure a just arrangement with Great. Britain touching the seal
fisheries, he wrote the follow\ng in his closing communication to his own
Government, September 12, 1888:
Much ]earning bas been expended upon the discussion of the abstrnct question of
tlte right of mare clausum. I do not conceive it to be applicable to the present case.
Here is a valuable fishery, and a large and, if properly managed, permanent industry, the property of the nations ou whose shores it is carried on. lt is proposed by
the colony of a foreign nation, in defiance of the joint remonstrance of all the conn·
tries interested, to destroy this business by tlw indiscriminate slaughter and extermination of the animals m question, in the open neighboring sea, during the period
of gestation, when the common dictates of huma'lity ought to protect tbet were
there no interest at all inYolved. And it is sugg6sted that we are prevented from tiefending ourselves against such depredations because the sea at a certain distance ftolll
the coast is free.
The same line of argument would take under its protection piracy and the slave
trade when prosecuted in the open sea, or would ju::;tify one nation in destroying the
commerce of another by placing dangerous obstructions and derelicts in the open sea
near its coasts. There are many things that can not be allowed to be done on the
open sea with impunity, and against which every sea is mare clausum j and the right
of self-defense as to per·s,,n and property prevails there as fully as elsewhere. If the
fish upon the Canadian coasts could be destroyed by scattering poison in the open sea
adjacent with some small profit to those engaged in it, would Canada, upon the just
principles of international law, be held. defenseless in snch a case T Yet that process
wonld be no more destructive, inhuman, and wanton than this.
If precedents are wanting for a deft•nse so necessary and so proper, it is becanMe
prPce<lents for snch a course of conduct are likewise unknown. The best international law bas arisen from precedents that have been established when the jnst occasion for them arose, undeterred by the discussion of abstract and inadequate rules.

I have, etc.,
JAMES

G. BLAINE.

[Inclosme A.]

CONVENTION* BET\YEEN THE UNITED STATES AND RUSSIA RELATIVE
TO NAYIGATJON, FISHING, AND TRADING IN THE PACIJnC OCEAN
AND TO ESTABLISHMENTS ON THE NORTHWEST COAST.

Concluded April 17, 1824; ratifications exchanged at Washington January 11, 1825;
p1·oclaimed January 12, 1825.
In t110 name of the Most Holy and Indivisible Trinity.
The President of the United States of America aud His Majesty the Emperor of all
the Russias, wishing to cement the bonds of amity which unite them, and to secure
between them the invariable maintenance of a perfect concord, by means of the present convention, have named as their Plenipotentiaries to this effect, to wit:
The President of the United States of America, Henry Middleton, a citizen of said
States, and their Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near his Imperial Majesty; and Hi-S Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, his he loved and
faithful Charles Robert Count of Nesselrode, actual Privy Counsellor, .Member of the
Council of State, Secretary of State directing the administration of Foreign Affairs,
actual Chamberlain, Knight of the Order of St. Alexander Nevsky, Grand Cross of
the Order of St. Wladimir of the first class, Knight of that of the White Eagle of
Poland, Grand Cross of the Order of St. Stephen of Hungary, Knight of the Or(l«'rs
of tho Holy Ghost and St. Michael, and Grand Cross of the Legion of Hun or of France,
Knight Grand Cross of the Orders of the Black and of the Red Eagle of Prussia, of
the Annunciation of Sardinia, of Charles III of Spain, of St. Ferdinand and of Merit
of Naples, of the Elephant of Denmark, of the Polar Star of Sweden, of the Crown of
Wiirtem berg, of the Guelphs of Hanover, of the Belgic Lion, of Fidelity of Baden, and
of St. Constantine of Parma; an<l Pierre de Poletica, actnal Counsellor of State,
Knight of the Order of St. Anne of the first class, anu Grand Cross of the Order of St.
\Vladimir of the second;
• Translation from the original, which is in the French language.

Who, after having exchanged their full p&wers, found in good and due form have
agreed upon and siv1ed the following stipulations:
ARTICLE

I.

It is agre~d that, in nny part of the Great Ocean, commonly callell the Pacific
Ocean, or South SP.a, the respective citizens or subjects of tho high contracting
Powers shall be neither disturhed nor restrained, either in navigation or in fishing, or
in the power of resorting to the coasts, upon points which may not already have been
occupied, for the pnrpm~e of trading with the natives, saving always the restrictions
and conditions determined by the following articles.
ARTICLE

II.

Wi a view of preventing the rightA of navigation and of fisl1ing exercised npon
the Great Ocean by the citizens anll subjects of the high contracting Powers from hecoming the pretext for au illicit trade, it is agreed that the citizens of the United
States shall not resort to auy point where there is a Russian estaulishment, without
the permission of the goVll'nor or commander; and that, reciprocally, the subjects of
Russia shall not resort, without permission, to any establishment of the United States
upon the Northwest coast.
ARTICLE III.
It is moreover agreed that, hereafter, t!Jore shall not be formed by the citizens of
the United States, or under the authority of the said States, any establishment upon
the northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent; to the north of
ti "ty-four degress and forty minutes of north latitude; and that, in the same manner,
there shall be none formed by Russian subjects, or under the authority of Russia,
south oft~ e same parallel.
ARTICLE IV.

It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term often years, counting from tl1e signature of the present convention, the ships of both Powers, or which belong to their
citizens or suujects respectively, may reciprocally frequent, without any hindra.nce
whatever, the interior seas, gul(s, harbors, and ereeks, upon the coast mentioned in
the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading. with the natives of the
country.
ARTICLE V.
All spirituous liquors, fire-arms, other arms, powder, all(l munitions of war of every
kind, are always excepted from this same commerce permitted by the preceding article; and the two Poweri engage, reciprocally, neither to sell, nor suffer them to be
sold, to the natives by their respective citizens and subjects, nor by anyperson who
may be under their authority. It is likewise stipulated that this restriction shall
never afford a pretext, nor be advanced, in any case, to authorize either search or
detention of the vessels, seizure of the merchandise, or, in fine, any measures of
constraint whatever towards the merchants or the crews who may carry on this
commerce; the high contracting Powers reciprocally reserving to themselves to
determine upon the penalties to be incurred, and to inflict the punishments in case
of the contravention of this article by their respective citizens or su bjccts.
ARTICLE

VI.

When this convention shall have been duly ratified by the President of the United
States, with tl;e advice and consent of the Senate, on the one part, and, on the other,
by Hi~ Majesty the Emperor of all the Rnssias, the ratifications shall be exchanged
at Washington in the space of t.en montlls from the date be.low, or sooner if possihle.
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this convention, and
thereto affixed the seals of their arms.
Done at St. Petersburg the 17-5 April, of the year of Grace one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four.
(SEAL.]
[SEAJ•• ]
(SEAL.)

LeComte

HENRY MIDDLETON.
CHARLES DE NESSELRODE.
PIEHUE DE POLETICA.

GREAT BRITAIN.
CONVENTJO

BETWEEN GR:EAT BRITAIN AND RUSSIA.

Signed at St. Petersburg, February 28-16, 1825; p1·esented to Parliament May 16, 1825.
In the name of the Most Holy and Undivided Trinity.
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, being desirous of drawing still closer the
ties of good ugderstanding and friendship which unite them, by means of an agreement which may settle, upon the basis of reciprocal convenience, different points
connected with the commerce, navigation, and fisheries of their subjects on the Pacific Ocean, as well as the limits of their respective possessions on the Northwest
coast of America, have named Plenipotentiaries to conclude a convention for this purpose, that is to say : His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, the Right Honorable Stratford Canning, a member of his said Majesty's
Most Honorable Privy Council, etc., and His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias,
the Sieur Charles Robert Connt de Nesselrode, His Imperial Majesty's Privy Councillor, a member of the Council of the Empire, Secretary of State for the department of
~'oreign Affairs, etc., a.nd the Sienr Pierre de Poletica, His Imperial Majesty's Councillor of State, etc. Who, after having communicated to each other their respective
full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and signed the following
articles:
I.-It is agreed that the respective snbjecttt of the high contracting Parties shall
not be t.roubled or molested, in any part of the ocean, commonly called the Pacific
Ocean, eithor in navigating the same, in fishing therein, or in landing at such parts
of the coast as shall not have been already occupied, in order to trade with the natives, under the restrictions and conditions specified in the following articles.
11.-In order to prevent the right of navigating and fishing, exercised upon the
ocean by the subjects of the high contracting Parties, from becoming the pretext for
an illicit commerce, it is agreed that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty shall not
land at any place where there may be a Russian establishment, without the permission of the Governor or Commandant; and, on the other hand, that Russian subjects
shall not land, without permission, at any British establishment on the Northwest
coast.
III.-The line of demarkation between the possessions of the high contracting
Parties, upon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the Northwest,
shall be drawn in the manner following:
Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales Island,
which point lies in the parallel of fifty-four degrees forty minutes, north latitude, and
between the one hundred and thirty-first and the one hundred and thirty-third degree
of west longitude (Meridian of Greehwich), the said line shall ascend to the north
along the channel called Portland Channel, as far as the point of the continent where
it strikes the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude; from this last-mentioned pnint, the
line of demarkation shall follow the summit of the mountains situated parallel to
to the coast, as far as the point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude (of the same meridian); and, finally, from the said point of
intersection, the said meridian line of the one hundred and forty-first degree, in its
prolongation as far as tho Fro?.en Ocean, shall form the limit between the Russian
and British Possessions on the continent of America to the Northwest.
IV.-With reference to the line of demarkation laid down in the preceding article
it is understood :
First. That the island called Prince of Wales Island shall belong wholly to Russia.
Second. That wherever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction
parallel to the coast, from the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude to the point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude, shall prove to be
at the di.Jltance of more than ten marine leagues from the ocean, the limit between
the British Possessions and the line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above
mentioned, shall be formed by a line parallel to the windings of the coast, and which
shall never exceed the distance of ten marine leagues therefrom.
V.-It is moreover agreed, that no establishment shall be formed by either of the
two parties within the limits assigned by the two preceding articles to the possessions of the other; consequently, British subjects shall not form any establishment
either upQn the coast, or upon the border of the continent comprised within the limits
of the Russian Possessions, as designated in the two preceding articles; and, in like
manner, no establishment shall be formed by Russian subjects beyond the said limits.
VI.-It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, from whatever
quarter they may arrive, whether from the ocean, or from the interior of the continent,
shall forever enjoy the right of navigating freely, and without any hindrance whatever, all the rivers and streams which, in their course towards the Pacific Ocean,
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may cross the line of demarkation upon t'he line of coast d cribed in article three of
the present convention.
VII.-It is also understood, that, for the space of ten years from the signature of
the present convention, the vesHels of the two Powers, or those belonging to their respective subjects, shall mutually he at liberty to frequent, without any hindrance
whatever, all the inland seas, the gnlfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned
in article three for the purposes of fishing and of trading with the natives.
VIII.-'fbe port of Sitka, or Novo Arcbaugelsk, shall he open to the commerce and
vessels of British subjects for the space often yearR from the date of Ute exchange of
the ratifications of the present convention. In the event of an extension of this term
of ten years hei ng granted to any other Power, the like extension shall be granted
also to Great Britain.
IX.-'fhe above-mentioned liberty of commerce shall not apply to the trade in
spirituous liquors, in fire-arms, or other armR, gunpowder or other warlike stores;
the high contJRcting Parties reciprocally engaging not to permit the above-mentioned articles to be sold or delivered, in any manner whatever, to the natives of the
country.
X.-Every British or Russian vessel navigating the Pacific Ocean, which may be
compelled by storms or by accident, to take shelter in the ports of tho respective
Parties, shall be at liberty to refit therein, to provide itself with all necessary stores,
and to put to sea again, without paying any other thau port and light-house dues,
which shall be the same as those paid by national vessels. In case~however, the
master of such vessel should be under the necessity of disposing of a part of his merchandise in order to defray hili expenRes, he shall conform himself to the regulations
and tariffs of the plaee where he may have landed.
·
XI.-In every ca.se of complaint on account ot an infraction of the articles of the
present convention, the civil and military authorities of the high contracting Parties,
without previously acting or taking any forcible measure, shall make an exact and
circumstantial report of the matter to their respective courts, who e11gage to settle
tha same, in a friendly mann· r, and according to the principles of justice.
XII.-'fhe present convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications sball be exchanged at London, within the space of six week"- or sooner if possible.
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and
have affixed thereto the seal of their arms.
Done at St. Peterl!lbnrg, the 28-loth day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and twenty-five.
STRATFORD CANNING.
[L. s.]
[L.S.]
[L. s.]

THE COUNT DE NESSELRODE.

PIERRE DE POLKTICA.

[Inclosure B.]

List of maps, 1oith designation of waters now known as the Beh1·ing Sea, with date and place
of publication.
[In tl1ese maps tbe waters sontb of Bebrinl{ Sea are variously designated as the Pacific Ocenn, Ocean
Pacifique, Stilles Meor; the Great Ocean, Grande Mer, Grosse Ocean; the Great So nth Sea, Grosse
Siid Sea, Mer du Siid. Aml they are again further divided, an<l the northern part desigmtte(las North
Pacific Ocean, Partie cln Nord de laMer du Siicl, Partiedu Nord de la Grande Mer, Grand Om·an Bo1·eal,
Nordlicher Theil des Gro8sen Siid Meers, NordliAcher Theil des Stillen Meers, Niirtllische Stille Meers,
etc. In all the maps, however, the Pacific Ocean, under one of these various titles, is designated ,.ep·
arate from the sea.]
Description of map.

Accurate Charte von NordAmerika, from
the best sources.
Map mad4c' under direction of Mikbael
Gvosdef, surveyor of the Shestakof expedition in 1730.
lfappe Monde, by Lowitz ................
Geographical Atla!l of the Russian Empire,
Alexander Vostchinine.
Carte De L'isle de Ieso, corrected to date,
by Phillippe Buache, academy of sci~>nces and geograph11r to tht1 kin~~;.
lrliiller's map of the discoveries by the
Russians on the 11orth west coast of
America, prepared for the :blperial
.Academy of Scit>noes.

Dl'signation of w!i'ters now
known a::~ Behnng Sea.

·

Sea of Anadir ......... _..... ....................

Date.

(*)

Kamtsohatskiscbes :Meer .. . St. Petersburg....

1743

MareAndiricnm ............ Berlin............
Kamtchatka or Beaver Sea.. St. Petersburg....

1746
1748

Mer de Kamtcbatka ......... Paris .• _..........

1754

Sea ofKamtscha.tka ......... St. Petersburg....

1758

*Unknowu.

•

Where published

-
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List of maps, with designation of waters now known as the Belt-ring Sea, etc.-Contiuur(l.
Description of map.

------------------------------I

Designation of waters now
known as Behring Sea.

Where published.

I Date.

D'Auville's map of the western hemi- j Sea of Anadir ••••••••••••••. Paris ............ .
1761
Rphere.
:Map of Hemisphere Septentrional by :Mer Dermant ............... Berlin ........... .
1762
Count Redfern, published by Royal
Academy of Sciences.
Map publish<·d in the London :Magazine .. SeaofXamschatka .......... London .......... .
176i
Map by S. Bellin, engineer of the Royal Sea of Kamtschatka ............ do ........... ..
1766
AcM1emy.
Nouvelle Carte des decouvertes par les Mer de Kamschatka and Amsterdam .......
1766
vai11seanx Rus!liens anx cotes incon:M~r d'Anadir.
nnes de l'Amt•rique Sept'le; Miiller.
Jeffery's Americ:m Atlas, printed by R. Sea of Xnmtschatka. and Lon<lon........... 1768-'72
Sayers and J. Bennett.
Sea of A nadir.
Road map from Paris to TobolRken ....... Sea of Kamtschatka ........ Paris ............ .
1769
Bowles's Atlas; mapoftheworld ........ Sea of Anadir ............... Lontlon .......... .
1770
:Map of the eastern part of the Russian ·Mare Kamtschatkiensae . . • . St. Petersburg ... _!
1771
t-erritory, by J. Trns~cott.
Map of the new northern archipelago, in Sea of Kamscbatka. and Sea. London .......... .
J. von Stnehlin Storcksburg's account 1 of Anadir.
of the northern archipelago lately dis- 'I
covered by the Russians in the seas of
KumAcbatka and Anallir.
177j
Samuel Dunn's mnp of North America ... Sea of A nadir ................... :lo ........... ..
Chart of Hussian discoveries from the Sea ofKamtschatka ............ do ........... ..
1775
map published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg (Robert Sayer,
print seller), published as the act directs.
Jeffery's atlas; chart containin~ part of SeaofKamschatka. ............. do ........... ..
1776
Icy Sea and adjacent coasts of Asia and
America. published 1775, according to
act of Parliament, by Sayer and BPtmett.
Jeffery's atlas; chart of the ".Russian .... do ............................ do ............ .
1776
discoveries," from map published by
Imperial Academy of Sciences; published by Robert Sayer, March 2, 1775.
Atlas, Thomas Jeffery's (geographer to .... do ............................ do ........... ..
1776
King), American; chart containing tbA
coasts of California, New Albion, and
the Russian discoveries to the north.
Map in the .F rench Encyclopedia ............. £1o...... ... . . . ...... . ... .. Paris ............ .
17i7
Scllmidi's atlas-----~----- .................... do ........................... tlo ............ .
1777
Jeffery's atlas ................................. do ........................ London .......... .
1778
Carte<ler Entdekun gen Zivi!'chen Siberia. Kamtschatldsche .Meer ........................ .
1780
und America to the year 1780.
Map of the new discoveries in the Eastern Kamtchatka or Beaver Sea .. St. Petersburg •...
1781
01•.ean.
St. Petersburg atlar. ..................... . Sea ofKamtschatka ............. do ........... ..
1782
Halbkugel der Erde, by Bode ............ . Kamschatka Sea _.......... Berlin ........... .
1783
Chart of the north west coast of America Sea ofKamt&chatka ......... London .......... .
1784
and the northeast coast of 'Asia, preI
pared by Lieut. Henry Roberts, under
the immediate inspection of Captain
Cook; published by William Faden.
:Map of tl10 Empire of Russia and Tar- Kamtcbatldsche odcr Biber Nuremberg .......
tary, by F. L. Gulsefeld.
Meer.
:Map of discoveries made by the Russians Sea of Kamtcbatka . . • • . . . • . St. Petersburg ....
and by Captain Cook; Alexandre Vilbrech.
Dunn's atla!l; map of the world.
Sea of Kamtschatka........ London ......... ..
D'Auville's atlas; map of the world, .... do ............................ do ........... ..
with improvements, prepared for J.
Harrison, as the act directs.
:Meares's Voyages; chart of northwest Sea of Kamschatka ............. do ............ .
coast of America.
Chart of the world, exhibiting- all the .... do ............................ do ............ .
new discoveries to the present time,
with · the tracts of the moAt distinguished navigators from tl1e year 1700,
carefully collected from the best charts,
maps, 'l'oyages, etc., extant, by A. Arrowsmith, geographer, "as the act directs."
Chart of the Great Ocean or South Sea, Sea of K \mtschatka • ••• .. .. Paris ........... ..
conformable to the account of thE' voyage of discover.v of the French frigates
La Bota1ole and l'.A.It7·olable; La Perouse.

1786
1787
1788
1788
1790
1790

1791
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of maps, with designatfon of u•t'iters now known as the Beh1'ing Sea, etc.- Con tinned.
Description of map.

Kartedes.Nordens von America; G. Forster.
Greflnough's map in Wilkinson's atla11 . .. .
Map of the northeastern part of Siberia,
the Frozen Sea, tbeEa~tt>rn Ocean, and
nort.hweRtern coasts of America, indicating Billings's expedition.
Arruwsmith's map of the world . ...... ...
Charte von America, F. L.Gul::~efeld .......
Atlii.JI of Math 1w Carey; map of the world,
from the best authorities, and mao of
Russian Empire in Europe and Asia.
Chart of North America, by J. Wilkes,
" as act directs."
Halbkugel der Erde ....••.•••.•.....•.•..
C~:~~vonNorth Amerika, byF.L.Gulse·

Designation of waters now
known as Behring Sea.

Where published.
-

D te
a •

Kamschatka Sea .••••••••••. Berlin ..••••••••..

1791

Sea of Kamtschatka . • • • . • • . London .......... .
Kamtchatka Sea............ St. Petersburg ... .

1791
17111

Sea of Kamtchatlm ......... London ..•••••.••.
KamtRchatkischeK Meer .... Nurnberg ...... .
Sea of Kamtschatka.. ••• •• .. Philadelpbia .... ..

17M
1796
1711G

.... do .••••••••••••••••••••••• London ......... ..

1796

Kamschatka SPa............ Nuremberg .••••••
Kamtschatkisches Meer .••. Nurnberg ..•••..•.

1797
1797

C. F. Delmarche's atlas; Mappemonde, Sea of Kamtschatka......... Paris .•••••••••••.
by Robert dn Vaugondy, including new
discoveries of Captain Uook.
La Perouse's chart of the Great OcPan or .... do........................ London .......... .
South Sea, conformable to the rliscoveries of the French frigates La Boussole
and l' Astrolable, published in conformity
with the decree of the French National
Assembly,1791, translated and printed
by J.Johuson.
W.'Heather's marine atlas................ Sea of Kamtchatka .............. do .•••••••••••.
G~~tl~du.r~:r:~~: facaft~~:r~f:t~:~ted~ Mer de Kamtchatka ........ Edinburgh ...... ..
!'Amerique Septentrionale,'' and showin!!: the discoveries of the Rns11ians, and
Portlock and Dickson.
'\\'ilkinson't~ g
eral atlas; a new Mer- Sea of Kamtchatka . ........ London .......... .
cator's chart, drawn from the latest discoveries.
Map of the world; Graberg.... ... ... .. • .. Bacino di Bering.
Geneva ......... ..
Map magazine, compost>d according to the Beaver Sea or Sea of Kamt· 8t. Petersburg .••.
latest observations of foreign navigators,
chatka.
corrected to 1802.
llap of "Meer von Kamtechatka," with Meer von Kamtschatka .. • .. Weimar •••••••••.
the routes of Capt. Jos. Billings and
Mart. Sauer·, drawn by Fred. Gotze, to
accompany report of Billings's Russian
official visit. to Alentla and Alaska..
Atlas des Ganzen Er<lkreises, by Chris- Meer von Kamtchatka .......... do ........... ..
tian Gottlieb Rt~ichard.
Arrow11mith's general atlas ............... 1 SeaofKamtchatka .•.•••.••. London .......... .
:Map of Savrilia :Sarytscheff's journey in Sea of Kamschatka..... ••• • . Leipsic ......... ..
the Northeast Sea.
Jedediah Morse's map of North America ..... do ...... , ................. Boston .......... ..
Robert Wilkinson's general atlas; new Sea of Kamtcbatka.......... London .......... .
Mercator's chart.
Atlas of the Ru11sian Empire, :ulupted by Kamtchatka or Beaver Sea.. St. Petersburg ..•.
the general direction of schools.
General map of the travels of Captain Kamtcha.tka Sea ................ do.............
GoloYnin.
Map in Carey's atlas. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Sea of Kamtscbatka......... London .......... .
Lieutenant Robexts's chart, improved to .... do ............................ do ............ .
date.
Mappemontle in atlas of Malte-Brun . . .. . Bassin de Behring .. .. ... • .. Paris ............ .
Dunn's atlas . .... .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Sea of Kamtscllatka......... London ......... ..
Karte des Grossen Oceans, nsnally the Kamtschatkisches Meer .••. Hamburg ..•..•...
South Sea; ootzmann.
Chart von A merika; Streits ............ .. Sea of Kamtchatka ......... Weimar ........ ..
.Arrowsmith's map of North America .... . Sea of Kamtschatka.... ••• .. London .......... .
Map of the world in Pinkerton's atlas ... . Sea ot Kamtscbatka ............. do ............. .
Map by Lapie .......................... .. Basin du Nord .............. Paris ........... ..
"Carte d'Amerique redig<'e- apres celle Bassin de Behring .............. do ........... ..
d'Arrow::~mith en four planches et soumise aux observations astronomiques
de M. de Humboldt.," by Champion.
Map of Oceanica, or the fifth part of the Bassin du Nord ................. do ........... ..
world, including a portion of America
and the coast~:~ of Asia, by H. Brue.
Neale's general atlas; Samuel and SeavfKamtchatka .......... London .......... .
George N eel e.
Chart von America; Geographic Insti- Meer von Kamtchatka ...... Weimar ........ ..
tute.•

1797

17!18

1799
lSOO

1800
1802

1802
1803

1803
1804

1805
1805
1!!07

1807
1807-D

*This chart also desi~ate11 the coast from Columbia River ('90) to Cape Elizabeth (600) u
"Nord-West Kuste."

1208

1808
1~09

1810
1810
1~10

1811

1812
1812

1813

1814
1814

181{
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List of maps, ·with desighation. of waters now known. as Behring Sea, ew.-Continned.

Description of map.

Designation of waters now
known as Behring Sea.

Where published.

Map of the worlJ, by von Krusenatem ... Meer von Kamscho.tka .••••. St. Petersburg .••.
Enc,-proptype de l'Amerique Septen· Basin du Nord •••••••••••••. Paria ............ .
tnonale, by Bru6.
Smith'e jteneral atJas .............•.•••••. Sea of Kamtchatka ••••••••. London •••••••••••
Allgcmeinewelt charte, with voyage of Sea of Kamtr.cha.tka .•••.••..•• do .••••••••••••
Kru11cnstern.
Grande Atla11 Univenal, edited by Chez Bassin du Nord .••••.•..•••. Paris .•••••••••••.
.Desray; Mappemonde, by Goujon,
geographer.
Atlas elementaire, by Lnpie et Poirson ... ~_!'88induNordoudeBering ..••. do •.••••••••••.
.AWieriqne Septtmtrionale et Meridionale; Mer de Bering on Bassin du .••. do ..••.••••••••
La pie.
·
Nord.
Map in Thompaon's atlas .•••••••••••••••. Sea of Kamtaehatka •••••••. Edinburgh .•••••••
Fieltlin~r Lucas's atlas ........................ do............ ••• •• •••••• Baltimore •••••••••
Reichard and von Haller's German atlas. Sea of Kamachatka ••••••••. Weimar .•••••••••
Map in Greenough'• atlas . . . . • • . • • • • • •••. Sea of Kamtchatka • . • •• • • • • Edinburgh .••••••
John Pinkerton's modem atlas ..••.•••••..••. do ......•••••..••••••••••• Philadelphia .•••••
lfan engraved by Kirkwood & Sons...... Sea of Kamtschatka. ••• • • •. Edinburgh •••••••
Chart of the Ruasian and English discov- Sea of Kamschatka... •• • •• • London·-·······.
eriea in tbe North Paclftc Ocean, by
Capt. James Bnrney, F. R. S.
Carte Generale de I'Amerique; De La- Mer de Bering on Bassin du Paris •••••••••••••
marche.
Nord.
Carte d' Amerique Sept'le et Merid'le; Bas11in du Nord .•••••••••••..••. do .••••••••••••
Hennon.
C~~~~.~~~aka, ~y J. K. Eyries aTod Behring Sea .••••••••••••.••..•.. do .••••••••••••
Chart of the .Arctic Ocean and North .••. do ........................ Weimar ••••••••••
Amel"ica, uy La pie ..••••...•.• : .•.•• _.••
Carto GeDcraltl du Globe; Rru6 . ••• •• • • • . lfehr de Behring............ Paris ••••••.••••••
lfappemonde; Tardieu. .•.••• .••• •• •••••• Mer de Behring .....••.••.•..... do ..•....••••••
Atlas of La Vogue; M. Carey............ Sea of Kamtchatka . .• •. . • . . Philadelphia .•••••
Atlas Universal of A. H. Bru6 ..••••••••. Mer de Bering ..•••••••.•••. Paris ••••••••••••.
Mappemonde; Herri110n.................. Mer de Behring ..•••••.•••••..•. do .•••••...••••
Map to illustrate the voyage of Kotzebue. Sea of Kamtachatka •• •• •• •• St. Pett!rsburg .•••
Fiel<ling Lucas's Atlas .••••••••••••••••••.••. do .•••••••••••.••••.•••••. Philadelphia ••••••
Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • . ... do... • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Baltimore ••••••••
.Am6rique Septentrionale; La pie . . • . . . • . . Mer de Behring............. Paris .••••••••••••
Atlas Clas~ique et Universe}, by M. Lapie. Mer de Behring on Bassin Pana •••••••••••••
duNord.
Anthony Finiev's .Atlas •••••• •••• •• . ••• • • Sea of Kamtscbatka. •••• •• • . Philadelphia .•••••
Atlas ol Buchon; cartes dea Possessions Banin du Nord ••••••••••••. Paris ..••.••••••••
Russlles.
lfap in Butler's A tlaa .. ".. •• •• • •• • • •• • • • • Sea of Kamschatka .••••• :. • Lomlon • • • •• • • •
Atlas His torico de Le Sage • ••• •• . • • • • • • . Mer de Bering • ••• •• •••••••. Paris .••••••.•••••

Date.

1816
~~
1815
1815
1811
1818
1817

1821
1821
1821
1821

1822
1823
1828
1823

1823
182f
182&

t•

1825
1825
1828

(Inclosure C.)

Section 4 of ".An act for regulating the intercourse 'H'ith the is1and of St. Helena tl riflg tle
time Napoleon. Bonapm·te ahaU be detained there, and for indemnifying persons '" 1M
cases therein. mentioned (11th .A.p1'il, 1816)/'

SECTION 4. .A.nd be it further enacted That it shall and may be lawful for the governor, or, in his absence, the deputy-governor of the said island of St. Helena, by all
necessary ways and moons, to hinder and prevent any ship, vessel or boat from repairing to, trading, or touching at said island, or having any communication with the
same, and to hinder and prevent any person or persons from landing upon the said
island from such ship, vessel or boats and to seize ana detain all and ev~ry person
and persons that shall land upon the said island from the same; and all snob ships1
vessels or boats (except as above excepted) as shall repair to, or touch at the sala.
island, or shall be found hovering within B leagues of the coast thereof, anclwbich
shall or may belong, in the whole or in part, to any subject or subjects of His Maj•
esty, or to any person or persons owing allegiance to His Majesty, shall and are hereby
declared to be forfeited to His Majesty, and shall and may be seized and detained,
and brought to England, and shall and may be prosecuted to condemnation by His
Majesty's attorney-general, in any of His Majesty's courts of re~rd at Westminster,
in such manner and form as any ship, vessel or boat may be seized, detained or prosecuted for any breach or violation of the navigation or revenue laws of this country .
and the offense for which such ship, vessel or boat shall be proceeded against shal1
and may be laid and charged to have been done and committed in the county of
Middlesex; and if any ship, vessel or boat, not belonging in the whole or in part to
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any person or perJons the subject or subjects of or owing allegiance to His Majt>sty,
his heirs and successors, shall repair to or trade or touch at the said it1land of St.
Helena, or shall be found hovering wiihin 8 leagues of the coast thereof, and shall
not depart from the said island or the coast thereof when and so soon as the master
or other person having the charge and command thereof shall be ordered so to do by
the governor or lieutenant-governor of the said island for the time being, or by the
commander of His Majesty's naval or military force stationed at or off the said island
forthe t·ime being, (unless in case of unavoidable uecess'ity or distress of weather),
such ship or vessel shall be deemed forfeited, and shall and may be seized and detained and prosecuted in the same manner as is hereinbefore enacted as to ships, vessels or boats of or belonging to any subject or subjects of His Majesty•

•
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Mr. Snowden to Mr. Blaine.
No. 23.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'rED STATES,

Athens, January 24, 1890. (Received February 15.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform yon that in an interview with the
prime minister this a.m. bo inS,rmed me that the views I bad the
honor to present in relation tlb a protocol authorizing joint stock comJlanies incorporated in the United States and Greece to enjoy all the
rights and privileges granted to the citizens and subjects of each had
been duly considered by himself' and the minister of foreign affairs,
and be was happy to state that as a consequence the agreement between
the two countries would be executed by the Hellenic Government
within a few days. He was kind enough to say, further, that whatever
objection there might have been to extending the agreemtmt bad either
been entirely removed by my presentation of the case or at least so
much modified as to rend&r it impossible to refuse, to the always friendly
Government of the Uni~d States, what had been granted to other
countries. I hope to be able t.o forward the protocol duly executed within
a 'few days. Thi~ result of the negotiations is especially gratifying as at
the preseut time two large American insurance companies, the Equital>leaml New York Life, are anxiously seeking permission to enter Greece.
I have, etc.,
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN•

•
Mr. Snowden to Mr. Blaine.
No. 28.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Athens, February 14, 1890. (Received March 4.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose a protocol of conference held at
Athens on the lOth day of February, 1890, between His Excellency
Stephen Dragonrnis, minister of foreign affairs for the Hellenic Government, and the minister of the United States of America. In this conference and declaration it was reciprocally understood and agreed that
iointstockcompauies and other associations--commercial, industrial, and
financial-constituted in conformity with the laws in force in Greece and
the United States, may exercise in the territory of the other the rights
and privileges of subjects and citizens of the two countries under article
I of the treaty of commerce and navigation concluded between the two
Governments in London on the lOth day of December, 1837, including the
right of appearing before tribunals for the purpose of bringing an action
or of defending themselves, with the sole condition that in exercising
these rights th~y conform to the laws ·of Greece and of the United
States and the several States.
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In this mutual agreement and declaration as to the construction to be
placed upon the first article of the treaty of 1837 as to joint stock companies, I believe aU that was desired by our Go\?erument has been accomplished, and I trust that the action taken may meet tile approval of
the Department.
As several corporations aud many citizens from all parts of the Unite1l
States have expressed to this legation a desire to aYail themselves of
the privileges granted or conferred by this agTcement, I would respectfully submit that the reRnlt reached have wide circulation through the
Associate~l Press, as the best means of communicating tliC information
to tllose interested.
I lm \·e, etc.,
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN.

[Inclosure in

o. 28.J

PROTOCOL EXPLANATORY OF TilE SCOPE AND EFFF.:CT OF ARTICLE 1 OF THE TREATY
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND GREECE OF DECEMBER 10-22, 1837.

Protocol nf a conference held at Athens on the :-N; day of~::~:::~~ 1890 between the Honorable
A. Loudon Sno!l'den, Minister Resident of the Unite(l .States of America and His $xcellency Stephen Dragournis, Minister for Fo1'eign A.tfairs of His Majesty the Xing of the
Hellenes.
In view of the desire of the Government of the United States and of that of His
Hellenic Majesty to effect a reciprocal understanding in regard to the rights and
remedies of associations organized under the law~:> of one of tlw countries in the territories of the other, the minister of the United States declares that joint stock companies and other associations-commercial, industrial, and financial-constituted in
conformity with the laws in force in Greece may exercise in th.e United 8tates the
rights and privileges of subjects of Greece under article I of the treaty of commerce
and navigation between the Government of the United States and that of His Hellenic Majesty, concluded in London on the 10th-22d of December 1837, including
the right of appearing before tri unuals for the purpose of bri uging an action or of
defending themselves, with the sole condition that in exercising these rightt~ they
always conform to the laws aud customs existing in the United States and the several 8tates.
•
The Hellenic minister for foreign afi'airs declares on his part, reciprocally, that
similar rights and privileges shall be enjoyed by corporations of the United States
in Greece, whether now or heretofore organized, or to be created in the future, provided they likewise conform to the laws and customs of Greece.
In testimony of which we have :interchangeably signed this protocol at Athens on
the ~:h of Janua~:_, 1890.
lOth

l''ebruary

A.

LOUDON SNOWDEN.

E.

DI~AGOUMIS.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

[Appendix]

Article I of the Treaty of 1837.
The citizens and snhjects of each of the two High Contracting Parties may, with
all security for their persons, vessels, and cargoes, freely enter the ports, places, and
rivers of the territories of the other, wherever foreign commerce is permitted. They
shall be at liberty to sojourn and reside in all parts whatsoever of said territories;
to rent aml occupy houses and warehouses for their commerce, and they shall enjoy,
generally, the most entire security and protection in their mercantile transactions, on
couditions of t4eir submitting to the laws and ordinances of the respective countries.
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Mr. Blaine to JJfr. Snowden.
No. 30.]

DEP ARTMEN1.' OF ST A1.'E,

lVashington, .March 21, 1890.
SIR: The protocol explanatory of the scope and efl'ect of article I of
the treaty between the United States of An1erica and Greece of December 10-22, 1~7, which accompanied your dispatch No. 28 of the 4th
ultimo, has been received. The Department has approved the protocol
in question and printed the same for the information of the public.
I am, etc.,·
JA]}1ES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Snowden.
No. 40.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, September 18, 1890.
SIR: I herewith transmit copy of a dispatch No. 294 of the 1st instant, from the United States consul at Patras, in relation to the subjection of Emmanuel C. Catechi, an American citizen, to military service
in the army of Greece.
The facts of the case are fully and clearly detailed by l\ir. Woodley,
the United States consular agent at Corfu, in his report to Mr. Hancock. For present convenience they may be briefly summarized.
Emmanuel C. Catechi was born in the island of Merlera, Corfu, on
or about l\Iarch 15, 1858. He came to this country in 1872, when 14
· years old. Be was naturalized in California on the 16th of April, 1879,
being then 21 years old. He visited Corfu in 1885, provided with a
passport as a citizen of the United States, which was h;sued to him by
the Department November 17, 1884. A few months after his return
thither he was conscripted for military service, his name being found in
the local conscription list; but on his alien citizenship being t:Shown"he
was released. In 1886 he was again conscripted, and, on repeated proof
of his American citizenship, again released. He thereupon petitioned to
haYe his name stricken from the conscription list. JudiciaL proceedings
to that end were had, resulting in the imposition of 8 days' imprisonment allll costs on the charge of changing his citizenship without prior
permission of the Government of Greece. He then remained unmolested until May, 1890, when he was again arrested and forced to enter
tlw military service. The consular agent at Corfu intervened, producing proofs of Catechi's citizensllip, but the lor.al authorities, finding, a~
they alleged, his name still 011 the conscription list, referred the case to
At hens for instructions; and pending action thereon, Ca.techi is still
held to service. It would seem that the identity of Emmanuel C. Catechi is confounded with that of Emmanuel A. Oatechi, a delinquent
conscript, of whose status this Department is not informed. Without
raising, at present, the question as to the liability of Catechi to punishment for changing his allegiance without permission (a doctrine against
which this Government is ever disposed to expostulate), it is clear that
in the case before us the court of Greece, administering Greek law, adjudged hiR liability in a process brought before it at the voluntary suit
of Oatechi himself, and that he did, in fact, submit to the judgment and
extinguish the penalty. The purpose of his suit was to cause his name
to be expunged from the conscription list, thus relieving him from further call, Similar proceedings are often reported to this Department
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27 years of age, and finding Catenhi's name inserted in the catalogue of the local government, he was called upon and brought by military escort from his island to enter
the military service.
As soon as informed by him of this fact, I addressed a dispatch to the prefect, dated
14-26 December, 1885, in which I inclosed Catechi's passport and copy of the act of
naturalization, by which I requested his exoneration from the military service.
The prefect sent the said documents to Athens, and, assuring himself of the true,
naturalization, issued instructions to the competent military authorities, and said
Catechi was released; but, having omitted to withdraw Catechi's name from the catalogue, in 1886 he was again required to enter the military service. I had to protest
a second time, and he was again released.
Catechi then, in order to avoid any repetition of the annoyance, formally petitioned
that his name should be erased from the catalogue, he being an American subject,
and it was found necessary that the case should be brought before the judicial courts
in consequence of his having at the time changed citizenship without first obtaining
the permission from the Greek Government, as prescribed by the Greek law.
For this infringement of the law the comt, taking into consideration that when
Catechi left for America he was quite young and that at California there was no Greek
consul to inform him of the laws of this country, sentenced Catcchi to the lowest
penalty of 8 days' imprisonment and to the payment of the costs, as results from the
sentence No. 201 of the year 1886 and from the payment voucher of costs No. 95.
Since that time Catechi remained unmolested up to 1890, when in May of this year
he was arrested, brought before the military authorities, and there forced to enter the
service, although be protested, not being allowed to see or inform his consul.
As soon as I was informed of the occurrence, I immediately made my representation
to the prefect and sent him( a) Copy of Catechi's birth certificate, by whichitwas evident that he was born in
1858, and consequently in 1879, when he obtained the American citizenship, he had
completed his 21 years of age.
(b) Certificate from the mayor of Merlera, by which it was proved that when
Catechi left Greece for America he was 14 years of age.
(c) Copy of the sentence No. 201.
(d) A certificate from his mayor, obtained in this last occasion, declaring that he
was recognized by him as a naturalized American citizen, and that his name was withdrawn from the catalogue of Merlera.
The prefect, as president of the conscription committee, informed the military committee that Emmanuel C. Catechi was a naturalized American citizen, but the latter
authority, finding that in the old catalogue, which they had in their office, unfortunately Catechi's name existed, and as they were in search of another Emmanuel A.
Catechi, of the same place (while the American subject is Emmanuel C. Catechi ), they
sent the documents to the war office at Athens.
The prefect, Count A. P. Metaxa, immediately telegraphed to Athens, wrote several
times on the subject, and clearly declared that Emmanuel C. Catechi was illegally
kept as a soldier, but from what I can make out the Government at Athens is under
some wrong impression regarding this affair.
Now, notwithstanding that the authorities have in hand all the documents relative
to the American citizenship of Emmanuel C. Catechi, still they keep him unreasonably
in the military ranks to the great disadvantage of his interests.
I therefore have the honor to beg of you to take the needful measures, through the
United States legation at Athens, that ;said Catechi be exonerated from the military
service once for all, as the man's name is already erased from the original catalogue
of his district.
I have, etc.,
THOS, WOODLEY,

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Snowden.
No. 41.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, September 19, 1890.
In connection with my instruction No. 40 of the 18th instant,
relative to the case of Mr. Emmanuel C. Catechi, I have now to request
that you will make discreet investigation of the circumstances of his
residence in Greece, whether pointing to permanency of abode there or
indicating his purpose to return within a reasonable period to the
United States and discharge the duties of citizenship.
F R 90-33
SIR :

FOREIGN RELATIONS.

This instruction is, of course, to be regarded as independent of my
No. 40, which concerns Mr. Catechi as a naturali~ed citizen of thl'
United States and treats of his rights as such. But as a measure of
precaution for its future guidance, if needs be, the Department deems
it desirable to possess all attainable facts touching the residence of\a
citizen of this country who contemplates a sojourn in that of his former
allegiance.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.
Mr. Snowden to Mr. Blaine.

No. 60.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

.Athens, October 18, 1890. (Received November 4.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your two dis·
patches, Nos. 40 and 41, referring to the conscription and detention in
the Greek military service of Emmanuel C. Catechi, a naturalized citizen
of the United States, and to inform you that, probably owing to the ab·
sence of United States Consul Hancock from Patras, I was not promptly
advised, as I should have been, of the facts in this case.
The first information I had on the subject was from a statement made
by one .A. J. Anagnostopoulus, a friend of Catechi, and transmitted to
me through th~ United States consul at Athens, and which I now find,
from Mr. Thomas Woodley's report, contains several unimportant errors
as to dates, etc.
Immediately on receipt of this statement, which reached me on the
18th day of September, I addressed a communication to the Hellenic
minister of foreign affairs, presenting all the facts then in my posses·
sion tending to sustain the claim of Oatechi to the privileges of American citizenship, and upon thest3 requested his speedy release froln"military service. To this communication, a copy of which is herewith inclosed, I have received no reply.
I also wrote on the same day to Mr. Thomas Woodley, United States
consular agent at Corfu, requesting to be furnished with full information on this case. His reply, inclosing a copy of his original statement
to Consul Hancock, has just been received from England, where he has
been sojourning for some time on account of ill health.
As I am advised by Mr. Hancock that, acting under your instructions,
he has presented to the Greek foreign office a full statement of the
facts establishing Catechi's claim to American citizenship, and has also
in this communication embodied the views of the Department as contained in dispatch No. 40, and has reiterated my request of September
18 for the immediate release of Catechi from military service, I do
not deem it advisable to again communjcate with the Greek Government on this subject until my return to Athens, which will be within a
week or 10 days from date. Immediately on my return to Athens, if
Catechi is still held to service, I shall in person present your views and
demand his prompt release. As requested in dispatch N<t.- 41, I shall
make careful investigation into the circumstances of Catechi's residence in Greece, whether pointing "to a permanent abode there or
otherwise, and communicate the same to the Department.
I have, etc.,
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN.
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[Inclosure in No. 60.]

Mr. Snowdoo to M1'. Dragottmis.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Belgrade, September 18, 1890.
SIR: I am this moment in receipt of information to the effect that one Emmanuel C.
Catechi, claiming to be a naturalized citizen of the United States of America, bas
been drafted into the Greek military service, and is at present detained at one of
your military barracks.
It is claimed that Catechi was born in Corfu about the year 1859, and, at the age
of 13, emigrated to the United States; that he resided therein for a period of about
15 years, was duly and lawfully naturalized as a citizen of the United States at San
Francisco, Cal., and that on his return to Greece, some 3 years since, was duly registered as such at the United States consular agency at Corfu.
It is further claimed that on being drafted into your military service the papers
establishing his rights as an American citizen were forwarded to the proper department of your Government, and that an assurance was given of his speedy release.
Owing to some cause not explained, he bas been permitted to remain in military
duress for a period exceeding 3 months.
I have therefore the honor, in submitting this "tatement, to request that Your Excellency will give early attention to this case, and as a result that the war department may very shortly issue an order restoring Catechi to his liberty.
My absence frorn Athens on official duty elsewhere renders it impossible for me to
give to this case the personal attention which its importance demands. In this temporary absence from your capital may I not confidently rely upon your rel~ognition
of the justice of the claim I have presented by the prompt release of Catcchi from
your military service Y
This I shall esteem as a renewed manifestation of the reciprocal feeling of good will
that bas so long existed between our respective Governments.
I seize this occasion, etc.,
A.. LOUDON SNOWDEN.

Mr. Snowden to Mr. Blaine.
No. 67.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S'l'ATES,

Athens Nm.'ember 17, 1890.

(Received December 20.)
SIR: In compliance with the request contained in your dispatch No.
41, I have made personal investigation of the circumstances of Emmanuel
C. Catechi's residence in Greece. That the examination might be intelligently and discreetly made I visited Corfu, where I remained for 4
days. I learned that Catechi returned to Greece from the United States
in 1885 for the purpose of visiting his parents. He was persuaded to
remain with them a much longer period than was contemplated. In
1888 he married, and now has a son 14 months old. Within the last 3
years he has kept a public coffee-house, more, as he avers, for occupation. than for any profit derived from the business. His father and
mother are both living; the former is 65 years of age and the latter 54.
Catechi has taken no part in local or other elections, conducting himself in all respects as an alien. He ayers that it is his intention toreturn to the United States with his wife and child within a reasonable
period to discharge his duties as an American citizen.
I may add that from all the information at my disposal Catechi so
conducts himself as to command the respect of his neighbors. United
States Consular Agent Woodley speaks of him as a man of excellent
character.
I have, etc.,
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN.

(Enraot.)

LEGATION 011' TBE UNIT.ED STATES,

.Atkml, l!ltnemlur 26, 1890. (Received Deoomber ~)
m: I have the honor to inform yon that a few days after my retotp.
Greece I received a communication from M. Dragonmis, late minis·
of foreign affairs, refo ing to release Emmanuel C. Catoobi from the
~tiUtar·y service of Greece. The reasons assigned are given in his com~lJJ:un·tca'tiOJil, a copy of which is h-erewith inclosed (No.1). Ftom this
::;•~~nc.:_1i17ill observe that be meets none of the arguments and facts subfor is consideration, including the substance of ymtr dispatch
hich had been communicated, but contents himself with the
that-'' according to existing laws in Greece the above-named
could not change his nationality before his majority and hia
~ll~IIltg the authority of the Royal Government."
adldition to my note of Septem her 187 I wrote and telegraphed to
prime minister (Trecoupi) urging the prompt release of Cateclii,
I received no reply. The whole matter, so far as I can learn,
practically handed over to the military cooncil, whose conclusions
accepted without further examination.
soon as it was possible after the organization of the new Govern! presented the case most fully to the new minister of foreign af.
M. Deligeorges, and also to -the prime minister, M. Deliyanni, who
QI-'Btilnis·t er of war. With both these I have bad protracted interviews,
with the minister of .finance, with whom I have long been on
pers<~lUl•l intimacy.
~.~ls-. J»erl!latts natural, the new cabinet has-some hesitation in taking
~P'!IItton· which as decided by ita predecessor, although manifest":Aft't:IWII W)1nngn~ess to discuss the 1perits f t'he case.
•~·~~~ oooa.st(l~ of my last interview but one with the minister of forttl·~~dllirJs, when pressing upon his attention the facts of the case, with
" .arJ~O·Dlents based thereon and the Hellenic law as applied thereto,
rMkn!~QU.esl:e<l that 1 do him the kindness of restating the case and preIAn·t :lna tJtlerewith the arguments I bad advanced in urging the release
This statement I presented in person to-day, and after a
ntracted interview left the minister under the impression that the de· · ,._,-·,..,.--- of the late Government will be overruled and Catoohi released.
d~sire, however, the instructions of the Department for guidance
the event of the refusr.l to release Oatechi•
.I have, etc.,
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN.
[Incloaure 1 in No. 68-Translatiou.l

Mr. Dragoumis to Mr. Snowden• .
MINISTRY OF FOltB GN A.li'FAIRS,

Atkeu, Ootober 7-19, 1890.
I received the note you did me the honor to address me from Bel~e on the
last September relative to Emmanuel C. Catecbi, for whom you claim exempmilitary service on the ground that he is an American citizen.
I have received a letter from the United States consul at Patras, in whiob,
retierrling to your above-mentioned note1 he asserts that the identity of Em(:.~1!~~~:!,~~~!:
has been mistaken for that or a certain Emanuel A. Cateohi.
~
your note to the ministel' ofwar, and the reasons given by that departso peremptory that in all justice yon will see that it is impossible for me to
~~~11~1e to your request to exempt said Catechi from military service.
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According to the existing laws in Greece, the above mentioned could not change
his nationality before attaining his majority and obtaining the authorization of the
Royal Government; any naturalization obtained outside of these conditions could not
absolve him of the legal obligation he is under to the. Hellenic la.ws and principally
towards military service.
As to the question of mistaken identity, I have also referred the matter to the ministry of war and shall inform you of the result of the investigation.
I have, etc.,

E.

DRAGOUMIS,

[Inclosure 2 in No. 68.]

Mr. Snowden to Mr. Deligeorgee.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Athens, Nove'rnber 26, 1890.
Sm: I cheerfully comply with your suggestion for a restatement of the facts and
arguments heretofore presented to the late Government, and those which I have had
the honor on several occasions to submit to Your Exc~llency and to the prime minister,
in relation to the case of Emmanuel C. Catechi, a citizen of the United States, conscripted and now held in the military service of Greece.
The facts in the case can be briefly stated. 'Emmanud C. Catechi was born in the
island of Merlera, Corfu, on the 15th day of March, 185H, and emigrated to the United
States in 1872, when 14 years of age. After residing therein for a period of about 7
years, he became, in accordance with the laws, a naturalized citizen of the United
States on the 16th day of April, 1~79, being then over 21 years of age. He continued
to reside in the United States until the year 1885, when he returned to Corfu to visit
his parents. On his arrival in Greece, bearing his naturalization papers and a passport issued by the Department of State at Washington, he was duly I'egistered as a
citizen at our consular agency at Corfu.
Shortly after his return to Corfu he was conscripted for your military service, but
on the establishment of his claim to American citizenship was promptly released. In
1886 he was again conscripted, his name not having been removed from the conscription Jist. Again he was released on the application of our consular agent at Corfu,
who again established his claim to foreign citizenship. To avoid future annoyance
on this score, and acting on the advice of the Numark of Corfu and United States Consular Agent 'Woodley, he petitioned the court to have his name removed from the conscription list .. Judicial proceedings were had before your courts, which resulted in
the imposition of the minimum penalty in fine and imprisonment allowed under your
laws where a subject of Greece changes his allegiance without permission of your
Government. In accordance with the decree of your court, he paid the fine and suffered the imprisonment, and it was clearly understood his (Catechi's) name would be
stricken from the list of those subject to military conscription, and the United States
consular agent at Corfu asserts that his name was, in fact, removed from the original
catalogue of his district. Be that as it may, the fact remains that he was again conscripted during the month of May last :~.nd forced into the military service, where he
still remains in spite of the most earneRto'•remonstrancas on the part of the representative of my Government.
On the last conscription of Catechi, as on the two previous ones, the United States
consular agent at Corfu submitted to your authorities the proof of his American citizenship, and in addition a copy of the ·proceedings of your courts, through which
Catechi had purged himself of the only offense charged against him under your laws.
'l'he local authorities, however, continued and still continue to hold Catechi in
military duress in disregard of his rights as an American citizen, in disregard of the
precedents established in his own case, and of the fact that if he bad committed an
offense in changing his allegiance without permission-a doctrine against which my
Government is ever disposed to expostulate-he had, by suffering the judicial penalty
imposed by your court, purged himself and stood before your law as if permission to
change his allegiance had been granted previous to his becoming an American citizen.
On learning of the conscription of Catechi, although absent from your capital on
official duty elsewl1ere, I immediately addressed a communication to your predecessor,
setting forth the facts as communicated to me, and on them requested the release of
Catechi from your military service. My communication was snpplemented by one
from the United States consul at Patras, who in my absence, acting under direct instructions from my Government, presented in detail all the facts in the case and
upon them requested the release of Catechi. To my communication of September Ul,
and to that of the United States consul at Patras of October 6, no reply was received
until there arrived by mail at Patras on the 5th of November a communication from
His Excellency the late minister of foreign affairs, dated October 19,

In Ilia Peply the late minister does nol -attempt te contrOv.ftt
8f t)r&laeta or
gnments advanced for the release of Cateohi, but contents hi0188lf 'th ¥iD.g that
Aeooording 'to existing laws in Greece the ahov.e mentioned (Catechi.) could not
bis nationality before attaining his majoritr and obtaining the antho~ity of
Govemme'nt. All naturalization obtained outside of these conditions could
DOt
him of the le~al obligations he is under to Hellenic lawa and particularly
toward the military service."
I submit to your candid judgment whether this answer meets the oase as presentecl
harmony with the facte or with your own law as applied t.o them by your
legal tribunal having.anoh\0&868 in charge.
law requiring the royal assent to enable a Greek subject to change his nationto which t'lie late minister refers. infliota a punishment when that assent is not •
~;. ·<ob1tatne4il. Is not the intlioti6n of this punishment a clear indication that your Jaw
~~' ...~~~iZ4~ that a Greek subject may change his nationality without such assent f
not the ease the assumption of foreign allegiance by a Greek subject is a
,. c"'RDH11W~ re~[Uiring UO attention frOm your QovernJD&Ot.
:!.'i>.';,.... :~-;:..;;;:.,.1A: seem,
that the logical purpose of your law in inftietiug a penalty
sub_iect who fails to obtain the roral assent to a transfer of allegiance
the legal pnnishmeJ).t has been infttcted, the penalty is exhanslied and
the same placed before your law precisely in the position he
he had. received the royal assent before ehanginlf his allegiance.
is the construction placed upon a similar law in France, and, if it lfl not a fair inter~tion of your law, I fail to recognize any logical force in its provisions.
To h~d, as in the case of Catechi, who has suffered the penalty imposed by your
law fOr his becoming an American citizen without your assent, that, after suffering
'&he penalty of his oversight or neglect, you can still demand of him military service,
aa if his allegiance had never been changed, appears most illogical.
If the change of allegiance ou the part of a Greek subject affords to him no immn~ity from your military or other service on his return to Greece, why inflict ponis~
m&nt in addition to the service yon demand of him f
Does it seem reasonable, or even possible, that your law can bear such a construct 'There is another fact bearing upon this point in the case, and to which .l beg
attention. I am informed from a reliable source that, under your penal
"';~:.~u.•r• ,,..Q~~''""'· a former subject has su1rered the penalty impeaed. for changing his nationw hoot the royal assent, as in the oaae of Cateohi, he thereby loses all the civil
~~!e~~~,r~~~~~:y_snbjeets of Greeo&,
true, upon what pound oan military ~ce be demanded where civil
are 'denied t A pririlary principle of govemment is that protection and
~re reeiprooal. Sorely, where the ftrst is refused the latter ahonld Bot be rei!Wlrttll~ll. That your laws contemplate no such injustice I am the more convinced, nol
the gener~ spirit that pervades them, bot especially from the perusal of
,.....,r.,. ·.rw..;inions given by the legal oonusel of the Kingdom having special reference to
to the one under consideration. One of these opinions bears directly
the facts as presented in the case of Catechi. Both opinions are dated Jnne 14,
and nl!m bered 16 and 17, and may be found .in the "Collection of Opinions and
~·~&Jote1nct~sof the Legal Council in Doubtful Administration," pages 290 and 291. Both
opilnitJn& illustrate the lib&rality that pervades your laws. I shall, however,
· ................... myself by quotin~ but one, No. 17, which most singularly and fully covers
the case under consideration. This opinion was delivered upon the appeal of A to
hold 8 to military service so that A might be released therefrom. The case, as stated,
as " whether the acqnirer of a foreign allefiance is regarded as a foreigner if he was
when he asked permissron therefor. The opinion of the legal council is as
1

"'Whereas, since the appella~t, citizen A, does not dispute that conscript S, against
the appeal is taken, had, before hisconsoription, obtained a foreign citizenship
regarded now as a foreigner; and
"Whereas it is immate::."ial whether he was under age when he asked for the Hellenic
permission :
"Therefore, because he was able, even without such permission, to ..change his
ntionality, subject only to the penalty prescribed in the penal laws, the essential
efiion is whether he lega1Iy acquired the foreign allegiance according io the laws
Of that foreign state, which is not disputed in the present case.
"Accordingly the court denies the appeal of A."
·
It will be seen from this opinion that your highest court decides that a minor can,
without the royal assent, change his nationality, subject only to the penalty prescribed in the penal laws.
On this vital point the opinion fully covers the case of Emmanuel C. Catechi.
He emigrated during his minority and became an American citizen without the
royal assent, but on his return to Greece, being subject only to the penalty pl'686ribed
bathe penal laws, he suffered the punishment, thereby exhausted the penalty, and is
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no longer amenable to Greek law as a subject but as an alien. It mnst logically follow that he was unlawfully conscripted and is now held in your military service in
violation of his rights as an American citizen and in violation of your own laws as
expounded by your highest judicial tribunal having cognizance in such cases.
The proofs that Catechi was naturalized as an American citizen in accordance with
the law of the Unitefl States, to which he claims allegiance, are conclusive and have
not been disputed. You will find them on file in your office. They include a copy of
his naturalization papers issued by the authority of the United States and a passport
based thereon issued by the State Department at Washington.
In referring to another point to which I bad the honor to allude in our personal
<liscussion of this case, I beg to say that I do not do so for the purpose of strengthening
the cal:le under consideration, which requires nothing further in fact or iu law to effect
the immediate release of Catechi from. your military service. It is nevertheless an
interesting point to consider that Catechi was not born a subject of Greece, but at
a period when the Ionian Islands were under British rule, and, further, that before be
had arrived either at manhood or at the age at which conscription is authorized, he
removed to the United States, and, afterremainin<T there for the period required by our
laws, became a naturalized American citizen. The transfer of the Ionian Islands to
Greece by Great Britain took place when Catechi was but 4 years old, and, although
there is no reference in the text of the treaty of transfer as to the future status of the
inhabitants of these islands, it must be gravely doubted whether _a child born as a
citizen or subject of a country can have the birthright of nationality taken away
when as an infant he is unable legally to assent or dissent. It should be remembered
that Catechi, at the earliest lawful period after his emigration to the United States,
became an American citizen, which as an English-born subject he had a lawful right
to become under treaty stipulations between Great Britain and the United States. I
submit that in this he committed no offense against the laws of any country to which
he held lawful or natural allegiance.
Passing from this point, it must not be forgotten that Catechi left Greece before
the age at which, even if a subject of Greece, be could be called to perform military
service. He did not leave your country to evade any duty, but as a youth he departed from the land of his birth to find a home elsewhere, leaving no obligation unsatisfied.
All the facts and circumstances surrounding this case, and the spirit of your laws
as applied to them, make earnest appeal for the prompt release of Catechi, who has
been permitted to remain too long in the service of a Government to which he holds
no allegiance, and to which he is made to render an unwilling and unnatural service.
I therefore, on behalf of my Guvernment, renew the request for the immediate release
of Catechi from your military service on the ground of his American citizenship and
ofbis legal exemption under the judgment oflti::36, and that steps be taken to prevent
his future molestation on this ground.
I seize, etc.,

A.

LOUDON SNOWDEN •

.JI[r. Snowden to Mr. Blaine.

No. 71.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Athens, December 17, 1890. (Received January 5, 189-1.)
SIR : I have the honor to communicate to the Department that
the minister of foreign affairs, Mr. Deligeorges, whilst dining at my
house last evening took advantage of the opportunity to say that after
a careful perusal of my last communication he was satisfied that I had
clearly demonstrated the claim of Emmanuel C. Catechi to American citizenship, and t.hat he had communicated his views to the minister of
war, requesting that Catechi be released from the military service of
Greece. I visited the war department this morning and had an interview with the prime minister, who is minister of war, and received
assurances that he would give immediate attention to the subject and
communicate the conclusion reached through the foreign office.
As soon as Catechi is released from military service I shall hasten to
notify the Department.
I have, etc.,
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN.

HAITI.
lJJr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Port-au-Prince, January 17, 1890. (Received January 31.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that an important election has
been in progress here since the lOth instant and is now nearly finished.
The election machinery under the laws and usage of Haiti is extremely
cumbersome and complicated, and a period of 15 days is allowed for
completing the voting.
The present is the first g·eneral election for members of the Legislative Assembly since the organization of the Government under President
Hyppolite.
The returns show that the voting has been in favor of the Government, and that a majority of the Assembly will ~upport its measures.
The proceedings appear to have been characterized by considerable
disorder and violence in some quarters, but not more than occur in
some parts of our own country at elections. No matter what party is
in power here, the administration is usually charged with the exercise
of improper and undue influences to defeat the popular will. The present administration has not escaped this common reproach.
The presence of soldi6rs in uniform at the polls has been complained
of as having a tendency to intimidate the voters. However this may
be, since many citizens are on duty as soldiers, they have been compelled to appear at the polls in uniform or not to vote at all.
In the main, I think that the election has been fair, and that the result reached is in favor of the stability of the Government and of the
peace of the country.
[am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
No. 31.]

Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.
No. 45.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Port-au-Prince, lJfarch 13, 1890. (Received March 26.)
SIR: Article 2 of President Hyppolite's amnesty proclamation, a copy
of which I had the honor to transmit to you under cover of my dispatch
No. 14 of the 18th of November last, states that H he individuals accused of murder, of incendiarism, and of other non-political offenses"
were not included in the amnesty and would have to answer before
competent tribunals.
Nevertheless, several persons, mostly underofficers of small repute,
whom public opinion designated as having been concerned in common
law offenses under the Legitime administration, hastened to return to
the country. But public clamor rose against them to such an extent
that they finally took alarm and ran into the foreign legations or con621

BU~=~~-~:.t~cl~~~:~?

f.--IIIDrtS'JD: The GO:vemmerat fa informed that many ~na are at tbilfiD-!1$;;:..,
in the leptiona or consulates •BMbHahed in this oity, beo&llae the law p1l
NOlteroM) those whom pnblio olaiJlor baa d.,nonDOed a8 having oomlel. OI)IPJlflOn law crimea and miaHlemeanors dnnng the course of; the last eivilamte

•" t:«~•JIArJtCJe

•
is correct, I pray yon to ~ pleMed to to.rniah me with a liet of
whom you have accorded the protection of your 1lag.
pl8aaed to accept, eto.,
A. FIRMIN,

•'JI~)DI ;to

-

[Inol01111'e I tn No. G.]

.Jlr. Douglas• to Mr. Twmita.

&orfitwr of Stall.
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Mr. Blaine to JJir. Douglass.

38.J

DEPARTl\IENT OF STATE,
lVashington, .fflarch 27, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 45 of the 13th instant, in relation to refugees in foreign legations and consulates in Haiti, bas been received.
So far as the general question of asylum is concerned, there appears
to be no occasion to add to the Department's instructions on this subject heretofore. In the particular instance reported by your No. 45, it
is considered fortunate that you found it convenient to answer Mr.
Firmin's note as you did, assuring him that no refugees were with ,you, and
that no one had applied to you for asylum. This negative reply in nowise prejudices your course under the Department's previous instructions. Your competency to furnish, at the request of the minister of
foreign affairs, a list of fugitives under your protection charged with
ofl'enses against the common law during the last civil strife in the
country and not covered by the amnesty of November 15, 1889, is not
appa,rent. It would involve the exercise on your part of a discrimination
or judicial function not pertaining to your position as the representa·
tive of this Government; for it is not at all clear that, even if it were
proper for you to furnish such a list, you would find it practicable to
ascertain justly who might and who might not be excluded from benefits of the amnesty in question, or, for that matter, any other amnesty or
discriminative provision of defense.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
No.

Mr. Douglass to jlfr. Blaine.

No. 59.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Port-alt-Prince, April25, 1890. (Received May 5.)
SIR: Although the date fixed by the constitution of Haiti for the
opening of the annual sessions of the Corps Lcgislatif or National Congress, which is composed of two houses, is the first Monday in April,
yet it was only on the 18th instant that the lower house or chamber of
deputies, all the members of which were recently elected by the people,
found a quorum of its ninety-five members present and succeeded in
organizing, while as yet the senators are not even elected.
The senate having been dissolved by the revolution which overthrew
President Salomon in .August, 1888, that entire body must now, for the
first time in several years, be elected ab initio. It is composed of thirtynine members. They are chosen by the chamber of deputies from two
lists of candidates submitted to it, one by the executive and the other
by a sort of electoral college (assemblee eleotorale) named directly by
the people for that purpose.
The first duty of the deputies is, therefore, to elect the senators.
Inasmuch as a clear majority of the chamber is friendly to the executive, the probability is that a majority of the senate also will ·selected
from those equally friendly to the executive branch of the new Government.
It seems to be expected that the senate~will be formed within the
coming week, and that as soon thereafter as it can complete its organization the two houses will meet in national assembly to receive the
President's message.
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There appears to be quite an interest felt in this forthcoming message
and in the attitude which it and the newly elected Corps JJegislatif will
assume toward the obligations created by the fallen government of General Legitime, toward public improvements, toward some relief of the
general financial situation, and toward supplying the need of money in
the form of small coins, or paper currency of the same value as these
coins, a need which has become so general here as to touch all classes
of the community.
From the probable complexion of the lee:islature and from the present
outlook, I am led to believe, and, in fact, there is every indication, that
the Government of General Hyppolite is still strong, and that the prospect for a period of peace and reasonable prosperity is encouraging,
notwithstanding the rumblings of discontent which seem never to cease
here, and which I presume to be in this Republic simply what in some
other countries takes the form of outspoken, fearless criticism and
sometimes vigorous condemnation of the party in power for the time
.
being.
President Hyppolite's tour through the south appears to have been a
sort of triumphal march. He was absent from ~he capital 22 days,
during which time he visited some places in the interior which had
ne,Ter before beeu visited by a chief of state. I hear from all sides th:.t
it is considered that His Excellency's tour has added to his popularity
and has thus contributed to the era of good feeling and to the prospects of peace and tranquillity.
I am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Douglass.
No. 48.)

DEPARTMENT OF STAT]j},

Washington, May 8, 1890.
I have received your No. 59 of the 25th ultimo, concerning
political affairs in Haiti, stating that the outlook is favorable to peace.
I am pleased to learn that the course of orderly and constitutional
government in Haiti is continuing with good prospect of permanence.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR:

Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.
No. 69.j

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au-Prince, May 28, 1890. (Received June 10.)
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that the complete inauguration
of this Government, under the presidency of Gen. L. M. Florvil llyppolite, for authoritative legislative work, took place here at 10 o'clock
on the morning of Monday, the 26th instant, with marked civil, military, an eremonial observances.
It was the formal opening of the nineteenth legislature of Haiti.
That body consists of a senate and a lower house, called the chamber
of deputies. The compositiQn and manner of election of the two houses
are explained in my No. 59 of the 25th ultimo. When, as on this occasion, the two houses meet together, they are called thenationalassembly,
and the president of the senate is the presiding officer.
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The proceedings of the 26th instant were in all respects creditable
to the intelligence and patriotism of the Haitian people and were dis·
tinguished by the order, dignity, and decorum befitting the solemn
duties which the condition of the country calls upon its lawmakers to
discharge wisely.
Special invitations to assist at the ceremonies were addressed to the
diplomatic and consular corps, to the clergy, and to many other distinguished persons, and places were reserved for them in the crowded
chamber of deputies, where the proceedings took place. To these reserved places we were all conducted by gentlemanly ushers.
At the appointed hour the thunder of cannon, the inspiring notes of
martial music, and a general movement of the assembled multitude
announced the approach of the President of HaHi. On his entrance
into the chamber every member of the national assembly rose in token of
loyalty and respect. He was conducted to his seat, which was on a
raised platform adorned with flags and flowers. The presiding officer,
Dr. A.M. Aubry, then delivered an admirable and eloquent but brief
address, to which His Excellency responded briefly in a calm and serious
tone. His remarks were characterized by wise and patriotic sentiments.
At the close of these addresses the chamber resounded with the huzzas, " Vive le President HJ!PPOlite ! Vive la Constitution ! Vive la Republique d'Haiti!"
At the conclusion of the ceremony the diplomatic and consular corps,
the clergy, and the other invited guests were conducted, with His Excellency, to an upper room, where wine was served and PresidentHyppolite's
health was drunk. Very brief remarks were here made by the president
of the senate in behalf of theCorpsLegislatif, by a distinguishecl member
of the clergy for that body, and by myself in my quality of dean of the
diplomatic and consular corps. To each of these His Excellency courteously and appropriately responded. Thereupon the ceremonies and
proceedings of the occasion, which altogether had occupjed only a little
over an hour, were ended.
The legislature being now fully organized, it is probable that President Hyppolite's message to that body will soon be forthcoming.
I am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.

Mr. Douglass to Jfr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 70.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au,-Prince, May 28, 1890. (Received June 10.)
SIR : Late in the afternoon of the 22d instant Mr. Snitzer vVart, a
Swiss banker or merchant who has resided in Port-au-Prince since 1874,
called at my house to inform me that he had just then received a verbal
order from the Government of Haiti to leave the country within 24 hours.
By reason of instruction which I find in the legation concerning the
protection of Swiss citizens in Haiti, I fe1t that Mr. Sultzer Wart was
entitled to the benefit of my good offices.
I accordingly interested myself in his behalf. I went immediately to
the minister of foreign affairs, Mr. Firmin, to learn the nature of the
charge against Mr. Sultzer Wart and the proofs on which they rested,
and to secure, if possible, the recall of the verbal order expelling him,

or, if that could not be done, to obtain a delay in its oo(oreement which
would permit him to arrange his personal and bu~dness a:ffairs.
I found Mr. Firmin, as usual, cordial in manner and willing to listen
to me. He said that the charge was that Mr. Snitzer Wart was conspiring against the stability of the Government, and that there were
·
ample proofs to sustain the charge.
Mr. Firmin was inflexible as to the carrying out of the order of ex• pulsion, but, in defer~nce to my wishes, he consented to grant an extension of a few days in order that Mr. Snitzer Wart might close up
his affairs.
Mr. Snitzer Wart went this morning quietly on board a German
steamer, which will leave him at Colon• . There were embarked on the
same steamer two other persons who had each received from the Government a written order of expulsion, one of them being Dr. Robert Love,
a British subject, and the other, Gen. Fran9ois Manigat, who was
for several .years minister of the ·interior under the Salomon administration, and who is spoken of in my predecessor's dispatches Nos. 185
and 186 of J nne 6 and 11, 1888.
I am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.

Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.

No. 71.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au-Prince, May 30, 1890. (Received June 10.)
Sm: Referring to my dispatch No. 70 of the 28th instant, in w4ich it
is stated that Mr. Snitzer Wart had been expelled from Haiti, I have
the honor to send to you herewith inclosed from Le Monitenr, the official
journal of this Government, of that date, but only just now received, an
extract, with a translation, containing the formal order for expulsion.
It will be observed tbat the order is dated the 26 thinstant; that it is
signed by the secretary of state for the interior and the police general
on the formal approval of the cabinet; and that it affirms in its preamble that Hinternational law confers on every independent state the
right to expel from·its territory foreigners whose conduct is a danger to
tranquillity and public order."
I am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
Llnclosnre in No. 71.-Translati<•n.]

Extract from Le Monitt;pr of May 28, 1890.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR AND OF THE POLICE GENERAL.

whereas international law confers on every independent state the right to expel
from its territory foreigners whose conduct is a. danger to tranquillity and pu bbc order;
Considering that Messieurs J. R. Love and Snitzer Wart have intermeddled in the
questions of our dome~:~tic politics in stirring up, the one by his writings and the other
by active propagandism, party passions so .often baleful to this country;
On the advice of the council of the secretaries of state, (it is) decreed:
ARTICLE l. Messieurs J. R. Love and Sultzer Wart are expelled from the territory
of the Republic of Haiti and will be embarked on the first vessel leaving for a. foreign
country.
ART. 2. The chief of the administrative police of the capital is charged with the
execution of the pr~sent decree.
Done at Port·a.u-Prince, at the department oftheJnterior and of the police general,
the 26th of May, l~UO, the eighty-seventh year of independence.
·
ST. M. DUPUY,
Secretary of State for the Interior and the Poliel GfJfWII'al.
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Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.

No. 72.]

LEGATION OJ!' THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au-Prince, May 30, 1890. (Received June 10.)
Sm: I have the honor to send to you herewith inclosed an extract
from the official journal of this Government, Le Moniteur, of the 28th
instant, containing a decree or order of that date by which the decree
of May 24, 1888, placing the arrondissement of Port-au-Prince under
martial law, is revoked. A translation of the decree is likewise inclosed.
It will be observed from lhe inclosed decree that Port-au-Prince anti
its environs were under martial law from May 24, 1888, until the 28th
instant, or during 2 years and 4 days. It is thought that the restoration of the civil authorities to their full power at this time must be
taken as an evidence of the confidence which the Government feels in
its strength and stability, and that it will tend to allay any apprehensions that may have been occasioned by the proceedings recorded in
my No. 70 of the 28th instant concerning the banishment of Snitzer
Wart, J. R. Love, and Fran9ois Manigat.
· I am, etc.,
FREDERIOK DoUGLASS.
[Inclosure in No. 72.-Translation.]

Extract fron~ Le Moniteur of May 28, 1890.

-

Hyppolite, President of Haiti, in view of articles 2 and 9 of the law of Apri113,
1880, concerning martial law, on the advice of the council of the secretaries of state,
decrees that which follows:
ARTICLE 1. The decree of May 24, 1~, which declares martia.llaw in the arrondissement of Port-au-Prince is and remains revoked.
ART. 2. The present decree shall be printed, published, and executed under the
diligence of the secretaries of state, each in that which concerns him.
Done at the National Palace of Port-au-Prince the 28th of May, 1890, the eightyseventh year of independence.

By the President :

HYPPOLITB.
MOMPOINT, JR.,

Secretary of War and Maritl6.
ST. M. DUPUY,
&oretary of the Interior and of the Police General.
CLEMENT HAENTGENS,

Secretary of Agriculture and of Public Works.
H. LE CHAUD,
&creta,., of Justice and Worship.
D. S. RAMEAU, .
Secretary of Public Instruotioa.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Douglass.

No. 52.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 12, 1890.
have received your No. 70 of the 28th ultimo, reporting the
expulsion ftom Haiti for political reasons of Mr. Snitzer Wart, a Swiss
citizen, Dr. Robert Love, an English subject, and General Manigat, a
Haitian. The employment of your good offices on behalf of Mr. Wart
is approved.
ram, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE•
SIR: I

•
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Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.
No. 77.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au-Prince, June 13, 1890. (Received June 28.)
SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the accompanying
copies of correspondence which I have recently exchanged with the
minister of foreign affairs, Mr. Firmin, in reference to the alleged presence, in March last, of two American schooners, the Baltic and the
Rising Sun, in the Haitian port of Grand-Gosier, which is known not to
be open to foreign commerce.
·
It will be seen from Mr. Firmin's note of the 7th instant (see inclosure No.1), that he complains that; according to a report made to His
Excellency President Hyppolite by the commander in chief of the Haitian navy, the two schooners were found anchored in an uno pen port of
the· Republic, and prays me to take measures which will "prevent the
renewal in the waters of the territory of Ha.iti of the acts of the two
vessels in question." It will be seen, further, from the note that the only
explanation which the masters of the schooners are represented to have
made of their presence at Grand-Gosierwas that they had for some time
been engaged in the whale fishery in that vicinity.
They seem to have been treated by the Haitian officers with all the
courtesy which they could, perhaps, have expected under the circumstances. At all events, no complaint or other representation has come
to me from any person claiming ownership or interest in the two vessels, the only information that I have of the incident under consideration being that which is conveyed to me in Mr. Firmin's note.
In my response (see inclosure No.2), made on the lOth instant to Mr.
Firmin, I thought it prudent to intimate to him that there might be instances in which American vessels could properly cast anchor in an
unopen port of Haiti, but at the same time to express my disapproval
of the preijence as described of the two schooners at Grand-Gosier, and
to say to him that I will endeavor to prevent the recurrence of any incident of a similar character.
I am, etc.,
FREDERIOK DOUGLASS.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 77.-Translation.]

Mr. Firmin to Mr. Douglass.
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Po1·t-au-Prince, June 7, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to inform you that, according to a report made to
His Excellency the President of the Republic by Mr. H. Killick, the commander in chief
oftbe Haitian navy, the American schooners Baltic, Capt. S. Emmonds Byr, and Rising
Sun, Capt. C. A. Stevenson, were found anchored in the port of Grand-Gosier, about
the end of the month of March last. Commandant Killick, surprised to see these
vessels in a port not open to foreign commerce, wished to take knowledge of their
papers and to inquire as to the cause of their presence in those waters. To this end
he called the two captains on board the corvette Defense and questioned them. They
declared that they bad for some time been engaged in the whale fishery in the vicinity where they were.
On this declaration Commandant Killick, who was assisted during the occurrence
by the commanders of the Defense and of the gunboat Jae1nel, made known to these
captains the dispositions of the Haitian law relative to navigation on the coasts of
tbe country, and invited them to leave the port of Grand-Gosier and to go to one of
our ports open to foreign commerce, in order to revictual according to need •

•
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In hastening, on the invitation of the President of the Republic, to give yon knowledge of this affair, I pray you, Mr. Minister, to be pleased to take such measures as
you shall judge necessary to prevent the renewal, in the waters of the territory of
Haiti, of the acts of the two American vessels in question.
Accept, etc.,
A. FIRMIN,
Secretary of State for l!'oreign Affairs.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 77.]

Mr. Douglass to Mr. Firmin.
LEGATION 01!' THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au-Prince, June 10, 1890.
SIR: In the note which you addressed to me on the 7th instant, and which I had
the honor to receive on the 9th instant. you are pleased to inform me that, according
to a report made to His Excellency the President of Haiti by Mr. H. Killick, the
commander in chief of the Haitian navy, two American schoonets, the Baltic, Capt.
S. Emmonds Byr, and the Rising Sun, Capt. C. A. Stevenson, were, near the end of
March last, found anchored in the port of Grand-Gosier, which is not open to foreign
commerce; that Mr. Killick, surprised to see them there and wishing to take knowledge of their papers and to make inquiry as to the cause of their presence in those
waters, called the two captains on board the Haitian corvette Defense and questioned
them; that they declared that they had for some time been engaged in the whale
:fishery in that vicinity; and that thereupon Mr. Killick, who was assisted in this
occurrence by the comma.nders of the Haitian war vessels Defense and Jacmel, made
known to the captains of the schooners the law of Haiti relative to navigation on the
coasts of the country, and invited them to leave the port of Grand-Gosier and go to
one of the open ports of the Republic, where they could revictual accordin~ to need.
Of the occurrences thus outlined I have no other knowledge than that with which
you favor me. But, inasmuch as it does not _appear from your statements that the
schooners referred to were "forced to seek refuge or asylum" in Grand-Gosier "through
stress of weather, pursuit of pirates or enemies, or want of provisions or water," or
that they had been" wrecked, stranded, or otherwise damaged on the coasts" of Haiti,
or that they were in any condition that would entitle them to "the same assistance
which would be due to the inhabitants of the country where" they were, their presence, as described, in a port of the Republic known not to be open to foreign ~om
merce does not seem to be justifiable, and I shall endeavor to take such measures as
may be deemed necessary and expedient to prevent a recurrence of any similar incident.
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
FREDEIUCK DOUGLASS,

Mr. Douglass to llfr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 80.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Port au-Prince, June 27, 1890. (Received July 5.)
SIR: The political situation in Haiti, which exhibited a momentary
perturbation a few weeks ago in connection with the sudden expulsion
of General Manigat and Messrs. Snitzer Wart and Love, speedily assumed, after that affair, even more than its usual tranquil aspect. At
no time since the election of General Hyppolite has the country afforded
stronger assurance of the stability of its Government than at present.
If there is not perfect concord between its executive and legislative departments, which may be true, the alleged differences are not such as
to cans.e any doubt that they will be easily composed in the spirit of
patriotism and with the settled determination manifested on the part
of both branches of the Government to heal as speedily as possible all
the wounds left by the late revolution,
FR90-34
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The augmentation of public confidence is seen on every hand-in the
appreciation of the national currency, in the manifold projects for improving streets, roads, and wharves, and in the increasing number of private dwellings in process of erection both within and without the limits
of Port-au-Prince. The sound Qf the hammer and the trowel is heard
late and early. Soon an electric cable from Port-au-Prince will connect
with the cable at the Mole St. Nicolas, and thus bring Port-au-Prince
en rapport with the outside world.
But, perhaps, one of the best guaranties of peace, as it certainly is
one of the best guaranties of prosperity, is providential, and that is a
large harvest of coffee. In this respect the outlook at this writing is
full of promise. The coffee plantations of Haiti have never looked
better th~n riow, and on this much hope is predicated for the country.
It is not, however, to be presumed from this favorable aspect of the
political and material situation that there is no langu~ge of complaint
to he heard in the voices of the citiz~ns or to be read in the columns of
the newspapers.
I am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Douglass.
No. 60.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, July 2, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 77 of the 13th urtimo, in which you
inclose a copy of a note from the Haitian minister of foreign aftairs
complaining of the presence of two American schooners at Grand-Gosier, a port of the Republic of Haiti not open to foreign commerce.
The g~neral tenor of your reply, a copy of which yon inclose, is approved.
If the presence of the vessels in question in a port not open to trade
WaR not due to stress of weather or some other of the exceptional circumstances provided for in the treaty of 1864 between the United
States and Haiti, and was therefore not privileged, the enforcement of
the revenue laws of the latter Government would seem to be incumbent
upon its authorities.
The Government of the United States and its representatives in
Haiti can have no responsibility for unlawful acts of American vessels
committed beyond its jurisdiction and within that of another sovereign
power; our only concern is to see that any proceedings against such
offenders are conducted in accordance with law and conformably with
such treaty stipulations as may be in force.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Douglass to Mr. Blaine.
No. 85.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Port-au-Prince, July 9, 1890. (Received July 22.)
SIR : I have the honor to send to you herewith inclosed a translation
ot' that part of the annual message submitted by President Hyppolite to
the national assembly on the 9th uUimo, which treats of the relations
of Haiti with foreign powers, together with some brief observations on
other portions of that document, and I send to yon also herewith two
printed copies of it.
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What is said in the chapter herewith sent in translation of the satisfactory and pleasant relations between the United States and Haiti can
be accepted as a graceful and appreciative recognition of out· really
friendly dispositions toward this Republic.
The chapter is not wanting in interesting details, but it is also characterized by an intelligent and just appreciation of that which concerns
the position and relations of Haiti in the family of nations, and I commend it as being worthy of an attentive perusal.
In the chapter on finance, presenting, on the whole, a hopeful view,
there are full statements concerning the public debt, and there is no
lack of reference to the unsatisfactory financial situation alleged to
have originated and left by the Legitime administration.
The comparative statement near the end of the chapter, concerning
the ratio between the annual payments on the public debts of different
countries and their annual revenues, would be more encouraging to
Haiti if the rate of taxation bore the same ratio to the wealth and
population in all the states mentioned.
There was quite a desire to know exactly what position this Government would assume toward the obligations left by t.he Legitime administration. The message recognizes and urges a legislative vote to pay
the so-called Legitime loan of $600,000 on the ground that the value
was actually paid over to the public authorities, and this appears to
be the ground on which the Government has placed itself in reference
to the so-called Legitime debts. The message speaks, moreover, of an
administrative commission that was named on the entry of the Provisional Government into Port-au-Prince, and that has ever since been,
and still is, at work on the classification and verification of those debts in
order to be able "to indicate those which are regular and those which
for one cause or another deserve to be annulled."
The succeeding chapters of the message conspicuously show an intelligent appreciat.ion of the needs of the several other branches of the
public service. It does not seem possible that this Republic, with the
resources at command, can fail to advance in all that relates to the development of an independent state as long as there are at the head of
affairs, as at present, men, citizens of the country, who evince so thorough an understanding of the elements that make up and sustain such
a State.
I am, etc.,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.

[Inclosure in No. 85.-Translation.]

President's annual message.
SENATORS AND DEPUTIES: The painful events that have taken place in the country
have unfortunately thrown everything into confusion. During the crisis of the civil
war party passion left no place for justice, for wisdom, and truth. It is thus that
facts, designedly disfigured and badly interpreted, plunged us at a certain moment
into the strangest confusion. Ordinarily civil troubles have a direct result upon the
foreign relations of a state. They often create certain constitutional, or simply governmental, trausformations, which stir up, contract, or cool down the relations with
foreign p•1wers and condemn the suffering country to a kind of international instability, which lasts until the moment when a new con(!ition of things, being consecrated by time and strengthened by policy, comes at last to be accepted generally.
For, as at present, these ordinary results of a change of government are complicated
by some limited circumstances which render them more prominent.
The same confusion to which I have above alluded, had passed from the interior
to the exte1·ior of the country. The greater number of the powers friendly to our
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young Republic, desirous of continuing with it the good relations which existed
under General Salomon, and deceived by erroneous or interested reports (of the situation), hastened to recognize the power of General Legitime without waiting for the
result of the strife begun for the triumph of right and justice. This strife ended in
the downfall of the usurper, and the general, disowned by thE.' whole Republic~ was
obliged to quit the soil of tne mother country, which his ambition and his obstinacy
had bruised and stained with blood. Such a misunderstanding created, fatally for
us, a delicate situation in our interna.tional relations. Nevertheless, from the day
when tho Provisional Government entered the capital I have made it my duty torestore the confidence and gain the sympathy of all the foreign powers in demonstrating to them by the eloquence of facts the rectitude of my principles. I would here
speak of the correct conduct and honorable attitude observed by my several corps
d'armee when they came within the walls of the capital, of the moderation employed
in the treatment of former enemies who hastened to become friends. Testimony of
this has been given to me by all the representatives of the diplomatic corps at Portan-Prince, and the number of the Monitenrwhich contains this flattering correspondence will always be for me the most honorable parchment.
Unanimously elected President of the Republic by the constituent assembly freely
assembled at Gonaives, I hastened to give notice of my election, according to diplomatic usage, to all the friendly governments. The United States of America immediately responded to my notification and recognized my Government. Afterwards
camo the Dominican Republic, Denmark, Greece, Spain, Liberia, Germany, the several Republics of Central and South America, Austria-Hungary, and lastly Portugal.
Of the nations which have important relations with Haiti, there remain only
France and England that abstain from responding to my letter of notification, and
seem thus not to recognize the Government which came from the sovereign vote of
the national constituent assembly of the Republic. Mention must also be made of
His Majesty the King of Italy, who has not yet recognized my Government.
If one wished to rest on the principles of international law, one could rationally
infer from what I have just said that all diplomatic relations have ceased between
my Government and those of the three nations last mentioned. But, happily, this is
not at all the case.
The secretary of state for foreign afi'<c:lirs continues to correspond and regulate all
questions which arise with the representatives of those nations. Her Britannic
Majesty bas had the graciousness to accord an exequatur to Mr. B. C. Carvalho, our
consul-general at Kingston, on the request of Mr. Firmin, the present incumbent of
the department of foreign affairs.
These considerations prove, with the opinion of the most distinguished publicists,
that the international recognition necessary to a country whose duty it is not to
isolGte itself from the concert of civilized nations has for its object only to cause to be
recognized the title of the chief of state and not his right to govern. In view ofthis
right, the important thing will always be the national recognition, and every independent state is alone qualified to express this recognition, which is the most elevated
act of its sovereignty. Therefore, the Government awaits with calmness and dignity
the time when all the governments of the powers which constantly entertain relations
of friendship with the Republic shall be pleased, in virtue of the courteRy which must
form the basis of international relations, to respond to my letter of notification.
In short, I am justified in saying that our relations with all foreign powers are of
the best.
From the installation of the Government the Republic of the United States hastened to bestow upon us with profusion every testimony of a sympathy of which the
country ought to feel proud. Vice (Rear) Admiral Gherardi, having come into the
harbor of Port-au-Prince with three vessels of his squadron, testified to me the desire
of receiving me on board, in order, said he, to render to me all the honors which the
American Navy ordinarily renders to chiefs of state, commencing with the President
of the United StateM of America. I deferred in effect to his amiable invitation (by
going on board) with all the members of the Government. It was a great satisfac.
tion for the country to see for the first time the :flag of one of the first powers of the
civilized world lowered (see baisser) with all the prescribed ceremonial before a Haitian
chief of state.
But the greatest pro')f of r~spect which the Government of the United States baa
given to us is, without question, the sending to Port-au-Prince in the qualit)7 of
minister resident and consul-general of the Honorable Frederick Douglass, the illustrious champion of all men sprung from the African race, himself one of the most
remarkable products of that race, which we represent with pride on the American
continent.
·with these good mutual dispositions, the Government has bad no difficulties in its
relations with the American legation.
The Van Bokkelen affair, for the regulation of which the Government of General
Salomon ha.d the bold idea of having recourse to the arbitration of one person lj.nd of
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accepting as the arbitrator an American-that is to say, a compatriot of the claimant-has been decided against us since December 4, 1888. ·while the count,ry was
expecting a victory, or at least a condemnation not exceeding $10,000, the single arbitrator deciding without recourse according to the proctocol signed by Mr. Bayard,
then Secretary of State of the United States, and Mr. Preston, then our minister
plenipotentiary at Washington, condemned us to pay $60,000 to the heirs and assigns
of Van Bokkelen. This sum was to be paid on the 4th of December, 18::;9, Nevertheless, the secretary of state for foreign affairs continues a discussion (des pourpa1·lers)
with the American legation, a11d everything leads me to hope that we shall obtain a
reasonable delay in which to satisfy this excessive condemnation, but without re411
course to compromise.
Responding to the invitation of the American Government, the Provisional Government had sent Mr. Arthur Laforestrie, whose aptitudes are known, to represent the
Republic of Haiti at the International Conference which opened at Washington in
October last, but falling ill in the course of his labors, Mr. Lalorestrie was obliged to
return to our country in fleeing from the climate of the United States, the effect of
which showed itself so prejudicial to his health in the winter season. He was replaced
at the conference by our envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at Washington, the Honorable Hannibal Price. This conference adjourned on the 20th of April
last in expressing a wish which has a sovereignly elevated character: the abolition
of the right of conquest in the practice (or application) of American international
law during the time that there shall remain in vigor a treaty of arbitration signed by
the plenipotentiaries of the principal powers of the new world. This treaty, which,
if it be everywhere accepted, would change the face of the world, will surely create
a certain solidarity in well-being and justice among all those who shall have consented
to it.
Our minister plenipotentiary bas signed it. It is for you to study it and to reflect
on the important consequences which it may have upon our national development in
concert with the civilized nations of the new continent.
In order to extend and strengthen our relations with the great European nations,
the Government judged it necessary to create two new legations, one at Berlin and
one at Madrid, and to send a minister resident, instead of a charge d'affaires, to London. In effect, German interests, and especially the German colony, not very troublesome, it is true, have taken a sufficient extension in Haiti for us to feel the need
of entertaining at Berlin relations as regular as those which we entertain at Paris
and at London. The same reflections must be made in regard to Madrid; if we are
not engaged in grand commercial interests with Spain, the Spanish colony, represented by Cubans, is considerable in Haiti. 'l'his colony, composed of artisans and
workmen, is a peaceful element from which the country can draw the greatest advautag'3s. Moreover, Spain belongs to the great European concert, and it is well that
we should have near its Government an authorized representa.Jiive placed iu order to
lead the two countries to understand each better and to profit better from the mutual
advantages which closer relations can procure.
At Berlin, as at Madrid, our ministers have been received in solemn audience, with
all the ceremonial of usage in each of the courts for the reception of diplomats of
their grade.
Our relations with England, while awaiting the recognition of the Government,
remain absolutely cordial. Mr. Zohrab, consul-general of Her Britannic Majesty at
Port-au-Prince, had opened a lively controvesy with the secretary of state for foreign affairs in regard, on the one band, to the exemption which he claimed for his
landlord from paying his subscription to the water company for water furnished t\)
his habitation, and, on the other band, relative to the practice of the custom-house
of veryifying articles destined for his usage or for the nse of his office, articles the
free entry of which the Haitian Government has always had the courtesy to accord.
His Lordship the Marquis of Salisbury, upon whose sense of justice and enlightenment the department of foreign affairs had constantly counted, relieved Mr. Zohra.b
from his post and charged Mr. Arthur Tweedy with the English consulate ad infel'im.
The Government has only to felicitate itself in regard to the new reprcsentati ve of
Her Britannic Majesty, whose character and proceedings are well calculated to cement
the great sympathy which has always existed between the English and the Haitian
peoples since the beginning of our history. We have no affair pending with the
English consulate.
Our relations with France remain always on a footing of perfect accuracy. Before
my arrival at the Presidency, the Count de Sesmaisons, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the French Republic at Port-au-Prince, had left en conge according to notice given at that time to the counselor charged with the department of
foreign affairs. He bas not returned. Mr. Victor Huttinot, consul of France at
Santo Domingo, directs ad interim the French legation at Port-au-Prince in the quality of charge d'affaires. Divers litigious affairs have arit~en between that lega.tion
and the department of foreign affairs, notably the reclamation of the French professors engaged by the Government of General Salomon.
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They have all been regulated in a satisfactory manner. "When a state does not
recognize a change in the constitution of another," says au eminent :French ptlblicist,
"diplomatic 1·elations cease as in war, and the subjects of the obstinate state are
recommended to the good care of a friendly or allied state; they are then protected
unofficially instead of being protected of!icially." Nevertheless, the Government bas
made use of all desirable condescension in accepting the official protection which the
French legation }:ul.s been pleased to accord to those within the limits of its care (a
ses •ressm·tissants), communicating in the meantime directly with the department of
foreign affairs, while France bas not recognized the new order of things constitutionally established in Haiti.
There remains, however, the affair Silvie-Debrosse, upon which correspondence is
still open between the minister of foreign affairs and the French legation. Here are
the details of it:
Under General Salomon, just as jt was found well to accept an American arbitrator
to take cognizance of an American claim, so French arbitrators were accepted to take
cognizance of a French claim, leaving, it seems, to the French Government the exclusive right to fix the amount of the sum to be exacted from the Haitian Government.
It is thus that it was decided by the arbitrators that the Government of Haiti is to
furnish to the French Government a pecuniary reparation, representing the injury inflicted upon Mr. Silvie, a French subject, by reason of a decree of the court of cassation of August 9, 1883, and that Mr. Goblet, then minister of foreign affairs of France,
fixed this pecuniary reparation at 500,000 francs.
The arbitrator's decision, which arrived here during the Provisional Government of
August 24, H:l88, seems to have been accepted without observation, a value of 44,028.29
francs hav1ng been paid on the 500,000 francs.
'l'he Government, not wishing in any way to begin a controversial discussion as to
whether a provisional government bas the quality to pnt a country under pledge,
accepted both the arbitration and the sum fixed by Mr. Goblet. Bnt our financial
resources do not permit us to pay so large a sum in 1 or 2 years without sensibly
deranging our budgetary equilibrium. Therefore, the secretary of state has requested
a longer delay for the payment of the 455,971.31 francs forming the balance of the
pecuniary reparation which is to be paid to Mr. Silvie. I hope that the French Government will finally feel that this debt is of a nature to lead it to use all its generosity in regard to the delay which has been requested of it.
The secretary of state for foreign affairs has also had to sustain an important correspondence with the .French legation in regard to the asylum accorded to two Haitians, Messrs. Phyrrhus Agnan and Horelle Monplaisir, who are under pursuit for common law crimes and whom Mr. Huttinot claims to have the right to shelter under the
French flag, tbns placing them beyond the reach of the laws of the country. The
Government refused to permit the embarkation of these accused persons, who must
still be at the French legation, because it can not be admitted that the charge
d'affaires bas brought about a diplomatic discussion for the sole purpose of favoring
the escape of the delinquents, whom he has called" his refugees." Mr. Victor Huttinot, having ceased this discussion, bas referred this question to the French minister
of foreign affairs. The replacing of Mr. Spnller by the Hon. Mr. Ribot may, moreover, explain Mr. ·Huttinot's seeming delay in the case.
Another fact much more worthy your attention is the toleration which the French
legation accords to some Haitians who have never left the country to inscribe
themselves at Port-au-Prince as Frenchmen, an inscription made in derogation of the
Haitian constitution, as well as of the French law. It is thus that Messrs. Gauthier Monos, Tracy Riboul, Auguste Riboul, Emile Riboul, Beaubrun Roux, Petion
Riviere, Ernest Rigaud, Michel Silavois, Louis Silavois, Petion Silavois, Riobe Rigand, Denery Dejoie, Leon Denery Dejoie, Justin Dejoie, Georges Dejoie, etc., have
been inscribed as Frenchmen at the legation of France, while they were born Haitians
and have always belonged to the Haitian nationality. These men are in no sense
Frenchmen in l!'rance, while they claim to be Frenchmen in Haiti on the simple complaisance of tbe French legation. Mr. V. Huttinot has not even stopped at this
inscription. A Haitian named Lovinski Rigaud, a soldier in the guard of His Excellency the President of Haiti, having been able to inscribe himself thus, was arrested
as a deserter, and the French legation did not hesitate to reclaim him in the face of
this act legally exercised in regard to a reprehensible soldier. The department of
foreign affairs in no way abandoQ.ed the right of the Haitian Government, and the
said Rigaud, recognizing himself as a Haitian, was placed at liberty on the proper
movement of the Haitian authorities.
I await the time when our relations shall be seriously and diplomatically reestablished with the French Government in order to put a stop to a practice which can
tend to nothing less than the national disintegration accomplished surreptitiously
outside of national law and in derogation of our international personality.
The Government employs its most constant efforts not to depart from the moderation and the wisdom necessary to the good understanding which ought to exist be-
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tween the country and the foreign nations to which it is bound by so many powerful
interests; but it will never forget the national dignity and conservation, which must
be placed above every other consideration.
In the first days of the month of February I had the great pleasure of receiving at
Thomazeau, a commune of the arrondissement of Port-au-Prince, His Excellency General Heuraux, Constitutional President of the Dominican Republic. Never was an
interview more cordial. The effusion of sentiment on both sides was sincere and profound, for outside the real sympathies which exist between the two sister Republics
whose destinies we direct, there exist also between General Heuraux and myself remembrances which will always give us the liveliest pleasure when we meet hand in hand.
This interview, which will have some happy influences upon the march of the two peo.
pies, must contribute especially to the reopening of the conferences destined for the
elaboration of a definitive treaty between our two countries. Therefore, the Government, sure of the good dispositions of the Dominican people and of General Heuraux,
will soon opeu the negotiationR which must lead to that end.
The Provisional Government, of which I was the chief, paid the fifth term of the
claims for damages at Port-au-Prince, the same falling due September 30, 1889, and
amounting to $119,548.23, capital and interest. Two terms of the Domingue debt
were equally paid in the beginning of January last in such a way as to bring us up
to date with the bondholders. In this view the public service leaves absolutely nothing to be desired.
·
In brief, notwithstanding some questions which need to be elucidated and which
have for us the greatest interest, our international interests are as good as possible.
The foreign policy of the Government will tend to strengthen and extend them, in
observing all the loyalty and all the courtesy which we ought to observe in our relations with friendly powers and in safeguanliug by all means the dignity without
which our country will never be able to figure nobly and advantageously among
civilized nations.
;.·
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ITALY.
Mr. Blaitw to Mr. Porter.
No. 55.]

DEPA.RTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 3, 1890.
SIR : I have to call your attention to the complaint of Nicolino Mileo,
a naturalized citizen of the United States, against the Go"\"ernment of
Italy, alleging harsh punishment on a charge of evasion of military
service and interference with the personal freedom of his wife, Gaetaua
Mileo, who is stated to be prevented from quitting Italy to rejoin her
husband in this country.
Two affidavits, competently executed by Nicolino Mileo, are herewith
transmitted in copy. The good character of the deponent and his general reputation for veracity are attested by several worthy persons in
whose employ he was during his long residence in the United States,
and copies of their statements are also appended.
It appears from the complainant's affidavits that be was born at Spinoso (in the province of BasilicataY) in January, 1860; that in 1870,
being then but 10 years old, be was brought to the United States by
his father, Francisco Mileo; that since that date he, Nicolino Jrfileo, bas
been domiciled in New York, where be has been engaged in business for
15 years past; that he was married in New York; that his wife, Gaetana,
was and is a citizen of the United States; and that he was duly naturalized before the court of common pleas of New York on September 16,
1884, when over 23 years of age. His father, Francisco Mileo, is further
stated to have resided in the United States for some 12 years, during which time he declared his intention to become a citizen of the
United States; but it appears that he, the father, returned to Italy to
reside in 1882, when the son was over 21 years of age and consequently
sui juris.
It further appears that sometime prior to April!, 1889, one Albino
Calasa, a cousin of the complainant and an Italian subject, died, leaving to the complainant by his will certain real estate situated at
Spinoso; and on that . date, Nicolino Mileo and his wif~ set sail for
Italy to take possession of this property. They arrived at Spinoso on
the 17th of April. On the following day Mileo was ordered hy the
mayor ·o f that place to go Potenza, 30 miles distant, to report for military
service. He showed to that official his certificate of naturalization and
claimedimmunityfrommilitary service on the ground that he was a citizen
of the United States, but was told-it is alleged in obscene languagethat this paper ~as of no value, and that if he did not obey the order he
would be arrested. Moved by this threat, he consented to go. He arrived at Potenza on the 22d of April, and, despite his protests and
claim of American citizenship, he was compelled to strip and undergo
a physical examination. Being declared· able to serve, he was dressed
in the uniform of an Italian soldier. Qn the 23d of April he was taken
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to the city of Alessandria, where he was confined for 30 days in jail,
under circumstances, as alleged, of great hardship, as a punishment
for his failure to return to Italy to perform military service. He was
thereafter compelled to serve for 5i months in company 12 of the
Eighty-sixth regiment of infantry of the Italian army. At the close of
t}J.at time, havjng obtained leave of absence, he went to Genoa and left
Italy on a vessel bound for Zanzibar, from which place he returned to
the United States by way of Marseilles.
He now alleges that the Italian authorities will not permit his wife to
come to him and threaten to detain her in Italy until he .returns thither.
~'his allegation is so extraordinary and so repugnant to the principles
of justice that this Government hesitates to believe it. The whole case
calls for the prompt and thorough investigation which you are hereby
instructed to ask ; and in doing so you will state the confident expectation of this Government that, should the allegations of the complainant be substantiated as to the cruel imprisonment to which be was
subjected, and as to the detention of Mileo's wife as a hostage for her
husband's return, the action of the Italian authorities will be disavowed
and the liberty of this w·oman, who is stated to be a n~tive citizen of
the United States, as well as the wife of a citizen, will no longer be onjustly interfered with.
The claim of the Italian Government with respect to the continuance
of obligation of military service notwithstanding the loss of Italian citizenship has been frequently made known and is well understood here.
A mass of correspondence on this subject is on file in your legation,
and I aeed only advert to the eases of Sbarbaro in 1871, of Biaggotta
in 1872, of Largomarsino in 1877, and of Gabriella in the same year.
The case on the part of Italy is understood to rest on article 12, book
1, of the Italian civil ~de, whieh reads:
12. Loss of citizenship in the cases stated in the preceding artie e does not exempt
from the obligations of military service, nor from the penalty in:O.icted on anyone
who bears arms against his native country.

The precedibg article 11 provides, in its second paragraph, that Italian
citizenship is lost(2) By naturalization in a foreign country.

1.'his provision fully meets the ease of Mil eo. Brought to this country
at the age of 10, he was duly naturalized here at the age of 23, and he
resided here continuously for 19 years until last year, when he was 29
years of age. The ease is therefore uncomplicated by any question as
to the efteet of his father's nonrenuneiation of Italian citizenship and
subsequent return to Italy in 1882, when, as has been seen, he left his
son, then sui j'uris and domiciled in the United States, here tQ perfect
his naturalization under our laws. Nicolino Mileo is a citizen of the
United States by his own competent act.
As to the question of subjection to Italian military service, a distinct
conflict of jurisdiction exists between the two Governments. The position of our Government in this regard and with reference to the treatment of a naturalized American citizen returning to the country having
a conflicting claim upon him by reason of his own origin was well stated
by Mr. Faulkner, our minister to France in 1860, when he wrote:
The doctrine of the United States is that the naturalized emigrant can not be held
responsible upon his retom to his native country for any military doty, the performance of which has not been actually demanded of him prior to his emigration. A
prospective liability to service in the army ia not sufficient. The obligation of contingent duties depending npon time, sortition, or events thereafter to occur is no~
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recognized. To subject him to such responsibilit.v it should be a. case of actual desertion or refnsa.l to enter into the army after having been actually drafted into the
service of the Government to which a.t the time he owed allegiance.

This principle has been practically recognized and specifically
affirmed in the various naturalization treaties which the United States
have concluded with foreign powers, and ·even with respect to states
holding the doctrine of perpetual allegiance, which the Italian code
rejects. It is not believed that the Italian Government claims rights
over returning naturalized citizens in essential conflict with our posi-_
tion. It is understood to claim the personal fulfillment of an obligation
accruing and complete when the party was still subject to Italian
jurisdiction, and to claim the right t6 punish actual desertion or the
refusal to serve when actually conscripted. This latter right of punishment, thus limited and defined, is conceded, be it remarked, by the
United States in their naturalization treaties, as witness our treaty of
September 20, 1870, with Austria-Hungary, article 2.
When Nicolino Mileo was taken away from Naples by his father at
the age of 10, no liability to military services had accrued against him.
He was at that time a subject of Ferdinand II, king of the two Sicilies.
Had he remained, adopting the fortunes of his native State and becoming a citizen of Italy upon the annexation of Naples to Sardinia on
December 17, 1870, he woulq, on attaining the prescribed age, have
been liable to conscription, and, if drawn and found able, to service
in the ranks. Because this triple liability in the distant contingencies
of the future may have rested on him in an inchoate form at the age
of 10, it can not be admitted that this indeterminate responsibility so
followed him through his voluntary adoption of a foreign citizenship
as to render him liable, 19 years afterwards, to punishment as a malefactor for nonfulfillment of a positive obligation•.
There may perhaps be room to maintain a distinction between the
punishment of Mileo for a constructive offense and his enforced subjection to military service after he had returned to Italy and had been
held personally liable and found physically able to serve. In the latter
case a positive conflict of jurisdiction arises, and the action of the Italian authorities in forcing into their ranks a man whose status as a citizen of another State is unquestionable calls now, as on previous occasions, for earnest dissent and protest. It is greatly to be regretted that
Italy stands aloof from our repeated proposals to adjust the question
by treaty on bases which have in practice through conventional agreements become the measure of international claim and concession in this
regard between many of the most important nations of the. earth. In
this relation, it may be proper to recall to your attention the language
employed by l\ir. Fish, when Secretary of State, in his instruction to
Mr. Marsh, No. 361, of November 15, 1872:
The feeling in the United States, as you are aware, is very strong against compulsory military or naval service of natnralized citizens in countries where they were
born. '!'his senLiment the Government would be bound to respect. Cases of the
kind fJCquently occurred with the German States prior to the naturalization treaties
with them. Since then, however, it is believecl that no difficulty upon the subject
has happened. It i!i a matter of regret, in the interest of friendly relations with
Italy, that she should have declined our overtures for a. similar convention.

I may add that it is unfortunate that by its attitude in this regard
Italy should be put in the erroneous position of appearing to cling
to the now very generally abandoned doctrine of perpetual allegiance,
a dogma alike contrary to her enlightened policy and expressly rejected by her national code.
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As for the allegation that 1\Irs. Mileo is deprived of her personal
freedom and coerced into remaining in Italy~ the charge is so incredible
that, without fuller knowledge on the subject, it is not }lossible to instruct you further than to make instant and earnest protest should the
fact be established. Whatever may be the. charges laid at the husband's door, no theory of law is known by which the wife can be vicariously proceeded against or be held as a hostage for the husband's appearance. I prefer, however, to believe that the statement is either
without foundation or rests on some misconception which the Italian
Government can and will at once remove by recognizing in favor of this
American woman the right she claims to quit Italian territory at will.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 55. J

Mr. Kennedy to Mr. Blaine.
WASIIINGTON, Februm·y 18, 1890. (Received February 18.)
SIR: The petition of Nicolino Mileo, which I have the honor to submit for yonr
consideration, presents, it seems to me, a case of extraordinary interest and jmportance to the Government and people of the United States.
A citizen of the United Stat.es, naturalized under the laws which provide for the
naturalization of foreigners who have settled in this Republic before attaining the
age of 18 years (R. S., 21G7), returns temp(lrarily to his native country for a lawful and
eminently proper purpose, and, almost immediately upon his arrival, is arrested and
forcibly conveyed to another part of the Kingdom, where he is imprisoned in a cold,
dark cell or va,ult far underground and fed on bread and water for 30 days, and
afterwards forced into the military service of a monarchy whose only claim on him
arises from the fact that he happened to e born in its tenitory.
The petition tJhows that when he came to this country Mileo was a mere child and
owed no duty whatever to the Italian Government. He was under the power of his
father, who brought him to New York in the year 1871. Mileo's father several years
afterwards returned to Italy, but Mileo remained an has always resided in Ne
York since he first arrived in that city, and, as appears by the inclosed certificate of
his naturalization, he had been a naturalized citizen of the United States for more
than 4 years prior t.o his temporary retnm to Italy in April of last year.
There can be no pretense in this case that Mileo owed any military or other service
to the Italian Government when he was taken away from Italy by his father in the
year 1870, or that he left that Kingdom for the purpose of evading any duty that he
would or might have owed to the Italian Government if he had remained and lived
till he was of age within Italian territory.
I need not say to you that for more than 30 years the Department of State has maintained the absolute freedom of naturalized citizens of the United States from liability
to their native country, on their temporary return thereto, for military service that
was not actually due and enforcible at the time of their emigration.
· This doctrine was stated by Mr. William Richardson, at that time Secretary of the
Treasury and now Chief Justice of the Court of Claims, in a communication addre88ed
to the President of the United States on October 20, 1873, as follows:
''A distinction was taken, however, in 1859 by the State Department, which limited this view and which contined the foreign jurisdiction in re~ard to naturalized
citizens to such of them as were in the army or actually called into it at the time they left
the country; that is, to the case of actual desertion or refusal to enter the army after
having b"en regularly drafted and called into it by the government to which they a~
the time owed allegiance.
"In accordance with this view, Mr. Faulkner, minister of the United States at
Paris in 1860, said, in reference to the case of a naturalized citizen who had emigrated before the period of military service:
"'The doctrine of the United States is that the natnralized emigrant can not be
held responsible, upon his return to his nat.ive country for any military duty the performance of which has not been actually demanded of him prior to his emigration. A
prospective liability to service in the army is not sufficient. The obligation of contingent duties depending upon time, sortition, or events thereafter to occur is uot
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recognized. To subject him to such responsibility, it should be a case of actual desertion or :refusal to enter the army after having been actually drafted into the service of the Government to which he at the time owed allegiance.'
"The Secretary of State under Mr. Buchanan made the same distinction between 1
the contingentliabilityofthosenaturalized citizens who left the country of their origin
before the age of military sarvice, without the consent required by law, and those who
escaped after they were actually enrolled. He claimed that the former were~ irrespective of the obligations arising from the contingent liability which in the interim
had become complete, entitled, even in their native country, to the full protection of
American citizens.
"This doctrine is in entire harmony with the views of the Attorney-General expressed in 1859 in the case of Chri&:ltian Ernst, and may, I think, be considered the
viewsofthe Government oftheUnitedStates. (9 Ops., 357.)
"A native or naturalized cithr.en, therefore, may now go forth with equu.l security
over every sea and into every land, including the country where the latter was born.
They are both American citizens, and their exclusive allegiance is due to the Government of the United States." (Foreign Relations1 1873, part 2, pp. 1206-1208.)
The case of the petitioner comes clearly withm the doctrine and practice of the
Department and within the principles declared by Congress on the 27th of July, 1868,
in the "act concerning the rights of American citizens in foreign states" (15 Stats.,
2'.23, 224).
Unless the action of·his civil and militari: officers in Mileo's case is disavowed by His
Majesty the King of Italy, it is a practical assertion in the most positive and offensive
form of the doctrine of inalienable allegiance.
The petition shows that Mileo exhibited his certificate of naturalization to the civil
anci. military officers of the Italian Government before whom he was taken and
claimed at their hands immunity and protection as a citizen of the United States; .
but they treated the evidence of his nationality with contempt, and one of the magistrates derided it in terms at once insulting and obsc£~ne.
Mileo's wife, who was about to become a mother, accompanied him to Italy, and by
the enforced separation (which still continues) and the grief and apprehension incident to the situation, it can readily be believt>d that she was perhaps a greater
sufferer than her husband from the cruel and tyrannical treatment to which he· was
subjected by the Italian authorities. And she, too, was and is a citizen of the United
States. It is scarcely credible that the Italian Government is preventing her return
as a sort of vicarious punishment for the escape of her husband to the United States,
although such an allegation is made, doub5less in good faith, in the petition. I am
assured of the truth of the petition in all its essential parts by the Messrs. Leavitt
Brothers, of New York, attorneys for the petitioner.
It seems to me that this is a case for prompt and decisive action by the President
and Congress under the act of July 27, 1868, and also that, considering the nature
of the wrongs inflicted upon him, Mileo is entitled to the full amount of the damages
which he claims from the Italian Government.
I have, etc.,
CRAMMOND KENNEDY,

Of Counsel for Nicoli no Mileo.
In the matter of the claim of Nicolino Mileo against the Government of Italy.
YoRK, City and County of Neto York, ss:
Nicolino Mileo, being duly sworn, says that he is a citizen of the United States,
having been duly naturalized as a citizen of the said United States by the court of
common pleas for the city and county of New York on the 16th day of September,
1884, and that hereto annexed is a duly certified copy of deponent's certificate of
naturalization.
And this deponent further says that he was born in the town of Spynosa in the
Kingdom' of Italy, in the month of January, 1860. That in the year 1870, when this
deponent was a minor of the age of 10 years, Francisco Mileo, th'~ father of this deponent, came to the city of New York and brought this deponent with him. That since
said year of 1870 this deponent has resided and now resides in the said city of New
York, and is a citizen of the State of New York. That since September 16, 1884, this
deponent has been and is now a duly qualified voter in the said State, city, and
county of New York. That for more than 15 years thisdeponent hasbeenandisnow
engaged in business in the said city of New Y01k.
And this deponent further says that some time prior to April 1, 1889, one Albino
Calasa, a cousm of this deponent, residing in the said town of Spynosa, in the said
Kingdom of Italy, died, and by his last will and testament left to this deponent a
piece or parcel of real property situat~d in said town of Spynosa, in said Kingdom of
Italy, and valued at between $800 and $1,000.
STATE OF NEW

That on the said 1st day of April, 1889, this deponent, accompanied by Gaetana
Mileo, the wife of this deponent, sailed from the said city of New York for the city
of Naples, in said Kingdom of Italy, for the purpose of taking possession of said
piece or parcel of real property and selling the same, intending as soon as said sale
of said property was consummated to return to said city of New York.
That on the 17th day of April, 1889, this deponent and his said wife arriv-ed at the
port of Naples, in said Kingdom of Italy, and on the same day proceeded to the said
town of Spynosa, and arrived at said town on said 17th day of April, with his said
wife, and this deponent and his said wife went to the house of the said father of this
deponent, Francisco Mileo.
That on the 18th day of April, 1889, while deponent was at the said house of his
said father, be received a message from the mayor of the said town of Spynosa, telling this deponent to go to the town of Potenza, 30 miles distant from said town ot
Spynosa, and report to the military authorities in that town, and if he did not go he,
the said mayor, would arrest him.
That immediately upon the receipt of the said message from the said mayor, this
deponent called upon the said mayor and asked him why he had to go to Potenza,
the said mayor answered that deponent would have to serve in the army. Deponent
thereupon told said mayor that he was a citizen of the United States, and showed said
mayor his said certificate of naturalization as a citizen of the Uuited States, and
told the said mayor that he had lived in the United States since be was 10 years old.
In reply the said ma1or laughed and said: " Those papers are no good ; • • •
yon can tear them up.' This deponent replied, saying : "I will not; tliey are my pro. tection." The said mayor then said: "Yon will find no protectiOn here on those
papers ; if you do not go to Potenza, I will lock you up." Deponent answered, saying:
''You have no right to lock me up." The mayor replied: "Make up your mind to
either go or get locked up."
And this deponent further says, at said time the said wife of this deponent was in
a delicate condition and about to be confined in a few months, and deponent, for fear
the said mayor would lock him up, and to save the disgrace of being looked up, and
for fear if be was arrested and locked up it would seriously injure his said wife, wenf;
to the said town of Potenza, accompanied by t\vo secretaries of the said mayor. That
this deponent arrived at the said town of Potenza at about 11 a. m. on the 22<1. day of
April, 1889, and went immediately before the consul of labor.
That upon deponent's arrival in the presence of the said consul oflabort the said
consul of labor told deponent to undress. Deponent reftlsed to undress, ana. told the
said consul of labor that he was a citizen of the United States, and that he had lived
in the said United States since he was 10 years old, and at the same time deponeDt
showed the said consul of labor his said certificate of naturalization as a citizen of
the United States; that the only reply the said consul of labor mad6 was, "UndreN,
and be quick about it, or we will tear your clothes off of you;" that thereupon this deponent, in fear of bodily violence, undressed, and a physical examination was made
of this deponent; that after said examination was made, the said consul of labor
declared deponent to be able to serve in the army, and was forthwith dressed in t;.
uniform of a soldier of the said Kingdom of Italy, the clothes of this deponent bei
taken away; that immediately this deponent was taken by two soldiers to the he quarters of the sai<l army in said town of Potenza and kept the balance of said day
and the ensuing night in a room at said beadquartel'B; that on the next day, the 23d.
of April, ll:l~9, this deponent was taken by two soldiel'B to the town of Alexandria in
said Kingdom of Italy, arriving at said town of Alexandria on the 27th day of April,
1889; that immediately upon the arrival of this deponent at the said town of Alexandria this deponent was put into a cell in a jail in said town of Alexandria.
That the said cell in said jail in which this deponent was confined ·was a dark cell
about 50 feet under ground. The said cell was about 8 feet long by 8 feet wide, with
heavy iron gratings; the sides of said cell were of stone, and the fioor was of asphalt or
cement, and there was no window to said cell, and the same was damp and unhealthy.
Nolightnorairconld penetrate said cell, ~xcept through the iron gratings through the
passage which led to said cell, wqich passage was reached by stone steps from above.
That there was·no bed or furniture of any description in said cell, except a wooden
bench abont 7 feet long and 3i feet wide. That no bedding or blankets of any kind
were provided for deponent, and deponent was compelled to sleep on said wooden
bench and thereby suffered greatly from the dampness and coldness. That deponent
was confined in said cell for a period of 30 days and during that time was given onehalf a loaf of bread per day and nothing else for food, having, however, plenty of
water. That at the time deponent was placed in said cell he was told be was thus
imprisoned because he had not returned to Italy when be bad arrived at the age of
21 years and served 4 years in the army. That during said time this deponent was
so imprisoned in said jail as aforesaid be was not allowed to communicate with his
said wifeor family anyone else. That during the said confinement of this depone~~
iu said cell he underwent great mental and bodily snft'ering.
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And this deponent further says that about a week after he was placed in said cell
deponent surreptitiously wrote a letter to the United States consul at Rome, in the
said Kingdom of Italy, informing said consul of his arrest and detention and of his
rights as a citizen of the United States, and requesting said consul to obtain his release. That thereafter deponent received a reply from said consul stating that said
consul had attempted t,o obtain deponent's release but could not, and that he, said
consul, could do nothing further.
And this deponent further says that at the expiration of 1 month from the time
this deponent was placed in said cell deponent was taken from his said cell and forced
to serve as a common soldier in regiment eighty-six of infantry, in company twelve,
said company being under the command of one Captain Frassinesi. That immediately upon the release of this deponent from said cell, deponent tolcl said Captain
1<-.rassinesi that he had no right to keep deponent a prisoner and make deponent
serve in said army, as deponent was a citizen of the United States and had lived in the
United States since he was 10 years of age, and at the same time showed to said Captain
Frnssinesi his said certificate of naturalization as a citizen of the United States. That
said Cartain Frassinesi told deponent said certificate would afford deponent no protection.
And this deponent further says that he was forced to serve in said army 5t
months.
That during the whole time of deponent's said service his food was
poor in quality and insufficient in quantity. ThaL deponent suffered great hardships during the time of his said service, both bodily and mentally. 'fhat at
the expiration of the said period of 5t months this deponent received a leave
of absence from said regiment for the period of 15 days, and thereupon deponent
left the said town of Alexandria and went to the city of Genoa, in said Kingdom of Italy. That at the said city of Genoa deponent went on board a French ship
bound for Zanzibar, Africa, and asked one of the officers of said ship to help this deponent escape, deponent telling the said officer that deponent was a citizen of the
United States and was forced to serve in the said army of Italy, at the same time
showing said o:ffieer deponent's said certificate of naturalization as a citizen of the
United States. That upon deponent's paying 60 francs deponent was allowed to
take passage in said ship to Zanzibar.
Upon the arrival of this deponent at Zanzibar, deponent having no money, deponent wrote to his said wife at said town of Spynosa, asking his said wife to send
deponent money to enable deponent to leave Zanzibar.
That thereafter this deponent received $60 from his said wife, and upon receipt of
said $60 this deponent took passage for Marseilles, France; that deponent was detained 4 days in said city of Marseilles, France, and then this deponent took passage
on the ship Edan~ for the city ofNew York, arriving in said city of New York on the
12th day of December, 1~89.
And this deponent further says that his treatment by the said consul of labor,
as hereinbefore set forth, was wrongful, unlawful, and illegal, and in violation of his
rights as a cit;izen of the United States; that the imprisonment of this deponent in
a dark cell for 1 mouth by the said Italian authorities, as hereinbefore set forth,
was forcible, wrongful, unlawful, and illegal, and in violation of the rights of this
deponent as a citizen of the United States; that this deponent was forcibly, wrongfully, and illegally, and in violation of the rights of this deponent as a citizen of the
United States forced to serve in the army of the said Kingdom of Italy by the
authorities of said Kingdom of Italy, as hereinbefor(} set forth.
And this deponent further says, by reason of ~:~aid forcible, wrongful, and illegal imprisonment of this deponent as hereinbefore set forth, this deponent was not only deprived of his liberty, but was injured in his person, character, and .reputation, and
was prevented from attending to his necessary affairs and busine~s during the period
of 6-i months, and during the whole of said time suffered greatly from the want of sufficient food and bodily injuries, and injuries to the feelings of this deponent, to the
damage of this deponent in the sum of $50,000.
And this deponent further says that since the return of this deponent t,o New
York as aforesaid, this deponent has received a letter from his said wife, dated at the
said town of Spynosa, informing this deponent that the said authorities of the said
Kingdom of Italy will not grant to deponent's said wife a passport allowing deponent's said wife to depart from said Kingdom of Italy, but wrongfully, il1egally, and
nnjnstly detain said wife of this depouent in said Kingdom of Italy; that said authorities of said Kingdom of Italy have informed the said wife of thia deponent, as
deponent is informed and believes, that the said wife of this deponent will be detained
in the said Kingdom of Italy by the authorities of said Kingdom until this deponent
returns to said Kingdom of Italy.
And further this deponent saith not.
NICOLINO MII,EO.

Sworn to before me this 7th day of January, 1890.

'

FRANK 0' BYRNE,
Commissioner of Deeds, New York City.

City atuJ County of New York, 88:
I, Edward F. Reilly, clerk of the city and county of New York, and also clerk of
the supreme court for the said city and county, being a court of record, do hereby
certify that l!,rank O'Byrne, before whom the annexed deposition was taken, was, at
the time of taking the same, a commissioner of deeds of New York, dwelling in said
city and county, duly appointed and sworn, and authorized to administer oaths to be
used in any oourt in said State and for general purposes; that I am well acquainted
with the handwriting of such commissioner, and that his signature thereto is genuine,
as I verily believe.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
court and county the 16th day of January, 1890.
STATE OF NEW YoRK,

[L. 8.)

EDWARD

F.

REILLY,

I
Clerk.
State of New York:
The people of the State of New York, by the ~ace of God free and independent, to
all to whom these pre~Jents shall come, greetmg:
Know ye that we, having examined the records and files of'onr court of common
pleas for the ci tr and county of New York, do find there remaining of record a ce1tain
copy of naturahzation certificate and affidavit in the words and figures following,
to wit:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

[Court of common pleas for the city and county of New York.]
In the matter of the application of Nicoli no Mileo, by occupation clerk, to be admitted a citizen. of the United States of America. Applicant born FelJruary, 1860 •
applicant arrived in United States January, 1871. Witness became acquainted,
with applicant January, 1871.

City and C01mty of New York, 88:
Nicolino Mileo, the above-named applicant, being duly sworn, says that he resides
at No. 626 Broome street, in the city of New York; that he has arrived at the age of
21 years; that he has resided in the United States 3 years next preceding his arrival
at that age, and has continued to reside therein to the present time ; that he has resided 6 years within the United States, including the 3 years of his minority and 1
year, at least, immediately preceding this application, within the State of New York;
and that for 2 years next preceding this application it has been bona fide his intention to become a citizen of the United States.
STATE OF NEW YoRK,

NICOLINO MII..EO,

Swom in op.en court this 16th day of September, 1884.
N.A.TBL. JARVIS, Jr.,

Clerk.

City and County of New York, 88:
Morris Flaredy, being duly sworn, says that her~stdes at No. 71 Sullivan ~:~treet, in
the city of New York, and is by occupation musician, and that he is well acquainted
with the above-named applicant; and that the said applicant bas resided in the
United States for 3 years next preceding his arrival at th.e age of 21 years; that he
has continued to reside therein to the jfresent time; that he has resided 6 yeaQI
within the United States, incfuding the 3 years of his minority, and in the Stato of
New York 1 year, at least, immediately preceding this application; and that during
that time he has behaved as a man of good moral character, attached to the principles of the Constitution of the United States, and well dispos d to the good order and
happiness of the same; and deponent verily believes t.hat fo 3 years next preceding
tbis.application it has been bona fide the intention of the said applicant to become a
citizen of the United States.
STATE OF NEW YORK,

MORRIS FL.A.REDY.

• Sworn in open court this 16th day of September, 1884.
NATHL. JARVIS, Jr.,

Clerk.
City and County of New Ym·k, 88:
I, Nicolino Mileo. the above-named applicant, do declare on oath that it is bona fide
my intention, and has been for 2 years next preceding this application, to become a
citizen of the United States, and to rehounoe forever all allegiance and fidelity to
every foreign prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty whatever, particularly to ihe
King of Italy, of whom I a~ now a subject.
STATE OF NEW YORK,

NICOLINO MILKO.

Sworn in open c urt this 16th day of September, 1884.
NATBL. JARVIS, Jr.,

Clerk.
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STATE OF NEW YORK, City and County of New YCJrk, 88:
I, Nicolino Mileo, the above-named applicant, do solemnly swear that I will support
the Constitution of the United States, and that I do absolutely and entirely renounce
aud abjure all allegiance and fidelity to every foreign prince, potentate, state, or
sovereignty whatever, and particularly to the King of Italy, of whom I was beforo a
subject.
NICOLINO MILEO.
Sworn in open court this 16th day of September, 1884.
NATHL. JARVIS, Jr.,
Clerk.
At a special term of the court of common pleas for the city and county of New
York, held in the court-house of the city of New York on the 16th day of September,
1884.
Present: Ron. Henry Wilder Allen, judge.
Iu the matter of the application of the within-named applicant to be admitted a citizen of the United States of America.
The said applicant appearing personally in court, producing the evidence required
by the acts of Congress, and having made snch declaration and renunciation, and
having taken such oaths as are by the said acts required, it is ordered by the said
court that the said applicant be admitted to be a citizen of the United States of
America.
Enter.
H.W.A.,
J.C.C.P.
[Indorsement. J

New York common pleas. In the matter of Nicolino Mileo on his naturalization.
Proofs, etc. J:l~iled in open court September 16, 1884. Nathl. Jarvis, jr., clerk.
All which we have caused by these presents to be exemplified, and the seal of our
said court of common pleas to be hereunto affixed.
Witness Richard L. Larremore and presiding judge of our said court of common
pleas for the city and county of New York, at the court-house in the city of New York,
the 15th day of January, in the year of our Lord 1890, and in the one hundred and
fourteenth year of the independence of the United States of America.
(L. s.]
S. JONES,
Clerk.
I, Richard L. Larremore, judge and presiding judge of the court of common pleas
for the city and county of New York, do hereby certify that S. Jones, whose name is
subscribed to the preceding exemplification, is the clerk of the said court of common
pleas, duly appointed and sworn, and that full faith and. credit are due to his official
acts. I further certify that the ,tJeal affixed to the said exemplification is the seal of
the said court of common pleas, and that the attestation thereof is in due form of law.
Dated, New York, January 15, 1890.
R. L. LARREMORE.
STATE OF NEw YoRK, City and County of New York, 88:
I, S. Jones, clerk of the court of common pleas for the city and county of New
York, do hereby certify that Richard L. Larremore, whose name is subscribed to the
preceding certificate, is a judge and the presiding judge of the court of common pleas
for the city and county of New York, duly elected, commissioned and qualified, and
that the signature of said judge to said certificate is genuine.
In testimony whereof, I have hereto set my hand and affixtld the seal of the said court
this 15th day of January, 1890.
·
(L. S.]
8. JONES,
Clerk•

•
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M1·. Kennedy to Mr. Blaine.

WASHINGTON, February 27, 1890. (Received February 27.)
Sm: The alleged comluct of the Italian authorities in this case raises issue so
sharply and thoroughly with the Government of the United States upon the right of
expatriation, that it bas seemed to me important that you should be assured of the
complainant's trustworthiness and integrity. I have accordingly the honor to inclose three affidavits in regard to Mileo's respect~bility ~nd especially bis reputation
for veracity.

It appears from the afficlavit of Mr. Humphrey H. Leavitt, late ~ited States oou1
sol at Managua (testimonials to whose high character from some of the moat distin·
gnished men in the country are on file in the Department of State), that he baa been
acquainted with Mileo for more than 10 years, and that during this period !rlileo ba
borne" a good character for veracity," and, in Mr. Leavitt's opinion, is" a sober and
industrious citizen." Mr. Leavitt adds that ''he drew the affidavit of said Mit~,
hereinbefore presented to the Department of State," and "verily believes all the
statements therein contained to be true."
Upon an acquaintance of 7 years with Mileo, Mr. Edwm R. Leavitt corroborates
his brother's testimony in regard to Mileo's veracity and trustworthiness, and Mr.
William A. Persch, who has known Mileo "for over 10 years," testifies to the same
effect. With those who are acquainted with the Messrs. Leavitt, the fact that they
are attorneys for the claimant would rather increase than lessen the weight of their
testimony in his favor.
.
I suppose that under the act of July 27, 1868 (15 State., 223, 224), the President is
not required to report the case to Congress until he shall have made snob represen·
tations to the Italian Government as it may seem to him proper, whether by way of
complaiut or in reply to any denia.I or defense which that Government may interpose.
I have, etc.,
CRA.MMOND KBNNEDY,

Of Coumel for Nicolino MUeo.

In the matter of the claim of Nicolino Mileo against the Government of Italy.
STATE OF NEW YORK, City and County of Neto York, 88:

H. H. Leavitt, being duly sworn, ays he is a native-born citizen of the United
States, and is a citizen of the State of New York, and is an attorney and counselor·
at-law, duly admitted to practice as such in said State, and is one of the attorneys
for the above-name Nicoli no Mil eo, having his office at No. 280 Broadway, New York
City. And this deponent further says that he has been acquainted with said Mileo
tor over 10 years and sine.:! the year 1886 said Mil eo has been a client of the firm of
this deponent. And this deponent further says that during the said period of deponent's acquaintance with said Mileo the said Mileo bore a good character for vera01ty
and is a sober and industrious citizen. And this deponent further says that he drew
the affidavit of said Mileo hereinbefore presented to the Department of State, and
that' deponent verily believes all the statements therein contained to be true. Tha$
deponent cross-examined the said Mileo closely and minutely as to the {acts stated in
said affidavit, and said Mileo answered the questions of this deponent in a straightforward.. and truthful manner.

Sworn to before me this 24th day of February, 1890.
[SBAL.]

.
•
FRANK O'BYRNB,
Commissioner of DeedB, New York CX'J·

CITY, COUNTY, AND STATB OF NEW YORK, 88:

Edwin R. Leavitt, being duly sworn, says that he is a member of the firm of
Leavitt & Leavitt, the attorneys for the petitioner herein, NicoJino Mileo; that deponent has known said Mileo fi!ince about the year 1883; has frequently seen him dnr10g
that period, and has known and knows him to be a persdn of good and reputable and
truthful character and an industrious and law-abiding citizen of said Stata; tha~
deponent has heard said Mileo's statement of the facts pertaip.ing to his visit to Italy,
as declared in his deposition herein, having interrogated him personally concerning
the same; that from deponent's knowledge of the said Mileo's character and his per·
sonal acquaintance with him, deponent verily believes that said Mileo's statements
and depositions are true in each and every particular.
EDWIN R. LBAVITr,
Sworn to before me this 25th day of February, 1890.
(SBAL.]

FRANK O'BYRNB,
Con&miasioner of DeetlB, New York CiiJ.

In the matter of the claim of Nicolino Mileo against the Government of Italy.
STATB OF NBW YORK,

City and County of Neto York, 88:
William A. Persch, being duly sworn, says he is a native-born citizen of the Unltecl
States and a citizen of the State of New York, residing in the city of New York1 and
is in the business of insuranoe, having his office p.t No, 287 Btoadway, in said o1t7 of
~ w York.
· ·
, . 13 PQ~:;
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And this deponent further Rays that he is acquainted with the above-named Nicolino Mileo, and bas known said .Mileo for over 10 yPars ; that deponent first became
acquainted with the said Mileo in the year 1879; that at the said time said Mileo had
the charge of certain billiard rooms at No.1227 Broadway, in said city, and continued
in charge of said billiard rooms until about the year 1887 ; that thereafter and until
the first part of the year 18tl9 said Mileo had charge of the billiard rooms at No. 389
Sixth avenue, in said city.
And this deponent further says that during the said time this deponent was acquainted with said Mileo the said Mileo bore a good reputation for veracity and was
sober and industrious.
..WILLIA:\1 A. PERSCII.
Sworn to before me this 24th day of February, 1890.
}<'RANK O'BYRNE,

(SEAL.]

Commissioner of Deeds, New Yo1·k City.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 55.1

Mr. Kennedy to M1·. Blaine.
WASHINGTON, Ap1·ill7, 1890. (Received April17.)
SIR: I have the honor to submit a supplemental affidavit, verified by the claimant
in this case on the 15th instant, and herewith inclosed, from which it appears that
his father, Francisco Mileo, in the year 1875, when he had been resident and engaged
in business in the city of New York on his own account for about 5 years, declared his
intention of becoming a citizen of the United States. He seems to have purposed bona
fide to remain permanently in this country, and, as matter of fact, he did remain until
the year 1882. New York was therefore his domicile from 1875 to 1882, if not from 1870.
Having been born in 1860, Nicolino was 18 years old in 1878, and of age in 1881, at
both of which dates his father, as we have seen, was domiciled in New York. And,
as Nicolino was of age in 1881 and free to choose his own domieile, it was, of course,
unaffected by the return of his father to Italy iu 1882.
If Francisco (the father) had returned to Italy to reside permanently while Nicolino
(the son) was nuder 18 years of age, and had left him to shift for himself in New
York, it might have been claimed by the Italian Government that, when he reached
the age of liability to military service, as prescribed in Italy, if that age were less
than 21 years, his domicile was legally in that country, being fixed by the domicile of
his father; but no such claim, it is apprehended, can be sustained, or even suggested,
upon the facts disclose<! by the supplemental affidavit. Father and son had been
living together in New York for 11 years when the latter became of age, and so they
lived for a year or more subsequently.
I shall be glad to be informed, if agreeable to you, of any action that has been or
may be taken by the Department in this case, and I have the honor to be, etc.,
CRAMMOND KENNEDY,

Of Counsel for Claimant.
In the matter of the claim of Nicolino Mileo against the Government of Italy.
City and County of New Ym·k, ss:
Nicolino Mileo, being duly sworn, deposes and says he is the petitioner herein; that
in the year 1870 deponent came to the city of New York with his said father, Francisco
Mileo, this deponent then being a minor of the age of 10 years ; that the said father
of this deponent, Francisco Mileo, shortly after his arrival in said city of New York,
was engaged in the grocery business at No. 526 Broome street, in said city of New
York, and continued in said grocery business at said place for about 3 years, viz,
until the year 1873, when said Francisco Mileo failed in business; that thereaftel'
the said Francisco Mileo was employed as a journeyman carpenter and continued in
that employment for about the period of 3 years, to wit, until the year 1876;
that in or about the year 1876, the said Francisco Mileo returned to Italy for the purpose of settling an estate left to him by a relative and was absent from said city of
New York for about the period of 3 months, returning to said city of New York
in or about the latter part of the year 1876 or the first part of the year 1877.
That thereafter the said Francisco Mileo again engaged in the grocery business at
said number 526. Broome street, in said city of New York, and continued in said
grocery business at said place for about the period of 6 years. That in or a. bout the
year 1882 the said Francisco M1leo sold out said grocery business and :returned to th6
said Kingdom of Italy1 a!lq sillce Sfl>id 1ear 4~s resid~q a,qd 1iill fesidtJ~ lll ~~iq l\iui:~
STATE OF NEW YORK,

uom of Italy,

And this deponent further says that in or about the year 1875 the said Francisco
Mileo, aa this deponent was informed by the said }"'rancisco Mileo and verily believes
declared his intentions of becoming a citizen of the United tates, but never perfect;!
his citizenship, although np to the year 18~~. when said Francisco Mileo returned to
the said Kingdom of Italy, the said Francisco Mileo frequently told this deponent
that he intended to become a citizen of the United States by perfecting his naturalization as a citizen of the United States.
And this deponent further says that, from his arrival in the said city of New York in
the year 1870 to the departure ol his said father Francisco Mileo from the said city of
New York to the said Kingdom of Italy, this deponent lived with his said father in
the said city of New York.
And this deponent further says that in or about the year 1873 this deponent went
to school in one of the public schools of the said city of New York, to wit, the public
school on Dominick street, in said city, and continued attending the night sessions of
said school for the period of 1 year.
'-That in the year 1874 deponent was in the employ of one D. E. Balis at No. 6A5
Broadway, in said city, and conti~ned in the employ of said D. E. Balis at said place
for the period of about 3 years, to wit, the year 1877. That thereafter deponent was
in the employ of the Rossmore Hotel, at the corner of Broad way and Forty-second
street in said city1 and continued in the employ of said hotel until the fall of the
year 1879, when d.eponent secnr.ed employment with Charles D. Shepard, as hereinbefore set forth in the affidavit of this deponent heretofore made, and in the affidavit
of the said Charles D. Shepard on file in the Department of State.
And this deponent further says that this deponent as a boy always intended to become a citizen of the United States, and that the said father of this deponent frequently told and advised this depon~nt to become a citizen of the United States, and
educated this deponent with the purpose of having this deponent a citizen of the
United States. That this deponent as a boy always intended to reside in the United
States and always intel'ided to make his home in the said city of New York. That
when deponent went to Italy he had no intention of residing in said Kingdom of
Italy, but merely went for the purpose of selling the property mentioned in the amdavit heretofore made by this deponent, and immediately returning to the said city
of New York.
NICOLINO MILKO.

Swo01 to before me this 15th day of April, 1890.
LAMON McLOUGHLIN,

Notary Public, New York Covnty.

Mr. Porter to Mr. Blaine.
No. 93.]

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNI1'ED STATES,

Rome, June 11, 1890. (Received June 24.)
Yo.ur dispatch No. 55, dated the 3d ultimo, relating to the caae
of Nicolino Mileo, was duly received.
I have not yet submitted the case to the minister for foreign a:fl'airs,
having had a desire, before doing so, to give a more careful study to
the questions which it involves.
I expect to present Mileo's case the first of next week, when the
minister will receive the members of the diplomatic corps. I shall first
submit a note and shalJ then ask that a special audience shall as soon
afterwards as practicable be given to me with regard to ~he case and
with a view, also, of urging the adoption of amendments to our treaties
with Italy in relation to the subjects of naturalization and the extradition of offenders.
I have, etc.,
SIR :

A. G.

PORTE~,

FOREIGN RELATIONS.

Mr. Porter to Mr. Blaine.

No. 101.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Rome, Jul'lf 9, 1890. (Received July 26.)
SIR: ln compliance with your instruction No. 55 of May 3, 1890, I
transmitted to the minister for foreig·n affairs a note setting forth the
grievances alleged to have been inflicted upon Nicolino Mileo and his
wife and inviting early and earnest attention thereto. I also had an ·
interview with the minister, who promised that the cases should receive
prompt and thorough investi~ation. He ventured to affirm at once,
however, that the story of the detention of l\iileo's wife, would turn out
to have no foundation in truth. On my stating that the recurrence of
such painful questions as were presented in Mileo's case might be avoided
by treaty provisions similar to those contained in the conventions of the
United States with Belgium and Austria-Hungary, he said that views
submitted in writing would be very attentively considered; but his
remarks convinced me that little hope could be entertained at present
of the doctrine being relinquished that a native of Italy, naturalized in
another country, is liable on his return to Italy to be drafted into the
· army and to render military service in like manner as if lle had not been
naturalized. This is a doctrine which, it is said, King Victor Emanuel
maintained with unyielding firmness.
I have no great confidence that concessions on the part of the United
States similar to those contained in the treaties above mentioned would
at present be accepted as an equivalent for the right asserted.
It will give me pleasure to pursue any course which you may do me
the honor to suggest and which you may regard as likely to be efficacious in bringing about the relinquishment of a doctrine the enforcement of which always produces irritation and is regarded by the United
States as unjust.
I am, etc.,
A. G. PORTER.
Mr. Wharton to lJir. Porter.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, July 29, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 101 of the 9th
instant, reporting that yotl had brought the case of Nicolino Mileo to
the attention of the Italian Government, which had promised a prompt
and thorough investigation of it.
Awaiting your further reply upon thi~ subject, and adding that the
claimant's attorney has been ad vised of the presentation of the case and
of the promise of the Italian Government respecting it,
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary•

No. 72.]

. lJfr. Dougherty to JJ;Ir. Blaine.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Rome, September 1, 1890. (Received September 15.)
SIR: Referring to the Department's instr·uction No. 55 of May 3,
1890, and to Minister Porter's dispatch No. 101 of July 9, 1890, I have
the honor to anJ.tounce tl!~~ l ~m just in receivt Q~· ~~e ~e~l~ of the
No. 114.]
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Italian minister for foreign affairs to the communication of th(' United
States miuister, in which latter was presented the case of the alleged
grievances sustained by one Nicolino Mileo, aultalian naturalized citizen of the United States, who declared that upon his return to Italy in
April, 1889, he was nrrested as a deserter from the Italian army,
thrown into prison, and afterwards obliged to serve over 5 months in
the Italian army despite his protest that he was a citizen of the United
States, and who furthermore declared that his wife, a native citizen of
the United States, was detained in this country as a hostage for her
husband and was subjected to police surveillance.
I have the honor to inclose a copy of the United States minister's
Jetter to the minister for foreign afl'airs and a copy nnd translation of
the latter's reply.
I am, etc.,
C. A. DOUGITEUTY.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 114.)

Mt·. Porter to jlb·. Ct·ispi.
LEGATION Ol!' TilE UNITED STATES,

Rome, June 23, 18!30.
YouR EXCELLENCY: 1--havo instructions from my Government to invite the earnest and early attention of Your Excellency to certain grievances of a very grave
nature alleged to have been inflicted by civil and military officers of His Majesty the
King of Italy upon Nicolino Mileo and his wife, citizens of the United States of
America.
The facts are alleged by Mileo to be as follows:
Mileo was born at Spinoso, in Italy, in January 1860, and was taken by his fatl1er,
an Italian subject, to the United States in 1870. The father in 1882 returned to Italy
to renew his perwanent abode. The son remained in the United States, and, having
subsequently complied with the provisions of its laws respecting the naturalization
of aliens, became, in 1884, at the age of 23 years, on his voluntary application, a citizen of that country. From that time until now he has remained a citizen of the
United States, and, according to the testimony of persons of good repute who have
known him well, has conducted himself as an industrious, moral, and exemplary
member of the commm1ity in which he has dwelt. He was married in the city of
New York to a woman born in that city and who is a citizen of the United States.
In 1889 Mileo became, by the will of a cousin who died in that year at Spinoso,
entitled to an interest in certain landed property in that town which had belonged
to that kinsman. Desiring to take possession of the property that had thus been
devised to him, he soon after departed with his wife to Italy. He arri vod in April of
that year at Spinoso, his destination. On the day after his arrival he was commanded
by the mayor of the place to proceed to Potenza, a town about 30 miles distant, to
report for military service. He showed to that official his certificate of naturalization and protested that, being a citizen of the United States, he was not liable to military duty. His protest was treated with derision, and, moved by threats of arrest if
he did not comply with the demand, he proceeded to the place designated. He arrived
at Potenza on the 22d of April, and, notwithstt1nding his renewed protest, he was required to strip himself naked and to undergo a physical examination, upon the completion of which, having been pronounced able for military service, be was required
to put on the uniform of an Italian soldier. On the 2:3d of April he was taken to
Alessandria, where he was consigned to prison as a punishment for having neglected
to return to Italy to perform military service. !!'or 5i months he was compelled to
serve as a soldier in Company 12 of the Eighty-sixth Regiment of Italian Infantry, at
the end of which time he effected his escape, and, making his way to Genoa, took
passage on a vessel destined for Zanzibar, from which he returned to the United States
by way of Marseilles. He arrived in New York on the 12th of December, 1889, where
he has ever since remained.
•
The wife, however, according to Mileo's statemellt, has remajned in Italy ever
since, havwg been forbidden by the officers at Spinoso to leave for the purpose of
returning to her husband, and a suryeillance over her has been maintained in order
that she may be kept as a hostage for his return.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.
Dismissing from immediate consideration the question of the liabiJity of Nicolino
Mileo to military service and th~ harsh measure alleged to have been adopted of
commanding him to report for military duty nearly at. the instant of his arrival at
his birthplace, and before he could have been expected to be able to give a necessary
attention to the business which brought him hither or to visit the scenes or salute
the friends from whom he had been so long separated, there can be little doubl. that
the refusal to allow the wife to return to her own country until the husband should
respond for military duty would, if jtistified by His Majesty's Government, be regarded an affront to the United States and a case of grave injustice to her two citizens
affected by it. It would be so out of harmony with that sense of intemational comity,
with which His Majesty's Government has never be encharged with having been
wilfully delinquent, that I hesitate to believe that there may 'not be in the statement
of facts which has been presented ~orne element omitted which may be found to
relieve the case of its appearance of harshness. If the statement, however, shall be
ascertained to be true, the confident expectation of the Government of the United
States is entertained that t
acts will be disavowed and the liberty of this woman
will no longer be interfered with.
With respect to the case of Mil eo himself, it is to be observed that, having gone to
the United States when he was but 10 years old, he had not attained to the age when
he could become subject to levy as a soldier in Italy, and his years were so tender
that there can not be imputed to him a purpose of having gone there to escape military duty. His partiality for the United States after his arrival was evinced by his
not having returned with his father to his native country"Bnd by his having, at 23
years of age, when he bad attained fully to years of discretion, become by his free
choice and upon his own application a citizen of the United States. If the opinion
as it has once been expressed by His Majesty's Government were sound, that there
may be instances where a per8on of foreign birth might, under 1he laws of the United
States, be made a citizen of the United States without the concurrence of his own
will, the case of Mileo clearly does not belong to that category. That the conditions
in his case were all fulfilled before his return to Italy wjlich entitled him to be
regarded in Italy, according to her strictest standard of aecision, a citizen of the
United States, there can be r.o shadow of doubt. Nicolino Mileo is a citizen of the
United States by his own competent act.
The position of the United States with reference to the treatment of a naturalized
American citizen returning to the country of his origin was perspicuously stated by
Mr. Faulkner, the American minister to France, in 1860, when he wrote:
"The doctrine of the United States is that the naturalized immigrant can not be
held responsible, upon his return to his native country, for any military duty the
performance of which had not been actually den1anded of him prior to his immigration.
A prospective liability to service in the army is not sufficient. The obligation of
contingent duties depending upon time, sortition, or events thereafter to occur is not
recognized. To subject him to such duty it should qe a case of actual desertion or
refusal to enter into the army after having been actually drafted in the sel'vice of the
government to which at the time he owed allegiance.".
It would seem that the words employed by the Italian civil code which have been
frequently emphasized, that "loss of citizenship does not exempt from the obligations of military service," might, consistently with approved rules of construction,
be well held to be limited to cases in which the obligations had become complete before migration. Most especially should it not, as it seems to the United States, be
held applicable to casas of naturalized per.sons whose obligations of military service
were not merely inchoate when they left Italy, but in which circumstances repel the
idea that at the time of migration an intent to defraud the Government of such services could have been entertained. And I can not persuade myself that any rule can
exist which would impute to Nicolino MiJeo (the circumstances of whose mig1·ation
to America, naturalization, and return to Italy have been before related) such fault
that he could be regarded as having been justly subjected, on his return to his native
country, to immediate arrest and to the ignominious punishment applied to deserters
from the Italian army.
The Government of the United States views with concern any invasion of what it
tleems to be the rights of its naturalized citizens. It seeks jealously to protect those
rights. Nor can it be accused of having given its countenance to any methods designed to diminish the eft'ective means of military defense of any state. How ready
it has been to prev~n'- the proce s of naturalization from being fraudulently perverted to such ends has been shown by the provisions of some of its recent treaties,
especially those with Belgium and Am;tda-Hungary, treaties which, in return for a
relinquishment of practices which imposed unjust hardships upon its naturalized
citizens, contain provisions so effective for pntting an end to evils which it is understood His Majesty's Government seeks to terminate as to be completely satisfactory
to the powers which united therein.
I avail myself, etc.,

A. G.

PORTER.
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 114.-Translation.J

Signor Da·m iani to Mr. Dougherty.

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
R01ne, August 22, 1890.
Mr. CHARG~: D'AFFAIRES: A.s soon as I received from your legation the esteemed
note of June 23 last, my first care was to verify, through the ministries of the interior and of war, and clearly determine the facts for which, on the assertions of Nicolino
Mileo, the AmeriCan Government has thought to claim.
I am now able to reply, with a simple exposition of the circumstances of fact, to
the considerations advanced in the said note.
And, to proceed in the same order followed by your legation, I will state, first of all,
that it is not exact that Nicolino Mileo came back to Italy with a wife born in New
York and an American citizen; for the wife, named Casale Maria Gaetana, married
to him in America, is a native of Spinoso ; but what is then absolutely unfounded is
the pretended surveillance of which she had been made the object at Spinoso and
the opposition she had met to her going back to America. No authority had any
motive or faculty to oppose the desire of Mrs. Mileo to return to join her husband;
and this is so true that, with a regular passport issne'd to her by the royal prefecture of
Potenza on May 6last, she embarked the 31st of the same month for New York, together with a child named Lucy Mileo, born at Spinoso the 13th of December1 1889.
As for what concerns t.he military duties of Mileo, such duties arise from the explicit
regulations of the Italian law, which do not exempt fro.llt military service anyone
who has lost or voluntarily relinquished citizenship.
It is superfluous that I call your attention to the fact that in 1884, when Mileo acquired American citizenship, be bad reached the age of 23 years, and be was already
guilty of contumacy (1·enitenza alia leva) of the draft of those born in 1860; therefore,
when he arrived in Italy and presented himself voluntarily (spontanearnente) to the
enlistment bureau ( consiglio di leva) in Potenza, in the session of May 22, 1889, he was
declared able-bodied and enrolled in the first category. Assigned to the Eighty-sixth
Regiment Infantry, be reached the residence of the corps on the 27th of the same
month, staying there until the 15th of the following November, when, having obtained a 15-days' leave, he went to Naples, whence be tied clandestinely to the United
States of America.
·
The military tribunal of Alessandria condemned him th~n in contumacy, by a sentence of April 2last, to 18 months of military confinement for the crime of desertion
with appropriation of articlett of equipment.
It will therefore be seen bow unfounded are the assertions of Mileo as to his ill
treatment, as to his incarceration and his escape from the prisons of Alessandria, as to
his flight from Genoa, and as to his having been obliged to go first to Zanzibar in order to reach t.he country of his adoption, for about 20 days later, say about December
12,1889, be disembarked at New York.
The only punishment inflicted upon Mileo before the fact of his desertion was that
of 1 month's imprisonment for the offense of renitenea, which he would only bavs
been obliged to serve at the period of the conclusion of his discharge on unlimited
furlough-a comparatively shght punishment, which was-accorded him precisely because he had voluntarily presented himself.
It being specious, I would have nothing to add in answer to the argument which
excludes the obli~ation of Mileo while a minor, and which demonstrates the validity
of the act by which he, when an adult, freely made the choice of American citizenship.
When he bad reached the age of the conscription, Mileo should not have been ignorant of his duties (ignorantia legis nemine11~ excusat), nor should he have declined a
obligation which is born with each citizen, and which, by article 12 of the Italiau
code, keeps him subject- to military service despite the acquisition of a new nationality, whiCh be bad moreover acquired when he already was guilty ofrenitetaea.
Nor, in resolving a question of poeitive right, and which bas the sanction of nearly
all the European nations, avails the opinion, however respectable, of Mr. Faulknerj
for, if to this conforms the doctrine professed by the United StateR, we should :fi.lid.
oueelves confronted by a conflict of legislation, adjustable only in virtue of international treaties such as do not at present exist between the two countries.
It is useful for ~e, moreover, to show that without the formality of the oath, wbioh
Mileo could not take because he was a fugitive (renitente) and residing abroad lie
was effectively inscribed on the conscription list of the Kingdom, and, in met, enrolled;
so that, even accordin~ to the principles enunciated by Mr. Fanllmer, he was fully
responsible for the infraction committed against the laws of his own country of
origin.
Accept, etc.,
DAMIANI,
Underseoretat"IJ of Staw,

Mr. Wltarton to Mr. Dougherty.
No. 79.]

DEP.A.R'l'MENT oF ST.A.'rE,

W asltington, September 19, 1890.
SIR: Your disJmtch No. 114of the 1st instant, in relation to the case

of Nicolino Mileo. has been received.
The reply of Signor Damiani, under secretary of state, to the representations Mr. Porter was directed to make in respect to the imprisonment inflicted on Mileo and the obstacles encountered by M.ileo's wife
in seeking to quit Italy has been read with interest. It is observed that
Signor Damiani, while declaring the assertions of Mileo "unfounded "
as to his ill treatment and incarceration, admits that prior to his desertion he underwent 1 month's imprisonment at Alessandria for the offense
of renitenza. This was, in fact, the incarceration complained of, and
preceded, as Mr. Porter's note distinctly shows, the 5~ months of military service in the Eighty-sixth Regiment. It is not, therefore, clearly
seen how the allegation in this regard is unfounded. This Government
can not but regard such punishment as harsh and inequitable when
imposed on a citizen of a friendly state who quitted the Kingdom of
Nallles while a child of 10 years and long before military service could
accrue. In the relation or states a practice has become establishedand is in some instances defined and confirmed by convention-by
which military punishment is only inflicted for desertion after actual enrollment in the ranks. Delinquency after being enrolled in
the lists of persons from whom, by subsequent process of conscription, the ranks may be recruit6d (in a word, contumacy) is very generally regarded as not entailing punishm~nt for desertion; and the
practice of Italy to so punish it, as announced by Signor Damiani, is
e ceptional so f
as our experience goes. We are not unmindful of
t1;le faet that Signor Damiani rejects the usage to which we appeal,
because not confirmed by international treaty; neither are we unmind·
fnl of the circumstance that the United States have for many years
urged Italy to conclude a treaty in regulation of this state of thing~,
concerning which we haYe so frequent cause to remonstrate. To claim
a naked right in virtue of the nonexistence of a treaty does not meet
the patient and friendly expostulations of this Government, nor can
such a claim induce us to desist from urging that the rights of citizens
of either in the jurisdiction of the other should be defined as befits the
long-existing amity of the two countries.
Signor Damiani declares to be absolutely unfounded the pretended
opposition encountered by Mrs. Mileo to her going back to America.
"No authority," p.e says, "had any motive or faculty t~ oppose the deire of Mrs. Mileo to return to join her husband ; and this is so true
hat, with a regular passport issued to her by the royal prefecture of
.Potenza on May 6last, sh~ embarked on the 31st of the same month
for New York, together with a child named Lucy Mileo, born at Spinoso
the 13th of December, 1889."
This Department is much gratified to possess this confirmation of its
conviction that the Italian Government could not intend to hold Mileo's
wife as a hostage for her deserting husband's return. The late date, however, at which Mrs. Mileo's passport was granted by the prefecture at
Potenza does not appear to be wholly inconsistent with the statement
that her repeated endeavors-begun be(ore the birth of her child-to
obtain permission to depart had met with refusal from the authorities
ofSpinoso.
The allegation that Mrs. Mileo's application for a passport bad been
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denied is contained in the affirlavitof Nicolino Mileo, executed at New
York, January 7, 1890, 4 months before the permisRion was actually
accorded ; and for this delay Signor Damiani's note suggests no explanation-an omission which he will doubtless cheerfully make good.
I am, etc.,
'VILLI.AM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary•
.llfr. Porter to M1·. Blaine.

No.134.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Rome, November 7, umo. (Ueceived November 20.)
SIR: An opportunity bas not existed until yesterday since the receipt
of your dispatch No. 79 of the 19th of September to have au interview
with Mr. Damiani respecting the caRe of Mileo.
I was somewhat surprised to find him quoted in your dispatch as having admitted that prior to Mileo's desertion, Mileo had undergone a
month's imprisonment at Alessandria for the offense of renitenza,
and I therefore immediately referred to the clause in his note which
was supposed to contain the admission and sought to find a copy of the
translation which Mr. Dougherty, while in charge of the legation, transmitted to you. Unfortunately, however, no copy had been preserved.
On referring to the original, I found that Mr. Damiani bad said that
Mileo bad been sentenced to suffer a month's imprisonment for the
renitenza, which was, however, not to be inflicted until the period of
his becoming entitled to '' unlimited leave," and that Mileo having
eftected an escape before that time arrived, no punishment had, in fact,
been undergone.
In order that if any doubt could exist regarding the meaning of the
clause it should be resolved, I took with me Mr. Damiani's note and
invited his attention to the passage. He repeated that it meant that
there bad been no infliction of punishment, because the time when the
sentence was to be executed bad not arrived when Mileo deserted from
the army.
It is proper to add that the Italian Government denies that any obstacles were at any time interposed to the depa:r:.ture of Mrs. Mileo to
the Unitt•d States.
I shall fol1ow the interview with Mr. Damiani by a note expressing
regret that the overtures repeatedly made to enter into treaty stipulations with Italy similar to those negotiated with several other powers
by the United States, in order to prevent a renewal of the irritating
questions presented in cases having a likeness to that of Mileo, have
not met with any favorable response, and expressing an earnest sense
of disappointment that some common ground of agreement can not be
reached.
I am, etc.,

A. G.

PORTER.

Mr. Blaine to .111r. Porter.

No. 99.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lVasltington, November 26, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 134 of the 7th instant, reporting your
conversation with Mr. Damiani in regard to the case of Nicolino Mil eo,
from which it appears that the Department misunderstood an ambiguous
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passage in Mr. Dougherty's translation in his No. 114 of September 1
last of .Mr. Damiani's note.
On reexamination it is found that the passage is capable of the interpretation that the sentence to 1 month's imprisonment for renitenza, was
not to take effect until the expiration of the term of Mileo's active service should have entitled him to unlimited leave.
So much of the Department's instruction No. 79of September 19last
as rests on this erroneous impression may be deemed canceled.
I inclose a copy of Mr. Dougherty's translation• of Mr. Damiani's note
of August 22, last.
I am, etc.,
JAl\-IES G. BLAINE.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF ITALY AT
WASHINGTON.
Bm·on Fava to JUr. Blaine.
[Translation.]

LEGATION OF ITALY,
Washington, lJ;farch Hl, 1890. (ReceivPd March 19.)
Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: I have the bonortosend youherewithtwo
letters rogatory, accompanied with English translations; one of thflse
letters is addressed to the competent judicial authorities of New York
and the other to the competent judicial authorities of Wilkes Barre,
Luzerne County, Pa., by the chamber of indictments of the court of ap}leals of Catanzaro, Italy.
These two letters ro~:atory have reference to the trial, in Italy, of
Vincenzo Villella and Giuseppe Bevivino, whose case is referred to in
Count Foresta's two notes of July 8 and August 13, 1889.
Begging you, Mr. Secretary of State, to be pleased in the interest of
justice to expedite the transmission to this royal legation of the documents called for by these letters rogatory, I think it proper for me to
inform Your Excellency that I am authorized to pay, if necessarv, any
expenses that the American judicial authorities may be obliged to incur
in complying with the requests of the court of appeals at Catanzaro.
Offering you my warmest thanks in advance,
I avail myself, etc.
FAVA..
Urgent.]

Mr. Blaine to Baron Fava.

DEP A. RTMENT OF S'l'.A.TE,
Washington, March 21, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
the 19th instant, in which you inclose two letters rogatory, accompanied with English translations. TheRe letters, which relate to the trial,
in Italy, of Giuseppe Bevivino and Vincenzo Villella, who are charged
with most atrocious murders in the United States, are respectively
addressetl by the chamber of indictments of the court of appeals of
*See inclosure 2 in No. 114, page 551.
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Calabria, Italy, to the competent jmlicial authorities of Wilkes Barre,
Luzerne County, Pa., and the competent judicial authorities of New
York.
I have caused these letters to be transmitted, respectively, to the
goverl,lor of Pennsylvania and the governor of New York for such
action as they may find themselves able to take.
While pursuing this course, in order that justice may not, if possible,
be entirely defeated in the case of the two criminals in question, I take
this opportunity to advert to the fact that this Government demanded
their surrender more than a year ago under the stipulations of the existing treaties between the United States and Italy. The Italian Government declined to surrender the fugitives, on the gTound that they
were Italian subjects. The treaties, however, require the surrender
of persons generally and make no exception in favor of citizens or subjects, and I therefore deem it my duty, while transmitting the letters
rogatory to the authorities of the States of Pennsylvania and New
York, to reserve the right, which this Government thinks that it possesses, to have the fugitives surrendered for trial in the place where
their offenses were committed.
Accept, etc.,
J Al\fES G. BLAINE.

Baron Fava to ],Jr. Blaine.
[Translation.]

ROYAL LEGATION OF ITALY,
Washington, April20, 1890. (Heceived April 23.)
Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: The note which you did me the honor
to address to me on the ~llst ultimo contains two points. The first bas
reference to compliance with the two letters rogatory which I afldressed
to you on tbe 19th ultimo, relathTe to the trial in Italy of Bevivino and
Villella, and the second to the extradition of these two Italian tiUbjects,
which has been asked for by the United States Government.
As regards the first point, yon are pleased to state that, with a view
to preventing, if possible, the ends of justice from being wholly defeated in the case of the two criminals ju que~tion, you have sent the
two aforesaid letters rogatory to the governors of the States of Pennsylvania and New York for such action as they may think proper.
While thanking you for this information, I beg you to permit me to
remark, Mr. Secretary of State, that it is for the very purpose of preventing the ends of justice from being in any way defeated, and in
order that justice may be more fully administered (this point can not be
contested), that Bevivino and Villella are now imprisoned in Italy, so
that they may answer, before the courts of their conn try, for their complicity in the murder committed by .Michele Rizzolo, and that the chamber of indictments of the court of appeals at Catanzaro is now expecting
to receive from the courts of the United States the documents which it
asked for by the letters rogatory in question. In this connection, I
must even renew my request that you will use your good offices in order
to accelerate, so far as possilJle, the transmission of the said documents
to this royal legation. It is highly important that Bevivino and Villella, who have been in prison for a year, should be speedily tried; and
it only depends upon the American judicial authorities to hasten their
trial by promptly transmitting these documents.
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In the second part of the 110te to which I am now replying Your
is pleased to remind me tlJat the United States Government, in pursuance of the treaty existing lJetween the two countries,
applied more tlJan a year ago for the extradition of Bevivino and
Villella, and that the Uoyal Government refused to surrender these
two persons on account of their Italian nationality. Your IjJxcellency
adds that the treaty contains no exception in favor of ltalian subjects
or American citizens, but that it permits the extradition of all persons
in general, and that consequently, while you transmit the aforesaid
letters rogatory to the authorities of the State of Pennsylvania and
New York, you must reserve the right, to which you consider the
United States Government entHled, to secure the extradition of
Bevivino and Villella, in order that they may be tried in the country
in which they committed the crime.
It is wholly unnecessary for me to remind Your Excellency that this
question has been discussed at length and entirely settled by the
royal ministry of foreign affairs and the United States legation at
Rome.
Mr. Stallo must have informed the honorable Department of State
that, according to Italian law, no citizen can be removed from the
jurisdiction of his natural judges, that is to say, from that of the
judges of his own country; and that, although an exception is naturally
made to this principle when a citizen who has committed a crime in a
foreign country is arrested in that country, it nevertheless resumes its
force when the same citizen returns to his country. The new Italian
penal code, in its ninth article, as well as the former code in its fifth
and sixth articles, are equally explicit on this subject. They solemnly
declare that "the extradition of a citizen is not admissible."
This system, which has been adopted by a majority of the nations of
Europe, and the object of which is, not to alter the personal penal status of the citizen, has, during the past 50 years, been most thoroughly examined by writers 011 international law. All publicists agree in admitting that this principle now forms a part of public la.w, in virtue of
which the governments of continental Europe never grant the extradition of their own subjects.
This principle, moreover, has not only become part of the public
law of Europe, but it bas, I am happy to say, been recognized by the
United States Government itself in the extradition treaties which it
has concluded with Austria-Hungary (article 2), the Grand Duchy of
Baden (article 2), Bavaria (article 3), Belgium (article 5), the Republic of
Haiti (article 41), Mexico (article 6), the Netherlands (article 8), Turkey
(article 7), Prussia (article 3), and with it the German Empire, in virtue
of accession by subsequent treaties, Spain (article 8), Sweden and Norway-( article 4), and Salvador (article 5).
In view of the explicit provisions of the Italian law, and of the practical recognition of this principle of universal public law on the part of
the governments of Europe and that of the United States, it can not be
claimed, on the ground of the lack, in the treaty between Italy and the
United States, of an express reservation in favor of natives of the two
countries, that Italy baR renounced a doctrine which is based, not only
on her own law~, but also on her own public law. If the negotiators of
the extradition treaty of 1868 had wished to abrogate this universally
accepted doctrine, which has been especially adopted by the two contractin~ parties, they would certainly, in consideration of its gravity
and importance, have stated that fact in a formal d~claration, adding
E~·eelleucy

to th'e words of the flrst artiele of said treaty the follo\ting clause:
"without excepting their respective citizens."
Under these circumstances, the Government of the King is perfectly
justified in declaring, as it has already done, that neither the spirit of
the Italian law, nor even the text of the treaty invoked by Your Excel..
Ieney, would permit it to comply with the request which has been made
for the extradition of the Italian subjects Bevivino and Villella.
There is no ground whatever for the inference, from the foregoing,
that the guilty parties would, for that reason, escape punishment for the
crime committed by them. Any insinuation on this subject would be out
of place, since it is a notorious fact that the Italian magistrate at once
recognized his own competency; that he immediately proceeded to arrest the accused parties, who are now in prison; and that he commenced
a regular judicial action against them without delay. That judicial
action would have terminated by this time if the courts of Pennsylvania had promptly complied with the request of the Italiau judicial
authorities, who requested them, early .in 1889, to forward the papers in
the principal case, which was closed in the United States by the sentence of Michele Rizzolo to capital punishment.
The United States legation at Rome has been very fully infor~ed of
the contents of the present note, and it is only to answer the objections
which the United States Government has now thought proper to make
to the course pursued by the Royal Government in this matter that I
have had the honor to repeat to Your Excellency the considerations to
which the King's Government did not fail at the proper time to call Mr.
Stallo's attention.
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
FAVA..

Baron Faoo to Mr. Blaine.
[Translation.]

ROYAL LEGATION OF ITA.LY,
Washington, June 5, 1890. (Received June 7.)
Mr. SEORETA.:R.Y OF STATE : Referring to my note of the 20th of
April last, I have the honor again to appeal to Your Excellency's kindness, begging you to be pleased to expedite, as much as possible, the
transmission of the papers asked for by the two letters rogatory addressed by the court of appeals at Oatanzaro to the United States courts
in the interest of the prosecution, in Italy, of Villella and Bevivino.
I need not remind Your Excellency of the great importance which my
Government attaches, in the interest of justice, to having these two
persons, who have been in prison for a year, tried by the Italian courts
for the crime of complicity in the murder committed by Rizzolo.
Begging you, therefore, Mr. Secretary of State, to be pleased to enable
me speedily to forward the documents in question to the Royal Govern
ment, which earnestly desires to receive them, I thank you in advance,
and
·
I avail myself, etc.,
FAVA,
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Mr. Blaine to Baron Fa.va.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, June 13, 1890.
SIR: As I have heretofore had the honor to inform you, I sent the
letters rogatory, designed to elicit the testimony of certain persons in
the city of New York in relation to the cases of Villella and Bevivino,
to the governor of the State of New ·York.
I am now in receipt of a communication from h!m, dated the lOth
instant, with which he returns the papers and refers to sections 914
and 915 of the code of civil procedure of that State, defining the manner in which a party to an action, civil or criminal, pending in a foreign
court may obtain the testimony of a witness within the State to be
used in such action. In order that the present letters may be executed in accordance with the sections which he points out, the governor of New York advises that they be referred to the United States
district attorney for the southern district of New York, or to the
Italian consul at New York city, at whose instigation the desired depositions may be taken under the provisions of the code.
The Department is of opinion that the surer and, perhaps, the speedier way of obtaining the execution of the letters is to send them to the
Italian consul at New York city, who, in instig~ting action on the part
of the local authorities, may be able, also, to assist them with any information that may be desired respecting the proceedings in Italy in
which the letters have been issued. Consequently, I have the honor
to return the papers herewith. It is proper to say that it is very seldom that an application is made for the execution in this country of
letters rogatory in a criminal suit pending in a foreign country.
In this relation, I take occasion to acknowledge the receipt of your
note of the 5th instant, in which you again point out the fact that the
present letters rogatory, as well as those addressed to the authorities in
Pennsylvania, have not been executed. The matter bas been recalled to
the attention of the governor of that State.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine.
[Translation. J

ROYAL LEGATION OF ITALY,
Washington June 16, 1890. (Received June 17.)
Mr. SECRETARY: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the
letter of the 17th instant, by which Your Excellency has had the kindness to make known to me the response of the governor of New York
in the matter of the commission rogatory relative to the procedure instituted in the Kingdom against the two subjects of the King, Villella
and Bevivino.
In view of the great importance which the Government of the King
attaches to the prompt settlement of this affair, I can not but regret
the delay interposed by the governor of New York in the response
which Your Excellency has kindly communicated to me with a prompt:p.esa for which I hasten to thank you, at the same time expressing the
pope that the governor of Pennsylvania will, in his turn, make known
without delay the deoision at which he has arrived with regarq ~Q tlle
~~(}~mtiQn Qf tll~ commi~~iQP rogatory- in the ltltter St{llte,
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Agreeably to the advice in the letter of Your Excellency, I have
to-day brought the affair before the royal consulate-general at New
York, instructing it to initiate promptly the necessary procedure before
the competent judicial authority, with a view to obtaining, with the least
possible delay, the execution of the commission rogatory referred to.
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
FAvA.

Mr. Blaine to Baron Fava.
DEP .A.RT~IENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 23, 1890.
I have had the honor to receive your note of the 20th of April
last, in relation to the cases of the two Italian subjects Bevivino and
Villella, who, having committed murders in the United States of a most
aggravated and atrocious character, have sougllt asylum in their own
country, which has refused to comply with the demand of this Government, based upon treaty, for their extradition. Tlle immediate occasion
of your note was the reply made by me to your request for the execution in this country of letters rogatory issued by a court in Italy, before
which the two fugitives have been arraigned for trial, under Italian
law, for the crimes committed in the United States. In that reply I
stated that, with a view to preventing, if possible, the totaL defeat of
the ends of justice in the cases in question, I would forward the letter
to the governors of the States of Pennsylvania and New York for such
action as they might find it proper to take, the letters being respectively addressed to the authorities in those States. At the same time I
took occasion to reserve what I regarded as the clear right of the Government of the United States, under the treaty with Italy, to require
the delivery of the fugitives for trial in this country.
In answer to this you remind me that this question bas been discussed
at length and entirely settled by the royal ministry of foreign affairs
and the United States legation at Rome; that Mr. Stallo, lately the
minister of the United States to Italy, must have informed this Department that, according to Italian law, no citizen can be removed from
the jurisdiction of his natural judges, the judges of his own country;
and that, although an exception is made to this principle when a citizen who has committed a crime in a foreign country is there arrested,
it nevertheless resumes its force when he returns to his own country.
You also state that the new Italian penal code expressly forbids the
extradition of Italian subjects, and declare that this principle now
forms a part of public law, which the United States has recognized in
many of its treaties. For these reasons you argue that, "if the negotiators of the extradition treaty of 1868 had wished to abrogate this
universally accepted doctrine, which has been specially adopted by the
two contracting parties," they would certainly'' have stated the fact in
a formal declaration, adding to the words of the first article of t~e said
treaty the following clause: ' without excepting their respective citizens.'" Under these circumstances, you contend that neither the spirit
of Italian law, nor even the text of the treaty, would permit the Italian
Government to comply with the request for the surrender of Bevivino
and Villella,
From this conclusion I should not dissent if I could accept the ar.
guments upon which it is based, ! 111!4 wyself, boweyer~ WhQlly unable
SIR :

~o

accept t4ot3~ ~rgum~nt~.

·
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In the first place, I may be permitted to observe that we are not discussing a question of Italian law, but an international compact between
the United States and Italy. In this relation it can not be regarued as
conclusive-if, indeed, it is at all pertinent-to quote the Italian municipal law, to say nothing of the provisions of the new penal code adopted
20 years after the conclusion of the treaty. If the decision of the question be put upon the municipal law of the contracting parties, this Government is entitled to appeal to its own, by which no exception is made
in favor of its citizens. Viewing the matter merely as a subject of
statutory regulation, the surrender by the United States of its citizens
is entitled to as much weight as the refusal of Italy to pursue the same
course with respect to Italian subjects.
Yon are correct in your supposition that Mr. Stallo informed the
Department of the provisions of Italian law on the subject, but the Department is surprised to learn that the Government of Italy entertains
the impression that the question was settled by the royal ruinistry of
foreign affairs and the United States legation at Rome. In varipus
inteviewR with the royal ministry of foreign affairs reported by him to
the Department, as well as in formal communications addressed to that
ministry, Mr. Stallo protested against the position of the Italian Government; and the Department is not informed of anything said or
written by him that savored of acquiescence. Mr. Stallo's personal
views were very strongly ad verse to the position ultimately taken by
the royal ministry, and in those views he was supported by the instructions of the Department. The Department is therefote by no means
inclined to regard the question as settled. It is thought that it would
be a dangerous precedent to admit that. a nation may determine its conventional duty by its own statutes. And for this reason, among others,
the Government of the United States, being clearly of opinion that it
is entitled to the extradition of Bevivino and Villella under the treaty
of 1868, is unable to relinquish its claim in response to any of the arguments which have been brought against it.
In order to understand the present controversy, it is necessary torevert to its orig-in. It did not arise in ·the cases of Villella and Bevivino, but in tlJat of Salvatore Paladini, whose extradition Mr. Stallo.
on May 17, 1888, demanded of tbe Italian Government on a charge of
passing counterfeit money of the United States, for which Paladini was
under indictment in the district court of the United States for the
district of New Jersey. It being important to secure the arrest of the
fugitive without delay, Mr. Stallo delivered the requisition to Mr. Urispi
in person and called his attention to the urgency of the matter. Mr.
Orispi promised to refer it immediately to the ministry of grace and
justice and asked no question as to the fugitive's citizenship. Mr.
Stallo heard ~otbing more of the case until the 2d of June, when he
received a letter from the foreign office stating that his application bad
been communicated to the ministry of grace and justice without the
least delay, but that it was important to know of what country Paladini
was a native and what were his paternity and his citizenship. This
inquiry was made for the first time nearly 2 weeks after the date of
the application. On the same day Mr. Stallo replied that Paladini was
a native of 1\'Iessina, in Sicily, and bad never been naturalized as a citizen of the United States, having been in that country only a few months
before committing the crime imputed to him. To this note no reply was
made; and on June 25, 1888, Mr. Stano addressed another note to Mr.
Oris pi, calling attention to th~ fact that be had not been advised whether
t»~ w~rranp o~· ~f'res~ ~sk.e<f f~H· on the 17t~ Pf 1\'la!f p~d peen i~st+ed ~f

whether any steps towards Paladini's arrest had been taken. On July 2
Mr. Damiani, the undersecretary of state, replied that the minister of
grace and j'1stice had communicated the facts to the ministry of the in·
terior;
h bad taken the steps necessary to the fugitive's apprehension.
On July 7 Mr. Damiani wrote again to the e:fi'ect that the royal prefecture in Messina, to which place Paladini bad returned, was unable to find
him and believed that he had gone back to the United States. Of this
note Mr. Stallo acknowledged the receipt on the 14th of July, and at-the
same time requested the return of the papers which he had submitted
to the foreign office 2 months previously in support of his demand for
Paladini's surrender. In order, however, that there might be no room
for misconstruction of his action, he adverted to the question of citizenship and observed that in his note of May 17 and the documents
accompanying it there was no reference to Palad~ni's nationality, for
the reason that the treaty of 1868 made no distinction between citizens
of the contracting parties and other persons. On July 26 Mr. Stallo
bad an interview with Mr. Crispi, in which the latter took the ground
that the treaty did not require the surrender of citizens, and also asserted his impression that there was an express reservation on the subject. Mr. Stallo replied that he was quite fresh from his reading of
the treaty, and that Mr. Crispi's impression was erroneous. Pn the
following day Mr. Sta1lo addressed to Mr. Crisp· an elaborate argument, showing that the treaty contained no exception as to citizens, and
saying, among other things, that since the middle of the present century
no state had assumed the right to refuse the extradition of its subjects
charged ·with the commission of crime abroad, unless the treaty under
which the surrender was demanded contained a clause justifying such
refusal.
On July 27 the minister of foreign affairs replied, saying, among
other things, that the ministry of grace and justice, wbich had been
consulted, was of opinion that in the present state of the case the question of citizenship need not further be discussed, for the reason that,
according to the rules which governed extradition in Italy, it was nec-essary to bear in each case, first, the opinion of the crimes section of the
court of appeals in the district in which the arrest was asked for (articles 853 and 854 of the code of criminal procedure); second, that of the
council of state on the question whether the demand for extradition was
conformable to the stipulations of the convention (article 8, No.2, of
the law of March 20, 1865). Paladini not being under arrest, a decision
of those tribunals could not be asked. Afl:er the receipt of this note Mr.
Stallo learned that Paladini bad been arrested at Messina. He at once
saw Mr. Crispi, who said, that in his judgment, it was not necessary at
the moment to determine whether au Italian subject could be su-rrendered, inasmuch as that question would be decided by the court at Messina, before which Paladini would be brought. He added that his interpretation of the treaty of 1868 had been based upon the circumstance
that the law of Italy prevented the extradition of Italian subjects for
crimes perpetrated in foreign jurisdictions, the crimes committed by
them being justiciable by tl)e Italian courts. Mr. Stano replied that he
supposed that in Italy, as elsewhere, treaty obligations were a part of
the law of the land, so that in the end they were brought hack to the
question of Italy's obligation under the treaty. Subsequently an extended correspondence took place, Mr. Stallo maintaining the duty of
surrender and the f1>reign office denying it. It is proper to notice that
in a note of August 28, transmitted to the foreign office August 30, 1888,
Mr. Stallo ad ''erted to the fact that the demand for Paladini's surrenF R
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der was made on ~'fay 17, and that, notwithstanding the evident Italian
character of his name, for more than 2 weeks nothing was said about
his nationality. Mr. Stallo also observed that in his note of June 2 he
distinctly informed the minister of foreign affairs that Pal· ini was
an Italian subject who had never been naturalized in the United States;
but, notwithstanding this distinct notice, none of the communications
addressed to him by the Italian foreign office thereafter contained a
hint that Paladini could not be extradited because he was an Italian
subject, and that it was not uutil the il1terview of July 26 that this
claim was first advanced. From this fact, coupled with the circumstance that all this· time and for more than 2 months the American
agent had waited in Italy to receive Paladiui upon his arrest and extradition, as the Italian authorities well knew, the inference would seem
to be not only legitimate, but irresistible, that for 2 months and several days at least the view taken by the Italian Government of its duty
. under the treaty of 1868 was the same as that held by the United
States.
On August 30, 1888, ~fr. Damiani returned the President's warrant
to .l\Ir. Casale, the agent of the United States, to the legation without
any comment. On the following day Mr. Dougherty, secretary of the
legation, acknowledged its receipt and inquired whether, by the return of the warrant, be 'vas to understand that the Government of His
Majesty the King of Italy refused to extradite Paladini.
On October 25 1\lr. Orispi, more than 5 months after the original demand, announced that, according to the Italian procedu:~;e, the minister
of grace and justice had submitted the demand to the successive examination of the criminal section of the court of appeals of Messina,
of the council of state~ and of the council of ministers, and that they
were unanimously of opinion that Paladini should not be extradited,
for the reason that be was an Italian subject. This opinion, he said,
was based up~n certain principles, which he stated. It is unnecessary
to recount them, since they are the same, in almost the same language,
as those set forth in :your note.
In January, 1889, the Department received from Governor Beaver, of
Pennsylvania, information that two Italians named Vincenzo Villella
and Giuseppe Bevivino, charged with the commission of atrocious
murders in Luzerne County, Pa., had taken refuge in Italy. The Department at once telegraphed information of the facts to the legation
at Rome. Mr. Stallo saw the minister of foreign affairs, and, laying
the facts before him, was assured that measures would at once lw taken
for the arrest of 'the accused and for their eventual trial in Italy as
soon as he could give their names, which he was at the time unable to
do, owing to a confusion in the telegrams.
On January 30, 18~9, Governor Beaver made a formal request that
the extradition of the fugitives be demanded. He had been informed
of the attitude of the J talian Government in the case of Paladini, but,
because of the importance of inflicting punishment upon the criminals
in Pennsylvania, and influenct-d by an opinion which~ he had been informed, had been exvressed by the Italian consul at Philadelphia to
the effect that the fugitives would be given up, he asked the Department to endeavor to obtain their surrender. A President's warrant
was accordingly issued to John R. Saville and Frank P. Dimaio, the
persons designated by Governor Beaver to receive the fugitives, and Mr.
Stallo was so informed. These agents, 1\Ir. Stallo was also informed,
would take with them authentic proof of the guilt of the fugitives and
upon arriving in Italy would proceed at once to Home to commit with
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him. Meanwhile be was to ascertain whether the extradition of the
fugitives could be obtained and to apply to the Italian Government
for that purpose.
On February 20 Mr. Stano acknowledged the receipt of the papers,
which he transmitted to the foreign office with an application for the
fugitives' surrender, coupled with an expression of the earnest desire
of the United States that the determination in the Paladini case should
be reconsidered. Mr. Stano also called attention to the fact that the
principal witness against the two fugitives was their accomplice,
Michele Rizzolo, who was under arrest at Wilkes Barre, in Pennsylvania, and had made a full confession, and that it was impracticable to
bring this witness, either before or after his trial, to Italy in order to
testify before an Italian court.
·
On the 7th of March Mr. Stano inclosed to the Department a note
from Mr. Crispi, bearing date of the preceding day, in which the surrender of th~ fugitives was refused. The reasons given were the same
as those stated in the case of Paladini.
It was in view of the total divergence of opinion between this Government and that of His Majesty, developed in the preceding correspondence, that I deemed it necessary to make the reservation contained
in my note .of the 21st of March last. I shall now endeavor to show
that that reservation was not only justified, but also required, by the
circumstances.
I do not understand the Italian Government to deny that the provisions of the treaty of 18o8, if not obstructed by ;J.uy ~punicipal statnte
or qualified by any principle of international law, would oblige the contracting parties to deliver up their citizens. Indeed, I assume this to be
admitted. The treaty says that the two Governments mutually agree to
deliver up ''persons who, having been convicted of or charged w:ith
the crimes specified in the following article committed within the jurisdiction of one of the contracting arties, shall seek an asylum or be
found within the territories of the other." As the term " persons"
comprehends citizens, and as the treaty contains no qualification of
that term, it is unnecessary to argue that the treaty standing alone
would require the extradition by the contracting parties of their citizens
or subjects.
I shall also assume it to be admitted by the Italian Government that
the parties to a treaty are not permitted to abridge their duty under it
by a municipal statute. It is true that the authorities of a country may,
by reason of such a statute, tind themselves deprived of the power to
execute a treaty. But if, in obeying the statute, they violate or 1·efuse
to fulfill the treaty, the other party may justly complain that its rights
are disregarded and ma~· treat the convention as at an end. Hence, in
appealing to its statutes to justify its action in the present case, I understand the position of the Italian Government to be that those statutes are merely declaratory of the law by which nations are bound to
be governed in their dealings one with another.
We are brought, therefore, to the consideration of the question
whether the refusal of the Italian Government to delh·er up Paladini,
Villella, aml Bevivino, under the treaty of 1868, is justified by the principles of international law. The answer to be given to this question
must be decisive of the :matter.
It is stated-and the statement has the sanction of the eminent Italian
publici~t Fiore-that the refusal to surrender citizens had its origin in
the practice of extradition l>y France and the Lo.w Countries in the
eighteenth century. Formerly such an exce1'tion was not recognized,
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Even the Romans, who were not wanting in a disposition to assert their
imperial prerogatives, did not refuse to deliver up their citizens, their
feciales being invested, in respect to states in alliance with Rome, with
authority to investigate complaints against Roman citizens and to surrender them to justice if the complaints were found to be well grounded.
The exception of their citizens by France and the Low Countries originated in the following manner :
The two countries practiced extradition, not under a convention, but
under independent declarations of a general character. By the Brabantine Bull, issued by the German Emperor in the fourteenth century,
subjects of the Duke of Brabant enjoyed the privilege of not being
withdrawn from his jurisdiction. A similar privilege was gradually
extended by law and usage to other subjects of the House of Austria,
while the Low Countries were still under its dominion. In consequence
of the establishment of this rule, the Low Countries refused to deliver
up their subjects, and France, as an act of retaliation, refused to surrender Frenchmen. Thus, not in recognition of any principle, but
merely with a view to observe a strict reciprocity, was the precedent
:first established.
That the example thus set has generally been followed by European
states is not to be questioned; for, with the single exception of England, it is believed that they have adopted the rule of refusing to
deliver up their citizens. But, in order to determine the force and
eft'ect of this rule from the point of view of international law,. it is
necessary to inquire bow it has been secured and enforced. Where no
treaty exists, the subject is simple. It is generally agreed that, in the
absence of a convention, extradition is a matter of comity, and not of
positive obligation. In such case, each nation is free to regulate its
conduct according to its own discretion. If it declines to surrender its
citizens, its actionz. though detrimental to the interests of justice, does
not afford ground ror complaint or pressure, since it is acting within its
right. But, where the subject is regulated by treaty, the case is
different. What before was a matter of comity and discretion, becomes
a matter of duty, and the measure of that duty is the treaty. It is not
strange, therefore, that, in order to avoid the obligation to extradite
their citizens, the states of Europe have industriously inserted in their
treaties an express stipulation to exempt themselves from that obligation. With respect to those who are to be surrendered, they usually
employ, as is done in the treaty between the United States and Italy,
the general term "persons." Having used this term, they then proceed to insert a clause to except their citizens from the general obligation ; and it is by means of this clause, and not· b~, reason of an
implication created by international law, that the duty of surrender
is avoided.
More cogent proof of this fact could not be found than is afforded by
the extradition treaties of the United States with European nations, to
which you refer for the purpose of showing that this Government has
recognized the exemption of citizens by international law. Among
those treaties is that with Prussia and other German states, concluded ·
June 16, 1852, which is the :first in which the United States admitted
an exception of citizens. It is a part of the public history of extradition that for years the Government of the United States refused tonegotiate treaties for the surrender of fugitives from justice with several
of tlte states of Europe, because, owing to the limitations of their domestic laws, they insisted upon the insertion of a clause to exempt their
citizens. It was for this reason alone that this Government, in order

to avoid the misfortune of a. total lack of extradition, finally admitted
the exception. Accordingly, we find in the preamble to the treaty with
Prussia and other German states the following recital :
Whereas it is found expedient for the better administration of justice and the prevention of crim~ within the terntories and jurisdiction of the parties respectively that
persons committing certain heinous crimes, being fugitives from justice, should, under
certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up, and also to enumerate such crimes
explicitly; and whereas the laws and constitution of Prussia, and of the other German states, parties to this convention, forbid them to surrender their own oi~izens
to a foreign jurisdiction, the Government of the United States, with a view of making the convention strictly reciprocal, shall be held equally free from any obligation
to surrender ~itizens of the United States: Therefore, etc.

This recital it is to be observed, was not a declaration by the United
States alone, but by both parties, of the reason for the exclusion of
citizens. The same declaration is found in the treaty with Bavaria of
1853, with Austria-Hungary of 1856, with Baden of 1857, and wi
various German states by virtue of their accession to the treaty with
Prussia, which was, in 1868, finally extended to the whole of the North
German Confederation.
In the record of the negotiation of the treaty with Italy no reference
is found to the subject of citizens. What may have been said i the
oral discussions can not now be discovered. It is, however, a matter
of record in tlti~ Department that in the same year, 1868, Mr. Seward,
who, as Secretary of State, signed the treaty on the part of the Uni ed
States, refused to conclude a convention with Belgium because she insisted upon the exception of her citizens. In this relation I may advert to another fact which possesses great significance. The treaty of
extradition concluded between the United States and Italy in 1R68 was
one of two treaties concluded between those countries in that year, the
other relating to the rights and privileges of consuls. These treaties
were designed to take the place of the treaties formerly made between
the United States and the independent States of Sardinia and the Two
Sicilies. In the treaty with the latter Government of 1855, there were
stipulations relating t.o extradition, and among them was-the following
provision :
·
The citizens and subjects of each of the high contracting parties shall remain
exempt from. the stipulations of the preceding articles, so far as they relate to the
surrender of fugitive criminals. (Article XXIV).

In view of the existence of this clause in the treaty with the Two
Sicilies, it can scarcely be supposed that the parties to the substitutionary arrangement of 186S negotiated that instrument in oblivion of
the question as to citizens. And when we consider the omission of the
clause, especially in conjunction with Mr. Seward's refusal to negotiate
with Belgium, the inference seems to be morally irresistible that the obligation to deliver up their citizens, under the treaty of 1868, was-fully
understood by the contracting parties at the time of its conclusion.
From what bas been stated I am forced to conclude, not only that
international law does not except citizens from surrender, but also that
it has been well understood, especially in dealing with the United
States, that the term ''persons" includes citizens and requires their
extradition, unless they are expreesly exempted.
Nor am I able to find sufficient ground for the refusal to surrender
citizens in the general principles on which extradition is conducted.
It does not satisfy the ends of justice to say that, although a nation
does not extraqite its citizens, it undertakes to try and punish them.
This argument may be admitted to have great force where, by reason
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of the absence of any conYentional assurance of reciprocity. a uation
declines a demand addressed to its discretion. But the chief object
of extradition is to secure the punishment of crime at the place where
it was committed, in accordance with the law which was then and there
of paramount obligation. It is for this purpose that extradition treaties
are made, and, except in so far as their stipulations may prevent the
realization of that design, thes are to be executed so as to give it full
effect. It is at the place where the offense was committed that it can
most efficiently and most certainly be prosecuted. It is there that the
greatest interest is felt in its punishment and the moral efl'ect of retribution most needed. There, also, the accused has the best opportunity
for defense, in being confronted with the witnesses against him; in
enjoying the privilege of cross-examining them; and in exercising the
right to call his own witnesses to give their testimony in the presence
of his judges. These and other weighty considerations, which it is
not necessary to state, have led what I am inclined to regard as the
great preponderance of authorities on international law at the present
day to condemn the exception of citizens from the operation of treaties
of extradition. In France I need only to refer to such well-known
writers on extradition as Billot and Bernard. In Italy I may refer
again to the eminent publicist Fiore, who says that, in spite of all
that bas been said on the subject, his opinion is that, while in former
times the absolute prohibition against the surrender of citizens had
some reason for its existence, it is insisted upon to-clay rather as one
of numerous couve11tional aphorisms, accepted without searching discussion for fear of showing too little regard for national dignity ('l'raite
de droit penal int., section 3G2). I will not extend the length of this
note by citing other books, but, as showing the general view of eminent
publicists, will refer to two resolutions of the Institute of International
Law, adopted at the session at Oxford in 1881-'82. Those resolutions
are as follows :
VI. Between countries whose criminal legislation rests on like bases, and which
should have mutual confidence in their judicial institutions, the extradition of citizens would be a means to assure the good administration of penal justice, since it
ought to be regarded as desirable that the jurisdiction of the fomm delicti commis~i
shonld, so far as posRihle, be called upon to judge.
VII. Admitting it to be the practice to withdraw citizens from extradition, account
onght not to he taken of a nationality acquired only aJter the perpetration of the act
for which extradition is demanded. (Annuaire, v, 1881-'82, pp. 127, 128.)

At the session at which these resolutions were adopted seventeen
members and eight associates of the institute were present, including
some of the most eminent publicists in Europe, and representing Italy,
Germany, Austria, Belgium, Spain, France, Great Britain, Greece,
Russia. and Sweden.
In view of what ha been shown, I am unable to discover any ground
of reconciliation of the totally opposite views entertained by the United
States and Italy in regard to the force and effect of the treaty of 18G8,
unless the Government of Italy will reconsider its position. The present situation, therefore, seems to me to require either the denunciation
of that treaty or the conclusion of new stipulations upon which the contracting parties will find themselves in agreement. If, as a part of those
stipulations, citizens should be excepted, it would be essential to reach
an understanding as to the effect of naturalization. These matters it
is not my purpose to discuss on the present occasion, but I deem it my
duty to suggest them for consideration.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
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Baron FaNL to 1llr. Blaine.
[Tran~latioiJ.j

RoYAL I.1EGATION OF ITALY,
lVashington, July 3, lSDO. ( l{ecei,'ed .Tuly 7.)
Mr. SECRETARY OF S'J.'.A'l'E: I hasten to acknowle<lge the receipt of
the note which yon did me the honor to address to me under date of
the 23d ultimo, relative to the extradition of Villella and BeYivino. I
at once communicated the contents thereof to His Majesty's Gove1 ument.
Your Excellency will permit me at the same time to rectify an assertion contained in your note, according to which the consul of the King
at Philadelpbia expressed au opinion in regard to this case which was
reported to the governor of Pennsylvania, and which furnished to him
an additional argument for endeavoring to induce the Federal Government to secure the extradition of the two persons in question from the
Royal Government.
li'rom the very outset I was scarcely able to believe that the statement
contained in Your Bxcell£>ncy's note could be correct, since it seemed
hardly possible that a consul of the King could have expressed an opinion concerning a matter that was outside of his competence, as it formed
the subject of negotiations betw('en the two Governments. Nevertheless, in view of the importance of the source mentioned, I deemed it my
duty to request the consul of Italy at Philadelphia to furnish an explanation.
This explanation is of such a nature that Your Excellency will, I think,
have no difficulty in reaching the sanw conclusion that I have reached,
viz, that GoYernor Beaver has been misinformed. ~Jr. Serra, who was
in charge of the consulate at the time, had no knowledge of the case
save what he had gleaned from a conversation with a detective who
called at the consulate one day, and, after talking of this matter with
other persons who were present, a~ked .l\'Ir. Serra his opinion concerning the surrender of Villella and BmTivino. The vice-consul told him
in reply that he had no opinion to express, inasmuch as the question
was pending between the two Governments, but that he thought that
the abolition of the death penalty in Italy wmild constitute au almost
insurmountable obstacle to the surrender of these two persons.
Such is the simple fact, which I have desired to make known to Your
Excellency with the sole view of establishing- the truth, and without
wishing to cause the inei<lent to appear more important than it really is.
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
FAVA.

lib·. lYlwrton to Baro"n Fava.
DEPAR'fl\IENT OF STATE,
1rasl!ington, July ~D, lSDO.
SIR: I have the l10nor to acknowledge the receipt. of your note of
the 23d instant, in the matter of the execution of certain letters rogatory to be used in the trial of Giuseppe Bevivino and Vincenzo Villella
in Italy.
On the 11th of J nne last a copy of yonr note of the 5th of that mouth
was inclosed to His .Exc~llency the goyernor of Pennsylvania for his
further information and his attention particularly called to your wish
that the matter might be expedited as far as possible.
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Governor Beaver replied on the 16th ultimo, saying that be had lately
recei Ted a letter from the district attorney of Luzerne County, where
the murder with which -the accused stand charged took place, indicattng that he would give the subject his attention at an early date
and excusing his delay on the grouud of his constant engagements in
court. Governor Beaver added that the district attorney bad been
furnished with a copy of your note, in the hope that it might serve to
increase his diligence in the matter.
I have again given Governor Beaver a copy of your note of the 23d instant, and stated that the Department would appreciate any efforts be
mi~ht make to expedite the execution of the letters in question.
Accept, etc.,
WILLIAM

F.

WHAR'I.'ON,

Acting S,ccretm·y.

Jib·. lVItarton to Baron Fava.
DEPAR1'MENT OF STATE,
lVasltiugton, August 1, 1890.
SIR: In connection with the Department's uote to you of the 29th
ultimo, touching the execution of certain letters rogatory by the authorities of the State of Pennsylvania, 1 have now the honor to apprise you
of the receipt of a communicatiou written at the instance of the governor, in which it is stated that tht~ local authorities at Wilkes Barre have
been directed to immediat~ly comply with your 1·eqnest.
Accept, etc.,
WILLIAM

F.

WH.A.R1'0N,

Acting Secretary.

•
Baron Fava to Mr. Blaine.
[Translation.]

ROYAL l;EG.A.TION OF ITALY,

Washington, August 8, 1890. (Received August 20.)
Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: The G-overnment of the King, to which
I duly communicated the contents of Your Excellency's note of 23d of
June last, has just sent me the dispatch the text of which I have the
honor to iifclose, together with a copy of the note referred to by the
aforesaid dispatch.
·
It appears from these documents that negotiations were set on foot
in January, 1889, between the royal ministry of foreign affairs and the
United States legation at Rome looking to the adoption of an article
additional to the extradition convention of 1868 between Italy and the
United States; the design of which article was to prohibit the surreuder
of the subjects of each of the two contracting parties, and to provide,
at the same time, for a convention of naturalization between the two
countries which would have been render~d necessary by the new article.
As the aforesaid note of the Department of State made no mention of
the negotiations in question, I hereby have the honor, in ohedieuce to
the instructions of my G-overnment, to remind Your Excellency of them,
and to inform yon that my Government would be very glad to receive
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a reply from that of the United States with regard to the counter propositions contained in the note addressed to Mr. Stallo muler date of
April 27, 1889.
Your Excellency is doubtl~s aware that the King's miniRter of foreign
afl'airs addressed Mr. Porter, the new representative of the Uepublicat
Rome, in relation to this matter on the 24th of May last.
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
FAV.A.

[Inclosure I.-Translation.)

Signor Damiani to Baron Fa1•a.
HOME, July 27, 1S90.
Mr. MINISTF.R: T was not a little surprised to see that in his note of the 2:~d ultimo,
Mr. Blaine made no reference to the negotiations which have been on foot since .January, 1&:!9, having been commenced with Mr. St.allo, with a view to the adoption of
an article additional to the extradition convention of 186d between Italy and the
United States. the object of said article being the prohibition of the surrender by
each state of its own subjects or citizens and the signing of a convention of natnralization by the two countries such as would be rendered necessary by the new article.
These negotiations grew out of the tJnestion raised by the extradition of Salvatoro
Paladini, an Italian subject, which was asked for by the United States Government.
With a view to avoiding any controversy in such matters in future, Mr. Stallo proposed tho adoption of an article declaring that neither country was under obligations
to surreuder Its ow11 subjects, and, at the same time 1 the negotiation of a naturalization convention similar to that existing between the United States and Belgium.
The Royal Government received this proposition favorably, examined it carefully,
and, on the 27th of April, 1889, addressed a note to Mr. Stallo, in which, while accepting his propo~ition in general, it proposed a few modifications in the draft which he
had presented, which modifications were rendered indispensable by our laws; it suggested, moreover, an addition to the article relative to extradition, in order to prevent the extradition convention from being rendered ineffectual by a change of citizenship.
Under date of .April 30, 1889, Mr. Stallo expressed his personal opinion that our
counter propositions would meet with no serious objections at ·washington, adding
that he would communicate them to his Government. During the period that has
elapsed since then (especially since the negotiations were initiated by Mr. Stallo exclusively), the United States Government should have been fully informell on this
subject, particularly since, as I informed Your Excellency in my dispatch of the 24th of
May last, I on that day requested Mr. Porter, the new representative of the United
States, to be pleased to solicit a reply from his Government .
.At all events, I deem it proper to trant!lmit to Your Excellency, that you may communicate it to Mr. Blaine, a copy of the note addressed to Mr. Stallo under date April
27, 1889, wherein our views Qn the subjects in question are clearly set fortu.
DAMIANI,

Assistant Sem·etary of State.

[Inclosure 2.-Trauslation.J

Royal ministry of foreign affairs to United States legation at Rome.
The royal ministry of foreign affairs has carefully considered the proposition
addressed to it by the Uuited States legation, concerning tho addition of an article
totl1e convention relative to extradition which is now in force between Italy and
the United States, according to which article neither party is to surrenller its own
citizens, and also concerning the negotiation by the two ~tates of a naturalization
convention.
The Government of the King favors, in general, the acloptiou of these two pacts,
which, however, in view oftheir different natures, should. be perfectly distinct from
each other. In relation to the draft, communicated by the United Stateslegatwn,
the Royal Government Las the following observations to make:
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The article adllitional to the f!xtra.dition convention, which reads as follows.
"Neither of tho contmctin~ parties shall be obliged to surrender its own citizens or
subjects by reason of the stipulations of the convention of March 2:~, lt::i68," accords
with our views entirely. Another article should be added to this, however, it being
rendered necessary by the proposed naturalizatio convention. It should conform
to article 4 of the convention of February 5, 1873, between Italy and Great Britain.
The new article should read as follows :
"ART. 2. Naturalization obtained in either of the contracting states by a person
charged with or convicted of a crime, afterits commission, shall be no bar to a demand
for his extradition or to his surrender. Nevertheless, the extradition may be refused
if 5 years have elapsed since the naturalization was obtained and if the person whose
extradition is demanded has during such time had his domicile in the state to which
the demand is addressed."
As regards the naturalization convention, the Government of the King has no objections to taking as a basis the naturalization convention now in force between the
United States and Belgium, although it considers a few modifications necessary in
order to bring it in harmony with the laws of the Kingdom of Italy.
The first article of the convention taken as a basis, which authorizes the citizens
of both countries to renounce their citiz~ship, is accepted by the Royal Government
with the following reservation: 'rhe Italian code recognizes the right of all persons
to become citizens of a foreign country, provided, however, that this be done with the
express or tacit consent of the person and do not depend solely upon the foreign law
or upon the fulfillment of some condition. Now, the acquirement of citizenship is
understood in America very difl'eren tly from what it is in the states of Europe. Thus
it is that a foreigner there might, under certain circumsta:uces, be considered, independently of his own will, as an American citizen. The Goyernment of the King,
therefore, desiring to establish the principle of freedom in the choice of citizenship,
and with a view to avoiding mistakes in the enforcement of the convention in question, proposes the addition of the following clause to the said article: "on condition,
however, that the naturalization has been acquired with the consent of the person
and does not solely depend upon the law or the fnlfillment of certain conditions."
Articie 2 of the draft might, perhaps, be interpreted in a manner not in accord
with the penal laws of Italy. It is thereby provided that citizens of the contracting parties returning to their native country may be prosecuted for crimes or offenses
committed before they were naturalized, on which the argument might be based
that such citizens could not be prosecuted for crimes committea since their naturalization. The Italian penal code, on the other hand, provides for various cases in
which even a foreigner, on setting foot in the territory of the Kingdom, may be
prosecuted for crimes committed in a foreign country. The number of such cases is
considerably increased by the new Italian penal code, which will shortly be published. In order, therefore, that the Government of the King may be enabled to
accept the article in question, jt should be expressly stated therein that the provisions that would be applicable in the case of a foreigner will be enforced in the
case of crimes or offenses committed since the naturalization of the perpet.rator.
Article 3 of the convention as formulated by the United States Government, exempting from military service citizens of one state who have become naturalized in
the other and have resided there for 5 years, can by no means be accepted by the
King's Government, inasmncli as article 12 of the civil code provides that the loss
of citizenship exempts no person from the obligation to perform military duty. That
article would, moreover, render it very easy for an Italian citizen to avoid the fulfillment of that obligation, since, after having become naturalized as au American
citizen, and having resided for 5 years in the United States, he might return to his
country without being liable to the penalties provided by the military penal code
for deserters, as the Italian law declares all persons to be who, when summoned to
bear arms, do not respond to the call.
Finally, the Royal Government has no objections to make to articles4 and 5 of the
draft. With regard to article 6, it may be observed that it is not necessary, so far as
we are concerned, to mention the consent of the Parliament, since the agreement in
question involves no charge upon the treasury of the state, nor, if the proposed modifications are accepted, any change in the laws now in force.
Having thus set forth the objections which it has to the proposition of the legation of the United States of America, the royal ministry of foreign ail'airs feels confident that the United States Government will take them into kind consideration and
introduce the above modifications either in the article additional to the extradition
convention or in the naturalization convention.
The royal ministry of foreign affairs will be glad to be made acquainted, in due
time, with the decision of the United States Government.
Ro~m, April27, 1889.
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Jlfr. Wharton to Baron Fa1,a.

STATE,
lVashington, .ilugust 12, Uo!90.
SIR: Referring to the Department's note of the 29th ultimo, in regard
to the eviuence requested by the Italian Government for use on the trial
of Giuseppe Bevivino and Vincenzo Villella, I have the honor to state
that the district attorney uf Luzerne County has reported to the g-oYernor of Pennsylvania that he is now trying to find two witnesses whose
testimony can not be dispensed with, and that after they have been
found and tqeir testimony taken he hopes to rapidly conclude the
matter.
Accept, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secrcta'ry.
DEPAR'l'J.\IENT OF

Baron Fava to lJir. Blaine.

Personal.]

IT..A:LIAN LEGATION,

Washington, October 7, 1890. (HeceiYed October 8.)
MY DEAR MR. BLAINE: During the conYersation that I had the
honor to have with you last Thursday, you asked me if the two Italian
subjects Villella and Bevivino, cllarged with a murder committecl in
the State of Pennsylvania, the extradition of whom could not be
granted by the Italian Government, were in reality being tried in Italy.
Your question surprised me, because your Department was duly informed, through the United Sta,tes legation at Home, as well as by
myself, of the arrest of the two individuals in question in Italy, aml of
tlleir trial, wbich was begun as early as 1889 l>y the criminal court of
Catanzaro (Oalabre).
Tbe rogatory letters of said court, forwarded to your Department by
this royal legation, together with the note of JL1ly 8, to which that of
August 1:3, 1889, referred, and together with the note of 1\ia.rch 19, to
which I referred in mine of April 20, of 5th aiHl loth of June, atHl the
23d of July of the present year, will carry ont my statement.
Any insinuation leaving to suppose that Villella and Bevivino couldescape punishment for the crime they are charged with would seem,
therefore, inopportune.
The trial already commenced against them in Italy would ha\Te been
ended ere this if tile courts of Pennsylvania, to which rogatory letters
were addressed nearly 2 years ago, had promptly responded to the
questions submitted to them by the Italian courts.
Unfortunately, however, and in spite of the good offices of your Department manifested to me in the three notes, viz, of July 29, of the
1st and 12th of August ultimo, the rogatory letters referred to baYe
not yet l>een answered by the judicial authorities of Pennsylvania.
This delay is greatly to be deplored in the interest of justice, and I take
the liberty to call your attention to this fact, begging, as I have already
done in preceding official notes, that you wonld usc your great inilnence with the court of Pennsylvania in order that the Italian criminal
conrt may be enabled to try without further delay the two individuals,
who have alread_y been detained in jail for about 2 yean.
Thanking- you sincerely for the attention you will doubtless give to
my requests,
I have, etc.,
.BARON FAYA.
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Jlr. Blaine to Baron Fava.
Personal.]

DEP.AR'l'MENT OF S'l'ATE,
lVashington, October 20, 1890.
MY DEAR 11ARON F .AVA: Referring· to your unofficial note of the 7th
instant, in regar<l to the evidence needed for the trial in Italy of the
Italian subjects Bevivino and Villella, I have the honor to inform you
that the governor of Pennsylvania has again addressed a letter to the
authorities of Luzerne County, urging immediate action in execution of
the letters rogatory of the court of Catanzaro.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Adee to Ba·ron Fava.
DEP .AR'l'MENT OF STA'l'E,
lVashinltton, October 28, 1890.
MY DEAR BARON FAVA: Referring to your personal note of the
7th instant and Depa~tment's reply ~f the 20th, in respect to the evidence requested by the Government of Italy from the court of Luzerne
Oonnty, Pa., for use in the trial of Bevivino and Villella, I have the
honor to say tltat a letter has been received from the governor of
Pennsylvania, stating that the district attorney of Luzerne County
reports that two of the most important witnesses have so far not
been found, and that this has caused the delay in procuring the evidence.
It is not known that there is any law in the United States for the detention of persons as witnesses in a criminal trial in a foreign country,
aud since the reception of the letters rogatory from Italy the witnesses
can not be found.
I am, etc.,
ALVEY A. ADEE.
Personal.]

·Mr. Blaine to Barun Fava.
DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,
Washington, N overnber 13, 1890.
MY DEAR BARON F .AVA: In further reply to your note of the 7th
ultimo, regarding the two Italian subjects Villella and Bevivino, awaiting trial in Italy on a charge of murder committed in Pennsylvania, I
have now the honor to inform you that the governor of that State, by a
letter dated the 6th instant, advises the Department that the district
attorney of Luzerne County hopes to have the testimony of witnesses
ready for transmission in a few days.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
JJ[r. Blaine to Baron Fava.
DEP .AR'l':MEN1' OF S'l'ATE,
1Vashington, November 18, 18!:l0.
SIR: r have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
8th of August last, with which you inclose a copy of a comm1mication
addressed to you on the 27th of July by the royal ministry of foreign
affairs as a response to the note which I bad the honor to address you
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on the 23d of June last in relation to the refusal of the Government of
Italy to deliver up, under the extradition treaty with the United States,
certain Italian subjects charged with grave crimes in this country.
In the reply of the ministry of foreign afl'airs, it is observed that Mr.
Damiani confines himself to inviting attention to certain communications which passed between the legation of the United States at Rome
and the royal ministry from January to April, 1889, looking to an
amendment of the treaty, and to the definition of the question of citizenship, which is necessarily involved. The most important of those communications is a note addressed b~· the royal ministry to Mr. Stallo on
April 27, 1889, a copy of which you inclose. The Department, while
not unacquainted with this correspondence, did not wish it to be regarded as an evidence of the abandonment by this Government of what
it considers to be its rights under the treaty, and for this reason, as well
as for the reason that the Government of Italy had presented a formal
argument to show that our claim was not well founded, it was deemed
expedient to define our position and to state in full our reasons for
maintaining it.
.
The note to Mr. Stano of April 27, 1889, has been carefully considered, but this Department has not been able to regard it as satisfactory. It is proposed, after excepting the citizens or su~jects of the contracting parties from the operation of the treaty, to add the following
article:
Naturalization obtained in either of the contractino- states by the person charged
with or convicted of a crime, after its commission, shall be no bar to a demand for his
extradition or to his surrender. Nevertheless, tho extradition may be refused if 5
years have elapsed since the naturalization was obtained and if the person whose
extradition is demanded has, during such time, had his domicile in the state to which
the demand is addressed.

The purport of this proposed article appears to be that, while citizenship is recognized as a ground for refusing extradition, citizenship by
naturalization can not confer the right to demand it. Hence, if a native
Italian who had been naturalized in the United States should commit
a crime and seek asylum in Italy, it does not appear that the Govern . .
ment of Italy would recognize onr right to demand his surrender. The
only effect conceded to naturalization is that, when joined with a subsequent residenee of 5 years, it may afford a ground to withhold extradition. It thus confers the right to refuse but not to demand.
This being the substance of the article proposed for insertion in the
extradition treaty, it becomes important to consider the observations of
the Royal Government found in the note to Mr. Stallo upon the subject
of a convention of naturalization. In this relation the royal ministry
of foreign a:fl'airs states that the Government of the King bas no objection to taking as the basis of negotiation the convention now in force
between the United States and Belgium, alth~ugh certain modifications
are considered necessary to bring it into harmony with the laws of Italy.
The first of these modifications is an express declaration that naturali·
zation shall not be recognized which has not been acquired with the
consent of the individual, but solely by operation of law. The reason
stated for the desire to insert this declaration is that in the United States
a foreigner may under certain circumstances be considered, independently of his own will, as an American citizen. It is proper to say that
tlte Royal Government must have been misinformed on this subject.
The naturalization laws of the United States are based upon the voluntary principle, and such a declaration would be as unnecessary in
this country as it is said to be in Italy.
Naturalization merely by operation of law is unknown in the United
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States, and this Gov-ernment has always protested against the applica.
tion of such a rule to its citizens in otl.ler countries.
Tl.le second modification desire(l i~ an article in which this Government sllall agree to the enforcement against its citizens. if tl.ley set foot
in Italy, of the provisions of the Ita1ian code which relate to the punishment of foreigner:.:; for acts committe<! outside of that country. The
specific stipulation suggested is that the penal provisions applicable in
the case of a foreigner shall be enforced in respect to offenses committed after the date uf the naturalization of the perpetrator. While this
stipulation bears tlle form of a reservation in respect to a particular
class of persons, yet it contains, in effect, an acknowledgment of the
Yery extensive jnri~<liction claimed nuder the Italian. statutes to punish foreigners for their conduct outside of the Kin~.?:<lom, and even in their
own country. Tlw Government of the U uited States is unable to assent to this. It has always maintained that for acts committed within
its jurisdiction its citizens were. answerable to no other law tilan its
own. It could not, therefore, make a concession so extraordinary as
that suggested.
The tllird modification desired relates to the performance of military service. Tile provisions of the Belg·ian treaty on this subject are
brief and general, and this Government does not o~ject to the substitution of other antl differeut stipulations, provided that they conserve
the principle of voluntary change of allegiance, which tile Royal Government expresses its wish to secure, and do not exact duties and impose penalties incon~istent with the change of nationality. While the
laug-uage of the note of the ministry of foreign affairs is not entirely
explieit on this subject, yet it IS not understood to mean that a person
who, having been naturalized as a citizen of the United States, owes
allegiance and duty to this country is at the _same time to continue to
owe the allegiance and d nty of a su~ject to His :Majesty the King of Italy.
'.rbis would be uatur:~tlization without change of allegiance and at once
destroy the object of the treaty.
In this relation, I inclose a copy of the second artiele of the natilralization treaty with Austria-Iluugary, concluded September 20, 1870,
for the consideration of the Hoval Go\'CI'ntueut.
Accept, etc.,
~
.JAME~ G. BLAINE.
[Inclosuro.]
Article~

of treaty of September

~0,

1870, with .Austrio-Hltn[Ja1'y.

Article 2. A natnrali\':r<l citizrn of the one party, on return to the territory of the
other party, remains lia.hle to trial an<l punishment for an action punishable by the
law:s of his original country committetl before his emigration, saving always the limitation t•stablisbcd by the laws of his original country and any other remission of
liabilit.y to punishment.
In particular a former ci tizeu of the Anstro-Hnngarian Monarchy, who, nnrler the
first article, is to IJe hd<~ as an American citizen, is liable to trial and punishment,
acconling- to the laws of Anstro-Ilungary, for nonfulfillment of military dnty:
(1) If he has emigrated, after ha \'iug been drafted at the time of nonscription, and
thus haying become enrolled as a, recrnit for service in the standing army.
(2) If be has Pmigmte<l whibt he stood in service under the ilag, or had a leave of
absence only for a limited time.
(:3) If, h:wing; a ]Pave of ahseJJce for an unlimited time, or belonging to thereserve or 1o the militia, he has emigTa.ted after ha,·iug received a. call into service, or
aft('r a public proclamation requiring his appearance, or after war has broken out.
On the other hand, a fomwr citizt•n of the Austro·Hnngarian Monarchy naturalized in the United Ktate:;, who h~· or after his emigrn.tion has transgressed the legal
provisions 011 military duty by a11~· at·ts or omissiom; othl'r tha.n those above enumerat<·d in the <:).aw>t·s llmuhcretl on<', Lwo, and tln<·e, can, on his retnrn to his original
(!ottntry, noithn he ltt'ltl snhscfJncn1.ly to military service nor remain liaiJlo to trial
an<i punisluncu t for tlle non fultillwcnt of his rnilitar~· duty.

JAPAN.
Mr. Swift to Mr. Blaine.
No. 80.]

LEGA'l'ION OF 1'HE UNITED STATES,

Tokio, Jarj/uary 3, 1890. (Heceiveu January 29.)
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication from His Excellency Viscount Aoki, His Imperial Japanese Majesty's minister for foreign affairs, audres~ed tome, which, as you will observe,
requests me to transmit to each of certain American citizens therein
nam~d a medal aml brevet commemorati\ e of the promnlgation, in .February, 1889, of the imperial Japanese constitution, and of the fact that
the said American citizens were present on that occasion and witnessed
the ceremony.
The American citizens to whom I am requested to forward these
medals and brevets are my predecessor in this mission, ex-Governor
H. B. Hubbard; Mr. F. S. Mansfield, late secretary of legation, both
now living in Texas; Mr. Ed win Dun, present secretary of this legation; and Dr. Whitney, interpreter.
I may also mention that they were present at the ceremony as representatives of the United States.
Inasmuch as both Governor Hubbard and Mr. Mansfield have ceased
to hold any diplomatic or other official relation with the Japanese Government, there appears no reason, so far as I can see, why the acceptance or refusal ofthe articles thus offered them may not be left to their
own discretion, at least so far as I am concerned. For that reason, and
in view of their recent position at this legation, I felt called upon, as
a matter of courtesy due to my predecessor and late secretary, to forward the medals, etc., direct to them without comment or suggestion,
which I did. I trust this action may not meet with your disapproval.
Whether the medal referred to is such a present or other gift as falls
within the inhibition of section 1751 of the Revised Statutes is a question
that I do not feel called upon to decide, but refer to yourself for instructions in future cases, for in tlle case of Governor Hubbard and Mr. Mansfield I have already acted, at least as to sending the medals.
It is tru~, however, that in case they accept or reject I shall hereafter be called upon officially to notify the Government of His Imperial
Japanese Majesty oftue fact. If it be such inhibited gift, itisquite possible that I am wrong in forwarding it to any citizen who by law can
not accept it.
I was recently requested b~T His Imperial Majesty's Government to
forward to a gentleman in the United States consular service iu Japan
a medal recognizing his action injurnping into the sea and, at some risk
to his own life, rescuing a drowning Japanese sul~ject. I forwarded the
article to the gentleman without offering any opinion as to his right to
accept it, but leaving that question to himself. I did so, because I
thought the medal issued under_such circumstances hardly fell within
7
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the restriction of the statute. Nor, except upon a very strict construction of the statute, perhaps, does it in the medal commemorative of the
new constitution which I have forwarded to Governor Hubbard and Mr.
Mansfield.
But it is exceedingly probable that the question is not a new one to
the Department, and that it may have been long since settled one way
or the other.
Whether the United States minister here can properly in any case be
the medium of communication and transmission of any kind of testimonial between the Government of Japan and citizens of the United
States is a question in my mind not entirely free from doubt, and if
there be a settled rule, I should be glad to know aud will cheerfully follow it.
Another question I wish specially to be instructed upon. You will
observe t.hat the other citizens to whom these medals have been issued
are Mr. Dun and Dr. Whitney. These articles are now in this legation.
Mr. Duu, being actually secretary of this legation, it follows that the
objection to his accepting, if any there be, grows out of the question as
to whether this commemorative medal is such a present, emolument,
favor, etc., as is prohibited United States diplomatic officers by the
Constitution and laws of the country and especially section 1751 of the
Revised Statutes. If so, it would seem as a logical result that I have
no right to offer it to them, but should return it to the foreign office
with a statement of the reasous .. The same may be, and probably is,
the case as to Dr. \Vhitney's right to accept the medal issued to him.
It is possible Dr. vVhitney, who is merely interpreter to this legation,
and not technically a secretary, may not stand in precisely the same
position in the premises with Mr. Dun, although the reason for the rule
would certainly seem to apply as strongly in his case as in that of any
otller diplomatic employe. Yet I sfparate them and ask for instructions
in each case, and also iu Governor Hubbard's.
1 have, etc.,
JOHN F. SWIFT.
[Inclosurein No. 80.-Translation.]

Visconnt Aoki to Mr. Swift.
DEPARTMENT FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

The 18th day, the 12th month, the 2~d yem· of Meiji.
SIR: Tiis Imperial Majesty, my august sovereign, having been graciously pleased
to confer the meda,l commemorative of the promulgation of the imperial constitution upon those gentlemen who attended the ceremony on February last, I have the
honor to forward to you herewith the brevet and the medal and the accompanying
note, au<l beg to reqnest that you will transmit the same to Your ExcellenC)1 's prede<'CRHOr, Mr. Richard Hubbard, anu three other gentlemen as specified in the inclosed
list, who attended the ceremony.
I antil, etc.,
VISCOUNT SUIZO AOKI,

Vice Ministe1· for Foreign .Affairs.

[Inclosure.]

Name list.

His Excellency Riclwr(l Bennet Hubbard, envoy extraordinary and miniRter plenipot<'ntiary; Fre~leriek Hherwoo<l Mansfield, esq., first secretary; Edwin Dnn, esq.,
scconu secretary; Dr. Willi~:~ Norton ·whitney, esq., interpreter.
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Mr. Swift to 1llr. Blaine.
[Extract.l

No. 88.]

LEGATION OF TllE UNITED STATES,

Tokio, February 5, 1890. (Receiyed March 1.)
SIR: I !Jaye the honor to transmit herewith copies of correspondence
lately had between this legation and His Imperial Japanese Majesty's
foreign office under the following circumstances:
The China and Japan Trading Company is one of the principal and
amongst the oldest established and most respectable associations of merchants. citizens of the U·nited States, doing business in Japa,n. Their
trade is varied and extensive, covering importations of most of the
leading articles of American production used in this country.
Sometime during the year 1887 they made arrangements to bring
from the United States and place upon this market an article which
they describe as a H food medicine." It is a preparation of cod-liver oil
and is known by the trade name of " Scott's Emulsion." Among tho
first things they did was to inquire of my predecessor, Mr. Hubbard, if
it was necessary for them, as a firm of American merchants, to take out
a license for the sale of this commodity. To this I understood Mr. Hubbard replied verbally in the negative; that the commodity being an
article manufactured in the United States, having once paid the customs import on entering the country, it could not be subjected to further
taxation as a condition to its sale or use. Having obtained this decision
from the minister of the United States, they commenced the introduction of the goods to the public by an extensive system of advertising in
the vernacular newspapers, laying out several thousand dollars in that
way.
In the early part of the year just closed (1889) they began to make
arrangements with Japanese retail merchants for the sale of their goods
and commenced selling. There sprang up within a short time a con.
siderable demand for the article, and the sales became very satisfactory.
But, before this had gone on very long, they learned that the native
merchants with whom they had arranged for the sale of the goods had
been sent for by the Japanese authorities and warned that they must each
of them take out a special license for the sale of the article known as
" Scott's Emulsion." On learning this the American importers, to avoid
delay and trouble, instructed the merchants to comply with this requirement and take out the license; but at the same time they applied to me
for advice and to obtain, by diplomatic action, a recession of the order
requiring· a license.
Although I had but recently arrived in the country and was exceedingly
unfamiliar, not only with the construction heretofore placed upon the
treaties, but even with the terms of those instruments, yet, upon the
hasty examination I was able to make, I felt it my duty to call the
attention of the Japanese Government to the case, and accordingly addressed to Count Okuma, then His Imperial Japanese Majesty's minister for foreign affairs, a note calling his attention to the matter and
requesting him to consider if the illegal order concerning the license
ought not to be withdrawn. It was dated September 13, 1889, and a
copy is herewith inclosed.
A short time after sending this first note 1\fr. Brower, the agent of
the China and Japan Trading Company, came to the legation and informed me that a fresh attack had been made by the authorities upon
the sale of "Scott's Emulsion" more serious than the first, and urging
F R 90-37
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me to move the Government to withdraw these orders and to concede
to the firm the rights due to them under the treaties as citizens of the
United States engaged in commerce in Japan. His first complaint was
to the effect that the Japanese merchants eHgaged in selling'' Scott's
Emulsion" had been required to pay an excise tax of 10 per cent. ad
valorem upon the retail price in the shape of a revenue stamp to be
applied to each bottle, and that an evasion of this order would be followed by punishment as a. misdemeanor or public ofl'ense; that the retail
merchants, upon being warned of this exaction and the consequences
of refusal, had filed declarations with the authorities to the eftect that
they would no longer deal in the goods, nnd, having returned the stock
on hand to the importers, they had retired from the business; and that
the trade was practically brought to an end. I then sent the second
letter to the foreign office, dated October 4, 188D (copy incloHed ). This
was answered on the 23d of October by the note of that date, also herewith inclosed.
After a very considerable delay, no doubt due to causes entirely sufficient in themselves to relieve His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government of any suspicion of intentional discourtesy, but greatly to the em barrassment, if not to the actual injury, of the American merchants eugaged
in the trade, a final answer was received on the 17th of January, 18DO,
deciuing the question against the China and Japan Tradiug Company
and holding that not only the license duty, bnt 10 per cent. excise, is
within the right of the Japanese Government under the treaties, to
which communication your attention is respectfully called ..
If I am not entirely at fault in my reasoning, tlle decision justifying
these impositions, if carried to its logical consequences, practically
destroys the treaty, so far as the tariff' of customs duties is concerucd.
And while the United States has long since manifested its willingnesB
to abandon all treaty tariffs with Japan ana to leave her free to regulate her own commerce, it would be absolutely destructive to our commerce with, and ruinous to our merchants in, Japan should the regulation
be changed, as can be done under this ruling, so as to discriminate
against them 'whilst leaYing those of other nations as they now are.
As to the position distinctly taken in Viscount Aoki's letter of Jannary 17, umo, that neither the license nor the excise tax are in contravention of the treaty, it can not be sustained for a moment, neither upon
the language of the instruments nor from the con~truction phtced upon
them by the uniform practice of over 30 years.
Both the license and the excise violate the treaty, and the principle
upon which they are sustained annihilates it. The lauguage of the
treat,y of 1858 would indicate that ~1r. Townsend Harris, at the time
he made the treaty, was already familiar with the burdens placed upon
internal commerce in China hy the "likin" taxes and transport passes,
and that he took special pains in his treaty to avoid similar imposts in
Japan. The language of the treaty of 1858, taken with the long-settled
practice under it, in my opinion, testify to his skill and success in that
as well as in other matters. By articles III and IV, which are to be read
together, it is provided specifically what goods may be imported by
Americans, and what may not, and the amounts of customs duties are
fixed in distinct terms. Article III provides that "all classes of Japanese may purchase, sell, keep, or use any articles sold to them by the
Americans." This clause alone is conclusive of the whole question.
Having named .a particular condition upon which Aml3rican goods may
enter the country a11d be sold, no other can be imposed without violating the terms of the treaty, according to all recognized rules of construction.
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A clause in article IV provides that "all goods imported into Japan
and which have paid the dutie~ fixed by the treaty may be transported
by the Japanese ·uto any part of the Empire without the payment of
auy tax, excise, or transit duty whatever."
This was no doubt intended to prevent the levying of tolls upon
transportation to the interior, as is done in China. I regard the provision in article nr, allowing Japanese to keep, use, or sell goods bought
of Americans, to be the controlling language, and both taken together,
certainly, it seems to me, secure our right to be exempt from internal ta.xation.
The treaty of 1\fr. Harris is the model upon which all subsequent comp~tcts have been formed.
Had subsequent treaties been more favorable, of course we would get the additional advantage under the favorednation clause; bnt, as I read them, they are sub~:;tantially the same
though in some instances, perhaps, a trifle clearer in expression.
The last treaty made by Japan was with Austria-Hungary in 1869,
and as all foreign states have the benefit of it under the favored-nation
clause in their own treaties, this is generally referred to as showing the
relations existing between Japan and the foreign powers. I do not,
however, as I said before, think that it gives the United States any
additional rights as to the matter under consideration over the provision on the same subject contained in our own treaty of 1858. Indeed,
that compact has been followed by all the powers that have since treated
with Japan, as close, perhaps, as differences in language would permit.
For your convenience I will, however, insert the provisions of the Austria-Hungary treaty of 1869 bearing on the rights of merchants of that
country. They are as follows:
ART. VIII. At each of the ports open "" "" "" to trade, Austro-Hungarian citizens shall be at full liberty to import "" * "" and sell there * • * all manner
of merchandise not contraband, paying the duties thereon as laid down in the tariff
annexed to this trea.ty and no other charges whatsoever.
ART. XII. All goods imported by citizens of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy into
any of the open ports of Japan, on which the duties stipulated by the present treaty
have been paid, may, whet.her they are in the possession of Anstro-Hungarian citizens or of Japanese snb,jects, be transported by the owners into any part of the Japanese Empire without the payment of any tax or transit duty wha.tever.
ART. XIII. All Japanese shall be at liberty to lmy any articles from Austro-Hnugarian citizens "" * * and they may keep and use the articles which they have
thus bought, or resell tho same.

If our own treaty does not secure to American merehants tlte right
to have.·tue goods resold by .Japanese merchants without additional
tax, license, or excise, this certainly does.
I have, etc.,
JOHN F. SWIFT.
[Inclosuro 1 in No. 88.]

Mr. Swift to Cotmt Oktuna.

No. 14. J

Tim UNITED STATES,
Tokio, September 13, 1889.
Sm: I have the honor to herewith transmit a document received at this legation
from tho China and Japan Trading Company, complaining of what appears upon the
face to be au infraction of the terms of the treaty between Japan and the United
States under _the following circumstances: The China and Japan Trading Company
is a firm of merchants, citizens of the United States, engaged in business in Yokohama.
anJ otliCr treaty ports. One of the articles in which they deal is a preparation made
in the United States and sold as an article of merchandise by the trade name of
" Scott's Emulsion."
LEGATION OF
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It appears from a document sign~<l by the board of health of Osaka Fn, accompany·
ing the complaint of the China, and Japan Trading Company, a copy of which I
inclose to you herewith, tbat the financial department of His Imperial Japanese
Majesty's Government have forbidden the sale in Japan of th said article of mer·
chandise, " Scott's Emulsion," by any merchant or agent of sale, unless such merchant
or agent first obtain from the Government a license for such sale as a patent medicine,
which license, I understand, is not gratuitously gi veu. but is to be paid for in money
as a means of raising revenue for Government uses.
This license for the sale of ''Scott's Emulsion" seems to me to be in contravention of
the provisions of the treaty of July 29, 1858, especially of article III, which stipulates
that Japanese may sell articles sold to them by Americans, and of article IV, which
provides that no tax, excise, or transit duty shall be imposed upon them.
If I am correct in this view, I have the most complete confidence that Your Excel·
lency will promptly take the necessary steps to cause the illegal order to be withdrawn by the department for :finance.
If by any mischance I have overlooked any clanse of the treaty which shows that
the order of tho department for finance is not in contravention of that instrument,
I shall be only too happy to receive Your Excellency's explanation, which I will respectfully await.
I avail myself, etc.,
JOH:N F. SWU'T.

[Inclosure 1.]

M1' . .McGrath to Jll1'. S1cijt.
YOKOHAMA, September 5, ll:l89.
SIR: Referring to our letter of the 9th of April last, copy of which is inclosed herewith, in the matter of the sale of "Scott's Emulsion" as an article of merchandise and
not as a patent medicine, being an article of foreign manufacture, aucl not consitlered or classified in any other country as a patent medicine, it having its formula or
composition printed on the face of ·the bottles, and the disposition exhiiJiteu on the
part of the Japanese authorities to prohibit or interfere with its sale by their own
subjects, contrary to treaty regulations for the sale of foreign articles, etc., imported
in accordance with treaty regulations and paying the regular duty of 5 per cent., we
beg to state that ·we have just received from the Osaka authorities (Japanese) a comnnmication in response to an inquiry made of them, prompted by information we had
received from our customers for this article that the sale bacl been prohibited, on the
grounds that it is considered by the said authorities as a patent medicine and the
law or regulations for the sale of patent medicines· manufactured in Japan had not
been complied with. \Ve inclose the original letter and the translation.
\Ve would a<ld, however, that we are informed on good authority th.at the patent
law or regulations for the sale of same applies only to patent medicines made in Japan,
aml not to articles imported under treaty or trade regulations in force and in practice, and paying the regular import duty of 5 per cent.
We woulcl ask for tho kind office& of Your Excellency in this matter in ascertaining
from the Japanese Government if there has not !.>een some infringement or• inter fer·
ence by the Osaka authorities with the sale of this article contrary to the general
understanding or interpretation of the treaty or tradal regulations governing sue£
cases.
We remain, etc.,
Tnos. F. McGRATH,
Managel' of China and Japan Tl'ading Company.

[Inclosure A.J

The China and Japan Trading Cornpany to M1·. Hubbard.
YOKOIIA1\IA 1 Apl'il 9, 1889.
Sm: Your Excellency will no doubt remember that about 1 year ago we made per·
sonalmqmry through our Mr. Brower as to whether it was necessary for us to obtain
from the Japanese Government a license for the sale of a medicine known as" Scott's
Emulsion" of cod-liver oil with the hypoph.osphites of lime and soda.
It appears that a Japanese sn bject who manufactures for sale any me<licinal article
is obliged to obtain a license and. stamp each bottle or package according to its retail
price per bottle or package.
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Your Excellency was of the opinion at that time that, as "Scott's Emulsion" is a
foreign article, being mannfactnretl by Messrs. Scott & Bowne, of New York, United
States of America, and London, England, it was not necessary to obtain such license
or affix the stamps.
Messrs. Scott & Bowne, for whom we are agents here, have been and are spending large sums of money in advertising'' Scott's Emulsion," the result of which has
been to create a considerable demand for this article. The retail druggists, however,
hesitate to offer it for sale, as it is not stamped or protected by license from the
Japanese Government, ancl we think that it retards onr bnsinesg in this article.
Will yon kindly ascertain from the Japanese authorities if it is necessary for us to
obtain a license or affix any stamps, and inform us how to proceed in the mn.tter ~
We inclose a copy of the report of the Government analyst of Yokohama, showing
that there is nothing of a poisonous nature contained iu the prepamtion.
\Ve remain, etc.,
ClliNA AND JAPAN TRADING co~IPANY.

:Jb-. McGrath to Mt·. Swift.

YOKOHAMA, Jztne 10, 1889.
Sm: Referring to our communication of .April 9, we would add thereto that we
have no case as yet of any interference on the part of the Government, fnrther than
some inquiries as to the status of the medicine, whether being a food medicine simply or
a patent mea icine, the latter paying a stamp tax and a special license being require(l.
The Japanese druggists fear that it will be classed as the latter, which would involve,
perhaps, some fine for seliing this medicine without a license and for stamp.
This fear interferes with the sale of the emulsion, all(l hence we are obliged to ask
that the inqniry be made of the proper authorities if "Scott's Emulsion" will be accepted here, as in the United States, as a ''footl medicine" (its contents being detailed
on the label) or if a special license will be required hy the Japanese druggists for tho
sale of the same.
\Ve remain, etc.,
Trros. F. McGRATH,
:Jfanager of China and Jo]Jan Trading Company.

[Inclosure B.]

The board of health ?f Osaka Fn to the China and Japan TJ'a£liug Compa11y.
OSAKA, Se]Jiernbel' 3, 1889.
In reply to yonr note of the 31st ultimo, regarding the" Scott's Emulsion," we now
have to say that we have called Takeda Chobei and three others, the agents for the
sale of the emulsion, and have told them that they must get license for the sale of
"Scott's Emulsion" as a patent medicine.
.
This is in accordance with the instructions we have received from the home and
finance departments, in answer to our inquiry to those departments about the
emulsion which is advertised in the papers.
THE llOARD OF HEALTH,

OsakaFtl-.
[Inclosure 2 in No~88.J

Mr. Swift to Count Okuma.

No. 20.]

LEGATION OF TIIE UNITRD STATES,

1'oki(), Octobe1· 4, 1889.
SIR: Referring to my communication No. 14, dated September 13, 1889, in which I
brought to Yonr Excellency's notice what seemed to me to be an infraction by the
Japanese authorities of the treaties between the United States and the Empire of
Japan, in levying an excise upon an article of American production and import, known
as'' Scott's Emulsion,'' I respectfully call Your Excellency's attention to the circumstance that the question is one of considerable importance to my countrymen engaged
in commerce in Japan and urge that you will kindly give it as immediate attention
as your other duties will permit of.
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The finance department, it seems, requires a. revenue stamp representing 10 per cent.
of the value of the article Rold to be placed upon each package. Sinee sending you
my communication of the 1:3th nltimo, informing you of the action of the Government officials of Osaka, :F'u, the sale of the article in question bas been authoritatively
prohibited in Tokio.
That yon have not found time to answer my inquiry, nor even to acknowledge its
receipt, although 3 weeks have elapsed since it was sent, I have no doubt is due
to the pressing nature of other official duties of mon-1importance to Your Excellency's
Government than this which I have had the honor to point out to yon. But, a.s the
question raised by me involves an important right hitherto enjoyed by American citizens nuder the treaties, I respectfully ask your indulgence in pressing it upon your
attention and for as early a reply as your convenience will permit of.
I availmyRelf, etc.,
JOHN

F.

SWIFT.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 88.-Tmnslatlon.]

Viscount Aoki to Ml'. Swift.

No. :37.]

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

The 23d yem·, the J.Oth 'month, the 22ll year of Jl[eiji (October 23, 181:39).
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the recept of Your Excellency's note of the
4th instant, in reference to the alleged interference on the part of His Imperial
Majesty's Government with the sale of a medical preparation known as " Scott's
Emulsion."
In a note upon this subject dated the 1!3th ultimo yon stated that His Imperial
Majesty's department for finance had forbidden the sale in J a,pan of the article in
qnestion by any merchant or agent of sale, unless such merchant or agent iirst obtained a Government license authorizing such sale as a patent medicine, which license,
yon were adYised, was subject to a monetary charge for the purposes of revenue. Yon
thereupon expressed the opinion that the license in question was in contravention of
the provisions of the treaty of 1858, and you invited the attention of the Imperial
Government to the question.
In your note now under acknowledgment you refer to your former communication on
this subject and declare that the infraction of the treaty complained of consisted of an
attempt to levy upon the emulsion an excise ta.xoflO percent. ad valorem, and yon add
that the sale of the emulsion had been authoritatively prohibited. in Tokio sinceyonr
first communication on the subject was written, and, finally, Your Excellency is pleased
to call attention to the fact that your not,e of the 13th ultimo had not been answered,
nor even its receipt acknowledged, although 3 weeks had elapsed since it was sent.
Iu reply, I beg to acquaint Your Excellency that, immediately upon the receipt of
your first note on the subject, the ma.t ter was referred to the department of home
affairs for investigation. I am just in receipt of a reply from His Excellency the
minister of home affairs, but, as that response only professes to deal with the question
of licenses and license fees and does not touch the n~w issue relating to excise duty
which yon raise in your note of the 4th instant, I have deemed it best to obtain from
the department of home aifairs a report upon the second question before reporting
to yon the result of the first examination, and I beg to assure yon that no unnecessary (lelay will be permitted either in the examination ofthe question or in acquainting yon of the result of such examination.
I avail myself, etc.,
VISCOUNT SUIZO AOKI,

Vice Ministe1· for Foreign .L1 tfa i1's.

[Inclosure 4 in No. 88. - Translaiion.]

Viscount Aoki to ]11'. Swift.
DEPAHTJ\m 1' FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

The 17th day, the 1st month, the 23d yem· of Meiji (.January 17, 1890).
Sm: In my note of the 23d of October last, I had the honor to acknowledge thereceipt of Your Excellency's notes of the 1!3th of September and the 4th of October last,
in whid1, referring to the allege(] iuterference on the part of certain authorities of
the Imperial Government with the sale of a medical preparation known as "Scott's
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Emulsion'' imported into Japan by the China and Japan Trading Company, and the
attempt. made by them to levy upon the emulsion an excise duty equal to 10 per cent.
ad valorem, you expressed your opinion that the action of such authorities would
seem to be in contravention of the treaty concluded between Japan and the United
States. In that note I stated that, before communicating to yon a definite reply in
reference to the question raised by Your Excellency, I had deemed it best to obtain
from the department for home affairs a report on the question of the alleged imposition of an internal tax. Being now in receipt of reports from the department for home
affairs and the department for finance, I am prepared to state herewith the result
of the examination into the matter in question an<l to set forth tho opinion of the
Imperial Government.
It appears from the report received from the department for home affairs that in
Osaka the local authorities directed certain Japanese subjects who were selling
"Scott's Emulsion" to obtain a license permitting them to sell the emulsion as a
licensed medicine, and that in Tokio, although tbe local authorities have never
directly prohibited the sale of the emulsion, certain Japanese subjects engaged
in the sale of that medical preparation, having been summoned to Tokio l<'u and
warned by the authorities that they must obtain licenses in accordance with the provisions of the ''Regulations for the sale of licensed medicines," they filed a declaration
to the effect that they would no longer continue to sell tbe emulsion.
This medical preparation, being a combination of cod-liver oil with certain drugs,
such as hypophosphites of lime and soda, glycerine, etc., intended for direct use as
a remedy for certain kinds of diseases, and being accompanied by directions for use,
clearly falls within the description of that class of medicines for the sale of which
speciallicense'3 are required by the above-mentioned regulations. For this reason,
the Imperial Government should not be justified in regarding " Scott's Emulsion" as
an ordinary article of commerce and are obliged to require all Japanese subjects
who may desire to sell it to obtain from the local authorities licenses permitting them
to be dealers in licensed medicines.
In reply to Your Excellency's opinion tl1at the action of the Imperial Government
in thus requiring Japanese subjects to obtain licenses for the sale of certain articles imported from the United States, for which license fees are to be paid in accordance with the laws and reg-ulations of the Imperial Government, and to pay the
taxes prescribed by such regulations. It therefore seems to me quite unnecessary in
reference to this question to enter into the discussion of article III of the treaty,
which provides that all classes of the Japanese may sell any articles sold to them by
the Americans, and the question whether the action of the local authorities of the
Imperial Government in reference to the sale of the emulsion was proper or improper
can only be decided by the consideration of the provisions of article IV.
The :fifth paragraph of article IV provides that "imported goods which have paitl
the duty fixed by this treaty may be transported by the Japanese into any part of the
Empire without the paym~nt of any tax, excise, or transit <lnty whatevet·." 'l'he
Dutch version is also identical to the ~nglish version.
This clause, in the judgment of the Imp~rial Government, can only be construed
to mean that all goods imported from abroad may be traJlsported by the JapaneAe
into any part of the Empire, and such goods shall not be liable to pay any tax in the
interior of the conntry on account of their transportation, provided the customs authorities had already levied import duties upon them. There is, of course, a marked
difference between a declaration to the effect that no tax shall be pttid in respect of
transportation and a stipulation that no tax shall be levied in respect to the sale,
use, or consumption of goods. Had it been intended to include in the inhibition
this latter class of imposts, the qualifying words "may be transported" would not
have been inserted in the treaty.
I am therefore impressed with the conviction that the action of the Imperial Government in requiring every Japanese subject who may sell'' Scott's EmulAion" to
obtain licenses upon payment of certain fees in accordance with the "Regulations
for the sale of licensed medicines," and in imposing upon the emulsion, when sol<l
by such licensed dealers, certain stamp duties which are in all cases levied upon medical preparations, both domestic and foreign, falling within the description of "lit"lensed medicines," is in no wise contrary to the terms of the treaty.
I avail myself, etc.,
VISCOUNT SUIZO AOKI,

Bis Imperial Majesty's Ministe1· for Foreign .Affairs.
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M1·. Swift to Viscount A.oki.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
J..'olcio, Janum·y 24, 1890.
VISCOUNT: Immediately on returning to this legation on Thursday, I prepared a
memorandum of our conversation, as I promised yon I would do, and herewith seml
it for your examination and approval. It is not complete, tllat is, it docs not give
the entire conversation, but contains the gist of what was said on both sides, to the
best of my recollection, and I therein set forth all that is of any real importance on
the affair out of which it arises.
•
I do not send this paper to you as the hasis of a discussion of any ldn<l between us,
but simply that I may have your own assurance that I have not misunderstood what
took place so far as it bears upon tho position of His Imperial Japanese Majesty's
Government in the construction it now places upon its treaty with tho United States,
in order that I may inform my Government with the greatest possible accuracy.
If I hear no objection from you before the departure of the next mail, I will take
the liberty of assuming that my understanding and recollection of the conversation
has been substantially correct and will forward the precis to my own Government,
along with the other papers in the case, the most important being your No. 4 7 with
the written decision of your Government, and await further instructions.
I avail myself, etc.,
Jon~ F. SWIFT.

No. 40.]

[Inclosure.]

P1·ccis of a conversation which took ]Jlace by special appoiut1nent at thejo1'eign office, Tokio,
Jamwry 23, 1890, between Ri:; Excellency Viscount .iloki, His Impe1'ial Japane.~ll
Majesty's ministe1' of state for foreign ajJ'airs, anll M1·. Swift, lhe minister of the Unilell
SJ,ates.
Subject.-The decision of His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government as to the
license and excise tax imposed upon the article of American production known as
"Scott's Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil," and as to the construction placed upon the
treaties between the United States and Japan.
Mr. Swift began by referring to His Excellency Viscount Aoki's communication
No. 4, dated January 17, 1890, and in that connection proceeded to say that before
notifying his Government of the fact that the Japanese authorities have imposed and
are now exactin~ upon a certain article of merchandise known as " Scott's Emulsion
of Cod-liver Oil," imported from the United States, a special license to sell as well as
an excise duty or tax of 10 per centum ad valorem in addition to the customs duties
agreed upon in the treaties between the two countries, as well as of the communication he had received from His Excellency Viscount Aoki, above referred to, which,
if he (Mr. Swift) fairly understood the efrect of the same, claimed the right to impose
such excise, not merely upon the particular article above named, but upon all goods
imported from the United States, in spite of the treaty stipulations, he desired to ask
of His Excellency a m01·e complete explanation of the scope and meaning of His
Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government as set forth in the said communication.
'l'o this, Viscount Aoki answered that he would willingly give Mr. Swift the desired
explanation.
Mr. Swift asked if the decision to place an intemal-revenue or excise tax upon
"Scott's Emulsion" was because of any peculiar qualiLy or character in that article
taking it out of the general provisions of our treaties, or whether His Imperial J apanese Majesty's Government claimed the right generally to impose and exact at will
additional taxes upon American goods after their passing the custom-house, as a
condition of their sale by Japanese merchants in the ordinary way or trade.
To this, Viscount Aoki replied that it was unnecessary to answer that question; that
it was sufficient to say that His Imperial Majesty's Government claimed tlle right to
require merchants to take out a special license for selling "Scott's Emulsion of Codliver Oil" and to pay an excise tax of 10 per cent. ad valorem upon all the sales of
that article as bad been done. His Excellency then went on to remind Mr. Swift
that His Imperial Majesty's Goverument had not raised this question as to tJw full
extent of their rights and had no present intention of doing so; that it was Mr. Swift
that was raising the question, and, as His Excellency thought, prematurely and unnecessarily. Jllte warued Mr. Swift that, if he persisted in asking for an answer, His
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Imperial Majesty's Government might take the ground that it bad the right to levy
an excise or other additional taxes at will upon all goods coming from the United
States.
Mr. Swift answered this by saying that he did not think that the fear that His Im·
perial Japanese Majesty's Government would so decide ought to deter him from asking from His Excellency a complete explanation of the written paper be bad already
received, in which, if he correctly construed its terms, His Imperial J apanef'e Majesty's
Government bad informed him officially and in writing that it did take precisely that
very ground, and so justified the imposition of the excise tax. He also called His
Excellency Viscount Aoki's attention to th~ fact that had His Imperial Japanese
Majesty's Government desired to confine the decision to the exact facts before them
and not to intimate an opinion as to what it would do as to goods other than" Scott's
Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil," they could have done so by restricting tho decision to that
article, but this they had not done. On the contrary, they had covered the entire
field in that decision and had given as a ground for the excise on that article reasons that logically extended to goods of every nature coming from the United States.
Mr. Swift further proceeded to say that if the interpretation of the treaties which
had stood undisturbed, to the best of his belief, from the very commencement of colllmercial intercourse between Japan and foreign countries, namely, that goods once
past the custom-house were not to be again taxed as a condition of sale, was now to
be changed as to the United States, our merchants being selected as the first to bear
the brunt of a serious trade impediment, he felt it to be his duty to learn the extent
of the danger threatened to American commerce as soon as possible, in order to forewarn his Government of what might be expected; that although "Scott's Emnlsion
of Cod-liver Oil" seemed to make but a trifling item in the trade reports between Japan
and the United States, yet its importers had the same rights under the treaties with
the importers of kerosene oil or any other article; that if the Japanese Government
could, without violating the treaties, impose an excise tax upon "Scott's Preparation
of Cod-liver Oil, " so far as he, Mr. Swift, could judge from present lights, they conl<l
do the same thing upon kerosene oil, u1wn clocks and watches, or any other American commodity; that in this particular instance the .announcement of this new ta .~
was a special hardship upon the importers of" Scott's J~mnlsion," owing to the fact
that before offering it upon the market they had ex1)endcd several thousand dollars in
advertising the goods in the Japanese native J)apers, and that the excise had not been
brought to their notice until after these large sums had been laid out; that both tho
excise and the license had operated upon them as a complete surprise, and that their
sale had been substantially interdicted by direct Government and police interference;
that what had been done as to this article might, so far as Mr. Swift could see, at any
day be done as to kerosene oil or any other American production, and that his Government all(l countrymen ought to know where they stand.
Under these circumstances Mr. Swift thought His Excellency would allow him (Mr.
Swift) to be the judge of the wisdom and propriety of his asking, as he respectfully
did, whether the communication of the 17th instant had been duly considered in all
its reach, scope, a.nd bearings, and if, in fact, II is Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government claimed the right to impose and exact excise and license taxes upon any and all
American merchandise as a condition to their sale in the ordinary way of trade. ''To
be more explicit," said Mr. Swift, ''do you claim the right to impose an excise duty,
for example, upon kerosene oil f"
His Excellency Viscount Aoki answered that he did so claim, but that there was no
present intention to exercise the right.
Mr. Swift then said he was very sorry to be obliged to report to his Government
what seemed to him, so far as he could judge, a direct violation, not only of the plain
terms of the treaty, but of an interpretation that had been uniform from the com·
mencement of trade relations between Japan and the United States and with all
other foreign countries. He also said that he could not refrain from expressing his
regret that His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government had thought it expedient to
inaugurate this new ruling by a discriminating act directed at the commerce of tl1e
United States, while tho merchants of other countries were left untouched. He
remindP-d His Excellency Viscount Aoki that the United States had in the past mani.
fested its well-known kindly feeling towards Japan in many ways, but notably in
the position it had taken more than 10 years ago by agreeing in a treaty to yicM
and surrender all right to interfere in Japanese tariff and trade regulations, only stipulating for what was essential if any American commerce was to remain, namely, that
the treaty should not take effect until other powers had agreed; that, under these
circumstances, the people of the United States, especially those engaged in commerce,
would certainly he surprised at their being, as they might think, picked out from all the
others as the first to have their trade put under disadvantageous restriction; tl1at they
must, he feared, feel more or less displeased and aggrieved at feeling themselves
picked out and selected from amongst all the foreign merchants domiciled in Japan
as the subjects of this experiment, under an unexpected and startling departure in
treaty construction suddenly put in force by the Japanese Government.
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Mr. Swift remarkell that it was likely that they woulU feel to some ·extent aggrieved even if the new departure in construction was one seemingly not so wide as
is this from the original intent and meaning of the treaty when made 30 or more
years ago. Bnt, on the contrary, if it should strike them, as he certainly thought it
wonltl, that the new construction is erroneous and the old and original interpretation which has stood unchallenged for so long a period was a sound one, then their
dissatisfaction with being made the first victims of a change would, he feared, be
increased by that circumstance. In short, he was afraid that there might be some
who would feel and, perhaps, say that those nations that had been less friendly with
Japan than have been the Unite<l States, less conciliatory in their bearing, and less
yielidng to her just demands perhaps have received greater respect and higher cousidcmtion at their hands.
To this, Viscount Aoki said he could not take into account what the American
people might feel or think; that the rights and interests of Japan alone were tbo subject of his concern. He, however~ proceeded to say that the goods of citizens of the
United States had not been specially selected for the imposition of this tax; that
goods from other countries hatl been taxed in the same way.
Mr. Swift said that he Lad made careful inquiry from his colleagues, the representatives of other powers, and that they had all assured him that the ruling made in
the communication of the 17th instant was absolutely new, and that in no instance had
they beard of any such tax being imposed upon goods coming from their countries.
At the end of the conversation His Excellency Viscount Aoki remarked that if Mr.
Swift was of tho opinion that the excise and license were violations of the treaty,
he was willing to discuss the question with him, as the decision of His Imperial Majesty's GoYernment was not regarded as a violation or breaking of the treaties with
the United States, but merely its construction of their meaning . .
This Mr. Swift declined to do at this time, sl.ating that his object in obtaining the
interview wns not to discuss the question, but solely to ascertain as nearly as possible
the exact position tho Japanese Goverument had taken upon the right to impose
license and excise taxes npon American goods, and to learn if it had been taken with
dnH consitleration and thought, and, finally, to express Lis regret at the new policy
having been inaugurated with respect to the goods of American citizens, as tending
to weaken tho well-known feeling of kindness that had so long existed on the part of
our citizens toward Japan.
LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STATES,
Tokio, JaJwn, January 2:~,

1890.

JJb·. Swift to Afr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 91.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tokio, February 16, 1890. (Received l'vfarch 17.)
SIR: On the 7th instant, the day of the closing of tlte mail by which
my dispatch No. 88, dated February 5,1890, concerning the excise duty
upon" Scott's Emulsion'' was sent to you, I received from Viscount Aoki,
His Imperial Japanese :M ajesty's minister of state for foreign affairs, a
paper purporting to be a precis of the interview upon that subject
which took place at the foreign office on the 23d ultimo, giving Viscount
Aoki's version thereof. It was also accompanied by a separate note
with English translation, a copy of which I herewith inclose. The note
and precis arrived, however~ after my dispatch was substantially marle
up and too late to inclose with it.
Upon examining the precis, a copy of which is herewith inclosed, I
found that my part of the conversation had been misunderstood, or at
least misinterpreted in certain particulars, which, though not material
to the question, were yet, a8 I considered, deserving of correction. The
corrections were made in a ''memorandum" which l prepared and sent
to His Excellency on the lOth instant, a copy ofw hich is herewith inclosed.
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You will observe that Viscount Aoki's version of his own statements
agrees with my own upon the main point, namely:
First. That His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government bas levied
an internal or excise as well as a license tax upon the article of American production known as "Scott's Emulsion;"
Second. Tllat they do this under a construction of the treaty which,
they hold, permits it; and
Third. They thus claim that, without violating the treaty, they may
do the same with respect to kerosene oil, tobacco, or any other article
of American production whenever they are so disposed.
This I regard to be all that is material to the question submitted to
you for instructions in my dispatch above named.
As I have already given my reasons for considering this position to
be violative of the treaty and practically in subversion of it, I will not
add any further remarks, but submit the matter upon my former statement.
I have, etc.,
JOITN F. SWIFT.
[Inclo:mre 1 in No. 91.-Translation.]

T'iscount ..Joki to M1·. Swift.
_No.6.]

DEPAHTJ\IENT FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

Tolc·io, the 6th day, the 2d month, tlw 2:3d yea1' of Meiji (February 6, 1890).
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's note bearing
date the 24th ultimo, in which yon inclose for my examination and approval a memorandum of our interview of the day previous.
In view of the statement contained in your note, to the effect that, in the event you
beard no objection from me before the departure of the next mail, you would assume
that your understanding and recollection of the conversation as set forth in the precis
was subsLautially correct and that you should forward it to your Government, I feel
compelled to draw your attention to the fact that the note and precis did not reach
this department until half pastl o'clock in the afternoon of the 28th ultimo, that is,
not until some time after the mail succeeding the date of your note had actually been
closed in Tokio.
Apart from the question of the immediate disposition made by you of the precis, I
beg to say that His Imperial Majesty's Government would not, under any circumstances, regard themselves as excluded by the fact that they had from any cause been
prevented from replying to a communication within a specified period, unless, indeed,
they had themselves consented to the limitation of time. And this reservation, permit me to add, is all the more important in the present instance, as I am reluctantly
compelled to withhold my adhesion from Your Excellency's precis.
Immediately after your departure from this department on the 23d ultimo, Mr.
Miyaoka, who was present at our interview, prepared, in pursuance of instructions
from me, a fnll and complete recor<l of our conversation. Instead of attempting to
point out Rpecifically the particulars in which my understanding of what occnrre1l at
the interview is at variance with yo~n· recollection of the same incidents, I beg to inclose herewith a copy of Mr. Miyaoka/s precis, with the remark that it has my approval. I can not, however, permit myself to pass over this branch of the subject
without expressing surprise at tho remarks attributed to me in Your Excellency's
precis, to the effect that I stated that I could not take into account what the American people might feel or think, and that the rights and interests of Japan alone were
the subject of my concern. I have no recollection whatever of making use of any
such declaration, and I now frankly avow that if words bearing any such construction
had escaped from me during the interview they would have been conLrary to my own
sentiments and opposed to t!Je sentiments of His Imperial Majesty's Government.
In deference to Yonr Exccllenc)'S expressed disinclination to discuss the merits of
the question of the right of the Imperial Government to impose an internal tax upon
imported licensed medicines, I shaH, of course, refi·ain from presenting to yon those
important considerations upon which the decision of the Imperial Government was
predicated. His Imperial Majesty's Government value too highly the friendship and
good opinion of the United States to pe1·mit the Cabinet at Washiugton to remain in
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ignorance of those considerations, and I shall consequently deem it my duty to communicate to the Government of the United States on the subject through His Imperial Majesty's legation at Washington.
It is, however, proper for me to correct several misapprehensions of fact under
which you labor. The present action of the Imperial Government implies no departnre from the construction of the treaty between our respective Governments which
had always previously prevailed. On the contrary, the law complained of only went
into operation 7 years ago, and, whenever any questions have arisen under it or
under similar statutes, the rulings of His Imperial Majesty's Government have been ·
uniform and in harmony with tho present decision. The Imperial Government have
not picked out an article of American production upon whicll to essay a new interpretation of their treaties. It was certa.inly intended that the law shonhl be universal in its application, and if, as yo11 assert, articles falling within the purview of
the enactment have escaped taxation, it was an error of the tax otncers of the Government, which will without delay be rectilied.
I avail, etc.,
VIRCOUNT

Smzo Amn,

His llnpetial lJfajesty's Minisiet fot Foreign A.Oitil's.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 91.]

P1·ecis of an intm·view at the ministry of fm·eign affairs, Tokio, January 23, 1890, in ?'eference to the 1·igltt of the Japanese Government to levy a license and excise tax upon a
licensed ntedicine known as "Scott's Emulsion of Cod-lit,er Oil.'~
There were present: Their Excellencies Mr. Swift, United States minister, and Viscount Aoki, His Imperial Japanese Majesty's minister of state for foreign affairs.
Mr. Miyaoka acted as interpreter.
Mr. Swift opened the conversation by calling attention to Viscount Aoki's note of
tlw 17th instant. He had sought this interview, he said, in order to ascertain the extent to which the Japanese Government claimed the right to cauy the prillciple of
taxing internally imported goods. He was anxious to know, he continued, whether
be was correct in assuming that the Japanese Government claimed the right to place
excise taxes upon all goods imported from the United States.
Viscount Aoki, in replying to Mr. Swift's inquiry, expressed a disinclination to
discuss the question in the comprehensive sense in \Yhich it was propounded. He,
however, })Ointed out to Mr. Swift that a special law existed by virtue of which certain internal taxes were imposed on licensed medicines. That law was, in the opinion of tbe Japanese Government, he said, equally applicable to licensed medicines im- '
ported from abroad. He added, in the same connection, that the .Japanese Government claimed the right to make all necessary administrative regulations concerning
the health and safety of the people, and finally, after being pressed by Mr. Swift for
an answer to his question, Viscount Aoki declared that the Japanese Goveriunent
were of the opinion that under existing treat_ies they still had the right to place certain internal taxes upon goods imported from abroad.
Mr. Swift observed that "Scott's Emulsion" was in itself but a trifling matter.
The general construction which the Japanese Government were now endeavoring to
introduce into their treaties was of much more serious importance. It seemed to him
that the Japanese Government were trying to overthrow the interpretation of their
treaties which had prevailed for 30 years, and it looked to him, he said, as though
tlwy had pickecl out an article of American manufacture upon which to make the
first attempt. If, he continued, he should write details of this matter to Washington-and he expressed his intention to do so-the Government and people of the
United States would think that the Japanese Government had imposed upon their
friendship, and they would naturally conclude that their friendly policy was disadvantageous to them. Mr. Swift conclnded by referring to the treaty of 1878 as evidence of the kintlly feeling manifested by the United States towards Japan.
Viscount Aoki expressed a conviction that a nation lost nothing by maintaining
a friendly attitude towards other states, and he would, he said, regret exceedingly
if Mr. Swift's report concerning the action of the Japanese Government in this matter created at Washington the impression which he (Mr. Swift) had predicted that
it wonld. He was, he added, fully aware of the cordial and friendly relations which
had always existed between the Governments and people of Japan and the United
States, and he well knew that it was. the desire of the Imperial Government to perpetuate those relations. It was consequently a source of regret for him to learn, as
he had just done, that Mr. Swift labored uncler the impression that the Japanese
Government had picked out an article of American manufacture upon which to ex-
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periment in the matter of Laxation. He assured Mr. Swift that the Japanese Government have no desire whatever to make any discrimination. In a question of this
kind the Japanese Government could not regard at all the place of production or
manufacture. Had "Scott's Emulsion" been manufactured in England or Germany,
instead of America., Viscount Aoki was positive it would have been subjected to exactly the same tax as is now imposed.
Mr. Swift desired to know if any articles imported from countries other than
America were subject to an excise tax.
Viscount Aokireplicd t,hat he ha<l no general report from the department of home
affairs, but he happeneu to have a special report which mentioned that a license<l
medicine called the ''Pain Killer" was taxed in t~e manner complained of by Mr.
Swjft.
Mr. Swift observed that tho "Pain Killer" was also an 1\.morican preparation, and
he again invited Viscount Aoki to indicate a single medicinal preparation imported
from some other country-Germany, for instance-upon which an excise tax was
levied.
Viscount Aoki repeated his former statement on the subject~ to the effect that he
was not iu possession of a general report from the department of home affairs. He
reminded Mr. Swift that the licenses were granted, and the taxes assessed and collected, by the local officials. This fact, he thought, wonld account for tho absence
of more explicit information on the subject, and it would also explain any conflicting
practices that might exist in different parts of tho country. Viscount Aoki volunteered to obtain tho desired information from the local authorities if Mr. Swift dosired it.
Mr. Swift said he had no desire to possess such information. He contented himself
with declaring that in levying an excise tax upon goods imported from the United
States the Japanese Government violated their treaty engagements.
Viscount Aoki was unable to concur in this opinion, as he thought tho Japanese
Government had not surrendered tlw right to impose the tax in question.
Mr. Swift called attention to article III of the treaty of 1858. He thought, he sa.i<l,
• that that article ha(l been overlooked by the Japanese Government. It provided that
Japanese might freely sell any article sold to them by Americans. He had, he added,
consulted other gentlemen belonging to the diplomatic corps, and they had all united
in declaring that they had never before heard of the construction that tho Japanese
Government now seek to put on their treaties.
Viscount Aoki den.ietl that the Japanese Government had prohibited the sale of
"Scott's Emulsion." They had only exercised their right to levy an internal tax
upon that article in common with other licensetl. medicines-both domestic and
foreign.
Mr. Swift said that Viscount Aoki's last observation was only a repetition of the
statement contained in the note under discussion. What he wi8hed to know, he said,
was whether Japan claimed the right to levy an additional tax: on imported goods,
and, if they did, whether they claimed that the right of internal taxation extended as
well to general merchandise, such, for instance, as kerosene and tobacco.
Viscount Aoki had no doubt as to the abstract right of Japan to impose the tax in
question on kerosene or tobacco, but, as a matter of fact, he said, Japa.u ha<l made no
attempt to impose the dnty. Kerosene was under tho law free from internal taxation,
while the only internal impost on tobacco was a manufacturer's tax:, so that imported
tobacco was free after paying the customs duty.
Mr. Swift was anxwus to know iftheJapanese Government claimed that they had
the right to enact a law :tt any time imposing an internal tax on imported goods.
Viscount Aoki replied in tho affirmative, and in that connection he recalled Mr.
Swift's attention to the fact 1at in 1888 the finance minister issued a notification
modifying the system that had previously been in vogue of calculating dutiable
values for customs purposes. That action was a departure from the preexisting practice, but it elicited no protest from the treaty powers.
Mr. Swift was able to perceive a distinction between the two cases. He did not
think that the action of the minister of finance was violative of the treaty. But
he was unable to discover any reason why the Japanese Government might not tax
internally kerosene and all other articles imported from the United States if their
contention concernin~ "Scott's Emulsion" was correct.
Viscount Aoki replied that the law determined what articles should pay internal
taxes, and, while under existing statutes several articles were subject to excise, he
believed that licensed medicines were the only articles that were taxed that were
imported.
Mr. Swift was unable to discover why the Japanese Government desired to revise
their treaties .i.f the right of taxation which they now claimerl was unqualified.
Viscount Aoki pointetl ont that there were other questions involve<l in t.he subJect
of treaty revision. The Japanese Government, he maintained, had ~o desire to levy

'
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an internal tax on kerosene. Had they deerue(l such a course good policy, of course
it would have ueen abstud to discuss customs duties in connection with treaty revision.
Mr. Swift wished it nmler~;tood that he was not referring to the intention or desire
of the .Japanese Government. He was dealing solely with the question of right, and
he again asked if, in contemplation ofthetr treaties, the Japanese Government claimed
the right-apart from their intention to exercise the right-to impose an internal tax
on duty-paid imports.
Viscount Aoki again replied in the affirmative.
Mr. Swift thereupon expressed t·he conviction that Japan had by her treaties surrendered the right. He then t•eferrcd to the "likin" tax, which was collected in
China, and expressed the opinion that the stipulations in thH treaty of 18G8, on the
subject of taxation, were inserted in order to prevent Japan from levying a likin tax.
Viscount Aoki agreed with Mr. Swift as to the intent,ion of the treaty. Likin, he
tlOinted out, was a transit tax, and Japan had, be was satisfied, waived her right to
levy any tax in connection with tra,nsportation upon imported goods; but the express
qnalification, in his opinion, implied the right to impose other taxes.
1 Mr. Swift, on the other hand, thuugbt that if Japan was debarred from levying
likin she was equally prohibited from instituting any kind uf excise tax upon dutypaid imports.
Viscount Aoki adhered to his former construction of the treaty provision concerning the q ucstion of taxation upon transportation. It was clear to his mind that
Japan had surrendered her right in regard to transit taxes, but he could not admit
tha.t the surrender applied to other kinds of taxes. So long, he said, as Japan makes
no distinction between domestic and imported goods in the matter of taxation, he was
unaule to perceive what valid objection could exist.
Mr. Swift hased his objection upon the fact that the claim was violative of the
treaty. He should, he declared, report this matter to his Government and inform
them that Japan had violated her treaty. He thought it unfortunate that in her endeavor to get rid of her treaties Japan should select the United States, a power that
had invariably manifeste(l its friendly feeling for Japan, upon which to begin the •
experiment.
·
Viscount Aoki denied that the Japanese Government had any such intention as
that attributed to them by Mr. Swift, and be thought that the history of Japan's
fOl'cign relations and the manner in which she bad in good faith fulfilled onerous
treaty stipulations proved the contrary. Besides, if Japan ha.tl been actuated by
the motives which Mr. Swift attriuutcd to her, she would hardly have raised the
issue upon a matter of such trivial importance as the imposition of an excise tax
upon a medicinal preparation.
1\Ir. Swift thought tho Japanese Government knew exactly what they were attempting to accomplish. He repeated that Japan was violating her treaties, and be
again declared tha.t he was of the opinion that she was doing so in order to get rid of
her engagements.
Viscount Aoki said that it was apparent that they httd reached a point in the discussion where they could no longer agree; he therefore suggested that future arguments be reduced to writing. If, he continued, Mr. Swift would address him on the
subject, he (Viscount Aoki) would reply, and in that way he bopetl they might be
able to arrive at a common understanding.
Mr. Swift declined to adopt the suggestion. He was satisfied, be said, that Japan
l1atl violated her treaty, and it only remained for him to communicate with his Government on the subject.
Viscount Aoki acknowledged the right of 1\fr. Swift to communicate with his Government in any sense he saw fit. If Mr. Swift decline to discuss the question, he
(Viscount Aoki) had nothing more to say.
Mr. Swift expressed his intention of preparing a precis of the interview, and he added
that be would send a copy of it when completed to Viscount Aoki for examination
and approval.
Viscount Aoki replied that he should be happy to receive the pr6cis.
This terminated the interview.
DEPART~IENT 01•' FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

1'okio, the 23d day of thiJ !Qt month, 23d yea1· of Meiji (January 23, 1890).
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Mr. Swift to Viscount Aoki.

No.41.]

LEGATION

UNITED STATES,
1'okio, February 10, 1800.
VISCOUNT: I herewith transmit to you a memorandum, in which I take the liberty
of calling your attention to and correcting what seems to me to be certain misinterpretations of my part of the conveTsatiou tlmt took place on the 23d of January
last, concerning the matter of the excise tax on the article known as ''Scott's Emulsion," which misinterpretation, I have no doubt, was unintentional and the result of
natural difficulties of translation.
I avail myself, etc.,
J~IIN F. SWIFT.
01!' Till<:

l IucloHure.j
Memorandum.

Mr. Swift has tne honor to acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency Viscount
Aoki's precis of the interview which took place at the ministry of foreign affairs
January 23, 1890, in reference to the right of the Japanese Government, umler existing treaties, to levy a license and excise tax upon an article of American production
known as "Scott's Emulsion."
And, while satisfied in the main with His Excellency's version of the affair, which
he, Mr. Swift, considers to be 'upon all material points substantially identical with
his own precis furnished on the 23d of January, 1890, yet, nevertheless, upon certain
matters immaterial to the principal question he finds that some inaccuracies, especially as to remarks attributed to Mr. Swift on tuat occasion~ have fouml their way
into the memorandum, doubtless owing to the misunderstanding on the llart of tho
interpreter of the language actually used by Mr .. Swift.
As to the words nurporting to have been use(l by His Excellency Viscount Aoki,
Mr. Swift has no doubt that they are accurately set forth in the precis made at the
foreign office, and where the two differ will, of course, accept the statement of His
Excellency as correct.
In several places the precis of His Excellency Viscount Aoki records Mr. Swift as
expressing an opinion as to what his Government would think of the action taken
by the Government of Japan in the construction now placed upon the treat.ies, and
especially that the United States Government would think that the J apancse Government "had imposed upon its friendship."
Mr. Swift at no time ventured to express or intimate an opinion as to what his
Government would think of the matter, nor as to the impression his report of the
treaty construction would create at Washington. Mr. Swift expressed a fear that
more or less of his countrymen, especially those engaged in commerce with Japan,
would think that the Japanese Government hall selected the United States tor the
initiation of a new and unexpected construction of the treaties, and would feel aggrieved with consequent results.
'rhe following language, attributed to Mr. Swift in His Excellency Viscount Aoki's
precis, leads him to think that he was not llnderstootl by the interpreter, as it is certainly inaccurate, namely:
"Mr. Swift based his objection upon the fact that the claim was violative of the
treaty. He should, he declared, report tho matter to his Government and inform
them that Japan had violated her treaty. He thought it unfortunate that in her endeavor to get rid of her treattes Japan should select the United States, a power that
had invariably manifested its friendly feeliug for Japan, upon which to begin the
ex peri men t."
All of this being immaterial to the main point, Mr. Swift would not consider it of
sufficient importance to call for correction, but for the general tone of disrespect to
the Japanese Government which the la:cguage imports, a disrespect Mr. Swift is very
far from feeling, and which would, under the circumstances, have been improper for
him to express if he had entertained such feelings.
The same inexactness occurs in at.tributing another speech to Mr. Swift, namely:
"Mr. Swift thought the Japanese Government knew exactly what they were attempting to accomplish. He repeated that Japan was violating her treaties, and he
again declared that he wa.s of the opinion that she was doing so in order to get rid
of her engagements,"
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Mr. Swift disclaims the nbe of these expressions or of anythin~ capable of such a
meaning.
He did give it as his opinion that the excise duty upon ''Scott's Emulsion" was
in violation of the treaty, and that the ruling of Viscount Aoki in his note No. 4 of
January 17, extending the ruling to all American productions, if put into force, would
lead to further violations of it. He also said that His Excellency Viscount Aoki's
ruling was a new and unexpected construction placed upon the treaties, and that he
regretted that an article of American production had been chosen upon which to
make the initial applic~tion of the new doctrine, giving for his regret the reasons
above named.
He did not at any time "declare that he would report to his Government that
Japan had violated her treaty;" nor did he intimate that his intention to report the
facts of the case to his Government was the result of anything other than the regu·
lar and ordinary discharge of his duties in reporting this in common with all other
transactions of his legation. He did not at any time use any such expression as that
"the Japanese Government lmew exactly what they were attempting to accomplish," nor ''that Japan was endeavoring to get rid of her treaties," nor "violating
them in order to get rid of her engagements/'
Mr. Swift said nothing tending to impugn the motives or question the sincerity or
integrity of His Imperial Majesty's Government in the construction of the treaty.
·what he did say was that, in his opinion, the construction was new; that it was a
I'eversal of a construction long acquiesced in; and that he, Mr. Swift, thought it to
be violative of the langua~e and iutent of the treaty. But he did not, either expressly
or by illlplication, su~gest that the Ja.panese Government thought it to be a violation of the treaty.
It is true that Mr. Swift declined to discuss the question of treaty construction, but
he gave as a reason for refusing that. until he could ascertain the views of his Government, he did not feel at liberty to do so. Mr. Swift did not pretend to know what
his Government would think; in fact, at the outset of the interview he announced
that he wished to inquire as to the exact position of the Japanese Government, in
order that he might, as it was his duty to do, correctly report that position to his own
Government.
l<'rom the pr6eis of His Excr~l311L· Y Viscount Aoki, it appears that he suggested to
Mr. Swift that it was apparent that they had reached a point in the discussion where
the.v could no longer agree, aud that, in future, arguments be reduced to writing~ etc.
Mr. Swift has no rl.oubt that Viscount Aoki used precisely that language, though
he, Mr. Swift, does not remember to have had it translated to him or to have understood it.
He will, however, cheerfully follow the suggestion, and, should further discussion
be found necessary, which he can only determine after hearing from his Government,
he will follow t.hat plan so far as it can conveniently be done.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATJ<jS,

Tokio, E'ebrua1'y 10, 1890.

Jllr. Swilt to lllr. Blaine.

No. JOG.J

l.;EGA'l'ION OF 'l'HE UNITED S'l'A'l'ES,

Tokio, lJiarch 18, 1890. (Heceived April15.)
SIR: Some time since Mr. V. Marshall Law, a citizen of the United
States residing in Tokio, informed me that he had in his possession a
section of rope made of human hair whieh had been used as an ordinary
cable in lifting building material in the construction of a Buddhist
temple at Kioto, in Japan, which he desired to transmit as a free gift
to the Smithsonian Institution for final deposit as an object of general
public interest. He at the same time inquired if I could in any manner
facilitate the transport of this curious rope to it~ place of destination,
inasmuch as for him to do so would involve on his part some outlay of
money and other inconveniences more or less difficult to overcome. As
I understood l\fr. Law to say, the priests of the temple only consented
to part with the piece of rope upon the positive assurance from him
that the rope was not for 1\'Ir. Law, but for the American nation, and
that it would be placed in the Smithsonian Institution as a public
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deposit, and, in faet, that they intended it as a gift to the people of the
United States, positively declining to allow any private person to have
what they regarded as a sacred thing.
Under these circumstances, I have thougllt it proper to assist in its
conYeyance and delivery and to utilize the return dispatch pouch to
transmit the rope to the United States, in the belief that you will consider this curious relic worthy of being so officially fowarded and approve my action.
I have the honor, therefore, to request that you will cause the section
of human hair rope, with the accompanying photograph of the entire
rolls of cable still remaining at the new Buddllist temple at Kioto, as
well as the papers and documents, .including a copy of the letter from
Mr. Law, to be delivered to the Smithsonian Institution in such manner
as you may deem suitable and proper.
I have, etc,
JOITN F. SWIFT.
[Inclosure in No. 106.]

Mr. Law to Mr. Swift.
TOKIO, March 6, 18!)0,
Sm: The writer sends yon to-day a section of l'Ope made
of human hair, also a largo photograph of all the remaining hair cables in existence
at this time, a table of the names of provinces of the donors showing the size and
length of each of the ropes used in the construction of the eastern Hon-gwan-ji temple
at Kioto, and a lithograph drawn to scale of that famous Buddhist edifice, with the
1·eqnost that if it meets with your approval it may be forwarded to the Smithsonian
Institution in the United States, with such of the latter-named documents as may,
in your estimation, be of interest to the patrons of that institution.
These articles came into my possession under the following circumstances: Last
July the ·writer visited Kioto, and while looking over that ancient city of Japan visited the Hon-gwan-ji temple, then almost completed. His attention was particularly
drawn to the numerous black hair cables lying about, all of which were or had been
in use for elevating heavy timbers, etc. Upon inquiry he learne<l that these ropes
were made from the hair of men and women who were the followers of Buddha, and
who had sacrificed their long hair that these ropes might be made. The writer
was impressed with the fact that these hair ropes told an eloquent story of the
self-sacrificing devotion of the fo1lowers of this religion, and he at once made efforts
to secure pieces of the ropes to send to the Smithsonian Institution. Every effort
made at that time failed, and the best he coul<l. do was to request that his a1)plication
be placed "on :file" and brought before the council of Buddhist priests. As many
sight-seers had already made etl:orts to beg or buy pieces of these ropes to no purpose,
the writer suffered many a quiet "smile" from his friends, who, while they were
astonished at the writer's audacity, felt that they knew perfectly well that he would
never get a piece of those ropes under any pretext whatever. But at last, after more
than 7 months, the leading Buddhist priest of Japan, Hiramatz Rei, has delivered to
the writer the section of the largest cable called for, along with the photograph and
printed tables of length and weight, the two latter having been especially provided
by them, in order that Americans might the better judge of the enormous quantity of
hair furnished them for the making of these ropes. The writer can not rid himself of
the idea that the religious people of America can learn a lesson of personal sacrifice
and devotion from these followers of Buddha in Japan. How many churches would
be built in Christendom if the rank and file were called upon to sacrifice their hair
for the manufacture of the necessary ropes and cables t
Respectfully submitting these relics to your disposal, in accordance with a pledge
made to Mr. Hiramatz Rei, tho writer remains,
Yours, very sincerely,
HONORABLE AND DEAR

V.

MARSHALL LAW,

25 Tsukiji, Tokio.

Since the 13th year of Meiji (1880), when the rebuilding of the two halls of the eastern Hon-gwau-ji, in Kioto, '"as begnn, the faithful laymen and laywomen of every
place have been unauimous in presenting to the principal temvle (.Hon-zau) strong
l!' R
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l'IIJlCB made of their
r~acbed 53 lines in

own llairs to be used for tlle work. 'l'bo number of these ropes
all, aml 29 of them were already broken or became useless from
frequent using, though they were equally very strong. The length and wei~ht, etc.,
of these ropes are no longer kn()wn, bnt there exist 24 lines. For tllo sake ot memory
of the future, therefore, we make a table of tllo names of the donators' places and of
tho length and weight of tllo existing 24 lines.
OJ!'.I!'ICJ<J Ol!' Tlll<J RJ<JBUILDING AI!'L•'AIRS
(o.l!' nm EASTEitN HoN-GWAN ·JI),

7th month, 22d yem· of Meiji (1880).
I.-A table of the names of the 1)rovinces of the donatm·s of tlte hair 1'01108,
Province.

-

Line.

Etcbn ..••••.•..•••.•...............•.......
Echigo .................................... .
U~o ....................................... .
Sanuki. .................................. .
Echizen ................................... .

16
15
10
4
3

Province.
IIarima. ...•....•............•.............
Iwaki .••••........•.•....••..............
Bungo ..•••..........•.••.................

3
1
1

Total ............................... .

53

II.-A table of the nnmber, length, and weight of the existing hai1· ro1Jes.

Number.

Length.

Circle or
circum- 'Veight.
ference.

Shaku,
Jo, shaku. sun, bu.
6, 0
1 ...... ············
13,8
1, 3, 0
2...... ............
36,0
3 ...... ··•••· ......
4............ ......
5 ............ ····6..................
7..................

8..................
9............ ......

10..................
11. ..... ··•••• .•••••
12...... .... . . . ... .•
13..................
14..................

30,3
23,7
15,6
14,4
17,1
20,1
29,1
25,8
8, 8
11,3
28,2
7, 6

1, 0, 0

7, 5
6, 5
6, 0

6, 0
9, 0

6, 0
7, 0
4, 0

7,5
9, 5
5, 6

Kwan,
mom me.
18,300
280,000
66,000
28,500
1, 600
14,800
23,000
42,700
10,600
46,000
13,200
17, 600
63, 000
10, bOO

Number.

15.................
16.................
17.................
18 ................
19 ......... ··•·· .. .
20.................
21. ....... -.... • • • .

22...... .•••••. .. ..
23....... .••••. .. ..
24....... ..........
·rotal.. ....... .

Length.

Circle or
circumfereuce.

Weight.

Sltakn,
Kwan,
Jo,shaku. sun, bn. momme.
7, 6
6, 8
23, 700
7, 5
6, 5
10,000
31,5
9,0
70,500
24,0
5, 5
{:5, 300
9, 4
23,6
57,800
22,8
1, 1, 0
100,000
Hi, 2
7, 0
20,000
13,8
6, 3
13, 800
11,4
4,4
8, 750
12,6
6, 3
16,000
452,8

7, 5, 8

11051,

650

I

=

1 jo 9.9421186 feet. 1 sha.ku = 11.930542 ~nchos. 1 bu= 1.4316650 line. 1 kwan = 10.064575
pounds. 1momme = 2.4154980 pennyweights.
The commas between the figures are used as we would use a ruling. Thus in the first column it
reads13jo and 8 sbaku.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Swift.

No. 59.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lVashington, Jlfa1·ch 18, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 88 of the 5th
ultimo, in relation to taxes imposed by the Japanese Government upon
an American preparation known as " Scott's Emulsion." This prepa.
ration is described as a "food medicine," being composed of cod·liver
oil, hypophosphites of lime and soda, glycerine, etc.
It appears that the China and Japan Trading Company, by whom
the article in question has been imported into Japan, sought the advice
of the United States minister at Tokio,. in 1888, as to whether it would
be required of them, being a firm of American merchants, to take out a
license for the sale o£ the commodity, and that they were informed by
him that it would ·not be necessary. Acting upon this advice, they pro·
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ceeded to advertise tlw preparation and to arrange for its importation
and sale. In the early part of 1889, after the emulsion had for sometime ~een on the market, the Japanese retail merchants, ~y arrangement with whom the preparation was disposed of, were informe<l hy
their Government that they must purchase a special license for its sale.'
The American importers, in order to avoid delay and tron~le, instructed
tlw ,Japanese merchants to o~tain the license, but at the same time applied to the legation to secure, if possible, by diplomatic action a withdrawal of the order of the Japanese Government. In response to this
application, you addressed the Japanese foreign office a note bearing
date September 13, 1889, copy of which you inclose. After this note
was written another ground of complaint arose. In addition to the
license tax previously required, the Japanese merchants were informed
that they must pay an excise dut,y of 10 per cent. ad valorem upon the
retail price of the preparation in the form of a reyenue stamp to be
placed on each bottle, and that an evasion of the order would be followed by punishment as for a misdemeanor or public offense. In consequence of this .new exaction, the Japanese merchants were unable
any longer to deal in the preparation and were compelled to return
the stock on hand to the importers. ~eanwhile, au imitation of the
preparation has been made by the Japanese and is having an extensiye
sale, due in large measure to the previous advertisiug of the American
commodity by the China and Japan Trading Company.
On the subject of the second exaction you addressed the Japanese
foreign office a note bearing date the 4th of October last. On the 23d of
that month Viscount Aoki acknowledged the reception of your two
notes, to which he promised a further reply when he should have received a report from the department of home aflairs. The further
. reply was uot made until the 17th of January last, and in it Viscount
Aoki defends the action of his Government on the twofold ground, first,
that" Scott's Emulsion," beiu gin the nature of a medieal preparation, falls
within the Japanese regulations for the sale of licensed medicines, which
require a special license·to be taken out for the vending of such articles; and, second, that under the treaties the Japanese Govermnent has
the right to levy internal taxes on all goods or articles of mercbaudise
imported into tl1C JDmpire. On the 23d of January last you had a conversation by appointment with Viscount Aoki at the foreign otl:ice,
in regard to the question at issue, and of this conversation you inclose
in your dispatch a precis.
Under date of the 7th instant, the Department received from the
charge d'affaires of Japan at this capital a note relating to the same
subject-matter as your dispatch. Accompanying this note are copies of
your two notes of September 13 and October A, 1889, to Oount Okuma;
of the replies of Viscount Aoki of the 23d of Octob.er and of the 17th
of January last; of your precis, communicated to Viscount Aoki on
January 24, of your conversation with him of the preceding day, and
also of a precis, prepared by the viscount, of the same interview.
Oopies of the note of the Japanese charge d'affaires and of Viscount
Aoki's pr~cis of the conversation of the 23d of January are herewith inclosed.* The two accounts of the interview vary in some particulars, not
an infrequent occurrence where conversations are conducted through
an interpreter, but into those variances it is not thought to be material
or expedient to enter.
·
*For note of Japanese charge d'affairs of March 7, 1890, see correspondence with
Japanese legation at Washington, page 116; for Viscount Aoki's precis see inclosure
2 in No. 91, page 588.
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In the note of the charge d'afl'aires the same arguments are used in
defense of the action of the Japanese Government as are found in Viscount Aoki's note to you of the 17th of January last; but it is observed
that in the note of the cbarg,~ d'afl'aires it is said that while the Imperial Government entertains the views before stated and feels confident
that the Government of the United States ma.y accept them, the Imperial authorities would not have it understood that they would in flexibly
adhere to their opinion or hesitate to abolish the internal taxes upon
the imported article if it could be conclusively shown that they are not
altogether correct in their position; and in this relation they ask an expression of the views of the United States upon the sul~ject.
Iu reaching a conclusion in regard to the admissibility of the taxes
in question it is thought to be necessary to refer only to two provisions
in the treaty between the United States and Japan of 185H, to which
you have already called attention. By the third article of that treat;y
it is provided thatAmericans may freely bny from Japanese and sell to them any articles that either
may have for sal<', without the iute1·vention of any Japane~c ofticers in such purchase
or sale, or mmaking or receiving payment for the same.

And thatAll classes of Japanese may pnrchase, eell, keep, or use auy arLicle Hohl to them by
the Americans.

The obvious purpose of these two provisions was to do away completely with the restrictions which had previously existed in Japan
against the sale of articles of merchandise by Americans to the Jap.
anese and the free disposition by the latter of the articles so sold.
By tbe seventh article of the treaty of 1854 (the first treaty between
the United States and Japan) it was agreed that ships of the Uniteu
States resorting to the ports open to them should be permitted to exchange gold and silver coin and articles of gooflS for other articles of
goods, under such regulations as should be temporarily established by
tlte Japanese Government for that purpose. This stipulation secured
no general right of commerce and was found to be of little practical
value. The treaty of 1858 announced and secured a complete reversal
of tlte previous policy of t.he Japanese Government. Absolute liberty
of tra.de having been established by article 3 of the treaty, the conditions under which trade should in the future be carried on were defined
in the next succeeding article.
Duties [so reads article 4 of the treaty] shaH lle paid to tho Government of Japan
on all goods landed in the country, and on all articles of Japanese production that
are exported as cargo, according to the tariff hereunto appended.
·

l)rovision is then made.for the valuation of goous, for the exemption
from duty of supplies for the United States Government, and the importation of opium is prohibited. . Then follows this stipulation:
All goods imported into Japan ancl which have pa.icl tbe duty llxed by this treaty
may be tranrsported by the Japanese into any part of the Empire without the pltyment
of any tax, excise, or transit duty whatever.

Viscount Aoki contends that under this stipulation the J apauese
has the right to impose such internal taxes as it may deem
proper upon foreign goods imported into the Empire and found in Japanese hands, provided no duty is levied upon their transportation, thus
laying special and exclusive stress upon the words " may be transported." These words he considers as defining and limiting the scope
of the whole stipulation. After careful reflection, I find myself wholly
unable to concur in Viscount Aoki's interpretation. I am forced to the
Go,~ernment
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conclusion that it is excluded, not only by the general purpose, but also
by the express terms of the treaty. It may be true, as has been suggested,
that the American negotiator of the treaty of 1858 had in mind in his
negotiations with the Japanese Government the " likin" tax, or transit
duty, imposed on foreign goods in the Chinese Empire. But, admitting
this to be the case, the language of the treaty renders it clear that it
was intended, while doing away with the transit duty, to prevent the
imposition of equally onerous and distinctive taxes in other forms.
The objection to the "likin" tax was and is that it practically annuls
the benefits intended to be secured to foreign nations by the establishment of a definite schedule of tariff' duties. The objection to it rests,
not upon the ground that it is a duty upon transportation, but upon
the fact that it in reality increases to the extent of the tax imposed the
amount of duties required to be paid upon foreign importations.
The words "may be transported" were employed merely for the
purpose of preventing a differential treatment of the imported goods
based upon a change of the place in which they might be found or
of the hands into which they might come. In itself the matter of
transportation amounted to little and was a mere incident. If the
goods were to be transported, it was for some purpose, viz, one of
those mentioned in article 3 of the treaty, to H purchase, sell, keep,
or use." It would have availed nothing to exempt the transit from
duty if, the moment it was completed, the goods became liable to further
taxes at the will of the apanese Government. Hence it was provided
that they might be transported without the payment of" any tax, excise,
or transit duty whatever." The argument of Viscount Aoki eliminates
from this provision the words" taxes and excise," and leaves only the
words "transit duty," or at most makes the former words merely synonymous with the term "transit duty." I am unable to perceive any rule
of interpretation by which such a construction can be admitted. The
words "tax and excise" must be heJd to have been used advisedly and
for some purpose. In the opinion of the Department the language of
the whole stipulation shows that it was the clear intention of the contracting parties to preclude the assessment of duties, in addition to
those provided in the treaty, by reason of the passage of the goods
from American into Japanese hands.
It confirmed and secured the right guarantied by article 3 of the
treaty, of the free sale of goods by Americans to Japanese, and of the
right of all classes of Japanese to purchase, sell, :Keep, or use such
goods. ·
If anything were needed to sustain this opinion, ample confirmation of
it would be found in the uniform practice of the Japanese Government
during the 30 years that have elapsed since the treaty was concluded.
Never before, within the knowledge of the Department, has it been
claimed by that Government that goods having paid the duties prescribed
by the treaty might further be burdened with internal taxes. Such,
also, as your dispatch shows, has been the practice of the Japanese
Government with respect to goods imported hy other foreigners than
Americans. Indeed, the efforts that have been put forth through so
many years to reach a readjustment of the conventional tariff's have
been, so far as Japan is concerned, misdirected and unnecessary if she
posAesses the power, immediately after goods have passed into Jap~
nese bands, to subject them to such further duties as she may see fit to
impose.
This Government is therefore compelled to regard the recent action
of the Japanese Government as a clear and substantial violation of the
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provisions of the treaty of t858; and it confidently relies, ·in its expectation of the reversal of that action, upon the expression found in the
note of the ~Japanese charge d'affaires of the readiness of the Japanese
Government to abolish t-he taxes in question if shown to be in contlict
with the treaties.
Your protest against these new exactions is therefore approved, and
you are instructed to communicate the views herein expressed to the
,Japanese Government by leaving a copy of this communication withthe minister for foreigil. afl'airs.
I am, etc.,
JAJ\'lES G. BLAINE •
.llft·. Blaine to jl[r. Sw{ft.

No. 61.]

DEPAR'l'MENT oF STATE,

lf'ashington, jlfarch 20, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 80, of the 3d of
January last, in which you ask instructions on the su~ject of receiving
from the Japanese Government medals and other gifts for American
citizens, commemorative of events in which they may have been participants, or of services of a humane or other character which they may
have rendered.
By section 9, article r, of the Constitution of the United States it is
provided that·
No per8on hol<ling any office of profit or trnst under tbom [the Unitell Statf's] Rball,
witbont the consent of the Congress, accept any present, emolument, ollice, or title,
of any kind whatever, from :tny king, prince, or foreign . state.

This provision applies to the acceptance by officials of the United
States of presents, emoluments, offices, or titles for themselves. By
section 1751 of the Revised Statutes of the United States it is provided
that "no diplomatic or consular officer shall • * * ask or accept,
for himself or any other person, any present, emolument, pecuniary
favor, office, or title of any kind," from any foreign government. To the
constitutional prohibition against the acceptance by any officer of the
United States for himself of a present from a foreign government this
statute adds the inhibition that diplomatic and consular officers shall
not even receive such a present for anyone else. This · provision is
absolute, and the words ''present, emolument, pecuniary favor, office,
or title of any kind" seem to comprehend everything that can he the
subject of a gift.
The course generally observed in such matters is for the foreign government to transmit the present (if it be to a person competent to receive it) through its own officials. Where the present is intended for
an officer of the United States who is precluded by the Constitution
from receiving it, unless authorized. by Congress so to do, the course to
be followed is prescribed by section 3 of the act of January 31, IS81
(Stats. at Large, vol. 21, p. 604), which provides thatAny present, decoration, or other thing which slutll be conferred or presentee} by any
foreign government to any ofiicer of the United States, civil, naval! or military, shall
be tentlered through the Department of State, an(l not to the individual iu person;
bnt Hnch present, decoration, or other thing shall not be deli vere(l by the Department
of State unless so authorized by act of Congress.

I am, etc.,
JAMES

G.

BLAINE.
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Mr. Blaine to JJ!r. Swift.

No. 63.]

DEPARTMEN1' OF STATE,
TVashington, JJ[arch 21, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 91 of the 16th
ultimo, in which you inclosed"' memorandum correcting Viscount Aoki's
precis of the interview which you held with him at the imperial foreign
office on the 23d of January last, in relation to the excise duties imposed by the Japanese Government on Scott's Emulsion.
In conducting conversations thro.ugh an interpreter it frequently
occurs that expressions are misinterpreted, and in such case eacll party
is entitled to an opportunity to correct any misstatements attributed to
him. After considering the respective accounts of yourself and Viscount Aoki of what was said at the interview, the Department is of
opinion that the merits of the question at issue are not involved, and
It is hoped that your reRpective ex.planatiom; will be accepted as mutually satisfactory.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. l~LA.INE.
Jlfr. Swift to Jlir. Blaine.

No. 111.]

LEGA1'ION OF 1'HE UNITED STATES,
Tokio, April 8, 18DO. (Heceived May 5.)
Sr~: I have the honor to apprise you of the fact that I have been
absent from Tokio for a period of 6 days, beginning with the 30th
ultimo and ending the 4th instant. This time was occupied in going
to, coming from, and, whilst there, witnessing a series of military and
naval maneuvers and exercises of His Imperial Japanese Majesty's
land and sea forces, ending with a grand review of troops, covering
4 days of operations within the above period, carried on at and in the
immediate vicinity of a large city called Nagoya, on the eastern coast
of Japan, and about 235 miles in a southerly direction from the capital.
The members of the diplomatic corps were invited by direction of the
Emperor, and, with two or three exceptions, all attended. The invita·
tions, however, so far as the diplomatic body was concerned, were limited
to chiefs of missions, except in case of legations having military attaches,
when such attaches were also invited. The utmost pains were taken
by the officers of His Imperial Japanese Majesty's household department to make our visit enjoyable. Every possible provision was made
for our comfort, and the officers having the matter in charge, as well,
in fact, as all with whom we were brought in contact, from the Emperor down, were courteous and polite to a degree difficult to describe,
but most delightful to enjoy. A large and commodious Japanese inn
was fitted up in European style for our accommodation, with the electric
light especially introduced for the occasion. Here an excellent table
was served, and every day from 20 to 40 people, including 3 imperial
princes, the entire cabinet, the generals of the army, and the foreign
ministers present, sat down and dined together.
The fact that this is the first time, at least in Japan, that the diplo·
matic body has been invited to witness these maneuvers and displays
of force renders it not improbable that the Government are of the
opinion that the army and navy have now reached a point of completeness iu numbers, equipment, and discipline that they can with
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benefit to the preetige of the country exhibit them to the powers and
boldly challenge criticism. Not having myself any military knowledge
beyond that obtained by having to some extent traveled in Europe
with more or less opportunity to witness parades and reviews of troops,
but, except during the Franco-Prussian war, chiefly in time of peace, my
opinions of what I saw can be of little or no technical value. But it
scarcely requires professional skill to discover that Japan has made
very considerable progress in creating both an army and navy modeled
upon European systems of construction and discipline, and the recent
maneuvers about Nagoya were well calculated to show to the best
ad vantage the progress that has actually been made. The entire afl'air
was laid out so that the operations should be conducted as in a genuine
state of war, the general outlines of which alone were prearranged.
The .scheme of maneuvers and sham battles assumed that an alliance
against Japan had been formed between two foreign powers for the
conquest of the country; that the~e allied forces with a powerful fleet
of war ships domin_ated the sea, under the protection of which fleet an
army of invasion bad been disembarked on the eastern coast oft' Nagoya;
that other hostile vessels of war menaced all the prominent cities of the
Empire from Hakodate, on the north, to Nagasaki, on the south; that
for defense the Japanese army had completed its mobilization in its
various garrisons, while the navy was concentrated in certain protected
harbors, and the ~erchant marine, under the protection of such harbor
defenses, were securely ~nchored in the same ports. The defenses of
these ports were assumed to be completely organized. The invading
army, so said the scheme of operations, had obtained possession of the
railroads south of Nagoya on the Osaka side., while the army of defense
held those leading from Tokio south, and from thence approached to
.
repel the invaders.
The 31st of March was taken up with a naval sham battle, which I did
not have the opportunity to witness. But I am able to inform you
that the fleet of defense contained no less than six powerful iron or
steel men-of-war, built and armed in Europe upon the best modern plans,
with a number of torpedo boats; while that of attack had nine cruisers
or gunboats of similar class and quality, among wbich I noticed the
Naniwa, after the model and lines of which the U. S. cruiser Charleston, recently cons~rncted at San Francisco, is, I believe, copied. The
fleet of attack was accompanied by three transports.
The sham fight and other maneuvers at sea which took place on
Monday, according to information I received from Captain Ingalls, a
British naval officer of high standing who was present and saw them,
were highly creditable to both ships and crews and showed that, at least
so far as operating the ships and guns was concerned, the Japanese
have but little, if anything, to learn from western nations.
The land operations were carried on between two opposing armies
embracing on the actual field of battle in the aggregate about 28,000,
troops of various arms of the service, including artillery, cavalry, and
infantry. The opposing forces moved forward over the country as in
actual war, the fight commencing whenever contact was felt at any
point. I need hardly call attention to the fact that more troops were
actually engaged in these maneuvers than are now contained in the
entire United States Army. As for the make-up and equipment, personal bearing, aJlpearance, and movement of the rank and file of the
Japanese army at Nagoya, I will only say that, to the best of my jndgment, all were in the highest degree complete, effective, and soldierly,
according to the best European standards. Though at present I

believe such foreign military instructors as remain in Japanese se.r vice
are mostly German, the dress and equipment of the Japanese army are
strongly marked by earlier French influence. The troops dress mucli.
as French soldiers dress. They are well clothed in serviceable uniforms,
with good substantial leather shoes, and on the march bear a neaUy
constructed knapsack with a second pair strapped in sight. The dress
of all branches of the service as to material and make and as to color
and style of trimmings follows closely the French military dresR and is
wen calculated to command respect for the wearer and at the same
time to inspire the soldier wearing it with a proper and useful pride in
his uniform and profession.
Soldierly bearing is encouraged here, as in France, by the private soldier of all arms of the service being allowed, whether on or off duty, to
wear his side arms, the sword bayonet of the infantryman being special1y
fitted with a scabbard and belt for that purpose. The foot soldiers seen
alone walking the streets of Tokio would, for style, step, and dress, pass
fairly well in Paris. The weapon of the Japanese foot soldier is a ritle
invented in Japan by Colonel Marata, is very similar to the HenryMartini, and is considered fully equal to the best breech-loading gun
in use in Enrope and America. In the maneuvers at Nagoya ordinary
black powder was generally used, but the Government is understood
to have a smokeless powder, the secret of which they are zealously
guarding, which they claim to be an assured success. The artillery, of
which a relatively sufficient force of field batteries was engaged, was
all of the best and latest pattern of brass breech-loading and rapid-firing guns, and, sJ far as I could see, well served. On one occasion during the sham battle I stood in the Emperor's suite on the brow of a hill
which had been defended by a battery of ten (breech-loading) mountain guns, when an order was given to replace them with a like number
of field ordnance. The small guns were taken out of posit.ion, mounted
with tl1e carriages, equipment, and ammunition on the backs of horses,
and moved off the field, while a battery of larger field g·uns, 12-pounders,
I think, on wheels galloped up, were placed in position, and fire resumed
from them, the change being made with a degree of rapidity and precision of maneuver that I thought admirable. Not knowing at first the
meaning of the movement, I did not time the operation, but thought
that within 5 minutes from the cessation of fire from the light guns the
heavy ones opened it again from the same spot.
The weakest arm of the service, and the only one I felt disposed to
compare unfavorably with that of other countries, was the cavalry, and
this mainly because of the smallness of the horses, which were of the
native Japanese breed. The Japanese horse, though strong and possessing many good points, is too small for a good cavalry horse, besides
having so hard a mouth that it must be difficult to manage with the
bri(lle. These are faults that can only be mended by improving the
breed by judicious crossing, which will take several years to bring
about, though progress is already being made in that direction by the
service of imported stallions.
During the field operations I was mounted upon a half-bred horse sent
down from the imperial stables at Tokio, of good form and as an example most promising of what will be the future horse of Japan.
The difficulty of prosecuting military operations in the seacoast territory of Japan, owing to the fact that rice is so extensively cultivated,
with the consequent almost impassable paddy field, an actual swamp,
was brought sharply to my-attention. As a defense, the rice fields are
of great strategic value to the country. The roads through them are
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few and very narrow. In fact, were the land absolutely covered with
water navig-able for any kind of boats it would be more easily crossed
than when used for rice culture. It is absolutely impossible for artillery or cavalry to march except by single and always exceedingly narrow roads, and the same is practically true as to infantry. To display
a force or to march even on foot in any manner excc>pt in column along
these narrow roads skirted by rice swamps, when men would sink to
their knees at every step, to say nothing of the irrigating canals and
ditches that abound everywhere, is substantially out of the question.
It follows that the defensive force holding the high ground where the
road leaves the rice land has a position of immense advantage.
.
On the first day the attacking army organized a storming column to
rush along one of these dikes against the defense thus posted. But
after having advanced at double-quick pace along the road, quite up to
the line of defense, they were ordered by the umpire, His Imperial
Highness Prince Arisugama, to retire, he having, as it seemed to me,
very justly decided that in actual battle they must have been either
forced back or annihilated by the musketry fire at the end.
Considered as a whole, the maneuvers and display of force were very
creditable and must have been very satisfactory to the Emperor and
his cabinet, who were all on the ground.
In a personal interview, held on the field with the various foreign
ministers, the Emperor asked the opinion of each of them upon all that
had occurred. What the others said I do not know, but, for myself, I sincerely expressed my admiration for his army, its equipment, discipline,
and conduct.
That the splendid showing of military and naval strength and discipline manifested on this occasion will tend to render His Imperial J apanese Majesty's Government firmer in their overtures for modifications
of existing treaties upon points with which they have long been dissatisfied. seems to me not improbable.
I have, etc.,
JOHN F. SWIFT.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Swift.
No. 66.]

DEPARTMEN'f OF STATE,

W ashingtmi, Aprill7, 1890.
SIR:

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 106 of the 18th

ultimo, the section of the sacred rope which accompanied the same, and
the other inclosures which you mention. They have been sent to the
Smithsonian Institution, with a copy of your dispatch.
You will convey to the Buddhist priests at Kioto, the donors of this
greatly prized gift, and to Mr. V. M. Law, the gentleman through whose
courtesy the gift was made possible, the sincere thanks of the Government.
JAMES G. BLAINE.
I am, etc.,

Mr. Swift to Mr. Blaine.
No. 120.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tokio, May 20, 1890. (Heceived .June 11.)
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction
No. 59, dated the 18th of March, containing your ruling upon the question raised by the correspondence and intenriew between myself and
SIR:

His Imperial Japanese Majesty's minis11er for foreign affairs, touching
the license and excise duty collected upon the article of American pro·
duction known as ''Scott's Emulsion."
As promptly as possible after receiving the instruction I caused a
copy of tbe .same to be made and forwarded, accomtlanied by a brief
note and without comment, to His Excelfency Viscount Aoki, since
which time I have beard nothing further of the matter.
I have thought it advisable, under the circumstances, not to make
immediate inquiry or allusion to the matter for the present, in the hope
that in due time the objectionable ruling will be rescinded and the article quietly relieved of the tax, perhaps without immediate publicity.
I have, etc.,
JOHN- F. SWIFT.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Swift.
No. 81.)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 12, 1890.
I have your No. 120 of the 20th ultimo, stating that you bad
communicated a copy of instruction._ No. 59 of the 18th of March last,
on the subject of the taxes which bad been required by the Japanese
Government in respect of the sale of the American product "Scott's
Hmulsion" to the foreign office, but that no reply had been received.
There is no occasion to renew representations unless the Japanese
Government should continue to tax the article and without submitting
a reply to the views of the Department. In that case, which is not
anticipated, you will be justified in pressing the protest further.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR:

Mr. Stcift to Mr. Blaine.

No. 129.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tokio, July 1, 1890. (Received August 6.)
I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a commuitication
just received from Viscount Aoki, His Imperial Japanese Majesty's
minister of state for for.eign affairs, dated the 5th instant, bearing upon
the pending disagreement between the two Governments on the q
tion of the excise and license taxes collected upon the artiole of .l1:u:ntP•-..-,
ican production known as " Scott's Emulsion."
In my last dispatch upon the subject, which was my No.
the 20tli of May, I had the honor to inform you that, acting in o~>tMtt~~ttoe ·~
to your instruction of the 18th of March, your No. 59, I had not;itiEid.
Imperial Government of the decision you had rendered upon the .-v..;•.....• --~·;
in dispute by sending them a copy of it; but that in doing so I
for reasons therein given, added no remark, comment, sor suggestion
of action. I at the same tim gave you my reasons for thinking th t
they would in due time acquiesce in your construction of the treaties in
the "Scott's Emulsion" matter by quietly rescinding the order ex ting
the imposts.
SIR:

In removing the discussion from Tokio to Washington, as appears to
be the purpose of His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Government, I trust
a speedy and satisfactory conclusion may be arrived at. In the meantime I have the honor to await your further instructions.
I have, etc.,
JOHN F. SWIFT.

[Inclosure in No.l29.-Translation.]
DEPARTMENT 01? FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

Tokio, the 5th day of the 7th month, the 23cl year of Meiji (July f>, 1890).
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the 1·eceipt of Your Excellency's note of the
28th of April last, inclosing, by instruction, the copy of a dispatch frolll the honorable the Secretary of State of the United States, in continuation of the subject of the
right of His Imperial Maje8ty:'s Government, under existing laws, to impose license
fees and internal taxes in respect of au imported American medica.l preparation
known as'' Scott's Emulsion."
I find it 1mpossible, after an attentive consideration of the observations contained
in that clispatch, to share entirely the conclusions therein expressed. I have consequently, in the usual course, instructed His Imperial Majesty's charge d'affaires at
Washington to communicate the further views of the Imperial Government on the
subject to the honorable the Secretary of State.
I avail, etc.,
His Imperial Japanese J!ajesty's

VISCOUNT SUI:f.O AOKI,
Mini.~ter for .Foreign Affail·s.

Mr. Swift to Mr. Bla.ine.
LExtract.]

No.146.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Tokio, August 15, 1890. (lteceived September 22.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the elections for members
of the Diet took place throughout Japan on the 1st of J nly last. In the
provinces and capital alike they passed oft' in the quietest and most orderly manner. l have dela ed communicating the facts to you until
now, with a view to give you reliable information as to the political
complexion and character of the new legislative body.
According to the" law of elections," persons registered as qualified
electors and desiring to vote had to attend in person at the voting
place. There, after identification by reference to the electoral list, each
received a voting paper, upon which qe inscribed the name of the person he voted for, then his own name and residence, fina1ly affixing his
stamp. This paper the elector placed in the ballot box with his own
bands in the presence of the headman of the district, acting as manager,
and of' from two to five witnesses previously selected.
The polling commenced at 7 o'clock a. m., and at 6 o'clock p. m. was
formally declared closed. The ballot boxes having been closed with
two locks, one by the headman the other by the witnesses, were forwarded next morning to the district office of their respective localities.
As might, perhaps, have been foreseen, there are as yet, in Japan, no political parties in the sense the term is us~ in the United States. There
are numerous political societies calling themselves parties, but which
in the United States would rather be called "clubs" than "parties."
They are, as a rule, brought into existence by some prominent and active
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politician, and are, in fact, the following of his individual political views.
They act nuder hi~ leadership and are g·enerally recog·nized as his
"party." This is the natural result of the political condition in Japan
to-day. "\Vhen the Diet meets and the living issues of the time come
before that body for consideration, the present associations must, if
parliamentary government is to succeed, disappear, and parties in the
western sense of the word be formed for the purpose of carrying out
principles and not the mere advancement of men.
The most complete returns attainable give the representation of the
different parties in the Diet as per the accompan~·ing paper marked
"Election returns." In regard to the tertn "Independents" m;ed in
that paper, it should be explained that independence of political parties is alone referred to. l\Ien are described as "Independents" who
have hitherto refrained from publicly avowing their allegiance to any
political association. It is from members of this category that it is expected the Government will receive its strongest support; as they have
always held aloof from parties in opposition, it is supposed that their
sympathies are, as a rule, with the authorities.
I inclose herewith a very ably written article from the Japan Daily
l\Iail of August 12, entitled "Political parties in the Diet," which says
about all there is to be said at this time upon that subject. As to tlle
proposed alliance of the progressive parties spoken of in the latter part
of that article, the following parties are referred to : The Daido party
("Party of Great Questions"), of which Count Go to, present minister of
communications, is the leader, represented in the Diet by 54 members;
the Kaishin-to (" Progressionists"), of which Count Oknma is the leader,
represented in the Diet by 46 members; Aikokuko-to ("Patriotic
Party"), of which Count Itagaki is the leader, represented in the Diet
by 28 members; the Kynshu Shimpo-to ("Society of Fellow-Thinkers"),
represented in the Diet by 13 members; the JiJ·n- to ("Radicals"), of
which .lHr. Oi is the leader, with 17 members in the Diet; the Jicl1i-to
("Party of Self-Government"), of which Count 1\-fonye is the leader,
represented in the Diet lJy 12 members; and the Koin Club, an oft'.
spring of the Daido, Aikokuko-to, and Jiyu-to parties, and represeuted
in tlle Diet by 3 members.
An alliance between the parties named above could, in my opinion,
not result in anything more than united action for a special object.
The law of meetings and political associations, promulgated July 25,
1890, I now inclose herewith.
The Diet is composed of 300 members, of whom 70 held official positions, either local or in the Central Government; 30 are farmers, 16 lawyers, 12 journalists, 8 merchants, 18 district headmen, 6 bankers, 4
school-teachers, 2 physicians, and 2 had been priests. The occupations
of the remaining 130 are not given.
According to the constitution of Japan, the House of Peers consists
of five classes of members:
First. Princes of the lJlood who have attained their majGrity.
Second. Princes (not of the lJlootl) and marquises who have reached
the age of 25.
Third. Counts, viscounts, and barons to the number of one-fifth of
those orders, who have attained the age of 25 and shall have been
elected by their peers.
Fourth. Members appointed by the Emperor to the number of not
more than the nolJle members.
Fifth. One member elected, and to be approved and nominated by
the Emperor, in each city aud prefecture, from among and by the 15
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male inhabitants of that city or prefecture who pay the highest amount
of direct national taxes on land, industry, or trade.
The members of this last class, 46 in number, were elected on the lOth
of June, 1890. Since then 15 counts, 70 viscounts, and 20 barons have
been elected by their orders.
The upper house consists, exclusive of the imperial family, of the
following: Ten princes and 21 marquises, sitting by virtue of their
titles; 15 counts, 70 viscounts, and 20 barons, elected by their orders;
46 members elected from the cities aud prefeetures.
There remain to be appointed by the Emperor 90 mcm bers, or anumber equal to the whole number of the noble members, less 46, the number elected from the cities and prefectures and appointed by the sovereign. The upper house will therefore, when complete, consist of 272
members exclusive of the princes of the blood.
Only two of the present cabinet, Count Matsukata and Viscount
Aoki, were elected by their orders to seats in the upper house. Count
Ito, now out of office, was elected. Doubtless, Counts Okuma, Inonye,
Yamagata, Yamada, Saigo, and many others who have held or are
holding cabinet portfolios will be appointed by the Emperor. It was
probably owing to the certainty of their appointment by the sovereign
that more of the men who have taken so prominent and active a part in
the advancement of Japan were uot elected by their peers to seats in
the upper house.
I have, etc.,
JOHN F. SWIF1'.

llnclosure 1 in No. 146.)

Election retu7'nB.
Parties represented in the lower house of the Japanese Parliament:
Independents, 95 members. So called, but likely to amalgamate ultimately into the
real Conservative part.y, possibly something like the English Conservatives.
Daido-Ha, 54 members; Aikokuko-to, 28; Jiyu-to, 17; Kyushu Sbimpo-to, 13;
Koin Club, 3; Various local factions, 17. These will inevitably amalgamate to form
the Radical party.
.
Kaishin-to, 46 members. Originally Moderate Liberals. This party has no longer
any raison d'etre. It is almost sure to break up, a portion going over to the Radical camp and a portion to the Conservatives mentioned above.
Jichi-to, 12 members. 'fhis party has no raison d'etre and must drift into the Conservative camp.
Various local factions which must drift into the Conservative camp, 15 members.
Total number of members of Parliament, 300.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 146.-From tlJeJapan Daily Mail.]

Politicallwrlies in the Diet.
Writing under this heading tlJe Koku-min-no-Tomo of the 3d instant reviews the
position of the various political parties represented in the Diet. After reproducing
statistical classiiications of the mdmbers from four of the Tokio daily papers, the
Hochi Shimbun, the Daido Shimbun, the Jiji Shimpo, and the Kokumin Sbimbun,
our contemporary proceeds to observe that, much as these papers difier in respect of
the numerical strength of the several parties in the Diet, men capable of judgment
seem to agree in assigning the largest number to the so· called "Independents," who
are followed i.n order by the Daido-ha, the Kaishin-to, and the Aikokuko-to. Thus,
of all the parties, the Daido-ha has obtained the largest number of members. That
it has been able to secure so many is attributed by our contemporary to the extremely

favorable circnmstan'Oel under hich it-was brought into e:xist.ence. H as organ:.~
ized on a very broad ba1ds, •nd at a moment when the old Jiyu-to had for eome tiille
been dissolved, and the Kaishin-to was in a state of temporary torpor. Wbe~~t totther,
it is remembered that the avowed object of the party was to attack the clan ayate
of gove~ment, there is no wonder that it obtained the adhesion of all the politJOil.nir
out of pdwer and not belon~ing to the Kaishin-to. Thus the Daido Danketsn as i
was called before the breakmg up of its ranks into three parties-the Aikokuke-to;
the resuscitated Jiyu-to, and the Daido-ha-extended its influence over a wide area.
Owing chiefly to these circumstances, the party succeeded in emerging from the late
elections with much ~clat, notwithstanding that its influence was weakened by the
organization of the Aikokuko-to and the resuscitated Jiyu-to. Though numerically
strong, the Daido-ha, as might be inferred from the manner in which it sprang into
beil:lg, ~s not dist.ingoished by any strong cohesion among the different elements com•
posmg It.
Our contemporary divides these elements into three classes : first, the center,
which is composed of men more distinguished for audacity in changing "!ith the
changes of the times than for devotion to any particular cause or principle; secondly,
the ri~ht win#$, which contains men professing liberal principles; and thirdly, the
left wmg, which- leans to conservati8lll. The Kokumin-no-Tomo admires tb coD...
summate skill of the center in maintaining apparent harmony among these i:beOD'•
grnous elements. The 1.'okio Journal, however, shares the common belief that
Daido-ha is not destined to retain long its present in:O.uence. The right wing
readily be detached by Count Itagaki if only he sees his way to assume an attt
of greater liberality, while It would be easy for Viscount Tani to obtain the adhesion
of tho left wing. Thus the only portion of the party !ikely-.,to remain true to ita
leader will be tbe wary center. Moreover, those members of the Daido-lta who are
of the provinces of the northeast-and they form the majority of the party-are not,
according to the view of the Kokumin-no-Tomo, by any means ardent in their attachment to Count Goto; neither are they as ambitious of political distinction as the
members of the center. Our contemporary is persuaded to believe that, for the
preaent at least, the members of the Daido-ha in the northeast will maintain an independent political organization of a liberal tendency after the fashion of the
Shimpo-to of Kyushu. As yet, however, the Daido-ha may justly be proud of the
number of gifted members in its ranks. Especially in political maneuvers its members are far ahead of even those among the Kaishin-to, noted for their sagacity. Iil
literary talent Mr. Suehiro Jukyo is most distinguished; in bqsin688 capacity,
•
Oye Taka ; in political experience, Mr. Kono Hirona.ka; in legal ability, Mr. Snematau
(hitherto Komyoji) Saburo; and in boldn688, Mr. Suzuki Shoji.
The Tokio •Journal is sure that the members of the Daido-ha will diatin,pi b
themselves in the Diet more for skill in taking advantage of eve~ turn of aJfainthan for constancy to any fixed policy. As to the resuBOitated J1yu-to, our con;.
temporary observes that its in:O.ue~e in the Diet will be comparatively weak. Bnt
its membet& 'will not be disconcerted by this, as they have not been very solicito
of obtaining seats in the legislature. The Kokumin-no-Tomo, however, thinks i~ a
very lameutable fact that the leader of the party, Mr. Oi Kentaro, was declared disqualified for sitting in the Diet. Among the members, the more celebrated
Messrs. Nakae Tokusuke, formerly editor of the Osaka Shinonome Shimbun; Shimazn Tadasada, president of the Nagano prefectural assembly; and Arai Shogo, of
tHe ''Osaka Affair" fame. The party will be unable to wield any formidable in:O.uence in the Diet, but as an adjunct to some of the larger parties it is certainly not
to be slighted. Its closest affinities wHl probably be with the Aikokuko-to, concerning the future prospects of which our contemporary see111s to entertain a highly
favorable opinion. Its numerical st.rength in the Diet is not as great as that of the
Daido-ha, but it is far stronger than the latter in respect of cohesion and combina.
tion. Its distinctive characteristic is sincere devotion to its political creed. FrOID
this point of view, the actions of its representatives in the Diet may be too Btml'
Ions and unbending, but they will never, the Kokumin predicts, be open to a on:ar•LII!I-:,<;;
of inconstancy or tergiversation. The courageous Mr. Hayashi Yuzo, the--···-~·-. . _
Kataoka Keukichi, tlie businesslike Mr. Takenouchi Tsttna, the logical Mr.
Emori, and the experienced Mr. Sugita are the more distinguished members.
is one circumstance, however, which our contemporary regrets for the sake of
party, namely that the majority of its members are of Tosa origin. It has thus
somewhat excfusive appearance, and may on that account fail to find favor with the
inhabitants of other localities.
The Tokio Magazine recommends Count ltagaki and his followers to take sui~blij
measures to obviate this unfavorable impression. With reg4rd to the Jichi-to, t~
Kokumin-no-Tomo observes that it is not by any means strongly represented in th&
Diet. Some people believe that iti will be led in the lower house by Mr.. Mntsu and
in the upper by Viscount Aoki. Our contemP.orary is of opinion that this party
labors under three serious disadvantages: first, Its aristocratic associations; secondly•
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its Choshu clan tendency; and thirdly, its "odor of silver" (love of money). It is
not destined, we are told, to grow powerful, and our contemporary doubts very much
whether a man of Mr. Mutsu's penetration really contemplates identifyin~ himself
with such a party. The Hoshu-to and the Kyushu Shimpo-to are nearly equally represented in the Diet, and must not be overlooked in any forecast of the politi.:al situation, because they are both rich in talented members. Mr. Kawashima Jun, of
Kagoshima, Mr. Matsu<laMasahisa, of Saga, and Mr. Yamada Bubo of Kumamoto, are
the most conspicuous members of the Kynshn Shimpo-to. The Hoshu-to can, on the
other hand, boast of such distinguished uames as those of Messrs. Sugiura. Jnko,
Oyagi Biichiro, Motoda Hajime, and Sasa Tomofusa. Our contemporary persists in
calling tbese persons Conservatives, though some of them strongly object to the title.
With reference to the Kaishin-to, the Kokumin-no-Tomo observes that its failure to
obtain a majority, or at least the largest relative number of members in the Diet, is
the more significant, as it has endeavored ever since its first appearance to enlist the
sympathies of men certain to possess the franchise. The cause of the failure is ascribed to its unfortunate record with regard to the question of treaty revision last
year. It is to be regretted that men like Messrs. Koizuka Ryu, Tsunoda Shimpei,
Kato :Masanosuke, Sunagawa Yushun, Yamada Ichiro, Ichishima Kenkichi, and
Hadano Denzabnro were defeated at the late elections. Further, whatever may
have been the cause of 1iis decision, it is to be sincerely regretted, for the sake of the
Kaishin-to, that Mr. Yano Fumio has retired from political life.
It is also unfortunate that Mr. Hatoyama, who is reported-though incorrectly, we
(Japan Mail) believe-to have intimate connections with the Kaishin-io, was unable
to obtain a 1eat in the.Diet. Equally regrettable is the absence from the list of the
elected of the name of Mr. Kato Takaaki, a confidential lieutenant of Count Okuma,
though it should be observed that he made no attempt to canvass. Still, the Kaishin·to, with Messrs. Shimada Saburo, Ozaki Yukio, Fujita Mokichi, and Inukai Ki,
at its head, is by no means an unimportant factor in the Diet. Its organization may
appear to outsiders firm and strong! but those well acquainted with its affairs see~
to doubt this, and even question whether it will be able to hold its different sections
in the bonds of discipline in the Diet. Last year, when the question of treaty revision was agitating the public mind, the two great organs of the party, the Hochi
Shim bun and the Mainichi Shim bun, were observed to adopt different and conflicting
lines of argument on some important points. For instance, when Count Okuma endeavored to conciliate Count Ito and his followers by promising that the judges of
foreign origin mentioned in the diplomatic note should be naturalized in Japan, the
Hochi supported its leader, while the Mainichi argued as if little or no importance
attached to the naturalization t•roviso. However, the Koknmin hopes that the leaders of the party, taught by the experience of last year, may take precautions against
a repetition of such fatal errors. As to the so-called "Independents," our contemporary ridicules the notion attributed to some of them, of forming themselves into a
distinct party on an independent platform; for the "Independents," though spoken
of as one class, are an extremely heterogeneous body, being composed of men of all
kinds of political creeds, from extreme conservatism to extreme radicalism.
Lastly, as to the proposed alliance of the progressive parties, the Kokumin-noTomo considers that the settlement of. this question will decide the political situation
for the present, at least since a union of all the parties would mean 173 votes in a
house of 300. Many persons doubt whether the Daido-l1a will join the alliance, but,
even excluding that party, and supposing that one-fourth of the "Independents" are
won over, there still remain 135 votes, a formidable number when we consider that
the rest of the house is divided into several separate parties. Our contemporary
does not believe that the alliance, even if successfully formed, will last long; neither
does it believe that the existing parties will long remain in their present condition.
A time will come when entirely new parties with intelligible platforms will be formed
out of the present associations, the latter being only provisional in their nature. At
present the best course for the progressive parties to adopt, in the opinion of the Kokumin, is union, for thus aml thus alone will they be able to effect what they de~;ire
to accomplish in the coming Diet. Union, however, does not look at all as probablQ
now as it did a fortnight ago.
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Law of ·meetings and political aasociations.

LAw No. 53.
We hereby give our sanction to the present regulations relating to the law of
meetings and political associations (Shukwai. oyobi Sei1ha-ho ), and order the same to
be promulgated.
(His Imperial Majesty's sign manual.)
(Great seal.)
Dated July 25, 1890.
( Cguntersigned.)
COUNT YAMAGATA ARITOMO,

Minister President of Stau. ·
COUNT 8AIGO TSUKUMICHI,

Mini3ter of State for Home .Affairs.

ARTICLB 1. "Political meetings" in this law mean meetings assembled in publio
for the delivery of lectures and the discussion of matters relating ;to politics, whatever such meetings may be called; "political associations" include all organized
bodies with objects relating to politics, whatever names such associations may bear.
ART. 2. Each political meeting shall be arranged for by a projector. When it has
been decided to hold a meeting, the projector shall intimate the fact to the police
station of the district where the place of meeting is 48 hours before the opening of
the meeting. On such intimation being made, the police station shall at onee acknowledge its receipt of the same. The place and date, the name of the projector of the
meeting, as well as the names, residences, and ages of the speakers or lecturers, shall
be mentioned in the above letter of intimation ( todokesho ), and the signature ancl seal
of the projector shall be affixed to the same. The effect of the intimation (todoke-ide)
shall cease if the meeting be not opened within 3 hours after the period mentioned in
the same.
ART. 3. No person ether than adult male subjects of Japan in the possession of
public rights (koken) can be the projector of a political meeting.
ART. 4. Soldiers of the army or seamen of the navy, on service, or with the first
and second reserves when mobilized, police officials, instructors and students of Government, public, and private schools, infants, and women are not permitted to assemble
in political meetings. ln the case of meetings which may be open to make preparations for the election of members of an assembly organized by law, the restrictions of
this article shall not apply to those who have the right of electing or of being elected
during the 30 days which precede the date of voting.
ART. 5. No foreigner can speak or lecture in political meetings.
ART. 6. No political meeting can be held in the open air.
ART. 7. Should it be intended to assemble in public or to hold a procession in the
open air, the projector of the same shall intimate the place of assembly,t.he date, and
the road through which it is intended to pass, to the police station of the district,
48 hours beforehand and obtain permission for the same. This regulation shall not,
however, apply to festivals, religious celebrations, or clubs, the games of students, or
other occasions which are recognized by custom and usage. Police stations may not
give permission should injury to peace and order be apprehended. Police stations
ml;'y prohibit meetings and movements of crowds in the open air in any case, should
the same be deemed injurious to peace and order.
ART. 8. No meeting or movement of a crowd (procession) in the open air is allowable during the time from the opening till the close of the houses, within a radius of
3 miles of the Imperial Diet. The additional sentence of paragraph 1, article 7, shall
also be applied in the case of this article.
ART. 9. A police station may detail constables in uniform who shall attend political meetings and regulate the same.
Projectors of political meetings shall supply to the police attendin~ the meetings
any seats demanded by them, and shall answer whatever questions relating to such
meetings may be asked by them. The attendance and superintendence of the police
referred to in the first paragraph of this article may take place in the case of meetings deemed to be injurious to peace and order.
ART. 10. No person can attend any assembl:t: carrying arms or lethal weapons.
Persons who carry arms in accordance with regulativns are, however, excepted.
ART. 11. No meetings are permitted to be held where speeches are delivered to
shield criminals, or to protect or congratulate person& guilty under the criminal law,
or persons pendente lite of a criminal court, or to instigate the commission of crime.
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ART. 12. Police officers may challenge any who willfully conduct themselves in a
tumultuous or turbulent manner, and, if such do not observe their orders, may expel
them from the hall.
ART. 13. Police officers may order the dissolution of a. meeting in the following
cases:
(1) When the existence of the meeting is a contravention of any of the provisions
of this law.
(~) When article 11 is contravened, or the meeting is deemed to be injurious to
peace and order.
In the latter case the speech or discussion of a particular person may be suspended
without entirely suspending the proceedings.
(3) When the attendance of the police is opposed, or their seats are not provided
at their request, or their questions are not answered.
(4) When the persons assembled are tumultuous and do not become quiet wh~n
ordered to do so.
(5) When a. number of persons contravene articles 4 and 10 and do not observe the
orders of the police to leave the hall.
ART. 14. Should political meetings be held without the communication mentioned
in article 2 being made, the projectors shall be punished by fines of not less than 10
yen and not more than 100 yen, and the persons who lease the hall shall be similarly
punished.
ART. 15. Should the information mentioned in article 2 be false, projectors shall be
punished as prescribed in the previous article.
ART. 16. Any person who contravenes article 3, or who assembles in contravention
of article 4, and any projector who does not prohibit them from doing so, shall be
punished by fines of not less than 2 yen and not more than 20 yen.
The penalty on projectors who contravene article 5 shall be similar to that in the
last paragraph.
Projectors who cause persons prohibited from assembling in a. political meeting to
so assemble by euticing or inducing them shall be liable to punishment one degree
heavier than that mentioned in paragraph 1 of this article.
ART. 17. Projectors and speakers who contravene article 6 shall be punished by
minor imprisonment for not less than 11 days and not more than 6 months, or by fines
of not less than 5 yen and not more than 50 yen.
ART. 18. For contraventions of article 7, projectors or instigators shall be punished
by fines of not less than 10 yen and not more than 100 yen.
ART. 19. For contraventions of article 8, projectors and instigators shall be punished
by minor imprisonment for not less than 11 days and not more than 6 months, or by
fines of not less than 10 yen and not more than 100 yen.
ART. 20. Contraventions of article 10 shall be punished by minor imprisonment for
not less than 11 days and not more than 6 months; projectors who fail to prohibit
such contravention shall be similarly punished.
ART. 21. Contraventions of article 11 shall be punished by fines of not less than 20
yen and not more than 200 yen, or by minor imprisonment for not less than 1 month
and not more than 6 months.
.
ART. 22. Persons who refuse to leave a meeting when ordered to do so, or who refuse
to obey the orders of the police dissolving a meeting, shall be punished by minor imprisonment for not less than 11 days and not more than 6 months, or by fines of not
less than 2 yen and not more than 20 yen.
ART. 23. Political associations shall be controlled by officials (yakunin). Each
political association shall intimate its name, its officials, and members to the police
station of the district where its office is situated, through the medium of its officials,
within 3 days after its formation. The same process is necessary when any change
occurs in the matters to be reported as above. Police stations shall at once intimate
the receipt of the information above mentioned. Officials shall answer whatever
questions relating to the association the police may ask.
ART. 24. When a political association shall open a meeting for the delivery of political speeches, article 2 shall be observed. Meetings held at fixed times, and the
places and speakers of which are settled beforehand, need not be reported to the
police when intimation has been made of the first meeting, always provided such
intimation be made 48 hours before the first meeting. Should changes occur in the
matters to be reported, article 2 shall be observed.
ART. 25. Soldiers or seamen on service, or in the first or second reserve when the
same are mobilized, police officials, instructors, and students of Government, public,
and private school, infants, womeu, and males who do not possess public rights may
not become members of political associations.
ART. 26. Foreigners are prohibited from becoming members of political associations.
ART. 27. Political associations may not use marks or flags.
ART. 28. Political associations may not influence the public by issuing documents
or sending deputies, or establish branch offices, or combine and correspond with other
political associations.

ART. 19. No pelltlcal aaaoclati011 is permitted to eetabllsh rules maldug memberti
of any aasembly organized by law responsible for their utterances or votes ou.taide
said assembly.
"
ART. 30. Should any political association be deemed tujnriol18 to peace and orcter,
the minister of state for home affairs may suspend or prohibi.t it; should snob ~
ciation fail to diSBolve when ordered, the oftenders shall be punished by minor im..
prisonment for not less than 2 months and not more than 2 years, or by fines of no.
less than 20 yen and not more than 200 yen.
ART. 31. Should the necessary report (toilok6ide) of a political association be
omitted, or the questions of the police be not answered, in contravention of article
~. the officials shall be punished by fines of not 1~88 than 10 yen and not more than
100 yen.
·
Should the information mentioned in article 23 be false, or a false answer be given
to any question, punicshment one degree heavier than that mentioned in the last paragraph shall be inflicted.
.
ART. 32. Persons who have become members of any political association, or mllciala
who have caused them to do so, in contravention of article 2f!t shap be punished by
fines of not less than 2 yen and not more than 20 yen. Omcials who contravene
article 26 shall be similarly punished.
AR • 33. Persons who use marks or flags, in contravention of article 27, as w~
o.ftlcials of the association concerned, shall be punished by flnecJ of not less than j
and not more than 20 yen.
ART. 311. For contraventions of article 28 the offending officials or deputies shall
punished by minor imprisonment for not le88 than 1 month and not more than 1 year~,:
or by fines of not 1888 than 5 yen and not more than 50 yen.
ART. 35. Persons who are actually officials of associations or projectors of meetings,
shall be conjointly responsible as officials or projectors, without respect to the name
used, whether such name be that of one person or of several and other persons.
ART. 36. Offenses against this law shall not be treated under the rule as to simul..
taneous offenses (auzai guhatsu).
ART. 37. 'fhe period of preacription for prosecutions under this law shall be 6
months.
ART. 38. Meetings regulated by laws and ordinances shall not be dealt with under
this law.

CORRESPONDENOE WITH THE LEGATI6N OF JAPAN A.'r
WASHINGTON.
Mr. 8ato to Mr. BlaitaB.
LEGATION Oli' JAPAN

Washington, March 7, 1890. (Received March 8.)
Sm : I am instructed by His Imperial Majesty's minister for foreign
affairs to bring to your notice a matter which has been made the sub-ject of written and verbal communication between himself and the
United States minister at Tokio.
The Ohina and Japan Trading Oompany, an American firm doing
business at Yokohama and several other treaty ports, began last year
to import in to Japan a medicinal preparation known as " Scott's Em:a.b
sion." This medicine waS' extensively advertised in the Japanese n•w~~~~--·
papers, and a number of Japanese merchants began to sell it; but
were informed by the local au~horities, first at Osaka and afte~wm~ at·)Eai
Tokio, that the emulsion came within the description of a "liC4BJUied :?
medicine" as set forth in the regulations for the sale of "licensed
cines," and that consequently they must obtain the lioonse pr~~rl:~eQ~::~
by those regulations. The Ohina and Japan Trading Oompany
upon complained to the United States minister, and on the 13th of
September Mr. Swift addressed a qommunication to Oount Okuma,
wherein he gave it as his opinion that the action of the Japanese au•
thorities was in contravention of the treaty of 1858 between Japan
and the United States, more especially of articles m and IV. On the
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4th of October Mr. Swift again addressed Count Okuma, requesting a
reply to his letter of September 13, and stating, further, that he had
been informed that an ad valorem excise tax of 10 per cent. was levied
upon licensed medicines, and that since the date of his first communication, which had reference to the action of the authorities of Osaka Fu,
the sale of " Scott's Emulsion" had been ''authoritatively prohibited"
in Tokio.
,
In reply to these communications, Mr. Swift was informed by Vis·
count Aoki that the department of foreign affairs had instituted an investigation immediately upon the receipt of his first note, and had only
awaited a report from the proper authorities before replying thereto.
The question in regard to the excise tax raised in Mr. Swift's second
note would, Viscount Aoki added, necessitate further investigation,
but no unnecessary delay would be permitted to intervene.
On the 17th of January Viscount Aoki wrote again to Mr. Swift,
stating the result of his investigation, and setting forth the opinion of
the Imperial Government in relation to the complaint of the China and
Japan Trading Company.
From the reports received at the department of foreign affairs, it
appeared that the local authorities at Osaka had directedcertainJapanese
subjects who were selling "Scott's Emulsion" to obtain a license permitting them to sell the same as a licensed medicine; and that in Tokio
the local authorities had not directly prohibited the sale of the emulsion,
but had warned the Japanese merchants engaged in the business that
they must obtain a license in accordance with the provisions of the
"Regulations for the sale of licensed medicines." It was believed that
as the emulsion was a combination of cod-liver oil with certain drugs,
such as hypophosphites of lime, soda, glycerine, etc., intended for direct
use as a remedy for certain kinds of diseases, and accompanied by
directions for use, it clearly fell within the description of that class
of medicines for the sale of which special licenses are required by the
regulations. For this reason Viscount Aoki informed Mr. Swift that
the Imperial Government would not be justified in regarding " Scott's
Emulsion" as an ordinary article of commerce, but are obliged to require all Japanese subjects who may desire to sell it to obtain from the
local authorities licenses permitting them to deal in licensed medicines.
In reply to Mr. Swift's opinion that the action of the Imperial Government in thus requiring Japanese subjects to obtain licenses for the
sale of certain articles imported from the United States, and to pay
certain license fees and excise taxes thereon in accordance with Japanese law, is in contravention of articles m and IV of the treaty of 1858,
Viscount .A.oki observed that, as the Japanese Government had never
prohibited the sale of" Scott's Emulsion" by any Japanese subject, it did
not seem to him necessary to enter into a discussion of article m of the
treaty, which provides that Japanese subjects may sell any articles sold
to them by citizens of the United States. Nor did Viscount Aoki think
that the stipulations of article IV had any bearing upon th& question.
The fifth paragraph of that article provides that "imported goods which
have paid the duty imposed by this treaty may be transported by the
Japanese into any portion of the Empire ·without the payment of any
tax, excise, or transit duty whatever." This clause, in the opinion of
the Imperial Government, can only be construed to mean that all goods
imported from abroad may be transported by Japanese into any part
of the Empire, and such goods shall not be liable to pay any tax in the
interior of the country on account of their transportation, provided the
customs duties have already been paid. There is a marked difference be·

tween a declaration to the d.'eot that no tax shall be paid on aooouat of
transportation and a stipulation that no tax shall be levied iil respect; Of
the sale, 1l8e, or consumption of goods. The use of the qno.li-Fmin,.plllr&~t
" may be transported," clearly demonstrates the limits of the tnllLibt·llOJt.-;2.
and Viscount Aokioonsequently expressed the conviction that the &e'IIIOD~ ,·:::;~
of the Imperial Government in requiring every Japanese subject
may sell "Scott's Emulsion," to act in compliance with the provisions
the law, which are equally applicable to all medical preparations, both
foreign and domestic, falling within the description of licensed medicines,
is in nowise conttary to the terms qf the treaty.
On the 23d of January Mr. Swift called at the foreign office and had
an interview with Viscount Aoki in regard to the complaint of the Ohina
and Japan Trading Company. At its close Mr. Swift expressed the
intention of preparing a pr~cis embodying his understanding of what
had been said. On the 28th of January he acoordingly sent a pneia
to Viscount Aoki, saying in the note which aooompanied it, and whloll:
was dated January 24, that if he heard no objection from Vfaoomlt
Aoki before the departure of the next mail he would take the liberty Of
assuming that his understanding and recollection of the interview were
substantially correct, and would forward the precis to the United Statel
Government. The mail for the United States, succeeding the date of
Mr. Swift's note had actually been closed in Tokio when his note was
received at the foreign office, but, aside from this, Viscount Aoki felt
constrained by considerations so obvious as to need no explanation to
withhold his assent from Mr. Swift's suggestion. This course seemed
all the more necessary because in several particulars Mr. Swift's precis
differed from his own recollection of the interview. In one important
regard the dUference was so radical as to require specift.c notice. I
refer now to the clause in Mr. Swift's precis wherein Viscount Aoki •
quoted as saying that "he could not take into account what the American
people might feel or thinkz" and that" the rights and interests of Japan
alone were the subject of nis concern." In a note dated the 6th of February, Viscount Aoki sent to Mr. Swift a precis of the interview of the
28d of January prepared by the i{entleman who acted as interpreter on
that o.ooasion. He assured the American minister that he had no reool·
leotion whatever of having used the expression above quoted, and stated
that if any words bearing such a construction had escaped from him
during the interview, they would have been contrary to his own_senti·
ments and opposed to the sentiments of the Imperial Government.
Viscount Aoki also stated that, in deference to Mr. Swift's expressed
disinclination to discuss the merits of the question of the right of the
Imperial Government to impose an internal tax upon imported licensed
medicines, he would, of ceurse, refrain from presenting to him those im·
portant considerations upon which the decision of the Imperial Govern·
ment was predieated. He added, however, that His Imperial M'ajesty's
Government valued the friendship and good opinion of the United States
too highly to permit the Cabinet at Washington to remain in ignoranee
of those considerations, and that consequently he deemed it his duty
to communicate to the Government of the United States through thia
legation.
Acting under instructions which are the result of the foregoing oil'·
onmstances, I have now the honor to transmit copies • of the correspondence to which I have alluded, including the precis of Viscount;
•For these inoloauree see inoloauree in Mr. Swift's cUapatohea Not. 88 and 91, dated
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Aoki and that of 1\Ir. Swift. A perusal of these documents will enable
you to clearly understand the attitude of His Imperial Majesty's Government, which, I trust, you will find it possible to agree is in accord
with a suitable observance of the rights of Japan and in no sense antagonistic to the interests of the United States.
His Imperial Majesty's Gm·ernment would have me, in the first place,
express their deprecation of any misapprehension which might arise
concerning their action in enforcing the laws of Japan so far as regards
articles of American production or importation. Generally speaking,
the history of their past relations with the Uuited States gives uo occasion for a misconstruction of their motives or intentions in this behalf; and so far as the particular case under con-sideration is concerned,
the circumstances themselves are a sufficient refutation of the Matement
that the Japanese Government have selected au article of American
manufacture whereon to essay a new interpretation of the treaties.
The law complain~d of was intended to be universal in its application,
and whenever any questions have arisen under it, or under similar
statutes, the rulings of the Imperial Government lut\'e beeu uniform
and in harmony with the present decision. All Japanese sn~jects who
may sell any medicinal preparation which properly comes under the
classification of a licensed medicine, whether it be of domestic or any foreign manufacture, are required to use proper stamps on such medicinal
preparation, according to the "stamp-tax regulations for the sale of
licensed medicines ; " but if they should attempt to sell such medicinal
preparation, without using the stamps, against the said regulations, the
local authorities may prohibit its sale, whether it be of domestic or any
foreign manufacture.
As regards the construction to be placed upon article IV of the treaty
of 1858, the Imperial Government are at a loss to discover anything in
that article which afl'ects their rights in the premises. It seems clear
to them that the object of the fifth paragraph of the article was intended to prevent the imposition in Japan of any transit dues upon
articles of American importation. The use of the phrase ''may be
tra.nsported" clearly defines and limits the intention of the stipulation.
There were no internal-revenue taxes, strictly speaking, in existence in
Japan at the time the treaty was negotiated, while, ont he other band,
there prevailed in China a most elaborate system of transit dues, styled
'~ likin." Upon the inauguration of treaty relations with the then
almost totally unknown Empire of Japan, nothing was more natural
than that the foreign negotiators should be guided somewhat by their
experience with the near neighbor of Japan, China, and should endeavor to guard against a system of taxation like the" likin," which
experience had shown to be a potent means of restraining the growth
and extension of foreig·n commerce with China. It seems clear from
the context, not alone of the treaty with the United States, but also
from similar provisions in the treaties with other western powers, that
it was this specific tax alone which was sought to be prohibited, and
not any such method of internal taxation as is under consideration.
These are a few, though not by any means all, of the reasons which
led the Imperial Government to believe that in imposing taxes under
the provisions of the regulations for the sale of licensed medicines they
are clearly within their rights. But while the Imperial Government
entertain these views, and feel confident that the Government of the
United States may agree with them, they would not have it understood
that they would inflexibly adhere to their opinion or hesitate to abolish
the internal taxes upon the imported licensed medicines if it can be con-
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elusively shown that they are not altogether correct in their conclusions. What they especial1y desire is the expression of the views of
the United States upon the subject, to which, as I hardly need aRsure
you, Mr. Secretary, they will give that careful and respectful consideration which is their due.
Accept, etc.,
AmARO SATO.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Sato.
DEPARTMENT OF ST.ATE,

Washington, March 18, 1890.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
7th instant, in explanation of the action of your Government in imposing
taxes upon the sale in Japan of an American preparation or article of
commerce known as" Scott's Emulsion."
At the date of the reception of your note the subject had been under
consideration in the Department upon the report made by ~r. Swift of
his correspondenQ.e with the Imperial Government. I have fully considered your note in connection with that report and correspondence,
and regret to say that the arguments which yon so earnestly and ably
present to justify the action of the Japanese Government do not remove
the itnpression created by that correspondence and by the ascertained
facts, that the levying of the taxes in question is a direct violation of
the treaties.
The Department has gi""en the subject anxious consideration, and
Mr. Swift has, in the usual course; been instructed to make a full communication of the views of this Government to the imperial minister
for foreign affairs.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Sato to Mr. Blaine.
LEGATION OF JAPAN,

Washington, July 28, 1890. (Received July 29.)
SIR: Referring to your note under date of the 18th March, 1890, in
reference to the question of the right of the Imperial Government to
levy a license and internal or stamp tax on an American medical preparation known as "Scott's Emulsion,'' I have the honor to inform
yon that I have received an instruction from Viscount Aoki, His ·Imperial Majesty's minister of state for foreign affairs, on the same subject, dated the 5th instant, and setting forth the reasons why the Imperial Government find it impossible to concur in the view of the
United States Government, as so ably defined in your instruction to
the United States minister in Tokio, under date of the 18th March last,
which was transmitted by him to the viscount.
.As directed by Viscount Aoki, I beg to inclose herewith a copy of
his instruction to me, an<l at the same time take pleasure in complying
with his instruction to express to yon the hope that t e assurances he
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has given will satisfy the Government of the United States of the per·
fect good faith of the Imperial Government and of the entire absence
of any desire on their part to discriminate in any wise against the Government or citizens of the United States.
I a vail, etc.,
All\U.RO SATO.

[Inclosure.-Translatlon.)

Viscount Aoki to Mr. Sato.
DEPARTMENT Oil' FOREIGN All'Il'AIRS,

Tokio, the 5th day of the 7th month, 23d year of Meiji (July 5, 1890).
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your two dispatches, Nos. 15 and 16,
bearing date the 15th and 27th March, 1890, respectively, in which you inform me of
the steps taken by you in pursuance of my instruction No. 13 of the 7th of the previous month, in reference to the question of the right of the Imperial Government to
levy a license and internal or stamp tax on an American medical preparation known
as Scott's Emulsion. Your action as reported is approved.
On the 28th April last I received from the United States minister at this court
the copy of an instruction on the same subject, which had been addressed to him by
the honorable the Secretary of State of the United States, under date of the 18th
March, 1890. I inclose for your information a copy of that instruction, as well as
copies of Mr. Swift's covering note and my reply thereto of even date, herewith.
The conclusions arrived at by Mr. Blaine are, you will not fa.il to observe, identical with the opinions contained in his note to you of the same date.
The ability and clearness displayed in the presentation of the considerations upon
which these conclusions are predicated are recognized; nevertheless, I find it impossible to concur in th~ view that in levying the taxes in question the Imperial Government are exceeding their right.
The right of taxation is, it must be admitted, a sovereign right, inherent in every
independent state, and the real question at issue in the present case is: How far has
the right of Japan in that behalf been de facto and dsjurslimited or qualified by conventional stipulations f
Mr. Blaine has, however, suggested, as bearing upon the case, several collateral
considerations, which it is well to dispose of before entering upon a discussion of the
main question.
He declares that in consequence of the imposition of the license and stamp taxes
in question upon Scott's Emulsion; Japanese merchants were unable any longer to
deal in the preparation, and were compelled to return the stock on band to the importers.
Having in view the resolution taken by certain Japanese dealers in Tokio, which
resolution was frankly explained to Mr. Swift in my note of the 17th January last, I
am constrained to think that the imposition of the license and stamp tax may have
occasioned some temporary inconvenience, but whatever momentary and local effect
the action of the Imperial Government may have had on the sale of Scott's Emulsion, I am happy to be able to show that no permanent injury to the trade was caused
thereby.
I inclose herewith two marked copies of the Nichi Nichi Sbimbnn, one of the leading
Tokio journals. These inclosures bear date the 26th August, 1889, and the 25th May,
1890, respectively. The items marked are the China and Japan Trading Company's
advertisement of Scott's Emulsion. 'l'he former, which bears date just prior to the
opening of the present discussion, contains the names of eleven authorized retail
Japanese agents for the s;;t.le of the preparation, while the latter gives the names of
seventeen retail and two wholesale agents. Similar announcements, emanating from
the same source, have appeared in most of the prominent newspapers in the Empire,
and the fact that all the agents now dealing in the article have, without exception,
fulfilled every requirement of law in respect of licenses and taxes certainly justifies
the assumption that there has been at least a corresponding increase in the sale of
that commodity, and will also, I venture to hope, dispel the apprehensions entertained
by the Government of the United States that the levying of the license and stamp
taxes upon Scott's Emulsion will have the effect of causing a decrease in the consumption of that article.
In the same connection Mr. Blaine declares that a Japanese imitation of Scott's
Emulsion has been placed on the market and is having an extensiTe salo. It is true
the honorable Secretary attributes the use of the simulated article in place of the
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orii[inal medicament very largely to the previous advertising of the American commoaity by the importel'8, but be would hardly have drawn attention to this phase of
the question in the context in which it appears, in his communication now under
reply, had he not supposed that the imposition of the license and stamp taxes upon
the imported preparation had measurably contributed to bring about the conjuncture
to which he alludes. It can not be denied but what that presumption would have
been well founded if the Imperial Government had in the matter of taxation ditscriminated in favor of the Japanese preparation and against its American prototype. The
Imperial Government were not aware of the existence of the imitation complained of
until "the receipt of the communication now under reply, and in the absence of specifto
information they have failed to discover it; but, assuming that it does exist, the faot
that the Japanese imitation equally with the original article is subject to the revenue laws of the Empire, and that no exemption can be claimed in favor of one that
can not be equally enjoyed by the other, will, I am confident, induce Mr. Blaine to agree
with me that the imposition:of the same taxes upon Scott's Emulsion as are leviable upon
any imitation of that article can not, relatively speaking, work to the disadvantage of
the imported preparation.
Mr. Blaine also asserts that the present contention of the Imperial Government is
in conflict with the uniform practioe of the Japanese Government during the 30
years · the ireaty of 1858 has been in operation, and he thereupon expresses the
conviction that if the Imperial Government possess the power now claimed by them,
the efforts on the part of Japan to secure a readjustment of her conventional tariff are
misdirected and unnecessary.
Both of these propositions were raised by Mr. Swift in our interview of the 23d of
January. I did not then attempt at length to controvert them. The date of the law
in question, and the essential difference in principle between customs duties and internal taxes, and the impossibility in practice of substituting one system of taxation
in place of the other rendered, it seemed to me, an exhaustive discussion of the question unnecess:try. The revival of the contention at the present time, however, serves
to demonstrate the inaceuracy of my assumption.
The law prescribing for the first time in the history of Japan a stamp tax on
licensed medicines was promulgated on the 27th of the lOth month of the 15th year
of Meiji. It has only been in operation a little over 7 years, and consequently there
can be no question of an uniform practice extending over a period of 30 years.
The duty of collecting the Imperial revenues devolves upon the local authorities,
and while the Imperial Government have never given any ruling incousistent with
their present claim, it is not unlikely that in the local application of the law referred
to there has been some diversity of interpretation. The present discussion has, however, had the effect of causing His Imperial Majesty's Government to enter upon a
careful investigation of the question1 and I am consequently able to declare that
whatever local diversity of constructiOn did exist has absolutely and finally disappeared, and that every medical preparation, without exception, coming within the
purview of the law in question, domestic as well as foreign, and irrespective of the
place of production or consumption, or the nationality of the manufacturer or importer, is, when brought into consumption in Japan, subjected to the prescribed
stamp tax, and that every Japanese trader dealing in any such preparation is required to take out the prescribed license and to pay therefor the prescribed license
fu&
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In reference to the next point raised by Mr. Blaine, I wish to say that I find myself unable to admit that the recognition of Japan's right to levy an excise tax upon
imported articles would satisfy the demands of the Imperial Government in connection with the revision of their conventional tariff.
A customs import duty is a tax imposed solely upon imports, and, whether the object of the tax be revenue or protection, the inevitahle consequence is a discrimination to the extent of the tax against imported articles as compared with domestic
production. An excise or internal tax is, on the other hand, a tax levied primarily
on domestic articles. In order, however, to maintain the differential treatment between domestic and imported productions, created by the customs tariff and to prevent fraud, the tax is incidentally applied as well to imports.
While the fiscal and economical policy of a state alone determines what imports
shall be subject to its statutory tariff, there are but few articles that readily lend
themselves to a system ofinternal taxation, and in the selection and classification of
those articles no government has displayed grelloter discernment than the United
States. I need, therefore, offer no explanation for appealing finally to the action of
the American Government in support of my contention.
•
By section 2504 (p. 480) of the Revised States of the United States, imported "proprietary medicines" were made subject to an import duty of 50 per centum ad valorem. The same medicines were in addition compelled, under section 3435 (p. 677) of
the same statutes.z.to pay a stamp tax. It is true the law imposing the stamp tax upon
"proprietary meaicines" has been repealed, but that fact doea not aft'eot the principle,

States Government has placed up9n them, and if the consequences which I have a}..
ready foreseen would logically flow from that interpretation, then certainly the Impe•
rial Govemthent would not be justified in regarding themselves as bound by thoae
stipulations.
Fortunately,110wever, it is unnecessary at the present juncture to deal with eventualities or to appeal to the postulate that no independent sovereign state can alienate
its general right of internal taxation or evade by international engagements the solewn
duty of preserving the peace and protecting the lives, property, and morals of its subjects. On the contrary, His Imperial Majesty's Government are satisfied torelyEolely
upon what they are constrained to think is a fair and equitable construction of their
conventional engagements. But should it be deemed desirable hereafter to widen the
range of discussion, the Imperial Government, in support of their contention, will
appeal to no authorities with greater confidence than they will to the official utterances of those eminent American statesmen who, by their writings, have done so much
to elevate and to render more liberal and exact the principles of international law.
You are instructed to leave a copy of this communication with the honorable the
Secretary of State, and to express to him the profound hopt'l entertained by His Imperial Majesty's Government that the asaurances which I have been happy to be able
to give will satiafy the Government of the United States of the perfect good faith of
the Imperial Government and of the entire absence of any deeire on tbeir pan t.
discriminate in anywise against the Government or citizens of the United States.
With respect, etc.,
VISCOUNT SUIZO AOKI,

Iru Imperial Majutg'• Minuter of State for Foragn .4§airB.

MEXICO.
Mr. Rya;n, to Mr. BIM111.

No.179.J

LEGATION OF TliB UNITED STATES,

Merico, December 5, 1889. (Received December 13.)
Sm: Referring to this legation's dispatches Nos. 164 and 166 of the
15th and 16th of November last, I beg to submit further correspondence
bearing on the case of Oaptain Stilphen, of the American schooner Robert
Ruff. You will observe that Oaptain Stilphen is out on bail, and that
Mr. Mariscal has requested, through the Treasury Department, a speedy
·
settlement of the matter.
I am, etc.,
TB:os. RYAN.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 1'11.]

·Mr. Hoff to Mr.

Byt~n.

CONSULA.TII 01' Tllll

UKITm> 8T.t.TBS,

Yero Cru, NOHtaber 13, 1889.
Sm: This morning I received the following telegram:
"Co.A.TZACO.l.Lcos,

13m.

"Ron:
''Vera Cru, •.:

Last voyage Stilphen, Boberl BuJJj was boarded outsideby American citizen Patton,
who asked passage home and was taken. Short while after another boat came up to
Buff. One party in boat exhibited piece of paper, but did noti come on board. He
spoke Spanish, which was not understood by captain. Apparently desired Patton, but
as all in boat were in citizens' clothes Buff kept on the course. Patton was wanted
for assault and battery, but had not been arrested. Stilphen, BvJ!, now here and is to
be arrested. What must he do f
41

''C.A.RPJDtTBB."

I then sent back the following message:

"Shall I send your message to Minister Ryan f Did Stilphen hinder them from tak·
ing Patton~ W'\wl he 3 miles from land f
"HOI'I'."
I ~hen received the following message :
"00.A.TZACO.A.LC081 18TH.
"Send message to Ryan. Did not hin@r them. About 9 miles from land.
" C.A.BPDTBB.,

I then sent the following message:

"Bon. THOMAS RYUf,
" EntJoy EztrGOrtlifuwr ot1d Min.ilter Pletaipolft'k'1/, MIJdoo :

"At Coatzacoalcos they arrested Captain Stilphen, ofeohtl)()ner Boberl B•Jf. Last voy ·
age an American citizen, Patton, asked passage home and was taken on board. Nine
miles from land a boat came alongside the schooner and apparently wanied Patton,
but did not come on board, and no one hindered them. They now arrest captain, as
they aay Patton oommitted assault and battery. Will write particulars.
"HOI'I'."

-

Captai tUDhm I haTe known for a long time, and have only known hlm as an
hon68t, sober, lndoatrioua man, and am aatislled that it was no fault of his that he i8
there. In all my dealings with him I alway• found him a mOdel captain and have in
a nomber of caees pointed him out as such. I alwaye found him t'n board of hiS
vessel attending to liis business, and not in the saloons, bot where his business called
him or hie presence was wanted. I feel in hopes that you will do all in your power to
have him relea,sed.
Ihave,e1io.,
JosBPB D. Hon.
[Inclosure 2 mNo. 1'71.]

.Mr. WAUIAoue to Mr. MarilctJJ.

Unoftlcial.]

LEGATION 01' THB UNITBD 8TATB8,

.Mmoo, NotJemb6r 22, 1889.
When I spoke to you recently about the case of Captain
Stil~lt.en, of the schooner Bobert BvJf, you very kindly said that you fully appreclated
the Immense loss any delay was in tlie matter of ships, ao.d volunteered to telegraph to
the authorities in order that aU unnecessary annoyances or delays might b8 spared
the captain.
I am·in receipt of a telegram from Captain Stilph~ (from Minatitlan) stating that
the authorities nave stopped his vessel loading.
Would it be possible to permit the captain to continue loading f
Ever, etc.,
H. REMSBN WHITBHOUS..
DEAR MR. MARISCAL:

Linolosure 8 mNo.l'TI.-Translation.]

Mr. Mariloal to Mr.
Unoftloial.]

W1li~houat.

DEPARTMENT Oll' FOREIGN AI'I'AIRS,

M«rioo, NotJember 25, 1889.
MR. WBITBBOUSB: Referring to the memorandum you left me on the caae of
Captain Stilphen, I have the honor to advise you that in a dispatch of 20th instant the
governor of Vera Cruz says the following:
"The honorable court of justice of the State advised the government In my charge
of the following:'
"'In answer to your note of yesterday's date, in which you inclose tbe tel~
from the office of foreign aft'airs, referring to the case of Captain Stilphen, in Minatitlan, I have the honor to state that the necessary instructions have been given, in
order that the oause referred to may be concluded as soon as possible.'
"On this account the judge of that oounty telegraphed the following: 'Captain
Stnphen has been consi~ed to this jury by ihe government, according to notiftca..
tion to oftloe of foreign affaire, as supposed to have aided the escape of Mr. Patton in
his ship, notwithstanding the olaims of the authority, the latter being supposed to
have wounded seriously Kannel Alor in Chinameca.'
"Stilphen has not been in prison. He is under bail from F. H. Carpenter, who will
answer for him in oue responsibility is proved. All of whioh I communicate to you
for what might ooour.
"I have the [honor] to advise you of thia in answer to your telegram of the 17th
lost."
I am, eto.,
IGNACIO HAJuso.u.
DEAR

[IDoloeore' mlro. 178.-Tnulatlon.]

JCr• .Mariloal to Mr. WMtehoue.
Unolloial.]

DEPARTMENT Oll' FOREIGN AI'I'AIR8,

Mexico, NotJtJmbtll' 25, 1889.
DBAB lb. WBITBBOUBB: I have the honor to answer your note of the 22d instant,
relati"Ve to the aoapension of loading of the schooner Robwt Ruff by the authoritiee
at Minatitlan, adVising you that I have requested the secretary of treasury to tl')"
and have the trial O'Ver as eoon 11 poeaible, justly and without causing any unneoeeuqdelays.
I remain, eta.,

lao.

V•BJSOAL
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Mr. Ryan to Mr. Bla·ine.
No. 184.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, December 7, 1889. (Received December 18.)
SIR: Upon receipt of your instruction No. 136 of the 27th ultimo,
touching the arrest of Captain Stilphen, of the American schooner Robert
Ruff, I ascertained, by wire, from our consul at Vera Cruz that Oaptain Stilphen was yet under bond at Minatitlan.
I thereupon addressed a communication to Mr. Mariscal, copy whereof
I have the honor to attach, bringing to his notice the views stated in
your said instruction, and expressed the belief that the Mexican Government will promptly take appropriate action, if not already taken,
without delay, in accordance therewith.
I am, etc.,
THOS. RYAN.

,'

(Inclosure in No. 18i.l

M1·.

Ryan to

M1·.

Mariscal.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

1:

I

Mexico, December 7, 18Fl9.
SIR: Referring to Your Excellency's unofficial communication of the 25th ultimo to
Mr. Whitehouse touching the arrest of Captain Stilphen, of the American schooner Robert
Ruff, I beg to state that I have this day received from my Government specific
instructions to bring to Your Excellency's notice the views hereinafter stated, not
doubting that the Mexican Government will probably take appropriate action, if not
already taken, without delay, in accordance therewith.
It appears that the ground on which Captain Stilphen had been arrested was that on
a previous voyage from Coatzacoalcos he assisted an American citizen named Patton,
charged with assault and battery at that place, to escape. The facts in the case, as they
were stated to my Government, were that Patton, who was accused of the offense alleged, but who had not been arrested, took passage on the schooner for the United States.
When the schooner was about 9 miles from land on the high seas and outside the
jurisdiction of Mexico; she was approached by a boat, on board of which were certain persons in citizens' clothes, one of whom, who spoke in Spanish, exhibited a piece
of paper, and apparently solicited Patton's surrender. He did not, however, come
on board of the schooner, and Captain Stilpben kept her on her course, paying no attention to the demand apparently made upon him. For this act he was upon his return
to Coatzacoalcos arrested on the charge of aiding a criminal to escape.
My Government is of the opinion that, upon the facts stated, there is no grou ud for
Captain Stilphen's detention, and that he should be set at liberty without delay, if
that step has not been already taken. .As my Government is informed, the Robert Ruffat
.the time the demand was made upon her ma.ster was clearly outside of the jurisdiction
of the Mexican Government, and was an .American vessel on the high seas, within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Government of the United States. She was not, therefore, in any respect subject to the criminal laws of Mexico, and her commander was
not, and is not, answerable to tkose laws for acts then and there committed. For the
same reason the demand upon him was unauthorized and illegal, and one which he
would not have been justified in conceding.
Merchant vessels on the high seas being constructively considered, as for most purposes, a part of the territory of the nation to which they belong, they are not subject
to the criminal laws and processes of another nation, and any attempt of the officers or
citizens of the latter to execute and serve such laws and processes on board of them
can only be regarded as an illegal proceeding, which their masters and crews are j ustified in not only disregarding, but also in resisting.
It gives me pleasure, etc.,

Tnos.

RYAN.

-
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Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.

No. 186.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA1.'ES,

Jfexico, December 11,1889. (Received December 23.)
SIR : Referring you to my No. 184 of the 7th instant, I have the honor
to inclose note (copy and translation) from Mr. Mariscal advising this
legation that he had req nested additional information in the case of
Captain Stilphen of the schooner Robert Ruff.
I am, etc.,
THOS. RYAN.
[Inclosure in No.l86.-Translation.J

Mr. Ma1·iscal to Mr. Ryan.
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Mexico, December 10, 1889.
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note,
dated the 7th instant, wherein you were pleased to state, with re_ference to my unofficial communication of the 25t.h ultimo to Mr. Whitehouse touching the arrest of Captain Stilphen, of the American schooner Robert Ruff, that, by reason of certain views
which you clearly expressed to me, you did not doubt that the Mexican Government
would conform to them and take appropriate action without delay, if not already
taken.
As these views seemed based upon information already embodied in the memorandum of Mr. Whitehouse, and do not accord with the particulars of the case that are
on file in this department, I have thi~ day requested further information touching
the data in my possession, and will duly have the satisfaction of communicating to
Your Excellency the result of my inquiries.
It gratifies me to reiterate, etc.,
IGNO. MARISCAL,

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.

No. 211.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, January 21, 1890. (Received January 30.)
SIR: For the information and files of the Department, I beg to transmit herewith copies of the latest correspondence of this legation bearing
on the case of R. C. Work, imprisoned at Victoria, Tamaulipas, for the
murder of Francisco Cruz.
I am, etc.,
THOS. RYAN.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 211.]

Mr. Ryan to Mr. King.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Mexico, August 13, 1889.
SIR: T ain in receipt of a letter from Mr. R. C.Work, stating that he can get no
lawyer to defend him in the pending trial befol'e the second sala of the State supreme
court. I understand in such cases the court assigns counsel to the prisoner. Please
give the matter your attention.
I inclose Mr. Work's letter, also a communication from one Juan Cortina, Victoria,
June 22last, touching the proceedings in Work's case.
I am, etc.,

TB.os. RYAN.
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Mr. Work to Mr. Byan.
VICTORIA, August 3, 1889.
DEAR Sm: Permit me to submit to yon the inclosed letter of Don Juan Cortina.
I further state that I can get no one to defend me in the pending trial before the
second sala. My witnesses volunteer to come forward to testify. Hope you will
press this to a close. My family and self are suffering for the actual want of provisions to live on.
Hope you will excuse one in suffering. I am not an assassin, much leRs a murderer.
What I had to do, could I have saved my own life by not doing so, I would have
never taken the life of anyone.
Yours, etc.,
R. C. WoRK.

[Inoloaure Bin inclosnral.-Translation.]

Mr. Cortina to Mr. King.
JUNE 22, 1889.
DEAR Sm: I have the honor to call your attention to the signature attached to
page 15 of the documents in the case against R. C. Work, as it is not the same that
be employs in all his business transactions; for, in place of being written as I have
it abovet with all the requisite letters, it is written Wok; the same occurring in the
marginal signature. This can be proven by Antonio Doral and Severa Parkhini, who
saw it with me. And also it is not signed by his lawyer as are all the other papers.
I am, etc.,
JUAN CORTINA.

(Inclosure 2 inNo. 211.]

Mr. Byan to Mr. King.
LEGATION Oll' THE UNITED STATES,
Me~x:ico, .August 15, 1889.
Sm: It has come to my notice that in the trial of Mr. R. C. Work it is alleged that
two Vega boys will each swear that just preceding the killing of Francisco Cruz
they heard him state that he intended to kill Work that day, and was waiting for
him to come up the arroyo, and that the court refused to receive their evidence. Be
kind enough to ascertain positively what truth there is in this statement.
Please return the inclosures I sent you in my letter of the 13th when you finish
with them.
I am, eto.,
Taos. RYAN.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 211.]

Mr. King to Mr. Byan.

No. 12.)

CONSULAR AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES,

Viot01·ia, August 23, 1889.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that Mr. R. C. Work has secured the services
of a Mexican to defend him. This mania not a regularly qualified lawyer, but Work
is satisfied with him and thinks him capable of conducting the defense. The trial
will probably take place in the course of 1 or 2 weeks.
With regard to the Vegas, I beg to report t.hat Sisto Vega, in the presence of witnesses, stated that he, Sisto Vega, could testify that Francisco Cruz, 1 or 2 weeks before the shooting, used threatening language against Work, declaring that he was
Work's enemy.

otil aomiDg trom LIUMI!it"Jir.t:"'._.~
Cruz te <trunk aDd with two OIIMICitilf;Wi•f!to kill you.
aocsoutpa,nY.·YO''Il that nothing may .u•Jl'l"'.LI·-·
When the oaee was
at Sao
in some way these men wer&-'D~lWdMb
giving their evidence. The Vegas are middle-aged men. Patricio Vega ~·~;..llol!!!~
above statement voluntarily before Don Juan Cortina. and Antonio Maydon.
is still permitted to remain with his family in his quarters, on medical certi1lc¥e.
I unaerstand that a certified copy of the proceeding& in this case has been eent
Mexico, which you may be able to see.
I have, eto.,

[Inoloeure 4 in No. 211.]

Mr. Bra• to Mr. King.
LBGATIOX Oll' TBB UNITBD
.)l~oo,

.Deoerahr

8m: Kindly adviae me by earliest mail of the present status of f.he oaea
W.ork, and what action, if any, is desired to secure a final trial, so as to
justice.
I wrote on August 15 last asking for information regarding the alleged BUJ~PI'e8111~[~f~
bf the court of the testimony of the two 'vega boye, but have no reply from you.
kind enough to inform me thereon; also what each will swear to.
I am, eto.,
TJios. RT.A.R'~~,

[Incloeure 5 in No. 211.]

Mr. Button to Mr. Brart.

No.. 7.]

CONSUI..l.TE-GBNBRAL OJ' TBB

UNITBD

~~r.t·.a:.t·JiiD• .

NtUmO La.reilo, Deceahr
SIR: I inclose herewith copy of a letter from our agent ,.t Victoria in ..-....._wl ~. ..
the Work oae,e.
:Hrs. Work baa lately had a letter published in the Texas papers, cornpJ.ailllinJt ~~,
bittedy as to the alleged wrongs to whioh her husband and hie
aubjected. For my part I have watched the oaae from the very first,
have seen no violation of lrfexioan law or uncommon delays in the
I think you will find by reading the recorda of your oftloe that General
he precJented Work'a oomptaint (made under oath to Agent King) to lrfr. lll~~;\.?
wuahown another statement also made by Work and in oourt, which wu eo
variance with the other u to the thrOw the oase out of court.
I am, eto.,

wA.RNBR P.

8U'l'TOX.

liDolonle.]

Mr. King

No.4.]

to Jlr.

S.tlofl.

CONSULAR AGliiNOY OJ' mB UNITED

YicloriG, D«J~mlHJr
8m: In reply to youra of the 12th instant, I have the honor to inform you •.ut~,. .......
R. C. Work w.as bom in 1835 at Kingston, Roane County, East Tennessee. He
that he never baa ~en any steps to become a Mexican citizen and claims to
American citizen, f. e., United States citizen, at this time. Mr. Work
not
jailaince lrfay 1a8t; he is out on medical certificate, living with his
8e.latelri4lf:~
baa been twice pronounced upon him ; first, in February lut, at San
judge ther~ pasiing sentence of 3/eare and 4 months. Then the case waa
the supreme ooortof *his8.te,an the magistrate eentencecl Work to 4 yeanan4illlli:I'IJM~ ~~1
days imprisonment. From t~ Work appealed, and his case is now before the - --·--·- :.·'·'·
aala of the supreme ooun; it fa probable the ~nal decision will ve:ry IOOD be
I have done everything that ~bly oould be done in this matfiel' all4at w.w.~at:··:~:~'i
we can only await the :tiDal dectsion.

••00--4:0

Mrs. Work has done harm to herself and husband by writing letters and caused a
bad feeling, which, I believe, did not previously exist. She is very well aware tha~
I am always prepared to forward any letters she desires through the proper official
channels. The letter I gave Mr. Work, and which I am annoyed to see q noted in the
Associateq Press dispatcnes, was given for a different purpose.
I have, etc.,
J. H. T. KING.
(Inclosure Gin No. 211.]

Jlr. King to Mr. Byan.
No. IS.]

CONSULAB AGENCY 01' THE UNITED STATES,

Victoria, December 27, 1889.
Sm. In reply to your communication of the 18th instant, I have the honor to in-

form you that the final decision in the case of R. C. Work has not yet been given.
This last delay has been caused by the absence of the magistrate before whom the
caee is being tried. I believe the magistrate is daily expected, and I do not think
Work will nave long to wait for the sentence. In the meaxftime R. C. Work is
permitted to live with bis family in a private house.
Regarding tbe testimony of the Vegas, I venture to refer you to my letter No. 12,
dated August 23, 1889 in which I state:
1' I beg to report that Sisto Vega, in the presence of witnesses, stated that he, S.
Vega, could testify that Fransisco Cruz (i.e., the man who was killed), 1 or 2 weeks
before the shooting, used threatening language against Work, declaring that he was
Work's enemy.
"Patricio Vega, S. Vega's brother, met Work coming from Linares, just before the
shooting, and makes the following statement: 'I said to Work, Pascho Cruz is drunk
and with two others is ready to kill yon. I am going to accompany yon, that nothing
may happen. Work, however, did not believe there was any danger and declined
my assistance. A short distance off three men came out and I heard two shots.'
"The Vegas are middle-aged men. Patricio Vega made the above statement
voluntarily before Don Juan Cortina and Antonio Maydon.''
Don Juan Cortina is my authority for all the above information.
I have, etc.,

J. H. T.

KING.

(Inclosure 7 in No. 211.]

Mr. Byan to M1·. King.
LEGA.TION Oll' THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, January 4, 1890.
SIR: I am just in receipt of yours No. 18 of 27th ultimo, reporting that the magistrate may soon be expected to sentence R. C. Work.
Please aid Work in securing the testimony of Sisto and Patricio Vega, if not already
given in the trial proceedings.
·
Yours, eto.,
THoS. RYAN•

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine. •
No. 215.j

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, January 22, 1890. (Received January 30.)
Sm : In connection with my No. 211 of yesterday, I beg to transmit
copy ofa letter of 14th instantfrom J. H. T.King, United Statesconsular
agent at Victoria, Tamaulipas, relative to the case of R. C. Work.
Mr. King therein states that the judge informed him on the 13th instant that the case of Mr. Work was closed, and sentence would be
given in a few days. Mr. King adds that Mr. Work was not able to get
the evidence of Sisto and Patricio Vega; indeed, that he was too poor to

secure a good lawyer; also that the former sentence will in all probability be sustained. He concludes by saying that" R. 0. Work, or his
wife, or others through them, have resorte<l to the public press, thus
turning what sympathy they bad here (Victoria) against them."
Should the decision of this court be ad vArse to Mr. Work, I shall
make application for a copy of the proceedings and the testimony in the
case.
I am, etc.,
THOS. RY.AB.
[Inclosure in No. 211.]

Mr. King to Mr. Ryan.
No.19.]

CONSULAR AGENCY 011' THB UNITED STA.TB81

Yiotoria, January 14, 1890.
SIB: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr communication of the
4th instant
The magistrate informed me yesterday that the case of R. C. Work is closed, and
that he will be sentenced in a few days.
The ma~istrate also req nested me to state to yon that a copy of the record of Work's
trial was forwarded to the secretary of state, in the city of Mexico, long ago, and
that doubtless yon could examine it.
Work tells me that he was not able to ge the evidence of Sisto and Patricio Vega.
The fact is, Work is entirely without. means and has not been able to obtain the services of a good lawyer or anythin~ else that he needed. I have done all in my power
to aid him, even supply in~ him w1th funds, bnt he is obstinate and nngt"ateful to such
a degree that I have lost mterest.
R. C. Work has returned to prison to day. He is confined in the jailer's room. He
has been living in a private hontJe since:June last, and, in my opinion, he has lately
had many privileges granted to him, and much leniency has 'been shown.
In all probability the former sentences will be sustained, but I do not think Work
will be long held in confinement.
R. C. Work, or his wife, or others through them, have resorted to the publfo P!ell,
thus turning what sympathy they bad here against them.
I have, etc.,
J. H. T. KnfG.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
No. 238.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, February 7,1890. (Received February 17.)
SIR : For the information of the Department, I have the honor to
forward herewith a communication from R. 0. Work, imprisoned at
Victoria, Tamaulipas, charged with the murder of Francisco Ornz2 to
Mr. J. H. T. King, our consular agent at that place, complaining tnat
be bas been in ill health for many months, and that recently, to wit, on
the 14th ultimo, while still sick in his room, he was "subjected to the
painful persecution of being packed through the street by an armed
moh and thrown into prison," and declares that such is the state of his
health that his " life is in great danger."
It would seem that the authorities had long permitted Mr. Work to
remain at his home with his family, pending the criminal action against
him, upon the assumption that he was in ill health, but finding him
apparently recovered, directed him to return to the prison. The COil·
sular agant, Mr. King, in forwarding Mr. Work's letter, says:
I beg leave to inform yon that R. C. Work was out hunting a few days before being
imprisoned, and, as he refused to go to the jail, the authorities were compelled to
convey him on a cot. It required several men to do this, and I suppose the men who
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carried him oonatitute the armed men alluded to. However, it was in no sense an
armed mob, and, to say the least, in my opinion, Work showed bad tasteinnotquietly walking to the jail, as all know here that for months be has been walking, riding,
and hunting constantly-in fact, enjoying almost full liberty. Work has been out on
medical certificate since June last, but as he did not seem to appreciate the many
privileges granted him, and even pnbliRhed letters against the Mexican people here,
I infer that the authorities justly concluded they had shown him too much consider·
ation.

I am, etc.,
THOS. RYAN.
[IDeloaure In No. 238.]

Jlr. King to Mr. Ryan.
CONSULAR AGENCY 011' THE UNITED STATES,

Victoria, January 25, 1890,
SIB: I have the honor to forward the accompanying letter from R. C. Work. In
doing so I beg leave to inform you that R. C. Work was out hunting a few days before
being imprisoned, and, as he refused to go to jail, the authorities were cotnpelled to
convey him on a cot. It required several men to do this, and I suppose the men who
carried him constitute the armed mob alluded to. However, it was in no sense an
armed mob, and, to say the least, in my opinion, Work showed bad taste in not quietly
walking to the jail, as all know here that for months he has been walking, riding,
and bunting constantly-in fact, enjoying almost full liberty.
Work has been out on medical certificate since June last, but, as he did not seem to
appreciate the many privilege!:i granted him, and even published letters against the
Mexican people here, I in fer that the authorities justly concluded they bad shown
him too much consideration.
I have, eto.

J. H. KING.

[Inclosure.]

Mr. Work to Mr. King.
VICTORIA, January 221 1890.
I beg to state to you that on the 14th instant, sick in my room, that I
bad been previously, under sick certificate allowed, according to article 63 of the
penal code, and without cause more than a communication from the United States
minister, I have been subjected to the painful persecution of being packed through
the street by an armed mob and thrown into prison. You know well my condition of
health-suffering with asthma and hemorrhoides of the anus. I insist that you inform
Minister Ryan. I have been here since the 14th and confined to my bed. I here inclose yon a petition an bmitted on the 20th. I can give any kind of a bond. If there was
a hospital, I would make no complaint 1 but, as I am subject to seriou& attacks of
asthma, my life is in great danger and without any attention.
Hoping that you will give this your attention,
lam, etc.,
R. C. WonK.
DEAR SIR:

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine•

No. 241.]

•

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, February 10, 1890. {Received February 19.)
Sm: Referring to this legation's dispatch No. 186 of December 11,
1889, relative to the arrest last November of Capt. J. H. Stilphen, of
the American schooner Robert Ruff, by the authorities of Minatitlan,
Vera Cruz, I have the honor to inclose copies of notes received by me
from United States Consul Joseph D. Hoff, of' Vera Cruz, and from
Oapt. J. H. Stilphen.
I have addressed a note to Mr. Mariscal, copy whereof please find
herewith, recalling his attention to this subject.
THOS. RY A.N.
I am, etc.,

Mr. H()l to Jlr. Ryan.

o::. TBll UNITBD STATU.
Yera Cru•, January 16,1890.
SIR: Capt. J. H. Stilpben writes me that be is still under bond of 1200 about the
atrair of carrying that man from Cuatzacoaloos and would like to have it ~ettled,
as he had to pot the money up, as they m·ight call the case up when he wu away, and
forfeit the bond, and keep the money, which I am satisfied is very unrighteooaand
unjust.
The following is a copy of his letter to me received to-day:
"I sail from New Orleans, Friday, 10 January, for Coatzacoalcos; will load at
Minatitlan for New Orleans. Please write me as soon as convenient and see if you
can't get them to settle the thing up this time whilst I am down there, for I expeot
to go north next voyage. They may call for me and I can not get there. I trust; you
will try and have it fixed up by the time! get away from there."
I hope something may be done with the case, as they certainly had no right to &r•
rest h1m, for he was out of their jurisdiction when the man came on boaro 9 lll"La..<-.·•"•
at sea. They might Just as well arrest the landlord in Pensaoola that en1ier1;atJ1CMJt '~
Jdm, should he go to Mexico, aa Captain Stilphen, who entertained him out of
Jurisdiction.
Yolll'81 eto.,
CONSULA.TB

[Inclosure 2 in No. 241.1

Captain StiZphen to Mr. Byf!•·
MINA.TITLAN, January !11, 1890.
Some 2 months ago I wrote to United States consul, Vera Cruz, and
also cabled you that I had been anested and onder bond for $200 on account of maa
Patton put on board of my vessel 9 miles at sea from bar of Coatzacoalcos. This
Patton was sent on board by Sir Thomas Tancred, of the railroad now building,
some 1 hour after this man was on board the port captain's boat came
handed me a paper written in Spanish asking for Patton. I told them he
They wanted him. I told them I could not give him up, for these men in
in no uniform to represent any authority. I did not refuse them poming on
him. And they went a-way, and on IPY arrival back I was arrested. I _gave~~~:!~~--:'
This man I never knew before, and company put him on board, and am I to be
for this aot when I have done nothing more than many others would have done t
Will you please let me know what can be done in this case f I want to get olear
this bond and have it settled. I ahall sail for New Orleans in about 12 ~11 f
Please answer and oblige.
.
J. H. Sm.nnm,
I remain, eto.,
Mutw 8oAoOfltlf' lloberl B-1DBAB SIB:

[IDcloaure a 1a lTo. w.J

Mr. Ryan

w Mr.

MariBoal.
o::.

THE UNITBD
M~, ~~u.~~~u~
SIB: I am in receipt of.a communication from Capt. J. H. ~tilphen•
LEGATION

•

.\meriean schooner BolJsrl Buff, dated Minatitlan, V. C., January 27last,
ExoellencJ will remember was arrested last November by the authorities of
pa ~of usisting the escape of one Patton, supposed to have aaBI•ulted
meoa; said Captain Stilphen being afterwards admitted to

Mr. Blains to Mr. Ryan.

No. 202.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, February 18, 1890.
SIB: The Department has received your No. 238 of the 7th instant, in further reference to the case of R. C. Work, imprisoned at
Victoria, Tamaulipas, for the alleged murder of Francisco Oruz. It
appears from the copy of letters from Mr. Work and from our consular
agent at Victoria, Mr. King, that under certain rules the prisoner
has been allowed, on account of ill health, very considerable privileges,
including that of remaining at home with his family; but that for reasons which seemed sufficient to the authorities he has recently been
obliged to return to the jail.
The statement of Mr. Work and of the consular agent conflict somewhat; and if a disinterested medical statement of the physical condition
of Mr. Work could he procured, it might assist the consideration of the
case. If suffering froru acute attacks of asthma, the paroxysmal and
intermittent character of that complaint should be borne in mind in
weighing Mr. King's statement that Mr. Work was out hunting a few
days before his return to the jail.
1 am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blains to Mr. Ryan.

No. 206.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, February 20, 1890.
Sm: Your No. 241 of the lOth instant is received.
Approving the terms of your note of the same date to Mr. Mariscal
in the case of Captain Stilphen, of the schooner Robert Ru_tf, who was
arrested last November in Minatitlan, and is still embarrassed by the
obligation of a bond of $200, which he was then compelled to give.
1 am, eto.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.

No. 255.]

LEGATlON OF Tllli1 UNITED STATES,

Me:x:ioo, Maroh 5, 1890. (Received March 17.)
Sm: In connection with your No. 206 of February 20, 1890, in regfp'd to the case of Capt. J. H. Stilphen, of the American schooner
Bobert Ruff, I beg to forward, for your consideration, notes from the
foreign office, with translations, relative thereto; also copy .of a communication from Mr. J. D. Hoft; our consul at Vera Cruz, stating that the
case of Captain Stilphen had been removed to Vera Oruz, for reexamination, to the district court.
You will observe that the Mexican Government insists that Capta.in
Stilphen was within its jurisdiction (2l miles from shore) when he aided
the escape of Joseph Patton.

I am1 eto.,

TBos. RYAN.

(hclon!e 1 tn No. ua.-TraDalatiODo)

Mr. Mariscal fo Mr. Byaa.
DEPARTMENT OJ' FOU:IGN .AJ'J'.&IBS,

M«rioo, Febf'tlllry 13, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge-receipt ofYonrE:x:ceJlleiaey'e
of the lOth instant, wherein you were pleased to communicate to me
Capt. J. H. Stilphen, of the schooner Robert Buff, that the proceedin~ COlldttofi~Bd.:~
against him for having assisted in the escape from Coatzacoalcos of one Patton
be speedily terminated, and that the bond he gave in OJ'der to be allowed to sail
be canceled.
In ~he said note Your Excellency refers to the note of December 10, wherein I
promised to communicate to yon the result of investigations set on foot toucbing
this matter.
In reply, I would state to Your Excellency that a few days since I received a
mnnication from the governor of the State of Vera Cruz covering a report
superior tribunal of that State, in which it is stated that the jud~e of first
&t Minatitlan having been found incompetent to hear the proceedmgs ret&I;JIVA
wound Mceived by Manuel Alor, and which bears on the matter of the re~I})O·neiblllfll'
of Captain Stilphen, the case was referred to the second federal court of
of Vera Cruz for a hearing and action.
As soon as the result of the said proceedings is communicated to this de][)artmon1L
I shall have the satisfaction of transmitting them to Your Excellency.
1 renew, eto.,
IGNO. JIAIWJCUL.

[Inclosure :1 In l!!To. 255.]

Mr. Hoff fo Mr. Bg••·
CONSULATE OJ' TBB UNITBD 8TATBS,

.
YertJ Oru, Fe"brtuwg 16, 1890.
SIR: I received yonra of 8th, and at the same time a telegram from J. H.~~~~~~~
saying his case had been removed to Vera Crnz for examination, to the
co~ and I accordinJlY went to the court and saw the clerk, and he aid
there and under exammation, bnt when it would be decided it was out of hie vo·werr::~
to tell.
The captain seems very impatient, as he has his 1200 bail up and he wants it
in his pocket again. He says the court a~ Minatitlan say they find nothing ag~a•:;)
him. Captain has eailed from Minatitlan for New Orleans ai present.
Yonra truly,

(ID.oloaure. In l!!To. w.-TraDalatlcm.]

Mr.

Mt~riBoal

fo Mr.

Byt~a.

DEPARTMENT OJ' FOREIGN bi'A.IRS,

M~oo, Februarr fl1, 1890,.
Mr. MINISTER: In my note dated the loth of December last I had the honor to
form Your Excellency that the ideas set forth in yonr legation's note of the
the same month seemed based upon information which did not accord with
.w,•-·:.:
ticnlars of the case on file in this department, as touching the position of the
can schooner Bobere Buff, when, on starting from Coatzacoalcos in August
yearz it was overtaken by the gig of the captain of the port with a judicial wam.~t'
for the arrest of Joseph Patton, a fugitive from justice.
The troth of the occurrences having been investigated, as I promised
lency in my said note, it transpires that the said schooner was 2i marine miles
from the coast when the captain's yawl overtook it. 'For, while it was
upon leaving the port the schooner had gone further out to sea, lt afterwards tMskeii:::J
or maneuvered in order to reach the boat carryina the fugitive, and this mc)-ft~~
ment brought if further inland.
I embrace the opportunity to renew, eto.
T ......
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.Mr. Ryan to JJlr. Blaine.

No. 264.1

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, March 15,1890. (Received March 28.)
SIR: Referring to instruction No. 103 of October 9, 1889, I have
the honor to advise the Department that, pursuant to arrangAment,
the Mexican minister of foreign affairs and myself bad a conference
on Thursday, the 13th ultimo, with the object of adjusting the damages
resulting from an incursion of Mexican soldiers into Eagle Pass, Tex.,
on the 4th of March, 1888, but found it impracticable to reach an
agreement touching the damages sustained by Shadrack White, United
States deputy sheriff, Mr. Mariscal professing to have satisfactory proof
that the claimant's wound~ did not result in any permanent incapacity
whatever, whereas the medical and other testimony presented by Mr.
White established the existence of permanent disability of one han(l
from a gunshot wound received on that occasion while in the performance of his official duty. It was agreed, subject to approval by the
State Department, that each Government should select a competent
surgeon of high character to examine and report upon the character
and extent of the claimant's injuries, and, failing to agree, the two surgeons so chosen to select another competent surgeon to make such examination and report; the report of the two originally designated by
the two Governments, should they ag ,e, to be conclusive as to the
character and extent of such injuries; otherwise the report of the surgeon chosen by them to be of like effect.
I beg to advise that, through Mr. E. 0. Fecbet, our consul at Pie·
dras Negras, I engaged, without compensation, Dr. Paul Clendenin, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army, Fort Duncan, Eagle Pass, Tex., to aeon the part of the United States, to whom I have addressed instruct
tions in accordance with the agreement mentioned.
I am, etc.,
Tnos. RY.AN.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan.

No. 224.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, March 24, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 255 of the 5th instant bas been received.
It relates to the case of J. H. Stilpben, master of the American schooner
Robert Ruff, heretofore the subject of correspondence, against whom
proceedings are pending in the Mexican courts on the charge of aiding·
the escape from Coatzacoalcos of a fugitive from justice in August
last. Yon now transmit a note addressed to you by Senor Mariscal
and a report from the consul at Vera Cruz, both stating that Captain
Stilphen's case had been removed to the district court at that place for
reexamination.
I note your reference to Senor Mariscal's controversion, in his com·
mnnication to you of February 27, of the allegations heretofore made
in Captain Stilpben's behalf, and his statement that upon investigation
it is· found that the Robert Ruff was within Mexican jurisdiction, being
2-k nautical miles from the coast, when the captain's yawl overtook the
schooner and. put the fugitive on board.
It does not appear that the Mexican Government controverts the law
of the case as laid down by this Government upon tJie statements sub-
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mitted to us. Before sending you further instructions in the premises,
the Department will await the development of the disputed questions
of fact.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BL.A.INE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan.
No. 235.]

DEPARTMEN1.' OF STATE,

Washington, April 23, 1890.

SIR: Adverting to Department's instructions No. 244 of January 19,

1888, No. 30 of July 12,1889, and to yonr No. 48 of July 22, 1889, all in
relation to the claim of Howard C. Walker, a citizen of the United States
at Minatitlan, on account of insults and iujuries undergone by him at the
hands of Mexican authorities, I inclose copy of a letter of the 18th
instant from Mr. 1\f. F. Morris, of this city, in relation to the subject.
I have to request at the same time that you again invite the attention
of the Mexican Government to the case, determination of which appears
to have been long deferred. Ascertain its present status and acquaint
the Department with such information as you may obtain.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BL.A.INE.
{Inclosure in No. 235.]

Mr. Morris to Mr. Blaine.

•

WASHINGTON, D. C., .Ap1·ill8, 1890. (Received A.pril19.)
SIR: In a letter of December 6, 1887, I presented to the Department of State the
petition of Howard C. Walker, an American citizen sojourning in the Republic of
Mexico, requesting the interposition of our Government on account of wrongs suffered by Mr. Walker at the hands of the Mexican authorities. Some correspondence
ensued upon the subject, as will appear by the files of your Department. I was informed that our minister to Mexico, Mr. Bragg, had been directed to bring the matter
to the attention of the Mexican Government, and that he had done so, and they had
promised to give it due attention and investigation. I presume that promise is still
good, and will continue to be made from time to time forever, according to the recognized methods of diplomacy. But Mr. Walker is as far off as ever from the reparation to which he is entitled.
Permit me to ask you to give the matter your consideration and to direct our minister to Mexico to bring it to a speedy settlement.
Very respectfully, etc.,

M. F.

MORRIS.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
No. 290.J

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, fflay 2, 1890. (Received May 12.)
SIR: Referring to your instruction No. 202 of February 18, 1890,

relative to the case of Mr. R. C. Work, confined in Victoria, Tamaulipas,
charged with the murder of Francisco Cruz, in February, 1888, allow
me to submit, for the information of the Department, copies of the latest
correspondence upon the subject had by this legation.
On the basis of a certificate from two physicians of Victoria, to wit,
Gregorio Porcbini and Pegedis R. BalbuaJ to the effect that the pris·
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oner is suffering from bleeding piles, etc., I addressed a note to Mr.
Mariscal, copy of which please find inclosed with the said correspondence, praying that Mr. Work ''may be removed from the jail to some
place where proper medical treatment may be secured for him."
Trusting that my action may meet your approval,
I am, etc.,
THOS. RYAN.

(Inclosure 1 iu No. 290.]

Mr. Work to Mr. Ryan.
MARCH 16, 1890.
SIR: Yon will pardon a sick man for complaining. As Dr. King is indisposed, I
acldress you direct. The proceedings in my case hang. For 2 years and 3 months I
have been demanding a conclusion of the case. Mrs. Work received a letter from
you a month ago telling her that I should have a speedy ami just trial.
The case stands now just as it did at that date. My information is that tht>~ case
has been returned to you from Washington, and that the Department had refused to
take further notice of the case. It is insinuated that my Southern birth was held as
a reason. This can not be possible. My record as a Unionist and a Republican can
11ot be doubted. I was under Gen. R. K. Byrd, of East Tennessee, for 3 years, until
discharged for sickness. Byrd's brigade belonged to GAneral Fanis's division of the
Federal Army. I claim no favors from this. My case demands an investigation by
a commission duly appointed to send for papers, to take testimony, and to send for
parties. My signature has been forged to inttnTogaturios contradictorios; in reality
not my signature, nor is it my scroll. I have not been permitted an interpreter, as
demanded by me, and when I presented an interpreter he was rejected. I am now
confined in a filthy prison, prevented medical aid, and contrary to article 63, Fenal
Code, Los Presos enfermos se curaran precisamente en el establecimiento en que se hallen,
sea de la clase que fuere 6 en el hospital dextinado a ese objeto y no en su casa. Pero se podra
permitir a los que lo soliciten que los asista un medico de 8U eleccion. I here inclose you
medical certificate signed by two physicians, at the same time tendering a good, valid
bondsman. Ten days have passed, and now the judge has taken leave of absence
for 20 days and left the city. The prison here has at this time 30 sick with mea&les
and fever. It appeard that some prejudice is the reason for not allowing me medical
attention. I beg your immediate attention to this. It is impossible for me to stand
the rigors of this prison life long.
Your most obedient servant,

R. C.

WORK.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 290.]

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Mariscal.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, April 30, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose copy (with translation) of a medical certificate
signed by Gregorio Porchini and Pegedis R. Balboa, physicians of Victoria, Tamaulipas, attesting that Mr. R. C. Work, now in jail at that place, charged with the
murder of Francisco Cruz, is "su:fferiag from bleeding piles, a disease which has
afflicted him for a long time; that v~ry frequently high inflammation sets in, and
the flow of blood is excessive; that thereby he is caused great pain and suffering,
and that, in such cases, and in his present surroundings, he runs a risk, as the disease
is serious and needs prompt attention in its treatment."
This legation was informed from Victoria last January that ''Mr. Work's case
had been closed by the judge on the 13th (of that month), and that sentence would
be given in a few days." This sentencA, as Your Excellency is aware, is the sentence
of the appellate court to which Mr. Work had carried his case.
On the 14th of January last Mr. Work was removed from his house to the jail, and
has been there since awaiting sentence.

MEXICO.
In view of his physical sufferings, as set forth in the medical certificate I have
alluded to, which has necessarily been augmented by the mental strain consequent
upon his state of arrest for the past 2 years and 2 months, I feel little hesitancy
in appealing in his behalf to the high sense of justice and humanity which ever
actuates Your Excellency; praying that your kind offices may be exerted to the end
that Mr. Work may be removed from the jail to some place where proper medical
treatment may be secured, especially in view of the closing sentences of the physicians' certificate: •' In the place of his [Work's] confinement, such treatment is impossible, and therefore we [the physicians] are of opinion that he should be removed
from the jail, so that he can be treated with some hope of securing his recovery."
I am honored in renewing herewith, etc.,
Taos. RYAN.
[Iooloaure.-Translation. J

The medical certificate.
MARCH 10, 1890.
We, the undersigned medica] surgeons, do hereby certify that, having examined Mr.
Robert C. Work, confined in the jail of this city, we find him suffering from bleeding
:piles, a disease which has affiicted him for along time; that very frequently high
Inflammation sets in, and the flow of blood is excessive; that thereby he is caused
great pain and suffering; and that in such cases, and in his present surroundings, be
runs a risk, as the disease is serious and needs prompt attention in it<J treatment;
that in the place of his confinement such treatment is impossible; and therefore we
are of opinion that he should be removed from the jail, so that he can be treated with
some hope of securing his recovery.
At the request of the party in interest, and for the ends he may design, we extend
thia present in Victoria, Tamaulipas, on the lOth day of March, 1890.
GREGORIO PORCHINI.
PEGEDIS R. BALBOA.

Mr. Ryan to Mr.

No. 297.]

Bla~ns.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, May 20, 1890. (Received May 28.)
Sm: Referring to my No. 264 of March 15, 1890, relative to the claim
of Shadrack White for injuries sustained by him at the hands of Mexican soldiers who made an incursion into Eagle Pass, Tex., in March,
1888, I have the honor to advise the Department that, upon the receipt
of the report of the surgeons designated to make examination of Mr.
White's injuries, I addressed a note to Mr. Mariscal suggesting that, if
agreeable to him, I would call at the foreign office on Monday, the 6th
instant, to confer further with him upon the question of damages. At
the time designated Mr. Mariscal was otherwise engaged, but on the
following Thursday we held a conference upon the subject and came to
an indefinite and conditional understanding to the eftect that the Mexican Government should pay Mr. White $7,000 in gold, subject, however,
to a further conference, Mr. Mariscal desiring to confer with the President before a final determination of the subject. Thereupon I addressed
a note to our consul at Piedras N egras, requesting him to confer with
Mr. White and advise me by wire whether the claimant would be satisfte(l with that sum. And the Sunday following I received from Mr.
Fechet an affirmativ:e reply by wire, followed by a letter from him confirming the same, and stating, among other things :
I shall rejoice when this claim shall have been paid and we can make it public, for
the actual money payment of a frontier claim by Mexico will have an immense and
most beneficial e.ffect on the ignorant frontier class, and markedly upon the petty
local authoritiea.

Jlr. Eeo1&14 19 JCr.

Br•·
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(Inclosure A in inclosure I.-Translation.)

Mr. Cazeneuve to Mr. Fechit.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED MEXICAN STATES,

Eagle Pass, Tex., .Aprill4, 1890.
SIR: The minister of foreign affairs has directed me to select a physician who
shall, in consultation with whomsoever you may be pleased to designate, investigate
whether Mr. White (Shadrack) is permanently disabled in the right hand.
I therefore have appointed Dr. Cirlos (Daniel) a resident of Piedras Negras, to furnish the expert decision required.
If it should seem agreeable to you, I propose that said examination shall be had on
the 17th instant, at 4 p. m. (Mexican time), in your office at Piedras Negras.
I renew, eto.,
F.

G.

CAZENEUVB.

[Inclosure B in inclosure 1. J

Mr. Fecltet to Mr. Cazeneuve.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Piedras Negras, .April 15, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your commnmcat10n of 14th
instant, informing me that, by authority of instructions of the honorable minister of
foreign affairs, Republic of Mexico, yon have appointed Dr. Daniel Cirlos as medical
officer to act in conjunction with the medical officer representing the United States,
to determine the injuries sustained by Shadrack White, deputy sherift~ while endeavoring to arrest certain Mexica.n soldiers in March, 1888, who had invaded the territory
of the United States.
Your suggestion that the meeting to examine Mr. White be at this consulate on
Thursday, April 17, at 4 o'clock p.m., is accepted, provided this medical examination be not limited and restricted to determining "if the right hand is incapacitated."
My instructions are to have the two doctors determine" the injuries sustained and
the resulting and present incapacity;" that is, any and all injuries sustained on the
occasion above referred to. Should you inform me that your instructions limit the
medical examination to'Mr. White's right hand, the meeting of doctors need not
take place until we shall have received instructions from our respective superiors.
I wish to formally notify you that Dr. Paul Clendenin, assistant sargeon, U.S. Army,
has been duly appointed to represent the United States in the examination of Mr.
White.
Availing myself, etc.,
EUGENE 0. FECHET.
(Inclosure C in inclosure 1.-Tra.nelation.]

Mr. Cazeneuve to Mr. FecMt.
CONSULATE OP' THE UNITED MEXICAN STATES,

Eagle Pass, .Aprill8, 189U.
SIR: In reply to your esteemed favor of the 15th instant, it gratifies me hereby to
confirm the message I telephoned to yon to-day to the effect that the minister of f<>reign affairs in Mexico is willing that the medical examination shall be as full as is
indicated in your note aforesaid. Therefore, I accept to-morrow, the 19th instant,
and your office as the time and place for the surgical examination of White.
I have, etc.,
F.

G.

CAZENEUVB.

[Inclosure Din inclosure 1.]

Certificate of Dr. Paul Clendenin.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATRS,

Piedras Negras, April 19, 1890.
Examination of Shad rack White, citizen of the United States, and resident of Eagle
Pass, Tex., ~ondncted under instructions from Ron. Ignacio Mariscal, minister of foreign affairs, Mexico, and Hon. Thomas Ryan, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the U.epublic of Mexico.
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Mr. White presented himself with the following history: On March 3, 1888, in execntion oftbe duties of his office as deputy sheriff of Maverick County, Tex., while
attempting to arrest 4 Mexican soldiers, he was shot by revolvers in their hands,
being thereby wounded in the right hand, the bullet perforating the hand and dislocating the little finger at the metacarpo-phalangeal articulation, and in the left
arm, from the effects of which wounds he was confined to his house and unable to perform his duties for the period of 4 months.
Upon examination Mr. White's present condition is found to be as follows: Scar of
wound of entrance of bullet on radial aspect of middle finger, right hand, scar made
by wound in passing the web between middle and ring fingers, and scar of wound of
exit of bullet on ulnar aspect of right hand opposite the lower third of metacarpal
bone of little finger. This wound involved the bones of the hand, and in the process of repair the extensor tendons were bound down, so that there is marked limitation of movement and impairment of strength in the hand. This consists of inability
to flex the ring finger and little finger upon the palm and loss of tractile strength in
these fingers. The middle finger is also involved, but not to so great an extent.
The loss of prehensile power is such as to interfere with the use of the right band in
driving, using a rope, handling a revolver or other weapon, and precludes the use of
tools or instruments of precision, and is, in my opinion, permanent.
The wound to the left arm presents no present impairment, and is noteworthy only
because it was the last to heal, thereby retarding his recovery.
PAUL CLENDENIN,

Assistant Su1·geon, U. S • .A.1'my.

[Inolosnre E in inclosure 1.-Translatlon.]

Certificate of Dr. DanielL. Cirlos.
CONSULTING OFFICE OF DR. DANIEL L. CIRLOS,

Ciudad P01·{irio Diaz, April 22, 1890.
The undersigneu, medical surgeon, hereby certifies: That the American, Sbadrack
White, bears scars of wounds apparently the result of bullets from some firearm of
small caliber.
(1) On the front and back of the left forearm there is a scar as if burnt, some
12 centimetres in extent; apparently the skin had been al.Jrased, and possibly an insignificant portion of the flesh.
.
(2) In the right hand a small scar in radial aspect of middle finger, on the lower
inside surface; another scar on the outside of same finger and of same extent; a scar
in -'~he web between the middle and ring fingers; scar of wound at the metacarpophalangeal articulation; another on the surface (inside) opposite the third metacarpal bone of little finger; and still another in the lower portion of the fifth metacarpal
hone at the adduct muscle of little finger; these scars ranging from the inside out
and from front to back.
In present conditions the wound involves partial disability of the three fingers;
the hand can not be used save with great difficulty; and the injury, in my opinion,
will be permanent.
DANIEL L. CIRLOS.

[Inclosure Fin inslostl1'81.]

Memorandum of first meeting, .A.priZ 19, 1890.

At a meeting held at the consulate of the United States at Piedras Negras, Mexico, on Saturday, April 19, 1890, under instructions from the Ron. Thowas Ryan,
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the Republic of Mexico, and
the Ron. Ignacio Mariscal, minister of foreign affairs, Republic of Mexico, there
were present:
Eugene 0. Fechet, consul of the United States at Piedras Negras, Mexico; F. G.
Cazeneuve, consul of the Republic of Mexico at Eagle Pass, Tex.; Dr. Paul Clendenin, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, medical officer on the part of the United States;
Dr. Daniel Cirlos, of Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, medical officer on the part of the Mexican
Government.
Before the above named came Sbadrack White, American citizen, residing at Eagle
Pass, Tex., and who, as deputy sheriff of Maverick County, State of Texas, on
March 3, 1888, sustained injuries while endeavoring to arrest certain Mexican sol-

(Inoloeure Gin inoloaure LJ
.MMON'IIdum of second m66tiflg.
PIEDRAS NEGRAS, MEXICO, .Aptil22, 1890,
At the ac1Journ. and anal meeting there were present all the Hveral per&oD818:::]:~
in the preceding memoranda eave and except Shadrack White, who was not p
The lleparate reports of Drs. Clendenin and Cirlos were then read and
and, having been found to be fundamentally the same, it was decided to tor,wardJ
two Hparate reports and in the following ma~ner: Duplicate originals of
J!eJ:tOZt"":~'
shall be prepared, that of Dr. Cirlos in Spanish and marked A; that of Dr. ClEindenili
in English aud marked B ; that one original of each report shall be f'nwow.sa.m,roil
their respective consuls to Hon. Thomas Ryan and Hon. Ignacio Mariscal, and
:finally this memoranda shall be prepared in dopiicate, signed by both consuls,
forwarded with the reports of the medical officers.
EUGENE

F. G.

0. FEcutT.

C.AZENEUVB.

[Inoloeure H in lnoloeure 1.]

Shadrack White, a citizen of the United States and a resident of Eaale Pau,
being duly sworn according t.o law, deposes and says that in conse~nen~ of wu,ua~1111-'"-"
in both hands received on March 3, 1888, while in the discharge of his dutf aildeltmt!Y~
aherift' of Maverick County, State of Texae, endeavorjng to arrest certain Jle~ktiD(,:;;
aoldien who onlawfnll1 invaded United Statea territory, be was unable to
os deputy aherift', and m conaequenoe lost hia position, which waa worth
month; that be was unable to do anything, or perform any kind of labor
aerve himself for over 4 months, as he was during this period deprived of
of both of his bands, and waa therefore obliged to bire a nurse at l'.l5 per mont_h_;_· ------·,~·
he baa actually paid out to his attending surgeon $1M, and for medicines, baudagear
etc., tlS; tha~ he has sustained an actual money loss as follows:
4 months' salary as deputy sheriff, at 1125 per month .••••••••••••••••••••••••
4 months' wages paid norse, at 125 •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
Medical attendance .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Medicine, etc •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Or a total of ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
That he believes and claims that this BUm should be paid to him over and
any sum received for the personal disability he now ati1fera in consequence ol
wounds.
CONSULA.TB Olr'

Tm!: UNITBD .., ..........ooo, .
Nigraa, .April24,

Pietlru

Sworn and subscribed to before me at the consulate on the date above written.
Notarial No. 17.
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rincloaure 21n No. 207.]

Jlr. Feohit to Mr. Byaa.
CONSULATE 011' THE UNITED STATES,

Piedras NegraB, May 11, 1890.

Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of May 8. I
sent for Mr. White and he instructed me to send yon a telegram as follows: "Yes,
if settled promptly," and this I now beg to confirm. Mr. White is very poor, and
greatly in need of money, and hence agrees to take less than he believes his due, to
save delay, as $7,000 now will be of real service to him, while he recognizes the attendant uncertainties and delays should he stand out for a larger sum.
.
lrlr. White earnestly and most gratefully recognizes your great services, and desires
me to assure fOU of his deep appreciation of all you are doing for him.
I shall rej01ce when this claim shall have been paid and we can make it public, for
the actual money payment of a frontier claim by Mexico will have an immense and
most beneficial effect on the ignorant frontier class, and markedly upon the petty local
authorities.
At request of Mr. White, I request yon to inform him through me when you think
be may reasonably expect payment.
This request comes from the natural anxiety of a poor man in great need of his
money.
I am, etc.,
EUGENR 0. F:&CHET.
[InclosureS in No. 207.-Traulatton.]

Mr• .bpiro.z to Mr. Ryan.
DEPARTMENT 011' FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

Mexico, May 20, 1890.

llr. MmlsTBR: The President of the Repnblic having approved the arrangement
entered into between Your Excellency and Sefior Lie. Don Ign.acio Mariscal, secretary
of foreign affairs, relative to the indemnification of Deputy Sheriff Shadrack White
with $7,000, in United States gold coin, for the injuries sustained by him through the
wound he received during the unfortunate incident of March 3, 1888, at Eagle Pass,
I have the honor to transmit to Your Excellency a draft for the amount aforestated,
drawn by the Bank of London and Mexico against the Bank of British North America,
of New York, and by me indorsed to Your Excellency.
I pray that Your Excellency may be pleased to acknowledge receipt of said draft;
and I embrace this occasion, etc.,
M. AZPIROZ,
(Inclosure 4. in No. 297.)

Jfr. Ryan to Mr. A.zpiro.z.
L:&GA.TION 011' THE UNITED STATBS,

Mexico, May 20, 1890.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's communication of this date, inclosing draft No. 1859 of yesterday's date, drawn by the Bank of
London and Mexico against the Bank of British North America, and indorsed payable
to myself by Your Excellency, in full satisfaction of the ·claim of Shadrack White, an
American citizen of Eagle Pass, Tex., for injuries sustained by him while acting as
deputy sheriff, at the hands of Mexican soldiers who made an incursion into t at place
in March, 1888.
I have the honor to advise Your Excellency that this adjustment of Mr. White's
claim is fully approved by him and by my Government.
Permit me to express to Your Excellency my Government's cordial appreciation of
the honorable and friendly disposition of the Mexican Government relative to this unfortunate Eagle Pass affair from the beginning, and personally to thank your department for the kindly consideration and uniform courtesy always generously accorded me in all my official relations with it.
8IR:

I have, etc.,

Tllos.

RYAN.

No. 298.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mea:ioo, May 21, 1890. (Receive Ma.y 31.)
Referring to Department's instruction No. 235, dated April23
1890, relative to the claim of Howard 0. Walker for injuries and it{
treatment received by him at the hands of tho Mexican authorities
daring his alleged wrongful imprisonment, covering a period of 4 years
(1883-'87), at Minatitlan, I have the honor to .advise the Department
that, pursuant thereto, I addressed a note to the foreign office, dated
the 15th instant, drawing anew the notice of the Mexican Government
to the cases and requesting a reply without any further delay than may
be necessary.
I am, etc.,
SIR:

Tnos. RYAN.

[Inclosure in No. 298.]

Mr. Byaa to Mr • ..4spiros.
LEGATION Oll' THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, May 15, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to advise Your Excellency that I am directed by my Government, in specific instructions just received at this legation, to again draw the notice
of Your Excellency's Government to the claim m ~oward C. Walker, an American
citizen, for injuries and cruel treatment received by him at the hands of the Meltican
authorities at Minatitlan, State of Vera Cruz, during 4 years of alleged wrongful
imprisonment at that place.
·
In this connection I pray Your Excellency's attention to my note of July 2:4, 1889,
to Mr. Mariscal, calling the attention of the foreign office to the facts submitted to
the Mexican Government in a communication from this legation dated February 13,
1888, and begging to be promptly advised of its conclusions in the case.
It is agreeable to reflect that the cordral relations existing between the two Gov·
ernments, the quick sense of justice and the uniform courtesy that always char~
terize Your Excellency's department, repel every possible inference of an unpleasant
nature that otherwise might arise from the omission of Your Excellency's Government
to make any response whatever to the presentation of the case made to it by my
Government more than 2 years ago; nevertheless, the right of the United States Go
· ernment to be advised without unnecessary delay of the views of the Mexican Go emment touching its duties and obligatious relative to this claim will, I donbt not;
be cordially conceded by Your Excellency.
I therefore respectfully renew the 'l"equest contained in my note of July 22, 1889,
that Your Excellency communicate to this legation, at the earliest practicable moment,
the conclusions of Your Excellency's Government touching the merits of this claim.
I take pleasure, etc.,

Taos.

RYAN.

J{,·. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.

No. 300.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, May 21, 1890. (Received May 31.)
SIR: In sequene-e to my No. 290, dated the 2cl instant, relative to the
case of R. 0. Work, an American citizen imprisoned upon a charge of
murder at Victoria, Tamaulipas, I have the honor to forward additional
correspondence touching the caRe.
By the note from Mr. J. H. T. King, our consular agent at Victoria,
you will see that Mr. Work was on the 12th instant •' sentenced • to labor
on the public works for 4 yearR 5 months and 10 days, the sentence to
commence from January, 1889."
I am, etc.,
THos. RYAN.
• While this volume was passing through the press the Consul General at Nuevo
Laredo reported the pardon of Work.

FB90-41

Mr. Mariloal to Mr. Byaa.
DEPART.MEMT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Me:rico, May ;i, 890.

I have the honor to reply to Your Excellency,s note of the 30th of
relative to the request of R. C. Work to be removed from the jail at V~
some place where he can receive pro~ter medical treatment, and would advise
.,_ __ 4-l•·-4-the interested party ean repair to tbe respective judge. in order that the latin view ~f the Cl8rtifi.oates of the medical experts, may decide upon tbe ooo1'118 to
adoited.
reiterate, etc.,
MINISTER:

0<' ......-r-... ---.

IGNO. MARISCAL.

flnolosure 2 in .No. 800.)

Mr. Byaa to Mr. Ki11g.
LBGATION OJ' THE UNITED STATES,

Me:doo, May a, 1890.
After receipt of a note of the 16th of March last from Mr. R. C. Work, conJiBed in jail at Victoria, I addressed. a c6mmunication to Mr. Mariscal, minister of
10Jeign alfairs, fortvaJ.'(}ing the medical certificate sent to this legation under cover of
1rtr. Work's note, and asked that Mr. Work be removed fr(\m the jail to some place for
"]llOper medical treatment. Mr. M~~oriscal has replied that the prisoner "can repair
'tO the respective jod~e, in order that the latt6r, in view of the certificates of the med~ill experts, may de01de upon the course to be adopted."
·
l inclose copies of 11 this correspondence. and beg that yon will submit cop1ea
~-!~~,fto the judge for his consideration, with a suggestion that it is hoped tbat he
!ifqmJ~,~mo. it COD.fi&tent with his 86nse of justice and duty to grant the prisoner'tt refrom the prison to a more suitable plaoe for medical treatment.
) ,.lrHI:1v -lad 1rill8 me of'Whatever aotiqu yoll mar1&ko.
SIB:

etc.,

Tuos. RTAN.
[Inclosure 3 in No. 300.J

Mr, King to Mr. Ryan.
CONtJULAB AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES,

Victoria, May 13, 1890.

Sm: I have the honor to report that R. C. Work was yesterday sentenced to labor

on the public works for 4 years 5 months and 10 days, the sentence to commence
1889.
At present R. C. Wox·k is poufined in the jailer's room.
I am, etc.,
J. H. T. KING.

~January,

Mt·. Blaine _to Mr. Rya'Rr.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

. Jl"asking ton, May 29, 1890.
Sm: I have to acknowledge, with warm appreciation of yo1;1r eff<'ctive

eflbrts in the case of Shad rack White, the receipt of the draft for •7 ,000
fa or of that gentleman sent with your No. 297 of the 20th instant,
the same being the-indemnity paid by Mexico in satisfaction of White's
.:claim for damages, received in an attempt as deputy sheriff to arrest
four Mexican soldiers who had made an incursion into Eagle Pass, Tex.,
in March, 1888.
1 am, etc.,
J AM.ES G. BLAINE.

No. 330.]

LEGATION O;F THE UNITED STA.TES7

Mwko, June 25, 1890. (Received July
Sm. Referring to your No. 257 of the 2d instant, relati've
claim of Howard C. Walker for injuries inflicted (during tst~L'J~'T\r: .,ii!l
the Mexican authorities at Minatitlan, Vera Cruz, I beg t.o m~1IOS16
and translation of a note from Mr. Manuel Azpiroz, acting mi:nis:teJ~- -ol~
foreign affairs, stating that, pursuant to a report rendered on
1887, by Senor Lie. Don Ignacio L. Vallarta, a legal adviser
eign office, the Mexican Government was not responsible for dama•g•~~
in the premises.
I am, etc.,

[Inclosure in No. 330.-TranllaUon.)

Mr• .A.zpirps

to Mr. Ryan.

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

Mexico, Jv.ne 12, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your E:x:oelllet:IC.Y'l'j
note, dated the 15th of May last, wherein, under special instructions from
ernment, you are pleased to again draw the notice of the Government of ..oo.e1Xl4i:0-1W .~
the claim of the American citizen Howard C. Walker for injuries and cruel
ment he alleges to have received at the hands of the authorities of Minatitlan .............,:..·
4 years.
The claim iu question is re..Uy incidental to the complaint of Captain Jobsen1
Norwegian bark Circassia, which, according to the detailed anil. well-founded
of Senor Lie. Don Ignacio L. Vallarta of A.pl'ill8, 1887, should be rejected.
That report shows clearly that the delay in the proceeding:ssD~a~~g:a,~iu;s:t ~t~:::Jr=~
Walker, accused of robbery by J • R. Tarin, as well as the o
were due to Walker and to the ftrm of Leetch, of which Walker was a clerk,
therefore the Mexican Government was not responsible therefor.
Upon the presentation by your legation (in its notes dated March 13 and
1884) of the claim referred to by Your Excellency's note to which (have
to reply, this department stated on the 28th of May of that same year that
ernment of Mexico had found it expedient to refer to the supreme. court of JUin;u~~"'!<!;
the State of Vera Cruz the circumstances complained o( by Walker in view
irre1ularities which it is alleged were committed in thi instance, solely with a
of complying with the courteous application of the Hon. Mr:'Morgan, at that
minister of the United States; and that it was considered the more ne4[)8888l'Y
make that explanation inasmuch as it did not appear from the matriculation ·'I'Rtrim:A•·,.-:..
1ihat Howard C. Walker was- a citizen of the United States, a circumstance
prevented this department from accepting the ulterior official intervention of the
United States in the matter.
·
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in view of the courteous terms and
of Your Excellency's note I have made a detailed examination of
correspondence on file in this department relative to this case, which
cated by the reasons set forth in the report of Sefior Lie. Vallarta, that
Government is not responsible for the injuries and damages Walker waa
have suffered ; that the latter has unchallenged right to proceed
niators, if any there be, but not against my Government; that as the
captAin of the bark Ciroauia was re~arded as groundless, that of W
eo regarded, even had he complied wlth the law on matriculation then in
as c~cerns the prooeedings had against the claimant, there was no vo"lnJJ••~~JOfc;DJ
just delay on the part of the Mexican authorities, but that the
of wh<'m Walker _,pears to have been an accomplice, and Walker---,----~-·the blame (it' there was any) of the delay and of its consequences; and
that therA was no laxUy in the administration of justice lies in the fact
was acquitted of the oft"enae wherewith he was charged.
Trusting that the foregoing explanations will suffice for the Government Df
United. States, it gratifies me to reiterate, etc.,

1

)(. AzPIBOI.
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Mr. Ryan to JJir. Blaine.

No. 333.]

LEGA'l.'ION OF 'l.'HE UNI'L'ED S'I.'ATES,

JJ[exico, June 27, 1890. (Heceived July 5.)
SIR: Drawing your notice to the Mexican law of February 1, 1856,
which prohibits foreigners from a acquiring real estate in the frontier
States or Territories, except 20 leagues from the line of the frontier,"
without previous permission of the Supn~me Government, I have the
honor to advise the Department that I was to-day informed verbally by
Mr. Azpiroz, acting minister of foreign affairs, that the Mexican Government had determined to issue no authorizations or permits hereafter to foreigners to purchase real estate within the territorial limits
stated until there shall have been a final adjustment of the boundary
between the two Uepnblics.
I am, etc.,
THOS. UYAN.

Mr. Ryan to M1·. Blaine.
[Telegram.j

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S1'.A.TES,

Mexico, July 24, 1890. (Ueceived July 25.)
Mr. Ryan reports that he is authorized, in confidence and unofficially,
by Mr. Azpiroz to state that :Mexico will preserve a rigid neutrality
with regard to the war now pending between Salvador and Guatemala,
even though other ~States of Central America should involve themselves.
However, she will use her friendly offices to establish peace on the
ba8is of territorial integrity and the independence of the nations involved in the war.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
No. 350.]

LEGA'I.'ION OF THE UNITED STA'l.'ES,
~Mexico,

July 24, 1890. (Received August 4.)
SIR: On the 18th instant the secretar,y of the Guatemalan legation at
this capital informed me that a cipher telegram from Mr. Mizner,
United States minister in Central America, for the State Department
at Washington had been received at his legation from the minister of
foreign afl'airs at Guatemala1 with instructions to repeat it to you. Two
days after (the 20th) I received your cablegram of 19th instant, to wit:
"If Mizner not there repeat to-day's telegram instantly to him." Not
receiving such telegram, I sent Mr. Butler to the Guatemalan legation
that mor ing to ascertain whether it had reached Mr. Dieguez, the
Guatemalan minister.
Mr. Dieguez said that no telegram from Washington had been received by him, but he kindly allowed a copy to be taken of the cablegram of the 15th instant from Mr. Mizner to yourself, above referred to,
which I have placed in the files of this legation and also herewith inclose.
During the afternoon of the same day (the 20th) I received your cablegram of 19th instant to Mr. Mizner and promptly repeated it to him to
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Guatemala over the line of the Central and South American Telegraph
Company, keeping a copy thereof on file. Next morning I wired you:
Department telegram to Mizner received here yesterday and repeated to him at
Guatemala.

But yesterday I ascertained that the cable company had not forwarded your message just referred to, and at once I sent it to Guatemala.
over the Mexican Federal Telegraph Company's wire via Neuton, and
cabled you thus:
Cable company refusing to repeat Department's telegram to Mizner without prepayment, of which refusal I was uninformed until this morning, it was not sent until
to-day.

A.notice had been set up in the cable company's office here, stating
that all telegrams over their wires to Guatemala were subject to censorship in San Salvador; but the Mexican Telegraph Company assured
me that thmr messages were not so subjected and entered directly into
Guatemala.
I am, etc.,
Tnos. RYAN.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan.
[Telegram. I

DEPARTMENT OF S'l~ATE,

.Washington, J~tly 26, 1890.
Mr. Ryan is instructed to report to the Department all he knows and
is able to find out concerning the trouble between/the two Republics of
Salvador and Guatemala. As the instructions of the Department to
Mr. Mizner fail to reach him, he is requested to report if they have been
intercepted, and if so, how.

Mr. Adee to

.~.llr.

Ryan.

(Telegram.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, July 27, 1890.
Mr. Ryan is instructed, with the aid of Mr. Mizner, to make inquiries
as to the cause and the responsibility of the stopping of communication between Washington and Central America.

Mr. Ryan to M1·. Blaine.
(Telegram. 1

LEGA1'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, (July 27, 1890.
Mr. Ryan reports that be immediately forwarded to Guatemala the
Department's telegram of the 26th. Salvadorian censorship undoubtedly held at Libertad the telegrams sent by the Department directly to
Mr. Mizner. Guat~mala asserts that she was forced into war by terri to-

[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Me:cico, July 29, 1800. (Received July 30.)
Mr. Ryan reports that in an interview the special agent of Salvador
informed him that the Salvadorian troops had been victorious in every
battle, and now hold position in Q-uatemala, but to avert further blOodshed and restore peace the friendly offices of the United States would
be agreeable upon the basis of the integrity of the territory of Salvador.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
[Telegram.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, July 29, 1890. (Received July 30.)
Mr. Ryan reports that he bas seen a telegram just received from Ezeta
to his special agent in MexicQ in relation to the suppression of telegrams, and which reads: "I have ordered telegrams of Mexican and
American Governments to be passed, but lines in Guatemala are broken.
A ship might be gotten by the American minister to transport•his communications to San Jose."
Mr. Wl,arton to Mr. Ryan.
[Telegram.]

DEPA'RTMENT OF STATE,

W ashingron, July 29, 1890.
Mr. Ryan is informed that his telegram of the 24th was not deciphered
until yesterday. Mr. Mizner had been telegraphed to on the 20th, instructing him to tender impartial good offices, but no reply has been
received from him. Action upon Mexican proposition must be delayed
until Mr. Mizner can be reached. Ask if Mexico is in telegraphic communication with her legation in Guatemala.
Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STAT:&S,

Mexico, July 29,1890. (Receivecl July 30.)
Mr. Ryan reports that communication by the wire of the Me icl\n
Federal Telegraph Company is possible between Guatemala and Mexico
but not by cable, the company's wires being broken. However, it i
possible to send from Washington via Libertad, and then to Acnju
by an overland line; thence to San Jose by steamer, as a United~.............."" . . .
war vessel is stationed there, where it may be forwarded to Guatemala
by an overland line.

[Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Me:rico, ,July .~o, 1890. ( Heceived July 3t.f
' "' _-.,,,......... Ryan reports that the Gnaoomalan minister to Mexico has always
:t•]il881ttreQ him that the Guatemalan Government in no way interferes with
or 9ther eo
pondence. Dispatches thence are regularly,
he claims, without censorship, reooived by the agent of the
:i A..lQE~ru:~n Assoojated Press, though the Ire: iean minister for foreign
1ll!lkb~ is nnab to receive anythmg from the Mexican minister to Guate. ..,
T ministeJ,' for Guatemala to Mexico h&$ telegmphed, at Mr.
~oeet, to the Guatemalan mini ter for foreign aftairs for posia · ·-Wbrl,tll&tiont and i~violability will be demanded if no satisfactory
- -,,,.. received.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine,
LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STATES,

. M~co, July 30, 1890. (Received August 8.)
: Referring to the attitude Mexico proposed maintain~ng toward
QJ~·.pen4clln:g war between Guatemala and Salvador, I have the honor
Department that on the 25th I received a note from Mr.
II:IPI)'oz stating that~....,~«0!~ to inform you of the intent1ons of the President, I pray that you will take
a.tJiJOU,bleto come to this department to-morrow between ll.andl2 o'oloek.

A:t the designated time I called upon Mr. Aspir z, and was informed
him that, in the interview with the President, the latter had fully
~'(~01l1lruaed his statements to me in the interview referred to in my said
the 25th instant, and that the President would be pleased if
Ulltited States would join Mexico in oftering friendly offices for the
;;,..~~t4[)ra,tioln of peace upon the basis of territorial integrity and indepen"•'·u:.:~u~~o;;o of the nations respectively involved in the war; and, if for any
reason the Government of the United States clid not care to act in the
:matter jointly with Mexico, the President would be pleased if it would
separately. 1 suggested the expediency of formulating the Pres.,., ....-~~~···"' views upon the subject in a memorandum, and stated that upon
~t~l!eeJpt thereof I would instantly communicate the same to my GovernBoon after he sent me the memorandum, copy of w-hich I in·
~:,!-o.Y!I~P.t with its translation. At the earliest practicable moment therewired the Department.
be observed that Mr. Azpiroz, in the memorandum, referring
ioteJ."Vlew of the 24:th instant, says that I, ''having expressed
....a.a. - .m.a.~~utim Government of the United States to be ad vised, etc."
say was that the relations Mexico proposed maintaining
,~~;:~~~~==~~ nua,ji:tAPtO P9 ·
nee flld interest to
~j

RJ.~~t•~-~·q~tQ~e
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[Inclosure in No. 353.-Translation.]

Memorandurn.

FOREIGN OFFICE, July 26, 1890.
llis Excellency the United States minister, in an interview day before yesterday
with the sn bsecretary in charge of the department of foreign affairs, having expressed
the desire of the Government of the United States to be advised of the action proposed
to be taken by that of Mexico in regard to the question now being decided by force
of arms between Guatemala and Salvador, the subsecretary informed His Excellency
the minister, confidentially and unofficially, that Mexico would maintain a strict neutrality; but that her Government was disposed to exert friendly offices to restore peace
in Central America on the basis of respect towards the autonomy and independence
and the integrity of the territory of each of the Central American States.
At a conference had to-day between the same gentlemen the subsecretary of foreign
affairs confirmed the foregoing, and prayed His Excellency the minister, if no objection
prevails, to be pleased to ascertain and to communicate to him whether the Govern·
ment of the United States would be disposed to agree.to act with Mexico in the interposition of such good offices, under forms to be determined by tbe first-named Government, or whether it would prefer to have each Government act in that interest
independently; and whether, in such event, the Government of Mexico may shape her
action subject to agreement with the Government of the United States in reference
thereto.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
No. 355.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, July 30, 1890. (Received August 11.)
SIR: For ~he information of the Department, I have the honor herewith to transmit copies of telegrams, with translations thereof, relating
to the pending war between Guatemala and San Salvador, received
from the Guatemalan minister of foreign affairs by the Guatemalan
minister at this capital, who banded them to me on the 27th instant.
I am etc.,
THOS. RYAN.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 355.-Translation.]

Seiim· Sob1·al to Senm· Dieguez.
(Telegram.l

GUATEMALA, J1tly 23, 1890.
MINISTER DIEGUEZ, Mexico :
The so-called government of Salvador baA declared~ ar on Guatemala after haviucr
begun the same, invading our territory with fire and sword. My Government ba'S
been forced to accept the war, and the army is being actively mobilized to sustain
with dignity the struggle; the foreign colonies, business interests, and the people
en masse have hastened to offer their services for the defense of the country.
MARTINEZ SOBRAL.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 355.-Translation.]

Senor Sobral to Senor Dieguez.
LTelegram.]

GUATEMALA, July 25, 1890.
The MINISTER OF GUATE~ALA, Mexico:
The war which bas been forced upon us by the so-called government of Ezeta bas
been accepted, the causes of snch acceptance being the following: (1) Invasion of
our territory; (2) after occupat.ion of om.· town of Atescatempa, the Salvadorians

burned the town and put to the sword women and children; (3) the existing govern.
ment circulated incendiary publications against Guatemala, and armed exiles in order
to subvert thereby public order in this Republic. The persons and properties of neutrals shall be duly respected. Let it be known that we have made extraordinary
efforts to maintain peace. Nothing unusual has occurred to-day. The loss among
the Salvadorians is immense. It is calculated that of the enemy 600 were wounded.
The Order of the Red Crossha.A been most hurriedly organized in Salvador. Our army
holds good positions and in number is daily on the increase.
MARTINEZ SOBRAL.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 355.-Trans],ation.]

Senor Sob1·al to Senor Dieguez.
[Telegram.]
GUATEMALA, July 25, 1890.
The MINISTER OF GUATEMALA, Mexico:
There is gn:at enthusiasm for the nation's defense. All classes of society sp:mtaneoosly profl'er aid for the maintenance of the honor of the country. The people com·
prising the foreign colony (1,000 in number) offer their moral and material support.
One foreigner ofl'Ared the President $100,000. The merchants, the students, the arti
sans, the representatives of all corporations, present themselves at the barracks to
take up arms.
The enemy has left our soil, and it is to be hoped he will not again invade us, for
his hardiness may cost him very dear.
MARTINEZ SOBRAL.

lllr. Ryan to Jlir. Blq,ine.

No. 357.]

LEGA~'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, July 30, 1890. (Received August 11.)
SIR: I beg to advise the Department that on the 27th instant the
Guatemalan minister furnishe(l me copies of telegrams (see myNo.355ot
even date) received by him from the Guatemalan minister of foreign
aft'airs, among . which was one dated the 25th instant, relative to the
seizure of the Pacific Mail steamer Colima, copy and translation whereof
are her@with tram:lmitted. In regard thereto, I telegraphed you on the
28th instant.
I am, -etc.,
THOS. RYAN.

[Inclosure 1, in No. 357.-Translat.ion.]

Sefio1· Sobral to Sejim· Dieguez.
(Telegram.]
GUATEMALA, July 25, 1890.
The MINISTER OF GUATEMALA, Mexico:
This Government was advised of a steamer running from San Francisco with a consignment of arms designed for the Republic of Salvador. Due to the nctua.l circum- ·
stances consequent upon the unjustifiable attack made upon .us by the boasted Government set up in that Republic, it can be understood that it was llot expedient for
Guatemala to have those arm~ landed, for they were designed to operate against
Guatemala. In view thereof, amlin accordance with article 17, of tbe contract made
with this Government by the steamship company on the 23d of }~ebrnary, 1886, the
Government immediately demanded of the agent the company, Senor Leverick, that
the arms should not be landed iu Salvadorian ports. The agent said we were right.

The American minister bad knowleflge of these occurrences! also that the agent of the
company recognized our rights. '!'lie seventeenth article, which I have cited, states:
"The company engages not to carry on board of its steamers troops or munitions of
war from ports it may touch to ports lying adjacent to Guatemala, if reason should
exist for the belief that such elements might be designed for use as against Guatemala or for the purpose of war or pillage."
I communicate to you the foregoing, in order that, being advised of the true facts
in the matter, you can establish the j nstice of tbe premises that control our action.
MARTINEZ SODRAL,

.

Mr. Ryan to lJ-'Ir. Blaine.

No. 300.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, July 30, 1890. (Heceived August 11.)
SIR: I have the honor to advise the Department that on the 29th
instant Senor Geronimo Pou, special agent of Sefior Carlos Ezeta;, provisional president of Salvador, in an interview upon the subject of hos·
tilities between Salvador and Guatemala, said that it would be agreeable
to Salvador if the Government of the United States would interpose its
friendly officAs to stop further bloodshed and restore peace upon the
basis of the autonomy, integrity of territory, and independence of that
Republic, notwithstanding the fact that the Salvadorian army had
defeated the Guatemalan troops in every engagement, numbering eleven
battles and skirmishes, and was then in strong position upon Guate·
malan territory 12 leagues from the border.
I assured him that I would communicate what he said to the Department of State at Washington, and thereupon I wired you.
I am, etc.,

Tnos.

RYAN.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.

No. 301.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, July 31, 1890. (Received August 12.)
SIR: I have tbe honor to acknowledge receipt of Department's telegrams, dated the 29th instant.
On the following morning I informed Mr. Azpiroz that my Government bad advised me that definite action upon the proposition contained
in his memorandum of the 26th instant must necessarily be delayed
until communication with the American minister, which bad been interrupted for several days, could be resumed.
On the same day I wired reply to the telegram referred to.
I am, etc.,
THOS. RYAN.

·Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan.
(Telegram.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, August 11, 1890.
1.\-Ir. Ryan is instructed to state to Mr. Azpiroz that tbe Government
of the United States is desirous of offering its good offices, in conjunction with the Government of Mexico, to Guatemala and Salvador, to

bliag- abOut a peaeetbl :de ertnination of their di.ftlcultie&
t\ as directed to inform tJi8 Mexican Government that Mr. Mizner had been
instructed to nae his good offices with both Governments to bring abOut
t}le restoration of peace, and to strictly confine himself to that duty; to
()ifer f~iendly and impartial advice, but without dictation. He was also
instructed to say to Mr. Azpiroz that the Government of the United
States would be ple~d to cooperate with the Government Mexico, but
that independent action is preferred to joint.

Mr. Wltarton to M1'. Ryan.
[Telegram.)

DEPARTMENT OP STATE,

Washington, A.vgust 15, 1890.
Mr. Wharton telegraphs .Mr. Ryan that, upon. informing himselfthat
the Mexican Government appreciates our position in the matter of the
tender of friendly offices for the restoration of peace between Salvador
and Guatemala., and that it is aware that our instructions to Mr. Mizner
to tender the good offices of this Government were first sent to him on
the 20th of J nly, before the offer of Mexico was known to ns, be wtU,
on behalf of the Department, tA~legraph Mr. Mizner that this Government is glad to welcome Mexico's friendly disposition to act in concurrence with us in tendering good offices for the restoration of p ce between the two Central American States upon the basis of equal respect
for the autonomous sovereignty of all the States concerned; that Mr.
izner should confer with the Mexican minister in Guatemala that the
eft"orts of both may tend to the common object so earnestly wished for
by the Governments of both; that, while his instructions must not be
taken as contemplative of joint action of the foreign ministers at Guatemala City, the good will of the diplomatic corps direeted to the same
""end would be regarded as a valuable aid toward the settlement of the
difficulties without dictation or int-erference with any of the rights of
autonomous government in Central America.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
No. 387.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, August 19, 1890. (Received November 4.)
Sm: I ha"\""e the honor to submit herewith, for the information of the
Department, coples of correspondence relati\Te to action by the United
States and Mexican Governments for the peaceful solution of Oentral
American affairs.
I am, etc.,
THos. RY"-N·
[Inclosure ljn No. 387.J

.MmAorandvra.
UNITED STATES LEGATION,

Mexico, August 12, 1890.
In an interview with Mr. Azpiroz, acting minister of foreign affairs of Mexico, t}Jia
12th day of Angust, 1890, Mr. Ryan, American minister, referring to the subject ,f
the United States.and Mexico offering friendly offices to Guatemala and Salvador for
a pacific arrangement of their difficulties, stated that he had received instructions

to advise Mr. Azpiroz that the United States Government is desirous of offering ita
aood offices concorrentl1 with the Mexican Government to Guatemala and Salvadort
f.o bring about a peaceful solution of their troubles, and to further state to His Exoet:
lency that Mr. Mizner has been instructed as follows: To use goad offices with bOth
governments for the restoration of peace; to confine himself strictly to that duty,
friendly, urgent, and impartial advice, bot without dictation.
Mr. Ryan further informed His Excellency Mr. Azpiroz, that he was also instructed
to state that the United States Government shall be very glad to cooperate with the
Mexican Government, and to be acquainted with the instructions given to its representatives ~n Guatemala and Salvador, and that concurrent independent action is
deemed better than joint.
·

[Inclosure 2 in No. 387.-Translation.]

Mr • .Azpiroz to Mr. Ryan.
DEPARTMENT OJ!' FOREIGN' AW.URS,

Mea.ico, .Auguat 18, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: As I bad the honor to advise Your Excellency in onr interview of
tho 16th instant, I to-day advised the President of the instructions whioh the Gov·
ernment of the United States had conveyed to its representative in Central America.
in accordance with the copy Your Excellenc1 was pleased to deliver to me; and I
have t.he satisfaction to inform you t.hat, 10 accordance with the decision of the
President, instructions identical thereto are being transmitted to our oharg
d.' a1faires in Guatemala.
It gratifies me, etc.,
M. AzPIROZ.

Mr. Ryan to Mr.Blaine.
[Telegram.)

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Mexico, August 22, 1890.
Mr. Ryan informs Mr. Blaine that the special agent of the Government of Ezeta, Mr. Pou, called at the legation and informed Mr. Ryan
that he was just in receipt of instructionll from his Government to communicate to Mr. Blaine, throufch Mr. Ryan, the desire of the Govern·
ment of Salvador to have the United States propose to the Government
of Guatemala that the difficulty be submitt.ed to arbitration, in accord·
ance with the provisions of articles of arbitration proposed by the International American Oonference: Guatemala and Salvador each to
designate a neutral power to represent her, the representatives of these
two neutral powers to act as arbitrators; pending the negotiations the
status quo to be preserved. The prompt action of the United States is
requested by Mr. Pou.
Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
£Telegram.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, August 22, 1890. (Received August 25.)
Mr. .Ry~n reports to Mr. Blaine that the special agent of the Government of Ezeta, Mr. Pou, informs him that Ezeta rejects the conditions
of peace proposed by Mr. Mizner, as they require his resignation in

favor of Dr. Ayala, whom he considers a traitor to his country. Ezeta
would consent to any proposition of peace that would bring about u.
fair election by the people of Salvador, but will not agree to any dictation from Guatemala regarding the construction of a Sal \·auorian Governmtmt.
Mr. Wharton to Mr. Ryan.
[Telegram.]

DEP A.RTMENT OF S1.'A.1'E,

lVashington, August 25, 1890.
Mr. Wharton acknowledges recei~t of Mr. Ryan's telegram of the 22d
instant and instructs him to telegraph Mr. Mizner that he should suggest to the Guatemalan Government the submission to arbitration of
the existing difi:'erences in Central America, in accordance with the
provisions of the arbitration articles proposed by the International
Oonferen·c e; Guatemala to choose a neutral power as her representative, and Salvador to name another neutral power as hers, tile two to
act as arbitrators, and the existing situation to be maintained during
he deliberations.
Mr. Uyan is further instructed to telegraph Mr. Mizner that upon
receipt of these instructions be should notify the legation at Mexico of
the fact by telegraph, whence the aa vice must be immediately telegraphed to the Department at Washington.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Blaine.
[Telegram.]

LEGA1'ION OF THE UNI1'ED STATES,

ill eJ::ioo, August 26, 1890.
Mr. Ryan reports to Mr. Blaine that he has communicated the instruction of the 2.Jth to :\Ir. Mizner re~pectiog concurrent actiou and
has also given Mr. Azviroz a copy of Mr. Blaine's instruction.

Mr. Rya.n to lJfr. Blaine.
No. 398.)

LEGATION OF 1HE UNITED STATES,

Mexico, August 30, 1890. (Heceived September 10.)
SIR: Herewith I beg to forward letter of 1\Ir. Azpiroz relative to Uentral American affairs.
I am, etc.,
THOS. HYAN.

IInclosure in No. 398.-Translation.)
MJ'. dzpi1·oz to M1·. Ryan.
DEI'AltTMENT OF FOREIG~ AFFAIRS,
Mexico, .AII[!Itllf 2 ', 18!JO.

Mr. MISI~TF.R: By telegrams from charge d'affaires of Mexico in Ccutral America
] ha.\ tJ a.sccrlaincd that, the minister of the United Staks in Guatemala has joined
the diplomatic corps accredited to the Government to that Republic in suggesting a

peace proposition to Salvador, dictating conditions which touch the autonomy of this
latter State, to wit: Th~~ the st~tus quo prevailing prior to the 22tl of June last be
restored ; that General Ezeta dell ver over the power to the party designated t1lerefor
by the constitution who shall limit himself to calling for election of a President
within the period of 21 days, and that the aforesaid general shall remn.iu in command
of the armed forces.
As this method of action of Mr. Mizner seemR to differ from the instructions which
his Government communicated to him, and of which instructions Your Excellency
left me a copy at our interview of the 16th of the current month, I pray yon, if it be
not deemed inexpedient, that you will be pleased to inform me whether tlae minister
of the United States in Central America has received new iust1·nctions to act as it
is alleged be bas acted, or whether there is no foundation for the report received.
I reiterate, etc.,
M. AzPIROZ.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ryan.
No. 375.]

DEPARTMENT OP S~A..TE,

..
Washington, October 22, 1890.
SIR: A concurrent resolution was approved by the Senate of the
United States on May 2, 1890, and by the Bouse of Representatives
October 1, 1890, to the end of securing treaty stipulations for the ptevention of the entry into this country of Chinese laborers from the adjacent countries, in the following words:
.Resolved by the St11ate (the House of Representatit•es co11curri11g), That the President,
if in his opinion not incompatible with the public interests, be requested to enter
into negotiations with the Governments of Great Britain and Mexioo with a view to
securing treaty ~tipulation.s with those Governments for the prevention of the entr)'
of Chinese laborers from the Dominion of Canada and Mexico into the United States
contrary to the laws of the United States.

The Government of Me:tico bas failed to perceive the grave embarrassments attending the application of diverse legislation to Chinese
persons entering the ports of two neighboring countries, while a long
stretch of inland frontier between those countries remains unguarded,
or can only be watched with difficulty in order to prevent the influx by
land of such Chinese as may h;J.ve entered the adjacent state, whether
lawfully or unlawfully. In the case of Chinese surreptitiously entering the territory of oue state, in violation of its laws, for the sole pur})OSe of eflecting transit across its jurisdiction and so gaining unlawful
access to the neighboriqg state, the evil has lately reached such proportions as to suggest that a remedy is to be aought in the common
interest of both countries.
·
I have, therefore, by direction of the President, to instruct you to
-sound the Government of Mexico as to its willingness to enter into negotiations to the end proposed in the concurrent resolution above quoted,
and, should favorable disposition be manifested,' you may ask a general
expression of views as to the stipulations most likely to comport with
the legislation of Mexico concerning the treatment of Chinese labor
immigration, together with a special consideration of the expediency of
so shaping the negotiations, by mutual understanding, as to insure a
r.,asonably uniform application of preventive measures in the UtJitecl
States, Mexico, and Great Britain.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

LEGATION O:F THE UNITED STATES,

Medco, No'Dember 1, 1890. {Received Nove~ber 13.)
S:m; Immediately upon the receipt of instructions No. 375, of OOto22, 1890, relative to the concur~nt resolution of the United Bta
gress of the 1st ultimo, looking to the negotiation of treaties with
Governments of Great Britain and Mexico for the prevention of.
entry of Ohinese laborer frOQl Oanada, and Mexico into the United
·:d:Jta11ie8, I called upon .)(r. Mariscal, unoftlciaUy, and advised him of its
eontents, and reg_nested him to consider the subject with a view to
favorabl_e action.
ealled my attention to article XI of the Mexican constitution,
'~-:-··,-.......... reads as follows:
man lias a right to enter and to go o11t oftlle Bepublie, to travel
the neeeuitJ of any safeguard,
letter of aafe-oonduot1 or other like requielte.

•urht~ ~lierli~r1 and change his residence, withoui

Hr. Mariscal W'as reserved touching the e1fect of this pro iconstitution upon the proposed oonv~ntion, he impressed
g inclined not to regard" it aa an insuperabl~ barrier.
'·'""'- ""La-----... - promised to give the matter thorough consideration and to
with me at an early day respecting it.
I am, e1ie.,

:_..,m - 1111' '- ~

THOS. RYAN.

DEPARTMENT OP STATE,

Wasking ton, N O'Dember 19, 1890.
: I have received your No. 4:71 of the 1st instant, in which you
that, on bringing the concurrent resolution of Congress of 1st
WDllo-·oo~ntemplating treaty arrapgements for the :prevention of the
Chinese laborers intO this country from Mex1co-to the attenExcellency Mr. Mariscal: be promised to give the subject
QOita!ICiet"at1o,n.
remark that at the same time lfr. Mariscal called your attention
article XI of the constitution of :Mexico, which reads:
XI. Every mnn bps a right to enter and to go on$ of the Republic, to travel
ita territory, and Cb-oge bis residence without the necessity of any safegoaq!,
letter of safe-conduot, or other like requisite.

rticle seems to guaranty exemption on the part of residents
velers from taking passports, safe-conducts, or oth~r like reqni~
d
not appear to dispense witJl matricnlltion or to aifeCt the
._dalo: ·a ttributes in dealing "'ith questions of public ~nrity.
lflHIUNit auggesting any interpretation, the view whieb Mexico may
pre)
tton · awaited with interest.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

No. 487.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,:

Mwo, No'Dember 26, 1890. (Received December 1&.)
Bm: Referring to my No. 471 of the 1st instant, relative to the
current resolution of the United States Oongress concerning the
tiat1on of treaties for the prevention of the entry of Ohinese IalJ.ort~N1;
from Canada and Mexico into the United States, I have the
advise the Department that at a conference on the subject with
Mariscal on yesterday he informed me that, with a disposition on
part of the Mexican Government to act favorably to the wishes of tim
United States in the matter, after careful consideration he had been
unable to reach the conclusion that his Government could make an_y
engagement to prevent Ohinese laborers, or any other pe1l'80ns,
going out of Mexico in any'direction they may desire
contravene article n of the Mexican constitution, whicb d~~~aJ~atJU~~·~

t"

Every man has a right to enter and to .go ont of the Republic, to travel thtOttJ[ll'Jl& ~
territory and change his residence, :without the ueoeasity of any safeguard, pal.p!- :
letter of safe-conduct, or other like requisite.

Mr. Mariscal further stated that he would be pleased to give the
friendly consideration to any plan that may be formulated and
submitted which will secure the object proposed without infringing Upoll-:
the provision of the constitution referred to.
I am, etc.,
m~t

Tllos.

P B

90-42

RYAN.

step was to endeavor to see the prime minister, His Highness
Soultan, but since-owing to an engagement in the country,
onan--111s Highness was unable t.o give me an interview untn
ll&~-1follow:in2 afternoon, I deemed it obligatory, in view of the urgency
oase, to address him an oftleial note, in which, as you will bserve
accompanying .copy and translation, after briefly stating the
as reported, I urged that pere111ptory telegrapb"c instructions be
governor of ~almas to take the necessary measures for effect·
t delay the artest of the perpetrator of this orime.
forestall any distorted account of the affair that might.-.-;.,.. .,.,. •.._ _ _
•.B '..velrn_nlent or the public through nonofficial channels, I at OJli68f:·;'
~- ~)'U!:\AII-~.&lL~ following:
-;;;-

·'Ill' niA"'r'T.

"""" . . ...... 'IJ.....

..._ ,..............~. Wright, American miBSionary, Sabnas, western Persia, beeu
an Armenian. Have demanded immediate orreBt:.
/ 8PBNCBR PllA'n'.

In compliance with my demand, immedf.ate arrest ordered.
SPENCER PRA'l'T.

Regarding Mrs. Wright's nationality, I have to say that she was
a Persian Nestorian, but, having been married for the last 5
the R~v. J. N. Wright, a native citizen of the United States, and
with him in lawful wedlock for the whole of that time, part of wh
was spent in A:merica, there appears no question as to her claim
American citizenship under section 1994 of the Revised Statutes.
In view of the above, I trust you will approve the action I have taken
in this matter, which justice and the personal safety of our citizens
here seemed imperatively to demand.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENOBB PBA~'·

[Ioelosnrel in No. ~1

Colonel Stewa1·t to Sir H. D. Woljf.
LTelegram.]

HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY's MIN18TER,
Tehera•:
The wife of Rev. J. Wright, American missionary here1 was stabbed by au ......~,........ --.-~
nian. She is very dangerously wounded and is in a critJcal condition. I am 4oiinJr '~
everything to get 888a8sln, who fted, arrested.
Governor before my arrival gave no assistance, but is now trying hard to
assassin.
Mrs. Wright is by birth a Nestorian. Please inform American miuister.
STBWA.BT.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 456.]

ltlr. Pt·att to Emine Soultan.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Teheran,· May 23, 1890.
YouR HIGHNESS: I have the honor to inform yon that the British minister
His Euellency Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, has just transmitted me a tolegJ~PU) -:_
dispatch which came to him this morniug from Colonel Stewart, Eo~lish
Tabriz, stating that the wife of the Rev. Mr. Wright, an American citizen reatdlillll ~
at Salmas, had been stabbed by an Armenian, and that the governor had not
vented the escape of the assassin.
Accordingly, I beg that Yonr Highness will send me a telegraphic order to
~ovemor commanding him to have the guilty pa.rty in question immediately atrestedf
m order that I may be able to notify my Government by telegraph that the liO'rel'ln-:..::·
ment of His M~esty has taken the necessary measnrea to insure the punishment
this crime.
,
Being confident that you will not fail to aooede to this request, I beg Your Highness to accept, etc.,
,...
...:.. SPENCER PRATT.

LBGA.TION OF' THE 11NIT.ED STATES,

Tel,eran, May 26, 1890. (Received July-2.)
Bm: In continuation of my dispatch No. 456 of the 24th instant, con·
ing the stabbing of Mrs. Wright, at Salmas, I have the honot to
t that the same night I received a telegram from His Excellency
Emir Nizam, governor of the province of Azerbaijan, to His High·
the Emina Soultan, prime minister, from which, as you will note
the inclosed translation, it appears that the criminal in this affair
been arrested in Turkish territory, where he had taken refuge, and
he is now s fely imprisoned in Salmas.
morning I was handed a telegram from ()olonel Stewart, the
c:cliUiieh consul-general at Tabreez, to Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, the
;JPQt,iillh mimster here, briefly confirming the above, a copy of which
":,flllll,~u · 111Cl~l)8ed. herewith.
same connection I beg to submit the accompanying copy of a
.~ . ·""'•..-...... to Miss Holliday (missionary at Tabreez) from Miss Van Duzse
>,._('IJlu~si<mary at Salmas}, which the Rev. J. L. Potter, of this city, bas
laid before me.
Improper intimacy seems to have been the remote, and revenge the
Immediate, incentive to this crime. Thanks to Heaveq, the unfortunate
victim, whose life was at first despaired of, bas thus far so rallied from
the effects of the murderous assault made upon her that she is now
•
ieved to be out of danger.
I ha,·e, etc.,
E. SPENOER PRATT.
(lnoloeure 1 ia No. 467.]

Emir

N'tzan~

to Emine SouZtaa.

Tbe (would-be) assassin of the wife of Mr. Wright, an American citizen, was a
:Minas, one of the leaders of the Armenian faith at Salmas. After wounding
tile lady he fled into Turkish territory. I sent a s:pecial envoy ami wrote to our own
deputy at BArh Kaleh that he should search for him and send him back. The aforementioned deputy, having taken the necessary steps, sent the prisoner back under
guard, and now he is in prison in Salmas, and, after investigation, an arrangement
satisfactory to Mr. and M.rs. Wright will be effected.

c..... ·.·c--·-"'-''-

EMIR NIZAM.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 457j.

Colonel Stewart to Sir H, D. Wolff.

'l'heArmenian who wounded"Mrs. Wright has been seized and imprisoned by the
vtttnor of Salmas. 'fhe lady is a. little better.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 457.)

Miss Van Duzse to Miss Holliday.
SA.LMAS, May 17, 1890.
DEAR 'Miss HoLLIDAy: As I have still a little time, I want to tell you about Mrs.
WriJht.
Mmas, a school-teacher from Ooroom~yah, half Armenian, trie~ to kill her, and
W~nesdny night, the first after the affall', we thought she would die.
He bas been teaching in Oola. and stayed at first m thoir yard, in a lower room, bu1i
he and their woman were together too much, and the Wrights sent him t.o stay in the

schoolroom, where Tartan, yonr Armenian teacher, stayed. He still insisted on being
with her a great deal. Finally, Mrs. Wright found, one night at 11 o'clock, after
they were all in bed, that she was not with the baby in the sitting room, where she
slept, and on hunting she came from the yard, and Mrs. W. soon saw him pass under
the window to go home.. She sP,oke to him.
The next afternoon the ~entlemen turned him off, and when Mr. Wright wen~ into
another room to get his naif-mouth's pay he was left alone in the room with Mrs.
W. and her brother's wife. · They are here visiting. He drew a dagger from his
sleeve and tried to cut her throat, and made a cut just the under side of the chin,
another one on one side of the jaw, and acut or stab about 3 inches long on her left
shoulder (this was 2 inches or more deep), also a stab nearly 10 inches long on the
left shoulder behind, which sMms to have pierced tho lung, for she raises a trifle of
blood. Also, her right hand has two large cuts.
Mr. Mecblin sewed tip the wounds, and she had tho best care we could give her
till, just 2 days after the accident, tho doctor (Dr. Samuels) came. That was yesterd:Ly afternoon. She is, or seems to be, doing well, and we hope t.here is now no
dan~er. Minas is only about 20 years old, a gentle, nice-appearing fellow.
He has
fled. The consul's coming is timely, for the governor does not seem disposed to do
much.
Yours, etc.,
A. D. VAN DUZSB.

Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine.
No. 458.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tehm·an, May 21, 1890.' (Received July 2.)
SIR: I have the honor to report, regarding the attempted assassination of Mrs. Wright, treated of in my dispatches numbered 456 and
457 of the 24th and 27th instant, respectively, that I am now awaiting
an official account of the said incident from Col. C. E. Stewart, ~he
English consul-general at Tabreez, in whose district the crime was
committed.
American interests being under the protection of the British consul
in the said district, the ritish minister here, Sir Henry Drummond
Wolff, bas very kindly assented to my request to allow Colonel Stewart
to officially represent me in the prosecution of the case in question.
This course, which I trust will meet with your approval, I thought
the safest to adopt in view of the danger of the prisoner's escaping en
route bad I insisted upon his being transported hither for trial.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENOER PRATT.

Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine.
No. 459.1

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Teheran, June 3, 1890. (Received July 12.)
SIR: Referring to my dispatch No. 458 of the 27th ultimo, I have the
honor to report that I have just recei,ed,a letter from Her Britannic
Majesty's consul-general, Col. C. E. Stewart, informing me of the active
steps he had taken t-o secure the a est of the Armenian, Minas, who
made the murderous assault upon Mrs. Wright on the 14th of last
month, and also a letter from Mrs. Wright's husband, the Rev. John
N. Wright, giving in minute detail an account of th~ said incident.
Copies of the letters above mentioned I herewith respectfully submit
for your consideration, with copies of my answers to the same, which I
trust will meet with your approval.

E.

SPENCER PRATT.

ColoMZ totoarl lo. Mr. Prall.

though notoeven now out of danger, is likely to recover. On the 21st
would die, but she rallied.
from Tabreez on business h6re, I would ask that you should take
may consider necessary to obtain due punishment of the man. I
be back in Tabreez by about the lOth or 11th of J uue and shall be happy
::1dl&tiave~r you may wish about seeing that the man reooi~ such punishment
~L'!l'IIUIIIUIJ"•

I think, come fr0•11 Teheran abont the case.
prompt measlll'e8 I took for th~ arrest of the attemt-ted a8888sin and

j;:1o.teresli I showed in the matter will ill$nre protection to·the mtSBionarles for the

t~~:~:~t~h~e~~question of what punishment the assassin should receive from the

C. E.

STEWART.

(Inclosure 2 iD No. 459.)

Mr. Wright to Mr. Pratt.

-.a·ICILIIIi.

OOLA, 8.\LIIAB, MtJY2-l, 1890.
On the 14th in,lt;l.\nt, at 3.30 P' m.t a daatardly attempt was made to aawhO eame ~from Ooroomeeyab, and is a graduate
been :teaohtug the sohooJ. ia this village for us the past winter.
a room in our bouse, as he was a stranger and came to us well
But, 1lnding in the course Of time t.hat he and our maidlervant were

thtt wowld·tte m'Ol'de!W,

PERSIA.
too intimate (though we had no idea that they were criminally so at that time), we
removed him from our yard in February last to a room in an adjoining yard belonging
to our premises. But Minas still found a way to get with Asli, our maidservant,
when we sent her out to walk with the children or on our roof. We rebuked her for
thus allowing him to follow her every place. Still, we had no definite idea of any
criminal intercourse between them.
But on the night of the 13th instant, at 11 p. m., my wife awoke, and, finding our
maid was not in the adjoining room with our little boy, she began to look about the
house for her and finally found Asli coming up the stairs from the yard.
Mrs. Wright, suspecting Asli and Minas hao been there together, watched his way
to his room (which she could do from our bed-room window). Before long Minas
passed from our yard through a gate which was in the wall between our yard and
his, having in some way found a key which would unlock the padlock on it.
Mrs. Wright called to him twice, but he slipped rapidly along our wall and soon
disappeared in his yard.
This made it evident to us that the teacher and Asli had been living immoral lives.
So next day, after seeing Mr. Mechlin, we decided to dismiss him at once.
About 3.30 p.m. I called him to our dining room and toltl him why we dismissed
him. Mrs. Wright and another woman were in the room, the former cutting out a
frock for Jennie, our daughter.
There was nothing unusual in Minas's appearance. He took his dismissal as a
matter of course, and asked me if I would pay him the balance due on his wages and
hot·se hire to Ooroomeeyah.
"Certainly," I replied, and arose and went into an adjoining room to get the money.
But scarcely had I shut down the open safe when I heard heartrending screams.
My brother-in-law, who happened to be present with me, and I at once rushed into the
dining room.
To our utter amazement we found Minas bad attempted to murder my wife and
was just fleeing from the door opposite us.
Mrs. Wright, as she cut the garment., had her left shoulder turned towards Minas,
who sat on a divan on the opposite side of the room.
As soon as I was fairly out of the room, without a word, he suddenly sprang upon
Mrs. Wright a.nd with a dagger, which he at the same moment drew from his
sleeve, he first attacked her at the left Foide of the spinal column, piercing into
her left lung. As Mrs. Wright began to turn toward him, be let the next blow fall
on top of her left shoulder, cutting an artery, from which the blood spurted as from a
fountain. As she turned still further, he attempted to cut her throat, but only succeeded in making an upward cut under her jaw, near the base of the tongue. Twice
more he struck, but, Mrs. Wright being now fully turned toward him, one blow
struck her in the right wrist and the other in the back of the right hand, inflicting
fearful wounds. This was all done so quickly that, although we ran for the door the
moment we heard the screams, it was all finished before we entered the room.
As Minas descended the stairs he met our gatekeeper running toward them, and,
making a thrust at him with his dagger, passed and went out of the yard gate.
I at once gave word to tb~ villagers to arrest him, through the said gatekeeper and
my brother-in-law, and, leaving that work for them, we gave ourselves at once to the
more necessary work of caring for Mrs. Wright. So profuse was the flow of blood
that before I could tear open her clothes and close the two W.ljlnnds in her back and
shoulder she bad little left in her. I held these gashes shut Tor upwarcl of half an
hour before Mr. Mechlin arrived; then we sewed these two up as best we could and
fastened all with court-plaster. She was so faint we did not think it best to attempt
to sew up the other wounds, so we faste;,ned them as best we could with court·plaster
and bandages.
To add to tEe difficulty, Mrs. W. showed every symptom of having a miscarriage;
indeed, this seemed the greatest danger of all.
We telegraphed at once to Ooroomeeyah for a doctor, but for various causes it was
2 full days before Dr. Samuel, aNestoriau physician, arrived. During all this time Mrs.
Wright's wounds bad not been properly dressed or bandaged, because none of us had
had any experience in such matters before.
You can better imagine than realize the anxious suspense we were in during this
time. During the week which bas passed since the calamity Mrs. Wright has suffered greatly, and still remains so very weak that she may die any day.
Tbe shock which her nervous system sustained is so great that it greatly complicates matters. At the same time that we sent the telegram to Ooroomeeyah for a
doctor (i.e., within an hour after the assassination) we gave word in Dilman to the
governor of Salmas, Hadji Khnn, or rather to his son, Aziz Khan, who was '' naibi
huku"'\Teat" in his father's temporary absence at Charo, 3 hours' ride distant.
The naibi hukuveat excused himself by saying it was fast time, and the men could
not leave until they had eaten in the evening, and that his father had taken most of
them away anyhow.
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PERSIA.
[Inclosure 3 in No. 459.]

Mr. Pt·att to Colonel Stewat·t•

•

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, June 3, 1890.
SIR: I beg to acknowl&dge your letter of the 24th ultimo, from Ooroomeeyah, the contents of which I have read with great interest.
By to-day's mail, which is now about to close, I have only time to hastily express
to you my sincere thanks for the energy you have displayed in the pursuit of .Mrs.
Wright's dastardly assailant, whose ultimate capture would in all probability never
have been effected but for your personal exertion and the direct and timely pressure
which yon brought to bear npou the local governor of Salmas, who I must ltave
brought to task for neglect of dnt.y.
You may rest assured your prompt and decisi\·e action in this matter, of which I
shall immediately inform t.he honorable Secretary of State, will be duly appreciated
by the American Government.
Upon receiving the first intimation of the assault upon Mrs. Wright, and wltilst the
would-be assassin was still thought to be at large, I caused the most positive orders
for the latter's arrest to be telegraphed by the prime minister, His Highness the Emina
Soultan, to His Excellency the Emir Nizan, at 'fabreez, as well as to the governor of
the district of Salmas.
This evening I am to have an interview with His Higlmess the Emina Sonltan in
regard to Mrs. ·wright's case and the punishment of the criminal, who, I consider,
should be made to fully expiate the enormity--of his crime, in order both to vindicate
the law in the present instance and establish an example for the future.
·
In closing, let me request that you will kindly info1·m me as to the total amount
you have t.hus far expended in connection with this matter, in order that I may refund
you the same.
I gladly accept the offer you have so courteously made to represent me in the prosecution of the case in question, and am happy to say that this is entirely in accordance
with His Excellency :::iir Henry Drummond Wolff's views in the premises.
Believe me, etc.,
MY DEAR

E.

SPENCER PRATT.

[Inclosure 4 in NCl. 459.]

Mr. Pratt to Mr. W1·igllt.
LEGA.TION OF TilE UNITED STATER,

Tt:heran, June 3, 18!>0.
SIR: I ltave received your letter of the 22d ultimo, and have read with horror
and indignation the account it gives of the murderous assault made upon your wife,
Mrs. Wright, on the afternoon of the 14th.
·
Upon receipt of tho first intimation ofthis crime, and before any particulars thereof
hacl yet reached me, I at once 'brought the matter to tho attention of the prime min·
ister, His Highness the En1in6 Sonltan, who, at my iusta.nce, dispatched the most
peremptory telegraphic orders both to tho governor of Sal mas and to tho Emir Niznm,
at Taureez, for the immediate pursuit and arrest of the criminal Minas, who was then
still supposed to be at large.
Two days later the Emir Nizam telegrnphecl that the saicl arrest had been eftec'tell
in Turkish territory, and that the prisoner wonld ue returned to Salmas. 'l'his was
confirmed by a telegram from Colonel Stewart, from whom I have just now received
a Jetter exposing the culpable neglect displayed by tbe local antllorities in permitting the criminal's escape and informing me of t!Je steps he (Colonel Stewart)
had been forced to take to insure the latter's ultimate capture. I am to have an
interview with His Highness the Emine 8onltau this evPning, when I shall lay all
of tlte above facts before him and ask that the prisoner 1\iinas be s~ut under heavy
guard to Tabreez, there to be tried in the presence of Colonel Stewart, who the
British minister ltas kindly consented to allow to represent me on the occasion.
I have written Colonel Ste'Vart to advise me as to the expenses he has thtl-8 far incurred in this affair, so that I may refund him the amount. I have also instructecl the
colonel to so prosecute the case in queM-ion that the perpetrator of this monstrous deed
shall be made to pay the full penalty of his crime, in order to satisfy justice in the
present instance and serve as an example for the future.
It is my earnest prayer that Mrs. Wright may yet recover from the effects of her
wounds.
I have duly cabled what has occurred to our Government.
Sincerely, y~urs,
DEAR

E.

SPENCER PRATT.

FOREIGN RELATIONS.

Mr. Pt·ate to Mr. Blaine.
No. 460.]

LEGATION OF 1.'HE UNiTED STATES.

Teheran, June 4, 1890. (Received July 12.)
SIR: I have the honor to report that yesterday, the 3d instant,
I had an interview with the prime minister, His Highness the Emina
Soultan, in which, after submitting to His Highness the account of
the murderous assault made upon Mrs. Wright and the pursuit and capture of the assailant, as related in the letters from Rev. John N. Wright
and Consul-General Stewart, of which copies were inclosed to you in ·
my dispatch No. 459 of the same day, I requested that orders be given
by telegraph to transfer the prisoner Minas to Tabreez, there to be tried
ht the presence of Oonsul-General Stewart, as my representative in the
case, and that the governor of Salmas be brought to task for not having prevented the escape of the criminal in the first instance.
His Highness replied that the desired telegraphic instructions for the
transfer of the criminal to Tabreez for trial would be immediately sent
forward, and that he should at once give orders for the punishment of
tha governor of Salmas for neglect of duty.
Last night, after leaving His Highness, I was shocked to receive a
telegram from Colonel Stewart, which (translated from the Persian)
read as follows:
Mrs. Wright died from the effect of her wounds on the 1st instant.
criminai sent to Tabreez.

Order the

The above I at once communicated to the prime minister, who expressed profound regret at the news and stated that orders for the
prisoner's transfer to Tabreez for trial had already gone forward.
This I accordingly telegraphed to Colonel Stewart, at Ooroomeeyab,
adding the request that he represent me in the prosecution of the case
upon his return to his Tabreez post, which same he bas telegraphed
back his readiness to do, stating that he will in all probabiJ.ity reach
Tabreez as soon as the prisoner.
At the same time, in order that you might be apprised forthwith of
the serious turn of aft"airs, I sent yon the cable message following:
Mrs. Wright dead.

Criminal under arrest awaiting trial.

•

PRATT•

In closing, I think it proper to call your special attention to the fact
that immediately on lea ning of Mrs. Wright's death Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, the British minister here, upon his own initiative, telegraphed Consul-General Stewart at Ooroomeeyah to repair as soon as
possible to Tabreez, there to follow out such instructions as I should give
him concerning the case in question.
This action of' the British minister; wholly unsolicited on my part,
can not fail, I think, to be appreciated by our Government.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.

Mr. P't att to Mr. Blaine.
No. 461.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'11ED STA'l'ES,

Teheran, June 12, 1890. (Received July 19.)
SIR: I have the honor to submit for your consideration the accompanying copies of the correspondence (inclosures Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4)
that has passed between Consul-General Stewart and yself relative

to the Salmas murder case since my dispatch No. 460 of the 4th instant.
It is to Colonel Stewart's tatement regarding the present lawless
attitude of the Armenians inhabiting the Perso-Turkish frontier provinces and the alleged confession of Minas, the murderer of Mrs. Wri~ht,
of his previous intention to assassinate both that lady and her husband-which last was indirectly reported to me as having been confided
by the said Minas to his supposed mistress, Asli, who divulged it after
his arrest-that I would call your special attention.
In view of the facts, I think you will approve my course in insisting
that the said criminal be tried and tmnished in accordance with his
crime at Tabreez, the capital of the province in whtch the deed was committed, and in recommending that the woman Asli be also subpoonaed
and made to testify ou the occasiou.
I do not anticipate that this incident will give rise to trouble, but,
should it do so, and lead to any threatening demonstration on the part
of the Armenian or Nestorian population of Azerbaijan against the
American residents there, it is my intention to proceed myself to Tabreez, in order to see to the proper protection of our citizens in the
above province.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.
{Inclosure 1 in No.461.]

Colonel Stewart to Mr. Pratt.
No.1.]
00ROOMEEYAH, May 31, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to address yon on the subject of the Armenian Minas, who
is in confinement at Salnias for a murderous assault on the wife of the Rev. J. Wright,
American missionary at Salmas.
I have already forwarded two telegrams to Her Britannic Majesty's minister at
Teheran on this matter, which I asked might be shown to you, and I also addressed
you by letter on the 24th instant, informing you that the assassin had been captured.
I now write to suggest that the prisoner Minas should be removed to 'l'ehemn to
undergo such punishment as you may think necessary to meet the case.
It seems to me necessary that be should not remain in Tabreez. A good deal of excitemtmt has been caused among the Armenians in the Salmas district by this attempt
at assassination, and I am surprised to.find that the Armenians are anxious that Minas
should not be punished and that they have asked the missionaries to forgive the man.
There is, in consequence of the seditions literature which bas been spread amongst
the Armenians both in Turkey and Persia by the newspapers and other periodicals published at Marseilles and elsewhere, a feeling of disregard of all authority and a feeling in favor of criminals.
I have written to the Emir Nizam, asking that Minas may be sent to Tabreez, as I
do not consider that he is in very safe custody in Salmas.
I would suggest that before Minas is sent to Teheran to undergo any term of imprisonment to which he may be sentenced he should, as a part of his punishment,
receive asevere flogging at Tabreezin my presence, as such punishment would bring
home to the Armenians that he had been guilty of a crime.
I have not seen the prisoner, as he was seized after I left Salmas, but I understand
he allows he made an attempt to shoot both Mr. and Mrs, Wright the night before
his attack on Mrs. Wright, and was only prevented carrying out his purpose by an
accidental interruption.
The safety of the American community in these'parts, I consider, requires that Minas
should receive a long term of imprisonment as an example to others.
I have, etc.,
c. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Her Britan.nio Majesty's Comul-General in. bwbaija-.
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Mr. P1·att to Colonel Stewart
No.1.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

1'eltcrau, June 12, 1890.
SIR: I have received yonr dispatch dated Ooroomeeyah, May 31, 1890, and have carefully considered its contents.
The letter which you were so good as to address me from the above city on the ~4th
of last month came to hand and was duly acknowledged on the 3d instant, my reply
being sent you to Tabreez direct. I was also promptly shown the two telegrams regarding the case of Mrs. Wright which you mention having forwarded Her Britannic Majesty's minh:~ter here, and have since received your message conveying the
sad announcement that Mrs. Wright had died on the lot instant ti:om the e1fect of
the wounds indicted upon bel' by the Armenian Minas on the 14th.
In view of this, I consider that the said case, which must now be treated as one of
premeditated murder, should be tried in your presence at Tabreez and the criminal
there executed, for the especial purpose of bringing this affair home to those very
Armenians in western Persia and the adjacent provinces of Turkey whom, in your
present dispatch, you describe as having lately become imbued with a spirit of such
utter lawlessness.
The above opinion is fully shared by Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, who thinks the
suggestion in regard to conveying the prisoner to Teheran for trial was made before
you had become aware of the fatal termination of the assault in question. Hence,
on receiving your telegram, as follows:
"Have just been informed of the arrival of Mrs. Wright's murderer. Have arranged for first meeting to morrow. I arrived yesterday."
I replied:
"Your telegram and dispatch received. Think prisoner should be tried and executed at Tabreez. Have written reasons."
The criminating statement, which you say you understand was made by the prisoner, that previous to his assault upon Mrs. Wright he had endeavored to take the
lives both of that lady and her husband, but was thwarted in the attempt, has also
been indirectly reported to me as having been repeated by the criminal's alleged. paramour, who, I think, should in consequence be brought to Tabreez and examined, in
order to elicit the fact as to whether or not there aro any others implicated in this
crime, which may turn out to haYo been a conspiracy of far ~reater extent than would
appear at first sight.
On tho evening of the 3d I explained to His Highness the Emin6 Soultan the particulars of the assault ,nade upo•\ Mrs. Wright all{l told him of the steps you had
taken to efl'ect the criminal's arrest, as well as of the inaction d.isplayed by the governor of Salmas previous to your arrival, for 'vhich I requested that the latter might
be severely brought to task. . At the same time I asked that telegraphic orders be
sent for the transfer of the pnsoner undl'lr strong gnard to Tabreez, where you would
officially represent me at his trial. To all of wliich His Highness immediately assented. When, the following day, I sent him yonr telegram announcing Mrs. Wright's
death, he expressed profound regret and assure<! me that positive orders had already
been given for the removal of the criminal to Tabreez, where the Emir Nizam was
instructed to have him tried in your presence and sentenee(l in accordance with the
law and to my satisfaction.
Let me here again repeat to you the assurances of my sincere appreciation of the
manner in which you have exerted yourself in behalf of our people in the present
instance.
I am, etc.,
E. SPENCEH PRATT.

lllr. Prcttt to Mr. Blctine.
No. 462.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S•rATES,

Teheran,

J~tne

14, 1890.

(Received July 21.)

SIR: I have the honor herewith respectfully to submit for your con-

sideration the copy of a communication regarding the trial of Mrs.
Wrigllt's assassin which I ha'ire this day addressed to the British
consul-general at Tabreez, and which I trust will meet with your approval.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.
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[Inclosure in No. 462.]

Mr. Pratt to Colonel Stewart.
LEGATION Qjj' THE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, June 14, 1890.
SIR: Referring to my dispatch No.1 of the 12th instant, in which I recommended
that the woman Asli, the reported paramour of Mrs. Wright's assassin, Minas, be
subpmnaed to appear as a witness for the prosecution at the latter's trial, in order to
obtain her testimony reganling, in the first place, the alleged intention of the said
Minas to kill both Mr. and Mrs. Wright, and, secondly, the possible complicity of
others in this crime, which, as I said, may prove to have been a more extensive conspiracy than was apparent on the surface, I would urge that in the summing up of
the indictment you lay particular stress upon the fact that Mrs. Wright was pregnant
at the time of her assassination, which, according to the law of the Koran, as I understand it, makes the murder in the present instance a do.uble one.
I am, etc.,
E. SPENCEU PRATT.

Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine.
No. 463.]

J.JEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, June 18, 1890. (Received July 26.)
SIR: I have the honor herewith respectfully to submit for your con-

sideration the copy of a dispatch I have received from Consul·General
Stewart, at Tabreez, relat,ive to the case of Mrs. Wright's assassination,
with a copy of my reply to the same, which I trust ;you will approve.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.
rinclosure 1 in No. 463.]

Colouel .StewaTl to M1-. Pratt. •
BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,

Tab1·eez, June 11, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3d instant,
ackuowledgiug receipt of my letter from Ooroomeeyah elated 24th May. I have to
thank Your Excellency for the expression of your approval of what I did to obtain
the arresL of the murderer of Mrs. Wright.
I received your telegram, which reached me, in Persian, at Soutchbulak, near the
south end of the lake of Ooroomeeyab, on the 6th instant, asking me to represent you
at the proceedings taken against the murderer of Mrs. 'Vright. I replied at once, in
Persian, as telegrams could not be sent from thence in l<~nglish, saying I was about to
proceed to Ta.lJreez for that purpose. Soutchbulak is 126 miles from 'l'abreez and I
started at once and made tho distance in four long marches. '!'here is no direct chappar from that place, or I should have come chap par.* I reached 'l'alJreez on lOth June
befme the murderer of Mrs. Wright had arrived here. He was brought in chained
last evening, and I was informed of it this morning.
I arranged that the first meeting to go into the case of murder shoulcl take place tomorrow.
It is a sad story, the murder of Mrs. Wright. '!'hough she was not by birth an
American, being a Nestorian, born in 'l'urkish territory, she was a highly educated
lady who had been in Amm¥a, and Mr. 'Vright, I understand, is very much stricken
by his loos. She leaves two young children.
'I'he murderer Minas had no grounds of quarrel either against her or Mr. Wright,
who had treated him most kindly. He hacl, however, made an atte1Dpt to shoot both
Mr. and Mrs. Wright the night previous to his murder of Mrs. Wright, and was only
foiled by their having changed the position of their sleeping place, and he was thus
unable to shoot them through the window as he bad intended.
,. Service of post ho1·ses.

FOREIGN RELA. TIONS.
I have not yet seen the murderer, but I hear be confesses to this first attempt, so
there is no palliation of the offense of murder committed by him, and his crime undoubtedly deserves a death sentence.
Although the governor of Sal mas was supine in the first instance, be did exert himself after I arrived and had spoken strongly to him, and his successful arrest of the
murderer and bringing him from Turkish territory without encountering difficulties
from the Turkish authorities deserves some praise.
The missionaries themselves have given a reward of 50 tomans to 3 out of the 4
capturers of the murderer. The fourth, a servant of the governor, the governor
would not allow to accept a share of the money, as he said he was in the service of
the Persian Govemment and could only be rewarded through it.
I propose to address Your Excellency by the next post in view to a small reward
being given besides that already given by the rmssiooaries.
I have expended no money as yet in the matter except a single tomao for ioformat.ion and the price of a few telegrams to you. I will let you know the amount afterwards.
You may feel satisfied I shall do my best so far as it is in my power to bring this
business to a successful termination. His Excellency the Emir Nizam seems ready to
help in every way.
It is rumored, though I do not know if its true, that some Armenians offered 200
tomans to the governor of Salmas if be would connive at the ~scape ot' the prisoner.
I have, etc.,

C. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Her Majesty's Consul-General, Tabreez.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 463.]

Mr. Pmtt to Colonel Stewm·t.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tehemn, June 18, 1890.
I have recei veil your dispatch of the 11th instant from 'I'a breez, acknow !edging
the receipt of the letter I addressed yon to that city on the 24th ult.imo, as well as
of my telegram which reached you at Soutchbulak on the 6th of this month" your
reply to which came duly to hand.
The great fatigue of your 126 miles' continuous ride from Soutchbulak to Tabreez I
fully appreciate, and, w4.ilst sincerely thanking you for having thus exerted yourself
in order to reach the lat~r city upon the prisoner's arrival there, trust you willuot
suppose I should ever have consented to your subjecting yourself to a like hardship
could I have anticipated your intention in the premises.
I note what yon say about the criminal Minas having reached Tabreez in chains on
the evening of the lOth instant, and of the first session of the court to try his case
having been fixed for the day following that on which you wrote.
The particulars you give of the 11aid criminal's previous attempt to murder both
Mr. aud Mrs. Wright I have also carefully considered. As regards the prosecution, I
see no occasion to modify the recommendations contained in my dispatches of the 12th
and 14th instant, which you most ere this have received.
The alteration which yon refer to in the conduct of the governor of Salmas after
your appearance on the scene I shall bear in mind, and hasten to assure yon that it
will afford me pleasure to act upon such suggestions as you may think proper to
make concerning the matter of additional reward for the criminal's pursuit aud capture.
The quest.ion of the alleged attempt to bribe the governor of Salmas to connive at
the prisoner's escape whilst the latter was in his custody it might be well to investigate, but this I prefer to leave to your discretion.
I am, etc.,
·
SIR:

E.

SPENCER PRATT.

Mr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine.
No. 464.]

LE(}ATION OF 1.'HE UN"ITED STATES,

Teheran, June 25, 1890. (Received JuJy 26.)
SIR: I have the honor respectfully to submit for your consideration
the accompanyiug copies of correspondence (inclosures Nos. 1, 2, 3, and
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4) that has passed between Consul-General Stewart and myself relatiYe
to the trial at Tahreez of Mrs. Wright's assassin since my dispatch No.
463 of the 18th instant.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRA1'1'.
[Inclosure 1

i; No. 464.]

Colonel Slewm·t to M1'. P1·att.

BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,
Tabreez, June 14, 1890.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge your telegram of the 1st instant, as follows:
"Your telegram and dispatch received. 'l'hink criminal should be tried and execut~d at Tabreez. Have written rea5olls."
I have not as yet received the dispatch you mention in the above telegram, but I
quite agree that tho prisoner Minas should be executed at Tabreez. At the time I suggested he should be flogged at Tabreez and then undergo a long term of imprisonment
at Teheran Mrs. Wright had not died and the circumstances were quite different.
It was only on my return to Tabreez that ,I heard that Mrs. vVri~ht had a,etually died
in giving birth to a dead child. She was so weu.k and ill from tne great loss of blood
from her wounds and was in so critical a condition from them that she could not bear
a confinement. Dr. Bradford, of tlle Presbyterian Mission, was with her the last 24
hours.
There has been a preliminary inquiry at th\3 foreign office Lere in my presence, the
prisoner Minas being brought in. He has, up to tlie last few days, been quite free
in confessing the murder of Mrs. Wright by him, and I hoped that he could be condemned on his own confession. Before the court, however, though he was as sharp
as possible in every other way, he declared tLat his mind was a complete blank as to
Mr. and Mrs. Wright, and that all events for the period about the murder had faded
from his memory. Of course, this is mere nonsense, but it forces me to prove the murder by witnesses. I have plenty of witnesses and Lave summoned from Ooroomeeyah
where they now are, Mr. Mechlin, who sewed up Mrs. Wright's wounds; 1\Ir. Theodore, Mrs. Wright's brother, who was in the. next room when Mrs. Wright was
stabbed; his wife, Phcebe, who was actually in the room at the time; and the doorkeeper, who saw Minas run away with the dagger in his hand.
I have asked that Mr. Wright should, if possible, come, though I have not pressed
it, as I think I have ample eviqence without him.
This matter will only, I Lope, delay the taking of evidence for a few days. I shall
do my best to get the matter settled as speedily as possiLle.
I have, etc.,
c. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Het Majesty's Conaul-Gene1·al, Tabreez.

!Inclosure 2 in No. 464.J

Mr.

Pmtt to Colonel Stewa1·t.

LEGATION

THE UNITED STATES,
Teheran, J1we 21, 1890.
Sm: I have received your dispatch of the 14th instant, acknowledging the receipt
of my telegram of the 12th, and note wLat yon say of the prisoner Minas on the occasion of the preliminary examination held in your presence, affecting to be entirely
oblivious of Mr. and Mrs. Wright and of all events that occurred at the time of the
latter's assassination.
From this it would appear as though the accused hoped to escape the penalty of
his crime on the ground of having been non compos mentis when the deed was committed.
Such a plea I should, of course, consider wholly inadmissible under the circumstances, but since the defense may ad vance it comme dernie1·e ressqm·ce, and it is not
likely that in any event tho prisoner can be fnrt.her induced to testify against
himself, I can only commend your course in summoning Mr. Mechlin, Mr. and Mrs.
'l'heodore, and Mr. Wright to appear as witnesses for the prosecution, and would
again advise that the woman Asli, the criminal's alleged paramour, be also snbpcenaed for the same purpose.
' J am, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.
OF
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[Inclosure 3 in No. 464.)

Colonel Stewart to M1-. Pmtt.
BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,
1'abreez, June 18, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowleuge the receipt of Your Excellency's dispatch
No.1, dated 12th June, 1890.
You are quite correct in thinking that my dispatch of the 31st May, suggesting
that the murderer Minas should be taken to Teheran to undergo a long term of imprisonment, after having been severely flogged in Tabreez as an example, was written
before Mrs. Wright's death and when I hoped she was likely to recover from thesevere wounds inflicted on her. She did not die until the 1st J nntl.
There is now only one course open, as directed in your telegram of the 12th instant,
t be receipt. of which I have already acknowledged in my dispatch of the 14th instant,
viz, that the criminal should be tried and executed at Tabreez as an example and
warning to others. I am awaiting the arrival of the witnesses from Ooroomecyah to
proceed with the prosecution of Minas.
I will, as suggested in your dispatch now under reply, cause the assassin's alleged
paramour to be summoned as a witnesR. I can not myself summon her, as she is a
Persian subject and now living at her home near Ooroomeeyah.
·
You may feel certain I will }ness the case and do my best to obtain the execution
of the assassin Minas without any unavoidable delay.
!have, etc.,
C. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Her Majesty'B Consul.General, Tabreez.

[Inclosure 4 in No. 46<!. 1

Mr. Pratt to Colonel Stew::1·t.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Teheran, June 25, 1890.
SIR: I have now your dispatch of the 18th instant, in which you mention having
received my No. 1 of the 12th and note that you are only awaiting the arrival of the
witnesses summoned from Ooroomeey:th to proceed with the trial of the prisoner
Minas, Mrs. Wright's assassin.
I am curious to know it~ as on the occasion of the preliminary examination referred
to in your dispatch of the 14th, the prisoner still continues afl:'ectiug entire unconsciousness as regards all events connected with, or which occurred at the time of,
the perpetration of his crime.
I am, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.

JJfr. Pratt to Mr. Blaine.
No. 469.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STA~l'ES,

Teheran, June 30, 1890. (Received August 6.)
SIR: I have the honor herewith respectfully to submit for your consideration a copy of the latest communication I have received from
Consul-General Stewart relative to the Wright murder case, as also a
copy of my reply to the same, which I trust you will approve.
From what he now writes, you will obs.erve that Colonel Stewart's
views and my own are identical as to the interpretation of the law of
Islam in regard to the killing of a child "in utero," and that he therefore intends, in accordance with my previous instructions, to advance
and press the charge of double criminality against the accused in the
present instance.
1 have, etc.,
E. SPl!lNCER PRATl'.

r
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Colonel Stewart to M1·. Pratt.
BRITISH CONSULATF.-GENERAL,

Tab1·eez, June 21, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt this day of Your Excellency's
dispatch No.2, dated 14th June, 1890.
I have already summoned the woman Asli to appear as a witness, but I fear she
will, at the trial, deny her previous statement, as I hear she has told Dr. Cochran she
will give no evidence in tho matter.
Mr. Mechlin has just arrived, also Theodore, the late Mrs. Wright's brother, and a
man who saw Minas running away from Mr. Wright's house on the afternoon of the
14th May, just after the murder, with a dagger in his hand. The other witnesses
are en route.
I have summoned Dr. Shedd, to whom Minas confessed the murder of Mrs. Wright
and asked him to pray for his soul, so I shall have ample evidence.
WU.h reference to the last part of your letter under reply, I am aware that, according
to Mohall!medan law, the causing the death of a child of a pregnant woman is murder,
and this child, having been a son in a well-formed state, I shall, as directed in your
letter, press borne this charge, and have full evidence to prove it. I had, however,
intended to do this previous to the receipt of your letter.
I have, etc.,
c. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Her Majesty's Consul-Geneml, Tabreez.

[Inclosnre 2 in No. 469.J

Mr. P1·att to Colonel Stewm·t.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, June 30, 1890.
Sm: I have received your dispatch of the 21st instant acknowledging the receipt
of my own of the 14th and informing me that you had summoned Dr. Shedd and
Asli, the alleged paramour of the assassin Minas, to testify at the latter's trial.
I am also g1ad to note the arrival at Tabreez of Mr. Mechlin, Mr. Theodore, and a
man said to have seen Minas escape from Mr. Wright's house on the afternoon of the
14th of May, the day the murder was committed.
These, with the witnesses already subpronaed, will, I trust, amply suffice to establish the prisoner's guilt, even though, as you appear to apprehend, the woman Asli
should deny her previous statements or decline to give any evidence whatever at the
trial.
In clo~ing, I beg to sa.y that I am gratified to observe that your interpretation of
the Mohammedan Jaw on the subject of the killing of a child "in 1dm·o ''is the santO
as my own, and that you propose to firmly press this additional charge of murder in
the present instance.
I am, etc.,
E. SPENCER PnATT.

llfr. Pratt to liir. Blaine.

No. 472.]

LEGA'l'ION OF 'l'IIE UNI'l'ED STA'l'Es,

Tehet·an, July 5, 1890. (Received August 9.)
SIR: I have the honor to submit for your consideration the copies of
correspondence that has passed between Consul-General Stewart and
myself relative to the Wright assassination case since my No. 4G9 of
the 30th ultimo.
I have, etc.,

E.
FR90-43

SPENCER PRATT.
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Colonol Steu·art to .Mr. Pratt.
DIUTISII CONSULATE-GENERAL,

~

1'abreez, June 28, 18DO.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's dispatches
Nos. 3 and 4.
The witnesses summoned by me have all arrived except the woman Asli. Sherefuses to come or give any evidence. I tried in the first instance to persuade her to
come through the missionaries, as I thought it would be better that she should come
with the missionttry party and not be tutored by the Persian authorities.
·when I was at Salmas the woman Asli was a willing witness and made statements
to several people. As soon as I heard of her unwillingness to come I summoned her
through the Persian authorities and hope she may soon arrive; but, as I have two
good witnesses who can repeat her statements, and I have a witness, Deacon Zeab, of
Salmas, to whom Minas while h1 prison at that -place confessed that he had the night
prevwus to stabbing Mrs. '-'Tright come to the house with a revolver for the purpose
of shooting both Mr. and Mrs. \V1·ight, I think I can prove the case sufiicicntly, e\'cn
though I do not get the woman Asli's evidence. I shall, however, do my best to
obtain it.
The witnesses for the prosecution arrived here on ·wednesday, and I applied for the
court to reassemble the next day, but on that day the agent for foreign amtirs the
\Vakil-nl-Mnlk was replaced by a new agent for foreign affairs, appointed under
orders from Teheran, the 1\fustashar-ml-Donleh. The Persians, therefore, represented
that it was impos8iiJ!e under tue circumstances of the change of foreign agents to
hold the court that day and asked for a deby of 2 days. Under the circumstances, I
consented, and the trial is to recommence to-day.
I send a list of the charges I have framed against [.he prisoner Minas, and I have ample
evidence to prove tlH'SQ chargt•s. The witnesses I have are Mr. Mechlin, who sewed
up Mrs. \Vright.'s wounds; Dr. Shedd, to whom Minas, wheu captured, confessed having stabbed l\lrs. \Vright; Dr. Samuel, 'vho atteuded Mrs. \Yright; Theodore, brother
of Mrs. Wright, and his wife, who were in the house at the time of the assassination;
the latter was in the 1·oom and an eye-witness to the stabbing, also Deacon Zeai.J, of
Salmas, whose cvi!lence I have mentioned above; he can also repeat the confession
made hy the woman Asli to him. Minister Johanna, of Salmas, to whom the woman
Asli confessed that she hall prevented the attempt to shoot Mr. aml Mrs. Wright the
night previQus to tLc stabbiug; and, finally, Dr. Mary Bradford, who was with Mrs.
\Vright at the time of her death and can certify she died of her wounds, and that the
death of the male unborn child was; to all appea1ances, caused by the shock of stabbing the mother.
·
I did not summon Mr. w·right, though I suggested it would be well if he was able
to come. He tas not come, and I am rather glad he has not clone so, as he is much
upset by his wife's death, and his children arc ill, and it is diflicult for him to leave
them.
Besides this, as in Mohammedan law I understand it is not usual to allow tl1e plaintiff to give evidence, difficulties might have arisen on this point. I cc)11ld no doubt
have overcome them, hut 1 have very ample evi<lcnce without him.
The witnesses all ask for payment of their traveling expenses from and back to
Ooroomeeyah and Salmas, as the case may be, and Dr. Samuel, wl10 is a medical practitioner unconnected with the mission at Ooroomceyah, asl;:s for some reasonable coru~
pcnsation for his loss of practice whilst away from that place.
\Vill you please authorize me to disburse these expenses t
I Lave, etc.,
U. E. ~'I'BWART,
Coluut.:l, lin· )Jajcsfy's Cunwl-Ucu(rat, 'l'abriz.

[Inclosure.)

Charges against Minas, Armenian inhabitant of Oola, Salmas.

First charge. That on 'Vednesday, tho 14th <lax of May, 1890, answering to the 24th
day of Ramazan, 1307, be, Minas, at Oola, Salmas, wounded Shushan Wright, the wife
of the Rev. J. "\Vright, American subject, in many places with a dagger, from which
wounds she died on the 1st day of June, 1890, answering to the 12th 11ny of Shawal.
Second charge. That he, Minas, caused the death of Shushan \Vrigi.Jt'H nrale unborn
child, she haviug, in conoe<1uence of her wounds on the 1st June, given birth to a
dead male child.

PERSIA
Third charge. That ou the night previous to his stabbing Shushan Wright, the wife
of the Rev. J. Wright, Minas came to the house of the Rev. John Wright, and mado
an attempt to shoot both the Rev. John Wright and Shushan Wright with a revolver.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 472.]

Mr. Pmtt to Colonel Stetva1·t.
LEGATION OF THE UNJTED STATES,

Teheran, Jnly 5, 1890.
SIR: I am now in receipt of your dispatch of the 28th ultimo, from which I note
that you hav'3 received my Nos. 3 and 4 and that all the witnesses subpmnaed by
you to testify for the prosecution at the trial of the assassin Minas had arrived, except the woman Asli, whom yon had found it necessary to summon through the Persian authorities.
Under the circumstances, I agree with you that it was best not to insist upon Mr.
Wright's appearing at the trial if his testimony could be dispensed with.
The cbarges in the list which you inclose appear to fully cover the case, besides
baving the advantage of being both concise and to the point.
I am, etc.,

E.

SPENCER PRATT.

Mr. Pratt to llfr. Blaine.
No. 174.]

LEGATION OF .THE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, July 15, 1890.

(Received August 18.)
have the honor herewith to submit for your consideration the
copy of a di~patcb I have received from Oonsul-Generul Stewart, at
Tabreez, with a copy of the minutes it inclosed of the proceedings:or the
trial of "Minas, 1\Irs. Wright's assassin, as also a copy of my reply to the
above, which I trust will meet with your approval.
I have, etc.,
SIR: I

E.

SPENCER PRATT.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 4i4.]

Cola11el Stcwm·t to !lb-. Pratt.
No. 28.]

llHITISII CONSVLATE-GENERAL,

Tltbreez, Persia, July 51 1890.
I have the honor to forward you tlte proceedings in the trial of Minas. The
preliminary inquiry took 1 day and the actual trial or record of evidence 4 days.
I was informed by the Mustashar-ud-Douleh that the orders received were that the
evidence be recorded here, and also the deftmse of Minas, and then the proceedings
should be sent to Teheran for tho authorities there to record the finding and sentence
on the prisoner. At the preliminary inquiry the prisoner Minas pretended to have
forgotten all the circumstances, though this was a mere pretense ; but at tho actual
trial, when confronted with the witnesses, he made no such pretense, and was reasonable and even intelligent in his cross-examination of witnesses and defense of himself.
The trial ende<l on the afternoon of the 3d July, and I had only Friday and Saturday to make a translation into English of the proceedings and to make two copies of
my translation, one for you and one to keep. Un~f.r the circumstances and in the
time it was impossible to make an exact literal translation f each word, but the
meaning of each witness is carefully gi van, and I think Your Excellency will find that
it is a good working translation.
SI~:

The proceedings in Persian are also sent. The ptooeedinge aU tl}rough the trial
in duplicate, one copy for the Persian Government and one tor yon.
The oo y for the Persian Government is being sent to Teheran by this post, but
copy is equally an original. They have been compared and when I signed
~. ·''-~'!_-:- were exactly alike.
original letter in Syriao from Minas to David is attached to the Persian prooeedinga.in the hands of the Mnstashar·nd-Douleh.
CoD.QQmilig the age of Minas, he looks about 19 years old, and Mr. Mechlin told me
he believed lie was about 20 years of age.
When the evidence about his age was taken, I was n)lprepared for it, and my witnesaes who oonldhave told his age were gone away. As by Mohammedan laws a young
mu becomes of age at 15, and Kinas allowed he is about 17 years old, I did not dis~te his contention, though I think he is older than his statement by about 2 years.
I thought it bette:t.. not to keep the case open until the maidservant Asli arrived,
as she has not oome yet. In fact, 1 think delay in the settlement of the case is undesirable; and would suggest that Asli be not examined when she arrives, if she
does come.
She woo.ld probably only give evidence in favor of the prisoner, even though untrue.
wo1ilcfa8k orders from you on this subject.
1>ea0011 Zeah and Minister Johanna, to whom she oonfessed, are still here i case
fOU should wish her to be examined, bot I think it undesirable.
The evidence seems to be very complete against Minas, and he has practically no
defense.
I have, etc.,
C. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Her MajeBtg's Consul-General, Tabt·eez.
~te

[Inclosure 2 in No.474.)

Preliminary inquirr into the case of Minas, the son of Sayad, inhabitant of Ooroomeeyah, which inqutry took place on Thursday, the 23d of Shawal, 1307, answering

to 12th J nne, 1890, at.the Persian foreign office, Azerbaijan, in the presence of Colonel

Stewart, Her Britannic Ml\iesty's consul-general, and the acting agent for foreign
.
affairs, as follows :
First question addressed to Minas by the acting agent for foreign affairs.
Question. What is your name, and of what place are you an inhabitant, and in
what employment were on employed f
Answer by Minas, son of Sayad, of the Ooroomeeyah district. My name is Minas.
I am the 80n of Saya.d, nat.ive of Dizzeh 'l'ukia, in the Ooroomeeyah district, and I was
emyloyed at the village of Oola, in the Salmas district, as a teacher.
Q. Were you in service in the school, and did you receive a salary as teacher or
not, and who was the chief pe:rsen of that school f-A. I was in service, and I received a. salary. The chief person of the school was Mr. Mechlio.
Q. Had not the Rev. Mr. Wright something to do with that schoolt-A. I do not
k ow•
• Do you know the Rev. Mr. Wrigbtt-A. Yes; I do.
Q. Was not Rev. Mr. Wright in charge of the school and looked after it and visited
itt-A. I do not know.
Q. On the 24t}l of the month Ramazan (14th May) where were you f-A. I can not
teoollect. I do not kn • I have gone out of my mind.
Q. Since when has this madness and forgetfulness which you say has come over
yon ootnmenoed f-A. I do not know.
(Here the prisoner addressed the English consul-general in English and said, "I
am bnogry; I have no money for my expenses." Bread was here offered to the prisoner, brit be did not accept it.)
Q. Did yon know the wife of the Rev. Mr. Wright t-A. Yes; I knew her.
Q. How long is it since yon saw Mrs. Wright t-A. I do:not know; I can not remember.
Q. Did you know the maidservant who wae in the service of Mrs. Wright, and do
you know her name t-A. I do remember the maidservant who WM in the service
of"Mrs. Wright, but I do not recollect her name.
Q. Had you any flirtations either with the servant or Mrs. Wright f-A. No~
none.
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Q. Why were you brought here, and from whence were you brought, and when did
you arrive T-A. I do not know; it is 3 days since I arrived here.
· Q. Have you received your wages for the past month T-A. I have not received my
wages for the past mouth.
Q. Why have you not received them; did they not give you your wages, or did you
yourself not wish for them T-A. I had no necessity for my wages, so I did not take
them.
This preliminary inquiry is here closed. Memorandum by the :first mirza of the
foreign office, Mirza Maasum Khan, who was at that time acting as foreign affairs
agent at Tabreez: On this 23d day of Shawal (12th June), these questions to and answers by Minas were made in my presence.
IIADJI MIRZA MAASUl\I KHAN.

Memorandum by Her Britannic Majesty's consul-general: I was present and beard
these questions put aml answered by Minas.
c. E. STEWART,
Colonel, Her Britannic Majesty's Consul-Ueneral.
TABilEEZ, June 12, Hl£10.

Inquiry concernmg the circnmstances attending the deat.h of tl1e wife of tl1e Rev.
J. Wright commenced lOth day of the month Znlkaada, 1307 (Persian), answering
to the 28th June, 1890, at the Persian foreign office, in the presence of His Excellency
the Mustashar-nd-Douleh and Colonel Stewart, Her Britannic Majesty's consul-general, and the motnrned-as-sultanen, Hadji Mirza Maasum Khan, :first secretary of tl1e
foreign office, Tabreez.
The above court having assembled, Her Britannic Majesty's consul-general states:
These three charges which I now hand in, in writing, I make against Minas, the
son of Sayad, he having committed these offenses at Oola, in the Salmas district.
I will now proceed to prove these offenses against Minas by witnesses.
First charge: That he, Minas, on the 24th day of Ramaan, 1307, answering to the
14th day of May, 1890, at Oola, Salrnas, wounded Shushan, the wife of the Rev. Mr.
·wright, in many places with a dagger, from which wounds she died on the 1st day of
June, 1890, answering to the 12th day of Shawal, 1307.
Second char~e: That he, Minas, caused the death of Shushan Wright's male unborn
child, she havmg, in consequence of her wounds, on the 1st of June given birth to a
dead male child.
Third charge: That on the night of the 14th May (Persian style, as Persian days
commence at sunset, in English counting would be night of the 13th May)-that iA to
say, the night before the day of the stabbing of ~hushan, the wife of the Rev. Mr.
Wright-he, Minas1 came to the house of Mr. Wright with a revolver in his hand
with the purpose of shooting both Mr. and Mrs. Wright.
Minas is present in court and hears the charges made against him read.
:First witness is called. Miriam, the wife of Theodore.
Question by the Mustashar-ud-Donleh to :Miriam, the wife of Theodore. (Theodore is the brother of the late Mrs. Wright.) She is qnestione(l through Theodore,
as the witness only understands Syriac. The witness is solemnly warned to speak
the truth, in fact, is solemnly affirmed, and is then asked:
Q. State what happened on the 14th day of May, at the village of Oola, to the
wife of the Rev. Mr. Wright f-A. On the 14th day of May, at the village of Oola, I
was sitting wit.h Mrs. Wrigh~ in the drawing room. We heard a knock at the door
of the dining room and Minas, the prisoner now before the court, came in and sat
down in the dining room and commenced a conversation with Mt·. Wright.
Q. What was the conversation about T-A. As yet I was in the next room, but after
a very short time Shushan, the wife of Mr. Wright, went out of the drawing room
into the dining room, where Mr. Wright and Minas were, and commenced to cut ont
some women's clothes. A few moments after this I followed aml came into the dining
room and sat down beside Mrs. ·wright. From the conversation of Mr. Wright aml
Minas, I understood that he, Minas, was asking Mr. Wright for his wages. Mr. Wright
left the dining room, and went into the room where he kept his money safe to
fetch some money. At this time there were three persons in the di11ing room, that is
to say, Shushan and myself and Minas. MinaR then got up from his place an<l
struck a dagger in between the shoulder blades of Shushan ami a second blow with
the same dagger on the point of her left shoulder, a.nd he gave her more wounds,
one on her right wrist and two on her right baud, and two very slight wonndA, oue
on her chin and one on her neck. After giving these wounds, Minas qnicldy ran
ont of the room, leaving his hat and shoes in the room. I and Shushan for a moment
were not able to scream. As soon as Minas qnit~ed the room we both began to

scream. Mr. Wright and Theodore, my husband, hearing our screams, came into the
room. As soon as they entered the dining roam they called out, "What is the
matter!" !answered, "Minas has wounded Mrs. Wright and ron away." Mrs.
Wright from that moment became very ill and died on the 1st of Jone.
MIRIAM.

Mnstashar.ud-Douleh to Minas:
Q. What reply do you make to the evidence of .Miriam f-A. I do not know; all
these things she says are inventions.
Q. Then who killed Mrs. Wrightf-A. I do not know who illed Mrs. Wright.
Q. When you asked for your wages was Mrs. Miriam in the room f-A. I never
asked for my wages. The time for the receipt of my wages had'not arrived.
Q. Has Mrs. Miriam done anything against you, i.
is she your enemy T-A. Mrs.
Miriam was only a visitor at the house; she has never done anything a-g ainst me, i.
she is not my enemy.

e.,

e.,

MINAS.

The witness withdraws.
Second witness. Theodore(the brotberofthelate Mrs. Wright), is solemnly affirmed
in the same way as the first witness by the Mustashar-ud-Douloh, and questioned.
Q. What evidence can you give f-A. On the 14th day of May, in the village of
Oola, I was sitting in the room where Mr. Wright keeps his money safe. I there overht>ard a conversation going on; I was able to bear that Mrs. Wright and the prisoner
now present, Minas, were talking together. I then saw Mr. Wright come out of the
next room into that in which I was-in this room he kept his money. He opened the
iron safe and began to count out some money. At this moment we heard screams
from the uext room, which was the dining room, and Mr. Wright and I went into the
dining room and saw that Shushan, the wife of Mr. Wright, was wounded. We asked,
"What is the matter!" My wife, Miriam, answered," Minas has stabbed Shushan and
run away." I<~rom that moment Shushan became i1l, and remained ill until her death
on the 1st J nne. During the i1lness of the wife of Mr. Wright, a~ she was often hleedng at the mouth, there was always danger of deat.h at any moment.
Question by Mustasbar-ud-Douleh to Theodore:
Q. When you arrived in the room what was Shushan's st~tef-A. At the moment
ofonr arrival in the room Shushan was on her feet; she walked a few paces and then
fell on one side of the room. She was bleeding from her wounds. P.revious to her
death on the 1st June she gave birth to a dead male child and 3 hours afterward
died.
THEODORE 0SHANA.

Question to Minas by Mustashar·ud-Douleh:
Q. If you have anything to answer to Theodore's evidence, now speak.-A. The
voices of most people are much alike. Theodore tells lies about me.
Q. Are you at enmity with Theodore f-A. No; we are not enemies.
MINAS.

The witness withdraws.
Third witness. Jalil, son of Abbas Ali, inhabitant of the village of Oola, a soldier
in the old regiment of Khoi, is called in and solemnly affirmed.
· Q. What evidence can you give f-A. I was walking at the upper end of the graveyard of Oola when I saw Minas running without his hat or shoes. I said," Minas,
where are you goingT" He answered," Nowhere." At that moment Yadegar, a servant of Mr. Wright., arrived andealled out," Catch Minas; heb~ stabbed Mrs. Wright."
I then went toward Minas; be had a six-chambered pistol in his hand, which he pomted
at me. I turned and went away to the window of the house of Mr. Wright. l saw
this much through the window, that Mr. Wright was holding Mrs. Wright by the
side and blood was running from her wounds. Also, on the day Minas was brought
in prisoner I was at the old city Salmas. I saw Minas being brought in. Minas
called out to me from a distance and asked, "Is Mrs. Wright dead f" I answered,
"She is not dead."
JAUL,

Qnestion by Mnstashar-ud-Douleb to Minas:
Q. If you have any answer to Jalil, speak.-A. I was always in the habit of going
(for the purpose of nature it is here understood) to the river bank without my hat
or shoes. J alii Raw me so going and asked me, "WberA are yon going!'' I answered,
"I am going there." From where I met Jalil I went to the river hank, and Jalil
turned back. I<~rom the river bauk I returned to my own house. It. W88 some days
after this that I started for Van to acquire learning. Some men followed me, took
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me prisoner, and brought me back. When I was being brought back at the Old City,
as the people who were bringing me back bad told me I was accused of stabbing Mrs.
Wright, wheu I saw Jal•l, who was a friend of mine, I asked him, "Is Mrs. ·wright
dead or alive ~" J altl answered, "She is not yet dead."
MINAS.

Question by Mustasbar-nd-Douleh to Jalil:
Q. Was it on the day that Mrs. Wright was stabbed that Minas ran
Yes; it was on that very day he ran away.

awa~'

?-A.

JALIL.

Witness withdraws.
Fourth witness. Mr. Mechlin is called into the court and is solemnly affirmed nml
questioned by the Mustashar-ml-Doulch.
Q. Give any evidence you may be able concerning the wife of Mr. Wright.-A. On
the 14th day of May I was called from my house at Hufta.wan by a letter from Mr.
Wright. It is a quarter of an hour's walk from Huftawan, where I lived, to the village of Oola. When I reached the house of Mr. Wright it was half past 3 o'clock.
When I arrived at Mr. Wright's house I saw Mrs. Wright prostrate on the floor and
Mr. Wright closing with his hands two wounds on Mrs. Wright, one on the left
shoulder and the other between the shoulder blades. Shushan (Mrs. Wright) said
to me, "Minas has wounded me." It was the Minas here present of whom she spoke,
and Mr. Wright said also it was Minas who wounded his wife. After this conversation Mr. Wright asked me to sew up the wounds of Mrs. Wright. I then sewed them
up. Two wonnds were very severe and penetrated deeply. After I had sewn up the
wounds we carried the lady to her bed. At the time that we took her to her bed
she was suffering very much from her wounds. Also, she had two wounds on her
right hand; these were not very severe. These wonnds I brought together with
plaster. We believed that Mrs. Wright was about to expire, aml each day there
was an expectation of her death until the 1st of .June, when she died. She had also
a slight wound on the chin.
J. C. MECHLIN.
Question to Minas by the court:
Q. What answer have you to tho evidence of Mr. Mech1in ?-A. There are many
people of the name of Minas. Mr. Mechlin did not himself see me commit the deed.
Perhaps it was some other Minas.
MINAS.

Reply by Mr. Mecblin: No; this "~as the Minas meant.
other Minas in the village.

Besides him there was no

J. C .

.1\IRCIILIN.

The above evidence was given by witnesses ::;aturJ.ay, the 28th June, 18!)0. The
court adjourned until Tuesday, the 1st of July.

The court, constituted as before, reassembled at the Persian foreign office at Tabreez
on Tuesday, the 1st July, 1890, answering the 13th of Zulkaat1a, 1::J07.
Fifth witness. The Rev. J. II. Shedd, D. D., is called into court, and, having been
solemnly ai1irmed by the Mustashar-nd-Douleh, is questioned as follows:
Q. On the subject of Minas and Shushan, the wife of tlle Rev. Mr. Wright, what
evidence can you give f-A. On Wednesday, 5 weeks ago, that is to say, on the 27th
May, I heard that Minas had wounded the wH'e of Mr. Wright. As Miuas had been
a pupil of mine, I felt very sorry, inueed, to hear this. I went to the prison at Dilman
(Dilman is the chief place of the Salmas district) for the purpose of seeing Minas.
The prison was rather dark; so I called out to .Minas by his name. At first he did
not answer but only cried very mnch; then said, "My face is black." I said to him,
"·why did you do this deed f" He answered, "Satan tempted me." I said to him,
''Did yon learn this way at Salmas or Ooroomeeyah f" He answered,'' At Salmas." I
then asked, ''Had you this purpose in your mind for a long time, aml when di<.l you
form this purpose~" Minas answered, "I formed this purpose only the day before I
committed the deed." I said, "·what was the cause of your committing this deed,
that is to say, the wounding of Mrs. Wright 7 '' Minas answered, ''It was a suggestion of Satan." I said to Minas, "\Vhat shall I say to yonr friends~" Minas answered," I am worthy of all punishment, hut I hope for forgiveness of my soul from
God, and I beg you to pray for my soul to God."
J. H. SHEDD.

Queetion by the court to Kinas:
Q. What answer do you make to-this evidence f-A. I was in prison in the dat·k.
When I saw Mr. Shedd I did not answer him, I only cried. I never lifted my head
'from the ground.
On this denial Mr. Shedd said to Minas before the court: ''Do you recognize me (i.
meaning as your teacher) f Do you not know that you and I will have to appear before God f It is better to speak the truth." Minas answered: "Mr. Shedd did come
to me in prison ; I was in a very bad place and was very uncomfortable ; I had my
heacton the ground and was crying while he was prese t in the prison. Mr. Shedd
prayed and went away."

e.,

The Rev. ). H. Shedd,».

D., withdraws from the court.

MINAS.

Sixth witneSB. Dr. Samuel is called into court, and is solemnly affirmed by the
Mustashar-ud-Douleh, and is questioned by the court.
Q. Conceming Shushan, the wife of Mr. Wrigh,, who is said to have been killed by
Jl1nas, give what evidence yon can.-A. On the 16th day of May I arrived in Salmas
district from Ooroomeeyah, and at the village ofOola, in the bouse of Mr. Wright, I saw
8bnshan in bed, and she was suffering from the wounds. She was in a very dangerous
state. I lifted her clothes and inspected her wounds. She had a wound on tlie left
aide between the left shoulder blade and the spine. She had a second wound on the
left shoulder. One of these two wounds had penetrated to the lung, and in consequence of these wounds pneumonia had supervened. She coughed, bringing up
bloodT phlegm. She had another wound on the chin, and others on the right wrist
and right hand, and in consequence ot'these wounds Shushan was in a most dangerons
state. She was especially in danger 4 daysprevionstoherdeath. On the lstofJnne,
after gh'ing birth to a dead male child, she died. In my opinion the cause of her death
was the wounds she had received.
Q. Did you hear anything of this matter from Minas f-A. When Minas was in prison
I went to visit him at Dilman and saw him. I said, "What deed is this which you
have committed f" He answered, "Satan put it into my mind."
DR. A. H. SAMUEL.
Question by court to Minas:
Q. What revly do you make to this evidence f-A. Yes, Dr. Samuel did see me in
~n. He did not ask me any question, and I made no reply. He came and prayed
With me and went away.
MIN.AS.

The witneBB withdraws.
Seventh witneM. Deacon .Zeah is called into court, and, having been solemnly
affirmed by the Mustashar-ud-Douleh, is questioned as follows :
Q. Concerning this case, in which Minas is accused of killing Shushan, the wife of
:Mr. Wright, what evidence can yon give f-A. I state that this Minas, now before the
eonrt, was a teacher in the service of Mr. Wright, that is to say, he taught the little
boxe. Until Minas had been 4 months at Oola Isaw no weapon in his possession.
After the 4 months he had always a six-chambered pistol and two daggers in his
poSBeSBion. One dagger he always wore, the second he kept in his house. I was at
Hnftawan in my own house on a Wednesday afternoon. I can not state the day of
the month. Mr. Mecblin came to me and informed me that Mi~tas had stabbed Shushan, the wife of Mr. Wright, ancl told me to send off a telegram for Dr. Cochran and
tell him to come at once. After Minas wu caught I accompanied Mr. Shedd to Dilman,
and we went to see Minas. Minas hid his face on the ground. I said to him, "Mr.
Shedd wishes to see you." He answered, "I have stabbed Shushan; my face is black
before God_and before you. Pray to God forme." I also on another occasion went to see
Kinas alone. His first question was, "How is the lady f" I answered, "Her wounds
are all~~ting better except one wound." He answered and said," I struck one deep
wound. I said, "Where did you strike this wound f" He answered, '• In her back."
I said,"What enmity had you with the lady, or who instigated yon to this deed f"
He answered, "No one instigated me to this deed, but Satan entered my heart.'' I
also asked Minas, "Had yon this intention previously f" He answered, ''No, not previously; only on the night of Wednesday I came to kill them both, that is, both Mr.
and Mrs. Wright.''
Q. Yon eay yon asked Minas "}"'rom what time did this purpose come into yuor
mind f" and he answered ''From the night of Wednesday.'' D1d this conversation
take place at your first interview or your second f-A. At the second interview.
-Q. What further evidence have you to give f-A. I ~eard from Asli, the maidservant of Mrs. Wright, that Minas on Wednesday night came to kill both Shushan
and Mr. Wright. She said, "I caught hold of Minas and would not allow him to
approach them." When Minas was about to be taken from Dilman to Tabreez, at the
house of Hadji Khan, the governor of Salmas, he said to me, "I am going to my death.
1'his body of mine must be punished, but I beg you to pray that my soul may be saved.''

Q. When you the tim ti'me went ith Dr Shedd, did yon come out
Dr.
or after him t-A. On that occasion we came ont to&ether. Mr. Shedd p.ve me
krans to give to Minas ; I gave it to him.
ZJWI.
Question addressed to Minas by the court:
Q. What reply do you ~ive to this evidence f-A. With regard to what the wJ:trJ4~ ::~
says about my having a pistol, be himself has a pistol, and so have the Amen can gentlemen. Moreover, my boose being far away and on the outskirts of Oola, it was
necessary for me to have a pistol; bot I never wore it on my body except on a
ney, and this is the custom of the American gentlemen. Besides this.z all his Av·ilt,mii11A
is untrue. As be is in the service of the Americans, he is frightenea. of them
obliged to say those things. Also, I am an Armenian, while those witnesses are
syriantt. BecaOBe I was employed to teach in that village they looked askance ~t me,:
i. e., did not approve of me; they therefore tell these lies about me. Several times
Zeah eame to see me in prison ; he wished to get evidence out of me. Some days ago
he came to see me in prison here; the soldiers would not permit .him to come in.
By the court:
Q. Yon say you are an Armenian; was your mother an Armenian or an Assyrian f-..
A. My mother was an Ass1rian ; but when she married my father, as my father,
Sayad, was of the Armeman seot, she also became an Armenian; but I myself
to the sect of the Americans.
The witness withdraws.

MINA&

Eighth witness. Minister Johanna is called in and duly affirmed by the .Mnstashar·
ud-Douleh.
Q. What is your evidence about the wife of Mr. Wright, who is said to have ~n
stabbed by Minas f-A. When Minas was brought a prisoner from near Van, where be
had been arrested, I went to see him at Dilman. It was a Sunday. I think it was
somewhere about 10 days after Shushan received .her wounds. I gave him salaam
and said, "Give me your hand ; bow are you f" He answered, " I am not worthy to
touch your hand. My face is black. I have committed a great sin. I stabbed "he
lady. Pray for me." I prayed for him.
By the court:
Q. Did you hear anything from Asli, the maidservant of Mrs. Wright, and
did she sayf-A. Three daysafterShushan, the wife of Mr. Wright, wu --··--·--;_,.•.,,
Wright direoted me to take the maidservant to Gavelan (Gavelan is on
servant's home), as he bad discharged her. I took the maidservant to my
was on our road, and flUestioned her both in my house and also on the road.
to me: " Minas came mto the room with a d~ger in his hand and a picJtol at his
and wished to kill both Shushan and Mr. Wright. I ,revented him doing thk.
JOHANWA,

Question by the court to Minas:
Q. What answer do you give to this evidence t-A. I belong to Ooroomeeyah
trict, and this man also belonglt to the same district. He has a son who teaches li :e
me. Ever since I came and became a teacher in this school and comm~ucc•d to teac
the boys Johanna has been a covert enemy of mine. He is the religious instructor at
Oola. He wished that in the schoolhouse where I taught his son should teach the
boys, instead of me, and receive the pay. Several times he has spoken to the gentlemen and to Mr. Mechlin and to Shushan, and begged that his son should have my
place. It appears that they did not consent to his proposal. From that time he has
for this reason been behind my bead and tells lieH about me. Also, the confegion be
says he heard from me in the prison is an invention. I have also to say that Mr.
had a first wif(', and Shushan was a servant in the service of some of the .&oler:i~Wk
After the death of Mr. Wright's first wife be married Shushan. As Shushan
Assyrian and these witnesses are also the same, they tell these stories agai
It is chiefly because these ministers (Assyrian understo.>od) gave me much tron e
I went to Van to obtain learning. From the vi}lage of Charri to the village u ...~,...~oJ ,. ,;
everyone, if asked, would state that I told them as I was passing that I was
the purpose of learning. If I was rnnnin~ away, I would not have taken
going a road which could be passed over m 2 days.
Q. When you went to Van, did you obtain a passport (at the Turkish frontier, it
undet'8tood)f-A. Yes, I did.
·
Q. In what name did you obtain a p~sport f-A. I called myself Moses, the son
Joseph, and in that name I obt.ained a passport. It is a common thing for people
call themselves by another name.
The witness Johanna withdrew.

J alil and the other Mohammedans who have givan falae evidence against me have, I
think, received money from the gentlemen and have got gain in th1s
y. A.liotber
point I wJsh also to bring forward against the witnesses who say I confeased to
in the prison at Dilman: There were five prisoners in the prison besides myself; if I
had made this confession the Mohammedans would also have heard. If these MPhammedans will come forward and say I made these confessions, then it will be
correct.
Q. What would yon say if those men were brongllt and said you did confe88 f-A.
They may say that those witnesses came to me in prison and read the New Testament and prayed with me and I may have said yes to this. If I had confessed to the
murder which they fasten on me, those five men in the prison would have been
brought here to prove my confession.
Question by the Eng~ish consul. Even if you have not confe88ed by word of
mouth, you have confessed in writing in the letter given by you to pasha muleteer.
Answer. I never wrote that let~; that is not my writing.
MINAS.

The proceedings are now: sealed with his seal by the Mustashar-nd-Douleh, also
sealed and signed by the English consul-general, and also sealed by Hadji Mirza Maasim Khan, first secretary of t.be Persian foreign office.
The oourt adjourns sine die.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 474,]

M1·. Pratt to Colonel Stewa·rt,
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Tehemn, July 14, 1890.
SIR: I have now to acknowledge with many thanks your dispatch No. 28 of July
5, inclosing the tninutes of the proceedings in the trial of the assassin Minas, in
Persian, accompanied by an English translation of the same.
In view of the statements made to you by the Mustashar-ud-Douleh that the orders
received at Tabreez were to the effect that th~ evidence against Minas, as well as his
d"fense, was to be recorded there and the proceedingsafterwards sent to Teheran for
the authorities here to note the finding and sentence the prisoner in accordance, I
have deemed it advisable to transmit a copy of your Persian version of the said proceedings to the prime minister, His Highness the EmiM Soultan, accompanied by a
note stating that in my opinion the evidence adduced fully establishes the guilt of the
prisoner Minas as to the charges preferred against him, and that it appeared to me
most expedient that he be accordingly sentenced at the earliest moment, and executed at Tabreez, within the province where his crime was committed, and where the
atonement therefor woulcl best serve as an ~xample to others.
HiM Highness the Emine Soultan being however a present absent on a hunting e pedition with His Majesty the Shah, it will doubtle88 take a. number of days before
I can receive his reply.
As to the woman Asli, I quite agree with you that under the circumstances it is
best not to require her to testify, since there is every probability that she will not do
so honestly.
Again assuring yon of my sincere appreciation for all the trouble you have given
yourself in this matter, I am, etc.,
.
E. SPENCI<:R PRATT.

Afr. Adee to Mr. Pratt.

No. 22G.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, July 15, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Nos. 459 and 460 of
the 3d and 4th nltimo, furnishing details of the a~sassina~ion of Mrs.
Wright, the wife of the American missionary at Salmas, by the Armenian Minas, a teacher in the mission school. The energetic efforts
of Her Britannic Majtlsty's consul general at Tabreez to secure the arrest
of Minas, which resulted in his capture, are highly appreciated by this

ALVEY A. ADEE,

Acting Secre'Ulry.

DB:PA.BT)l'ENT OP Si'A.TE,
Washingtot., JuZ, ~ 1890.
~~~fJ)l•~~- to

acknowledge the receipt of your os. 4.61 and ~ 9 nf
of June last, in further referenee t& the trial of Minas,
ii'llllen.ian assassitn of Mrs. Wright.
te. t•roJoos:ittc•n to have the trial take place at Tabreez, the capital of
~t"ftro1riD.(~ in whieh the deed was committed, meets with approval.
~~rQfljiu~ that the authorities will have deaJ.t so promptly and justly

as to remove all oocasion for your visiting Tabreez, and
:ocM!flllltenldin.g the action which. yon have taken,
I am, etc.,
J. B. MOORE,
.Actfng Secreta'71.

LBGATlON OP THE

TeluWMf, July 26, 1890.

NitBD STATES,

(Becei~ed

September 12.)
: Referring to my dispatch No. 4:74:, of the llith mstant, I have the
to report that the rime minister, .Jiia Bigltn s the Emine Sonl~ ~Jtn,lwkno1wleldg·tng the receipt of the minutes of he proceedings in
the Armenian Minas for the
·q~on of Mrs. Wright,
mt1POO me that His. Maj&Sty the Shah had
n led by the authorities
~~~bl"leez to believe that the evidence agaimst the accused was not
t to warran his being e ecntea, and had therefore ordered that
prisoned for life instead ·
Tllltl'E~npon I asked to see the Emine BoOltan immediately upon his
~......-~............... had an in~rview with him this Cternoon.
~-·$J:esttonang him as to His Maj6$ty' 1'8880118 for withh_olding the
the present esse, His Highness in1ormed me that it
.............. . ,u ..."" recommendation of the Emil'
~ztm, the governor of
B•~<•·Jl11tt.b.alldeld me a telegram from that o:ftleial stating that sinoo
ii'ffttal'ReFof murder did not appear to him elearly proved aa4linat the
would recommend his being condemned to impnsontnent
~~-. m.:~li

executed.

fOJ)JiDi(~b

a

latd, ~-:~~~-··"'
4,."'&f1tetwe<had .......

'!lOA.... ,

111 .....

that ..._'"'_.i\-,lULt.. o:I~. ~UW4~U-~.
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His Highness seemed much impressed by the argument I advanced,
which he said he would repeat to the Shah and advocate his being
guided by my views in the premises.
At this juncture I would respectfuJly request that you instruct me as
to whether I am still further to press the matter of the execution of
Mrs. Wright's murderer, in the event that the same is not decreed by
His Majesty the Shah upon the representations made by me to the prime
minister as here reported.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRAT1'.
Mt·. Pt·att to Mr. Blaine.

No. 482.]

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, August 8, 1890. (Received September 15.)
SIR:· I have the honor to report that, having advised Consul General
Stewart, at Tabreez, of the facts communicated in my report No. 479
of the 26th ultimo, I have just received, in response from the consulgeneral, a dispatch and letter, with inclosures, the copies of which are
herewith respectfully submitted for your consideration.
Since neither the alleged attempt to assault or intimidate Mr. Wright,
nor the controversy about the house at Khoi in which Mr. Mechlin iM
involved, present any difficulties not apparently susceptible of solution
here, I shall not stop to discuss these questions at present, but will pass
at once to the case of Minas, the murderer of Mrs. Wright.
What Colonel Stewart says about the evil consequences to be apprehended if Minas is not sentenced to death for his barbarous crime fully
coincides, you. will observe, with the views that I have already expressed
on this subject.
I question, however, the propriety .of acting upon the suggestion advanced by the colonel in his private letter~ to get Sir Henry Drummon(l
Wolff, Her Britannic Majesty's minister at this court, to join me in a
protest against the said criminal's nonexecution.
That the British minister would readily accede to such a request on
my part I have little doubt.
Still, from long and careful study of the situation, I am forced to conclude that when the representative of a disinterested power here applies
to the envoy of one of the powers directly concerned in Persia's politics to officiaJly support in forcing any particular measure upon the
Shah's Government, he incurs the risk of placing himself in the very
embarrassing position of being called upon to reciprocate on some future
occasion in a manner which may not accord with the policy of neutrality
his own Government would desire him to pursue.
Hence, though there would seem to he no objection to asking Sir
Henry Drummond Wolff's informal and friendly intercession in the
present instance, if the case is one which in your opinion warrants au
appeal for the joint official action, it would appear to me best that I
should seek the cooperation not only of Sir Drummond, but also of the
French minister, and, if circumstance made _it desirable, of the minister of Russia as well.
At the same time, if you direct me to make _a formal demand in the
name of the Government of the United States for this criminal's execution, it is my belief that the said demand will be compfied witlt.
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I am now only awaiting your instructions in this matter, which, whatever they are, JOU may rest assured I shall faithfully obey.
The removal of the prisoner from Tabreez to Teheran for safe keeping I have already asked for.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 482.]

Colonel Stewart to Mr. Pratt.
BRITISH CONSUJ,ATR-GENlr.nAL,

Talm:cz, August 2. 1890.
Sm: I have tlte honor to acknowledge the receipt this day of Your Excellency's
dispatch No. 17, dated July 26, and I am astonished to hear that the prisoner Minas
has not been condemned to death.
It is perfectly ridiculous of the Persian authorities to say tl1at the evidence is not
complete and sufficient. One witness saw Minas commit the murder, a second saw
him running away, and when lle tried to stop him Minas threatened him with arevolver. Be!!ides these, three other witnesses, one of these Dr. Shedd, gave evidence
that Minas confessed the deed to them.
~
jf

jf

*

will

There can be no doubt tl1at if Minas docs not suffer death there
be a very
grave miscarriage of justice and tlw position of Americans and Emopeans in the
outlying villages in Persia wm bo very precarious and their lives unsafe.
I have received: two letters and telegrams from Mr. Mechlin and Mr. Wright complaining that a man believed to be a brother of Minas was in the village of Oola,
where Mr. Wright resides, with four other men and wi~Shed to kill Mr. Wright. I at
once got the Emir Nizam to telegraph to the governor of Salmas ordering him to arrest those people.
They have been driven away and have fled, it is believed, to Russian territory.
They proved, however, not to be relations of Minas, but only, I under8tA.nd, Kome bad
characters bent on robbery, and Mr. Wright, whose nerves are rather unstrurg by
his wife's murder, which is uot snrprisin~ was told they were relatives of Minas and
feared to leave his bouse. That matter has now been satisfactorily settled, and Mr.
Wt·ight is no longer alarmed.
It seems to me, for the protection of the citizens of the United States, that Minas
should suffer death for a very cold-blooded murder committed without any pt·ovocation ami whieh llas been amply proved.
I hope yon will not mind my suggesting that if you find jt impossible to obt.ain
justice in Teheran that the Government of the United Sta.tes should be moved to
deruaud justice. In the meantime I would ask, if there is to be much delay, that
Minas be at least removed to Teheran, as, if he is not. to suffer death as au example
to others, he ~:~honld not remain at Tabreez, where his preseuce is likely to Lave a bad
effect.
I send you a letter from Mr. Mechliu about a house at Kl10i. 'Vi thin au hour of
receiving Mr. Mcchlin's letter I called on the Mustashar-ud-Donleh and spoke to him
on the subject, and I hope to see the Emir Nizam in a day or two aud get the matter settled, but I write you that you may ]mow about the matter.
I do not think it will be nece~:~sary for you to take any steps at present, for I Lope
to be able to settle it.
I have, etc.,
C. B. STEWART,
Colouel, H er British -'l- lajesty's C011sul-General, Tabreez.

[Inclosure 1

Mr. Mechlin to Mr. P1·aU.
KnOI, .July 2D, 18!)0.
Sm: I am now in Klwi (7 miles from Salmas) in business conucctiou wiLL a houso
we have rented there or here.
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I have l)een to see tl1c wali, or govcmor, an<l ho l~:ts rcfcncd the whole matter to
Ta.l,rcez to the emir. He gives me 20 days until his decision is granted, that is, from
July ~w, ltitlO.
!\vent to call on the wali this morning. He received me kindly, and wo talko<l
the matter over in a very friendly sp~rit. I asked the wali what are the charges the
Armenians are bringing agninst me_; he answered:
"First. That you have rented a house near their church for their helper.
"Second. That you are going to open a school in opposition to our (their) own school
"Third. That you are drawing away our (their) people."
To the first the wali said: ''The people did not tell me that you had this place rcnte(l
for several years previous to this; they said it was a new thing." The wali said, "I
know you have the right to buy and rent, but in this case the people are opposed to
you, and I must refer the matter to Tabreez."
I told him if they decided this against us our treaty was nothing, and we wonhlnot
permit that to be. He assured me that he bad no opposition to me, but, as the Armenians had referred the matter to Tabreez, he would do so also.
ln brief, I will give yon the history of tlte case. Some 2 or 3 weeks ago an
Armenian teacher carne from Van to teach tho Atmenian school in Klwi. Until ho
came there was no opposition whatever. All was quiet and pleasant. But he was
afraid Baron Demettric, our Armenian teacher (and he is an excellent teacher), would
draw a,,yay his boys, so he e.·cites (or incites) the ol<l priest to raise a storm about
the houHe i.ha.t we have l'ented for Demettric for 5 years, because we wanted to fix up
a room for him and wanted the house certain for that time.
The opposition at first came to the woman who bas the bouse and had rented to
us and tried to frighten her so that she woul<l not permit us to live here.
She reported this matter to the Russian consular ageut (for she is a Russian cit.izen,
and how can she rent or buy) against tho Armenian teacher. 'lhe agent said, be is
a Turkish citizen; and he referred the matter to the Turkish consular agent, who
fined the teacher aud told him to keep quiet. Since then the teacher denies that h.u
was ~rkiug in this matter, and that it was all the old priest's doings.
After this they wrote a letter to thl\ Armenian bishop in Tabreez and told him of
thcil' trouble. They used deceit in getting signers. They would go to a. man and
Gay: "Are you a Turk or an Armenian f If yon are an Armenia11, sign this paper;''
an<l so quite a number signed tba.t paper who were opposed to this opposition, for
they were deceived as to its contents.
Saturday moruing last Shamasha \Verda, onr pre~tchor here, was going to Kboi
city (our work is outside the city walls), and he met three priests and a. faraFih fl'om
the wali. They were p;oin~ to sen·e an order on the woman who owns the house
that she must not permit Shamasha \Verda or Baron Demettric to live there. Shamasha \Verda went a.t once to Fee the wall and said: "It is not my house, an Americau
has rented it, a.ud I can not give answer until I hear from him." The wali thrn gave
him G days to bear from me, a.nu he also recalled the order to the priest. Now be
gives mo 20 days in which to set.tle the n_1a.tter. Tho parties working in this matter
are, (1) the 11ew Amwuian teacher, (2) one or two Armenian mcrcba11ts who are
angry because we (of Oroomecyah and Salmas) have given our box bnsiness into ho
l1antls of onr shamasha, or preacher, and have taken it away from them. They robbe<l
us of lots of mone~r, awl so we took it from them. The woman wants our teacher io
remain in her house. Yon know where the matter '""ill lead if we must give np this
hom;o. The people of Salmas neCll only complain against us and they can tlri vo us
from our homes. This is a copy of my letter to Colonel Stewart on this nHttter, an<l
I hopo yon will see that "·e get onr ri~hts. There are no charges against either
Shamasha. ~rerda or Baron Demettric before tho wali.
Yours, etc.,

J. 0.

MECIILIN.

(lndosme 2 in No. 482.]

Colonel

SL~-wart

to Mr. 1'1·alf.

CONSULATE-GENlmAL,
Tab1·eez, August :~, 1890.
DEAR MR. PRATT: I think it will have a very bad effect if l\Iiuas is not executed.
\Vha.t the Eminc Sonlta.n says, in the copy of the Persian letter you sent me, is not
reasonable. Minas confessed to three different people having committed the murder,
as appears in the proceeedings.
Could yon not get Sir H. Drummond \Volff to join you iu a protest against tho
nouexecution of Minas Y
It is a qnestio11 that affects all Americans who live in this part of Persia..
BRITISH
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I send you one oftbe letters I received fromMr. Wright calling upon me to protect
him, as a specimen. I received even a stronger worded letter from Mr. Mechlin.
The matter bas been satisfactorily settled, as the people concerned have fled; but I
was obliged to send two telegra.ms about it, one from Emir Nizam to the governor
of Salmas, a9 I could not, when urgently asked for help by Mr. Wright or Mr. Mech·
lin, think it was more or lese of a false alarm, the people only having been thieves,
unconnected with Minas, who bad tried to get into Mr. Wright's hou~e, but were pre·
vented.
The Emir Nizam sent a strongly worded telegram immediately on my applying
to him, direeting tho governor to protect Mr. Wright.
Yours, sincerely,
C. E. STEWART.
P. S.-1 believe it is a mistake that any attempt was made to desecrate Mrs.
Wright's grave, but will make inquiries.
C. E. S.
[Inclosure.]

Mr. Wt·igl!t to Colonel 8tewm·t.
OOLA, SAU\IAS, July 19, 1890.
DEAR SIR: As Mr. Mechlin has by special messenger sent word to you about the
Rtate of affairs here, I will only add that your telegram, or rather that of the Emir
Nizam to the Naibi Hukuveat here, arrived yesterday, and to-day measures are being
taken to effect the arrest of the would-be assassins.
Thursday and Friday nights (the past two nights) they have made no attempt to
reach my house. My guard fired ;on them Wednesday night, and I gave out word,
which they have heard, that anyone who attempts to scale my yard walls will be
shot down. This I was compelled to clo, as neither the governor, Shiek il Islam, nor
the villagers here would help in the matter of their restraint or capture.
Since that they have beard of the telegrams Mr. Mecblin sent to you and are get·
ting afraid apparently. I keep inside my yard all the time as yet, for fear some of them
might be lymg in ambush. They were seen on Thursday last at lnalham. If they
elude arrest here, the governor of Oroomeeyah, I think, should be requested to secure
them, punish them for their attempts on my life and for their attempt to desecrate
my wife's grave, and take from them heavy bonds to keep tho peace on pain of death
and confiscation of their property. You will, of course, know how to do this better
than I can request. The above piau is only intended as a suggestion. The parties in
'l'abreez should give bond there, should they not, lest they, on their way to Oroomeeyah
make an attack on me or on Mrs. Wright's grave at Gavelan f
I thank you heartily for the prorupt telegram you had the emir send. It was quite
what was needed. The governor iR mixe,i up m another murder case. The Kurds
car · d off the flocks of a village called Chiehack and killed one man and wounded a
number of others; he has been engaged in capturing them, aud just now word comes
that the flocks have been found in Somai and the thieves (or four of them) arrested.
He will now, I trust, have no excuse for neglecting the capt me of Minas's friends. By
the way, the sooner Minas's case is ended and he receives his punishment the sooner,
in my opinion, will things quiet down. Many here think the object of his brother
now is to so frighten me that I shall request Minas's pardon. While I hardly think
this is the case, yet I feel sure that the longer Minas's case hangs on hand the more
danger the1·e is to all concerned. The general belief in Salmas seems to be that the
trial went against us, and this emboldens tlwse who threaten our lives on account of
that garden to be bold and outspoken in their threats. It does seem as though God
for some reason had unloosed Satan Vi Sal mas this year. During the previous 4 years
I was here there were not as many murders as during the present 6 months.
With many thanks, etc.,
J. N. WRIGHT,

Mr. Pratt to M1·. Blaine.
No. 483.]

LEGATION. OF THE UNITED STATES,

Teheran, August 9, 1890. (Received September 20.)
SIR: Not having been able in the press of business to get the same
ready for transmission by last mail, I now have the honor to submit to
you, with the hope that their contents will meet with your approval, the
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duplicates of my answers to the communications from Consul-General
Stewart, the copies of which were contained in my dispatch No, 482
of the 8th instant.
I have, etc.,

E.

SPENCER PRAT1',

flnclosure 1 in No. 483.)

M1·. Pratt to Colonel Stcu·art.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Tl'lwran, August 8, 1890,
SIR: I have received your dispatch No. 42 of the 2d instant in acknowledgment of
my No. 17 of the 26th ultimo.
Your views as to the fact of the guilt of Minas, tho accused in the case of the assas~
sination of Mrs. Wright, having been conclusively establishetl by the evidence ad9
duced, I entirely concur in, and realize as fully as you do the evil that must result if
the perpetrator of so heinous a crime is not capitally punished,
'rhis I have strongly impressed upon the Government here with the hope that it
would induce the Shah to reconsider his present decision and yet decree the sentenc11
of death, which alone can vindicate justice in the present instance. I can not mako
a formal demand for the execution of the accused without instructions to that effect
from my Government, and such instructions I can not expect to receive until my report and opinion of the case, duly tmnsmitted, shall have reached Washington and
been there passed upon by the honorable Secretary of State.
In the meantime I have written tho prime minister, His Highness the Emine Soultan, who is again absent with the Shah, asking that the prisoner Minas be tmnsferred
from Tabreez to Teheran for safe-keeping.
If you learn that there is really any organized conspiracy against tho safety of Mr.
·wright for the suppression of which the autl.JorHies at Ta.breez are unable or unwilling to adopt the necessary measures, I beg that you will advise me by telegraph, so
that I can take the matter in hand here at once.
I am, etc.,
E. SPENCER PUA'.rT,
[Inclosure 2 in No. 483.]

Mr. Pmtt to Colonel Sltwart.
LEGATION OJ!' THE UNITED STATES,
Teheran, Attgust 8, 1890.
SIR: With reference to the closing pamgraph of your dispatch No. 42 of the 2d
instant, concerning the difficulty about the house at Khoi, treated of in the letter
you inclosed me from Mr. J. C. Mecblin, I have to express to you my thau]{s for
brmgiug the matter in dispute so promptly to the attention of the authorities at
Tabreez, and trust that you will be able to satisfactorily arrange the affail: with the
Emir Nizam, on the spot, without having to refer it here for settlement.
I am, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRATT.

[Inclosure 3 in .No. 483.]

M1·. Pmtt to Colonel Stewart.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATI<~S,
Tehercm, August 8, 1890.
DEAR COLONEL STEWART: Your letter of the 3d instant is at hand. That it will
have a very bad effect if Minas is not executed I have no doubt.
Of this fact 1 think the Emine Soultan became pretty thoroughly convinced by the
argument I advanced duriug the interview we had together on the 26th ultimo.
What effect the said argument has bad upon the Shah, tow hom it was to be communicated, I have not yet learned, as His Majesty is again off to the mountains, where he
has been followed by the Emir. I have written the latter asking that Minas, whose
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presence was producing a bad in.fiuenoe in Tabreez, be transferred to Teheran to await
final decision in his case.
I note your suggestion about getting Sir H. Drummond Wolff to join me in a protest against the nonexecution of Minas, but feel that a like step should not be taken
without the sanction of the honorable Secretary of State, who may not deem this an
occasion for joint action and decide that such representations as the Government of
the United States shall have to make in the premises should be directly communicated through me to the Shah or his Government.
The letter you inclosed from Mr. Wright I have carefully read, and though, from
your subsequent inquiries into the matter of the alleged attempt to assault Mr.
Wright's person and desecrate the grave of his wife, it would appear that his fears
were not altogether well founded, every allowance is to be made for tho state in
which the assassination of Mrs. Wright has l~ft his nervous system. At the same
time I can but thank you for your promptness in requiring tho transmission of the
orders which the urgency of the case seemed at the time to demand.
Unless you think it may react injuriously upon our missionaries in your district, aml
that the local authorities are able and willing to extend them proper protection, I
will, on the Shah's return, ask that 1mch explicit instructions be sent from here as
shall bring the delinquent 'officials to realize that they can not neglect their duties
with impunity.
Concerning the controversy about the house at Khoi, treated of in Mr. Mechlin's
letter, I beg to refer you to my dispatch No. 21 of to-day and to again express the
hope that your efl'orts to arrange this matter directly with the Emir Nizam may
prove successful.
Sincerely yours, '
E. SI'ENCER PRATT.

Mr. Wharton to JJir. PraU.

No. 229.J

DEPAR1'MENT OF STATE,

Washington, August~5, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 474 of the 15th ultimo, inclosing
copy of a dispatch from the British consul-general at Tabreez, reporting
the trial of the assassin of Mrs. Wright.
The Department again desires to express its appreciation of the efficient attention given to the case by Consul-General Stewart.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAl\I F. WH.AR1'0N.

Mr. Pratt to Jlb·. Blaine.

No. 487.]

LEGATION OF 1'HE UNI1'ED S1'ATES,

Teheran, August 26, 18UO.

(Received October 4.)

I have, etc.,

Sm: Referring to my dispatch No. 482 of the 8th instant, I have the
honor to report that the prime minister, His Highness the Emine Soultan, has acceded to the request I made to have the prisoner Minas
transferred from Tabreez to Teheran for sate- keeping, and that the
orders for the said transfer have been received by the authorities at
Tabree.z, who assure Consul-General Stewart that they shall be duly
carrieQ. oqt.
·
.

E.

SPENCER PRA1'T.
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No. 490.]

Pt·l~tt
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to lllr. Rlaitle.

LEG.A'l'ION OF THE UNITED STA'l'ES,

Teltet·an, September 18, 1890.

(Received October 19.)
: Referring to my di8patches Nos. 482 and 487 of the 8th and !:!6th
ultimo, respectively, I have the honor to report that I have now reeei ve(l
from the prime minister, His Highness the Emine Soultan, official notification of the arrival in Teheran of the prisoner Minas and of his
incarceration.
Though desirous of availing myself at the earliest moment of the
leave of absence yon had so kindly granted me, I ha\e not felt at liberty
to take my departure until after Minas should have reached here and
been safely delivereu over to the custody of tlle authorities at this capital.
I have, etc.,
E. SPENCER PRA'l'T.
Sn~

Jllr. Wharton to Jl[r. Pratt.

No. 233.]

DEPAR'l'MEN'l' OF STATE,

JVashington, Septembet· 19, 1890.
SIR: I llave before me your dispatches Nos. 479 and 482 of July 26
and August 8 last, in the case of .Minas, the assassin of Mrs. Wright;
also a letter from John Gillespie, representing the Board of Foreign
:Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the U uited States, requesting
this Department to take such action as will, if possible, secure imposition of an adequate punishment in this case. 1 inclose a copy. You will
see by its terms that the Board of :Missions entertains the same appre.
hension::; which are so strongly felt by the efficient British consnl·general at Tabreez, that leniency in this well-proved case of deliberate
murder would be fraught with extreme danger to the lives both of Americans and European residents in the outlying villages of Persia.
You call attention to the sug·gestion of Colonel Stewart that a joint
demand should be made by yourself and Her Britannic Majesty's minister at Telleran for the execution of Minas, and this Department approves your conclusion not to ask a8sistance in the case as it now
stands. You add :
At the same time, if you direct me to make a formal demand in the name of the
Government of the Un\ted States for this criminal's execution, it is my belief that
the said demand will bt' complied with.

While it is believed that the evidence against Minas is of the most indubitable character, and that, therefore, no sentence of mere imprisonment would prove adequate punishment under the methods prevailing
too often where this form is followed, and while it is believed that the
natural result of the infliction of a mere sentence of imprisonment in
this case would be still further crimes against both Americans and
Europeans in that quarter, and thereby involve His Majesty's Government in additional perplexities, nevertheless, the high respect which
the Government of the United States entertains for His Majesty and
His Majesty's Government, and its confidence that, on a full consideration of the case in all its aspects, His Majesty's Government will deal
wisely and courageously with this criminal, cause the Government of
the United States to refrain from making the formal demand suggested;
nor is such a demand altogether consonant with the usual course of this
Government in such cases.
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It is to be assumed without argument that the Government of His
l\'lajcsty the Shah has a paramount concern in so administering justice
as to command the respect of all, and that this consideration will be his
· his guide.
In communicating the snbstan~e of these views to His Majesty's Government it might emphasize the statement to ·make prominent the well·
grounded apprehensions of the most respected and well-considered foreigu residents, of whatever nationality, which have been alluded to.
I am, etc.,
WILLI.Al\1 F. WIIA.RTON,
Acting Secretary.

[Inclosure in No. 233.1

M1·. Gillespie to Mr. Blaine.

NEW YoRK, SejJlember, 16, 1890. (l{eceived September 18.)
Sm: The State Department has doubtless beeu informed by Hon. E. Spencer Pratt,
United States minister to the court of the Shah of Persia, of the murderous assault
upon Mrs. J. N. Wright, the wife ofone of the missionaries of the Board of Foreign
Missions of the Presbyterian Church in tho United States of America, on May 14, 1890.
The injuries inflicted resulted in the death of Mrs. Wright on June 1. The murderer
was a young Armenian named Mmas. Only through the efficient aid of Colonel
Stewart, English consul at Tabreez, and the efforts of our own United States minister, was the young man finally arrested and placed on trial. The evidence of the
prisoner's guilt was regarded by these officials as beyond all question.
'Ve have just learned, however, from letters written by Mr. Wright and Rev. J.
C. Mechlin, another of our missionaries, that the Shah did not regard the evidence as
snfiicient to justify the execution of the murderer, and so has sentenced him to imprisonment for life. Such a sentence, we are assured by our missionaries, some of
whom have been in Persia for many years, is regarded by the natives as very light,
the person so imprisoned usually managing to get released after a brief imprisonmont. For this reason, the missionaries are apprehensive lest the inadequate punishment inflicted may encourage similar assaults on slight provocation.
George W. Holmes, M. D., for 15 years our medical missionary in Tabreez, and for
the last 3 of those years physician to the Va.li Ahcl, the Persian crown prince, and
who is at present i11 this country, is of opinion that, unless the usual sentence for such
a crime be inflicted, the lives of our missionaries can scarcely be regarded as secure.
It is true Mrs. 'Vright was a Nestorian lady, but she was, nevertheless, the wife of
an American citizen.
"\Ve beg you not to misunderstand the motive which urges us to press tbis case on
your attention. Far be it from the Board of Foreign!viissions or any of its officers to
seck the execution of a poor deluded creature, even though he deliberately murdered
a noLle wife and mother. We simply ask, in uehalf of our missionaries in Persia,
who are themselves American citizens, that the ends of justice be not defeated, lest
the lives of those who remain may be jeopardized.
'Ve understand that Ministet' Pratt is using his influence to have the case reconsidered and adequate sentence pronounced. We venture, however, to suggest that if
the State Department in Washington can reinforce Mr. Pratt's efforts in this direction
it may do much towards securing the desired end.
In behalf of the Board of .Foreign Missions,
JNO. GILLESPIE,

Secretm·y.

PERU.
1111·. flicks to Jlfr. Blaine.
No. 70.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Lima, Januar.zJl4, 1890. (Received February 3.)
SIR: This legation is frequently visited by men of European birth
who have 'resided in the United States, where they have declared their
intention of becoming citizens, but who have never completed their
naturalization.
These men are in a state which naturally excites their apprehension,
having renounced on oath all allegiance to their native land and not
having completed the formalities which entitle them to be classed as
full citizens of the land of their adoption.
Unless the Government of the United States can extend some protection, they feel that they are emphatically "without a country."
While they are manifestly not full citizens in the purview of the statutes, it seems to me that they are deserving of some attention as A mericans. In the case of one who appealed for protection to this legation,
1 have drawn up a certificate stating the facts in his case and recommending him to such protection as he is entitled. While the instructions and regulations seem to discourage anything of the kind, I do not
see that they positively prohibit it. I inclose herewith a copy of the
certificate, which has not been issued, and await Department's instructions on the subject.
I will add that, as appears from innumerable "certificates of citizenship" in the bands of foreign-born residents in Peru, it was the custom
of my predecessor in this legation during the war between Chile and
Peru to issue ''protection" of this kind to all who applied for it.
I have, etc.,
JOHN HICKS.

[Inclos nro in No. 70.]
LEGATION OP THE UNITED STATES,

To whorn it rnay concem :

Lima, Pm·n.

This is to certify that 'William Gylling, late of the county of Pima., Territory of
Arizona, has exhibited to me th~ certificate of the district court of the first jndicial
district of the Territory of Arizona, county of Pima, Territory of Arizona, aforesaid,
signed by George A. Chase, esquire, clerk of said conrt, and attested hy the seal
thereof, showing that on the 3d day of February, 1881, the said Willi:un Gylling
declared his intentions to become a citizen of the United States of America and to
renounce forever all allegiance and fidelity to all n.nd n.ny foreign prince, potentate,
state, and sovereignty whatsoever, n.nd particularly to the King of Sweden.
Now, therefore, I call upon all to whom these presents mn.y come to accord to said
\Villin.m Gylling the protection and safely to which he may be entitled under the laws
of the United States of America.
Done at the legation of the United States in Lima, Peru, this - - d a y o f - A. D., 1890.
·
6!)3

'

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Ricks.

No. 38.)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, February 26, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. ·70 of January
14 last, in which you inclose a copy of a certificate of protection which
yon have drawn with a view to itR issuance to one William Gylling, a
Swedish sn~ject who, in 1881, declared his intention to become a citizen
of the United States, but never took the subsequent steps necessary
for admission to citizenship.
A comparison of the certificate with your dispatch will disclose a
misapprehension in regard to the effect of Mr. Gylling's declaration of
intention. It is correctly recited in the certificate that Mr. Gylling
" declared his intention to become a citizen of the United States of
America and to renounce forever all allegiance and fidelity to all and
any foreign prince, potentate," etc.
In your dispatch you say :
These men [of the class of Mr. Gylling] are in a state which naturally excites their
apprehension, having renounced on oath all allegiance to their native laud and not
having completed the formalities which entitle them to be classed as full citizens of
the land of their adoption.

This statement embodies a very prevalent misapprehension in regard
to the effect of a declaration of intention. That act, as its description
indicates, is merely expressive of a purpose and does not have the efiect
either of naturalization or of expatriation. In he case of Mr. Gylling
the case is made doubly clear by the treaty of naturalization between
tlie United States and Sweden and Norway of May 26, 1869. By the
first article of that treaty it is expressly provided that " the declaration of an intention to become a citizen of the one oF the other country
has not for either party the effect of citizenship legally acquired."
This clause follows the provision in the same article that change of
al1egiance shall be effected by a 5 years' residence and naturalization.
The Department is therefore of opinion that the certificate should
not be issued to Mr. Gylling.
I am, etc.,
JA ES U. BLAINE.

Mr. Hicks to Mr. Blaine.

No. 104.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Lima, March 24, 1890. (Received April25.)
SIR: I acknowledge receipt of Department's No. 38 of February 26,
1890, in regard to the case of William Gylling, a Swedish immigrant
who, in 1881, declared his intention to become a citizen of the United
States, but who never completed the formalities necessary to citizenship,
and who now seeks the protection of this legation.
I will notify Mr. Gylling of the Department's decision in his case, that
he is not entitled to protection as an American citizen.
I am still of the belief, however, that, if it is not positively prohibited
by law, it would be good policy to extend some sort of protection to this
class of people. There is a large number in Lima alone, and in the disturbed condition of these countries they naturally look to the American
legation for a recognition of their citizenship. While it is true theoretically that they are still citizens o all intents and purposes of the land
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which gave them birth, yet they cherish among the most valuable of
their earthly possessions the creased and faded piece of paper which
testifies to the fact that they have initiated the process whose consummation will make them legal citizens. And if the American Government refuses any recognition of their status, they feel that the oath by
which they renounced all allegiance to their native land forever cuts
them oft' from any relief from that source, and thus they are expatriated
from both the old and the new.
Perhaps it is impracticable to extend even a quasi recognition of these
men which would apply as against any nation except the one which
they have abandoned, but, if such action is practicable, I am sure that
it would afford satisfaction to a large class.
I have, etc.,
JOHN HICICS.

liJr. Blaine to Jlb·. Hicks.

No. 51.]

I

DEP AR'fMENT OF STATE,

Washington, llfay 8, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 104 of March 24 last has been received.
You therein refer to the case of William Gylling, heretofore the subject
of correspondence. While acting in pursuance of the Department's
decision (No. 38, February 2o, 1890) that 1\lr. Gylling is not a citizen of
the United States, you renew your suggestion that some sort of protection should, if not positively. prohibited by law, be extended to the
class of people to which Mr. Gylling belongs, and of which you say there
is a large number in Lima alone. - It is observed that in the course of
your remarks you recur to the view heretofore expressed by you that
the oath taken by aliens who declare their intention to become citizens
of the United States is an act ''by which they renounce all allegiance
to their native land forever."
In regard to this, the Department bas only to repeat what was stated
in its No. 38, namely, that the declaration of intention is not a renunciation of, but merely the expression of a purpose to renounce, the declarant's original allegiance. The actual renunciation is not effected until
the applicant is subsequently admitted to citizenship. (Sec. 21G5, Rev.
Stats., second paragraph.)
The naturalization laws of the United States are framed upon the
theory that there is some connection between residence in a country
and the acquisition of a right to its 1wotection. lienee they provide a
probationary period during which the applicant, by residence in the
land of intended adoption, by acquiring interests therein, by good moral
conduct, and by familiarizing himself with, and attaching himself to, its
constitutional methods, shall fit himself for a faithful and loyal assumption of the duties of citizenship, and thus, as a member of our free
society, support the Government whose protection is in return extended
to him. Accordingly, it is required that be shall first make a declaration of intention to become a citizen and afterwards undergo a probation, not only to prepare him for naturalization, but also to test the
quality and steadfastness of his purpose before his admission to citizenship.
The object of the law was to make citizenship a substantial thing,
and to reqRire the performance of acts indicative of true faith and allegiance as t.he condition of its acquisition. The law is so clear on
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this subject that there does not appear to lJe room for controversy•
.And, in further execution of this purpose, it is provided that passports
shall not be granted or issued to, or verified for, any other persons than
citizens of the United States (Rev. Stats., sec. 4076). It is not easy
to discover, therefore, the grounds upon which the privileges of citizenship can be claimed by persons who are not ~itizens. The conditions
of the acquisition of citizenship being clearly stated in the law, the
reason by which a person can claim the right of citizenship when he
bas deliberately omitted to perform the conditions is by no means apparent. Nor is it less difficult to perceive upon what theory a government can be held bound to protect persons who are not only not its citizens, but who have not exhibited a willingness to live long enough within
its jurisdiction to acquire its citizenship. Where a person after making
a declaration of intention, instead of remaining in the United States and
becoming duls- naturalized, abandons the country and remains abroad,
it must be inferred that he has also abanddned his intention. Take,
for example, the case of Gylling, out of which the present correspondence has grown. The precise duration of his residence in the United
States is not known, but it was evidently short. He made his declaration of intention in 1881, and not long afterwards appears to have left
the United States. Almost twice the probationary period required for
admission to citizenship after the date of first arrival in the United
States has elapsed since he made his declaration; but he has never
performed the conditions of naturalization, and consequently has never
been admitted as a citizen. Indeed, by going and remaining abroad he
continuously disables himself from fulfilling those conditions. To say
that such a person is entitled to the protection of the United States is
merely to set aside the statutes and discard citizenship altogether as a
test of' the right to claim protection. Those who refuse to attach themselves to the United States can not complain if this Government does
not consider itself bound to exert its power in their behalf. Professions of allegiance, however aruent, have, it is proper to say, little
weight where the conduct of the individual refutes them. The Depart·
ment is at a loss to understand why persons in the position of Mr. Gylling "naturally look," as you observe,'' to the American legation for a
recognition of their citizenship," when the piece of paper they carry
discloses that they are not American citizens and their conduct shows
that they are not endeavoring to become such.
·
It is not deemed necessary to enter into the discussion of questions
of domicile, or of the rights which may pertain to that status. The
present observations are confined to t~e general class to which your
dispatch relates.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

RUSSIA.
Mr. Smith to Mr. Blaine.
No.l2.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

St. Petersburg, June 17, 1890. (Received June 30.)
SIR: The Fourth International Penitentiary Oongress was formally
opened in this city on Sunday, the 15th instant, with imposing ceremonial
and with every evidence of public and official interest. Some introductory and preliminary proceedings had marked the preceding days. On
Friday, the 13th instant, such of the delegates as had already arrived, together with the members of the International Penitentiary Oommission,
assembled in the chamber of the municipal council at the city hall, when
a cordial welcome to the city was extended to them by Mr. Likhatchefi;
the mayor of St. Petersburg, and where other brief addresses of felicitation followed. On Saturday, the 14th, at the palace of the Prince of
Oldenburg, the honorary president of the congress, the delegates were
presented to His Highness and to the Princess Eugeuie. Subsequently
they left cards for Mr. de Giers, the imperial minister of foreign a:tl'airs,
who was absent in Finland, and then proceeded to the ministry of the
interior, where they were presented to the minister, who addressed
them in words of welcome and encouragement.
The ceremonious inauguration of the congress on Sunday in the stately
hall of the assembly of the nobility was distinguished by the most signal
marks that could impart dignity and importance to the occasion. The
Emperor and Empress gave it the honor and sanction of their personal
presence, accompanied by the Queen of the Hellenes and all the membersof the imperial family. The ministers oftheEmpire and the members of the diplomatic corps, together with -other high dignitaries and
invited persons, were also in attendance. The countenance of this brilliant and imposing assemblage lent more than ordinary eclat to the
auspicious opening of tho sessions. ·while the surroundings were of
this notable character, tbe proceedings themselves were marked by the
utmost simplicity. They began with the inaugural address of the
Prince of Oldenburg, as honorary president, which repeated the welcome of Russia to the delegates and referred briefly and in general
terms to the objects and work of the congress. This address was followed by a spirited response in the name of the delegates from Mr. Her·
bette, the head of the French delegation. Mr. Her bette closed with a
graceful expression of acknowledgments to the Emperor, whereupon
the whole assembly rose and greeted His Majesty with acclamations.
This terminated the formal proceedings. Immediately afterwards the
delegates were individually presented to the Emperor and Empress,
who briefly conversed with each. Upon t.h e conclusioiJofthis ceremony,
the whole company proceeded to the Manege Michel, at some distance,
where the International Penitentiary Exposition organized in connec·
tion with the congress was opened. The Emperor and Empress led the
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way through the several corpdors and spent more than an boor in ex·
amining the various displays. The exposition embrapes exhibits from
countries as remote as Japan on the one hand and the Argentine Re·
public on the other. The only leading nations not represented in it
the United States and Great Britain; and the delegates of the
"ted States were made aware of expressions of regret from various
sour~s that our country bad no share in the creditable display.
Some of the exhibits are of a most interesting and instructive character. They include models of prisons illustrations of methods of administration, and specimens of the handiiork of prisoners. Natm ally
the exhibit of Russia is the most extensive, and its most striking feature
is a representation of the prisons in Siberia to which the exiles are deported and of the mines wherein they work. The exposition as a whole
makes the impression of being fairly complete and successful.
The inspection of the exposition ended when the Emperor and Empress
withdrew, and the proceedings of the day closed with a public address
· the evening on John Howard by Mr. Spassowitch, a Rrisslan professor of law, followed by a . general reception given by the mayor of St.
Petersburg at the city hall.
.
The regular work of the congress began on Monday, when it was organized by the choice of Mr. Galkine...Wraskoy, director of the prison system of Russia, as president, and when it divided itself into three sections,
the first, on penal legislation ; the second, on penitentiary institutions;
the third, on preventive or correctional institutions, which proceeded
at once to consider and discuss the papers and questions submitted to
them respectively.
It may be remarked that the presence of the Emperor at the opening
the eongress and his extended examination of the exposition created
most favorable impression. It was interpreted as evincing his interest in the subject of prison administration and in the work of the congress. Nothing was wanting to emphasize this suggestion. It is ra,re
that any public occasion brings together so large a representation of
the imperial family as was present at this ceremonial, and if it was
intended to signify the sympathy of the Imperial Government with the
declared aims of the congress, the design was successful.
The mini'!lter and the secretary of this legation attended the opening
of the congress on the 15th as the representatives of the United States.
The Bon. 0. D. Randall, whose appointment as associate delegate was
announced in your instruction No. 15, reported on the morning of the
16th, and all of the delegates of the United States were present at the
organization of the congress.
I have, etc.,
OHAS. EMORY SMii'H.

Mr. Smith to Mr. Blaine.
LEGA1'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

St. Petersburg, July 3, 1890. (Received July 21.)
SIR: After a session of 9 days, the Fourth International Penitentiary Congress closed its regular work on Tuesday, the 24th ultimo,
amid many mutual congratulations and expressions of good will. The
conclusion of its formal labors was followed, upon the invitation of the
Russian authorities, by an excursion of 3 days to Fi uland and another
of 4 <lays to Moscow. Mr. Randall participated in the former, and all
of the American delegates in the latter, which ended yesterday.

RUSSIA.
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The session of the congress is generally regarded as quite successful.
In the fullness of its deliberations, in the practical character of its discussions, in the opportunity for a comparison of experience and progress in prison management, and in the substantial unanimity of its conclusions, it realized the best expectations. Most of the delegates were
men directly associated with penitentiary administration in the various
countries, who brought the training and knowledge of experts to the
consideration of the several questions embraced in the programme. It
is not my province to make a detailed review or summary of the discussions and conclusions of the congress. That survey will be made
hy Mr. Randall in the report which, as the expert delegate, he will
present to the Bureau of Education. But there were some features of
the congress which will be of interest to the Department of State, and
to which I may properly refer.
In the first place, there was no discussion of the internal system or
methods peculiar to any particular country and no reference to any
such subject. The questions submitted for the consideration of the
congress were, under the usual practice, determined by the International Penitentiary Commission, which is a permanent body and which
constituted the commission of organization; they were enumerated and
defined in the proposed programme, which marked the scope and limits
of the congress. The papers on the different topics which were the
main theses of discussion were furnished and printed in advance, and
the deliberations did not go outside of the proposed outline. There
was no suggestion in any quarter of any attempt to invade the domain
of policy or of administrative discipline, which each government must
reserve for itself. Whether the penal system in any country has phases
which are open to criticism, or whether, irrespective of its general principle, there are faults in its practical application, were matters outside
of the functions of the congress.
Even upon those questions which were treated as coming within the
proper province of the congress it was recognized that the conclusions
must be affected by the conditions existing within the different countries
and that those conditions must be respected. This was true, for instance, as to the application of the contract system to prison labor, and
as to the question whether prison labor should be directed to objects
which would not involve competition with the free labor of surrounding
communities. Among the questions considered were the character and
requirements of legislation with reference to juvenile delinquents, the
organization of instruction in penitentiary science,' the principle and
manner of suspending or discontinuing punishment involving conditional sentence, the treatment of incorrigible criminals, the method of
dealing with intoxication and o:ff'enses growing out of it, the nature
and variety of work to be adopted in prisons, the modes of assisting
discharged prisoners and their families, the relation of charitable
bodies, the correctional and reform systems, and the whole subject of
preventive measures. Upon many of these questions tlle practical discussions, with the information and comparisons wllich they elicited, were
of more value than the formal conclusions.
The declaration of the congress upon the subject of extradition may
have special interest for the Department, and I append to this dispatcll
(inclosure 1) the text of the question as submitted and of the eonelusions adopted, together with translations of the same. It will be
seen that, while the congress sanctions and supports the general principle of extradition, with all the reserve which each state must exercise
for itself, it recognizes the difficulty of a uniform definition of crimes
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subject to extradition growing out of the differences of penal legislation;;
that, with a view to the advancement of a general agreement, it recommends the special enumeration in international conventions of offenses
to which extradition will not be accorded, instead of the enumeration of
those which are subject to extradition; and that it urges efforts towards
a common agreement among writers on criminal law to the end of giving the same name and definition to violations of the law which should
be subject to extradition.
The growing interest in questions of prison administration, science,
and reform will be indicated by certain comparative statistics of the
several successive congresses at London, Stockholm, Home, and St.
Petersburg, which, as taken from the bulletin of the congress, I inclose, marked 2.
During the course of the congress Mr. Randall, as the expert delegate from the United States, took occasion to make some statements as
to the progress of penitentiary and penal studies in our country, and,
incidentally, as to its friendly attitude towards Hussia. He expressed
the sentiment of the United States towards the congress and its work,
and explained wby our prisons and correctional institutions were not
represented in the exposition, which was chiefly due to the great distance. lle remarked that the delegates of the United States were
specially gratified that this congress had assembled at St. Petersburg,
since the United States and Hussia had always been bound together
in the closest ties of friendship. Russia had attested her good will at
a crisis when our national existence was at stake, and we could never
forget her aid, for its memory was deeply engraved in our hearts. Mr.
Randall added that the progress which Russia had made in penal science
was known and apprecia,ted in America. He referred briefly to the
contributions which the United States had made to penitentiary reform
and to the influential part which an American citizen, the lamented
Dr. Wines, had borne in the original organization of the International
Penitentiary Congress. He concluded by expressing the congratulations and good wishes of the American Government and people for the
success of the congress. The paper of Mr. Randall, and especiall_y the
references to the friendly relations of the United States and Russia,
were received with emphatic marks of approval.
It was decided that the next congress should be held in Paris.
It only remains to add that the Russian Government and the municipalities of St. Pet~rsburg and Moscow did everything possible for the
comfort and pleasure of the delegates, and that their hospitality was
as hearty as it was lavish and unstiuted. By command of the Emperor
the congress was entertained at a sumptuous dinner at the Winter Palace,
and numerous other banquets testified to the cordial welcome and kindness of our Russian hosts.
I have, etc.,
CHAS. EMORY SMITH.
(IncJ.osnro 1 in No. 17.- TransJ:ttion.]

The :first question on the programme of the first or legislative section was the following:
By what proceedings and in what manner is it possible to bring about for the dif~
ferent countries a common name and a precise definition of the infractions of the penal
law which should appear in the acts or the treaties of extradition 1
Mr. Spassovitch was designated to present the report upon this <]ncstion to the general assembly of the congress, a report which embraced the following conclusions:
(1) That treaties of extradition being in close dependence upon the special peunJ
legislation of the different countries, and this legislation being as yet irreducible to
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any single form whatever, it would be useless to undertake now to introduce into
international conventions uniform definitions of unlawful acts, for the definition of
these acts can not be identical.
(2) That it is desirable that special penal legislation should adopt the principle of
extradition as the general rule, with all the reserve by which each state finds it
necessary to restrict it.
(3) That the exception tending to become the rule, if extradition were adopted in
principle in special legislation, inten.: ational conventions upon extradition might
change the proceedings, and in place of the enumeration of unlawful acts subject to
extradition they might contain the enumeration of unlawful acts to which extraclitiou will not be accorded.
Mr. Reynaud, for himself and some of his colleagues of the first section, presented
the following separate conclusion: The congress expresses the judgment that a study
should be made of a common agreement between Lhe writers on criminal law of variouti
countries to the end of giving the same name and a precise defiuition to infractions
of the penal law which should be the object of extradit.ion.
The three conclusions reported by Mr. Spassovitch were adopted, and the proposition of Mr. Reynaud was adopted as an additional conclusion.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 17.-Translation.]

Statistics of tke International Penitenticwy Con[Jrsss.
Congreos of-

Loudon,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ·

Total of morn bers inscribed ..................................... .
Of the countr-ies which entertained the congress .......•.•..... ,
States represented .............................................. .
Ofiicial delegates ............................................... ..
Questions inscribecl on tho programmeOf the first section (penal law) ............................. ..
Of the second section (penitentiary) ........................ .
Of the third se~tion (preventive means) .....••.••......•.••.

1872.

IJ

StockliOlm,

Romo,

St.
l'oters-

I~__::___ ~8aff:

341
192

297
155

24

26

76

234

141

740

45

25
48

563
26
69

10
13
5

4
6
4

6
8
8

1l
6

----==== ========== ====== =========
8

Total ..................................................... .

28

14

22

25

Number of preparatory works (reports presented upon the
questions on the programme) :
First section ............... ."................................ .
Second section .............................................. .
Third section ............................................... .

9

11
21

25

3
4

17

24
18

46
57
36

Total .................................................... ..

16

49

67

139

Questions upon which the congress has indicated a solution:
First section ................................ , .............. ..
Secon<l section ............................................. ..
Third section ............................................... .

2

8
5

4
6
4

5
5

7
11

7

6

Total ........................... . ......................... .

15

14

.17

24

J.lfr. Sntith to Mr. Blaine.
No. 44.]

LEGATION OF 'l'HE UNITED STATES,

St. Petersburg, September 25, 1890. (Received October 14.)
SIR: You have been advised by previous dispatches from this legation that the published rumors ef new proscription measures, or the
revival and oppressive application of old and obsolete edicts, against
the Hebrew residents and subjects of the Russian Empire are declared
by the Russian Government to be entirely groundless. N otwithstanding the authoritative denial of these reports, they still crop up from time
to time, and are persistently repeated with a degree of circumstance
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well calculated to create the impression that they have some foundation
of fact. This continued imputation of purpose and acts, to which, if
really entertained or executed, we could not be indifferent, renders it
proper that I should apprise you of some further evidence on the subject.
The statement recently appeared in the eolumns of the London Times
that, despite the disavowal of the Russian Government, some five or six
hundred Hebrew families residing at Qdessa had been summarily notified that they must immediately abandon their homes and, in fact, that
they had already been expelled from the country. It has come to my
knowledge that, in view of this publication, the British embassy at this
capital called on the British consul at Odessa to investigate the story
and report upon its truth. His report bas now been made, and I am
able to communicate its substance. He directed his inquiries not only
among the Government officials, but among the Hebrews themselves,
and the latter were as emphatic as the former in declaring that no order
of the character described had been issued and no movement of the kind
attempted. He found no confirmation of the story in any quarter. A
number of Hebrew families had emigrated or were preparing to do so,
but this action was entirely voluntary on their part, and was not taken
under compulsion. This emigration was explained by the rabbis and the
highest authorities among the Hebrews as due to the fact that there were
many yontlls in those families, and that, as the number admitted to tlle
universities in Russia is limited, they removed to other countries to
secure the opportunity of higher education; and thus it was made clear
that there was no foundation for the particular charge which had been
preferred against the Government.
1.'hese reports of new proscriptive designs against the Hebrews on
the part of the Russian Government have naturally created more concern in other countries than here, because, so far as can be ascertained,
they had their sole origin and obtained their sole credence remote from
the scene. Had there been any good reason for supposing that measures so repugnant to every sentiment of justice and humanity were actually.undertaken or seriously contemplated, it would have been a duty
to report them for such consideration as they would have required.
But it is a source of special gratification to be able to present not only
the denials of the Government, but confirmatory testimony that these
injurious allegations are baseless. ·
I have, etc.,
CH.A.S. EMORY S]}IITH.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Thomas.
DEPART:n'lEN'l' OF STATE,

Wctshington, May 1.5, 1890.
Senate miscellaneous document No. 81, Fifty-first Congress, first
session, contains a copy of the general act or conventional agreement
signed at Berlin, June 14, 1889, by the plenipotentiaries of the United .
States, Germany, and Great Britain, in regar_d to the neutrality and
autonomous government of the Samoan Islands. Article III of that
convention provides, as will be perceived, for the establishment of a
supreme court for those islands and the appointment of a chief justice
of Samoa. Section 2 of article III states that "he shall be named by
the three signatory powers in common accord; or, failing their agreement, he may be named by the King of Sweden and Norway."
Since there appears to be no possibility of accord in the selection of
the chief justice by the three governments concerned, they have decided to avail themselves of the alternative under the provision of the
section cited.
You will accordingly apprise the Government of the King of Sweden
and Norway of this action and request His Majesty's acceptance of the
choice made by the three signatory powers. You may, at the same
time, express their entire confidence that his selection will be cheerfully acquiesced in and merit their high appreciation for the courtesy
thus extended.
You may intimate to the minister of foreign affairs that hitherto in
every case where a similar favor has been asked of a sovereign by virtue of a treaty to which the United States was a party the sovereign
has deemed it his duty to select one of his own subjects for the place
to be filled. The President regards that result as the one in harmony
with the reference.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR:

Mr. Thornas to Mr. Blaine.

No. 60.]

LEGA'I'ION OF THE UNITED STA':l'ES,

Stockholrn, June 2, 1890. (Received June 18.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, on May 30, of your
instruction No. 38 of May 15, stating that the United States, Germany,
and Great Britain have failed to agree upon a chief justice of Samoa,
and instructing me to request that he may be named by the King of
Sweden and Norway, as provided in section 2 of article III of the
treaty of Berlin.
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I at once called upon Sir Francis Plunkett, the minister of Great
Britain, and Baron Gaertner, the charge d'affaires of Germany, and
ascertained that they had received similar instructions from their respective governments.
By agreement, I called, in company with my colleagues, the next day
upon Count Lewenhaupt, the minister of foreign affairs. We stated
informally the matter of the reference and asked Count Lewenhaupt
in what way we could formally proffer our request so as to be most
acceptable to His Majesty.
Count Lewenhaupt suggested that the request should be made in
separate but identical notes from the minister of each of the three signatory powers. He further stated that he bad no doubt but that the King
would grant the favor so requested, and that informal notice would be
given each of us at the same time of the name of the proposed appointee, in order to learn whether there was any reasonable objection to
his appointment.
Immediately after leaving the foreign office a conference was held
by my colleagues and myself, at which an identical note was drawn up
and agreed upon, conveying the request of each of the three signatory
powers that His Majesty would graciously be pleased to name a chief
justice of Samoa.
It was further agreed that each minister should send his note to the
foreign office to·day, June 2.
I inclose herewith a copy of the identic note sent by me this day to
the minister of foreign affairs.
·
As soon as I am notified of the name of the proposed chief justice I
will send you the same by cable, together with such facts as I may be
able to learn in regard to his acceptability, stated as briefly and con~isely as possible.
Count Lewenhaupt considered that to communicate by mail with
America would take too much time. I inferred, furthermore, from his
remarks that a name would probably be proposed at an early day.
I also called upon Count Lewenbaupt alone, -and in the course of a
long and pleasant conversation stated to him the substance of the con·
eluding paragraph of your instruction.
I am happy to inform you that the Count agreed fully that the appointment of a subject of His Majesty was the result naturally and logically to be expected in this case, adding that in the nature of things the
King must be much better acquainted with the qualifications of his own
subjects for such a position than His Majesty could possibly be with
the qualifications of foreigners.
I believe it may be confidently anticipated that His Majesty will regard these views as wise and in harmony with the reference.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR.

[Inclosure in No. 60.]

Mr. Thornas to Count Lewenlwupt.
LEGATION O~' THE Ur-;rTED STATES,

Stockholm, June 2, 1890.
SIR: I nave the bonor to inform Your Excellency tbat by a general act signed at
Berlin, June 14, 1889, by the plenipotentiaries of the United States, Germany, and
Great Britain, in regard to tbe neutrality and autonomous government of the Samoan Islands, provision is made in article III for the establishment of a supreme court
for tbose islands and the appointment of a chief justice of Samoa.
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Section 2 of article III states that "the chief justice shall be named by the three
signatory powers in common acc<n'd; or, failing their agreement, be may be named
by the King of Sweden and Norway."
The three signatory powers having now decided to ask the King of Sweden and
Norway to nominate a gentieman for this post, I am instructed to convey to Your
Excellency the req nest of my Government that His Majesty will be graciously
pleased to name a chief justice of Samoa.
While discharging the duty imposed on me by my Government, I avail myself, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR,

Mr. Tlwm.as to Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.]

No. 66.)

LEGA'I.'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, July 7, 1890. (Received July 23.)
SIR: Referring to your instruction No. 38 of May 15, and my dispatch No. 60 of June 2 in reply thereto, I now have the honor to further
inform you that, agreeably to the invitation of Baron Akerhielrn, minister of state and acting minister of foreign affairs, I calleu at the foreign office at 3 o'clock this afternoon, in company with my colleagues
Baron Gaertner, charge d'affaires of Germany, and the Hon. Hugh
Gough, charge d'affaires of Great Britain.
We were received by Baron Akerhielm, who gave us informal notice
that the King, in accordance with the request of the United States,
Germany, and Great Britain, proposed to appoint as chief justice of
Samoa, Otto Conrad Waldemar Cedercrantz, a Swedish subject and
associate justice of the Swedish court of appeals. Baron Akerhielm further stated that Judge Cedercrantz had been consulted and would accept
the position.
Judge Cedercrantz was born on October 22, 1854, on his father's
estate, Kulltorp, Suna parish, in the province of Sma1and, Sweden.
At 9 years of age he was taken to Upsala, the university city of the
Kingdom, and there received his earlier education at "the Cathedral
School," a free public school. He passed a successful examination and
entered the University of Upsala on May 17, 187:!. After studying
the general branches for 2 years, he entered the department of law, and
thenceforth pursued the special study of the law for 4 years, or until
1880, when he graduated with honor from the university, taking the
juris uttt·iusque cctndidat examen, as it is called. He then assisted at the
country courts, both as lawyer and provisional judge, for 2 years.
In 1882 he received the appointment of vice judge, and thereupon
served as acting judge of the royal court of appeals continuously until
1886. He was then appointed associate justice of this court, of which
he has continued a diligent and honored member up to the piesent time.
This court of appeals occupies in Sweden about the position that the
United States circuit court does with us. It lies between the courts
of instance and the supreme court.
Judge Cedercrantz is in the prime of life and health. There is no
stain upon his character, and he is universally well spoken of. He has
achieved a marked degree of success in his profession, rather by diligent,. steady, hard work than by brilliant dashes.
For knowledge of law, ability, and integrity he stands among t,he
first of the judges of his age in this Kingdom.
Be has a fair command of the English language, reading and writing
it with f:wility and speaking it passably well.
F R 00--45
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I believe the three powers are to be congratulated upon his appointment,, and I have the honor to strongly reoommend the acquiescence of
the United States therein.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS,JR.

Mr. Wharton to JJir. Thomas.
No. 49.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, August 5, 1890.
SIR: In connection with previous correspondence upon the subject,
I herewith transmit, for your information, a copy of a letter from the
Acting Secretary of the Navy of the 2d instant, in regard to the transportation of the remains of the late Capt. John Ericsson, to his native
country, on board the U. S. S. Baltimore, from New York, the 23d instant, and the ceremonies incident thereto.
The Department has forwarded to ~fr. Grip, the minister of the King
of Sweden and Norway at this capital, the letter (copy herewith
inclosed) of the Navy Department, inviting him to be present on that
date, accompanied by the members of his legation and such consular
officers of Sweden in this country as he may designate.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.
[Inclosure in No. 49.]

Mr. Soley to Mr. Blaine.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Washington, Attgust 2, 1890. (Received August 4.)
SIR: I have the honor to apprise you, in connection with previous correspondence,
of the intention of this Department to send the remains of the late Capt .•John Ericsson to Sweden, his native country, on board the U. S. S. Baltirnore, from New York.
Arrangements for the final transportation of the body are now being made,and I inclose, for transmission to the minister of Sweden at this capital, an invitation to be
present at the final ceremonies, which will take place on the 23d instant.
The Department will be gratified if you will forward this invitation to Mr. Grip.
I have also to ask that you wm notify the United States minister at Stockholm of
the intended departure of the Baltimore.
I haye1 etc.,
J. RussELL SoLEY,
Acting Sem·etary of the Navy.
[Inclosure.J

Mr. Soley to Rear Adrniml Braine.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Washington, August 2, 1890.
SIR: The Department has fixed the afternoon of Saturday, the 23d of August, as
the time for the embarkation of the remains of the late Capt. John Ericsson for transportation to his native country on board the U. S. S. Baltimore.
The Department has assumed this duty in response to an intimation 0onveyed by
the minister of foreign affairs of Sweden and Norway, through the United States minister at Stockholm, to the Department of State, that it would be regarded by the
Government and people of Sweden with peculiar satisfaction.
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Apart from the desire thus expressed, it is in the highest degree appropriate that
the United States, through its Navy, should pay this final tribute to the memory of
the great Swedish inventor. As the most famous representative of the Scandinavian
race in America, his name ijtands for that of a kindred people, who have given to this
country a large and highly valued element among its adopted citizens. An officer of
the Swedish army in early life, Ericsson closed his career with the illustrious dis·
tinction of being among the foremost of American mechanics. Of the innumerable
applications of mechanical art that are the fruit of his genius, many so long ago
passed into general use that they have ceased to be associated popularly with his
name; but his achievements in the field of naval science will remain forever a monument to his memory. To the U.S. Navy he gave the first monitor, and in it he gave
to all the navies of the world the germ of the modern battle ship.
For these reasons it is the Department's desire to surround the embarkation with
every circumstance that can invest it with dignity and solemnity. All the vessels
of war that may be available will be assembled at New York, and will be directed
to unite with you in paying to the deceased the honors befitting his rank and his
distinguished name. The details will be regulated by you in consultation with the
representatives of Captain Ericsson and the officer~ of the associations desiring to
take p•t in the ceremony. The auchora.ge ground near the Statue of Liberty is designated as the place where the Baltimore will receive the remains, and the other vessels of war will be anchored in her vicinity. The marines from the ships and the
station will form the guard of honor to escort the body from its present resting place
to the Battery. It will there be embarked on board the Nina and conve,Y.ed to the
Baltimo1·e under the escort of all the available steam launches and puinng boats
of the squadron, formed in double column, the steam launches preceding the Nina.
The Department has extended to the minister of Sweden and Norway at this capital
an invitation to be present, which will include the members of his legation and such
officers of the consular service of Sweden in this country as he may designate. Letters have also been sent to the executors of the deceased and to Rear Admiral John
L. Worden, U. S. Navy, the veteran captain of the Monitor, inviting them to take
part in the ceremonies and to accompany the remains to the Baltimore. It is the
intention of the Secretary of the Navy to be present. By the publication of this letter the Department invites all associations composed of the friends, companions, or
former countrymen of Captain Ericsson to take part in the procession to the Battery,
and to report to you through their representatives for instruction as to their position
in the line and other details of the ceremony.
The flag officers who may be in New York will be directed to cooperate with and
assist you in carrying out this programme, the details of which you are authorized
to modify as circumstances may require.
Very respectfully,
J. RUSSELL SOLEY,
.Acting Sec1·etaT!J of the Navy.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Thomas.
No. 50.]

DEPARTMENT QF STATE.

Washington, August 26, 1890.
SIR: I inclose for your information copy of the order issued by the
Acting Secretary of the Navy on the 18th instant in reference to the
salute to the Swedish flag fired on the occasion of the embarkation on
the U.S. S. Baltimore at New York, on the 23d instant, of the remains
of Captain Ericsson.
The cruiser sailed on the same day, with orders to disembark theremains, as requested by the Government of Sweden, at Gothenburg,
where she is expected to arrive about the 12th proximo.
~rhe Department desires you to be present at Gothenburg on her
arrival.
WILLIAM F. WHAR1'0N,
Acting Secretary.
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Mr. Soley to the commandant of tl!e navy-yard, Ne1v York
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Washington, August 18, 1890.
SIR: Upon the occasion of the embarkation of the remains of Captain Ericsson it
is the desire of the President to give solemn expression to the cordial and fraternal
feeling that unites us with a kindred people, the parent source of a large body of our
most valued citizens, of whom the late inventor, a Scandinavian by birth and an
American by adoption, was the moRt illustrious example. In recognition of this feeling and of the debt we owe to Sweden for the gift of Ericsson, whose genius rendered
ns the highest service in a moment of grave peril and anxiety, it is directed that,
at this other moment, when we give back his body to his native country, the flag of
Sweden shall be saluted by the squadron.
The Department therefore issues the following instructions:
The colors of the squadron will be at half-mast during the embarkation.
Minute guns wil1 be :fired from the monitor lfantucket during the passag of the
body from tl1e shore to the Baltimm·e.
As the Baltirnore gets under way and passes the vessels of the squadron, each vessel will masthead her colors, display the Swedish ensign, and :fire a national salute
of twenty-one guns.
The Ba lflmore will immediately proceed to sea.
By command of the Presiuent.
·
J. RUSSELL SOLEY,
Acting Secreta?'!/ of the Navy.

Mr. Thomas to Mr. Blaine.
No. 74.]

LEGA1'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, September 15,1890. (Received September 30.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the remains of John Ericsson were delivered to Sweden at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon, September14.
The scene on the deck of the United States war ship Baltimore was an
impressive one.
The coffin of polished oak containing Ericsson's body had been taken
from the catafalque and placed on deck midships and close to the starboard rail. The coffin was covered with the American and Swedish
flags.
Around it were grouped the officers of the Baltimore, the diplomatic
and consular representatives of the United States at Stockholm, and the
officers appointed by the Swedish Government to receive the remains.
All heads were uncovered. Behind us were drawn up a :file of United
States marines.
Captain Schley then delivered the coffin to me, saying in substance:
On the 23d day of August there was placed in my charge in the harbor of New
York this coffin, containing the body of our far-famed friend and citizen John Ericsson, with instructions to carry it to Sweden and deliver it to the American minister at Stockholm.
To·day I have the honor to report that my mission is fulfilled as I now, Mr. Minister, consign to your hands this honored coffin.

I received Ericsson's remains from Captain Schley and delivered
them to the Swedish Rear Admiral Peyron with the following words:
In behalf of the United States of America, and as her representative to Sweden
and Norway, I now receive the remains of John Ericsson, that I may deliver them to
Sweden, esteeming it one of the highest privileges that can fall upon the minister of
any land to stand on such an occasion as a link in the chain of sympathy with which
these events are binding more closely together two great and kindred peoples.
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And I transfer theRe honored ashes with all reverence, for well I know how grandly
the hand that now lies cold and still within this casket bas wrought for America and
for humanity.
At a critical moment in the l1istory of the United States John Ericsson, by the
creation of his genius, rendered illust,rious service to his adopted country and saved
her from great peril.
And the Republic is not ungrateful. Lovingly as Agrippina bore home to Rome the
ashes of Germanicus, so tenderly and honorably America brings back the body of
Ericsson, that the land which was his cradle may also be his grave.
The body of Ericsson we restore to you, but his memory we shall ever retain in
sacred keeping; or, rather, we will share it with you and with the whole world.
And America is not unmindful that in honoring Ericsson she also honors the land
that gave him birth; a gallant land, with whi~h we have always lived in peace and
friendship; a land that in the long struggle for our independence was among the first
of the nations of the earth to recognize our new- born Republic; a land that has given
us hundreds of thousands of our most respected citizens-chief among them all, John
Ericsson, the great Swedish-American, whose sacred dqst America now commits to the
kindly keeping of his native Sweden.

Admiral Peyron replied in English as follows:
On behalf of the Royal Swedish Government, we have the honor to receive theremains of our illustrious compatriot, the late Captain John Ericsson, which remains
have by order of the Government of the United St,ates of America been transferred
in this ship to his native country to be buried there.
At the same time, we beg that you kindly will transmit our Government's sincere
thanks to the Government of the United States for the feelings of sympathy for our
country that have beeir shown through this act.

The coffin was then swung out over the side of the ship and lowered
upon a small Swedish war vessel lying alongside. At the same moment the flag of the Baltimore was dropped to half-mast, the rnal'ines
presented arms, and the first of twenty-one minute guns was fired from
the Baltimore.
The Swedish vessel was handsomely draped in mourning and the
coffin rested upon a catafalque on deck surrounded with flowers and
palms.
· Under guns from tbe Baltimore and the Swedish battery on Kastellbolmen the funeral procession moved slowly upstream.
First came a steam launch of the royal navy containing the Swedish
officers; next tbP- steam launch of the Baltimore with the captain, officers, American consul and vice-consul, and myself; then the Baltimore's
whaleboat, cutter, and gig, containing others of her officers and twenty-four of her crew, who were to march in the procession on land.
These five boats formed an escort to the funeral barge, which followed
us to the quay.
The day was perfect. A brig·bt sun shone from a clear sky, an exceptional summer warmth pervaded the northern air, and the light
breeze was scarcely sufficient to blow out the flags.
Both banks of the stream were not only lined, but crowded and
packed full with a great multitude of people, larger than Stockholm
ever saw before.
The windows.of every bouse were filled, roofs covered, and belfries,
steeples, and masts of vessels bristled with humanity. A strong railing was built along all the quays to prevent the people in the rear from
crowding the foremost ranks into th~ water.
At the quay, directly in front of the statue of Charles XII, there had
been erected a stately pavilion, whose central tower rose to a height of
90 feet. It was draped in mourning, and from its five turrets floated
the flags of America and Sweden.
Here the funeral flotilla laid to; and here we were received by Baron
Tamm, the governor of Stockholm. Here, too, the coffin was borne to
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land by ten Swedish sailors and placed upon a catafalque beneath the
central tower of the pavilion.
A band of music played a dirge as the body of Ericsson once more
rested upon Swedish soil, and the bells rang from every church tower
in Stockholm. A guard of honor presented arms.
As the tones of the dirge died away the deputies from many societies
and associations came forward and placed wreaths and other flora]
emblems at the foot of the coffin.
Then a hymn was sung by a large choral society. A poem was read
by the Swedish poet TigerschiOld, and then another hymn was sung
while the coffin was being removed from the catafalque to the hearse.
The funeral procession was headed by a detachment of the horse
guards, mounted and with sabers drawn. The hearse was followed by
two carriages loaded with floral offerings; next came a carriage containing the grand marshal of the Kingdom, Baron Bildt, representing the
King, and another carriage with Baron Lagerfelt, representing the crown
prince; then a carriage containing Captain Schley and myself, followed by three carriages holding the American consul and vice-consul
and the officers of the Baltimore.
After us were carriages containing Ericsson's relatives; then followed
a long procession marching with music and banners.
Between masses of people whose foremost ranks were composed of
societies drawn up in line with standards and bands of music, the procession moved across the square of Gustavus Adolphus and through
the streets of Stockholm to the central rail way station.
Here the coffin was placed upon a funeral car resting upon a catafalque, beneath a canopy.
All around the catafalque were placed the floral emblems-all save
one, the monitor of immortelles with the American and Swedish colors,
and the white dove perched on the turret. This offering of American
ladies that had crossed the Atlantic with Ericsson was securely fastened
on top of the coffin, and in this position of honor followed it to its final
resting place.
Smoothly and quietly the funeral train started as if drawn by invisible cords, and the coffin of polished American oak, the monitor, and the
white dove glided slowly out of sight of the great multitude, who stood
reverently mute with uncovered heads.
I can not close this dispatch without bearing witness to the fact that
this honorable sending home of Ericsson's ashes has been productive
of great good.
This act has awakened among the Swedish people a strong feeling of
sympathy for America, manifestations of which I see on every band.
By no other possible act, it seems to me, could the friendly feeling between the two nations have been so invigorated and strengthened.
One fact more. The presence of the magnificent war cruiser Baltimore,
now lying in the harbor and towering like a colossus above every other
ship of war or peace in these waters, has increased the respect of every
one of the tens of thousands who have seen her for the nation which,
out of her own workshops, can produce, from truck to keelson, such a
perfect aud powerful engine of destruction.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
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.Mr . .Thomas to Mr. Blaine.
No. 75.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, September 22, 1890. (Received October 8.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that Count Lewenhaupt, the
minister of foreign affairs, has sent to this legation a box containing
medals designed to commemorate the transportation of the remains of
John Ericsson by America to Sweden.
I am informed by Count Lewenhaupt that it has pleased His Majesty
to tender these medals as presents to the captain, officers, and crew of
the U. S. S. Baltimore, on board which ship the body of the great Swedish-American was brought back to hi~ native land, viz:
One medal in gold, to Captain Schley; thirty-one in silver, to the
officers; three hundred and twenty-two in bronze, to the crew.
I have intrusted the box of medals to Captain Schley to be transported to the United States and delivered to the Department of State,
pending the action of Congress in the premises.
I have informed Count Lewenhaupt of this disposition of the medals.
Permit me to add that I am confident the bestowal of these tokens
means more than a gift to the individuals designated; it also commemorates a solemn act of international courtesy and expresses His Majesty 7s
appreciation of the friendship and good will thus shown by America to
Sweden.
I hav~, etc.,
W. W. TnoMAs, JR.
Mr. Thomas to JJ,fr. Blaine.
No. 76.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, September 26, 1890. (Heceived October 11.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you tha,t many courtesies and attentions have been bestowed upon the officers of the U. S. S. Baltimore
while lying in this port.
On Monday, September 15, the citizens of Stockholm and vidnity gave
a dinner to the American officers at Haxselbacken. Two hundred and
fifty people sat at table. Count Lewenhaupt, minister of foreign affairs,
presided, with Captain Schley upon . his left and myself upon his right.
The hall was handsomely decorated with American colors and emblemR,
the band played our national airs, and the banquet was in every particular elegant and sumptuous.
The toast to the President was proposed by Count Lewenhaupt, and to
the King by myself. Each toast was received with four cheers. Admiral
Virgin, of the Swedish navy, offered the toast to the captain and officers of the Baltimore, which Captain Schley replied to in an efl'ective
speech, received with applause.
On Tuesday at noon I presented our officers to the King at the palace
in Stocli:holm. His Majesty shook hands with everyone and said he
desired to thank the captain and officers of the Baltimore for the satisfactory manner in which they had performed their mission in briugiug
back to Sweden the ashes of one of her most distinguished sons. Taking me by the hand, the King continued that lle desired to thank the
United States for the sympathy and kindly feeling it had manifested
towards Sweden in sending home th~ body of Ericsson in so magnificent a ship, accompanied with every mark of respect and honor. "These
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honors," added the King, " have touched my heart and the heart of the
Swedish people, and for myself and my people I wish to express our
warmest thauks for the sympathy thus extended, and it is my request
that you, Mr. Minister, communicate my words and express my feelings
to the President of the United States."
At the conclusion of the audience the King detailed a gentleman· of
his household to show our officers through the palace.
Tuesday evening there was a gala performance at the Royal Opera
House in honor of the American officers. They, the consuls, and myself attended as invited guests.
On our entering the opera bouse the orchestra struck up "The StarSpangled Banner," and every person in the house arose and remained
standing until the last notes of our national anthem had ceased.
After the opera Mrs. Thomas and I had the pleasure of entertaining
our officers at a party which we gave in their honor at our residence.
Besides the officers, there were present about one hundred ladies and
gentlemen, representing the Swedish court, cabinet, and the best society
of Stockholm. At supper I proposed the toast to the American Navy
and its representatives now at Stockholm, to which Captain Schley appropriately replied.
On Wednesday His Majesty gave a dinner to the American officers at
the summer palace at Drottningholm. We were conveyed in the King's
private steam yacht Skoldmon from Stockholm, 7 miles up the Malar
Lake, to the palace.
On arrival, royal chamberlains showed us about the grounds and over
the palace.
Some eighty gentlemen in all were· at dinner.
The King sat at the center of the long table. On His Majesty's right
was Count Lewenhaupt, minister of foreign affairs; on his left, myself.
Opposite the King sat the first marshal of the court; on the marshal's
right, Uaptain Schley; on his left, the chief engineer of the Balt·imore,
De Valin. Swedish and American officers alternated with each other
down each side of the table.
During the banquet the King specially called my attention to the fact
that on Sunday, when the remains of John Ericsson were lowered from
the Baltimore, and when the first minute gun was fired and the flag
dropped to half-mast on board the American ship, simultaneously
His Ma:jesty's flag was hoisted to half-mast over the palace in honor of
the great Swedish-American; an honor, the King added, never before
bestowed on any one not of royal blood.
While we were dining a dense fog arose, which rendered it disagreeable, if not dangerous, to return to Stockholm by water; so the King
sent all the American officers back to the capital by land in his own
carriages.
·
·
On Thursday, at 2 o'clock, the King, accompanied by his personal
suite, visited the Baltimore. I was on board the ship to assist Captain
Schley in receiving. His majesty was honored with a salute of twentyone guns, the royal Swedish flag was run up on the mainmast, and the
line of marines presented arms.
The King, who was educated a naval officer, was greatly interested
in the Baltimore. He spent two hours and a half in a critical and
searching examination, inspecting every detail and frequently expressing satisfaction and praise.
On leaving the ship his majesty was again saluted with twenty-one
guns.
On the 21st instant the Swedish naval officers took the officers of the
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Baltimore on an excursion among the beautiful islands of the Baltic on
board the swift steamer Victor-ia. An elaborate lunch was served on
deck, and the repast was enlivened by music, toasts, and good cheer.
On the 23d, at half past 9 o'clock in the forenoon, the Baltimo're
sailed away from Stockholm, leaving behind a very favorable impression and carrying away, I have no doubt, many agreeable memories.
The many courtesies shown the officers of the Baltinwre were granted
partly because they represented the Navy of a friendly nation; but
these courtesies are chiefly due to the fact that the Swedes deeply and
warmly appreciate the ho!!or done by America to the memory of John
Ericsson, and thereby to Sweden, and they Rought to manifest this appreciation by special attentions to the officers of the ship that brought
Ericsson home.
,John Ericsson now rests in his native land, and the Baltimore has
steamed away from Swedish waters, and I am sure both Americans and
Swedes may congratulate themselves aud each other that an honorable
act of international courtesy has been so successfully carried out in
mrery particular and has left behind only the happiest results.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
lJfr. Thomas to JJtr. Blaine.
No. 80.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S1'ATES,

Stockholm, October 23, 1890. (Received November 7.)
SIR: Referring to jOUr instruction No. 38 of May 15 and my dispatches No. 60 of June 2 anrl. No. 66 of July 7, I have now the honor
to inform you that on October 3, 1890, the King of Sweden and Norway
named Otto Conrad Waldemar Cedercrantz, a Swedish subject and
associate justice of the Swedish court of appeals, to be chief justice of
Samoa, in accordance with the provisions of article III of the treaty
of Berlin.
I have also the honor to inclose herewith a copy of the note of Count
Lewenhaupt, minister of foreign affairs, informing me of this nomination, and a copy of a translation of the commission of Judge Cedercrantz as chief justice of Samoa, granted by the King.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
Linclosure 1 in No. 80.-Translation.j

Count Lewenhaupt to Mt·. Thornas.
STOCKIIOLM, Ociobe!' 3, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: In the note which yon addressed to me on the 2d of last June, you
requested that in virtue of article III, section 2, of the general act signed at Berlin ou
June 14, 1889, between the plenipotentiaries of the United States of America, Germany, and Great Britain, with a view to preserve the neutrality and autonomy of the
islands of San'l.Oa, His Majesty the King, my august sovereign, would be pleased to
name a person for the post of chief justice of those islands.
The minister of Her Britannic Mniesty and the charge d'affaires of Germany
addressed me on the same date similar notes.
In response to a communication from this ministry that the King had chosen for
this post Mr. 0. C. W. Cedercrantz. you addressed to me another note of date of the
19th September, informing me t!Jat this choice would be agreeable to your Government,
and a similar notification was also made by the representatives of Germany and Great
Britain.
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I have now the honor to inform you that His Majesty the King has nominated for
the post of chief justice of the islands of Samoa Mr. Otto Conrad Waldemar Cedercrantz, doctor at law and associate justice of the court of appeals of Sweden.
In inclosing herewith a translation of the act by which the King baR nominated Mr.
Cedercrantz to the post in question, I beg that you will give notice thereof to your
Government, advising it at the same time that identic notes have been addressed
to the representatives of Germany and Great Britain near this court.
Accept, etc.,
LEWENHAUPT.

Linclosure.l

Commission of Judge Cedercmntz as chief justice of Samoa.
We, Oscar II, by the grace of God King of Sweden and Norway and of the Goths and
Vandals, hereby give notice that His Majesty the Emperor of Germany and King of
Prussia, the President of the United States of America, and Her Majesty the Queen
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, having, in
virtue of an act concerning the neutrality and independence of the islands of Samoa,
signed at Berlin on the 14th day of June, ltlS9, by their Governments, requested through
their representatives accredited at our court that we would be pleased to designate
a chief justice for the islands of Samoa: Now, therefore, we, agreeably to the wish
which they have expre8sed to us, have named and authorized, as by these present
full powers we do authorize and name, the Sieur Otto Conrad Waldemar Cedercrantz
doctor at law and associate justice of our court of appeals of Sweden, etc., to be
chief justice of the islands of Samoa. In testimony whereof we have signed these
presents with our own hand and have affixed our seal royal. Done at the Chateau
of Stockholm this third day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety.
[L. 8.]

OSCAR.
LEWENHAUPT.

C.

Mr. Thomas to Mr. Blaine.
No. 82.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, October 27, 1890. (Received November 11.)
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that on Tuesday, September 16,
while the Baltimore was still lying in the harbor of Stockholm, I was
waited on at the legation of the United States by seven Swedish gentlemen, forming a deputation of the Swedish Inventors' Society. The
deputation, through its president, Commander C. C. Engstrom, then
formally presented me with an address, beautifully engrossed upon
parchment, requesting me to convey the hearty thanks of the Swedish
Inventors' Society to the Government of the United States for the honor
paid the inventor Ericsson by causing his body to be brought home to
his native country in a manner so distinguished and exceptional.
I received the testimonial in behalf of the United States, making a
speech of acknowledgment therefor, and afterwards entertained the
gentlemen of the deputation with a collation.
As President Engstrom suggested that his society would be pleased
to receive a reply in writing, I sent him next day a formal acknowledgment addressed to the gentlemen of the deputation.
I transmit under separate cover the original address of the Swedish
Inventors' Society and inclose herewith a copy of my letter in reply
thereto.
I have also the honor to inform you that on the evening of September
15 I received a telegram from the governot' of the province of Wermland, Sweden, stating that the Swedes present at a banquet which took
place immediately after the burial of Ericsson had drank the toast to
the President of the United States.
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To this polite message I immediately replied by sending a telegram
of thanks.
I inclose herewith a translation of the telegram of the governor of
W ermland and a copy of my reply thereto.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 82.1

Swedish Inventors' Society to M1·. Thorna1.
His Excellency W. W. THOMAS, JR.,
Envoy Extraorclinary and Ministe1· Plenipotentiary
f01· the United States of North America in Sweden and No?·way:
The Swedish Inventors' Society begs, through this its deputation, respectfnlly to
request that you, Mr. Minister, will have the goodness to convey to your Government
the hearty thanks of the Swedish Inventors' Society for the great acknowledgment
which has been shown our celebrated countryman, Capt. John Ericsson, as an inventor by causing his body to be brought home to his native country in a manner so
distinguished and exceptional.
.
Our society, though young in pedigree, nevertheless looks upon J. Ericsson as having emanated from the clabs of persons who form this our society; the same known
difficulties and struggles, disappointed hopes, but sometimes also exultations have
likewise been met with, and will continue to be met with, by all inventors in all
times.
But if J. Ericsson's struggle in this life was hard, his reward was a great triumph.
He occupied the first rank amongst inventors, not only through the geniality of his
inventions, but he knew also how the sa.me should be carried out practically. Not
enough with this, he had a unique ability which only a few inventors can in any
degree boast of. He knew to wit to choose the right point of time and the proper
manner for carrying his projects, and in such a case, opinions can not be divided, that
his Monitor could never have made its appearance more appropriately, either in respect of the point of time for its construction, q,r nature of its details of construction,
adapted for the sea waters wbere it was intended to work, and the short time for
effectuating H. In a few words, the Monitor was just what was required for the occasion, and was without its equal in the whole world at the point of time for its
appearance at the seat of hostilities.
It happened thus, that its management in the combat by experienced and skillful
officers and men by itself was equally excellent, so that the brilliant victory also
followed.
As the Swedish Inventors' Society feels itself, through this magnificent homage of
John Ericsson's memory and work of life, honored and encouraged, it is our desire to
tender in this manner and on this occasion to the Government of t;he United States of
North America and the people of the great Republic our thankfulness, we regarding
this homage of the inventor also as an acknowledgment of invention activity as one
of the most powerful levers of civiliz&.tion. The Government of North America bas
by this action given an example which without doubt will bear fruit and prompt to
imitation by other governments and people.

C. C. ENGSTROM,
Commander in the Reserve, Royal Stcedish Navy, Aid-de-Camp
to His Majesty the King of Sweden, P.resitlent.
OTTO FAHNEHJELM.

Civil Engineer, Vice P1·esldent.
WITH. RIDDERSTAD,

Captain in the Royal Swedish Life Gum·d.
C. WITTENSTR()M,
Civil Engineer.
GUSTAV DE LAVEL,

Ph. Doctor, Civil Engineer.
CARL SETTERBERG,

Ph. Doctor and Chemist.
N. A. ALEXANDERSON,
Engineer, Secretary.
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 82.]

Mr. 1'/tornas to aeputies of the Swedish Invento1·s' Society.

Commander C. C. ENGSTROM, P1·esident j Civil Engineer OTTO FAIINEHJELM, Vice
Prc8ident; Capt<tin WITH. RIDDERSTAD, Pll. Doctor GUSTAV DE LAVAL, Ph. Doctor
CARL SETTI<mBEHG, Civil Engineer C. WrTTENSTROM, Engineer N. A. ALEXANDERSON, Sec1·eta1·y:
GENTLEMEN: I bad the honor of receiving from your hands yesterday, at the legation of the United States, an address, beautifully engrossed upon parchment, in which
the Swedish Inventors' Society requested, through you, its deputation, that I would
convey to my Government the hearty thanks of your society for the honor America
had sho.wn the memory of John Ericsson by sending home his remains to his native
country in so distinguished and exceptional a manner. As I desire that the acknowledgment of such a testimonial may appear upon therecords of your honoralJle society,
permit me now to express briefly in writing what I stated to you more fully at the
time of the presentation:
·
That, in behalf of the Government of the United States, I beg to convey to you its
sincere thanks for the address and for the appreciative and sympathetic sentiments
expressed therein.
The great Swedish-American, whose death as well as life bas drawn our two countries more closely together, was greatest as au inventor.
It was as an inventor that Ericsson gave to America the Monitor that at a critical
moment rendered the Republic inestimable service.
It seems to me, therefore, peculiarly fitting that a society of Swedish inventors
should proffer its thauhs to the Government and people of the United States fbr
honors bestowed upon your illustrious feJlow-countryman and fellow-worker;- and I
beg you to believe it will be a peculiar pleasure to me to forward your address to my
Government, which, I am sure, will receive it with feelings_of profound satisfaction.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, Jr.,
United States ..Minister.

[Inclosure 3 in No. 82.-Translation.]
'I

Governm· JJfalmboeg to Mr Thornas.

l<'ILIPSTAD, September 15, 1890.
In Jolm Ericsson's native province, the Swedish men present at his bmialhavo at
a baniJnet immediately following, drank the health of the Chief of State of that
land which witnessed the triumph of Ericsson's greatest achievement, which toast
they request will be forwarded by you to the President.
ADOLF MALMBOEG,
Govm·rwr of the Pr·ovince of Wermland.

[Inclosure 4 in No. 82.]

Mr. Thornas to Govm·nor Mctlmboeg, Filipstad.

STOCKHOLM, September 15, 1890.
Thanl\s for your toast to the Chief Magistrate of America, which I gladly forward
to the President.
THOMAS.

Mr. Thomas to Jll[r. Blaine. ·
No. 83.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, October 29,1890. (Recei\Ted November 11.)
SIR: In order 1Llat the files of the Department of State may be complete upon the subject of a solemn act of international courtesy, I have
the honor to inclose copies of the correspondence that passed between
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this legation and the Swedish foreign office in reference to the transportation and recept,ion of the remains of John Ericsson, to wit:
A note from Mr. Thomas to Count Lewenhaupt, dated Aug-ust 20, 1890,
conveying the information that the Government of the United States
would send the body of Ericsson to Sweden on board the U.S. S. Bal·
timore.
A note from Count Lewenhaupt to Mr. Thomas, dated September 5,
expressing the thanks of the Swedish Government for this grand courtesy.
A note from Mr. Thomas to Count Lewenhaupt, dated September 13,
announcing the arrival of the Baltimore, bearing the remains of Ericsson, at Stockholm, and asking at what time and place it would be convenient for Sweden to receive from America the ashes of one of Sweden's greatest sons.
And lastly, a note from Count Lewenhaupt to Mr. Thomas, of same
date, designating Sundayl September 14, 1890, at 1:30 o'clock in the
afternoon, on board the Baltimore, as the time and place for the solemn
ceremony.
I have, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, Jr.
finclosure 1 in No. 83.]

Mr. Thomas to Count Lewenhaupt.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
.
Stockholm, August 20, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to i.aform you that I am this day advised by my Government
that the remains of the late Capt. John Ericsson will be placed, with solemn and appropriate ceremonies, on board the United States ship of war Baltimore, in New York
harbor, on August 23, for immediate transportation to Sweden, his native country.
The United States has assumed this duty in respon~;e to an intimation from the
Swedish Government that such an act would be regarded with peculiar satisfaction
by the Government and people of Sweden, and also in response to the well-known
wishes of Ericsson.
My country desires, furthermore, to surround the embarkation and transportation of
the body of the great Swedish-American with every mark of respect and honor, in
order to express its appreciation of the great services rendered by Ericsson to America,
as well as its sympathy and kindly feeling for the land that gave Ericsson birth.
I gladly embrace, etc.,
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 83.-Translation.]

Count Lewenhaupt to Mt·. Thomas.

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Stockholm, Sepiernber 5, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: In your letter of August 20, you have been so good as to inform us
that the mortal remains of the late Capt. John Ericsson would be conveyed to
Sweden on the ship of war Baltirnore, and we have since received information that
the vessel might shortly be expected at Stockholm.
I am directed to express to you, Mr. Minister, our sincere gratitude for the great
courtesy with whlch the Government of the United States has responded to our desire to receive the remains of our illustrious compatriot. It is well known that the
deceased had preserved a lively affection for the country of his origin, though he had
made anotlier country his by adoption, and as, during his latter days, he expressed
the wish to be bnried in his native land, it has afforded us, his compatriots, great
satisfaction to realize this desire.
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
LEWENHAUPT.
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[Inclosure 3 in No. 83.]

Mr. 1'hmnas to Count Lewenhaupt.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Stockholm, September 1:~, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the United States ship of war Baltimo1·e
arrived at the port of Stockholm last evening, bearing on board the remains of the
great Swedish-American, John Ericsson.
The commander of the Baltimore, Captain Schley, is instructed by the American
Government to deliver the remains to the American minister, at Stockholm.
I would ~llerefore request Your Excellency to inform me at what time aud place it
will be convenient for the Government of Sweden to receive from the United States,
by my hands, the honored ashes of one of Sweden's greatest sons.
I am, etc.,

W. W. THOMAS,

JR.

[Inclosure 4 in No. 83.-Tranalation.]

Count Lewenhaupt to M1·. 1'homa8.
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

Stockholm, Septembm· 13, 1S90.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of to-day, by which
you announce the arrival at Stockholm of the ship of war Baltimore. You inform me
at the same time that you are directed to deliver into the hands of the Swedish authorities the casket containing the remains of the late Capt. J. Ericsson.
In response, I have the honor to inform you that Rear-Admiral Peyron has been directed to receive the casket. For this purpose he will go on board the ship Baltimore
to-morrow at 1 o'clock p. m., accompanied by Mr. Beyer, director-general and exchief of administration of bridges and roads, and Mr. Sch6nmeyr, ex-captain, commander in the royal marine.
I have already expressed to you, Mr. Minister, how sensible my Government and
the people of Sweden have been of the honors paid to the memory of the illustrious
deceased by the Government of the United States. In reiterating to you in the
name of His Majesty's Government the expressions of our sincere gratitude for the
~ympat.hetic courtesy of your Government toward the Swedish nation, of which the
mission of the Baltimore furnishes the proof.
I avail myself, etc.,
LEWENHAUPT.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF SWEDEN
AND NORV\T AY AT WASHINGTON.

Mr. Wharton to Mr. Grip.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, August 5, 1890.
SIR : I have the honor to inclose herewith a letter from the Acting
Secretary of the Navy of the 2d instant, inviting you to be present, accompanied by the members of your legation and such consular officers
of Sweden as you may designate, on the occasion of the ceremonies
which are to take place at New York the 23d instant, preparatory to the
embarkation of the remains of the late Capt. John Ericsson on board
the United States steamer Baltimore for transport11tion to his native
land, their final resting place.
Accept, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
Acting Secretary.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
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Mr. Soley to M1-. G1·ip.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, August 2, 1890.
SIR: In response to an intimation conveyed in December last by the minister of'
foreign affairs of Sweden and Norway, through the United States minhter at Stockholm, to the Department of State, the Navy Department has made arrangements to
embark the remains of the late Capt. John Ericsson on board the U.S. S. Baltinw1·e
on the 23d instant, for transportation to his native country. It is a source of peculiar
satisfaction to the Department that it should have the opportunity of paying a final
tribute ofrespect to the memory of the illustrious Swedish inventor, whose greatest
achievements in mf!lchanical science are so closely associated with the history of the
U.S. Navy.
I beg to ex,press the hope that you will find it iu your power to be present on the
occasion, and will accompany the remains from the point of embarkation to the Baltirno1'e, with such members of your legation ancl such officers of the consular service
of Sweden in this country as you may designate.
I have, etc.,
J. R. SOLEY,
Acting Sec1·etary of the Navy.

Mr. Grip to Mr. Wharton.
[Translation.]

LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY,
Washington, August 9,1890. (Received August 13.)
Mr. SECRE1'ARY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
your communication of the 5th instant, inclosing me a letter from the
Secretary of the Navy, who does me the honor to invite me to be present at the embarkation of the mortal remains of John Ericsson on the
ship of war Baltimore at New York on the 23d instant.
I take the liberty to transmit herewith a reply by which I have the
honor to accept the invitation which the Navy Department has kindly
addressed to me.
.Be pleased to accept, etc.,
.A.. GRIP.
[Inclosure.-Translation.]

1\fr. G1·ip to the Acting Secretary of the Navy.

LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY,
Washington, August 9, 1890.
Mr. SECRETARY: By a letter of the 2d instant, you have been so kind as to inform
me that the Navy Department has given orders for the conveyance of the mortal remains of John Ericsson to the country of his birth, aml that they will be embarked
on the man-of-war Baltinw1·e at the port of New York on the 23d instant .
. In answer to the invitation that you have done me the honor to send me, I hasten to
imform you that I will consider it a duty, if possible, to be at that time in New York
in order to assist at the embarkation.
His majesty's consul at New York will also have the honor of being present.
Accept, etc.,

A. Gml'.
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Mr. Wharton to Mr. G,rip.
DEPAR1'MENT OF STATE,
Washington, August 21, 1R90..
SIR: I have the honor to inclose for your information copy of the
order* issued by the Acting Secretary of the Navy on the 18th instant,
in reference to the salute to the flag of Sweden to be fired on the occa·
sion of the embarkation of the remains of Captain Ericsson.
Acceyt, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WIUR'l'ON,

Acting Secretary.

Mr. Grip to Mr. Wharton.
LTranslation.l

LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY,
Washington, August 26, 1890. (Received August 29.)
Mr. SECRE'l'ARY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
your communication of the 21st instant, inclosing me a copy of the
order of the day of the Secretary of the Navy of the 18th instant, relative to ·a sa1ute to be fired in honor of the Swedish flag on the occasion
of the embarkation of the remains of John Ericsson. I beg that Your
Excellency will have the kindness to transmit to the proper authority
the expression of my profound gratitucle for this testimonial which t.he
Secretary of the Navy has so courteously rendered to the flag of the
conntry which I have the honor to represent here.
I avail myself, also, of this occasion to express my thanks to Your Excellency for l1aving, in response to my telegram of the 22d instant,
caused the order to be given for the disembarking of the remains of
John Ericsson at Gothenburg, where the authorities have already received orders for its reception.
lle pleased to accept, etc.,
A. GRIP.
*For inclosure see inclosure to instructions No. 50, dated August 26, 1800, to United
States rninistu1· to Swc<len and Norway.

TURKEY.
Mr. Blaine to 1llr. Hit·sch.
No. 39.]

DEPARTMEN'l' OF' STATE,

Washington, December 7, 1889.
SIR: I transmit, in further relation to the subject of instruction No. 27
of the 8th of November last, a copy of a letter from Mr. Judson Smith,
of the American Boar<l of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and of
the inclosure thereof, expressing apprehensions that Moussa Bey, tho
alleged assailant of the American missionaries Hev. Mr. Knapp and
Dr. Raynolds, in 1882, may escape the legal punishment for his wrongdoing, which it was hoped might lJe the possible result of his present
trial at Constantinople.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure in No. 39.]

M1·. Smith to M1·. Elaine.
Al\IEIUCAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS,
CONGREGATIONAL HOUSE, 1 SOMIWSET STREET,

Boston, December 2, 1880. (Received December 4.)
DEAH Sm: I inclose herewith a copy of a part of a letter rPcently rPceived from
one of our most valued missionaries at Constantinople, Rev. Henry 0. Dwight. It
is Mr. Dwight's special duty, by arrangement of the mission, to be in communication with the American legation and the Turkish Government and to lend his aid
in anyway where the offices of th~ legation are called for and special dealings with
the 'rurldsh Government are required. The case .referred to is that of Moussa Bey,
which is doubtless well known to yon personally, as it has made no little stir in
newRpapers on this side the sea and in England also. Undoubtedly the reference
to this case made by Mr. Gladstone in the daily press of London some weeks ago
has met your eye. The correspondence which is on file at Washington for the years
refened to in Mr. Dwight's letter will fumish any further detail of facts that
may be needful beyond what is contained in this letter of Mr. Dwight's. The important thing to be considered now is, how proper influence can be brought to be.ar
by our Government upon the Turkish Government to see that justice is done this
lawless robber and murderer, who is the dread of all eastern Turkey and at whoRe
bauds American citizens have suffered such indignities. "' ... * I am confident
that we shall not look to our Government in vain for the manifestation of its purpose
in this matter which is so urgently needed by the situation in Constantinople.
The efficient manner in which, on a critical occasion in l"i-!2, Daniel Webster, then
Secretary aJ State, made representation of the purpose of the American Government
to secure its just rights at the bands of th~ Sublime Porte is one of the glorious traditions of our national history. I am confident that the Government of to-day is not
one whit behind th'at of President Tyler, nor the courage that administers the Depart.
ment of State inferior to that wielded by Webster.
Aekuow le<lging with hearty appreciation the ver.v prompt and efficient action taken
in the affairs of our missionaries in the Caroline ltilands, reported in your favor of
November 25, aud with reuewed a&surauces of respect and confidence.
· ··
I bavc, etc.,
··
JUDSON SMITH,

Jl' R PQ ~

!~reign

4(}

Qcoreta1'p1 4• JJ, c. F. M.
.
7~1
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[Inclosure.]

As to Moussa Bey, the Kord, let me go over the history of the Knapp-Raynolds
case. With the details of the attack on them yoU: are familiar. When Dr. Raynolds
and Mr. Knapp arrived at Bitlis in their wounded condition the pasha of Bitlis sent
out troops to arrest the criminals. The officer in command of the troops went to t.he
father of Moussa Bey and asked him to help find the men. Mhsa Bey, the father1
promptly took an interest in the matter and sent over to another tribe of Kords
against whom be bad a grudge, and caught four of their men at random, and delivered
them up to the Turks as the criminals. In order to fix the crime more solidly upon
these IUen, some of Mirsa's men tossed into the window of the room where they were
confined a bundle containing somf'oof tbA things that had been taken from the missionaries. The missionaries naturally failed to identify these men, and they were afterwards released. Meanwhile the British embassy ordered its consul at Van to go "~o
the spot and learn for our legation all that could be found out in regard to the matter,
and the consul reported that there was no concealment of the fact, on the ground,
that the attack had been made by Moussa Bey with his servant and two other Kords
whose names he gave, and that the attack was made by Moussa in revenge for a fancied slight put upon him by the missionaries the day before.
Upon the urgent demand of our legation that Moussa and his companions should
be arrestecl and tried, the Government at length summoned Mr. Knapp (in October,
1883) to look at a party of Kords and see if he could identify any of them. He at
once picked out one of them as the man who had cut down Dr. Raynolds, saying
that he would remember his face to his dying day. '£his man proved to be Moussa
Bey himself. Lord Dufferin, the British ambassador, now informed our legation
. that Moussa Bey had been positively identified by Mr. Knapp, and Mr. Knapp sent
to the legation a detailed statement of the circumstances of the identification, adding a description of the man which thoroughly accords with the appearance uf
Mouesa, as I have seen him. But Mirsa Bey, Moussa's father, visited Bitlis at this
time, and, it is believed, paid the pasha about $1,000, as a bribe, to save his son. At
all events, the officials doctored the report of the proceedings in such a way as to
show that Mr. Knapp failed to identify anyone as the criminal and the Sublime Porte
reported to General Wallace in that sense. On the strong remonstrance of our legation, the Porte now informed the legation that the papers wo"Gld be brought on to
Constantinople for examination. Later (early in 1885) the minister of foreign affairs informed the legation that tlie interrogating magistrate and the deputy public
prosecutor of Bitlis had been found guilty of "grave irregularities and had been
placed under judgment." This was taken by the legation as an acknowledgment
of their alteration of the record, and the arrest of Moussa Bey was again demanded.
The Porte said that the authorities were using every effort to arrest the criminal,
without mentioning his name, however. The governor of Bitlis did, in fact, summon Moussa to appear before the court, but he declined, and defied the troops afterwards sent out to bring him by force. There the matter rested, after General Wallace
demanded money indemnity, which was refused on the ground that appeal to the
courts was the proper remedy for the missionaries to take. Both Mr. Frelinghuysen
and Mr. Bayard held that the identity of Moussa Bey with the assailant of Dr. Raynolds bad been proved beyond the possibility of doubt, and ordered the legation to
inform the·Porte that the United States Government awaits the punishment of this
man. The documents were pigeon-holed by the Porte and that was all the result.
Now that Moussa Bey is here in the power of the Government the Eastern mission
requested our legation to demand his arrest and punishment. This has been done by
Mr. King, the charge d'affaires, in a clear and good note, but no attention has been
paid to the demand by the Turks. What I have to suggest is, whether it would not be
well for the board to call the attention of the President or of Mr. Blaine to this case
with a view to having the legation here furnished with fresh instructions to press
strongly for the punishment of Moussa Bey-. * * * The legation is acting on the
general principle implied in the instructions of Mr. Bayard, and new and strong instructions might do much good.
Yours, very truly,
HENRY

0.

DWIGHT,

Mr. King to Mr. Blaine.
No. 59.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, December 10, 1889. (Received December 31.)
SIR : Some copies of a Bible dictionary sent out for sale by the Bible
Bop.se to local agents wefe recently seized at Erzerum, and othef copies
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of the same work were seized at Salonica, and the local Ottoman official
at Salonica tore out one or more pages from each of these books, and
then offered to return the books thus mutilated to the book agent.
Each of these books, as all others sent out by the Bible Honse, contained
a printed notice giving the date and number of the permission of the
ministry of public instruction to print and sell the book.
Such seizures have happened from time to time.
Therefore, while regulating these particular seizures, I thought it
would be well if I could procure a general instruction from the Sublime
Porte to the local officials of such a nature as to prevent, or at least to
render less frequent, such seizures, which are inconvenient and troublesome to the book department of the Bible House. It is not practicable to
put the stamp of the ministry of public instruction on each book, because
that would necessitate the sending back to Constantinople many books
which are already in various cities in the interior of this Empire.
But the Grand Vizier and the minister of public instruction have agreed
to stamp a general catalogue of books duly authorized, and to send
instructions not to seize the books therein named. I inclose a copy of
a note I have sent to the minister of public instruction on the subject.
This proposition, before being accepted, must go before and receive the
approval of the board of education, some members of which are less
liberal than the Grand Vizie1· or the minister of public instruction, and
are, in fact, reactionary in their policy, and will doubtless try to raise
objections to this simple and practicable plan of preventing these difficulties. However, I hope that it will be accepted, or will result in
some amelioration of the situation.
· I may add that, owing to the frequent changes of officials in the Ottoman service and the absence of a fixed policy, and especially on account
of the natural conflicts between two civilizations and religions so different, no absolute and permanent settlement of many of the difficulties we have in reference to books and schools and churches can be
expected.
I have, etc.,
PENDLE'l'ON KING.
[Inclosure in No. 59. j

M1'. King to Munij Pasha.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, Dwembe1' 7, 1889.
As Your Excellency is aware, books sent out for sale by the American missionaries are sometimes seized in the interior, notwithstanding that they have
been authorized by the ministry of public instruction and bear the date and number
of the authorization.
To prevent such seizures, which are troublesome to Your Excellency as well as to
the missionaries, I have proposed to His Highness the Grand Vizier to have prepared
a catalogue of books authorized for sale, each title to include the number and date
of its authorization. Then each of these catalogues is to receive the seal of the ministry of public instruction, with a statement that every book mentioned in the catalogue has been duly authorized, and these catalogues are to be sent to the local book
agents. Finally, His Highness the Grand Vizier will instruct the different valis, and
through them all local Ottoman authorities, not to seize nor interfere with any book
whose title appears in this stamped catalogue. His Highness the Grand Vizier r~gards
this as satisfactory and practical, and is willing to accept it if it is satisfactory to
Your Excellency.
As Your Excellency informed me verbally this week that such an arrangement would
be satisfactory to you, I would be much obliged to you if you would kindly inform
roe when I shall instruc~ tbe zpission~~if;l!! ~P prepare ~uch a catalogue.
Accept, etc.,
MR. MI~ISTEn:

P.ll:NDl.lJ;'fO~ .KINQ-,

.

-
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lJfr. King to Mr. Blaine.
(Extract.]

No. 62.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Constantinople, December 19, 1889. (Received January 10, 1890.)
SIR: In connection with my number 34 of October 16last, I have the
honor to inform you that the trial of Moussa Bey on the first batch
of charges against him has ended and he has been acquitted.
The case has been carried up to the court of cassation on appeal.
I inclose the account of the trial as given in the Levant Herald, which
is, I am informed, imperfect; but still it gives a general idea of how the
case was conducted. The trial was public, and was regularly attended
in an unofficial manner by Mr. Gargiulo, the dragoman of this legation,
and a dragoman of the British embassy.
Sheuld the verdict not be reversed by the court of cassation, he will
probably be tried on other charges, as many stand against him yet,
and the witnesses are here; some of which charges are more serious
than those for which he has been tried.
The Grand Vizier has on dHl'erent occasions spoken very frankly with
me about this matter, and he has impressed me, as well as others, as
being sincere. In the course of a recent conversation he said: "I hope
he will be convicted. * * * I regard him as a brigand. * * *
I do not expect to allow him to return to his country" (Kurdistan).
The condition of affairs in Armenia and this trial continue to attract
considerable attention in England, and on the continent also.
The KOlnische Zeitung recently (December 10) had an article severely
reflecting on the manner in which the trial was conducted.
Pub1ic opinion here, even among the Turks, is becoming stronger
against him. Considering these things, and the attitude of the Grand
Vizier, and the pressure of the British ambassador, Sir William A.
White, who grasps the important political bearings of the " .Armenian
question" far better than the Turks themselves, my own impression is
that Moussa wHl be banished to some remote province. But it is quite
possible that the case will drag its slow length along for many months.
I inclose a copy of the Porte's reply to my note of October 7 last,
which I have recently received.
Two things struck me in reading this: (1) The attempt to draw my
attention from the main point by speaking of the articles taken from
Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds; (2) the minister of justice has evidffiltly
not carefully studied the past history of the case. I inclose a copy of
my answer, which I hope will continue the pressure against Moussa, and
which I trust will meet your approval.
I may add that, aside from the consideration of local justice and the
welfare of the plaintiffs in these cases against Moussa Bey, the trial has
an important political bearing. It is the general opinion, except among
the Turks, that Moussa Bey is a violent, bad, and very dangerous man;
if he be not punished, it will give just grounds for renewed complaints
against Turkish administration and especially against the Turkish
courts.
I have, etc.,
PENDLETON KING.

'

Llnclosure 1 in No. 62.]
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following members: Emin Effendi, Tabsin Effendi, Nicolaki Effendi, and Artin
EffendiMostidjian. The imperial proctor wasHalid Bey, proctor-general of the court
of appeal. Izzet Bey and Mehmed Ali Bey, ex-proctor-general at Mossonl, were counsel for Moussa Bey; the party for the prosecution was represented by Simon Eftlmdi
Tinghir,
At midday the court was already filled to overflowing, the trial being in every respect of great popular interest. Outside the court hnn<h·eds of persons were stationed,
eager to gain admittance if possible.
Before the members of the tribunal enterecl the court Mighirditch, one of the accusers took his seat in the court and with him tqe woman Koumash, the widow of
Malkhos, whom Moussa Bey is accused of murdering. The unhappy woman was in a
very nervous state and wept contiunally throughout the proceedmgs.
At about half-past 12 Moussa Rey was brought in, and a quarter of an hour
laterthe members of the tribunal took their seats. Behind the president sat Gen.
Tewfik Pa'iha and an aid-de-camp of the Sultan and several dragomen of the foreign missions.
The proctor-general then addressed t.he court. He said that the order of the day
included two counts of the accusation, but that the count regarding the murder of
MaJkhos must be adjourned to another day, as the legal delay of 5 days for the
rnazbata of the charnbre des mises en accusation regarding this matter had not yet expired. The judges accepted this view. Upon this the proctor-general passed to the
consideration of the count relative to the accusation brought by the Armenian
Ohannes and his son Migbirditch.
In this aftair the proctor-general said Mighirditch can not really be considered as a
party, be having only played the part of denunciator in favor of his father. The latter, although a party in the trial, had notregularly appointed an attorney, and consequently Simon Effendi Tinghir, his counsel, could not to-day legally represent him.
Izzet Bey and Mebmed Ali Bey, attorneys for Moussa Bey, spoke in their turn and
supported the views expressed uy the imperial proctor.
Simon Etli:mdi Tinghir, counsel for the accusers, spoke in a contrary sense. He
maintained that the man Migbirditcb had also sustained losses; that he was present
in the examination of the affairs as a party in the trial, and that he signed the
two petitions presented in co:1noction with the affair to His Imperial Majesty the
Sultan. On Wednesday ni~ht a telegram to this effect was addressed to Ohannes.
"We do not know," added ~imon Effendi_, "why the answer has not yet come, but it
will no doubt reach here verv soon."
The tribunal, however, disinisscd the subject, and declared that for the present it
would only occupy itself with the hearing of the witnesses.
The clerk then read the act of accusation reLative to the Ohannes affair, of which
the following is a summary:
Three years ago, on the night of July 24 (old style), Moussa, accompanied by his
brothers and some other persons, came to the village of Ardak, in the sandja.k of Moush,
and set fire to a barn and a store of straw belonging to a man named Ohannes; he then
entered the dwelling of the latter by forcing an entrance through a bole he had made
in tho wall, and by threats and menaces extorted from Ohannes the sum of £t.20.
The PRESIDENT. Moussa Boy, what have you to say to this'
MoussA BEY. I do not know Turkish well, and I express myself with difficulty in
that language.
The PRESIDENT. Say what you can.
Moussa Bey then made the following statement:
At that time I wa.s in a locality situated about 30 hours from Arclak when the
fire occured. In any case I could not in my capacity of mndir, that is to say, a Government official having the confidence of the Government, commit such an act.
The PRESIDENT. In a word, you deny having set fire to Ohannes's barn f
MoussA. I deny it absolutely.
The PRESIDENT. What have you to object to the accusation brought against you
regarding the extortion of £ t.20 1
MoussA BEY. I did not extort the £t.20. I had lent £t.100 to Ohannes. He sent
me one day 40 medjidies as an installment of his debt, and also a quantity of sugar
melonR, pnmpkins, etc., which represented my part of the produce of a field which
we were cultivating together.
Here the proctor-general intervened and proposed to hear the witnesses. There
were six of them ; the proctor-general demanded that all wit.nesses except the one
under examination should be removed, so that one may not bear what the other says.
"Several contradictions have already been noticed in their declarations, and if this
precaution is not taken, it will be impossible to clear up the matter satisfactorily and
mete out justice, which is our sole aim."
The court agreed to this proposal. Boghos, one of the witnesses, was then
oalled.
Boghos said that he saw the fire on the night of the 2l~;t of JuJy. He ran to the spot,
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where be perceived Moussa Bey, Eumer Bey, and Jago Bey, and another person, all
on horseback. There were several other persons there whom he did not know. He
saw Monssa Bey put fire to the straw lying outside the barn. The horsemen then left
the village, firing some shots. He (the witness) called out to the villagers to extinguish the fire. 'rwo men who were sleeping in the barn were nearly burnt to death;
wllen rescued by the villagers their clothes were already on fire. He, the witness,
took care to avoid Moussa Bey's presence. "I did not want to be seen by him, because I am afraid of him; he kills the people." Examined as to the motives wbicll
may have impelled Moussa Bey to commit the act, the witness said there existed a
strong enmity between Moussa Bey and Ohannes. The proctor then asked the witness to name the colors of the hon•es ridden by Moussa Bey and his companions. •
This the witness did, and then added tllat he saw the journeyman Yakoub arrive on
the spot at the same time as he did.
The PROCTOR. Did Yakoub see you also f
WITNESS. That does not concern me; let Yakoub say whether he saw me or not.
The Proctor, continuing the cross-examination of the witness Boghos, put s-everal questions regarding the particulars of the rescue of the men in the barn, etc.
He asked, among other things, how the clothes of these two men which were on fire
were extinguishfld, whether by throwing water on them or otherwise Y [Murmurs in
the court.]
WITNESS. liow can I know that Y It is the villagers who extinguished the flames
on t.he clothes.
In answer to another question witness declared to having seen Ohannes, the owner
of the barn, come to the spot later on.
The PRESIDENT. Where was Mighirditch all this timeT
WITNESS. I did not see him ; he was at Bitlis.
The PRESIDENT. Was it moonlight T
WITNESS. What is moonlight f
The PRESIDENT. Could you see the moon ,
WITNESS. No j it was dark.
The PuESIDENT. What day did the event occur f
WITNESS. In the night of 24th of July.
Izzet Bey, counsel for Moussa Bey, then put some questions regarding the particulars of the fire and the position taken up by Moussa Bey and llis brothers on the spot.
The first witness was then removed from court and the second witness, Yakoub, called.
Yakoub is an old man, speaking with a broken voice which is llardly audible.
The deposition of the witness may be summarized as follows: He saw the fire and
hastened to the spot; here he espied three horsemen engaged in firing the straw; he
gave the alarm; he recognized Moussa Bey, Eumer Bey, and Mourad Bey; the two
first were on horseback. Several villagers came to the spot, bnt when they arrived
Moussa Bey was gone. He heard in the distance the firing of two shots. Two servants who were in the barn were rescued. He saw Boghos on the spot.
The PRESIDENT. Had-Boghos arrived before or after you T
WITNESS. I do not know.
The PROCTOR. Did Boghos see you f
WITNESS. Yes.
The PROCTOR. What did he tell you T
WITNESS. Was there time to talk then T I cried out for help. I did not then say
that it was Moussa Bey who had set the fire. I said so 4 or 5 days after.
The PRESIDENT. Who was in the barn?
WITNESS. Guiaz (John) and Ovo (Avidis).
The PROCTOR. With what was the barn fired T
WITNESS (taking a few matches from the president's table). With this.
The PRESIDENT. Did you see Ohannes 7
WITNESS. No.
Questions were then put to the witness regarding the color of the horses and other
particulars.
.
The declarations of the two witnesses were thus to the effect that 3 years ago, on
the night of the 24th of July, Moussa Bey and his brothers, Eumer Bey, Jago Bey,
and Mourad Bey, fired the barn and straw of Ohannes. Their depositiOns do not
agree as regards the exact time of the fire, their meeting on the spot, the whereabouts
of Mighirditch, the suit of clothes worn by the servants in the barn, and upon some
other particulars of like importance.
The imperial proctor concluded, therefore, that the declarations of the witnesses
were contradictory. The court then rose, the next sitting being fixed for to-morrow,
Tuesday, when the witness in the matter of the murder of Malkhos will be heard.
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SECOND DAY.
The second siWng in the trial of Moussa Bey began yesterday about 12:30. As on
the first day, the court was full, and several persons who could not obtain seats remained in the precincts of the court during the proceedings. Behind the president
sat Tewfik Pasha, Ahmed Pasha, and several dragomans of the foreign missions. In
opening the sitting the president stated that Salih Bey had replaced Tahsin Effendi,
one of the judge~, who was absent owing to indisposition. Simon Efftndi Tinghir
hereupon declared that he was present on behalf of Garabet, son of Ohannes. Garabet confirmed the statement, and the court having taken note of the fact, the
case proceeded. It was mentioned that Ohannes had replied ,to the telegram sent
to him on Wednesday last, and has legally appointed Simon Effendi his attorney, of
which fact the latter begged the court to take note. ·
'l'he clerk now read the p1·oces verbal of the last sitting, which was adopted, with
some slight corrections proposed by the proctor-general, Halid Bey.
Mehmed Ali Bey, one of the counsel for the defense, asked permission to present
certain objections to the declarations of the witnesl!! in the matter of the fire. This
was opposed by the proctor-geTJ.eral, who recommended the hearing of all the witnesses before discussing their respective depositions. The court, however, agreed to
accede to the demand of Mehmed Ali Bey. Hereupon Moussa Bey rose and addressed
the court. He said that, contrary to the statements of the witnesses, there were no
shops in the village of Ardouk ; that the buildings so designated by them are simple
huts with low walls covered with a timber roof. He denied the possibility of setting
fire to them. He then stated that one of the witnesses could not possibly see or hear
anything, as he was old and deaf. Moussa Bey concluded with the declaration that
the witness bad been bribed to appear against him.
Izzet Bey, counsel for the-defense, followed, and maintained that his client was in
a locality 40 hours distant from the spot when the fire occurred. Mehmed Ali Bey,
the second counsel for the defense, also addressed the court in his turn. He criticised the declarations of the witness, laying stress upon the evident enmity of the
Armenians towards Moussa Bey.
The PROCTOR. This is quite a speech, and he only asked permission to offer some
remarks.
Mebmed Ali Bey insisted upon completing his remarks. He said that it was his
duty to defend his client from the charge of criminality, and be considered it a duty
to enlighten public opinion on the subject.
.
At the instance of the procuror-general the court refused to allow him to proceed,
and the witness Ohannes was called. Witness said be was 46 years of age, and
knew Garabet. As be was going his round~:; as bekdji, he beard a noise in the village;
it was then 4 o'clock at night. He approached and saw Moussa Bey, who threatened
to blow his brains out unless he went away. The accused and his companions then
pierced the wall, entered the bouse, and seized a number of things-linen, etc. Witness saw nothing more.
·Cross-examined on matters of detail, witness contradicted himself at times. He declared that the wall was built of earth and stones; that be was between 100 and 200
paces from the scene of the crime, and that Moussa Bey had several followers with him.
IzZET BEY. Was the wall pierced when you arrived 7
WITNESS. Nearly open. .
IZZET BEY. At what hour of the nightf
WITNESS. At 1 o'clock.
The PROCUROP. . What was the size of the hole made in the wall 7
WIT.:~mss. A pick.
The PROCUROR. How much was carried away 7
WITNESS. There were large and small bundles.
IzzET BEY. Who entered the house f
WITNESS. Mourad Bey and Eumer Bey.
PRESIDENT. At what time 7
WITNESS. Towards half-past 4.
PRESIDENT. Was it moonlight 7
WITNESS. Yes.
The PROCUROR. Who made the opening in the wall f
WITNESS. Mourad Bey and Eumer Bey ; Moussa Bey was on the roof.
Witness proceeded to describe the bouse. It was a native house, low pitched, and
containing only one spacious apartment. Witness appeared much embarrassed, and
the procuror-generalnoticed contradictions in his statements.
In reply to questions, witness said that be returned home and that other persons
informerl the proprietor of the robbery committed at his house.
The clerk read the first deposition of the witness, who declared having seen necklaces, bracelets, and other trinkets carried away by the said individuals.
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WITNESS. I was in my room; I saw a gathering of people, and went out to see what
was the mat.tcr.
The procnror-geneml again drew attention to the contradictions in the depositions
of the witnesses, whom he taxed with imperfect knowledge of the Turkish language.
It is impossible~ he declared, that there should exist so many contradictions.
Another witness was called. This man did not know Turkish. The proctor proposed that a functionary should act as interpreter. Finally one of the audience, anative of Bitlis named Manonk, was accepted in that capacity.
WITNESS. We were on the watch; I approached a place; a man called out to me,
''Go back or I'll blow your brains out." It was Moussa Bey, Ahmed Bey, and two
persons. The two were engaged in making a•1 opening in the wall of the house; tho
other two were watching the place. After taking the objects they went away. We
were hiding in a hollow.
The PROCTOR. Who was with you f
WITNBSS. Ohan, son of Nikho.
'l'he PROCTOR. \Vhat time was it f
WITNESS. Half-past 4.
The PHOCTOR. Was it moonlight f
WITNESS. The moon was low.
The PROCTOR. What do you mean f
WITNESS. The moon was 2 cubits above the horizon.
Simon Effendi explained that witness was describing the moon in her first quarter.
The PROCTOR. What month was it f
WITNESS. '!'his month.
The PROCTOR. What yearf
WITNESS. It is over 2t years ago.
IzzET Bll:Y. At what place had the witness and his companion arrived Y
The proctor remarked that this question was a repetition.
Witness declared that his attention was attracted by the barking of the dogs.
The witness Ohannes was recalled, and declared that he :J!ad come frorn an opposite
tlirection to that of the witness under examination. Witness stated that there was
nobody in the house pillaged; that they reported the robbery after the departure of
the thieves.
The court then adjourned for luncheon.
On the proceedings being resumed at 2 o'c.lock on Tuesday the witness- Boghos was
called, and Gaspar Effendi, who had acted as interpreter to the woman Koumash,
was requested to interpret for this witness, the latter not understanding Turkish.
After addressing some questions Gaspar Effendi abandoned the task, declaring that
he could not understand the dialect of the witness. A man feorn tbe audience who
gave his name as Karnik offered to act as dragoman. He unconsciously misinterpreted the declarations of the witness and murmurs were heawl in the court. As
Karnik was evidently incapable of understanding the witness, he was succeeded by a
native of Monsh.
The proctor asked bow the wall was built.
WITNESS. Iu,.loose stones and earth, without mortar.
The proctor then asked for some further explanations and declared the answers
of the witness to be contradictory.
The PROCTOR. Where was the family at this moment f
WITNESS. In the next room separate<l by a wall.
IZZET BEY. Is it the wall or the roof that was pierced? The witnesses say that it
was the wall and the roof. Moreover, as their declarations are contmdictory aud compromise the honor of my client, I request that au action be entered against them for
perjury.
The witness Hadji Kevork was called to give evidence in the matter of the stealing
of the £t.20.
WITNESS. I was at Garabet's. I saw Moussa Bey, Joso Bey, and the others. He
took the £t.20.
The PROCTOR. Where was the money found, in the house Y
WITNESS. No; in the village of Varleres.
The PROCTOR. How did Moussa Bey take the money?
WITNESS. By force. He bound the father and the son.
The PROCTOR. Where did he bind them f
WITNESI:l. To a strut.
The PxocTOR. Who counted the money 'f
WITNESS. Garabet.
'l'he PROCTOR. You said he was bonnd.
WITNESS. He was attached by the body; the hands were free.
The PROCTOR. Was he maltreated?
WITNESS. Why should he be; did he not give the money asked f [Laughter.]
The PROCTOR. Did they bind the father and the sou f
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·wiTNESS. Not the father; he is old.
'I'Lle PROCTon. You just said t,hat they had both been bonnd.
WITNESS. At tir~::~t, yes; not afterwards. They remained bound during 3 to 4 hours.
I was there.
The PROCTOI~. Where was the money found; was it in gold or silver t Gold is
very rarely to be found in villages.
WITNESS. It was in gold. Every peasant keeps one or two Turkish liras for the
taxes, so that he may not be maltreated at the time of the collecting of the taxes.
This is how £t.20 could be bronght together.
Here Moussa Bey rose and asked permission to speak. He opened his overcoat and
drew a Koran out of hi~:~ pocket; he also asked for a Bible, which was brought to him.
MoussA BEY. We Mussulmans believe in the Koran, but regard Christ as a prophet.
Therefore, I swear upon these twQ sacred books that I have not committed the acts
imputed to me. These Armenians are all against me. I have done them goorl. Let
them now say what they wish.
A discussion arose after these words between Moussa and Garabet. The tribunal
imposed silence on both.
The PROCTOR. What is the distance between the village of Ardouk and that of Varteres!
WITNESS. E'ive minutes.
The PROCTOR. With whom were yon T
WITNESS. I was with Helo.
'fhe PROCTOR. Were Moussa Bey and his people on horseback T
WITNESS. Yes.
The PROCTOR. How many were they 'f
WITNESS. Moussa Bey, Enmer Bey, Hassa, Mourad Bey, in all ten persons. They
were in the room.
The PROCTOR. What sort of room was it?
WITNESS. A large room similar to many in Anatolia.
The PROCTOR. Where were the horses 1
WITNESS. In the stables.
The witness Minasse was brought into court. This witness was also unacquainted
with the Turkish and spoke through an interpreter.
'l'he PROCTOR. Your name T
WITNESS. Minasse, son of Melkon.
The PROCTOR. Your native country T
WITNESS. Ardonk.
The PROCTOR. W bat age are you!
WITNI<-:ss. I do not know.
The PROCTOR. Do you know Garabet 7
WITNESS. Yes.
After taking the oath the witness deposed: Moussa Bey entererl the house, hound
Garabet and his father. He took £t.20 from them and then went away.
The PROCTOR. Were you alone T
WITNESS. I was alone. There were also Ohanne9 and Garabet.
The PROCTOR. Who was with Moussa Bey f
WITNESS. There was Moussa Bey, Eumer Bey, and others.
The PROCTOR. What time was itT
WITNESS. The time to go to bed.
The PIWCTOR. Were they on horReback T
WITNESS. Yes.
The PROCTOR. How many horses were there 7
WITNESS. Pour or five.
The PROCTOR. Where were they T
WITNESS. I held the horses and led them in.
The PnocTOR. Who was bound first f
WITNESS. Garabet, and then Ohannes.
The PROCTOR. Who went to fetch the money f
WITNESS. The mother and the wife of Garabet. They went to fetch it from the
village of Varteres.
The PROCTOR. Who else came in the house f
WIT~ESS. Nobody else.
The PROCTOR. In what coin was the money Y
WITNESS. There were gold and silver coins.
The PROCTOR. What is the distance between the village of Ardouk and that of
Varteres.
WITNESS. Between 2 minutes and half an hour. (Witness seemed not to fully
realize the value of his words.) What do I know. The villages in our country are
close to each other.
The PROCTOR. When was Garabet unbound 1
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WITNESS. He gave the money and was then unbound.
The PnocTOR. Who was unbound first f
vVI1'NESS. The father, t.hen the son.
The PuocTOR. Why did they give this money f
The PRESIDENT. Was there au agreement or partnership between themf
WITNESS. No.
'fhe PROCTOR. Witness declared on examination that there were 15 persons.
WITNESS. I said that there were in all 15 persons.
The PROCTOR. Was Kevork present when the father and the son were there 1
WITNESS. Kevork arrived on the spot at the moment when the money was being
handed. He saw they were hound.
The PROCTOR. Row could he be present at this scene when, as he says, he held the
horses?
WITNESS. I put the horses in and then returned.
The CLERK. Witness declared on the ex~mination that the incidtJnt occurred in the
daytime .
.WITNESS. I said that it was during the night.
The next witness, the woman Koumash, was called. She wore a ya.shmak. She
took her seat in the witness box, and, as on the first occasion, seemed complet.ely
prostrated.
The clerk read the report of the chambre des mises en accusations and the act of accusation, which the proctor then proceeded to develop and explain. According to
these documents, Moussa is accused of murdering the miller Malkhass, of the village
of Ardouk.
Questioned by the president as to this accusation, Moussa Bey formally denied having committed the murder.
Two Armenian priests, witnesses in this affair, did not appear, although the proctor
stated they had been summoned by the court.
,
Simon Effendi replied that t.hese two priests could not appear in the court without
the authorization of the patriarchate; they have been reprimanded for signing the
summons, taking the oath, and giving evidence without the permission of the patriarch. Therefore the patriarch should be req nested to allow them to appear in court.
'fhe proctor replied that nobody should disobey the law, and that all are equal before it ; he asked, therefore, that the usual fine be inflicted on the two priests.
No decision iR this matter was, however, taken by the court.
The president hereupon closed the proceedings, declaring that the next sitting will
be held on Thursday.
THIRD DAY.

The third sitting in the trial of Moussa Bey was held on Thursday, in the criminal
court of Stamboul, Vassif Effendi presiding. 'llohe court was constituted as on Tuesday. Behind the judges were seated General of Division• Tevfik Pasha, ex-minister
of Turkey at Washington and aid-de-camp of the Sultan, Lieut. Col. Ahmed
Bey, aid-de-camp of the Sultan, and dragomans of several of the foreign missions.
The crush for seats in the court was terrible, and long before the president took his
seat on the bench not even standing room remained from one end of the court to the
other. Shortly before the entrance of the judges Moussa Bey was led in by two zaptiehs and placed in the dock, his counsel Izzet Bey and Mehmed Ali Bey being seated
near. Garabet and the widow. Koumash were also prel!.ent with their counsel, Simon
Effendi Tinghir.
The president asked for the priest Gaspar to be called in reference to the assassination of Malkhass. Witness not understanding Turkish, a dragoman was obtained.
Gaspar said he was 42 years of age; he came from Ardon k and that he officiated at
the church of that village. On being requested to take the oath, Gaspar said that
his priestly office forbade him to do so. The procuror-general and Izzet Bey here intervened and protested against witness being allowed to give evidence unsworn.
The PRESIDENT. We can hear his evidence as instruction.
The PROCTOR. I oppose it. The oath is obligatory, and, if witness refuses to take
it, I demand the application of clause 284 of the criminal code.
The president having explained to witness, called upon him to take the oath.
"\Vrnmss. The Bible forbids us to swear, but if the Sultan orders me to do it, I will
obey.
The PRESIDENT. The law is the ordet' of the Sultan.
Witness thereupon took the oath and deposed as follows: It was 11 o'clock
(Turkish) in the evening, and I went to borrow 5 piasters from prieAt Temeclre. He
was. not in his harman, but in his house. I saw Moussa Bey; he fired, and I saw a
man fall; this man was accompanied by some other persons. Moussa Bey said,
"Silence!" The villagers came and took the wounded man; they conveyed him to his
home; he died an hour after; Moussa Bey remained that night in the village. In
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the morning he ordered us to bury the dead, and threatened to make us repent if we
refused to comply with his orders. Two days later the authorities were informed of
the event. I did not follow the peasants who carried the wounded man to his house.
The PROCTOR. In what part of the body was the man wounded 1
WITNESS (indicating the right thigh). Here. But I did not see the wound; I did
not look when I was at the deceased's house.
The PROCTOR. What J""ear did the event occur f
WITNESS. About 2t years or 2 years and 8 months ago. It was in winter. The
ground was covered with snow.
The PROCTOR. In the examination the witness said the contrary.
WITNESS. No; I said that the fields were covered witll snow.
The PROCTOR. Was the sky covered with clouds 1
WITNESS. 1 do not know now, so much t-ime has passed since.
Mehmed Ali Bey then put some questions to the witness.
WITNESS. We did not inform the authorities. They learnt the event later on. I
married the son of Malkhass with a girl whom Moussa Bey gave to him.
MlmMED ALI BEY. What is the name of the girl?
WITNESS. I do not know it. It is so long ago. I have forgotten.
WITNESS (in reply to the proctor). In winter and in summer t.he place used to
thrash the wheat and barley is called harntan.
The PROCTOR. Why did he go to the harm.an ¥
WITNESS. I went to the harm.an of Father TemMre to borrow 5 piasters from him.
The PROCTOR. What was the distance between the place where Moussa Bey was
and that where Malkhass was¥
WITNESS. It was far; I can not fix it in hours.
The Pn.ocTOR. We do not ask you to fix it in hours; we ask you the distance t.hat
there was between the spot where Moussa Bey was and that where Malkhass fell.
WITNESS. Pour minutes, perhaps; I can not say precisely. I could see the men, but
I could not distinguish Malkhass.
The PROCTOR. Who were the persons who accompanied Malkhass f
WITNESS. I do not know. I did not ask.
The PROCTOR. Did Moussa Bey arrive on the spot before or after them f
WITNESS. He came after us, and he went on to a hollow part of the way.
The proctor put some questions regarding the position of the hollow ground.
lzzet Bey also questioned the witness on the same subject.
WITNESS. It was a little hollow. It was as far as from here to there [he tried to
explain by signs].
The PROCTOR. What depth f
WITNESS. About one picK.
The proctor repeated a former question.
vVITNESS. The hollow was not far from the harman; we were in the harman and not
in the barn with the straw.
The PROCTOR. Was the harman before or behind the barn f
The PRESIDENT. \Vas the door of the barn before the hm·man f
WITNESS. There were two barns [he again tried to explain by signs].
The PROCTOR. It is impossible to understand.
The PRESIDENT. On what side was the door f
Witness, words apparently failing him, again had recourse to signs to explain, but
did not succeed in making himself understood.
IZZET BEY. Before which barn was he standing; on the right or the leftY
The PROCTOR. To whom did these barns belong; to two different persons f
WITNESS. To one person.
IzzET BEY. Before whose barn was he f
WITNESS. I was before that of the priest.
The PROCTOR. The priest from whom you asked 5 piasters f
WITNESS. Yes, Temedre.
Izzet Bey questioned the witness with regard to the position of the doors.
WITNESS. I can not recollect on what sides the doors were.
Izzet Bey continued to question the witness. vVas the village far from the spot
where Malkhass fellY
WITNESS. A little.
IZZET BEY. How many priests are there in the village f
WITNESS. Four. I, Temedre, Gabriel, and Matheos, who is old.
lZZET BEY. Who are the priests who assisted at the funeral of Malkhass?
WITNESS. All the priests of the village.
Izzet Bey asked where the wound was, upon which the witness pointed to his thigh.
lzzet Bey furt.her asked who paid the expenses of witness's journey.
WITNESS. The woman Konmash.
IZZET BEY. Who informed the villagers of the crime f
WITNESS. They heard of it and came to the spot.
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Meluncd Ali Bey wished to know if witness saw the wound.
WITNI•;ss. No.
J:zzET BEY. When did the funeral take place?
WITNESS. In the morniug of the next da.y.
Questioned by the proctor, wi1ness declared that be bad been cal1ed by Moussa
Bey, who ordered him to bury Malkbass.
The proctor drew attention to certain conhadicti<>IlS in the declarations of the witness.
JzzET BEY. In what room of the house was deceased placed f Did he not name his
murderer before dying?
WITNESS. He could not speak.
The PROCTOR. Where was he placed-on a sofa?
WITNESS. On a piece of felt ; there are no sofas in our home.
The witness was hereupon dismissed. In reply to the question of the president
Moussa Bey said: I did not commit the murder. It was impossible to take aim; the
snow is deep in our country, and in the dip of the road one could not see a man at
that distance. One could not rest a gun on the snow. I do not accept the testimony
of that man; he is related to Malkhass. How could I stay the night in the village if
I bad killed Malkhass? Being mudir, I could not commit the crime, and I would
have prevented another from doing so. No more could I hinder the people giving
notice to the authorities. The deceased's son is a major, and he could have ta.ken
proceedings against me bad I killed his father. I do not make these denials to obtain
my release from prison ; the state prisons are better than my own konak. I protest
against the evidence of that man.
The PROCUROR. He owns to having been on the spot.
PRISONER. I saw neither the deceased nor his funeral.
The PROCTOR. How did that happen¥ He was present, yet he saw neither the deceased nor his funeral.
PRISONER. I was there, but I saw no such things.
The PROCTOR. Oussep, son of Malkhass, declared that his father bad been wounded ;
they made inquiries and found that he had been wounded by Moussa. Gabriel and
Oussep declared that Moussa was there the day that Malkhass was wounded.
PRISONER. I do not know. They also go bunting, but I did not see them. It was
not till3 months afterwards they said that I had kilted Malkhass. They came to ask
my authority for Oussep's marriage, and I gave it and was even present at the wedding. Such things are customary with ns.
The PROCTOR. When ?
MoussA BEY. Three years ago. Justice is eqnal for all. I am a prisoner; theRe
witnesses are free. A number of Armenians, of whom -some are prosecutors and
others witnesses, signed a petition at Moush against met I do not accept their evidence.
The priest Temedre was called. He had scarcely entered when he began to speak
in Armenian, and asked for an interpreter, as he could not speak Turkish.
The PROCTOR. How was it that he matie his statement in Turkish at the preliminary examination'
WITNESS. I could only reply by the aid of signs.
The proceedings were he1·e interrupted by a loud cry from the body of the court,
where some disturbance was going on. The president threatened to have the court
cleared at once if silence were not restored.
In reply to the president witness said be was between 30 and 35 years of·age.
The PRESIDENT. Tell us what you know against Moussa Bey. Do you promise to
say the truth?
A zaptieh took the priest by the arm and pushed him towards the Bible.
WITNESS. Let me go. I can not take the oath.
The PROCTOR. The other priest has taken the oath.
The za.ptieh again urged the witness forward.
WITNESS. Leave me alone ! I am a priest. I swore once not to lie; this must be
enough. I took the oath once, but I have been reprimanded by the patriarchate; I
shall tell the truth.
_
The PROCTOR. If it is a sin, why did be take the oath in the examination V
The PRESIDENT. You must take the oath.
WITNESS. I can not do so without the authorization of the patriarch.
The PROCTOR. I ask the application of article 2t;4 of the code of criminal procedure.
WITNESS. If His Imperial Majesty the Sultan orders it, I shall obey.
The PRESIDENT. Yes, it is the order of His Majesty.
Witness finally took the oath.
WITNESS. I saw the scene. I was in the hal'man. I hail left my house, having
been called by the priest Gaspar. At this moment Moussa Bey passed near us; he
went into a hollow way whence he fired his gun at a man, wounding him. We
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asked ourselves: Is it a Mnssulman? Is it an Armenian¥ .An hour after the
wounded man died. The bodv remained in the house the whole night. Next morning Moussa sent for me and with threats ordered me to bury the body without informing the authorities "If yon do inform, I shall kill you," he said. Moussa Bey
said that he would be like a father to Oussep; would take care of him and would
marry him if no complaint were made. Some days :after the authorities beard of the
event and summoned Onssep. Momsa Bey heard of this and proceeded to Moush
at the same time as the son of Malkbass.
The PROCTOR. Was there much snow¥
• WITNESS. Yes; but not much in the hollow way, which was trodden.
The PROCTOR. What thickness was it¥
WITNESS. I do not know. I c.lid not measure it.
The PROCTOR. Who came from the village¥
WITNESS. What do I kno\v ¥ The villagers.
The PROCTOR. How many houses are there in the village 7
WITNESS. Forty.
The PEOCTOR. Whe:t:e did Moussa remain Y
WITNESS. In the room of Mardiros.
The PROCTOR . . Where did be sleep t In a bed Y
WITN:ESS. On tlo.e floor; there~ are no beds in our country.
The PROCTOR. Did you see the wound of Malkbass?
·WITNESS. I s~w it; it was here [pointing in the direction of the right groin]. I
saw it with my eyes.
The PHOCTOR. Did the priest Gaspar see it too¥
WITNESS. I do not know. I met tile priest Gaspar at .Malkhass's house. I saw the
won no.
The PROCTOR. In what leg Y
WITNESS. Here [showing as before].
The PIWCTOR. On the right or on the left?
'VITNESS. How do you call this side¥
The PIWCTOR. The right side. Did he go with Gaspar to Mardiros's Y
WITNFSS. I can 110t tell. I have forgotten it.
The proctor called attention to certain contradictions.
Izzet Bey wished to know how the villagers heard of the affair.
WITNESS. They were on their roof.
JZZET BI<W. How ¥ In the middle of winter they were un their roof¥
WITNESS. Roof (dam) with us signifies bouse.
The proctor ancl Izzet Bey continued to question the witness.
The PROCTOR. What was the distance between Malkhass and the hollow distance f
WITNESS. From 150 to 200 paces.
The PROCTOR. How could you recognize him at tbis distance¥
WITNESS. I diu not recoguize his features, as there was a mist, uut I could distinguiHh his clothes (aba).
The PROCTOR. What time was it¥
WITNESS. Eleven o'clock in the evening.
MoussA BEY. Is it possible to take aim in the mist 'l
The PROCTOR. vVhen did Moussa Bey arrive on the spot, before or after Gaspar f
WITNESS. After Gaspar. He passed near us.
The PROCTOR. Had yon then given the 5 piasters to Gaspar 'l
WITNESS. Not then. We went into the bouse afterwards, auu there I gave him
the sum.
The PROCTOR. Did you not go to see who had fallen 'l
WITNESS. No; of what use could it be 1 What could we do¥
The PnocTOR. What was the name of the girl Y
WITNESS. I do not know. Her master is llere [pointing to Moussa Bey]; let him tell
himself.
The PROCTOR. Were you present in the church at the marriage Y
WITNESS. Yes.
The PROCTOR. What is the name of the girl 'l
WITNESS. I do not know. · I did not ask.
'l'he PHOCTOR. Did Moussa Bey speak to them¥
WITNESS. No; he passed before us, directing his steps towards the hollow ground,
Jie aimed and-fired.
The PROCTOR. What was the distance between yon and the hollow ground¥
WITNESS. Five paces.
The proctor remarked tl1at it was astonishing that they should have seen a man
fall hit by a shot, should not have approached him, and should have quietly returned
to t.he house, the one to give and the other to receive 5 viasters.
The 1.wo witnesses could not tell what the two person& di<l W}lQ accompani~{\
lt!alklla~~. 'fhe ejttins was l!ere suspeud~d for lu~c4~ou,
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The court resumed at half-past 2, when the witness, in reply to questions frl)m
the proctor, gave a description of the places: "We were in the midst of the harman;
Moussa Bey passed by; he went to wilere the road dips, which was about 5 paces di~:~
tant; we started to follow lmt he fired and killed somebody."
The proctor-general called attention to contradictions between the statements
made at the preliminn.ry examination and those made before the court. He then asked
the witness if he had a su~:~picion.
WITNESS. No; we asked ourselves what he was doing, as there is no game there.
The l'ROCTOR, How many times were you called to Mardiros's house f
WITNESS. Once or twice.
The PROCTOR. To Malkhass's V
WITNESS. Twice; the second Lime w1 th Oussep and some villagers.
The PROCTOR. Were there many people with Moussa Bey V
WITNESS. Many; wherever Moussa went they pressed round him.
The PROCTOR. Whom did Moussa Bey send in search of you 7
WITNESS. A villager.
PROCTOR. What was his name V
WITNESS. I do not know.
MoussA BEY. That man is a liar; he began by saying that he did not know Turkish, nevertheless he expresses himself in that language.
He has taken the oath and seeks in that way to deceive the prophet. If yon wish,
keep me for 4 years, but I declare that I did not fire the gun. Death is natural;
they die everywhere, and Malkhass did so. I had no hand in his death.
PROCTOR. Was Ma.lkhass your relative 7
WITNESS. No.
PROCTOR. Is Gabriel f
WITNESS. Yes.
PROCTOR. What was he doing at Malkhass's house f
WITNKSS. He cried.
PROCTOR. Did he bring any complaint Y
WITNESS. I do not know.
PROCTOR. What is the relationship between Gabriel and Malkhass J
WITNESS. Maternal cousin.
The clerk of t.he court then read the p1·oces verbaux of the depositions made by
Oussep, son of the deceased. He declared the first time that his father dierl a natural
death, and that he made no charge against Moussa Bey, although some villagers accused the latter of assassinating his father. Three months after the death he deposed
that his father died after 14 days from the effects of a malady with \7hich he was
afflicted, being old, 60 years. At Moush some Armenians urged him (Oussep) to take
proceedings against Moussa Bey; his father, he sairi, died without any trace of wound,
and he could not offend God by gratuitously accusing M(mssa. In another deposition
Oussep said: "My father died after 15 days' suffering. He had a bullet wound in the
right leg. He was not examined by a doctor; he also had the fever; I do not know if
he died from the fever or from the wound. He returned wounded, but he did not
say who did it, and I did not ask the question. Moussa Bey and some Kurrls were
then in the village, but I do not know who fired. We did not report the death to
the authorities. I do not suspect anybody.''
The PROeTon. In all the depositions Moussa Bey is declared to have been there.
MoussA BEY. I saw nobody. I did not see anything. I do not know.
Simon Effendi proposed the court should examine the widow Koumash. The
widow accordingly was called and stood beside Simon Effenrli, taking the place of
Garabet, who passed behind. Witness saiu her name was Koumash; she did not
know her age; it was about 30 years. She was a native of Ardouk and Malkhass was
her husband. She was then asked to state what she saw.
The WITNESS. My husband left in the morning safe and sound and was brought
back wounded.
The PROCTOR. Who wounded him Y
WITNESS. I do not know. In my sorrow I did not think to ask him. Besides, he
was in a dying condition and could not speak.
PRocoroR. When did he die Y
WITNESS. In the evening.
PROCTOR. Did you not advise the neighbors?
WITNESS. No; I told nobody. The next day Moussa Bey had him buried.
IzzET BEY (vehe_mently). I notice that Garabet is whistling behind the widow
Koumash. I protest against this. ['rhe witness was brought fnrther forward.]
The PROCTOR. Why did you not speak of your husband's death Y
WITNESS. Moussa Bey threatened us with death if we spoke of it.
PROCTOR. You did not speak of it to the neighbors on the night it occurred T
WIT~E&S. What could the neighbors do 1 lq. t4e UJ.Orning Moussa. Bey brought
iOme j>r~~ts 1Jond bad the bQQ.y buried..
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The PROCTOR, How did he know that your husband was dead?
WITNESS. He was in the village; he had killed him. It was the priest who came
and told us.
The PROCTOR. Did Moussa Bey enter your home 7
WITNESS. No; he remained at the dour.
The proctor-general drew attention to some discrepancies between the depositions
made by the woman Koumash in the preliminary examination and in her evidence
before the court.
· WITNESS. I do not know ; my sorrow must have affected my memory. Moreover,
I have been 'luffering since my arrival in Constantinople. My husband len the house
in the morning hale and sound. In the evening he was brought dying to the house.
The PRocrou. At Moush, Moussa is said to have promised to the woman Koumash
to marry her son.
WITNESS. I have not been at Monsh; it is my son who was there.
The PROCTOR. Was there a quarrel between Moussa Bey and Malkhass t
WITNESS. No.
The court here questionAd Garabet.
The PROCTOR. What did Moussa Bey do to you t
'VITNESS. He bound me and my father; he took my money, burnt my shop, my
barn with straw, my fields, pierced the wall of my house. He says he was mudir at
that time. Let him say when he was mudir. When were you mudir 7
The court rose at 10 minutes past 3, the n.ext sitting being fixed for to-day.
FOURTH SITTING.
The trialofMoussaBey was resumed on Saturday last in the criminal court of Stamboul. The throng of people eagerly waiting for the doors to open was much greater
than on any of the previous occasions, so that some crushing occurred when the door
was opened, especially as only one-half was thrown open. People rushed in with
irresistible force, and, though there was a much larger number of zaptiehs in attendance than before, and these brought their fists into play upon the shoulders and backs
of the people, yet it was with great difficulty that accidents were avoided. Several
persons received slight injuries. Thanks to the courtesy of Artin Effendi Mostidjian,
judge, the representatives of the press were adlllitted before the general public.
Moussa Bey entered at 27 minutes past 7. The prosecutors, Garabet and the
woman Koumash, appeared immediately after. All the witnesses who have hitherto
appeared were also present. After a short conversation with Mehmed Ali Bey,
Moussa left the court, but returned shortly after. The court made its entrance at
three-quarters past 7. It was composed as on the previous occasion, excepting that
Salih Effendi, judge at the court of appeal, replaced Tahsin Effendi,
The proctor-general now arose and addressed the court. . He spoke at great length
and not without eloquence o(the part that justice plays in the world, of the duties
of the proctor-general, who can not imitate the counsel; his duty is to safeguard the
general interest, which goes before the private interest. He pointed out the contradictions in the declarations made by the several witnesses at different epochs. He
mentioned these contradictions one by one and concluded with the assertion that
these individuals were certainly perjured witnesses. He therefore asked the court to
apply to them the penalties provided in article 281 of the penal code.
The proctor spoke for 50 minutes. On his request that the proceedings should be
interrupted for some minutes the court withdrew.
The court returned at three-quarters past 8. 'fbe president asked the proctor
if he had anything to add to what he had said. Halid Bey replied that he had
nothing further to say, except to request the court to take his demand against the
witness into immediate consideration.
To this Simon Effendi Tinghir, counsel for the prosecution, objected, respectfully
remarking that the matter must await the decision ofthe court on the trial of prisoner, and that consequently the question of perjury could not be entertained now.
Simon Effendi Tinghir then addressed the court. In the preamble he exalted in eloquent terms the administration of justice under the Government of the Sultan. He
then sought to establish the right of his clients to prosecute. As regards the contradictions, be said that it was not to be wondered at if certain discrepancies are met
with in the depositions of simple and ignorant men, who only with difficulty convey
to others what they mean. He concluded by requesting the court to pronounce
Moussa Bey guilty.
After Simon Bey had resumed his seat, Izzet Bey, one of the counsel for the defense
read a lengthy and eloquent speech. He spoke in eulogistic terms of the Sultan, and
remarked that as calumnies had been circulated against his client, which had been
echoed by the foreign press and had occupied public opinion, and as thereby a totally
different color had been given to the atfair, he had long been desirous of undertaking
t~e defeut:~e of .Moussi'J. Be~~ "My client," he a;:J,icl1 "i~ t4{) §Cion of a no}?l~ :fl:!>ruily
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established for 300 to 400 years, and being rich he had no occasion to commit the robberies and the other crimes impnted to him. Therefore, in order to vindicate his
honor, Moussa Bey had come to Constantinople to appear before the courts." Jzzet
Bey then dealt wit.h the evidence in detail, and sought to refute separately the allegations of the witnesses against the prisoner. He pointed to a large number of contradictions, and declared that the depositions of the witnesses were pure fabrications.
He therefore asked the court to acquit Moussa.
Hereupon the cuurt rose, the next sitting being fixed.for to-day, Monday.
PIFTH DAY.

The fifth and last sitting in the trial of Moussa Bey took place yesterday in the
crimiual court of Stamboul. 'l'he anticipation that judgment would be delivered
attracted even larger crowds than before, and the court was literally packed with persons eager to bPar the final result of this ca.use celebre, wLich has occupied public attention so much.
The judges took their seats at 5 minutes past 7. Mehmed Ali Bey, one of Moussa's
counsel, at unce rose and reail a lengthy speech on behalf of prisoner. After a long
preamble, he declared that malevolent people had in vain tried to represent his client
as an obnoxious being, as a savage. "No," he said, ''Moussa Bey is a civilized ruan
with a generous heart. Four years ago he waK appointed mudir of his nahitf, and he
fulfilled his duties as a public fnnctionary loyally. Moussa Bey has drawrr upon himself the enmity of the Armenians owing to au affair in which a matried priest (a semiclergyman, as Mehmed Ali said) was engaged. The gratuitous accusations which
have been showered on Moussa Bey have found an echo in the foreign press. There
are four counts in the accusation. They are all pure fabricatiom1, as I will prove to
your satisfaction. The witnesses are indigent people, who have been staying in
Constantinople without work for a long time; they were sent here to ace .sea man,
a valiant soldier, who has fought for- the defense of his country." The learned counsel then entered into a detailed refu·ation of the depositions of the several witnesses,
which be characterized as contra lictory and mendacious. Moussa Bey showed eviPf:lllt signs of weariness and whi~pered to Izzet Bey that this long discourse was
superfluous, as the arguments hat1 already been presented by Izzet Bey. l<'inally,
unable to control his impatience, the prisoner interrupted Mehmed Ali Hey by
asking the president for permission to speak. Mehmed Ali Bey remarked that his
client could speak after he (Mehmed Ali Bey) bad finished his speech, and quietly
continued. At 5 minutes to 8 the lawyer begged the court to grant him a few moments rest. The sitting was accordingly suspended.
At 8.25 the judges returned, and Mehmed Ali Bey resumed the reading of the
speech. Here another incident occurred. Izzet Bey made an attempt to seize some
of the manuscripts lying on the table of his brother counsel. The latter, however,
perceived the intention, and by a quick movement secured the papers. Moussa Bey
smiled good huruoredly at this by-play. Shortly after he again interrupted his counsel, expressing a desire to speak. Mehmed Ali Bey protested that his speech was
drawing to a close, and asked to be allowed to finish it ·without interruption. At 9
o'clock the counsel concluded, with a demand for the acquittal, pure and simple, of
his client. He had spoken for an hour and a half.
Moussa Bey now addressed the court. He deprecated the lengthy pleading of his
counsel; there was no necessity to repeat all these things. "The trial has now btJeu
going on a week. All who have attended the proceedings must know on what side
the l'ight is. If people have not been convinced, all the repetitious imaginable will
uot lllake them comprehend. It is not necAssary to declare here that I spring from a
noble family; we are all the serYants of God and equal before the law. Yon judges of
this tribunal are wise men, appointed for that reason by the Government. You have
heard me, and you have beard the witnesses for the prosecution. It now remains for
you to pronounce the sentence to which I shall submit."
Garabet, one of the witnesses, rose to his feet and addressing the court said: "We
are told that a lord (effendi) like the accused, can not have committed the misdeeds
with which Leis charged, and yet he bas impoverished us, ruined our homes, set fire
to our houses, and pillaged us, and he declares here that all this is not true."
The PRESIDENT. What more?
GARABET. Everywhere in our country, in a thousand places, the tt·aces of his crimes
and his misdeeds are to be seen,
Izzet Bey rose and protested against the declarations of Garabet, as they were
beside the questiJu.
GARABET. I have the right to defend my interests. If Moussa were not culpable
why did he not come of his own accord t~ defeud himself during the 2 .years we
bave been prosecuting him'
.. . · ·.. · · ·
"
·
'
M~»~l£D AL~ ~J£'f, W~ ~~* fvf di;\P.l!tf?e~;~,
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In saying this he presented a document to the usher of the court.
.
GARABET. Since he has come to Constantinople we hear no more of crimes in our
country, where all the people live like brethren.
MoussA BEY. It is not proper to praise oneself, but, as he asks why I did not appear
before the authorities to defend myself, I may here remark that I remain~d 1 year
at Bitlis and 2 years at Moush, in the gvvernorship of Salih Pasha and Nazif Pasha.
He says that I am now considered a civilized man, because I have discarded my
native dress and wear a fez; thus, according to him, all those who do not wear a fez
are savages. The Persians are therefore' savages because they wear a pointed cap,
and the English because they wear a hat. Whoever does not wear a fez is not a man.
Everybody, of course, wears the costume of his native country.
Simon Effendi then rose to address the court. It was not his intention, he said, to
refute the arguments of Mehmed Ali Bey, as they are a repetition of those of Izzet
Bey. He only wished for a reply to th~ questions he had asked, and which had not
been solved. ''Among other things, I asked whether the judgment of the court
could be based on the reports of Ibrahim Bey at Moush and on the proces veTbaux of
the depositions made at Monsh. I also askeu whether the contradictions which have
been noticed in the depositions of the witnesseM for the prosecution bear upon details
or the main facts of the case. As regards the two first questions, I declare that the
documents therein mentioned can not have any value, as, on application made by the
accused to His Imperial Majesty the Sultan, the case bas been sent fur judgment here.
As regards the last question, I maintain that the contradictions spoken of have regard
only to details and not to the main facts of the case. Moreover, how can you
expect strict accuracy from ignorant people of the lower class, especially when the
events under examination occurred 3 years ago T" Simon Effendi Tinghir, in conclusion, expressed the hope that the court would not be influenced by the statements
for the defense, and asked that justice be given to his clients.
Izzet Bey, in reply, maintained his point of view regarding the reports of Ibrahim
Bey and the proces verbaux signed by the accusers at Moush. "As to the depositions
of the witness, it was evident," he said, "that they were not in agreement regarding
either main facts or details. It is perhaps insinuated that as the witnesses are ignorant
people their errors must be pardoned, but that is inadmissible. Supposing that the
semskierate is described to a man, he would perhaps forget it some time after and be
unable to describe its appearance; but if he had seen the seraskierate with his own
eyes he could not forget, even after 20 years. Therefme, the argument with regard
to the ignorance of the witnesses can not be admitted."
After some remarks from the proctor-general, and some further remarks from Izzet-Bey, the president announced the proceedings closed, and the court withdrew for the
purpose of deliberating. Exactly an hour later the judges returned and took their
seats in the tribunal. The president rose, and, addressing the prisoner, called upon
him to hear the following judgment, which was read by the clerk of the court:
"Whereas the evidence given concerning the crimes imputed to Moussa Bey is contradictory, and consequently is insufficient to warrant the conviction of the accused;
and whereas a majority of votes of the judges has not been given against the accused
on the count of arson and other orimes included in the charge, or the majority of twothirds required to convict on the charge of assassination of Malkhass, the court acquits
Moussa Bey, am1 orders that he be set at liberty, unless be is under arrest for other
matters."

[Inclosure 2 in No. 62-Translaton.)

Said Pasha to Mt·. King.

SUBLIME PORTE, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, December 10, 1889.
MR. CHARGE D' AFl!'AIRES: I have received the note you kindly addressed to me on
the 7th of October last, No. 8, relating to the matter of Rev. Mr. Knapp and Dr.
Raynolds.
My colleague of the department of justice, to whom I had communicated this note,
informs me, in reply, that it appears from the correspondence formerly exchanged on
this subject with the local judiciary authorities, and of which notice had been given
in time to the legation of the United States, that the greater part of the articles taken
from Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds were restored to thep:t, and that Moussa Bey and
the other individuals who· bad been arrested under the accusation of having committed that misdeed have then been released on an order of" no case," issued by the
chambre des mises en accusation, which could not discover any charge against them.
His Excellency Djevded Pasha adds then that no suit can any longer be brought on
that head against Moussa Bey.
Accept, etc.,
:JIB

90-47
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[Inclosure 3 in No. 62.]

Mr. Kin!J to Said Pasha.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Constantinople, December 18, 1839.
MR. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of lOth instant in reply to mine of October 7last, regarding the attack of Moussa
Bey on two American citizens, Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds.
.
It is true that His Highness Airifi Pasha informed Mr. Wallace, January 28, 1884,
that Moussa Bey had been released, but his statement that "Dr. Knapp had no grievance against Moussa Bey" is the exact contrary of what has been repeatedly stated to
the Sublime Porte, namely, that when Mr. Knapp was confronted with several persons he picked out Moussa Bey as t.he. man who cut Dr. Raynolds with a sword, and,
as stated in my note of October 7 last, the identification of Moussa Bey is regarded
by my Government as complete, and on that ground his punishment asked for.
In 18"~4, Mr. Knapp was in Constantinople and went with Mr. Gargiulo, the dragoman of this legation, to see His Excellency the minister of justic~, and told him that
he had identified Moussa Bey.
Not only was this the view taken by my Government, but His Excellency Assim
Pasha, in a note to Mr. Wallace, January 12, 18t-35, admitted that "the inquest made
by the ministry of justice had revealed certain irregularities committed by the examining magistrate and the deputy imperial prosecutor, and that these two magistrates
had been put under judgment."
And again, His Excellency Assim Pasha (see note to Mr. Wallace April 6, 1885)
stated that, while not consenting to a pecuniary indemnity, ''it is lawful for the
persons interested to bring suit against the magistrates for prejudicJ to their cases
by reason of irreg1Jlarities in the proceedings."
And Your Excellency, in your note to Mr. Cox (December 12, 1885, and compare
note February 16, 1886), stated that you h.1d insisted on a "new and conscientious
examination of the affair."
In view of the actual facts in the case, and the admission of the Sublime Porte
itself, I am astonished to learn that His Excellency the minister ~f justice should
state that no suit can any longer be brought against Moussa Bey for this murderous
attack, llecause (as he says)" when formerly arrested no case was found against him.''
Permit me to say that the point at issue is not to be settled by statements about
the articles or property taken from Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds, to which I did not
even. allude in my note of October 7 last. Your Excellency will therefore allow
me to repeat and to emphasize the request of my Government that Moussa Bey be
duly punished for this crime.
Accept, etc.,
PENDLETON KING.

No. 17.]

Mr. King to Mr. Blaine.

No. 64.]
.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Constantinople, December 21, 1889. (Received J~nuary 10, 1890.)
SIR: The present situation of our schools in Turkey is satisfactory,
all things considered. I would refer to my dispatch No. 276 of January
11,1887, as containing the settlement of the school question, which has
been the basis of all subsequent action in reference to American schools
in Turkey.
As to the thirty schools mentioned as closed at that time which under
the arrangement were to be reopened, just such difficulties arose as I
predicted; but finally all the schools which the missionaries desired to
reopen were reopened.
One of these, however, situated at Hamath, in Syria, was reclosed
last summer. The Grand Vizier has been engaged in a tedious correspondence with the Vali about it, and so far the permission to reopen it
has not been obtained. I find nothing in the reports which have come
to me of an exceptional nature in this school and think that the permission will be obtaineq~
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Another mission school, not included in the thirty above spoken of,
which had existed at Agantz, in the vilayet of Van, since 1877, was
closed in August, 1887, by the Vali. I obtained a few weeks ago from
the Grand Vizier permission to reopen it.
I believe that irades ca-n be obtained for our larger and more important
schools, especialls if the present Grand Vizier remains in office; and
have recently (December 12) written to Rev. H. 0. Dwight, reque!3ting
him to consult with others here and in Boston upon the subject, and advising them to have the legation a_£ply for an irade for the Girls' Home
School in Scutari and then for otlfers if that be obtained.
I have, etc.,
PENDLETON KING.

Jfr. King to llf.r. Blaine.
[Extract.)

No. 70.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S1'ATES,

Constantinople, December 2~, 1889. (Received January 13, 1890.)
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your instruction No. 39 of 7th
instant, with inclosures, concerning the attack of Moussa Bey on Messrs.
Knapp and Raynolds.
By way of reply to the statements of Mr. Dwight and Mr. Smith, I
will add that, notwithstanding Mr. Dwight's statement that the Turks
have paid no attention to my note, I received a reply to it sooner than
I expected or than is customary; and Sir William A. White, the British ambassador, has informed me more than once that he thinks my
note has rendered important assistance.
As seen in my dispatch No. 62 of 19th instant, I have hope that
Moussa Bey will not go unpunished; at any rate, there is not yet occasion for ships of war nor for intempera,te language.
If a critical occasion should arise, I do not think that the spirit of
"Webster" will fail this legation.
I have, etc.,
PENDLETON KING,

Mr. Blaine to lllr. B ·irsch.
No. 47.]

DEPARTl\IENT OF S'l'A'l'E,

lVashington, January 3, 18!)0.
SIR: I have to acknmvledge the receipt of Mr. King's No. 59 of the
lOth ultimo and to approve hereby the terms of his note of the 7th of
December last to the Sublime Porte relative to the seizure in parts
of Turkey of certain books sent out for sale by American citizens engaged in missionary work there and suggesting means to prevent the
seizure complained of.
I am, etc.,
JAMES

G.

BLAINE.
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Mr. Blaine to .Mr. Hirsch.
No. 50.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
TYashington, January 13, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. King's No. 62 of the
19th of December last, and of the extracts from the Levant Herald
giving an account of the trial of Moussa Bey at Constant~nople on accusatiOn of the crimes of murder and robbery, and his acquittal; also
of the copy inclosed therewith of Mr. King's note of 18th ultimo to Raid
Pasha regarding the alleged attack of this person, Moussa Bey, on the
American citizens, Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds, several years since.
Mr. King's note is approved. The Department regrets the apparent
miscarriage of justice in the late trials of Moussa Bey and the intlueuces
which seem to foreshadow a like miscarriage of attempts to bring this
man to punishment in respect of other crimes. It would be a most
unfortuuate commentary on Turkish justice should it appear that the
ministers of the courts act otherwise in his case than the proper rules
of evidence demand.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 82.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S'rA1'ES,
Constantinople, February 6, 1890. (Heceived February 24.)
SIR: The case of the notorious Moussa Bey has been the subject of
considerable correspondence with the Department on the part of my
predecessors, General Wallace and the late Mr. Cox, both of whom made
every possible effort to bring him to trial for his murderous attack on
two American missionaries, Dr. Raynolds and Mr. Knapp, in Asia
Minor during the year 1883, the details of which are well known to the
Department. Both of them were severely beaten, one of them receiving
numerous sword cuts, and then both were tied and left to starve. Fortunately, Dr. Uaynolds managed, after much suffering, to release himself
and then assisted in freeing Mr. Knapp, both thus making their escape
and saving their lives.
J.i-,or this outrage, which can not be too severely denounced, Moussa
Bey has never been punished. At an examination held in Bitlis Mr.
Knapp identified Moussa without hesitation, pointing him out from
among- 6 Kurds who were brought before him similarly attired ; yet
all efforts to bring him to trial and punishment have thus far proved
futile.
Under date of October 7, 1889, Mr. King, charge d'affaires ad inter,im,
addressed an energetic note to the Porte, again calling on the Ottoman
authorities to bring the culprit to trial; to which reply wa~ made December 10 last, in which the minister of justice is quoted as saying:
No suit can any longer be brought agaiust Mous!3a Bey on account of these charges.

The reply of 1\fr. King to this note of the Porte (December 18last) uot
having as yet elicited any answer, I determined to call on His Highness
the Grand Vizier in person, in order to make to him such observations
as in my judgment the nature of the case required.
Yesterday I went to the Sublime Porte, and was accorded the desired
interview with the Grand Vizier, and proceeded to recount to him all

the circumstances of the case, and showed him conclusively that the
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Turkish Government, in the various notes from the Sublim~ Porte to
this legation, is substantially pledged to bring Moussa to trial, notwithstanding the above quotation of the minister of justice, who predicates
the opinion on the assumed fact of Moussa having been exonerated at
an examination held at the time and in the district where the crime
was committed. I told His Highness that the proceedings had at that
time were then protested against by this legation for gross irregularities,
and have many times since been the subject of correspondence between
this legation and the Sublime Porte, parts of which I took this opportunity of qu•ting to him, as it clearly makes the acknowledgment on
the part of the Ottoman authorities that the grave irregularities at the
preliminary examination complained of existed, and that there slwuld
be a "new and conscientious examination of the case."
The quotations made by me were as follows : January 12, 1885, His
Excellency Assim Pasha to General Wallace writes :
The inquest made by the ministry of justice has revealed certain irregularities committed by the examining magistrate and the deputy imperial prosecutor, and that
these two magistrates have been put under judgment.

On Apri16, 1885, His Excellency Assim Pasha says:
It is lawful for the parties interested to bring suit against the magistrates for prejudice to their cases by reason of irregularities in the proceedings.

On December 12, 1885, His Excellency Said Pasha, minister of foreign
affairs, stated to Mr. Cox, ''he had insisted on a new and conscientious
examination of the affairs."
How, in the face of these admissions and declarations on the part of
the Sublime Porte, the answer can now be made that "no suit can any
longer be brought on these charges" is more than I can apprehend. and I
so Rtated in courteous but unmistakable language to the Grand Vizier.
During the conversation we touched upon the late trial of Moussa
Bey on charges of arson and murder brought against him by Americans,
and on which he was acquitted by the court. This gave me the opJ)Ortunity of saying to His Highness that the result of that trial and
the verdict in favor of Moussa Bey had been the subject of very severe
criticism in both Europe and the United States, and that I hoped the
result of my present endeavor to bring 1\1:oussa to an honest trial for
his misdeeds against our citizens would not give the opportunity for
Jike unfavorable criticism either by our people or our Government.
I stated in the strongest possible terms that it should and would be my
aim during my mission here, not only .to maintain the friendly relations
existing between the two Governments, but, if possible, to strengthen
them; but that I should 1lave to insist onj nstice being done in this cas~
by trial and punishment of this man, who is a terror to all law-abiding
Jleople in his country who have either gained his enmity personally or
whose possessions be covets, and who, as long as he remains unpunished for his numerous misdeeds in the past, will consider himself privileged to continue in his career of robbery and murder; and that if, after
all our honest endeavors to bring this outlaw to justice, we failed in
having him tried and punished, I could not see any good reason why we
should not ask for indemnity for the outrages commiLted.
The Grand Vizier seemed impressed with tb.e justice of my dem;tnd
and stated frankly that he wanted to see justice done, and that be wduld
call the immediate attention of the minister of justice to the matter;
and, furthermore, asked me to give him full memorandums of the above
quotations (which will go to him to-day in the original as used by the
Sublime Porte, it being stronger even than the English translation).
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I have every confidence in the honesty and uprightness of the Grand
Vizier and believe be will do all that lies in his power to bring the culprit
to punishment; but whether, in view of the influences which Moussa has
been able to bring to bear in his behalf in the past, even the Grand
Vizier can succeed in his endeavor to ha-ve him punished, I am not will
ing to predict.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 85.]

LEGA'l'ION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, February 15, 1890. (Received March 8.)
SIR: In connection with Mr. King's dispatches No. 33 of October 12,
1889, and No. 55 of December 3, 1889, I inclose for your information a
copy of a note verbale received from the Sublime Porte regarding the
military service of cavasses and dragomans employed by foreign legations and consulates.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

[Inclosure in No. 85.-Translation.]

B-ub lime Porte to Mr. Hirsch.
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

Sublime Porte, l!'ebmm·y 13, 1890.
The ministry of foreign affairs bas had the honor to receive the r10le t•crbale which
the legation of the United States of America bas kindly addressed to it ou the 28th
of Novemuer last, No. 14, with regard to the dispositions of article v of the regulation on the foreign consulates.
The Su hlime Porte, in acquiescing in the desire expressed by most of the foreign
missions, bas decided to call for military service only the dragomans and cavasses who
may in future enter into tile service of tlw consulates, excusing in that way from the
obligation the Mussulmans at present in service. As to the Christian employes,
they must without distinction pay the exoneration tax which fltlls to their share.
In order to prevent, however, in practice, any misunderstanding, the provincial
anthorit.ies have received instruction to be always careful, when the appointment of
a cavass is notified to them, to make known officially to the interested consulate the
exact situation of the cavass in re]Jl.tion ·to military service.
The ministry of foreign affairs begs the legation of the United States of America.
to be kind enough on its side to give to its agents in the Empire instructions to the
same effect.

Mr. Hirsch to Jllr. Blaine.
No. 88.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, February 22, 1890. (Received Marcll17.)
SIR: I have tlle honor to report for the information of the Department that, notwithstanding there seems no visible progress in the endeavor to bring the notorious Moussa Bey to punishment for his murderous attack on two American missionaries, yet my efforts in that
direction have evidently had some effect in very high quarters.
After my interview with the Grand Vizier, the latter official laid the
subject-matter of it before His Majesty the Sultan, and I am justified
in believing that he urged prompt action in the matter.
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A few days later, however, the dragoman of this legation, Mr. Act.
Gargiulo, was summoned to the palace. Upon presenting himself there,
the secretary of His Majesty the Sultan proceeded to read to him a
memorandum containing the views of His Majesty on the subject of my
request for the punishment of Moussa Bey, the contents of which clearly
prove that the Sultan bas been grossly misinformed, and that an attempt bas been made to prejudice bh; mind against our position. For
the information of the Department, I will inclose a copy of the memorandum as made by Mr. Gargiulo.
His Majesty first speaks of the cordial relations existing between the
two Governments, and then proceeds to remind us of the many favors
shown to American missionaries ever since his accession to the throne,
after elaborating on which be "regrets, and with reason, to hear that on
the part of certain functionaries of the United States legation, doubts
have been expressed as to the legality and the justice of the verdict IS·
sued in the trial of the matter of Moussa Bey. It can not be admitted
that the United States, so well known for insisting on the principles of
equity and justice, can desire the punishment of an individual notwithstanding be bas in conformity with law been already declared not
guilty, although on the part of certain claimants and their partisans
his punishment is insisted on right or wrong;" and then follows a request to communicate the contents of the memorandum to the minister of the United States.
It is self-evident that the Sultan has been misled in this matter, and
I am firmly of the opinion that it has been brought about by the efforts
of the minister of justice, who bas in every possible way tried to shield
the criminal.
The allusion to the acquittal of Moussa Bey can certainly have no
reference to the result of his examination in 11;83, for we have repeated
admissions on the part of the Sublime Porte since that time that said examination was not properly conducted, and that a "new and conscientious examination of the affair" should be had, and I am informed by
the Grand Vizier that he communicated to the Sultan the extracts from
the various notes of the Porte, which I had furnished His Highness, in
which these various admissions are made. It is evident, then, that His
Majesty alludes to the acquittal of Moussa Bey at the recent trial on
charges brought against him by the Armenians. I am unable to see
what possible connection exists between the two cases, and I am determined that they shall not be confounded, and that the culprit who committed the outrage on American citizens shall be punished if justice
can be had in the Ottoman Empire.
Our dragoman, after having had the memorandum read to him, immediately stated to the secretary that His Majesty the Sultan was entirely mistaken as to our position, and on communicating its contents
to me I instructed him to return to the palace as soon as possible and
convey, through the secretary to His Majesty the Sultan, my sincere regrets at the eYident misunderstandin·g of our case on his part, and my
readiness to give His Majesty the fullest information in relation to it,
and to show that our renewed demand for the punishment of Moussa
Bey was made, not at the instigation of any outside party, but in conformity with tlie views of this legation as to the justice of our demand
and as a consequence of the correspondence between it and the Sublime
Porte, resulting in the admissions made at various times by the latter
that our protest against the proceedings bad against Moussa Bey in
1883 was well founded, and that a ''new and conscientious examination
of the affair should be had."
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His Majesty, notwithstanding his reply to my message, conveyed to
me through his grand master of ceremonies, that he would be pleased
to see me "during the week," seems in no hurry to hear a correct statement of the case, as more than a week has passed without an appoint·
ment for an audience, and I do not feel that any more time should be
lost in informing the Department of the above facts.
The memorandum, if read between the lines, will be found to contain
what might be construed into a threat against the American missionaries and their great interests in this Empire, in view of which I thought
it advisable to acquaint them with its contents. At~, consultation held
by them at the Bible House in Stamboul, the Rev. Mr. Bowen, agent of
the American Bible Society, be.ing present, they unanimously agreed to
request the United States legation to continue its demand for the punishment of Moussa Bey, and communicated their request to me through
Rev. Henry 0. Dwig-ht.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

[Inclosure in No. 88.-Translation.J

Memorandurn 1·ead by Su1·eya Pasha, p1·ivate secreta1·y of tl!e Sultan, to Mr. Ga1'giulo.
Since his accession to the throne, His Maje8ty, in order to consolidate the good relations existing between his Government and that of the United States, has always
entertained the best feelings toward the representatives of the United States. The
establishment of schools and the free circulation of the missionaries, as much at
Constantinople as iu the provinces of the Empire where Christian inhabitants are to
be found, are examples of this good feeling. The reason for this is that the Government of the United States being a neutral government, its action in regard to other
powers bas always been uniform, and, as it has no animosity towards the Ottoman
Empire nor any political interest, it has at all times shown to this Empire a spirit of
perfect amity.
There is no doubt, therefore, that the United States Government, the impartiality
of which is universally acknowledged, will appreciate and affirm the good intentions
and imperial favors, as well as the attitude based on the justice and the impartiality
with which His Imperial Majesty surrounds all his subjects without distinction; and
in order to secure them this equality, His Majesty has promoted and introduced the
last judiciary reform which bas established the present tribunals, which are a safeguard of the rights of every body.
This being so, His Majesty has regretted to hear tbat, on tbe part of some officials
of the United States legation, doubts have been expressed as to the legality and the
justice of the verdict issued in the trial of the matter of Moussa Bey.
It can not be admitted that the United States Government, so well known for insistin~ on the principles of equity and justice, can desire the punishment of an iitdividual notwithstanding he bas, in comformity with law, been already declared not
guilty, although on the part of certain elaimants and their partisans it is insisted
for his punishment, right or wrong.
Conformably with the orders of His Imperial Majesty, I transmit what precedes to
you, in order to be communicated to His Excellency the minister of the United States
of America.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.
No. 61.]

DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATR,

Washington, AIarch 1, 1890.
SIR: I have received vour No. 82 of the 6th ultimo and must cordial1v
approve your interview ~of the 5th with the Grand Vizier, relative to the
case of Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds, the American citizens and missionaries, the assault on whom by Moussa Bey, in Asia 1\Hnor, in 1883,
has been the subject of much correspondence with the Porte.
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In pressing its complaint against Moussa Bey on the evidence furthis Government is actuated solely by the same desire which
the Grand Vizier so frankly and honorably expresses, 11amely, to see
exact and impartial justice done and due reparation made for the grievous wrongs inflicted on these American citizens.
I am, etc.,
nished~

JAMES

G.

BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.
No. 66.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

,
Washington, March 19, 1890.
Srn: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 88 of the 22d
ultimo, together with the translation which you inclose of a late memorandom of His .Majesty the Sultan, in reference to your representations
in the matter of the assault made on the American citizens and missionaries Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds, in Asia Minor, in 1883, by Moussa
Bey.
It seems from the memorandum that His Majesty has been led to the
belief that the Government of the United States, forsaking its attitude
of neutral and impartial friendship which His Majesty so justly appreciates, has lent its attention to interested counsels and is demanding a
reversal of the results reached under the lately established judicial procedure in the case of the alleged outrages against Armenians, of which
Moussa was acquitted. As you clearly perceive, our complaint has
nothing to do with this, but concerns alone the wrongful acts of Moussa
against the American citizens named, which appears to have bad no
proper judicial examination since the summary and abortive investigation made in 1883. Notwithstanding the repeated admission by the
Porte of the insufficiency of that examination, our persistent demands
for a fair and. open trial have been evasively met.
It is hoped that you have alread.Y had the promised opportunity of
setting the matter in its true light before His Majesty, and of rendering
it clear that the statements of the memorandum do injustice to the
attitude of the United States.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 99.]

LEGATION OF 'l'HE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, March 19, 1890. (Received April5.)
SIR: The case of two American citizens, Moses Angel and Shalom
Kanstoroom, residents of Jerusalem, who have been subjected t.) illegal
arrest and unnecessarily severe treatment by Turkish soldiers, has been
reported to this legation by United States- Consul Gillman, through
Consul-General Sweeny, a copy of which I inclose.
The arrest was caused by the refnsal of the above-mentioned Angel
and Kanstoroom to pay the taxes on real estate demanded, of which
they claimed to owe only a part.
The law for the collection of delinquent taxes on real property is plain
and in no case contemplates personal arrest.

•
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.As soon as possible after receiving the information I addressed a
note to the Sublime Porte, a copy of which is herewith inclosed, giving
a detailed history of the case, asking for proper reparation and the
issuing of orders which would prevent like occurrences in the future.
Immediately afterwards I called on the Grand Vizier in order to briug
the matter to his personal attention. He promised an immediate investigation and bas since shown me a telegraphic report from the
governor of Jerusalem, iu which tLat official claims that the arrest was
made in consequence of abusive language and threatened violence on
the part of .Angel, and furthermore claims that he furnished the 8 napoleons for the payment of Angel's taxes upon the latter's request and
promise that they should be returned on the following day, in which
latter statement he claims to be supported by the dragoman of our
consulate.
In view of the conflicting statements, I have called on the consulgeneral for _a further report in the case.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

[Inclosure 1 in No. 99.]

Mr. Gillman to Rechad Pasha.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
Jerusalem, Novembe1' 28, 1889.
EXCELLENCY: I have the honor once more to bring to your notice the cases of
Messrs. Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom, citizens of the United States, that you
may be under no misapprehension in the matter.
On the 21st instant, Kalil Lorenzo, tax collector of this city, called at the said
Angel's house in Jerusalem, accompanied by three soldiers, and made a demand on
him of2t years' taxes, which they alleged to be due on his house. Mr. Angel refusing
to pay the exorbitant sum, stating that they could lawfully claim but 1 year's tax (of
which be has full proof) and which he was ready and willing to pay, they attempted
to forcibly enter his house. He, dreading their violent behavior, closed and fastened
his door against them, when they forthwith proceeded to batter it in. But on his
threatening them, they finally concluded to leave, after using insulting language towards the consulate.
Mr. Angel, having complained of this treatment to me, was, early in the afternoon of
the same day, proceeding about his business in the street, when he was violently seized
by the three aforesaid soldi~rs, without warrant or other legal process, and, in spite
of his protest and such slight resistance as be could offer, was made prisoner by them,
they drag~;ing him with much brutal t.reatment to the court-house, in which also is
the prison. On the way and while he entreated to !Je taken before his consul they
repeatedly struck and beat him, and otherwise maltreated him, wounding him in the
leg so that he was in a fainting condition, and he considers his life would have been
sacrificed had not the interpreter and guard of the United States consulate arrived
upon the scene and protested against the outragH, requesting his release. The soldiers,
however, defying these United States officials, sMll held their prisoner, and carried
him, with our interpreter and guard, to the court-house. I have expected that, disapproving the outrage, you would take such action as the circumstances demand, preventing' their recurrence, not only from the j nstice of such a course, but from the fact
that on the matter being brought to your knowledge you at once ordered Mr. Angel's
release and paid from your own pocket 2 years' taxes on Angel's account, amounting to 8 napoleons. And, further, on a full representation of the facts by me through
our interpreter on the evening of the same day (21st instant) you asked what satisfaction would be required by the consulate, and stated you would the next day give it
full consideration. What was my surprise, therefore, to find that on the 25th instant
Shalom Kanstoroom, another citizen of the United States, was arrested in the street
by three of the military, through the order of the said Kalil Lorenzo, under similar
circumstances, without any warrant, writ, or other process of law; the charge
against KaQstoroom being his owing 2 years' taxes on his house.
On since bringing this with the former case before you, you have not only failed to
repudiate the acts complained of, but, changing from the attitude you had at first
adopted, you have justified them. Notwithstanding, on account of the very friendly
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relations which have hitherto always existed between the local government in Jerusalem and our consnlate, I again request you, will you kindly give the above-mentioned incidents your reconsideration.
Our citizens protest that their lives are not safe under an administration of the
Government which permits the military to be employed for the arrest and maltreatment of citizens of the United States, and that by a subordinate official and civilian,
without due process of law and contrary to our treaty and the direct commands of'Hilt
Imperial Majesty the Sultan, a worse condition than if we were in a state of insurrection, and the like of which has been hitherto unknown in the modern government of
Jmus~em.
·
It is unnecessary for me to indicate what everyone knows, that the law remains
open, in the case of the defaulting taxpayer, to levy upon his property for the collection of the tax. There is therefore no reaso.n, necessity, nor law for resorting to
acts of violen'Ce.
I have constantly impressed upon our citizens the duty of a strict obedience to the
laws of His Imperialy Majesty the Sultan, and have ever been prompt in correcting
any wrong doing on their part. Th.e friendly feelings which have always actuated
me in my dealings with the local government, inspire the hope that they will be met
in a like spirit, proving sufficient for the amicable adjustment of the incidents complained of.
Requesting a reply at your earliest convenience,
I take the opportunity, etc.,
HENRY GILLMAN,

Consul.
[Inclosure 2 in No. !.l9.]

Recltad Pasha to M1·. Gillman.
MUTESSARIFLIK OF JERUSALEM, November, 30, 1305. *
BEY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch dated the 28th
November, 1889, which states the complaints of Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom,
citizens of the United States, as to the bad treatment they have received from the
collector of taxes, for not paying their indebtedness to the Government,
As the said Moses Angel did D'ot pay the taxes for 2 years due on his house, the
collector of taxes often requested him to pay the said taxes without result to the
demands. They went to his house and they asked him for the same; he again refused to pay them, and using bad language towards them; they :fina11y left the house.
Shortly after when they met him in the street they again politely asked him to pay
his taxes; he refused to pay and they brought him to the court-house.
Presently the dragoman of your consulate came to me and has been informed of
Angel's act.
Shalom Kanstoroom is also indebted for 2 year's taxes on his house, which he has
been notified to pay, but I find after inquiry no compulsion has been used toward
him.
Though the said Angel's act obliged his arrest, yet for the easing of the matter and
at the request of the dragoman, he bas been delivered tu him on condition the case
should afterwards be decided in the legal tribunal; at -the same time 8 napoleons
were given to the dragoman to be paid on Angel's account and to be returned to me
the next day; though till now have not been returned.
And as at that time the beating and wounding of Angel had not been complained of
by your dragoman, neither by Angel, therefore complaining of such things now, perhaps may be for relieving himself (Angel) of censure.
And as all the foreign citizens pay their taxes without any refusal, causing no
tron ble, the occurrences through the aforesaid Angel are the occasion of the regard;
as will be 1een when the shape of the case is known as it occurred, and not as it has
been reported to you. But I have shown you my desire in this matter through the
dragoman of the Government.
I now come to the expression in your letter, which I read with much surprise,
stating that a worse condition exists than if we were in a state of insurrection, and
the like of which has been hitherto unknown in the modern government of Jerusalem.
I find no meaning for this expression, therefore I will return it; and I request you
to order your citizens to no longer refuse to pay their taxes to the Government when
requested.
I take the opportunity, etc.,
MOHAMMED RECHAD,

Governm· of Jerusalem.
if

The real date is 12 days later than the day, and the year is 584 years behind.
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Mr. Gillman to Rechad Pasha.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
Jerusalmn, November 29, 188J.
ExCELT~ENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 252, dated
the 16th of November, 1305 (18H9), inclosing two bills of summons in Moses Angel's
name requiring him to appear at the court of instruction. As this demand is contrary to our treaty and the direct commands of His Imperial Majesty, the Snltan, I
am obliged to return the bills of summons sent in Angel's name, and at the same
time I inform you that the consular court is always open for hearing and judging
any case against an American citizen. I request that you communicate this to
whom it concerns.
I take this o~porLunity, etc.,
HENRY GILLMAN,
Consul.
(Inclosme 4 in No. 99.]

M1·. Gillman to Recl!ad Pasha.

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
Jerusalern, Decmnber 14, 1889.
EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
12th instant, in reply to mine of the 28th November last, and having reference to the
cases of Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom.
After your assurance of regret at the arrest of those citizens of the United States
and the maltreatment of one of them, conveyed to me by your dragoman, Bichara
Effendi on the 7th and 9th ins tam, together with your statement that you had given
strict orders to prevent the recurrence of such conduct, and that you had punished
the soldiers coucerned in it, I coniine myself simply to expressing my extreme surprise that you now should have adopted your present at.titude in the matter.
I take the opportunity, etc.,
HENRY GILLMAN,
Consul.
l Inclosure 5 in No. 99.}

.Affidavit of Moses .Angel.
JERUSALEM, Decernber 26, 1889.
I, Moses .Angel, of Jerusalem, a citizen of the Uniteu States, in the province of Palestine, Turkish dominion, do solemnly swear and declare as follows:
That on the 21st of November, 1889, Kalil Lorenzo, the Turkish tax collector1 came
to my house with soldiers and opened my door with force and demanded taxes tor two
years and a half, or if not paid he would arrest me.
I respectfully refused it, and I claimed that there was only 1 year's taxes due, and I
shut the door and bolted it. But, as he was trying to force it open, I opened, my window and told him to go to my consul, and that I would see him there, but he said that
he did not care for my cuusul. ·I then told him that if he would try to break my door
I would shoot through it. So he left my house threatening to arrest me in the street.
I then went direct to your office and laid my complaint before you. And as I was leaving your office on my way home I was attacked by the same man with three soldiers
nearly before the United States consulate, and I was brutally assaulted without any
provocation, and was forcibly dragged by my neck, witbont any mercy, through the
public thoroughfare in Jerusalem, and I was hastened and beaten about a quarter of
a mile. When they turned down the dark butcher street I was beaten again, and as
I was fainting against the wall I was wounded by one of the soldiers in the leg-the
wound which you saw at the time, and as I have explained to you in my petition of
the 21st of November. At the same time a Turkish officer caught bold of my arm and
dragged me away from the wall. Just then I saw your dragoman and cavass come up.
Your dragoman and cavass laid their hands upon me and told the-soldiers to leave me
alone, and that they had no right to arrest me. And I solemnly believe my life would
have been sacrificed had not the United States interpreter and guard interfered. The
soldiers replied that they must take me to the Turkish court. So your dragoman and
eavass were obliged to go with me to the Turkish court, against their will. And when
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we came there your dragoman went in to the pasha, and after staying with the pasha
about an hour's time he brought out to me 8 napoleons, and told me the. pasha
had given me the 8 napoleons to pay my taxes, but I at once refus~d it and protested
against it. But, in spite of me, it was paid to the tax collector. I again protested
against paying it for two reasons: for one reason, the money is not mine, it belongs
to the pasha; and the second, I do not owe the amount they claim, and 1 can afford
to pay the taxes myself. So, dear sir, this is my affidavit; and I claim of the Turkish
Government a compensation for. my disgrace and assault; for unlawfully arresting me,
and the injustice done me by the Turkish Government, to the amount of ~$5,000).
MOSES ANGEL •

.Affidavit of Shalont Kanstoroom.
JERUSALEM, Decentber 26, 1889.
I, Shalom Kanstoroom, at Jerusalem, citizen of the United States, in the province
of Palestine, Turkish dominions, do solemnly swear and declare that on the morning
of the 20th of November 1889, I was at Mr. Angel's house when the Turkish tax
collector came with a book in his hand and claimed 2t years' taxes. Mr. Angel refused to pay it on the ground that he did not owe so much money, and he said: ''If you
will not pay it I will come here to-morrow morning with soldiers and lock yon up. I
will not go to your consul." And the next morning I was at Mr. Angel's house when
he came again with soldiers and forced open the door. And after Mr. Angel closed it
he tried to break it open and afterwards went away threatening to arrest him in the
street.
SHALOM KANSTOR00:\1.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,

Jerusalem, January 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Shalom Kanstoroom is his trne and genuine signature, made and
acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Shalom Kanstoroom is personally
known to me.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the consulate at Jerusalem this day and year next above written and of the independence
of the United States the one hundred and fourteenth.
(L. 8.]

HENRY GILLMAN,

Consul •
.Affidavit of Moses B m·uch.
JERUSALEM, December 26, 1889.
I, Moses Baruch, of Jerusalem, in the province of Palestine, Turkish dominions, do
solemnly swear and declare that on the 21st of November, 1889, I saw Mr. Angel
being brutally and forcibly dragged through the public street by Turkish soldiers,
and the Turkish tax collector was walking behind them.
MOSES BARUCH,
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,

Jerusalem, January 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States, do hereby certify that the signature
of Moses Baruch is his true and genuine signature, made and acknowledged in my
presence, and that the said Moses Baruch is personally known to me.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the consulate at. Jerusalem this day and year next above written and of the independence
of the United States the one hundred and fourteenth.
HENRY GILLMAN,
[L. s.]
Consul•
.Affidavit of H. L. Friedman.
JERUSALEM, December 26, 1889.
I, Hirch Leib Friedman, of Jerusalem, American citizen, in the province of Palestine, Turkish dominions, do solemnly swear and declare that on the 21st of November,
1889, as I was standing before my door, I saw Mr. Angel being dragged and hastened
past by Turkish soldiers. I also saw the Turkish tax collector strike Mr. Angel on
the neck and tell him to hurry on.
H. L. FRIEDliUN.
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UNITED STATES CONSULATE,
Jerusalem, Janua1·y 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Hirch Leib Friedman is his true and genuine signature, made aud
acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Hirch Leib Friedman is personally
known tome.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the cont~ulate at Jerusalem this day and year next above written and of the independ~nce
of the United States the one hundred and fourteenth.
HENRY GILLMAN,
[L. s.]
Consul.
Affidavit of Macus Scharagie.
JERUSALEM, December 26, 1889.
I, Macus Scharagie, at Jerusalem, in the province of Palestine, Turkish dominions,
do solemnly swear and declare that on November 21, 1889, I saw a Turkish soldier
dragging Mr. Angel and holding him with one hand at the back of the neck and with
the other hand he was holding Mr. Angel by the side, and as he was pushing him
along he knocked Mr. Angel's head against my cheek and knocked one of my teeth
out, as I was passing along. And as 1 was walking on I saw the American dragoman
and cavass coming after them.
MACUS SCHARAGIE.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,
.
Jerusalem, January 2, 1890,
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Macus Scharagie is his true and genuine signature, made and acknowledged in my presence, and that t>he said Macus Scharagie is personally known
tome.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the consulate at Jerusalem this day aud year next ahove written and of the independence of
the United States one hundred and fourteenth.
[L. s.]
HENRY GILLMAN,
Consul.
Affidavit of Yeheal Hafus.
JERUSALEM, December 26, 1889.
I, Yeheal Hafus, of Jerusalem, in the pr·ovince of Palestine, Turkish dominions, do
solemnly affirm and declare that on the 21st of November, 1889, I saw Mr. Angel being brutally and forcibly dragged through the public street by Turkish soldiers, and
the Turkish tax: collector was walking behind them.
YEHEAL HAFUS.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,
Jerusalent, January 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Yeheal Hafus is his true and genuine signature, made and acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Yeheal Hafus is personally known to me.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the consulate at Jerusalem this day and year next above written and of the independence of
the United States tha on(:) hundred and fourteenth.
HENRY GILLMAN,
(L. s.]
Consul.
Affidavit of Shalorn Kanstoroom.
JERUSALEM, December 27, 1889.
I, Shalom Kanstoroom, of Jerusalem, United States citizen, in the province of Palestine, Turkishd ominions, do solemnly swear and declare that on the 25th of November, 1889, I was attacked by the Turkish tax collector inside the Jaffa gate, and was
forcibly arrested by the collector and his soldiers. When I was as far as nearly half
the way, I was met by the American dragoman and cavass; then I was left off. So I
demand damage for the unlawful arrest and injustice done to me in the open thoroughfare in Jerusalem to the amount of $5,000.
SIIALOM KA.NSTOROOM.
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.Affidavit of Moses Va.zitezkL

JERUSALEM, January 2, 1890.
I, Moses Vazitezki, a Turkish citizen, of Jerusalem, in the province of Palestine,
Turkish dominions, do solemnly swear and declare that on the 25th of November, 18~9,
I saw Shalom Kanstoroom being forcibly arrested by the 'rurkish tax collector and
three Turkish soldiers. One of them held him by his hand and the other pushed him
at the back.
MOSES V AZITEZKI.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,

Jerusalem, January 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Moses Vazitezki is his true and genuine signature, made and
acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Moses Vazitezki is personally known
to me.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the Real of the consulate at Jerusalem this day and year next above written and of the independence of
the United States the one hundred and fourteenth.
HENRY GILLMAN,
[L. s.]
Consul •
.Affidavit of Mozdeci Eberstein.
JERUSALEM, January 2, 1890.
I, Mozdeci Eberstein, Turkish citizen of Jerusalem, in the province of Palestine,
Turkish dominions, do solemnly swear and declare that on the 25th day of November,
1889, I saw Sha1oQ1 Kanstoroom being forcibly arrested by the Turkish tax collector
and three Turkish soldiers. One of them held ·him by his hand and another pushed
him at the back.
MOZDECI EBERSTEIN.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,

Jerusalem, January 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Mozdeci Eberstein is his true and genuine signature, made and acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Mozdeci Eberstein is personally known
to me.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the consulate of Jerusalem this day and year next above written and of the independence of
the United States the one hundred and fourteenth.
[L. B.]

HENRY GILLMAN,

Consul•
.Affidavit of Hirsh Kansto1·oom.
JERUSALEM, January 2, 1890.
I, Hirsh Kanstoroom, of Jerusalem, in the province of Palestine, Turkish dominions, do solemnly swear and declare that on the 25th of November, 1889, I saw Shalom
Kanstoroom ucing forcibly arrested by the Turkish tax collector and three Turkish
soldiers. One of them held him by his hand and another pushed h1m at the back;
H. KANSTOROOM.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE,

Jerusalem, Janua1·y 2, 1890.
I, Henry Gillman, consul of the United States at Jerusalem, do hereby certify that
the signature of Hirsh Kanstoroom is his true and genuine signature, made and acknowledged in my presence, and that the said Hirsh Kanstoroom is personally known
tome.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the consulate at Jerusalem, this day and year next above written, and of the independence of
tlw United States the oue hundred a.nd fourteenth.

[L.

s.J

HENUY GILLl\IAN,

ConBul.
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Mr. HiTsch to Said Pasha.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Constantinople, March 1, 1890.
MR. MINISTER: I have the honor to bring to the attention of the Sublime Porte
the cases of two American citizens residing in Jerusalem who were arrested without
any warrant by Turkish soldiers, dragged through the public streets, beaten, ami
otherwise maltreated and wounded on the way, and finally forced to the court and
prison house.
The particulars of this lamentable affair have been reported to me by the United
States consul at Jerusalem, through the United States consul -general at this place,
and show a great disregard of treaty rights, which I do not doubt will be promptly
corrected by Your Excellency.
On the 21st of November, 1889, Kalil Lorenzo, tax collector of Jerusalem, called at
the bouse of Moses Angel, accompanied by three soldiers, and demanded the payment
of 2i years' taxes which were claimed as being due on his house. Angel refused to
pay tho am'mnt claimed, stating that they could lawfully claim but 1 year's tax (of
which be claims to have full proof), whtcb he was ready to pay; upon which they attempted to forcibly enter his houRe, when, fearing violence, he closed and fastened his
door, which they endeavored to break down. Upon his threatening them and referring them to the United States consul, they finally left, after using insulting language
toward the United States consulate.
Angel, after complaining to the Unit~d States consul of t.he treatment received
at the hands of tho Turkish offidals, early in the afternoon of the same day, while
walking peaceably along the street, was violently f.eized by the same three soldiers without ~tny warrant or other legal process, and, notwithstanding his protest, as
well as such slight resistance as he could offer, was arrested by them and dragged to the
court and prison bouse. Ins Lead of being taken before his consul, as he req nested
while being dragged along, be was repeatedly struck and beaten and otherwise maltreated and wounded in the leg, and was in a fainting condition, with his life sf'emingly in dan;~,er, when the interpreter and guard of the United States consul appeared
on tho scene protesting against the outrage and demanding his release.
In defiance, however, of the United Statef-1 officials, the prisoner was taken to the
court and prison bouse, together with the United States interpreter and gnard.
His Excellency Rechad Pasha, governor of Palestine, after bearing an account of
the affair, immediately ordered the release of Angel, and himself paid for Angel 8
napoleons for 2 years' taxes, r.nd on the evening of the same day, after a full and complete statement by the United States consul, His Excelleney asked the consul what
satisfaction would bo required, promising to give tbe matter his full consideration the
following day .
.But instead of any action on the part of His Excellency in the above-mentioned case,
4 days afterwards, on November 25, a similar outrage was perpetrated ou another
American citiznn, Shalom Kanstoroorn, who was arrested o the street by three soliiiers
on the order of the same official, Kalil Lorenzu, under simi1.1r circumstances, without
wanant, writ, or other process of law, on the charge of owing 2 years' taxes on his
honse.
The Turkish law provides a way in which taxes are to be collected from delinquents.
It does not appear that the provisions of it were followed in these cases, but in their
place brutal force was invoked.
I do not doubt that the authorities of the Ottoman Empire will admit that the proceedings were illegal; that the treatment was notjustifled by the circumstances; and
that they will be willing to make proper reparation and so instruct the provincial
authorities as to prevent recurrences of the offense.
Accept, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

No. 27.]

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 104.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, March 31, 1890. (Received April16.)
SIR: Within the last 3 years the restrictions placed upon the book
trade of the American missionaries have from time to time been increased until now they have become very severe and almost threaten
its very existence. The missionaries, conforming to the laws of ,the
Empire, publish only such books as are authorized by the public censor;

they print the authorization on the title-page of each volume and cause
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one copy of each edition to be sealed by the minister of public instruction, which is retained by the missionaries as proof of the genuineness
of the book.
It would seem that the exhaustive examination to which it is subjected before authorization is given and the care bestowed upon it,
as above shown, to prevent fraud, ought to insure the book against
undue and vexatiom; interference on the part of subordinates. Such,
however, is not the case. Seizures have been made in Erzerum last
autumn of books destined to the mission stations at Bitlis and Van. In
this case the books·were shipped from here in cases which were sealed
with leaden seals of the custom-house and should not have been dis·
turbed until they anived at their destination.
Within a few weeks a box for Rev. G. C. Raynolds, at Van, which bad
been passed and sealed by the custom-house here, was opened at Trebizonde and some of the books taken and sent back here for examination,
and then on reaching Erzerum was again opened and more books sent
back here for examination. Other similar cases might be mentioned.
It is a serious loss and hardship to have the contents of boxes handled
en route by inexperienced as well as irrespousible parties; moreover,
there is no valid reason why the seal of the custom-house should riot
protect the boxes and contents while en route to their destination.
It was claimed by subordinate censors in the interior that, inasmuch
as it had at one time happened that publications had been circulated
witl.J. fraudulent authorizations printed on them, they were unable to
determine which were geuuine without a reexamination, and hence
these seizures.
The missionaries have never claimed or circulated an unauthorized
publication as authorized and are not open to any such suspicion.
Very recent seizures at the custom-bouse here of autborized books
destined for other points plainly indicate that there is a deeper significance to be attached to them than would appear from the excuses made
by censors in the interior, and that the reasons given by the latter are
not the real ones, for here, where the officially sealed copy of each authorized publication is kept, there is no ground for claiming that the
books might possibly be unauthorized, notwit.hstanding the printed authorization on the title·page.
I have within the last few weeks bad very frequent interviews with
H. H., the Grand Vizier on this subject, and have strongly protested
against these unnecessary annoyances and the losses arising therefrom.
I found him personal1y very desirous of adopting some method by
which further troubles of the kind might be avoided, but I thought
best finally to observe to him that no method could be successful in
stopping these seizures unless the principle is first laid down that an
authorization once made by the proper authorities shall not be revised
or revoked, for I have satisfied myself that the contents of the books
form the real grounds for the seizures. Unless this is conceded by the
Turkish authorities, we may be prepared for endless vexation and annoyance, for every time there is a change in the office of censor a new
modification may be expected.
The .r;natter is of the greatest importance to the missionaries, as the
existence of their book trade seems to be depending upon the result. I
will give it the close and constant attention which its importance
merits.
A statement on the subject, made by Rev. H. 0. Dwight, is herewith
inclosed for the information of the Department.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMAN HIRSCH.
FR90-48
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Mentotandum of intetfetences with the book trade of Americans in Ttwlcey.
The American societies engaged in the book trade in Turkey are the Americar.
Bible Society, the American Hoard of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (Boston),
and the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions (New York). The American Tract
Society also makes grants of funds for the missionaries for the publication of tracts.
These societies have carried on the book business in the Turkish Empire since the
year 1834, when the first named of the two missionary societies tranferred to Beirut
the printing press which it had established at Malta in 1822. 'fheir publishing
houses are now situated at Constantinople and at Beirut. The value of the stock
and manufacturing plant of these societies in Turkey is estimated at about $500,000.
The American Bible Society prints the Holy Scriptures of the Old and the New
Testaments in all of the various languages of the Empire, and keeps on sale,also,a stock
of the same in all European languages. The publishing committee of the mission of
the American board, established at the Bible· HQuse, in Constantinople, prints the
Turkish, Armeno-Turkish, Grroco-Turkish, Armenian, Greek, and Bulgarian religious
and devotional books and tracts and text books for schools. The American press at
Beirut, under the charge of the missionaries of the Presbyterian Board of Missions,
prints in Arabic religious and devotional book& and tracts, school -books and scientific
works, and general literature of a high class. Both of the missionary societies also
publish religious family newspapers with extensive subscription lists.
The books published are transported at the expense of the societies to the various
parts of the Empire, so that they are sold everywhere by agents of the societies at
the catalogue price of each work.
At the beginning of this book trade no specific law regulated the publication of
books in Turkey. In fact, at that time books were rarely published, unless by the
Government itself. All books were, however, subjected to examination at customhouses, and were authorized for publication by the seal of the custom-house censor.
In 1874 a law of the press was put in force, .under which no book can be published in
Turkey without the authorization of the ministry of public instruction. This authorization is obtained by sn bmission of the manuscript with a req nest for permission
to print it. After the book is printed it can not be published without a second examination for the purpose of verifying its conformity to the manuscript as authorized.
Every book is required to bear on its title-page a statement of the fact that it is
authorized; and, under a regulation issued in 1882, this statement must give the date
and number of the permit of the department of public instruction. A regulation
was adopted in 1883 expressly applying to the books issued by the American societies,
by which all books from their presses must indicate on the title-page the fact that
they are published by a Bible or missionary society, as the case may be. The works
issued from these presses have always conformed to the laws in force at the time of
issue. Nevertheless, the trade of the American societies has long been subjected to
vexatious and destructive interference (1) by the arrest, long detention, or confiscation
of authorized books, and (2) by the restriction of liberty to choose the market in
which the books are to be sold.
·
(1) The seizure of authorized books:
Within the last 3 years there has been a marked increase of restrictions upon the
book trade. Book censors have been appointed in all the provinces, whose duty it is
to prevent the circulation of dangerous books. These censors have their attention
chiefly directed to the books offered for sale among the Christian populations of the
Empire, and especially (as some of them have been .frank enough to say) to those
books which encourage the people to think. The power of these book censors to injure the business of dealers in books, as well as the injustice actually suffered at thAir
hands, will be readily understood by a few illustrations of their narrowness, ignorance, and incompetence as a class.
One of these, a Mohammedan passing upon a Christian book written in a language
that Mohammedan in Turkey can not read, conrlemned it on the ground that he had
already permitted the Bible, and that is as much as any man ought to ask. Another
in similar circumstances condemned a work which treated of Christian doctrine as
calculated to stir up strife, for a Mohammedan might perhaps see it and be stirred
thereby to attack the Christi{tn for belie vi ug such things. Another objects to the Christian hymn "Am I a soldier of the Cross?" as revolutionary, anil so suppresses in his
province the hymn book used by all the Protestant churches in the Empire. Another
objects to a Sunday-school book th&.t it contains the word Fatherland, which word will
recall to Armenians the name of Armenia, and that name is a forbidden one. Another for the sawe reason condemns a physical geography which gives the name
Armenia in a list of copper mines mentioned by Strabo as worked in his time. Another suppresses a child's book of Bible pictures because it contains a p~cture of Mt.
Ararat. Another has confiscated a part of a shipment of Bibles as dangerous and has
relea8ed the remainder as innocuous, not being able to perceive that all the copies
are identical.
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The results of the incompetence of these c~nsors are no less extraordinary. In
many cases they pass without question the nauseous mass of immoral French romances which are issued in translations by the native publishing houses, but re~ard
as necessarily dangerous schoolbooks, religious books, and other works of a more or
less solid character. Hence, as a purely precautionary measure, they will arrest the
whole stock of an agent of the American societies while they send on to Constantinople to learn if the authorization of the department is really intended to permit the
circulation of the books. This involves long delay. In one such case, where books
of one of the American societies were seized by the censor in 1889 at Erzerum, they
are still in custody at the time of this writing, 7 months later, the censor not having
been able as yet to learn whether the authorization printed on the title page is authentic. Yet the time usually occupied by the post in the journey from Erzerum to
Constantinople is from 8 to 10 days. Similar cases of arbitrary interruption of our
business are frequent.
'
ThA department of public instruction condones such interferences with the trade
of the American societies by claiming that the provincial officials can not certainly
know,:without sending the books to Constantinople, that their authorization is genuine.
The fallacy of such an argument is evident when it is remembered that the books
are carefully examined by the censor in the custom-house in C()nstantinople before
shipment; and that the boxes are there securely sealed for the express purpose that
provincial censors may, on seeing the seal of the custom-house intact, be assured that
the books in the box are authentically authorized Looks. But more than this, the
American :societies are publishing houses long established in Turkey and having
permanent investments of a considerable amount within the Turkish Empire. The
Ottoman Government has therefore the power to hold them rigidly to account, were
they to issue illegal publications. When these societies publish a book stating on
the title-page over their own imprint that for this publication they hold a permit of
a given date and number, they ofl'er for the truth of the statement a guaranty commensurate in value with the value of their investments in 'rtukey; for those investments must necessarily be sacrificed if they were to publish a single unauthorized
book with forgery of the authorization of the department of public instruction. The
official who feels anxiety concerning the authenticity of tho authorization of a book
published by one of the American societies can allay all reasonable doubt by requiring
the local agent of the society to certify that the book is one for which the society is
actually responsible. Such a certificate ought to secure the books from arrest, for
under the circumstances the probabilities are overwhelmingly against the supposition that the printed declaration iu the books will turn out to be unauthentic. At
the same time, if the official still doubt~, he can send a copy of the book to the department for verification, sure that if the permit be not authentic the parties responsible are always at hand for· punishment.
This being the case, the course now pursued by the officials of the department of
public instruction has the effect on the mind of heing based on a will to hamper the
Americans in their book trade rather than upon any necessity of police administration.
Furthermore, these censors claim the right, e~:tch for himself, to revise, and, if he
sees fit, revoke the authorization given by the central Government and to confiscate
the books belonging to the American societies exactly as if they were printed without permission. The assertion of such a claim results in such abuses as the following:
Books of the American socitties duly authorized and sold freely in aU parts of
Constantinople have been seized on being taken into the custom-house in that city
for shipment to other parts of the Empire or to foreign lands. The reaHon of this is
simply that the officials in the custom-house do not care to observe the authorization
that is respected on the outside of the custom-house. Books sold freely in one province of the Empire are instantly confiscated on being taken into the adjoining province, because the censor in that province differs in view from his colleague. And
books that have passed the ordeal of the Constantinople custom-house, and have been
packed in boxes sealed with the official leaden seal, and have been shipped to a
distant inland city have been opened and overhauled by any censor that felt a
curiosity to see the contents of the boxes, although they were destined for a city entirely outside of his jurisdiction. And in some such cases these amateur censors by
the wayside have taken the liberty to confiscate books that seemed dangerous to
their refined tastes. Again, other censors, not deeming it needful to inquire into the
authenticity of the permits of the books of the American societies, have torn out some
pages of whose contents they did not approve, and then have suffered the mutilated
and ruined books to go free. And in one place the local dignitaries, to emphasize
their right of revising the action of the ministry at Constantinople, have torn out the
title-page containing the official authorization, and have then confiscated the books
as unauthori~ed, or at least improper in th'3ir view to be allowed circulation.
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The department of public instruction at Constantinople gives encouragement to
these acts of spoliation upon the property of the American societies by refusing to
order that its own authorizations be regarded, by taking into serious consideration
the proposals of the petty censors of the provinces for the suppression of our authorized books, and by actually claiming for itself the right to establish from time to
time new canons of censorship and then to confiscate all books which it had authorized before the new standard was devised. A notabl~ instance of the latter class of
wrongs is the case of the primary geography published by the American mission at
Constantinople in 1881 with the authorization of the department. This book has tbe
name Armenia in one of its maps, and the department now claims that it bas decided
not to authorize the use of this name, and that it may therefore confiscate the books,
although it is admitted that the use of the name wa.s authorized when the maps were
made. Its seizure of these books wherever found, whether in the hands of private
persons or in the hands of the book agents, has destroyed the value of the geography
as an article of merchandise. In other cases its officials delay for months to order
the release of books illegally seized while it considers the question of entirely suppressing the sale of the books. In one case the delay extended to the periou of 9
months, during all of which time the agent of the society was under arrest at a remote town in Asia Minor waiting to learn whether, besides the loss of his books, be
was to suffer punishment for having been found selling them, although published
under the authorizat,i on of the department.
(2) Restrictions of the right to choose the market in which the books of the societies are to be sold:
The usage of these societies is to establish book <1epots at central points and thence·
to send out traveling agents to offer the books for sale in the country districts. This
practice has been followed for years without evidence of any injury to any legitimate interest of the Ottoman Government. But in many parts of the Empire the
book agents are arrested whenever they appear in villages or country districts. In
the course of the last month (February) an American missionary was thus arrestell
for having in his possession twelve copies of bool{s authorized by the Government,
and which it was sn!Jposed that he might try to sell. He was held m arrest for 4
days in violation of the law and of the treaties, and although finally released with
an apology, he was informed that the books could be sold only in towns, not in country districts. In the province of Erzroom the customers on whom depends the sale
of the books most in demand live principally in the large villages. But the authorities undertake to hold the position that they have a right to restrict sales in these
villa~es notwithst,anding the authorization of the books.
From what bas been said it will be seen that the interference complained of is due
to the adoption by the authorities of the following principles of action in regard to the
books of the American societies:
(a) Any official who doubts the authenticity of the authorization of a book may
provisionally confiscate it.
(b) Booh:s authorized by the department of public instruction may at any time be
confiscated by a censor who chooses to revoke or ignore the authorization.
(c) The department of public instruction may confiscate books which it has itself
authorized.
(d) Officials may designate the localities where authorized books are to be sold, or
may entirely prohibit sales.
These principles, of the working of which examples have been given above, we
hold to be contrary to good sense and to equity, to be demanded by no legitimate
interest of the Ottoman Empire, and to threaten the extinction of the long-established
book trade of those American societies. It is therefore hoped that the United States
Government will take such measures as may seem fit to bring about an amelioration
of the conuitions under which these societieb suffGr needless and l1eavy losses every
year. Perhaps the admission by the Ottoman Government of the following principles
would cover the needs of the case:
(a) Books authorized by the department of public instruction are everywhere free
from seizure.
(b) Books published by a responsible publishing house and bearing on the titlepage the statement of the number and date of authorization are free from arrest or
confiscation, unless the statement bas been proved to be false.
(c) No restrictions other than those placed on other traffic are to be placed on the
traffic in authorized books.
Without the intervention of the United States Government to secure some.relief,
the American societies may be expected to lose their business as book publishers and
a great part of the capital invested in this business in Turkey.
HENRY 0. DWIGH'l',
Missiona1·y of the American Board.
BIBLE HOUSE1 CONSTANTINOPLE1

March 201 1890,
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Mr. Blaine to J[r. Hirsclt.
No. 76.]

DEPARTMENT OF STA'l'E,

fVashington, April 9, 1890.
SIR: Your dispatch No. 99 of the 19th ultimo has been received.
It recites the case of the alleged illegal arrest and maltreatment of
Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom, citizens of the United States,
by the authorities of Jerusalem, on the ground, it is said, of delinquency
in the payment of their taxes on real estate owned by them, and, as
asserted by the governor of Jerusalem, of abusive and threatening
conduct on the part of the alleged delinquents.
These cases were brought to the knowleage of the Department by a
report from the consul at Jerusalem, No. 147, dated January 28, 1890.
Your present Peport confirms all that was then related by l\fr. Gillman,
and is, moreover, accompanied by a number of affidavits of disinterested witnesses, who testify to the brutality of the treatment suft'ered
by these American citizens at the hands of the Turkish soldiery. Mr.
Gillman's action in seeking redress has already had the Department's
approval.
There can be no doubt that the forcible attempt, under pretense of
collecting taxes, to enter Mr. Angel's house by battering down his door
was unlawfnl under Turkish law and under our treaty stipulations with
the Ottoman Porte. The protocol of August 11, 1874, respecting the
right of foreigners to hold real estate in the Ottoman Empire proclaims
that-

The residence of foreigners is inviolable * * * in conformity with the treaties,
and the agents of the public force cannot enter it without the assistance of the consul
or of the delegate of the consul of the power on which the foreigner depends.

Even, therefore, had the proceedings for the collection of unpaid
taxes from Angel followed due conrse of suit and a judgment been
reached by levying upon his property for its satisfaction, it could not
have been executed on the premises without the intervention of the
consul.
There appears, however, to have been no warrant of law at any
stage of the proceedings against Mr. Angel; and therefore the outrage committed in the attempt to break into his residence is a serious
breach of treaty rights, for which due atonement should be sought.
The arrest of Mr. Angel by the soldiery did not take place until some
time after the attack upon his house. It would seem to be asserted
that he was arrested, not as a tax delinquent, but for using abusive
language and threats of armed resistance to the authorities and for
drawing a revolver. From the somewhat conflicting statements before
the Department it is not clear whether these acts are charged against
Mr. Angel at the time of the attempt to break into his house or at the
time of his subsequent arrest. It is not evident how he could have
resisted arrest in the manner stated, unless the arrest were attempted
for some other cause. But, inasmuch as lawful arrest for any cause
requires the intervention of the consul to afford it, the arrest of Mr.
Angel by the soldiery was as unlawful as the attack on his premises,
and it matters little when be may have resisted, by speech or deed, the
unlawful acts of the authorities towards him. In either case the course
of the authorities towards Mr. Augel 01iginated in wrongdoing and
was violative of treaty rights.
There seems to be no allegation whatever to justify the arrest and
maltreatment of Mr. Kanstoroom. No precedent proceedings against
him or allegation of resistance on his part to the authority of law
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appear. That he was wrongfuliy seized by force for alleged tax delinquency appears to be uncontroverted.
It is not doubted that, with your usual prudence, you will await full
ascertainment of the facts of these eases before taking definite action;
but I must say that very positive evidence to offset the facts so far
known will be needed to exempt the 'furkish authorities from a just
demand for .reparation.
Whether, in fact, Messrs. Angel and Kanstoroom arc liable for unpaid
taxes on real property i~ another matter, to follow its duo course according to treaty and 1aw. In tllis relation reference may be made to
Mr. Gillman's letter of November 29, 1889, ad<lressed to the governor,
Rechad Pasha, and in particular to his claim that Mr. Angel's case is
properly triable before the consular court. The ''two bills of summons" in Angel's name are not before the Department, and it is not
known whether the proceedings were criminal or for nonpayment of
taxes. If the latter, the protocol of 1874 determines the subjection of
the foreign holder of real property to the operation of the Turkish law,
and prescribes the course of proceedings with due intervention of the
delinquent's consul. This presumed, however, that the summons was
in fact issued on the criminal charge above referred to, and in that case
Mr. Gillman may be upheld in denying any Turkish claim of exclusive
jul'isdiction.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 113.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, April18, 1890. (Received May 5.)
SIR: I Lave the honor to inclose herewith a copy (in transla~ion) of
a note from the Sublime Porte of 7th instant, in reply to note from this
legation of December 18 last, in the matter of Moussa Bey.
For the first time during all the years of the correspondence on this
subject, this legation is informed that an "ordonnance de non lieu" has
been entered in favot· of Moussa Bey by the examining magh;trate and
chamber of accusation. This, if not set aside, will permit him to go
free.
The statements put forward by the minister of justice, which form
the basis of the note of the Sublime Porte, are by no means an answer
to the demands made by this legation. The communications of this legation on the subject have largely partaken of the nature of protests
against the very actions and statements quoted by him.
The Ottoman Government has assured this legation repeatedly that
the criminal would be brought to justice, but it would now seem that
these assurances are not to be made good. The statements of subordinate local officials, who for reasons best known to themselves have
rather screened than sought the culprit, whose irregular proceedings
have in one instance at least been admitted by tlle Sublime Porte, and
whose erroneous statements have been the subjects of repeated protests
from this legation, appear to have been accepted by the Ottoman Government without sufficient serious investigation.
The identification by Mr. Knapp of Moussa i~ not admitted by the
minister of justice, although it is known, beyond a shadow of a doubt,
that it was complete. The officials, who at the time distorted Mr.
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Knapp's evidence into making him say that l\foussa resembled the
assailant, were afterwards disciplined by the authorities and "put
under judgment," and the legation was assared the culprit would be
brought to justice.
A claim of an alibi is now made in behalf of Moussa for the first time.
We certainly can not admit the claim, as no proof of it bas ever been
made on any public trial.
The details of the attack were notorious throughout the whole region
of country where it was made, and never before did we have even an
intimation that Moussa claimed not to have "been there."
It is pointed out in the note that a way is open to 1\Iessrs. Knapp
and Raynolds to bring a suit against Moussa Bey or against the court
officials at Bitlis who conducted the examination in 1883, but it seems
to me that the only proposition which the United States Government
bas anything to do with in this case is our demand that the promise by
the Sublime Porte for the punishment of Moussa Bey be redeemed.
We are without information thus far of the date of the "ordonnance
de non lieu." In view of the long correspondence and the many promises made us, the date, when ascertained, will prove to be of the greatest
interest as well as importance.
The Grand Vizier, as well as the minister of foreign affairs, have
ever been willing and even desirous to have Moussa brought to punishment. I called on them immediately after receiving the above-mentioned note, and in tho most positive terms prot<'sted against the findings of the department of justice, and at the same time stated that the
Government of the United States looked to the Ottoman Government
to make good its promises for the punishment of 1\'Ioussa Bey, notwithstanding the opinion of the minister of justice, and furthermore demanded that until I could communicate with my Government Moussa
Bey be kept here at Constantinople by the authorities, and not be permitted to return home.
I am quite convinced, from what transpired during the interview, that
only the minister of justice stands between Moussa and deserved punishment; and as long as he is able, as heretofore be bas been, to convince the Sultan that Moussa is the injured man, just sg--long shall we
find it very difficult, if not impossible, to have inflicted on him the
punishment which he deserves, and which, for the sake of our citizens
throughout this Empire, be ought to receive.
I have not as yet bad the opportunity of laying before His Majesty
the Sultan the justice of our demand (see my dispatch No. 88, February 22 last), but am ready at any moment to respond to an appointment from the palace for an audience.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.
[Inclosure in No. 113.-Translation]

Said Pasha to Mr. Hirsch.
SUBLIME PORTE, Apt·il 7, 1890.
SIR: I have bad the honor to r~ceive the note that the legation of the United
States kindly addressed to me on the 18th of Decemuer last, No. 17, with regard to
the affair of Rev. Mr. Knapp and Dr. Raynolds.
The department of justicP, to whi.ch I communicated this document, informs me,
in reply, that it has once more examined the documents on thit> sullject and from that
examination the following appears:
The Rev. Mr. Knapp and Dr. Raynolds, who l1ad spent the night of the 3d of May,
1299 (18f::l3), at Polo K6hias, in a village near Bitlis, went on the 11th of the same
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month and complained of having been attacked on the 4th in the neighborhood of
Ouzouf-Bourni by three Kurds, whom they declared not to Know.
On the 18th and 19th of May they were confronted with four Kurds, arrested in
consequence of this complaint, but Dr. Raynolds did not recognize them and Rev.
Mr. Knapp said that he had only suspicions on one of them, the so-called Hatcho.
The inquest made having, however, proved that these four individuals were, on
the day of the attack, occupied in cutting wood at Mount Hatchreek, they had to
be released.
Later on the legation of the UniteLl States, it is trne, accused Moussa Bey and his
companions, Cherifoglon Hassan and Osman, of being the authors of this aggressive
act, but it was ascertained that there were no persons in the village by the names of
Cherifoglon Hassan and Osman.
On the lOth of October of the same year the Rev. Mr. Knapp, having seen Moussa
Bey with some other persons, said that he resembled the Kurd who had wounded Dr.
Raynolds with a sword; and the legation of the United States of America, taking its
position on this simple assertion, declares that Moussa Bey is the author of the aggression, and that his identity has been established in an evident manner.
It is, however, to be observed that the Rev. Mr. Knapp, who was on the ~d of May,
1883, for 2 hours with Moussa Bey at Polo Kebias, should have recognizecl him at
once at the time of the assault on the day after; not having recognized him then, as
appears from his :first evidence, his declaration of several months subsequent loses all
its value.
Notwithstanding that, the judiciary authorities did not fail to institute an inquest
on this subject, and it has been proved by the sworn depositions of several persons
that Moussa Bey had not left his house on the day of the assault.
In short, the culpability of Moussa Bey in this affair having not been legally established, a verdict of nol. pros. was issued in his favor by the examining magistrate and
by the chamber of accusations. The interested parties having bueti dnly informed,
they are at liberty to sue the judges, and, although a long delay has since passed, they
~an still to-day resort to that means, as in the same way they are always free to sue
Moussa once more before the competent tribunal in case they are furnished with new
evidence against him.
I am persuaded that Your Excellency, when you have cognizance of what precedes,
will kindly agree that the ministry of justice can not inflict in an administrative way
any punishment whatever on a person the culpability' of whom could not be legally
established.
Please accept, etc.,
SAID.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.

No. 80.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, April19, 1890.
Your No. 104 of the 31st ultimo and its inclosure relative to
the serious interferences with the book trade of the Americau missionaries in various parts of Turkey and under the most trifling pretexts
have been carefully read. Your representations to the Sublime Porte
in the matter have been judicious, and the Department will rely upon
your strenuous efforts to secure the complete protection of this legitim~te American interest.
JAMES G. BLAINE.
I am, etc.,
SIR:

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.

No. 118.)

LEGATION OF TilE UNITED STA'l'ES,

Constant-inople, April 25, 1890. (Heceived May 8.)
SIR: Nearly a year ago two American-missionaries, Rev. Mr. McDowell and Dr. Wishard, :were traveling through the mountains of
Boshkale, near the Persian frontier, when they were enticed into a se-
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eluded valley and robbed by some of the Nestorian mountaineers. They
made a statement of the case to the legation at the time, and the matter
was brought to the attention of the Sublime Porte by Mr. King, charge,
as reported to you in his dispatch No. 10, July 30, 1889.
The missionaries, although living in Persia, have had schools on the
Turkish side of the frontier in the district of Gawar for many years, and,
as they have to go and come every year, it is quite important to them
to have the wrong which they have suffered redressed. It is very important to remove frorp. the minds of the people there the idea of impunity, and, inasmuch as this legation has not had any response to the
complaint made last July, I addressed anew a note to the Sublime Porte
on the subject, a copy of which is herewith inclosed.
In delivering it to His Excellency the minister of foreign affairs, yesterday, I called his attention to the fact that these three robbers, whose
names are given, are leading men in their tribe, a chief, a priest, and a
deacon; that Messrs. Wishard and McDowell are prepared with testimony to fasten the crime on them; that for the sake of justice (as well
as a measure for future protection) we ask for their arrest and trial,
~nd inasmuch as they often come to J ulamerk on business, I asked that
the governor there be ordered to arrest them on their first visit to the
place. His Excellency promised to issue the necessary orders immediately, and I hope that as soon as the proper officers in that outlying
district can be communicated with the necessary steps will be taken
for the apprehension of the guilty parties.
In a subsequent interview with His Highness the Grand Vizier on the
same subject I was given assurances tllat the matter would be promptly
dealt with.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

(Inclosure in No. 118.1

Mr. Hi1·sch to Sai(l Pasha.
OF THE UNITED STATER,
Constantinople, April 24, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: I desire to call the attention of Your Excellency to note No. 4 of
July 25, 1gsg, sent you by Mr. King, concerning the robbery of Dr. Wishard and Mr.
McDowell, to which I have received no reply.
I have good reasons for stating that the robbers were Malik Baboo, Kasha Yakamas, and Sllamasha Heydoo, all of 1'akhoma, which is under the control of the governor of Jnlamerk, in the province of Hekkiari.
I again respectfully request Your Excellency to direct the governor to arrest these
men, who often go to Jnlamerk on business, a,nd have them punished and the stolen
property returned to its owners.
Dr. Wishard and Mr. McDowell will be prepared to present the evidence against
them, if arrested and brought to trial.
Accept, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH,

No. 30.]

LEGATION

Mr. Hi1·sch to Mr. Bla·ine.

No.123.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, May 3, 1890. (Received May 19.)
SIR: I inclose a copy of my note to the Porte about Moussa Bey, referred to at the close of my No. 113 of 18th ultimo. In this note I have
endeavored to answer the points advanced by the minister of justice, on
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whose report the minister of foreign afl'airs based his 110te. I did not
dwell at any le11gth on the '' ordomwuce de non lieu," because I was
unable to find the date of it, which I am yet tryiug to obtain.
I have, etc.,
SoLOMON HIRSCH.

(Inclosure in No. 123.]

Mr. Hirsch to Said Pasha.
No. 33.]

LEGATION

THE UNITED STATES,
Constantinople, May 1, 1890.
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of the 7th ultimo, in reply to the note of this legation, No. 17, of December 18,
18t:l9, in t.he matter of Moussa Bey, whose punishment for ontra.ges against American
citizens bas at various times during the last 7 years been demanded by the United
States Government.
The reply of Your Excellency is based upon the report of the minister of jnstice, to
whom the note of this legation had been referred, aud who, after ''once more" examining tbe documents on the subject, has reported his conclusions to Your Excellency,
and as the result of such report I am now informed that an "ordonnance de non lieu"
has been entered in the case by the examining magistrate and the chawber of accusation.
It is with no small degree of surprise that this legation for the first time now receives the information of the entry of the "ordonnance de non lien."
The action, as reported by the minister of justice, s(Jems to be based on the following:
I. On the 18th and 19th of May, 1883, Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds were confronted
with four Kurds who had been arrested in consequence of the complaint made, atHl
failed to indentify these four men as their assailants.
It would seem from this that His Excellency the minister of justice treated this
confrontation in a serious manner, but the slightest examination would have shown
the facts to be that the four Kurds in question were furnished for the occasion by
Mirza Bey, the father of Moussa Bey; that they were not the assailants, and, of course,
could not be identified by Knapp and Raynolds.
II. In October, 1883, Mr. Knapp was confronted with Moussa at Bitlis and is reported to have stated that he resembled the Kurd who had wounded Dr. Raynolds
with his sword.
This statement of the case is the same as made by the local officers in 1883, and was
immediately declared false by the United States legation.
The Sublime Porte promised an investigation, and afterwards informed the legation
that the officials in question had been found guilty of grave irregularities in the case.
His Excellency Assim Pasha to Mr. Wallace, January 12, 1885:
''I baye the honor to inform Your Excellency that the inquest made by the ministry
ofjustice having revealed certain irregularities committed by the examining magistrate and the deputy imperial prosecutor, these two magistrates have been put under
judgment."
Nevertheless, the falsified statement is still treated as correct by the minister of
justice.
When Mr. Knapp was summoned by the authorities of Bitlis to identify bis assailant he was confronted with a number of meu and unhesitatingly pointed out one as
the assailant of Dr.Raynolds; he did not even know the name of the man he had identified until he was afterwards told who the man was. It was Moussa Bey, who wore
for that occasion a dress of a different style from his ordinary villa,l),e dress.
An impartial examination would have brought out very clearly the positive nature
of Mr. Knapp's testimony and the d.e liberate purpose of tbe local officials to suppress it.
III. It is claimed that Mr. Knapp was with Moussa at Polo Kehio's for 2 hours on May
3, 1883, and should have recognized bim at once at the time of the assault on the following day; and inasmuch as he did not recognize him then as it appears from his
first evidence hiR declaration several months subsequent loses all its value.
This is an attempt to undermine the unimpeachable testimony of Mr. Knapp, and is
now for the first time offered to this legation. 'rhe facts are that Moussa Bey was at
the bouse in which Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds were staying that evening; that he
was not with Mr. Knapp, but that he stood in a group of Kurds ina darkroom; that
the Americans had no communication_ with him.
OF
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IV. And in further attempt to impeach the testimony of Mr. Knapp, the minister
of justice says :
"It bas been proven by the sworn depositions of several persons that Moussa Bey
had not left his bouse on the day of the assault."
In systems of judicial invm;tigations with whieh we are acquainted such statements
of alibi are without value, nnle~s proven at a regular trial when the character of the
testimony bas been sharply cross-examined in open court. Since no such trial or
testing of evidence has been held, this statement possesses not the slightest wei~ht.
It appears that the Ottoman Government bas accepted without sufficient serwus
investigation the statement of local officials, who, for reasons best known to themselves, have rather screened than sought the culprits whose irregular proceedings
have been admitted by the Sublime Porte and whose erroneous statements have been
the subjects of rep~ated protests from this legation.
We are now told by the minister of justice that the way is open for a snit to be
brought against the judges, and, furt.hermore, that the interested parties are always
free to sue Moussa Bey once more before the competent tribunal in case they are furnished with new evidence against him.
The minister of justice would have it appear by the above as if Messrs. Knapp and
Raynolds had once before brought a suit against Moussa Bey which they lost. This,
however, is not the fact. They never brought any suit. The Turkish Government
relieved them of the necessity of opening a suit; 'it assured them that it would bring
the criminals to justice, an assurance volunteered by the governor of Bitlis on the
day when Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds were brought, bruised and wounded, into
that city, and which has since then been repeated by the Sublime Porte at various
times. The United States Government has nothing to do with a·ny private suit, bnt
only with the unfulfi1led promise of tl1e Turkish Government that Moussa Bey would
be brought to punishment. We now ask that those promises be fulfilled.
I beg he1·e, in the name of my Government, to renew the protest which I made verbally to Your Excellency against the conclusions arrived at in your note, and most
earnestly demand that for the present Moussa Bey be. kept here. at the capital and
within reach of the authorities, just as others are kept who are accused of like
heinous offenses against the law, and that such punishment be inflicted on him as is
commensurate with the gravity of the crime committed by him on my countrymen.
Accept, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

Mr. Blaine -to llfr. Hirsch.
No. 82.]

DEPAR'l'MENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 6, 1890.
SIR: I transmit, for your information, a copy of a letter from the
Rev. Judson Smith, of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, in further relation to the local interference in Turkish
territory with the legitimate book trade of our citizens there; also a
copy of the answer made by the Department.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure 1 in No. 82.]

Mr. Smith to Mr. Blaine.
AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR FOHEIGN MISSIONS,
CoNGREGATIONAL HousE, 1 SoMERSET STREET,
Boston, May 2, 1890.
SIR: A communication recently received from Constantinople gives me information of the interference which the Turkish Government is making with the book department of our missionary work in the Turkish Empire. These interferences are
of such a Rort, and are so persistently followed up, as to imply a ready disposition, if
not a fixed purpose, to annoy our laborers and hamper our work, contrary to the spirit,
if not also to the letter, of the treaty regulations under which our missionary work in
the Turkish Empire has long been carried on.
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The books which are prepared at Constantinople for the varied uses of the mission
in (lifferent parts of the Empire are detained at the various custom-houses distributed
throughout the Empire upon the most frivolous pretext, and apparently at the mere
discretion of local officials, the Central Government seeming to ignore the irregularity
or to wink at it. Books that have received the required authorization of the Turkish
Government are thus detained from their proper destination, and the legitimate
work of the missionary boards and the Bible society in the Empire is thus sedously
interfered with and defeated. I am informed that the whole situation has been fully
laid before Mr. Hirsch, the United States minister at Constantinople, and that be has
communicated the same to tbe Department of State at Washington. I may therefore assume that the facts are substantially before you, and I write, not so much to
detail them and set forth their character as to make them the occasion of a special
appeal to our Government to give the matter thorough consideration, and within the
proper limits to instruct Mr. Hirsch to see that all the rights which belong to American
citizens in the Empire are fully respected by the Turkish Government and all its
officials, and are eftectually secured.
·
We understand very well that our Government can not directly undertake the
fmthemnce of the missionary work which we are carrying on in Turkey as such.
We only desire that American citizens who are engaged in this work, and to whom
definite rights aud privileges have been assured by treaty otipulation, shall not be
wantonly deprived of these rights by the unlawful and unauthorized action of officials in the Turkish Empire. The time has come when our Government may well
take a tone of dignity and firmness in dealing with the Turkish Government in this
matter, and make known too clearly to be mistaken its purpose to insist upon and to
secure to its citizens within the limits of the Tmkish Empire all the rights which
have been enjoyed by the most favored nation, and which have been included in the
treaty stipulatiom in the past. Such a, tone will certaiuly command respect and
will in due time secure the end desired, and we are fully assured that your personal
judgment will heartily fall in with your official expressions upon the snbject.
With great respect, etc.,
JUI)SON SMITH.

[Inclosure 2 in No. 82.]

Mr. Whm·ton to Mr. Srnith.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 6, 1890.
SIR: Your letter of the 2cl instant is received. The dispatches of Mr. Hirsch have
assured the Department that he js making all proper eft'orts to remove the obstacles
placed in the way of the legitimate book trade of American citizens in 'l'urkt-y, and
bis efforts will continue to receive approval. A copy of your letter will be sent to
him.
I am, etc.,
WILLIAM F. WHARTON,
.Assistant Sect·etary.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.
No. 85.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 8, 1890.
I have received your No. 113 of the 18th ultimo, and the note
therewith, communicating the conclusions of the Ottoman department
of justice in the matter of the charge brought against Moussa Bey of
an assault on Rev. Mr. Knapp and Dr. Raynolds in J\-Iay, 1883, which
are that Moussa is not guilty.
The whole conduct of this question on the part of the Turkish Government has been most disheartening, and not calculated to quicken a
perception of the guaranties of justice and protection to American r.itizens which the Ottoman administration of law is asserted to afford.
Respect for the administration of law can not be maintained unless
its verdicts flow clearly from the principles of justice and are thus comSIR:
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mended to acceptance; unfortunately, the course of the judicial branch
in this case ha8 been so perverted and the efforts of its ministers have
been so conspicuously put forth to screen native criminals as to inspire ·
little confidence in the ability of the Turkish Government to do full
right to American citizens who have been wronged by the lawless acts
of native authorities.
Your promised reply to the note of the Sublime Porte is awaited.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
JJlr. Blaine to llf'r. Hit·sch.

No. 87.J

•

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Tl1ashington, May 13, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 118 of the 25th ultimo, in further reference to the alleged robbery, about 1 year ago, of the American
missionaries Uev. Mr. McDowell and Dr. Wishard by three N estol'ian
mountaineers, wh6se names are given in your note to the Sublime Porte
of the 24th ultimo.
A speedy and just disposition of this complaint seems very desirable.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAI~E .
JJJr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.

No. 90.]

DEPARTMENT OF ST !1 TE,

Washington, May 20, 1890.
SIR: Dispatch No. 123 of the 3d instant from your legation is received. Your note of the 1st instant to the minister of state, in the
case of the assault on Messrs. Knapp and Raynolds by Moussa Bey in
1883, is regarded as a most excellent presentation of the matter as it
stands at thi~ juncture.
Awaiting the reply of the Porte,
I am, etc.,
. JAMES G. BLAINE •

.Mr. Hirsch to llfr. Blaine.

No.131.]

LEGA'l'ION OF 'l'HE UNITED S'l'ATES,

Constantinople, May 30, 1H90. (Received June 14.)
SIR: The question of interference with the book trade of the American missionaries, of which I have informed the Department in my No.
104, March 31 last, is still in statu quo.
The minister of public instruction, to whom the ma,tter has been ref~rred by the Grand Vizier, is preparing a reply, which, as I am informed,
will shortly be banded in.
It is hoped that it will prove to be in harmony with our views.
In the meantime, however, complaint has been made to me of the
burning of some of the books which bad been seized during the past
winter at Deir el Zore, in Mesopotamia, information of which has only
lately been received here.
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The value of the property destroyed was not very great, but after full
consideration it was deemed best to demand payment; which I have
done in a note addressed to the Sublime Porte, a copy of which is herewith inclosed, and which I hope will meet the approval of the Department.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.
(Inclosure 1 in No.l3l.l

Mr. Hirsch to Said Pasha.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Constantinople, .Jlfay 30, li'l90.
Mr. MINISTER: I beg to bring to the attention of Your Excellency a case of great
hardship which has just been reported to me, which bas caused the American missionaries much inconvenience and cousirlerable pecuniary loss.
Some months ago they placed a number of books for sale into the hands of a local
agent in Deir el Zor, in Mesopotamia. These books, with the exception of one, were
all authorized by the Government, and the authorization was printed on the titlepage of each volume. All therequirementsofthe law in the case had been complied
with, and they were therefore entitled to its full and unqualified protection, just as
fully as if the property bad consisted of any other class of merchanuise.
The local authorities, however, seized all the books, and, notwithstanding the
authorization, retained them for quite an unreasonably long time, after which a portion was returned, while the balance of them were all burned.
Your Excellency will at once see that this is not only an unwarranted confiscation
and inexcusable destruction of private property, but is a great injnl'y as well to the'
business which these American citizens are peaceably followingand in the pursuit of
which they have the right, under the treaties, to claim the fullest prot~tion.
I am fully persuaded that Your Excellency will take prompt measures to compensate my countrymen for the destruction of their property, which was of the value of
600 piasters, as well as to make other suitable reparation for the injury caused to
their business, and to give such orders to your subordinate officials throughout the
Empire as will prevent a like occurrence in the future.
Accept, etc.,
No. 34.]

SOLOMON HmSCH.

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.

No. 134.1

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

Constantinople, June 4, 1890. (Received June 20.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a note of the
Sublime Porte in reply to my No. 27 of March 1, 1890, in the matter of
the illegal arrest of Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom. It will be
seen that the 'furkish version of the affair is in direct contradiction of
that of Consul Gillman. I have lately had two interviews with His
Highness, the Grand Vizier on the subject, but, in view of the wide
difference in the two statements, have not been able to arrive at any
result.
In order to ascertain, however, if possible, the facts as they transpired, a suggestion for another attempt to arrive at the truth was accepted by both the Grand Vizier and myself, and in harmony with it I
have requested Consul-General Sweeney to instruct Consul Gillman
to meet the governor of Jerusalem, and the two in an amicable spirit
proceed jointly to investigate the case and report the findings, so as to
enable the two Governments to settle the matter satisfactory to both.
The governor of Jerusalem has received similar instructions from his
Government, and I hope that our joint effort to ascertain the real facts
may prove successful.
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I inclosA a copy of my dispatch to the consul-general and hope that
my action will meet with your approval.

I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

[Inclosure 1 in No. lM.J

Said Pasha to Mr. Hi1·sch.

SUBLIME PORTE, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, May 17, 1890.
SIR: I have bad t.he honor to receive the note Your Excellency kindly addressed to
me on the 1st of March last, No. 27, relating to the ill treatment received by Messrs.
Moses Angel and Shalom Kanstoroom, American citizens at Jerusalem.
The local authorities, questioned on the subject, declare that the complaints of the
above named are totally void of foundation. Here are the facts just as they occurred:
Moses Angel was in arrears for the payment of the tax on real estate. In spite of all
the steps and summonses, he persisted in refusing, and not being satisfied to answer
with abu~Ji ve language in one of the last attempts of the fiscal agent, he threatened
him some time later in the streets with a weapon he was carrying about him.
Taken to the siege of authority, out of a conciliatory spirit, he was delivered to his
consulate, and it was also out of courtesy only that Rechad Pasha at once advanced
the amount of which Moses Angel was the debtor, and which has not yet been paid
back.
Shalom Kanstoroom also bas not suffered any molestation, and it is evidently in
order to escape from the payment of his arrears of tax that he puts forward his
claim, but Yom· Excellency is too just to allow these American citizens to use similar
means in order to screen themselves from their obligations. Thus I am persuaded
that you will issue orders in consequence to the consulate of the United States at
Jerusalem.
Please accept, etc.,
SAID.
[Inclosure 2 in No. 134.]

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Sweeney.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Conf>tantinople, June 3, 1890.
SIR: In the matter of the illegal arrest of Moses Angel in J ern salem, it appears that
the reports made by Consul Gillman on the one side and the governor of Jerusalem on
tbe other are as wide apart as ever, so far as the same relate to the facts of the case.
It would appear from Angel's affidavit attached to the consul's report that he at his
own house tuld the Turkish official that "if he would try to break his door down, he
would shoot." No admission is made by him that he acthally drew a revolver. On
the other hand, the governor reports to the Grand Vizier that Angel drew a revolver
on the official in the street near the bazaar without any provocation at the time.
·
It would seem that one or the other of these two high officials has been misinformed, or it may be that both have been somewhat misled by the respective interested parties.
The United States Government is desirous of ascertaining all the facts before taking
any positive steps in the premises, and it seems that it should not be difficult to do
so, provided both parties to the controversy are equally desirous of arriving at the
truth.
I have therefore deemed it prudent to suggest that Consul Gillman and His ExcelJeucy the governor of Jerusalem should come together amicably and together endeavor to ascertain the real facts in this matter.
I have good grounds for believing that the governor will receive a like suggeRtion
from the CentraL Government here, audit is to be hoped that their combined effort for
the ascc,rtainment of the facts wilL result in a report which will enable the two Governments to arrive at a speedy settlement of this matter, as well as that of the alleged
arrest of Shalom Kanstoroom.
You will acquaint Consul Gillman with the contents of this and instruct him to
act in a0cordance with the spirit of the suggestion herein contained.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.
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lllr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 141.)

LEGA1'ION OF 1'HE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, June 19, 1890. (Received July 5.)
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a communication (No. 62).from Consul-General Sweeney, tram;mitting a dispatch {No.
131) from Consul Gillman, at Jerusalem, a copy of which is herewith inclosed, from which it would appear that on May 23 a riot took place
in Jatl'a, during which the Uhristians of that place were attacked by a
Moslem mol> carrying banners and "mostly armed with sticks." The
papers before me, as will be seen, do not contain sufficient information
to enable me to judge of the seriousness of the affair, nor do they give
any information as to whether any American citizens have been molested, attacked, or injured.
I have therefore requested Consul-General Sweeney to obtain for the
information of the legation as full an account as possible of the unfortunate occurrence, and especially to ascertain whether any American
citizens have been in any way interfered with.
llis Highness the Grand Vizier, in reply to my inquiry, assured me
that the affair was a mere local brawl, and that order and tranquillity
aee maintained in Jatl'a and throughout Palestine.
In order to further satisfy myt:lelf as to the character of the occurrence, I called upon His Excellency Baron de Galice, the Austrian ambassador, who informs me that his advices indicate that, while there
may have been a design to start a serious disturbance, the outbreak was
immediately put down by the authorities.
Be does not regard the situation as in any way serious, but, on the
contrary, satisfactory. Owing to his many years of service in .this
place and his opportnnitir.s for correct information, his opinion is enti. tletl to much weight.
I llave, etc.,
• SOLOMON HIRSCH.

(Inclosure in No. 141.]

Mr. Sweeney to Mr. Hirsch.
CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, Ju,ne 11, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose a copy of a dispatch from the cousn] at Jerusalem, concerning the riot iu which the Christians were attacked by a Moslem moh at
Ja:fi'a on the 23d May, 1890.
I have, etc.,

Z. T.

SWEENEY.

Llnclosure A.]

Mt·. Gillman to Mr. Sweeney.
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Jerusalem, May 26, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith dispatch No. 168, dated the 26th instant,
for transmission to the Department of State at Washington.
The character of the riot therein referred to as occurring at Jaffa on the 23d
instant, in which the Chrh;tians were attacked by a Moslem mob carrying banners
and mostly armed with sticks, was sufficiently serious to call for a consular meeting,
in which the vice-consuls of Germany, Austria, aud Italy were delegated to the
governor to insist on his taking precautions to prevent such riots, and making him
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responsible for the tranquillity of the population in general. It is to be noted that
the local authorities were slow in interfering with the riot. I have just heard a
rumor that a riot of even a more serious character than that reported as occurring on
the 23cl instant took place yesterday at Jaffa.
In this connection it may be proper .for me to state that for some weeks past reports have reached me as to an unusually bitter enmity being displayed by Moslems
to Christians in Jerusalem; and many have expressed to me the fear that in case
of a dangerous out.break the present governor of Jerusalem and Palestine would not
have sufficient influence with the Moslems to control them, in which fear I confess to
·sharing.
I am, etc.,
IIENRY GILLMAN.

[Inclosure B.J

Mt·. Gillman to Mr. Wharton.
No.168.]

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Jerusalern, May ~6, 1890. (Received June 19, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to report that I have received information from our consular
agent at Jaffa of the occurrence at that place, on the 23d instant, of riotous demonstrations against the Christians on the part of a Moslem mob carrying banners, and
mostly armed with sticks, and with which the local authorities have been slow in
interfering.
The character of the riot was such as to oblige the calling of a consular meeting at
.Jaffa, at which it was unanimously decided to delegate the vice-consuls of Germany,
Austria, and Italy to the governor of Jafta, to insist on his taking proper precautions
to prevent such riots, and making him responsible for the tranquillity of the population in general.
In this connection, it may be proper for me to state that for some weeks past reports
have reached me as to an unusually bitter enmity being displayed toward Christians
on the part of the Moslems in Jerusalem; and many have expressed to me the fear
that in case of a dangerous outbreak the present governor of Jerusalem and Pales.
tine would have little or no influence with the Moslems to control them, and iu
which fear I confess to sharing.
I have just heard a rumor that on yesterday a riot of even a more serious character
than that reported as occurring on the 23d instant has taken place at Jaffa.
I am, etc.,
HENRY GILLMAN.

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No.143.]

.

LEGATION OF ~l'IIE UNI1'ED STATES,

Constantinople, June 19, 1890. (Received July 3.)
SIR: By referring to dispatch 194 of my predecessor, Mr. Strauss, it
will be noticed that the trustees of Robert College, de~irous of erecting
an addition of 100 by 50 feet to their college buildi11g, as also a twostory dwelling house for their president, requested the legation to ask
for the necessary imperial irarle, which was finally granted, and was
reported to the Department in the dispatch quoted.
Subsequently it was discovered that from some cause the irade only
covered the dwelling bouse of the president and not the much·desired
addition of 100 by 50 feet to the college building proper.
Immediate steps were taken by the legation to supply the omission,
and after much vexatious waiting and frequent disappointments the correction was finally made by an order of the council of ministers and
the necessary papers transmitted to the proper aut,horities some weeks
a.go.
The college authorities have begun to prepare the ground for the
much-needed improvement.
FR90-49
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It·ades in the matter of schools are always among the most difficult
things to obtain in this Empire, and it is no small gratification to know
that we have been successful in this instance, much of the credit for
which is due to the skill and patience of Mr Gargiulo, our dragoman.
I have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.
No. 98.)

\

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 20, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 131 of the 30th ultimo, in further
reference to the American book trade in Turkey.
You inclose a copy of a note which you had just addressed to the
Sublime Porte in reference to certain books which the missionaries had
placed in the bands of an agent for sale, and which had been seized
and burned. You. say in your note, ''These books," i.e., the bool!S
left with the agent, "were all authorized by the Government, with the
exception of one," and you add, "The local authorities seized all the
books, and, notwithstanding the authorization, retained them for a long
time, after which a portion were returned; while the balance of them
were all burned."
The Department regrets that nothing appears to show whether the
destruction of books in this case was or was not confined to the unauthorized volumes, and also that nothing appears to show whether or
not the possession by the agent of the unauthorized volumes was sufficient warrant under Turkish law for the seizure of all.
It appears to the Department that the points herein suggested should
be made clear.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Hirsch.
No. 100.]

DEPAR'l'MEN'l' OF S'l'ATE,

lVashington, June 25, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No. 134 of the 4th instant, by which it appears that the statements made by Moses Angel and S. Kanstoroom,
tbe American citizens referred to in your No. 9U, and those of the local
authorities at Jerusalem, in respect to their arrest last November for
alleged default in the payment of taxes, are quite at variance.
The steps you have taken to ascertain the facts are approved.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. MacNutt to Mr. Blaine.
No. 146.]

LEGATION oF 'l'HE UNITED STATES,

Oonstamtinople, July 3, 1890. (Received July 26.)
SIR: For a fortnight past the town of Erzerum, in Asia Minor, has
been the ~cene of a conflict between the Christian and Moslem inhabitants, provoked in the beginning by a search for concealed arms in the
Armenian Church, for which the governor of Erzerum declared himself
to have had orders from the capital.
The search was conducted in the presence of the bishop anu the governor in a perfectly tlecent fashion, but the news had been spread, and
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Mr. Gillman to JJ.h-. Wluwton.
No. 173.]

CONSULATE OF Tim UNITED STATES,
Jerusalem, June 23, 1890. (Received July 17.)
Sm: Rl~ferring to my dispatch No. 147 of the 28th of Jan nary last, and to the reply
of the Department in dispatch No. 69 of the 11th March last, approving my action
in the matter of the illegal ::trrest of our citizens, I have the honor to report that, in
regard to the contradiction by His Excellency the governor of Jerusalem, to tile
Grand Vizier, of certain details in wy statement, I have received, under date of the
3d instant, from the United States minister, the suggestion to meet the governor
and amicably end('avor to ascertain the real facts in the matter, believ.ing that His Excellency would receive a like suggestion from the Ce11.tral Government at Constantinople.
The governor, on his returu to the city after a lengthy absence, having informed
me of his having received from his Government instructions to settle the matter
amicably, a meeting was appointed at his residence for the 19th instant. On this
occasion, after statements and counter statements on both sides, His Excellency, con- ,
fining himself entirely to the subject of the arrest of Angel, gave me in that connectiou, I am happy to state, the most ample and unqualified apology, expressing the
deepest regret at the occurrence, statmg that it was altogether owing to the stupidity and ignorance of the official and soldiers, aiHl that be had given the strictest
ord1ws there should be no repetition of the offense;
On my part, I could only express my satisfaction at his apology, so far as it went,
and promised to report the matter to my Government.
On my referring to the details in those cases which bad been called in question,
Jiis Excellency declined to enter on the subject, stating that he bad received no inl:!tructions from his Government in that direction.
I took the opportunity to call his attention to the facts of the robberies of Angel
and Kanstoroom on, respectively, the 16th aud 25th of Febrnary last, in which the
former lost goods to the value of $160 and the latter bad two horses stolen from him,
neither of our citizens receiving any redress; that both these men considered the
acts as being in retaliation for having brought complaints against the local government, and that, recently, Angel, .according to his statement made me, owing to the
delay in his obtaining justice, and fearing not only for his property but his life, he
believing them not to be safe under the present government of Jerusalem, bad disposed of his property at a sacrifice, and with his wife and children had returned to
the United States.
The governor promised that more strict inquiries should be made into the robberies.
All these particulars have been reported to the consulate-general for the information of the United States minister.
I am, etc.,
HENRY GILLMAN.

Mr. MacNutt to JJ[r. Blaine.
No. 151.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI'l'ED STATES,

Constantinople, August 14, 1890. (Received August 28.)
SIR: In a dispatch numbered 56 of the 14th of November, 1887, th.is
legation notified the Department of State of the conditions under whicll
an irade had been asked from the Sublime Porte for the foundation of
St. Paul's Institute at Tarsus, in Asia Minor-a foundation undertaken
by a committee of Americans under a charter granted by the State of
New York.
I take pleasure in informing you that the council of ministers has
decided favorably upon the matter, and in a recent unofficial conversation with the minister of public instruction he gave me assurance that
the details of the conditions under which the irade will be granted will
receive his personal attention.
Upon the official assurance of His Highness the Grand Vizier, and
upon the good will of the minister of public instruction, I base,my
hopes of a speedy and very satisfactory settlement of the question.
I have, etc.,
FRANCIS MAONUTT,

Charge d'.Aifaires ad interim.
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Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 171.)

LEGATION OF THE DNI'l'ED STATES,

Constantinople, October 22, 1890. (Received November 6.)
SIR : The efforts made during the past year by this legation for the
pm1isl11n.ent of the notorious Moussa Bey for his outrageous and murderous attack in 1883 upon the missionaries Knapp and Raynolds
seem finally to have been crowned with success.
An imperial irade for his exile to :Medina was issued this summer, but
he, in some mysterious way, got information in time to take to flight.
Exaggerated reports were set afloat in the community as to his desti::ation, and it seemed to be currently believed that he had escaped into
Russia, from whence it was said he would return to his native hills
and at the head of his followers resume Lis career of pillage and murder. :Measures were promptly taken by the authorities for his capture,
which was effected about 3 weeks later in the vilayet of Broussa, at no
very great distance from this city.
He was brought to Constantinople under guard, where he was confined until last Sunday, October 19, when he was embarked on a
Turkish steamer destined for Jeddab, from whence he will be taken
overland to Medina.
It is said that no man exiled to Medina ever returned.
Bahei Pasha (cousin of Moussa), governor of Scutari, in whose
keeping he was at the time of his escape, has been removed and sent
to Monastir.
It is to be regretted that punishment was not visited upon Moussa
Bey more promptly, but even now I feel very certain that the execu.tion of the sentence will have a beneficial e:fl'ect for the American missionaries in the Empire, in so far as those in the interior who might be
disposed to annoy and harass them will have been effectually taught
that the United States Government will not permit those of its citizens
who are peaceably following their vocation in this Empire to be in any
way molested with impunity.
l have, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

Mr. Hirsch to Mr. Blaine.
No. 177.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Constantinople, November 4, 1890. (Heceived November 20.)
SIR: Among the American missionary schools closed by the Turkish
authorities some 6 years ago none seemed of greater importance to the
missionaries than those at Mejdel SLems, Ain Kunyet Banias, and
Hamatb, which, all three of them, opened fully 20 years ago, had been
in successful operation until closed as above stated, of which the Department Las full information from more than one of my predecessors.
Notwithstanding repeated eft'orts for their reopening have been made
by this legation, they have until now proved w·thout avail.
'11 lle missionaries have been unceasing in tlaeir expressions of solicitu<.le in the result of these eft'orts, which I renewed immediately upon
my return here in September by again presenting the case to His Highness the Grand Vizier, and finally obtaining from him an assurance of
entire willingness to inform himself as to its merits through the local
authorities, as well as through papers on file in his department to which
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I was able to call his attention, with the result finally that, notwithstanding decided objections continued to be made by the Damascus·
authorities, after various interviews running through about 6 weeks,
His Highness sent several days ago by telegraph an order to the vali of
Damascus to permit the· opening of these three schools. We now
have telegraphic news from tbe missionaries that the necessary orders
have been issued by tlle vali to the local autborities in the respective
villages, whicb, after so many efforts, will bring about the desired result.
The bniJding at Mejdel Shems, which was formerly used for school
and chapel purposes, is tlle property of the missionaries. It was closed
up and sealed by the Turkish autlwrities about 6 years ago, as will be
more particularly ~een from a lettsr of September 24, 1890, addressed
to me by 1\:Ir. George A. Ford, n copy of which is herewith inclosed for
the information of the Department. The permit to repair the building,
which has been going to ruin ever since its disuse, althougb applied
for frequently, has never beeg grallted until now. I am gratified to be
able to inform the Department that it was issued at the same time with
the permit for the openi11g of the schools mentioned in this dispatch,
and that the missionaries are greatly elated at the result, as to the repair of the building as well as to the opening of the scllools.
Mr. Ford in his letter makes a claim for damages on account of the
<lecay of the building and other losses accruing, amounting in all to
220 Turkish pounds. Notwithstanding the difficulties always encountered in endeavoring to obtain payment on such claims, I called the
Grand Vizier's attention to it with the observation that its justness entitled it to prompt consideration. In consequence of an interchange of
opinion with Mr. Ford, and with his approval, I intimated to His HighLt!SS at a subsequent interview that the consent of the missionaries to
the abandonment of the claim might be obtained by an early order for
the permission of the necessary repairs of the building as well as the
the opening of the schools. These orders having now been issued, as
soon as their execution is satil:;factorily accomplished, the claim will be
considered as abandoned by this legation.
I am, etc.,
SOLOMON HIRSCH.

(Inclosure in No. 177.)

Mr. Ford to Mr. Hirsch.
CONSTANTINOPLE, September 30, 1890.
Sm: .As a commissioner of the American mission in Syria, I have the honor to submit the following:
Six years ago two bui1dings owned by said mission and used by tl1em for 25 years
for school and chapel purposes, and also for residence of native helpers, in Mejdel
Shems and Ain Kunyet Banias (vilayet of Damascus) were forcibly sealed by the Turkish officials, who assigned no reason for doing so but the receipt, as they said, of vizieral orders.
This matter has been repeatedly presentet.i to this legation in former years through
the consulate at Beirut, as well as directly, and knowing that these flat-roofed houses,
high up among the snows of .Mount Hermon, would soon be ruined by disuse, the
consul at Beirut gave written notice to the vali, in our behalf, that the Turkish Government would be held responsible for the damage that might come to the buildings
through their being closed.
.
Last winter the building at Mejdel Shems fell in. The tottering portions that remain are a menace to the safety of the passers-by upon the street, and the fallen ~tones
and timbers are an easy prey to poachers. We are therefore now constrained to claim
redress for the losses we have suffered, and we ask, through your kind offices-
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First. A clear aml decisive vizierial order authorizing us to renew the fallen building. The vilayet always claims inability to deal with this question and refers us to
Constantinople.
Second. The pecnniary settlement of damages to the extent of 220 liras, which is a
low estimate, 100 liras for restoring the building and 20 liras a year for the 6 years
on account of other losses accruing.
We have been obliged to hire houses for the native preachers and to incur other
heavy expenses by reason of this seizure of our property, in addition to the almost
intolerable ignominy of being bO treated by the Government and the serious interference with our legitimate work.
These losses are very inadequately presented by the claim of20 liras a year for both
plJ.ces.
When these buildings were sealed the native preacher living in the second story
was obliged to move his family and goods through the windows by means of a ladder,
and the officials then quartered their horses for months and stored the fodder in the
basement, retaining all the keys.
As a result of the efforts of the legation, orders were sent declaring our right to the
bnil(lings for dwelling purposes, while strictly forbidding all worship or instruction
in them.
The keys were then delivered to us, but, when the native preacher moved into the
rooms, the officials came at once and threw his goods into the street frf>m the upper
windows and sealed the doors a second time. The same process was repeated later a
l1ird time.
Third. A clear and strong order authorizing ns to reopen the primary schools closed
in these two villages, where the children of a community of 150 Protestants have been
cleprived for 6 years of every form of im<trnction, as well as treble that numher (Jf
Christian children of other sects who have always been dependent upon our schools.
These two schools were the first in Syria to conform, more than 4 years ago, t.o all
the requirements of the Ottoman school law, but since ours were closed new French
schools have been opened without conforming to the regulations, and continue unmolested to the present day.
As this is my second visit to Constantinople upon this unpleasant business, and
pressing engagements demand my speedy return, I trust that I may obtain a speedy
settlement.
I am, etc.,
GEO.

A. FORD.

Mr. Bla.ine to Mr. Hirsch.
No. 132.]

DEPAR'rMENT OF STATE,

Washington, November 17, 1800.
SIR: The Department was g·lad to be informed by your No. 171 of

the 2:!d ultimo that the Government of Turkey bad finally taken action
in the case of the alleged criminal Moussa Bey, which wiH probably
preclude further complaint of the American missionaries in the quarter
where he lived. Notwithstanding his technical acquittal on more than
one occasion, this Government entertained no reasonable doubt that
the charges brought by the missionaries were well founded and justified the sentence of banishment to Arabia, which has been carried into
effect.
I am, etc.,
J .A.M.ES G. BLAINE.

VENEZUELA.
Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Blaine.
No. 63.]

LEGATION OF THE UNI1'ED STATES,

Caracas, December 21, 1889. (Received December 30.)

SIR: I have just received from the Venezuelan minister for foreign
affairs the note and copy of protest which I inclose, from which you
will see that the British colonial government of Demerara has taken
formal possession of the principal mouth of the Orinoco River and declared the town of Barima a British colonial port.
I bave, etc.,
WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS.

[Inclosure in No. 63.-Translation.]

Mr; Casanova to M1·. Scruggs.
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Camcas, Decernber 20, 1889.
Mr. MINISTreR: .A new act of usurpation of Venezuelan territory consummated by
the governor of Demerara has obliged the Government of the United States of Venezuela to make the accompanying protest, which I have the honor to transmit for
Your Excellency's information and that of the Government you so worthily represent
in this capital.
I improve, etc.,
P. CASANOVA.
[Inclosure.-Translation.]

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN_ AFFAIRA,
Caracas, Decernbe1· 16, 1889.
In the periodical called the Daily Chronicle, of Demerara, British Guiana, is a
decree by the colonial governor, Sir Charles Bruce, dated the 4th December, 1889, in
wbich Barima, or the great mouth of the Orinoco River, is declared to be an English
colonial port, and the line known as "the Shomburgk survey" is assumed to be the
boundary between British and Venezuelan Guiana.
Now, according to the declaration of Lord Aberdeen, made to Senor Fortique, Veneznelan minister in London, Shomburgk was never authorized to occupy any portion
of our territory-not even that inhabited by tribes of wild Indians; that the stakes
and signals set up by him were intended merely to indicate a line which should be the
object of futnre di&cussion and negotiation between the two nations; and that it was
not known that any stations or military posts had been established or that the British flag bad been raised over the disputed territory. This was in 1841, and the Venezuelan Government soon procured the removal of the marks and posts indicated.
Now, however, following up its system of former usurpations, the Government of
Demerara does not hesitate to declare Barima a colonial port, to create a police station there, and to take pot~session of the neighboring country; all without leave or
license and in open contempt of all those principles of justice which govern the international relations of civilized nations.
Therefore, the Government of the United States of Venezuela is under the necessity
of protesting, and it does hereby formally and solemnly protest, against the acts of
the government of Demarara in declaring Barima a colonial port; and it does this in
the same manner and form expressed in its protest of February 27, 1887, and of the
15th June and 29th October, 18tl8, against former usurpations of Venezuelan territory.
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It protests, moreover, against the act of jurisdiction which tbe same colonial government has recently pretended to exercise over the territory of Venezt ela by authorizing the construction of a road which shall put Demerara in communication with the
federal territory of Yuruary. That territory b~longs exclusively to the Republic and
is unctel: its sole and exclusive jurisdiction, it having never been considered disputed
territory between Venezuela and Great Britain. Moreover, the last-named power is
prohibited fro111 clairuing or occupying it by the very terms of the agreement whroh
1t itself proposed and entered into with_ Venezuela in 1850 through Mr. Bedford Hinton Wilson, then charge d'affaires -of Great Britain in this capital.

P.

CASANOVA.

Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Blaine.
No. 82.]

LEGATION OF 1.'HE UNI1.'ED STA'lES,

.

Caracas, March 6, 1890. (Heceived 1\larch 21.)
SIR: By constitutional provision, the national legislature of Venezuela is composed of two houses, one of senators and one of representatives. The senators are elected for the term of 4 years by the legislatures of the several States, each State being entitled to 3 senators
and to an equal number of suplentes, or alternates. The alternates
have no functions except in the case of death, inability, or absence of
their principals. Only native-born citizens 30 years of age or upwards
are eligible to either position. There are nine constituent States of the
federal union, and consequently 27 senators and as many alternates.
The representatives are elected for 4 years by popular vote, and for
this purpose there is no restriction of the suffrage, no qualifications
other than age and sex. It is only necessary· that the voter be a male
citizen 18 years of age, and all persons born or naturalized in the
country are citizens; so, too, are all residents who were born abroad of
Venezuelan parents, and likewise all resident natives of other Spanish
American countries who" manifest a desire to become citizens." There
is one representative and one alternate for every 35,000 inhabitants,
and an additional member is allowed for every fraction of 35,000 over
15,000.
The meeting of the two houses takes place annually on the 20th of
February, "or," to adopt the language of the constitution, "as soon
thereafter as possible)' The presence of two-thirds of each house is
necessary to a quorum; but less than a quorum may organize as a
"preparatory commission" and formulate measures for approval by a
quorum of either house after organization. The organization is effected
by the election of a presiding officer and subordinate officers, the apJ1ointment of standing committees, etc. The presiding officers of tlte
senate and house are styled, respectively, "the president" and ''vice
president of Congress." The sessions are open and public, but may be
made secret by a majority vote in each house. All voting-, whether in
open or in secret session, is secret and by ballot. The constitutional
limit of the session is 60 days, but may be extended to 90 by a majority
vote in both houses.
The new Congress met in Caracas on the 20th ultimo. There being
less than a quorum present, those who answered to their names organized themselves into a preparatory commission and proceeded to formulate business for the session. On the 25th, there being a quorum
present, both houses were organized and the session forrually declared
open. On the 3d instant the President read his annual message (dated
the 1st) to the houses in joint session.
The message (two copies of which I transmit under separate cover)
is of great length and treats mainly of local and domestic matters.
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The President congratulates the country upon the fact that during
the past year there has been a settled peace. There has been a grand
" political transformation," but without war or bloodshed, " without
even riot or disorder of an;y kind." He urgently recommends, however, that greater attention be paid to the coast defenses and to "the
strengthening and improving of the military and naval forces;" says
the financial condition of the country is satisfactory; that the interest
on the public debt has been punctually paid and the debt. itself materially reduced; and that, with the exception of the old difficulty with
Great Britain, the relations of the Venezuelan Government with foreign
powers are amicable and satisfactory. He expresses regret, however,
that, in spite of the constant efforts made in London and in Washington looking to some jnst and satisfactory solution of the British Guiaua.
controversy, nothing has been accomplished, and that the colonial
authorities of Demerara are constantly encroaching upon Venezuelan
territory.
Of the International Conference of American States now in session
in Washington be says, '' all the free states of both the Americas
responded to the call of the great Republic, and it is hoped that a Co11gress, such as the world 4as never before seen, may be productive of
beneficial results to all the countries represented;" and that "it is a
L'<>HSoling thought to see friendly arbitration gaining in favor as a
means of settling international disputes."
The reading of the message occupied nearJy 3 hours, and was listened
to with profound attention, with frequent applause from the galleries
and from the benches of the members.
I have, etc.,
WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS.

Mr. Scruggs to .Mr. Blaine.
[Extract.)

No. 98.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Oaracas, Ap'ril 25, 1890. (Received May 3.)
SIR : The recent occupation by a British police force of a large area
of territory south and west of the limits hitherto claimed by England
as the boundary of her Guianian possessions is creating grave apprehensions in Government circles here.
It will be remembered that Venezuela has steadily maintained, since
1836, that the Essequibo River is the limit of British possessions. It
will be remembered also that in the earlier stages of this controversy
England claimed only to the Pumaron. Subsequently she extended
her claim westward to the Gulf of Morajuana and southward to the
Hiver Guaima. Later on, taking advantage of the unsettled political
condition of the country, she further extended her claim, first to the
River Barima, then to Braza Barima (including the fertile island of that
name), and finally southward up the main channel of the Orinoco
delta, as far as the Amacura, the starting point from westward of what
is known as the " Schorn burgk line."
This line extends in general direction southeastward to the Otomonga,
near its junction with the Cuyuni, between the sixtieth and sixty-first
meridians; thence south ward in general direction to the head waters
of the Uriman, or Little Coroni (one of the navigable affluents of the
Orinoco), between the sixty-first and sixty-second meridians; thence
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northward to the junction of the Maju and Tacutu Rivers, tribntarit:'s
of the Bran<~o; and thence eastward along the margin of the Tacntu
and beyond its source to the head waters of the Essequibo.
Never, I believe, tlntil quite recently has England claimed this line
as the southern boundary of her colonial possessions. On the contrary,
she has more than once explicitly disclaimed any such pretension. Yet
she now not only occupies the entire territory north of this line, but has
taken possession oflarge districts south of it. l\fore than this, she now
lays claim to almost the entire territory north of the Oaroni and east
of the Orinoco below the mouth of the Oaroni. This includes, of course,
the vast territory of Yuruary, wherein are situated the rich and productive gold mines of Caratal and Colloa.
Of course, the Venezuelan Government is not prepared to resist these
bold encroachments; otherwise they would hardly be attempted. The
Government here bas been endeavoring for more than 6 months past to
reestablish diplomatic relations, re8tore the status quo of 1886, and have
the question of boundary referred to arbitration, but without the slightest prospect of success. The British Government makes it a condition
that Venezuela relinquish her claim to all territory north of the Scbomburgk line, and that arbitration be limited to disputed territory south of
that line.
Hence the difficulty in the way of reestablishing diplomatic relations,
of restoring the status quo, and thus bringing about a permanent adjustment by means of friendly arbitration. It can now be done, I apprehend, only by the friendly intervention of some neutral power which
England respects.
I have, etc.,
WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS.

Mr. Blaine to
No. 81.]

~Jr.

Scruggs.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,·

Washington, May 2, 1890.
SIR: Referring to your No. 53 of November 16 last and your No. 63
of the 21st of the succeeding month, b9th relating to the question of
the disputed boundary between Venezuela and British Guiana, I have
to inclose copy of my telegram,* dated yesterday, instructing Mr. Lincoln to use his good offices to bring about the resumption of diplomatic
relations between Great Britain and Venezuela, with a view to the arbitration of the boundary question.
I have informed the Venezuelan minister at this capital of the con· tents of this telegram. Copies of your Nos. 53 and 63 have been sent
to Mr. Lincoln.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Blaine.

No.100.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Caracas, Jliay 3, 1890. (Received May 15.)
SIR: Since the date of my No. 98 of the 25th of April last I have
procured a" sketch map'' of the disputed Guianian territory as prepared
by authority of the British Government.
*See correspondence with the legation of the United States at London •
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This map shows the extreme claim by the British Government, as set
forth January 10, 1880; the provisional line within which it refused to
admit any question of title October 21, 1886, and also the boundary respecting which it intimated a willingness to submit to arbitration April,
1888.
It will be observed, however, that the claim thus officially announced
does not differ materially from that indicated in my former dispatch,
and that the vital point in dispute, namely, the command of the great
mouth of the Orinoco, is precisely the one which Great Britain now
refuses to submit to friendly arbitration.
I have, etc.,
WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Scruggs. _
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, May 19, 1890.
SIR: I inclose, for your information and the files of your legation,
copy of .Mr. Lincoln's No. 22U* of the 5th instant, reporting his conversation with Lord Salisbury in regard to the renewal of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Venezuela and the settlement of the
boundary dispute by arbitration.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
No. 85.]

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Scruggs.
No. 88.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, May 21, 1890.
SIR: I have received your No.lOO of the 3d instant, inclosing a map
showing the British claims to the territory in dispute between the Governments of Great Br-itain and Venezuela. Copies of your dispatch
and of its inclosure have been transmitted to our minister at London.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Blaine.
No. 106.)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
Caracas, June 7, 1890. (Received June 20.)
SIR : A special commissioner of the Venezuelan Government to that
of British Guiana has just returned hither after an extensive tour of
observation through the territory recently occupied by the British colonial authorities of Demerara. He reports the occupation as ''a fact,
formally and fully accomplished." The governor of Demerara told him
plainly that," although Venezuela claimed this territory, it would never
be given back." The position and extent of this territory is fully
shown in my Nos. 98 and 100 of April 25 and May 3 last.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·

.. See correspondence with the legation of the United States at London.
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According to the commissioner, the transformation in Barima. is com·
plete. In 1883 "there was not a sign of human habitation" between
the Rivers Barima and Amacura. "Now there are upwards of fifty
English settlement~, all in a most flourishing condition." The soil is
of inexhaustible fertil1ty, admirably adapted to sugar and cotton culture, and the forests abound with richest and rarest cabinet and dye
woods. The British llave established a port of entry and a number of
large warebonl:-!es at Barima Point," thus afl'ording increased facilities
for smuggling European goods into the Venezuelan coast and river
ports."
In other portions of the disputed territory rich gold mines have been
recently discovered and opened. These are worked at comparatively
small expense and "yield enormous profits." Hence, owing to the
excitement thus caused and the extraordinary inducements held out
to immigrants, the country is being rapidly settled up.
The Indians of the far interio~ receive special attention from the
Demerara government. They are encouraged to visit and trade with.
the new settlements. They are not required to pay taxes or port dues
of any kind, and when they visit the settlements they are protected from
"sharpers" by a special police force, whose business it is to "see that
they are not cheated." 'rhey seem greatly pleased with these attentions, and already a profitable trade has sprung up between them and
the new settlements. They are acquiring the English language and
seem contented and happy in their new relations.
Tile trade between the new settlements and Demerara has already
become quite extensive and is daily increasing. It is carried on by
means of small coasting and river steamers, operating under subsidies from tile British and colonial governments, and, to adopt the language of the commissioner, the rich valleys of the rumaron, Guaima,
Barima, and Amacura ''have become the granaries of British Guiana."
Acting under instructions from his Government, the commissioner
made formal written protest against all these encroachments, and against
the exercise of any and all British authority iu the territory named;
but little or no attention was paid to it.
In this connection I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction No. 85, dated the 19th May, inclosing copy of Mr. Lincoln's No. 229
of the 5th, in which he reports his conversation with Lord Salisbury in
regard to the renewal of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and
Venezuela and the settlement of the boundary dispute by arbitration.
I have taken the liberty to communicate, informally, the substance of
Mr. Lincoln's dispatch to the Venezuelan minister for foreign affairs.
l have, etc.,
WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Scruggs.
No. 97.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 21, 1890.
have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 106 of the 7th
inRtant, in relation to the Guiana boundary dispute, and to state that a
copy of your dispatch has been forwarded to your colleague at London,
for his information.
I am, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
SIR: I
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE lJEGATION OF VENEZUELA
AT WASHINGTON.

Mr. Peraza to ]Jr. Blaine.
l Translation.]
LEGATION OF VENEZUELA,

Washington, February 17, 1890.
SIR: The undersigned has the honor to present his most respectful
compliments to the Hon. James G. Blaine, and to remark that he deeply
regrets the painful causes that occasioned the postponement of the
interview which was to be granted to him on the 12th of December
last, in which the undersigned hoped to receive some assurance with
regard to the generous steps of tile United States Government designed
to put a stop to the conflict in which the territorial rights of Venezuela
are involved by reason of the possession which has been forcibl,y taken
of a part of Venezuelan Guiana by the Government of Great Britain.
Since tilat time matters have been daily becoming more serious, and
have now reached an extremely critical and alarming stage, and, although the unflersigned still proposes to solicit, at a future day, an
interview on this subject, he nevertheless deems it necessary for him,
in. view of the gravity of the circumstances, to give a statement ot the
existing state of things in the present note, and once more to request
the United States Government to use its goo(l offices (which will be
strengthened by its powerful influence) in order to bring about a settlement of the dispute between Venezuela and Great Britain by the means
which international law and the spirit of modern civilization have provided for such cases.
The Honorable Mr. Blaine is already aware that agents of the Government of Great Britain have takeu possession unduly and forcibly of
the port of Barima, at the mouth of tile Orinoco, which up to that time
had been possessed by Venezuela, whose title to it was indisputable. It
is only necessary to cast a glance at the map of South America in order
to see the vast importance of this aggressive step of Great Britain.
When a European maritime power bas once obtained a foothold at Barima, it absolutely controls the Orinoco River and its numerous affluents.
Through that artery it may penetrate as far as the Rio de la Plata.
Venezuela is the.r efore not the only American republic that is at the
mercy of the naval power that gets control of the Orinoco River. Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, the Argentine Republic, and Uruguay are
likewise at its mercy. · This is not a danger that threatens Venezuela
alone; it threatens all America, and is, perhaps, more serious than the
possession of the Panama Canal by a European power, since it would
render nugatory the efforts which, through the initiative of the United
States Government, are now being made by the nations of America to
draw closer their family bonds, to unify their interests, and to have one
and the same destiny in future. All these aspirations, whicil are based
upon the continental idea which is now engaging the attention of the
International American Conference, might be rendered fruitless by the
presence and control in the Orinoco of so formidable a naval power as is
Great Britain. Her vessels would enter the mouth of that river and
would carry to the great centers of population her productions, her
ideas, and her exclusive interests.
This, in the opinion of the undersigned, explains the haste with
which Great Britain has acted in taking possession of the territory of
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Venezuela lying on the Orinoco. Great Britain wishes to be able to
control that immense fluvial artery when the project of the unification
of America is accomplished; this was understood by the Government
of Venezuela when it appealed to that of the United States, asking
that its influence might be exerted, not only in behalf of the rights of
Venezuela, but also in behalf of American rights and interests, which
were jeopardized by the British invasion on the Orinoco.
The undersigned has recently received ad vices from his Government,
informing him that a British squadron has already arrived at Barbados,
and that three steamers belonging to that squadron, viz, the Emerald,
the Bellerophon, and the Partridge, have been ordered to Demerara; it
was also positively asserted in Venezuela that there were British forces
already at Barima; all of which shows that this act of invasion is not
to be attributed to the colony, but that it is a measure adopted by the
Government of the mother country.
These events, as Your Excellency will readily understand, . have
excited the people of Venezuela still more than they were already excited, especially in the towns situated near the scene of the conflict,
ap.d it is impossible to foresee the consequences to wllich they may
give rise.
The Government of Venezuela is unwilling to abandon the hope which
it bases upon the sincere friendship of that of the Unite<l States, that
the latter will request Great Britain to consent to submit its dispute
with Venezuela to arbitration, and it bas consequently instructed me,
with a view to bringing about this result, to beg Your Excellency with
redoubled earnestness to lend the good offices of the United States
Government, which is now mor~ than ever the only source from which
Venezuela can hope for assistance, since the nations of Europe, feeling
irritated at the attitude which has been taken by the republics of South
and Central America with the design of drawing closer their commercial relations with the United States, will not be willing to give any
support to Venezuela, not even the moral support of their sympathy,
inasmuch as a European power is concerned in the dispute, which shares
with them the apprehensions that are felt by them all in consequence
of the commercial and fraternal union with this Republic which is now
being established through the American International Conference.
The undersigned therefore feels confident that when Your Excellency
shall have taken into consideration the critical state of this question,
the imminence. of a conflict, and the reasons which the undersigned has
had the honor to set forth in the present note, you will deign to act in
compliance with this request, and that you will inform the Cabinet of
St. James that the Washington Cabinet sincerely desires that the present controversy between Great Britain and Venezuela may be settled
by the means that are now recognized and made use of by civilized nations for the decision of questions of this kind in accordance with reason and justice.
The same sentiments and desires were expressed by the President of
the United States in his message of Decem bar 3, 1889, and the undersigned believes that if the idea which they involve were directly
manifested by Your Excellency to the Government of Great Britain, it
would be sufficient to induce that natiOn to assent to a peaceful settlement whereby all just rights would be guarantied; for the voice of
the United States bas always beeqlistened to with deference by the
European powers, especially when this nation has spoken in behalf of
the legitimate interests of .America, which it has deti.ned in a doctrine
that ~ow forms part of its common law.
With sentiments, etc.,
N. BOLET PERAZA.
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Mr. Pet·aza to Mr. Blaine.
rTranslation.]

LEGATION OF VENEZUELA,
Washington, A.prU ~4, 1890.
SIR: The undersigned has the honor to present his respects to the
Hon. James G. Blaine, and regrets to inform him that he has this
day received advices from his Government apprising him that Dr.
:Modesto Urbaneja, minister of the Republic in France, who visited
London for the purpose of endeavoring to secure the restoration of
diplomatic relations between Venezuela and Great Britain, relying to
this end upon the mediation of Mr. Lincoln, the United States minister,
was unable to accomplish his purpose, for the reason that His Excellency
Mr. Lincoln has not received the instructions which the Honoraule Mr.
Blaine promised to send him for that purpose during the interview in
which the undersigned had the honor to speak to His Excellency on this
and other subjects on the 20th of February last.
The undersigned, having again received urgent instructions from
his Government to remind the Honorable Mr. Blaine of the instructions
so generously promised by him, hereby does so, with the remark that
the circumstances are extremely critical for Venezuela, which sees on
the one hand the British forces persistently invading her territory, and
on the other does not see any effective demonstration on the part of the
United States Government in the way of mediation, which has been so
earnestly solicited from it, and which it has so unequivocally promised.
The undersigned has informed his Government of the repeated promises made to him by the Honorable Mr. Blaine that, when once the plan
of arbitration shouhl have been adopted by the conference, the friendly
steps of the United States Government near that of Great Britain
would be begun, with the view of inducing the latter to consent to a
peaceful settlement of the boundary question between it and Venezuela,
and the undersigned consequently entertains the hope that when the
Honorable Mr. Blaine shall communicate to the Cabinet of St. James
the wish expressed by the International American Conference that disputes between the American republics and the nations of Europe may
be settled by arbitration, that favorable opportun~ty may be taken by
the United States Government to use its good offices to the end that the
controversy may be brought to a speedy and reasonable termination by
that means.
The undersigned will consider himself highly honored if the Honorable Mr. Blaine will favor him with a satisfactory reply to this note,
which result is awaited by his Government with impatience and anxiety, owing to the gravity of the circumstances.
The undersigned, etc.,
N. BOLET PERAZA.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Peraza.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, May 2, 1890.
SIR I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
24:th ultimo, relative to the question of the disputed boundary between
Venezuela and British Guiana.

VENEZUELA.
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I yesterday instructed our minister at London by telegraph to use
his earnest good offices with Her Majesty's Government to bring about
a resumption of diplomatic relations between Venezuela and Great
Britaiu, as a preliminary step toward negotiation for arbitration of the
dispute.
I directed Mr. Lincoln to suggest to Lord Salisbury that an informal
conference ofrepresentati ves of Venezuela, Great Britain, and the United
States be held here or in London, with a view to reaching an understanding on which diplomatic relations may be resumed. I further
stated that our attitude iu such a joint conference would be solely one
of impartial friendship towards both Governments.
Accept, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Peraza to Mr. Blaine.
[Traulation.]

LEGATION OF VENEZUELA,

Washington, May 5, 1890.
SIR: The undersigned has the honor to acknowledge with the greatest satisfaction the receipt of Your Excellency's note of the 2d instant,
whereby you were pleased to inform him that you had seut instructions
by telegraph to the United States minister at London to use hts good
offices with the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, with a view to
securing the restoration of diplomatic relations between Venezuela and
Great Britain, as a preliminary step towards the negotiation of an arbitration convention for the settlement of the dispute. Your Excellency
added that you hail authorized Mr. Lincoln to suggest to Lord Salisbury
that an informal conference of the representatives of Venezuela, Great
Britain, and the United States be held, either at Washington or at
London, for the purpose of reaching an agreement with regard to the
restoration of diplomatic relations, the attitude of the United States to
be, in said conference, one of impartial friendship.
The undersigned expects the most satisfactory results from the step
which Your Excellency hasjust taken in this important matter, for one
of the circumstances that increased the difficulties of Venezuela in the
conflict in which she is now engaged with Great Britain, and that which
gave most encouragement to Her Majesty's Government in its invasions
of Venezuelan territory, was the belief entertained by the British
Government that the United States would abandon Venezuela and
would never use their fraternal mediation in her behalf.
That mediation having now been initiated by the decisive instructions
sent by Your Excellency to the United States minister at London, and
Great Britain being now aware that the United States are speaking uot
only for themselves in this matter, but that they are also voicing the
fraternal desire of all the nations of the American continent, solemnly
and explicitly expressed at the International American Conference, it
is to be hoped that the British Government will modify its attitude
and will be inclined to accept the amicable and peaceful means that are
offered to it in the name of the high principles of humanity and justice
for the settlement of its controversy with Venezuela.
The undersigned, being convinced of the signification and high importance of the noble step taken by Your Excellency, informed his GovFR 90-50
•
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ernment thereof by telegraph without delay, and he has this
received the reply of the President of Venezuela, which was sent
telegraph, and which is as follows:
Congratulations. Good for Venezuela.

Thanks to Mr. Blaine.

·

ANDUEZA PALACIOS.

The undersigned has the honor to communicate this to the Honorable
Mr. Blaine, for the satisfaction of the United States. While Venezuela
was already bound to this country by the ties of traditional friendship,
she is so now by those of deep gratitude.
With sentiments, etc.,
N. BOLET PERAZA.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Peraza.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, May 19, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I have received a dispatch
from our minister at London, reporting that, in compliance with my instructions, of the transmission of which I advised you on the 2d instant,
he had an interview with Lord Salisbury in regard to the renewal of
diplomatic relations between Venezuela and Great Britain and the settlement of the boundary dispute by arbitration.
After listening to the views of this Government, His Lordship informed Mr. Lincoln that he desired to consult with the colonial office
before replying to his suggestions.
Accept, etc.,
J .AJ'!1ES G. BLAINE.
Mr. Peraza to Mr. Blaine.
(Translation.]

LEGATION OF VENEZUELA,

Washington, May 20, 1890.
SIR: I have the .honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's note of yesterday, whereby you were pleased to inform me that
you bad received a dispatch from the United States minister at London, in which he stated that, in pursuance of the instructions which
Your Excellency had sent him, he had an interview with Lord Salisbury in regard to the restoration of diplomatic relations between Venezuela and Great Britain and the settlement of the boundary question
by arbitration, and that Lord Salisbury, when apprised of the views of
the United States Government, bad informed Mr. Lincoln that he
wished to consult the colonial office before replying to his suggestions.
I have already transmitted this news to my Government by cabl~
Although it does not contain a final decision, I do not doubt that it
will be very pleasing to my Government, because it informs it of what
it so eagerly de8ired, viz, that the United States Government bas
begun to lend its paternal good offices in this question with a decision
that can not fail to be crowned with success. It will be a glorious
thing for the United States Government to restore to this whole continent the tranquillity which it does not now enjoy, on seeing the
sovereignty of a sister republic menaced by a European power. Such
a result, added to those which have just been accomplished by the
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Mr • .Adee to Mr. Peraza.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, July 9, 1890.
MY DEAR SIR: It gives me pleasure to inform you that the Department is in receipt of a dispatch from our minister at London, dated the
25th ultimo, in which be states that> in compliance with the Department's telegraphic instructions, he requested Senor Pulido, the special
envoy from Venezuela to Great Britain, to meet him with a view to
arranging the former's presentation to Lord Salisbury. Senor Pulido
called on Mr. Lincoln on .the 21st ultimo and informed him that he had,
on the previous day, formally notified Sir Thomas Sanderson, assistant
undersecretary of state for foreign affairs (by whom the recent note
to Senor Urbaneja was signed), of his mission, and had requested an
appointment to present his credentials and the response of the Venezuelan Government. As he was still desirous of Leing presented to Lord
Salisbury, Mr. Lincoln had an interview with His Lordship, who stated
that, while Senor Pulido was in negotiation with Sir Thomas Sanderson,
it would, nevertheless, be quite agreeable to him to receive him. Mr.
Lincoln accordingly made the presentation on the 25th ultimo. The
conversation was brief, and referred only in general terms to the pending controversy, the hope being expressed by both Lord Salisbury and
Senor Pulido, in the most courteous manner, that some satisfactory
arrangement would soon be reached. It was understood that Senor
Pulido was to continue his negotiations with Sir Thomas Sanderson.
Senor Pulido expressed his gratification to Mr. Lincoln at the latter's
action in the matter.
lam, etc.,
ALVEY ..A.DEE,

Acting Secretary.
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